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ADVERTISEMENT.

This volume contains the numerical values of the secular and periodical

inequalities of the motions of the planets and moon ; the numbers, given

in the original work, having been reduced from centesimal to sexagesimal

seconds, to render them more convenient for reference. The Appendix

contains many important formulas and tables, which are useful to

astronomers in computing the motions of the planets and comets. Some of

these tables are new, and the others have been varied in their forms, to

render them more simple in their uses and applications : none of them have

heretofore been published in this country. Several of the formulas have

been introduced into the calculations of modern astronomy, since the

commencement of the first part of the original work. The portrait of

the author, accompanying this volume, was obtained in France, and is an

impression from the original plate, which was engraved under his direction,

for the Systtme du Monde. The fourth volume of the work will be put

to press in the course of a few weeks.





PREFACE.

We have given, in the first part of this work, the general ])rinciples of

the equilibrium and motion of bodies. The application of these principles

to the motions of the heavenly bodies, has conducted us, by geometrical

reasoning, without any hypothesis, to the law of universal attraction
;
the

action of gravity, and the motions of projectiles on the surface of the earth,

being particular cases of this law. We have then taken into consideration,

a system of bodies subjected to this great law of nature
;
and have obtained,

by a singular analysis, the general expressions of their motions, of their

figures, and of the oscillations of the fluids which cover them. From these

expressions, we have deduced all the known phenomena of the flow and ebb

of the tide ;
the variations of the degrees, and of the force of gravity at the

surface of the earth ;
the precession of the equinoxes ;

the libration of the

moon
;
and the figure and rotation of Saturn's Rings. We have also pointed

out the cause, why these rings remain, permanently, in the plane of the

equator of Saturn. Moreover, we have deduced, from the same theory of

gravity, the principal equations of the motions of the planets ; particularly

those of Jupiter and Saturn, whose great inequalities have a period of above

nine hundred years. The inequalities in the motions of Jupiter and Saturn,

presented, at first, to astronomers, nothing but anomalies, Avhose laws and

causes were unknown; and, for a long time, these irregularities appeared to

be inconsistent with the theory of gravity ;
but a more thorough examination

has shown, that they can be deduced from it
;
and now, these motions are
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one of the most striking proofs of the truth of this theory. We have

developed the secular variations of the elements of the planetary system,

whicli do not return to the same state till after the lapse of many centuries.

In the midst of all these changes we have discovered the constancy of the

mean motions, and of the mean distances of the bodies of this system ;

which nature seems to have arranged, at its origin, for an eternal duration,

upon the same principles as those which prevail, so admirably, upon the

earth, for the preservation of individuals, and for the perpetuity of the

species. From the single circumstance, that the motions are all in the

same direction, and in planes but little inclined to each other, it follows,

that the orbits of the planets and satellites must always be nearly circular,

and but little inclined to each other. Thus, the variations of the obliquity

of the ecliptic, which arc always included within narrow limits, will never

produce an eternal spring upon the earth. We have proved that the attraction

of the terrestrial spheroid, by incessantly drawing towards its centre

the hemisphere of the moon, Avhich is directed towards the earth, transfers

to the rotatory motion of this satellite, the great secular variations of its

motion of revolution ; and, by this means, keeps always from our view, the

other hemisphere. Lastly, we have demonstrated, in the motions of the

three first satellites of Jupiter, the following remarkable law, namely,

that, in consequence of their mutual attractions, the mean longitude of the

first satellite, seen from the centre of Jiijiiter, minus three times that of the

second satellite, plus tivice that of the third satellite, is always exactly equal

to two right angles ; so that they cannot all be eclipsed at the same time.

It remains now to consider particularly the perturbations of the motions of

the planets and comets about the sun
;
of the moon about the earth ; and

of the satellites about their primary planets. This is the object of the

second part of this work, which is particularly devoted to the improvement

of astronomical tables.
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The tables have followed the progress of the science, which serves as

tiieir basis
;
and this progress was, at first, extremely slow. During a very

long time, the apparent motions only of the planets were observed. This

interval, which commenced in tiie most remote antiquity, may be considered

as the infancy of Astronomy. It comprises the labors of Hipparchus and

Ptolemy ; also, those of the Indians, the Arabs, and the Persians. The

system of Ptolemy, which they successively adopted, is, in fact, nothing

more than a method of representing the apparent motions ; and, on this

account, it was useful to science. Such is the weakness of tlie human

mind, that it often requires the aid of a theory, to connect together

a series of observations. If we restrict the theory to this use, and

take care not to attribute to it a reality which it does not possess, and

afterwards frequently rectify it, by new observations, we may finally discover

the true cause, or, at least, the laws of the phenomena. The history of

Philosophy affords us more tlian one example, of the advantages which may

be derived from an assumed theory ; and, of the errors to which we are

exposed, in considering it to be the true representation of nature. About

the middle of the sixteenth century, Copernicus discovered, that the

apparent motions of the heavenly bodies indicated a real motion of the

earth about the sun, with a rotatory motion about its own axis : by this

means, he showed to us the universe in a new point of view, and completely-

changed the face of Astronomy. A remarkable concurrence of discoveries

will forever render memorable, in the history of science, the century

immediately following this discovery ;
a period which is also illustrious, by

many master-pieces of literature and the fine arts. Kepler discovered the

laws of the elliptical motion of the planets ;
the telescope, which was

invented by the most fortunate accident, and was immediately improved

by Galileo, enabled him to see, in the heavens, new inequalities and new

worlds. The application of the pendulum to clocks, by Huygens, and that
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of telescopes to the astronomical quadrant, gave more accurate measures

of angles and times, and thus rendered sensible the least inequalities in the

celestial motions. At the same time that observations presented to the

human mind new phenomena, it created, to explain them, and to submit

them to calculation, new instruments of thought. Napier invented

logarithms : the analysis of curves, and the science of dynamics, were

formed by the hands of Descartes and Galileo : Newton discovered the

differential calculus, decomposed a ray of light, and penetrated into the

general principle of gravity. In the century which has just passed, the

successors of this great man have finished the superstructure, of which he

laid the foundation. They have improved the analysis of infinitely small

quantities, and have invented the calculus of
j)artial differences, both infinitely

small and finite : and have reduced the whole science of mechanics to

formulas. In applying these discoveries to the law of gravity, they have

deduced from it all the celestial phenomena ;
and have given to the theories

and to astronomical tables an unexpected degree of accuracy ;
which is to

be attributed, in a great measure, to the labors of French mathematicians,

and to the prizes proposed by the Academy of Sciences. To these

discoveries in the last century, we must add those of Bradlev, on

the aberration of the stars, and on the nutation of the earth's axis : the

numerous measures of the degrees of the meridian, and of the leno;ths of

the pendulum ;
of which operations, the first example was given by France,

in sending academicians to the north, to the equator, and to the southern

hemisphere, to observe the lengths of these degrees, and the intensity of

gravity : the measure of the arc of the meridian, comprised between

Dunkirk and Barcelona
;

which has been determined bv verv accurate

observation, and is used as the basis of the most simple and natural

system of measures : the numerous voyages of discovery, undertaken to

explore the different parts of the globe, and to observe the transits of
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Venus over the sun's disc ; by which means, the exact determination of

the dimensions of the solar system has been obtained, as the fruit of

these voyages : the discoveries, by Herschel, of the planet Uranus, its

satellites, and two new satellites of Saturn : finally, if we add to all these

discoveries, the admirable invention of the instrument of reflexion, so useful

at sea ;
that of the achromatic telescope ;

also the repeating circle, and

chronometer ;
we must be satisfied, that the last century, considered

with respect to the progress of the human mind, is worthy of that

which preceded it. The century we have now entered upon, commenced

under the most favorable auspices for Astronomy. Its first day was

remarkable, by the discovery of the planet Ceres ; followed, almost

immediately afterwards, by that of the planet Pallas, having nearly the

same mean distance from the sun. The proximity of Jupiter to these two

extremely small bodies
;

the greatness of the excentricities and of the

inclinations of their mutually intersecting orbits, must produce, in their

motions, considerable inequalities, which will throw new light on the

theory of the celestial attractions, and must give rise to farther improvements

in Astronomy.

It is chiefly in the application of analysis to the system of the world,

that we perceive the power of this wonderful instrument
;
without which,

it would have been impossible to have discovered a mechanism which is

so complicated in its effects, while it is so simple in its cause. The

mathematician now includes in his formulas, the whole of the planetary

system, and its successive variations
; he looks back, in imagination, to the

several states, which the system has passed through, in the most remote

ages; and foretells what time will hereafter make known to observers.

He sees this sublime spectacle, whose period includes several millions of

years, repeated in a few centuries, in the system of the satellites of

VOL. HI. D
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Jupiter, by means of the rapidity of their revolutions
;
which produce

remarkable phenomena, similar to those which had been suspected, by

astronomers, in the planetary motions
;

but had not been determined,

because they were either too complex, or too slow, for an accurate

determination of their laws. The theory of gravity, which, by so many

applications, has become a means of discovery, as certain as by observation

itself, has made known to him several new inerpialities, in the motions of the

heavenly bodies, and enabled him to predict the return of the comet of 1 759,

whose revolutions are rendered very uuequal, by the attractions of Jupiter

and Saturn. He has been enabled, by this means, to deduce, from

observation, as from a rich mine, a great number of important and delicate

elements, which, without the aid of analysis, would have been forever

hidden from his view: such as the relative values of the masses of the

sun, the planets and satellites, determined by the revolutions of these bodies,

and by the development of their periodical and secular inequalities :

the velocity of light, and the ellipticity of Jupiter ; which are given,

by the eclipses of its satellites, with greater accuracy, than by direct

observation : the rotation and oblateness of Uranus and Saturn
,•
deduced

from the consideration, that the different bodies which revolve about

those two planets, are in the same plane, respectively : the parallaxes

of tlie sun and moon : and, also, the figure of the earth, deduced from

some lunar inequalities : for, we shall see hereafter, that the moon, by

its motion, discloses to modern astronomy, the small ellipticity of the

terrestrial spheroid, whose roundness was made known to the first observers

by the eclipses of that luminary. Lastly, by a fortunate combination of

analysis with observation, that body, which seems to have been given to

the earth, to enlighten it, during the night, becomes also the most sure

guide of the navigator ;
who is protected by it from the dangers, to

which he was for a long time exposed, by the errors of his reckoning.
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The perfection of the theory, and of the lunar tallies, to wliicli he is

indebted for this important object, and for that of determining, with

accuracy, the position of the jHaccs he falls in with, is the fruit of the

labors of niathematicians and astronomers, during the last fifty years:

it unites all that can give value to a discovery; the importance and

usefulness of the object, its various applications, and the merit of the

difficulty which is overcome. It is thus, that the most abstract theories,

diffused by numerous applications to nature and to the arts, have become

inexhaustible sources of comfort and enjoyment, even to those who are

wholly ignorant of the nature of these theories.
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bodies to be spherical [4780, &c.] §2

The ecliptic, in its secular motion, carries with it the moon's orbit, so that the mean inclination of

this orbit to the ecliptic, remains always the same [4803]. This circumstance, indicated by

analysis, simplifies the calculations, because it permits us to take the ecliptic for the fixed plane

of projection [4804] §3

Investigation of the elliptical part of the motions of the Moon and Earth [4826, 4828, 4837,4838]. § 4

Principles relative to the degrees of smallness of the quantities which occur in tlie expressions

of the co-ordinates of the moon [4841]. Examination of the influence of the successive

integrations upon tlie different terms of these co-ordinates [4847, &c.]. Indication of the

terms of the radius vector, which produce the evoction [4850], and annual equation [4851]. §5
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Use to be made of these considerations. Development of the differential equation wliich produces

the radius vector
; noticing only tlie first power of the disturbing force [48i)8

—
4903]. § G, <;

Investigation of the terms of the order of the square and the higher powers of the disturbing

masses, which acquire a sensible influence by integration [4'J04, &c.]. It is necessary to

notice the perturbations of the lOartli by the Moon [4909', 4948, &c.].' §8

Connection of these terms with the preceding. Complete development of the differential

equation which produces the radius vector [4961] § 9

Integration of this equation [4904, &c.]. Inequalities resulting from it. Expression of the

motion of the lunar perigee [4982, &c.].

Tlie variableness of the excentricity of the Earth's orbit produces a secular inequality in the

constant term of the Moon's parallax ;
but this inequality is insensible [4970].

The same cause produces a secular inequality in the motion of the Moon's perigee, which is

conformable to observation. Analytical expression of this inequality [4985].

The excentricity of the Moon's orbit is subjected to a secular variation, which is analogous to

that of the parallax, and like it, insensible [4987] § 10

Development of the differential equation which gives the latitude [501 8, &c.], noticing, in the

first place, only the simple power of tlie disturbing forces
•§

] I

Investigation of tlje terms of the order of the square of those forces which acquire a sensible

influence in the expression of the latitude [5039, &c.] ^12

Connection of these terms with the preceding, and the complete development of the difi'orential

equation which gives the latitude [5049] §13

Integration of tliis equation [5050, &c.]. Inequalities resulting from it. Expression of the

retrograde motion of the nodes [5059].

The variableness of the excentricity of the Earth's orbit, produces in this 'motion a secular

inequality. Analytical expression of this inequality [5059]. Its ratio to that of the perigee

[5000].

The inclination of the lunar orbit to the true ecliptic, is likewise variable by means of the same

cause; but this variation is insensible [5001] §14

Development of the differential equation which gives the time or the mean longitude in terms of

the true longitude [5081, &c.] Integration of this equation. Inequalities which result from

it [5095, &c.]

The mean longitude also suffers a secular change, resulting from the variableness ofthe excentricity
of the Earth's orbit

; expression of this inequality. Analytical relations of the secular equations
of the mean motions of the Moon, its perigee and nodes [5089, &c.] §15

Numerical determination of the several coefficients, occurring in the preceding formulas [5n7,&c.]
anil the numerical development of the expression of the mean longitude [5220]. The

perturbations of the Earth's orbit by the Moon, are reflected to the Moon by means of the Sun
and are weakened by the transmission [.5225, 5226]. Numerical value of the motion of the

perigee [5231], and of its secular equation [5232]. This equation has a contrary sign to that

of the mean motion [5232']. Numerical expression of the motion of the node [5233], and of
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its secular equation [5234]. This equation lias also a contrary sign to that of the mean motion

[5234'] ;
hence it follows, thatthp motions of the nodes and perigee decrease, while that of the

Moon increases. Numerical ratios of these three secular equations [5235]. Secular equation

of the mean anomaly [5238] ^ ]g

The most sensible inequalities of the fourth order, which occur in the expression of the mean

longitude [5240 — 5305] ^,17

Numerical expression of the latitude [5308] ^JS

Numerical expression of the Moon's parallax [5331] §19

CHAPTER II. OM THE LUNAR INEal'ALITIE.S ARISING FROM THE OBLATENESS OF THE EARTH AND

MOON 5P5

The oblateness of the Earth produces in the latitude of the Moon but one single inequality. We
may represent this effect, by supposing that the orbit of the Moon, instead of moving on the

plane of the ecliptic, with a constant inclination, to move with the same condition, upon a

plane which always passes through the equinoxes between the ecliptic and equator [5352].

This inequality can be used for the determination of the oblateness of the Earth [.5358]. It

is the reaction of the nutation of the Earth's axis upon the lunar spheroid [5398], and there

would be an equilibrium about the centre of gravity of the Earth by means of the forces

producing these two inequalities, if all the particles of the Earth and Moon were firmly

connected with each other, the Moon compensating for the smallness of the forces acting on it,

by the length of the lever to wliich it is attached [5424].

The oblatenes of the Earth has no sensible influence on the radius vector of the Moon [53o(i] ;

but it produces in the Moon's longitude one sensible inequality. The motions of the perigee

and node are but very little augmented by it [.530G, &c.] ^5
20

The non-sphericity of the Moon produces in its motion only insensible inequalities

[5445, ,5451, &c.] §21

CHAPTER III. ON THE INEaUALITIES OF THE MOON DEPENDI.NG ON THE ACTION OF THE PLAXETS. G 1 7

These inequalities are of two kinds, the first depends on the direct action of the planets on the

motion of the Moon [5479, 5481] ;
the second arises from the perturbations in the Earth's

radius vector produced by the planets [5490]. These perturbations are reflected to the Moon

by means of the Sun, and are augmented by the integrations whicli gives them small divisors.

Determinationof these inequalities for Venus, Mars, and Jupiter [5491, &c.]. The variableness

of the exccntricities of the orbits of the planets, introduces, in the moan longitude of tlie

Moon, secular equations, analogous to that produced by the variation of the excentricity of the

Earth's orbit, reflected to the Moon by means of the Sun; but they are wholly insensible in

comparison with this last. Thus the indirect action of the planets on the Moon, transmitted by

means of the Sun, considerably exceeds their direct action, relative to this inequality [5539]. §22

CHAPTER IV. COMPARISON OF THE PRECEDING THEORY WITH OBSERVATION 642

Numerical values of the secular inequality of the mean motion of the Moon [5542, &,c.], and those

of the mean motions of the perigee and node of the Moon's orbit. Considerations which

confirm their accuracy [5544, &c.] § 23
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Periodical inequalities of the Moon's motion in longitude [5551, &c.]. Agreement of the

coefficients given by the theory, with those of the lunar tables of Mason and Burg [5575, &c.].

One of these inor|ualities depends on the Sun's parallax [5581]. If we determine its

coefficient by observation, wo may deduce from it the same value of the Sun's parallax, as that

whicli is obtained by the transits of Venus [5589']. Another of these inequalities depends on

the oblatencss of the Earth [5590]. The value of its coefficient determined by the tables of

Mason and Burg, indicates that the Earth is less flattened than in the hypothesis of homogeneity,

andthatthcoblatenesis ^i^ [5593] §24

Inequalities of the Moon's motion in latitude [5595, &c.]. Agreement of the coefficients given

by the theory with those of the tables of Mason and Burg [.5596]. One of these inequalities

depends on the oblatencss of the Earth [5598]. Its coefficient, determined by observation,

o-ives the same oblateness [5602], as the inequality in longitude depending on the same element.

So that those two results agree in proving, that the Earth is less flattened than in the

hypothesis of homogeneity §25

Numerical expression of the Moon's horizontal parallax [5603]. Its agreement with the tables

of Mason and Burg [5605] §26

CHAPTER V. ON AN INEaUALITY OF A LONG PERIOD, WHICU APPEARS TO EXIST IN THE MOON'S

MOTION 666

The action of the Sun on the Moon, produces in the motion of that satellite an inequality, whose

argument is double the longitude of the node of the Moon's orbit, plus the longitude of its

perigee, jninus three times the longitude of the Sun's perigee [5641, &c.]. The consideration

of tlie non-spherical form of the Earth, may also introduce into the motion of the Moon, two

other inequalities [5633, 5638'], with nearly the same period as that which we have just

mentioned ;
and in the present situation of the Sun's perigee, they are all three nearly

confounded together. The coefficients of these three inequalities are very difficult to compute

from the theory ;
it appears that the two last must be wholly insensible [5637', 5639']. . § 27

The first is evidently indicated by observations. Determination of its coefficient [5665]. [This

result was afterwards found to be incorrect, as is observed in the note, page 666, &c.]. §28

CH.IPTER VI. ON THE SECULAR VARIATIONS OF THE MOTIONS OF THE MOON AND EARTH, WHICH

CAN BE PRODUCED BY THE RESISTANCE OF AN ETHEREAL FLUID SURROUNDING THE SUN. . .

(^-Jf;

The resistance of the ether produces a secular equation in the Moon's mean motion [5715] ;

but it does not produce any sensible inequality in the motions of the perigee and nodes

[5713', 5717] §29

The secular equation of the Earth's mean motion, produced by the resistance of the ether, is about

one hundredth part of the corresponding equation of the Moon's mean motion [5740]. §30

VOL. 111.
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APPENDIX BY THE AUTHOR.

The chief object of tliis appendix is to demonstrate a theorem, discovered by Mr. Poisson, that the

mean motions of the planets are invariable, when we notice only the terms depending on the first and

second powers of the disturbing forces [5744, &c.] This is done by giving new forms to some of the

differential expressions of the elements of the orbits, as is observed in [5743, &c]. Forms of these

differentials, including all the terms depending upon the first power of the disturbing masses

[5786—5791]. Expressions of the moan motion [5794] ;
of the periodical inequalities in the

elements [5873—5879]; and of the secular inequalities of the elements [5882—5888].

Investigation of the mutual action of two planets upon each other, referring their inequalities to

an intermediate invariable plane [5905, &c].

New method of computing the lunar inequalities, depending upon the oblateness of the earth

[5937—5973].

On the two great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn
; correcting for the mistake in the signs of the

functions JVm, M'O) &c. [5974—5981].

IN THE COMMENTARY

Among the subjects treated of in the JVotes, we may mention the following :

Correction to be made in the formula mfAR-\-m'fi.R'
= Q, [1202], in some of the terms of the

order of the square of the disturbing masses [4004c, &c]. The necessity of this correction was first

made known by Mr. Plana [400Ci«, &c.]. Results of the discussion upon this subject, by Messrs.

Plana, Pontecoulant, Poisson and La Place [400.5t'
—

4008:]. New formula by La Place, relative to

some of these terms [4008.i]. This formula has been called " the last gift of La Place to Astronomy,"

being the last work he ever published.

On the values of the constant quantities f,,fl,gi &c.
;
introduced into the integral expressions of

nr, iv, is, by La Place [4058(', &c.] ; which were objected to by Mr. Plana. The results of La Place's

calculation proved to be correct by him, and by Mr. Poisson, in [4058e
—

4060^].

Corrected values of the masses of the planets, finally adopted by the author [40Glrf].

Elements of the newly discovered planets Vesta, Juno, Pallas and Ceres
; corresponding to the 23d

July, 1831, as given by Encke [4079t].

Elements of the orbits of the comets of Hallcy, Olbers, Encke and Biela [4079»i].

Inequalities in the motions of Venus and the Earth, having a period of 2.39 years, and depending

on terms of the fifth order of the excentricities and inclinations ;
discovered and computed by Professor

Airy [4296 a — q, 4310 c—/].
Mr. Pontecoulant's table of the part of tlie great inequality of tlie motion of Jupiter, depending on

the square of the disturbing force [443]/]. Similar table for the inequalities of tlio motion of Saturn

[4489c].

Results of the calculations of Professor Hansen [4489 n — ;)].
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The action of the fixed stars affects the accuracy of the equation e-3.m.^a-\-e'i.m'.[/a'+ &lc. =

H685g].
Results of tlie calculations of several autliors relative to the sun's parallax, by means of the

parallactic,

inequality in the moon's longitude, and by the transits of Venus over the sun's disc [5580 a
—

7n].

Inequality in the moon's longitude, whoso period is about 179 years. It is found to be insensible

[5011 a— q] ;
instead of being 15',39 at its maximum, as the author supposes in [5505].

The planets and comets move in a resisting medium, according to the obsen'ations of Encke's

comet [5667 a— c].

Notice of the papers published by La Grange and Poisson, relative to the invariablencss of the mean

motions of the planets, which is treated of in the appendix to this volume [5741 o—
I].

It appears from the calculations of Nicolai, Encke and Airy, that the estimated value of the mass of

Jupiter, adopted by La Place from Bouvard's calculations of its action on Saturn and Uranus, must be

increased, to satisfy the observed perturbations of the planets Juno and Vesta ;
as well as those of

Encke's comet, [5980 i —p].

APPENDIX BY THE TRANSLATOR.

Formulas for the motion of a body in an elliptical orbit [.5965(1
—

19)] ;
with their demonstrations

[5984(3-25)].

Formulas for the motion of a body in a parabolic orbit [5986] ;
with their demonstrations [5987].

Determination of the symbol log. A= 8,2355814 .. . which is used in these calculations [5987(8)].

Formulas for the motions of a body in a hyperbolic orbit [5988] ;
with their demonstrations [5989].

Kepler's problem for computing the true anomaly from the time, or the contrary, in an elliptic orbit.

Indirect solution of this problem, according to Kepler's method, but arranged in formulas

by Gauss [.5990].

Simpson's method for determining the true anomaly, in an ellipsis or hyperbola, where c is

very nearly equal to unity, noticing only the first power of 1 — e, or e— i [5991(1— 12)].

Bessel's improved method for computing the terms depending on the second power of

l — e or e — 1 [.5991(1—40)]

Gauss's method, in a very excentric ellipsis, noticing all the powers of e — 1 [.'3992].

Gauss's method of solution in a hyperbolic orbit, in which e — 1 is very small, noticing

all the powers of this quantity [5993].

Olbers's method of computing the orbit of a comet [5994, &c.].

Table of formulas which are used in this calculation [5994(9—45)].

Geomdrical investigation of this method of calculation [5994(46—130")].

Remarks on the manner of determining the approximate values of the curtate distance p

of the comet from the earth [5994(132—172)]

E.xamples for illustrating these calculations [5994(173—242)], using tables I, II, III.

Remarks on the calculation of p by means of the equations (C), (Z)) [5994(136—163, 242', 242")].

Forms of the fundamental equations, adopted by Gauss for the determination of the curtate distance,

or its equivalent expression », by means of logarithms [5994(244, &c.)].

Solution of two examples, reduced to the form of Gauss [5994(247
—

256)].

Analntical investigation of the method of computing the orbit of a comet, [5994(263—403)].

Great advantage in having the intervals of times between the observations nearly equal to each

other [5994(349)].
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The method usually employed in this calculation requires some modification, when M appears

under the form of a fraction, in which the numerators and denominators arc both very small

[5994(257)]. These methods are explained in [5994(387—392)].

Mr. Lubbock's method of computing the orbit of a comet [5994(405—458)].

Method of computing the elements of the orbit of a heavenly body; tliere being given the two

radii i; r', the intermediate angle i'' — v=2f, and the time t' — t of describing the angle 2/
[5995].

Collection of formulas for solving this problem, in an elliptical orbit [5995(4—07)] ;
with their

demonstrations [5995(68
—

174)]. Examples of the uses of these formulas [5995(175—193)].

Collection of formulas for solving this problem in a parabolic orbit [5996(2
—

SS)] ; with their

demonstrations [5990(26
—

50)] ; illustrated by an example in [.5996(51
—

53)].

Collection of formulas for solving this problem in a hyperbolic orbit [5997(1
—

59)] ;
with their

demonstrations [.5997(60—172)]. Example of the uses of these formulas [5997(173—183)].

Gauss's method of correcting for the effect of the parallax and aberration of any newly discovered

planet or comet, in computing its orbit by means of three geocentric observations, with the intervals

of time between them [5998].

Corrections in the places of the eartli, on account of the planet's parallax [5998(47
—

50)].

Method of calculating the longitude and latitude of the zenith [5998(67—71) &c.] ; also the

longitude and latitude of the planet from its right ascension and declination [5998(97— 107)], with

examples.

Method of correcting for the aberration of the planet [5908(108
—

117)].

Example for illustrating the calculations relative to the parallax and aberration [5998(118—126)].

Gauss's method of computing the orbit of a planet or comet, by means of three geocentric longitudes

and latitudes, together with the times of observation [5999.]

Table of the symbols and formulas which are used in this method [5999(9
—

54)].

Demonstrations ofthese formulas [5999(58, &c.)].

Example, containing the whole calculation of the elements of the orbit of Juno, from three observa-

tions of Maskelyne [5999(274-650]].

CATALOGUE OF THE TABLES IN THE APPENDIX.

Table I. Contains the square roots of the numbers from 0,001 to 10,1 ; to be used in Olbers's

method of computing the orbit of a comet; in finding r,r",c; from r",r"-,c-:

which are given by three fundamental equations of this method [5994(31, 32, 33)].

Table II. To find the time T of describing a parabolic arc, by a comet
;
there being given the sum

of the radii r-\-r", and the chord c, connecting the two extreme parts of the

arc. This table is computed by Lambert's formula [750], namely,

r=9''''""', 688724.
|

(r+ r" -^ cf— (r+ r"— c)^ ;

and the numbers are given to the nearest unit in the third decimal place, expressed in

days and parts of a day. This degree of accuracy being abundantly sutKcient for the

purpose of computing the orbit of a comet, by Dr Olbers's method; and the table serves

to facilitate this part of the calculation.
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Table III. To fuul the anomaly V, corresponding to the time t' from the perihelion, expressed in

(lays, in a parabolic orbit
;
where the perihelion distance is the same as the mean distance

of the earth from the sun. The arguments of this table, as they were first arranged by
days flsys

Burckhardt, are the values of /', from ^=0 ,0 to t'= 6 ,0; and tlie logarithm

of t' from log. r^ 0,700 to log. <'= 5,00 ; the corresponding anomalies being given

from [7=0'' to f/= 172'' ;«" 09^2. We have also given Carlini's table for the

first six days of the value of /'. This last table has for its argument log. of t' days;

and tlie corresponding numbers represent log. 17 in minutes, mniu* log. (' in days. 987

Table IV. To find the true anomaly v, in a very excentric ellipsis or hyperbola, from the

corresponding anomaly [7 in a parabola; according to the method of Simpson,

improved by Bessel. This table contains tlie coefficients of Simpson's correction,

corresponding to the first power of (1
—

e) ;
and those of Bessel's correction,

corresponding to the second power of (1
—

e) ; for every degree of anomaly from

0'' to 180''; as they were computed by Bessel 99G

Table V. This table was computed by Gauss, for the purpose of finding the true anomaly v,

corresponding to the time t from the perihelion, in a very excentric ellipsis, noticing

all the powers of I — e 999

Table VI. This table is similar to Table V, and was computed by Gauss for finding the true

anomaly v, corresponding to the time t from the perihelion, in a hyperbolic orbit,

which approaches very nearly to the form of a parabola; noticing all the powers
of (e-1) 1002

Table VII. This was computed by Burckhardt, for the purpose of finding the time t, of describinn'

an arc of a parabolic orbit
;
there being given the radii r,r', and the described arc

v'-v = 2f. . 1005

Table VIIF. This table was computed by Gauss, and is used with Table IX or Table X, in findino-

the elements of the orbit of a planet or comet, when there are given the two radii r, /,

the included heliocentric arc v'— 1'= 2/; and the time t'—
t, of describing this

arc, expressed in days. . 1006

Table IX. This table is used with Table VIII, in the computation of an elliptical orbit, by means of

r,r',v'
— V and t'— t 1012

Table X. This table is used with Table VIII, in the computation of a liyperbolic orbit, by means
of r, »', i;'— 1', and t'— /

101'^

Table XI. To convert centesimal degrees, minutes and seconds, into sexagesimals. . . . . . 1014

Table XII. To convert centesimal seconds into sexagesimals, and the contrary 1016

The Tables V— X, include all those which Gauss published in his TVieoria Motus, etc. We have

altered, in some respects, the arrangement and forms of these tables, to render them more convenient

for use
;
and upon comparison it will be found, that this appendix contains the most important of the

methods which are given in that great work, as well as in that of Dr Olbers. The methods of Gauss

being somewhat simplified, by reducing many of the processes to the common operations of spherical

trigonometry, instead of using a great number of unusual auxiliary formulas, expressed in an analytical

manner; and Olbers's calculations are abridged by the use of Tables I, II.

VOL. III. H
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The method usually employed in this calculation requires some modification, when M appears

under the form of a fraction, in which the numerators and denominators are both very small

[5994(257)]. These methods are explained in [5994(387—392)].

Mr. Lubbock's method of computing the orbit of a comet [5994(405—458)].

Method of computing the elements of the orbit of a heavenly body ; there being given the iwo

radii ;, /, the intermediate angle v' — v ^2f, and the time t' — t of describing the angle 2/

Collection of formulas for solving this problem, in an elliptical orbit [5095(4
—

G7)] ; with their

demonstrations [5995(08—174)]. Examples of the uses of these formulas [5995(175—193)].

Collection of formulas for solving this problem in a parabolic orbit [5996(2—35)] ;
with their

demonstrations [599G(2G
—

50)] ;
illustrated by an example in [599C(51

—
53)].

Collection of formulas for solving this problem in a hyperbolic orbit [5997(1
—

59)] ; wiiii their

demonstrations [5997(00
—

172)]. Example of the uses of these formulas [5997(173—183)].

Gauss's method of correcting for the effect of the parallax and aberration of any newly discovered

planet or comet, in computing its orbit by means of throe geocentric observations, with the intervals

of time between them [5998].

Corrections in the places of the eartli, on account of the planet's parallax [5998(47—50)].

Method of calculating the longitude and latitude of the zenith [5998(07-
—

71) &c.]; also the

longitude and latitude of the planet from its right ascension and declination [5998(97— 107)], with

examples.

Method of correcting for the aberration of the planet [.5998(108
—

117)].

Example for illustrating the calculations relative to the parallax and aberration [5998(118—120)].

Gauss's method of computing the orbit of a planet or comet, by means of three geocentric longitudes

and latitudes, together with the times of observation [5999.]

Table of the symbols and formulas which are used in this method [5999(9
—

54)].

Demonstrations of these formulas [5999(58, &c.)].

Example, containing the whole calculation of the elements of the orbit of Juno, from three observa-

tions of Maskelyne [5999(274—650)].

CATALOGUE OF THE TABL.ES IN THE APPENDIX.

Table i. Contains the square roots of the numbers from 0,001 to 10,1 ;
to be used in Olbers's

method of computing the orbit of a comet
;
in finding r, r", c ; from r", >•"-, c- ;

which are given by three fundamental equations of this method [5994(31, 32, 33)].

Table II. To find the time T of describing a parabolic arc, by a comet ; there being given the sum

of the radii r-\-r", and the chord c, connecting the two extreme parts of the

arc. This table is computed by Lambert's formula [750], namely,

T= 9'''''", 088724.
j

(r+ r"+ c)^
—

(r+ r"— c)^ ;

and the numbers are given to the nearest unit in the third decimal place, expressed in

days and parts of a day. This degree of accuracy being abundantly sufticient for the

purpose of computing the orbit of a comet, by Dr Olbers's method ;
and the table serves

to facilitate this part of the calculation.
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Table II[. To find tlie anomaly U, corresponding to the time t' from the perihelion, expressed in

days, in a parabolic orbit
;
whore the perihelion distance is the same as the mean distance

of the earth from the sun. The arguments of this table, as they were first arranged by

Burckhardt, are the values of (', from t'^0 ,0 to t'^G ,0; and the logarithm

of t' from log.i'^0,700 to log.r = 5,00; the corresponding anomalies beinggiven

from f7=0<' to 1/ = 1 72'' 3^2'" 09',2. We have also given Carlini's table for the

first six days of the value of t'. This last table has for its argument log. of t days;

and the corresponding numbers represent log. f/ in minutes, mj»iw log. <' in days. 987

Table IV. To find the true anomaly v, in a very excentric ellipsis or hyperbola, from the

corresponding anomaly f7 in a parabola; according to the method of Simpson,

improved by Bessel. This table contains the coefficients of Simpson's correction,

corresponding to the first power of (1
—

e) ;
and those of Bessel's correction,

corresponding to the second power of (1
—

e) ; for every degree of anomaly from

0'' to 180''
;

as they were computed by Bessel 996

Table V. This table was computed by Gauss, for the purpose of finding the true anomaly v,

corresponding to tlie time t from the perihelion, in a very excentric ellipsis, noticing

all the powers of I — c 999

Table VI. This table is similar to Table V, and was computed by Gauss for finding the true

anomaly v, corresponding to the time t from the perihelion, in a hyperbolic orbit,

which approaches very nearly to the form of a parabola; noticing all the powers
of (e-1) 1002

Table VII. This was computed by Burckhardt, for the purpose of finding the time t, of describin"

an arc of a parabolic orbit ;
there being given the radii r,r', and the described arc

v'-v = 2f. . 1005

Table VIII. This table was computed by Gauss, and is used with Table IX or Table X, in findino-

the elements of the orbit of a planet or comet, when there are given the two radii r, r',

the included heliocentric arc v'— v= 2f; and the time t' —
t, of describing this

arc, expressed in days. . 1006

Table IX. This table is used with Table VIII, in the computation of an elliptical orbit, by means of

r,r',v'
— V and t'— t 1012

Table X. This table is used with Table VIII, in the computation of a hyperbolic orbit, by means
of ?•,)', v'-— I', and t'— t 1011

Table XI. To convert centesimal degrees, minutes and seconds, into sexagesimals 1014

Table XII. To convert centesimal seconds into sexagesimals, and the contrary 1016

The Tables V — X, include all those which Gauss published in his Tlieoria Motus, etc. We have

altered, in some respects, the arrangement and forms of these tables, to render them more convenient

for use; and upon comparison it will be found, that this appendix contains the most important of the

methods which are given in that great work, as well as in that of Dr Olbers. The methods of Gauss

being somewhat simplified, by reducing many of the processes to the common operations of spherical

trigonometry, instead of using a great number of unusual auxiliary formulas, expressed in an analytical

manner; and Olbers's calculations are abridged by the use of Tables I, 11.
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ERRATA.

CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS

IN VOLUME I.

Page. Line.

119 6 bot,

120 13,19,2

125

134

147

147

147

159

182

183

209

215

220

230

234

235

280

281

301

371

371

378

378

381

12

7 bot.

7 bot.

4 bot.

3 bot.

7

9 bot.

4 bot.

9 bot.

16

10 bot.

3 bot.

4 bot.

8 bot.

7

1 bot.

7 bot

12

13

3

11

1

For dw read d^.
1 For (zdx

—
xilfi) read {zdx

—
xdz).

For dZ-\-diji, read dZ-\-dZi.

For —l.m.io.ds, read —'Xj.mJ v.ds.

For —y'ddx', read —
yddx'.

For Y read y.

Insert dm in the last term.

Insert
(

after x'.

ead |.

398 10 bot.

413 3

4.55 1,2 bot.

464 8 bot.

475

478

480

487

495

499

542

581

.585

7 bot.

6

4

18

5 bot.

6 bot.

4 trot.

8 bot.

1 bot.

For%
For # read

For a.xis of z, read axis of x.

For dy read iy.
For {dp) read {ill).

For dr' read dr.

For ag read a.g.

For aii read au'.

Change the accents in tlie denominator of I".

For ^a, read /3-S.

For ~, read )'2.

For sin.mf, read sin. myit.

For cos.tnt, read cos.mnt.

For sin.2?!(, read 2.sin.2n«.

For [6S8a], read [6CS«].

For sin.->.
{I'l
—

6), read sin.4.(i';
—

b).

2 2
For — read —, .

r r

For 0",5, read 0«,5.

For logarithm, read logarithmic.

For tang.(;S"—;), tang. (0"—j) ; read

sin.(jS"—;), siu (/3"'—/).
For d'y, read d'y'.

For c, read c'.

For y'.y', &c., read y,y', &c.

For y',y', &c., read y,y',kc.
For 6' reaa p'.

For c=V', read c'=V'.

For JJi, read Mi':.

For [1034u], read [1069a].

For the exponent —i, read 4.

Pa^e. Lino.

593 5 bot. For [1098«], read [1097i'].

608 1(J For B, read B^.
618 15 For splierical angle, read .';plieriral triangle.

679 5 bot. For m'p, read vt'p'; andfor m'q, read m'q'.

693 4 bot. For m, read 711'.

715 15 bot. For andt, read an, in both formulas.

IN VOLUME II.

370 16 For [1581«], read [lS51a].

510 11 bot. For >. read e.

780 4 bot. For —
, read — .

/.' L
781 5 bot. For —

, , read — .

IN VOLUME III.

The same measures have been used for correcting the

mistakes ol the press in Volume III, as in printing the

preceding volumes. The reader will also omit the third

line fiom the bottom in page 501, which is unnecessarily

repeated ;
and at the end of the paragraph, page 556, line

16, will make the following addition of a paragraph which

was accidentally omitted. " The function [50S2.s] contains

also the terms depending on 120m2..4l8, ,
]20;n2..4(9)

[5261c, e, line 1], which are derived from the part

—Ja. funct. [4931/;] contained in [5082 j]. For by combining

the term jj(8) ee'.cos.(cD-|-c'mi)) in [4931^, col. 1] with

—
^e.sin.(2D

—2mv—cv), in col. 2, we get the first of these

terras; and by combining the term A(^'i.ee'.cos.{cv
—

c'mv),

with — icsin.(2t'
—2mv—ct), in col. 2, we get the second

of these terms." Lastly, in page 458, line 3, we may add,

that the function [4957] must be multiplied by the chief

term of [4890], or -, to obtain the corresponding terms of

[4961 or 4960(;].



SECOND PART.
PARTICULAR THEORIES OP THE MOTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES.

SIXTH BOOK.

THEORY OF THE PLANETARY MOTIONS.

The motions of the planets arc sensibly disturbed by their mutual

attractions, and it is important to determine accurately the inequalities which

result from this cause
;

for the purposes of verifying the law of universal

gravitation, improving the accuracy of astronomical tables, and discovering

whether any cause, foreign from the planetary system, produces a change in

its constitution or its motions. The object of this book is to apply to the

bodies of this system, the methods and general formula given in the first part

of this Avork. We have developed in the second book, only those inequalities

which arc independent of the excentricities or inclinations of the orbits, and

those which depend upon the first power of these quantities. But it is often

indispensable to extend the approximation to the square and to the higher

powers of these elements
;
and sometimes it is also necessary to consider the

terms depending on the square of the disturbing force. We shall first give

the formulas relative to these inequalities ; and shall then substitute in these

formulas, and in those of the second book, the numbers or values of the

elements corresponding to each planet. By this means we shall obtain

the numerical expressions of the radius vector, and the motions of the planet in

longitude and in latitude. Bouvard has willingly undertaken the calculation

of these substitutions, and the zeal with which he has prosecuted this

laborious work, deserves the acknowledgment of all astronomers. Several

mathematicians had previously calculated the greater part of the planetary

inequalities ; and their results have been useful in verifying those of Bouvard ;

for when any difference has been found, he has examined into the source of

VOL. III. 1
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the error, in order to satisfy himself of the accuracy of his own calculation.

Lastly, he has reviewed with particular care, the calculation of those

inequalities which had not been before computed ;
and by means of several

equations of condition, which obtain between these inequalities, I have been

enabled to verify many of them. Notwithstanding all these precautions,

there may possibly be found in the following results, some errors, which

almost inevitably occur in such long calculations
;

but there is reason to

believe that they amount only to insensible quantities, and that they cannot

be detrimental to the general accuracy of the tables founded upon them.

These results, on account of their importance in the planetary astronomy,

of which they are the Ijasis, deserve to be verified with the same care that

has been taken in the calculation of the tables of logarithms and of sines.

The theories of Mercury, Venus, the Earth, and Mars, produce only

periodical equations of small moment
; they are, however, very sensible, by

modern observations, Avith Avhich they agree in a remarkable manner. The

development of the secular equations of the planets and of the moon will

make known accurately the masses of these bodies, which is the only part

of their theory that remains yet somewhat imperfect. It is chiefly in the

motions of Jupiter and Saturn, the two greatest bodies of the planetary

system, that the mutual attraction of the planets is sensible. Their mean

motions are nearly commensurable
;

so that five times that of vSaturn is

nearly equal to twice that of Jupiter, and the great inequalities in the motions

of these two bodies arise from this circumstance. When the laws and

causes of these motions were unknown, they seemed, for a long time, to

form an exception to the law of universal gravitation, and now they are one

of the most striking proofs of its correctness. It is extremely curious to see

with what precision the two principal equations of the motions of these

planets, whose period includes more than nine hundred] years, satisfy ancient

and modern observations. The development of these equations in future

ages, will more and more prove this agreement of the theory and observation.

To facilitate the comparison with distant observations, we have carried on

the approximation to terms depending on the square of the disturbing force,

and it is hoped that the values here assigned to these equations will vary but

very little from those found by a long series of observations continued during

an entire period. These equations have a great influence upon the secular

variations of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn, and we have developed the

analytical and numerical expressions arising from this source. Lastly, the
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planet Uranus is subjected to sensible inequalities, which we have determined,

and which have been confirmed by observation. i

The first day of this century is remarkaljlc for the discovery of a new

planet, situated between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars,* and to which the

name of Ceres has been given. It appears as a star of the eighth or ninth

magnitude ;
its excessive smallness renders its action insensible on the

planetary system ;
but it must sufier considerable perturbation from the

attractions of the other planets, particularly Jupiter and Saturn, which ought

to be ascertained. It is what we propose to do in the course of this work,

after the elements of the orbit have been determined by observation to a

sufficient degree of accuracy.

It is hardly three centuries since Copernicus first introduced into

astronomical tables the motion of the planets about the sun. A century .

afterwards, Kepler made known the laws of the elliptical motion, which he

had discovered by observation
;
and from these laws, Newton Avas led to the

discovery of universal gravitation. Since these three memorable epochs in

the history of the sciences, the progress of the infinitesimal analysis has

enabled us to submit to calculation the numerous inequalities of the planets

depending upon their reciprocal action
;
and by this means the tables have

acquired an unexpected degree of accuracy. It is believed that the following

results will give to them a much greater degree of precision.

*
(2341) This volume was publislied by the author shortly after the discovery of Ceres,

January 1, ISOl
;
and before the discovery of the planets Pallas, Juno, and Vesta. He did [3698a]

not compute the numerical values of the perturbations of their motions as he had intended.



4 ,
PERTURBATIONS OF THE PLANETS. [Mec. Cel.

CHAPTER I.

FORMULAS FOR THE INEQUALITIES OF THE MOTIONS OF THE PLANETS WHICH

DEPEND UPON THE SQUARES AND HIGHER POWERS OF THE EXCENTRICITIES AND

INCLINATIONS OF THE ORBITS.

ON THE INEaUALITIES WBICH DEPEND UPON TUE SaUAEES AND PRODUCTS OF THE

EXCENTRICITIES AND INCLINATIONS.

1 . To determine these inequalities, we shall resume the formula [926]

T = '^^

Differen-

[3699]
= -^^ +-^ + 2/di? + ..(

—

[.3700]

Kadius

[3701] r = a.\\ +ie-— e.cos. ()i^ + £— ^)
— ^e^ cos. 2 . {nt -^i— z^)\;

hence the preceding difilerential equation becomes,!

liouT*" = —̂
-^-{-n-.ror-^-Sn" a. ir.le. COS. (nt-^i

—
w)+ e-.cos.2.(jii+ -— «)1

[3709]
'

r & r.

Second
form.

dt'-

+2fiR + r.(i^).

[.3699a]
*

(2342) Substituting, in [926], the value of r R' [928'], it becomes as in [3699].

r3700a]
''' (^^4^) "^'i*^ equation [3700] is easily deduced from [605'] ;

and the value of r [3701]

is the same as that in [669], neglecting terms of the order e*.

X (2344) If we use, for brevity, the same symbols as in [lOlSa], namely,

[3702a] T=nl—nt^':— z, W=nt+s—s, b= U-—e.cos.JV—he-.cos.2W,

[37036] we shall have r=«.(l+J) [3701] ;
hence r-^=a-^.{l-\-l)-^=a-\{l—2b-{-Gb-);

neglecting P and the higher powers of b
; or, in other words, neglecting e^, e'', kc. Now, by
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Now all the terms of the expression of R, depending on the squares and

products of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, may be reduced

to the one or the other of these two forms,*

R = M. cos.
{
i . («' t— nt + s'— i)-\-2nt + K\ ;

(Fir^t form.)

R = N . COS.
{
i .

(n'
t nt-\-S s) + L| ; [second form.)

in ivhich i includes all integral numbers, positive or negative, comprehending

also i = [954"]. We shall, in the first place, consider the term [3703].

It produces, in 2fdR-\-r . ( —^ j
,

the function t

\ • ^',^^.7'^" .M+a.(y^) ] .COS. [i. (n't—nt+e'—s)+2nt+K].
(tn' -\-{2

— i).n
^

\da J ^
* ^ i yi i >

[3702']

Terms of

R
depending
on angles

[3703]
of two

[3704]
different

forms.

[3704']

[3704"]

[3705]

retainini^ terms of the order e^, we get, successively, 6i^=6e^.cos.^fF=3e^-|-3e^.cos.2 W;
hence I — 3 b -{- 6 b^ = I -{- § e^ ^S e . cos. fV-{- fecos. 2 W. Substituting this in r'^-

[.3702i], and then multiplying liy ti-.rS?; we get [3702(7]; which is easily reduced to

the form [3702e] , by the substitution of n^ [3700] and r= a.{l
— e. cos. TV) [3701] in the

last term of the second member. Now we have — 3e^.cos.^J'V=— Je^—f e^.cos.2 fV;

hence [3702e] becomes as in [3702/],

'5il^''= 4, . rSr+ ^^ .r5r.Uc^-\-3c. cos. ?F+ ffi^. cos. 2 fVl

= ?r. rSr-Jrn^.a5r.{ie^+3e. cos. W -\-§ e".cos.2 W\ .{l
— e . cos. TV

}

= n".r5r-Jrn".aSr .{3e. COS. ?F+3e2.cos.2 TV].

Substituting this in [3699], we get [3702].

*
(2345) This will be evident by the substitution of M^ , d,, &c. [1009, GG9] in [957].

It also appears from [957™', &;c.] ; for in [3703], the coefficients of n' t,
—

nt, are i, i—2,

respectively ;
their difference 2 expresses the order of the coefficient k [957'"', Sec], or

that of M [3703] ; which must therefore be of the order 2 or e^. Li like maimer, the

coefficients of n't,
— nt [3704] being both equal to i

;
the coefficient JV may contain

tenns of the orders 0, 2, 4, &c. [957'"', Sic], which include those of the order e^
;
and

a very little attention to the remarks in [957'', Sic] will show, that these are the only forms

of this kind containing e^.

[3702c]

t (2346) Substituting the expression ?•.(—-]=«.(—] [962], in the function

[3704"], we get 2/d R-\-r. ('^)
= 2fdR+a. ('—Y In finding d R, we must

suppose, as in [91G'], the ordinates of the body m to be the only variable qitantities; or, in other

words, we must coJisider nt as variable, and n't cojwton^, as is done in finding di? [1012a
—

c].

Now in taking for R the form [3703], R =zM. cos. {i. {n't
—

nt-\-s'
—

B)-\-2nt-{-K\,

VOL. III. 2

[3702rf]

[3702e]

[3702/]

[3704a]

[37046]

[3705a]

[37056]

[3705c]
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We have seen, in the second book [1016], that the parts of —
depending

on the angles i.{n't
— nt-{-i'— s) and i.^n't

—
nt-\-i'

—
^) + nt-\-e,

"^1° are of the following forms,

[3706]
—

=F.cos.i.(7i't
—nt+ s'—

s) -}-eG. COS. \i. (n't
—

nt-}-;
—

e)-{-nt-{'^
— ^

\

depending
"

ofthe°fi''st -h e'H. COS. [i. (n't
—

nt-\-i'
—

s)-{-nt-\-s
—

ra'j;

hence the function

[3707] 3 71-. a5r.{e. cos.
(tit + i—

-^) + e". cos. (2 n i + 2 s— 2
ra) |

will produce, in [3702], the following terms,*

[3708] 4 n^ a-2

(F+G).e\cos.li.(7i't
— 7it+ s'—i)-}-2nt+ 28—2^l ^

+ H.ee'.cos.{i.(7i't—nt+ e'—s)-Jr2nt+ 2s—zi—:^'l ^

Therefore, if we notice only the terms depending on the angle

i .
(n'

t— n t + s'—i) + 2 71 1,

[3709] and put pi
= 1

;
which is equivalcTit to the supposition that the su7i''s mass is

[3709'] equal to unity, neglecting the mass of the planet ;f we shall have 7i~ a^ =: 1
;

[3705(;] we obtain AR=— (2
—

i) .n.M.s\n.\i.{nt
—

?i^-f£'—E) + 2 ?i< + -fir^. (/(.Integrating

this, and multiplying by 2, we get

[3705e] 2/d.R= .^;j^~'';" .M.cos.\i.{n't
— nt-\-^-i)-{-2nt+K\.

%Tt ~T"^/4
— 11.71

The partial differential of R [3705c], relative to a, being multiplied by a, gives

[3705/]
a .

(^—j
== a . ^—J

. cos. \i .{11!
t
— nt -\- b —

s) -\-2nt-\- K\.

Adding this to the expression [3705e], we get 2/d R-{- a .i -7—
)

,
as in [3705].

(5r*
(2347) The forms of the temis of —

, assumed in [3706], are the same as those

computed in [1016]; the constant part corresponding to i =;
;

and the secular

[3708a] terms being made to disappear, as in [1036^, &c.]. Substituting these in [3707], and

reducing by formula [20] Int., retauiing only the tenns depending on the angle

i.{nt
— nt-\-i'—i)-\-2nt-\-K [3703], we get [3708].

t (2348) M being the mass of the sun, and m that of the planet, we have Jl/4-m= /x

[3709a] [914']. If we put M=\, and neglect m on account of its smallness, we shall have (x=:l ;

and then from [3700], we shall get [3709'].
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and then the differential equation [3702] will become *

^ d^.irir) UF+G).e^cos.{i.{n'l-nt^^'-z)-\-2nt+ 2s-2zsir= \-n^.r&r4-%n'cr.< >
dt^

'-
( 4-7/.ee'.cos.{i.(nV-n<-fe'-E)+2n/+2e-o-B'} ^

+ n^ a\ \ -;'^~'''" . aM+ a\ (—\ I .cos.
{
i. («7

- n t+^- B)-\-2nt+K \
.

(in-\-[^—i)-n \da J }

Hence we get, by integration,!

i{F-\-G).c^.cos.\i.{nt
— nt-\-t'—t) + 2nt-\-2B— 2-a] )

I IJT, < > / Valaca of

I +J/.ee'.cos. {i.(H'/
— ?i<+s'— £) + 2«<+ 2s— OT— s'l <(

f rSr

[3710]

w depending
on angles
of the first

form.+ \

^"'^ ''•"

.aM+a^(—\l.rv'.cos.li.{7it-nf+^-e} +2nt+K\
\ (in'-t-(2—i).n \da J ) ,

!:^—__ - . [3711]

a? {i.n'-\-{S
—

i).7i\ .{in'+{l— l).nl

T 5 T t

If this expression of be considerable, and one of its divisors

f n' + (3
—

i) .n, i n' + (1
—

i) .n, be very small, as is the case in the

theory of Jujjiter, disturbed by Saturn, when we suppose i = 5
;
2n being [3712]

nearly equal to 5 n'
; J the variableness of the elements of the orbit will

*
(2349) Substituting, in [3702], tlie value of its third and fourth terms [3708], also

the values of the fifth and sixth tenns [3705], multiplied by n^a^z=l, for the sake of [3710a]

homogeneity ;
it becomes as m [3710].

t (2350) If we put, in [865, 870'], y=:rSr, a= n, ^q= S
.^K.f^-{m,t-i-s,),

^^.^^^^

the letters m, s being accented to prevent confusion in the notation, and 2 denoting the sign

of finite integrals; we shall have the differential equation [3711&], wliose integral [871]
is as in [3711c],

0^'^^^+n'-rSr + ^.<.K.f^;{m,t + s,); [37115]

- 0^ K sin / , V Ct Q
'•''•=-^-<37.-co"-.("M

+ 0=^^,. [3711c]

Comparing the coefficient of / in the expressions [3710, 3711&], weget m=i.{ti'—n)-}-2n; [3711(/]

hence
?«,-
—7r=(m,+ n) .(m,

—n)= |i?i'-f-(3
—

i).n} .
{; n'+(l

—
i).nl; substituting

[3'lle]

this in [3711c], and then dividing by «-, we get [3711].

t (2351) We have, in [4077], for Saturn n'= 43997'-; and for Jupiter h =109250'
[3711/]

nearly; hence 5n'— 2k= 1473'; which is quite small in comjiarison with n or n',

being only j\ part of n.
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have a sensible influence on this expression ;
it is important, therefore, to

notice this circumstance. For this purpose we shall put the difierential

equation [3710] under the following form,*

= '-^^-^'+ %'. r 5 r4-ifa~.P. cosAi. (n't— n t + e'— j
) + 2 ?i / + 2 sI

[3713] dt^
* ^ I y I -r 5

+ n-d'.F. sin.
\

i .

(n' t— nt + s—s)-j-2nt + 2s\.

Integrating this, and neglecting the terms depending on the second and

higher differentials of P, P', we shall obtain f

talulof .a^ {in'-\-{3
—

i) .n\ . [in' -}- {I
—

i).n\
r (] r,

noticing / {
. . d P' ^

iarv.ria- I

^p|
^ ^ '^

'' d t \ . cos.{i.(n'i-7it+B'-;)-h2nt-^2s}

[3714] x(
' i i -ry )

i :> V

+ } P- ~"^'"^"~"'^^"^'rf^ V .sin. {i.(7i't-nt+^-s)+2tit+2s] \

I lin'-{-(3—i).nl.^in'+{l—i).n] ) /

[Snig]
*

(2352) If we put, for brevity, T,= i . (m'^
— ?U + e'— ;) + 2 « < + 2 s, the

term depending on F, in [3710], will become

[3711;.]
§n-(rFc-. COS. {T,— 2 w)= f n~a^Fe". fcos. T, . cos. 2^+ sin. T,. sin. 2t3| ;

[37111-]
if we put #Fe2.cos.2^=P; |Fe-.sin.2rt=P', it becomes 7i^a^.{P.cos.T^-\-P'.sm.T\,

as in [3713]. In like manner, the terms of [3710], depending on G, H, M, may be

reduced to the forms [3711/1 ; P, P' beins; functions of the variable elements c, -a. Sic,
r3711itl

u J ^ ' o
' and T, T' independent of these variable elements

; observing, that n, a, s [1045', 1044"]

are considered as constant, as well as the similar elements of the planet ?«'.

t (2353) Using the abridged symbols ?«,. T, [37I1<:Z, f)-],
and substituting, in [3711&],

[3714a]
ihe function [3711?'], instead of the tenns under the sign :s, this difierential equation

becomes of the form [-37146], and the integral [3711c], taken in the hypothesis that P, P'

are constant, becomes as in [3714c],

[3714i] O^'^^^^^-irn-.rSr+ n^cr-.lP.cos.p+P'.sln.pi;

,.-„,,, ,
n2 (fi . I P. COS. T, +P'. sin. T, |

[3714c] rSr= ^^^ -.
m^-
— 11-

We shall suppose r 5 r, to he increased by the quantity [r 5
?] ,

in consequence of the

secular variation of P, P, so that instead of [•3714c], we shall have, generally,

[3714rf] r&r= '-

-^—^ +[r5 7-].
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The formula [931] becomes, by putting \j.
= \*

2d.(r6r) ,
UF+G).e\sm.{L{,i-t-nt+ ^-,)+2nt-\-2,-2v^\ )

( -\^ll.ee' .\i.{nt
—

nt-{-^—£)^2nt-\-2s—:s
— z^\S I ov

I\^)

depending
on angles
or the first

'"""•

i>V= ; [3715]

V/l
— e2

and hy giving to i all positive and negative values., including zero [3704'], [sris-]

we shall obtain all the inequalities, in which the coefficient of n t differs

from that of n' t l)y two.

Now as the value of r (5r [.37 Mc] salisfies tlie equation [37 Hi], supposing P,F' iohc constant,

and by hypothesis the value [3714t/] satisfies the same equation [3714i], when P, P' are [3714£/']

variable by reason of the secular mequalities, we may substitute [3714rf] in [3714J], and

then, Com iho resulting expression subtract the equation [37146], and we shall obtain an

equation of the form [3714/], observing, that we must retain only the temis depending on the

first and second diflerentials of P, P', namely, dP, dP', d"P, d^P', to the exclusion of P, P', [3714e]

d2.[ror] . o r , T ,
„ „ rf2.f P. COS. T+F.sin. TJ

Now we have, generally, d^.{P.cos.T)= d^P.cos. T,^2dP.d.{cos.T,)+ Pd^{co5.T,); [37Ug]
in wiiich the term containing P is to be rejected [3714c] ;

and if we neglect the term

depending on d~P, on account of its smallness, we shall obtain

d^ (P . cos. T)=2dP.d. COS. T,=— 2dP.m,dt. sin. T, [371 kZ, «•]. [3714^1

In like manner we have

f/2. (F. sin. T,) =2d P. d . sin. T,^ 2d P. m,dt. cos. T, ;
[3714A]

hence [3714/] becomes

^_./oj^_^^^,_^^.^^_^__^
[3714.-]

Tliis is similar to the equation [o711i], changing r5r into [riS?-], representing by aQ
the terms depending on dP', dP. These terms being divided by m^— n^, give,

as in [3711c], the following value of
\_r ?] ;

»2a2 ( _2nv dP' 2m, dP . ^^

Substituting this in [3714(/], connecting together the terms depending on cos. T,, also

those depending on sin. T,, then substituting the value of m^— n^ [3711c], and dividing

by or, we get [3714].

*
(2354) We have 2r . d H r + d r . n r= 2 d . {ro r)

— d r . S r, as is easily [S/lSa]

proved by developing the first term of the second member, and reducing. Substitutbg

VOL. III. 3

[3714A]
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f

If the coefficient ?'n'+(2
—

i).7i be very small, and this inequality

be very sensible, as is the case in the theory of Uranus, disturbed

[3715"] by Saturn [4527]; we must put the part of R depending on the

this and [3705a] in [931], we obtain

2d.(rSr)_ dr.6r
_^ ^ ^

[3~15i] <5 1)=
1^:1^ -Ur\5arndt.dR-\-2ttndt.a. (—] I

The differential of [3701], being multiplied by
——

,
becomes

ct" it a L

d T f\ T Of

[3715c] ~'^idi
= — —

•I'?- sIji- («<+£— «) + e^-sin.2.(H^ +£— -0i-

This is to be reduced, as in [370Sf(], by substituting tlie value of —
[370G], using tlie

formula [IS] Int., and retaining only the terms depending on the angle T, [3711^];

hence we get

m^d] _^=:_4.(F+G).e2.sin.(r_2«)-iH.e'.sin.(r-.-.').

[3715c] Again, if we put, for brevity, To= » . {n't—n i+ /—
s) + 2 « / +A'; the term of R [3703]

will become /?= Jlf . cos. Tg ;
hence the differential d /?, found as in [9 1 G'], upon the

[3715/] supposition that nt is the variable quantity, is i\R^=— (2
—

i) . n d t .M . sin. To .

Multiplying this by -3 a . n d t, integrating and using ??(, [371 IJ], we get

„ ^ ,1-. (G
— H).n~dt ,r m

3 (t fn dt .dR= '

. aM . cos. To .

W15g]
To this we must add 2 a 7i d t . a .

r—^j
=2 and t . a .

(-^j
. cos. T., ; and then, by

integrating the sum, we obtain

Substituting this and [3715fZ], in [3715?/], we get [3715].

[3715!']

In the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, the most important parts of hv^ hv

[37156, &c.] are those depending on the double integration of d /?, iX R!
,

which

introduces the divisor (5n'
— 2 n)^. These parts are to be applied to the mean motions

[3715A-] of the planets, as is shown in [1066", 1070"]. As we must frequently refer to these

parts i5i', (5t/, of the mean motions ^, ^' of the planets ?n, m', we shall here give their

values, deduced from [1183, 1204, 3709^], or from the apiicndix [5794], representing

the chief parts of d n, hv [3715/^, &ic.] ;

[3715/] (3 y deduced from ^
= 3 a n ./(/ 1 ./d 7?

;

[3715m] / deduced from ^ ^=:i a' n .fdi .fiX R' .
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»

[3716]

angle i . {n't—nt i-s'
—

s) +2 711+ 21 [3703] ,
under the following form,*

R= Q.cos. li.(ti't
— nt + s—() + 2nt + 2i\

+ Q'. sin.
[i. (n'

t— nt + 1'—
s) + 2 n t + 2

c^ ;

and we shall havt',t

(6— 3i').7ja« ( 2.^ )

3a.ffn,}t.dR:^ .:,^^'^ ,,
. < Q + .

'''.^ \
-sin. ^,:.(„'^-„^+/_s)+2n<+2e^

5i?!,+ (2— t)-'M f in-f (3— i).n \

[3717]

(G—3i).n2a ^ ^ 2.-^
'^

Jin'+(2—{).«S- / in'+(2—i).n
Q'
— IL

\.cos.{i.{n't—n(+e'-s)+2nt+'2sl.

*
(23.5.5) Using, for brevity, K^^z^i^K

— 2 £, and T, [3711_ii-], the expression of
[.37iGa]

R [3703] becomes jR= Jlf.cos.(T,+/ir)=JU.cos.^.cos.7;,— .'J/. sin./iT^.sin.'i;; and

by putting M.cos.Kj^^, —M.mi.K-^^; it changes into ii=:Q.cos.r,+ Q'.sin.T,, [371Gfc]

as in [3716]; Q, Q' being like P, P' [37 11
A:], functions of the variable elements of the

orbits, and T, independent of them. Now we have, in [4077], for Uranus ?i= 1542.5';

for Saturn n'= 43997'' nearly; hence 3n— ?i'^2278''; whicli is much smaller than n
[.371Cc]

or n'
;

and by putting i^— 1, in the divisor in'+{2— i).n, it becomes 3h— n'; [371G(/]

therefore this small divisor must occur in computing the perlmhations of Uranus by Satiuii,

as is observed in [371.5''].

f (2356) The differential AR, deduced from [3716i], considering nt as the variable

quantity, as in [3715/'], is

i\R=— {i
—

i).7uJt.q. sin. T,+ (2
—

i)
. n d t . Q'. cos. T, ; [3717a]

hence we have

3 a .ffn dt.d R=ffa lAd (^.{{—G+ tii) .q.sm. T,+ (6
— 3 i).q'. cos. T,|. [37176]

If the integral of the second member of this expression be taken, supposing Q, (^' to be

constant, it will produce the terms independent of d Q, d q in [3717]. The terms

depending on d q, rf Q' may be estimated by means of the general formula [1209i],

which, by changing A, B into Q, A, respectively, and neglecting (/^Q, (/^Q, Sic, becomes

ffAqdi^^qffAdr~-2.'^.fJ-fAdP. j3717,^

From this formula, it appears, that the term depending on -p, is easily deduced from

that depending on Q, by changing Q into —
2.'---^.dt, and then integrating relatively

rfQ
to i, supposing

— to be constant. In this way we easily deduce the tenu depending [3717(/]

on (iq [3717] from tliat of q; and hi like manner we get the term depending on f/ ^
from that of q.
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Another
form ofthis
value of

[3718]
the ele-

men 1 3

being
variable.

[3718']

[3719]

[3719']

ov=
cfi n d I

C (0— 3t"

(D)

Hence the formula [37156] will give*

I -j-H.ec'.sm.{i.{)i't—nti-;'—s)-i^2nt^2B— 'us--

\ (ii
—

-3i).n-^ r 2a. '^ "1 2na2.('^))+ i ,. ,
'. ,„

• « Q+ ^^— + -

}
-sin. lUn't-ntj-:'- e)-\-2nt+ 2,l

7 - . 1 I ^, ri < I I

V (i a /^
((3-30. „^ n

^^ 2a/^
-|

I

n'-|-(2-i).n
cos.lL(n'l-nt-\-i'-£)J[-2nt-{-2il-

For greater accuracy, Ave have neglected the divisor \/i
— t^ in this

expression of Sv
; because it docs not afiiect the part of this expression

which has the square of in' ^(2— i)
. ti for a divisor, as we have seen

in [1197]; and in the present case, this part is much greater than the

others. Moreover, we must, as in [1197"", lOGG", 1070"], apply this part

of 5v to the mean motion of mf ;
and as it is very nearly equal to the

[3718a]

*
(i'Sol) Using the value of B [3716], or rather [3716/^, 37 11

if] ; taking its partial

differential, relatively to a, which will affect only Q, Q' ; multiplying by 2a~.ndt, and

then integrating, we get

)! a2 /J q >

711, \da

?» being, as in [371 Ir/]. Substituting this in [371.ji], also the values of the terms

f:2andt.a.(''J^).
'^in. T- (S»-^.=

[3717, 3715f/], it becomes as in [3718]; except ihat the divisor \/{l
—

1~) is neglected,

[37185] fo,- the reason mentioned in [3718'], namely, that the chief jjctrt
of ov or

2, [1195 or 1197]

does not contain this di\isor
;

and as the other terms are very small, it may also be

neglected in them.

t (-2353) The terms of Sv [3718], having for divisor the square of i n' -}- {2
—

i] n,

[3719a] are those depending on ^ affnd t .AR, computed in [3717]; and it is evident, that

this part of '5 1- much exceeds the other parts depending on F, G, II, k.c. Now,

by [1066'', 1070"], or by [1197"''], the parts depending on 3 a/'fn d t . d li, must be

applied to the mean motion, and as the other parts, depending on the same angle, are much

[3710i] smaller, we may suppose that the whole of this equation is to be applied to the mean

motion, as in [37-20]. We may remark incidentally, that the expression of r [1066], as

well as that of v [1070], contains the double integral ffndt.AR; hence, at the first

view, it would seem that if v contain terms depending on this double integral «ith the small

divisor \i n' -\- {-l
—

i).n\~, as in [3718], r would contain similar terms of the same

order. But we must observe, that these temis of r, v [1066, 1070] are multiplied,

[3719c] respectively, by (^7")) ( "T ) '
or by their equivalent values « c . sin.

(/(
^ + -'

—
'^)>

\ -\- -2 c . COS. {n i -{- I—
ss) [669]. Hence these terms of r will be multiplied by I,
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whole term depending on the angle i .{iH
— nt-\-i — s) + 2 n < -f 2 s,

we may apply this whole inequality to the mean motion of m.
, [3720]

„ , . , , ^ dP dP' (10 (IQ; ,
,

•
..We shall obtam the values of -—

-,
-—

, --^, -^, by takmg the
d t d t d t d t

differentials of the expressions P, F, Q, Q', relative to the excentricities

and inclinations of the orbits, the positions of their perihelia and nodes, and

then substituting the values of the differentials of these quantities. But we

may obtain these values of — ,
&c. more simply in the following manner. [3721]

Find the value of P, for an epoch which is distant by two hundred years

from the epoch taken for the origin of the time t
;

then putting P^ for this

value, and T for the interval of two hundred years, we shall have*
[3722]

Fonnula
for the

// P determina-

T.-f-^P—P. [3723]d t lioD of

dP, dR.

r: J u 1 f '^^ ''<? '^Q' *==•

In the same manner, we may hnd the values ot -r— , -r— , -j—•' dtdtdt

To deduce the expression of — from that of ——
, we shall denote

' a a-'

by -iL, the part of — depending on the angle i.{n't—nt+''—!)+'2.nt-{-'2.i, [3724]

and we shall havef

[3725]
rhr _ r

j^-!^F.cos.i.{n't-n(-{-i
—

s)-]-Ge.cos.\i.{n't—nt-{-^—i)+ nt-]-s-z!\ (

a'
-]-He'.cos.\i.{n't—nt + ^^—s)-\-ni+ s—^l V

and those of r by the small quantity e, which uill make it of a less order ;
it will also be of [3719d]

a different form from those contained in this article, by reason of the factor sin. (n^+ s—
:;).

dP dPP
*

(2359) From Taylor's theorem [617], we have F,=P-{-T. Jl+ hT^-jj:,+ ^c.;

and if we neglect the square and higher powers of T, on account of the smallness of the [3723a]

terms, it becomes as in [3723].

t (23G0) Adding -^ to the part of —
[37061, we shall obtain all the terms of —

depending upon the angles i.[n't
—

nt-\-£'
—

e), i.{n't
— n t -\-

= — £)-\-nt-\-=, [372oo]

i.{n't
—

?i<-|-e'
— s)-\-2nt + 2£. Multiplying tliis by -, we get [3725].

VOL. III. 4
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Value of Hence we deduce*
T

Lff^ ^^'^+i.{F+2G).e^.cos.{i.(,i:t-nt+ ^-s)+ 2nt+ 2.-2.\lIf /
*

v'''fi"°
- +hH.ee'.cos.li.(n't—nt+ !—

;) + 2nt + 2i—r^—-/l )

2. fFe 5/t«// compute, in the same manner, the terms depending on the

[3720] angle i.(n'i
— ?i i + e'—

e) ;
and shall suppose, that, by carrying on the

approximation to the first power only of the excentricities, we shall havef

Sr „ .~ =
F.cos.t.(n't—ni-\-s'—-.)-\-Ge.cos.\i.(ti't

— nt+ s— ;)-\-nt+ !—
raj

+ G'e .cos.\—i.(n't—nt-}-i'—s) + nt + s—z:
\

+ //e'.cos.| i.('n:t—nt+^'—s)-{-nt+ s—z/\

-{-H'e'.cos.\—i.(n't—nt+^'—i)+ nt-\-s—u>'i ;

[3727]

Ciiinputa-
tion for

angles of
the second
form.

[372Ga]

*
(23G1) Using the symbols [3702«], namely, T=n't— nt-\--c'—i, ?r=n<+£—w,

/r'=»jV-)-5'— ^, the expressions [3725] will give, by transposing the terms depending

on F, G, H; /,,//,,.^
r,/>. AA,7'.= /J,,^^^^ ^ _ ^'

[37266] il. ^3= !!!;_!:. F. cos.?: T—-.Ge. COS. (iT+JV)—-. He', cos. (I T+ TV/) ;n ft ti'Z n ft ^ ' rt V I / y /a a a~ a a a

r

a
[372Gc] and from [3701] we get

-
. := 1 + i e'— e . cos. IF— | c~. cos. 2 W

;
which is to be

substituted in [3726^]. In making this substitution, we have, by hypothesis, only to notice

terms of the order e", ee', c'^, &,c. [3702', &ic.], and of the same form as [3703]. Now

[372Crf] the term -^
[3724] being already of the second order, we may substitute for the factor -,

by which it is multiplied, the first term of its value [3726c], namely 1
;

in the coefficient

[3726e] of F, we may use the term — i e^. cos. 2 W ;
and in the coefficients of G, H, the

term — e.cos. ?P; by this means it will become as in [3726^]. Reducing this

[3720/] expression by means of [20] Int., and retaining only terms of the form [3703], it becomes

as in [3726/i], which is of the same form as in [3726].

[372%] '?^_ !l!;
_j_ (1 e2. COS. 2 W) .F. cos. iT-\-{e. cos. W).Ge. cos. {iT-\- W )

+ {c.cos.JV).IIe'.cos.{iT-]-W/)

[.372G/t]
=— +iFe2.cos.(;r+2fF)+ JGe2.cos.(ir+27r)+ ii/ee'.cos.(iT+;r+/J^').

t (23C2) Tlie expression of —
[3727] is the same as [3706], making the alteration

[:3727a] required by the supposition, that i is positive [3727']. If we use, for brevity, the

symbols [3726«], this formula will become

[37276] -==i^.cos.^•^+Ge.cos.(^^+IF)+G'c.cos.(-^^+TF)+^e^cos.(^^+W^')+£r'c'.cos.{-^•^+^I;').

The case of i= 0, is separately considered in [3755"', Sic.].
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i being positive [3T21a, b]. We shall then get* [3727']

(G-JrG').c^ COS. i . {n'i
— n t+ s'—

e)
^

^n~.<^ -JrHce'.cos.\i.{n't
—

nt-]-s'
—

5) + t7r
—

zi'l\ I
[-3728]

+ H'ee'.cos.{i.{n't-nt+ ^-^)-^+ ^'\} )
; (E)

^,^,^^^^

i„'iS„-~f'l^)^J^,aNl.cos.\i.{n't— nt+ ^—e)+ Ll'

^ \ da / n — n )

rdrOT.

r 5 r

"~
{in'—{i-i-l).7i\.\{n'—{i—l).nl

*
(23G3) In finding the part of rSr depending on the angle i.(n't

—
nt-\-s'—i), or iT,

by means of tlie formula [3702], it is necessary to compute the part of 2fdR-\-r.( j,
[3728a]

depending upon the same angle, or upon jR= JV. cos.
(

t T+ L) [3704]. This [37286]

gives for dR, similarly to [3705c/], the expression dR= 71JV .i . s'm. {i T-\-L).dt ;

hence 2/dR= ^3- • •'V* . cos. {i T -^r L) ; also from [3705rt], we obtain [3728c]

Multiplying the sum of these two expressions by 1^ «- w' [3709'], we get

2fdR+r.(^)=n^a^.{a^.(^)-^^.aJ^l.oos.(iT+L). [3728.]

Again, if we multiply [37276] by 3 7i- a^. {e . cos. ?F-[- e". cos. 2 /F}, we shall obtain
[3728/"]

the terms of [3702], which are muhiphed by 3n^a.Sr; and as we have to notice

only the terms depending on angles of the form i T [3726'], we may neglect the second
r3728„]

term of this factor e^. cos. 2 W [3728/], and then it wOl become 3 rra^.e. cos. JV.

In multiplying [37276], by this last factor, and reducing by [20] Int., the tenn F
produces no term of the required form, and each of the other terms G, G', H, H',

produces one
;
hence we finally obtain

iin^a.5r.\c.cos.W-\-e~.cos.2Wl=in^u^{{G-i^G').c^.cos.iT-\-Hee'.cos.{iT-}-W/—TV)

+H'ee'.cos. {iT—W;+TF)
= f nV.

{ (G+ G") . e2. cos. i T-\-He e'. cos. (iT+ra—a'
)

+Hee'.cos. (iT—a+ z/).

The sum of the second members of the expressions [3728e, i], being represented by a Q
d-MrSr)

[3728*]

for brevity, the differential equation [3702] becomes = ——--\-n^.rSr-}-o.Q; and
O t"*

we find by inspection, that a Q is equal to the numerator of the second member of [3728], [3728i]

multiplied by a^. This equation, being solved as in [37116, c], gives rS r=
3 ., »

using m [37 1 lo
J ; hence we get ^ =

""„ = -—
"'^, , ^ , as in [3728]. [3728m]' a2 a^.{m~—rfi) a,^.(m,
—

n).(m,-\-n)
l j i i

[3728A]

[3728i]
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r{G— G') . e~. sill. i.{iit
— n t + s'—

;)

°fvV' { ( ~Het'.sm.{L{ii't— 7it^s'—s)— 'aJf-z-/l) }
*
{F)

(in— til \da/ (in
—m)- )

/ i >

[3729] ')V=
'

Value of '

[3730]

V/l— e^

If we put
-^— for the part of —

, which depends on angles of the

form i.{iit
— nt-\-i'— .=),t

and is also of the order of the square of

*
(2364) The value of (S u [3729] is easily tleduced from [371.34]; since the

denominator \/(l
—

c-) is the same in both, also the first term of the numerator; and

the other terms may be obtained by a calculation sunilar to that in [3728«
—

1\. For if we

multiply the expression [3728c] by §anclt, and [37 -28^] by 2andt, and take

the sum of the products, we shall get

'«] 3«./«f?t.d/?+ 2«.«f/r.a.(''J^W^2«.«2.('^)
—

-^.«.¥^.cos.(2:T+i).(/f.

Integrating this we get the two last terms of [3715i], wliich are the same as the two last

terms of the numerator of [3729], or those depending on JV, d JV. The only remaining

term of [371.5i] is the second, which is found by multiplying the differential of r [3701]

ro'-nnn '5'' dr. Or ''^^
t rrr • o ^ rm

[<it^b\ by ——
: whence we get = . ]c .sm. JF-\- e-.sm. 2 fri.

5r
Substituting

—
[3727], we may neglect the term e^.sin. 2 IV, and the term F, as

in [3728^, &ic.] ;
the other tenns being reduced as in [18, 19] Int., retaining only angles

of the form i T
;
we get, in like manner, as in [3723/'(, &lc.] ;

dr.6r
.'^l,c.sm.n'=^(G-G')x^.smjT+Hce\sm.{iT+W;-lV)-Hec'.sm.(iT-W,+W)\

[3729,

[3729e]

[3729d]

a^ndt

^h.KG-G'YeUm.iT+Hfc'.sin.HT+zi
-

zi')-Hc('.shi.{iT-T^+m')l ;

being the same as the terms depending on G, 6", H, //', [3729]. We may remark,

that from the formulas [3728,3729], we may deduce others similar to [3714, 3718], in

which the secular variations of the elements e, ra, &ic. are noticed.

t (2365) The second member of [3727] being denoted by F', it will include all the

[.373to] terms of —
, depending on the angle i T, as fir as the first power of the excentricities

r

[3726']. Adding to this the expression
—

, depending on the same angle, and on terms

[37316]
of the order e", ce', Sic, we get

— = jP'-j-~, for the expression of —
, containing
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the excentricities or inclinations, we shall have

^ = -^ + \. \G+ G'—F\.e\ COS. i . (n't—nt+s'—z)

-\-\.Hee'. cos.J?:. (n'i
— n/ + e'—

s) +ro— ^'|

+ I . He e'. cos.{x . {n't
— n ^ + s'— — ^ + ^']-

In these three expressions i must he supposed positive [3727'].

3. The great number of inequalities depending on the squares of the

excentricities, and of the inclinations, makes it troublesome to compute all

of them
;
and we must be guided in the selection of those which are of a

sensible magnitude, by the following considerations. First. If the quantity

in'-\-(2.
— i).n differ but little from ±n\ then the one or the other

of the divisors in'-\- (3
—

/) . n, in'-\- (1
—

/) .
?», in the formula [3711],

will be quite small, and by this means the expression may acquire a sensible

value. Second. If the quantity in' -{-(2
— i).n be small, those terms of

the formula [3715], having this quantity for a divisor, may become sensible.

Third. If the quantity i .
(n'
—

n) differ but little from ± ??, the one

or (lie other of tlie divisors in'— (i-\-\).n, in'—
(i
—

1).M, of the

formula [3728], will be small, consequently this expression may acquire a

sensible value. Fourth. If the quantity i . (n
—

n') be small, the terms

Value of

[3731]
for angles
of the

second
form.

[3731']

[3732]

[3733]

Method of

selecting
tho most

important
t'Jtms.

[3734]

terms as llir as the order

r (ir rtir r _,
get -.—=— .F'.

a a a' a

wer, ce', Sic. inclusively. Multiplying this by

In tlie first member of this expression, we may put -^l, [3731i']

as in [;n-iG(/], and in the factor of F', we may use the value [37-26c] ;
hence we shall get

a2

=— —h t^- F. cos. i T4-F'. e . cos. W
;

[.3731c]

[3731rf]

the second of these expressions being easily deduced from the first, by observing, that of

the four terms comprising the factor of F' [37:jl(], the first term, — 1, produces nothing [3731«]

of the order e-, when the value of F [:n-i7] is substituted; the second term, — J e-,

produces tiie term depending on F in [373 h/] ; the third produces the term depending
on F' [373 1

(/j ;
and the fourth term, J t-. cos. 2 ?F, produces nothing of the proposed

form and order. Now substituting, in the term F'. e .cos. W [373 If/], the value of F', [3731/]

or the second member of [3727], reducing the products by [20] Int., and retaining only

angles of the form i T, it becomes as in [3731].

VOL. III. 5
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[3735]

General
x'bIug of

R.

[3736]
First furni

[3737]

[3738]

[3739]

Values of

X, y, z,

[3740]

x', y\ z'.

[3740']

of the formula [3729], which have this divisor, may become sensible.

We must therefore estimate carefully all the inequalities subjected to either

of these four conditions.

4. The quantities F, G, G', H, H', are determined by the

approximative methods in the second book [1016, &.c., 3727]. We shall

now determine M, N; and for this purpose we shall resume the value

of R [913, &c.];*

R = -iii^^:^ m

r' being the radius vector of m'. JVe shall take, for the fixed plane, the

primitive orbit of m, and for the axis of .c, the line of nodes of the orbit

of m' iipon this plane. If we put v for tlie angle formed by the radius r

and the axis x
;

v' for the angle formed by the same axis and by r'
;

also 7 for the tangent of the inclination of the two orbits to each other,

we shall havef

X = r . cos. V
; y = r . sin. v; 2=0;

>•' ^'" "''
, r'.y.sin.u'

r . cos. V
; y

v/l + 72' \/l+7^

*
(2366) As tliere are only two bodies m, m', the value of R, X [913, 914] become

m'.{xx'-{-yy'-\-zz') X x m'

)'V

[3736a] R= '

[3736i]
and by using r'2= a'2+ j,'2_]_

~'2
[914'], we get [3736].

t (2367) In the annexed figure 72, C is the origin of the co-ordinates, or centre of

the sun
;
C X, C Y, C Z, the

jvr

.a

axes of X, Y, Z, respectively ;
M

the place of the body m, supposing

it to be situated nearly upon the

[3740o] plane of xy [3737]; M' the place

of the body m. The co-ordinates

of /» are C,'l=r, Jl.M=y, z=
..

nearly; those of m' are CJl'= x',

A'B'=y', B'M'^z'. Moreover

angleMCA=v [924/-], M'CJl'=v',

Then in the rectangular triangle CAM, we have CA= CM .co?,. A C M,

AM^CM.sm.ACM, or in symbols, x=^r.cos.v, 1/
= r .sin. 1) [3740]. In the

[3740t]

72
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Hence we get, by neglecting the fourth powers of 7,* [3741]

Z2 = —r • COS. N— v)
'—

. -7„ .
!
COS. N— v)

— COS. N-V v) \
second

j.'2 4 T form of

R.

ml m'.y^ rr'.\co9,.{v'
—

i')
— cos. (t)'-|-j;)| [3742]~

jr^— 2r/.cos.(t)'-^)+ r'2}*
4

*

{r^—2r/.cos.(v'—«)4-r'2|^
*

We shall su])i)osc, as in [954, 9.56],

-^.cos.(?t7— ni+ £'— — 1«^—2«a'.cos.(n'i—ni+ s'— O+ a'^ps- [3743]

=
I s .yl(", cos. i.{n't

— nt+i'— ^w,Bw.

Ja-— 2«ffl'.cos.(n7— n/+ s'— + «"i~^=i2.5w cos.K(n7-n/+£'—0; [3744]

rectangular triangle C^'^/', we have CJi:=zCM'. cos. A' CM', A'M'=CM'.sm.A'CM;
or in symbols, a-'^r'.cos.D' [3740'], A'M'^/.s'm.v. In the rectangular triangle A'B'M',

we have, A'B':::^A'M'.cos.B'A' M', B'M'^AM'.s'm.B'A'M'; substituting in these [3740c]

the preccdini; value of ^'J^/', also cos. 5'^'^/'=
, sin. B'A'M=

we get y',
z' [3740'].

,
>

*
(2368) If we neglect y\ as in [3741], we shall have {I -{-y^)-i=l— i

yS
.

hence we obtain from [3740'], y=: r'. sin. j;'— ^ y^.i-'.s'm.v' ; z'^^=y^.r'^.sm.^ v'
•

[3742o]

substituting these and the other values [3740, 3740'], m the first member of [37426], and

then reducing by [24, 17] Int., we get [3742c] ;

a?*'+yy'+~='='''"'-(cos.y'.cos.y+ sin.u.sin.?;')
—

i-/2.,V.sin.t).sin.D' [37426]

=
rr'.cos.{v'-v)—iy^.rr'.\cos.{v'-v)-cos.{v'-\-v)l. [3742c]

Substituting this last expression in the first term of jR [3736], we get the two first

terras of [3712]. Again, if we develop the first member of [3742c], and sub'^titute

,2_^.+ y2_^^a^ r'2^^'._^y.,^^,2 ^3^40, 3740'], also the expression [3742c], we get

^^"''^''^

{x'-xy~+ (i/'-yf+ {='-zr-={x"~+y^+z^)-2.{xx'+yy'+zz')+ (r'^+ y'^^ -'--) [3742c]

=
\>~-'-^rr'.cos.{v'-v)+r'^]^^f.rr'.{cos.{v'-v)-cos.{v'-^v)\. [3742/]

Involving this to the power
—

^ , we get

{(*'-^)'+(.'/'-2/)'+(~'-~)^r*=J'-'-2n-'.cos.(t.'-tO+r'=r*
[374^]—

^ 7 2.r r'.
{ cos.( v'-D)-cos.(u'+t.)

?
.

[ r2-2r/.cos.(j;'-«)-|-r'2 1 ~2;

substituting this in the last term of [3736], we get the two last terms of [3742].
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[3744'] and shall represent R= 3I.cos.\i.(n't
— nt+ s—

i)+ 2nt+ K\ [3703], by

the following function
;

[3745] i2= M^'Ke- .cos.]i.(n't
— nt+^'—^)+ 2nt+ 2;—27,>

Terms of ( \ ' -/ ' '

1

[3^45-] +M^'Kee'.cos.\i.(n'(—nt+s—s) + 2>it+ 2s—zi—^J\
of the tirst

f--
5„^

+ M^'\ e'~.cos.\i. (n'l—nt + -='—
s) + 2 n ^ + 2 s—2 ^'

|

[3745'"] + M'=" . f . COS.
j

z .
(ji'

i— ?i ? +/— ;) + 2 ?i /+ 2 =—2 n
I

;

n. n being the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of in' upon that

[3746]
f^j j^^ counted from the line which is taken for the origin of the angle nt-\-i.

We have, as in [669], /^

[3747] -= l + |e-
— e. cos. {nt + s—

zs)
—

^ e-. cos. 2 . (n il + s— ^) ;

[3748] v = nt-\-s— n + 2e. sin. {nt-\- s— «) + | e". sin. 2 . {n t+ i—
«).

From these we get the values of —
, v\ by marking with one accent, the

quantities n, e, £, &c. Then we have, as in [955], the product of

2. A'-'K COS. {? . {n't
— nt + i—

s}|,

by the sine or cosine of any angle ft~\-I; which is equal to

[3749]
^ • ^"' •

"2. ^'
• ("'^- " ^ + '-^ -^^^ +^^

Hence we easily obtain*

[3750]
JV/'"^-

|.^r.(-h--5).^'^)
+

-2.(2.--l).«.('-^)
+ ««.('^)^;

Values

[3750'] ^fa)= _!^.54.(;_i)2.,/?(,-n^o.(,-_i).^.('i4— )_o.(;-i).f/.('fii_)_,,f/.(^
ponding 4

(J

^ ^ ' ^ ^
\ (la J

^ '
\ da / \dada/),

to tiie first

;3;50"] M-^=
9:.^(,:_o).(4.;-3)..^<.--o.(2.--.3).«'.(^-^;=^')

+«-.(^)5;

[3750'"] M'-'^:^—4- a a. 7?'—'.
8 •

[3750a]
*

(2369) ]n [952, 953] ^ve have r= « .
(
1 + ?/J ;

»= w <+ s—n+ r, ; t ho term n

being added to conform to the present notation. Comparing these with [3717,3718],

[3750i] we get the following values of u
, v^ ,

also the similar ones of u,', v', using the abridged

symbols [3726rt] ;

[3750c] u,=— c.co^.W -\-le^—le-.co^.2W ; v,
=2e .sm. TV -{- i . e- .sm.2TV ;

[3750rf] «;^— c'. cos. fP+ ^ e'2— J c'^ cos.2 IF'
; v;=2e' . sin. ?F+ |-

. e'^. sin.2 «'^';
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and in the case of i = 1 [3750y, ?/], we have

ijp)^-' «_-'.««'.5(0). [3751]

4 a "* 8

Finding the squares and prodiirts of tlie.se quantities, then reducing tlicni by [17
—

20] Int.,

retaining merely the terms of the second degree in e, e, 7, which are the only terms now

under consideration [3702'], we obtain the following system of equations. In these

expressions we have substituted for JV its value W^ T ~\- W -\- -us—^ -ra' [.3726fl], [3750e]

in order that the quantity n' t -\- i' may not appear in the terms of R, except in connexion

with i, as in the assumed form of these terms of jR, given in [3745, &ic., 957]. The
numbers prefixed to the formulas [3750/] express the order of the terms in the

value of R [957].

2 «,
= ie2_Jt2.cos.2/r;

3 «/ = ie'^— i e'2. cos. 2 . (T+ TV-{- z^— iz');

4 v; ^ |e'2.sin.2.(r+ ?F+«— 3/);

5 V,
= fc^.sin. 2?F;

6 w,2
^ §e2-fie2_j.os.2?r;

7 i',u;= ice'.cos. (r+ «— «') + iec'. cos. (r+ 2 ?F+«—b');
8 2^2 = ^e'2+ Je'2.cos.2.(T+7r+«— zn');

9 n,v;=— ee'.sm.{T-\--a
—

z/)
—

ee'.sm.{T-{-2TV-\-zi—i^');

10 v^Vi
^— c^.sln. 2^F;

11 <i';=— e'^.sm.2.{T+ W-\--^
— ^);

12 >i,'v,= fe'.sin. (T4-^— ^')
— cc'.sin. (r+2fr+w— :=');

13 <2 = 2c'2— Oc'2. COS. 2. (r+7r+^— :3');

14 f,r;= 2cc'.cos.(T+^— ^')_2e'2.cos.(2'+2 7F+w— ts');

15 r,2
= 2 c2_ 2 e2. cos. 2 fV.

Substituting these in [957], we shall obtain the terms of R depending upon M'-''\ Jf\ M^^\

[3745, &ic.]. The terms of the fonii Ar^\ arising from the terms of s, z', in the two [3750^]

lower lines of the value of R [957], will be considered hereafter in [3750m, &c.]. In

making these substitutions, we must use the following formulas, which are the same as those

in [954c, 955a, 955/], changing fF into W,, to prevent confusion in the notation.

COS. JV . J 2 . .^« . cos. i T= 1 2 . .^« . cos. (/ r+ W) ; [3750;i]

shi. ?F, A-Z.iJl "\ sin. I T=— i 2 . {A ''
. cos. (/ T+ TF^) ; [375W]

COS. fV.il. i^A^'K cos. i r=: i 2 . i2^«. COS. (; r+ TV,). [37504]

VOL. III. 6

[3750/]
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We shall represent R = N. cos. \i . (n' t— nt + s'—s) -}- L\ [3704]

We shall consider the temis depending on each of the factors Hf\ iV/'", M^^' [3745, &ic.]

separately; and in the first place, shall take the temis of the form J\P'^''.c^.cos. [iT-\-2W).
These are evidently produced by the factors sin. 2 TV, cos. 2 TV, which occur In the terms

of [3750/], marked 2, 5, 6, 10, 15; reducing the products by the formulas [3750/t
—

fc].

These five terms, marked in the order in which they occiu', without reduction, supposing them

all to have the common factor —
. e^.cos. (i T-\-2TV'), and omitting 2 for brevity, are

[3750Z]

[3750m;

This expression is easily reduced to the form of the coefficient of —, in the value

of 71/"" [3750]. Proceeding in the same manner with the parts of the terms 7, 9, 12, 14

[3750/], depending on the angle T-\-2TV-\--a
—

to', we find that they produce

in R [957] terms of the form M^"e e'. cos. {(« + 1) • T-{- 2 JF-f^— ra'},
which may

[3750n] be represented by
—

'-^
. e e'. cos. $(j + 1) . T+ 2 /r+ «—

to'}, muhiplied by the
4

following expression, which includes the terms as they occur, without any reduction ;

[.37500] -««'(^+^^"-(^)-'^"'(77-; + '^-^ •

We may change in this i into i— 1 [3715'], and then we get for the coefficient

[V50p] of —
j.ee'.cos.(tT+2rr+ra— to'),

or —
j.

cc'. cos. (i r+2«^+ 2 ;—t^— to'),

an expression which is the same as the coefficient of — —
,

in the value of iV/"' [3750'].

Again, the terms 3, 4, 8, 11, 13 [3750/], depending on the angle 2. {T -{- AF+ra— to'),

produce in R [957], terms of the form 3F-K c'^. cos.
{ (i+ 2) . T+ 2 ^F+ 2 to— 2 to'

} ;

[3750fy]
which may be expressed by '-^

. c'^ cos. \(i-\-2) .T ~\-2TV-{-2^
—

2to'|, multiplied by

the following function, which includes all these terms as they occur, without reduction ;

[3750.]
_ 2 a'.(—)

+ 5 ^ A-^ + a-~.

(-^-^)
- 4 . a

.{-J^)+4^'
-^"^

;

or, as it may be \ratten,

/dA'')\
, ,„ /ddM')\

[3750.'] i.{ii+ 5y^u^_o,^2i+l).a\i^~j^)+a'"-.{j^y

We may change in this i into i— 2 [3715'], and then we have for the coefficient

[.3750*] of -.e'2.cos.(iT+2?F+2«— 2to'), or
'-^.

cos.
(t" r+2»? + 2.-— 2to'), the

m'

[3750«] same quantity as the coefficient of —
,

in the value of 31'-' [3750"].
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by the following terms ;

*

R= ]S[(OKcos.i.(ii't
—

nt-{'s'
—

s)

+ iV('>. ee'. COS. \i .(n't
— nt + s —()-{-:,

—
^'j

+ N^-K e e'. cos.
{
i . (n't

— nt + s'—
=)
—^+ «'

| ;

Terms of

R
depeoding

[3752]
on angles
of the

[3752']
second
form .

[3752"]

We shall now notice the terms depending on z, z
,

which were neglected in [.3750^] ;

these are the same as those depending on y^, in the value of R [.3742]. As we neglect

terms of a higher order than y~, we may substitute, in these terms, the values r=-a;
v^=nt -^i- • n v =n't-\-s'— n

; v = n't— nt-[-t — s=T; [3750u]

v'-\-v = n't~\-nt-{-^^e
— 2n=T-\-2nt-\-2B— 2n; hence this part of

R [371-2] becomes

R =
f-

.
—

.
{
COS. T— cos.

(T+ 2 n <+ 2 £— 2 n) }

m'7'2
[3750«]

;;-|.{cos.
T— cos.(r+2?if+ 2£— 2n)^.4

\a.^
— 2 a a'. COS. T-\-a'^

Substituting, in the last term, the value of the denominator [-3744], namely ^^.B'-'K cos. iT,

and reducing by means of the formula [3750/(], it becomes

^^^ f — -.COS. T+— .cos.(T+2n< + 2£— 2n) )

\+laa'.S.B^'\cos.{i-^l).T-iaa'.S.B''\cos.{{i-{-l).T-\-2nt+2s-2n\)'

The last term of this expression, changing i into i— 1 [3715'], becomes

^ . « a'. 2 . B'--". COS. (i T+2m< + 2s— 2n);

which is of the same form as [3745"'], and is equal to it by puttmg M^^^ :^ ,aa',^, B^'~^^
8

as in [3750'"]. Li the case of i= 1, the term [3750x] becomes

—y . a a'. i?*»\ COS. (r+ 2n i + 2 s— 2 n) ;

connecting this with the second term of [3750iv], namely,

^. 4 • COS. (T+ 2 nt + 2 s— 2 n) ;

[3750u'l

[3750r]

[37501/]

[375(ty']

and putting the whole equal to this value [3745'"], we get, for this case, the same value

of Jkf">, as in [3751].

(2370) By proceeding as in the last note, we shall find, thai the substitution of the

values [3750/] in R [957], produces terms depending on the angle iT, zT+o— ts',

jT— a+ a', as in [3752—3752"], without W, which occurs in the forms [3745—3745'"].

[3752a]
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and we shall have
Coeffi-

depending
i C '

L \ d a J \ (lu-^ Jj 2 "- ' J
$

'

on angles

Be.on.i
4 <

' '
V </« y

^ '
\ da' J

'

\dada' Jy
form.

[3753"J A''='==
'fj4.(/+l)^.^«+»+o.(^-+l).„.fi:^U2.(/+l).«V^-'-'^^4 c

'
V «« / \ rfa /

'

\dada j\

We shall calculate these terms separately, commencing with the angle i T, which is

[37526] produced in R [957], by the substitution of the terms Jc^, ie'^, occurring in the

terms of [3750/], marked 2, 3, 6, 8, 13, 15. These quantities produce in R, the

[37526'] . m' ...
expression

— — .cos. i T, multiplied by the following terms, wi'itten down in the order

in which they appear, without reduction, and omitting 2 for brevity ;

[3752c] -^.a.{J^-c'^,(^-i^.a^.(^-i,^.a^.(^
Now if we multiply the fu'st of the equations [1003] by —

1, and the third of these

equations by
— J ;

the sum of their products will give

[3752rf] -«-fej—^«-l^ = -"A7;rj-*"H'rf^;'

substituting this in [3752c], we find, that the coefficient of e'^ is the same as that of c®,

and the whole expression becomes

4 ^
( \ da /

-
\ ««•'

To this we must add the third term of [3750m'], depending on cos. (i-L 1) • T, which,

7M';

[3752/] by changing i into i—l, as in [3750c), becomes —^
. in«'.2.5'' ".cos.jT. The

r3752n ^^Pr'^ssion [3752e] is the same for — i, as for + i
;

because A "= .'3''> [954"].

Moreover, the term [3752/], by the same change of /, using B^-'~^^= B'"'^' [956'],

in' J~ - '

[37520-] becomes —^
. i « o'. 2.2?'+" . cos.i T. Hence, if we use only positive values ol i, we

must double the function [375:2e], and add to it the two expressions [3752/, g] ;
the

sum of these three functions, being put equal to jV"'> . cos. / 7' [3752], gives the same

value of iV'"', as in [3753]. In the case of i = l, this sum must be increased by the

[3752;i]
fii'st term of [3750«'] ; by which means A^'"' is increased by the quantity given in [3754].

The case of i—0, which is separately considered in [3755'"], produces, in R, the

following expression, which is deduced from [3752r,/], by putting i=0;
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In these three last expressions i is supposed to be positive and greater than [3753'"]

zero. Incase i = l, we must add to A^'"' the term —"^.— [3752/1]. [3754]

It is more convenient, for numerical calculations, to have the differentials

relative to only one of the two quantities a, a', in these formulas.*

Proceeding in ihe same manner with the angle iT-{-zi— ts' [3752'], we find, that

terms of this form are produced in B [957], by tlie substitution of the paits of the terms

of [3750/'"] depending on the angle T+ra— ra', and marked 7, 9, 12, 14; reducing

them by means of the formulas [954c, 955a,/]. Hence this part of R becomes equal

to —. cc. COS. [{i -\- 1) . T -{-zs
—

ro'J, multiplied by the following expression, retaining [S752k]

the terms according to the order of the numbers, without any reduction
;

\dada / \ da / \ da /

Changing i into i— 1, in [3752A:, /], we find, that this part of R maybe represented

by . ce'. JV^'^ cos.
(t T+ot— ^') [3753'] ; observing, that tb.is change in the value [3752>»]

of i, reduces the expression [3752/] to the same form as the factor of —
, in the

value of jV'" [3753']. We must retain only the positive values of z in [3752', 3753'] ;
for

if we change the sign of I, the expression cos. (t T+w—e/), becomes cos. (—iT-|-^— -n')
[3752n]

or cos. (i T— x3+ ='')'
\\hicb is of the same fonn as [3752"]. Hence it appears, that we

may deduce A"^'-' [3752"] from iV'" [3752'], by changing the sign of i. Performing [3752o]

this operation on [3753'], we get [3753"], using ^^-'-i>= ^"+" [3752/']. Finally, the

case of i = 0, is found by putting i= in [3752m], or in the similar terms depending [3752o']

on JV'S) [37520]; observing, that when i= 0, the expressions JV"''>, JV'-' [3753', 3753"]

become equal to each other
;
and this part of R becomes

m
T

*
(2371) In making the reduction of iH<" fi-om [3750'] to [3755], it will be convenient to

use the abridged symbols «™ .

^^'^
= .^w . „<™ .

^'^'^
_ ^,^

. ^^^ ^ ^j^^
^^..^^^

index n is the same for all the terms depending on Jtf<», we may neglect it, and put simply

[37556]

VOL. HI.
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This is obtained by means of [1003], from which we get

[3755] M^^^=-'f 1(21-2). {2l-l).A^'-^^+ 2.{2i-l). a. (^^)+„^.(^^

[3755'] ^<2)=
^.^(4i='-7»+2).^''-=> + 2.(2;-l).«.('^) + a^('''|;^;;'^^

Keduced
values.

[3r55-] ^».=
=.'.|(o;

+ i>).(o;+
i)..3.,H,_o„.('i£i:;\_„!..(''!it|^

[3755*^] 5. The case of i ^= deserves particular attention. We shall

resume the expression [923], and shall consider, in the first place, the

and the same symbols may be used in tlie reduction of Jlf<~>
,
JV'"

,
./V'-' . Then tlie

coefficient of — J m', in the value of J)/"* [3750'], will become, by the substitution of

the first and second formulas [1003],

4.{l-ir-.A,+ 2.{i-l).A,+ 2.{l-l).\.^,+ .i,l + {2A,+ J,]

[3755c] =2.{i—l).\2.{i— l)-^ll.A,+ {4i
— 2l..1,^ A.

= [2i-2).{2i-l).A,+ 2.{2i-\).A,+ A.,;

which is the same as the coefficient of — J '"' '" [3755]. In like manner, the coefficient

of — ,
in [3750"], becomes, by using the first and third of the formulas [1003],

8

(,:_2).(4;-3).^o+ '^.(-3»-3).{4,+ AI + r2 .^0+ 4^ + ^.5

[3755rf]
^j(i_2).(4i— 3)+4i— 4|..4o+ 2.(2i

—
l)../i,+./?o;

which is easily reduced to the form of the factor of —
,

in J)/'-' [3755']. Again, the
o

factor of \ m, in the value of N^''> [3753'] becomes, by tlie substitution of the values

in the first and second formulas [1003] ;

^^^^''^
=2.{i-i).\2.{i-i) + ii.A--iA—^.;

which is the same as the coefficient of J m', in the value of ..V" [3755"]. From this

we may easily obtain JV'-', by merely changing the sign of /, as in [375->o].

*
(2372) The terms of jR depending on 2 = 0, are given in [3752/, 37527^] ; they

are independent of nt.n't, and produce in liv a secular equation [3773] ;
and on this

account, they are carefully computed, though it is finally found, in [4446, 4505], that
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term —^-^ '-—
,

of the expression of d!>v, given by this [3755*]
''^'^^ o„.h.

formula. We have, as in [1037], by noticing only the terms affected with "^^nll

the arc of a circle n t*
6v.

a
= \— h. sin. (n t-^^)

— l. cos. (n t + ^ ;
[375G]

— = i m' .{IC+V D).nt. sin. (« i + [375CT

— 1 m'.
(/t
C + h'D).nt. cos. (n ^ + -=)•

they are insensible. To reduce these terms of R to the form [3764], we may use the

following symbols, given in [1022, 1033] ;

h = e . sin. w
;

/ = e . cos. zi
;

A'= c. sin. n'
;

Z'= e'. cos. !!'
; [3756a]

e2=/i2+P; c'2^;j'2_j_;/2. [37566]

y.sm.n=p'—p; y .cos.n=
r/
—

q ; f={p'—pfJ^[q'—(jf, [375Gc]

Now substituting, in [3752;'], the values of «^, c'-, 7- [3756i, c], they will produce,

respectively, the first, second, and fourth lines of the expression of /? or & R [3764] ;

observing, that, by using the sign 5, as in [917'], these terms of R may be represented [3756(/]

by &R. The term [3752p] produces the third line of tlie same value of 5 R; for

we have, by using [3756«],

e e'. COS. (:j
—

ra')
= e e'. (sin. zi . sin. z/ -\- cos. ts . cos.

-u^)
= h h' -{- 1 1'

;
[3756(]

substituting this in [3752^;], it produces this term of SR [3764], having the factor hh!-\-lV.

This value of 5R is to be used in the formula [923], to compute the part of 5 u, which

is independent of the angles nt, n't; and of the second degree in /(, A', /, /', Sec.

*
(2.373) Tiie object of the present computation is merely to ascertain the part of 5 v,

mentioned in [3756/], by means of the expression of dUv [923]. This may be reduced

to the form [.3757rf], by observing, that r R'^ r .

("^-^^
== a .

(''-^^ [928', 962], [3757a]

and that we have, identically, 2 r . S R' -{-R .5 r= 25 .
(r R' )

— R. r. From the first [3757J]

of these equations, we see that R' is of the same order as R, or of the order m
;
and

by rejecting temis of the order ??*'-, as in [3768'], we may neglect the term — R'.Sr,

and then this expression [3757i], by the sulwtitution of r R' [37.57ff], becomes

2 7- . <5 /?'+ R'. or=2S. {, R') = 2a. (^^) . [3'57«]

Substituting this in [92-3], also the value of r^dv [3759], we get

d.(2r.d5r+dr.,]r)-{-dt^-
^
3fS ^\R +2a .{-—^\ I

d Sv = -^—" y )
[3757<i]

a2.nrf<.v/(l—e2)
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[3757]

These give, by noticing only the terms depending on the squares and

products of h, /, h\ I', independent of the sines and cosines of n^-j-^

and its multiples*

[3758] ^ . (2 r . (Z <5 r + J r . i r) -= — ""l^'^lL
.

; ^]C'+ /=) . C + {h h'+ir).D\

In this we must substitute 5R [3764], and tliose terms of dr, S i\ wliicli produce

quantities of the form and order mentioned in pBTSG/]. Now these quantities will be

obtained by selecting, from the general value [1037], the three terms contained in the

Sr

a
'[3757c] second member of [3756], for -; and the terms in the second member of [3756'], for

It is unnecessary to use any other terms of a higher order in h, /, &;c.
;

for if we retain,

in —
, any temi of the order h~, hi, P, connected with sin. 2. (?«<-{-') o'' cos.:2.{nt-\-e),

d r

it must also be connected, in [3757f/], with terms of — , or of its dilTercntial, of the same

[3757/] forms and order, producing terms of the fourth order in /(, /, and independent of the

angles n t, n' t, wliich are neglected in this article. The same remarks will apply to

other terms of —
, depending on higher multiples of the angle n t -\- s. Having adopted

r

a

J- . „ <^'

a
'[37^7g-] this form of -, it will be unnecessary to retain any terms of —

[10-23, 1037], except

those in the second member of [3756] ; for, though other terms in —
[10:23], of the

[3757/i] forms P, P' . sm. {n t
-\- t),

P".cos. {n t -\- t), might produce, in 2 r .d <i r-\- dr .Hr,

quantities independent of the sine or cosine of the angle nt-\-s, or its multiples ; yet

if we notice only terms of the order ?»', they will vanish in its differential, which occurs

in [3757fZ, 3760] ;
and this does not happen with the arcs of a circle reta'med in [3756'],

as is shown in [3760].

*
(2.374) In finding the terms of '2 r . d & r -\- d r . 5 r, of the order m

,
it is only

[3758a] necessary to notice quantities of the form Q • « t.dt, containing the arc of a circle n t,

(^ being constant ;
for if the function contain any constant term, or elements of the planet's

orbit, it will cither vanish from its diflercntial [3760] or become of the order w'-, &ic.
;

and terms depending on the sine and cosine of nt'{-e, are neglected [3757]. Substituting

r [3756], and its ditferential, in the first member of the following cxiircssion, we get

[.37586]

2r . d or -\-dr .S rz=\2 a— 2 a h . sin. {n t -]- i)
— 2 a I . co«. (» t -j-s)] J 3 r

-\-\
— ah . COS. [nt-\-s)-\-al. sin. {)tt-]-;)\.ndt.5r;

in which we must substitute the values of 5r, dSr. Now if, lor a moment, ive

[3758c] put i m'. a . {I C -{- V D) := L, i m'. « .
(/t C+ h'D) =11, we shall get, from [3756']
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We then have i^d v = a" n d t . ^\— c^ [1057]; hence we shall obtain [3759]

^(>...Z,W-4-cZr.^r) __.»;^^ _^ ^^,^^ [3760]
r dv 4

We have, hi [1071],

(0, 1)
= — i m' n C

; [m] = \ m' n D
; [3761]

therefore
*

il

-^~'-'':^y''-'''^ ==\At.\(Q,\).(h^+n-\^.ihh;+ii')\ [3762]

[3758rf]

o 7/2 r \ A T^

We shall now consider the term
'

r^, , of the same formula [923]
?- d V

and from its difTerential, the following expressions, retaining only the terms wliich contain

the arc of a circle, as in [3755'] ;

& r =L .nt . sin. {nt-\-i)
— II .nt . cos. (n t -\- s) ;

dSr=L.n^. tdt .COS. (nt-\-s) -\- H.n^. tdt .sin. {nt-\-i).

Substituting these values of Sr, dSr, in the first members of the equations [3758c],

reducing by [17—20] Int., retaining only the terms containing the arc of a circle,

independent of the sine or cosine of m / -f- s, we get

2a.dSr= 0;

— 2a A. sin. {nt -}- s)
. d a r=— ahH.rv'tdt

;

— 2 al. COS. {nt-\-s) . d Sr=— al L . 7i^ t d t
; [3758e]

— ah . cos. {)it-\-s) .ndt .dr=iahH .n^t dt
;

+ al . sin. {nt -\-s) .ndt .Sr^^al L.7rtdt.

The sum of the terms in the first members of [3758e] is equal to the second member

of [375-!'<] ; consequently the first member of [37586] is equal to the sum of the second

members of [375Sc] ;
hence wc get

2 r . d S r + d r . S r= — i a h H . n~t d t— i a I L . n^ t d t . [3758/]

The differential of this expression becomes, by resubstituting [3758f],

d.{2r.d5r + dr.Sr\^ — in'^a.dt''. {h H+ I L)

=— im'. n= a2 . dt^. \{h''-\-P) . C -\- {h h'-\-ll') .D\.

Dividing this by the expression of r^dv [3759], neglecting the divisor /(I— e^), which

only produces terms of the fourth degree in /(, A', e, &ic., it becomes as in [3760].

*
(2375) Substituting the values [3761] in [3760], we get [3762]. [3762a]

VOL. III. 8
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or [3757f/]. If we notice only the secular quantities depending on the

[37G3] squares and products of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, we
shall have, by the analysis of the preceding article [3756f/—/],

Pi P'l '/' */' denoting the same quantities as in [1032]. Hence we easily

obtain, from Book II, ^ 55, 59,*

Flirt of

correg

P'jniliii^ to

«= 0.

[3765]

[3766]

an.&R = — \. (0, 1) . [Ir + P+ h'+ l'-] + [^] • \hh'+ll'\

+ 1. (0,1). \(p'-py+(q'-qy-\-
which gives t

an .do R = d h .
\

—
(0,1) . h+ [^ .h'\—(U . \(0,1).I— [^.l'\

-
(0, 1) . dp . (p'-p) -(0,l).dq. (,{

-
q).

*
(2376) If we mulliply [37G4] by an, we sliall get the value of cm. 511, which

may be easily reduced to tlie form [3765] by the following considerations. The coefficient

[3705a] of })"-{- l~ is equal to
^- [1073], and the coeflicient of h'^-\-l'^ is of the same

value ; as evidently appears by the substitution of the expression [3752(:/]. The coefficient

of [p'—py^+iq'— qf, in this product, is J- m' h . «= a'. 5(»= * . (0, 1) [1130].

Lastly, the coefficient of /( h'-\-ll' in this product, is evidently equal to A m n, multiplied

[37656] by the expression of D [1013], and this is shown in [1071] to be equal to \«7~i],

as in [3765].

t (2377) In taking the differential of [3765], relatively to the characteristic d [37056],

we must consider h, 1, p, q as the variable quantities, and K, V, p, q' as constant)

and then we shall get

a « . d ^i?=— (0, 1) .
(/; dh+ldl) + [m] . (A'f/A + I'dl)

|3700al

J^{Q,l). \-(p'-l,).dp-{q'-q).dq];

being the same as in [3766], with a slight alteration in the arrangement of the terms.
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The second member of this equation becomes nothing, in virtue of the

equations [1089, 1132] ;
therefore we have*

an .AaR = Q
\

[3767]

hence we deduce, by observing that n'«'= 1 [3709] ,t [3767'l

^dt.fdt.AhR _ Zm'.gdt

n^'g being the arbitrary constant quantity added to the integral fdoR [1012'].

It now rcmams to consider tlie function „ ,~ 1
, which

7-'dv

occurs in the expression of dov [923]. If we neglect the square of [3768']

26 . (r R') d t^
the disturbing force, this function will be reduced to —'—^—il_—

,
r^dv

*
(2378) Taking into consideration only two bodies, ?«, m', we get, as in [1072],

^=(0,1)./- [£7]./'; ^= -(0,1).A+[mJ-A'- [3767«]

Muhiplying the first of these ecjuations by — dl, the second by dh, and adding the

producls, we find, that tlie sum of the terras of the first member vanishes ; consequently [37676]

the sum of the terms in tlie second member, being the same as the terms depending
on (//), (//, ill [;37oGJ, must also vanish. Again, we have, in [1131],

^= (0, 1) . (,/- q); ^'
=_

(0, 1) . {2>'-p) ; [3767c]

multiplying these, respectively, by — dq. dp, and taking the sum of the products ;
the

first member becomes identically nothing, and the second member is the same as the terms [3767rf]

depending on d
jJ , dq [3766], which are therefore equal to nothing, as in [3767].

We may incidentally remark, that the quantities (0, 1), ["oTT], &c. [3761] ;
also dh, dl, &c.

[1102, 1102«], are of the order m' •

consequently the second member of [3766] is

of the order m'^
;

but its integration, in [3768], introduces divisors of the order

,?) Si> A"".''
^c- [1102, 1102rj], which are of the order m' [1097c]; by this means, the [3767e]

integral fdt.dSR [3763], is reduced to terms of the order in', like the other terms

computed in this aiticle.

t (2379) The integral of [3767], using the constant g [1012'], is an.f(]5R= an.m'g;

lultiplying this

we get [3768].

multiplying this by -, and then dividing by r^ dv= cr nd t .^{l— c^) [3759], [3768a]
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2ff2. f——
j
.ndt

[37G9] or by [ 928, 962 ] ,
to

/

"^

» •

*
"^'^'^ quantity produces,

m.ndt.a-.i —— 1

[3769] in tlie first place, tlie term ,

-^

"—
^,t wliich is to be added

Bm'.s-fit r^-/i^-i , • 1 • 3m'.(i <rndt
[3769"] to —-—

y g [o/68j, or to the equivalent expression
—

j—
—

;;

—
,

deduced from n" a^ z=z I [3767'] ;
and the sum vanishes by the

[3770] /d./l<"^\
substitution of g ^=^— i « •

( -7
—

) [1017].

Resuming the expression of oR [3764], we shall observe, that the function

[3771]
I'

. aa'.B^^ {ljj'-pT+ (q'-qfl + &c.t

*
(-2380) We have, in [37576, c], by neglecting the square of the disturbing

[3769a] force, 2rSR'-\-R'6r= 2o.{rR') = 2u.(^y Multiplying this by d i^ and

by 1= /i^ ft' [3767'], and then dividing by 7-^ dv^ a^ nd t .\/{l
—

c~) [3759], we

-^m- dt

[37694] get /(!_ o, [3769], for the corresponding term of dSv.

t (2381) The value of R [957], or rather [1011], gives, for the case of i= 0,

[3770a] and for terms independent of nt, n't, 6 R = h m'. A^'^K Substituting this in the term

of div [3769i], it becomes as in [3769']. Now if we substitute g=— ^^"{'^
—

)

[37706] m'.ndt.a^ ^d./}^o)\

[1017], in the term of dSv, [.3769"], it becomes ~—V •

( "7
—

)'
^"'^ ^'"^ '^

destroyed by the equal and opposite temi obtained in [3769'] ;
so that this sum becomes

[3770c] nothing, as in [3770]. The calculation [3767
—

.3770] is in some respects a repetition of

that in [1016", &.C.] ;
and we see that the value of g, assumed in [1017], suffices even

when we notice the parts of R contained in [3764].

X (2382) Taking into consideration only two bodies m, m, the differential of [3771]

f3771ol
^'^^ ^^ ^ '"' ^ ^' ' ^'"- Ki'*'

—
P) {'^ P'

— '^P) ~\~ (?'
—

9) •
{^^ 'I
—

''v)} ' observing

that R^'' [956] is a function of the constant quantities a, a' [1044"]. Now the first

and second of the equations [1132] become as in [3767cJ, and tlie third and fourth of those

[37716] equations give -77=
—

(1jO)-(7'
—

*/) ; "7^
=

(
1

j ^*) (l''
—

p)- Hence the differential

expression [377 la] becomes

[^771c] im'.aa'.B^\[i,'-p) . [q'-q] . \- (1, 0) -(0, 1) + (1, 0) + (0, 1)J .'/<
;
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is equal to a constant quantity independent ol' the time t, because its

differential becomes nothing, in \ irtiu; of the equations [1132]; and if we

consider only two planets, m,m', as we shall hereafter do, {p'
—

p)'-\-{(]i
—

9)'"
[^'^i]

will be a (piautity independent of the time, in consequence of the same

equations. Therefore the preceding function [3771] can produce in

^ "" '

[3769], only a quantity independent of tdt, &:c., which [3771"]

s/l—c^

may therefore be neglected, since it may be supposed to be included in the

value of ndt. Hence we shall have, by eliminating the partial differentials [3771'"]

of yl*"' and J<'', relatively to «', by means of their values [1003],*

-'»""•(*'.•+'^.J.K'-^')+i.•.f^)^

[3772]

ill wliicli tlic teniis between the braces mutually destroy each other, and render this

quantity equal 10 nothing ; therefore the expression [3771] must be constant, and maybe
represented by G, and it will introduce into 5R [3764] the constant quantity G. Now ^^"'''1

as this quantity, considered as a function of a, produces in [3771"], only a term which

may be included in the expression of ndt, we may neglect it, and reject the term t^'^^'l

depending on JS'" in [3764].

*
(2383) It appears from [.3752rf], that the coefficients of lm'.{h~^l~), ^tj^ .{h'^J^l'^)^

are equal in llie value oC S R [3764] ; these terms may therefore be connected together,
as in [^"2b']. Now if we put the two expressions of JV'--'' [3753", 3755'"] equal to

each other, then divide by
^
m', we shall have, for the case of i= 0,

substituting this in the coefficient of jm'. (A A'+ //') [3764], it becomes as in [.3772&] ;

hence we get

6R= |m'.(A^+ F + A'=+ n-^2«.(^') + «=>.(^')^
[37726]

Taking the partial dilTcrential of this expression, relatively to a, and multiplying it

by 2ncl t . a-, we get [377-2].

VOL. III. 9
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Now if we collect together all these terms, we shall obtain,*

Expres-

(1e|K*nd-

{=0.

[377a]

[i773h\

'»'»<" .,,0 , „o. < , „ /d.'M'

(/;/t'4-//').^2«...3("—
2rt'

•'\'da-^ J^-"-\da3 JS
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we nuij obtain d&v' more easily by tlic following considerations. If we [3775"]

add the value of dov, multiplied by m^a, to the value of d''>v', multiplied

by m\/'^, we shall have, by substituting the partial differentials of J'°', A^'',

relative to a, instead of those relative to «',*

/- /' r '/-,!' 3mm'. dt C /'/.'^""N ,

, a fdd^(0'\ }

mya.(l6v-\-myn'.ilov= ^^-^ .|/r+ /2^A
2+ Z'2} .

J«. (^_^j
+ i «2.

^__J ^

[37761
''imm'.dt C /d./?aA /dd..^^'>\-

corrrespondins; to the action of ;«' upon m, we have .^"'=: .6"' [^^9^1 5 and in
a - o 4 -

1 [3775c]

the action of ni uiion m', it becomes ^"':=— .i",'; but we may nenluct the
a'' a' i ^

(I a

parts
—

,

—
,

because tliey produce nothing in dSv, dov'. To prove tiiis, wc shall [3775rf]

observe, that by noticing only the part w2"^= -7^ ,
we shall get

/dJl^\ 1 /ddAO)\ /dd.jy\

\lhr)-^2' \~d^)-'^' \1^)^^'' [3775e]

substituting these in [3773], the terms mutually destroy each other
;

so that we may

neglect this part of ./2*", and for similar reasons we may neglect the part ^">=— , in
f3775/-|

computing the action of ?« upon m', and then the two expressions [3775c] become

symmetrical in a, a', as in [3775'].

*
(2386) Multiplying [3773] by ni\/a, and dividing the second member by n«i/a=:l

[3709'], we get, by reducing the factors without the braces to a symmetrical form,

„V..«.= i«w..,,'.«+-'). S«
.

(lj?)+i».('-^)+„..(^) I

+i"'-"'-('."+n.l^..(r)+^«'-C-^')+«'-(1?)S

Changing the elements m, a, v, h, I, kc. into m', a, v, h', V, kc. and the contrary ;

which does not, in the present case, alter the values of ^''» or .^"' [3775], we obtain
[37766]

the expression of m'\/a' .dSv'. Tlic foctors between the braces corresponding to the

first, second, and third lines of [3776a], become, respectively, as in the first members

of [3776(/,/, /i], and by means of the expressions [1003], they may be reduced to the
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[3776'] If we consider only two planets, m and m',* the differential of the second

forms [3776c, g, ?"].
In making these reductions, we may use tlie abridged symbols

^0, Aj, A-i, .^3 [37556], observing, that tlie index of .^'"' or /i'" remains unchanged;

[3776c^] -U-;+^"H7^y '

"
-Kda'K

+ \—6Jl,— lSAi— 9A^—A3\

[3776e]
=— 5 ^1— y- A.2

— A^ ;

,„,en
...(:;j^)+4.r(:'^') + ....(^)=.,i-*-Ai+4.!.^.+4,.,+^.!

+ \

— 6 A,— ISA,— 9A.—4,1

[3776g] =—4Ai— 5A.— Aj;

[3776A] -A'^^^+a'-i^-^yW'^^y^a'^^"^)^
—2 .

1

— GAa—lSAi—dA.^—A^l

[377Gi] =— 5Ao+ 5 ^j+ %'-. ./?.,+ 2 .^3 .

Now substituting the values con-esponding to [3776e, ^, ?] in the value of m'\/a'.d5v',

deduced from [3776o], by the change of the elements [37706], we get

+j„„„...,.,'+'').h--(r)--"-r-^')-'"-(^)!

+j„„...„.(".'+/n.S-^.*-+5..C^')+v.'.C^')+-'.C^')S.

Adding together the two expressions [3776rt, A:],
we obtain [3776], observing, that in

this sum, the coefficient of /r+ l^ is found to be the same as that of h"^ -j-I'^. We

[3776Z] may remark, that the factor ^— ,
in the second line of [3776], is erroneously

printed

"" " '

in the original work. If we multiply the second member of [3776]

by 7ia^=l [3709'], and substitute the expressions (0,1), [m^] [1073], we shall get,

instead of [3776], the following equation ;

[3776m] m^a.d5v-{-m' /«'. (/ <5 v'= f m /« . f/ < . (0, 1
)

.
(
A^ + /^+ A'

2
-f /

'

3)

— 3 m. /« .(It. [^] . [h li-\-ll').

*
(2387) The differential of the equation [3776/«], may be put under the following form;

d.\vi\/a.iUv-\-m'^/a'.iUv'\^ ^m\/a.dt .\{Q,\).{hdk-\-l dl)—[^].{h' dh-\-l' dl)\

^^^''^"^
+^ms/a.dt.\{0,\).{lidh'+l'dl')

—
[%l].{hdh-i^ldl')\.
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member of this equation will be nothing, in virtue of the equations [1089] ;

therefore loe have, bij noticing only secular periodical quantities, Tt"
''

6v'.

= m \/a . J (5 f + vi' \/a' d 'i v'
; [3777]

which immediately gives d 6 v', when dov is known.

The value of d '5 v is relative to the angleformed by the two radii vectores

r and r^dr. To obtain its value relative to a fixed plane, we shall [3778]

observe, that if we put dv^ for the projection oi dv upon this plane, and

neglect the fourth power of the inclination of the orbit, we shall find,

as in [925],*

rft>=^..jl-H^— i-^(-
[377.]

We have, as in [1051],

s = q . sin. (n t-\-i)
—p . cos. {n t -\- 1) -\- U,c .

; [3780]

which gives t

ds = (nq— '-^j.dt.cos.(nt-i-i)-j-(np-\-'^\.dt.fi'm.(nt+ i)-\-kc. : [3781]

Substituting, in the first line of tlie second member of tbis expression, the values cl h
,
d I

[3161a], it vanishes, because the terms mutually destroy eacb other. The second line

of the second member becomes, by the substitution of the formulas [1093, 1094], equal

to 3myn'.dt.\{l,Q).{h'dh'-\-rdr)— [Tro].{hdh' + f'fnh which vanishes also by [37776]

the substitution of dh'=l{l,0) .I'—lTo^l.I] .dt, (//'^ ^— (1, 0) . A'+ [^o] .A| .f/ ^ [3777c]

deduced from the third and fourth of the equations [1089]. This is also evident from the

consideration, that the expression [.'37776] may be derived from the first line of [3777o].

by changing the elements relative to m into those corresponding to m', and the contrary ; [2777d]

and as that line is found to vanish by the substitution of the values of d h
,
dl [3767 n],

the other will in like manner vanish by the substitution of the values of dh', dl'

[3777c]. Now the second member of [3777«] being equal to nothing, we have, by

integration, m \/a .d&v -\-m! \/a' .d&v'^G dt ; G being a constant quantity independent

of the secular periodical equations. This quantity Gdt may be supposed, as in [3771'"], [3777e]

to be connected with n dt
,
n'd t ; so that by noticing only tlie secular periodical equations,

we may put the first member of the preceding equation equal to nothing, as in [3777].

*
(2388) The equation [925] may be put under the form dv=

dv<^\\-{-s^ ^^^J-

Developing this, and neglecting terms of the fourth degree in « or ds, we get [3779].

t (2389) The differential of s [3780], considering p. q, t as variable, becomes as

in [3781]. The squares of these expressions, which enter into the function [3779], are

VOL. III. 10
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[37811
h^iice we shall find, by neglecting the periodical quantities depending on nt,

and observing that d v = n d t, very nearly,

[3782] d
i\
= d V + I • (q dp—P d q) ;

therefore to obtain the value of d o r
, we must add the quantity

[3783]
I

.

(rj dp —p dq) to the preceding value o( d^v [3773].

If we only consider two planets m, m', we shall have, by means

of [1132, 1130],*

d s2

higher order, we may omit, in — [3779], the terms of (/ v [374S] depending on e,

[37796] and put J v = n d t
, by which means we shall get d v^^ dv Al -{- h s"— i .

.^ , „
( ,

[3779a] of the order of the terms computed in this article [3702'], and by neglecting tenns of a

rfs2

d7^

'anc; \vp slinll ffit c/ i) = d ii . ? 1 -J- A s"— A .

in which we must substitute s, ds [-3780, 3781]. In making these substitutions, and

noticing the terms independent of the sine and cosine of n t or its multiples, as is done in

this article, where the secular periodical terms only are retained, we may, as in [3651«], put

[3779c] sin.2 {n ^ -f s)
= i

,
cos.^ {nt^s)=l, sin.

(/(
^ + -=)

cos. {n ^ -f =)
=

;

then the squares of [3780,3781] will give, by neglecting d
q^, djj^, which are of the

order of the square of the disturbing forces,

[3779rf] 1,2=1. (,^2 +p2);

ds^ 1 ( dp\^ 1 / dq\^ f dp Y f ,
rf?\'1

'^'rfidt^ 4

1 / rf»\S 1 /
, rf7\2 ,

/ dp \^ /
,

rfoNS

[3779e]

=-i.(f+/)+s^-;;5^'=-).(,'+/)+'^9~.

Substituting these in [3779], we get [-3782].

*
(2390) Substituting the values of dj), dq, dp', d

c/ [-3767^,37716] in the first

members of [3784«, li],
and reducing the second expression by means of [1093, 1094],

we get the second members [3784cr, c] ;

[.3784a] m\/a . [q dp — p d q) = 7nya . {0, 1)
d t .

\rj
.
(q'
—

q) -]- p . (p' —p)]

[.37846] my a', [q'dp'—p'dq') = «'/«'. {\,0).dt.\— q' . {>/— q) —p'. (//
—

p)|

[3784c] = m s/a .{{),\) . d t .\— q'. (7'— q)
—

p' . {p'—p)\.

The sum of the two equations [3784rt, c] gives the value of [3784] under the form

[:}784(/]
— m^a. (0,1). di.l{q'

—
q)^-\- {p'—pYl; substituting (0,1) [1130], and dividing

3

by na''=^l [3709'], it becomes as in the second member of [3784].
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and the second member of this equation is equal to dt, multiplied by [3784]

, , , , '7*1 '^'"^ same

a constant quantity;* therefore by noticing only (he secular jjenodical
f-^^iafo'

quantities, ive shall have
'the"fiicd"'

plane.= m
\/'a

. fZ V, + rtl! \/a' . (/ u
v/ ; [3785]

& V and (5 vl being relative to the fixed plane.

6. We shall now consider the inequalities in the motion in latitude,

depending on the products of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits. [3785']

For this purpose we shall resume the third of the equations [915] ; e"uation
for the

We shall take for the fixed plane the primitive orbit of m, in consequence of

tvhich we may put z = in the expression of (
-j-- )

• We shall have, [378G']

by [3736—3741], observing that z' = r's',\ [3787]

\dz J r'2
{r2_2rr'.cos.(t>'— u)+/*|^'

*
(2391) The differential of the second member of [3784], being divided by — 2mdt,

becomes as in [3771«], and is therefore equal to nothing, as is shown in [3771c] ;
hence [3785a]

we find, as in [3771f/], that the first member of [37S4] is equal to df, multiplied by a

constant quantity G, which may be neglected as in [3771e] ; so that by noticing only the

secular periodical equations, we shall have ildp—pdq) .m\/a-\-{<j['dp'
—
p'd q') .111'\/a'^0. [3785b]

Now we have found, in [3782], that by reducing « to a fixed plane, the value of dv or dSv

must be augmented by i {q dp—p d q) ;
and in like manner, the quantity d&v' must

be increased by i.{q'dp'
—

p'dq'). Multiplying these by m\/a, m'\/a', respectively, [3785e]

and adding the products, we get the increment of the function [3777], or the quantity to be

added to it, to obtain the value of m\/a . d S Vi-\- m' \/a' . d 5 vj. Now this increment

vanishes by means of the equation [37856] ; consequently the function [3777], varied in

this manner, becomes as in [3785].

t (2392) The latitude of the body m', neglecting terms of the third order, being

represented by s, and the radius vector by /, we shall have, by the principles of

orthographic projection, z'= r's', as in [3787]. Now r' [37366] being independent

of z, tlie partial differential of R [3736], relative to z, becomes

fdR\ m'z' m'. (t'
—

2)

^Hx'-r)2+ (y-2/)2+ (-.'-z)|t

'

[3787o]

[3787a']
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the differential equation in r, will by this means become*

= -^ + n-2 .
{
1 + 3 e . COS. (n i + ;—

ti) ;

[3789]

+
\
r^— 2 r r . cos. [y

—
v) -{-r"^\'

We shall now piitf

[3790]
(^-^\=M.ii\n.\i.{n't—nt+ s— ^)A-2nt-^K\-\-N.?\i\.\i.{n't-nt+i'—B)-\-L\y

for the part of [3788]

fd R \ m' s' m'. r s'

[3791] I 7^ )

=
7F i ;

^ ^
{r^
— 2 7- r'. COS. (?/—«)) + r'2) J

^

depending on the angles i.{7i't
—

nt-\-i—i)-^2nt and
i.(^n't

—
nt-\-='

—
e) ;*

[3792] and shall suppose, that by noticing only the inequalities of z, depending on

and if we neglect quantities of the order z'^, we may reject terms of the order z'~ or y-

in the denominator; then, as in [3742jO-], we shall have

[37876]
^ [x'

— xf+ [y'
— yf -\- {z'

— zf= r^— 2 7-/. cos. [v ~v)-\-r^;

substituting tliis and c = 0, z'= r's' [3786', 3787] in [3787a'], we get [3788].

We may here remark, that the method used in this article, in finding the motion in

[3767c] latitude, depending on terms of the order of the product of the excentricity by the inclination

of the orbit, is difierent from that proposed in [948], and used in [1025, &.c.] in finding

the terms independent of the excentricity. This last method may, however, be applied

without any difficulty to terms depending on the excentricity, and we shall obtain tlie same

[3787rf]
result as in [3795

—
3797] ;

as has been shown by Mr. Plana, in Vol. XII, page 449, &c.

of Zach's Correspondance Astronomique ,
&:c.

*
(2393) We iiave, by means of [3702?», c, 3700],

[3789o] M- r"='= /a a'^. J
1 + 3 e . cos. {n t -\- s—Ts)-\-k.c.\ =^n~.\\-\-^e . cos. {nt -\-i—vs) -\-hc.\.

Substituting this in [3786], also the expression [3788], multiplied by n"a^^=\ [3709'],

we get [3789].

t (2394) Tiie reasons for assuming these forms are evident from [3704a
—

6], observing

[379001]
that the object proposed at the commencement of this book, is to notice merely the ternvs

depending on the squares and products of the excentricities and inclinations.
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the first power of the iiiclhiatioii of the orbits, the part of z, relative to

the angle i.{n't
— iit-\-i — £) + ni, will be*

^ = 7ai^.sin. \i.{n't
— nt + i—i)-^nt + s— n\. [3793]

We then have, by retaining only the terms depending on the products of the

excentricities and inclinations,!

= —-— + n- c+ 4 11-. ey-ar .<,.,., , , , , ,

,

(It-
^ ~

(-i-%m.\t.{n't
— nt-\-s'—!)-\-zs—n\

+ n-a\M.sm.\i.(n't
— nt-^s—i)+2nt+ K\

+ n"a\N.sm. \i.(n't—nt+ s'—s)+ L\ ;

[3794]

«
(2395) Putting, for brevity,

wc shall have, for the terms of s [1034] depending on B'-'~'\ the expression

F.
\ (,/
-

q) . sin. T,— {p' —p) . COS. T,\; [3792!,]

substituting in this the values p'
—p= y . sin. 11, q

—
q= y . cos. n [1033], it becomes [3792t ]

Fy . {sin. 7!, . cos. n— cos. Tg . sin. 11}=: Fy . sin.
( Tg
— n)

= Fy.sin. {i .

{71'
t—7it ~{-^—s) -{-nt-\-e—n]. [3792t]

Multiplying this by r, we get the corresponding part of z :^ r s [3787,3796], to be
[3792(i]

substituted in the term 3 71^ ez .cos. {nt -\- i—
ra) [3789]. Now this term is of the [3792«]

second order, or of the same order as the terms now under consideration [3702'] ;
and by

neglecting those of a higher order, we may substitute a for r, in the expression of z [3792rf],

and we shall have zz^ a s
;

hence the term of s, computed in [3792c], produces in z [3792/"]

the quantity [3793]. Substituting this in [3792e], and reducing by means of [18] Int.,

we get the terms depending on F in [3T94]. In computing the value of the term [3792c],

and neglecting quantities of the order m'^ or e^, it is not necessary to notice any other

terms of s [1034], except those depending on jK''~^' or F, which we have used above. [3792g-]

For the terms depending on the arc of a circle 7it, in the second and third lines of [1034],

vanish, as in [10-51], in consequence of the secular variations of p, q. Again, having

taken the primitive orbit of m for the fixed plane, we have z= Q or 5= [3786'!, at
.

' I J'
[3792/;]

the commencement of the motion, corresponding to p^ 0, 5= [1034, 1032] ;
so that

tliese terms may be neglected in computing [3792e]. Lastly, the terms of s depending

on sin. (»'< -|- s'),
cos. (n' / -|- s'),

in the fourth line of s [1034], may be considered as

included in llie term of 7^, or of F [3792(7], depending on ?' = 1
; consequently the [3792i]

function [3T92c] is rightly expressed by the terms depending on F in [3794] ;
the

quantity F being of the order ?»' [3792a], as well as M, JV [3790, 3791]. [37924]

f (2396) The equation [3794] is easily deduced from [3789] ;
for the two first terms

are identically the same in each ;
the third term depending on e, reduced as in [3792/, &:c.],

VOL. III. 11
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hence we get, by integration,*

[3795]

^n^ .ey . a F.sm.\i . (n' t —nt-\-s'— s)-^2nt+ 2;— a— nj

+ w'a\M.sm.\i.(n't—nt+ s'—^) + 2nt+ K\

+

\in'—(i—\).n\. \in'
— (i—3).n

^nr.ey.aF.sin. \i.(n't
—

nt-j-;'
—

£)+ ra— nj

+ /r«^ A^.sin. j/.(}i7— ni+ s'—
e) + Lj

[3796]

[3797]

\in'
—

(i+l).n\ . \in'—(i—l).n\

We have the latitude 5, by observing thatf

5 = - = -+ -.e. COS. (nt 4-1— ra) ;

r a a ^ ^ '

therefore 5 may be obtained by dividing the jireceding expression of z by a,

and adding to it the quantity J

^ey . F. s'm. {{. (n't—nt -\-s —i) ^2nt +2^—z^— u]

+ ^ey . F. sin.
[i .(n' t— nt+ ;'—

s) ^zi—u}.

[3794a] produces the terms depending on F [3794] ;
the two remaining temis, comprised in the

second line of the second member of [.3789], are represented by the function [3791], or by
the equivalent expression [3790] multiplied by M^n'=l, as in the two last lines of [.3794].

*
(2397) The equation [3794] is of the same form as [865a], putting y= 2, a= n;

[3795a] then any term of [3794] depending on F, M, or JV, being represented by a K. sin. [m^t -\- eJ,

[379541 the corresponding term of z will be represented by ;

——^
,

'as in [871] : the
(m,-(-}i).(m,

—
n]

letters w, e,, being accented to distinguish them from the similar letters of the present

[3795c] article. Now putting ni^
=

i.{ii'
—

n)-\-'in in the first and third oi these terms of [3794],

and m^
=

i.(n'
—

n) in the second and fourth, we get, successively, the terras of z [3795] ;

[3795rf] all of which are of the order m' [3792A:].

t (9.398) We get, in like manner as in [3787], rs= z; dividing this by ?; or its

[3796a] equivalent expression a. |1
— c. cos .

(?(
< -|- s— to)| [3701], we get the two values

of s [3796], neglecting, in the last of them, the terms of the third order in e and z.

J (2399) Substituting, in —.e.cos.{nt-\-s
—

ro) [3796], the term of ^ of the first order y,

assumed in [3793], and reducing the product by means of [18] Int., we obtain the

con'esponding values [3797]. Adding these to the term of -
[3796], deduced from

[3795], we get the terms of s, of the proposed forms and order. These terms are neglected
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Nothing more is required but to ascertain the values of M and iV; which

may be easily found by the analysis in ^ 4. We shull^ hoivever, dispense

with this calculation, because the inequalities of this order in latitude are

insensible except in the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn, whose mean motions

are nearly commensurable, and we shall give, in [3884
—

3888], a very

simple method for the determination of these inequalities.

If we refer the motion of wi to a fixed plane, which is but very slightly

inclined to that of its primitive orbit, putting <p for the inclination of the

orbit to this plane, and for the longitude of its ascending node
;
we shall

have the reduction of the motion in the orbit to this plane, by the method

explained in Book II, §22 [675, &c.],*

—
\ . tang.'^.p . sin. (2 v^

— 2 d)
—

tang. <? . r] 5 . cos.
(v^
—

^) ;

v^ being the motion v referred to the fixed plane. Hence the motion in

latitude produces in the motion in longitude, upon the ecliptic, inequalities

depending on the s(juares and higher powers of the excentricities and

[3797']

[3798]

[3799]

[3800]

[3800-]

by the aiiilioi- in [3797'] on account of tlieir smallness. The most important terms of the

perturbation in latitude, of the second order, computed in [3S85, 3886], are reduced to numbers

in [4458, 4513], for Jupiter and Saturn, in wliose orbits these terms have a sensible value.

*
(2400) In the annexed figure 73, A B is the primitive orbit of the planet m, A G the

fixed plane, D the place of the planet, BD=:i5s the perturbation m latitude now
under consideration, which is perpendicular to AB; lastly, the arcs B G, DEF are

perpendicular to AG, and BE perpendicular

to DF. Then by using the notation [669"],
we have AB= v — p, AG^=v,— 6,

BAG= f>; and in [676'], by neglecting (p^,

AB=A G-\-tm^.^^<f. sin.
{-2 V,— 2d} ;

but

on account of the smallness of
(p, we may

put tang.- i ip
=

( ^ tang, (p )^
==r ^ tang.^ id ; i'-(9

so that to reduce A B to A G, we must apply the correction — | tang.^<p .sin.
(2i', 2(5),

as in the fust term of [3800]. Again, since .BZ> is perpendicular to AB, and BE
perpendicular to D F or B G, we have nearly, the angle ABG= angle DBF;
moreover, in the spherical triangle ABG, we have cos. ABG= sin. BAG . cos. A G
[134.533], or in symbols, cos. DB E= sm.

cp
. cos.

{v,
—

d). Now in the right-angled
triangle BED, we have, very nearly, BE=BD.cos.DBE=8s . sm.<p.cos.{v~6);
and on account of the smallness of 9, we may change sin. 9 into tang.;p, ahoBEmtoFG;
hence -F «= <S« . tang. 9. cos. («,— «). Subtracting this from AG, we get A F

;
and

in this way we obtain the second term of [3800].

[37976]

[3800a]

[38006]

[3800c]

[.3800(/]

[3800£]

[3800/]

[3800^]
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[3800"] inclinations of the orbits ;
but these inequalities are insensible except for

Jupiter and Saturn.

If we notice only the secular quantities, and put, as in [1032],

[3801] tang, (p . sin. (> = p \ tang, (p . cos. ^= q;

we shall have*

[3802] ()s = /.^. sin. (n^ + s)
— t .

j^
.cos. {nt + i).

[3603] The term —
inng. a? . ^ s . cos. {v^

—
(') produces the following expression,

[3804]

• vJ' p—pf 9)
so that we shall have t

[3805]
v = V + t.

^j-^
,

^^•hich agrees with what we have found in the preceding article [3782]. f

*
(2401) If we suppose s to be a function of t, which becomes .S', when ^=0, we

L3801a]
s'^all Jiave, by the theorem [C07, &ic.], s= S -\-t. ^^j

-(-
—

.

i^—j + &c. If we

neglect ;:- and the higher powers of 1, and notice only tlie secular inequalities, we shall

get s — S ^t .
[

——
)

. Now s— iS', beinc; the variation of s in the time t, is \\liat is

\dl /
- •-

[3*^01i] , , X, , ,
- fdS\ , ^ . .

, ,

represented above by o s
;

hence 6 s^ t .[ )
; and by noticing only the secular

inequalities depending on dp, d q, in [3781], we obtain

(d
S\ da, dp , ,

.

-^j
= -.sin.(.^ + .)--.cos.(«^ + 0;

consequently 5 s becomes as in [.3802].

t (2402) Developing cos.(v,— ^) by [24] Int., and thensubstitutingthe values [.3801], we get

[3804a]
—

tang, (p
. cos.

(i',
—

(')
=—

tang.(p.|cos.5.cos.t>,-j-sin.5.sin.)'J
=—

q .cos. i\
—p .sin.t',

[3804i] =—
q. COS. {lit -Ire)—p. sm.{nt-\-i) ;

observing, that as this quantity is of the order
]), q, and is to be multiplied by &s, in [3800],

which is also of the same order [3802, 3767c], we may put v^
= nt-\'S, neglecting, as usual,

the terms of a higher order in p, q. Multiplying together the expressions [3802, 38046],

[3804c]
and retaining only the quantities independent of the periodical angle 'int-\-2s, we may
use the values [3779r], and we shall get, for —

tang. <p
. (5 « . cos. (f,

—
(!),

the same

[3804(/] expression as in [3304]. This represents the secular change of v, arising from the last

term of [.3800] ;
and by adding it to v, it gives v,, as in [3305]. We may observe, that

[3804c] the first term of [3800] produces no secular terms, or such as are independent of 2?'^
—

2<l,

and it is therefore neglected in this estimate of v^ [3805].

[3805a] t (2403) Neglecting terms of the order t~ or ni^, we may suppose i-{qdp—pdq)
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[3806]

[380fi']

ON THE INEaUALITIES DEl'ENDIiN'f; OX THE CUBES AND PllODUCTS OF THREE Dr.MENSIONS OF THE

EXCENTKICITIES AND INCLINATIONS OP THE ORBITS AND THEIR HIGHER POWERS.

7. The inequalities de])cnding on the cubes iiiid products of three

dimensions of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, are susceptible jvororm.

of two forms,* theUnrd
order.

R = M. sin.
\
i . (n' t

— nt-y^'—s)-}-3nt-{- K] ;
li'i'»t f<>rm,i [3807]

R = N. sin.
{
i . (n't

— nt + s —
s) + 7it + L\. [»™n,i f„r,„.) [3807']

We may determine them by the analysis employed in the preceding articles
;

but as tliey become sensible only when they increase very slowly, we can

make use of this circumstance to simplify the calculation. We shall resume

the expression [37156], and shall neglect the term —4—r^, which is [3808]

then insensible,! because of the smallness of the coefficient of t, in the

inequalities now under consideration. Then this formula becomes

a-.ndt •' •' -'

\d a J

to be equal to Cdt, C bcins; a constant quantity ;
then [3782] becomes dv^=cJv-\-Cdt, [3805i]

wliose integral is v^=v-j- C (, as in [3805].

*
(2404) The reason for assuming these forms is evident from tlie principles used

in [3704a
—

J]. For the coefficients of n't,
—

nt, in [3S07], are i, i— 3, respectively; [38070]

their difference 3 expresses the order of the coefficient fc [957"", &:c.], or that of M [3807],

which must therefore be of the order t-*. Again, the coefficients of 7i't,
— nt [3807']

are i, i— 1
;

their difference is 1
, consequently JV may contain terms of the order [36076]

I, 3, 5, &.C. [957'", &c.] ; which include those of the order c'; and it is evident fi-om

[957^, &ic.], that these forms embrace all these terms of the third order.

t (2405) This remark applies exclusively to terms of the form [3S07], like those

in the three first lines of the second member of [3819], depending on the angles

i.{n't—nt-{-s'—e) -|-3«<, whose differential introduces the very small flictor i.{n'—n)-\-3n

[33l8d]. But this small factor is not produced in the diflerential of the terms of the

form [3807'], contained in the last line of the second member [3819] ;
and then the

term [3808] is not neglected, but is computed in [3822c].

[3808o]

[38086]

[3809a]

X (2406) In the terms treated of in <^7, and depending on the cubes of the excentricities,

no quantities are finally retained except those which have the small divisor i.{ii'
—

?!)-|-3;!,

or its powers; and as the expression of 6v [3715i] contains the Hmction 2 d .{ro r),

divided by a^. n d t
;

we must examine whether this fiinction contains the small divisor we

have just mentioned. Now by the inspection of the value of rSr. or rather of Sr [1016].
[38094]

VOL. in. 12
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The divisor y'l
— e^ [37156] must be neglected for greater accuracy, as

in Book II, ^54 or [3718']. fVe must also, by the same article, at ply these

inequalities to the mean motion of the planet m, in computing iis elliptical

motion [3720]. This being premised, if we suppose

R = m' P. sin. Vi . (n't
— nt-{- ;'— s) + 3nt + 3^\

[3810]

+ m' F. co?,.\i
. {n't

— n t + ^ —
i) -\-ont + S

;] ;

which comprises all the terms of R, where the coeflicient of n t is greater

[3811] or less than that of n't by the number 3
;
we shall get, as in [1209],

i3cjr»]

*

„ ..^ , T, 3.(3— i).m'n-.a

[381-2] \ j^+ j^.(n'-«)+ 3.|.rf^ -I^.K-n)+ 3»|^.rf/4
-^'"-^"^'^^'"^+^'"^^+^"^+'^^^

~\P— T^,
~'^^'

, J
^-^^

l.cosM.in't-iH4-i'-i)+3nt-\-3;\

we sliall not find, in tlie preceding function, any term depending on tlie first power of e,

[•380[)c] and liaving the divisor ?'.(«'
—

7i)-j-3m. In quantities of the scvoivl order in e, e ,

given in [3711, 3714], we find such terms having the first power of that divisor
;
but these

terms depend upon angles of the form i . {n't
— n t -\- s'—

s) -\- 2 ii t
,

which are different

frxim tliose under consideration in this article [3806'
—

3807'] ;
so that they may be

neglected. To investigate the similar terms of the order c^, which depend on the angle

{.{n't
—

nt-\-i'
—

s)-\-2nt, we may go through a calculation similar to that in

I380r)(/1 [3703—3714], changing, however, the angle i.{n't
— n t -^ s'— ;)-{-2nt into

{.[n't
— nt -\-c

—
s)-f-3fti ;

which is the same as to increase the integral number 2— i,

connected with nt by unity ; by which means the divisors in'-\-[l
—

i).n, ?"«'-{- (2
—

i).n,

i«'+(3— i)
. ;i, which occur in [370.5,3710,3711,3714], are changed, respectively,

into iib'-\-{-2
—

i).n, in'-)- (3
—

i)
. n

, ?"?t'-j-(4
—

i)
. n . Hence the quantity rSr,

[3809e] similar to [3711], will contain a term of the order c^, depending on the form [3807], and

having for divisor the
/(r.s-C^7o(('c/-

of the small quantity i«'-f-(3
—

i) . ri. , as is hereafter

found in [3819]; but this divisor will vanish from the diflerential d.{ror); therefore it

may be neglected, as in [3809rt] ;
and then the formula [37156] becomes as in [3809] ;

omitting the divisor, y/(l
—

t^), for the reasons given in [3718'].

*
(2407) Substituting, in the first member of [1209], the assumed value of

[:iiiUa] k . sin.
{i' n't—iiit-\- A) [1208"], it becomes

ffa n^. lit"-.
\ q . sin. [i'n't

— i nt+ i's'—i
;) + q. cos.

(J'
n't— in t + i'i'—i ;) |

=
n3 a sin.

[
i'n'l— i n l-\-i'i'— i s) ^_r).l. ~'^^' ^d^q 4(i3Q' ^^ }

li'n'—inf 7 ^'^
(i'n'^in).dt'^ {i'n'—i7if.dt'i ({'n'—inf.dt^ 'S

n^a.cos.(i'n't—int-\-i's'-{s)(;^ 2rfQ 3rf3 Q
'

4rf3Q ^

[i'n'—in)^ 7~ (»'"'— '«) • dt~^(i'n'—inf.df3
'^

(in'—in)3.dt3
'^'

_S

'
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Then we shall have*

:i.fadt.a''.

ilR

da

2m'n
(f. I ^) .cos.{;.(rt'<-/t<+/--=)+3rt<+3=-?

t.(?i'
—n)A^'An

-a^. i—\ . sin. \i.{h't—7it-\-;-s)-{-3nt-{-3s]

Lastly, we shall suppose, that by noticing only the angle

i . (n't
— 11 i + e'— + 2 ?i i + 2 s,

we havef

r fS r = H. cos.
•[/

. {n!t
— nt + z'—i)-\-2nt + l2^A];

[3813]

[3814]

3 a .ffn (It.dB =ffa n^. dt".-

Now if we take the difleiential of [3810], relatively to d, then multiply it by 3 a .tidt,

and prefix the double sign of integration, we shall get, by using for brevity,

T=^n't— nt + i'— ; [3702a],

^

_ 3 . (3
_

i) . ,„'. P'. sin.
(

»• T+ 3 w < + 3
e) ^

! + 3 . (3
— I

)
. m. P . cos. (i T+ 3 n <+ 3 )

'

The second member of this expression is of tlie same form as the first member of [38126],

as is easily perceived by clianging, in [3812^], i' into i, and i into i— 3; also

putting ^ = — 3 . (3
—

i) . in'. P', Q'= 3 .
(
3 — i)m'.P ;

then making the same

changes in the second member of [381 2i], we obtain for 3 a .ffn d t . d R, the same

expression as in [3812]. We may observe, as in [3714f/'], that the secular variations of

tlie elements are noliced by the introduction of the differentials dP, dP', ddP, ddP',

which arc computed in [4415, &c., 4484, &c.].

*
(2408) The partial differential of R [3810], taken relatively to a, being multiplied,

by 2 n d t . a^, ami tlien integrated, gives [3813].

t (2409) The expression [3814] is equivalent to that in [3711]; .ff being taken for

the coefficient of any one of the terms of this formula, and A representing that one of the

quantities
— 2 w, — -a— ra', K— 2 e, which is connected with tiiis coefhcient H

;

observing tliat // is of the second dimension in e, e'. The differential of [3701], is

dr= ae .7id t .sm. {nt -\-s
—

«) -j- &c.
; multiplying this by [3814], and neglecting

terms of the fourth order, we get, by using T [3312c],

~ .drz^ Hae.7idt .cos.{i T-\-2nt -{-^i-\- A) .sin. (zi^+ s— a)

= lilac .ndt . sin. [i T -\-3nt -\-3 s— zi -\- A)
— iHac.7idt .sm.{iT-\- nt-\- £-{-^-f,4).

As this is of tlie third order [3814/'j], we may, in the first member, put r= a, and then

dividing by
— a n d t

, we get

— ^^;^z=_iHc.sin. (»:T+ 3nf+3E— ^+ ^)
(fin at

+ ^He.sin. (; 'r+ 74^+ i + ^ + A).

[3812c]

[3812rf]

[SSlQe]

[3812/]

[3813o]

[3814a]

[38146]

[3814c]

[3814rf]

[3814e]
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[3814]
^^ ^cm^ determined as in [3814a], and having tho very small divisor

i.{n'
— ?i)+3n; then the first term of !,v [3809] gives the following;

expression ;

[3815]
—

'-,^ =— XHe. sin.
I
J. {n't

— n i + ='_:) + 3 ?i ^ + 3 ;— « + J{.

Hence we shall find, by noticing only terms which have the divisor

[3816] i.{n'—n) + 3 7i*

C
'

l^.{n'-n)+3,i].dl li.{n'-n)-\-3n]-2.dti') ^-l-3iU+ 3s S3.{3-t).m'.7i2
[3817] Sv=r .

,

'

-,-

J».(/i
—

n)-(-3np f C „ 2a.dP' Sa.ddP ) ( t.(n7-7!«+:'-E) ;

d h.(n'-n)-f3nj.rf< li.{n'
-

ii)+3ii I'ldP ') ^+3nf+3e )>

Tenns of

2m n 1 \aa/t'f the third
urder,

i.[n'—n)-\-3n \ niP'-
—I?. CjA sin.

\
i . {n't—n t + e'—

;) + ,3 n <+ 3 a <

— Jile.sin. {J.(n7— ?(<+ £'—s)+3«<+ 3 £—n+^}.

The differential equation [3699]

[3814/]

The first term of the second member is the same as in [3815] ;
the second term is noticed

in [3822^/]. We may observe, that it is not necessary to notice terms of the order «'

in dr [3814c], because they depend on the elhptical motion, and have no divisor of the

form i . {11
—

«) -J- 3 y(
; moreover they must be muhiphed by terms of the order e,

V

[.3814g-] which occur in —
[1023], to produce terms of tlie third order now under consideration ;

and these terms of [1023] do not contain the small divisor just mentioned.

*
(2410) Substituting, in the expression of <3j; [3809], the values of the terms in its

second member, given in [3815, 3812, 3813], we get [3817].

t (2411) The expression [3818] is the same as [3699], from which we have deduced

[3702], and by using [3705«], it becomes

[3818a]
Q=''li!^ J^n'' .r

&r-{-^Zn^a.5r.le.cos.{:nt+2-i^)+t^

This is solved as in [37116, c], and if any term of the expression between the braces be

[3818a'] represented, as in [37116], by a A', sin. (m,< -j--,)) oi' n-K .cos. [mt -\- 1,) ,
the

corresponding terms of r&r [3711c] will contain the divisor m^—n^, or rather the two divisors

(m-(-'t)> ("'<
—

")• To find the values of
OT, producing the divisor i.{n'

—
n)-{-'3n [3818],
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gives, by noticing only the terms which have the divisor i.(n'— n) + 3n, [3818']

ror 2.(i— 3).7ft';i ( rtP.sin.|j'.(«'<—n<+£'— s)+.3h<+ 3s| )

t.(n'
—

w)+3;j'^+aP'.cos.fi.(ft'i
— n^+ s'— £)+3/i<+ 3£| $

—
^ He. CO?,. \i .{n t— nt-\-i

—
i) + Snt^Si—zi-\-A}

+ \He.co^.\i.{n't—nt+ = —B)+ nt+ '^+ zs+ A\.

[3819]

Terms of

rar.

we shall put it successively equal to in,-\-n and m,
— w

;
and we shall get

mi=^i.{n'
—

»i)-(-2n, m^^i.(n'— n) + 4re; but we may neglect the last, because

the coefficients of n, n dilTer l)y 4, and the terms depending on it must be of the fourth

dimension in e, e' [3701f/, &:c.], whicli are here neglected. Therefore, in finding rSr,

we need notice only the following terms. First. Where m^^i.{n'— n) + 2M.

Seconil. VViiere the quantity R, or rather /d R, contains the divisor i .
(n'
—

7i) -}- 3 n

[3818']. Hence it is evident, that we may neglect a .

( ),
which produces no such

terms. The part of /?, given in [3810], produces in 2/d /?, the following terms,

—
2.(i
—

3).m'.n

i.(n'— n)+ 3ir

P. sin. {i.{n'i
—

nt-\-s'—s)-\-S7it-\-3 s\

+ P'.cos.|/.(«'<— »!;+ s'—
£) + 3n<+3e}

These come under the second form [3818?;], in which a.K has the divisor i.(n'
—

n)-\-Sn.

The part of rSr [3818«''], depending on these terms, is found by dividing them by

mj'
— n^

; ?«, being in this case equal to i . {n
—

n) -\- S n
;

and by hypothesis it is very

small in comparison with n. Thus, for Jupiter and Saturn, where i=5, it becomes

n2

[38186]

[3818t]

»n,= i. («'
—

n) 4-3/i^5h'—2j)=tV« [3711/]; so that m,*^
is less than

5000'
and [3818d]

It is not

for the divisor mj^
—

n^, we may wTite simply
— n^=— a~^ [-3709']. Therefore, by

multiplying [3818c], by — o^, we get the part of r5r corresponding to these terms

of 2/d R ;
and then dividing this result by a^, we obtain the corresponding terms of

The terms thus computed agree with those in [3819], depending on P, P'.

necessary to notice the tenns of 2/d R, like those depending on [3703, 3704], because [3818f]

for
they will produce in —

^ ,
terms depending on different angles from those proposed

in [3807, 3807'], or else such as have not the small divisor mentioned in [3818'].

The next term of a.K [3818a'], which we shall notice, is that depending on the (juantity

3n^a . n r . t-. cos. 2 .
(?t

< + e—
-a) [3818n] ;

and as we retain merely the terms of the [3818/]

third dimension in e, e', &c., it will only be necessary to notice terms of the first dimension

in 6r. Now if we examine [1023], we shall find, that none of its terms, of that order,

have the small divisor [3818']; therefore we may neglect this part, and then the only

remaining quantity in
[3818ffl], producing terms of aiT, is 3 n^ a.^r.e. cos. {>it-^i

—
-a).

As this contains the factor e, we may notice in & r only terms of the second dimension, in [«'^18fr]

VOL. HI. 13
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Adding this expression to that in [3814],

[3830] ''Jl=,H.cos.{i.(n't— 7it^i'—s) + 2nt + 2s-\-Al,
ft-

we obtain*

IYthis of
f5 »•

a

[3821]

—
He.cos.\i.{n't

— nt+ s—^)+ ont^Si—r.+ A\

order to procure those of the third dimension, which are the only ones investigated in this

article. The terms of the second dimension, which can produce the angles proposed

in [3807, 3807'], are evidently included in the form [3S14] or [3820] ; multiplying this

by 3 n^u^. c . cos. {nt -j- s— a), and reducing by [20] Int., it becomes

„ ., „ , , ,
'• o TT o g ( cos.\i{n't

— nt-\-s'—=)-\-^nt-\-^s-zi-\-A\)
[3818/0 ^n'a.h-.e.cos.{ntJ^z—z'.)X'= "^Hc.iv'cr-] \.) J_ , T,jTi-^^?rL J ^ ' ' a

(-\-cos.\i.(nt
—

nt-\-i
—

e) -\-
n t

-f-
=. -\-

->
-\- A\ )

Now He [3814?*] is of the third dimension in c, e', Sic, and by neglecting higher

dimensions, we may put
- :^ 1 [.3701], and then we shall have for the remaining terms

of a A" . cos .
( m, ^ + f

, ) [38 1 8«
] ,

^IIe.n'^(r'.cm.\i.{n't—nt+ s—s)-\-nnt-\-^s—^-\-A\
[3818't]

+ f /f c . nS «3. cos.
{
i .

{n't —'nt+ s'—
;) + «j: -f-

J+ si+ ./J
|

.

Dividing this by m~ —ir [3818a"], we get the corresponding terms of }-&r. Now for the

first of these angles i. {n't
—

iit-\-s'
—

s)-\-3nt-\-3z
—

-a-^-A, we have 711^=1. (//
—

/;)-(- 3 ?i,

and as tliis is very small [3818c/], it may be neglected ;
and then the divisor becomes — m^-

[3818^] In the second angle [3818;'], the value of
to,

is i.{n'
—

n}-\-7i or \r.{n'
—

j()-f-3?i}
— 2?!,

which is nearly equal to — 2«
;

hence m~— n^ is nearly Sir
; consequently this divisor

is nearly equal to 3;i^- Therefore if we divide these terms of [3818J] by
— ir and 3n^,

respectively, we shall obtain the corresponding terms of r 5 r
; lastly- dividing these results

[381^]
,.,5,.

by n^, we get the terms of -^ depending on Me, as in [3819].

V d r V*
(2412) None of the terms of — or —

, of the order ?«'(, contain the small

divisor [3818'], as is evident from the inspection of the formula [1016] ;
so that the terms

r.3821al
°'' ~T ' containing this divisor, and which must be noticed, are included in the functions of

the second members of [3819, 3320]. Adding these quantities together, and multiplying
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This value of —
produces in <5 v, an inequality depending on tlie angle [3822]

r . (n' t— nt -\- /—
s) -\-nt-\- e, which has i . (n'— w) + 3 w for a divisor. [3822']

To determine it, we shall resume the expression of !)v, given by the

formula [931].* The part
—'-—-—^ '-— of this expression produces [3822"]

in c5 V the term

6v = ^He. sm-li . (n't
— n < + e'—

e) + w ? + £ +:s+J ] ; [3923]

which is the only one of this kind having the divisor i .
(n'
— n)-{-3n.

The inequality of (5 « depending on the angle i.(n't
—

nt-\-s'
—

i)-\-2nt-\-2s, [3824]

noticing only the terms having the divisor i .
(n'
—

n)-)-3?i, is, by

[3715, 3814], very nearly equal to

2H.s'm.\i.(n't—nt-\-s'—s)+ 2nt+ 2s-irA}. [3825]

their sum by -, which, by [;3701], is equal to 1 -\- e . cos. [n t -\- e— w)-|-&;c., we
[38216]

u r

get the corresponding terms of —
. The quantities produced by this iinihiphcation are

equal to the sum of the terms [3819, 38-20], with the additional term produced by

multiplying the function [3820J by e .cos. {nt-\- s—
to), and this terni is

He .COS. {nt-\-e
—

a) .cos.ji. {n't
— nt

-\-
s'—

s) -{-2nt -\-2e -\- A\, [3821c]

which, by [20] Int., becomes

J He. cos. H. (n't—nt-\~i'—i)-\-3nt4-3s— zi + A\^ *

[382]d]+ 1^6. cos. \i .
{n't
— n t + e'—

f) + n ;: + £+ ra +.5|.

Connecting this with the other terms [3819, 3820], we obtain, by reduction, the

function —
[.382 1"|.

a '- '

*
(2413) This formula, by the substitution of [3715«, 3705a], becomes as in [37156],

the part mentioned in [.3822"] being represented by
' '' ^-^

. Now the last [3822o]
a^.ndt a^.ndt

term of the second member of [3819] depends on the angle i T+ Ji < + e -f-« + ./J

[3702«], mentioned in [3822'], and if we substitute it in the first terra of the preceding

expression ^
-—-

,
it produces the term

He—
\i. (,i'_ «) + M« .

—
. sin.

\i 7'+ nt-^E-^zs-\-A]; [38226]

and as we have, very nearly,
—

|(
. («'— ?i) + 71}

= 27J [.3S18A-] ; it becomes

2 7/ c . sin.
J
t T+ n < + TO + «2

)
. Again, the second term of [3822(7] has already been

"

computed in [.3814e], and contains the quantity I He .sm.{iT-\-nt-{-s-\-is -\-A) ; [3822rf]

connecting this witii the preceding [3822f], the sum becomes as in [3823].
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Therefore, if we denote this inequality by

[3626] K.sm.\i.{n't—nt+ i'—s)-^2nt+2i+B\*
Terms of wB shall havG, in '>v, the following expi-ession,

i5t;.

[3827] &v=:^Ke.sm.\i.{n't
— ni+ ^'—

i) + nt-{-i-{--ui-\-B\.

8. It is chiefly in the theory of Jupiter and Saturn that these diff'ereni

inequalities are sensible. If we suppose i = 5, the function

[3828] i . {n'
—

n) -f 3 n = 5 ?«'— 2 rt
,

becomes very small [38186?], in consequence of the nearly commensurable

ratio which obtains between the mean motions of these ])lanets ;
and from

this cause the corresponding terms of « r, <> v acquire great values. To
determine them, we shall resume the expression of R [3742]. The partf

r-jftOQi
"i'*"

/ / N "''-7- '
< , t \ / /

I ^? I
™'-7° rr'.cos.{v'—v)

'- 1 r~ 4
(r3-2n-'.cos.(i/--!i)-fr'2p

*
(2414) The parts of R [957, 1011], represented by ill, JV [3703, 3704], do not

contain the small divisor i . [n
—

n)-\-Sn, as is evident from inspection. Moreover,

6r
[:i826o] p, G, H [3706], being the parts of —

[1016], depending on terms of the first degree

in e, e, do not contain this divisor, as appears by tlie inspection of [1016]. Therefore no part

Hd.irOr)
of 5v [37151, except the first term —^—:-, contains tliis divisor

;
and if we substitute

'- -^ ' a~.ndt

in this term the value of r (5 r [3814], we shall obtain, in 6 v, the terra

2

[382ti6] —-.{i.{n'—7i)-\-2nl.H.sm.{L{n't—nt+ e'—s)-}-2nt+ s+Al;

substituting
—

\i.(n'
—

;;)-)- 2 ?(}=« [3822(], it becomes as in [3825]. If we now

compare the expressions [3825, 3823], we find, tliat [3823] may be derived from [3825]

[3826c] by multiplying its coefficient by |-c, and decreasing the argument by n/ + s— tz.

. The same process of derivation being used upon the assumed form [3826], produces the

expression [3827] ; which is computed in [4439] for Jupiter, by this very simple process.

t (2415) We shall suppose, as in [1009, 956c, 963'% 1018a], for the sake of brevity,

[.3829a] (• = a
(
1 -f M, ) ;

r' = a'.
(
1 +!«/ ) ;

v =n t -^ s -\-v, ;
v'= n't + £'+ r/ ;

[382Di] aj = a u^ ;
a' = n' «/ ;

a"==
«,'
—

v, ;
a= -; ;

[38296'] T ==n'l—ntJ^s'—e; dT ={n'—ii) .d t;

[3829c] ;F=«<4-£— -n; W'= n'l-\-i'—^';

[:3829c'] M,.. m/ v'— V are of the order of the excentricities, and a is changed into a^ ,
to
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produces no term of the third order of the excentricitics and inclinations, [3830]

distinguish it from a [963'"]. If we represent tlic function [3829] by m, and suppose U to

be the part of this value independent of «,, ?//, d,, d/, we shall have U as in [3829/] ; [3829(i]

observing that the last term of [3829] becomes in this case, by using [3744, 3749],

Im'.y^.ad.cos.T.\a^-^a(t .CQS.T-^a'^\~^= \m'-r. ad. cos. T. * 2 . B'\ cos.iT

= i m'. y. a cL i 2 . B''\ cos. (t+ 1
)

. T

= ^ m'. y". a a'. 2 . B'-'\ cos. i T
; [3829e]

[3829/]

[3829g]

U=~ . cos. T— l m'. -/.
~

. cos. T+ ^ m'. f. ^ • cos. (nt + nt + ^J+ s)

+ I m. r. a (L 2 . jB''-i\ cos. i T
;

i being as in [3715']. The development of )/, as far as the second powers of
a,,, a', a",

being found as in [957 1], is

the terms of the third order, obtained in the same manner, are

112" fJlIL\ II ns>('^^U\^X "> " fJlR\

' " \dddTy^ " Xdada'dT/^" \dT3j

We have given this full development of u, because it will hereafter be of use in the notes on

this article ; and for the same purpose, we shall also insert the following expressions, deduced [3829t]

fi-om the comparison of the values of cto, a', a" [38296, a] with [659, 669, 669] ;

a(,=:« .f
i c2_ (g_|c3) .cos. fV— i e^cos.2W— g c^. cos. 3 JV

\
= a u

; [38994]

a' = a'.
\ i e'2_ (e'— I e'^) . cos. W'—i e'^. cos. 2 TV— J c'^. cos. 3 JJ^']

= «'«/ ; [38-2iW]

(2 e'— 1
e'3) . sin. TV'4- J e'^. sin. 2 TV'4-U e'^ sin. 3 W}^^ '

[3829m]
^

= r;-.,.^— (2e— ie3) .sin. ^F— Ae^.sin. 2 ?F— ife^.sin. 3 ?F

From these values it appears, by a slight examination, that none of the terms of U [3829/"]

produce quantities of the MiVt/ order, depending on the angle 5?!'^— 2 n <, now under

consideration. For the terms of [3829/], multiphed by 7-, of the second order, depend [3829n]

on the angles T, n't-\-nt-\-s'-\-s, i T
; and when we combine these with terms of the

VOL. III. 14
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Value of

R
for thia

case.

[3831]

[3832]

depending on the angle 5 7i't— 2nt; such terms can therefore only arise

from the remaining part*

m .y~ i-i.cos.[v-\-vjR = — m

^)-2
— 2)t'. cos. («'

—
v) -\- r''^\^ j,.2_2 ,.,.'. COS. {v'—v) + r'2p

and then the expressions of P and P' [3810] will he the same, whether

we consider the action of m' on m, or tliat of m on m'. We shall now

investigate these values of P, P'.

first order in a,,

[3829o]

[3831a]

[3831o']

[38311]

[38316']

[3831c]

[.383W]

[3831e]

[3S29/>r
—

111], they will not produce the angle 5 n't— 2 /; ^ The

only remaining term of U [.3S29/] is the first, depending on cos. T or cos. [n't
—

nt-{-^
—

e) ;

and if this were multiplied by a term depending on the angle 4 n't—n t, it would produce a

quantity of the required form
;
but none of the powers and products of ao, a', a" [3329A;

—
m],

retained in [3829^, A] contain terms of the third order depending on this angle ; therefore

we may also reject this term, as in [3830].

*
(2416) If we reject the terms of R [3742], mentioned in [3829], which we have

proved, in the last note, not to contain tei-ms of the required fomi and order, we shall obtain

for R the function [3831]. This expression is not altered by changing r, v into ?•', v,

respectively, and the contrary ;
so that it will be of the same form, whether we compute the

action of m' upon m, or that of m upon ?/('
;

but in the first case it will be multiplied

by m, in the second by in. Supposing, as in [3829(/], tliat the general value of the

function R [3831] is represented by u, and that it becomes equal to U, by putting

r= rt, ?•'=«' v=^nt-\-£, v' zz= n' f -\- s'
,

v— v= ^i t — nt -\- '^— ^=T,
we shall get the first of the following expressions of U [3831c]. The second expression

[3831rf] is deduced from the first by the substitution of the values [3743, 3744], neglecting,

however, the first term of [3743], which makes an exception in the value of A^'^, in the

case of i =: 1
; because this term produces no eftect in the present calculation, as we

have seen in [3829o] ;

U=— w'.
\
a^- 2 a a. cos. T+ff'^l

-
h—:L^ri!.f.cuLQQ%. (M7+ji«+e'+.=) .\a^-1 aa'.cos. r+a'^}-*

B' '\ COS. iT= im'.X. A^'^ . cos , i T—
-J
m' . y~. a a', cos .

[ti't+ n / -f- s'+ s)

= i m'.-S .A"\cos.iT— ym'.y-. a a'. 1 . B^'-^\cos. {i T-\-2 nt-j-'2s— 211} .

We may remark, that, in reducing [3831(/] to the form [GSole], we obtain, in the

first place, from [3749],

cos.{n't-\-nt-j-s'-j-s).li.B''\cos.iT=:s.B'-'\cos.{iT^n't-^nt-Jrs'-\-i)

= 2.J5<'\cos. |(?4-l).7'+2n^+ 2s| ;

and by changing i into i— 1, it becomes E.B'-'~^\cos.\iT-\-2nt -\-2 si ;
but as this

[3831/] quantity is to be multiplied by 7^, we must change 27it-{-2s into 2ni-\-2s
— 2n, as

in [3745'"
—

3748], and then the value of U becomes as in [333 le].

[3831e']
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We have, in Book II, ^22, by carrying on the approximation to terms

of the third order of the excentricities [659, 668, 669],*
Values of

r, V.

— |e^cos.(3ni+ 3.=—3^);

i, = n^+ s+(2e— ie^).sin.(wi+s—^)+ f e^sin. (2w^+ 2.=— 2^)

+11 e^ sin. (3ni+3£— 3in).

*
(2417) We shall now commence the investigation of the part of R depending upon

the first term of [3831c], namely, U=^ m'. 2 . ^w. cos.i T; the other terms depending [3834o]

on i?''~'\ being computed in [3840a, &ic.]. Substituting this value of U, in the

terms [3829^, /t], we get the following value of R,

^m'.S.A^'Kcos.iT

+ J w'.eu . 2 . ('1:^) . cos. i T-\- i m'.oJ. 2 . (^^) .cos.iT ,

\ J \ da y \ da' /
'

-J»i'.a".2i.^«.sin.lT

1
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[3834'] This being premised, if we develop R [3831] according to the order of the

powers and prodacls of a,,, a', a"; and it is evident, from [957''", Sic], that such terms

[3834d] must have for a factor, some one of the four quantities e'^, e'~e, e'e^, c^. If we take

the powers and products of the quantities a^, a', a" [3829A:—>b], of the third dimension,

and reduce them by means of [17
—

20] Int., we sliall find, that the greatest angles connected

[.3834e] with these factors e'^, e'^e, e'e^, c^, are, respectively, 3 /F', 2W'-\-W, W'-\-2W, ZW;
it is not necessary to notice the smaller angles W, W ,

2 W— JV, &c., because they

do not produce terms of the form bn't—2nt [38.34c]; substituting W'=T-\-nt-\-s—zi\
fV^z nt-\-e— -m [3829c] ; tliey become, respectively,

[.38.34e']

[3834/]

[3834gr]

f 3834/1-

[3834i]

[3834^]

3 T+3nt-\-3s— Szi'; 2 T+ 3 n / + 3s — 2 c-/— ra
;

r+3?(,!; + 3s— 13'— 2ra
; 3h? + 3e— 3^.

Now we perceive, by inspection, that the cosine of any one of these angles is multiplied,

in [38346], by a term of the form ^/'\ cos. z T
;

and its sine by a term of the form

^j^'Ks'm.iT; the products reduced by the formula [.3749], are found to depend,

respectively, upon the angles

(J + 3) . T + 3rt < + 3 s— 3 q'
; (/

4- 2) . T+ 3 n < + 3 s— 2 z^'—tz
;

{l+]).T+3nt + 3 £_^_2 »j
;

i T+ 3 m < + 3 s— 3 w.

In order to reduce all the angles to the form i T, we must change, in the first, i into i— 3
;

in the second, i into i— 2
;

in the third, i into i— 1
;

and make the same changes in

the index of .^i"' ; by this means the terms in question become of the forms

c'3. 2 . .^/'-=). cos. (; T+ 3 « ? + 3 s — 3 ^') ;

e'^e.l .^/'-2'. cos. (z T+ 3 ?W + 3 £— 2 ji'— w) ;

e e=. 2 . ^i''-". cos. (i T+ 3 h ^ + 3 s— to'— 2 w
) ;

e^ . 2 . A<->\ cos. (J r+ 3 H / + 3 : — 3 -) .

Putting 1= 5, as in [3828], these expressions become of the same forms as the four first

terms of R [3835], depending on iV/"», M^", M'-~\ J»/»', respectively. The two

remaining terms JI/^-", M'^', depend on jB*'~", which was neglected in [3834fl], and

will be computed in [3840rt, &c.]. We may remark, that the exponent of e, in any one

of the terms [3834/i], being increased by i— 3, gives the corresponding index of A^,

and when i = 5, we have for this increment /— 3 = 2.

We shall now proceed to the computation of the \'aliies of the powers and products

of
a,), a', a", which occur in the expression of R [38346], retaining only the teims

[38.34i] depending on e'^, e'^c, e'e^, e^, which are wanted in finding the values of M^^\
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terms depending on the angle 5 n' t— ^nt, wc shall obtain an expression [3834"]

of the following form,

Jkf^", iV/'*', M'^\ Tliesc quantities are arranged in the following table, in tlie order in
[3834)n]

wliich they occur in [3834^], noticing only the greatest angles mentioned in [3831c] ;

2 a^ =: — la .c^. cos. 3 W ;

3 a' ==.— f«'.e'3.cos. 3 7F';

4 a" = I* e' 3. sin. 3 W— \ § e^. sin. 3 W
;

5 a^a == 1 «2 ,3. COS. 3 /^F
;

6 cija' =:z: J-«'rt.e'2c.cos.(2rr+?F) + A«'a.e'c2.cos. (rF'+2?F);

7 a'2 = tt«'2.e'3.cos.3ifP;

8 ttoa" = ^a.e\sm.3JV—^ae'^e.sm.{2JV'-i-TV)— ia.e'c^sm.{W-{-<2W);

9 a' a" = — I «'. c' 3. sin. 3 rr'+ a «'. e'c^. sin.
(
TV+2 JV)+ 5 «'. c'" c . sin. (2 TV'-{- TV)

•

10 a"2 =—
5- c^- C0S.3 ?r+Sc'e-.cos.( ?r'4-2 TV]+y^e.cos.[2 TV'+ TF)—^e'^cos.3 TV;

11 a,3 =-i«3.,3.,o,.3^p. [38350]

12 a,= a' =— ^ rt' «2. e' t^. cos.
( TV'-{- 2 TV) ;

13 aoa'2 =— i«'2«.e'2e.cos. (2?F'+ ?F);

14 a' 3 = — J-«'3.e'3.cos.3;F';

1 5 a,;-^
a" =— 1 a^ c\ sin. 3 TF+ * cfi. c' e^. sin.

( rF'+ 2 ?F) ;

16 a„a"2 = «.e3.cos.3rF— 2a.e'e2.cos.(?F'+2^F)-f «.e'2e.cos.(2>F'+^);

17 a'2a" = i «'2. c'3.sin. 3 TV'—in'^. c'^c. sin. (2 fF'+ TV) ;

18 a'a"2 = «'.c'3.cos.3n'— 2a'.c'2e.cos.(2rF'-|-n^)-f-«'.e'e2.cos.(?F'+2AF);

19 a, a' a"=— i a a', e' c^. sin.
( TfJ^ 2 TV)+ 1 a a', e'

=
e . sin. (2 ?P+ TV) ;

20 a"3 = 2c:3.sin.3n—6e'e2.sin.(?r'4-2rF)+6c'2e.sin.(2»'''4-^F)-2c'3.sin.3/F' .

We shall use these expressions in the following notes, in computing J\I'-''\ M^'\ k.c. ; and

we shall also make use of the following formulas, which are deduced from [955e
—

A], by

taking the diflerentials relative to T, and dividing by dzd T, changing also TT^ into /F
,

as in [3T50/i, &c.] ;

sin. /F, . J 2 . P. .3"' . sin. i T=— ±1.P. A''K cos. (/ T+TV); [:)e35b]

cos. n; .12. P. A''\ sin. i T= i 2 . P. .3«. sin.
(;' T+ TV^) ; [3835c]

sin. TV^ .12. P. Jl'\ cos.?' T= 4 2 . P. S^ sin.
(J r+ ?FJ ; [3a35rf]

cos. /F, . i 2 . i3. ^ ". COS. ; T= 12. P- ./Z«. cos. (i T+ H; ). [3835e]

VOL. III. 15
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R= M'»'.e'^cos. (5»'«
— 2»U + 5s'— 2s— 3..')

J'orm of

R +M<'>.e'=e.cos. (5n'^
— 2 n « + 5 s'— 2 s— 2^'— ^)

lor term 3 <if

:'-;;"'•' + i¥ <->
. e'e". COS. (5 «' /— 2 n i + 5 s'— 2 s— ^'— 2 ^)

[3835] + ili""' . e^ COS. (5 ?^' i_ 2 lU + 5 /— 2 .-
— 3 ^)

+ ilf '^)
. e'y-. COS. (5 n' ^— 2 « ^ + 5 i'— 2 -=

— ^'— 2 n)

+ 1/''' . er- COS. (5 n!t— 2nt + 5s'— 2i— vy — 2 n) ;

and we shall find, after all the reductions,*

[3836] a' M'°' = _ !^
. j

389 6'f + 201 a . '-^+ 27 a=.
'''^^'^

4S ( 4 f?a
'

(U"

*
(2418) The part of R [3835], depending on e'^, may be put under the form

M'-''^ e'\ COS. {iT+3TV') or M'-'Ke'^cos. {2T+3JV'), using T, TV, he. [3829^-', c] ;

the coeflicient of T being i^2. Terms of tiiis kind are produced in B, by multiplying

the quantities which are connected with e'^ in [3835ff], by the corresponding terms with

whicli they are combined in [3834i], and then reducing the products by means of the

formulas [955, 955«—h, 3835/j]. The terms depending on ./2''' and its diflerentials, are

given in the value of JIl"" [3836f/], in the order in which they occur, without any reduction,

and omitting 2 for brevity ;
so that the terms of [3835«], marked 4, 10, 20, are connected

,,Ui. ^'0. 3, 9, 18 with
(-^); 7, ITw.th

(-^^) ;
14 with

(-^).
Substituting i= 2 [3836(7] in this first value of AI'-°\ we get the second value of [3836e] ;

[3836c]
and this, by using the values [1003], becomes as in [3836/], or by reduction, as in [3836§-].

Lastly, substituting in this the values [996
—

1001], we get [3836/i], which is easily

reduced to the form [3836] ;

[3836a]

[38366]

[3836d]

/d.fl^-1\ /d-A'-A /rf3./7(2'\

[3836.] ^^,«'.^--W-'.«'.(-;^) +if-«-.(^-A-'.«--(^

[3836/- 1

[meg] =W m'.^«'+W ni'. a . (^)+ ^ »'• «^ (^) +1 • »'
, /d3J'i)

m
[3836/.] = -—

,
. S — 389 ^f ,

— 20 1 a .
—^ 27 a-,

dai

(9) (2) (2) )

48a'' (
"^-^

4
"• •

rfy,

' •

fi^2
•

do?
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«' M(i) =^ !^ . U02 6"'+ 1 93 a .^ + 26 0.^^^+ «.=>. li* > ;* [3837]

*
(2419) Proceeding as in the last note, we find, that the part of R [3835] depending

on e'^e, may be put under the form M'-'\ e"" e .cos.{i T+2 W'-[. W) [38296', c], [3a37a]

in which the coefficient of T is i = 3. Substituting the values [3835a] in [38346],

we obtain the first of the following values of Jl/^"
; observing, that the terms of [3835a]

depending on e'^e, marked 10, 20, are connected with A'-'^
;

the terms 8, 16, with i-^—
j

;

the terms 9, 18, with (
—tt" I ; the terms 6, 19, with (-—r-, Ij the tenn 17

\ da J \dada/
/dd.'P'>\ /(/3.}(.)\

with (
,

j
;

and the term 13 with I

,^ j
. Substituting i= 3 in [3837c], [38376]

we get [3837(^] ;
and this, by using the values [1003], becomes as in [3837e], or by

reduction, as in [3837/]. Lastly, substituting in this the values [996
—

1001], we

get [3837^'], which is equivalent to [3837] ;

[3837c]

=_ ^^^m'.A^'^-n>n'. a .

('^') + || m'. a'.

(^')
[3837rf]

, ,^ , ,
/dd./}0)\ /rf2^(3K /(/3^(3)\

m
IC

m' 2

iia'" (
402 b + 193 a . — U 26 a-. — U a'.

, , (
4

'

dcL ^ (/tt.2

~
do? )
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[3838] a' il/<=>= —— . ] 396 6?+ 1 84 a

(4) (4)

f- 2o a-. -—-+ a^

[3838a]

[3838i]

*
(2420) We may compute [3838, 3839] as in the two last notes, but it is rather less

laborious to derive tiieni from Jl/*"', M">, by changing the symbols as below, namely,

For i, n't, nt, £', s, to', -a, c', e, a', a; a', au, T
;

Write —
i, 71 1, n't, e, c, a,

[3838c]

[3838d]

[3838e]

[3838/]

[3838g-]

[:3838A]

I3838A''

[3838il

The changes in these three last values of tt', a^ , T, evidently follow from those proposed

in the other symbols, using [3829i", /]. The value a" [3829/«] is not altered, except in its

sign, because e.s'm.JV changes into e'.s'm.JV, and c'. sin. ?F' into c.sin. (F, &tc.
;

moreover, A'-''' is not altered, because we have A^~'^=Ji''i [954"]; we also have, as

in [3831c, (/],
— {a^— 2 a a', cos. T+ rt'2}-i= J 2 . ^(''. cos. i T

;
and as the first

member is symmetrical in a, a, the second, or A''\ must also be symmetrical, and will

not be varied by putting a, a' for a', a, respectively ; lastly, the expression of R [38346]

is not altered by making these changes ; observing, that the quantities i a", i T remain

unchanged. Now the part of R [3835] depending on c'e^, may be put under the form

J»f<-->. fi't". cos. (iT+ 2 ?F+AF'), in wdiich the coeflicient of T'is?"= 4. Comparing

this with [3S37(/], we find, that by making the changes [3833f/, Zi],
the expression [3837a],

corresponding to i = — 4, will become like [3838e], and iV/"* will change into M'--''
;

we may therefore obtain the values of 3/''-' [3838/(.], by changing a, a', i into a, «, — i,

respectively; then putting z = 4, we get [3838/i']. This value may be reduced to the

form [3838('], by the substitution of the values [1003], and also the partial dilli>rential of

the second of this system of equations, taken relatively to a, which gives

Reducing the expression [3838i], we get [3S38/>:] ;
and by the substitution of the values

[996—1001], it becomes as in [3838/], being (he same as [3838] ;

./V/R)= m'. A!'\
{

—
i i^+ i i

^
I + m'. a' li^-^m'.a.

d.il('>

da \-ii-\-m

_t- in . a a .

dad a! d a'i

d3.-l

kla'J

, 3_5 2

^'•^"---'«'(^>-^-'-('!i?^)-^^'«'-"''

da

dd.i<^1

d a d a

+ q r o

d ((3 Ufid^J

=w»..."+«w.5.™+».(t^)|+,,,-.(^>«»t-(^)-'CS)l
</3.7

iiyi
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a' M<^>

( (5)

4d (
i do.

m

a'M <^' := r -S lOia+ f"-. ^-^ ? ;t
K) / -' da. \

(•)

.24a^/'^^* ' -' """*
rfa^

+ a-'.

^/'i,

(5)

r/a3

. *
[3839]

[3840]

= -—
. j
— 396 i

,
— 184 a .

—i — 25 a^. -j-^- —a'.
-—- ^ .

*
(2421) The part of R [3S35] depending on e', may be put under the form

M'^^Ke^.cos.{iT-\-3 JF), in which the coeflicient of T is i=5. Comparing this witli

[3836a], we find, that by making the changes a, a', i, &c. into «', a,
—

i, he, respectively,

as in [3S38«, 6], the expression [3836(Z] will become as in [3S39i]. This represents the

value of ./IJT^^', or the coefficient of c^ in [3835]; and by putting i= 5, it becomes as

in [3839i'] ; which, by means of [996
—

1001], is easily reduced to the form [3339] ;

j./s?

m' C

48

7)1

'48

t (2422) The values of Af(-'), M® [3840, 3841] depend on the second term of [3831c] ;

and by retaining only this term, we shall have U= — 1?«'. 7^. « «'. 2 . 5''~". cos. 7', ,

supposing, for a moment, that T.^^=i.{n't— nt-\-s'
—

s) -\-2iit -\-)ls
— 2n.

As this expression is multiplied by 7^, of the second order, we need only notice terms

of the first order in ao, a', a", in the development of « or R, and we shall get

for this part of jR, the following expression [3829^],

[3838/f]

[3838«]

[3839a]

R--(^)+-(^)+-Q>
observing, that we notice in this article only terms of the third dimension. The values

of aj, a', to be substituted in this expression, are the same as in [3829A:, /] ;
and

by retaining terms of the first order, we ha\c a,,
^ — ae . cos. W, «'=— a t . cos. W .

The angle Ti represents the mean value of t .

(y'
—

v) -f- 2 i'
;

its increment, depending

VOL. HI. 16

[38.3'Ji]

5_3Bo...-n...(i^)-., «.c^:-)-«'-C^') \

—
.).3806 , + n4a. —^ +24a-. -—^ -f a^. -^

—
(.

' '

a ( * rfa dii? da. }

[3S40a]

[:3840a']

[38406]

[3840e]

[3840rf]
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6 (
^ (/a

^

[3840rf']
°"

''' ' '''' [^^~^^"]' '^ ''-"= * • ("/—"-) + 2 «'/= '' *'/— ('
—

''2)
• V, ,

and by substituting

v,'^2 c'. sill. I^F', r,
= 2 e . sin. TF [G69], we get a", and tlien [38406] becomes

« =
_..S,..c„,.»'.(i^)-.>..,..,P.(i^)|

[3840e]

and by substituting the partial diflerentials of U [3840«], we oljtain, without any reduction,

i? = i m'. t f. COS. W.
I

«' « . 2 . ii"-i'. cos. T,+ «'2 fl . 2 .

(^^|^')
• cos. T4

|

+ J- m'. c' "/. sin. W .a a.-S.i. B'-'-^\ sin. T^
[3840/]

+ ^ ?H.' . c 72 . cos. W . \a'a.-^.B ''-". cos. T,+ f/^ «'. 2 .

('-^1^)
• cos. Tj \

— i m' .cf. sin. JV .a'a.l. (2 ^— 4) . B''-". sin. T4-

The terms of tliis expression, depending on e' y^, contain the factors cos. fV'.cos. T^,

[3840g-] and sin.^F'.sin.Tj, both of which, as in [17, 20] Int., produce the terms ^cos.(T44-^''^');

which, by putting i=A, becomes icos. (.5 Ji'i— 2m f+ Ss'—2s—ra'—2n) [3840«'].

Comparing this with the term depending on JJI''*' in [3835], we get the first of the

following expressions, omitting 2 for brevity, and then by successive reductions, using

[963'% 1006—1008], we finally obtain [3840/], which is easily reduced to the form [3840] ;

[3840;.] ;»/«)= Jjflt'.
j

a' a .B '-"+ a'^ a
•( -f^) \

—
h '»'• a'a.i. B^'""

=A,.'.«v5-7B.»+.'.(^)L,,„.'..v.|-,i;»+[-.3z;»-„.Ci^')]|

C /rfB'3)\") S 10
'"' a dhi f

[38401

[3840t]

C
(3)

™
[3840J] ==_!!i:^,.]l0i3 +a.ip-

cos.

In like manner, the terms of [3840/], depending on ey", contain the factors

^F. cos. r,, sin. (F. sin. T4, producing the term | cos. (T4 + /F), which,

[3840m] by putting i= 5,
'

becomes h cos. (.5 7/ <— 2 n i + 5 s'— 2 e— «— 2 n) [3840rt'].

Comparing this with the term depending on JVI'^) [3835], we get the first of the following
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General
tbriii of

Hence we deduce*

w'. «' P = a! 31'-'\ e" . sin. 3 ^'+a'M^'K e'~ e . sin. (2 ^'+ ^) '"p"

+ a'M'^>. e'e^ sin. (^'+ 2 ^) + a'M^^'. e^ sin. 3 a [3842]

+ a'ilf". e'y-. sin. (2 n + 1.') + a'M'-^'. e f. sin. (2 n + ^).

We shall get m'. a' P', by changing the sines into cosines, in this expression ""^"^

of m'. a' P ; and it will be easy to deduce the values of a P, a P', by [3843]

expressions, in which we must put i= 5, and then, by reducing as above, it becomes as

in [3840^] ;
whence we easily deduce [3841],

M(^^=^\7n'. \ fl'rt.J5«-»+ a2«'Yl|^)
l + Jjm'.rt'«.(2i—4).B«-» [3840n]

^
[3840o]= -J^m'.a'a. ]

7 jB"' + a .
(
——

] } =-?sm'.a'a. i— .b , 4- —-—^'"
I

'

V <ia / 5 Ca'3 I
'

a'-i rfa.

m'.a )^ J ,<irf6* C [38403B]

*
(2423) In the case of i= 5, if we use, for a moment, the abridged symbol [3842a]

Ti=5n't— 2nt + 5i—2s, the value of R [3810] becomes

R= m'. P. sin. T5+ m'. F. cos. T, . [3842a']

Now each term of -R [3835] may be easily reduced to the form [3842«'] ; since, if we

take, for example, the first Jf™. e'^cos. (Tg
—

Sis'), and develop it by [24] Int., it
[.38426]

becomes .W^'^'.e'^sin.STO'.sin.Tj+Jlf ("^e'^.cos.w'.cos.Tg. Comparing this with [3342a'],

we get for the parts of m'.P, m.P', the following expressions,

m'.P= J)f^''\e'3.sin. 3:3', m'.F=.¥"'>. e'^. cos.3< [38426']

as in [3842, 3843]. In like manner, we obtain the other terms of [3842] from [3835].

The values of P, F, deduced from [3842, 3843], may be put under the following

forms, which will be of use hereafter, Expres-
sions of

P= 2 . M'. e'
'''

. c''. yS
c

_ si„_ {b'zi'-\-hzi-\-2c-n),
P' P-

[3842c]
. P'= 2 . M'. e"'. cK y-\ cos.

(i'
^'+ 6 a + 2 c n) ;

2 being the chai-acteristic of finite integrals, and U, b, c, integral numbers, including zero,' o '

f3842(fl

satisfying the equation 6' -{- 6+ 2 c= 3 .
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[3843'] multiplying a' P, a' P', by
- or a. We shall then find, by putting

i = 5, in the expressions of 6v and —
[3817,3827,3821],*

Exprcs-

"•™'' °f \ -> a P'A ) sin f5 nt— 2 n tA- 5 s'— 2 A

or=uf the
" *^

/c:„/ n ^o \
third (5n— iw)- j ( 9a.f/P' Sa.ddP )
orJcr. # ' a P '

im n

»-?"— ,- , „ , ,,
—

, ^ , \ , , . i .cos.(5n't-2ut4-5i—2s)
i [5n'—'in).dt (5n'—2n}-i.dfi >

"^ ^ '

a'^.('^].cos.{5n't—2nt-{-5s'—2s)

5)i'—2?i' 1 /d P'\
'—

rt-.(-7-).sin.(5M'^
— 2;i^+ 5s'—2£)

Expres-
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the corresponding ones, relative to m', and the contrary, we shall obtain

] 'iP'+ ,. , „ , J.
—

,r , » ,0 , . [ -Sill. (5n'<-'2?W+5s'-2s) J
i (i)n'~27i).dt (57i'— 9n)2.(//2 5 f

{5n'—2nf'\ r
'2c,'. dP' 3a'.ddP ) A ^

, ,
15ot.ji'2

the
lorms of

dP 6v'

of the

""•fc )-^°^-(^»'^-~»^+ ^-^'-2'") / ".--1

5w'—2n
'—

«"^/^y^ysin.(5rt7
— 2)i<+ 5£'—2e)

[3846]

—
I //'e'. sin. (5 tii— 2 h <+ 5 s'— 2 £—51'+ ^')

+ |^V.sin. (.3w'!;
—

2n<4-.3s'— 2s+ ro'+j5') ;

—= if '. COS. (4 ?i7— 2 n <+ 4 s'— 2 s +./2')
—H'e'. cos. (5 «V— 2 ?i <+5 j'—2£—a'+./3') »^°"„°f }'••

(3/

+ iJ'c'.cos.(3n'<
— 2?!.<+ 3s'— 2s+ a'+ ^') of the

order.

1 ?/i i\'_—__
.^„'P.sin.(5wV—2«<+ 5£'—2E)+a'F.cos.(5n7— 2«<+ 5c-'— 2s)|; [3847]

iiT'. COS. (4 w' ^— 2^^4-4/— 2s-\-A') being the part of '-^ depending [384S]

on the angle An't— 2nt* and K'.sin. (4>n't
— 2nt + 4>z'—2s + B')

the angle Tg ,
because it does not produce terms having the small divisor 5 ?i'— 2 »i .

[3846^"]

In making the change of the elements of m into those of m', according to the directions

[3845'], the value of —
, corresponding to the action of 7n upon ni, becomes

- = Po • sin. 2;+ ^'0 • COS. Ta + P. sin. T5+ P'. cos. T5 . [3846e]

Tlie second members of [3846c, e], are evidently identical ; but in tliis last expression

the terms depending on the angle T5, are derived from those of [3S46f], which depend ,„^,„.,

on «=:— 2
; by changing the elements m, a, e, &ic. into those of ?»', a', e', &:c., as in [3845'].

Lastly, we may observe, that the quantities P, P', connected, respectively, with

sin. T5, COS. Tj, are the same in [3846f, e]. Hence we may derive Sv from Sv, by

taking the sum of the two parts of S v [3817,3827], putting i = — 2, then changing
[oo46^J

m, a, n, e, H, K, &c. into m
, a', n', e, H', K', &c., respectively ; by which means

we get [3846]. In like manner, we may derive [3847] from [3821].

*
(2426) These terms correspond to [3814,3326], putting i= — 2, and changing

the elements as in [3845'].

VOL. III. 17
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being the part of S v' relative to the same angle. In these various

inequalities, loe shall, for greater simpUciti/, refer the origin of the angles to

[3849] the common intersection of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn ; as Ave Jiave

already done in the development of the expression of R [3736
—

3738], and

shall continue to do in the following article. For the sake of symmetry,
we shall retain the angle n, which must be supposed equal to nothing.

Oomputa- ,,, 1 11 1 . , Trr • l
(^ P (1(1 P (IP' cl (1 P'

tionof We shall determine the dinerentials ——
, ,

„ , , , ^ , m
dp.ddp, dt dt^ (It (It^

^'- the following manner. We shall compute, for the two epochs of

[3849'] 1750 and 1950, which embrace an interval of 200 Julian years, the

, p dc d-a de' d -a' d y dVi i , ,i i

values ol —
, -—, -—, ——

,
-—

,
——

;
and shall represent these

r3g5Q1
at at (It dt dt dt

quantities, at the second of these epochs, by
—

-', -p, -j-,
&c.

;

we shall then have, by supposing t to be expressed in Julian years,*

[3851] ^'=='!^ + 200.'^'^'
dt dt di-

et 5

[38506]

in which the differentials de, dde, in the second member, correspond to

the epoch 1750. The value of e,\ for any time t, neglecting the cube

*
(2427) We have, as in [607, &c.],

[3850a] "=
^+'-(^)+i^^-C0) + ^-'

u beina; a function of <, which becomes U, when ?= 0. Now puuing mz=—
', U=— ,'~ dt dt

. - de^ de dde
as in [3850], we get, by retaining only the nrst power oi t, —:=—--}- i .

—
, which,

by putting <=200, the interval mentioned in [3849'], becomes as in [3851]. From this

room 1 dde 1 (.de, de} de de, .

[•3850c] we get "^ =o^ •

^77
—
^5 • Tlie values oi

J^, Jj ' bemg computed, as in

[4238, &c., 433O0, &ic.], for the epochs 1750, 1950
;
we obtain, by substitution, in [3850c],

dde . ^
the value of -—-

, corresponding to the epoch 1750.

t (2428) Putting U=e, u^e^, in [3850«], we get

[.38.59a] e,=^e + t.^^+it^'^ [.3852];

in which we must substitute the values of <^^ Yt
' dt^ [.3850, 3S50f], for the epoch 1750.
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of t and its higher powers, is

e,
—

, -r^i being supposed to correspond to the year 1 /50
;

this
CI Z CI z

expression may be used for ten or tioelve centuries before or after that epoch* [3853]

In like manner, we may determine the values of s, e', ra', y, and n
;

thence we may compute the vahies of P, corresponding to the three

epochs 1750, 2250, and 2750. If we represent these values by P, P,, P^,
and the general expression of P byt

we shall have, by putting successively, t = 500, t = 1000,

[3853']

iZ+ 250000. J.^dt ^ dt^P, = P+ 500.^+ 250000. i.^; [3855]

P„= P + 1000 . ^ + 1000000 .
1

. ^^ ; [3855T
dt dt^

hence Ave obtain t
Values of

dP 4P_3P-P„ ddP P—op^p "'""''
-r- = — : = -^ '—

. [38561dt 1000
'

dt^ 250000
^ ^

*
(2429) To give some idea of the rapidity with which the tenns of the series [3852]

decrease, we may take the vakie of c" [4407] for the case of t = 1000, and we shall

fi"d
'•j7-

= 329% — i^2 -__^_3s. gQ jjjj^^ j]^g second is about jV part of the
[3853a]

first; and with the same rate of decrease, the third term
i^^-T-^

will be insensible; [38536]

similar remarks may be made relative to the other terms of [4407, Sic.].

t (2430) The expression [3854] is similar to [3850a], and by putting, successively,
[3855a1

r==500, ^=1000, we get P„ P, [3855,3855'].

t (2431) Multiplybg [3855] by 4, [3855'] by —1, adding the products, and then

(IP
dividing by 1000, we get

—
[3856]. Again, multiplying [3855] by —2, adding [3856o]

the product to [3855'], and then dividing by 250000, we get ^ [3856].
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9. The terms depending on the fifth powers of the excentricities may have

r3856'i
^'' •^^"•^'^^^ influence on the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn ; but the

calculation is very troublesome on account of its excessive length. The

importance of the subject has, however, induced that very skilful astronomer

Burckhardt, to undertake the computation. He has discussed, with scrupulous

|.gg.„,
attention, all the terms of this order depending on the angle Sn!t— 2nt,

neglecting merely those terms which depend on the jiroducts of the

excentricities by the fourth power of the mutual inclinations of the orbits
;

which produce only insensible quantities. The expression of R [3742]

[3857] corresponds to the action of m' upon m
; and the part of the expression

which has the most influence on this inequality, is the product of m' by
the following factor,*

„
1

•

-.r;-'. <cos.(v'— i')
—

cos.(t/+r)«

[3858] -,
= —

,
+ —

.

m
Vr^—2rr'.cos.{v'—v)-]-r^ lr~—2rr'.cos.{v'—v) + r'~y''

[3858'] This factor is the same for both planets ;j by developing it, and noticing

*
(•2432) If we proceed by a method similar to tliat used in [.3829ff, &c.], we may-

prove, as in [3829n, &c.], tliat the second and tliird terms of B [3742], namely,

[3858o] '{-
• V„ 4cos. [v'—v)

— cos. (y'+ v) | ,

do not have any influence in producing terms of the order now under consideration, depending

on the angle 5 n t
— 2 7>t, and by neglecting them, and also tlie first term of [3742],

which is noticed in [3861, 3868], we obtain the value of —
[3858].

t (2433) As 7 enters into R [3858] only in the even powers, and the quantities

[3859a] multiplied by 7^ are neglected [3857], the terms of R of the fifth order, must contain

factors of the following forms,

[385%] e'^ c'*e, t'^e', e'^c^ e' t\ c'
; 7=6'^, y^c'^e, fe't^, f e' ;

of which the six first terms compose all the combinations of c, e', of the fifth dimension,

and the remaining terms all the combinations of e, e', of the third dimension, multiplied

by 7- of the second dimension. Now we see, as in [957"'', 957'"], that if R contain a

series of terms of the form m'. A; . cos. (5?i'i
— ^nt-^A), the first term of the series

[38.5!)f]
will be of the order i'— i ^ 5 — 2= 3, or of the iliird order ;

the second term will be

of the order i'— i -|- 2, or of the fiflti order
;
and by noticing only terms of the fifth.

order, the angles will become, respectively, of the forms [3859]. For in the elliptical

[3859d] motion the angle nt-\-i is always connected with — -a, ni-{-^ with — 5/ [669,957"];
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only the products of the exccntricities and inclinations corresponding to the

angle bn't— 2nt, we shall have a function of this form,

R
m
-= ATCO). ^.Qg_ c5„'<_2,i^ + 5/— 2-=— 4^'+-..)

+ iV<') . cos. (5 n't— 2 n ^ + 5 ='— 2 s— 3 ^)

+ iV<=). cos. {5n't
— 2nt + b='— 2B— 2^'— ->)

+ 7V(=' . cos. (5 «' <— 2 n i + 5 /— 2 s— ^'— 2 ^)

+ N'^'\ cos. (5 n'^— 2 » ^ + 5 e'— 2 s— 3 ^)

+ N'-'\ COS. (5 ft'^— 2 ?i < + 5 ;'— 2 3 + w'— 4 s)

+ #<"'. COS. (5 n' i— 2 » < + 5 /— 2 s— 2 ^' + a— 2 n)

+ 7V(~'.cos. (5n'^
— 2??,i + 5-='— 2s — ^'— 2n)

+ N''^\ COS. (5 ?t'/— 2 ?t ^ + 5 i'— 2 ;— a— 2 n)

+ iV'°'.cos. (5n'i
— 2ni + 5s'— 2; + ^'— 2^— 2n).

and we find*

[3858"]

Forms
of I he
lorms in

R
oft ho fifth

dimen-
sion in

e, e', '/.

(0) [3859]

and in the terms depending on y^, tlie angle 2n't-{-2i' is connected with — 2 n
;

so that if the coefficients of zi, la', n, be represented by g, g", g", respectively, we

shall always have, by noticing the signs g -\- g' -\-g" =^
— 3; which is similar to [959] , [3859e]

changing the signs of the coefficients. Moreover, the sum of the coefficients g, g', g",

considering them all as positive, must not exceed 5 [957'*^], because the present calculation

is restricted to terms of the fifth order. Tiius, for example, a term depending on the

angle bn't — 2 w i -f 5 s'— 2 s— 5zs'-\-2-ui, must be rejected, because the sum of [3859/]

the coefficients of ra', zi, taking them positively, is ", corresponding to terms of the seventh

order. Now a slight examination will show, that the values of g, g, g", which satisfy the

equation g-\- g' -^g"=— 3 [3S59e], with the prescribed condition, are as in the [3859^]

following table
;

the corresponding numbers being placed in the same vertical lines.

These numbers agree with [3S59] ;

Values of
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[38C0] a'iVC)^—— .

768

oloo
,

— lo a .
^--

4 « a

— 38 cL^

(1)

4 f''^4

</a4

1556 a^i^_ 438^3.^

11)

Terms of
llie fifth

sion in «iV' ':

f, €', 7.

[3860']

e'3

768

(2)

—
(20267 e'-+ 24896 e-) . i"'— (7223 e'-+ 81446"^) . a /'

^ *

h

^~768 ^ +(1094e'-+ 3692 e"-).a=.l^+ (482 e'^+ 1436 e'^).a3

(2) (2)

+ (41.-+140e^).a^^i^+ (.'=+4e^).a^^

da.

(2)

384

590 a . (6, + 6J + 255 a^ i i^' + ^
, (J) (3). . (1) (3)

{/ a- d a^ £/a3 <Zc

[38606]

[3860c]

[38(>0(/]

[3860e]

correcting the signs as above
;
but without pretending to verify more than one or two terms

of eacli of the coefficients. The calculations of Buickliardt, on this subject, are given in

the Mimoircs ile TLutHut, T. IX, 1808, p. 59, supp., but generally with wrong signs.

From what has been said in the preceding notes [3809«
—

3856rt], concerning the terms

of the third order, we may form some idea of the great labor of computing and reducing the

terms of the (ifth order [3860
—

3860'-^]. The series [3829^?—?», 38346] must be very

much increased by the introduction of terms of the fourth and fifth orders ;
a table similar

to [3835«] must be formed, containing terms of the fifth order, depending on the proposed

angles and on the powers and products of
o.,, , ct', cl", as far as the fiftli order inclusively.

Then we obtain, as in [3836(/, 3837f, &c.], values of iV^»', JY'^\ k.c., depending on ^«
and its difl^erentials relatively to 0, a'

;
which may be reduced to the differentials relative to a

only, by extending the table [1003J to differentials of the fifth order ; finally, by the

substitution of the values A'-'\ B''\ and their differentials, in terms of ij^, bg, and their

"> &ic. This short

[3800/]

.differentials [996—1008], we get tlie required values of JV'"', JV

sketch of the method of computing the terms of the fifth and higher orders, must suffice ;

more minuteness would be inconsistent with the prescribed limits to the notes on this work ;

in which we have proposed to point out and illustrate the methods of computing the various

inequalities, by occasional examples, without attempting to verify tlic immense number of

numerical calculations with wiiich the work abounds.
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(3)

—
(
1 09392 e'^+53064e-).6''

—
(42368 e'==+23436.e"-).^.

—
a da.

,3:^- (

+(1064e'^^+2088e^).a'^/-^+(1572e'2+1710e^).a^'-^

+ (152 e'^+192e«) .a'.^ + (4e'2+6e^).a«.^

(2) (4)

c/as

(3) (5)

3

680a.
((,'+ j'n +234.'. (^+^^ ^ ^^ \ d(f. da.

/ (3) (5)\ / (3) (5).

^^^ •

V ^0.^
+

,/a^ ; +«- • V j^3
+

rf^3 ;

(5)—
(11840e=+152000e'^).r'— (6560e=+65168e'=).a.

i da.

«'^'"= ^. -(592e^+47206'=).a=.^ + (152e=+920.'=).a^!^

(5)
(5)

+ (26 e= + 128 e'=) . a^ l^f + (e^+4 .'^) . a^ !!!^

(*) (C)x

554a.a:V6':)+222a^(^ + a)

[3860")

12S 1
(3) (4) (2) (4)

(1)

-(42912e=+199848e'-).6"'— (21728e2+82032e'-).a.^
4 da

f Terms of

«'^''--768-\-(640e^+2970e-).a^l^+ (864e^+1854O.ct='.^
''™'"'

I
« "- « a"' I e, e', 7.

(4) (4)

+ (116e^+210O.a\^ + (4e^+6e'=).a^'^'''*

[3860'"

[3860'v]
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(o) («

41448 . f'+ 1 8392 a /ill + 1780 a^^
[3860n «'iV''':= ^.{768

j (6) (6) (fi)

_ 156 a^^— 29 a^ '-V^f
— a^ V^

( ,o, (2) (2) (2)

[3860V, «'A^<.^!!^. _85a.6';'+85c^.i^+ 21a3.^ + a^^^

12S (
2-

'

(/a
'

(/a-
'

dii?
Terms of

the eflh

dimen- /
(3)

Jionin I (3) Jh^
e, e', 7.

^

\ (56 e^+ 842 e"^) . a . 6^ + (4 e^ + 87 e'^) . a^. Ll^

[38covii] a'N ''''>= —.
128

] (3) (3)

-(16eH2e'^).a3.^-(2e^+0.a^_.

(4)

—
(1 74eH 1 96 e'=) . a . 6^'^ + (50 e"+ 1 80 e'=) . a". 'iAi

[3860™i] ^'^(8)_ ^./
^^n ./^i^ ./3J<1'

(+(14e-_e^).a3.-^
+ (2e'^+.^).a^^

[38601^] a'N''^= 128 . < 580 a . 6 3 + 86 a^ -^— 8 a=
^' — - ^

,V2-2 / (5) (5) (5) N

--^— 8 a^ ±— a"*. ^ > ,

(1 a </ a- (/ a^ y

When we consider the action of m' upon m, we must augment aW"' [3860],

, (!)

by increasing 6 with the term
r ?

or — a [3743], which increases

f^^''^
3125^0. c'^e

a' N'-"^ by .* When we consider the action ot ?« upon m',
168

*
(2435) In [996], we have, generally,

-
• ^1 = — '^'" ; Ijut in the particular case

[3861«] of ^=l, this becomes, as in [997], -.i'"— -^=— .;3'". The pan 4, being

introduced by the term -- .cos. (n't— 7it-\-s
—

s) [954], which does not occur in the

terms noticed in the value of R [3858], so that wherever the quantity ~-^i occurs,

[38616] we ought to add -; or in other words, h ought to be increased by the term
, ,

or — a. To notice this circumstance, we must apply a correction to the value
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(1) 1 500e'''c

we must add to b, the term ~
; which increases a' N^"'' hy ^-'„- [38(»]

This being premised, we shall multiply the preceding values of a' N'-"',

a' N'-^\ &c. by m', and shall reduce each of the cosines by which

they are multiplied in the function [3859], into sines and cosines of [3802']

5 n't— 2nt-\-5s'—2s
;

which gives to this function the following form,*
Value of

a'R = m'. a' P,.sm.(5n't
— 2nt-j-5i'—2i)

^-

[Action of m' on m]. [38(>3]

+ vi'. a' P;. cos. (5n't
— 2nt + 5 s'— 2

s).

We shall likewise multiply by m the values of a' N^''\ a'N'^\ &c.

relative to the action of m upon m'
;
and shall reduce the sines and cosines

of a' N'-''^ [.3SG0], which may be computed by supposing ^"^i'
=—

^^^ which
(1) U)

do ^ dd ^

gives -T-^
=— 1,

——- = 0, Sic. Substituting these in [3860], it becomes

/oo /Ob

as in [3861]. When we are computing the action of m on m', tlie formula [3861 «] becomes

a- * a-'
'

o' a

so that tiie correction of l^ is — or", and the coiTection of rt'JV'"' for this case, will

be found by putting h\^
=— cC- in the expression [3860]. Now this value of b

j gives

(1) (0 (1) (I)

S = 2-^; '!;^=._6a-'; '-^
= 24a-- ^= -120.-; [386U]

oci- rfa- da.-' do* '

substituting these in that expression of rt'iV"*, it becomes

~7ki-^~''^^''^^~^ ^ 13+ 6X1556— 24 X 4.38+ 120 X 38— 720}= ^^,
as in [3862].

*
(2436) The reduction here used is the same as that in [3842J, Sic], by which

the function [3S35J is reduced to the form of [3842rt'], and were it not for the terms

[3861,3862], the values of P„ P' [3863] woidd be identical witii P„, P,/ [3865],

respectively ; for the factor [38.58] is the same for both planets ;
and the reasoning made [SSCAa]

use of in [3846ff—^] will serve to prove, in [3863,3865], that P,, P/ mil be respectively

equal to P„, PJ, if we neglect the temis [3861,3862], and we shall show, in [.3866J], [-38646]

that these terms do not affect the result.

VOL. III. 19
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[3804] of the function [3859] to sines and cosines of biiJi— 2?i^ + 5s'— 2a;

which will give to it the following form,

Value of

R. JR' = m . a' P„ . sin. {bn't
— 2nt + b^'—1

j)

[38051 [Aciioiiofmonm].

+ m . «' P„'. cos. (5 «'i— 2 ji i + 5 /— 2 0-

We shall then substitute these values successively, in the expressions

of 5 V, Hv', of the preceding article [3844,3846], neglecting their second

[3865] differences, because of the smallness of these quantities ;
and in this

way we shall obtain the parts of the inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn,

corresponding to the angle bn't— 2nt, and depending on the powers and

products of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits of the fifth order.

We may here observe, that in consequence of the ratio which obtains

[3800] between the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn, we have 3125 o."= 500 ;*

[3807] for 0.2=— and bn' is very nearly equal to 2n; consequently
—
^
= — .

11" Ih" /do

Hence it follows, that the vahie of a' N <°' is the same, whether ive consider

the action of m' upon in, or that of m upon m'. Hence we may deduce

the preceding part of & v' from the corresponding part of 6 v, by multiplying5/ f> /

ni . n ~ a,
l;»08j tlie latter by —

^
-—

.
_

.f
2 m . n~ a

[380ea]

[380G&]

[3868a]

[38086]

*
(2437) We liave nearly \=n~(v^=i}!'^a'^ \;il09'']; hence ~= ^^^o? \;SS2%'\;

n' 2 /n'\- 4
but by r3818f/l, we iiave nearly 5n'— 2n^0, or -= -• therefore a^=( — 1=^--,

•^ n 5 \n / '25

as in [3867], and 3125a^=500, or 3125 a :=:—; ; substituting this in the increment

of «'JV"" [3861], corresponding to the action of mf upon m, it changes into the

expression [3862], representing the increment of a' JV'-"'' in the action of m upon ?ft',

as we have remarked in [3864J].

t (2438) If we multiply the factor , connected with the chief term

oi Sv [3S44], by the quantity
— '

^ .
-

[3868], the product becomes

I5m.n'~ a' llim.n'- 1

(5n'— 2}i)3 a {5n'— '2nf
'

tt
'

15m.n'2
in which the iiart '--— is the same as the corresponding factor of the terms of 5 v' [3846] :

*

(5?i'—2n)3
1 & L J.

the other part, -, being multiplied into the terms aP, aP', adP, adP', 8ic. [3844],a
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10. In the theory of Mercury disturbed by the Earth, we must notice the

inequcdity depending on the angle nt— 4n'i; because the mean motion [38G9]

of Mercury is very nearly four times that of the Earth [4077«]. Supposing inequality

m to be Mercury and wi' the Earth, we shall obtain the proposed inequality Eury!

by putting z == 4, in the expression of &v [3817]. Considering the [3870]

extreme minuteness of this inequality, we may neglect all the terms

dP (IP'

depending on ——
, -r— , and retain only those having the divisor (n— 4n')-. [3871]

Hence we shall get*

Av = '-—.\aF.s\n.(nt—^n't+i—4>s')-\-aP.cos.(nt—4>n't+ -=—4>=')\. [3S72]

We can easily determine P and P' in the following manner. We may

calculate, by formula [3711], the value of —^, corresponding to the

angle ^n' t — 2 7i i , by substituting in it i = 4. Hence we obtain a [3873]

T ^ T
value of —^ of the form,t

^= L . e=.cos.(4n'<
— 2«« + 4s'— 2a— 2s)

+ L<".ee'. cos.(4»'i
— 2ni+4£'— 2£— s— s')

+ L(^'.e'-.cos.(4w'i
— 2ni + 4£'— 2s— 2^')

+ L(3'.72_cos. (4»7— 2?zi + 46'— 2s— 2n).

We shall then observe, that this value of '-V- results from the variations

of the excentricity and perihelion, depending on nt— ^nt, in the elliptical

[3874]

produces the corresponcling expressions a! P, a F, a' d P, a' d P', &.C. [3846] ;
the

values P, P' of 5 v', liaving been proved in the two last notes to be respectively equal

to those of P, P', in 5 v.

[3868c]

*
(2139) Neglecting dP, dP', ddP, ddP', and H, in [3817], and putting i=4, [3872a]

we obtain the expression [3872].

t (2440) The two first of the angles [3374], connected with e^, e e', are explicitly

contained in [3711] ;
the others, as well as these two, are included in the form

cos.\i. {n't
—

nt-{-s'—s) -\-27it-^K\, [3673a]

which occurs in [3711], and is developed in [3745—3745'"].
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[3875] expression of \.
—

. This expression contains the term —
c.Qo^.{nt~\-i—zi),

r387Gcl

[38rGc]

[3H /<;/-]

r-

«-

whose variation is*

r 5r
[387C] -— = — ie . COS. (n t-\-i

— a)— eizs . snr. (nt-\-^=
—

-u^) :

a-
\ y \ '

de and ia being the variations of e and ra, depending on nt — A<n't.

*
(2441) If we square the value of / [3701], and substitute

C0S.2 {nt-\-s
—

rr.)=^i-\-i COS. 2 .(?!< + £— w),

r~^a~.{l-\-^e^— 2 e. COS. {nt-\- s—zs)— ^ C-. COS. 2.(71 t+ i— i^)-ir he.].

[387Ga]

In the troubled orbit the elements r, n, e, s, zi, n t, are increased by the \ariations

[387G5]
<5 r, 6 a, S e, 5zs, 5 v, respectively ;

and if we neglect the squares and products of these

variations, the increment of the preceding expression will be found by taking its differential

relatively to the characteristic 5
; hence we get

we shall get

2r,'ir=2a5a.\l +-2't2— &c.^

-j-«~. J3c(Se— 2 Se . cos. (« t-\-s
—

zi)
— 2e <) a . sin. {nt -\-;

—
zj)
—

he.}.

Dividing this by 2 «^, it becomes of the form

[387()(i] ^ = — Se . cos. {n t -[-
s—

zi)
— c S zs . sin. (« < + s—

ra) + X
;

representing, for brevity, by the symbol X, all the terms of the second member, excepting

the two parts explicitly retained by the author in [3876]. If we neglect X, and substitute

in tlie remaining terms the values of (5
e, c 5 zs [3877, .3878], we sliall get tlie expression

Tor
of -^ [3879], which tlic author supposes to be identical with [3874], and thence by

integration obtains 5v [3882]. In the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of London,

Vol. II, page 358, Sic, Mr. Plana has pointed out some defects in this method, and has

shown, that the terms depending on X materially alter the result. To prove tliis, he has

computed directly the terms of Hv depending on the divisor (a
— 4 »')-, using formulas

similar to those in [383.5
—

3841] ; which we shall give in [388b-
—

w'] ; after going over

[.387%] the calculation liy the method of the author. From the comparison made in [3883!<, «],

it appears, that this method of La Place cannot be considered, in an anah tical point

of view, as a very near approximation to the trutli
; tliough he seems rather unwilling

[387(3/i] to admit the fact, in a note he publislied on the subject in the Connaisance des Tons,

for 1829, page 249.
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We shall have, by [1288, 1297],*

m'.an i /d P\ . , . , , . , ^ . /ilP'\ ,. , , . , ^')
^^=

,71^47?- J (^j.sin.(4n7-n^+ 4s'_£)+
(^

—
j.cos.(4»'/-«<

+
4e'-s)^;

[3S77]

«^-=
S^-^-('^)-<^«^-(4"'^-'^^

+
4-^'-0+('-!^)-sin.(4n'^-«^

+
4j'-s)^;

[.3878]

hence tlie variation of —
e.cos.(?i/+ s— ^) becomesf

''-^=^^,\(~).sm.(2nt-4n't4-Os-is'-zs)-('^).cos.(2ni-i7i^^^^

This function is identical with the preceding expression of —^ [3874] ;

therefore if we change, in both of them, 2nt-\-2i into wi + s + ra + —
, [.3880]

« being the semi-circumference, we shall obtain f

T-r \\-T~ ).cos.(ni— 4?i'^+£—40+ (-— \.^m.(nt—^'dt^t—M)\n— 4/1 t\dej \de J
^

^)

= L . e-.sin. (4}i'i
— n^ + 4s'— £— 3a)

+ L"'. e e'. sin. (4 ?i'^— n i + 4 s'— e— ^'— 2 a) [3881]

+ L(=>.e'-.sin.(4M'i
— »/+43'— s— 2 a'— a)

+ L(=".y=.sin. (4?»7
— Jii + 4s'— =— a— 2n).

*
(244-2) The expression of R [12S7] is the same as in [3310] ; so tliat P, P' have

the same values in both formulas. Now putting t'= 4, i=l, |x=l [.3709], in the

expression of (5 a [1297], and then multiplying it by e, we get the value of eoa [3878].

The variation i5e [1288] becomes, by similar substitutions, of the same form as in [3877].

t (2443) Putting, for a moment, 4n't — 7it -{- 4^— s= T, , nt-\-s
— -n= fF

;

then multiplying [3877] by — cos. JF, also [3878] by
— sm. JV, and adding the

Tor
products, we get for the second member of [3876], or the value of —5- ,

the expression

[38796] ; reducing this by means of [22, 24] Int., it becomes as in [3S79c], which

is equivalent to [3879] ;

^=S-KS'(-''"'^'-°"-'''+'"-'''-'''"-''^-(^)-(°°'-^'-'^'»-'^+™-'''-="-'''),'
(i^^i

=s^.K")•''"("-'•''-(^)•-("'-^')^
'^'*'

ror
X (2444) We have two expressions of —

[3874, 3879], depending upon the

angle 2nt— 4 n' t, and it is evident, that if it were not for the terms produced by the

VOL. III. 20
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[38S1'] If we integrate this equation relatively to e* and then multiply it by -?-^
,

n—4n'
we shall obtain

3 „ ]
+ A L">. e- e'. sin. (4 ?i7— n i + 4 s'— i— ^'— o^)

[3882] A V =

[38806]

n— in'
J^ L<='. ee'=. sin. (4n'i

— ji^ + 4.='— E— 2^/— ^)

+ L^=".e7^sin. (4«'^
— n,i + 4s'— s— ^— 2 n)

function X [3S76e], they would be identical
; therefore they will still be equal to each other,

if we change the angle 2nt-{-2s into jii-\-s-f-zj->f-^*. Now if we make this change

in [3374], we shall find, that a term of the form cos.(4nV— 2n<-[~4e'— 2s-{-A), becomes

cos.{4n't
— nt-i-4s'

— s-\-A— ?:?— i'^)
=

sin.(4?t'<
— ?i< + 4e'— s-j-A— vs);

and the second member of the expression [3374] changes into the second member of [3S81].

In like manner, sin. {2nt— 4n' t-{-2s— 4 s — w) becomes

[3880c] sin. {nt
— 4 n t -{- s— 4 s'-f h'^)

= cos. (nt
— 4 ra' f -f = — 4 /) ;

and COS. (2 n ^— 4 n't-}- 2 s— 4 s'—
-sj)

becomes

[3880rf]
COS. {nt

— 4n' t-\-s
— 4 s' -[-J >;;)

= — sin. {nt
— 4?i'i+^— 4

s') ;

hence the second member of [3879] becomes as in the first member of [3381].

r3881 ^

*
('^445) Multiplying the equation [3331] by de, and then integrating it relatively

to e, in order to obtain the values of P, P', we get

m . a n
^ P. cos. {nt

— 47i't-\-e
— 4

s') + P'. sin. {ni
— 47i't 4- e— 4 s'

)
I

n— An'
'

(

= iL .e^ . sin. (4 n't — nt-\-4s'—s— 3 s)

[.38815] + i Z,"'. e^ e'. sin. {4n' t— n t + 4s'— i— z^— 2
zi)

+ L<-'. ee'~. sin. (4 n'< — ?i ^ + 4 s'— s— 2 ra'— w)

+ L(3) . e ^2. sin. (4 ?i'<— H < + 4 s'— e — «— 2 n).

3n
The first member of this expression being multiplied by _ ,,

becomes equal to the

value of i; [3372] ; therefore 5 v will be obtained Ijy multiplying the second member

[3881c] of f3881i] by
-

'

;
and in this way we obtain [3332]. In the integration relative

to e [3331«, i], we may add terms depending on e'^ and e y^, which are considered

as constant in the integrations ;
but the excentricity of the Earth's orbit e', being only

[3881f/] about yV of e [4080], the term depending on c'^ must be much smaller than the
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In this integration, we neglect the terms of P and P' depending on [3882']

others; and the same remark will apply to the term depending on e'y^. The author

has neglected these terms, because they are so much less than those which are included

in the expression [3882].

Having followed the author in this indirect method of computing the value of ^v [3882],

we shall now proceed to the direct investigation of the same inequality. For this purpose

we must have an expression of R, similar to [3835], depending on the angle 4 ii! t— nt.

This expression is evidently of the following form,

R. Mw>. , cos. (4 11 t— nt + 4 e'— s— 3
ra')

4- Ji""' . c'^c . COS. (4 n' i_ » < -f 4 £'— £— 2 ^'— 13)

+M '->
. t' e^ . cos. (4 ?i' i— 71 < + 4 s'— £ — ^— 2 s)

4- J»f «'. c3 . cos. (4 n't— nt + A s'— s— 3~)

+ JH< "
. c' f. COS. {4:7i'i

— nt-{-4s'—s— z/—2u)

+ JI/<51. e y~. COS. {An't
— nt-\-A s'— s— ^— 2 n) ;

but the factors Jl/™, M^^\ fee. are different from those in [3836, Sic] ;
we shall give

their values in [3881)-
—

w']. If we suppose, for a moment, the preceding expression

of 7? to be put under the form 1?= 2 Jlf.cos. (4 »'^— nt-\-K), we shall have

d i?= ?i2M. sin. (4?i'<
— nt-\-K) [91G']. Substituting this in the expression of the

mean longitude ^ [3715/], we shall get the corresponding term,

&v = ^ffandt.AR:=^—
3an2

(4 »'— 11

:M . sin. (4 n'i — nt-{- K) ;

therefore the value of 5v may be easily ilcrivcd from R [3831/"], by imdtipJying it

by — 71—, \i and chamrinsc the cosines into sines. The terms of R may be very•'

[in'—nf
^ '=' J J

easily obtained from the values of Jlf^"', jlf", Sic, computed in [3336(/
—

3840o], by

merely decreasing the vahie of i by unity ; so as to change the angle bn't— 2 ?^ <

into 4 n't— nt. In this way of computing ./I/"^\ we must use the decreased value

i=l [3836a], and then [3836rf] becomes as in [3881r]. In computing Jl/'^' from

[3837c], we have the decreased value i^2 [3S37o] ;
hence we get [3S31s].

From [3838e, A], we get the decreased value i==3, and JI/<-> [3881 <]. From [3839rt,6],

we get the decreased value ?'= 4, and M'-^'' [388l!(]. These expressions are reduced, in

the first place, by means of the formulas [1003]. and then by [996
—1001] ;

so that we finally

obtain the values [3881/, s', t', ?t']. Observing, that in computing ^V" [3881;-'], we must

[3881e]

[3881/]

[388 Ig]

[3881A]

[3881.-1

[.3881*]

[388iq

[3881m]

[388 1h]

[3881)!']

(1)

notice the increments of b and
, represented by —a and — 1, respectively, [33SJo]

as in [38616
—

c], by which means we shall obtain the fust term,
— -—;

46 a
256 a|,
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[3883] e'3 and e' 7® ;
Imt as the excentricity of the orbit of the Earth is quite small,

in the expression [3881r'], which is omitted by Mr. Plana by mistake. In like manner.

[3881o'] from [3S40A] and the decreased value 7=3 [-3840^], we obtain Jlf<'> [3881y] ; also from

[3881p] [3840«] and the decreased value i= i [3840m], we obtain M^^' [388 1w] ; which, by

similar substitutions [1008, Sic], are reduced to the forms [.3831(;', w']. In making these

[388I5] successive reductions, we have used the abridged expression [37.55a], ^
" = «'". (

^^ J.

[388b-] J,f .o,_ "^ . 564./2"'-48«'. f'-f^) + 12«'=. f'^) -«-. •rf3,/J(i)\^

,,^,
i 64.^'»+48. [^'»+ ^i<"] + 12. [2^'»+ 4^/»+yL<'>]

4*?

( ^ [6^<"+18^/»+9 A<»+^3"']

m'

48

[3881r'] =-/-,.^-256a+142Z.';'+114a.'^ + 21a=^.^ + a3.^t

vn= -
.{ 142^<»+114^i<'>+21.^o<"+^,">|

104^-+ 26«.f^)-40«'.(^-^)-10«'«.f^^
\ da / \da J \da da/

/rf2.'i<-'\
,

,„ /d3.m\
+ 4 a -. I

, , )+ «"-«.
, ,, ,^ \da'ij~ \da'-^daj

104 ^(2) _j_ 26^^(0) _j_ 40 . [^ffl-f- ^^(2)-j ^ 10 . [2 ^i©_|. ^ ra]

+ 4 . [2 ^s>+ 4 ^/a) + ^0*='] -}- [6 ^/2)^ 6 A.p-{- /l,'"^]

[38815] Jf(ii= _^'. ,

'*'
i . . ,„ /rf2./i(3)\ . ,„ /rf3./?f3)

~~
IG

=— ^ .
{
152.^ -'+ 108 ^/2) _|_ 20 ^3(21+ ^3(3)^

[3881/] = J!^,. ,52^,:+108a.^ +20a^^+ a3.5^10 a f ^ '

do. aa"' aa-'

[388H] M*2)__
7)l'

IC

10

m'

U6A->-2l a'. C^) +60 a. f^') - 10« «'. f^^\ da / \ da / \daday

126^(3)^21 . [^<5'+^™] + 60^;=>+ 10. [2^/3'+.,^3'3i]

= ~.\ 147 ^<»+ 101 .^/^>+ 19 A'=»+ ^3"'}

( O) (3)
(3)

[388in =_-!^,.]l47 6?+ 101a.iiL + 19a2.^+a3.^i
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in comparison with that of Mercury, and the inequality in question is very [3883']

48 ^30^...+ .3«.(li^')H-,B»..(^) + ,..(^)|

r (4) (4) (4) -J

= ^,. ]l366T + 93a.'-^ + 18a^.5^+a3.^(; [3881«']
48a' C ^ da. ' da? '

rfaJ N '

d(x.

[3881«]

[3881i)']

10 i
'

V rf" /> 16 i
'

L \da /J:

16 i
'

\ da /^ IG a' C f
'

J»f(5)= '^. a'a . 5 5 BO) _j_
« . (^^\ ?

^3881^j
lo (

'

\ da /)

= — .-.55j3+a. -5-^ f . [3881U/]
16 a' ( ^~ do. ^

(I)

(£3 6 ,

If we substitute in these the numerical values [4095
—

4102], also = 5,.340815,
doJ>

(3)

a.^= 1,96112, given by Mr. Plana, in Vol. 11, page 366, of the Memoirs of the

Astronomical Society of London, we shall obtain, by supposing o'= 1,

a' JUmz=— m'. 0,3411; a'M'~''>= ot'. 3,3192 ;
a' 3I^"~''=— m'. l,4S08;

a'M^^^= ?»'. 0,2181; «'J»/''"=— ;«'. 0,1921 ; rt'J/>^'= 7«'. 0,0690,

[3883a]

[38836]

The last four of these numbers agree nearly with those given by Mr. Plana; but he

finds «'iU<">=:— ?»'. 2,40567, fl'jl/("= ?tt'. 2,9430; so that he makes M^"'' seven [3883c]

times too great, and JH^'^ about a seventh part too small. The first of these mistakes

arises from the omission of the term — 256 a [388 1 o] ;
the second is an error in the

numerical calculations. We must observe, that the indices of M in La Place's

notation, namely, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, correspond, respectively, to 3, 2, I, 0, 5, 4, in [3883d]

the notation used by Mr. Plana. In computing the value of 5 v, Mr. Plana uses the

elements corresponding to the year 1800, namely,

c'= 0.0168532; e= 0,2056163; 7= tang. 7'' 0" 6'
;

w'= gg'' 30"' 5^ ;

[3883e]
a=74''21"'47'-; n= 45'*57"'3P

;
a'=l

;
fl= 0,.33709; and n', ?^ [4077] ;

32^ t^O^l] ^° 3»'he also reduces the mass m' from -^ [4061] to ;p^o which makes [3683/]

VOL. III. 21
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[3883"] small, we may neglect these terms without any sensible error [3881 (Z].

;;."=- 0,0713 [4230'] ;
then by tlie method [388i;], he finally obtains

[3883g-] 5v = 0%5596 . sin. {in't
—

nt-{-4: i — i— 16'' 59'" 20").

If we correct the errors mentioned in [3883c] ;
also another error, in his substitution of tlie

value of 2 n, which is taken too small by 40'', in [3881/] ;
it will become

[3e83h] dv = 0%6l . sin. (4 n' t— nt -\- 4 s'—s— 21'' 19'").

This differs but very little from the computation of La Place in [4283], namely,

6 V= {!-{- |x")
. 0',69 . sin. (4 ?i" t—nt -{-4s"

— e— 19'^2"' 13')
[3883i]

== 0',64 . sin. (4 ?i" t—7it-\-4 s"— s— 19'' 2'^ 1.3') [3883/].

Notwithstanding this near agreement in the numerical results, the method of La Place is

essentially defective, as may be seen by comparing the term depending on e' in the

expression [388b",/], namely,

[38834] Sv=.~nrv~ ' M^^\ e\ sin. (4 n' <— w ? + 4 s'— e— 3 w),

writh that given by La Place in [3882],

[^^^'^'J Sv=:—V-, -L.c^. sin. (4 n't — nt + 'is — s— 3 zs).
71— 4^^'

'' ' '

[3863^ To compute the value of L, we may observe, that L.c-.cos.{4n't
— 2nt-\-'i^—2£—2-a)

is the term of '—, depending on e^, in [3874]. Now the term of '-^ [3711],
[3883m]

^^

corresponding to z= 4, and having the divisor 4 )j'— n, is

-*"
.f , o (dM\

[3883.] 4-^^73^ •«'^^+«--(^77J , (A ', c .^A' o o ^
r^r~, , ,. ,

—
?r-, • " • COS. {4nt— 2nt-\-Ae— 2 s— 2 ro) ;

(4?i'
—

»i).(4n
—

3m)
'' ' '

and as we retain here only the terms depending on c^, we may put M^^M'''^'' e-

[3703,3745]; moreover, we have, in the present case, very nearly 4n'— 2(j= — n,

in'— 3n=— 2 ?i [3369] ; hence this term of ~ becomes
o2

[3683o] i
^

\ da JS „,2
^ ,-,-, ?ie2. cos. {4?i'i

— 2n<+ 4s'— 2s— 2 a).
2.(4n'— n)

^ ' '

Now we may obtain the expression of M'"' [338-3^], by putting i=4 [38S3m], in [3750].

The partial differential, relative to a, is as in [3S83q~\. Substituting these two values
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11. It follows, from [1337'—1342], that the two terms of R [383.5],

represented by

R = ilfw . e' f. COS. (.5 n't— 2nt + 5s'— 2 e— ^'— 2 n)
[3884]

+ M^'Ke f. COS. (5 n't— 2nt + 5e'— 2i— -.— 2ii),

in the first member of [.3883r], and making the same reductions as in [999, &;c.], we

get [3883s], by putting a'=l,

f (4) (41 (4) )

= .

j
1 ,6i

, +114a.
— + 20a=. +a='.

-—^ ^ . [3bb.3.1

Substituting this in [3883o], and putting the result equal to

L . e^ COS. (4 n' <— 2 » < -1- 4 s'— 2 £— 2 in) [3883/'],
we get

L=^l^ 1764 + 114a.i^ + 20a^.^+a3.i;^ ; [3883*^

consequently the part of 5y [.3883Z], computed by La Place, is

C (i> (4) <" )

Sv = . j 176 6, +114a^ -p^ + SOct^ -j-r-+ «• • -7-^ C > l3883u]

whereas the real value, obtained by the direct method [3881f, w'], is

(4) (4) (4) )

Sv^— :, .. , ^ . ) 136 6 1 + 93 a . -j-^ + 18 o.^ ^ . + ^'- • . ,'

'

C • [3bb3t>

10.(4)

If we substitute in these expressions the values given in [4095, &«.], we shall find, that

the coefficient of — -
"

/
—

-, in the first is 12, 54, and in the second 10, 50; so [3883tc]

that La Place's method makes this term too great by about one fflh part ; and the same [3863x]

discrepancy occurs in the coefficients of most of the terms of these two formulas.
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produce in the value of s, or in the motion of m in latitude, the inequality,*

Oan ( M<^*Ke'y.sm.{5n't
— 3nt-Jr5i—3s — zi'—n)^

[3885]
-5 5 = — ^-,

—
.-{

> . .

Moreover the same terms produce in the value of s', or in the motion of m'

in latitude, the inequality t

[3e8(J] is'=— •'

/ V ^ '

5 ?i'— 2 n
'

m'
'

^ -f JJ/ (5)
. g ^ . gin. (4 ?i';— 2?Ji + 4£'— 2s—«— n) S

'

There is a small inequality in the motion of the Earth, depending on the same angle

nt— An"t, given by the author in [4311]. He seems to have computed it fi-om

[38831/] the term for Mercury [4283], by means of the formula [120S], 5v" = — 5 v . ~^,,
using (5j)=r— 0',690412 [4283], and the other elements [40G1, 4079]. This method

will answer, as the inequality is extremely small.

*
(2446) Putting, in the term of it [1337"], tang. 9/= 7, it becomes

[3885a]
R= m Ic . y". cos. (i' n' t

— int -\- Jl— g t\') ;

[3885a'] comparing this with [3884], we get g^^ ^,'
= n, i'=.5, i= 2; also in the

first term, m' k :^M ''K c
,
A^5b'—2s— s/

;
and in the second term, 77ik= J\f^^.e,

^d = 5 s'— 2 s— CT. Substituting these in [1342], which is obtained from the integrals

[1341a, 1341], we obtain in s, from the first term, the quantity

[3885i]

[3885c]
__I-1-. ./!/»). c'y. sin. (.5 n'^-2n^-t, + 5s'-2.-^'-n);

and from the second tenn, the quantity

[3885d] -^J=^ • ^^'"- ' y • ^''"- i5n't-2nt-v + 5 s'- 2 s-^- n) ;

observing, that jj.^l [3709]. Putting, in these, for v, its mean value nt-^s [,3834],

and connecting the two preceding terms, they become as in [3885].

t (2447) The terms of E [3884], used in computing s [3885], are deduced from

the function [38-31], which is multiplied by the fector or mass m'. In computing the

[3886a]
value of s', corresponding to the planet ?«', and to the same angles, we must use the

factor m, instead of m' ; therefore the value of R to be used in computing s', is equal

to the function [3884], multiplied by
—

;
which amounts to the same thing as to change

[38866] Jlf*^^ M'-^\ into —,.M'-^\ and —,.M^^\ respectively.
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11 being, as in the preceding inequality of s, the longitude of the ascending ^^j_,^.

node of the orbit of m' upon that of in. These are the only sensible

inequalities in latitude, in the planetary system, depending on the product

of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

We have seen, in [3800], that the value of fts produces in the motion

of m, reduced to the fixed plane, the term —
tang, tp . & s . cos. {i\

—
6) ; [3887]

by substituting the preceding inequality of s [3885] in this term, we shall

obtain a term depending on btilt— Int, which must be added to the

If we now compare the value of s [3S85] with tlie value of R [38P4], we shall find,

that s may be derived from 7?, by multiplying it by
'—

;
then integrating rclati\ely [^mk]

to t, as in [38S56, Sic, 1.341«], and after integration, decreasing the angles by the quantity

V— n [3885f], or by its mean value nt-\-i— n. In like manner, we may derive «' [3886rfl

from R [3884], after multiplying it by the factor -, [38866]. This value of
^,.-R

is to be multiplied by
— ~

'—
,

to correspond with [.3886f], and it will become

( Jlf <^'
.c'y . COS. (.5 ?i'<— 2 n < + 5 e'— 2 s— ra'— 2 n) )

+ J1I'5)_ g y _ COS. {on't
— '2nt-\-5^—-2i — zi— 2 n) )

m

and then by integration, we get

2a' »' m
^

3/«).t>.sin.(.5n'<
— 2n? + 5£'— 2£ — ^'— 2n)

5n'-27i m'
^ _|_ 31 (5). ^ y . sjn. (5 n't — 2 n f + 5 e'— 2 £— ^ — 2 n)

[3886<:']

The angles 5 n' <— 2 ?i ^ + .5 ='— 2 s— «— 2 n, &ic., must now be decreased by

v'— n'=ji'< + s'— n', corresponding to the planet m', as in [3886(?] ;
the angle n'

being the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of m upon that of m'
;

in the same
[388(y]

manner as n [374G] is the ascencling node> of ??i' upon that of m
;

and it is e\-ident.

that n' = 1 80'^ + n
;

hence d'— n'= ?i' < -|-
s'— n— 1 SO''. Subtracting this from

the angles which occur in [38S6e'], it becomes

o-, C JH'^^c'y.sin. (4?t'<
— 2n<4-4£'— 2s— Ti'— n+lSO'')

~5n'_2,i
•

m'
"

^ _^jj(5). ^ y . sin. (4 «'< — 2 n < + 4 e'— 2 s— K — n + ISO")

which is easily reduced to the form [3386].

VOL. III. 22
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r3888l gi^^^t inequality of the motion of m
;

but this term is insensible for

Jupiter and Saturn.*

*
(2448) The functions (5 s, &s' [3885,3386], reduced to numbers in [4458,4513],

[3887a] j^j.g qC (i^g order 3' or 9'; these are multiplied by tang, cs in [3887], and as this tangent

is very small [4082], these terms may be neglected.
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CHAPTER II.

INEaUALITIES DEPEiNDING ON THE SQUARE OF THE DISTURBING FORCE.

12. The great inequalities wJdch we have just investigated, produce other

sensible ones, depending on the square of the disturbing force. We have

given the analytical expressions in [1213, 1214, 1306—1309] ;
and it

follows, from [1197, 1213], that if we put

the great inequality of Jupiter <?= H. sin.(5«'^
—2nt-\-5i— 2s-{-A), [38891

we shall have
fp,,;,";
ot Jupiter.

,^^_^. (^»V«;+5>V«) .3i„.2.(5>l'^-2nf + 5a'-2a + J), [3S90]
8 m v/a

for the corresponding inequality of Jupiter, depending on the square of the

disturbing force* This ineqxudity, like that from which it is derived, is to [aSQC]

be added to the mean motion of Jupiter.

In like manner, if we put

the great inequality of Saturn ^'=—Jf'.sin.(5w7
—

27it-\-5s'
— 2s-]- A'), [3891]

we shall have
?quaiiti°e;
of Saturn.

&v'=-—. ^^—-^, ^—^
. sui. 2.(bn't— 2nt + b''—2i-\- A), [389r]

*
(2449) The great inequality of Jupiter is found, by substituting, in ^ [1197],

(x=l [3709], also i= 2, i'=5; and if we put
"^

.4= 5s'_2s+ :5, 7^,= 5«V— 2?i^+ 5£'— 2c, H=—
^^f^^,,

[3890i]

we get ^==7/.sin. (T5 + J3), as in [3889]. Making the same substitutions in the [3890cl

terms of the second order [1213J, it becomes as in [3890].
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[3891"] for the corresponding inequality of Saturn* which must he added to the

mean motion of Saturn.

The variations of the excentricities and perihelion may introduce similar

inequalities in the mean motions of the two planets. To determine them,

[3891'"] we shall observe, that if we notice only the cubes and products of three

dimensions, of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, we shall havef

C P.cos.(5n'^
— 2w^ + 5s'— 2;))

[3892] 3 a. l'rndt.dR^ — 6a m'. ffn" dt-.{ }.
l
— P'. sin. (5 n't—'in t + 5 s'— 2 i) S

*
(2450) Substituting ^ [3890c] in [1208], we get

[3891a] the great inequality of Saturn
^'
=

py-,
. H- sin. (T5 -f- a) ;

putting this equal to the assumed value [3891], we obtain

—
, mVa _

, _ _,

[38916] H ^-—^,.H, and A = ./l.m \/a

Now by comparing the two formulas [1213, 1214], we find, that the part of tlie great

inequality of Saturn, depending on the square of tlie disturbing force, is equal to the

[3891e] corresponding part of the great inequality of Jupiter, multiplied by
—

", \ ; and by

using the expression of tliis inequality of Jupiter [3390], that of Saturn becomes

[389W] IH^. -r-r.- '^~,—^ •sin.2. (T; +^)= |i/'^-^^ —4 ^—
.sin.2.(T,+ .4);

the second of these formulas being deduced from the first, by the substitution of H [3891i].

This last expression agrees with that in [3S91'], except that .H is changed into .7, so as

to make both the expressions [3891, 3891'] depend on the same argument; observing,

that these quantities are very nearly equal to each other, since, in the year 17-50, we have

[3891e] ^=4''22"'2P [4434], and :4'= 4''21'"20' [4492].

f (2451) The part of R depending on the angle 5 n't— 2nt, and terms of the

[3892a] third degree in c, e', j, Sic, is given in [3842a']. Its differential, relatively to the

characteristic d [916'], is

[38924]

'

d i?=— 2 m. ndt.\P. cos. T.,
— F . sin. T,, \

.

Multiplying this by 3a.ndi, and prefixing the double sign of integration, we get [3892],

which represents the part of 5v [37154], depending on d i?, the divisor \/[[
—

e") being

[•WOQ 1 neglected, as in [3718']. The quantities P, P', which occur in this expression, are given

in [3842, 3843], in terms of the elements of the orbits of m, m'.
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which gives, in 3 a .ffn d t . (\ R, tlie quantity*

,

—
j

. C03. {rm't—l nt+5c'—0 £)_/
___

j
. sin. (5«7-2 nt-\-5 ="'—2=-)>

J^6z:^('-^\cos.(5n'i-2nt+5l'—2c)-(^—\sin.[5n't-2nt+5e'—2£)^

\+6e'.
] f~ycos.{5n't-2nti-5i'-'is)—('j^j.sm.(-m't—

2111+5^—2i

-6am'.ffn".lt^l _
"

}; [3893]

\+''>^''- ,[J-:)- cos.(5n'<—2n<-j-5£'—2;)— (
—

1 .sin. (.5ji'<—2)^<-|-.5t-'—2?) /

^ 6
J,

.

j ^'
^

. cos.(5)!'/—2n?+5c-'—2s)—^— j
. sin.(.5?i'<—2n<4-5£'—2j)

|

^ +'^n. |('^)
• COS.

{^n't-2nt+5s'-2s)-(^~^ .sin.(.5n'«-2n<+5j'-2=)|^

(Se, i5a, 6e', 6ra', i
}', (5n, being the parts of e, t^, e', -!, y, n, respectively,

depending upon the angle bir!t— '2.nt. We have, by means of [3842c],f
[3693']

[3894]\J^)~''-\de )' \dzij~ ''VTrj'

/(/P\
,
/dP'\ /dP'\

,
/dP\

(S=-(f)= O— (If)-

*
(2452) We have already noticed the effect of the secular variations of P, P', in tlie

terms of 3a.ffndt.dR [3812,3812/], depending on sin.Tg, cos.Tr,; using, for brevity,

T5 [3890i]. The object of the present investigation is to ascertain wliether (he jieriodical

variations of e, e', ro, zi', r, II, depending on the angle T^, which ai'e computed in [3S93a]

[1288, 1297, &ic.], produce, in the function 3 a .ffnd t . dR, any secular or periodical

inequahties. Now if we suppose the elements e, e', w, ra', y, n, to be increased by the

variations Se, f5e', (5a, Sis', Sy, on, respectively, the corresponding increments of P, P',

will be obtained, by means of [607
—

612], in the following forms,

these parts of the general values of P, P', being substituted in [3892], produce the

expression [3893].

I (2453) The equations [3394
—

3894"], are easily deduced from the general values

VOL. III. 23
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Moreover we have, as in [1297, 1288],*

[3&i'5] (^) .cos.{5n't-2ni+ 5i-2s)-(^ysm.{5n't-2nt-i-5s'-2B)== ''^,"!~^"^
-e"^;

[380.7] (^~ycos.{^Tn't-2nt-{-r^/-2s) -^f^Ys\n.{5n't.-2nt+5s'-2s)
=

we likewise liavef

[380G] (''J^) . COS. (5 7i'(- -2 H ^+ 5 .='- -2
s)
—(^) . sin.

(.5
n't- 2 n t+Tj s'- 2 s)

= '•^"'~^"'
. e'5 ^':

[381

of r, P' [;3842c], wliich give

[.3894a] (^\ = -Zb. M'. c"-'. t\ f\ cos. {V^-\-h « + 2 c n) ;

[.38i»4i] (^^ = sZ;.3i''.e"''.c''-i.72..cos_(^/-j'_Lj^_|_2cn).

These expressions satisfy tlie first of the equations [3891] ;
and in like manner, we may prove

the others to be accurate, by the substitution of the partial differentials of P, P' [3812c].

*
(2454) The value of i? [3842«'], is the same as that assumed in [1287],

[3S05rt] supposing fji.= l, i'= 5, i := 2, as in [3890a]. Making the same substitutions in

5 c, 5zi [1288, 1297], we get, liy using the abridged symbols [3846i, </], the following

expressions, which are easily reduced to the forms [389.5', 3895] ;

m'.an i/dP'\ ^ , /dP\ . „>
[3805i] Sc=-j^~. 3(— )

. COS. T, + (—)
.s.n.

T,( ;

[38050] 5^^ ,^-^5:i^!L_5^4^Veos.7;-f^Vsin.Tj

[3805(i]

5n'— 2)|.).e (\(/e /
' ' ^ \de /

' '

''S

f (2455) The values oe', c'ot^', depending on the angle T.^, noticing only terms of

the third order in e, c', y [3891'"] are easily deduced from those of oe, c oa [3895, 3895'],

by a process similar lo that employed in [3846«
—g\ ; using also the same abridged symbols

[38!»5f] 3^5, Te, Po, Po', &c. For if we substitute, in [1288], the values «"'=— 2, i=— 5,

we get the following term of (3e, which may be added to [3895i], to obtain a symmetrical

form of he, similar to [38466, &:c.],

[3805/] ^,__^!^ 5/^_^) .eos. T, + f^Vsin. tX .

5 I! — i H (_\ d c / \ lie J )

This last term may, however, be neglected in computing tlie value of <5 c
;

because it has

not the small divisor 5?;.'— 2». Now changing the elements m, a, n, c, &c. into

'^' ''''^'
vi, a', n', c', he, and the contrary, as in [3846«, d], we find, that the part of 5 c', arising
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To obtain the values of (5y and on, we shall observe, that the latitude of m, [3896"]

above the primitive orbit of m', is s = — 7. sin. (r
—

n),* which gives [3897]

6s = — (5 7, sin.
(<'
—

n) + 7 . 6 n . cos. (r
—

n). [3898]

Now we have, in [1342],t

dP

m . a 71 1 V '' / .

<5s=r-T—r--< >• [3899]

77

cos. (5n'i
— 2n/ + 5£'— 2£— I' + n)-

. sin. (5n't
— 2nt + 5i'~2e— v + ii)

[3895A]

[3895i]

from [38956], lias the divisor 5 ?j— 2n', wliich is large ; therefore this part is small, and

may be neglected. The other part, derived from [3895/], becomes

^ ,
m.a'n' ifdP'\ rj, , f<^P\ t, }

which is easily reduced to the form [3696']. In the same manner, we may derive 5zi'

[3390] from i5 ra [3895t].

*
(2456) It may not be amiss to remark, that the object of llie calculation In

J3S9G"—390-2], is to ascertain the parts of 5y, 7 '5 n [3900, 3901], arising from the [3897a]

perturbation of m In latitude, by the action of m'
; sujyjmsing the fixed plane to Ic the

.„_,_, ^

^primitive orlii of m' [3897]; these parts are denoted by 6,7, 7 5„ n, respectively,

in [.3899']. In like manner, the action of m upon m' affects the values of 5y, ySlJ, _

by terms which are represented by 5,y, yS^U, respectively, [3904]. The sum of these

two parts of ^ 7 gives the complete value of 5 7, as In the first equation [3905] ;
and the

sum of the two parts of 5 n gives the complete value of S n, as In the second of the

equations [.3905]. Having made these preliminary observations, we shall now remark, that
^

the expression [3897] is sunllar to [679], changing v, into v, tang.i? Into 7 [669", 3739] ;

and d into n+lSO'' [669", 3746] ; observing, that as n [3746 or 3902] Is the longitude
^^^'-^'^^

of tlie ascending node of m' upon the orbit of m, we shall have n + ISO'', for that of the .„.„..-

ascending node of m upon the orbit of m', taken for the fixed plane [3896"]. Hence

[679] becomes 5= 7. sin.
(i-
—n— 180'')—

— 7.sin.(«— n), as in [-3897]. Supposing [3897=-]

now 7, n to vary ;
the corresponding vai-iatlon of s will be as in [3898].

t (2457) Using the values [.3895«], idso g= 2, tang.9;= 7> ^/=n [.3902,1.3-37'];

also, for brevity

r5= 5n'/— 2rt< + 5;'— 2^, Te= 5n't — 2nt+A— 2n; [3899a]

the expressions of R [1.337"], and s or 5 s [1342], become

R= m k . y\ cos. T,, Ss= ~^'"'^:°" . 7 . sin. {T,-v + n). [mm]
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Comparing this expression with the preceding [3898], we shall obtain,

[3899'] for ike parts of i /, y 6 n, depending upon the action of in! upon m, which

<5„. we sliall represent by (5^, y, 7 •5,, n,

[3900]
6,r.==-^^^^^(^i^ysln.{5nt-2nt+5s'-2s)

+
(^-^^

[3901] yS, n= ^!!;I^.5f'4^ycos.(5n'^-2n/+56'-20-f'-^Vsin.(5H7-2«<+5/^^^' on— 2n i\dy / V"}'/ V

7' n- in ivhich y is the mutual inclination of the two orbits to each other, and n the
r3*)021

longitude of the ascending node of in! upon the orbit of m [3746]. These

^ . quantities also vary by the action of m upon m'
;

so that if we put these

[3904] last variations equal to
(5^ 7, &^

n
;

the whole variations being by, -5 n
;

we shall have*

[3905] 6 y ^ 6, "^ + i^^ y ;
5 n =

,s^

n + r5^,

n
;

m . a' )i m\/a m.a'n' 7n\/a

' m. a n m\/a m! . a n " m \/n
"

If we compare this value of us with tliat of B., we sliall find, that is= ir' •{ I

[3899c]
5»i'— 3rt \dy j'

provided we increase the angle 5?i'<— '•2nt by the quantity 90"^— I'-f-n, by which

[3899(i] means cos. T^ will change into cos.
( Tg + 90''— y -f- n) = — sin.

( Tg— v + n) ;

and if we use jf? [3842«'], the expression of hs [3899f], becomes as in [.3899/; o-, or 3899].

[3899«] Now if we put, for brevity, v— n^r^, and develop the terms of [3899^;'-]. by means

of [22,24] Int., it becomes, as in [3899/t],

[389iy]
5.=

^^^^.;«^5Q.sin.(T,+90^-r+ ^)+
(^).cos.(2^,

+ 90''-^.+
^)^

^^ =^5^ •

\ [(g.sin.7.+Q.cos.7;].sin.,+ [(^).cos.7;-(^).sin.7,].cos.^.

Comparing this with d5=— (5y . sin. I'^-j-ySn . cos.
ji, [3898], and putting the coefficients

of sin.t)^, cos.!',, separately equal to each other in both expressions, we get [3900,3901].

If we compare the value of 7 5„ n [3901] witli that of ii [3812rt'], we easily perceive

[3899A-] that it may be put under the fjrm yh^^Yl=^
— an.Jdt.i

—
J;

and having found 7<5„n

'3899/] by this formula, we get from it the value of
'5^,7, by changing the angle T,, into Tj-j-^G'',

as IS evident by comparing the two expressions [3901 , 3900].

*
(2458) From the expression of y '\,^ [3S99/i:], we may obtain the value of y^,Vi,

[.390(;«] corresponding to the action of m upon m' ; by observing tliat the values of P, P', wliich
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This bein2- Diciiiiscd, if wo substitute these different quantities in the ..liaiuyoro 1 '
tlif- mean

function [3893], we shall fnid tliat it vanishes.* Therefore the variations
,7,;tg'

of the excentricities, of the perihelia, of the nodes and of the inclinations of [3'.m']

the orbits, corresponding to the two great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, io,wshc,«

do not introduce into the mean motion of Jupiter, or into the greater axis of its
}^^^^J^
vaiitslics.

occur in R [3842r7'], are the same in both cases, as is remarked in [:38:3-2
or 38 Ki/, 8ic.J ;

so that it is only necessary to clianii;e R [3831] into —, R, and an into a n'
^

to

obtain from [3899/,-], tlic expression y 5^n = —'^,.
a' n'.fd I

.(f-^j.
Dividing this [:W0G6]

by y5,^n [3899)t], we get the (irst form, of f5,n [3906]; and by applying tiie principle [390Cc]

of derivation [3899/] to this value of 7'5,n, we obtain that of '5 7 [390G]. The second

forms [3906] are derived from the first, by putting «?i=a-', «'«'=«' -4
[3709'].

Substituting the values [3906] in [3905], we get

m'.an-\-m.a'n' . m'.an-\-m.a'n' . mnn/. t5y= 1
.(5„7; 7(5n=:— ,'

• 7 "^z,
n

; [3906e]

in which we must substitute for
(5,, 7, 7 ^„ n, their values [3900, 3901]. Tlicrcforc,

to obtain the complete values of (5 7, y^U, we must change the factor m'.an into [3906/"]

m'. a n +m . a n', in the formulas [3900, 3901].

*
(2'159) If we substitute the values [3894—3901] in [3893], we shall find, that the

terms of this expression mutually destroy each other. In proving this, we shall neglect

the factor — Q> am'.ffn^ dt~, which affects all the terms; and shall use the symbol

T5 [38906], also, for brevity,

^ m.an m.an m.an-\-m.an

Then the expressions [3S95, 389.5'] may be put under the following forms [3907/.'] ;
the

similar values [3396, 3896'] become as in [3907c] ;
and if we change, in [3900, 3901],

the factor m'.an into m! . an
-{- m . n' n'

,
in order to obtain the complete values of

5 7, y&n [3906/], they will become as in [3907f/] ;

(iPj.cos.T,+ {^yn.T,=-M,.r.. ; (^). cos.T,-('lf)
.sin.T.= J./..c^.; [39075]

(^)—^+(^)-^=-'^^-^^'
(^).cos.Iw(^).sin.7^=3^.c'..';

[3907,

(1^)
.cos.7,+

(^-^).sin.T,
= -J/3..-7; (^) .cos.r,-(^').sin.7^=JIf3.7

5n. [3907.]

VOL. III. 24
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[3907

orbit, considered as a variable ellipsis, any sensible
iiiefpialitij, dependini( on

the scpiare of the disturbing force ; and it is evident, that the same result holds

good in the mean motion of Saturn and in the greater axis of its orbit.

[3'M7h]

[3'M7i]

[3007A;]

[39077]

[3907m]

[3907n]

[3907o]

[3907p]

[3907g]

Substituting these values in the first members of the following equations [3907£:
—

g], then

reducing, by the neglect of the terms which mutually destroy each other and putting

sin.
2
Tr,+ cos.2 T-,= ]

,
we get

[3907f ] —M^. (5 f . cos.Tr—M^ . f ') ra . sin . 7)=i^); Jlli-Sc. sin. T^—J\Jy e <) w . cos. Tj=
(IP'\

©^
[3907/ j —M.^. 5 e'. cos. Tr—.J\h. e'o -/. sin. T,= ('^ ) ; i)/,.

o e'. sin. Tr—M,. e'o^'. cos. Tr==—''^
de'

dP'

de'J'

•!P\
f3907g-] —My&j.cos.Tr^—M-j.jSn.sm.ll^f'-—) ; J\lj. oy .s\n.T._—M,.yon.co'i.T-_,=

—
Cf-) ;

Now the first line of [.'389.3] Iiecomes, by the substitution of M^ . c 5 -us [3907/'] equal

to <5 f .
(J/i . f i5 «)

^ .Ml . c 5 c . i) -, . The second line of [3893] becomes, by the

ibstitution of [3894], equal to e&- K'^)-»'^=+(-^-^' and by
\de J"^

'

^3

using
— M^.tie [3907i], it is reduced to c (5 a .

(
—

^']/j.yc)
=—Mi-ci e.Szi

; adding

this to the first line [3907/;], the sum becomes zero. In like manner, the third line of [3893],

by the substitution of M.^ . c' o tn' [3907c], is equal to (5 c'. (M., . c'&zs')
= M, . e'f) e'. d tz'

;

and the fourth line, by the successive substitutions of [3894'] and — J/o . 5 c' [3907f],

is e' S -a' .
(
— M., . c) =— M,, . c 5 c . o -a'

;
the sum of these two lines is tlierefore

equal to zero. Substituting M^.y&Tl [3907 1/]
in the fifth line of [3893], it becomes

(Jy . (^/3 . 7 ^ n) = Jl/g .7^7 . (5n ;
and by successively using the equations [3894"],

also the value of — ^^3 '5 7 [3907(Z], we shall find, that the sixth line of [3893] is

7'5n.(— M.^.Oy)=— M^^.y &y .511; therefore the sum of the fifth and sixth lines

is equal to zero. Hence we see that all the terms of [3893], included between the braces,

mutually destroy each other, as is observed in [3906'] ; consequently the values of

Of, 73, oe', &-ss', 6y, on [.389.5—3901], do not produce in 3a.ffndt.dR

[389-2 or 37I.5J] any term of the order of the square of the disturbing forces. The

function 3 a .ffn d t .d R, represents the mean motion of the planet m [1183]; therefore

the variation of the mean motion, arising from these \'alues of &e, c5 ra, of', Sec. is nothing.

Again, from [3709'], we have 2rt = 2n~'', and as the mean motion n t or n, is

not aflected by these values of S c, ii, &ic., it follows, that the transverse axis of the

ellipsis 2 a is not affected by the variations (5 c, S zs, Sic. now under consideration, as is

observed in [3900"]. The same result holds good when we notice the variations of the

motions of the body m, disturbed by m, as in [3907].
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13. We shall now consider the variations of the cxcentricities and of the

perihelia.
Wo have given, in [1287

—
1309], the expressions of tlie

merements of -—
,

—
, 7-, -j-

*
dependnig on the two great [3908]

at d t at at

inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, and we have observed, in [1309", &c.],

that tlie variations of e, ra, e', ra', relative to the angle 5 n' t— 2n^,t

*
(2460) The expression de [1284], is integrated in [12S6], and put under another

form in [1288]. Now as tiiis last expression is used in this article, we sliall take its

diflerential relatively to t, and then change tiie angles n't, nt into
^', §, respectively, [3908a]

as in [1191'"]; for the purpose of noticing tlie inequalities of the mean motion. If we

put |J.= 1, i'= .5, r:=2, as in [3895rt], we shall get from [1288] the following value
ronQgi,-.

of dc; and in like manner, from [1297], we get tZra [3908f/] ;

rfe=—
m'.««(/<.^ (^'^).cos.(5^'—

2^+5£'-2j)- (^^).
sin.

(.5 ^'-2 ^+5 e'—
2;)^;

[3908c]

d ^= -m'. a n dt
.'i^-. ('i^)

. sin. (5§'-2^+5 ^-2 s)+ 1 .

('^')*.
cos.(5 ^'-2 ^+5 s'_2

s)^
. [3908<i]

f (2461) If wc put the values of ^, ^, under the forms ^= ?j?-[-iY, ^= n't'\-N', [3909a]

we sljall find, by comparison with [1304, 1.305], and using the symbols [3S90a, i],

^- (S^3 •
^
^- ^°^- ^=

- ^' ^'"- ^^ ^ •' [39096]

jv--,-|^,.'^,.ir.cos.r,-P'.sin.r,i. [39095']

Substituting the values [3909«] in the first member of the following expression, we get

5^'— 2^+ 5£'— 2£= 5?i'<— 2m<+ 5£'— 2£ + (5jY'— 2A")=T5+ (5iV'—2i\), [3909c]

and by neglecting the square and higher powers of 5 A"— 2.iV, using also [GO, 61] Int.,

we obtain

sin.
(.5 ^'—2^ + 5 e'— 2

s)
= sin. T, + (5iY'— 2 N) . cos.T, ;

[3909d]
COS. (5 ^'

— 2 ^ + 5 5'— 2 s)
= cos. 7^

—
(5 A''— 2 .Y) . sin. Tj.

Substituting these in tiic value of d e [390Sc], or, as it may be called, d&c, we get

dic= m'.andtA—
r—j

. cos. T^ + (7^)
• sin.

T^^ [3909e]

+ m'.andt.{5N'—2N)A (''^-\
. cos. T, + {~\ . sin. T,l .
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may introduce in these expressions some variations similar to those produced

The part of this expression, depending on the factor 5 JY'— 2 JY, is of the order ?«'^
;

and as tlie otlier terms are of tlie order m', we must notice, in tliem, the variations

of (~—
j

. f
——

j
, arising from the variations of a c, o

ra, &!.c. Tire additional

terms of the values of f
——

j
,

(
~—

j
,

from tliis source, may be found by changing

P, P' into (-—
j, (-7—)) respectively, in [3S93f, f/] ; and as the former quantity

is multiplied by
— m. a n d t . cos. T5 ,

in [o909c], and the latter by m'. a ndt . sin. T^ ,

the complete expression of d 5 e will be

d6e= m'. andt.j
—

( "/~ )
• ^'^^- ^s+ ( ~,

—
j

• ^'"- ^a c

+ m'. (I ndt.
(.5

JY'-^ 2 .JV)
.

^ f^\ . cos. T5 + (^\ . sin. tX

[3909;.]
— m. a ndt. cos. T, ,

ddP\ . ,
/ddP

+r-^)-"+(i^)-^'-+(d t~ j \dedT^J \de.de'

^
\ded:^')

'

\dedy)
' '

\dedn
on

-f-
ru' . an d t . sin. T5 .

'ddP'

ded-.'J ^\dcdyj
'^

\dcdTlJ )

dc I V dt

Now if we take the partial diflerenlials of [3894
—

3894"], relatively to e, we get

[dTd^J
—

\dc)^^'\de'i)' [ded

^ '

\dedz:'J \d€de'J' \ded-a'J \dedej

/ddP\_ / ddP' \
_

/ ddP' \

\d7dl\)'~'^'' \dedj)
' \dvdn I

'ddP'\ /ddP
ded J

Substituting these in [3909/i], and retaining only the terms of the order ??('-
;

or in other

words, neglecting those terms of the first line of [3909A], which are independent
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by the two great inequalities. If we applj this method to the elements of

of the foctor 5 jV— 2 jY anil tlic second differentials ddP, ddP', we get

d5e= m'.andt.{b.Y'—2N).
J (^1^')

. cos. T,+ (^^)
..sin. T,

|

'ddP\ . . fdP'\ . . fddP\ . (ddP\,,

—m!. a ndt. cos. Tr,.<

'ddP'

-\-m'.(tndt.sm.T^

') ,

/ddP'\ ,,,.(ddP\ I f ddP' \

\p'\
, fdp\ ,

/ddp\ . ,/ddP'\,,^

^)-'''-[-j7-)-'^-[-if^)-''^+{jid7r{

fddp\ ,, ,
, fddp'\ . /ddp\

[3000i]

We must substitute in this tlie values [-3895—3896', 3906/], and then by integration, we

shall obtain (5 e [3910], as will appear by the following calculations, using the abridged symbols

to denote the factors of the tln-ee different groups of terms which occur in [3910]. If we

compare these expressions with those in [3907«], we shall obtain the following values of

111', an, which will be used hereafter
;
these equations are easily proved to be identical, by the

substitution of [3907«, 3909/] and reducing. m'.an= MiJV,=M:,JSr^=J)Is.{JV.,+ JV:,). [3909ml

First. We have, by means of [3909J, h'],

m'.andi.{5JV'—2JV)= ——T—r-:.- — 7,,
'

.\P.cos.T5—P'.sm.Tr,\.dt^ '
[an— 2)i)- m\/a

' •"

=— 2 JY^ .
\
P. cos. Ta— P'. sm. T^,] . d t .

Multiplying this by ('-j- )
• cos. Tj + i~J~') -sin-Ts, we obtain -the value of the first line

of [3909/;-], as in the first mcmlier of the following expression, which, by means of

[1, 6, 31
J Int., is reduced to the form [3909o] ;

-2iV, . dt.\P.cos.T,-P.
sin.7>„?.J (^'-^)

.cos.r5+ (^) .sin.TsI

Its integral gives the terms of Se [3910], depending on the factor (5m\/a+ 2m'v/«')-

VOL. III. 25

[3909ol
dP'\ „ /dP^-
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[3!'oy] the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn, and put 6e, (5 :3, for the variations arising

Second. The lenn of [3909A-], connected with the factor
( ~7^:r )

-'^ fj is ^s, in the

first member of [3909/j] ; which, by the successive substitutions of [3909w(, .3907e],

becomes as in [3909y], whose integral gives tlie corresponding term in the fourth line

of Se [3910] ;

L3t'09^^] ni.crn .\—Sc.cos.T^—c Svs.sm.Tsl= Mi JV.,.\
— 5e. cos. Tg— t o ct . sm.T^}

[.3!>09g] = a;. 5—3L. S c . cos. T5—J\l, . e 5 ^ . sin. T5 \=xj—' \de

Third. The term of [3909/.-], connected with
C'Y^)-'^^'

i^ as in [3909;-], and

by reduction, using [3909w, 3907f], it becomes as in [3909^] ;
whose integral gives the

corresponding term of the fourth line of [3910] ;

[3i.i09)-]
m. an.

{'">€, s'm.T^
— e zs . cos. Tr-,\^M^ JV*o .

J
c . sin. Ts— c -5 * . cos. T5 ]

[r^f)095] =Jy-2-{ ^h • '5 e sin. %—M^ .ch-,. cos,7\\^— .;\ o .

('—- ]
.

Fourth. We may proceed in the saine manner with tlie terms of [3909A"], connected

with the factors
(

,
]

-d t, [-
——V/fj which will be found to be represented,

[3909.] ,^^^,

13909<1 respectively, by the first members of [3909/), r], accenting the symbols c, oc, Szs.

If we also put m' . a n z= M, A''^ [3909m], and reduce the formulas as in [3909y, s] by

[3909ii] using the expressions [3907/], diey will become, respectively, •^^s-fyr)) ~'^'t(^)-

Multiplying these by the flictors [3909/], and integrating relatively to t, they become as in

the last line of the expression [3910].

Fifih. In like manner, the terms of [3909t], connected w^ith the fictors ( f^j j
-f^';

( j.dt,
will be represented by the first members of [3909;;, r], changing e, 6e, Szi,

into 7, oy, (5n, respectively. Then substituting m' . fni = Al, . [JK'o -\- JY-^) [3909m],

and reducing the formulas, as in [3909(/, 4], using [3907i;-], they become respectively,

[3909k,] (JV,+ a;) .

(^^^
,
— {K,+ A^) .

(^-pi
. Multiplying these by the factors [3909^;],

and integrating relatively to t, we get the corresponding terms of (5e [3910J ;
the terms

depending on No being in the fourth line, and those on JV3 in the last line of [3910].

Sixth. The two remaining terms of [39097;:] are as in the first member of [3909r] ;

which is reduced to the form in the second member, by the substitution of m'. a n= M^ JV,

[3909m], and M^.^-a [39076]. Reducing the products by means of [31, 32] Int.,
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from the square of the disturbingforce, we shall find

^^^_^^nXcfin^ (5,V«.+2,.Va- )
1 _^l_Ue2 AliZi.si„.2.(5n'«-2ni+5a'-2a, ,

'5n'-2;i)a- mVa' \ 2.{5n'-2n) / ij^.r^l"

de J

. ceDtricity
'dP'\ /dP\} \ of Jupiter.

\'"m-"-i^'
2.{5n'—2n)

.C0S.2 .(3 n'<—2)1^-1-5='—2=)

m"^.a^rfi

5
A/ FN fddP\/dP\

/ddP' \ /dP'\ /^^\_fdP\ /ddP'
\-^

'

'l\de)\de^J \de)\de^ P\dy J\dedyj \d'/j\ded y J^'^

WdPY('-^ri

[3910J

4.(5n'— 27i).e

2.(.5n'— 2ji).e

mm'.aa'.nn'.t (,/dP'

^ ^ ^ ^
sin.2.(5)!'<—2n<+ 5£'— 2;)

5ji'—2n

dF\
f
fl(lP \ /dP\ / (/rfP' N /<^P'\ r ddP \ /dP\ /ddP' V^^^

de')'\dcdc'J \de')\dcde')'^\dy )\dedy) \dy)'\d7dy)s''

it becomes as in [3909//] ; then integrating relatively to t, it produces the terms depending

on COS. 2 T, sin. 2 2\ in the fifth or sixth lines of [3910] ;

'"'• «"'^'-{-© ^'"- ^'~ C^)
• '''''

^'\
' ^

[3909r]

^'"•(^) ('") -i'-^-'i'-^^s

M, wdPY fdP'Y

*
(2462) If we compare the expressions of d e, dzi [3908c, rf], we shall find, that

<l^ may be derived from dc, by subtracting gO"* from the angle 5^'— 2 ^+ 5 s'— 2e, [3010a]

and connecting the factor - with each of the quantities (^), (—) ; by this means [39106]

the angle T^ is also changed into 75—90'', in all the terms of [3909e, h, Ic'],
in which
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dc J
'

\dc
.t

peri^jee of (5h'
—

2nf.€ m'\/a' \ -2 . (5 /i'— 2 n
Jupiter.

'

\-'m^^<-L)',

[3911]

+ i ^ ^ i^ .cos.2.(5n'i—2ni+os'-23)
2.(5,i'— 2n)

dP\
{<ldP\ fdP'\

/ddP'\ /dP\ /ddP\ /dP'\ /ddP'

mj^o^!! / +iMiZ \illA.sm.2.{5>it-2ut + 5s'-2;}
~{5n'—2n).e ']

2 . (5 h'— 2 n) . e

dP\
fdP'\

4-
\ de J \de J

_cos.2.{5n't — 2nti-5s'—2s)
(5n'— 2)i). e

m m

"(57i'

!.aa'nn'.t
S(<'P\

/ddP\
,_fdP'\

/ ddP' \ /dP\ / ddP \ /dP'\ / ddP' \}
i'— 271). e-l\d7)\d<'.dcO'^\de' )\dede'P\dy )\dedyj'^\dy )\dcdy)y

[3910i-] Ts explicithj occurs ; observing that no change must be made in the factor 5 JV'— 2 iY.

Hence it appears, tliat if we change in [3909AJ the angle T5 into T^,— 90', without

altering 5 JV"— 2 JV', and then multiply the resulting expression by
-

,
we shall obtain

[3910rf] all the terms of d 5 it, except those arising from the variation of the factor -
, connected

with the quantities ("^); (
~i
—

) [39106]. These last quantities depend upon the

two following terms of d ii «, namely,

I39]0e] m'. a « rf < .M -
(j^')

. sin. T.—C^) . cos. T, ^.
,

corresponding to the two first terms of [3909c] ;
and as the variation of -

is

13910/] -';l=:^-lC^)---^^+©---^^l t^^o^^] =

also 7)1. a n= Mi JV., [3909>«], this part of (/ '5 33 will be represented by

~.dt. ]—(--) .sm.r.— (---). cos. T,- } .
]

-— .sm. T3+ -— .cos. T5 [

^.^Ciiog]

' ^ ^'''/ ^''"^ "^ i\dej ''KdeJ M
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The parts of these expressions, proportional to tlic time t, give the secular

variations of the e.xcentricity and of tlio perihelion, depending on the

square of the disturbing forces. To obtain the periodical terms of v depending [3913]

on this square, we shall consider the term 2e.sin. (m^+e— ^) [3748], [3912']

in the eUi])tical expression of the true longitude. If we put be, (5 a, for

the variations of e, ^, depending upon the angle bn!t— 'ZntArbi— 2-=,

[3912"]

This is to be connected with the terms mentioned in [39IOf7], to obtain tlie complete value

of d5is; and then by integration, we shall get 5 w [3911], as will appear by tlie following

investigation, taking the terms in the same order as in the preceding note [3909/i
—

tj].

[391 OA]

[3910i]

[3910ft]

In the first place, the terms depending on 5 N'— 2 JV, are multiplied by the factor

/'IZiy cos.75-f (— y.sin.T5,
in tlie expression of d5e [3n09/t], which becomes

lY^Vsi„.T5— -.f— Vcos.Ts, in tUzs \;i<d\Qd].
Now it is evident, by inspection,

e \de / c \ de J

/dP\ . 1 /'dP'\
that this last expression may be derived Irom the first, by changmg [t^ J

'"^o " •

i 77 J '

and
(-7- J

into •(7")' ^^''tliout varying the angle Tj, or the factor 5 J\'''— 2 .Y;

therefore we may use the same process of derivation in obtaining the part of dozi, depending on

bJV'—2JV, from the similar part of dUc [39097v'] ;
or in other words, the part of 5 -a [3911],

connected with the factor 5 m^/a + 2 ni \/a', from the similar part of 5 e [3910].

We shall now apply the principle of derivation mentioned in [3910(/], to the terais

[3909p—w], and we shall find, that the factor of -.T-^Vf/^,
in iU:^, deduced

^j^^

from [3909^], is JV..\—M, A e .sm.T-^-{-M^.e6zi .cos.%\=JS\.(~^ [.3907c],

producing the term
'^

.

('^\
.

i^-^)
-dt. in d5^, whose integral is as in the first [3910ml

term of the fourth line of <5jj [3911]. The term [3909i], by similar reductions,

gives y .

(^-^\
. C^) t

;
tlie terms [3909^ give [3910n]

JV3 /d_P_\ fddP\ ^
_ J^ /dP^\ ('MIL] t

. [39100]

c '\dc' J 'Kdede'J
'

'
e

'

\de' J
'

\dede' J
'

'

the terms [3909 «] give

as in the fourth and seventh lines of (5 -a [3911].
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and upon the first power of the disturbing force,* also ^ e, 6' w, for the

[3913] preceding variations of e, to, depending upon the double of this angle ;t

[3913'] moreover, if we denote by 6 s the sum of the two inequalities of m, the

Lastly, the terms of iH-!g, deduced from those of die, in the first member of [3909x],

by the principle of derivation [3910f/], are

[3910^]

[39IO5]

[3913o]

[31)136]

which, by the substitution of ?«'. « ?f= Jl/j JV"o [3909w], and oa [3907/*], becomes

f.,„.<Ci^).»,.r,-(-).si„.T.|.|('^).c„..n-C^).™.nj

Adding these terms to those in [3910^], and putting cos.^ T^— sin.- 2 5
= cos. 2 Tj ,

2 sin. Tr, cos. Tr = sin. 2 T-
,

we sret

\.
[3910.] -.^^.

\ (^) .cos.2r,-(-)
. C0S.2

A-2.(-)
.

(-)
. sn. 2 T, I

and by integration, it produces the terms of =}, depending on sin.2rj, cos. 2r5,
in the fifth and sixth lines of [3911].

[.3912a]
*

(2463) These values of oc, Ozi, are given by the formulas [3907(!'].

t (2464) The formulas [3910—3912'] give, by using % [3890i],

Sm"3. 0,3)13 (.5mv/a+ 2mVa'
C-:^

[^'© + ^'-(^)]
— ^'

.
,

3 m'2. n2 „3
(
5 HI4/0+2mVa't3= — ['^^y^-m-'-^'

2.(5>i'—2Hp.e mV«' \ p /(/P\ /il P'\~\
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one depending on the angle 5 n't— 2ni + 5c-'— 2 s, the other upon

the double of this angle,* the term 2e . sin. (nt-{-z— ^), will become [3013"]

(2e + 25 e + 2 6' e) . sin. (n ^ + £ + o j— ^— iT>— 6'-:). [3914]

If we neglect the cube of the disturbing force, the preceding expression may [3914]

be developed in the following forni,t

2 e . sin. (« ^ -}-
£ + (5 s—

-n)

+ 2 6 e . sin. (nt-^i— ci)
— 2 e (i w . cos. (n t-\-B

—
v.)^

[3915]

+ {
2 5' e + 2 e 6 :3 . '5 E— e .

(.i w)- ^
. sin. {nt^-i

—
zi)

—
[2ea'« + 2r5e.6:3— 26s .6 e]. cos. {nt-\- 1— a).

The term 2 e . sin. (n i + " + '''— ^) is that obtained by increasing the [3915]

*
(2465) The great inequalities [1197, 1213, &c.], are to bo

a]iplieil to the mean

motion of the planet [1070"]. If we notice only the chief terms of o s, having the divisor [3914a]

(.5?i'
— 2

)()-, they will become, by putting i= 5 in [3817], and using T^ [38906];

^ '=
,.'^'^'T'^> •

\
P- COS. T,— F. sin. T, \

. [39141]

We may remark, that the terms of v [3748], depending on e^, c^, &c., are liere neglected [3914c]

by the author, on account of their smallness
; they are, however, noticed by him in the

fourth volume [9062, &cc.].

t (2466) PuUing a=nt + i
-\-

6 i— iz, h^^si
-]- ^m', in [22] Int., we get [3915a]

the second member of [39156], which is successively reduced to the form [3915c],

by using [43, 44] Int., neglecting terms of the order ni'-*, and finally putting [3915a']

cos. a= COS.
()( t-{- s— a)

— 63. sin. (n t -{-
s—

ra)
in the term multiplied by i5 «

;

sin.(«i-}-^4~'^''~'*"~'^^'~'^'^)^sin.ff .cos.((5oS-|-(5'i3)
— cos. «.sin.(f5j3 4-'S'OT) [39156]

=
f
1— •J-('5^)'| s\n.a—{5zi-\-6'zi).cos.n

= sin.«—
J.('5cj)-.sin.('rti-|-H

—w)— (o-n-j-o'in) .cos.(H^-f'^~^)

+ oi3.d£.sin. {nt-{-i—zj).

Multiplying this by 2 e -\-2 1^ c -^ 2 &' e, and neglecting terms of tbe order »«' ^. it

becomes as in [3915] ; observing, that in the term multiplied by 2 5e, we may put

sin. a= sin.
(?t

i -|~
'"
—

w) -)- (5 e . cos. (« J -j- -—
'^)- [3915rf]
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[3915"] mean motion nt, by 6 ?, in the elliptical part, according to the directions

in [1070"]. The two terms

[3916] 2 c . sin. (lit -]-i
—

cj)
— 2 e (J ra . cos. (h ^ + ;— -^,

form the inequality depending on the angle ont— bn't -\-Ss— 5 s', given

by the formula [3718].* If we then substitute in the other terms, the

*
(2467) If we put i= 5 in [3814,3825], where only the terms having the divisor

5»'— 2;t are retained [.3818', 3824], we get

[3916a] '-^= H.cos.(5«'i—3nf+ 5£'— 3£+ ^) ;
o'i;= 2H.sin.(57t'<— 3/i/+ 5£'—3s+^) ;

and we may observe, that this value of (5 y is easily obtained from that of r 5 r, by means

2rf.(*-f5y) ,
.

,
.

,

139166]
of the formula [3718] ; retaining only its first term 5v=

^3 ,^^^
> which contmns the

small divisor bn'— 2 ?i [3814, &c.]. If we substitute, in this last expression of &v, the

value of r d r [3876^/], neglecting the small terms depending on X, it becomes

[3916c] y == 2 (5 e . sin. {;nt-\-i
—

-k)
— 2 c a . cos. (n t-\-s

—
to).

Comparing these two values of ^ jj [3916rt, c], we find, that the two terms in the second

line of [391.5], depend on the angle 5 w'<— 3?i<+ 5e'— 3£, or ^nt—bn't-^Q3— 5s',

as in [3916']. Tiie same result may be obtained by the substitution of the values

of (3e, c '5 « [.3907/7] in [-3916], and using the symbols Tj^ 5 ?i'< — 2«^ + 5s'— 2s,

Wz=nt-]-c — ra; since it becomes, by successive reductions, as in [3916§-] ; being

of the form mentioned in [3916'] ;

25e .sin. JF-2eo..cos.7F=-|- \(^-^)
. cos. T. + (^)

• sin. T.
]

. sin. fV

[3916e]

-|-lC^)-^-Q--^4--'^

[3916e']

=_ jL
_ ('11) . <cos. T5 . COS. JV+ sin. T, . sin. fV]

Ml \de /

+ A . ('Ul) . $si,i. T,. COS. fV— cos.Ts . sin. JVl
Ml \de /

ymen =-^. (^)
• -• (Ta- ^f

) + J^. (^^')
• sin. iT,-rv)

[39!%]

i
_ /'^y COS. (5 ?»' <— 3 H i + 5 s'— 3 s + «

)

_f i-
. (^'i^\ . sin. (5 7i'i — 3 n < 4- 5 £'— 3 s + «).'

Ml \de /
^
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values of 6c, is [39076], and for fi' c, 6' a, their preceding values

[3913r/, 6] ;
ilie sum will give, by ueglectiug terms depending on the sine

and cosine oi" nt-{-B, because they are comprised in the cqujition [3!ti7]

of the centre,*

(5n'— 2n)3 mV«' C V'^c/^ V'/e/)
^ ' '

(5ii'— 9^^)3 m'/a d \de J KdeJ'i
^ ' i v >

If wo put, in [39I65-], ('-^)
=—

iJ/,
ff. sin.

(.-'?
—

^), (^^= MJ-I. cos. {.l—:z), [VJlOh]

and reduce the result by means of [21] Int., it becomes e(jual to

2 H. sin. {5 n't— ;5 „ / + 5 s'— 3 ; -[-A). . L-"'!'"!

This is of tlie same form as [3S25], which represents the most important term of this form

and order, having the small divisor 5 w'— 2« [3?21]. Tlie factor 7/ is of the second
r.,,,,,--,

dimension in e, e' [3314i], being of the same order as tlie (juantities \~j~)' i^,
—

)•

For the values of P, P [1237], which correspond to the angle T5, are of the third

dimension hi c, e', Sic. [957""'; &c.], and tlieir difPereritial coeflicients, which occur [:!f"i!'l

in [3916i(], are of a lov.'cr order by one degree.

*
(2463) The first and second lines of tlie expression [3915] are accounted for in

[3915", 3910] ;
the remaining terms become, by using the abridged symbols W, 1\ [3916r/],

{2o'c-|-2cJ=:.(i;
—

e.(r)jr)2|.sin./r+f
— 2c.o'ct— 2dc.r>3i+ 2<;s.(5c^.cos.?F; [39170]

[•3'J176]

[3917c]

in which wo must substitute the values of 5e, 5 -a [3907i!'],
(V e, (5' a [3913n, Ij\,

(Ss [3914(!(J. In making these substitutions, the terms (5is.(5j, (« w)^, i5e.(Ssi, Ss.Sc,

will produce factors of the forms // . cos.^ 2',, , t^'. sin.^ Ts, A".s'm.T^.cos.T^,
or iA + h-^- cos. 2 'i',, ,

i A'— 1 A', cos. 2l\, I A. sin. 2 T, [1, 6, 31] Int.

Substituting these in [3917(r], we (iud that the parts ^A, ^A', independent of 275,

produce terms depending on sin. JF, cos. TV, of the form rt . sin. II' -\- b . sin. fV
-^

which, by putting (/=/-. sin. p, hr^lc . cos. (i, and reducing by [21] Int., becomes

k .s'm. {IV -\- ji)
= k . sm.{nt -\-

1— jr-j-p). This maybe connected with the equation [39170"]

of the centre [3915'], as is observed in [3917] ; therefore these terms mav be neglected,

and we may substitute in [3917rt] the following values,

C0S.2 T^=i cos. 2 T, ; sin.^ T, ==— }c^j . 2 T, ;
sin. T, . cos. 71 = A sin. 2 T, . l^^'d]

Substituting these in the s([uare of (5ra, multiplied by
—

<:, deduced from [39074, o], we get

VOL. HI. 27
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This inequality may be put under the form [3921] ;
for if we represent by

[3'^l9] &v^ K . sin. (5 »'?— 3 n « 4- 5 a'— 3 £ + 5),

This term is destroyed by the corresponding terms of 2 (5' e
,

deduced from the third

hne of [3913a], so that the sum becomes

3m'2.a3„3 (Sffty/a+QmVa')
[3917/] 2^'c— c.(.5raf= -

(57l'— 2?!)3 mVi'

.sm.27l

.COS.2T5

Multiplying the value of c 5 ui [3907i, «], by <5 e [3914a], and reducing the product

by means of the expressions [3917f/], we get, by putting the factor 6, in this last

,
,

. _ 2Hi'v/a'

expression, under the lorm 3 ,

[39l7g] 2e5ra.^E

m' \/a'

(5)!'—2np mya'

+

[3917^] Adding this to [3917/], and putting, for brevity, M^--
Sm^jcfin? (5mv/a+4»iVa')

(5n'-2n)3' m i/a'

we get

[39l7i] 2(5'e+ 2e<5a.5e— c.(dra)2=

de /
.COS.2T5

Again, multiplying together the two equations [3907/1], and dividing by ^M^^.e [3907rtj,

we get, by substituting the values [3917f/],

[3917il]
—25e.(5«=-—-

(5n'—2nf.e

'^r-c^)']—^^>

+K(")-(^)]--^^

Adding this to the expression (V -m [39136], multiplied by — 2c, it is destroyed by the

term depending on the third line of [39136], and the sum becomes

[3917i]
-2e6'TS—2&e.STS:

3m'2.a-2n3 (5m/a 4-2 m't/g')

(5n'— 2n)3" mya'
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the inequality of m, depending on 3nt— 5n't-{-3i— 5.';* and as

in [3889],

the great inequality i = H. sin. {bn't
— 2nt + bi — 2 s + ^), [3920]

2
Multiplying

— M^.5e [39076] by
— -—

,
also by (5 e [SQH/';], and then reducing

Jfl
-^

by means of [3907a, 39I7f/], we get

^, ,
3m'2.a8n3 2mVa' )

L \de J \de/J

The sum of [3917/, m], using M^ [3917A], is

\
— 2eS'u—2Se.S'a-{-25e.de\=< \ . [39l7n]

Multiplying [3917i] by sin. W, and [3917n] by cos. W, then adding the products,

we find that the first member is equal to the expression [3917a] ;
and the second

member, by the substitution of sin. 2 T5 . sin. fV-{- cos. 2 T5 . cos. W= cos.
(
fV— 2 T^ )

,

cos. 2 Tg . sin. W— sin. 2 T5 . cos.^= sin.
(
W— 2 T^ ), becomes [^mo]

'^^•^^<'f)+^'<'^)^-•(^-^'^'=)+•^^-5^'<l^'H•c^)^-•(^-2^^); [3917,1

and by resubstitutmg the values of M^ , Tj ,
W [3917/t, 3916rf], it becomes as

in [3918, 3918'].

*
(2469) The expression [3919] is of the same form as that assumed in [3826], or

that computed in [3916^], assuming i= 5; moreover [3920] is the same as [3889]. [3920o]

Hence if we put, for brevity, l\= 5n t
— 2 ?i < + 5 e'— 2 £, W„= nt-\-i, and r3920o'l

then make the two expressions [3919, 3916o'] equal to each other
; also [3920, 3909i, a],

using M [3907a] ;
we shall obtain the two following equations ;

r^ • t rn iir , rt\ 2 m'. o n C /d P \ , -„ ,„ , /dP' \ 1

lir.sm.(T5-^F,+B)=j5^,_.^^^.^_(_).cos.(r5-fF2+^)+(_).sin.(T5-»',+«)^;
[39-20M

H.sin.(T,+
A)=^^~^.\P.cos.T,-P'.sm.T,\. [39-30c]
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the preceding inequality will be, by §69, of the second book,*

[3921] ,v==^ S^'''^"'t^'"''^'^-HK.^m.{bnt-\0,^t^-5:-\0.'-B-A).

In like manner, we shall find, by noticing only the secular variations,!

[3921a]

[3921i]

*
(2470) Multiplying together the equations [3920i, c], and reducing the products

b)' [17
—

90] bit., we find that the first memher becomes e(jaal to

Ji HK. COS. (/To + J— 7?)
— iH/l.cos. {Mi— 2 J\—B— Il) ;

and the product, in the second member, depends on similar angles JV.^, JV„— 2T5.

Now as these expressions must be equal to each other, whatever be the value of t, we

may put the terms depending on the angle JV.-,
— 2 T5 in both members, separately equal

to each other, and we shall get

W 7'

_ _ Gm'2.a2ii3
-kHK. COS. ( fll-HTi—B-Jl)=- ^5„>_o,^3

ZM'^ -F'.

P'.
(IP'

de

lip

1! e

.sin.(//:—23'5—w)

.cos.(fr.—27'5—ro)

[3921c]

This equation being identical, we may change fT.^
— 2 Ts , into fK— 2 T^ -[- 90'' ;

by which means the expressions cos.
{Jr.;<
— 2 75— -S—

.-i),
sin. (/F.,

— 2 T5— jj),

cos.
( TV.,_ 2 7'5— •.-

) , become, respectively,
— sin.

( JV.^
— 2 'J\

— B —A
) ,

COS. (?F„
— 2 Ti — zo),

—sin. {Jf\
— 2 T^ — ^') ; substituting these in [3921//], and

.lit plyinir the result by ,-^~
—

, , the first member of the product becomes as
! m \'a

[392 Irf]

in the second member of [3921] ;
and the second memlier of this product includes the terms

[3918, 3918'] ; observing, that W..— 2 T-,= .5 ,. i — 10 «' H- -5 ^ — 1 -='

[3920rt'] ;

therefore the inequality [3921] is equal to the sum of the tv.'o expressions [3913, 3918'].

t (2471) Using the abridged symbols P„, /"„', T„, &c. [3846'— /?j ; also

[3922«] Z = 5 .0 ?. .5 e'— 2 ;
, Z„= 5 ^

— 2 ^
'

-]- 5 f — 2 s'
;

we find, that tlie expression

of (Ic [3908r] may be rendered symmetrical by tlie introduction of the two terms

depending on the angle Zc, or Tg, in the value of i' [3846r] ;
so that we may put

[39226]
f/ e=— w;'. a n dt .-J —r— ] . cos. Z-

l\ </f

—
] sin Z4- C-^

„
I
dP 'ii\ . „

,cos. A,— ( -j^ j.sm. Zq

In computing 5 e from this expression, it is not necessary to notice the angle Z,, , because

[•3922c]
it does not produce terms which are so essentially increased by the small divisor bn'— 2n,

as has been already observed in [3816'/"]. From this expression of (/ e, we may derive
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depending on the si|u;ire of tlic disturbing force,

,i!L-y^"'^-' S f'l^) fl^^CJl) ('^'Jl-\+{'^'\ CAL^CIL] C^JIIV ryioo^ 5n'-9»i 'i\dc' J\(!c'--i J \dt'J\df'-^J^\dyj\de'dyJ \dy J'\de'dyJ S
^^^^

~'

•^ Secular

^ inemmlityinemml
t)f the cx-

cenlricity
of Halurn.

i'^:^-'^CTi-(^-(^\(i^+('£^-' ^~ '->- V
ddP\ (dP\ /ddP'

5n'—2n '\\ de J'\dede'/ \ de J'\dede' J \dy J'\de'dyJ \dy J'\de'dy,

that of '/ c, by clianging the uluincnts of the body m into those of m', and the contrary ;

by which means P changes into P^ [3846f/, &c.], P' into P'o, Z into Z^, a into «', [3022rf]

e into e', &,c. ;
hence we liave

^« __,„,.„„,/,.
J (^__J.

COS.
Z,.-(^—j.s,n.Z„+(^—j.cos.Z-(^—j.sm.Z^.

Neglecting the terms of this expression depending on the angle Z^^, because they do

not produce by integration the small divisor 5 n'— 2 »i
;

then substituting the values

of sin. Z, cos.Z [.3909f/, 392'2«], we get the following value of dc, or as it may he

written doc', being similar to [;3909e],

dSc'-- ^

-«'-^^-5-('^).cos.T,+ Q.sin.T,^

+ m.a'n'dt. (5 JV'— SJV).
^ C^-^-^

. cos.
T,+(^-^^

. sin. T,

[.392-2e]

[3922e']

[3922/]

The part of this expression depending on 5 JY'— 2 JV, is easily deduced from that in the

first line of [.3909^-], or from its development in [3909o] ; by multiplying it by -^ , [3922g]

and changing the partial differentials of P, P', relative to e, into those relative to e'.

Hence we obtain the following expression of the part of d ii c, depending on the

factor (5JV'— 2A") [3922/'],

-^..^^.dt.i
^"'^ ^"'^ ^ ' • '-

>. [3922.:

-i

Now by successive reductions, using an = n [3709'], an'=a' we get

m. a'

m . a n m.a - m.a- a'
[3922/»']

hence from [3909/], we obtain

m.a'n' 'im'-.a-n^
(.5

?n /a -f 2 mVa') m-a Znfi.a^n^ (5mVa-)-2>K'v/a'
j ro(>>2-i

^' m'.an (5)i'—2n)2
'

m'.a'''- 'jn'.a'^a^ (3n'—2 ii )-.«'' my/a

VOL. III. 28
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JiCll''00 of ^ ' ' V. \ /

[3033]

dP'\}
J7

nKa^nJ^l S[''P\ /''''f dP'\ /ddP' ddP \
, (dP'\^ nhlP'\)+

(5n'-2n).e'
"

l\de' )\ rfe'2 j
+

i^r/e' Ja dr'-'- )~^\d y )\d e'dyj^\d y }\U'dy)S

mm'.aa'.nn'. l
^
A/P\ /ddP\ /dP'\

('ddP'\
/dP\ /d I P \ ^dP'\ / d d P' \]

'^
[5i^
—

-2n).t''l\dc )\dcde')'^\di: )\dcde')^\d^)\d7F,j' \J^)\d7d~')i

\}iimk]

[3933/]

[3932jn]

[3i)32»]

[39390]

[3933;.]

Suljstitutiiig this in [3C22/i], and integrating, we find, that the terms multiplied by t;

become as in the first" line
'

of [39'2:2] ;
the other part depending on 2T5, produce

in e' the terms

3 m^. (fl 11^ 5 m y/'a + 3 m' \/u'

3.(5n'— 2)ip.a' m\/a

+

(/

dP'

'\'dt')
P.

'dP\l
COS, 9 I'-

ll' we compare the terms of doc, which are independent of (o.V— 2,/\') [3909e],

with those of elite [3922/"], we find, that the latter may be derived from the former

6y changing the elements m, «, n, c, w, Sic. inlo iii, a', n', (', ^', Sic, respectively,

tvithout edtering P, P', T5 ;
and as the divisor 5 m'— 2« is introduced nrerely by

the integration of terms depending on the sine or cosine of the angle T- and its multiples,

this divisor will also be unchanged. Now making these changes in the secular terms, in

the fourth and seventh lines of e [3910], we obtain the similar terms in the second and

third lines of e [3922] ;
moreover the periodical terms, depending on 2 T5 ,

in the fifth

and sixth lines of '5 c [3910], produce the following terms of 6e',

/dP^m^a'-^ii-^

4.(5n'—2?i)3.e'" (

dP
17 rf7

.COS.2T5- -Q-(^)- .2T }

The sum of the expressions [3922A*, )i] mai/ be represented by o't', to conform to tiie

notation in [3913], the characteristic 'V being used to include the terms depending on

the angle 2T5. These terms are used in [3924c].

*
(2479) In the same manner as we have deduced the exjiressions [3922!!, e,/]

from [390S(.'],
we may oljtain tlie following expressions of d -,, d ~/

,
d i -1' from [3908<Z] ;

[39336]

[3933t]

aw=—M.andt.--.
(e

d to'=—m .a'n'd t .-,.

-— .sm.Z+-
dP"\ 1 fdP
-j.cos.Z+-.f~

IP,
i.Z,

rf-S:i'= 'dt.
(

,

1 /dP\i\ „ 1 idP\ . _
,

I (dP\ „)

,, 7i_ l.f:!/;). COS. T>

+ VI. a'n'd ? .
(
5 jY'— '2jY).\ — -"^

dP
de'

.COS. li+-. --—-

e yde

r„ }
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We also liiid, iliat tlie motion of m' in longitude, is affected witli

tiie inequality*

3 IIfi. a? n? (3 m\/a -\-2mVa')

(5)!'
—2np.a'" m\/a

+

^'("£)+-'{'^

''f^)--(,ff

.cos.(4 nl—Q iil-[-\ s— s'—z^)

. sin. (4 nt-9iit-\-i ;—0 ='—m')

This last expression being developed, as in \^iQ'i^g, &.C.], and integrated, givx-s lliis part

of (Sw. It may also be derived from lUe' [SQaa/], in the following manner. We

perceive, by inspection, that the part of [39-23c], depending on the factor b N'— 2N,

can be derived from tiie corresponding terms of doc' [3922/], by changing

If we make the same
rdP\ . 1 (dP'\ . /dP'\ .

1 fdP^

changes in the first line of 5 e' [3922], which was derived from the factor 5N'— 2J^,

[3922t, &ic.], we get the first line of the expression of (5 a' [3923] ;
and the periodical

terms of e'5zi', corresponding to [39227;:], become equal to the following function, which

is used in [3924»i] ;

3 m2. a?n^

2.(.5n'— 2)1)3. a'

(
5 nn/a -)-2 mV"')

'— fP'.
de

dP
dc'

dP
de' ) _

. COS. 2 T-,

The part of d S ra' [3923c], which is independent of 5 A''— 2 N, may be derived

from the corresponding part of d 5 -a [3908c/, 3910a—e, or 3911], by the principle

of derivation mentioned in [3922Z, &c.] ;
that is, by changing m, a, n, c, -m, Uc.

into ?n', 0.', n', c', ^', Sic, respeciiveJij,
without altering P. P', 7\, or the divisor

an'— 2«. In this way, we find that the fourth and seventh lines of [3911] give the

second and third lines of [3923] ;
and the periodical terms, corresponding to the fifth and

sixth lines of [3911], produce in c' 6 1:3' the following terms.

2.(.5»i.'—2n)a.e' 0\dc' ) \d,:' J J
^ '

sum of the civprcsiions [392.3/" h] depending on

of fi'd'w', [3913]; which is used in the next note

de'

dP'
cos. 22;

.(.571.'
—

2n)a. e'

'

(^ LVrfc' y \di:' J J
" '

\de' J \de'

The sum of the caprcsnons [392.3y", h] dcprnding on the angle 2 T5, represents the value

*
(2473) The expression [3924] represents, for the planet m, the terms similar to

those in [391S, 3918'], which correspond to the planet m, and are derived from the

function [3917«]. The similar function, relative to the planet m', using tiie symbols

T,= 5»'< — 2n t-\-
.f^.c'. n-' =»'/+£' -

|2 5'e'+ 2e'(5^'.(Sj'— c'. (Jra'ff.sin. JV —\-le' &' zn' -{.2l}e'.5zi'—2 Hs'.S e'].cos. W.

3(1241

[.3923(/]

[3923e]

[3i)23/l

[SmMi]

[392.3(1

[3924n]

[39246]
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If we denote the inequality of m', depending on the angle 2nt— ^n't-\-2.z
—

4f',

by
[3925] & v = K'. Sin. (4 ?i'i — 2 n i + 4 c'— 2 a + B'),

[;3924c]

By tlie inspection of [39076, f, «], we perceive, that He, ozi, become equal to f5
e', (its',

respectively, by changing the dements m, n, e, &ic. into m', a', e', he, ivithout

altering P, P', T-
,

oi- the divisor 5n'— '-2n; upon the principles of derivation

used in [39-23^'-]. By this method of derivation, we may obtain — (/.(S^m')^ from [3917ej,

and we find, that it is equal to, and of an opposite sign to the part of 2 6' c' [3922h] ; so

that these terms destroy each other, in the value of 2 o' c'— t'. {o -ui'f ;
and then the

other part of 2 o' f' [39-22/i-], spoken of in [3922o], produces the following expression ;

3m3.a3n3
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and the great inequality of m' [3891] by*

^'=— ^'. sin. (5n'i
— 2ni + 5s'— 2s + ^'), [392C]

A§aiii, if we multiply together tlie two equations [3907<'], and divide the product

by ^M\ . e' [3907n], we shall get an expression of —2 '5 c'. S z/, similar to [3917^],

m', a, n, e, being changed into m, a', u', e', respectively, without altering the divisor

5„'— 2n. Adding this to the part of — 2c'(5'ra', deduced from [392.3/(],
we

find that the sum becomes nothing; and the term of e'tV-n' [3923/] produces the

following expression,

[,3924/]

— 2e'i''a'—'i6e'.?,is'=-
3m2.a3?i3 (^m\/a-\-2m'\/a')

[5n'
—

2ji)3.a' m^/a
[3924m]

Multiplying
— M.^.^e' [3907c] by

— ^, and by 5 / [3924e], and reducing, using

[3907n, 39I7£/], we get
/- r /riT>>\ / ,1 n\-\

. cos. 2 7\

2(S£'.^e'=
15 m3.a'2»' 3

'

"(5»i'-2)i)3

'

dP
77

[3924;i]

, sin. 2 Ts

in which we must substitute the factor [3924A] ; then the resulting expression being added

to [39247ft], using M^ [3924/], the sum becomes

—
|2c'<S'ra'+ 2i5e'.5ra'— S^s'.^e'j:

rfP

dc'
. cos. 2 T.

-.V[P'.©-P.(^)]..«..T,

[.3924o]

[3924g]

Multiplying the equation [3924^-] by sin. W, and [3924o] by cos. W, then adding [3924/>]

the products, we find that the first member of the sum is equal to the function [3924i] ;

the second member, reduced by formulas similar to [3917(>], is

which, by resubstituting the values [3924i, a\, becomes as in [3924].

*
(2474) If we interchange the elements of the bodies m, m', in [3S26], and suppose

B to become B', and i=— 2, we shall obtain an inequality of the body m', of the

form [392.5]. Substituting %= :jnt—)liit-{-bi -2s, n\=n't-\-^, W'=n'i-\-i— z/,

we find that the expressions [3925, 3926] become, respectively,

iv'=K'.sm.{T,-W,^B'); ^' =-H'.sm. {T,+A').

VOL. III. 29

[392Ga]

[392C4]
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we shall find, that the inequality of m', depending on the angle

Ant — 9 n't -}- As— 9 s', is represented by

[3927] 6v'= x S^"'^"'+ ^''''^"\ H'r.s\n.(Ant-9n't + As-9s'-B'-A').my a ^ ^

These may be reduced to forms similar to [39206, c], respectively, by observing, that

the term 2 e'.sm.[ii t-\-s'
—

to'),
in the motion of m'

, similar to that of m [3913"], may
be developed as in [3915], and will contain the terms 2 i5 e'. sin. /F'— 2 e' (5 ro' .cos. /F',

which may be reduced, as in [3916/'], to the form

[392Crf]

and by the usual process, as in [391 6A, i], it may be reduced to the form A''.sin.( Tj— lV'-\-B^).

Now if we put Bi=B'—-/, and rF'=
/'Fy
— t;!' [3926rt], it becomes, as in [39266],

iT'. sin. (TV,
—

ZFg + Z?') ; so that by substituting the value of M2 [3907«], we shall

have identically, in like manner as in [3920i],

Putting the two expressions of the chief terms of the great inequality [3924e, 39266]

equal to each other, we get, by changing the signs,

[392r/] ir'.sin.(2^, + /7')
=

,^:^^'^J.{P.cos. I'j- P'. sin. T^^.

The identical equations [3926e,y] are similar to [39206, c], and may be derived from them

[392Gg-] by changing m', a, n, e, zs, A, B, K, H, fVn, into »», a', n', e, -53', A', B', K', H', W^,

respectively; also multiplying the second member of [3920c] by -'/-, without altering the

angle Tr, ,
or the divisor (5)/

—
2n). Making the same changes in the pi'oduct of these

two equations, and in [39216], we get from this last the following equation ;

_ _ ]5»ia.«'2».'3

[3920/,,]
-!M'K'.cos. { 1V:,-2T~B'-A')=-

^^^^,_^^^^^

.

.sin.( 7/3-275-^0'),

This equation being identical, we may change fF.j
— 2 7'5, into fV-j

— 2 Tj -f- 90'' ;

1 1 1
•

7 (3mv/a4-2mV«') ,-,11 , , ,• ,

then multiiilying by v
, we find, that the second member of the product

2 m i/«

becomes equal to the expression [3924] ;
and the first member becomes equal to [3927] ;

[3926i] observing that JVj-2T^= 4nt-9ii t+ 4s-9s' and 15 m^. a' ^n'^=6 m^.a^n^ [3924^];
therefore the expression [3927] is equivalent to [3924].
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14. Tlie nodes and inclinations of the urbits of Jupiter and Saturn are

subjected to variations analogous to the preceding. To determine them, we

shall observe, that <?, <?', being the inclinations of the orbits to a fixed plane,

and d,
i>' the longitude of their ascending nodes, we shall have, as in [1338], [3928]

by reason of the smallness of
<?, ?',*

y . sill, n =::
I?', sin. 6'— <b . sin. 6

;

7 . COS. n = cp'. COS. (''—
(? . COS. <'.

Moreover, from [3906], we havef

6 .
(?'.

Sin. 6')
= ^, . <5 . (9 . Sin. d) ;^

m\/a
^

(S . (ip. COS. ()
)
= r-T-, • '5 •

( 9 • cos, (1).

[3929]

[3929']

[3930]

[3930']

The subject of the .small inequalities, treated of in this article, is resumed by the author [3926i-]

in the fourth volume [9062, 8ic.] ;
where he notices terms of the order m'^. e~, Sic.,

which are omitted in [.39140]. His object in using the indirect methods, adopted in this [392(3Z]

article, is to avoid the great labor of a direct calculation
; assuming as a principle, that these

very small inequalities may be determined in this manner to a sufficient degree of exactness,

for all the purposes of practical astronomy ;
as will appear from the minute examination [392(Jm]

of the terms of this kind in [9041
—

9114].

*
(2475) Comparing the notation in [1337', .3902], we get ()/

= n; tang. ^/^tang.7=7
nearly; hence the equations [13.38] become

"p'
—

2^
= 7. sin. n, cl

—
17
= 7.003.11.

Now on account of the smallness of <?, we have very nearly p = 9 . sin.
(), q= o . cos. &

[1334]; and in like manner, for the orbit of m', p'
= 9'. sin.

ti', <•/'
= 0' . cos. ()'.

Substituting these in [3929&], we get [3929, 3929'].

t (2476) The variation of the second member of [3929], arising from the action

of the body in' upon m, is represented by — . (9 . sin. ^ ), because
<?', &', do not

vary by the action of m'. The variation of the first member of the same equation,

using the characteristics
5^, <5„,

as in [3399', 3904], is (S„. (7 . sin. n) ; hence by

development, we have

— <5 •
( ip

. sin.
&') =.5^^y . sin. Tl-\- y . o^^Xl . cos. n.

In like manner, the variation of the second member of [3929], relative to the action of the

body ?», which does not affect 9, &, is 5 . (9. sin. ^') ; and that of the first member is

[3929a]

[.3f)296]

[3929c]

[3930«]

[39.306]
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From these four equations, we deduce the following,*

?»' i/a' . ^ ^

[3931] ^'P== 7^ , , .{67. cos. (n— 0)— "^
. 6n.sni. (n— o) ;

[3931'] 9^() = ——/" , ', y , -^7 • sin- (n— d) + y .6n . cos. rn— ())J ;

[3933] 5?'= —
/". ", , , .?«5y.cos. (n— d')— y.jn .sin. (n— o')j ;t

(3932'] (d' 6 a' =
. "y

"
. , '{^7 . sin. (n — + 7 • ^n . cos. (n— d')'.

[3930c]
5^.(7sin. n); hence we get [3930rf]. Substituting successively in this the vakies

[3906, 39306], we finally obtain [3930/], as in [3930],

[3930rf]
(5 .

( 9' . sin. ()'
)
=

5^ y . sin. n + 7 •
-5,
n . cos. n

[3930e]
=

£?-^
.
1 5„ y . sin . n + 7 .

-],,
n . cos . n

j [3906] ;

[_3930/]
-=— ^P^ . f5 . ( q;

. sin. &
) [39306].

[3930g'] In the same way, we may deduce [3930'] from [3929'].

[3931a]
*

(2477) We shall put, for brevity, M, = /"^"', , , , M, = -
""Y"', -, ;^ ^ ^ ./JO

my/a-]-)/! j/a
'

Hn/a-fmV"
then taking the variation of [3929], relative to the characteristic 5, we get, by the

substitution of [3930], the following equation,

5 . {y . sin. IT
)
== d .

( 9'. sin.
d')
— <) .

( 9 . sin. 6
)

[39316]
__— "' "

_ ^_ (a , sin. a)— f5 . fffl .sin.5) =— -—•

.S.((p .sin. 6).

or

[39316'] (5. ((r).sin.())
=— 3/7. . (7 . sin. n).

[39315"] In like manner, from [3929', 3930'], wo get 3.(9. cos. a
)
= — Jlf^ . (5 .

( 7 . cos. n
)

.

Developing these two equations, \s& obtain

[.3931c] (5 9 . sin. (J -f 9 5 . cos. <) =— M- .{5y. sin. U-\-y .5Jl. cos. n
) ;

[393W] '5 p . cos. &—
ip

5 . sin. & =— M-, . {5y . cos. n — 7 . n . sin. n
)

.

Multiplying [3931c, (Z] by sin. d, cos. (), respectively; adding the products, and

substituting sin.- & A- cos.^ d ^ 1, sin. n . sin. & + cos. n . cos. ^ = cos. (
11— ^

),
r 3931^1

\ /'

cos. n. sin. a — sin. n. cos. a= — sin. (n— &), we get [3931]. Again, muhipjying

[3931c, (/] by cos. (',
— sin. a, respectively; adding the products, and making similar

substitutions, we get [3931'].

t (2478) We may compute the equations [3932, 3932'] from [3929—3930'], in like

[3933a] manner as in the last note
;

or more simply by derivation, in the follovving manner.
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Tliercfore the variations of <p, 6, cp', n', depend on the variations of / and n.

We have, by §12,*

,,„ ( f—Vcos.(5n7—2n/+ 5.='— 2.=)

— = — ^—^—
; 7-7

— .m.an.< > ; [39-W]
(it m \/a ) /dP'\ . /K ,4 o -4 \ c ' Q \

,,,,,„ ( f4^Vsi"-(5«'<
— 2?»^+ 5^:'— 2-0

'- = — '^ '^

, ,
.in! .an.{

'

} . [3933'j

^
I -\-i-— \. COS. (5 nt

— 2Hi+ 5 =— 2s)

If we change m, a, cp, 6, y, into ni, a', <p', ^',
—

y, and the contrary respectively, in [iwa'it]

the equations [.3929
—

39.30'], they will remain unahered, as will be evident by changing the

signs of the two first of these equations, and muUiplying those which are derived from the

two last by the factor —3^- Making the changes [3932i] in [3931, 3931'], which [.3932cl

are deduced from [3929—3930'], we get [3932, 3932'].

*
(2479) Substituting the values

(5„ 7, 5„ n [3900, 3901], in [3906c], and using,

for brevity, the symbols T5 [3S90i], also (in= a~-, a n' =^(1'"-,

m.an m \/a m\'a
we get

The divisor 5 »'— 2 ?i is introduced in (5 s, &;c. [1342, 3S99—3901], by the integration

relative to t, spoken of in [1341rt. Sic], in finding p, q, s [1341, 1342] ; where the

angle T5 is considered a« the only variable quantity ;
the very small terms, of a different [.3933c']

form or order, depending on the variations of the elements, which enter into the second

members of [1312, he, 39336, c], being neglected. If we again resume the differentials

of the expressions [39336, c], upon the same principles, we shall get

'-^'=-". '" »»
K47)

-• ^.-
(^')

•"•^ ' i»^-i

"r—'V^' -IC^)
'." T, + (f)

. CO,,, nf
These equations are equivalent to [3933, 393.3'], omitting the characteristic 5, which

r.joo-^,.

merely signifies, that the calculation is restricted to terms depending on the angle Tj [3893'].

VOL. III. 30
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Ijjr,3g„1
Hence we deduce, by neglecting periodical quantities* whose effect is

insensible., and observing thatf

(v)-C^)-(f)-C^V''=t

*
("2179«) It" we compare the expressions [3842, 4401] with the nunierical values

[39;3:So'] of t'', c", 7, or- tang. 7 [4080, 4409], we shall easily perceive, that tlie terms of P [3842],

depending on 7, are not a thirtieth part so great as some of the terms depending on e"', e'
;

therefore the periodical inequalities depending on the variation of 7, will evidently he

much less than those arising from the variations of t"', e''. Now from the computation

made in [4438, 4496], it appears, that these last inequalities are nearly 4' and 9'
; hence

it is evident, that we may neglect the periodica] quantities spoken of in [3933"].

i:«<83;]

t (2 ISO) Dividing [384:2] hy «', and taking the partial ditlerentials relatively to 7, we get

[3934a]
rn'. (^)

= 2 AI^\ c' 7 . sin.
(
2 11 + ^:') + 2 M^^'K c 7 . sin.

(
2 II + :,

) ;

L3934i]
'»'•

(7^)
= 2 J\r-^\ c' . sin.

(
2 n + ^') + 2 M^'\ c . sin.

(
2 n + «

).

[3934c]

1 3935((1

Multiplving the second of these equations by 7, it becomes equal to the first
;

hence we

get, by dividing by rn', y . (-—^\ = (-—
j.

In like manner, from the values of

m'.a'P' [3843], we obtain 7 . f
,,

) = (-—
j

; dividing the first of these

expressions by the second, we get an equation, which is easily reduced to the form [3934].

X (2481) To obtain the efi'ect of the variations of P, P', ,^ , ,g',
in dy [3933], we

may proceed in the same manner as we have done in notes 2461, 2462 [3909«, &.C.], in

finding the variations of d c, d^. In the first place, we must substitute, as in [390Srt],

^, 1^'
for lit, n't, in [3933], and use the symhols [3933f/] ;

hence we get

\:mr,l,] f/y=^_./)fg.„/.„,(f?^$('l^ycos.(.5,^'-2?+5;'-2s)-(''-^ysin.(.'5>'-2?+.5e'-2£

f393.")//]

39.3.'Jc]

Substituting in this the values [3909f/], we get the following expression, wliich is nearly

similar to [3909f], changing c into 7, Sic, and writing, as usual, duy for y,

d i)y= Ma . m'. aiid t .\— (
—

j
. cos. Tj -j- ( -77- )

• sin. T^ i

+ Me . m'. andt.{ 5 .V— 2 A')
.-j (^) . cos. T, + ("-/^ )

. sin. tJ .

The variation of this expression, arising from & e, (5 sf, 5 c', (5 ra', Sy, STl, in the two

first terms, may be found as in [3909e
—

k] ;
or more simply by derivation, in the following
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, '3in'Ka~n^ (m.\/a-\-m'\/a') (5nn/a-(-2mV<^') (

{5n'
—

2)i)'- m'\/a' m'y/a' \

'dl"\
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{5n'—2n)3.y' mWa'
'

mya'
'

'{ '\dy)^ '\dy)s

,'nTe"''^
,

m'3.a2„2 (,„/a+;»V«) ) \de)-\dedj)+\de)\j7d^
place of -f- r . , t . \
henode. (5»l'—'^Jl)./ mVo' )

/,/ p ^ /ddP\
, /,/P'\ /,/rfP'

+C^)-(^)+(
rfP \ / ddP \ /dP'\ / ddP- \\
de' )' \d7d^) '^\dt' )' \J7d^) (

[3936] f fdP\ fddP\ , fdP'\ fddP'^

mm' aa' nn' [m^a-\-m'^a')

{5n'-'in).y' mVa'
' '

)
,

/
d_P_\ f

d d P \ /ilP^\ /ddP'

dy J \ dyi J
'

\dy J'\ dj'i

[3935ft]

we obtain the coefficient of t, in the term of (5 y, depending on the first line of [SQ-SS/^], by

multiplying the first line of [3910J, which is derived from the first of [;3909A:], by Jfg [.3935i],

and changing the differential divisor de into dy, as in the first line of [3935]. Again,

substituting the values [3907f] in the second line of [3935f], and using

JViri m"~.a'^n- im\/a-\-m'\/a') _„„,, ^„
[3935^

~ -= r—r-ir •

, , [3933«, 3907«],

we get the second line of [3935]. Lastly, substituting [3907/], and

[3935H M,^ m.m'aa'nn '

yn^a-^mVa' )

^3933 ggQ^^-j
Mc. Tin'— in m'\,-^a'

"- ' -•'

in the third line of [3935/], we get the tliird line of [3935].

*
(248-2) We may compute it n from [3933t], in the same manner as we have

found 6y [3935] from [3933rf] in the last note ; or we may use the principle of derivation;
'' '

observing that the expressions of (/ 7, y d n [3933(/, c] have a relation to each other,

which is similar to that of d c, ed^ [3908f, f/].
Moreover the former values may

[31)3(56]
be derived from the latter, by ciianging e, -a, &c., into 7, 11, Sic, respectively, as

in [3935f/] ;
therefore we may derive the expression of (5 n from that of (5 7, in the same

manner as we have derived '5 t;i from e, in note 2462 [3910^, Sic.]. Proceeding now

as in that note, we shall find, by changing e into 7, &c. in the terms [.39102^, q], and

r3't3ficl I'educing as in [3910r], that these terms depend on the periodical quantities sin. 2 2^5,

cos. 2T5, which are neglected in [3933"] and in [3935/t]. In the terms depending on

the factor 5JV'— 2 JV, we find, by proceeding as in [391 OA:]. that we must change

\mmd] (-— )
into -[-;—], and (-;— )

into •(-7—); a'"^'
'•>' niaking these

\dyj 7 \dy r \dy J y \dyj' ' ^

changes in the first line of Sy [39-35], we get the corresponding terms of d n in the first

line of [3936]. The remaining terms corresponding to those which are computed in

[39.3(1p] [3910m—0], depend on the second differentials ddP, ddP', and maybe computed

from the second, third, and fourth lines of [3935/]; changing T^ into T5— 90', as



[3937 j
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15. If we vvisli to determine, for aiij time whatever, the elements of the

planetary orbits, we must integrate the differential equations [1089, 1132],

by the method explained in [109(5, &.c.] ;
but in our present ignorance

of the exact values of the masses of several of the planets, this calculation

would be of no practical use in astronomy ;
and it becomes indispensable to

notice the secular variations, dc])cnding on the square of the disturbing

force, which we have just determined ;
since they are very sensible in the

orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. These variations increase the values of

dli" (I l'^ dp''' do" il h"

—;—,
——

,
-=—

, —f—, -—
, &c., relative to these two planets, by the

at d t dl dt d I

. . „ h'\Se"'
,
P^im'" l''\<U''' h'\S-ui'"' W^Sca'"

, q'\o6'"' „

quantities*
—

-.

—
;

—
. :

-*

-f- : &c., [39.38]^
e"t t c"t t

^

(f,"t t
' ' L J

in [3910a
—

d], and substituting the values [3907e
—

if] ; by this means we sliall obtain

the corresponding terms, whicli are to be multiplied by
— in d 5n

;
or by

—

in (S rr
, namely,

Mg C/dP

Ml '\\dii
\ f'''^^\j-f'^^'\

/ddP'\-i Mo WdP\ /ddP\ /dP'\ / ddP' \]

y ArfTSyy
'

VdV) \dedj J') ~^M^'l\de')' [de'dyj
^
V<^/ 'Kde'dyJ'i

M,j ')fif\
/ddP\ /dP'\ / ddP' \]

[393C/]

Substituting in this the values [3935/, m\, also

1^= 1 . , » + r , n
—

\ J, , [3933a, 3907«] , 3936g-]

we get, by a slight reduction, the second and third lines of [3936].

*
(2483) The equations [1022], corresponding to Jupiter and Saturn, are

h"= c'\ s'm. zi'"
; I"-=e'\cos.-a'"- ; h"= e\ sin. th"

;
/"= e\ cos. ra'.

[3938a]

Taking the variations of these quantities, relatively to the characteristic S, used as in [3938'],
and then substituting the values of sin. to"", cos. 3j'% Sic, deduced from [3933a], we get

(5 h"z= 5 e'\ sin. ra''' + e'\ S tn'\ cos. -us"^ (S e'^ . -!^ + e". <S a'". 4-
[39386]

(5 /i'= (5 e'\ cos. w — e" . S ts'". sin. -a"= 5 e'^ .
—— c'\ & ra"'. — , &c. [3938cl

The secular part of any one of the quantities Se'", <5to'', 5e\ d's:''-
[.3910, 3911, 3922, 3923],

may be put under the form (5e'>'=: At; A being a function of the elements of the orbits,

of the order m'^. Its diflerential, divided by dt^ gives
—— ^./i = -i-; observing, [393S(i]

that the variations of A may be neglected, because they are of the order ?«', and are

VOL. III. 31
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[3938']

[3940]

[3940']

considering only in ie", do'", the quantities proportional to the time /,

determined in the preceding articles. We must substitute, in these last

quantities, the values of e'", sin. 33'", 00s. zi'\ &c., expressed in terms

of h'\ l'\ &c.* The differential equations [1089] will then cease to

[3939]
be linear ; but it will be easy to integrate them by known methods of

approximation, wlien, after the lapse of many centuries, the exact values

of the planetary masses shall be known. In the present state of astronomy,

it is sufficiently accurate to have the secular variations of the elements of the

orbits, expressed in a series ascending according to the powers of the time,

carrying on the approximation no farther than to include the second power.

We have seen, in [1114", H39'"], that the state of the planetary system
is stal)le, or in other words, that the excentricities of the orbits are small,

and their planes but little inclined to each other. We have deduced this

important result of tlic system of the world from the equation [1153],t

[3941] constant = (e- + 9") . m \/a + (e'- + 9'") . m' \/a' + &c. ;

for the second mcmljcr of this equation being small in the present state

of the system, it must always remain so
; consequently the excentricities

and inclinations of the orbits will always be quite small. J We shall now

prove that the differential of the preceding equation [3941],

[3943] {ede^^dd?). m /« -f (e'
d e' + 9' d v) m' \/a' + &c. = ,

muhiplied by ie'", which is of the order m'^, producing terms of tlie order m'^. For a

similar reason, we may nedect the variations of —
,
—

,
&c. in findin£f the differentials

of [39386, &IC.]. Hence tlie differential of the last expression in [3938J], divided by dt, is

, ,,...0 -,
rf'5/l'' dSe'" h'"

,

- (i(5t3iv ^iv ijjiv 7,iv ^^jiv ^Iv _ r-^r.^^-, 1

[393t<e]
—— = —— .

-- 4- e'\ .
—=— .

— + c"' .
—

, as in [39381, omitting the
dt dt c"-

'

dt €" t c'^
'

t e" L J' b

characteristic S in tlie fust member. In a similar way, we may obtain the other values

[393b/] [3938] from [3938f, &c.] ;
also the variations of '^^ , ''-^~ , &ic. from [11.3-2, 1032].

(it O- I

[.3942]

* fc, v2.

(2184) The equations [3938^] give e''= ^{h'-''-]-l'^-), c'' =:^{h'' + P
),

as

(3939a]
iu [HO'^j; which are to be substituted in [3938]; and when the resulting quantities are

added, respectively, to the second members of [1089, 1132], they cease to be linear

in h"', I", &c., as is observed in [3939].

t (2485) Neglecting terms of the order (p"*, we may put tang.^i})
=

ip^, and then [1153]
[3940a] i^ecomes as in [3941].

1 3941a] X (2486) This must be understood with the restrictions mentioned in note 762 [1114a,&i,c.].
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ubtains even lohen we notice the secular variations of the elements of the orbits

determined in the preceding articles [3910, 3922, 3935, &c.]. Hence it

^g,^^,^

will follow, that these variations do not affect the stability of the planetary

system. To render this evident, it is only necessary to prove, that if we

represent the mass of Jupiter by m, that of Saturn by m', and put
1^^^^^,,^

ie, bd, 6?, (5?', respectively, for the secular variations of e, c', 9, <?',

which were found by the preceding calculations, we shall have

(e 5 e + (? (i ^) . m \/a + (e'
5 e' + cp' 6 4) • »*' /«'= ^ . [3944]

If we substitute, in the function i?6c . ?tt^a + cp'5 ?'. mi'\/"'' the values
^^,^^^

of 01, 6?, ip', <5tp', given in the preceding article, it becomes*

.
I

, . ,
• 7 '5 7 ;

[3945]

m\/a-\- m \/a

which changes the equation [3944] into

, , , , , ,
mm v/a a' »

e!>e.m\/a + e' 6e'. m'\/a' -\ , , , , , -7^7 = 0- [3946]^ *
III \/a + m \/a

We shall now commence with the consideration of the first line of the

expression of 6e [3910], which becomes, by the substitution of a^ rC^= \

[3709'],t — 3 111 .{bill\/a -\- 2 m' \/n')
ie =^ TT—, ^TT^ 71 • ^'

{bn—•2nf.a^/a'

[394C']

*
(2487) Multiplying [3931, 3932] by (p.w/rt, i<?'.m'^a', respectively, and adding

the products, we get

, .,.,,. miiWaa <S ^r •

|
-. • cos.

( n-^ + -'• cos. (n-^')U
. n/(^ + 9 (5 (B rvt s/c<- = i^- 7

• < / • [3944a]
my/a+ nn/a

^ _j_ ^ ^ pj .
{ 9 . sin.

(
H—

())
—

if.',
sin.

(
H—

tl') | ^

Now multiplying [3929, 3929'] by sin. n, cos. n, respectively, adding the products, and

putting sin.2n+ cos.2n= l, sin.n .sin.^'+ cos- n.cos.«'=cos.(n
—

0'),
&c. [24] Int., [39446]

we get [3944(:]. In hke manner, multiplying [3929] by — cos. n, and [3929'] by

sin. n, and reducing the sum of the products, it becomes as in [3944c/] ;

9'. cos. (
n —

0')
—

(?)
. cos.

(
n — d

)
= 7 ; [3944c]

(p'. si„.
(
n—

(f)
—

.?
. sin.

(
n — (?)=: . [3944rf]

Substituting those in [3944«], it becomes as in [3945] ;
and by this means [3944]

changes into [3946].

t (2488) Substituting a~ n^ = -
[394G'] in the first line of 5 e [3910], it becomes

as in [3947]. Again, substituting u^ ifi= n [3946'], in the first line of oe' [3922], [2Q\6a]

we get [394S] ; in like manner, the first line of [3935] becomes as in [3949].
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In the second place, we shall consider the first line of the expression
of &e' [3922],

[3948] ^m.{5mVa+2m'^a') C A/P'\ /rfPy
(5 a'-2,,f. aya

' "" ^ 'r\ dc' J
~

^^

X'^e')]'

Lastly, we shall notice the first line of the expression of S y [3935],

[394Q1
, _ 3>»'.(5»Va+ 2mVfO {mVa+ m^a') i /dP'\ /dP
'

{5n'— 2,0-.V«' '«V«' \ \d7 J \d7

If we notice only these terms, we shall find*

e ie . mwa ^ e 6 e . m u a -| ;

—
, , , , .ydym yn -\- m \/a

[3950] '

-['•(S+''-C^>-(f)]3 m m'. {5 m \/a A- 2 m! v/d )
• —

. 11 1

(5«'
—

2»)^.^/aa'

"'vm+'^m+^-m
[3950] Now P, P', being homogeneous functions of e, c', 9, of the third

dimension, we shall havef

therefore the equation [3930] will become

,,,,,,, mm'v/«a' „

[395-21 e 6 e . ?/i i/a + c 6e. m Wa + -—
;

—
.

——
r^ .yiy = 0.

*
(2489) Substituting Ihe terms of &e, 6c', &y [3947,3948,3949], in the first member

of the expression [3946], It becomes as in the second member of [3950].

t (2490) The expressions of P, P' [3842, 3843], are evidently homogeneous in

e, c', y, and of the tliird dimension. Now the theorem in homogeneous functions

[3950a] [lOOlff], by putting nz=3, a= e, a'z=c', a"=y, Jl^'^=P, becomes as

in [39.51] ;
and if we put ^'''=P', we get [.3951']. Substituting these in [3950],

we get [3952].
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We shall, in the next place, consider the following terms in the fourth line

of 6 6 [3910],*

^~{5n'-2n)M-l\de )'\ dc'^'j \dt)\ dt^ )'^\d^ ) \dedy/[j^ ) '\d e dy) S
'

"

and the terms in the third line of 6e' [3922],

"'—{5n'-'in)Vaa''l\dc )\d^')'~\de )\'d7d7)'^\dy )\d7dj)~\d^)\d7d^)s'
^'^''^'*'

also the terms in the second line of ^5 y [3935],

'

'^

(5n'—2n).a' mVa' l\ d e' J
'

\dedy) \de ) '\dedy)S
'

we shall have, by noticing these terms only, and observing that we have,

as in [3934],
/dP'\ /ddP\ /dP\ /ddP'\
[77) [-1^)

-W; •

[ll^)
-

5 [395«1

ese.m^a + e'i c'. m' ^a' + '"/"V^"' _

m\/a-\-m \/a

dj^\ C /ddP\
,

/ ddP \ /ddP\^
de )'r\ dfi )^^'\dede')'^'^-\'d7dy)S

m'^.mt I \de J'C'\ de^ )'^'^-\dede')'^''''\dedy)s ,

TZ-
—

;

—
;:;

—
i

—
r •

\ .' f [39571
(5«'_2w).v/« 1 , idP'\ C (ddP\ , , (ddP\ , /ddP\-} (

'

^\iiV)i'\j^)'^'\d7d7)+y\-d^)\
/dP\ C /ddP'\

,
,
rddP'\

, /ddP'\-j

-\Ti)-r\d7ir:,)+'\d7d^) + '\'df')\

*
(-2491) The part of <) e. in tlie fourth line of [3910], by tlie substitution of

«2,i9— _
r3946'l, 1)ecomes as in [3953]. Awiin, we have «n=—

,
«'n'=— 13946'!,

nn'.nn'=-—;; substituting this in the thirdhne 5 c'
[39-2:2], it becomes as in [3954].

Lastly, substituting n- n" = -
[3746'], in the second hne of 5

'^ [3935], it becomes [3952i]

as in [3955].

t (2492) Adding the two terms [3956] to the (ivo terms hetween the braces, in the

last factor of the expression of S y [3955] ; it becomes of a symmetrical form with the [3957a]

values of 5 e, 5 c' [3953,3954]. Substituting tliese values of & e, 5 c', 5y, in the first

member of [39.57], and connecting together tlie terms depending on the same factors of the [39576]

first order, it becomes as in tlie second member of [3957J.

vol.. III. 32
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[3957'] ( )
and

( )
are homogeneous in e, c', y, and of the second

\ d e J \ cl c /

dimension
;
hence we have*

/ddP\
,

,
/drlP\

,

^d,iP\ ^ f<IP
[3958] e.{-^]+e.{-—-^^-y — 2 .

(I e d t'y \d c dyJ \d e

/ddP\^ ,
/ddP'\ (ddP'\ ^ fdP'

[3958"] ]VIoreover
(

'-—
)

,
(
'——

)
are homogeneous in e, e', y, of the second

dimension ; therefore we have

dc dyj
^ '

\dcdyj \dy^ J
'

\d y

hence we find, by noticing these terms only,t

[39fi0] e6e.mK/a + e'6e\ m' v/a' + _^V^«
«'

^ q .
^ * m \/a ~f- m \/tt

Lastly, Ave shall consider the following terms of f>e,X included in

[3958a]

[3958i]

*
(2493) It evidently appears from the values of P, P' [3842, 3843], that

I

—
), (
—

I, (

—
), ( ) are homosreneous functions in c, e', y, of the second

\dej V rff / \'!yj' \dy J
"^ "

degree, corresponding to the formula [lOOlff,], supposing «= e, u'=^c, a"=y., m-^2.

If we put, in this formula, ./Z''^^f—— ],
we get [3958]; and .4'''=f

j gives

[3958']. In like manner, by putting successively, Jl''i^('-—\ ./2'''=
('--
—) [lOOlrt],

\dy / \ ay J

we get [3959, 3959'J.

t (2494) Substituting the values [3958, 3958'] in the first and second lines of the

[3960a] sgpQn^i member of [3957], we find that these terms mutually destroy each other. In like

f3960i] manner, the terms in the third and fourth lines of [3957], are destroyed by the substitution

of [3959, 3959'] ;
and the whole expression becomes as in [3960].

1 (2495) Substituting aa'.nn'= ; [39.52rt], in the last lines of the values
^ ' -

ya a

139(Ua] of Se, Sy [3910,3935], we get [3961,3963], respectively. Putting a'^n"^=-,

[3952«], in the second line of S e' [3922], we get [3962].
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the seventh line of [3910],

. mm'.t
<^/dP'\

/,1<IP\
{'i£_\ fi£f^\,/''lP'\ f^l'll'\ /dP_\ /ddP'Vf

*

{5n'—^n)yaa' 'i\J7J\d c d c' J\de'j\de de')'^\1J)'\dedy ) \dy)\dedy)y

and the terms of 6e', in the second line of [3922], namely,

also those terms of 6y, in the third line of [3935],

[39(il]

rrfi.t ^/(/P'\ /ddP\ /dP\ /ddP' \
(dP'\

/ ddP \_/d_P\ /'ddP'\}
'^

~'[M—2n).a'l\dt')\d^) \dV)\ dc'-^ )'^\d^)'\J7Ty)~\dy )\j7Jy) Y

m^a-\-mWa! ) W'i'21\ f
'^ d P \ /dP\ /ddP

"^ (5n'— 2ji).v/aa'* m'/a'
' '

X\.dv' ) \de' dy) \d c' )'\de' dy) \

Hence we shall have, by noticing these terms only,*

,,,,,,,, m m' v/a a'

ehe . m i/« + e &e . m ua -\ ;

—
;

———
, .y&ym y/a -f- m \/a

0.

Therefore the erpiations [3946, 3941] Iiold good, even when %oe notice the terms

depending on the square of the disturbing force [3910, 3922, 3935].

[396-2]

*
(2496) Substituting the values of & c, 5e', 5y [.3961

—
3963], in the first member

of [3964], and reducing, as in the preceding notes, by means of formulas similar to

[3958
—

3959'], we shall find, that the terms mutually destroy each other. But without

taking the trouble of writing down these formulas at full length, we may abridge the

calculation, by the principle of derivation, in the following manner. If we multiply

the values of &e, He', 5y [3953,3954,3955], by the factor
,

and in the terms

which are connected with the two differential coefficients
("T")' (t^)' change the

partial differentials of P, P', of the first order relative to de, into those relative

to de
;
and in the differentials of the scco»<^ orf/e?-, d e^ into dede', dcde' into de'~,

dedy into d c' d y, the other differentials being unchanged ; we shall obtam the three

expressions [3961, 3962,3963], respectively. The same changes in the partial differentials

may be made in [39.58 3958'] ;
as is evident by putting, in [lOOlo], «= c, u'=t, a"^y ;

and then «?'''=
(

—
7 )

,
to obtain the equation corresponding to [3958] ;

also .3*'^= I -r-y \ ,

to obtain the equation corresponding to [3958']. To render the expression [3963]

symmetrical, we may, as in [3957a], add the two terms [3956] to those between the

braces in [3963]. Hence it is evident, that if we substitute these values of 5e, ie, 6y

[3961,3962,3963,3964/], in the first member of [3957], the result will be equal to

the second member of [3957], multiplied by the factor [39646], changing also the partial

[39C.3]

The sta-

bility of
the orbit of
a planet i?

not dis-

turbed by

[39C4]
terms of
the order
oftllC

[39()4']

KiUmre of
the dis-

turbing
forces.

[39(l4a]

[.!9(i4i!.]

[39G4c]

[3964d]

[3964e]

[3964/]

[3964^?]
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The determination of the invariable plane, given in §62, Book II, is

founded on the three equations,*

[.3965] c = m
y/fj .

(
I — c^)

. COS. (p
-L m' y'a'.{l—<'^) . COS. ./ -j- &c. ;

[3965'] c = m ^a7{l—e^) . sin. i? . cos. <! -j- m' ^«'.(1
—

t'^)
. sin. ;'. cos. 6' -f &c. ;

[3965"] ("= m \/a.\ [-^~) . sin. ^ . sin. d
-\- m' ^n'.(l —['-) . sin. (?'. sin. fi' + &c.

;

« and a' being constant, having regard even to the terms [3906'
—

3907],

[3965"'] depending on the square of the disturlung force. The first of these

equations gives, by neglecting the jjroducts of four dimensions in e, e', &c.,

(c, &', &.C.,t

[3966] constant = (c"+ (p~)
. m \/a + (e"" + ?'") • ni'

\/Ui' -\- &c. ;

and we have just seen, in [.3964'], that the terms depending on the square

[3966'] of the disturbing force, do not affect the accuracy of this equation. The

[3964/i] differentials, as in [3964c]. Now the tbii'd and fourth lines of the terms between the

braces, in the second member of [3957], remain unchanged [3964(/] ; they must therefore

vanish, as in [3960i], by the substitution of the expressions [3959, 3959]. In like

[3964i] manner, the first and second lines vanish, as in [3960a], by the substitution of the two

equations found in [3964c], corresponding to [3958, -3958']. Hence the second member

wholly vanishes, and the result becomes as in [3964]. We may remark, that this

|3964A] demonstration is restricted to terms having the small divisor
(
5 ?i'— 2«); but it is

extended to other terms in [5935, Sic.].

*
(2497) Substituting (

1 + tang.^^j-i= cos. 9 ; (
1 + tang.= 9')-'= cos. 9', Sic.

[3965a]
j^^ [1151], it becomes as in [3965]. Making the same substitutions in c', c" [11.58,1159],

and putting also, as in [11.50],

I3!»6.5l] p . cos.(p= sin. 9 . sin. ()
; (/. cos. ip^ sin. o. cos.3 ; p'.cos.(?'= sin.©'. sin.()', &c.,

we get [3965', 3965"] It may be remarked, that the quantities c', c", are iu the original

f3965cl
^vork called c", c

, respectively ; they aie here altered so as to conform to the notation

in [1158, 1159].

t (249S) If we neglect terms of the order v^, (d^, we shall have

[3966a] v/M1^"^')==(1
—

*e-) V«. 003.9 = 1—4.- [44] Int.
;

hence m \/a . (1— c'^)
. cos. 9= tn \/«

— ^ . [c- -\- (^-)
. m \/a ; substituting this and the

similar terms of n', c', 9', Sic, in [3965]. it becomes

[3966t]
c= m \/a + id /«' + &.c .

— * .

{ (c^+ 98) . m /« + («'" + 9' ^)
'"•' /«' + &c. ^

Multiplying this by
—

2, and transposing the constant terms — 2»t\/rt,
—2m/^o'— &c.

to the first member, we get [3966].
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eqiKitiou [3965"] gives, bj neglecting the products of tln-ee dimensions

in e, c, &;c., <f, <p', &c.,*

6 .
(ffl

. sin. <'

)
. m \/a-\-6. {^'.

sin.
<5')

. m\/a' + &c. = . [39t)7]

Now if we notice only (lie terms depending on the s(pi;ire of the disturljing [3!»(i7'l

force [3931
—

3936],f this er[uation will hold good ;
therefore the expression

c"= m \/(u{\—t~) . sin. <?
• sin. (' + m' ^a'.{l—c'^) . sin. ?'. sin. 6'

-\- kc. \:imt*]

[3965"], will not be affected by these terms. In like manner, wc find, [39(58']

that a similar result is obtained from the equation [3965'],

m yja . (1— t^)
. sin.

ifi
. cos. d + m'

<^/d. (1
—

e'^')
. sin. ?'. cos. d' + &c.

[3i}«i]

Hence the invariable plane, determined in § 62, of the second hook [3969']

[1162, 1162'], remains unchanged, even tohen ive notice these terms

depending on the square of the disturbing force.

16. The terms depending on the square of the disturbing force, have a

sensible influence on the tivo great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn ; t ive [.'»69"]

*
(2499) Neglecting terms of tlie order 9^9'^, we may put sin.0=9; sm.<p'= cp', &:.c.

[43] Int. If we also neglect terms of tlie order c^^, e'^tp', Sic, the equation [3965"]

may be put under the form c"=((? . sin.
(!)

. m<^a-}- (9'. sin. 0')
. m'\/a' -\- Sic.

;
and [3967o]

if we take the variation relatively to tlic characteristic 0, it becomes as in [3967].

f (2500) The terms here referred to. are tliose mentioned in [394-3'], and computed

for two planets in [3929—3933']. The equations [3930, 3930'] may be put under the [39(iSo]

following forms,

(5 . ( o . sin. (' ) . m i/a -{- S . ( 9'. sin. 6' ) . m' v/o'= ;

[3968i]

(5 .
( 9 . cos. d

)
. m \/a -{-

5 .
[cp'.

cos. (!'
)

. m' \/d :^ .

In llic same manner, other planets produce similar expressions, and the ?\\xn of all the

equations, corresponding to the first, forms the equation [3967] ;
a similar equation may [39t)8c]

also be obtained from the sum of the equations of the second form.

X (2501) Substituting the expressions [37566, c, e], in h Ji [3764], it becomes as

in [.3970]; observing, that the coefficients of A^+ Z^, A'S-L/'a [.3764], arc equal to [3i)o!i,;j

each otiicr, as appears by multiplying [3752f/] by
— 4.
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shall proceed to determine the most considerable of these terms. We have

seen, in [3764], that the expression of R or 6 R contains the function

&R=
.(6"+e'^).-|2« (la

[3970]

:

39701

[3970"]

[3970"

[3971]

+
-....cos.(.-.).^4.^0)+2«.^-^j-|-2«.^--^j

+
««.f^—

-

If we increase the quantities e, e', w, -/, r, in this expression, by their

variations, depending on the angU) 5 n't — 2nt,* we shall obtain in R
some terms depending on the same angle ; and it would seem, on account

of the divisor 5 n'— 2n, connected with these variations, that these

terms might become sensible. But we must observe, that this divisor

disappears in d R, because the differential characteristic d, refers only

to the co-ordinates of m, or to the variations of e, ra [916'] ;
so that it

introduces the multiplicator 5 it'— 2n. Now we have seen, that the great

inequality of in depends chiefly on the term Saffndt.dR [1070"].

The inequalities of the radius vector and the longitude, which depend on

the variations of the excentricities and perihelion, relative to the angle

5 n't— 2nt, have therefore very little influence on the two great inequalities

of Jupiter and Saturn.

We shall see hereafter [4392, &c., 4466, &:c.], that the most sensible

inequalities of these two planets, depending on the simple excentricities

[:{970n]

[:W70i]

[3970c]

[3970rf]

(3970e|

*
(250-2) The variation of c, e', -ui, he, here referred to, are those represented

by 6e, I) c'
, ots, &ic. [3907^', <•,(/]; all of which have the divisor 5 «'— 2 « [3907ffi] ;

but the divisor is destroyed in finding their differentials d e, d ti, he, as is evident from

[3908c, he.]. Hence it follows, that the diilbrcntial of the expression [3970] gives,

in doR or d R, terms depending on cdc, cc'd-a, he, wliich do not contain

this divisor ;
and if we substitute them in the chief term of the great inequality [3970"'],

they will produce terms which are of the order m'^, or of the order m', in comparison

with the chief terins computed in [3844, 4418, 4474] ;
but as these terms of the order m'~,

have the same divisor (5 /j
— 2 b)-, a^ the chief term, it seems proper to examine

carefully into their exact values, instead of neglecting them, as the author has done. We
shall also see, in [400G^, he, 4431/], that several terms, omitted by the author, similar

to those treated of in this article, are quite as important as those which he has retained.
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of the orbits, are relative to the angle nt— 2n'i. We shall put*

-=F. COS. {nt~2n't + -.
— 1^'+A), [397.^]

for the term of —
, depending on this angle ;

and

iv = E. sin.
(

/« i— 2 ?i7 + E— 2 s' + J5
), [3W3]

for the term of iv, depending on the same angle ; also for the

corresponding terms of —7 and & v',
a

6r'
F. cos. (n «— 2 m' i + £— 2 e' + J') ;

[3974]

iv' = E'. sin.
(
« r — 2 n' i + £— 2 b' + B' ) . [3^4']

If we suppose that R corresponds to Saturn, disturbed by Jupiter, and ^3974']

then develop it relatively to the squares and products of the excentricities

and inclinations of the orbits, noticing only the angle 3 n't— 71 1, we shall [3si7t'

obtain, as in [3745, Sic], a function of this forni,t

R ^ M<°*. e'~ . cos. (3n't
— nt + 3s'— s— 2 ^')

+ M < "
. c e'. cos. ( 3 n' i— ?i i + 3 ='— £— ^— ^'

)^
[3975]

+ M<-'.e=. COS. (3n't
— nt + 3t'— s— 2^)

+ M^^K y" . COS. (3ti' t— n t + 3 i'— '.
— 2n).

*
(2503) The terms o( Sv [4392], depending on the angle nt — 2 71' t

,
or rather

on 2n''t — n'"!, are of the order 13S or 56', and may be reduced to the form [3973]; [3973o]

those of iv' [4466] are of the order 182% 417', and may be reduced to the form [3974'] ;

they are the largest terms of the expressions [4392, 4666]. In like manner, the parts

of —
, -4 [4393, 4467], may be reduced to the forms [3972, 3974]; tlie last of [39736]

which is the greatest term of [4467].

t (2504) This value of B is similar to that assumed in [3745—3745'"], changing

reciprocally the elements of m' into those of ?/?.
;

also Jf'-' into M^'", JiV'' into M'-"''
; [3J>75o]

and afterwards putting i=— 1 . This form of the angles in the value of R, is selected

because it produces, in connexion with the variations [3972
—

3974'], terms in d/?, d' R, [39756]

of the order in", depending on the same angle 5 n't—2nt, as the great inequality, as is

seen, in [3979, 3982, 3985, 3989, 3991]. We may remark incidentally, that in this article
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[3970'

[3976] The quantity M^°\ e'^. cos. {3 n' t — n t + S s'— ;— 2 -/) arises from the

development of the term of R, denoted by A'-'\ cos. (v'
—

?•);* in which

we must increase r by 6 r, r by 6 r', v by iv, v by -5 v . This

is the same as to increase, in the .development of this term, a by or,

[3977]
f'' ^y ^'i''i ^nd n'<— 11 1 by ^«'— f>v; by which means it produces the

following expression,!

R = — .'1/'°). e"-. (^ (/— 5 1') . sin. (3 n' i— n ^ + 3 /— i— 2 ..'
)

[397S] + « .

(^7~)
• «" • 7 • '^o^- (3 n' i - n i + 3 .'— s— 2 ^')

+ «'.-(-4V ) -e'^.^.cos. (3n'i — jU + 3/— £— 2:.').
\ du J a

T3975cl *''^ values i?, 7?^, dilTer from those in other parts of tliework; since i?, i?, [3974", 4005']

take the place of R', li [1199'], respectively; m being the mass of Jupiter, m that

of Saturn. The object of tlie author, in making this change in the value of R, is to

"
'

-' obtain express formulas for the direct cnmpiitation of the inequalities of Saturn, which are

much larger than those of Jupiter ;
and then to deduce the corresponding smaller ones

[3975e] of Jupiter, by means of the formula [1208] ;
it being evident, that this method of

deduction, in the cases where it can be applied, must be more accurate in finding the small

inequalities of Jupiter from the large ones of Saturn, than in an inverse process.

*
(-2505) The part of R, independent of y, correspon'Ung to the action of Jupiter

[397Ga] upon Siiiiirn, is found by changing, in [3742], m', r, r', v, v
,

into m, r. r, v', v,

respectively ;
and if \vc suppose, that when «, a', 7i t -\- 1, n' t -j- e', arc changed

into r', r, v\ v, respectively, the quantity .4''' [3743] becomes ^i®, we shall get,

from [}i~42,374S'], for this jMrt of R, the following expression,

[3r>7(V] R=— . cos. (
v'—v) ——r-5

—K—, ^V^ ^
, ,.2u

= ':-' .S.^i^'Kcos.i.{v'
—

v).^ '

,-2
V J

^/\r-
—^2rr .cos.(i^

—
f'j + ' J> ^

Substituting in this the values of r, r', v, v' [952, 953], we obtain an expression of R,

[397Grf] of the same form as [957], and possessing the properties mentioned in [957
—

963] ;

moreover, the term multiplied by the llictor e'^, being represented by

[397Gc] J/W'.c'2.cos. li.{n't
—

nt-^s'
—

s) + 2n't + iis'— 2~/l [957—9.59'],

becomes of the form [397G]. by putting i=l ;
then the corresponding term of R [3976(.-]

is of the same form as in [3976'].

[.397(ii]

t (2.506) Tlie term J)i'o>. f's. cos. (3 «';— « ^+ 3 ;'— ;— 2 ts') [397.5], is produced

in the function R, by a development similar to that which is used in [957], that is, by

[3!i77o] the substitution of the e//?j;iic«/ values of
?<, , i\, Sic, without noticing the perturbations

[3972—3974']. If we wish also to notice tliese terms, \vc may suppose a, a', r, v', to be
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This produces in R, the terms*

R = — l ilf'"'. E'. c'-. COS. (5n't
— 2nt [- 5 /— 2t— 2^/—B')

+ i _¥'"". E . e'-. COS. (5n't
— 2nt + 5i'—2s—2'.'— B)

[3979]

+ i«'.(^)./".e'^cos. (5;i'«— 2wi + 5.='— 2s— 2^'— ^')

+ i a . (^^ j
. F. e'^ cos. (5n't

— 2)it + 5s'—2i — 2-/—A).

increased, respectively, by di-, Hr, rSy, 5v'; by wliich means '.^3 "
. cos. » .

(
r'— r) [,3977a'-

will be augmented by the three terms in the second member of the following expression, in

which we have retained the factor i—l, for the purpose of more easy derivation hereafter;

5.{^''\ cos. i .{v'~ v)\=— A''\ i.{!)v'—iU'). sin. i .
(
v'— v

)

[.3977i]

+ rt. —— .
— .cos.z.f V— v)-\-(i.[

-—-
. -7- .cos. «.(!'—v);'

\ (la J a ^ ' '

\ da' J a' ^ "

and in the same manner as w^e have derived from ..3'''. cos. i. {v'
—

v) the term

M'>\ e'~. cos. \i.{n't
—

7it-\- s —
s) -{-2n' t -}-2 s'—2 ra'} [.3976e], [3977c]

we may derive the three terms [.397S] from those in [.3977i]. Thus the first term of the

second member of [39776] is the variation of .^"'.cos.
2'.(i''
—

v) or of ,1''^\cos.{v'
—

v), [.3977rf]

supposing the angle i . {v
—

v) to increase by {.{ov'— Sv); in like manner, the

first line of [3978] is the variation of the term

M'»\ c'-. cos. \i .
(
n't — n < + s'— s) + 2 n't + 2 Z— 2 ra'}, [3977e]

supposing the angle i.[n't
—

nt-\-s'
—

s), corresponding to i.[v'
—

v), to increase

by tiie same quantity v'— (5 v . The second line of [3978] is deduced from the second [3977e']

term in the second member of [3977i], by supposing a to be increased by i5 ?• in A'-^^

and JI/^"\ Lastly, the third line of [3978] is derived from the third term of the second [3977/]

member of [3977J], by supposing a to be increased by or, in ^'^^ and ./I/"'^

*
(2507) The expression [3979] is deduced from [3978] by the substitution of

[3972
—

39T4], and reducing by [17^20] Int., retaining only the angles which are similar

to that of the great inequality, depending on

5n't— 2nt= {3n' ( — nt)
—

{nt— 2 n't) ;
[3979J]

or the difference between the angles contained in [3978] and those in [3972
—

3974'].
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'' ^^-
f'Ve shall put d'R fur the dijf'crenlial of R, supposing the co-ordinates

of m' to he ike onhj variable quantities. In the terms multiplied by E'

[3981] and F\ the part 5 n't — n t, of the angle 6 n't — 2 n t* is relative to

these co-ordinates. In the terms multiplied by E and F, the part Sm'/'

of the same angle 5 n't — 2nt, is relative to tlie same co-ordinates;

therefore we shall have, ])y noticing only the preceding terms of R [3979],

a'd'R= i.{5u'—n).dt.a'M'"\E'.t'\s\n.{'3n'l
—

^Znt-Jr^s'
— -2'-— 2-/— B')

_l.(5;,'_;,).,/^,/2Yl^'^F'.c'2.si^.(5;/^—2n<-f53'—
2i— 2=5'— ^')

—
^ .n' (I t .a' J\r"\E .c'".sm .{5),' t— 2)1 1 -{-di'^2s— 2zs'—B

)

—
ii.n'clf.aa'.(-j-^yF.c'-.sm.{5n't

— 2vt+ r3s'—2s—2^'—
./l).

^3983j
The term M"\ e e' . cof^. (3 n' t

— n t + 3 '— ;~ z-, — -/) [3975],

results from the development of yi'^'. cos. 2 .
(t"'
—

v), in the expression

*
(2.508) The ditierential relative to d' [3930], does not aflect ni in the angle

l3H82(j]
Sn't— nt, which occurs explicitly In [397.5], so that d'.{3n't

—
nt)= 3n'(l t

; but

6r'

[3'J8'2i]
this characteristic d' aflects the jc/io/c of the values of —

,
6v' [.3974,3974'], connected

[3982]

[39826'1
with F', E', consequently the whole of the angle nt — 2)it, which occurs in these

values, must be considered as variable, and Its differential is nd( — 2n'dt. The

difference of these two expressions gives

L3982c] d '.
(
5 n' ^— 2 ?) = d '•

(
^ n t —n t)

— A'.{nt — 2 n' t)
= {5 )i — n) . (I t

;

which must be taken for the dillerentlal of the angle 5 n't — 2nt [3979i], depending
on E', F', in the first and third lines of [3979] ;

hence we obtain the first and second

[:i[J82rf] lines of [3982]. In like manner, the differential relative to d' does not affect the

[.3982t] expressions of —
,
Sv [3972, .3973], connected with the flictors F, E

;
or in other

words, the differential of the angle nt— 2 n' t
,

connected with these factors, must vanish
;

and we shall have Ci'.{nt
— 2n't)=Q; subtracting this from [3982r(], we get, in

this case, for the differential of [3979i],

[3982g-] d'.
(
5 n't — 2nt)= d'. {^^n't

— nt)— A'. {7it
— 2n't)=3 n'dt.

Substituting this in the differential of the second and fourth lines of [3979], we get,

respectively, the third and foiutli lines of [3982].
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[••Jiwy'l

of R* Therefore we must vary, in this term, a by ir, a' by o ?',

also 2 n't— 2n< by 26 v'— 26v; and by this means we obtain the

following terms of /?,

R = —2 iM^'K e e'. (i v'— d r ) . sin. {3 n' t— )i t -\- 3 b — s— -.—
z-/)

A/./»/("\ or
+ «.

, ]. ee. — . COS. (3n t — nt 4-3 i'— ;— -.— -) [3984]
\ (I a y a

+ a'. (~j^\ . e e'. ~ . COS. (3 ii' t — ti t + 3 /— B— ^.—
^/).

Hence the part of a' d' R, relative to this expression, is

a'd'R= {5n'
—

7i).(lt.a'M^'\E'.cc'.sm.{5n't—-2nt-}-rji'—2i— -:z— zi'— B')

—
^.{57i—n).dt.a'-.C^j-p\.F'.ee'.sm.{5n't

—
2nt~{-r:,s'—2i—-ji

— ~/—1')

[39851—
Sn'dt.a'J\P^\E.ee'.s\n.{5n't

— 2nt^5='—2;— zi—'/— B)

—
in' ih. act'.

(-j-~). F\cc'.sm.{r3n't -~2)it-{-'is'
—2s—-^—zi'—A).

The term M '-'
. e^ . cos.

(
3 n' / — n i + 3 /— i— 2 ^O [

3975
] , arises [mn]

from the development of A'^^K cos. (3 v — 3v), in the expression

*
(2509) Proceeding with the term depending on M''K [3975], in the same manner

as we have done with that multiplied hy Jf «", in the three preceding notes, we find, that

it may be put under the form

M"\ee. cos.{i .{n't
— nt + s'—

s) + n't -^ n t -{- / J^ b - z,'— -.i, [3<)84a]

supposing 1 = 2; by which means it becomes as in the second line of [3975], and the

corresponding term of [3976c], is of the form

i m . .^;". cos. i .

(
v'—v)^ ..l-'\ cos. 2.{v'—v}. [30^46]

The variations of this term, depending on or, (ir', ov, ov', are as in [3911 h], supposing
i= 2; and fiom these we may deduce the fimctions [3984, 3985], by a computation
similar to that used in finding [3978, 398-2]. We may. however, obtain the former

by derivation in a more simple manner; for if wo change M^°\ c'^ 2zs' into

M">, ee, — ra_^', respectively, we shall find, that the first term of [3975] becomes
"

like the second
; and the doubling the values of 6 v\ 5 v, in [3977i], on account of the

factor i= 2, make it necessary that we should double the values of E, E' [3973, 3974'].
^'^'"'^^'^^

Making these changes in [39T8, 3982], they become, respectively, as in [3984, 3985].
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of R* Therefore we must vary, in this term, a by Sr, a' by dr\ and

[3987] 3 n' t — 3nt by 3iv'— 3 A v
;

hence we get the following terms of R,

R = — 3 M'-'. e-. (6 v'—6 (')
. sin. (3 ji' t— n t + 3 ;'— s— 2^)

[3988] -X-a. i^——] .e-. -.COS. (3n!t—nt + 3c'— -=
—

2z,)
\ d u J a

+ d.
i^-^^p)

• e". ~ . COS. (3 n't— 7it + 3s'— s— 2..).

Therefore the part of a' d'R, relative to this expression, is

«'d'R= i .{5>i'—n) .dt .d M^'\E'.e^.sm.{on' t—2ut i-Ss'— 2 e—2-— 5')

[3989]

—
i.{r3H'^n).dt.fr-.('^^YF'.e''.sm.{5n't

— 2nt-\-5s'— -2;—2u— A')

—
§.n'dt.a'M^-\E.c^.sm.{r3n't

— 2nt+5e'—2e—2^—B)

— i.n'dt.a a. (-^^)
F. c^.sin. {5n't

—2nt+5^—2i—2i^—A).

[3989'] Lastly, the term M (='
. r • cos. (3 nf t— 7it + 3 /— i— 2n) [3975],

[3989"] arises from the term multiplied by 7*. cos.(.3e/
—

v), hi the expression of i?;t

*
(2510) Proceeding as in the last note, we may put tlie term [.3975], depending

on M'--\ under the form

|^3988a]
M'--\ c". COS.

{
i . («' t — n t -{- s'— i) 4- 2 n t + 2 e— 2 z^],

supposing i= 3
;

and then the corresponding term of [39?6r] is of the form

[398861 - "^'" '^'
'' ^°^' ' ' ^"'

— ^
^
^^ "^'^ '^°^' '^

^
"'— *'

)

The variations of this term are as in [3977i], supposing ;"=3; from which we may

get [3988, 3989], in the same manner as [3978, 3982] were found. The same result

may be obtained more easily by derivation, as in the last note
; by changing, in [3975, Sic],

[3988c] M'"', c'-, .3'\ 2 m', into M'~\ c", A'-^\ 2«, respectively; by which means the first

term of [3975], changes into the tliird
;
and the trebling of the values of &v', <5v, in

[3988rf] [39776], on account of the factor 1=^3, makes it necessary to change E, E'

[3973,3974'] into 3E, 3 E', respectively. Making these changes in [3978,3982],

they become as in [3988, 3989], respectively.

f (2511) We must now compute the terms arising from the introduction of the increments

1 3990a] & r, Sr, 5v, 5v', in the expressions of r, r', v, v, connected witli the factor y^, in

the value of R [3742] ; which were neglected in [3976a]. These terms of R may be
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wc must therefore vary a hy 6i\ a' by 6r', Qii't by 3 6
1"', and

n t hy & V
;

hence we obtain the following terms,

R = — M^'K y~.(3 6v'—6v). sin. (Sji't
— n t + 3 ^:'

— s— 2 u)

+ a.
\ da

5r
f. - . cos. (3 H'i— « i + 3 ;'— £— 2 n)

+ d. i-^] . -A 4 • COS. (3 n'«— M^ + 3 /— £— 2 II ).
\ da J a ^ '

[3990]

deduced from those depending on 7^, in [3742], by changing the elements as in [3976n].
These four terms of K [3742] are already multiplied by the factor 7^, of the second

dimension, and as none of a liigher order are noticed in [3975], we may substitute in

these terms, r^a, r ^= a'
, v:^nt-\-s— n, v'=:n't-\-s'

—
11; and retain only

angles of tlie form ^ n' t — nt, assumed in [3975]. Now it is evident, tliat the tuo

first of these terms of R [3742], depending on the angles cos.
(z)'
—

v), cos. [v' -{-v),

produce the angles ?i'<— nt, n't-\-nt, which are not incUided in the proposed form.

The tliird of these terms [3742] contains v'— v in its numerator and denominator,

and when the denominator is developed, as in [3744], the whole term will depend on

quantities of the form cos. i.
(
v — v) or cos. i .[n' t — nt) , which arc not comprised

in the form 3m'< — nt
,

now under consideration
;

so that we need only retain tiie last

term of [3742], which, hy making tlie changes indicated in [3976«], may be put under

re'. COS. (w'-f-i') tvt .^Now if ni the fjrmula [3744],
the form 7? =3-'^:

'*

\r-
— 2)-r'.cos. (v'

—
d)-|-c'2}-

we change a, a', nt-\-s, n't-\-s', B^'\ into r, r, v, v', 5/'\ we shall get

j
,.2_ 2 ,. /. COS.

(
i;'_ t,

) -j- ,-' 2|

— ^= ^ 2 . B «. cos.i.{v'—v).

Substituting this in R [3990c], and reducing by means of formula [3749], it becomes

i? =_ i OT .
7.2. r r. i 2 . j5«. cos. {i . (v'— v)-\- v'-\- v\.

If we change i into i— 1, and put r'. B/'-i) z= J\r'\

R f.S.M^^. COS. \i. [v'
—

v)-}-2v};

which in the case of i^3, produces a term of the form R= M''^\y-. cos. {3 v' —v).
Taking the variations of this term, as in [3977a', &c.], we get the following expression,
similar to [3977J],

'l\.M'-^\f. cos.(3 v'-v) \
=—M ">. y2. (.3

5 v'— 5
v)

. sin . (3 v— v)

+
«-(-Z7-) 7'---<^os.i3v'-v)+a'.[-^).f.-,.cos.{3v'-v).

Substituting in this the values [3990i], we obtain [3990].

[-39906]

[3990c]

[301 lOi/]

[3990(/']

[3990e]

[3990/]

[3990/']

[3990g]

[3990A]

[3990i]

VOL. III. 35
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Hence we obtain in a' d' R, the ibilowing terms,*

a'd'R=
i-i'iii'

—
n).dt.a'J\l'3KE'.f.sm. [5,1' i— Ont-j-rj;'— 2 3— ^n— B')

[31)91]

— 4 . {5n'—n).dt.n'-^. (--j^)
F'. y". sin. (5 n'l— 2n t -f 5 s'— 2 ;•— 2 n —A')

— % «' (/ 1 . a'AP-'K E.f. sin. (5 it' ^— 2 h < + 5 s'— 2 s— 2 n— 7?
)

— ^n'di.a a'. C'^^) F. f. sin. (5 »' ^— 2 ;i i + 5 s'— 2 ;— 2 n— yj
).

The most sensible inequalities, arising from the squares and products of the

[3W1'] excentrlcities and inclinations of the orbits, Avhich neither have 5 ?i'— 2 nf
for a divisor, nor depend upon the variations of the elements relative to the

*
(2512) Tlie expression [3991] is deduced from [-3990], in the same mtinner as

[3982] is from [3978] ;
or more easily by the principle of derivation. For if we change

[3991a] ^i'»', t'^ hv\ —2a', into Jl/"', -/, 3(5r', —211, respectively, the function

[397S] will become as in [3990] ; consequently F' [3974'] must be changed, as in [3984(/],

f'^''''"'] into 3jE'. Making the same changes in [3982], which was deduced from [3978],

we get [3991].

[3992a]

[39926]

t (2.513) The divisors in [3714, 3715], which may be small, in the theory of the

perturbations of Jupiterand Saturn, are i7t'-|-(3
—

').", i?i'-f-(l
—

»')•>', ««'+(2—i).n;

and since ?t'=|-n nearly [3818(/], they become (3
—

{ri).», (1
—

%i).n, (2
—

%i) -n.

If we put .' = 5, the first divisor becomes 0, the others being large. If 2^4, the

last divisor becomes — f «, and the others are larger. If ;' = 3, the last divisor

becomes \ n, and the others are greater then this quantity ;
and it is evident, that next

to j=5, this value of i gives the least value to the divisors [3992a] ;
therefore the terms

of ri5 ;•, hv [3714,3715], of the second order, relative to the ijuantities c, e', j, and

depending on the angle 3m'^— nt, maybe increased by this divisor, so as to become

greater than other terms of the same order, relative to c, t', y, which have not a small

divisor. This reasoning is confirmed a posteriori by the inspection of the numerical values

of d/-", (5 r^', 5v", ov'-' [4397,4470,4394,4468], in which the terms depending on

the angle 3 n't— n t, are generally greater than any of those that are noticed in [3991'],

[399a(i] excepting in't—^nt. This last angle is here neglected, because the terms or, Sv,hc.,

depending upon it, do not produce in [3995], functions of the form [3!i98], depending

on the angle 5 n' t — 2ni, which are the only ones under consideration at the present

moment. Now if we notice only the terms depending on the angle 3 n't— nt, in

r3092c] [3714, 3715], we shall obtain for —
, 5v, quantities of the forms [3992, 3993],

6r'
,

and in like manner, in —
, ov', terms of the forms [3994,3994].

[3992c
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angle Bti't— 2?ii, are those corresponding to tiie angle 3 n't — nt.

We shall jjut

5r— = G. COS. (3 n't— n i + 3 s— e + C) , [3992]
Or

for the part of —
, depending on this angle ;

also

&v^H. sin. (3 n't — nt^-3e'—e-\- D), [KTO]

for the part of 6v, depending on the same angle ;
in like manner,

Sr'

-r = G'. COS. (3 n' t — n t + 3 ='— i + C) , [SVM]
a

5 v' = H'. sin. (3 «' / — H i + 3 s'— s +£)') , [3994']

(5 r'

for the parts of —
p, 6 «', depending on the same angle. The expression

ot R, developed relative to the first power of the excentricities, contains

the two following terms,*

R= N^°Ke.cos. (n t— 2n' t + i— 2i +^)

+ A^(". e'. cos. (7it
— 2n't + s—2i+z^').

[3995]

*
(2514) In the same manner as we have deduced, from R [3976c], the three

terms [3976c, 3981fl, 398Sa], of the second order in e, e', we may obtain two of the [3995a]

first order in c, e, of the following forms,

R= JY^'^K c . cos. \i .(ri t ~n t -\- s'— s) + n f 4- 2 — zi\

[39956]
+ JV^''.e'.cos.\i.{iit—nt-\-s'—s)~{-n't-i-i'-iz'\.

If we put i = 9, in the first of these terms, it becomes of the same form as the first [3995c]

term of [3995] ; and by proceeding in like manner as in note 2506, we easily perceive [3995rf]

that this term arises from the development of A^'\cos. i . {v'
—

v), supposmg i^2, [3yi)5e]

as in [3995c]. Moreover the second term of R [3995J], becomes of the same form as

the second term of [3995], by putting i=l; and then the term A'''\cos. i . (u'—v), [3995/]

upon which it depends, becomes A'-^\ cos. (v'—v), as in [3998'].

We have already computed, in the case of i= 2, the eflect of the substitution of the

variations &r, Sr', S v, 5v', in the development of ./2'-'. cos. 2 .
(

t-'
—

v) [39S4i], and
[3095^]

we have found that this substitution, in [39846], produces the function [3984]. A similar

method may be followed with the first line of R [3995i] ; but it is more simple to derive [3995A]

it from [3984«, 3934]. This is done by changing, in [3984a], the factor jWK e e'

into ./V'"'. e, and decreasing the angle, which is contained under the sign cos., by the [3995.']
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[3995'] The first of these terms arises from the development of A^^.cos.(2v'
—

2v)y

in the expression of R ;
and in this development we must increase a by 6r,

[3995"]
a' by 6 ?', 2 n't— 2nt by 26v'— 2sv; from which we obtain the

following expression,

R= 2N^°Ke.(ov'
—

6v).s\n.(nt
— 2n't + !— 2/+^)

+ a. (^^^— ).e.- ,cos.(nt— 2n't + i— 2s' + ^')
\ cl a J a ^ ^

+ ff'.(-^^).e.— .COS. (ni— 2/i'/ + £— 2e'+^).
\ da J a ^

Hence we get in i?, the following terms,*

R = iV'"'. H'. e . cos. (5 «'/— 2 ?i i + 5 ,'—2i— ^ + D' )

— N^°\H.e.cos.(5n't — 2nt + 5s'—2c— ^ + D)

+ |a'.(^^j.G'.
e.cos. (5«'^— 2nZ + 5-='— 2.=— ^ + C")

+ ha. (-^^ j.G.e.
COS. (5n't

— 2 7it + 5 s'— 2 = — ^ + C).

To obtain the corresponding part of d'R, we must vary the angle
l^'" ' 5 n't— nt, in the terms multiplied by H' and G?';t but in the terms

[3995A:] quantity ii't-^-e'
—- zi'

; by which means it becomes as in the first line of [39956];

then putting {= 2, it becomes as in the first term of [3995]. The same changes being

made in [3984], whicli was derived from [3984rt], it becomes as in [3996] ; observing

that when the angle 3 n't— nt-\-3s'— £— a— -^ [3984] is decreased by the quantity

ii't-\-s'
— ra' [3995t], its sine becomes

[399K] sin. {2n't
— nt-lr2e'

— s—zs
)
=— sin. {n t -2 n t -}-

s -2 s'
-{- ^) ,

as in the first line of [3996], and its cosine is as in the second and third lines of the

same expression.

*
(2515) Substituting, in [3996], the values of Hr, &v, S/, & v' [3992-3994'J,

[399/a]
j.£,j„c;„g ([^q products by [17

—
20] Int., and retaining only the terms depending on the

angle 5n'i — 2nt, it becomes as in [3997].

t (2516) The characteristic d' [3980] aifects only the angle 2 n' f, in [3995], so

[3998a] that in these terms wo shall have d'. {n t —2n' i)
= — 2 n d t

;
but d' affects the

the whole values of —
, Sv', consequently also the whole of the angle 3n't—nt,
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multiplied bj // and G, we must only vary 2n' t
\

henee we obtain [3097"]

c^A'R=— {5n—n).dt.a'jY^''\H'.c.^m.{5n't—2nt+ bi—2s-~-ui^D')

+ 2/j'(/^rt'.V"'\//.c.sin.(5;i7— 2;U+ 5-='— •2s— a+ Z>)
' V.I I /

^ggggj

—
?l^7^rta^(-^j.G.c.sin.(5n'i!

— 2?i<+ 5£'—2e—7S+C).

The term 7V<" . e'. cos.
(
» / — 2 n' ^ + £— 2 /+ ^') , arises from the

r3998'l

development of the term of R, represented by .4 ''. cos.
(^;'
—

i')* [3995/"] ;

which occurs in the terms [3991, 3994'], which are multiplied by (?', 11'; so that in

these terms we shall have d '.
(
3 n' t— )( /

)
= 3 ?(' dt— ndt. Subtracting [3998ff] [39984]

from
t^is,

we get

d'. (.5 ;i'f — 2 n /
)
= d'. (3 /i'^ — n — tl '

(
« ^— 2 "' =

(
5 «'— n

)
. f/ ?, [3998c]

for the diTerential of the angle 5n'<— '2i\t, whicli occurs in tlie terms of R [3997],

depending on G'
,
H'

; it being evident, that liie angle 5 n' t— 2«< is produced in tliese

terms by combining the angles 3 n' (— 7it, nt— 2n'<, as in [3998f]. Substituting [3998rf]

this in the diTerential of the first and third lines of [3997], taken relatively to d', w-e get

the first and second lines of [3998], containing the factors G', H', as in [3997'].
dr

Again, the characteristic d' [3980] docs not affect —
,

& v, so that in their values
"

[3998*]

[3992, 3993], which contain the factors G, II, we have d'. {3 n' t— n t) =0 ;

subtracting from this the expression [.3998«], we get

d'. {5)i't
— 2nt) = d'. (3 n't— u t)

— (V. {ii t— 2 7i' t) =2n'dt ; [3998e']

which is to be substituted in the differential of the second and fourth lines oi [3997],

taken relatively to d', to obtain the third and fourth lines of [3998], containing the

factors G, H, as in [3997"]. The whole value of d'jR is to be multiplied by a', to

obtain ci'dR [3998].

[3998/]

*
(2517) We have seen, in [3995/'], that the second term of [3995],

J\r^^\ c'. cos. {nt
—

2ii't-{-!—2s'-\- ra'), [3999a]

is derived from a term of R, of the form .3". cos {v'
—

v), corresponding to i=l;
being of the same form as [3977(/]. Now the effect of the substitution of the variations

of Sr, S/, (5 V, dv', in the development of this quantity, having been computed in [3978],
we may deduce from it the terms of R [3999], corresponding to the present case, by a

similar method of derivation to that made use of in [3995/;—/]. Thus, instead of the
'^^

'

VOL. Ill, 36
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[3998"!
^^^ must therefore vary, in this term, a hy 6 r, «' by 6 r', ?i' i — nt by

i 1)'
—

^ti, and we get the following expression,

R= iV <". e'.
(
6 «'— 6 D ) . sin .

(
?t i — 2 n' i + s— 2 .=' + ^'

)

[3999] + « . —,
—

)
. e'.

—
. cos. ( n i — 2 ?i' J + £— 2 e'+ To' )

\ a J a

+ «'.
(^^ )

. e'. ^ . COS. ( H, /_ 2 ?i' i + J— 2 .=' + ^') .

\ «(/ /a
Therefore the part of a'd'R, relative to these terms, is*

ac\'R=z— i.{3n'—n).Jt.a'jY^'\ir.c'.sm.{rjn't-^2nt + 53'—2s— zi'+D')

—
i.[r3ii'—n).(Jt.a'~.{'^^^\ .G'.e'.Rin.(5n'/

— 2m^ + 5£'—2e—^'+C')
14000]

+ n'(Jt.a'JV"\n.c'.s\B.{r)n't
—

2nt-!r5:'—2s—T;^'-\-D)

— n' dt .a a . ('~~y G . c'.sm. {5n' i— 2nt-{- 5!'—2s—r;,'
-Jf- C) .

The values of M'% il/<", 71/<->, .¥<», are determined in the formulas

[4000'] Qf ^4^ |jy ciianging the quantities relative to m into those relative to m',

and the contrary [3915a, 6].t The values of iV'"' and iV^'' are determined

operations mentioned in [3995*], we mnst, in the present case, change the factor M'-''\ e'*

r3977cl into JV*". f'
; and decrease the ande which is contained under the sicn cos.,

^'''' '

by 7i't-{-s'
—

ct'; by which means [.3977e] becomes as in the second line of [3995i],

[39i)!W]
or the second line of [3995], supposing i=l. Now making the same changes in [3978],

wjiicli is derived from [3977t], it becomes as in [3999] ; observing that when the

angle 3 n't — nt + 3 i'— s— 2 zi' [.39*8], is decreased by n' t
-J^-

s'— ^/ [.3999c],
^'

itbecomes 2n'(— nt-\-2!:'—!— -yi'=— {nt
—

2!i't-j-s
—

2s'^zi').

*
(2518) The function [4000] may be deduced from [3999], by the method we have

used in computing [3997] from [3996]. It may, however, be deduced more easily from

[3999/]
["3996^.3997]; by changing JV"'>, e, z^, 5v. 5v', into .A^<'>, c', ^', h'iv, liv', respectively.

For by this means, [3996] changes into [3999] ;
and TI, //' [3993, 3994'] become

L ^
i H, h H\ respectively. These changes being made in [3998], it becomes as in [4000].

f (2519) If we put 1:=:— 1, in the terms of 7i [1011], depending on c, c, and

[4000a] retain only these two terms, putting also A'~'''=^A''^ [954"], we get, for this part of R.

relative to the action of Saturn on Jupiter,

R=— ~.]a.{ -— —
2^'";- . e . cos. (2n(— 7it 4-2 s — I'—zi)^ C \ da J \

[40001]

—
'-J

}.a'. C^) + 4
A-']^

. (•'. COS. {2n( — r)'i+2i— i'—
-.')

.
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by the equations,

a'iVW=—2m. «'/!'-'— Am . ««'.
[-j^] \ [400i]

d A^("^ m . a' . yl'"— .1 m . a'\
(-j^)

•
[400i']

Connecting together all these partial expressions oi" aW'R, we obtain

a term of this form,*

a'd'R = 7)171'. I. dt. sm. (on't
— 2 Jit + 5s —2s— O). [4002]

Hence the term 3 a'ffn' d t . iV B, of the expression of Av', givesf [4002']

6v'= — /!"!''^:"';, . sin. (.5 »' / — 2 ?w + 5 s'— 2 s— o). [m^
(5ft

— 'zny
^

This is the most sensible term of the great inequality of Saturn, depending

on the square of the disturbing force.

[4000c]
Changing, reciprocally, the elements of m' into those of m, we get the corresponding part

of R, relative to tlie action of Jupiter on Saturn. Comparing this with tlie assumed

form [3i!95j, after having changed the signs of all the terms contained under tlie sign cos.,

in [3995], we get the expressions of jV>", A*"> [4001, 4001'].

*
(2520) Adding together the parts of a A'R [3982, 3985, 3989, 3991, 3998, 4000],

and putting, for brevity, Tr,= 5 ;»' <
— 2nt-\-bs'— 2£, we get a series of terms [4002o]

of the first form [4()02r] ;
/' being used for brevity, for the coefficients, and O' for the

quantity connected with Tr, . Developing this by [23] Int., we get the second form

[4002c or 4002£/] ;
in which we may substitute

2. /'.cos. O' =mn'. I. COS. O, 2 . /'. sin. O '=— m n'. /. sin. O, [40026]

and we obtain the first form [4002e], which by means of [22] Int., becomes as in the

second form of [4002t], agreeing with [4002],

a'd'R=dt.:^.r. sin. {T,+ 0')= d t .S . F.
|sin. T, . cos. O'+cos. Tr, . sin. 0'| [4002c]

= dt. sin. r, . 2 . /'. COS. O'4-dt . cos. T, . 2 . /'. sin. O'
[40O2rf]

= mn'.I.dt .\ sin. T5 . cos. O— cos. T5 . sin 0| =z m n'. l.dl . sin.
( 3T-,
— O

)
. [4002e]

t (2521) Multiplying [4002] by 3 n' d i
,

and tlien integrating it twice, relatively

to t. we got, for 3 a'ffn' d ( .d' R, the expression [4003]; and this quantity is evidently [4003a]

the most important one in the value of 5
v', depending on the term now under consideration,

included in the expression [3715ot].
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If the expression of R, divided by the disturbing mass, be the same

for Jupiter and Saturn, \vc shall have, as in [1208], the corresponding

inequality of Jupiter i v, by substituting ihe preceding value i v' [4003]

in the formula

m s/a

but the value of ^"' [3776c] is not the same for the two planets,

therefore the terms*

[4004]

M<»'. e'". COS. (3 h' < — n f + 3 /— :— 2
-..') ;

,V<'>. e'. COS. (nt
— 2n't-\- = — 1 .^'+ ^') ;

divided by the disturbing mass, are different for each of them. But it

follows, from [1202], that by noticing only the terms having the divisor

(5 m'— 2 ?))-, we shall have in this case,t

[4005] tn.fdR^+ vi'.J'd
'

7? =
;

[4004o]

[40046]

*
(2522) Tlie terms mentioned in [4004] are derived from ,/?'". cos. («'

—
v), as

it appears in [3976', 3998'] ;
Ijut the value of ./Z'" is not tlie same, in computing the action

of m upon m'
;

as it is in computing tlie action of m' upon m [377.5c]. Now we have

already remarked, in Vol. I, page 651, tliat tlie method of finding the inequality of Jupiter

from that of Saturn, by means of the formula [1208 or 4003'], is not applicable, without

some restriction, to the computation of terms of the order of the square of the disturbing

force. This is evident from the consideration, tliat in the equation

L4004C] m ./d R 4- m'.fd'R'= [1202],

from which the formula [1208] is derived, terms of tlie tliird order in m, m are neglected,

[4004(/] wiiicii is ecjuivalent to the neglect of terms of tlie «cconfZ order in 7^, R' ; being of the

same order as the terms computed in [3982
—

4002].

t (2523) This formula is corrected for a typographical mistake in the original work,

[J00.5a] and is the same as in [4004f] ;
terms of the third order in m, m l)cing neglected.

We have already spoken of the different meanings of the symbol R, and it may not be

amiss again to repeat, that m is the mass of Jupiter, w' that of Saturn ;
also in formula

[40056] [4004c], the value of R corresponds to the action of m! on m [913], and R' to the

action of m on m' [1199']. Tliese are changed in the present article to R, [4005']

and R [3974"], respectively.
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R^ bring ivhat R becomes relatively to the action of Saturn on Jupiter, and

the differential characteristic d referring to the co-ordinates of Jupiter.*

*
(2524) Substituting (5d' [4003] in tiie foiinula [4003'], we get the corresponding

inequality of li v [4006]. Tliis inotliorl of deriving (5 w from Hv', would be sufllciently

accurate, were it not for the terms of the third order in m, m', omitted in [4004c, 4003']. These

neglected terms make it necessary either to correct the result obtained in [4006], or to compuic,

in a direct mannei; the value of Sv from the formula 5v= 3 affndt .dR [3715/]. Thus,

for the terms of i?,, which are similar to those of R [3978, 3984, 3988, 3990, 3996, 3999],

we must compute the corresponding values of adR^, similar to [3982, 3985, &:c.—4000],

and by combining all of them together, we get the value of ad/?,, corresponding to [4002].

This is to be substituted in [4005c], to obtain the required inequality <5
1', which is to be

used instead of [4006]. It will not, however, be necessary to repeat the whole of these

calculations, since we shall soon show that the terms of R, of the form and order in the

development [3742], combined with those of a similar development of R^, satisfy the

equation [4005], when we except the terms depending on A'-'\ and notice only such

quantities as have been under consideration in this article, namely, those which are of the

order of the square of the disturbing force, and depend on the angle 3 n' t — 2 7it .

For if we put

^= cos. (i)'— jj)
—

iy^. cos. {v'
—

v)-\- ^7^. cos. {v'-\-v);

B = — \r^
— 2r r'. cos. (y'— v) -\-'t'^\'~^

4- lf.\co?..{v'—v)
—

cos.{v'-\-v)\.\r^—'irr'.coi.{v'—v)-\-r'^~^'

we shall obtain the value of R [4005/], corresponding, as in [3974"], to the disturbing

force of Jupiter upon Saturn
; the expression is derived from [3742], by changing m, r, v

into m, /', v', and the contrary. Moreover R^ [4005/', 4005'] corresponds to the action

of Saturn upon Jupiter, being the same as in [3742],

R z^ m,fl . \- inB ; [Action of Jupiter on Saturn.]
/• 2

R/^= m'Jl .
—

-f- ni B
;

[Action of Saturn on Jupiter.]

m m m

m m
respectively, in [3975—3991]; also JV<'\ JV^'\ into -.A'"", - .JV'" [3995—4001'! ;m m '

or in other words, we may compute the parts of jR,, depending on B, by multiplying the

VOL. III. 37

[40056']

[400.5ft"]

[4005c]

[400.5rf]

[4005e]

[400.5/]

[400.5^:]

[4005/i]

[4005iJ

[40054]

[4005/]

[4005r]

If we neglect, for a moment, the term A, we shall have R = mB, R^= m'B
;

m'
whence R,= --.R; so that the terms of R, corresponding to R [3975], maybe [4005n

found by changing JW'% iVi<i\ JVF-', ^i">, into -.Jl/'o^ -
..Ii"', -.M^-\ -.J/")

[4005n)
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Hence it follows, that the inequality of Jupiter, corresponding to the

corresponding terms of R [3978, 3984, Stc] by
—

. In finding the differentials relative

to d, we shall proceed in the same order as we have done in finding those relative to d'

[4005o] [39S9ff, &c.], observing that d does not affect 3 n't, in the angle 3ti't— nt, which

[4005/;] occurs explicitly in [3975] . Hence we shall have d . {3 n't — nt) = — ndt, similar

ir'

to [3982a] ; moreover, as the sign d does not afi"ect the values of —
, Sv', the differential

of the angle nt— 2 n' t
,

which occurs in these values, or in the terms connected with

[4005^] £', F' [3974', 3974], is d. {nt
—

27i'i)z^O. The difference of these two expressions,

corresponding to the equation [3982c], is

[4005r] d . {5 n' t
— 2 H t)

= d . {3 71 t— n t)
— d . {n t — 27i't)

= — ndt
;

[4005c'] now we have very nearly 5 n'— 2 n= [3818f/] ;
and the inequalities S v, Sv', under

consideration, are very small, as we shall see in [4431/] ; therefore we may put

— n = —
(
5 ?i'
— ?t

) ,
and the preceding expression becomes

[4005s]
fl •

(
5 n t— 2n t)

=— [5 n'— n) . d t
;

which is equal to that of d'. (5n'<
— 2nt) [3982c], but has a different sign. Hence,

by noticing only the part of R, depending on B, and connected with the factors E', F',

we have djR= — d'R; substituting this in the differential of i?, [4005/«], taken

relatively to d, we get dR^ = —. dR= .d'R; which is easily reduced to the
[4005<]

r4005«l form 7n.dR^-\-7n'.d'R= [4005]. In like manner, the differential d affects the whole

Sr
of the values —

,
6v [3972, 3973], depending on the factors E, F

; so that the

differential d, of the angle nt— 2n't, connected with these terms, is

[4005i)]
d . (nt

— 2 7i't)
^= 71 dt — 2n' dt.

Subtracting this from [4005p], we get

d.(bn't— 27it)=d.(3 7i't— nt) — d. [n t — 27i't)
= 27i dt ~2ndt

;

[4005u>]

and by substituting 2 ?i'— 2 ?i =:^— 3 ii [4005/], it becomes

[400.5«;']
d.{5n'i— 2nt)^— 3n'dt^—d'.{5ni—2nt) [3982^];

f4005r] hence, for these terms, we also get, as in [4005<], dR=— d'R and m.dR,-\-7n'.d'R={}.

The same result holds good when the terms of R, instead of depending on the angle

[4005!/] 3 7i't—nt [3975], have other forms, as for example, nt — 2n't [3995]; which are to

be combined with the corresponding terms of & r, bv, Sr", i> v, so as to produce the angle

^n't— 2 7it. Thus, if instead of the particular values of R, —
[3975, 3974], we

assume the following general values,

[4005i] /J= M.cos. {i\n't
— iyut -\-^i),

—= jP'.cos. (ton < — i'o ft'<+ ^2) ;
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preceding expression [4003], is

" a
6 V =

' '"^ "
. I. sin. (5n't— 2nt + 5e—2i—0). [4006]

in which i\-\- {'.;,
= 5

; i, -{-'' = 2
;

we shall llnd that the products of these two [40052']

expressions, contained in a function similar to [3978], will produce a term depending on

the angle 5>i'(—2nt, as in [3979]. In this case, the equations [393-2c, 4005r]

become, respectively, by substituting i\ -f- t'a= 5 [40O.5z'], [400Ca]

d'. (5n't— 2 ?i i
)
= d'.

( i\ n! t— t, « ^ — d'.
( /, n t— i'„ v! t

)

[40066]= i\ n il t—
( ?'o ndt — i'^n' d t)

^ 5 n d t — in n d t ;

d.{5n't— 27it)= d .(i\n't— i, 7i«)
— d. {i.,nt

— i'„n' t)
=— i^ndt. (4006c]

The sum of these two equations, substituting i^-\-uz=2; 5n'— 2?f= [4005z',r'], is

d'.{5n't—27it)-l^d.{5n't — 2nt)^5n'dt—27idt^0, or d'R-{-dR=0, [4006d]

as in [4005<] ;
and from this we get, generally, as in [4005.r, 4005J , 7n.dR,-{-m'.d'R=^0. [4006«]

Hence it follows, that if we put (S«i, Sv.t, for the parts of 6v, of this form and order,

depending on A, R, respectively; also 5v\, 6v'„, for the similar parts of 5v', we shall have

6v^5vi-{-Sv2; & v' z^ S v\ -{-
S

v'.;, ; [4006/]

and the formula [4006e] gives, as in [1202, Sic], the following expression, similar to [4003'],

. , m'l/a'

From this formula we may compute hv.^, after having found 5 «>'.,, by a direct process

similar to that used in [3975
—

4003].

In computing the terms of ^v,, 5«'], depending on A [4005A], w'e may neglect the

two terms containing y^, for the same reasons as in [3990a— c]. Then we shall have

simply ^= cos.
(«;'
—

r) ; hence the corresponding parts of R, R, [4005/,/'], become [4006A]

R = m.^ . COS. («'— t)) ; jf?,= ?«'. -^
. cos. .{v'—v). [4006ij

These quantities evidently depend on the term connected with the coefficient A '", in the

development of —
[954, 957], as is evident by the substitution of the values [952, 953].

Hence we have, by noticing only this part of A''^\

A''^''= 7n .

-g ; in computing 6v\, arising from the action of Jupiter on Saturn ;
[4006*)

A'-^''=m'. ~
; in computing 5v', arising from the action of Saturn on Jupiter.

[4006;]

Now ^'" occurs only in the development of the term A^^\cos. {v'
— v); and it is [4006m]
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[4006']

[4006re]

[4006o]

[400C,p]

[4006?]

[4006r]

[4006s]

[4006s']

[4006<]

17. In the inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, in which the coefficient

of t is neither 5m'— 2w, nor differs from it by the quantity n, in

[4006h]

[4006i>]

[400(ii

therefore found in Jf'"' [3976,3976'], also in JV'(" [4001'] ;
but not in M'^', Jir-\ M«',

JV"" [3983, 3986, 3989", 3995'] ;
so that in tliese last terms we shall have 5 u,

== 0,

Sv\ = 0, (5 1'.i
= 5 D, 5v'.2

= 5v'; consequently the value of &v may be correctly

obtained from (5 v', in these cases, by means of the formula [4003']. A did'erent process

must be used with the terms depending on M'-"\ JV"\ which contain .^"'. For we must

compute (5
(I'j

in a direct manner, by means of the value of ,4''^ [4006i-] ; also & v^, from

[4006/] ; by a process similar to that used in computing d v' or 5 w'o ,
in [3982, 4002'].

Having thus obtained 5vj, Sv\, &v\t, we get Sv.^, by means of the formula [4006^],

and then by substitution in [4006/"], we obtain the values of Sv, 5v', corresponding to

these terms. These remarks are not restricted to the two forms of R, treated of by the

author in [397.5, 3995], but apply generally to others of a similar nature, contained in the

general table, which we shall give in [4006»].

In addition to the terms of R, depending on the angles Sn't — ni, nt — '2nt
;

treated of by the author in [3975, 3995] ; there is an infinite number of a similar nature
;

some of which are deserving of peculiar notice, on account of their magnitudes ;
and one

of them is of nearly the same order as those we have already noticed. The 20 forms of

R, Si-, S V, or, (5
1)', Sic, producing the angle 5 n' t — 2iit, arc contained in the

annexed table. Thus the form which is marked with the number 6, includes the terms

of R, depending on the angle 3n' t— nt, as in

the first form assumed by the author in [3975J ; and

when tliis is combined with 5r, Sv, Sic, of the form

2n't—nf, it produces terms depending on 5n't— 2?i/,

as in [3979]. We may also take these angles in an

inverse order, corresponding to the accented numbers,

supposing, as in the number 6', that 7? depends on the

angle 2 n't— nt, corresponding to the second form

of the author, in [3995], and &r, 'h', &c. depend on

the angle 3n't — nt. The numerical values of these

terras of (5r, iiv', are given inaccurately in [4432,4488];

as was first observed by Mr. Plana, in the second

volume of the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of

London ;
in which he has given the calculations of the

separate terms at full lengtli ; and has also noticed the terms of R, of the forms 5', 3, 4
;

observing, however, that they have hardly any sensible effect in the complete values

of Sv, S v'. The final values of 5v, 6 v', computed by Mr. Plana, by a direct process,

and independently of each other, did not satisfy the equation [4003'] ;
and this numerical

result, he considered as a demonstration a posteriori, that this formula could not be applied

to all these terms of the order of the square of the disturbing masses. In consequence

No.

1

2
3

4

5

6
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Jupiter, or n' in Saturn; we must increase nt and n't by their great

inequalities depending on 5n't — 2nt. For we have seen [1070"],

149

[4006"]

[400Cz]

of these remarks, La Place resumed the subject in a memoir published in tlie Connaissance

des Terns for the year 1829
;

in which he tacitly admits the inaccuracy of the application of

the formula [4003'] to all these terms of the order of (lie square of the disturbing forces
;
and

gives a new formula [400S(:], expressing the relation between the complete values of the

terms of dv, Sv', like those computed in this article, and others of a similar form and order, [40063:]

calculated by Mr. Plana [4006r]. This new formula has been called the last gift ofLa Place

to astronomy. Upon applying the numerical values of i5r', 5v', given by Mr. Plana, to iliis

formula, it was not satisfied ;
whence La Place inferred, that these numerical calculations

of Mr. Plana were incomplete or inaccurate. Some strictures having been made on this [-lOOCy]

formula by Mr. Plana, in the Memoric dclla Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino,

Tom. XXXI
;

it was followed by two other demonstrations of this new formula
;
the first

by Mr. Poisson in a memoir published in the Connaissance des Terns for 1831
;
the second by

Mr. Pontecoulant, in the same work, for 1833. In the memoir of Mr. Poisson, he notices

the term of the form 1, in the table [4006m], and shows, that it is of sufficient importance

to be introduced into the calculation. Under these circumstances, he recommends a

revision of the whole calculation, by taking into consideration all the forms comprised in

the table [4006i(], which produce terms of 5v, Sv', of any sensible magnitude. This

extremely laborious task has been performed by Mr. Pontecoulant, who has given the [4007a]

abridged results of his investigation in the Connaissance des Terns for the year 1833, from

which we shall make some extracts, in the notes upon the twelfth and thirteenth chapters

of this book, in treating of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. These results, so far as they

relate to terms of the forms 6, 6' [4006m], computed in this article, differ but very little [40076]

from those of La Place [4432, 4488], except in the signs ;
and upon referring to the

original manuscript, in which these last calculations were made, a mistake in the signs

was discovered. Finally, Mr. Pontecoulant suggested to Mr. Plana, some corrections [4007c]

which were necessary in his work
;
and upon the revision of his calculation, it was found,

that the results were almost identical with those of Mr. Pontecoulant
;

these corrected [4007£/]

values, combined with the other terms of this kind computed by Mr. Pontecoulant, are

found to satisfy very nearly the new formula of La Place [4008x]. We shall now give

the demonstration of this formula.

For this purpose, we shall use the same notation as in [1198], in which M represents

the sun's mass, m the mass of Jupiter, m' the mass of Saturn
; .r, y, z, the rectangular

co-ordinates of Jupiter, referred to the sun's centre ; r its radius vector, &.c. ; and the same

letters accented correspond to the orbit of Saturn. Then putting, for brevity,

[4007e]

[4007/]

xx'+yy'+^z' ^':'+yy'+--'
J-3 ^\{x'-;cf+{y--yf+ {-J~zfl

'

[4007g]

VOL. III. 38
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[4006'"] that these great inequalities must be added to the mean motion, in the

[4007A]
we get, as in [949,1200], by observing that r^= r^+/+ ^^^ r^^x'^-\-,j^+z'~ [914'],

r4007tl R= "*'• ("''"f" ^) J ^^°' ''"^ action of Saturn upon Jupiter.]

[4007/1] R':= m . (w -j- X) ;
[For Iho action of Jupiter upon Saturn.]

Now if we multiply the formula [1198] by M -\- m -{- 7ii'
,

it will become of the form

[4007o] ;
for the two first terms of the second member of the product, or those in the

first line of [119S], may be put under the form,

(rf,.2+ rf^s+rfj2) ^ (^dx'^+ dy'^+dz'^)
iM+m').m r-'^y^'""+iM+m) m.

dt^
I \ 1 y ^,a

[4007J]

3 [d^+d^+ d^) ,3 {dx'^+dlj'^+dz'^)
.+M •

771^ 1- »«'

rf<2
'

rff2

[4007m]

of which the first line is the same as in the first line of [4007o]. Connecting the terms in

the second line of [4007/] with those produced by the second line of [1198], namely,

{mdx-\-m'dx')' {indy-\-m' dy')- [m d z
-\-

m' d z')~

dfi dt^ dt^

it produces the second line of [4007o] ; observing, that

jftS (/ jS j^ „j'
2

,/ ^,'
2_

(
m ,/ X + m' d x'f=— 2 m m'. cJ x d x', &c.

The first and second terms of the third line of [1193] produce, without any redaction, the

[4007n] third line of [4007o], and the last term of [1198] gives the last of [4007o], using

X [4007^] ;
hence we have

/Tir, ,^ {rf;c2+,/»2+ rfta) , , ,^ , , , (dx'^+ dy'^-{-dz'2)
constant=

( iH+ m') . m .
^^

^
/^^

'

-{-{M-\-m) . m'.
^

,^
'

_
,
(dxdx'

, dydy' , dzdz")

[4007o]

— 2 . {M+vi + w
)

.

iy— + -^J

+ 2 .
(
Jt/+ ?« + m') . m m'. X .

If we multiply the values of
'!fl±^W^"^ '^+^|^±^' [1199,1200], by

(M-\-m') .m, {M-{- m) .m', respectively; and add the products, we shall get, for

the first line of the second member of [4007o], the following expression,

[4007;,] (M+m').m. f-''^^+"''
—

27-di?? + (Jf+m).rft'. f •'•^^+"''^—
2/d'il'^.

^ r
]i C r J
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tbrmukis of tlic elliptical motion
; they must therefore be added to the same

If we substitute this in [4007o], we shall find, that the term having the divisor r, is

— .
{ (

7)/+ m') .{M+m) — {M-ir m + m) . M\, [4007;/]

,. , , , • • 2m2»i'
,

. ...
, , -• _/

2jnm'2

which, by reduction, is —
^

—
;

and m like manner, the term depending on r, is —-p- ;

so that if after this substitution is made, we divide the whole expression by 2, and transpose

the terms depending on d /?, A'R', we shall obtain the following equation, in which

nothing is omitted, the constant quantity being included in the signs f,

(
M + m') . m .fAR^{M-\-m). m'.fd' R'= m m'.

(

- + -
)

, /dxdx'+dydy'+dzdz'\

-f(J17 + ?«, + ?»')
.mm'.\.

[40075]

We must now consider the tenns of this equation affected with the small divisor 5n'— 2n,

and having bn't— 2 ?i < for the argument ;
these temis being the only ones which can

acquire the divisor (5n'
— 2n)^ by another integration in //di?, ffd'B', or in [4007r]

the expression of the longitudes of the tw^o planets [3715/, m] ;
and in making this

investigation, we shall reject all terms of the order ?«''. In the first place, we shall

observe, that the expression in the second line of the second member of [4007^] does not

contain such teniis of the order ?b^, as is evident from the reasoning in note 819 [1201'], [4007s]

where it is shown, that these terms of the order m-, arise from the substitution of the

elliptical values of x, x', y, y',
Sic.

;
and to obtain terms of the order m^, we must augment

these elliptical values of x, x, he. by the terms depending on the perturbations. These

teiTns may be easily obtained by considering the orbits as variable ellijises, in which we may

suppose X, x', to be of the forms,

X= «2i -f i?i . COS.
(
?i i + C, ) -{- &c. ; [4007«]

x'= Jl., + B.^ . cos.
(
n't + C.3) + &c. ; [4007u]

Ai, JBj, Cj, &c., i/?o, B„, C,, &c. being functions of the elements of the orbits.

These elements for the planet Jupiter are; the mean longitude of this planet nt-\-i- ,.„„„^ ' '

.

^
. .

'

[4007u']
E the mean longitude of the epoch ;

« the semi-transverse axis of the ellipsis ;
e the

excentricity ; w the longitude of the perihelion ; 7 the inclination of the ellipsis to a fixed

plane ;
and & the longitude of the ascending node. The same letters being accented, [4007«"]

represent tJie coiTCsponding elements of the orbit of Saturn- In the values of all these

elements, the secular inequalities are supposed to be included. The differential of the

expression [4007^, »], being found as in [1168'], become

dx = — Bi.ndi. sin.
(
,w + Cj)

— &c. ;
[4007«]

dx'=— B.;i.n'dt. sin. {n' t -\- C.)
— kc. [4007u,]
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quantities in the development of B. Let

[4007] R = H . co%. {i' n' t — int + A) .,

[4007.r]

[4007^/]

[4007z]

[4008a]

[4008i]

[4008i']

[4008c]

[4008(;]

[4008e]

[4008/]

[4008g-]

The product dxdx', will therefore contain only periodical quantities of the foim,

H . cos. [V n' t — int -f- -E ) ;

//, E, being functions of the elements of tlie orbits
;
and i', i, integral numbers, positive

or negative ;
moreover n't, ni, in the planetary system, are incommensurable quantities

[1197"]. Now if we consider the elements as variable, their variations, corresponding to the

great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, will have the same argument as these inequalities,

namely, 5nt— 2 ?i <, and they have 5 ?i'— 2 ?i for a divisor, as is evident from what

we have seen in [1197, 1286, 1294, 1341, 1345'], or more completely in the appendix to

this volume [5872
—

5879]. Substituting these variations in [4007 r], and reducing by

[17
—

20] Int., we shall obtain terms having this divisor; but it is evident, that they will

not have the same argument, except r= 10 and i=A; in which case /I will be of the

order e^ [957"'', Ssc], which is neglected, because we notice only terms of the third order

relative to the excentricities e, c
,
and of the same order relative to the masses m, m'.

The same remarks may be made with regard to the products d y dy, d zdz'
; hence we

conclude, that the function included in the second line of [4007(/] does not contain terms

of the order m- or m^, which has for its argument bn't— '2nt, and for divisor 5n'— 2/i;

so that we may substitute, in [4007*^], the following expression,

fix d x' -{- dy dy' -{-dz dz'— m m . I
-

dt^
= 0.

In the function comprised in the third line of [4007^] , namely, (
M -f- m + to')

. m m. X
,

we may change the factor M -\- m -\- m' into M ; it being evident, that the neglected

quantities do not comprise terms of the order rii^, having the argument 5n' t— 2 n <

and the divisor Sn'— 2k. Then substituting, in X [4007 "•],
the elliptical values of a:, a;'

[4007^, «], and the similar values of y, y', ~, z'
;

it becomes, by development, of the form,

>.= .^ + A'.cos. (5«'<
— 2?(« + /)+ Q,

in which A rtpvcsents the i)art depending on the argument zero, and Q all the terms

depending on angles of the form i'n't -{- i n t, i', i, being integral numbers, positive or

negative, excluding those producing the argument 5 n't— 2nt,

with. K, and the argument zero connected with A ;
hence we ha^e

vMcli is connected

(
J\l+ m + m) . m m'. X^M. m m'.\A + A' . cos.

(
5 n t —2nt -{- 1) -{- Q}.

The quantity mm'.— [4007^], is of the third order in m, m', and as the value of r

contains no tonn having the divisor 5 n'— 2n, except it be of the order m', we may

DCglect this term, because it produces nothing except of the order m*
;
and the same is to
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be any term of this development ;
and

sv = L. s\n. (i'7i't
— int + B), [4008]

be observed relatively to mm'.—. Substituting these and [40086,/] in [4007 <^],
we get

M.
\ mfdR+ m'fd'R' }+mm. |/d7? +/d'i?' \=J[1. m m'.

\A+K. cos. (5 »7
— 2 « ^+/ )+Q |

. [400efc]

We shall represent by {R), {R'), the parts of R, R', respectively, of the order m
; [4008t]

then using the characteristic S of variations, we shall put 5 R, 6R', for the remaining parts

of the same quantities of the order m~, &ic., and we shall have

R={R)-{-5R, il'=z(iJ') + r5i?'. [40084]

Ifwe also put [{A)-\-{K) .cos.{5n't-2nt-\-r)] fovthe^artof A-\-K.cos.{57i't—2nt-\-I), [4008/]

which is independent of m, m'
;

and prefix the sign 6 before the same quantity, to denote

the remaining part, we shall have

A+ K. COS. {57i't
— 2nt -{-!)-{- q=[{A) + (K) .cos. {5 n't— 2nt -Irl)]

~\-S . \A+ K . COS. {5 71 1
— 2 nt -\- 1]+ q.

Substituting [400SAr, ?»] in [4008/i], and neglecting the terms inm'.fdSR, mm'.fd' 5R',

which are of the order ??»* ; also the terms M . m iri. Q ,
because the integration does

not introduce the divisor 5 n — 2»i, we get

M.\mfd{R)+ m:.fi^{R')\-^mm'.\f<\{R)-irfd'{R')\+M.\mfAdR-\-nLfd!m'\

=.M.mm'.[{A)+ {K).cos.{bn't—2nt-\-I)']-\-M.mm'.d.\A-^K.cos.{^v:t—2nt-\-l)\.

Now equating separately the parts of this equation, which are of the order »r, and those

of the order ?«•'; putting also ^/==1 [3709], in terms of the order m-*, we get

M.\m.fA{R)~\-m'.fd'{R)]= M.mm'.[{A)+ {K).cos.{bn't
—

2nt-{-l)']; [4008;)]

»m'.^/d(fi)+/d'(7i')|+ m./d<57?+wi'./d'i5/?'=OTm'.5.^'3+^.cos.(5n'/
— 2n<+/)^ [4008?]

[4008fn]

[4008n]

[4008o]

[4008r
If rue neglect the terms of the second member of [4008(7], *"" '" other words, the terms

of the elliptical value of "K, depending on the two arguments zero and 5 n't — 2nt, we

shall have the following expression [4008«], which includes all the arguments except these

two
;
and is accurate both as it regards terms of the third order of the masses vi, m', and

of the third order relative to the excentricities and inclinations,

VI m'.
\ fA (R) +/d' {R')l-i-m ./d 5R+ m'.fcV &R'= 0. [4008*]

Substituting M^^ 1 [400So] in the product of [4008p], by the quantity m', we get, by

neglecting terms of the two forms and 5 n't—2nt [4008/-], 7nm'.fdR-\-m'^.fd'R'=0.

Subtracting this from [400S«], we obtain

m.fd5R-{. m'.fd' 5 R' -{- {m— m') . m'.fd' R' = 0.
[40oe»]
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the corresponding inequality of Jupiter.* If we increase nt, n't, by their

great inequalities in the expression [4007], there will result in R a

term of the form,t

[4009] R = ±:cj H. COS.
\
V n't— intzt{5 n't— 1nt)-\-A±E).

and since cr n= a''^ n! :^\ [.3366rt], neglecting terms of the order vi
, this may be

put under the following form, terms of tlie order m'* being neglected,

[4008t,] m f# n ./d 5 R + m'. a'
^
n'.jW SR'+ {

m— m') . m'. a'
^
n'./d' 7?'= .

Now if we put ^, ^', for the great inequalities of .Jupiter and Saturn
; 5^^, 5^ ^', for the

[4008d'] parts of ^, 2,', depending on doR, d'oR'; or in other words, those which depend on the

combinations [4006m], excluding the angles zero and 5 n't — 2nt, we shall have,

as in [-3715/, ?«],

[4008u'3 ,5^ ^= -3 « n .ffd t.dSR; 5_ ^'= 3 a'n'.ffd t . d'-5 R'
; I'

= 3 a' n'.ffd t . A'R'.

last lb"
° Now multiplying [400Si'], by ^dt, integrating and substituting [4003m>], we get

mula,
"

which

[4008.r]
m /« .

5, ^ + ?»' v/«'. '5, ^
'+ (

™—
"'')

• >«'• v/«'- r = ;

includes

terras of lehich is the last formula of La Place, proposed to he demonstrated in [4007f/] ; and the
the order

nfi. complete values of 5^|, 5^^ ought to satisfy it
;

so that if one of tliese quantities be

r40()R 1 accurately computed, the other may be deduced from it
; but the usefuhiess of the theorem

is restricted by tlie circumstance, that it can only be apphed to the results obtained from all

[4008:] the sensible terms of this kind, taken collectively ;
or to all the terms corresponding to

each of the six factors e^ £-<;', ce'~, e'^, ej'^, e' j^,

*
(2525) The relation between R and 5v is expressed by the equation [37156].

A particular case of this formula is considered in [.370-3, 3715], in which

[4009a] R:^M. cos.
( m,t + K) [.3703, .371 h/] ;

[40096]

and we find, by mere inspection, that the third and fourth terms of Sv [37156] have, as

in [3715/j], the divisors m^, nii ; also by comparing [.3702,3711c], we find, that the

terms of 5v [37156], depending on 5r, have the divisor rn~— ?r, or ;», ±rt- It is

[400Jc] easy to generalize this result, as in [4010], where m^^^i' n!— in.

t (2.526) If we increase nt by the great inequality of Saturn [.3891], and nt by that

of Jupiter [-3889], the angle i'n't— int, which occurs in [4007, 4008], will be

increased by a quantity, which wc shall represent by p ;
then putting, for brevity,

[4012o]

Tj == 5 n'« — 2 7i < + 5 s'— 2s ;
— i'H'. cos.jl'—iU.cos.A=^2q .cos.c :

— i'U'. sin.J'— iH . sin. ^:== 2 q . sin. c; 5 e'— 2 s + f= £,



[4011]

[4012]

[4012']
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Now tlic series of operations, which connects H and L, gives to the parts

of H the divisors (*'?*'
— i n)\ i' n'— in, i' n'— in±n [40096, c] ; [4010]

and tlic same series of operations gives to the inequalities corresponding

to the parts of R [4009], the divisors*
\i' n'— in±(5n'— 2n)\-,

i'n'— in-±{5n'— 2n), i' h'— in±{bn'—2n) ±n. If i' n'— in

or i'n'— in ±11 be not small quantities of the order 5n'— 2?J, we

may neglect 5 n'— 2 n in these divisors,t and then the inequality,

corresponding to

/? = ±q H. cos.
{i'

n't— int ± (5n't
— 2nt) -}- A^E], [40i3]

will be

&v = ±qL . sin.
{
i' n' t— int ±(bn' t— 2nt) -\- B ±E\ ; [4014]

we get, successively,

p=— i'H'. sin. {T,+ A')
— iH. sin.

( T,+ A ) [40126]

=— i' H'.f sin. Tj . COS. J'+ COS. T^ . sm.A']—i H. ^sin. T5. cos. A + cos. T-^ . sin.J|

=
2f/ .\sin. T^. COS. c-{-cos.Tr,.sm. c\:=:z2q .sin. {l\-\-c)= 2(i .sa\.{on't

—
2nt-\-E). [40i2c]

If we increase the angle i'n't— int-\-A [4007] by the quantity p ;
then dev'elop the

expression by means of [61] Int., we shall obtain an additional term of the order p, and

represented by
—p H .s'm. {i' n' t— int-\-A). Substituting in this the value of

[4012rf]

p [4012f], and then reducing by [17] Int., it becomes, as in [4009],

qH.cos.\i7i't—int+ {5n't—2nt)-]-A-\-E\—qH.cos.\i'n't
—i7it— {5n't—2nt)-\-A—El. [4012e]

*
(2527) The coefficient of i, in [4007], is i'n'— in, and from this arise the

divisors [4010] ;
l)ut in the term [4009], tliis coefficient is augmented by the quantity

±(5 7i'— 2n); which requires a corresponding increase in the resulting divisors [4010]; [4014a]

by this means the divisors [4010], depending upon the term [4007], change into those

given in [4012]. If we suppose 5 «'— 2n to be very small, in comparison with [40146]

i'n'— in or i'n'— in±n, we may neglect it
;

and then tlie cliain of operations

conneciing H, L [4007, 4008], will have the same divisors as that connecting q H, q L [4014cJ

[4013,4014]. Now [4007] is changed into [4013], by multiplying by ±q, and

augmenting the angle i'n't— int
l^y ±(5?i'<

— 2nt)dtzE. Applying the same [iOUd]

process of derivation to [4008], we get the corresponding inequality of Jupiter, as

in [40M].

t (2528) In restricting the formula [4014] to the terms mentioned in [4006'], we

may consider the part which is neglected in [4012'], as of an order
" "

, or =Jj of

that retained [3818rf] ; so that the error of the terms Sv [4014] is of the order j\ q L ;
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,„,^, which is the same as to increase nt, n't, by the great inefiiuilitics in the
40151

' ' ^ >5 1

term of 6v [4008].*

We must also increase, in the terms depending on the first power of the

excentricities, the quantities e, c', «, ra', by their variations, depending

[401G] upon the angle 5 n't— 2ni; but it is evident, that this will not produce

any sensible inequalities.f

1 8. The coefficients of the inequalities of the planets vary on accotint of the

secular variations of the elements of their orbits : ive may notice this in the

£e'ci.br following manner. We must first put the inequality relative to any angle

Manner ot

noticing
tlie eH'ecl

of Ihe

variations

t-iem™ii.
'>' *i' t— int, under the form J

[4017] P . sin.
(/'

n' t— int + i' i— ii) + P'. cos. (i' n' t— int + i'
-'— i i).

and as y is of the order hp [4012c], it becomes of the order ji^pL. Now the great

[40156] inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn being nearly 1265',—2957% [4434, 4474], the quantity

p [4012fr] becomes — 5x2957'— .3X1265' =— 185>=0', or about -^^ of the radius
;

[40]5f] consequently the quantity ji^pL is less than ^J-^ X yV -£«, or less than
-j-Jy ^^

L
;

and

the error of this computation of & v [4014], arising from this source, will generally be less

than yJjjy of the inequality [4008], which is under consideration.

*
(2523o) If we increase n't, nt, by the great inequalities, using p [4012i], the

expression ^u [4008] will become (5 v = Z/ . sin.
(*'?(/)!

— inl -{-B -{- p). Developing

[4015(/]
this as in [60] Int., we get or= L. sin. (z'ji'f

— i nt-\-B)-\-pL. cos.
{i'

n' t— int-\-B).

Substituting p [4012c], and reducing by [19] Int., it becomes equal to the sum of the

two expressions [4008, 4014].

t (2529) The sinallness of these terms may be seen, by a rough examination of the

increment of the value of R [1011], arising from the introduction of the part of e or ^ e

[401G«] [1286], wdien we put i'^5, ?'= 2, a=l, ^ /' ^
=74 [3818f/], ?«'= ^iW .

'on'— -in

[40101]

[40nn]

e := 0,05 [4061(7,4080] ; observing that as i'— ?=3, 7.- [1281'], may be considered as

of the order c^, and (~) of the order e^
;

so that oc [1286] may be considered as of

the order 74 m'. c'^. cos. {b n' t— 2 ^^ ^ -f- .^ ) ,
or

.y i „ c . cos.
(
5 n' t

—
2nt-\-A ) nearly.

Consequently this increment of e produces terms of the order ^i^, in comparison with

those depending on c, in [4392], none of which amount to 200'; hence it is evidentj

that these terms are insensible.

t (2530) The form assumed in [4017] has been frequently used, as, for example,

in [371 li].
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We must determine the values of P, P', for the epocli 1730, and then put

tang. A = ~ ',
L = \/W+P'"- ; [40i8]

the sign of sin. A is the same as that of P', and its cosine is the same [4018]

sign as that of P [4019J] ;
then the proposed ineqvialitj will bo*

L . sin. {i'n' t— int + i'e — ie+ A). [4019]

We must determine the values of P, P', for 1950, noticing the secular

variations of the elements of the orbits
;

and we shall have for this

inequality, in 1950,

(L + sL). sin. (r «' t—int + i' ='— is + A + 6 A). [4020]

If we denote by t the number of Julian years elapsed since 1750, the

preceding inequality relative to the time t will assume the following form,t

V
^

200 y ^
' '

200 )

Under this form it may be used for several centuries before and after 1750.

But this calculation is not necessary except with those inequalities wliich

are quite large.

In the two great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, it will be useful to

continue the approximation as far as the square of the time, in the part

[4021]

[ 4021^

[4019a]

•
(2531 ) Using, for brevity, i'n' t—int-\- i' s'— is=Tg; then developing [4019]

by means of [21] Int., and putting the expressions [4017, 4019] equal to each other,

we get, identically,

P.sin.r9 + P'.cos.Ta= L.sin.(ru+''2)=J^-cos..4.sin.rg+ Z,.sin../2.cos.r3. [4019&]

Comparing the coefficients of sin. Ig, cos. Tg, separately, in both members, we get

P= L. COS. A, P'^= L .s'm.A . Dividing the second by the first, also taking the sum [4019c]

of their squares, we get [4018]. The quantity L being considered as positive, we
uQig^

get, from [4019c], the signs of sin. A, cos. A, as in [4018].

t (2532) If &L, 5 A, represent the variations of L, A, in 200 years, between

t.6L t.iA r^Aoi 1

1750 and 1950; then their variations in t years will be represented by "^^> 200^'
^ J

respectively. Substituting these in [4020], it becomes as in [4021].

VOL. III. 40
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[4032]

which has the divisor (5n'
— 2n)'. This part of the expression of 6 1;

is as in [3844],

Sa.ddP'

6 m. n~
Sv=-

(5n'—27if

i
'

(5n'-2n).rf< (5n'—2nf.dt

^
„ 2a. dP' 3a.ddP

l.sm.{5n't-27it^5='—2!))

t
aP-

['in'-2,i).dt (

- ,' \ ,-. , , f-cos.(5w'^-2?t<4-55'— 2s)Oil— 2 »i )-.(//- )
'

the values of P, P', and of their differentials, being relative to any time

whatever t. By developing them in series, ascending according to the

[4022'] powers of the time, and retaining only the second power, and the first and

second differentials of P, P', the preceding quantity will become*

Great in-

equality
of Jupilt-r,
reduced to

a tabular

form.

[4023] 5v--

3,^
2«..P Sa.ddP'

{5n'—2it).dt {5n'—2nf.dfi

G 111. n-

,
( dP'

,

2a.ddP ) , , „ (/(//

^7 dt ^(57i'-2»).rfr2'>^- dfi

p, >.sin.{5n'«-2»!«-l-5£'-2;)

[5n'-2nf
^aP—

2a. dP' Sa.ddP

{5n'-2n).dt {^n'-2nj\dt^

I
,

C dP 2a.ddP' ) ,
, „ ddP[~

i dt [5n'-2n).dfi^~
-

dV^ ,

> .cos.{5n't—2nt-\-5s'—2s)

[4022a]

[40225]

[4022c]

[4022(i]

*
(2533) The values of P, P', and their differentials [4022], must be computed for

the particular time t, for which the value of 5 v is wanted
;

but this is an inconvenient

method; therefore the functions by which sin.Tj, cos.Ts [3842a], are multiplied in [4022],

are developed in [4023] in series, ascending according to the powers of t. This is done

by means of the formula [3S50«], neglecting t^, and the higher powers of t. Thus,

if we put the factor of sin.Tj, included between the braces in the first line of [4022],

equal to u, and take its first and second differentials, neglecting the differentials of the

third and higher orders ; we shall get the following values of U, and its differentials ;
in

which the terms in the second members correspond to the epoch t=0 ;

V^aP'-
2a. dP 3a.ddP'

\dt )
"

dt ~f"f5ra'-

(5n'-2n).rfi [r-,n'-27if.dt^'

2a.ddP /ddU\ a.ddP'

df2 dt^(5n'-2n).dt^'

Substituting these in [3S50«], we get for u, the same expression as the factor of sin. Tj,

in the first and second lines of [4023]. In the same manner, the factor of cos. 'i},, m

the second line of [4022], produces the corresponding factor, in the third and fourth

lines of [4023].
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The values of P, P', and their differentials, correspond to the epoch

of 1750, and are determined hy the method in [3850, &c.] ;
the other parts

of the great inequality of m lieing rather small, it will be sufficient, by

what has already been shown, to notice the first power of the time. This

great inequality will" then have the following form,

[4024]

,',v= (yl+P/ + Ci2).sin. {bn't
— 2nt + 5i'—2z)

+ (A'+B't + C't-).cos.(5n't
— 2nt + 5s'—2s).

We may also put the great inequality of ?«' under the same form, by which

means it will be easy to reduce these inequalities into tables.

If we ivish to reduce the preceding inequality to one term, we must calculate

it for the three epochs 1750, 2250, 2750. Let

(3 . sin. (5 n't— 2 n i + 5 s'— 2 £ + a) [4025]

be this inequality in the year 1750; and
f3^, a,; (3,, a^,,

the values of /5, a [4025']

at the epochs 2250, 2750
;

then the inequality corresponding to any ^^^aiuyof

time whatever t, will be* rcTS
tU ODO
term.

di-i y [402G]

the differentials (3 and a correspond to the epoch in 1750; and we shall

have, by [3854—3856],f

Ti

dA

Ji
^

1000

4(3/
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In conformity to the remark we have made in [3720], these two great

[4027"] inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn must be applied respectively to their

mean motions.

[40276]
[402^]- In like manner, by changing, in [3854—3356], P, P,, P„, into A, A,, A„,

the formula [3854] will become as in the second of the functions [4025a], and [3856]

[4027c] will give the values of —
,

—
j [4027'].
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CHAPTER III.

PERTURBATIONS DEPENDING ON THE ELUPTICITY OF THE SUN.

18'. Since the sun is endowed with a rotatory motion, its figure will

not be perfectly spherical. We shall now investigate the effect of its

ellipticity on the motions of the planets ; putting

P
= the ellipticity of the sun, expressed in parts of its radius

;

q = the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the sun's equator ;

f/.
=^ the sine of the planet's declination relative to the sun's equator ;

D = the sun's semi-diameter
;

1 = the sun's mass, usually called M ;

then it will follow, from [1812], that the sun's ellipticity adds to the

function R [913], the quantity*

R = {f
— \q) £1

:)

Symbols.

[4028]

Value of

^»

depending
on tlio

ellipticity.

[4029]

*
(2536) We shall suppose m', m", m'", &lc. to represent the particles of tiie sun's

mass ; considering it as being conijiosed of concentrical elliptical strata of variable densities,
' "'

symmetrically arranged about its centre of gravity, taken as the origin of the co-ordinates

of these particles x', ij ,
z'

; x", y", z", Sic. The co-ordinates of the attracted planet m
being represented by x, y, z, and its distance from the sun r= \/[x^-\-y--^z^). In

X
this case, the expression of R [913] will be reduced to its last term R= because

any term of the form
m'.{xx'-\-yy'-lrZ'J)

[40291]

depending on the particle m', whose co-ordinates

are x', y', z', is destroyed by a similar term, depending on an equal particle m', whose

co-ordinates ai-e — x', —y, —z'. Substituting, in [40:296], the value of X [914], [4029c]

VOL. III. 41
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[4030] If we notice only this part of R, and put fdR:=g-i-R; g being a

constant quantity ;
we shall find, that the differential equation in r 6r

[926, 928'] becomes, by neglecting* the square of
ij.,

[4031] ^-d7^ + ~;^ + -- +-^ -^

neglecting terms of the order m' m", and using the sign / to represent the sum of the

[4029d] terms depending on all the particles, we get R^—f 'TTT, ,o ', , / ., .
, , rr-

This expression of R corresponds to that of — V in [1385"', 1386], m! being the attracting

particle, and \/\ (
i'— if+ (y

—
y)~ + (-'

—
=)~\ its distance from the attracted planet ;

hence i?=— V; and by substituting the value of V [1812], we get

[4029e]
-'*=—,— ,.3

••'"•IF- Tij-

The last term being multiplied by D^, to render it homogeneous with the first, because

in [1812, 1795"], the semi-diameter of the body M is put equal to unity, and here it is

[4029/] supposed to be D. Again, by comparing [1670', 4028], we get a 9= <? ; also by

comparing [1801, &c., 4028], we get a A = p. Substituting these in [4029t], we obtain

[4029^]
^^—~r r3 •^^J--[l^' 3J-

Now if the sun were of a spherical form, with no rotatory motion, wc should have

[4029^] p
= 0, 5 = 0, and then R=^—- [4209o-]. Subtracting this from the general value

of R [4029i,'-],
we get the part of it depending on the sun's ellipticity, namely,

[4029i] ll^—\zl^ .M.{p.^-i,),

and by putting, as in [4028], the sun's mass M= 1, it becomes as in [4029].

*
(2537) The inclination of the sun's equator to the ecliptic is less than 8'', and its sine

[*030a]
.^ ^g^^.jy ^^ gQ jjj^^ ^2 n,„st be less than {if, or oV 5

"l"ch may be neglected in

[40306] comparison with i
;
and then [4029] becomes R= — )^

. {?
— i q) .^

t (2538) Substituting, in [926], the value of rR'=r.(''j^) [928'], also f.= n'..»

[4031a]

" ^ ^
' '

[3700], we get

[40316]
0=-i_J + -—r~ + 2yd7? + r.(^—j.

Now the value of R [40306], depending on the sun's ellipticity, gives

1 D^ /dR\ , ,
. D*

[40S1C] fdR= -h{?-lq)-D'-fi.-,^-h{e-irj).-^4rg;
r.
(^—j

= (p -^g)--;^ ;
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To determine the constant quantity g, we shall observe, that the formula

[931] gives, in Jv, the quantity*

Sa.ngt + {^
— lq).~.nt; [4032]

nt denoting the mean motion of the planet; this quantity must be equal

to zero ; therefore we have [4032']

(P-Ig).-D^g- Y^^
.

[4033]

[4033']

Hence the differential equation in rir l)ecomes, by neglecting the square
of c, and observing that n"a^ = 1 [3709'],f

'^-^~'- + n\r6r.\\ + Se. cos. (nt -^s— ^)\—
~-^''~^'^)

. rf. D'

(?— icA [4034]

+ o • '*'• B\l\i-3e. COS. (n t + s— ^)|.

substituting these in [4031iJ, we get [4031]. We may observe, tliat the symbol y- [4031a]
is entirely different from that in [4028].

*
(2539) The constant quantity g is to be found, as in note 699, Vol. I, page 550, by

putting the terms of [931], multiplied by t, or rather by -, equal to nothing.

These terms are evidently produced by the two last terms of [931],

3 afn d t ./d R-^2 afn dt.r. (—^
; [4032a]

but from [4031c], we get

3afdR +
2ar.(^'L^)

=
3ag-i-i^.-i^).^

=
3ag+{p-i^).^_, [40326]

noticing merely the term a of the value of r, which is evidently the only part which affects

the coefficient of t, now under consideration. Multiplying this last expression by ndt,
and integrating, it becomes as in [4032], which represents the part of <S v, connected with [4032c]

the factor t. Putting this equal to nothing, we get [4033].

t (2510) We have r =: « .

1
1 — c . cos. (n «+ a— os)| [3717], neglecting e^ ;

(4034„]
bence we get, by using [4033'],

;:j

=
^ -11+3 6. cos. (n t -}- s— -a)]

^
7r.{l -}- 3 e . cos. [nt -{- e— zs)] ; [40346]

substituting this, and g [4033], in [4031], we get [4034].
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This gives, by integration,*

[4035] l^ = |.(p_iry).^.{l— 3e.ni.sin.(ni + £— «)|.

,.2

The elliptical part of
-^

is 1 — 2 e . cos. (7it -{-£
—

z^) [3876«] ;
and

if we suppose ^ to vary by 6^, we shall have [3876rf],t

[4036] —^=11
— e i -a . sin. (n t -\-

s—
ra).

*
(2541) This integration is made as in [865

—
871"], putting rSr^^y'; hence [4034]

becomes, by connecting together the terms depending on c,

[4035o]
0z=^'4-n2.y'— i.(p— Ary).,i2.D2+|;i2.y4-J-.(p

—
iy).na-D2|.3c.cos.(«/+ s— ^).

[40356] Putting y'=^y-\-i-{P
—

i'i)-D", and neglecting the term of tlie order ye, or e^, we get

[4035c]
=

^^+n"~.y + 2.{p-iq).n^D^.c.cos.{nt + s-^);

[4035rf]
which is of the same form as [865«, 870', 871'], changing « or m into ii,

s into s— ss,

a K into 2 .
( p
—

4- </)
/r. D-. c, and then [871"] becomes

}/
= —

'^
— .sin. {nt-{-s

—
zi)

=: —
(p
—

^q) .nt .B~. c .sin. (,jU-{-s
—

-n) ;

substituting this in y' or 1- o r [4035i], we get

[4035e]
r5r = X.{p

— iq).D''—{i>— ^q).nt.D^c. sin. {ni -\- s—
zs) ;

dividing this by «", we obtain [4035]. We may remark, tliat the term of the form

aA'.cos. (n ^ -j-s
—

ra) [871'J is included in the elliptical motion, and it is not necessary

to notice this term in the present calculation.

T S r

t (2542) Comparing together the expressions of -^ [33767, 4035], we find, that

if the coefficients of sin.
(

Ji i -f- s— a) be put equal to each other, we shall get

[4036a] _ e (S a = i
.
( p— 4^

ry )
.
—"

. (— 3 c . H
;

[40366]

whence we obtain (izi, as in the first equation [4037]. The second expression [4037] is

3

deduced from the first by the substitution of 7i = a ^'

[3709']. Again, since the

formula [403.5] does not contiin a term depending on nt .cos. {n t
-{-

s —
ra), and

[4036c] in [3876] this cosine is connected with the factor &e, we shall have 5e= 0. The
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If we compare this expression of -^ with the preceding, we shall obtain
^^^^,^^

pcribelioD,

rjo T)^ t
arising

^^=^^_i,jyi^,nt = (p-hq).-— [4036a,6]; [4037]
^ " ^ a" i fro™ t^

^ obliLtencM
of the

sun, 19

therefore the most sensible effect of the elUpticittj of the sun, upon the motion '"sso^bi'-

of a planet in its orbit, is a direct motion in its perihelion ; but this motion [4037']

being in the inverse ratio of the square root of the seventh power of the

greater axis of the planetary ellipsis, we see that it cannot be sensible except [4038]

in Mercury [4036/].

To find the ej^ect of the sun's ellipticity upon the position of the orbit,

we shall resume the third of the equations [915]. This equation may be

put under the following form,*

=
;/7^ + "73— + hTT •

[4039]dt^ ' H '

\dz J

z^
We shall take the solar equator for the fixed plane, which gives t^=—^ [4039']

[4040«] ;
then by observing that r = .r-+ 2/'+~'5 we shall havef

dR\ „ .
, ,

n^.D"-—
J
= 3.(p

—
^f/).-^^3— .c; [4040]

constant part of -^ , which is nearly equal to that of —
, is represented in the present

case by the first term of the second member of [4035] ;
so that we shall have

as in [404-2]. Now we shall see, in [4262
—

4265'], that if the sun be homogeneous,

we shall have, for the orbit of the planet Mercury, (Sw=
(c
— J q) . —.t=0',0l'2.t nearly

[403()e]

[4265] ;
and this expression is much smaller for the other planets, on account of the divisor a^

;

so that it produces only 12' in a thousand years for IMercury, and is much less for the other [4036/"]

planets. The quantity S r [4036^/, 4260—'1263] is evidently insensible.

*
(2543) Substituting fx

= 7ra3 [3700] in the third equation [915], it becomes [4039a]

as in [4039].

t (2544) In [4028], fx is put for the sine of the planet's declination above the plane r4^3<ij-i

of the sun's equator, its perpendicular distance above this plane being z, and its distance

VOL. III. 42
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hence the preceding differential equation becomes*

now by what precedes [4036</], we have

hence Ave obtain

[4043]
= ^~ + ,rr.|l+2.(p-iry).^'j.

This gives, by integration,t

[4044] z = '9. sin. \nt . (\-\- (p
—

hfj) •

-^)
—4 ;

[4045]
-

being the inclination of the orbit to the solar cquator,t and 6 an arbitrary

[4040a] from the sun's centre /•
;

hence we evidently have (a^-; also r=
^/(.i- -j- y' -|- s^^

[914']. Subslitutmg tliis value of |x in [4029], we get

[40406]
7?=(p-lry).D«.[=:-i;3^.

/ dr\ z

Taking its partial differential relatively to z, neglecting ~^, and observing that (—]=-,
we get

11 ,(2

Retaining only the constant part of /, we may put
—= — = —

[3709'], and then the

preceding expression [4040c] becomes as in [4040].

*
(2545) Noticing only the terms of r, depending on the sun's ellipticity, we may put,

[4041o] as in [4036rf], r:^a-\-Sr, whence -^-^.M j. Substituting this and [4040]

in [4039], we get [4041] ;
and if we use [4036f?], it becomes as in [4043].

t (2546) Comparing [865', 4043], we get y= z, a= n .U + (p
— hq) --jY,

[4042al
""

by neglecting (p
—

h^jT- Substituting these in the first value of y [864a]; changing

also h into cp, and 9 into — S, we get [4044].

% (2547) The sine of the declination is equal to -
[4040«], and its greatest value

[4045a] is equal to -
[4044] or -

nearly ; which evidently represents the sine of the

inclination of the orbit to the solar equator.
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[4045']

[4046]

constant quantity. Thus the nodes of the orbit on this equator have a

retrograde motion equal to the direct motion of the perihelion, and rvhich

cannot therefore be sensible, except in the orbit of Mercury* At the same

time loe see that the sun's ellipticity has no influence on the excentricity of the

planeCs orbit [4046c], or on the inclination of this orbit to the solar equator ;

it cannot therefore alter the stability of the planetary system.

*
(2548) It is evident from the form of the angle, which occurs in [4044], that the

2)2

retrograde motion of the node in the time t is represented by 7it . (p
— ^ y )

. __ , [4046o]

because the body is in the node when z^=0, and it completes its revolution, to the

same node, wliile the angle nt -\-7it . {f
— i (?)

. —^ increases by 360'^; the mean [404Ci]

periodical revolution being perfoiTOed in tlie time t, which makes nt = 360'^ [4032'].

Hence it is evident, that the retrograde motion of the node in the time t is nearly equal to

the difference of these quantities, as in [4046rt], being the same as the direct motion of the

perihelion [4037]. As (Se= [4036c], the excentricity is not affected by the sun's [4046c]

ellipticity, neither does it affect the inclination - of the planet's orbit to the sun's equator

[4045a], which is constant, because <p is one of the constant quantities obtained by integration.

The results found in this chapter agree with those found by Mr. Plana in the Memoirs

of the Royal Society of London, Vol. II, page 344, &.C., noticing the term neglected by [4046rf]

La Place in [4030] ; making also the computation directly from the formulas [5788 —5791],
and carrying on the approximation to a rather greater degree of accuracy.
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[4047]

CHAPTER IV.

PEKTURBATIONS OF THE MOTIONS OF THE PL.VNETS, ARISING FROM THE ACTION OF THEIR SATELUTES.

19. The theorems of ^10, Book II [442", &c.], afford a simple and

accurate method of ascertaining the perturbations of the planets from the action

of their satellites. We have seen, in [451', &c.], that the common centre

of gravity of the planet and its satellites, describes very nearly an elliptical

orbit about the sun. If we consider this common orbit as the ellipsis of the

planet ;
the relative position of the satellites, compared with each other and

with the sun, will give the position of the planet, relative to this common

centre of grainty, consequently also the perturbations which the planet suffers

from its satellites. Let

iI/= the mass of the planet ;

sjmboii. Ji __
tfig radius vector of the comtnon orbit, or the orbit of the centre of gravity

of the planet and satellites, the origin being the sun's centre ;

U = the angle formed by the radius R, and the invariable line, taken in

the common orbit, as the origin of the longitudes ;

m, m', &c. the masses of the satellites
;

[4048] r, r', &c. the radii vectores of the satellites, the origin being the common

centre of gravity of the planet and its satellites ;

V, v, &c. the longitudes of the satellites, referred to this common centre ;

s, s', &c. the latitudes of the satellites above the common orbit, and

viewed from the common centre ;

X, y, Z the rectangular co-ordinates of the planet ; taking the common

centre of gravity of the planet and its satellites for their origin ;

the radius R for the axis of X
;
and for the axis of Z the line

perpendicular to the plane of the common orbit.
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[4049]
We shall have very nearly, from the properties of the centre of gravity,

and by observing that the masses of the satellites are very small, in

comparison, with that of the planet,*

= il/X+ m r . COS.
(
v— U) + m' r'. cos. (v'—U)-{- &c.

;

=: _¥ y+ m r . sin. (v
— U)+ m' r'. sin. (v'

— U) + &c.
; [4050]

= MZ-\-m.rs + m'.r's'-\-kc.

The perturbation of the radius vector is nearly equal to X; consequently

it is equal to
Fcrturba-
tiODS.

—
M*

' * ^^^' ^^
—^^— Hi

' ^^^' ^^'
—^^— &c.=Perturbation of radius vector. [4051]

The perturbation of the motion of the planet in longitude, as seen from the

Y
sun, is very nearly

—
;

therefore it is equal toR

sin, (y
—U)—— .

—
. sin. (y'

—U)— &c. = Perturbation in longitude. [4052]

*
(2549) If we let fall from the points where the bodies M, m, m', &c. are situated,

peqiendiculars upon the axes of X, Y, Z, the distances of these perpendiculars fi-om [4050o]

the common centre of gravity of the planet and its satellites, taken as the origin, will be,

respectively, as follows;

On the axis of X ; X; ?• . cos. (y
— U) ; r'.cos.{v'

—
V), &;c.

; [40506]

On the axis of F; T; 7- . sin. (f
— U); ?'. sin.

(i^'
—

V), &,c.
; [4050c]

On the axis of Z
;

Z
;

r s
;

r' s'
, Sic. nearly. [4050(f|

Multiplying the distances [4050A] by the masses J\I, m, m, &c.
;

and taking the sum of
[4050e]

these products, it will become equal to nothing, by means of the first of the equations [124] ;

hence we get the first of the equations [4050]. In like manner, by multiplying the

distances, measured on the axis of Y, by M, m, m!, &;c., respectively, and putting the sum [4050/']

of the products equal to nothing, we get the second of the equations [4050]. The third of

these equations is formed b)- a similar sum, corresponding to the axis of Z. From
y z

these three equations, we may find the values of X, —
-,
—

,
as in [4051,4052, 4053] ;

and as the radius /?, or axis X, passes through the place of the common centre of gravity,
y z

it is evident that these quantities X, —
,
- will rejiresent, respectively, the perturbations [4050g-]

of the radius vector, of the longitude and of the latitude, conformably to what is said above.
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Lastly, the perturbation of the motion of the planet in latitude, as seen from

the sun, is very nearly ^ ;
hence it is nearly equal to

fth T S Wi T S

[40531 —
-r, • ^— T. • -TT

— &c. = Perturbation in latitude.
'• ^ M R M R.

These different ^perturbations are sensible only in the earth, disturbed by the

moon. The masses of Jupiter''s satellites are very small in comparison with

that of the planet, and their elongations, seen from the sun, are so very

[4054] small, that these perturbations of Jupiter are insensible. There is every

reason to believe that this is also the case for Saturn and Uranus.
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CHAPTER V.

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE ELLIPTICAL PART OF THE RADIUS VECTOR, AND ON THE MOTION OF A PLANET.

20. Wc have determined, in [1017, &c.], the arbitrary constant

quantities, so that the mean motion and the equation of the centre may
not be changed by the mutual action of the planets. Now we have, in

the elliptical hypothesis,*
—
^— = n", the mass of the sun being put equal [4055]

to unity. Hence we obtain

a = n K(l + j^m); [4056]

for the semi-transverse axis, which must be used in the elliptical part

of the radius vector.

If we suppose, in conformity to the principles assumed in [4078
—

4079, &c.], that
2 _2

a = w '

; a'=n' % &c. ; [4057]

we must increase a, a', &c. in the calculation of the elliptical part of the

•
(2550) This is the same as [3700], putting, as in [3709a], jj.=iJ\I-{-m, and

M=l, as in [4055]. From this we get

.2 1

a= n K{l+m)' = n \ {I -{. ^ m- ^', m^+ iic.) ; [4056o]

which, by neglecting terms of the order ni', becomes as in [4056].
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[4058] radius vector by the quantities } m a, ^m'a', 8ic. respectively; Ijut this

augmentation is only sensible in the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn.*
Inrrcment
of the

radius
vector

[4058a]

[40586]

[4058c]

[4058</]

*
(2551) The values of a", ay, for Jupiter and Saturn [4079], are respectively

augmented by the correction [4058], in the expressions [4451, 4510]. The similar

augiuoutation, corresponding to the otlier great planet Uranus, is ^ m"' (C\ which, by using

w" [4001], becomes If tiiis quantity were an arc of the planet's orbit,

perpendicular to tiie radius vector, it would subtend only an angle of 3"',6, when viewed

from the sun
;
but being in the direction of the radius vector, it produces no change in the

longitude, seen from the sun
;

or from the earth, when the planet is in conjunction or in

opposition. The most favorable situation for augmenting the effect of this correction, in

the geocentric longitude of the planet, is when the earth is nearly at its greatest angle

of elongation from the sun, as seen from the planet. This angle for the planet Uranus

is quite small, its sine being represented by
— =

Jg nearly [4079] ;
and as the above

correction 3',6 is to be diminished in the same ratio, it produces only 0'',2 for the greatest

possible effect of this augmentation of the radius, in changing the place of the planet Uranus,

as seen from the earth
; consequently this correction is w'holly insensible.

[40.58e]

We have already observed in the commentary in Vol. 1, page .561, that Mr. Plana

makes some objections to the introduction of the constant quantity g, in the integral [1012'],

and be has also urged similar remarks against the use of the constant quantities f^, //

[1015'], in finding the integral Su [1015] ;
but a little consideration will sliow, that these

objections do not apply to the accuracy of the results, or to the astronomical tables founded

upon them ;
but merely to the most convenient way of ascertaining, as a mere matter of

curiosity, the orbit a body would describe if it were not acted upon by the disturbing force,

or of computing the whole effect of the disturbing force in a given time. This subject has

been discussed very ably by Mr. Poisson, in the Connaissance (hs Terns for the year 1S31,

[40.58/] pag. 23—33
;
and we shall, in the remaining part of this note, avail ourselves of his remarks.

The complete integrals of tlic three differential equations [545], which determine the

co-ordinates x, y, z, of the planet referred to the sun's centre as their origin, contain

siv arbitrary constant quantities [571rt], which we shall denote by a, h, c, &c.
;
and the

same is true in using the polar co-ordinates r. v, s; as we have already seen, in [602"],

[40.")8g-]
in the first apprommation, where tlie disturbing forces are neglected, and the simple elliptical

motion obtained. In a second (rpproximation, in which we notice only the first power

of the dislurl)ing forces, we may put (5
/•,

H v, (5 « for the increments of r, v, s
;

and then

the integrations being made, as in [1015, &ic., 1021, 1030], will introduce six new arbitrary

constant quantities, «', h' , c', &c. ; these accented letters being taken for symmetry, instead

of g, J], J]', Sic, used by La Place. A third approximation includes terms of the second

order of the disturbing forces, and by similar integrations, produces siv other constant

quantities a", h"
, c", Sic, and so on successively. If we restrict ourselves to the second

[40oSh]

[4058i]
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We must then apply to the radius vector the corrections given by the

approximation, neglecting terms of the order of the square of the disturbing forces, the

polar co-ordinates will be r-\-&r, v-\-&v, s-\-os, containing the twelve constant quantities

a, h, c, &.C.
; «', h', d, &ic., which must, by the nature of tlie question, be reduced to six

only, or to six distinct functions .'?, B, C, D, E, F, of these twelve quantities. The

values of A, B, C, &,c. may be determined by the position, velocity, and direction of the

planet at a given moment
;
or by the comparison of the values of r-\-o r. v-j-Sv, s -{- 6s,

with those deduced from observation ; in each case the result will be fixed and determined.

On the contrary, we may assume at pleasure any values of a', b', c', &.c.
;
and the values

thus assigned to these terms, will determine absolutely the quantities a, b, c, he., which

differ but little from A, B, C, he. on account of the smallness of the disturbing forces.

If we ivish that 6r, S v, 6 s should express the effects produced by the disturbing forces

on the radius vector, the longitude and the latitude of the disturbed planet ;
we must

determine a, b, c, he. so that the elliptical co-ordinates r, v, s, and their differential

_ . dr dv ds
,

. .
, ,

. i i i- r
coefficients —

,

—
,

—
, may represent the position, tlie velocity, and the direction ol

dt dt dt

the planet at the commencement of this interval of time
;

and afterwards determine

a, b', f', &c., so that we may have at the same epoch

(5; :0, (5u= 0, f) s =
;

d.Sr = 0,
d.dv

In
= 0,

d.is

IT' 0.

[4058A)

[4058i]

[4058)1

[4058n]

[4058o]

At the end of the time t, counted from the same epoch, r will be the distance of the planet

from the sun, which will obtain, if the disturbing force cease to act from the commencement,
and (5 r will be the augmentation of distance produced by this force. Similar remarks [4058;>]

may be made relative to the quantities ;•,
6v

;
or s, Ss. If we determine a', b', d by other

conditions, the perturbations of the troubLd orbit will no longer be wholly expressed by the

quantities Sr, 5 v, S s ; because the elliptical parts r, v, s, are also affected by means

of the constant quantities a, b, c, &.C., ivhieh partalce of the disturbing forces, and are

different from what they would be if these forces were suppressed. But this is not attended

with any inconvenience ; since it does not prevent these complete values of r
-\- 6r,

v-\-6v, s -\-6 s, from representing, at every instant, the trae position of the planet, which

is the object of the tables of its motion, into which these values are finally reduced.

Instead of considering directly the increments 6r, S v, Ss, of the elliptical orbit, we

may use the method depending on the variation of the arbitrary constant quantities ;

supposing &a, &b, 5 c, &c. to be the increments of the constant quantities a, b, c, he.,

contained in r, v, s. These six variable quantities 5 a, ob, 5 c, Sec. will be given by
direct integration of formulas similar to [1177], or like those collected together in the

appendix [5786—5791], supjmsing that we neglect the second and higher powers of the

disturbing forces. These values will then be of the forms,

6a=^a,-\-o.; <5 />=
i,+ (3 ; 6c= c, + y, kc.
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[4058g]

[405er]

[4058i]

[405gi']

[40.5S<1
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formulas of Book II, §50 [1020, &c.], and by the preceding articles

[4058m]

[4058v]

[4058«;]

[4058a:]

[40583,]

[4058z]

[4059a]

[40596]

[4059c]

[4059rf]

[4059e]

a^, J
, r, being new arbitrary constant quantities, and a, p, y, he. functions of t, and

of a, h, c, he. Substituting rt-j""") ^+ ^^, c-\-Sc, &ic. for n, b, c, &ic. in the values

of r, V, s, we shall obtain for the co-ordinates of the disturbed planet, expressions which

are equivalent to the preceding values of r-\-&r, v-\-5v, s -{- S s. The constant

quantities a^, h^,
f

, &c., as well as a, p, j, &tc., are of the order of the disturbing

forces; therefore, by neglecting terms of the second order, as in [405S4'J, we may put,

in the values of a, ^, y, he.; a -\- a^ for a, h-j-b^ for p, c-\-c^ for c, Sic;

by which means a -{- a,, b-\-b^, f +f,, &c. will be the six arbitrary constant

quantities, which occur in the values of r -\- i r, v -\-
f5 v, s -\-&s. This shows how the

arbitrary constant quantities, contained in the co-ordinates of the disturbed planet, as found

by the two first approximations, are reduced to the number corresponding to the system

of differential equations upon which they depend.

If we wish to determine the total effect of the ilisturbing forces upon each of
the elliptical elements, during a given time, we must find, as above, the constant quantities

a, h, c, &c.; by means of the position, the velocity, and the direction of the planet

at the commencement of this interval of time; and then the constant quantities a^, b^, c ,

by means of the equations

rt, + a=0, ^, + (3
= 0, f,+ y = 0, he,

corresponding to the same instant. The effect of the disturbing force at the end of any

proposed time t, will be expressed by means of the quantities &a, 5b, 5 c, &c., which will

then contain nothing arbitrary. This is practised in the theory of comets, in which the

values of & a, 5 b, 5 c, &ic. are calculated, by quadratures, for the interval of time between

the two successive appearances of a comet.

These general considerations agree with the method used by La Place in the second

book of this work. In the abovementioned paper of the Connaissnnce des Terns for the

year 1831, page 29, &ic., Mr. Poisson has applied these principles to the investigation

of the effect of the whole disturbing force of a planet m', upon another planet m, moving

in the same plane. The radius vector and the longitude of the planet m being affected by

this action, but not its latitude, because the bodies m, m' move in the same plane. In this

case, the six arbitrary constant quantities mentioned in [4058/], are reduced to four.

If we neglect terms of the order e- in the elliptical motion of the body m, the expressions

of the radius vector and longitude [669, 60.'5'],
become

r:^ a— ae . cos. [nt -{- i— ts
) ;

V = 7it -{-
e -\-2e . sin. [nt-^s— w

) ;

If we suppose the body m' to begin to disturb the motion of m at the commencement
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1^3706
—4058]. The expression of 6r [1020] contains these two terms,

ir = — m' a .fe . cos. (n i + £—
-.)
— m' « ./' e'. cos.

(
n < + s— -d) ; [4059]

of the lime /, we may determine tlie effect of tlie perturbation of tlie radius vector by

means of tlie value of &r [1016], in wliicli the arbitrary constant quantities are retained. [4059/"]

The expression o{ &v [1021] would give the perturbations in longitude, if particular values

had not been assigned to the arbitrary constant quantities g, f, f. To obviate this

objection, we must retain these arbitrary quantities as they are found in the functions

[10216, c, d,e], whose sum is assumed in the first line of the note in page 55G, Vol. I [4059^]

[1021e
—

-/], for the value of 5 v. In order to simplify this calculation, it will be convenient

to change the form of the terms depending on /, /' ; by developing the sines and cosines

of the angles nt-\-i— w, nt-^i— ra', into terms depending on sin. w ^, cos. nt,

by the method used in [1023«] ;
and changing the values of the arbitrary constant

quantities /, /', so that the part of the expression of —
[1016], depending upon them, [4059A]

may be put under the form /.cos. n t -j-/'. sin. n t. The corresponding terms of the value
[4059i]

of i5 « may be found by multiplying this expression by 2, and changing the angle n t into

n< + 90''; as is evident, by comparing the terms of —
[1016], depending on f, f,

with those of ^t) [1021i]-, hence these terms of 5v become —
2/.sin.?i< -}-2/'. cos. n?.

[4059i]

We may also add an arbitrary constant quantity /(, to the part of & v, computed in either

of the integrations [1021c/, e], and retain the terms

iri!.ant.pg-\-ci.[-j^\V [1021rf, e], [4059/]

which were put equal to nothing in [1021/]. Making these changes in the expressions

of —
,

&v [1016, 1021] ; neglecting the other terms of the order c or c
, because this

degree of accuracy is sufficient in our present calculation, which is only designed for the

purpose of illustration
;
and supposing also, for brevity, as in [1018a],

we get

i— n'; T=7ii— 7it + s'—s; G = a^. (^^ + ^^ . a ^» [4059m]

—=— 2ni'.ag— im'.a^. —,
—

]-\-im'.n~.'S.
—— -.cos. j T+/'.cos.w<+ /''.sin.nr :

o to- \rfa/' t2v2— n2 ' •' ' •' '

6v=
h—2f.sm.nt-\-2f'.cos.7it-\-7n'.nt}.3ag-j-a.~.C-^^l

which are substantially the same as the equations (5), (6), of Mr. Poisson, in the paper

[4059n]

[4059o
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f and f being determined by the two following equations, given in [1018],

abovementioned ; observing, tliat i includes all integral numbers, positive and negative,

except 1 = [1012'] ;
whereas he only uses the positive values of i. Now if we use

the expression of g [1017], the terms depending on 7it will vanish from Sv, and then

[iO'idp] r [1020] will contuin the constant part ^ m'. u^. I
—

j
;

but this is not the whole

effect of the disturbing force upon the radius vector
;
because a part of this perturbation is

[405!i5] introduced in tlie value of n, which is affected by the value of g, assumed in [1017],

and n is connected with a by means of the equation [4059e].

We shall, for greater simplicity, take, as the epoch, the instant of the mean conjunction

[4059)-] of the planets w, 7rt';
so that we shall then have i= 0, T=0; also ^J= s. We shall

also suppose that the body ?«', at that instant, commences its action upon the radius vector,

and upon the longitude of the body m. Now we may find, from the tables of the planet's

motion, the numerical values of r, v, y ,

—
, when ^= 0; and these are to be put

equal to the values deduced from [4059c, (/]. These four equations, being combined

[4059«] ^yjtij [4059f], determine the constant quantities n, a, f, f, w; and then the formulas

[4059c, '/J
determine the elliptical motion, which obtains, if the disturbing force cease to

act at the epoch ^^0. This being premised, we must put «= 0, T=0 [4059r],

in the four equations [4058o],

d.6r „ d.6v
[4059<] ; =

; 5v=:0;
~jj-
=

;

-— =
;

and by substituting in them the values [4059;;, o], we may obtain the values of the four

arbitrary constant quantities g, f, f, h, introduced by the second approximation.

If we substitute these values of g,J\f', h, in (5r, 6v [4059rt,o], they will express, at the

end of the time i, the effect of the disturbing force during that time. Now the differential

of ir [4059«], relative to t, being found, and substituted in the third equation [4059<],

gives /'=0, when ^= 0, T= [4059/-J. With this value of /', and those of

(5 D [4059o, <], together with < = 0, 7"= 0, we get /;= 0. Substituting these values

[40r,9i(] ^.,jj,
of t, fi, f, in the equations f5r= 0, ——^0 [4059^], using also the values [4059rt, o],

we obtain the following equations,

[4059«)
=- 2 m'. ag- i m'. a"~.

(~-^\ + J m'. n^. 2 .

7^-^^ +/ ;

[40.59uj] 0=-./,.+ ..,..S.3„,+...(i^)',_S„....|f.,.H^,^.
Multiplying the equation [4059;'] by 2 7i, and adding the product to [4059«'] we find

that the terms depending on /, G, (
—

j
,

vanish from the sum, which becomes

[40591] 0=— ?«'. n«5-
— im'. 2.-.a^";
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[4060]

whence g=— —
. 2 . ./2 '*. Substituting this in [-lOSOy], we get

^
V \ da J

^
tav2-n2

By means of the values of /', Ii, g, f [4059i/, y], the expressions [4059/1; o] become

— == .2..4'''.(1— cos.7in— ^??^.a^ .(1
—

cos.?i<)
a V

I -
\ da /

^

+ i ??i'. W-. 2 .— . (cos. i T— cos. n t) ;

[4059y]

[4059z]

5v=zm'.nt. ^
—-— .2..'2"+ «2. ——

)f

+ m'.^'-f".2.^^.^-a^.('^)
+ «^.2.^:^^^.sin.nr [4059.']

+ 4 m'. 2 .

-5 !^ . a^«+^"l^,? . sin. i T.

If we retain merely the non-periodical parts of 7-, v, 5r, 5v [4059c, il, z, z'],
and

resubstitute the value of v [4059rti], we shall get

r-ir-Sr = a-\ . 2 .^<''— h m.a'J —— ; [4060a]' n—n' \ da /

vA.Sv= nt + s+ m'. nt.^— o-?"^ • - • •^''' + «''• ('^) I i
t^^^^*!

' ' '

i 2.(»i
—n) \ do /)

'

for the expressions of the mean distance and mean longitude of the planet m.

The expressions of the same mean distance and mean longitude, according to La Place's

calculation [1020, 1021], are

rJ^Sr = a+^m'.a\(^^y,
v + Sv = nt. [4060c]

The differences between these values, and those in [4060fl, 6], are merely apparent, and

arise from using different values of ?!, a, in [4060c] from those in [40G0a, i]. To

render this evident, we shall suppose, for a moment, that
?;,

t represents the mean motion

of the planet m, derived from observation ; then, by putting the coefBcient of t, in the

equation [4060&], equal to
?!, t, we shall have

VOL. III. 45
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[4060']
The preceding part of the radius vector [4059] may be united in the same

table with the elliptical part of the radius.*

Let a be the v.ilue of a, deduced from the equation a = \i.^.n
^

[4059e], when

n, is substituted for n ; so that this equation holds good for a, n, and also for a^, n, ;

we shall liave successively, by development, neglecting the square of n^
—

n,

.—% h -3 S

[4060/]

[40G0g-]

Substituting in this tiie value of n^
— n [4060(Z], we get, by transposition,

3 a n
«=«,+ ''. a .<

2 . (n- ^-^'"+"-m\
This value of a being substituted in [4060fl], we find, that tlie parts depending on ^^''

destroy each other, and we have

/(;.4io)\

[40G0/(] r -j-
(S r = a,+ J m'. a^. (

——
j

.

Now as we neglect terms of the order 7»'^, we may change a into «,, in tlie part depending

on A^"^
;
and then tlie expression [4060A] becomes of tlie same form as in [4060c] ; being

equivalent to that found by La Place. This calculation serves to ilkistrate and confirm his

[4060i] method of calculation
;
and shows, at the same time, how we can dispose of the additional

arbitrary constant quantities, which are introduced by tlie integrations of 5r, S v; so as to

conform to the actual situations and motions of the attracting bodies
;
and to investigate the

part of the efi:ect of the disturbing forces, that we have particularly considered in this note.

*
(2552) We have here omitted a clause, in which the author directs, that the sign

[40Ct)A] of the term of /', depending on ddJl''^\ should be changed ; because we have previously

corrected the mistake, and given the accurate expression of /' in [1021^'-], which agrees

with that in [4060].
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CHAPTER VI.

NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE DIFFEKENT aUANTITIES WHICH ENTER INTO THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE

PLANETARY INEttUALITIES.

21. To reduce to numbers, the formulas contained in the second book

and in the preceding chapters, we shall use the following data
;

Sun,

Mercury, »t =

Venus, m' =

The Earth, m" =

Mars,

Masses of the Sun and Planets*

. . . M= 1;

14-fji

2025810

m =

383130

329630

1 -f (x"'

1846082

T • 1 4- (X"'

Jupiter, m"'=—'-!—-

^ '

1007,09

1 I „ V

Saturn, m^ = "^
'

3359,40

Uranus, m''= 1 + 1^'''

19504

log. m = 93,6934013 ;

log. m' = 94,41 66538 ;

log. m"= 94,4819733 ,

•

log. m"'= 93,7337490 ;

log. m'"= 96,9717990,-

log. Jtt' = 96,4737383 ;

log. ?«"= 95,7098763.

Masses
of Ihe

planets,
the moss
of the
sun heine

unity.

[4001]

*
(2553) The factors l+(x, 1 -f fx', &c. in the values of m, m', &c. [4061], are

not inserted in the original work
;

but as they are introduced in [4230'], and frequently
[4061a]
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Of all these masses, that of Jupitei' is the most accurately determined
;

it is obtained by means of the formula [709]. If we put T for the time

used ill computing the perturbations of tlic motions of the planets, it was thought best,

[4061i] for tlie sake of convenient reference, to Insert them in this place. When the author printed

this part of the work, he supposed, in conformity with the best observations, which could

then be procured, that the masses of tlie planets were as in the table [4061], putting each

[4061c] of tlie quantities fj-, /, &c. equal to zero. Since that time, he has been induced, by other

observations, to make successive corrections in tliese masses, as in [460-5, 4608, 9161, &IC.].

In his last edition of the Systcme du Monde, he adopts the following

Corrected Masses of the Planets.

Mercury, m =^^^ ; (^ =-
; log. m = 93,6934013 ;

«-,]J' Venus, m' = -i—
; fx'

= - 0,056030
; log. m' = 94,3916120 ;

aJoptcl
4058/ 1

by the

"""""•
The Earth, . . . m"=

-^^r^ ; i^"=— 0,07 1 297
; log. m"= 94,4498499 ;

[4061d] Mars, m"'=
.^. \^ ; fi."'=

— 0,275000 ; log. m"'= 93,5940870 ;

Jupiter, m''= ,J,, ; fx."'=— 0,003186 ; log. m''= 96,9704133 ;^
10/0,,5

Saturn, nf = ~^j^ ; (^"
=— 0,043451 ; log. 7n' = 96,4544455 ;

Uranus, m"=-—J—-
; )x'i= 0,038514 ; log. m''= 95,7467105.

The alterations here made in the values of in', m"', are in conformity with the results of the

calculations of Burckhardt, in his late solar tables, by comparing the observed perturbations

[4061e] of the earth's orbit with the theory. The change in the value of m", arises from the

supposition, that the sun's horizontal parallax is nearly equal to 8',6 [5589], instead of 8^,8,

assumed in [4073]. Lastly, the values of in'", ?»'', m'', are obtained, by Mr. Bouvard,

from the observations used in constructing bis new tables of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, by

comparing the theory with the actual perturbations depending upon their mutual attractions.

[4001/] Putting the values in [4061] equal to those in [4061J], respectively, we get the

corresponding values of /x, y/, he. [4061f/]. Lindeneau, in his tables of Mercury, printed

[40t)lg-]
in 1813, supposes that the mass of Venus ought to be increased to ^j^^:^^; making

(i'
= 0,0S643 nearly; to satisfy the perturbations of Mercury, by the action of Venus.

Encke, in his Astronomischcs Jahrhuch for 1831, states, that the mass of Jupiter yasir^rT'

deduced by Nicolai, from the perturbations of Juno, agrees better with the observations

[4061A] of Pallas and Vesta, than the mass adopted by La Place [4061, 4065], and that it probably
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of the sideral revolution of the planet w!
;
T for that of one of its satellites

;

q for the sine of the greatest angle, under which the mean radius of the

orbit of this satellite appears, when viewed from the centre of the sun, [4062]

at the mean distance of the planet from that centre ;
then the mass of the

sun being taken for unity, that of the planet will be expressed by*

<f-
T_\2

9'-

= mass of the planet. [4063]

[40CU]

[40612]

agrees also better for Vesta. Comparing this with [4061], we get (j.'^
= 0,012492. When [4061t]

we take into consideration that ihe Jlrst vakie of (a'"
= [4061, 4065] is obtained from the

observed elongations of the sateUites of Jupiter; the secowf/ vakie, fj.'==
— 0,00.3186 [4061rf],

from the perturbations
of Saturn and Uranus; the third value, fj.'=0,012492 [4061(],

from the perturbations
of the newly discovered planets ;

we shall not be surprised in finding

these small differences in the results of methods, which are so wholly independent of each

other. Nothing is known relatively to the masses of these new planets or the masses of the [4061m]

comets, except that they are all very small ;
so that their action on the other bodies of

the system is wholly insensible.

m'-\-v h'^ /T \-
*

(2554) This is deduced from [709], -Tp-
= 1-(y}' in which we must write [4062a]

(A for M, as is evident from [706'] ;
and as m' represents the mass of the planet, in the

present notation, we have fx
= M-\- 7n'. Moreover p is the mass of the satellite [707'],

and M that of the sun [706'] ;
h the mean distance of the satellite from the planet ;

a the mean distance of the planet from the sun
; so that -

represents the quantity
[40626]

[4062c]

g- [4062] ;
hence the preceding equation [4062rt] becomes ,. ,

^
5^- ( "^ )

• ^^ ^^''

/T\~ 1

neglect p in comparison with m', and put M^ 1
; also, for brevity, 'l^-ilf,)

^= T '
^^''

2

get, as in [406.3], m'= =-—-
. If we put i-''% ?" for the mean densities of the [4062(/]

bodies m", m'"'
;

also /?'", R" for the radii
;
we shall have nearly, as in [2106],

m^'--^^ * . f. {R-f
•

rrC=^rt . f. [R-f. [4062«]

Hence we easily obtain the relative densities of these two bodies, —=
( 77- 1

• '• •' ^

This may be used for ascertaining the densities of all the bodies, whose masses are known,

and whose apparent diameters have been well observed.

VOL. III. 46
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We have, relatively to the fourth satellite,*

9
= sin. 1530",38 = sin. 49.5',84 ;

[4064] T = 4332'?>",602208 = 4332' 14* 27" 10',8 ;

T = 1 6 '^'',6890 = 1 6" 1 6'' 32 " 09 -,6.

From [4063, 4064], we obtain

iv
1

[4065] m'
1067,09

The mass of Saturn is found by the same method
; supposing the sideral

revolution of its sixth satellite to be 15"'%9453 = 15''22"41"' 13',9, and

the greatest angle, under which the mean radius of the orbit of this satellite

appears, when viewed from the sun, in the mean distances of Saturn,

14066] 652",47 =179'. The mass of Uranus has, in like manner, been obtained, by

supposing, conformably to the observations of Herschel, that the duration of

the sideral revolution of its fourth satellite, is 13'"^%4559= 13''10"56"'29-,8 ;

[4067] gi^j ^]^Q mean radius of the orbit of this satellite, viewed from the sun,

at the mean distance of Uranus, 136",512 = 44',23. But the greatest

elonsations of the satellites of Saturn and Uranus have not been so

accurately ascertained as that of the fourth satellite of Jupiter. Observations

of these elongations deserve the careful attention of astronomers.

The mass of the earth is found in the following manner. If we take

the mean distance of the earth from the sun for unity, the arc described

by the earth, in a centesimal second of time, will be obtained by dividing

the circumference of a circle, whose radius is unity, by the number of

[4068] seconds in a sideral year, 36525638""'-,4. Dividing the square of this arc

[4068'] by the diameter, w^e obtain its versed sine = —tTvm^ jt which is the space

the earth falls towards the sun in a centesimal second, by means of its

relative motion about the sun. On the parallel of latitude, whose sine is

1 4064a]

*
(S.'joS) The values of

</,
T [4061], are nearly the same as those used in the theory

of this satellite [6781,6785] ;
the value of T corresponds to the mean motion ?i'" [4077].

t (2556) The radius of the orbit being 1, its circumference is 0,28318 nearly; if we

[4068o] divide this by 36525638,4, and take half the square of the product, we get the expression

of the versed sine, corresponding to this arc, as in [4068'].
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eqiuil to ^.L, the attraction of llie earth causes a body to fall through

3"""' ,66553* in ouo centesimal second. To deduce from this the earth's [4069]

attraction at the mean distance of the earth from the sun, we must multiply

it by the square of the sine of the sun's parallax; and divide the product by
the number of metres contained in that distance. Now the earth's radius

on the proposed parallel, isf 6369374"""-; therefore,' by dividing this [4069']

number by the sine of the sun's parallax, supposing it to be 27",2^8',8, [4070]

we obtain the mean radius of the earth's orbit, expressed in metres. Hence

it follows, th;it the effect of the attraction of the earth, at a distance etpial

to tiiat of the mean distance of the earth from the sun, is equal to the

product of the fraction '.'.'" ! by the cube of the sine of 27",2 : [40711
o.Jt)!);j74

' ' L J

consequently it is equal to J —. Subtracting this fraction from [4071]

1479565
, ^

. 1479560,5 .,,«-., • r ,—
5fo-^'

'^^''^ ""^^'"^ —
JO'-"

for the effect of the attraction of the sun,

*
(2557) Tiiis computation varies a little from that in

[.'iSS"] or in [38Sa] ; probably

owing to a small dilference in the elliplicity, used in reducing the observations. [4069a]

t (2558) Using the polar and equatorial scrni-axes of tlio earth, 6356677""^'-,

6375T09'""- [20:35!-], whose difference is 19032™'-, we find tiie radius corresponding to [4070a]
the latitude, whose sine is

\/-^ , to be 6375709'"'''-— i X 19032™"=: 6369365"""-,

agreeing nearly with [4069'].

X (2559) Gravity decreases, in proceeding from the earth's surface, inversely, as the

square of the distance of the attracted point ; or as the square of the sine of the horizontal [4071a]

parallax of that point nearly. Hence the earth's attraction, at the distance of the sun,

will cause al)r)dyto fall through a space represented hy 3"""-,66553 X (sin. 'spar.)-, [40716]

in one centesimal second of time. To reduce this from metres to parts of the mean
distance of the earth from the sun, we must divide it by that distance, which is evidently equal

earth's ratlins C369:374""=t-
^°

siii.Qs'par.

~
sin. 27" 3' ' ^° ^'^^^ ^'^'^ ^^^^° '^^"'^" through in a second, becomes

3,66.5.-53 , . ^, ,, 4,4885 . , ,. ,.

6369374"
'

^^'"- ® ^^
P"'"')

=
"loiT

'
^^ '" [4071']. Now m [4063'], wc have found, that [4071c]

the earth falls towards the sun, in the same time, hy the combined action of the sun and

,nrih
^'^'^'^^

, .1 fl- . f .1 1
• 1479565—4,4885 1479560,5**'""

.nil. ; hence the eflect of the sun alone is
'

lOM 10-20 10-30

I 1 1 r , , . 4,4885
nearly; and as that of the earth is

~^^, the mass of the earth is to that of the sun

4,4895 1479560,5

'

^^^'^''^

^^
"lO^

^°
1090

> or I to 329630 nearly, as in [4072].
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at the same distance. Hence the masses of the sun and earth are in the

ratio of the numbers 1479560,5 to 4,4885; consequently the mass of

[4072] the earth is 777-;^
• If tlie sun's parallax differ a little from the quantity

we have assumed in [4070], the value of the earth's mass will vary as

[4073] the cube of that parallax, compared with the cube of 27",2 = 8,8 [4071c].

We have computed the mass of Venus from the formulas [4251, 4332, &c.],

which express the secular diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptic to the

[4074] equator; sup[)osing it, by observation, to be 154,30= 50'. This diminution

is obtained from those observations which appear the most to be relied upon.*

With respect to the masses of Mercury and Mars, we have supposed, according

to observation, that the mean diameters of Mercury, Mars, and Jupiter,

viewed at tlie mean distance of the earth from the sun, are, respectively,

[4075] 21",60 = 7'; 35",19 = ll-,4; 626",04 = 202,84. Now Jupiter's mass

being ascertained, we could, by means of these diameters, obtain the masses

of Mercury and Mars, if the relative densities of these three planets were

known. If we compare the masses of the Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn,

with their magnitudes, respectively, we find, that the densities of these

planets are very nearly in the inverse ratio of their mean distances from the

*
(2560) If we change 7, A [.3]0-2<] into 9", 6", respectively, to conform to tlie

[4074a] notation used in [4082,4083]; we shall find, that the arc P G =: 7 . cos. A [3109c],

wliich represents the difference between the inclinations of the equator to the fixed ecliptic

of 1750 and to the variable ecliptic of 1750 -|- /, is equal to 9". cos. ^", or q" [4249].

[40746] The value of tj"
is found by integrating the second equation [4251]. In this expression

of q", the coefficients of fx, 11!", [i."-', fx'', are small, and the value of i'-'" [406 If/] is small

and tolerably well ascertained
;

therefore we need only retain n', so tiiat the integral

[4074c] becomes q"
=— (0';500955 -}- 0"",309951 .

(a')
./. If we suppose (a'=0, the annual

[4074^1 decrement becomes O*. 500955, being nearly as in [4074]. The action of the planet Venus

has more eflect in producing this change of obliquity, than that of all the other planets

taken together; as is evident from the inspection of the value of d
q'' [4251]; in which

[4074e] we find, that tlie coefficient of
[>.'

exceeds the sum of tiie coefficients of the other quantities,

(J., (J.'", {i}", [i." , /a". We have already remarked, in [3380/1
—

7], that the author increased

the annual variation to 0',52I154 [4613] ;
on die other liand, Mr. Poisson uses 0'45692

[4074/] [3380^;], and Mr. Bessel 0',48368 [3380^] ; each of them varying the values of (x, /j.', &c.,

so as to conform to their assumed decrements.
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sun ;* we shall therefore adopt the same hypothesis, relatively to the three

planets Mercury, Mars, and Jupiter ;
whence we obtain the preceding

values of the masses of Mercury and Mars [40G1]. The irradiation

and the other difliculties attending the measures of the diameters of the

planets, taken in connexion whU the uncertainty of the hypothesis adopted
on the law of their densities, render these estimiited values somewhat

doubtful, and this imcertainty seems to be increased from the circumstance,

that the hypothesis is not correct relative to the masses of Venus and

Uranus. Fortunately, Mercury and Mars have only a very small

influence on the planetary system ;
and it will be easy to correct the

following results, so far as they are affected by this cause, whenever

the development of the secular inequalities shall make known exactly the

values of these masses.

[4076]

[4076']

*
(2561) The densities of tlie Eartli, Jupiter, and Saturn, given by the author in the

Systeme Ju Monde, ave 3,93; 0,99; 0,55; respectively, being found as in [4062/, &tc.].

These densities of Jupiter and Saturn are nearly in the inverse ratio of the distances

a'", a" [4079] ; but the density of the earth differs considerably from this rule. If we

suppose this ratio of the densities to hold good for the three planets Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, and

represent their apparent diameters [4075], by D=21",60, jD"'=35";19, D'^=i:626",04;

the correspondmg masses will be m z= b .
—

;
m'"^ b .

D"'3
m'"^ b .

——
; h beins;

a constant quantity, to be found by means of the value of m'" [4061]; which gives
1

b=
D"3

'

1067,09
Hence we get

1

1067,0!)

D \3 oiv

D^j
'

IT
\ /i>"'\3 aiv

1067,09 \U")
' ^

n=1661°; ?j'=650o, «"=400o, n"'=2l2°,l, n'^= 33^,7,

n''=I3=,6, 7j*'= 4o,8.

VOL. III. 47

[4076a]

[40761]

[4076c]

[4076(i]

[4076e]

[4076/]

and by substituting the values [4076f, 4079], we get, for m, vi", rather greater values

than those m [4061]. These dillijrences probably arise from having used different values

of D, D", D'\ which cannot be obtained, by observation, to a great degree of accuracy. ['^076g-]

In some of the subsequent calculations, it will be sufficiently accurate to use the values

of ?t, n', &c. to the nearest degree; and for convenience of reference we have here

inserted these approximate values
;

[4076A]
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Moan
motiona
of the

[4077]

[4078]

The
lirae t ig

expressed
in Julian

yt;ari.

22. Mecm sideral motions of the Planets in a Julian year of 365J- days,

or the values of n, n', &c.

Sexagesimals.

Mercury, .n = 16608076",50= 538101 6,786 ; log. n =6,7308643:

Venus, . . .71' = 6501980",00 = 2106641',520 ; log. n' =6,3235906

The Earth, n" = 3999930",09 = 1295977',349 ; log. n" = 6,1 125974 :

Mars, n"'= 2126701",00= 689051',124; log. n"'= 5,8382514 :

Jupiter, . . n'" = 33721 0",78 = 109256,293 ; log. n'"'= 5,0384465

Saturn, .. r = 135792",34= 43996,718; log. »/= 4,6434203 :

Uranus, ..n"= 47606",62= 15424',545 , log. m"= 4,1882124.

If we usv. these values of ?(, n', &c., the time t will he represented in

Julian years ; hence if we put the mean distance of the earth from the sun

equal to tinity, we shall obtain, from Kepler's law [385'"], the following

mean distances of the planets from the sun.

Mean
distances
of the

planets
from the
Bun.

[4070]

Mean distances of the Planets from the Sim, or the semi-major axes

oj' their orbits.*

Mercury, a = 0,38709812

Venus, a' = 0,72333230

The Earth, «" = 1,00000000

Mars, «'"= 1,52369352

Jupiter, «'" = 5,20116636

Saturn, a" = 9,53787090

Uranus, a"' = 19,18330500

log. a = 9,587821 1
;

log. a' =9,8593379;

log. a" = 0,0000000 ;

log. a'" =0,1 828976;

log. fr = 0,7161007;

log. a" = 0,9794514 ;

log. «'' = 1,2829234.

*
(25G'2) These values of a, a', &lc. are deduced from [4077], by putting them,

[4079a] respectively, equal to {—V\ ( ^ 1'', (
~

)^, &c.

The elements of the orbits of the newly discovered planets, Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, and

Juno, were first computed by Gauss, and ha\e since been repeatedly corrected by him,
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The mutual action of the planets alters a little their mean distances
;
we

shall, in [4451, 4510], determine these alterations.

and by olher astronomers ; taking notice of tlio most important perturbations, from the
[40796]

action of the nearest planets ;
so that wo can now compnte the places of these bodies

with a considerable degree of accuracy. The usual methods of finding the perturbations

can be api)lied to these small planets ; but the great excentricities and inclinations of some [4079c]

of their orbits, will make it necessary, when great accuracy is required, to notice the terms

depending on the i)owcrs and products of these two elements, of a higher order than is

generally used with the other planets. The laborious task of ascertaining all the inequalities

of these four planets, was not performed by the author of this work
;
and it will probably be [4079(/]

a long while before it can be done completely, on account of the small imperfections in the

present estimated values of the elements, wliicli have not yet been determined with perfect

accuracy in the short period since the bodies have been observed. It is evident, also, tliat [4079e]

until these elements have been found very nearly, it will not be of much use to compute
several of the very small inequalities, with tiie extreme ininuteness which is used relatively

to the other planets.

In computing the Jahrbuch, it has been found most convenient by iMicke to apply the

corrections directly to the elements of the orbit, rather llian to the elliptical places of [4079/]

the bodies
;

in a manner similar to that which is used in finding the elements of a comet, in

two successive reliuns. He finds, when the elements are thus adjusted to an)^ particular [4079g']

moment of time, that they will give, tolerably well, the places of the planet for a considerable

period, on each side of this epoch. The elements of the orbits obtained by him, for these

four planets, about the time of the opposition of Pallas, in the year 1831, are as in the [4079A]

following table ; which will serve to give an idea of the relative positions of the orbits

at that time ; remarking, that these elements nuist not be confounded with the mean values.

Epoch 1831, Juli/ 23(/, 0'', mean time at Bciiin.

:
Vesta.

Mean longitude, ,
84''47"'()3'

Mean anomaly, 19.5 35 26

Longitude of the perihelion, .... 249 11 37

Longitude of the ascending node, . : 103 20 28

Inclination,
'

7 07 57

Excentricity, (),0885G01

Mean daily sideral motion 977*75540

Semi-major axis, 2,361484

Periodic revolution coiTCsponding, . 1325,5 days

74''39"'44'

20 22 31

54 17 13

170 52 34

13 02 10

0,2555592

813,52533

2,669461

1593,1 days

Pullas.

290' 38 "12'

169 33 11

121 05 01

172 38 30

34 35 49

0,2419986

768,54421

2,772631

1686,3 days

Ceres,

307'' 03'" 26*

159 22 02 Element,
of VestUj

147 41 23 JS;,,
und Ceres.

so 53 50

10 36 56

0,0767379

769-26059 [4079t]

2,770907

1 084,7 days
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Exceii-

tricilies of
the orbits

of the

planets.

[4080]

Ratios of the cxcentricities to the mean distances, or the values of e, e', ^c.

foi- the year 1750.

Mercury, e = 0,20551320 ; log. e = 9,3128397 ;

Vfuus, e' = 0,00688405 ; log. e' = 7,8378440 ;

The Earth, e" = 0,01681395 ; log. e" = 8,2256698 ;

Mars, e"'= 0,09308767 ; log. e'"= 8,9688922 ;

Jupiter, e'^ = 0,04807670 ; log. e'"= 8,6819346 ;

Saturn, e'- = 0,05622460 ; log. e" = 8,7499264 ;

Uranus, e^'= 0,04669950 ; log. e~'= 8,6693122.

The distances of the planets Pallas and Ceres from the sun, are so nearly equal to each

otlier, that it may sometimes happen, in finding the apparent orbits, in the preceding

manner, that tlie order of the bodies will be inverted, relative their distances from the sun,

by means of the perturbations.

Besides these planets, there are four comets, whose periodical revolutions have been

discovered by Halley, Olbers, Encke, and Biela. They have been usually called by the

[4079/] names of the discoverers respectively. That of Olbers has been observed only once, at

the time of its return to the perihelion in 1815
;

the others have been observed in several

successive revolutions.

Periodic revolution,

Time of perihelion,

Longitude of perihelion on the orbit,

Longitude of the ascending node,

Inclination,

Excentricity,

Semi-major axis,

Of the seven periodical bodies, which have been made known to astronomers since the

commencement of the present century, three were discovered by Dr. Olbers of Bremen
;

[4079n] namely, Vesta, Pallas, and the comet of 1S15. His great success in the discovery of

these remarkable bodies, which had silently performed their revolutions in the heavens

for ages, unperceived by astronomers, induced an eminent German writer to style him,

(he fortunate Columbus of the jtlanetanj world.

Elements
of the

mUits of
tlie four

koo\vn

periodical
comets.

[4079m]

Hallcy's.
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Longitudes of the perihelia in the year 1750, or the values of -n, ^', ^c.

Mercury, ^ = 8F,7401 = 73''33'"58^;

Venus,
• ^' = 142^1241 = 127 64 42

The Earth, ^" = 109^5790 = 98 37 16

Mars, ^"'= 368°,3037 = 331 28 24

Jupiter, ^'^= 11°,6012= 10 21 04

Saturn, t." = 97°,9466 = 88 09 07

Uranus, ^'"^ 185^1262 = 166 36 49.

Inclinations of the orbits to the ecliptic in the year 1750, or the values

of ip, cp', ^c.

Looeitudes
of the

perihelia
in 1750.

[4081 J

Mercury, cp

Venus, (ft'

The Earth, /

Mars, cp"

Jupiter, (p"

Saturn, /

7°,7778 =

3^7701

0°;

2^0556

7" 00"" 00';

3 23 35
;

1 51 00

= 1°,4636=: 1 19 02

= 2=,7762 = 2 29 55

Inclina-
tions of
tho orbits
to tlie fixed

ecliptic of
1750.

[4082]

Uranus, <p"= 0^,8596= 46 25.

Longitudes of the ascending nodes on the ecliptic of the year 1750, or

the values of 6, o', ^c.

Mercury, 8 = 50^,3836 = 45''20"'43';

Venus, 0' = 82°,7093 = 74 26 18
;

The Earth, 6" as in [4249—4251] ;

Mars, 6'"= 52^,9376 = 47 38 38

Jupiter, 0-= 108^,7846 = 97 54 22

Saturn, fl" = 123^,8960 = 111 30 23

Uranus, 0-= 80^7015 = 72 37 53.

TOL. III. 48

Longitndes
of the

ascending
nodes of
tho orbits

on the liied

ecliptic of
1750.

[4083]
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[4084']

Epoch. All these longitudes are coimted from the mean vernal equinox, at the epoch
[4084] of December Q\st, 1749, mid-day, mean time at Paris. We may here

Longitude observe, tliat by the longitude of the perihelion, is to be understood, the
^"

"4,7
distance of the perihelion from the ascending node, counted on the orbit,

increased, by the longitude of that node.

23. We have obtained the following results, by the formulas of ^49,
Book II.

MERCURY AND VENUS,

[4085]

[4086]

hence we deduce

Then we obtain*

(0)

b^
= 2,1721751;

iTyZs. 6^^=0,1107665;

[4087] 6^1'= 0,0123166;

6'^'= 0,0012758.

a = - = 0,53516076;a

&!.% = 2,145969210;

&!_' a = — 0,515245873.

bl = 0,6057052 ;

2

en

b\;= 0,0520855 ;

b^'^
= 0,0060633 ;

,(2)

b'^
= 0,2465877 ;

,(5)

6,'= 0,0251378;

6j= 0,0029287 ;

*
(2563) From a, a [4079], we have ei.= -, as in [4085]. Then from [989],

[408Ca] we find, />_,^, h_^, as in [4086]; from these we get h
). ,

l>
^ [4087], liy means of

the formulas [990, 991]. Tiien puttins;, in [9G6], s^\, and successively, /= 2, ?"=3,

i == 4, &c. we obtain the remaining terms of [4087]. From these last, we get those

[40866]
'" [4088], by putting, successively, z = 0, {= ], &c., and s= ^, in [981]. The

same values, being substituted in [982]. give [4089] ;
also [983] gives [4090] _

Lastly, by taking the partial differential of [983], relative to a, we shall get an expression

[408Gc]
of

<l^ b s

~rfuJ
;

in which we must put -I; then ? = 0; i=l, &c.
;

and we

(0) 11)

shall get [4091]. Again, the formulas [992] give ia , oa , [4092]; from these two
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(0)

dhk

do.
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(0)

(/a

(I)
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(0)

da.
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Then we have

,
(0)

[4105]

Mercury
and Mare.

[4106]

b, =2,033500;

6^J'
= 0,010546 ;

(0)

d a

(3)

da.

= 0,273829 ;

= 0,127139 ;

&''' = 0,260462 ;
5

6''" = 0,002331 ;
4

,(2)

1,077839;dJl
da.

(4)

i^ =0,037781.
da.

b^ =0,049765;

,
(5)

b
,
= 0,000538.

5

dbi
0,402980 ;

[4107]

(0)

d_H^
da!^

(3)

d"-bi

da.""

= 1,244725;

= 1,050458.

(1)

dV^h
da.^

0,656780 ; ^= 1,778641 ;

[4108]
, (0)

63 = 2,322536;
r(l)

0,863876 ; 6V == 0,272085.

MERCURY AND JUPITER.

[4109]
a = - = 0,07412555 ;

Mercury hencB WO dcduce
and

Jupiter.

[4110]

,(")

b'
' = 2,00277053 ;

~5

,(11

0,07437397.

In computing the values of b
, b^, &c., by means of the formulas

[966
—

983], it is found, that the successive terms of the series become

more inaccurate, particularly if a be rather small
;

because these values
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arc the dirfereiKcs ol' numbers, which v;iiy but little from each other
;

so

that we are under the necessity of computing them to an extreme degree [4iii]

of exactness, to enable us to determine correctly tlieir differences,* and

this requires the use of tables of logarithms to ten or twelve places of

decimals. To obviate this inconvenience, we may have recourse to the

value of b
'

, developed in a series, by means of the formulas

[976, 984—985],t

b =2. q ., -. .a'V V
[4122]

C
"^ 1.2.S (i+i).(i+2).({+3)

" "*"
•;

This value of b' is, in the present case, very converging, on account

of the smallness of a. We shall hereafter use it, in finding the values of

b
,

b , &c.
;

h „, &c., in all cases where a is rather small.

By this method we have computed, for Mercury and Jupiter, the

following values
;

C) (1) (2)

b, = 2,002778 ;
6

,
= 0,074581 ; b, = 0,004164 ; f4ii3]

t -i 2

MercurT
(3) (1) mill

b^= 0,000258 ;
6 , = 0,0000 1 7. Jupiter.

(2564) Thus, if we put s= i and i= 2, in [966], it becomes

(1) (0)

(3) {^+<^^)-bx—io-.b^ [4ina]
Oi =
2 fa

Now b~,, is much smaller tlian b
,_

or b^ [4105], and tlie preceding value of

b', is divided by tbe small quantity ^ a. Hence it necessarily follows, that the terms

{l-\-o?).b^ and — J a . /;
^ ,

in the numerator of this expression, must be very nearly

equal to eacli otiicr
;

and their difference, wliich is to be divided by a quantity of the

order a, must therefore be very accurately computed. Tlie same takes place in i^' ,
Sic.

t (2565) Tiie quantity // is the coefticient of cos. i d, in /.-" [976]; and X-* is

tbe product of tlie two factors [985]. If we muhiply tliese factors, and retain only terms

of the form c^'^*^, putting c^^*^"' -j-c"*''*^"'
= 2.cos.i (3 [12] Int., it becomes

[4u-2a]

as in [4112].
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[4114]

Mercury
and

. Jupiter.

[4115]

[41IG]

(l>)
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MERCURY AND URANUS.

hence we deduce

Then we find

a= — = 0,02017895;

b_\ = 2,00020360 ;

,(1)

6_, = — 0,02017792.

[4122]

[4123]

Mercurjr
and

Uranuy.

,(0)

6^=2,000182

(0)

6'''= 0,0201 83
aJ*
= 0,000306 ;

da.
= 0,020196

(1)

dbf,

do.
1,000913,

[4124]

[4125]

VENUS AND THE EARTH.

hence we deduce

Then we obtain

(0)

(6)

b^
= 0,090412;

VOL. III.

a = - = 0,72333230 :

a

6^°^
= 2,27159162;

6"' = — 0,67226315.
~2

(1)

6
J
= 2,386343 ; 6

^
= 0,942413 ,

.^

(9)

0,527589 ;

fcT = 0,323359 ; fi',"
= 0,20681 1

; b'l
= 0,135616 ;2 2 * '

6^ =0,061101 ;

(8)

6 = 0,041731.

60

[4126]

[4127]

Venua
and the
Earth.

[4128]
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Then we find

6'°' = 2,129668 ;

,(l)

6; =0,521624;
6'^^
= 0,187726;

,
P)

b =. 0,074675 ;

4

(i)

&
' = 0,031127; 6'f = 0,013337; [4i36]

3

(6)

h
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hence we deduce

[4143]

f^ ^ 2,00968215 ;

6*" = — 0,13873412.

Then we have

,(0)

[4144]

Venus and

Juinter.

[4145]

6?= 2,009778 ; ^T= 0,140092 ;

2 2

,(3)

6V= 0,001695;

(0)

d a

(3)

do.

= 0,142160;

,(4)

(I)

d a

0)

dbh
0,036783 ; -j^

,(2)

6^^
= 0,014623;

(5)

0,000206 ;
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Then we obtain

bl^ = 2,002886 ;

6^^"
= 0,000273 ;

(0)

da.
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I4J.7J]

[4i(;o]

hence we deduce

THK EARTH AND MARS.

a = — = 0,65630030 ;

«

'")

Then

b =2,22192172;

,(1)

6:; = — 0,61874262.

(0)

h, =2,291132;
(1)

b, = 0,804563 ,

(2)

h, =0,405584;

[41G1]

(S)(J) MS I'V

&, =0,224598; 6V = 0,129973; />,= 0,077170 ;

(6) (7) C8)

h,= 0,046595 : b^= 0,028480 ;
6 ,
= 0,0175565.

'Jl.f-Eilltil

niui Mars.
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(")

('<)

b, =1,174650.

(2)

1M = 31,80897;

,()

h':' = 3,2.55964 ; 6,,;
= 2,35 1 254

;

(3)^ = 32,26285 ;

(•J)

h
^;
= 6,856336 ; 6; = 5,727893 ;

6
,
= 4,404530 ;

f^= 1,671668;

(5)

(la.

[U.

= 18,25867. [iioq

THE EARTH AND JUPITER.

hence we deduce

Then

6*°'= 2,018885:

,(3)

6^ = 0,004516;

,(6)

(0)

(3)

d a

0,000023.

0,200586 ;

0,070932 ;

a = - = 0,19226461 ;

&^°|
= 2,01852593;

6|^|
= — 0,19137205.

6^ = 0,195003;

6'^
= 0,000779 ;

(1)

dbi

(4)

dhh

1,043204;

0,016369;

,(2)

do.

(5)

dbi

0,297995 ;

= 0,003448 ;

[4167]

[41G8]

ThcEanli
I

ler.

6^^
= 0,028195; Cpt

6';^
= 0,000132;

^''''^

[4170]
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[4171]

The Earth
and

Jupiter.

[4172]

[4173]

(0)

do?

(3)

da?

(0)

d^b^
da?

,(0)

= 1,132355;

= 0,746681.

1,472714;

6' =2,176460;

(3)

(1)

^-^=0,466165;dor

da?
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(0)

d'^b^

d<!?
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hence we deduce

[4185]

Then

(0)

b i= 2,04314576;

b V= — 0,28977479.
-2

(0) (1)

6,
= 2,045112; 6^

= 0,302922; 6*' = 0,066812;
5

[4186]

(3)

6^
= 0,016357;

(4)

6^=0,004192;

(5)

b, =0,001109;

(6)

6 =0,000297;
0)

6^
= 0,000081.

[4187]

(0)

da.

13)

dbi

da.

= 0,324004 ;

0,172096;

(1)

dH_
do.

(4)

dbj
da.

1,105998;

0,058420 ;

(2)

dbi
da.

(5)

dbh

= 0,473717

da
0,019258:

Ma»
and

Jupiter.

(6)

dbh

d a
= 0,006173.

4^ = 1,338759;

(I)

cPbj,

d<i.^

= 0,794557 ;

(2)

1,871538;

[4188] (3)

1,258858;

(4)

dHi
da?

= 0,623184.

[4189]

(0)

d^b i

~l = 2,69358 ;d or

(3)

d'^bh
5,47068.

(1)

da3
3,77722 ;

(2)

(Pb^
da.3

2,91068 ;

[4190]

(1)

(3)

6, =0,127942.

m
b

3
= 2,444762 ; 6 = 1,040206 ;

(2)

6 = 0,376693 ;
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db
(0)

= 3,48815;

m
dbi
da.

4,80540 ; '^ = 2,99684. [419]]

hence we deduce

MARS AND SATURN.

a = — = 0,15975187;
a''

ft!!', = 2,01278081 ;

6^'^
= — 0,15924060.

[4192]

[4193]

Then we find

(2)

6, =0,019347;
(0) (1)

6^=2,012945; 6^
= 0,161305,

1
^^^

f4) f5)

fei
= 0,002577 ;

5^
= 0,000360 ; b^

= 0,000052

dbli

da.
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MARS AND URANUS.

hence we deduce

[4198]

[4199]

Mara ThCH VVC filld
HDll

Dranus.

,(0)

[4200]
,(3)

6. =0,000314;

a = - = 0,07942807 ;

&™ = 2,00315565 ;

6"' = — 0,07936538.—4

b'^= 2,003167 ; 6^= 0,079617 ; 6'^'= 0,004746 ;

6*''= 0,000022.

[4201]

(0)

da.

(3)

db^
do.

0,079995 ;
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(3)

bj_ =0,1179750;

(6)

b, = 0,0139345 ;

(9)

67=0,0018056;

b, =0,0565522;

fe'J^

= 0,0070481 ;

(10)

6^=0,0008632;

(S)

6i = 0,0278360 ;

(8)

b^ =0,0035837; [4-204j

b'"= 0,0003223.

(0)

dbj
do.

(3)

dH_
do.

(6)

dbj
d a

(9)

db^

0,808789 ;

= 0,726550 ;

= 0,163506;

0,033083 ;

(0)

d^H
do?

(3)

dn^
do?

(6)

d-b^

doj"

(9)

do?

= 2,875229 ;

= 3,533622 ;

= 1,664586;

= 0,485135.

(1)

db ^ = 1,483154;

(4)

dbk

d 0.
0,453285 ;

(7)

'iii = 0,096019;
da.

(10)

db i

do.
0,020265.

(I)

(Pb^
do?

= 2,552788 ;

(4)

p)

d"~bi

2,995647 ;

1,144377;

(2)

dH
do.

(5)

dbj
do.

(8)

dbi
da.

= 1,105160;

0,274717;

0,056171 ;

(2)

'^'**
=3,521040;do?
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[4208]

(0)

dHi
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(3)

dH^
da?
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(3)
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CHAPTER Vll.

NUMERICAL EXPRESSIONS OF THE SECULAR VARIATIONS OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE PLANETARY ORBITS.

24. We shall now give the numerical values of the secular variations of

the elements of the planetary orbits. For this purpose we shall resume the

differential variations of the excentricities, perihelia and inclinations of the

foTthe" orbits [1122, 1126, 1142, 1143, 11461. To reduce these formulas to rmm-

(o"i)"Lc. hers, we must previously determine the numerical values of the quantities

(0,1), [oy\, &:c. These are obtained by computing, in the first place, the

values of (0,1), [V] ; by means of the formulas [1076, 1082],*

(1)

Forma laa

[4^S] (0,1)
=-j^^^--^^-,,

3 m'. n ii? . b_^

[4228'] [JJ] = — -

(1) (0)

_ 3m'./ia.
{ (l+a3).6_4 + Ja.6_.i

2.(1— a-2)2

From these we have deduced the values of (1,0) [Jf], by means of the

equations [1093, 1094].

(0)
.

(1)

25C6. The values of m', n, a, b_i, h_y. to be used in these formulas are given in

(loos 1 [4061
—

4222]. By the formula [422S] we must compute the vahies corresponding to

the exterior planets, namely ; (0,1), (0.2). (0,3), (0,4), (0,-5), (0,6); (1.2), (1,3), (1,4),

(1,5), (1,6); (2,-3), (2.4), (2,5),
(2,6^

(3,4),
(3^),

(.3,6); (4,5), (4,6); (5,6); and the

similar ones of [4228'], namely; ["oTi"] &c.; [j7[] Sic; [Jfl_] &c.
; [jvT] &c.

; flj]

Sic; []^]. The remaining terms corresponding to interior planets are to be deduced

from these by the formulas [4229]. Thus, if it be required to compute (4,5), [^] cor-

responding to the action of Saturn upon Jupiter. The value of m' to be used in [4228],

[42286]
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(1,0)
./«

m . y/a'
7-(o,i); ' m .\/a

'

By this means we have obtained the following results, in seconds, supposing

the numerical characters 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to refer respectively to Mercury,

Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus. The preceding masses

uf the planets [4061, 406k/], have been multiplied by \ -\- .u, l + fj-',
1 +(ji",

&c. respectively, in order that these results may he immediately corrected,

for any change in the values of the masses, which may hereafter be found ne-

cessary.

(0,1)
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rfra = the annual sideral motion of the perihelion in longitude in 1750;* [4238]

[4238']

(It

^1—- =: the annual variation of the equation of the centre, or that of double

the excentricity in 1750 ;t

—-= the annual variation oi' the inclination of the orbit to the fixed ecliptic ,Aoom
at L^^"JJJ

of 1750;
Symbol.

-^= the annual variation of the inclination of the orbit to the apparent .^oon,,
dt L^^'jy J

ecliptic ;

d ^— = the annual sideral motion of the ascending node of the orbit upon the
d t

fixed ecliptic of 1750
;

d6—' = the annual sideral motion of the same node upon the apparent
d t

ecliptic. J

[4240]

[4241]

dU
*

(2567) Neglecting terms of the order t^, we get u = U -{-t. -jj- , by Taylor's [4238a]

theorem [3S50a]. The time t is counted in Julian years [4078] and the values of n, n', n"

&IC. [4077] are taken to conform to this unit of time, so that n"t, which represents generally

the motion of the earth in the time t, will become simply n", in one year, or when

<= 1. Now U being the value of u when t = 0, if we subtract it from the value for

dU . . [42386]
the case of t^l, which by [4238a] is U -{- ~, we fhall get the annual variation of

u equal to
—

. Therefore if we write successively w, 2e, q>, ?,, 6, 6^,
for «,

we shall obtain the annual variations of these quantities respectively, namely, -—,
"'

[4238c]

2.t', T-. -rT> 71' ~r'- J^ow in [4080— 4083] w represents the longitude of
dt at dt at at ^

tlie perihelion,
c the excentricity of the orbit, 9 the inclination of the orbit, and ^ the longitude mo-jaji

of the ascending node of m, upon the /(rc</ ecliptic. Moreover, 9, is, as in [1 143''], the

inclination, and
^,

the longitude of the node counted upon the apparent ecliptic. With one
[4.;ocf]

accent above these quantities, they correspond to the body m'; and with two accents to the

body m", &ic.

t (2568) Neglecting terms of the order e^, in the equation of the centre [.3748], it

becomes 2 e . sin.
(?^ < -f- e— n) ;

the maximum value being 2e, whose annual variation is [4239o]

2.^^ [4238c].

X (2569) The formulas used for computing the values [4242
— 4248] are as follows. [4242a]

VOL. III. 55
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MERCURY.

^ = 5',627032 + 3',014032 . i^'+ 0',929932 . ,>"+ 0^041845 . f-'"
at

+ P,560043 . p.'"-^ ,079478 . (.^-f 0',001 702 . i^r.

2 /-' = 0\013690 + 0', 021948 . ,./+ 0^00651 1 . m-"— 0',002330 . i^'"

— 0',012560 . f^'''+ 0',0001 16 . fj-^+ O ,000004 . i^'\

„„,„,^. ^ = ~
,1 19993— 0',087951 . t^'— 0,000052 . ,/"— 0',028764 . f^"

— ,003215 . f^."— O',00001 1 . p-^'.

[4242]
'ji
= + ^' ^ '^^^^^ + 0''(^68409 . f^.'+ 0',000508 . ^^"'+ 0',0980B5 . f--''

+ 0%0 1 0373 . ,j/+ ,000033 . i^-\

— = — 4-,224994— 1 ',764590. (^.'— 0^963817 . p-"— 0',029951 .T
a t

— P,3961 12 . i^.'"— 0^068989 . p-"— 0^001535 . i>.'\

—' = — 7%566802— 0^,097574 . i'^
— 4-,054426 . p-'— 0^963817 . v-"

d t

— ,143774 . f^"'—2^ 187093 . i^'^— 0% 117889 . ,a^

— 0%002228 . p-'''.

The values of —
,

—
,

£ic. are eiven in [11261 ; 2.—-, 2.-—, &c. are derived from
at at "- at at

General ^"c'
-jj > -j^y

&c. are obtained from [1 14G]. If we put J for the number of accents orer

tho'anmiai 9; w, Sic. SO that (p*'', •:::''', &c. represent the vahies of ip, -sJ,
&;c. corresponding to the planet

of the cie- vvhich is numbercJ l, according to the notation adopted in [4230J ;
and suppose the sign 2

menls of
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

the orbits,
of finite mtegriih to inchifh all the values of k, contained in the series of numbers, 0, 1,2, 3.

[4242c] 4j 5j 6 [4230], excepting i = k ; then tlie four first of the preceding equations, may be put

under the following forms, as is evident by mere inspection,

[4242rf]
^*--^-S(*,^-)

—
[lL].^'-cos.(^<"— wW)J; [1126]

[4242e] 2.^'=:r
—

22.[TF].e"''.sin.(ra«
—

13<"); [1122]
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VENUS

+ 6',435827 . ;^"+ 0%083814. h.''+0',003269 . i>."

= — 2^343127— 4S315] 71. t^
— 5',754638 . ,x"+ 1S203777 . ^"

dt

2 .— = — 0%260567 — 0',090479 . ij.
— 0% 101 170. t^"— 0%006378 . ,>'"

dt

— 0',061 143 . 1'.''— 0^001409 . f^^+ ,000012 . (."'.

^ = _ 0',015950 + 0',025200 . ,x + 0',002157 . f^'"— 0',037854 . ^ y^„„,

— 0',005455 . fx" + 0%000002 . fx' '.

^'
= 0,044538 + 0',019377 . f^^— 0,004148 . ,.'"+ ,025810 . t^'^ [4243]

+ ,003500 . f."— 0',000001 . ij-''.

-^
= — 9',900996 + 0-,342053 . f^— 7',416280 . (."— 0',076n2 . y.'"

— 2^661705 . f^'^—U',085589 . fx>— 0',003363 , ^.^^

^ =.— 1 8-,387762 + 0,165450 . (^
— 5',426693. f^'— 7%416280 . ,j."

dt

— 0,286675 . M-'"— 5',133067 . (^''— 0',285519 . m-^

— 0',004978.(J^^'.

-ll-= 2.[_a].tang. 9(«.sin. (flC'
—

d'*'); r4242/]'''

[1142,1143]—= -..(,a-)+
^.(/,^')-^,T-cos.(^<-'-^-). [4242,]

In like manner the expressions [1146] may be reduced to the forms [4242j, A:], supposing

the orbits of all (he other planets to be referred to that which is numbered I [4230] ; 9/'' [4242A]

being the inchnation, and
^i'''

the longitude of the node of the orbit denoted by ?' referred to

that which is denoted by /; conformably to the notation [1143''] ;
the fixed plane being the

orbit of I, at the epoch 1 750,

. ^ = 2.{(j,7^)
—

(/,t)i. tang. ?.(*'. sin. (#''
—

fl'«); [4242i]

i^ = -[l,i)-^.ii,k) +
^.l{i,k)-{l,k)l.'^^^.cos.i6^'-^-n-

[4242*]
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THE EARTH,

The Earth

[4244]

u 7 I'

• — = 11' ,949588 — 0',414923 . i^ + 3',813276 . f^'+ l',546163 . ^

+ 6',804392 . (^'''+ 0',194066 . f^^^- 0',006614 . ^'''.

2
.-^

= — 0', 187638 — 0',008057 . p- + 0',030435 . i^'— 0',049410 . f*'"

—
0', 159738 . t^'"— 0\000909 . fj-''+ 0',000040 . f^"'.

Instead of excepting k= i [4242f], we may suppose the sign 2 to include all the numbers

[42422] 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6 [4230]; putting {l,i)=0, [TTJ ==0, in all the formulas [4242(/
—

A:] ;

observing also that the first term of [4242t], namely
—

[l , i)
is that which arises from the

F4242ml value A: = t, under the sign 2
; because tlien "^——^1; cos.f^''^— ei''i)i=l. We niavL J o '

tang. ip'«i

' V /

moreover remark, that as the orbit of the planet /, in 1750, is taken for the fixed plane

[4232/(], tang. 9"' must be of the order ?n, and since this is multiplied, in [4242/], by quanti-

[4242ji]
ties of the same order, the product will be of the order m^, which is neglected ; likewise the

term depending on tang, (p''' vanishes, because it is multiplied by sin.
{6'-''>

—
^''')
= 0. If

we now substitute in [4242f/— fc]
the values [40S0

— 4083, 4231—4237], we shall

[4242e>]
obtain the expressions [4242

—
4248] For the sake of illustration, we shall give a few

examples of the numerical calculations in the following notes.

*
(2570) As an example of the formula [4242f/], we shall compute the action of Mercury

on t'ue Earth, in which case i^2, k^=0. and the corresponding terms of this formula

[4244o] are (2,0)
—

[ajV] .
_

. cos. (ra"— w). Substituting the values of (2,0), [W], c, e", ra, -a"

[4233, 4080, 4081], k becomes,

(1 + (x)
.

5 0*,097574 — 0',046285 .

!''^J;^J|^^°.
cos. (98'' 37" 16—73'' 33" 58')

<

=
(

1 + |J.)
.

{ 0',097574
— 0",512497 }= — 0S414S23 — 0-,414923 .

,j. ;

in which the part depending on (a is the same as in -—
[4244J, the other jiart

— 0',414923

is included in the constant term ll',949588, which is the sum of all the coefficients of (x, /i'",

&.C. noticing their signs. This constant quantity represents the value of ——, supposing ja,

(x', &ic. to vanish, or the numerical values of the masses [4061] to be correct.

[42446]

[4244c]
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MARS.

— = 15',677160 + 0',015944 . (^ + 0^51 1046 . /x'+ 2^,129320 . i^"

dt

+ 12%312891 . fi."'+ 0',693878 . (^''+ 0',014082 . jx".

2.—"= 0',372537 + 0',002363 . (^ + 0',001366 . i>!+ 0^040492 . j."

dt

+ 0',314982.H.'^'+ 0%013167 . i>y— 0',000032 . i>.-\

'1^ = — 0%293800 + 0',000092 . f.
— 0',013146 . m-'— 0',254879 . t^'"

dt

— 0',025790 . /x"— 0',000076 . i^'\

Mar.«.

J III

1^ == _ 0',012984— O',000388 . ,. + 0',131893 . ,/— 0',131999 . fx"

dt

— 0%012454 . a"— 0',000036 . p". [4245]

— = — 9',728234 + 0',052224 . m- + 0',314067 . ,..'— 1 ',964546 . h^"

— 7%855103 . ,."—0',266532 . f^^— 0%008345 . f.".

^ = — 22S789674— 0',3 18393 . h-
—8%577599 .,.'— P,964546 . ^"

dt

— 0',432999 . fx"'_ 1F,013955 . fx-— 0^,469146 . fx"

— 0\011033.fx".

rfc"

In like manner the terms of 2 .
—

[4242cJ, depending on Mercury, become by using [4244^]

the same values as above,

_
(1 -|- ^) . [JT] . 2 e .sin. (z^"— w)

=: _
(1 -|_ (J,)

. 0,046285 X 2 X 0,20551320 . sin. (98'* 31"' 16'- 7.3''33"' 58') [4244e]

=_
(

1 _|- pi)
. O',008057=— OS008057— OS0OS057 . fx,

in which the coeflicient of (x is the same as m [4244], and the quantity

— 0',00S057 forms part of the constant quantity
— 0',187638 [4244], as in tlie

d to"
I 1

'' '''''

case of — [4244c]. In like manner we may compute any other values -jti

~dt
'

VOL. III. 56
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6',599770 + 0',000186 . i^ + 0',004330 . t^'+ 0\009837 . h-"

(It
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JUPITER.

+ 0',002047 . f^"'+ 6%457871 . ix''+ 0% 1 25498. fx-.

2.^= 0',554418— 0',000008 . ij. + 0',000009 . i^'+ 0',000079 . /^"

at

— 0',000191 . (^"'+ 0',553308 . /x"+ 0',001220 . i^".

* ^ = — ,078140 f O',000022 . ij^+ 0',000101 . ,j.'+0 ,000112 .h-'"

at

— ,078933 . M-^+ 0%000557 . t^'\

^=— 0',223178— 0%009491 . f^^
— 0',128114 . (^'— 0%010645 . |x"'

[*246] _ o',075444 . i^'+ 0%00051 6 . fx".

— = 6',456281 + 0',000509 . (x + 0',005857 . f^'— 0%009862 .(."
d t

— 0%000461 . (x"'+ 6%505571 . f^'— 0',045332 . ,j.'\

^' ^_ 14%663377 — 0%316227 . i^— 12,828736 .p-'— 0',009862 . t^"

dt

— 0',389153 . fx'"— 6%947861 . i>."'+ 5%877561 . h-'

— 0,049 100. (x^

*
(2571) As an example of tlie use of the formula [4242/], we shall compute the

[4246o] part of depending on the action of Mars. In this case i = 4, A; = 3, and

the corresponding terms of the formula become, by using the values [4080
— 4083,

4231—4237];

(4,3) . tang. 9'". sin. (^-— ()'")

[42466]
=

(1 + (^"')
• 0',004509 X tang, l-^ 51'" X sin. (97'' 54"' 22'— 47'' SS-" 38')

=
(1 +fx"').0',000112 =0',000112+ 0',000112.f;."'

of which the part depending on /j-'" is the same as in —-
[4246], and the other term

0' ,00011 2 forms part of the constant quantity
— 0',078140 of this formula.

[4246c]
In I'l^G manner by putting i=4, /c= 3, /=:2 in [4242;'], and using the same data.
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SATURN.

^' =16%] 12726 + 0',000022 . h- + 0',000496 . (x'+ 0',001080 . i^"

+ 0',000550 . r+ 15%790810. (i^"+0',3]9768 . /x-.

2 . ^ = — P,080409— 0',000000 . ^ + O',000000. /+ O'.OOOOOl . /-."

— 0%000016 . (>/"— l',0999I9 . i^"+ 0',019524. jx-.

-^ = 0',099740 + 0^000003 . ,x + 0',000018 . fx'+ 0%000014 . h-'"at 17 1"
Saturn.

+ 0',096696 . p.''+ 0',003010 . i^^'.

_A =— 0,153290— 0',010955.fx_0M93918./—0',012542.(^"' [4247]

+ 0-,0.59175 . 1^'"+ 0', 002950 . f^''.

'jj
=— 9,005292 + 0\000004 . ,. + 0,000042 . ^'— O',001123 . ^"

— 0',000323 . /V"_8',734249 . m-'^— 0^,269642 . jx''.

^ =— 19',041499— 0-,n096I . (x_5',883249.h-'— 0',001123. ,*"

— 0',141414 . /'— 12',292960 . (x-— 0',340441 . fx-

— 0',271351 .(X".

we get the pan of -—
, or as it is called -^ [4246], depending on Mars, equal to

\ (4,3)
—

(2,3)] . tang. (?'" .sin. (r— 6'")

=
(1 + 1^"')40' ,004509— 0',4.32999|X tang. I'' 51"' X sin. (97'*54"'22'— 47''38"' 38')

= —
(1 + (j.'")

. 0',010643 = — 0',010643 - 0',010G43 .(x'",

whicli agree very nearly with the corresponding terms of — [4246].

[4246rf]

(25/2) Putting 1=5 in [4242^], we get the expression of —
, and the terms

<i^
[4247a]

correspondmg to tlie action of any one of the planets, is found by using the value of h

corresponding to it
; thus for Mars k = 3, and the terms depending on this planet

become, by using the data [4080— 4083, 4231 — 4237],
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URANUS.

^' = 2',454851 + 0',000003 . (^ + 0',000043 . ^'+ O',000095 . m-"

+ O',000048 . (a"'+ 1 ',210830 . (/.'"+ 1 ',243833 . i^\

2 . ^' = — 0, 1 08 1 84— 0,000000 . fi^
— 0,000000 . i^'— 0',000000 . t^"

(It

+ 0',000000 . M-'"— OSOl 1952 . ,."— 0',096232 . p/.

'^' = — 0',048861 + ,000000 . i^ + 0',000000 . (x'+ 0',000000 . i^'"

at

— 0',009036 . fx-— ,039826 . ,x\

^'- =— 0',027460— 0',005492 . ,x + 0',010145 . p.'— 0',005907 . p-'"
at

[4248] +0',059217.p> — 0%030502.f/.

— = 2'-,700876+ 0',00001 7. m- +0',000146 . ,x'— 0',000096 . f^"

dt

+ 0',000047 . (x"'+ 0',496382 . 1^'"+ 2^204381 . p.\

Ij!" = _ 34',403396— 0^78851 7 . fx
— 23^81 5885 . ,..'— 0',000096 . fx"

— 0^938767 .fx'"— 10',200902 . p'''+ r,347866. f^'

— 0',007096.(x".

-(5,3)+(5,3).;-;;=;|.cos.(.^-n

^ n J-
^'") .

5— 0',000479 + 0',000479 /'""^'^l^^"'

° '

. cos. (
1 1 1'' 30'" 23' -47'' 38" 38') I

'-
' ^

i'

' '

tang, a-* 29"' 55'
^ '

^

L4247i] = (1 + (J-'") .{
— 0',000479 + 0%000156 |

= — 0',000323— 0^000323.fx"', as in ^[4247].

Putting !^5, 1=^2, in [4242^], we ol)tain the expression of
--y ,

in the notation

[4 247r]
o* [4247]. Tlie term of this expression corresponding to Mars, is found by putting k=3,

and using the above data, by which means it becomes,
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The variations of the earth's orbit are not included in the preceding formulas
;

they may be determined by the equations
*

tang. 9". sin. a" = p" ; tang. <p". cos. i>"=
q". [424»]

With respect to the values of p", q", we may determine them by the

formulas [1132, &c.J, and we have, by taking the ecliptic of M50 for the
[4249-]

fixed plane,\

in which t is the number of Julian years elapsed since 1150, and
-J^,

dq" fldp" .

-J-, ,3 ,
&c. are taken to correspond to that epoch. It is only necessary

to notice the first power of t in these formulas, if t be less than 300.

If t do not exceed 1000 or 1200, we may reject the third and higher powers
of /

; and we may do the same even with the most ancient observations.

[4250]

[4250']

[4250"

- (5,3)+
{(5,3)-(2,3)}.^'.cos.(^v_,.,)

=
(1 + H-'")

•

J
— 0',000479 + (0',000479 - 0',432999) .*^^1^|J^. cos. 63'i 51" 45' I [4247rf]

C
'

tang.2''29"'55» ^
'

=
(1 -f |x"').^— 0',{)00n9

—
0',141035} =— (^jHISH— 0%141514.(a"',

which differs 0°',0001 from that given by the author. We have thus given an example of

the numerical calculations of eacli of the formulas [4212f/
—

k^.

*
(2573) The formulas [4249] are similar to [1032], accenting p, q, Sic. with two ^Q-g ,

accents, in order to conform to the case now under consideration.

t (2574) Putting successively ?« =y, U =-^' ; or u = q" ,
t7 ^

q", in the

formula [3850«], we get the following expressions of p", q",

in which the quantities p", q", and their differentials, in the second members, correspond
to the epoch of 1750. Now at that epoch we have 9" = [4249'] ; substituting this in [^2506]

[4249], we get p"= 0, q"= ;
hence the formulas [4250a] become as in [4250].
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taking into view their imperfections. We obtain from the formulas [4250],

Values the following results.*
correa-

ponditig
to the J //

r,JlS, 4- = 0S076721 +0^008420. /^' + 0%086316.|x'+0s009423.,a'"
titorbit

[4251]

0',022021 .f^*^— 0^005446 . (^^+ 0%000029.,^^'.

dq" ^

—
0',1 58234. f.'^— 0S013821 .m-^— 0%000091 .f>^^

^=^ — 0%500955 — 0%008522. M-
— 0%309951 .i^'- 0%010335.f;^"

at

^ffclf 26. We have seen, in [4037], that the oblateness of the sun produces, in
Motion of
the peri-
helion de- II.
thTe'ih""!-

the perihelia of the planetary orbits, a small motion, which is represented by,
city of the
3un. TJ2

[4252]
^^ ~'^

«2

dp" do"
*

(2575) If we substitute the values p", q' [4250], in the terms of —,

—-

dp"
[1132], depending upon p", or 5", they produce terms of the order J(2,0) -|-(2,l)+8ic.}.

—
;

[4251a] . , -,
. . .

, dp" dq" ,
.

,
•

, t- , f,,
or of the order m m comparison with —

-,
-—

,
whicli occur in tlie hist members ol these

dt dt

dp" d<^'

equations; therefore these terms may be neglected, and then the values of —
-,

—

[1132], become,

^"
= {%0).q + (2,1). 5' + (2,3) . <?'"+ he.

;

[42516] . „

^ =- (2,0) . V
-

(2,1 ) .p'- (2,3) .f- &c.

[4251c] Substituting p= tang. (p. sin. «, p'
=

tang. 9'. sin.^', 8ic.; </ :=tang. 9 .cos.^, Stc. we get

[425W] '1J7
=

(~'0) • tang. 9 • cos. + (2,1 )
. tang, 9'. cos. «' + (2,3) . tang. 9'". cos.r+ &c.

;

[4251e] -rff

=- (~'0) • '^"§- ^ • ''"• ^ - (2-1) • tang. ^'. sin. &- (2,3) . tang. 9'". sin.3'"— Uc ;

and by using the values [4082, 4033, 4233], they become as in [4251] nearly. Thus the

term of -—
, depending on Mars, is

[4251/] (2,3).tang.9"'.cos.r
=

(1 +|j,"').0',4.32999Xtang.l''51'"X cos.47''38™38'

= (l+fjo"').0',009423,
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We sliall consider the motion relatively to Mercury. Now q is the ratio of ^353,

the centrifugal force to gravity at the solar equator [4028] ;
and if mt be

the sun's angular rotary motion, the centrifugal force at the solar equator will
^40^31

be m-D.* Putting the mass of the sun equal to S, we havef -1,= w"", or
*= ^ ' '

a"^
'

[4254]

S = n"~. «"'', which gives the gravity at the solar equator,

S ji"2.a"3

^ = -Q^ ; [4255]

therefore we have %

The time of the sun's revolution about its axis, according to observations, is

nearly equal to 25''»y%417. The duration of the earth's sideral revolution is [4257]

365''''>S256 ;
hence we obtain,

m .365,256

n" 25,417

The apparent semidiameter of the sun, at its mean distance, is 96V, 632;
which gives

[4258]

[4259]

dp"
in which the coefficient of fj.'" is the same as in the value of — [4251]. In like manner

we find the other terms of —
,

—
[42511.

dt
'

dt ^ •

*
(2576) The angular rotary velocity being m, and the equatorial radius D ;

the actual

velocity of a point of the surface of the equator will be represented by jnD. The square [4253o]

of this, divided by the radius D, gives the centrifugal force [54'], equid to m^D, as

in [4253].

t (2577) We have rv^=
^^
=

"^^^^ [3700,3709a] ;
and in like manner n"^=^^^. ^4354^^

Now changingM into S to conform to the notation [4254], neglecting also m" in comparison

with S, we obtain —^=n"^ [4254] ; multiplying by
— we get [4255]. [42546]

„"2 (i"3

% (2578) The centrifugal force trfiD [4253'], divided by the gravity ^^ , gives q

[4253], as in [4256] ; substituting the values [4258, 4260] it becomes
f4255a1

25 477")
•
(sin. 96r,632)3= 0,000020926, as in [4261].
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[4260] :? = sin. 961',632;
a

therefore we have

[4261] q = 0,0000209268.

If the sun be homogeneous, we have p
=

1^^ [1590', 1592], in which case

the motion of Mercury's perihelion [4252], produced by the ellipticity of

the sun, is*

or the equivalent expression,

[4264] 6^ = iq. (sin. 961',632)^ (-^.
tit.

If we substitute in this formula the values of n, a, a" [4077, 4079], it

[4263] becomes (5 CT = 0',0 12250. i
;

so that it increases — [4242] by the quantity

0',012250, which is nearly insensible. This must be still farther decreased

if the sun be formed of strata whose densities increase from the surface to the

centre, as there is reason to believe is the case.f Hence we may neglect this

[42G6] expression for Mercury, and much more so for the other planets. The

variations of the nodes and inclinations of the orbits, depending on the

same cause, may also be rejected on account of their smallness [4045']

*
(2579) The density of the sun being supposed uniform, we have X^= ^q nearly

[4262«] [1590']. Moreover by [159-2'] the polar semiaxis being 1, the equatorial semiaxis is

^/(l -f- X^)
:= 1 -[- ^X^ = 1 -j- ly nearly ;

so that the ellipticity p is nearly equal to ^q, as

in [4262] ; substituting this in [4252J we get [4263]. Now we have

[42626] ^' = v! • -! = (
sin. 961',632)2. f-f [4260] ;

hence [4263J becomes as in [426 1] ;
and by using the values of q, a, a", n

[4261, 4079, 4077], it becomes as in [4265], namely,

[4262c] 5s= I X (0,0000209268) X (sin. 961 ',6.32)2 ^ (0,-3870981 2)-^ X 5381016^^= 0%01250.r.

t (2580) The effect of increasing the density towards the centre is seen, in the extreme

[4266a] case, when the whole mass is collected in the centre, and p
= ^a,(p [1732'"]; or in

the present notation p
=

i'/ [1726', 4253]. Substituting this in [4252], we get iTS=zO.

so that in this case the ellipticity has no effect on the motion of the perihelion ;
hence it

[42666] appears that this increase of density, towards the centre, decreases the motion of the

perihelion. We have supposed, in this example, that J) remains unaltered, the density

being considered as infinitely rare, from the surface towards the centre.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THEORY OF MERCIJRY.

27. The inequalities of the ])!rinets which are independent of the

excentricities, and those wliich depend on the first power of the

excentricities, were computed by means of the formulas [1020, 1021, 1030],

having previously ascertained the values of yi"', ^<'' &c. and their [4267]

differences, by the formulas [963"
—

1008]. The results of these

calculations are contained in this, and in the following chapters, neglecting
Tcrmii

the perturbations of the radius vector, whose effect on the geocentric ITegLwd

longitude ot tlie planet is less tlian one centesimal second. To determine* »''<>',<'''~
1 sinallnese.

*
(2581) Let iS' be the sun, E the earth, M Mercury, supposing it to move in

the plane of tlie ecliptic ;
S °f the line drawn from the sun towards the first point of Aries in

the heavens, being the line from which the longitude v, v" are counted. Then SE =1^'

74

-:==S3-^£

8M=T, ESr=v", MSr=v, ESM=v-v".
Hence tlie longitude of the sun, as it appears from

the earth, is 180''-(-ii"; and if from this we

subtract the angle of elongation SEM= E,
we shall obtain the geocentric longitude of Mercm-y

V=180''-|-t."— £. Now if SAr=r be

increased by the quantity j]!.M'=Sr, the angle

E will increase by the quantity .MEM' =6E, ^'

while V, v" remain unaltered
; therefore tlie variation of the preceding value of V will

be <5V=— HE. If we draw .W./V, EF, perpendicular to EM, SJf respectively,
we shall have in the similar triangles MA'M', MFE

; ME : EF -.-.MM' : M'A';
E F

hence
M'JV=<h-.^^. Dividing this by .17' £, or TliE, we obtain very nearly the

angle MEM' = 5 E = — o V = <i r .^ ; substituting EF = SE. sin. ESM
=r".sm.{v-v"), and Jl/E^^ ?-"2-2 r'V .cos.(r-j)")+rS =r"2. Jl

— 2a. cos.(i'
—

f")+ci2|

[62Ini. 4268], we get [4269J.
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[4268a]

[42086]

[1268c]

[4268rf]

[4268e]
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the lin)it, which an inequality in the radius vector must attain, to produce

one second in the geocentric longitude of Mercury, we shall observe that if

[4268]
we put this longitude equal to V, and r = r'a, we shall have for the

variation 6 V corresponding to i r.

[4269]

[4270]

^ y _ '5^"

sin (v
—

v^)

r"
'

1 — 2a. COS. (d
—

i;")-|-a-

The maximum of the function

s'in.(i;
—

v'')

I —2a. .cos.{v —v")-\-a?

corresponds to*

[4271]
cos. (v-v) =

^|-p-^
;

[4271'] which gives -^ [4270e] for this maximum
;

therefore we shall

then have,t

*
(2532) The maxinmm of [4270] is found, by taking the differential, supposing v to

r427n
'-"^ ^'^^ variable quantity; putting it equal to zero, and dividing by d.{v

—
v"). This

diflerential expression being multiplied by {1
—

2a.cos.(i;
—

!'")-j-a'^p becomes, without

[42706] reduction, as in the iirst of the following expressions, and this is easily reduced to the

last form [4270f/] ;

[4270c] = cos.(('— v") .
\

1 — 2a.cos.(^
—

i)")-l-tt",*
— 2a. sin.^. (u

—
u")

=,
(1 -1-0.2) .cos.{p

—
v") —2a..\cos.'^.{v —v") + sm~.{v

—
v")\

[4270dJ
=

(1 +tt2).cos.(!i
—

v")
— 2 a.

From this we easily obtain [4271] ;
thence

. / 4a2 U l-a2

[4270e]
""•^^'-^' ^^V- (T+aW

^
I+^T.

'

4 a2 n — a?\^
I -2a.cos.(.-0 +a^= ^ '

i+^.
+ ^^'=

T-llo^'

Dividing the first of these expressions by the second, we get the value of the maximum of

the function [4270], as in [4271'].

t (2583) Substituting in [4269] the value of the function [4270], at its maximum
[4271a] ^ 1

[4271'!, we find i5V=r ..- -• hence we get (S r [4272J.L J
r 1 — a''
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hr _r".(| _a2).^V.

If we suppose <iV = ± 1"= ± 0',324, and take for r, r", the mean

distances of Mercury and the earth from the sun [4079], we .sliall have by

what precedes r" =^ 1
;

a = 0,38709812 [4095] ;
hence we obtam*

6*-= T 0,000001335;

therefore we may neglect all the inequulities of the radius vector of Mercury,

in xohich the coefficient is less than ±0,000001. Among the inequalities of

the motion in longitude, we shall retain generally only those whose coefficients

exceed a quarter of a centesimal second [0',081]; but as the inequalities

depending on the simple angular distances of the planets can be introduced

into the same table with those of greater magnitude, they are retained.

[4272]

[4273]

[4274]

[4275]

Ineiiuali-
lies i.f the

radiuM
vectr)r

which

may be

neglected

Inequalities of Mercury, independent of the excentricities.

0%662353 . sin. {n't
— nt + i—^

- V-,4571 1 1 . sm.2(n't
— nt + ^'

— s

6v = (1 4- (x')
.

(
_ 0',128075 . sin.3(«7

— nt + s'— i

- 0',029264 . smA(n't — nt + s'—^

- 0',008905 . sin.5(?(7
- n t + ^'

— i

-f(i+0

+ (1+'^").

0',201688.sin. (n"t

0', 1 65645. sin.2(/i"/

0',016901 .sin.3(n"i

0',003127.sin.4(n'7

n < + £ —I

nt + £"— J

nt + s"-s

nt + s"- s

0%569336 . sin. {n'H
— nt + i'"- ^

—
0',1 1 8384 . sin.2(n"7

— nt + s"'—

— 0',0031 1 8 . sin.3(«'^i
— nt + s"— ;

[4276]

Tiic<(uah-
ties inde-

pendent of
the ex-
centrici-

ties.

(2584) Using the mean values r == a, r" = a" [4079], we get a. [4095],

substituting these and i5V = ± 1'',

obtain [4274]

or <5 V= ±sln. l"=i: 0,324. sin. P, we [427 4o]
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/ 0,0000000376*

\
— 0,0000004094 . cos.

(71'
t
- 7it + i'-!)

[4377] ir = — (1 -f p.').

'

+ 0,00000 15545. cos.2(?t'i
— jii + a'—

f)

I + 0,0000001702 . cos.3(n'/
—

71 1 + i
—

i) f

I + 0,0000000437 . cos.4(m' t
—

7it + ^' —
t) j

*
(2585) The parts of &r, &v [1023,1024] independent of the excentricities are,

by using T [3702a],

[427,,] sv = '^.y:.) :^-^''l-.aA^'>+
.

^

i^4L^i=;^^ (
. sin. i T;

[4277c] in which w, a, n, e correspond to the (Usiurbcd planet, and in', a n', /, to the

disturbing planet. These expressions ninst be accented so as to conform to the notation

r4277(fl ['1061' 4077— 4093], taking for i all integral numbers from i= — en to i = go . For

example, if we wish to calculate the action of Mars on the earth, we must, in the formulas

[4277ff, 6], change m, a, n, s into m", a", ii", s", fcc. corresponding to the

[4277f] disturbed planet ; and m', d', n'
,

s. &ic. into ?//", a'", n"', i", &ic. respectively,

for the disturbing planet.

As an example of the use of these fornuilas we shall apply them to tlie computation of

the perturbations of Mercury by the action of Venus. The constant part of or deduced

from the first term of [4277a] is as in the first expression [4277/;]. This is successively

reduced, by the substitution of tlie values

[4277/]

'0)

^'^ = \-,.'^ 1999], «== 0,38709812 [4079],da I a '• do.
-^ -'

(fi)

[4277g]
^,

= a = 0,53516076 [4085], -^ = 0,780206 [4088], m'=3 ii^^ [4061];

(01

. m'
3

/(/^'"A m' aP- dbh

G \ da J 6 a"~ dix.

[4377A]
^

(0,

== - ^ . « a^. ---^ = _
(1 -f ;;.')

. 0,0000000370, as in [4277].

Again by putting successively f=l, f=— 1, .^'"^^*-') [954"], in [4277a],

and connecting the two terms, we ol)tr.in the part of nr depending on cos. T, namely.
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Inequalities depending on the first poiver of the excentricities.

0',295'201.sin.(n'i + /— ^)

-4',030852.sin.(2n'<— nt + 2s'— i—
v>)

-r,6P,6174.sin.(3n'^
— 2n« + 3e' — 2£— ^)

iv = (l+iJ.'). { + 0',093989 . sin. (3 n't-2nt + 3i'— 2s— ^') )
[4278]

+ 0',293992. sin.(4 n't —3nt-\-4.s'— 3i — ^)

—
0',17682().sin.(2n<— n't + 2b— i'

—
v,)

+ 0',394486 . sia.(3 n t—2n't + 3 s —2s'—
z^)

\ da /
' n—n ) ™
r r ( . COS. 1

;
[4277;]

[42774]

(I)

in which we must substitute «.^"' = a'^— (.'..b).,, (i^.i—— )
= a^— a^. ——

\ da / da.

[997,1000,963"], and use the vahies [4277f] corresponding to tiio disturbing and disturbed

planets. Thus in computing tiie action of Venus upon Mercury, we must use the

values ff, a,, m'[4277ir], m= 5:381 01 (;-,786, m'= 2106G4I',520 [ 1077], /!a, [4087],

dbk [4277/ j

'_^ [4038], and we shall sjet 5 r = 0,0000004094 . cos. T, as in the second

line of [4277]. The terms depending on cos. 2 T, cos..3T, cos.4 T, &c. are found

from [4277a], by using successively, ?" = =F2, /= 3. i^^4, &c. [4277m]

In like manner, the part of (>v [4277iJ, depending on sin. T, is found by using i^±l ;

hence we have

( \ da /
' n—n )H = 7a'.) ~-,.^ . a^'" + —T;rz:zrrr7^rzr:?'^^hn

—-
( -sin. T.

Substituting the values of the elements given in [4277^,/], it becomes 0^,6623. sin. T, as

in the first line of [4276] ;
the other terms depending on sin. 2 T, sin. 3 T, 8ic. are found

[4277o]

in like manner, from [4277//], by using successively J = ± 2, i^=±3, &:c. The

similar terms, corresponding to the other planets, are computed by means of the same

formulas [4277a, 6], altering the accents as in [4277f]. The results of these calculations

are given in [4289, 4290
; 4305,4306 ; 4.373, 4374 ; 4388, 4389; 4463,4464 ; 4523,4524].

''*^' '^'

*
(2586) The terms depending on the first power of the excentricities are those parts of

hr, 5v, [1020. 1021], containing e and e'. The calculation of these terms is made as [4278a]

in the preceding note
; using for c the excentricity [4080], corresponding to the disturbed
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0',095418.siii.(?i'7+ e"— r)

+ (1 +^'-")-
<J

— C%46J708.sin.(2n"i_ nt + 2''— l— ^)

+ ,244148 . sin. (3 n't — 2 /U + 3-"- 2 =— ^

;rre'-"
(

0',236346 . sin.
(n'-t -^ e'" ^ ^)

SHr + (1 +O • <
- (r,5721 72. s\n.(n"t + i'" -

..-)
the eccen-
tricities.

[4279]

— 3 ,278687 .sin. (2 n''t — 71 1 + 2e" — i —
^.))

_n+^M ^ 0',084167.sin.K^ + .^-.0
, \^

( + 0',395493 . sin. (2 n't — « « + 2 s" — f—
.r.) ^

"

6r = —(I +//).0,00000I3482.cos.(3»'/ — 2n/ + 3/— 2i— ^)

—
(1 + r"). 0,0000029625 . cos.(2 «"/— ?; ^ + 2 .''— j— ^).

Inequalities depending on the squaics and products of the exccntricitics and

inclinations of the orbits.

These inequalities have been calculated by the formulas of [3711
—

3755].
Now twice the motion of Mercury differs but very little from five times that

of Venus ;* so that 5{n'
—

n)-\-2n is very nearly e(iual to — n\ we must

[4280] therefore, as in [3732], notice the inequality depending on ont— bn't.

The angle Sn't— nt varies quite slowly, therefore it is necessary to notice

the inequality depending on it [3733]. Moreover the motion of Mercury is

[4281] very nearly equal to four times that of the earth, so that 4.(w"
—

n) -\-2n

differs but little from — n; therefore, we must, as in [3732], notice the

inequality depending on 2nt — 4>n"t. Hence Ave obtain,

planet; and for e' the value [4080] corresponding to the disturbing planet; these symbols

being accented so as to conform to these two bodies.

*
('2587) Using the values [4076A] we have very nearly 2 ?t — 5 /!.'== 72- ^ —

[4282a]

"
23

3n'— «=2S9'^ = -. and 71— 4 n" := 61° = —
;

so tliat these three quantities are

small in comparison with n, as is observed above. Hence 5{n'
—

»)-]-2?i is very nearly

[4282fc] equal to — 11, and mast be noticed as in [3732] ;
also 3

(?('
—

n) -j-
2 11 is very small,

and must be noticed as in [-3733] ; lastly 4 (»"
—

//) -\- 2 n is very nearly equal to —
n,

and must be noticed as in [3732]. The terms of /? [374.5-3745 "Jdepending on these angles
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_ ^ r,690443.sin.(3«;
— 5n'/+3-:— 5.-'— 43''18"32))

6v-—( +>')• \^ 0,597664 . siii.(3 ii't— nt +3/— ^ + 40"36"'350 \ u"Z?'ih.
^ ^ jocund

—
(1 +|/') . 0-,263474.sin.(2«<

— 4n"< + 2-=— 4="— 41Mr''46^)

6 7- = (1 +f^').0,0000016056.cos.(3n<— 5n7 + 3 =— 5e'— 42''58'"04').

pocund
Older.

[4282]

are found by piuung in the Hrst case i=5
;

in tlio second /=3, and in tlie tliird j = 4.

The values of .1/"\ M ", M'--', J\P\ corresponding to these values of f, are successively [4282c]

obtained from [3750, 3755, 3755', 3750'"] ;
and they may be reduced to terms of

'•<"', -.
—

,
fcc. by means of the formulas [9G6

—
ICOl]. These values are to be

substituted separately for ./)/ in the expressions of ^, & v, [3711, 3715], and we shall [4282(i]

obtain very nearly the terms of —
,

(5 v, having the small divisors 5 ?! — 2 n,

3 n'— n, 4 n"— n, which are the only ones necessary to be noticed in this place. Now [42e2e]

if we use, for a moment, the abridged symbol, T,=^i.{n't— n t -\- s'— e\-X- 2111 4-2 s

[3711^], the resulting terms of — or 5r [3711,&c.] will be of the form [42'^2/i].

Developing this by [24], Int. it becomes as in [4282J] ; substituting; .5, sin. Z?, for the

coefficient of sin. 7', also .^|Cos. i?,, for the coefficient of cos. T, it changes into

[4282^-], and is finally reduced to the form [4282/], by means of [24], Int. ['1282g-]

^r=
.1//<".cos.( 7'-2^)+JV/;".cos (

T-:.—^')+7»i/-\cos. ( T-2r/) + J//". cos.(T—2n) [4082^]

=
S J>/;»>. cos. 2 ^ + JI7/'>. cos.(^+ in') + .W/a'. cos. 2 n' + 3i;-''. cos. 2u\. cos. T,

+ \ .l/;»>. sin. 2 ^ + „'!/;". sin.(=j + ^') + i);/-'>.
sin. 2 ^' + iV7;=>. sin. 2 n

|
. sin. T,

^^^^^'^

= Ji .

I
cos. 5j . COS. T, + sin. B^ . sin. 1]\ [4282il]

= ^1 . cos.(T',-^,), as in [4282]. ^4282/]

In like manner the several terms of v may be reduced to the form .4.j. sin.(T',
—

B.^) ;

there is no other difficulty than the tediousness of the numerical calculation, arising from its [4282m]

length.

We may observe that the quantities y~, 2 n, which occur in [3745'"], are not

explicitly included among the data [1077
—

4083], but must be computed from the formulas [4282n]

[1032, 1033J.

y.sin.n = tang. (p'. sin. ^'— tang. 0. sin. t1; '/.cos. n ^ tang.(p'.cos. (''— tang, p.cos.^; [4282o]

supposing (?,
^ to correspond to the (listiirhcl planet, and 0, 6' to the disturhing planet ;

these symbols being arcenled so as to conform to the notation [4230] ;
then using the

^

values [4082, 4083] we get the required values of 7, n.
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Inequalities depending on the cubes and products of three dimensions of

the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

The first of these inequalities, depending on the angle '2,nt— 5 n't, is

[4282] computed by means of the formula [3844] ;* the second, depending on

the angle nt— 4 w'7, is found by means of [3882] ;t hence we obtain,

[4283]
iv = —(1 +0-8',483765.sin.(2ni— 5?t7 + 2s—55'+3On3'"360

i„e,„„n-
—

(l+M-").0',690612.sin.( nt— ^n"t+ £— 4^"+ 19^02™ 13').
\KS of Ihe
third

order. The inequalities of Mercury's motion in latitude, may be calculated by
means of the formula [1030] ;

but as they are insensible, being less than

[4<J83] ^ quarter of a centesimal second, it was thought unnecessary to insert

them.

r4?83ol
*

(2588) The first line of [4-283] is obtained from the formula [3844], connecting all

the terms into one, as in [4282/i
—

/].

[42836]

t (2589) The second line of [4283] is obtained from [3882], reducing all the terms

into one, as in [4282/(— /]. We have already seen in [3883/i], that the correction, as it is

given by lie author, in [4283], is rather too great ;
his method of computation [3882] being

I- J

merely an approximation. The direct method of computation has already been explained

in the previous notes [3876a— 3883m'] ;
and it is unnecessary to say more upon the subject

[4^83a] in this place. There is a similar equation in the earth's motion [4311, 3883^].
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CHAPTER IX.

THEORY OF VENUS.

28. If we put
'- =

«-, and V equal to the geocentric longitude

of Venus, we shall find that the equation [4272],

ir ^ _,-". (l_a=).-3V,

will become, relatively to Venus,

d/=: _/'.(!— a^). 6 v.

Taking for ?', r", the mean distances of Venus and the earth from the

sun [4079], we shall have, as in [4126], a = 0,72333230 ;
therefore by

putting <s V = d= 1"= dz 0',324, we shall obtain,

6 r' := q= 0,0000007489.

Therefore we shall neglect those inequalities of the radius vector whose

coefficients are less than 0,0000007. We shall also neglect the inequalities

of the motion in longitude, which are less than a quarter of a centesimal

second, or 0',081.

Inequalities of Venus, independent of the excentricities.

'+ 5^015931 . sin. (n"t
— n' t + .-"- s'

+1P,424392 . sm.2(n"t
— n' t + i"—

- 7%253867 . sm.3(n"t
—

7i' t + i"- f'

- P,056720 . smA(n"t — n' t + a"— s'

- 0',345898 . sm.5(n"t
- n' t -^ s"— i'

- 0% 145382 . sin.6(7t" t - n' t + £"— £'

— 0',069726 . smJ (n"t
- n' t -\-

."— s'

— 0S036207 . sin.8(?i"i
—

7i' t + s"- £'

VOL. III. 60

6V' = (1+H-")

(42841

[4285]

[428<J]

[4287]

[4288]

Ttrms
wliich

may bo

neglected
on nccount
of their

smullnesii.

[4289]
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[4989]

+ (1 + »'")

+ (l+f>).

+ {\+i^n-

0,079908.
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Inequalities depending on the first poiver of the excentricities.

iv' = (\+ 1'^)
. 0',800933 . sin.(2n't —nt + 2 ;'— .=

—
^)

0',073206. sin. (n"t + ^"—
z^')—

0'-,127720 . sin. (n"t + i" —
:.")

-
0', 1631 15 . sin. (2 n"t— n't + 2 ." — / — -')

— 0% 1 13443 . sin. (2 n"t— n't + 2 /' — /—
-/')

— 1 ',549550 . sin. (3 n"t— 2n't + 3^"— 2 s' — -/

+ (1 + iJ.")
. /

_|. 4^,766332 . sin. (3 n"t— 2 n't + 3 s"— 2 b'—^"

— 0^299478 . sin. (4 n" ^— 3 n' t + 4 -="— 3 .='
— r/

+ 0',947648 . sin. (4 n"t — 3 «'« + 4 .="— 3 ='— -/'

— 0',69 1 744 . sin. (5 n" ^— 4 m' i + 5 /'— 4 / — ^'

+ 2^196527 . sin. (5 n"t— 4 n't + 5 .="— 4 s'—:."

+ 0% 106435 . sin. (3 n' t— 2n"t + 3 / — 2 s"— ^'

(1 +0 . 1%092755 . sin. (3 «"'^ — 2 h'^ + 3 s'"— 2i'— x.'")

+ (1 + i-n

— P,503893 . sin. {n'H + s""—^)
— 0',32n08 . sin. (2 n^'t — n't + 2 s'^— s' — ^')

+ 0',232430 . sin. (2 n"7— n' i + 2 .-'"— s'—
^"')

— 0\1 63470 . sin. (3 n'H — 2 ii! t + 3 ^"—2i'—^'')

—
(1 +1^.^) . 0',218743 . sin. {if t + i-'— ^') \

6r' = (l + ix)
. 0,0000008831 . cos. (2 h7 — n/ + 2 s'— e— ^)

r 0,00000 1 6482 . cos. (3 n" t — 2n' t -{- Qf — 2i' — ^") )

+ (1 +,j/')
J— 0,0000011406 . cos. {on"t

— ^n't + 5;" — 4^'— ^')

(+ 0,0000036421 . cos. {bii't
— ^n'l + 5 e" — 4s'— ^")^

_
( 1

_|_ ,V" ) . 0,0000019404 . cos. (3 n'" t—2n'tJ^ 3/" — 2^ — ^"').

Inecjuali-
ties do-

pen diDg
on the fust

power of
the eicen-
tricitics.

[4291]

[4292]

*
(2591) The terms of &v', 5r' [4291 , 4292] are computed from the parts of (5 v, (5 r

[1021, 1020] depending upon tlie excentricities e, e'; in the same manner as the [4291a]

calculation is made for Mercury in [4278a].
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Inequalities depending on the squares and products of two dimensions

of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

ov'= — (l+y.). 0^333596 . sin. (4 n' t — 2nt -^ 4,^'—2 s —39' 30"' 30')

[4393]
^

r,505036 , sin. (5 n"t — 3H't + 5e"—3 s' + 20'' 54" 26') i
"~

^ "*"'"

^+0%089351 .sin. (4>n"t
— 2ti't

-|-
4£"— 2 s' + 26''56"'320 (

inequah- + ( 1 + ,.'" ) . 2',009677 . sin. (3 n"'t— 7i' t +3/"— e' + 65" 53'" 09').lies of Ihu ' ^ ' ^ ' V ' ^

second
order.

rpj^^ j^^ggj^ motions of Mercury, Venus, the earth and Mars, bear such

proportions to each other that the quantities 2 ii — 5 »,', 5 n"— 3n' and

[4293']
'*'— 3rt"' are very small in comparison with n';* hence it follows from

the remarks made in [3732, &c.], that the ])receding inequalities [4293J

are the only ones of the order of the square of the excentricities which

can become sensible.

Inequalities depending on terms of the third order, relative to the poioers

and products of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

[4294] 6 V = (1 + p) . l',184842 . sin. (2nt
— 5 n't + 2e — 5e' + 30"13"'36').t

Inequalities of the motion of Venus in latitude.

The formulas of ^ 51. Book I. give J

*
(259-2) The values [4076/i] give, very nearly, 2 « — 5 h'= 72=- =

P- ;

[4293a] 5?i"— 3// = 502= -^ ;
m' — 3 Jt"'= 12== ^ ;

all of which are small. The

first of these gives An — 2w nearly eijual to —
/)', and corresponds to the

first form mentioned in [3732]. The second quantity 5 n"— 3 n', and the third

7i'
— .3 if

, being nearly equal to zero, correspond to the second form [3733]. The

[420,?//]
terms of & v' [4293] corresponding to these quantities arc to be computed from [3715],

and reduced as in [4282/t— /j.
The term depending on 4«"? — 2 «' =; 300° = Jn'

nearly, is computed for the same reasons as that in [4310'].

t (2593) This is obtained from [3817], reducing the several terms to one, a?

[^^^^"^ in [4282A-/].

[4295,'(] X [2594) If we change, in [1030], 7/, a, :, ?/, ft', s', into n'^ a, s\ w", a", i".

Inequoli-
tie3 of the
third

urdcr.
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is'^ — (l +^."),

0%124804.sin.(n'7 + £"—
+ 0',090932.sin.(2n'7— n'< + 2£"— s'

—
fl')

+ 0',073443 . sin.(3 ti"t — 2 n't + 5 s"— 2 e'—
o')

+ 0',081481 . sin. (4 n"i — 3 n'i + 4 -="— 3 /—
&')

+ 0',3 12535 . sin. (5 n"t — 4 w7 + 5 j"— 4 s'
—

^i')

-0%078119..sin.(2w7— n"f + 2/— /'-
d')

—
(1 +(^"')-0'', 148701 .sin.(3 7i"'i— 2n'i + 3s"'— 2 s—

ri'")

+ (1 + (x-) . 0',161414 . sin.(2 n'^t -n't + 2 ^"— b' -
n'").

Inequali-
liei in the
latitude.

[4295]

respectively, we shall obtain tiic value of 5 s' corresponcling to Venus disturbed by the

earth
;

and by neglecting the term containing the arc of a circle n i without the

signs of sine and cosine, as is done in [1051] ;
also excluding t= [102S, kjc.] from

the sign 2, we get,

Ss'=—^ mn~ a-'

+
m .n i.a -a'

-.y.s\n.{n"t+s"-n)

.7 . s'm. \i{n"i
- n' <+ £"—£') -j-n'^-fs'— n^.n'2—

I n'—i{n'
—

n") p'

In this formula, 7 [1026'] represents the inclination, and n the longitude of the

ascending node of the orbit of the disiurbing planet, above that of the disturbed planet.

These quantities for the earth's action upon Venus are, nearly 7= tang. 9', and

n= 180''-)- 6' ; 9' being the inclination of the orbit of Venus to the fixed orbit of the

earth
;
and 6' the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of Venus upon that of the

earth [4082, 408.3]. For Mars they become 7'", n'"; for Jupiter f, n'\ he.

In the expression [42956] we must include all positive and negative integral values of i,

except i^O [1028, Sic.]. The values of 7, 7', &,c. n, n', &c. are deduced

from those of <p, cp',
he. C, 6', he. [4082, 4083] ; by means of formulas similar to

those in [4282o]. Thus if we wish to find the part of is' depending on the angle

= 2, in [42956], and the term in question becomes,

BW.y
— (a«"-n'y2

[4295fc]

2n''t— n' t, we must put i

mf'.n'^.a'^.a"

sin.(2n"i
— n'< + 2£"— s'— n).

[429.5c]

[4295rf]

[4295e]

[4295/]

[4295^1

Now the factor n'^— (2 «"— w')=
= 4 n".{n'

—
n") ;

also B<"=~ .b^l

substituting these and 7, IT [42956-], in [4295^], it becomes.

[1006] ;

-m'.n'^.a=a"
(1)

6 a
. tang, (p'

sin.(2n"r
— n' t -\-2f - ^—

&')2 4ji".(n'— n").a"3

(il

m" 11'^ b^ /a' \2=— ^;, -,--", • (^) •tang.(p'.sin.(2n"<
— 7i'< + 2j" -£'- &').

8n'.{n—n) \a" J
c t \ i /

[429.5/1]

VOL. III. 61
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[4995']

n'" being here the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of Mars

upon that of Venus,* and n'" the longitude of the ascending node of the

If ill this we subnitiite m"=
^^^^^ [4061], ?i"= 1295977% ?i'=2106G41' [4077],

[4295I-] (1) „'

6^=8,871894 [4132],
—= 0,72333230 [4126], <p'=3'' 23'" 35' [4082]; it is

[4295A] reduced to — 0'.090932
.(

1 + it."),
sin. (2 n" t— 7i't-j-2 i"— s' —

()'),
as in [4295] . In

tlic same way we may compute otlier tei'ms. If we suppose i= 1, there will he found

two corresponding terms in [42956] ; namely,

[4295;] -^J^^ . ~.tans:.m'.il—ia"^.B'"^\.s\u.(n"t4-^"— ^')-
71 3 ,i"J a J ore ^ , \ I

(0)

But by changing «' into «", in [1006], to conform to this case, we have o"*J5'<"=: 6^;
z

[4995m] iigiice the preceding expression becomes -—^—— . ( —
j

. tang, (p'.ll
— 1 -^

3 )•
If we

a' <(»

use the values of m", «', n",
-

[4295('] ;
also 6 ,= 9,992539 [4132]; we geta ^

(01

0',031231, for the part independent of b
^ ;

and — 0',156035, for the part

CD

depending on b ^ ;
the sum is — 0^124804 . sin.

(?i"/ -j-^"
—

^') !
^^ '" '^® ^^^^

line of [4295].

[4295)1 ]

*
(2595) A small inequality in the mean motion of Venus, depending on terms of the

fiftli order of the powers and products of the excentricities, has lately been discovered by

f4996al
^'"' "^"T' arising from the action of the earth upon that planet. This inequality affects the

mean motion, the radius vector, the perihelion, the excentricity, and tlie latitude
;

its period

r4''9C'M
is nearly 239 years ; being the time required for the argument 8 7it — Vii a" t to increase

from 0'' to 360''. This appears from the values of ?/, n" [4077] ;
from which we

[420(3c] get 8 n'— 13 ?t"= 5427*=—— nearly; and as this quantity is very small, it follows

that the mean motions of Venus and the earth must be affected by inequalities, depending

upon the argument 8 n't— 13 n"t
;

in like manner as the mutual attraction of Jupiter and

Saturn produces the great inequalities of these planets in [1 196, 1204] ; supposing the accents

on the letters n, v, he. to be increased to conform to the present notation, and putting

i' = 8, i"= 13. The variations in the excentricities and in the motions of the perihelia,

similar to those of Jupiter and Saturn [1298
—

1302], are in the present case nearly

insensible. The ine(jualities of the mean motions of Venus and the earth, i^', ^' depending

on the argument Q n' t— 13 m'V, are of the order 13— 8 = 5 [957"", Sic], or of

the fifth order relative to the powers and products of the excentricities. Now c, t" are

[429*3/] both quite small, so that the largest of them e" gives e"* =^
744nnnnnn "^^^'y ' ^"' *'''*
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orbit of Jupiter upon that of Venus.

very minute fraction is multiplied, in [1197], by -.,^^^^^^^=3X 13X(239)'^=2200000 [4296^]

nearly, in finding the value of
2^" ;

and by tliis means the correction is very much increased.

The theory and numerical computation of this inequality are given by Mr. Airy, in an elaborate

paper on tliis subject, in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for ' ^ ^

1832; using the data [4061—4083]; and putting ij'
= — 0,045, fA"=0, so that [4296i]

»t'= ———-
. He finds the correction ^' of the moan motion of Venus, to be represented by [42964]

y= 52',946-/ .0-,00029T0} .sin.jSn^
— ]37("^ +8e'— 13 f"+220''44'".34'-<. 10',76|. [42f>«]

He also obtains the following equations, depending on the same cause, and similar to those

-iven in [1298-1302] ;

(5 n' = — 5%70 . cos. (8 n't— 13 n" ^ + S s'— 1 3 /') ; [4296m ]

5e'= — 0,000000190. sin. (87i'<
— I3n";+ 8e' — 13e") ; [42fi6n]

,5,5 = 0',01.51 . sin. (9 n't— 13 n"t + 9 s — 13 e" + 140" SI").
^^^dSo]

These corrections of 5zi', 5c, 5s, may be generally neglected, as insensible; as also

that in the radius vector, similar to [1197]. We shall give, in [4310c—/], the corresponding

corrections of the earth's motion. The expressions of
^', ^' [4296/, 43 1 Oc] ,

are subject
['•^^^p]

to the noted equation [1208], which in the present case becomes

w./fl'. £'+ m"v/fl".f= 0.
f''^'!
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CHAPTER X.

THEOllY OF THE EARTH'S MOTION.

29. If we suppose the geocentric longitude of Venus to be represented

V, and T,
=

«^; V'*
7"

Then we shall have, by [4269],

by V, and - = a.
;

V* will be a function of a and v' — v"

6V'= — 5 a . sin. {v'
—

v'')

[4297]
^ V = —

l_2a. COS. (.'-.") + a^'

which gives, as in [4272], where 6V' is at its maximum,

__, (5 a
[4298] (5 V= In '— a-

f4297a1
*

(2596) In strictness it is not the angle V which is to be considered as a function

of a and v — v'' exclusively, but the angle of elongation E of Venus, as seen

from the earth. This will appear by referring to fig 74, page 229
; supposing M to

represent the place of Venus
;
SM= ?', fSM^ v'. For it is evident that the angle of

elongation E=SEM will remain the same, if the angle E SM =: v'— %" and the

tS'JV/ r'

[42976] ratio a = —
,
= — do not vary, whatever changes may be made in the absolute lengths

of the lines SjM, SE. This inadvertence of the author, in using V for E does not

however affect the result of his calculation [4297. &z,c.] ;
because the differentials only of

these quantities are used
;
and we have, as in [4268c] 5 V'=— 6 E. Now in [4268, 4269]

. . r . 6r
we have supposed r" to be invariable, so that the variation of — = a is

— = d a ;

substituting this in [4269], and accenting the letters r', v', so as to correspond to the

planet Venus, we get the expression [4297]. This is reduced to the form [4298], by the

substitution of the maximum value of the coefficient of —6a [4271'], in the second

member of [4297].

[4297c]

[4297rf]
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.Supposing r" only to vary in 6 a, wc have (5 a = — '^~
;* therefore, [42!»<t]

r'

a
• "5 ^ •

[4300]

If we put iV = ±1"= ±0^324, and take for r' and r", the mean
^4300]

distances of Venus and the earth from the sun [4079], we shall get,

6 r" = ± 0,000001035.
^^^^^^

If we put V" for the geocentric longitude of Mars, and ^, =^ a, we
T [4301 J

shall have, by [4272],f

h r" = — r'". (1
_

a^) . ^ V". [4302]

If we take for r", ?'", the mi^an distances of the earth and Mars from

the sun, we shall have,

a = 0,65630030 [4159]:* -"

[4303]
r"'= 1,52369352 [4079];

and if we put aV"'= ± 1"= ±0',324, we shall obtain, i^S
may Im

6 /•" = :p 0,000001363 ; [4304]
neglected

iherefore, we mmj neglect the inequalities of Si", whose coefficients are o?".""""'
Binulli)

*
(2597) If we suppose r' to be invariable in tlie value of a [4296], we shall

r'<5r" a5r" ,
get 5a.^ —= _

[4299] ; substitutine this in [4298], we obtain [43001 ;r - r <- > L -

f42!iy«]

which is reduced to the form [4301], by the substitution of (5V' = ±r' [4300'],

/'=! [4079] and a =0,7233323 [4126].

t (2598) Venus, being an inferior planet to the earth, is situated in tlic same relative

position as the earth is to Mars
; therefore the equation [4286], wliich obtains relatively to

[43010]
Venus and the earth, may be applied to the earth and Mars, by substituting in [4286] the

value of a [4284], and tlien adding one more accent to each of the symbols r', r", V
;

by which means we shall obtain S r"= — r'" . fl -'^Y &V" [4286]. In this
^^

case <5 V" is the change of the longitude of the earth, as seen from Mars, arising from the
taoqic^

increment S r"
; and is evidently equal to the increment of the geocentric longitude of

Mars, depending upon the same cause, which is represented by ^V"; hence we get ,.^r„,,
,

r J ' i>
[430WJ

.5 r"=.-r"'.
[\
-—

j
. ,5 V'", as in [4302].

VOL. III. 62
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less than ±0,000001.* JVe shall also neglect those inequalities of the

[4304'] ear-til's motion in longitude, ivhich are less than a quarter of a centesimal

second, or 0',081.

«

Inequalities of the Earth, independent of the excentricities.\

6^290878 . sin. {n't

-6^015891 .sin.2(?t'i

- 0',743445 . sin. S{n't

., n^ '\ J- 0',225439.sin.4(n'^
^ ^ ^ — 0^091210. sin. 5(n'i

—
0^042805.sin.6(^^'i— 0',022027. s\n.l(7i't

— 0%0\2053. sin.8(/i'^

,„.,.an- , 0'',427214.sin. (n"'t

?"''-'""'• I 3',483037 . sin. 2(n"'tiho ex- 9 V

-
0',2 15249. sin. 3(/ri

+ (1 + i-^'")
.

I
— 0^047022 . sm. A(n"'t

—
0',0 15871 .sin.5(«"7

—
0',006458.sin.6(?j"7

—
0',002923.sin.7(n"7

ceiitrici-

liti^.

[4305]

+ (1+H>)

7^059053 . sin.
(n'^t

— n" t + .=''—
f")

—
2'-,674257 . sm.2(n"t

— n"t + ."—.")

— 0',167770 . sin.3(«''/
— n" t + ."—

/')

- 0\016549 . sin. A{n'l.
— n" t + ="—

s")

0^,439410 . sin. {nH
— n"t + s'—

.")

+ (
1 + i^.')

.

I

— 0^ 1 1 1 i . sin. 2{n'' t — h'7 + ^—
.=")

- 0%004] 45 . sin. 3{n't
— n"t + c^—

i")

'

*
(2599) Tills quantity, indepcnclent of its sign, is less than either of the values

[4301, 4.301], corresponding to the nearest inferior and superior planets ;
and for the more

[4304a] distant planets this degree of accuracy is more than is absolutely requisite, in the present

state of astronomy.

t (2600) The quantities [4305, 4306] are deduced from [4277o, &] ; accenting the

[4305o] symbols so as to correspond to the present case, and using the data [4061, &c.].
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0,0000015533 .

— 0,000006001 2. COS. (n't
— n"t + i'—e") ii

- 0,0000171431 . COS. 2(n't
- n"t + s'—

e")
f

r" ^ (1 + fx')
•

<'
+ 0,0000027072 . cos. ^{n't

— n"t + £'—
s")

-j- 0,0000009358 . cos.4(«'i
— n"« + «'— s")

+ 0,0000004086 . cos. 5(n' i
— n"i + s'—

s") |

+ 0,0000002008 . cos. Q,{n't
— n"t + s'-

.=")

^

0,0000000478

+ 0,0000005487 . cos. (n'"t
— n"t + s"'_

/')

J- n 4- (^"') . I + 0,0000080620 . cos. 2(n"'^
— «'7 + s'"—

s") \ in.qu.ii-
' V I /

\
' ^

/ ties inde-— 0,0000006475 . cos. 3(n"'t
— n"t + £'"—^ \

rh"'t«°'.

— 0,0000001643 .COS. ^{n"'t
— n"t + s"'—s")

triciti«^.

— 0,0000011581 \ [4306]

+ 0,0000159384 . cos. (n"i
— 7i"t + £* — O /

+ (1 + f^'O . <f
— 0,0000090986 . cos. 2(irt

— n"t + i"—
?")

^

1_ 0,0000006550. COS. SCn'^i
— n"t + £''—5") i

^_ 0,0000000704 . COS. 4(n"i
— n"t+ s'^—

s")
,/

'—0,0000000580

+ (
1 + P-')

.

<|
+ 0,00000 1 0337 . COS. (n7

— n"t + 5^— O "

— 0,0000003859 . cos. 2(n7— n"t + ;^—
s")

In the solar tables of LaCaille, Mayer, La Laiide, Delambre and Zach, published before

the year 1803, the chief correction of the radius vector of the earth's orbit, arising from the

action of Jupiter, is given with a wrong sign ;
in consequence of taking, for n't -\- s", the

sun's longitude, instead of that of the earth, in finding the argument corresponding to the

terms which were used, namely,

[43056]

+ 0,00001 59.384 . cos .
{iV'i
— n" /+ £*'—

e")
— 0,0000090986 . cos . 2 (n'^t

— n't+ i'"—
s") . [4305.-

'

Tliis mistake was first made known in a letter communicated by mo to La Laude, and
r43()5(/i

noticed in vol. 8, p. 449, of the MonatUche Corresponded for 1803.
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Tneqiialities depending on the first power of the excentricities,'*'

Inequali-
ties de-

pending
on t be first

power of
the excen-
tricities.

14:307]

0^075910
—

0', 129675

+ 0', 1451 79

— 0,168981

hv"= (l + (^')-(
— 3-,667112

k 1', 186390

- 2 ,342956

+ 0',722424

\+ 0,2 16368

— 1 ',095603

+ 2-,137658

— 0-,087400

+ 0%661950
— 0,103758

+ 0', 8071 11

—
0', 1349 15

+ (l+0

sin. («'/ + / — ^")

sin. (2 ia
— n"t + 2 /— /' — ^")

sin. (2 n"t — n't +2 .=" — /—
^/')

sin. (2 n"t — 7i't + 2 ;" — ;' —
^')

sin . (3 u" t— 2 n' ^ + 3 s"— 2 ;'—
-J')

sin. (3 n"t— 2 n' / + 3 s"— 2 /—
tr/)

sin. (4 n" i — 3 «' f + 4 /'— 3 ='—
t.")

sin. (4 n"t— 3 n!t + 4 s" —3 ^ —
^')

sin. (5 /t"i— 4 M'f + 5 ."— 4 /—^")

sin. (2 n"'i— n" t + 2 3'"— /' — a")

sin. (2 n"'t — n"t + 2 ^"'— s"—
-/")

sin. (3 n:"t— 2 /j" t + 3 e"'— 2s"— -J'
)

sin. (3 n"'i — 2 m" i + 3 a'"— 2 .="_
^"')

sin. (4 7i"'t— 3 n" < + 4 3'"— 3 ="_ ^"
)

sin. (4 n"'t— 3 «" t + 4 £'"— 3 s"—
^"')

sin. (5 w"'i— 4 n" t + 5 /"— 4 e"—
f/")

! 4307.7]

/ 0',302092 . sin. {n"t + e'"— ^")

— 2^539884 . sin. {n"t + s" — ^-)
— r,492044 . sin. (2 n'^/— ?i'7 + 2 ;"— £"— ^")

+ (1 + i^") .

I + 0',606399 . sin. (2 iV't — n"t + 2 .-— ."—
z^")

— 0',543364 . sin. (3 n"t — 2n"t + S ."'— 2 i"— ^'0

—
0', 148925 . sin. (2 w"« — n''^ + 2 /'— =''-

^/')

—0%093643 . sin. (2 n"/— n"t + 2 £"— .'"— ^'")

^

(
—

0', 1 5 1 752 . sin . (2 n't— n"t + 2 s"— e"— ^") ^

*
(2601) Tlie terms of Sv",

Mercury [4278a].

[4307, 4308] are computed as in the theov}- of
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r_ 0,0000030439 . cos. (3 n"l — 2 n' / + 3 j" — 2 .='
—

^")

ar"= (1 +^.')•^
— 0,0000019815 . cos. (4?t"/

— S n' t + 4/' — 3/ — ^")

(+ 0,0000013895 . cos. (4«"/
— Sn't + 4.'" — 3/— t/)^

+ (
1 + M-'")

. 0,000001 7707 . COS. (4 n"'t— 3 «'7 + 4 .'"— 3 ;"—
-/") [4308]

r— 0,0000030410 . COS. (2n'H— n"t + 2s"— s"—
^")

+(1 + (;') . ) + 0,0000012652 . cos. (2 ii'H— n"t + 2 .'>— s"— ^")
'

(
— 0,0000018101 . cos. (3?i"7

— 2n'7+ 3 =-— 2 s"—
^'')

'

Inerjualities depending on the .sfjnaies and products of the excentricities and

inclinations of the orbits*

6 v' = (1 + (0 • V,\25blb . sin. (5 n"t— 3 n't + 5;"— 3-='+ 21''02'" 1 8^
Inequali-
ties of the
secoDi]

oriI^>r.

^ ^ ^ *

^ + 0%351 796 . sill. (5 n"'t— 3 n"t + 5 /"— 3 e"+ 68" 25" 09') \

'

The mean motions of Venus, the earth and Mars bear such proportions

to each other, that the quantities 5 n"— 3 n', 4 n'" — 2 n" are small r^O]
in comparison with n"

;
hence it follows, from [3733], that the two

first of these inequalities are the only ones of this order which are

deserving of notice. However we have calculated the third
; because

3n"— 5 n"\ being very nearly equal to -in", it is satisfactory to show, by [[4310]

a direct calculation, that tliis inequality acquires by integration only a very
insensible value.t

*
(260-2) From [4076/;] we get, very nearly, 5 «"— 3 n' = 50^ = ^ ;

[1309a]
4 «'"— 2 ft"= 50^= -

;
:] n"— .5 n" = 1 37== -. These angles ought therefore

to be noticed, as in [3733] ;
and by making the computation, as for Mercury [4282a—p],

we may reduce the terms, depending on each angle, to one single term, as in [42S2/i
—

/].

t (2G03) We have already mentioned, in [4296/;], that Mr. Airy had discovered an

inequality in the earth's motion, depending on terms of the fifth order of the excentricities [4310a]

and inclinations, connected with the angle 8 n't— 13«''<. He has given in the paper
mentioned in [4296/t] the numerical values of the inequalities of the mean motion ^", [43106]

of the perihelion (5 sj", of the excentricity &e", and of the latitude Ss", namely,

VOL. III. 63
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Inequali-
ties of the

third

order.

[4311]

Inequali-
ties in the

latitude.

[43121

Syrabola.

[4313]

Inequalities depending on the powers and products of three dimensions of

the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

^^n ^ (l+p.).0',069915.sin.(ni— 4n"< + s— 4="+19''02"13-).*

Periodiccd inecjtialities of tlie EartWs motion in latitude.

We find, by Ibimula [1030],t

(i+O

+ (1 + /V') . 0', 164703 . sin. (2 iVH — n't + 2 ^^ — ''—
t^").

( 0',099180 . sin. ("Int — n' t + 2 /'— s'—
d')

^ 0"-,234256 . sin. (4n"^
— 3 n't + 4 .-"— 3 .='—

o')

Inequalities of the Earth depending iipon the Moon.

30. If we put

U = the longitude of the moon, as viewed fiona the ceatie of the earth ;

v" = the longitude of the earth, as viewed from the centre of the sun ;

R = the radius vector of tlie moon
;

its origin being the earth's centre ;

r" = the radius vector of the earth
;

its origin Ijcing the sun's centre
;

m = the mass of the moon
;

71/= the mass of the earth ;

s = the latitude of the moon, as viewed from the earth's centre.

[4310c]

[4310rf]

[43 1 Of]

[4310/]

[4311a]

[4319o]

^"= (2\059
—

?.0',0002076).sin.(S n't— 13 7i"t+ S i'— 13 /'+ 40'M4"'34'— MO',76);

6 -;'= ^>\26S . sin.(8HV
— 13 «"/ + Si'— 13 e"+ 6(r'16"') ;

^ c"= — 0,0000001849 . cos. (8 m' <
— 13 /t" / + 8 s'— 13 s"+ 60'' 16'") ;

,5 4-" = 0',01 05 . sin . (8 iU — \ 2 «" ^ + 8 s'— 1 2 s"— 39'' 29'") .

*
(2604) Tlie direct calculation of this inequality can be made, by a process like that

which is used for Mercury, in [3881f, &c.]; but it is probable that the author deduced it

from the similar inequality of Mercury [4283], by the method given in [3883;/].

t (2605) The terms of [4312] are computed hy means of the formula [4295i] ;

changing, in the first place, n, a', s', into n", a", s", respectively. Then changing

m", n", a", e" into ?n', n
, a', ', in computing the action of Venus on the

earth
;
or into m", n'^, a'^', i", respectively, in computing the action of Jupiter on

the earth.
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we shall have, for the inequality of the earth's motion in longitude [4052], Z^„,,

produced by the action of the moon,* produces a
I. *' '

jforturba-
'

J..
lion in the

'^ ==-
J/ •?•''"• (^-')- [4314]

The inequality of the radius vector of the earth [4051] is mii,o

67-" = — -^
. i2 . COS. (U— v") ; [4315]

and the inequality of the earth's motion in hititudc [4053] is
anil in the

latitude.

[4316]

„ 711 It

For greater accuracy, we must substitute t tor —
,

m the

expressions of these three inequalities.

We shall suppose conformably to the phenomena of the tides [2706,2768],

m 3S
_K3
=

--3 ?
[4317]

*
(2606) The moon's action upon tlie earth produces, In tlie radius vector, the longitude

and the latitude of the earth, the inequalities given in [4051, 4052^ 4053] ; namely,

--.r.cos.{v-U); ___._. sm. (r-t/); "
J,

• ^ 5 [4314a]

and by comparing the notation used in [4047, 4048], with that in [4313], it appears rjoMii

that we must change R, r, v, U, into r", jR, U, v", respectively, to conform

nearly to the notation of this article. By this means the preceding expressions become,

_-./?.cos.([7-."); -j^j.-.su,.{U-v");
_- .-; [4314c]

corresponding respectively to the formulas [4315, 4314, 4316]. In the original work the

divisor r", by mistake, is omitted in [4314], and inserted in [1315] ; we have rectified
' ^

this mistake.

t (2607) The radius r [4048] has for its origin the common centre of gravity of
the earth and moon. This is changed into R, in [43146], to conform to the present

notation
;
but as the origin of R [4313] is in the centre of the earth, the value of the radius [4316a]

is too great, and must be decreased in the ratio of M to M -\- m ;
wliich is equivalent

M
to the multiplication of the perturbations [4314

—
4316] by ; or in other words [43166]

to change the divisor M into M-\-m, in all three of these formulas.
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S being the sun's mass. Now, by the theory of central forces [3700],*

we have,

[4318]
—^ = «r ; ^3

= ^^"^

71, t being the moon's mean motion; hence we obtain.

[4319]

m 3n"2

M-\-m n^

n"
[4319'] We have by observation - = 0,0748013 [5117, 4835] ;

hence we get,

m 1

Mass of consequently,
the moon. *« i

'^
_L

[4318fl].
[4321] M 58,6

'- -"

If we suppose the sun's horizontal parallax to be 27",2 := 8%8, and

ri'ioQi
^'^^ moon's mean horizontal parallax 10661" = 3454' = 57"' 34%t we
shall have,

R sun's hor. par. 8,8

t^3~'^] V'
^

moon's lior. par.

^
3454,0

'

*
(2608) Substituting ii.^M-\-m [3709«] in [3700], then changing a, n, into

[4318a] H^ n^, respectively, we get the first of tlie equations ("4318], corresponding to the moon's

motion about the earth. Changing in tliis, M, m, R, n, into S, M, r", n",

[43186] and neglecting M in comparison with S, we get the second of the equations [4318] ;

corresponding to the earth's motion about the sun. Multiplying the first of the equations

r4318 1 [4318], by --
,

and the second by .3; then substituting the products in [4317] we

o;et ^^,— . n- =^ '3 n'"^ ; dividini^; this by ii^, we obtain f4319l ; substituting in this

[4318(/]
°

M+^"-
' o J / > L J >

the value [4319'], we finally get the expression of the mass of the moon [43r2I]. This

was afterwards found to be too great [4631, 11906, Sic], as we have already observed

in [.3380i, fee.].

Instead of supposing, as in [2706], that the ratio of the mean force of the moon on the

r4318el f'f''^''' ^'^ "^^ ^'^^'^ °f ^''^ S"" ^s 3 to 1, we may express it more generally by 3(1
—

p) to 1 ;

by which means the second members of the equations [4317, 4319, 4320], will be

[4318/] niultiplied by 1 — 3 ; and the last of these expressions will become
^ ^^

=
-^^ ;

[4318g-]
whence we get the following expression, which will be used hereafter,

— =
segljl^'

[43290] t (~G*)9) This parallax, taken fur the mean between the greatest and least values,
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consequently,* Pcrturba-
tiann intho

iv" = — 27",2524 . sin. {U— v")
= — 8%8298 . sin. (U—v") ;

'-s""-i^.

[4324]
6r" = — 0,000042808 . cos. (U— v"). a„a i„ th.

ratlius.

Then taking for s tlie greatest inequality of the moon in latitude, which rjoori

we shall suppose to be 1854.3'. sin. (f/
—

6) [5308]; U— li being the ivriuiba.

^
lion (if

moons distance from her ascending; node; we shall obtain f the earth
n '

'

in lati-

tude.

6 s" ^ — 0',7938 . sin. (U— /i), [4326]

for the inequality of the earth's motion in latitude. We must add it to

the terms of 6 s" [4312], to obtain the complete value of 6 s"; and by

taking this sum, with a contrary sign, tve have the inequalities of the sun^s iauiJdc.

apparent motion in latitude. These inequalities in the latitude have an

influence on the obliquity of the ecliptic, deduced from the observations of
[4327]

the meridian altitudes of the sun near the solstices. They have also an

influence upon the time of the equinox, deduced from observations of the

sun, when near the equinoxes, as well as upon the right-ascensions and

declinations of the stars, determined by comparing directly their places in

exceeds, by 33', the constant quantity in Burg's tables [5603], and is nearly conformable to

the result given by La Lande in
<§.

1698 of the third edition of his astronomy. For the

purpose of illustration, we may neglect all the inequalities of the moon's parallax, except [4322i]

those depending on the moon's mean anomaly ;
then taking the coefficients to the nearest

second, we have, from Burg's tables [5603],

3) 's hor. par.
= 342P-|- 187'. cos. (mean anom.) -\- 10'. cos. (2 mean anom.). r4.322tl

The greatest value of this expression, corresponding to the perigee, or the mean anom.= 0,

is 3421'+ 187'+ 10'; and the ?eas< value, in the apogee is 342P — 187* + 10'.

The me«»i of these two values 342P+ 10', exceeds hy 10', tbe constant term 342 P"
;

and it is from causes similar to this, that the difference above-mentioned depends.

[4322dJ

*
(2610) The inequalities [4324] are deduced from [4314, 4315], by using the values

[4321,4323], and multiplying the value of 5 v" by the expression of the radius in [4.324n]

seconds 206264%8.

t (2611) Substituting the values [4321, 4323], and s [4.325], in [4316], we get

5 »" [4326] ; changing M into M-\-m, in all these calculations, as in [4316&].

VOL. III. 64
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Perturba-
tion of the

sun in

declina-

tion,

[4328]

and in

right-
ascension.

the heavens with that of the sun. On account of the great accuracy of

modern observations, it is necessary to notice these inequalities. It is

evident that this correction increases the apparent declination of the sun, by

the quantity,*

,. ^, , ,. . (W . COS. (obliquity of the ecliptic)
Increment ot O's decimation = ^—,

—
-,

—,—r;
—

-.
—

;

COS. (sun s declination)

and its apparent right-ascension is also increased, by the following

expression,

[4329] jjj(._ of 0's rigrht-asccn.
us", sin. (obliquity of the ecliptic) . cos. (sun's right-ascension)

[4329']

cos. (sun's declination)

fVe must therefore decrease, by these quantities, the observed declinations and

right-ascensions of the sun, to obtain those which ivould be observed, if the

earth did not quit the plane of the ecliptic.

[4.328a]

[4328t]

[4328c]

[4328rf]

[4328c]

[4328/]

rectangular in />, anil angle jLC Z<'= >)(J''— ; .Ecq,
Then in the spherical triangle E C(^, we have, by

[1345«], cos.ECq= ^\n.LCL'=s\n.CEq.cas.Eq;

sm.ECq^cos.LCL'= /,^, . Now the declination^ COS. C (^

is decreased by the quantity CL
;

the right-ascension is

increased by the quantity q (V'= ~.—v.
— =

-,

—
•^ ' ./ A, I, sm. PL COS. dec

jEqua tar

and we have

Pale
,

*
(2G12) Let ECC be the ecliptic, EQQ' the equator, P the north pole of the

equator; then if the earth's latitude, north of the ecliptic, be

ds", that of the sun will be south, and may be represented

by CL' = 5s" perpendicular to tlic ecliptic. PCLq,
P C L' q', are circles of declination; perpendicular to

the equator, and L L' is parallel to the equator. The

small diiTerential triangle CLE', may be supposed

Q Q'

LL'=^ CL'. sin. ECU = J s" . sin. CEq. cos. E q ;

hence wc get,

Increm.dec.=— C'L=— C L' .cos. L C L'=— 5 s"."""^'^f^-, as in [4328] ;
and

COS. t O

Increm. right-ascen. (-1 q' -

LL'

COS. dec.

„ sin. CEq.cA^s.Eq
COS. dec.

'
as in [4329].
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On the secular variations in the Eartlih orbit, in its equator, and in the

length of the year.

31. Wc liavo given, in [4244, 4249, &;c.], the secular variations of the

elements of the earth's orbit
;
l)ut the influence of these variations on the most

[432^-1

important phenomena of astronom_y has been an inducement to compute them

with greater accuracy, noticing the square of the time t;* supposing t to

denote the number of Julian years elapsed since 1 750. Wc have found by

the methods given in [1096
—
1126], and using the values of the masses of [4329'"]

the planets [4061 J, that the coefficient of the equation of the centre of the

earth's orbit is represented by,t

[4329a]

*
(2613) The values of c", tang. « [1109, 1110], give those of e"^, tang.ra";

by changing the quantities corresponding to m, into those relative to m", and tlie contrary.

The formulas, tiius found, may be develojied in series, ascending according to the powers of

t, by Taylor's theorem [3350f(] ;
hence we easily deduce the values of c", «", in similar [43296]

forms. The calculation may also be made by the method pointed out in the following note.

t (2614) We have, by Taylor's theorem, as in [1120'"],

^ ,, ^ ^, 2rfe"
,

ddt" .

2."^2E+— ./+—..^ [4330a]

d c" dd c"

neglecting the higher powers of i
;

the values of —
,

-—
-, being taken to correspond

to the epoch 1750. The dilTcrcntial of —
[1122], taken according to the directions

in [1126"'], or as in note "t68, vol. I. p. 012, and divided by dt, gives
-—-

,
in terms

[4330c]

of c, c', Sic. Tsf, z/, he. and of their Hist difl'crentials. Substituting in this exj)ression,

the values of these first difl'erentials, given in [1122, 1120], it changes i]ito a function of the

finite (juantities c, c', &c. -as, u/, ike.
;
and by substituting the values of these quantities, [4330rf]

(/ '/ e"
for the year 1750, given in [40S0, 4081], wc obtain the expression of

-jir- Moreover,

dr."

by similar substitutions, we get the value of the expression of —
[1122]. Those values, [4330e]

being substituted in [4330n!], give the expression of 2 e'' [4330]. The formulas

[4330—4360] are so fretjuently referred to in the work, that wc have given the numerical
tAxu)/-]

values in centesimal, as well as in sexagesimal seconds. The values given in

[4330, 4331, 4332], arc altered, in [KilO— 4012], by reason of the changes in the masses

of Venus and Mars.

We have seen in vol. I. p. 612, note 403, that terms of the order m'e' arc retained,

and those of tlie order w'e''', which are of the first order relative to the mass m', are
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Coeff. equa. centre ==2E— t. 0",579130 — f . 0",0000207446

= 2E—t. 0',187638 — f . O',0000067213,

2E being this coefficient at the beginning of the year 1750, when t is

earth'a notliing. We have also found the sideral longitude of the perihelion of the

earth's orbit, namely,*

Long, perih. of the earth == ^"+ < . 36",881443 + f . 0",0002454382

= ^' + i . 1 1',949588 + t' . ,0000795220.

Lastly, the values of p", q",
at any time t, have been found respectively

equal to,t

p"^t. 0",236793 + t" . 0",0000665275

= t . 0',076721 + t\ O',0000215549 ;

q" ^ — t. 1 ",5461 56 + t\ 0,0000208253

= — ^ . 0',500955 + t". 0',0000067474.

[4330]

Secular

equations
of the

earth'

orbit.

[4331]

[43:32]

d t"

[4330g-] neglected, in the expression of — [1122]. If we suppose, for a rough estimate, that

e'=:^'y, the neglected terms will be of the order of -^^^ part of those retained; so that

the neglected part in the coefficient of t [4330], may be considered as of the order

yi^X0',18763S =0',0004, which is much greater than the coeflicient of t~ in [4330] ;

and at the first view it might be thought strange that we should neglect this, and yet notice

the much smaller coefficient of i^, which is of the order of the square of the disturbing

masses. But the reason will appear very evident from the consideration, that when t is

large, the term depending on t"^ becomes very great in comparison with these neglected

[4330i]
terms. Thus, \i t= 2500, the neglected term 0,0004 1 is only one second, while the

term depending on i-, exceeds 42'. Similar remarks may be made relative to the

quantities «", f, q [4331,4332].

*
(2615) Proceeding as in the last note, we may deduce from [3850«], by changing

[4331a] u into ra", -ej" =z to"
-|- t .

—
1- Ji~. —7-7 ;

the quantities in the second member referring

to the epoch of 1750. The difierential of —-
[1126], divided by dt, gives -jm ,

[43316] in terms of e, e', &ic. -m, zi', and their first differentials. Substituting in this expression

the values of the differentials [1122, 1126], it changes into a function of the finite quantities

e, c', &.C. «, to', &c.; and by using the numerical values [4080,4081], we get the

^
'

'
values of —-

, ,
to be substituted in [4331a], to obtain [4331].

t (2616) The expressions of —
,

—
,

are in [4251?>] ;
their differentials taken
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We have given, in [3100—3110], the expressions of tlic precession of die

equinoxes,* and of the inclination of the equator, referred to the fixed

echptic, and to the aj)parent ecliptic. In these forniuhis, we have supposed
the values of

//', ((\ to be given under the forms

f = s . c. sin. (gt + /3) ; r/'
= 2 . c . cos. (g t -\- (3) [30686]. [4334]

Moreover, we have seen, in [1133], that the finite expressions of
//', </",

appear under these forms, and we may determine, by the method explained
in [1098, &c.], the values of c, g, f5. To obtain these quantities

accurately, by this method, we must know the correct values of the masses

of the planets; and there is considerable uncertainty relative to some of

them, as we have observed in [4076, &c.]. Therefore, instead of making
the tedious calculation, required by this method, it is ])refcrable to simplify

[^^^]

it, so as to embrace a period of ten or twelve hundred years, before and

after the epoch of 1750
;
which is sufficient for all the purposes of astronomy.

We may easily rectify these calculations as often as the development of the

secular variations shall make known, with greater accuracy, the masses of r433(;i

the planets. We shall give to the values of
])" and <f the following

forms, which are comprised in those mentioned in [4334].t

;/'
= 2. c.s\i\.{gt-\- f^)

= c. sin. (3
—

c.cos./3. sin.^^
—

c.sin.(3. sin. (g^i+iir) ;

q"=^x. c.cos.{gt J^f3)
= c.cos. (3

— c. cos. fS.cos. »•/— c.sin.fS .cos.(^i+i-T) ;

« being the semi-circumference of a circle whose radius is unity. If we

Assumed
forms of

[4337]

[4:33-2«]

relatively to (, and divided by d
t, give

—
-^ ,

—
J^, in terms of ~, -L, he.

at- dl- at at

dq dq' ddn" ddo"
J-, ~rr, Sec

; substituting the values of these last quantities [1 132], we get
-~

, —^ ,

expressed in finite terms of p, /, &c. q, q', &c. The values of p, p', &ic.

q, q', he. are given in [4251c], in terms of (p, ip',
&c. &, 6', &ic. ; and the

'"'J

numerical values of these last quantities, in the year 1750, are in [4082, 40S3] ; hence we
obtain the numerical values of p, p', he. q, q', Sec. at that epoch. Substituting

these in [4251r/,f], and in the preceding values of —
^,

—
|-, we get the numerical t'^^'^^'^i

,
. dp" dq" ddp" ddq"

values of —-,
—

, -^, -j-^,
at the same epoch, 1750

;
these are to be substituted [4332rf]

in the general values of p", q" [4250], to obtain [4332].

*
(2617) The formulas, here referred to, are [3100, 3101, 3107, 3110]. [4333o]

t (2618) The three terms of the second member of the value of j'" or q" [4337],

VOL. III. 65
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develop these two functions relatively to the powers of the time t, we
shall find, by comparing them with the preceding series [4332],*

^''"^'o'' c s( . cos. f3 = — 0',076721 :

[4338]

[4339]

c^'.sin. ,3
= — 0',500955;

eg", cos. p = 0',0000134948 ;

,^ f^'^sin. f3
= 0^0000431098.

Hence we easily obtain,f

g = — 36',2808 ;

g'
= _17%7502;

c.sin. f3
= 5821'',308;

f .cos. (3
= 436', 17.

[4337a]
are deduced from those of j'" o'' ?" [*13'31], by changing c, g, (3, respectively, into

c, 0, (3, in the first term
;

— c . cos. ^, g, 0, in the second term ;
and — c.sm.p, g', i'K,

in the third term. These expressions of
//', q", being developed according to the powers of

[433/6]
f^ and compared with those in [4332], give, as in [4.339], values of c, (3, g, g', vvliicli

satisfy the numerical expressions of p", q , [4332], neglecting ^., and the higher

powers of /
;

and as the values [4332] will answer for ten or twelve centuries from the

epoch, it will follow, that the forms assumed in [4337] will answer for the same period, by

using these values of c, p, g, g'.

[4337c]

*
(2619) We have by development, using the formulas [43, 44] Int. and neglecting terms of

f4338al
tbe order i^ sin. g (:::= g t

; cos.gt=^l — hg^^^^) sin. (g't -\- iv)= cos. g't
= l— ig'~t'';

cos. {g't -\-i ir)
== — sin. o-'; =—g't; substituting these in [4337], we get,

p"
= '^ . c . sin. igt -{- ^) =c . sin. (3

— c . gt . cos.p
— c . (1

— i g'~ I')
.sin. (3

=— t .
{c g . cos. p) + t^- a cg''^- sill- P) ;

[43.386 1

q" =^'S . c .cos.{gi -\-^)=^c. cos.fi
—

f.(I
—

^ g^t^) . cos. fi -^ c g't .s\n.
fi

7 =zt . {eg', sin.
j^) ~\- t-. {he g^. COS.

fi).

Comparing the coeflicients of t, in these expressions, with the corresponding ones in [4332],

[4.338cl
^^'6 get, without any reduction, the two first equations [4338]. In like manner, by

comparing the coefficients of 1 1^, in [4332,43386], we get the other two equations [4338|.

t (2G20) Dividing the square of the first equation [4333], by the third, we get

c . cos. (3 [4339] ;
and the square of the second, divided by the fourth, gives c . sin.|3 [4339].

[4339a] Now, dividing the values of eg", cos.fi, eg". sin. fi [4338], by those of f^.cos.^,

CO-', sin. (3 [4338], respectively, and multiplying the products by the radius in seconds,

206265% we get g, g' [4339].
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Now we have seen, in [3100], tluit the precession of the equinoxes s]., relative precision

to the fixed ecliptic of 1750, noticing only the secular variations, is, cd.,Iufof

^^It + ^ + x.) (-— 1

J
. tang, h + cot. /O •

y
• sin. {ft + /3).

[4341]

[4342]

[4340]

First form.

To obtain 2 . c . sin. {ft + /3),
we must increase the angle gt -{• ^t in

2 . c . sin. {g / + (3), by the quantity / 1 [3073', &c.] ;* making f= g -\-l

[3113rt] ;
then we shall have,

2 . c . sill. (// + f3)
=: c . sin. {lt-\-^^)

— c. cos. p . sin. (^ ^
_[_

Z ^
— c . sin. /3 . sin. {g't -f / ^ + i

»•) ;

consequently,t

*
(2621) If we increase the angle gt, by the quantity lt={f— g)t [3113a],

the function 2 . c . sin.(^< -j- P) will become 2 . c . sin. (/i -f" P)) as in [4341]; and the
|.^„..

first equation [4337], will change into [4342]; observing that we have ^^0 [4337«J,

in the first term, or c . sin. (3
:^ c . sin.(0 . < -j- p), which becomes c . sin.(/< -j- P)) as in

the first term of [4342].

t (2622) The expression 2 . c . sin. (/< +(3), in the form assumed [4342], consists

of three terms. In the first of these terms, the general symbols c, /, |3, of the first [4.342a]

member, become c, I, (3 ;
or in other words, / is changed into /, while c, 3, are

unaltered
;
and the corresponding term of [4340] becomes,

\{, 1
j

. tang. /i -j-cot. A^ . — . sin.(/ /-f~(5) 5
or simply, c.cot./t . sin. (/< + p) ; [43426]

which is the first term of \> [4343], depending on c. The second term of [4342],— c.cos.p .sm.{gt-\-lt), being compared with the general expression c . sin. {ft -f- 3),

in the first member of [4342], shows that c, /, p, must be changed into — c . cos. p,

g-]rh 0, respectively; and the corresponding term of [4340] becomes,

^ / '
. \ 7 , 7 ) 'C .COS. 3 . , , 7 ,—

J(gq:7— lj-«^"S-/'+cot-^'^
•

i^g .sxn.{gt + lt); [4342rf]

wliich is easily reduced to the same form as the term of [4343], depending on the angle

gl-\-lt. Lastly, the </(«;y/ term of [4342],
— c . sin.p . sin.(^i + ^' "l~^ '^)> being r4340£i

compared with the general term, in the first member of [4342], gives for c, f. a, the^
r4342/"l

corresponding expressions,
— c.sin.p, ^'4"^) ^ *> respectively; and the resulting

'
'

term of [4340] is.

which is easily reduced to the form of the last term of [4343]. The two first terms of

[4340, 4343], represented by / f -|- ^> ^re the same in both formulas.

[4.342^]
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Precession
relative to

the fixed

4.
= / i + ^ + c . cot. h . sin. (It + p)

ecliptic of T
^ ^ -V

1750. i_ ^ ^^g ^ > ^rit. 7i. 2- . tano-. /,(..«

^+^
/

[4343]
I

cot. J^—
J^Tg-

t=^"g- /'

I

• ^'»-
(5^

^ + ^

^Second . c . sin. (3 . ) cot. Ji— 7^=^
—

;
. tan", h [ . sin. (s;'t-r- / i + i '')•

form.

leuIti've''to
Then by putting V for the inclination of the equator to the fixed ecliptic of

"ci,pu''c''of 1730, we shall have, as in [3101],*
1750.

[4344] Y ^h— ^.-.COS.{ft + fi).
First form; /

To obtain :s . c . cos. (_// + /5),
we must increase the angle gt-{-^ in

2 . c . COS. {gt-\r^) by lt\ [3073, &c.] ;
hence we shall have,

2 . C . COS. {ft -j- (3)
=: C . COS. (/ < + |'3)

C . COS. f3 . COS. (§ t + lt)

— c . sin. f3 . COS. {g't -\-lt -\-\'!^) ;

therefore, t

[4345]

Tiecontl ^
torm.

[4346]

V = A — c . COS. C/ ^ + [3)
4- . c . COS. /3 . COS. (gt + lt)

+ -j-^—,
. c . sin. |3 . COS. {g't + / i + i^).

+ g
I

l+g'

[4347] 4.' denoting the precession of the ecjuinoxes relative to the apparent ecliptic,

*
(26'23) This is the same as [3101], putting V for tlie part of

<), depending on

[4344ff]
li find 2

; or in other words, neglecting the periodical terms depending on the angles

ft+ ^', 2v, 2v'.

t (2624) This is done upon the principles used in [4341, Sic.]; and in the same

[4.345o] manner as [4342] was deduced from the first of the equations [4337], we may derive

[4345] from the second of [1337].

X (2625) Proceeding as in [4342rt—/] ;
and comparing the general form of the first

r,^,n 1 member of 143451, with the three terms of the second member, we find, that c, f, p,
[4t34oaJ

L J) •

become, respectively, c, I, ^, in the _/;Vsi
terra

;

— c . cos. (3, g-\-l, 0, in the

secortf/ term
;
and — c.sin.p, g'-\-t, 2'^, in the </)/;y/ term. Substituting these values

in the terms under the sign 2 [4344], we get the three terms containing c, in [4346] ;

the first term h, is the same in both expressions [4344, 4346].
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and V' the incUnalion of the cr/uutor to this ecliptic ; we sliall have, as in [4317']

[3107,3110],* n^-r

4,':= lt+^ + -^ .c.cos.p.\cot.h+ y-~. ianir. hi. sw.(^t + lt)

+ 7^7-'
• c. sin. /3. jcot. h+ —--

. tang, h]
. sin. (g't-'r lt+ -^^);

V'= h — -^—.c. COS. (3. COS. (2:1 + 11)———;.c.sin.j3.cos.(£^^4-Zi4-J,cr).

The expression of 4-' gives,t

-^ =l-\- cg . cos. fj . } cot. h + . tang, /i > . cos. (gt-{-l I)

quily rola-

livc tu tho

npparciit

ecliptic.

[4.348]

[4349]

(It

+ eg' . sin. |3 . ) cot. h + ——-,

. tang, h > . cos.
(g't -j_

/ /
_|-

J-
^).

[4350]

If we subtract from this value of —
-, when t is nothing, its value at any [435(y]

other ejjoch, and reduce the difference of these two expressions to time ;

considering the whole circumference as equal to one tropical year ;
we shall

get the increment of the length of the tropical year since 1750. We see,
•*

by this formula, and by the differential of the general expression of

*
(2620) Retaining only the secular inequalities in ^^'i

''' [3107,3110], clian2;ing

also d' into V [3103, 43 17'], we get, by a slight reduction in the term of
4-', under ['*34~a]

the sign 2,

+' = ? ^ + ^ + 2 .

^cot.
/t +

j.

. tang, h
^

.

(^-^^
. c . sin. {ft+ 3) ; [43476]

V = A -I- 2 .

(^-^ )
. c . COS. (// + p). [4347c]

In the terms under the sign 2 [4347t], we must substitute, successively, the values of the

triplets of terms c, f, p, given in [4342«, c,f], and we shall obtain [434S] ; observing

that the fust term vanishes, because the factor —— = 0. In like manner the substitution

of the same
trijilcts

of values [4346c( — 6], in [4347c], gives fi [4349] ;the first term vanishing,

f /

on accoiuit of the factor ^ 0.
/

t (2G27) The difibrcntial of ^' [4348], taken relatively to t, and divided by rZ^ [4349o]

gives [4350].

VOL. III. 66
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[4350 '] V [3107],* tluit the action of the sun and moon changes considerably the

law of the variation of the length of the year. In the most probable

hypothesis on the masses of the planets, the whole variations, in the length
of the year, and in the obliquity of the ecliptic, are reduced to nearly a

[4351] quarter ))artt of what they would be without that action [3]15,3113w].

[4351'] According to observation, we have in 1750, —— = 134",63 = 50",! ;

but, by what has been said, we get at this epoch,t

[4353] 17
^ + ^^ • "^"^"

'''
•

J

^^^' +
r^'-

' ^^"^'
\

'

hence we obtain,

[4353] l+cg. cos.|3 .

j

cot. h + —-
. tang, /i

J

= 154",63 = 50^1.

[4353']
If ^ve neglect the square of i\ in this equation, we may substitute for

h, the obliquity of the ecliptic to the equator in 1750.§ This obliquity

[4353'] was then, by observation, 26^0796 = 23" 28'" 17 ,9 ; hence we deduce,**

[4354] / = 155",542 = 50%396 ;

*
(2628) Tills differeatial is found in [3118], and by reducing it into time, as in [3118'],

[43oJoj ^yg gg[ j],g decrement of the year, using f=S~\'^ [3113«]; or the increment of the

year, by changing its sign, as in [4350"].

t (2629) This subject has ah-eady been discussed in [3113«
—

~] ;
and we have merely

[4351o] to remark in this place, that the values arhitrarili/ assumed in [4337
—

4339] do not produce

such essential alterations in these variations of 4^', V, as are mentioned in [•3113u', 4351].

r43'lH This difference is what might be expected, taking into consideration, that the results, obtained

in [4338, 4339J, are restricted to values of t, which are less than 1200 [4335] ;
and that

for much greater values of t, the results cannot be relied upon.

X (2630) At the epoch 17.50, we have ^= [4329"], and ihen cos. {gt-^It)=l,

[435-<Jo] cos. {g t -\- 1 1 -\- ^ r)
= cos. iW= ; substituting these in [4350], it becomes as in [4352] ;

putting this equal to 50',1 [4351'], derived from observation, we get [4353].

•§> (2631) The expression of V [4346] ditl'ers from h, by terms of the order c;

[4353rt] hence it is evident that if vva neglect terms of the order c", we may substitute indifferently,

the value of V or h, for h, in [4353].

**
(2632) Substituting in [4353] the values h = 23''28'"17%9 [4.353"] ,

also the values

[4354a] of cg.cos.fi, g [4338, 4339], it becomes, as in the following equation, from which vve

easily obtain the value of / [4354],
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then we have in 1750,*

V'=A—
^-|_.c.cos.f3; J435.J

which gives,

h = 26^0796 — 3460",3 = 23^ 28"' 17',9
— 1 121%!. [435C]

By means of these values we obtain the following expressions,! [which are

altered in 4614— 4617],

/_ O',076T21 . cot. 23" 28'" 17%9 - \^^^ tang. 23^ 28- 17%9= 154^63. [43.544]

*
(2633) Putting /=:.0 in [4349], it becomes as in [4355]. Substituting in this,

V= 23' 28"- IT,9 [4353"], also the values of I, g, c . cos.^ [4354, 4339], it becomes, [435Ga]

23^28"'17^9 = A+112P,1; hence we get h [4356].

t (2634) Dividing the value of c.sin.(3 [4339] by that of c.cos.|3 [4339], we

get tang.p= 13,-34636= tang. 85''42™ 54'; hence p= 85''42"'54''; substituting this [4357a]

in the expression of c . sin.
(3 [4339] , we obtain c = 582P,308 . cosec. p = 5837-',6.

Using these values of (3, c, and these of /(, /, g, g' [4356, 4354, 4339], we get, [43574]

c. cot. /(= 1.364673;

___
. c . COS. p .

^cot.
^^—

r^- tang. h'^=
— 5352^8 ;

[4.357,j

I g
,.c.sin.p . jcot.A— -^.tang./;^ =— 23097 '',7 ;

I +g=l4',n5; Z+5-'=32',645. Substituting these in the third, fourth and fifth

terms of [4343], we get the third, fifth and fourth terms of [4357J, rcspectivel)-. The r4357rfi

term It [4343,4354], gives the first term of [43-57]. The term ^ [4-34-3], is to be

taken so as to render 4.
=

[4357] when t= 0; whence

I = _ 13646-,3 . sin. 85'' 42"' 54'+ 23097",7 = 2''38'" 9',4.
[4337,j

In like manner, we have,

I
I

^rg•'^•^°^^^='^^^'^%^, ^--p>.<-.sin.p
= 8986',6; [4357/]

substituting these and A [4-356], also the preceding values [4.357c], in [4346], we
get [4358].

From the same data, wo have,

s-
<, I ")

rr- • (^ • COS. p .
-^
cot. A + ——. tang. A f =— 4333%2 ;

[4357g-]

Y~,.c . sin.p
.^cot.A +^-^,.tang. ^^

= - 9439-,4 ;
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+ = i . 1 55",542 + 2°,92883 + 421 1 8",3 . sin.
(i

. 1 55",542+ 95°,2389)

— 7r289",2. COS. ^.(100",757)
— 16521",!. sin. (/.43",564)

[4357] = t. 50',396 + 2"38'"09-,4 +13646~',3. sin.
{t

. 50%396+ 85''42"'54')
Trecpssion

^^^-
— 25mi%l . COS.

(t
. 32%645) — 5352 ,8 . sin.

(t
. 14',1 15) ;

the eclip-
tic for llic rFixed"!

y-i,^^
V = 26=,0796— 3460",3— 1 801 7",4 . cos.

(t
. 1 55",542 + 95°,2389)

Lorui.. J

+ 4806",5 . COS.
(t

. 43",664)— 2773G",3 . sin.
(t

. 100",757)

= 23''28"'17-,9 _ 1121 ',1
— 5837-,6 . cos.

(t
. 50 ,396 + 85'' 42"" 54')

+ 1557-,3 . cos.
(t

. 14',1 15)
— 8986-,6 . sin.

(t
. 32^,645) ;

V=t. 1.55",542 + 2^,92883— 29288",3 . cos.t . (100",757)

— 1.3374",2 . sin.
{t

. 43",564)

= t . 50',396 + 2''38'" 09',4— 9489',4 . cos.
(t

. 32',645)

—
4333',2.sin.(<. 14,115);

rApparenl"!

V'= 26=,0796— 3460",3 .{I
— cos.

(t
. 43",564) \

— 9769",2.sin. (i. 1G0",757)

= 23'' 28'" 1 7,9 — 11 2 1
', 1 .

;

1 — COS.
(<

. 1 4', 1 1 5) j

— 316.5,2. sin. (/..32-,64.5).

IVe may determine, by means of tJieseforimilas, the precession of ihc erjuinoxes

and the (jhliquily of the ecliptic, in the inteivul of ten or twelve hundred years

[4357ft]
sin. [g t + J t

-{^ I ^)
= cos. {g' / + //)= co=.

{t
. ;32^645) ;

/^ = ^ . 50',-396. Sulisiituting these in [4348], it becomes as in [4359], the constant

quantity I., being taken so as to make 4"'
^= 0) when t == [4359] ; consequently,

['^^^''l
^
= 94 89%4= 2'' 38™ 9',4.

Lastly, by a similar calculation, we have,

-^ . c . cos.
(3
= — 1 121M ; -^, . c .sin. {i

=^ — 31G5',2 ;

[43.57i]
+" +"

cos. {g't + !f-{-l-) =— sin.
(ij-'C + /<)=_ sin.

{t
. 32',645) ;

substituting these and [4356] in [4349], \vc get [1360]. The numerical values, given in

,„._„ [435T— 4360], are varied by the author in [4614
—

4617], on account of the changes made

in the values of the masses of Venus and Mars. ^Vc have already given the formulas of

Poisson and Bessel, in [33802>,y].

[43G0]
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before, or after the epoch of 1750; observing to make t negative, for any

time previous to this epoch. We may indeed apply the Ibiimila to the ^

observations made in tlic time of Hipparchus ; taking into consideration

the imperfections of tliese observations.

The preceding value of -I') gives, for the increment of tlie tropical year,

counting from 1750, th(> following expression,*

Increment of the year = — 0''"^000083568 .
{
1 — cos. (t

. U\\ 15) j

— 0•'»^00042327 . sin.
(t

. 32',645).

Hence it follows, that in the time of Hipparchus, or one hundred and

twenty-eight years before the Christian era, the tropical year was 12'"'-,326

[^ 10',65 sexages.] longer than in 1750;t the obliquity of the ecliptic was

also greater by 2832",27 = 917 ,66.

[4362]

[4363]

[4363']

[4362e]

*
(2635) Using the same data as the preceding note, we get the numerical vaUics of

tlie two functions [4362c, d], expressed in sexagesimal seconds. These are turned into time
'

by supposing the whole circumference, 360''= 1296000', to be described in one year, or

365*,ys 242 ;
hence we have,

[i3(i2b]

c
5-

. cos. ^ .

^
cot. h +—-

. tang.hl=— 0',296527 =— 0'''''',000083568 ; [4362e]

c g'. sin. (3
. \ cot. A + j—^,

. tang. /;

^-

=—
l---,50] 877 = — 0''»^00012327. [4362rf]

Substituting tliese and [4357f/],in [4350], we get the general expression of —— [4362/] ;

which becomes as in ['1362^''], when t= 0. Subtracting the first of these expressions

from the second, wc get the increment of the year [4350'], as in [4362], corresponding to

any number t, of years after 1750.

^= /— 0''-^>',000083568 . cos.
{t

. 14^115) + 0'">',00042327 . sin. (t
. 32',645) ; [4362/]

^=/~0'i^^000083568. [4362g]
at

These numerical values are altered in [4618], in consequence of a change in the values of
[4302A]

the masses of V^cniis and Mars.

t (2636) In the year 128 before the Christian era, /=— 12S— 1750 = — 1878
;

substituting this in the two terms of the expression [4362], we find that the first term
[4^C)3a^

becoiTies, — 0''"y,00000069, and the second, -|-0''%00012396 ; theirsum is 0''%0001232T,

as in [4363] nearly. The variation of the oblitjuity of the ecliptic, in the same time,
r43(j3Ji

deduced from [4360], is nearly the same as in [4363'], being expressed by,— 112P,1.S1— cos. (<. 14*,115)}— 3165,2.sin.(<.32',645)
= —9^2 + 926^9= 917'',7 nearly.

^^^^''^
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[4363"] A remarkable astronomical epoch, is that when the greater axis of the earth\s

MeTs'tro; orbit was situated in the line of the equinoxes: because the apparent and v.ean

X°'.'ti..- equinoxes then coincided. We find, by the preceding formulas, that this

rwli phenomena took place about 4004 years before the Christian era, and at this

and sun's epoch most of our chronologists place the creation of the world ; so that, in this

coincide.,

point of view, we may consider it as an astronomical epoch. For we have,

[43f-4'] at that time, t = — 5754
;
and the preceding expression of 4-' gives,*

[4365] 4.'
= _ 79" 04'" 04'

;

which is the h:)ngitude of the fixed equinox of 1750, referred to the equinox

[4365']
°f ^''''^ ume t. The preceding expression of ^", gives, for the longitude

of tiie perigee of the earth's orbit, or of the sun's apogee, referred to the

fixed equinox of 1750,t

[4366] ^"=80" 15'" 11%

This longitude, referred to the equinox of the year 4004 before the Christian

[4367] era, is 1'' 1I"'07 ;t hence it follows, that the time when tlie lonixitude of the

awl's apogee, countedfrom the moveable equinox, ivas nothing, precedes, about

sixty-nine years, the epoch usually assumed for the creation of the ivorld.

This difference will appear very small, if we take into consideration the

im[ierfections of the preceding expressions of V, and -/', when applied to so

[4367"] distant a period, and the uncertainty which still remains relatively to the motion

of the equinoxes, and to the assumed values of the masses of the planets.

[4367']

[4365a]

*
(2637) Putting ^ = —5754, we have t .;i-2%645 = 52''10"'39';

i . I 1,1 1 5 = 22'' 33"' 33»
;

t . 50',396 =: SC 32™ 59'
;

substituting these in [4359], we get the value of 4-' [4365].

t (2638) Substituting ^"=: 9S''37"'16^- [4081], in [4331], it becomes,

[4366a] j3"= 98'' 37'" 16'+ t . 1 p-,949588 + f~. O',000079522 ;

and by putting t =r= — 5754, itis reduced to 9S''37'"1G'— 19''5"'58'-j-43" 53'=:80''50'"ir,

as in [4.366].

J (2639) Taking, for tlie fixed point, the equinox of 1750; the longitude of the

moveable equinox, and of the solar apogee, corresponding to the year 4004 before Christ,

[4367a] will be respectively 79'' 4'" 4% 80''15"'11' [4365,4366]; the difference of these quantities

\il\m~^s represents the distance of the perigee from the equinox at that time. The

[43676] distance of these points, in the year 1750, was 98' 37"" 16' [4081] ;
so that in the period

of 5754 years, they have approached towards each other, by the quantity,
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Another remarkable aslronomical epoch, is that ivhen the greater axis of the fcmalkl.

earth''s orbit, was perpendicular to the line of equinoxes ; for then the apparent [f^^JJ^

ana mean solstices were united. This second eijoch is much nearer to our "''7''!'°

[4Joo]
times: it goes back nearly to the year 1250. For if we suppose t =— 500, equinox

"^ •/ •> i 1 and sun's

the preceding formuhis give 90' 1'",* for the longitude of the sun's apogee, [43C8']

apogee are

counted from the moveable equinox. Hence the time when this longitude duum... yoj
was 90'', corresponds very nearly to the beginning ot the year 1249. The

imperfections of the elements used in this calculation, leaves an uncertainty

of at least one year in this result.

[4369]

QS-'ST'-'IG'— 1'* ll'"7'= 97''26'"9--; [43C7c]

being at the rate of about 6P in a year ;
and at this rate, tlic arc I'^ll"?' will be [4367rf]

described in about 69 years ;
so that the equinox and solar apogee must have coincided about

the year 4004 -f- 69= 4073 [4367'] before the Christian era, according to the data we

have used.

[4368a]

*
(2640) In the year 12.50, we have < = 1250— 1750=— 500

; and for this

value of i, we get, from [4359, 4.366a], 4,'= — 6''57'"; ra"= 96''.5S"'; therefore

the solar apogee, in 1250, was distant from the equinox of that time, by the quantity

96''58"'— 6''57'"= 90''1"'; [43686]

and as the distance of these points, in 1750, was 98''37"'16'' [4367i], the variation of

distance, in five hundred years, is 98''37'"16"— 90'' 1'"= 8''36"' 16% being about 6p- in a [4368c]

year, as in [4367c/] ; consequently, the distance of tiiese points must have been 90'', about

one year before the year 1250, or in tlie year 1249.
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CHAPTER XI.

TIIEOUV OF MARS.

32. We have, in the case of the maximum * of & V",

[4370] ,5a = — (1
_

a=) . 6 V"
;

r"

[4370'] supposing
— = a. If we consider r'" as the only variable quantity in

a, we shall have,

[4371] . ir'" =
''^.{\—<i?).iy"'.

[4371'] If we take for r", r'", the mean distances of the earth and Mars from

^S' the sun [4079], and sujipose 6 V"'= ± 1":=. ± 0-,324, we shall get,

[4372]
f, r'" = ± 0,000002076 ;

therefore we may neglect the inequalities of the radius vector r'", whose

coefficients are less than ± 0,000002. We shall also neglect the inequalities

of the motion in Mars in longitude, which are less than a quarter of a

centesimal second, or 0',081.t

*
(2641) The earth is situated, relatively to Venus, in tiie same manner as Mars is,

f4370al I'^l^tively to the earth
;
therefore we may obtain (5 V", corresponding to Mars [4370],

from tlie calculation made for Venus in [4297, 4298], by merel)- changing the accents on

V, in [4298], which makes it become as in [4370], and using a [4370']. Now the

6 r'". v"
variation of a [4370'], considering a, r'", as the variable quantities in (5 a =

t^tt;-',

may bo

neglected

[4370i]

[4373o]

substituting this in [4370], we get [4-371]; and by putting r"=(t". r"'=d" [4079],

using also a [4159], h V" [4371'] ;
it becomes as in [4372].

*
(2642) The values [4373, 4374] are computed from the functions [4277«, J],

accenting the symbols so as to conform to the present example.
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Inequalities of Mars, independent of the excentricities.

0',208754 . sin.
(n't
— n'" t + s'—

e'")

i v'" = (1 + f.')
. )

~ 0%02491 5 . sin. 2 {n't
— n'" t + /—

s'")— 0',005000 . sin. 3
(n't
— n'" t + i'—

i'")— 0',001368 . sinA (n't
— n'" t + a'—

e'")

6%988832 . sin. {n"t
— n'" t + ?"—

e"')— 0',968689 . sin. 2(n"i — n'" t + e"_e"')
—

0', 1830 12 . sin.3(n" t
— n"'t + e"_

e'")

+ (1 +O .

^
— 0',058242 . sin.4(n" t — n'" t + e"— j'")

— 0',023099 . sin. 5 (n" t
— n'" t -f e"- e'")

- OSOl 0339 . sin. 6 (n" ^ — n'" t + e"_
/") |

[4373]

- 0',004992 . sin. 7 (n" ^ _ 71'" t + £"—
e'")

24^440843 . sin.
(n'" t — n'" t + i'"—

e'")

- 1 3',598063 . sin. 2 (n'^ t — n'" t + e-— e'") ) "S^^tL

)
— 1 ',180288 . sin.3(M''«

— n'" t + e''—
e'")+ ( +1^ )'{ _ o.',i72768 . sin.4(n'^^ _ n'" t + e--
e'")— 0',033166 .

sin.5(w'' t — n"7 + s''—
e'")— 0',013422 . sin. 6

(n'"'
^
— n'" t + e-—

s'")

pondenl of
the excen-
tricities.

1 ',343754 . sin. (n^t
— n"'t + e'—

e'")

, .1 , v> )

— 0\443668 . sin. 2(n^^ — n"'t + e^'— e'")

* — 0',023088 . sin. 3(m'7
— n"'t + e'—

e'")

- 0',001879. sin.4(n'/
— n"'t + e^—

s'")

0,0000016104

<s r'" = (1 + f.') )
+ 0,0000021 947 . cos. (n't

— n"'i + e'_
b'")^

1 + 0,0000001 972 . COS. ^(n't
— n"'t + e'—

e'")
[ ^^3.4^

f + 0,000000041 8 . COS. S(n't
— n"'t + e'_

e'")
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Inequali-
ties inde-

pendent ol'

the ex-
centrici-

tiea.

[4374]

Inequali-
ties de-

pending
on tbe first

power of
the excen-
(ricities.

[4375]

+ (!+.")

+ (1 + (-'0 • / -

\

0,0000023860
— 0,0000187564.

+ 0,0000052387.

+ 0,0000011969.

+ 0,0000004169.

+ 0,0000001733.

+ 0,0000000796.

0,0000066174

0,0000784371 .

— 0,0000679436 .

0,0000069390.

0,0000010930.

0,0000002004 .

0,0000000520.

^
— 0,0000003173

I + 0,0000047062,

(1 + ^.v)
.

'

—0,0000023275.

— 0,0000001399.

-0,0000000125.

COS. (n"t-

cos. 2(n"^
COS. 3(n"/-

cos. ^{n" t-

COS. 5 (n" t

COS. Q(n"t

COS. (n'^'t

,cos.2(n'7-

cos.3(«"/

, cos.4(n''7

cos.5(?^''^

cos.6(?i'7-

cos. (ift-

005.2(71" t

COS. 3(11" t

cos.4(?i'7-

n"'t-\-s"—s"')

n'" < + .-"-='")

.n"'t + B"—s"')

.n"'i+s"— e'")

.n'"t-\-^"—e"')

h"7 + s-—
/")

. n'" t + i'"—
s'")

-h/'^ + e"-

if't + ^-

n"'t +-=^-

n

n

F,V"

Inequalities depending on the first poiver of the excentricities.

^
1 %082545 . sin. (2 n"'t — n' t + 2 /"— /—

^"')

\
— 0^252586 . sin. (2 i^" t — n't + 1 ='"— =-'—

^')

0',698649 . sin. («"i + s"— ^"')

—
0', 134530 . sin. (2 n"^— ?i"'« + 2 ;" — /"— ^"')

-10', 1 14699 . sin. (2 «'"/ — h"/ + 2 s'" — /'—
z.'")

- 5% 123062 . sin. (2 n"'t — n"t + 2 /" — ^" — ^"
)

+ (14- ^.")
. ,^ — 6',51 6275 . sin. (3 «'" i— 2 n" t + 3 /"— 2 ;"—

:.'")

+ 0\846004 . sin. (3 n"'t— 2 ;;"< + 3 s'"— 2 i"— ^" )

+ 0",677748 . sin. (4 n:"t — 3 n"t + 4 s'"— 3 ^"—
^"')

- 0-,079155 . sin. (4 «"'i— 3 «"i + 4 /"— 3 =" — ^")

, + 0',1 19926 . sin. (5 n"'t— 4 n"t + 5 /"— 4 /'—
^"')/
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,+ 5',490297 . sin.
(n'^t + «"— ^"')

— 5',36700.5 . sin. (71"
t + s"— ~r)

tricities.

\
-23',552332 . sin. (2 n'^t— n"'t + 2 i'"— e'"—

1."')
|

+ 2',593100 . sin. (2 n'^i — n"'t + 2 .>— s'"— ^") |

+ 2%296703 . sin. (3M'~'i
— 2n"'i + 3 ='— 2£"'— ^"')

"

. y_3v568875. sin. (3?f-«
— 2n"'i + 3="— 2e"'—

t.'")

^ *" ^ •
^ ^ 0',220149 . sin. (4rri

_ 3n"7 + 4e"'— 3/"— ^"')

— 0',352640 . sin. (4 n" t— 3 n'" I + 4 a"— 3 s'"—
a'')

_ 2',868651 . sin. (2 ?ri
— ivH + 2 e'"— s'^—

v/") \ [4375]

I

_ 0',204519 . sin. (2 n"'t— n"t + 2 ='"— b'^—
z,'")

\ + 1%853159 . sin. (3n"' t— 2n"t + 3e"'— 2 e"—^'")
^ + 0', 1981 36 . sin. (in"'t

— 3n"t + 4^s"'—3 s"—
^'")'

0',143758 . sin.
(71"

t + e'—
z,'")

— 0',696926 . sin. («'7 + e"— ^") I mequaii-
' V ' / I lies de-

,

— r,798071 . sin. (2n^^
— /i"'^ + 2s^ — s'"—

^"')
! ^o'ir"

_(_ n 4_ 0.") , /
^ ^ '

. power of^^ ^ -> \ ^ 0^132116 . sm. (2 71" t— 7i"'t-\- 21"—^"—^") '

"-""""

0', 100246 . sin. (3 «>' ^— 2 71'" t + 3 s"— 2 s'"—
t.^)

,

—
0', 156784 . sin. (2 ?j"7— M^i + 2 £'"— e" —

^"')
J

( 0,0000044700 . cos. (2 n'" t— n't + 2^"— ^—
^"')

6r"'=(l + f^).

^_Q^Q000009713. cos. (2 m'"/— ?t'^ + 2 s"'— / — ^'
)

—0,0000022865 . cos. (ift + 5"—
^"')

+ 0,0000086337 . cos. (27i"'i
— 7i"t + 2 s'"— s"—

^"')

— 0,000003 1 269 . cos. (2 n"'t— 71"t + 2 £'"— s"_ t."
)

+ (1 +M'") .

(

— 0,0000200331 .cos.(3h"7
— 27i"^ + 3£"'— 2s"—

z.'")

+ 0,0000025454 . cos. (3 71'"t— 2n"t + 3 s'"— 2 s"— ^"
)

+ 0,0000030863 . cos. (4 71'"t— 3«'7 + 4 e'"— 3 /'—
^"')

^- 0,0000040239 . cos. (4 11'"t
— 37i"t+ 4 s"'— 3 s"—

=j") ,

*
(2643) The computation of the terms [4375, 4376], is made in the same manner

as for Mercury, in [4278a] ; accenting the symbols so as to conform to the case under [•13'5"]

consideration.

[4376]
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0,0000035825 . cos. (n"7 + £'"—
^"')

— 0,0000107986 . cos. {n"t + £'"—
^"')

-f- 0,0000031431 . COS. {n"t + e'"— ^")

- 0,0000599470 . cos. (2 n"t— n"'t + 2 s''— /"—
^"')

_!- (1 _j_ ^i') .
/+ 0,0000069892 . cos. (2 m'7— n"'t + 2 £'"— £'"—

^'^)

^+ 0,00001 14352 . cos. (3 n'"t — 2m"7 + 3£''— 2^"—^'")

I— 0,0000169741 . cos. (3 n'H — 2n"'t+ 3s''—2i"'—^'')
'— 0,0000020307 . cos. (4 n'H — 3 n"'t ^Ai'^—3s"'—^'')

+ 0,0000087307 . cos. (2 vt"7— 7i''t + 2 /"— s'^— ^"')

y_ 0,0030063983 . cos. (3 n"7— 2 ?r7+ 3 3'"— 2 s"— ^"')

—
(1 + p.^)

. 0,0000061906 . cos. (2 «^ f— ti"'t + 2 ^^— e'"—
^"').

Inequalities depending on the squares and products of the excentricities

and inclinations of the orbits.*

6v'" = — (1 + (.')
. 6-,899619 . sin. (3 n"'t— n't + 3/"— s'+ 65^26'"150

( P,414532.sin. (3n"7— n"/ + 3s"'— s" + 73''ll'"55') )
Inequali- \ /

s'"o°d
''° —

(
1 + f^")

• < + 4\370903 . sin. (4 n"'t— 2 n"t + 4 s'"— 2 =" + 67''49" OO
order. ) t

(+ 2;665900 . sin. (5 ti"t — 3 n"t + 5 s"'_ 3 .=" + 68"23'"O0

t"^''^]

(— 0',462779 . sin. (n-« -f n"'i + s'" + ='"— 53'' 07'" 48')
'

+ (1 -f-f.'").^— l',444122.sin. (2 n'"/ + 2-='-' + 60" 07"- 02-)

+ r,295408 . sin. {7i"t
— n"'t + ^'^ — c"'+ 54'' 41 '"

320

*
(2644) Using ihe values [4076/(.], we get very nearly, 3 n'"— n'—— 12°= — —

;

18

n'"

[4377a] also 3 Ji'"— ?j"= 238'=', which Is nearly equal to n'"
;

4 m'"— 2 ?t"= 51° =
-j-

;

n'"

[43776]
5?i"'— 3?i"=— 137°^ — —

nearly. Hence it is evident, that if wc proceed in the

same manner as in the computation of the similar inequalities of Mercury [4282a, &,c.J,

we must notice the angles depending on these coefficients, in computing the terms of

[4377
—

4380]. For the second of these angles comes under the form [3732],

[4377c] iii!'-^{2
—

i).n"= n"', supposing i = — 1
;
and the others under the form [3733],

supposing successively, i^ — 1, i = — 2, i=— 3. Lasdy, as n" is small in



second
order.

[4380]
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The last of these expressions may be connected with the following inequality,

computed in [4373], and which is independent of the excentricities,

(1 + iJ.")
. 24^440843 . sin. (n"t

— n"'t + ^'^ —
£'") ; [4378]

their sum, by reduction,* gives the following term of iv'",

i v'" = (1 + f^'O . 25',21 1710 . sin. (rrt— n"'t + =--_ £"'+2' 24"' 1 1')- ["S'^J

We have also,

& r'" = — (1 + f^') . 0,0000023 161 . cos. (3 n"'t — n't + 3^'"— s'+ 64''47'" 29') l,r"?'he
^ ' ' ^ second

/ 0,0000030403 . cos. (3 n'"t — n"t + 3 ='"— s"+ 72" 47'" 00')

_j_ (1 _^ ^") .
\ +0,0000070248 . cos. (4 ti"'t —2n"t+ 4e"'—2="— SB-'Sl

'"

50^

( -0,0000075032. cos. (3 n"'t —3n"t+ 5 a'"—3--"— 68'' 27-280
^

( +0,0000080002 . COS. (2 n"t + 2 5'" + 60" 1 7™ 52') )

^

^+0,0000041488.cos.(rt'''<
— n"'i + 6''— 6"' + 59''8"'57')^

The last of these quantities may be connected with the following ineciuality,

which is independent of the excentricities [4374],

(1 + iJ.'^)
. 0,000078437 1 . cos. {n" t

— n'" t ^ i"— s'"
) ; [4381 ]

their sum gives the following term of o r'",

6r"'= (1 + (X-). 0,0000806432. cos. («"i
— »"7 + 5-— s"' + 2''3r" 55'). [4382]

The inequalities of the motion of Mars, in latitude, are hardly sensible.

comparison with if, their sum n'" -\-
n'"

,
is very nearly equal to n'", so that

this angle comes under the furui [3732] in"-\-[2
—

i) n'", supposing i = 1
;

and [4377rf]

produces the term of [1377], depending on the angle n"'t-{-n"'t. If we suppose i=2,
in the same expression [4377(/], it becomes 2ft"'; now, as this is small in comparison with

n'", it comes under tlie form [3733], and produces the terms of [1377, 4380], depending on

the angle 2n"'t. Tlie (juanlily a"' — n'" ditibrs but little from — n"', and comes under

the first form [373:2], depending on the angle n'" t
— n" t [1377, 4380].

*
(2G 1.-))

The term
(
1 + m> )

• 24^,440843 . sin.
(/(*'

I — n'" t -\- i'" —
s'") [4-373] may

be added to the term (1 + p.")
. 1S295403 .sin. (/I'W

— ft"'i + s'^ — 6'"+ 51'' 41"'32');

and the sum reduced lo one single term [4379], by a calculation similar to that in ['''80a]

[4282/t
—

/].
In like manner tlie terms of [4374, 4380], depending on the angle

n" i— ii!"i, may be reduced to one single term of tlie form [4382].
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Putting n'' equal to the longitude of the ascending node of Jupiter's orbit

t*'^®^^
upon that of Mars, we find,*

^
0',094394 , sin. {n"t + s"— n")

[4384]

[43846]

( 0',094394 , sin. (n" ^ + s'"— n" ) )
I, s'"= (\ + i>r) .{

\ ^ J /

^ ^

^0',403269.sin.(2n''7
— n"'^ + 2£'''— £"'_n-)^

*
(2646) The term of (54'", depending on the attraction of Jupiter, maybe derived from

|-..,r,,
, the formula [42956], by adding two accents to the quantities s'

,
a'

,
n'

, s, a", n", e", m";

also supposing y to represent the inclination, and n the longitude of the node of Jupiter's

orbit upon that of Mars [4295c]. The term independent of 2 produces the first term of

[4384], and the term under the sign 2, corresponding to i = 2, gives the second term
;

using Bt"== —-. i

'

[1006,4190].a
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CHAPTER XII.

THEORY OF JUI'ITKR.

33. The reciprocal action of tlie planets, upon each other, and upon the

sun, is most sensible in the theory of Jupiter and Saturn
;
and we shall

[4384']

now proceed to show that the greatest inequalities of the planetary system

depend on this cause. The equation [4371],

[4385]

corresponding to Mars, becomes for Jupiter,

6 1-^"= !-^ . (1
—

0.2)
. i \'\ [4386]

r

If we take for r", r'", the mean distances of the earth and Jupiter from

the sun [4079], and su])pose 6 V" = ± 1"= ± 0',324, we shall obtain,

6 r'" = =F 0,0000409225. [4387]

Therefore we may neglect the inequalities of 6 r'\ which are below

=F 0,000041. We shall also omit the inequalities of Jupiter's motion in
[4387']

longitude, or latitude, which are less than a quarter of a centesimal second,

or 0',081.

Inequalities of Jupiter, independent of the excentricities,'^

f nequali-

, iv ni "^
0M20833.sin. (y't -n:^t + ^'-s^")) ;4-»tr

J; = I 1 -H fJ- ) . < > the ex-^ 'I— 0,000086 . sin. 2 (n" t — n"'t + s"— r) ^
centiici-

ties.

*
(2647) The inequalities [4388,4389], are deduced from [4277a, i], increasing by

four the accents on the symbols, to conform to the present case, and using the data
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+ (l+(^0

L4388]

+ 0+^'')

inequali-
ties inde-

pendent of
the excea-
tricities.

[4389] 6 r'" = (1 + (J-")

82^811711.
- 204',406374 .

— 17S071564,

— 3^926329 ,

— r,2 10573.

— 0',428420 .

— 0% 170923.

— ,076086 .

— 0%041273.

1 ',051 737.

— 0',427296 .

— 0',044085 .

— 0,005977 .

sin. (jiU

sin.2(n'/

. sin.3(n'^

, sin.4(?r ^

sm.5{7iU-

sin. 6 (m" t -

sin. 7
(ti"'

t

sin. 8(m'7
-

sin. 9(n"'f

sin.
(«,"'

t

sin.2(n^7
•

sin.3(n''7

sin. 4(M^'i
-

n"t + s'—
j'')

. n"'! + s^—
£'')

r}" t + £^—
£'^)

n'^t + £^—
s'^')

n"t + £^—
£'^)

Ji"i + £'—
f'")^

n^'t + £''—
s'")

n"t + £^'—
£'')

— 0,0000620586

+ 0,0006768760 . cos.
{71"
t— n"t + £"— £'"

.

— 0,0028966200 . coi.2{ift
— W't + £^— s"

I— 0,000.302 1367. COS. 3 (?(/i
~ n'"t + £"—

£'';

'— 0,0000782514. COS. 4 (/i'i— M"i + £"— e'"

\— 0,0000258952. COS. 5 (n^i
— n'7 + £'—£"';

|— 0,0000094779 . cos. 6
(ra^

/— t^t + £"— £"

'— 0,0000037560 . cos. 7 {n'-i
— n'H + ^— £''

— 0,0000014781 . COS. 8(?ri
— n'^/ + £''—£*

- 0,0000004799 . cos. 9 (n't
— n"t + £^— £"

[43886]

Inequalities depending on the first poioer of the excentricities.

Several of these inequalities are of considerable magnitude, so that it

becomes necessary to notice the variations of their coefficients
;
which we

[4061, &IC.]. The term depending on sln.(n''<
—

n'''t-\-i''
—

i"), being coin|)iited, by

means of the formula [4-277ft], is found to be nearly the same as in the first line of this page,

and has the same sign ;
therefore the remark made in tlie Piiilosopliical Transactions for

1831, page G5, tiiat the sign of this coeQicient is negative, is incorrect.
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shall do, in those terms of the expression of dv'" which exceed 100", or

32',4. The coefficients of the inequalities depending on a'', have for a [4389]

factor the excentricity e'" ;* therefore, by putting one of these coefficients

equal to Ae'", its variation will be Ae'". -^. We shall find, in [4407], [4389"]

that if we include even the quantities depending on the square of the

disturbing force [4404, &c.], of which we have given the analytical expression

in [3910], we shall have,

*
(2648) The terms of iv", dr'" [4392,4393], were computed from those of

Sv, Sr [1021,1020], depending on e, e'
; changing m, a, e, -a, t, n, into

[43900]

m'", a", e'", ra'", e'", ?i'"', respectively. In computing the disturbing force of Saturn,

we must also change the symbols m', a', he. into m", a", &c. ; and in computing that

of Uranus, wc must change them into m^', a"', &ic. We shall neglect the terms containing

the arc of circle ni, without the signs of sine and cosine, as is done in [1023, 1024]. In * '

this notation, the angle ra"', is evidently connected with a coefficient having the factor c'"
;

and the angle ra% with the factor c" ; as in [4389', 4390']. The variations of c'", e\ [4390c]

are given in [4407] ;
and if we retain only the first power of the time t, they will be as in

[4390,4391]. For an example of the method of computing these variations, we shall take

the largest term of Sv'" [4392], which arises from the substitution of the value of j=2, [4390rf]

in the term multiplied by e, or e" [1021] ;
so that this term becomes,

7i"TO\ _ ^ . e". sm.(27ft—n'U +2£'— e"— -a"). [4390e]271"— n" ^ ' '

Substituting the values of the elements [4061,4077,4081], and that of F'^^ deduced from

F''' [1019], we find that the coefficient becomes, as in [4392],

— 138^373337 =^e'' [4389']. [4390/]

Se
This is to be multiplied by

—
,
to obtain the expression .4(5 £'\ Now, 6 e''= t.O',329481

[4390], being divided by the radius in seconds 206265% becomes,

5e"= t . 0,0000015974 ; [4390^]

dividing this by e'"' [4080], we get,

-^ = t . 0,000033226 ; [4390A]

multiplying this by Ae'" [4390/], we finally obtain,

A5e'''=— t.0',00459d. [4390tl

Connecting this with Ac''' [4390/], we get the coefficient of the term depending on the

angle 2 7i'7~ 7^^ -f 2£^—s'^— ra'" [4392]. In the same way the variations of three of
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[4390] 5e" =t. 0',329487.

In like manner, the coefficients of the inequalities depending on a', have

[4390]
the factor e" ; and by putting B e" for one of the coefficients, its variation

(5 e"

will be B e". — , and we shall find, as in [4407], that

[43911 ie" =—t. 0^642968.

This being premised, we obtain,

Inequalt-
ties de-

pending
on the Gr9t

power of
the excen-
tricities.

6V''= (1 + f^")

[4393]

\

8",608489 . sin. {n^t + e—
z,")

— 9',692385 . sin. {n" t + £"— ^')

—
(1 38',373337 + i. 0',0045985) . sin. (2^"^

— n''/+ 2s^— £'' — ra'O

+ (56',634099— ^O',003]398).sin.(2n'/
— n'"i+ 2s'— s'^—

^'')— (44\460822+ ^ . 0',0014775) . sin. {S')ft—2n"t+Sf—2^'—^")

+ (84',942569-^0',0047094).sin.(3n^7—2?i'7+3=-'—2.-— ^'')

+ 7',925312. sin. (4 r^^— 3n'^i + 4 s"— 3 s''— ^.'

— 15',629621 . sin. (4 ?r^— 3 m'"/ + 4 £"— 3£''— t^'

+ p-,047717 . sin. {6 n"t— ^n" t + 5 i"— ^i"— z,'"'

— 2',78 1 664 .sin. (5 if t— 4 n" < + 5 s'— 4 £''—
+ 0',407251 .sin. {&n-t

— 5iri+&B'— 5s"— z^"

— 0^9 1 3302 . sin. (6 tf t— 5 n'^ / + 6 s"— 5 s"— ..^

+ 0', 149277. sin. (1 nH—Qn"t + l i"— Qe^— v,''

— 0',325592 . sin. (7 n't — Q t^t + 7 s^— 6 s'"— ^^

— 5',208122 . sin. (2 trt— n"^ + 2 i'"— i" — ^"

— 0',569738 . sin. (2 rrt— ift+2 s"— e^ — ^;

+ 12-,876650 . sin. (3 r^t— 2 n't + 3 s'"— 2 s

— 0',352399 . sill. (3 n'^t— 2n-t+3 1'"— 2 s

+ P,287482 . sin. (4 rrt— 3 »'^ + 4 .=''— 3 s

— 0% 1 72892 . sin. (4 7i"t— 3 m" i + 4 '"— 3 ^

+ 0',356627 . sin. (5 /i"'i_ 4 m" i + 5 s'^— 4 s

— 0%083] 89 . sin. (5 n'7— 4 M^i + 5 s-— 4 -

the other large terms of [4392] are computed. The variations of the remaining ones are too

small to be noticed.
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(i+f^'O

ir"=(l+M.O

0', 123506 . sin.
(n'-'t + £^'—

•n")

— 0',235240 . sin.
(n'''t + s" — ra")

— 0',533079 . sin. (2 71"'^ — n"/ + 2 s" — e" —
a'")

+ 0', 102673 . sin. (2 n"/— n^'t + 2 £"' — s"— a")

— 0',127963 . sin. (3 n'7 —2 w''<+ 3 s^'—2^"— a'')

0,00002061 1 1 . COS. (n'H + s"— a")

. 0,0000795246 . cos. (n" t+i"
—

^")

4- 0,0000492096 . cos. (n" i + £'— a''
)

— 0,0002922 130. COS. (2 ?ri— n"t + 2s''— t"—z^'^

I + 0,0001688085 . cos. (2 n" i— n'H + 2 s^_ 2s"'—«;
— 0,0004584483 . cos. (3 if 1— 2 n"'t+ 3 a^— 2 £''— a'"

+ 0,0009047822 . cos. (3 n"i— 2 n'7+ 3s'— 26*'— ^^

|-f 0,0001259429.cos. (4n'«
— 3n''< + 46'— 33'"— 73'^

0,0002424413 . cos. (4 n'i— Sirt + 4'-"— 3-='^— ^'

+ 0,0000268383 .COS. (5 71' i— 4M'7 + 5 £"—46"— ra-

— 0,000051 6048 . cos. (5 «"/ — 4n'''^ -f 5 £^— 4s''— ^^

+ 0,0000579151 .COS. (2 n'7— 7ft-{-2i'''— s^— z,'"

0,0001346530 . cos. (3 n"t— 2nU + S s'"— 2 s'- ^'^

Inequali-
lies de

{tending on
the first

power of
the eicec-
tricitica.

[4393]

Inequalities depending on the squares and products of the excentricities

and inclinations*

P,003681 . sin. {n't + irt + -=' + 5'" + 45''29'"220
— 5\578707 . sin. (2 n't + 2=' + 15'' 56™ 24')

+ ll',724245 . sin. {Sn't
— n^'t + Si"— i"+ 79'' 39™ 48')

,

— 18',075283 . sin. (4«'/
— 2m''/ + 45"— 25'"— 57" 12-" 26') \

oVi.7.

.^=(,+..).;

+(,69;265896-,.0^004277).si„.(^-;-4»:;;+^,j-^) j

'

I + P,647140 . sin. (6 n'i— 4 71''t+ 6 £'-43"- 54''25'"48') {

+ 2',476404. sin.
(

71't— n" t + b"— £"' + 43''17'"0P)
]— 6',287997 . sin. (2 n'i— 2 n'U + 2 s'- 2 s'" + 42"40'"44^) i

Inequali-
ties of the
second

[4394]

•
(2649) The calculation of the six first terms in [4394] is made in exactly the same

way as for Mercury, in [4282a— i]. The coefBcient of the angle 3 n"f— 5 nU, being [4394a)
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These two last inequalities being connected with the two following,
[4395]

^
82-,811711.sin. (rf t — n'" t + i"—

b'^)
~^

^^ ^

^
—204',406374 . sin. 2 (n't

— n'" t + i'—
i") ^

'

which are found in [4388], among the terms independent of the excentricities,

produce the terms,*

C— 84',628936.sin. (n'^^— n''f + s"'— s'— 1''08"'53') )

( + 209',098224 . sin. (2n'7—2n7+2£'^—2.=^— 1''09'"580 $

Then we have [4394f/],
Inequali-

^ecLl"" / 0,000082241 5 . cos. (2 if ^ + 2 e" + 1 1 ''00"' 5&)
order. /

' \ ' i /

+ 0,0000226252. cos. (3 n-t— vrt + 3 e^— £"—21 ''47"' 18')

[4397] 6f''={\+
i>.').[

—0,0001010533. cos. (4 jr<-2/ri-f4 3''—2c-"_51"04"'04')

-(0,0021 H4502-^0,00000005323).cos.(^;;:-!:r;;^J;-^)— 0,0000652204. cos. (2 m'7—2/j'7+2 e'_ 2 £*'+ 54''08"'52')

If we connect the last of these inequalities with the following,

—
(1 +p-^) . 0,0028966200. cos. 2 (n^i

— n'^t + £"—
£'") ;

[4398]

which is found in [4389], among the terms that are independent of the

excentricities, we obtain the equivalent expression,

[4399]
ar"'= — (1+ ,'x'')

. 0,0029251892.cos.(2n"'<
— 2«:y + 2£'''—2£^— 1''02"'08').

The preceding inequalities of 6 w'% are calculated by the formulas [3711,

3715, 3728, 3729] ; excepting, however, that which depends on the angle

[4400] Sn^t — 5 n"^
; observing that bn"— 2^'", is a very small coefficient, as

appears from the ratio which obtains between the mean motions of Jupiter

large, its variations must be noticed and computed by the method pointed out in

[43946] [4017
—

4021]. The other coefficients are less than 32%4, and tlieir variations are

neglected, as in [4389', &c.]. The two last terms of [4394] correspond to [3729, 3728] ;

[4394c] using i=±l, or i^±2; the values of JV being found, by means of the formulas

[3753
—

3755'"], and the corresponding terms are to be connected togi3ther, like those

depending on M, in [4282A
—

/]. In like manner, the four first terms of [4397] are

[4394(fJ deduced from [3711]; the last term from [3728]; noticing always the variations of the

elements in the greatest coefficients, as is done with the terms of '5 ti.

[4306o]
*

(2650) This computation is made in the usual manner, as in [4380f/].
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[4400'J

[4401]

and Saturn [4076/i] ;
so that tlie angle Sn'^t— 5 n't diflers but very little

from n'^t, as in [3712, &c.] ;
in consequence of which, we have used the

formulas [3714, 3715], in computing this inequality, by the method given

in [4017
—

4021].

Inequalities depending on the powers and products of three and Jive

dimensions of the excentricilies and inclinations of the orbits^

and on the square of the disturbing force.

The great inequality of Jupiter, is calculated by the formulas

[3809—3868; 3910—4027]. We find, from [3836—3841],

a\ M(») = — 5,2439100 . m'
;

«^M"'= 9,6074688. m^
a\ M<-> = — 5,8070750 . m"

;

a\M'-'^^ 1,1620283. OT';

«'. iJ7(^) = — 0,6385781 . m^
a\ 3f'^ -= 0,3320740 . m\ ii""!-'/-' ties of the

Hence we find, at the epoch 1750,* «"'"•

a\P= 0,0001093026;

a\ P'=— 0,00 1 0230972. [4402]

We must find the values of the same quantities in 2250 and 2750. For

this purpose it is necessary to determine the values of e'", e", t^'", «", ;, n,

in series, ascending according to the powers of the time
; continuing the

series so far as to include the second power of t. We must, in the first
^ '

place, calculate, by the formulas [3910— 3924], the secular variations of

6 e'", i e", 6 ~", 6 a", depending on the square of the disturbing force
;
and

we shall obtain, for these variations,t

*
(2651) The values of n^' P, a'F [4402], are deduced from [3842, 3843] ; adding

four accents to the letters m, a, e, -a, m', n', e
, &c. to conform to tlie present [4-102o]

notation, and then using the numerical values [4061, 4077, 4079, 4080, See.].

t (2652) The value of (5c''' [4403], is computed from the part of (5 e [3910], depending

on the time t, without the signs of sine and cosine ; adding four accents to the letters

m, a, c, ?«', «', e, 8ic. to conform to the case now under consideration. 6 is'" [4403], is
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[4403]

[4404]

[4405]

ie'" = t. 0',052278 ;

ci^-= ^.0%352941;

ie" ^ — i.0',102763;

6 ^' = t. 3',242722.

The coefficients of t, in these expressions, represent the parts of —
,

-—
,

—
,
—

[4404a, &,c], depending on the square of the disturbing force.*

Adding them respectively to the parts of the same quantities, determined in

[4246, 4247], we obtain the entire values in 1750,

'^^ = 0^329487 ;

dzi'"—- = 6',952808 ;
dt

'

^ = _ 0',642968 ;
dt

'

— = 19',355448.
dt

obtained from the like parts of &tz [3911]. The expressions ^ c", (5 •a" [4403], are deduced

from [3922, 3923], by making the same additional number of accents to the letters, and

then substituting the values of these elements [4061, 4077,4079, &ic.].

*
(2653) We have, as in [4330«], e'^ z=^ e'^ -\- 1 .

~
-\- I t". ~^; e" in the second

member, being the value of e'', at the epoch ;
and by putting for e'"— e'"', its value ^c'",

we get,

[44046] U^'':=t.~ + lt\^^.
In like manner we have,

[4404c] U^^tZ-^+it^'-^^+Uc; ,.^ ^t . "^+ U'^'-j^ +Uc.

The coefficients of t, ht^, in the second members of these expressions, correspond to the

epoch. The coefficients of the first power of t, in these expressions, are composed of two

parts, namely, those computed in [4246,4247], and those depending on the square of the

f4404rf] disturbing masses, computed in [4403]; the sums of the corresponding parts give the

coefficients, respectively, as in [4405]. Thus,

^= 0%052278 + Ax0%554418= 0V329487, &c. as in [4405].
at

[4404a]
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We obtain, by the same method, their values in 1950, and find, at this epoch,*

'^'" = 0',326172;
di

d-ai"

dt

de'

dt

dvs"

17

= 7',053178;

= _ 0%648499 ;

= 19%424739.

From these we get, as in [3850, &c. 3850c], the following expressions of

c'% ra'', e', Ts"
;

for any time Avhatever ;

e'' = €'" + (. 0^329487— t". ,0000082871

ra'" = ^''' + / . 6 ,952808 + t\ 0',0002509259 :

e" =6" — t. 0',642968 — f~. 0',00001 38275 :

^^ = ^^ + ^- 19',355448 + f: 0',0001 732274:

the values of e", n'", e', ra% in the second members of these equations,

correspond to the year 1750.

[4406]

General
values of

TO", m\

[4407]

[4407']

[4406a]

*
(2654) The calculation of the annual variations of the elements [4406], for the year

1950. is made in the same manner as in [4405], using the expressions of e'", e', «'", to',

corresponding to 1950. These elements are obtained, very nearly, by means of the annual

decrements [4405], which give, with sufficient accuracy, the required values, when t does

not exceed 200. Thus the increment of e'", corresponding to t = 200, is

200X0%3294S7=65',8 nearly [4405];

being the same as the term depending on the first power of t, in the expression of e''' [4407].
The term depending on t^, in this last expression, is very small, being represented by

— 2002 X o',0O00OS2S7 1 =— 0',3 nearly ;

which is about ^tst^ part of the term corresponding to the first power of t. Similar remarks

maybe made relative to the values of e'', tn'', s". If these calculations were to be repeated,
in consequence of any changes in the assumed values of the masses of the planets, we could

take into consideration the parts depending on t-, as they are given in [4407] ;
and by this

[4406rf]

means we might obtain, by successive operations, corrected values of the elements. This

process is the same as that so frequently used by astronomers, in re-touching and correcting
the elements of the orbits of the heavenly bodies.

[44066]

[4406c]

Now, from [3850f], we have. 2dt^ TiJiT) It IT in which we must substitute

lor ---—
, its value 0',326I72 [4406] ;

also for — , its value 0',329487 [4405] ; hence
[4406e]
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We may find the values of 7, n, by means of the equations,*

7 . sm. n = 9" . sin. &"—
<?'". sin. 6"

;

f^^°^^
y . COS.n = (p" . COS. 6"— 9'\ COS. 6'\

Then we compute the values of -~, — , by taking the differentials of

J , . • r f''P'" f^'P' '^^^ ^^''
I 1

[4408] these equations, and substitutmg for ——
,

—
, -j- ,

—
,

then- values

[4246, 4247]. We find, in this manner, in 1750,

7= IMS"' 30';

n= 125'' 44'" 34';

^''''^ ^ = - 0-,000106;
dt

^ =— 26,094133.
dt

The formulas [3935, 3936] give, for the secular variations of 7 and n,

depending on the square of the disturbing force,

67= i. 0,0001 84;

on = — i.0',00763.

If we add the coefficients of t, in these equations, to those in the preceding

[4410]

values of —
,

— [4409], we obtain, for the complete values of these
dt dt

^ -^ '

quantities in 1750,

[440C/] we get ^"TTi-
= '

^^
=— 0'..000008287. Substituting this value of —

g,
and

that of — [4405], in t'^ [4404ff], we get the first of the equations [4407]. The values

[440(jg'] p|- ^iv^ gv^ ^v^ g,.g fo;,nfi in the same manner, changing e'" [4404«,4406e], successively,

into w'^, t", -a", and using the values [4405,4406].

*
(2655) The equations [4408] are similar to those in [4282o], adding four accents to

'
'"

ip, ^, <?', ^', to conform to the present case
;
and changing tang.ip'", tang.(p^, into o", 9*,

respectively, on account of their smallness. In this case 7 [-3739] represents the tangent

of the inclination, or very nearly the inclination itself, of the orbit of Saturn to that of

Jupiter; and n [3746], the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of Saturn upon

that of Jupiter. Substituting in [4408] the values of 9'', 6'\ 9", ()', [4082, 4083], we

get 7, n [4409]. Then taking the differentials of [4408], and substituting the preceding

values of 9'", r, kc. ;
also those of (^9", d&", dsf", f/<)' [4246, 4247], we get the two

last equations [4409], by making a few reductions.

[44096]

[4409c]
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'-^ = O',000078 ;

(li

[4411]

11^= -26', 101 764.
dt

We find, by the same process, in 1950,

=— 0',001487;
dy
dt

[4412]

-26',402056.
dt

Hence we obtain, by the method in [3850
—

3853], for any time whatever t* i"Hirmt!oi.

} , and

7 = 7 + i . 0',0O0078 — r\ 0',000003913 ; [4413]

n=n— ^ . 26',1017G4— t-. 0,000750731. [441:3]

longitude

The values of j, n, i?i the second members of these equations, correspond to n. of the

1750. This bein£^ premised, we f\nd in 2250,\ u=<-en.iing
ni.ilei.flho

«'. P = — 0,000080 189; tL:!
[4414]

a\ P'= —0,001006510; „;„„, j
and m 2/o0,

a\ P = — 0,000260997 ;

a\ P'= — 0,000954603-
[4415]

*
(2656) If we cliange the symbols 7, IT [4412], for the year 1950, into 7,, 11,

respectively, and leave those in [4411], corresponding to the year 1750, without accents, we

shall have, as in [4406e],

dd 7 (.^7, dy

2dt^~'""'tdt
— —l^^ixs.l—O'.fiOhiSI — 0',00007S}=— O',00000:391.3 ; [4413„]

also,

l^3
=

Ti^4"rfT'~7rl
=

*^^-^~'^'~''''^°-°'*^ + ^*^''^^^'^'^^ =-0',00075073. [4413(.]

Substituting these and the values of [4411], in the general expressions of 7, IT [4404a],

namely,

y=y-\-t. -f-4-it^'. —^, n = n+t .-^4-it^.—-, raan^-i' ' '

(/<
' -

(/(-•'
^

dt
^

dt^
' [441JCJ

we get [4413,4413']; observing that the values, in the second members, correspond to the

year 1750.

t (2657) The values of a\ P, cC.P', are given in [3842,3843], in functions of

e\ e", zi'", zi", 7, n, &c.
;
and their values in 1750, have already been given in [4402]. [^-H'"!
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Hence we deduce, by the method of [3850—3856],*

a\ '^^= — 0,000000387666 ;

[441G]

rt^ '— = — 0,000000002145 ;dt '

a\ '-4i = 0,<)00000000034734 :

dt^

.. ddP'
„ .

, =0,000000000141280.
dt^

The part of Sv'% given in [4023], is,t

[441^ \
)

( dP'
,

2a<\ddP )
, , „ . ddP'i

,_ 6m\n''Z ji'^ '(
'

dt^('yn^-— 2n<'').dr^y'-
' "

rfr^~
[ryiV -2n"f'\ 2a'-. dP' Sa'^ddP

ftiv P
(5 n'—2n").dt (5 n-~2n"f.dfi

)> .coa.l5nH—2n'H+5!'' -2;''

,

C . dP 2a'-:ddP' ? , , „ i,ddP[
,

,

"f r (/< [^n-—2n").dt^S'^
'

'dfi
Great • ^ ^ ' -^

iiief[u;ility.

This becomes, l)y reduction to numbers,

i y'^=(1263%799671— < . 0%00S418 — i^. 0^000019247) . sin. (5 nH— 'i, n"t + 5s^— 2 e'M

[44181

_|_ (1 19'-,526951— t . 0%4736S6 + i^. 0',00007856r2) . cos.(5 u''t— 2 n"t + 5 j^'— 2
;'").

The great inequality of Jupiter includes several other terms
; thus, it

contains, in [3844], the expression, t

To obtain a\P, n\ P' in 2250 [4414], we must put <=500, in [4407,4413,4413'],

[44146] and substitute the corresponding values of e''', -us'", &c. in [3842, 3843]. In like manner,

by putting t= 1000, we get their values in 2750 [4415].

*
(2058) The values of a'.P [4402,4414,4415], being substilutcd, respectively,

[441(w] for P, P^, P,^, in [3856], give the values of «^'^f, «\-^[4416]. In liiie manner,
U t (It'-'

from o\ 7^' [4402, 4414,4415], we get tlie terms depending on tlie differentials of P' [4416].

t (2659) Tlie formula [4417], is tlie same as in [4023], increasing the accents on the

[4418o] elements m, a, e, k.c. m, a', e', &c. by /o^v, to conform to the case under consideration.

Substhuting in [4417], the values [4402, 44 10], it becomes as in [4418].

r441<)al i (2060) Tlie expression [4419] includes the third and fourtli fines of S v" [3844], the

accents being increased as in tiie last note.
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( «iv 2_ ('!JL ) . eos. (5 n't — 2 7i'H + 5 s"— 2
e'v)

6tj"= < >• 4419]"•^
c: ,,v o ,,iv N /dP\ >

To reduce it to numbers, wo must calculate the values of "'"•
{~j-^ J

'^

a"'. [ —;—-- I, Sec; and we find,

'= ^"-'^ ^ =_ 26,46390 . ?«^
da'

da'"
= 65,75870 . nf

;

[4420]

fl'^
( If^ )

=— 50,22714 . m"
;

\ da" J

«va. f^A 1 2,14696. »r;
V d o'" J

«v2,
('^^'^

= — 6,75963 . m^ ;

.v^fV^'L 4,13173. ».-.

From these we deduce the values of f^^ -^ ), «'". -;
—

I, &;c.
;
which

\ d a" J yda" J

are necessary in the theory of Saturn, l)y
means of the general equation of

homogeneous functions [1001rt],t

^'-h^ + «^ •

h7;:7-H - -^^'' •
[4421]da'" J \ da

*
(2661) The accents being increased as in [4418a], the formulas [.3336

— 3841] give the

valuesof a''M^''\ «'Jlf''\ &c. in terms of a=—
, J,, 6,, &c. and tlieir differentials.

Taking the partial diflcrcntials of these expressions relative to «'", and sulistituting tiie values
[4420a]

{2) (3)

[4202-4211], we get [4420]. Observins; tiiat t,, by, &c. are functions of a [964], and

if we represent anv one of tliem by b, its partial differential, relative to a'" . will be.

lb \ /db\ / do.\ /db\ 1

t (2662) The general values of Jlf'"', .1/"', ili^^', M'-'\ M'-'^'', i»i<5>

[3836£/, 3S37c, 3838/;
,
3840/i

, &c.] ,
are composed of functions of n'% a\ of the fonns,
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Hence we find, in 1750,*

'"''"

'^''"Tv) •cos.(5?i^i— 2«i>7+5£^— 2i'^)

[4422]

[4423]

[4424]

= — 1 7^228862 . sin. (5 n'' t—27ri + 5s-'— 2 s")

+ 5',360016. COS. (5 7ft— 2 n'-'i + 5 ^—2^-') ;

and in 1950, it becomes,

— 16',836801 . sin. (5 7ft— 2 n'" t + 5 i"- 2
s'^)

+ 6'-,449839 . cos. (5 ift — 2 71" t + 5 £^— 2
s'^).

Hence we obtain the following value of this function, for any time whatever t,

6 «-= _ (17',228862
— /. 0%001960) . sin. (5 7ft— 2 n"t + 5 ^"—2

e'^')

+ (.5',360016 + t . 0',005449) . cos. (5 )ft — 2 71" t + 5 .-^— 2 i'').

[4425]

all of which are homogeneous, and of the order —
1, in ct'",

a' [1001', 1007'] ;
i

being any integral number. Hence the general value of Jli*'' is also homogeneous, and of

the degree
—

1, in «'% a''; and the formula [lOOlcr], by changing A, a, «', m, into

M'-'\ 0'% a\ — 1 becomes as in [4421].

*
(2663) Tlie values of nf h" P, vfa^P', are found as in [4402«], by increasing

[4422a] the accents of tlie elements in [3842, 3843] by /ow;-. Taking tlie partial differentials of

these expressions, relative to «", we obtain tlie values of,

[«22i]
'"^«^-G;^)' '«^«^-G;^.

expressed in fonctions of a'*', c'", &:c. «^', c", See. and of the terms [4420]. Substituting

these in [4419, or 4422], we get [4423], corresponding to the year 1750. Repeating this

calculation, with elements computed for the eijoch 1950, it becomes as in [4424] ; observing
[4422cl .

that the functions [4420], must also be computed and taken for the year 1950. Comparing

the numerical coefficients of the terms [4423, 4424], we find the increments, in 200 ye.irs,

to be respectively represented by,

— 16^8.36801 + 17',22SS62= 0',392061,

[4422d]
and

G',449339 — 5,360016 = P,089823.

Dividing these by 200, we get the annual increments, or the coefficients of /, as in the general

expression of dv'" [4425].
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The great inequality of Jupiter [3844] contains also the term,*

iv"'= —
}^
He", sin. ( bWt— 2 71'" t + 5 e^— 2 £*'—a" + A) ;

which, in 1750, is equal to,

0',820290 , sin. (5 nU—2n'''t + 5 ;"— 2
£'")

— 1%837963 . cos.(5 nU—2 n'" < + 5 s"— 2
£'") ;

and in 1950, is,

0%701624 . sin. {5 n't— 2 n" t + 5 ."— 2
e'^)

— l'',840958 . COS. (5 li-t— 2 n"'t + 5 i'— 2
e'").

Hence we find, that for any time whatever t, this term is represented by,

6 «;'"= (C,820290
— ^ 0',000593) . sin. (5 n't— 2 irt + 5 s^— 2 e")

—
(l',837963 + t . 0,000015) . cos. (5 ift— 2 n"t + 5 s'— 2 h'")-

To determine the part of the great inequality of Jupiter, depending on the

products of five dimensions of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits,

we have computed, by the formulas [3860—3860'"], the values of iV'°\ iV''',

&c. for the two epochs 1750 and 1950, and have found.

In 1750.

a\m^^ 0,00000135044

a\m^= 0,00000789719

«\A^(=) = _ 0,00001 98552

a\m^= 0,0000175127

a\ m-i =— 0,0000066540

a\ iV<^)= 0,0000009277

avjy(C)^ 0,0000003618

a\ TV'"' = 0,0000003643

a\ iV(«' = — 0,0000001720

a\ 7V^''' = 0,0000000730.

In 1950.

rt^iV*'"^ 0,00000129983

a\m^= 0,00000754771

a\ iV'-) = — 0,0000196012

a\N^^^== 0,0000172415

a\ N^''> = — 0,0000066551

n\N^'),= 0,0000009408

a\ iV'«) = 0,0000003562

a\ iV'"' = 0,0000003460

u\ N^'^ = — 0,0000001712

a\ iV(»' = 0,0000000732.

[4426]

[4427]

[4428]

[4429]

Terms of
the fiflh

orde r on

f, e', y.

[4430]

*
(2664) The term [4426] is tlie same as that depending on — \Ile, [3344], accenting

the symbols asm [4402a]. In this case 11 denotes the coefficient of,
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By means of these values* we have computed the corresponding inequality in

[4430] Saturn, in [4487]. Multiplying it by the factor —
^~l7y~^

we obtain the

following inequality of Jupiter,!

6 v""= — (12 ,536393— t . O',001755) . sin. (5 ift— 2 7^ ^ + 5 £"— 2 s")

+ (8 ,120963 + t . 0^004885) . cos.(5 n't— 2 n'" t + 5 £>— 2
e'^).

Lastly, we have computed, by the method in [4003], that part of the great

inequality of Saturn, which depends on the square of the disturbing force,

[4431'] and is of a sensible magnitude. Then we have deduced from it the

corresponding inequality of Jupiter, by multiplying it by rryi; '>
which

gives, for this last inequality, the following expression,t

[4426a] COS. (5 nt — 3 ?t < + 5 e'— Ss -\-Jl),

in the expression [3814], corresponding to Jupiter. Computing the value of — | He'', for

[44266] the years 1750, 1950, as in [4427,4428], we obtain its annual increment, and the general

value [4429].

*
(2665) The signs of all the terms in [4430, 4431], are different in the original work j

[4430a] we have changed them, in order to correct the mistake in the signs mentioned in

[3860a].

t (2666) Changing, in [1208], ,g, ^',
into ^V", Sv", which represent, respectively, the

corresponding parts of the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, we get, by using

the notation of [4402a],

[44306] 6v"'=— --%"^- . S iv.

[4430c] Substituting in this, the values ?n'', 7n\ a'", a", '5 j;' [4077, 4079, 4487], we get [4431].

X (2667) We have already mentioned in [4006<
—

4007f/] the difficulties which occurred

in computing this part of the great inequality of Jupiter, and have also observed, that the

' "' numbers given by the author, in [4432], are inaccurate
;
the chief coefficient having a wrong

sign, as Mr. Pontecoulant found by computing the most important terms, depending on the

,...,. arguments contained in the table [4006»], numbered from 1 to 10, and from 1' to 10'.

The parts of 5 t)'% corresponding to these terms, are given in [4431/], from the abstract,

printed by Mr. Pontecoulant, in the Connaissan':e Jcs Terns, for 1833
; using, for brevity, the

[4431c]
syjj,]3oi X,= 5 n''( — 2 n'^'t + 5 s^— 2 s'' [3890i] . The first line of the function [4431/]

[4431(/] is produced by the term 3 (rff. (?i
dt.dll ./d II) [5844] ;

the other lines arise from the

products of the quantities in the table [4000i(], marked with the numbers on the same lines
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61)"= ( 1^641663— i . 0',004688) . sin. (5n't
— 2n"'t +82^-— 2i'')

—
(18',461954 + t . 0',001515) . cos. (5 n't— 2 n'"t + 5 s'— 2

s-).

[4132]

respectively. The sum of all these terms is given in [443 lif] ;
and it differs essentially from

that of La Place, in [4432] ; particularly in the term depending on cos. T5 ,
which has a

different sign, though it is nearly of tlie same numerical value
;

an error in the sign having

been discovered in the original minutes of the numerical calculation of La Place.

^ y-'= -j- 0',02489 . sin. T5+ 0',0()2C6 . cos. T5

1 +0%0S628 . sin. T5— 0S01857 . cos. T5

1' — 2',00454 . sin. T5 + U%43757 . cos. T5

2 + 0^07587 . sin. T5 + 0%0S197 . cos. T5

2' + 0',39242 . sin. T^ + (K,22555 . cos. T^

3 + 0',28829 . sin. T5 + 0% 19273 . cos. T5

3' — 0%71831 . sin. T^
— r,5S65S . cos. 3^5

4 — 0',14G19 . sin. T^— 0^,09422 . cos. Tj

5 — 0,76290 . sin. T^ + 0S77529 . cos. T^

6, 6' + 2%16304 . sin. T5 4-16',97139 . cos. T5

7, r =2, + 6--,62968 . sin. T^— -,80829 . cos. T^

7,1= 1,
— 2,494.38 . sin. Tj— 0-,92192 . cos. T^

8, i= 2, + 0^.226 1 3 . sin. T^ — 0',53472 . cos. T^

= 3-',76028 . sin. 7^ +14',7228C. cos. 75 .

In computing these numbers, the mass of Saturn is supposed to be, as in [4061(7], equal to

3¥T?; instead of aXb^^ri used by Ija Place [40G1]. To compare them with La Place's

calculation [4432], given below, in [4431A], we must increase the coefficients [4431^], in

the ratio of 3512 to 3359,4 ; by which means they will become as m [4431iJ ; the temis

depending on t, t^, being neglected ;

5 «''= 3%93109 . sin. T^ + 15^39164 . cos. T5 ;

5 V'''= P,64166 . sin. 1\— 18',46195 . cos. T5 .

The difference of the two expressions [4-131(', A-],
which we shall denote by C"', is a

correction, to be applied to the formula [4433 or 4434] ;
and we shall have,

O'= 2',28943 . sin. T5 + 33%S5359 . cos. T5.

We may remark, that the number of terms of the forms 7 to 10, and 7' to 10', [400Ci(],

is infinite
; but it is only necessary to notice a few of them, in which S r, S v, 5 r', or S v',

have sensible \alues. IMoreover, the terms depending on 5 s, were not computed by Mr.

Pontecoulantjwhen he published the above results. The effects of the correction C"' [4431/],

of the terms depending on 5 s, and of other quantities of a similar nature, are taken into

consideration in book x. chap. viii. [9037, Sec] ;
where the final results of all these

calculations, relative to the inequalities of the motions of Jupiter and Saturn, are given.

[4431e]

Terms of
the order
of the

square of
the dis-

turbing
forces.

[4431/]

[4431^]

[443U]

[4431!']

[4431t]

Correction
of the

great ine-

quality.

[4431i]

[4431m]

[4431n]

[4431o]

[4431;,]

[443I5]
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Now, if we connect the several parts of the great inequality of Jupiter, we
shall obtain, for its complete value,*

r (1261%569155—<.0',013 195— ^2 0.^000019:247). sin.(5«^7—2;i''7+5;'—2£")-

[4433] (l+p.')J+ (96^466083—^0',474651+<2 0.^000078564).cos.(5«^Y—2n'7+5;^—2Ei>)]

(+ function O" [4431/] -{-2&V' [4431]

If we reduce these to one single term, by the method in [4024—4027"], we

ineTaiit
shall obtaiu, for 6 v'", tiie following expression,

S(1265',251781-^0',0370904-^=0',000036669).sin.(
^ ^ \l

[4434] (H^')-^
V-<.77;C53+ i2.o.,012581 A.

(+ function C'" [4431/] +2(5 j;i- [4431] )

This inecpiality may require some correction, on accotint of the coefficient i^",

depending on the value of the mass of Saturn
;
and also on account of the

[4434'] slight imperfection in the assumed value of the divisor (5 n'— 2 n)~ ;
a long

series of observations will remove this small source of error. We must cipply

this great ineqtiuliiy to Jupiter^s mean motion, as we have seen in [4006"].

The square of the disturbing force produces also, in 5 v'", the inequality

[3890],

[4435]
5 «" = —

. ~-^ . sin. (double argument of the great inequality) ;

which, in numbers, is,

[44.36] iv" =— 13,238897 . sin. (double argument of the great inequality) ;

we must also apphj the inequalitij of a long period to the mean motion of

Jupiter.

The inequality [3921],

[4437] 6v"=^ i .

^^ '»'V""-+ 4 mV«- )
^ Jj^ ^j^ n-t—^Qn't+ b .>—10 s-—i? -A),

m" s/a"
^

reduced to numbers, becomes,

[4438] 6 If"= — 4',024751 . sin.
(.5

n'" / —10 «-/ + 5 s''—10 j" + SI"* 21"- 55').

*
(2668) The expression [1433], is tlie sum of the terms contained in the fimctions

[4413,4425,4429,4431,4432] muhiplied by (l+ p/). Thenjiy computing this expression

for the times, i = 500, and ^^^1000, we may reduce tlie wlioic to one term, as in

[4434], by the method explained in [4024—4027"].
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We have also, in [3844], the inequality,*

^ «" = I . Ke". sin. {brVt
— 4 n" i + 5 £^— 4 s'" + 1^'" + 5) ; [4439]

and by reducing it to numbers, it becomes,

6 v'" = 10',084660 . sin. (4 n" t — 5 71" t -\- 4^ s'" — 5 8"+ 45'' 21 "44') ; [4440]

if we connect this with the two inequalities [4392],f

P,097613 . sin. (5 71" t— 4< iV" t + 5 s"— 4 s^"— ^")

— 2',781664 . sin. (5 n't— 4 rrt + 5 £"— 4 s'^—
-/) ;

we obtain the single equivalent ex])ression,

6 ^i" = (1 -1- i^")
. 1 P,506190 . sin. (4 n'" t —5 n" t + ^s^"— 5^"+ 58''00'"36^). [4442]

We have seen, in [3773], that the expression of d.Sv'" contains a secular

inequality, depending on the equation,

*
(2669) The inequality [4439], is the same as the last of [3844], augmenting the

accents of e, n, 11, Sic. to conform to the present example. The term K, which occurs

in tills expression is, by [3824—3326], equal to the constant term of the coefficient of the

part of [4394], depending on the angle 3 n"t — 5 if t
;
or rather on the angle oift— 3?i"'<.

This part being nearly equal to

— 1 G9',2G5895 . sin. (5 ?j^ ^— 3 v}'t+ 5 1"— 3 s^^— 55''40™ 49'). [44396]

If we compare this with [3826], putting z= -5, we get,

A'= — 169',265895; .B=— 55"* 40" 49^; [4439c]

and by [4081], :s'''= 10'^ 21™ 4"
; hence,

ra'>-+ 5 =— 45'' 1 9" 45' ; [4439rf]

and [4439] becomes,

J.^re'^sin. (Sji''^
— 4 ?r < + 5e' — 4 s''— 45"^ 19'"45')

=—
|-

. Z e'\ sin. (4 n^t — 5 n" t + 4 s'"— 5 i^'
-\- 45'' 19" 45').

Substituting in this, the value of K [4439c], and that of c" [4080], it becomes nearly as

in [4440].

t (2670) These inequalities are found in tlie ninth and tenth lines of [4392], with a

slight and unimportant variation in the first coefficient. These terms [4441] may be [4440a]

connected with [4440], and reduced to one tenn, of the form [4442], by the method given

in [4282^—/].
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(it 8 "^ ' -*

^ \ da^^ J
'

\da"^ J
'

\(iu'^3/3

Hence we deduce,*

[4444] '^-jf=
— 23%9441 . e''2_ 27',7951 . e'^+ 42',9296 . e". e\ cos. (^^— w'^).

[4444']
f^<2 j»i«?/ neglect the constant j)art of the second member of this equation,

%ohich is confounded with the mean motion of Jupiter, and then we shall have,t

*
(2671) We have, as in [3756(/, ^/],

2 2 2 2 2 2

[4443a] /ii" -I-/'" =e'% ]V
-\-

l'' z= e
,

Ir h'~\- I"' !-' ^i e'" c'. cos. (zi'-— zs").

Substituting these in [4443] ; also the values of A'-''\ A^^\ and their differentials, in

terms of b
^, and its differentials [996

—1001]; then the values of these quantities

[4202, Sic] ;
we finally get the expression [4444].

f (2672) We shall put E for the general expression of the second member of [4444],

corresponding to any value whatever of t, and E for its value when t= 0; then substituting

the values e'", e\ ra'", to" [4407], we shall obtain,

[4445a] '^' = ^ = E + ^-^+^'^- [4444,4445a].

Multiplying this by dt, and integrating, supposing Sv'''= when i= 0, we get,

[44454] Svi-^-£t + i.~.i^-\-hc.

of which the first term E/, may be neglected, being confounded with the mean motion of

Jupiter ;
then we have, by neglecting t^, t^, h.c.

[4445c]
H'^ = l.-.f~, or ^^ = ^.^,

as m [4445].

The coefficient of t, in the second member of this last expression, represents the differential

of tlie second member of [4444] ,
divided by d t, corresponding to the time of the epoch

1750. Substituting in it the values [4405], and dividing by the radius in seconds 206265',

we get,

[4445rf] -^|P^
=— 0',0000013.f, nearly.

This equation being multiplied by d t, and integrated, gives [4446] ;
no constant quantity

being added, because it is supposed to vanish when i= 0.
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'L^^- o3',9441 .t.2 c\ '^- 27^7951 . / . 2 c^.^
[4445]

+ 42s9296.^5('e.v.li+e^—Ycos.(.v_,.v)_eiv.ev/!l^-i^).sin.^
i\ dt

^

(It J
^ at )

Substituting for ——
, —-, — ,

—
,

tlieir values, given in [4405], and

integrating, we obtain,

iv'" = — t-. 0',000000G5. [4446]

This inequality is insensible in the interval of ten or twelve hundred years,

and even as it respects the most ancient observations that have been handed [4446^

down to us
;
therefore we may neglect it.

It now remains to consider the radius vector of Jupiter. We have found,

in [3845], that the terms depending on the powers and products of the

third degree of the excentricities, add, to the expression of this radius, the

quantity,*

ir'" =— Ha'\ e'\ cos. (5 n't— 2 n"t + 5 s^— 2 s'"— t^'^^ A)

+ Ha'\ &\ cos. (4 n" t— 5n''t + 4> s'"— 5 =^ — iz'^—A) [^447]

Correc-

4 ;»'?("•.«'' a C P.siii. (oH^-f
— 2?i'^<+5 6^— 2s")) 'aTiu/"''

5 M>— 2«- 'l + F'. COS. (5 nU—2 n'U+ 5 s-— 2 s'') )

'

Reducing this function to numbers, we obtain,

.,.iv n^ vA ^-0,0003042733.cos.(5»7— 2m'''^+5.=''—2s-—12^08"'490>—
\^t'^)-\ >' r44481

( + 0,0001001860.cos.(4m'7—5n''i+4s''— 5=-^ + 45''16"'470^

If we connect this expression with the terms computed in [4393],

6r'^=(l+ ,.v)
S 0,0000268383.cos.(5n^^— 4w"-^ + 5s''— 4s-— t.-))

(
— 0,0000516048. cos. (5 «^i— 4n''^ + 5s^— 4s''— ^^) 5

'
^*^^'^

*
(2673) The expression [4447] is composed of the three last teniis of [3345], increasing

the accents as in [438S«]. The value of H is as in [4426«] ; those of P, F, as in

[4402] ; the other elements are given in [4061, 4077, 4079,4080] ; hence the expression
^"^^^"^"^

[4447] becomes as b [4448]. Connecting this with tlie two terms of 5 r'% given in

[4393 or 4449], and reducing by the method [4282A—/], we obtain [4450].
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we obtain the following result,

[4450]
.5 r"=

(1+ 1-'^)
. 0,0000983161 . cos. (4 7i'U— 5 n'^ + 4 ^'— 5 £"— 14''23"' 19').

The semi-major axis «'', which we have used in calculating the elliptical part

[4450] of the radius vector, must be augmented by the quantity ^a'''.m''' [4058].

Adding this to the expression of a'" [4079], we obtain,

[4451] a" = 5,20279108.

Inequalities of Jupiter''s motion in latitude.

34. It follows, from [3931,3931'], that the terms depending on the

square of the disturbing force, add to the values of -—
,

—
,
the following

quantities,*

*
(2674) In deducing the differentials of 5 9, (5 5, &c. from [3931—3932'], in order

[445,a] to find the increments to be applied to the values of -—
^,
—

-, &c. [4246, &c.], we may

consider 5y, (5 IT, (5 9, 5 6, to be the only variable quantities ; or, in other words, we may

neglect the variations of IT, A, 9, y, on account of their smallness. For the expressions

of ^y, 5 IT [3935,3936], which are independent of the periodical angles, are of the order

[44525] »;,'2; consequently their differential coeflicients ~rr ^
—
rp >

are of the s(/??!e order, and

are therefore much greater than the terms arising from the variations of the angles n — &,

in the differentials of the expressions [3931
—

3932'] ;
because these last terms depend on the

[4452c] products Sy.—, ^7-J7j
&ic. which are evidently of the order m"

; since — ,

—
,

[4411] are of the order »»'. Hence the differentials of [3931,3931'] become, bydividing

by d t, and increasing the accents, as in [4388a] ;

[4452,-1 "L—1_ := 1— . .) L
. cos. (n— (^")

— y.—— .sin.fn— r)C;

[4452/] a.—,— = —y—7 7- . ^-—- . sm. (n— r) + 7 .
—-— .cos. n — r)^.

Now, from [4410], we have.

[4452g] 1;^ = 0',000184= ^ ; 1:1I'__0',007G31 =^;
dt

'
t dt t

'

... , r.Arc^ r^ d . 5 Z"' d . 6 d''' ,. ,
,

, . rf 9'"

substitutmg these, m [4452c,/ J, we get,
———

,

——
,

which are changed into
-j-,

[U52h] i^", in [4452, 4453] ; and by using [4452^], also the values of y, n [4409], m'\ m",
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^' _ -"^-V«l_. \ iZ.cos.(n-r) _,.i^ .sin.(n- r) I
; [4452]

^= -m-.^
.^ir.si„.(ir_.-)4-7.-.cos.(n_.r)^-

[4453]

5y, 6n, being computed by the formulas [3931,3931']. Reducing these

functions to numbers, we obtain,

^ __0',000073; [4454]

(It

^ = 0-,000811.
[4455]

rfcp'" dip}"
The first of these expressions must be added to the values of —

, -jr-

d ^'^ d &
"^

[4246], and the second to the values of
-jj-, -j- [4246] ;

hence we

obtain,

— =~0',078213;
dt

'^'= — 0',223251 ;

dt

dS"V = 6',457092 ;

dt

1^'__14',662566.
dt

[4456]

Then we find, by means of the formula [42956],^

a'% a% d''' [-1061,4079,4083], they become as in [4454,4455]. Adding the expression

[4454] to tlie first terms of —— and -—
[4246] ,

we get their values [4456] ;
also [4452i]

d 1^^^ (/ /5
'^

addmg [4455] to the first terms of -— and —^
[4246], we obtain the

at dl

corresponding values [4456].

*
(2675) The terms of 5 s'' [4457] ,

are deduced from those in [4295?>] , by adding

three accents to the symbols m", n', n", s' s", a', a", in order to conform to tiie case

now under consideration, y, n, are as in [4409]. The values of B'~^\=z
-73

• A 3

[1006], are given in [4210,4079].

VOL. III. 75
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/ ,564458 . sin. (n" i -f s'— n") ').

\ + 0',663927 . sin. (2 n't— n"t + 2 =-^— s''— n'") /

[4457] 6s"^(\ +,^').''-|- l-',119782.sin.(3?ri
— 2n''i + 3i^— 2i'^—

n'')^;
] _0',279382. sin. (4 n't — 3 n"t + 4 s"— 3 =-'^—

n'^)

JSt. \
— 0',269 1 30 . sin. (2 r^t ~n't + ^ -="— 3^—

n'^)
latitude.

n'', in this formula, being the longitude of the ascending node of Saturn^s

[4457'] Qj-j)ii ^ipQ)i fjidi oj- Jupiter [42956
—

c]. Lastly, we have, in [3885], the

inequality,*

[4458] 6 5'^ = 3',941680 . sin. (3 n'H— 5 n't + 3 ^' — 5 ;^ + 59^ 30™ 35').

*
(2676) The quantity [4458], is deduced from [3885], reducing both terms to one, as

[4458a]
i„[-42S2A-/].

Before concluding the notes on this chapter, we may remark, that the inequahties of the

motions of Jupiter and Saturn, computed In this book, are corrected by the author in

[5974,Sic], and aftenvards more thoroughly, in book x. chap. vili. [9037,Sic] ; where he has

decreased the assumed value of the mass of Saturn [4061]. He has also computed several

small inequalities, which had not been previously noticed, and has given new forms to some of

the arguments. Finally, the subject of these inequalities has been treated in a wholly different

manner, withafrequentuseof definite integrals, by Professor Hansen, Director of the Observatory

r4458cl
^^ Seeberg, in a memoir, entitled,

"
Untersuchung uebcr die gegenseitigen Siorimgen des

Jupitcrs und Saturns;" which gained, in 1830, the prize of the Royal Academy of Sciences,

of Berlin, relative to the inequalities of these two planets. In this method, the true longitude

is computed by means of the elements coiTCsponding to the invariable ellipsis at the time of the

[4458(/] epoch ; taking instead of t, a function of t, which corrects for the perturbations. As the

inequalities of Jupiter's motion had not been completed by Professor Hansen, when he

[4458e] published this memoir, we may have occasion to refer to it more particularly, after the

completion of his work.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THEORY OF SATURN.

r

35. The equation [4386],

6r'

corresponding to Jupiter, becomes for Saturn,

5/-^=. ^.(1—0.2). 5 v.

Ifwe take for r", and /% the mean distances of the earth and Saturn from

the sun [4079], and suppose 6 ¥"= ± 1"= ±0',324, we shall find,

Sr'^ ±0,000141326.

Therefore we may neglect the inequalities of 6 r", below =F 0,000141.

We shall also neglect the inequalities of Saturn, in longitude and latitude,

which are less than a quarter of a centesimal second, or 0%081.

Inequalities of Saturn, independent of the excentricities*

r+ 3^ 1 56532 . sin. (n" t— ift-^^"— i\

-3r,493729 . sin. 2 (n" t— n't + B'^— i'

— 6',565931 . s'm. 3 (n'" t— n't + s''— s'

— P',965748 . s'm.
4,(11'" t— 7ft + s"— s'

5z?''=(l+f.'^). ^
_ 0S697047 . sm. 5 (n'" t— n" t + «"— s'

— 0',270789 . sin. 6 (w" t— n'i + s" — s^

— 0^1 16291 . sin. 7 (n'H
— ift + a'" —e

— 0',056126 . sin. d(n'U
— n't + £*'— -='

- 0',034097 . sin. 9
(71'"

t— 7ft + s"— s

[4459]

[4460]

[4461]
Terms
which
may be

neglected.

[4462]

*
(2677) These are computed as in [4-277a

—
0], increasing the accents on a, n, n', inc.

so as to confonn to tlie present case.

Inequali-
ties inde-

pondaot of
the ex-
eeotrici-

tiet.

[4463]

[4463a]
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/ + 9',248269 . sin. (n'H
—

—14^451913 . sin. 2(/r7
—

[4463]
[

— 1 ,427 1 60 . sin. 3
(n"'

t—
I
_ 0.3 14960 . sin. 4(«^7—

^ ^ ^
\ — 0,090690. sin. 6

(?j^'<
—

• — ,047444 . sin. 6(m^7
—

— 0,010686. sin. 7
(?i'

7 —
\
_ 0%003942 . sin. 8 {ifH

—
'+ 0,0039077763

+ 0,0081538400. COS. {iV'i-

+ 0,0013838330. cos. 2 (n'"/-

I

+ 0,0003200673 . cos. 3 {n'^t
'

+ 0,0000992632 . cos. 4 {n'"!
-

+ 0,0000355919 . cos. 5
(«'''

t -

I

+ 0,0000135999 .cos. 6 {irt
-

+ 0,0000('55135 .COS. 7 {n'^t
-

+ 0,0000021631 . COS. 8(7r^

[4464] \ + 0,0000006436 . cos. 9
(ti'"

t

n't + e^'— e

nU + s'-'— i

n'^ + E^'—
1l't + e-''— i

Ift + l^'— i

n^t + s^'— i

Inequali-
ties inde-

pendent of

the excen-
tricities.

ir'=(l+(-'0

n't i- s

-n't + i

-ift + i

-n"t +

-«"/ +

-n

-SV)|- n

'- n

'—0,0000137622

+ 0,0001491217. COS. (n" t— n''' t + i" -

- 0,00039499 l6.cos.2(n't
— n'H+ i"-

+ (1 +fj.''i) . /— 0,0000480303. COS. 3(n'-t
— n'''t+ s^-

— 0,00001 \Q20l .cos.4> (n" t— n"t -j- s" -

- 0,0000036280 . cos. 5(n''t
— n"t^ =-.

- 0,000001 2501 . COS. 6 (n't
— n'' t + .-" -

n

-n

Inequalities depending on the first power of the cxcentricities*

We shall here notice the secular variations in the coefficients of those

[4465] inequalities of Saturn, wliich exceed 100", or 32,4; in the same manner

as we have done for Jupiter, in [4389]. Hence we have,

[4466a]
(2678) The inequalities depending on the first power of the excentricities, are

computed in the same manner as for Jupiter [4390«, &c.].
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iiJ»=(l + ,.!'').

+ (l+f^")

VOL. III.

—1P,509517 . sin. (i^t + s'"— ^"3

+ r,258041 . sin. (irt + e'"— ^'^
)

— 2-,064438 .sin, (2 t^t— if t + 2 i"— i" — ^^' )

+ 2'-,672881 . sin. (2 n'^t— rft +2 s"— i" — ^")
— 0',292291 . sin. (3 n'"/— 2 ?r^ + 3 .='"— 2 3"—^")
— 0',223191 . sin. (3 ji'"/ — 2 ?i^^ + 3 ;'"— 2=-" — ^'')

— 0%090633 . sin. (4 trt— 3 ?f i + 4 e'"— Se" — ^")

—
(182%068686

—L 0%010\095) .sm.f_^^''^^J^2i^\

+ (41 7\057741 + 1 . 0',01 38572). sin.
( .^gl-^^^l'^O

+ (34V341627
—t.0%00W06S).sm.f^''^^,~^J'^^^,

— 1 7',6341 64 . sin. (3 n't— 2 ?r / + 3 £^— 2 s"—
^'")

+ 4',795080 . sin. (4 n't— 3 n"t + 4 .=' — 3 £^' — ^^
)

— 2',435410 . sin. (4 rft — S li" t + ^f— Ss'"— i^")

+ r,393612. sin. (5 /^^— 4 ?r/ + 3 s^— 4 =-— ^^)
— 0',703450 . sin. (5 if t— 4 n" ^ + 5 =^— 4 s"—

-a")

+ 0',537161 . sin. (<o if t— 5 n" t ^ G s"— o i'"—
z^')

— ,25651 . sin. (6 ?r t— 5 7i"' f + 6 s^'— 5 i"— 1=")

+ 0v216195.sin. (lift—Grft+ 7 s^— 6 £''—
ra')

—
0', 107342 . sin. (7 ift — 6 n"t + 1 i'—Q ^'— ^^)

,+ r,142398. sin. («"« + £'' — ^')
- P,01 1 647 . sin. {rf' t + .-- — ^-)
—10',033866 . sin. (2 if' t — ift + 2 f' — s^' — :.^-

)

+ 2%766I73 . sin. (2 /t"'/ — ift + 2 .="' — ;^-—
-u^'-')—16',936280 . sin. (3 if't — 2 ifi+ 3 s^'— 2 ;"— ^^

)

+ 25% 153348 . sin. (3 n'H— 2n't+ 3 s^'— 2 e'—
«'')

+ 0',559336 . sin. (4 ift— 3 n" ^ + 4 £''— 3 i'— ^^j^'

)
' — 0-,758225 . sin. (4 if't— 3ift + 4> -=''— 3s'—

zi")— 0,1 87729 . sin. (5 n'H— 4 ?i'<+ 5 .="— 4 s'—
t^^'')— 0%6738 1 7 . sin. (2 w" i— n"'t+ 2 s' — s''— a^'

)

+ r,521577 .sin. (3n''^
— 2M'''f + 3£' —2=^'—:='')

+ 0',151701 . sin. (4nV— 3 n^Y + 4£'' — 3 £"— :=")'

76

Inequali-
ties de-

pending on
the first

power of
theexceo-
trtcities.

[4466]
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^—0,0003422170. COS. (n't + ^^— ^")

- 0,0020775935 . cos. (2 n't— ?rt + 2 s^— £'"— ..^
)

^r'—(\4- '^)
1+ 0'0053861750.cos. (2?*"^

—
M'^^-j-2

5''— £'"—
^'')^^ ~^ ^

^'^+0,0011594872.008. (3 ?*"«— 2 ?r«4- 3 £"—2.-"'—^")

[4467] |— 0,0006217670.cos. (3K^i
— 2w'''/ + 3£'— 2s'"'— ra")

\+ 0,00021 17893 . cos. (4 nU— Q n"t + 4 ^—3^'—-^ ) ,

+ n+ -) ^—0,0003750767. cos. (3 «^'^— 2n^^ + 36"— 23"— ^''))
'

( + 0,0005605490. cos. (3n^Y
— 2/i''/ + 3 £-— 2£^— ^"0 ^

'

Inequalities depending on the squares and products of the excentricities and

inclinations of the orbits*

&fc
/-(64-.847829_<.0.,00362).si„.(^;;^-!f;^+33-^)order. I ^ ^

. )+ 28',526709.sin.(«''^
— jr^ + £'"-«' + 84"' 16"' 430

i -(669',682372-«.0%01 5469).sin.
(^_^^q, lO'^BV+t . 49%5

,,,,,,

'

\— 2',935793.sin.(5n7— 3?r-i+ 5E''— 3^'"— 57''09"'080
[4468]

> ' V

( + 1 ',923552 . sin. (3 n" /— 3 n^i + 3 s^' — 3 ="—
67"54"'43') )

"^ ^ ^

^ +3P,025379 . sin. (3 jr t— n't^S s-— s^—85''34"'120 S

'

If we connect the inequalities depending on n'''t— n''t\ also tliose on

[4468] 3?i"i— ^n^t, with the corresjionding terms which are independent of the

excentricities [4463], we shall obtain for their sum, the following expression,

6 r^= + (1 + ,x-) . 28',967123 . sin.
(ji'^'

t — n't + s'^—
c^-j- 78''03"'13-)

[4469] —
(1 + /x"')

. r',916292 . sin.(3 n"' t— Sn't + S i"— 3 =-+68"27"'07').

Then we have,t

/_0,0011710805.cos.(3n^/— '/ri + 3.=^— e''—
9O'M2'"350)

^r'^^+ ,a'n.|— 0'0005621901.cos.( n"'t— ift+ s^^- i"—83''26"'330 f.

/ +(0,01 51990624-^ .

O,000000.3;370).cos|:j;'j.g, ^J,,, ggT^^^ _ ^g.^^J j

[4468a]
*

(2679) Computed as in [4394rt, &c.], for Ju])lter.

[4470n] t (2680) This computation is made as in [4394r/].
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The inequality of the radius vector, depending on the angle rV" I — ri't,

being connected with the similar term in [4464], which is independent of the ^ '

excentricities, becomes,

i r' = (1 -f M-iO . 0,0081090035 . cos. {iV t — n" < + s'— s"— 3'' 57"- 35'). [4471]

Since 5 n"— 2 n'" is very small, we have computed the inequality depending

on 2 n"'t— 4< n't, by the formulas [3714, 3715]. Moreover, as 3 n''— »'

is very small, we have computed the inequality depending on the angle [44721

Sn^'t— n""^, by the formulas [3711,3718]. For greater accuracy, ive

must apply this last inequality to the mean motion ofSaturn, on account of the

length of its period.

Inequalities depending on the powers and products of three and five

dimensions of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits,

and on the square of the disturbing force.

The most considerable part of the great inequality of Saturn, is that which

has (5 n"— 271'")', for a divisor, and depends on P, and P'. It is derived [4472]

from the great inequality of Jupiter, by multiplying it by -;
—
7~~r72~V "^ [4473]

O III •71 r Ct

conformity with the formulas [3844,3846].* Hence we get, for this part of

the inequality of Saturn, the following expression,

& «'=—
\ 2957^357566— t . 0',0] 9701 — t^. 0^00004505 ]

. sin.(5 iVf—2 n'^t+5 s^—2 e")
[4474]—

f279%746590— < . l',10S6;38+ 1^. 0',00018387 1
. cos. (5 n't—2 w'^Y+S e"—2s").

*
(2681) If we represent, for brevity, the terms between tlio braces in the two first

lines of [3844], by a Pa >
we shall find, by inspection, that the two first lines of [3S46],

between the braces, are equal to a' P^ ;
and by noticing only those terms of 5

i',
5 v, which [4472a]

have the small divisor (5 11— 2 n)^, we shall get, by increasing the accents so as to confomi

to the case now under consideration,

5 «-^_ ;""
•"

. . «iv. p IS v'-=#^^, . a^: P. . [44725]
(5)1^-—2)i'')2 (5nv—2n''')2

Hence it is evident that '5 «'' is easily deduced from 5 v", by multiplying this last quantity

by the factor [4473] ;
so that we shall have,

^"^==-6™v.„i>a.„,v-'5«'% [4472c]

as in the terms of the fifth dimension of the excentricities [3868«—cj.



[4476]

[4477]

[4478]

[4480]

[4481]
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[""'"r'the
^^^ great inequality of Saturn is composed of several other parts: it

or!kr. contains, in [3846], the function,*

^ . ( +a'2.f-— Vcos. (5?i^<
— 2?i"i + 5£^— 2£iM

[4475] dv" =— =r— •<
5 71"— 2 n" ) „ /dP'\ . ,

f

~ "
\T~'')

' ^"^'
(

"" ^ — 2 «" < + 5 £^— 2
£'")

Reducing this quantity to numbers, we find in 1 750,

6v''=-\- 62% 138991 . COS. (5 nU — 2 tr i + 5 £"— 2
.'')

— 1 1%275407 . sin. (5 n" t— 2 n'' ^ + 5 s'— 2
s'") ;

and in 1950,

dv" = + 5 P, 192839 . sin. (5 rf t— 2 n"t + 5 1"— 2
s'^)

— 14^982033 . COS. (5 nn — 2 w'^-^ + 5 £^— 2
;'^).

Hence we deduce the value of this function for any time whatever t,

^ ?;' = + (52',138991
— t. 0',0047308) . sin. (5 ift— 2 iVt + 5 £"— 2

;'')

—
(1 1%275407 + t . 0-,01 85331) .cos. (5 ift— 2 7rt + 5 e"— 2 i").

The great inequality of Saturn contains also, in [3846], the term,

[4479] 6 «' = — i //' e" . sin. ( 57ft
— 2 ir < + 5 ;"— 2 i'"— z," + A).

This term, in 1750, is,

iv'^+ 7',554290 . sin. (5 ift—2n"t + 5s"—2
s'^)

+ 5V321290 . cos. (5 ift— 2 irt+ 5 s"— 2
s'") ;

and, in 1950, it is,

61^= + 7%71 1294 . sin. (5 rft— 2 n"t^5f— 2
.=")

+ 4%825821 .cos.(5 ?ri — 2 ?t'"< + 5 £"— 2 E-).

*
(2682) The expression [4475] is similar to [4419], in Jupiter's theory, and is

[4475a] computed in the same manner; namely, by finding tlie values of (

j,
(-——

j,
&c.

similar to [4420] ;
whicli may be easily done, by means of formula [4421], and the values

[44756] [4420]. Then from [.3842,3843], we get ('— ), (— V&ic. It is useless, however.
day \da\J'

to explain the details of this computation, as it is done in almost exactly the same way as
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Hence, for any time t, it becomes,

iv" := + { 7',554290 + t . 0',000785 1

. sin. (5 ?r i— 2 n'" i + 5 -=^-
— 2 =")

+ {5',321290
— t . 0',002477 \

. cos. (5 n't— 2 nH + 5 -="— 2
;'").

The part of Saturn's great inequality, depending on ////' powers and products

of five dimensions of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, is, by

[3846,4023],*

[4482]

for Jupiter ;
we shall therefore only observe, that the expressions [4476, 4477, 4478, 4479,

4480, 4481, 4482,] correspond respectively to [4423,4424, 4425, 442G, 4427, 4428, 4429].
[4475c]

*
(2683) From the terms of R, of the third dimension, depending on P, P' [3810],

we have deduced in the two first lines of [3844], the corresponding terms of Sv; which
r44g3^i

are afterwards developed in [4022,4023], according to the powers of t
;
and the same process

may be applied to the two first lines of 5 v' [3846]. We may also derive these terms of

,.,.,- 15 m.7i'~.a'
5 v', from the correspondmg ones of & v, by multiplying by the factor

,

-—
,

or [44836]

15hi'^'.71^ -.«^'

ratherby
—

.

.^
,

as is evident by the inspection of the formulas [3844,3846]. Wemay [4483c]

proceed in exactly the same manner with the terms of R, of the fifth dimension, depending on

P,, P' [3863], or with those of R', depending on F^,, P„' [3865]; the only change requisite

is to place the accents below the letters P, P'. Now, if we neglect the parts of [4023],

depending on t^, ddP, ddP', and make the above-mentioned changes in the factor

and in the accents ofthe remaining terms
;
also putting P,, for P„ , and P/, for PJ [3864i], [4483(/]

we shall get, for Sv" the expression [4483], de])ending on quantities of the fifth order in

e'', e", y. In finding the values of P, , P/, we may observe that the function R [3859]

is easily reduced to the form [3863], by the method explained in [3842i,8cc.] ; using the

values of JV*"*, JV<'\ &c. [4430], by means of which we obtain the expressions of a''.P^,

a\P;, [4434,4435], for the two epochs of 1750, 1950. The difference of these two [4483e]

expressions being found, and divided res]iectively by 200, give the values [44SG] ;
as is

evident from the formula [3723]. Substituting [4484, 4486], in [4483], it becomes as in

[4487]. The signs of all the terms [4434—4487], are different in the original work, being

changed, as in [4430n], to correct the mistake mentioned in [3860n]. Moreover, to rectify

this mistake in tlie signs, it is necessary to add the expression 2 5 v'' [4487] to the second

member of the great inequality of Saturn [4492, &,c.], in the same manner as the similar

value of 2o«" [4431], is added to the expression of the great inequality of Jupiter

[4434, &c.]. The numerical coelKcients, in [4434, 4191], are equal to those given by the

author; but the corrections C, C", 2iv'% 2(5))% in the second members, are not

mentioned in the original work.
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[4483]

,
^,

lami^n''2 \ (
'

{5n^— 2n"').dt
'

dt \
^ ' -' /

fifth order. , , . , • t-» ^^
in which vi'^P,, m'^P; [3863, 44836], express the coefficients of

sin. (5n't
— 2n"'t + 5 ^'— 2

-:"), cos. {b n" t— 2 n'" t +5;^— 2='"),

in the development of R, depending on the products of five dimensions of

the excentricities and inclinations. We find, in the year 1750,

[4484]
a\ P, = 0,0000068376 ;

rt^P;= 0,0000100087;

and in the year 1930,

[4485]
«^ P,= 0,0000077 132;

[4486]

[4487]

[4489]

consequently.

a\ P;= 0,0000096940 ;

a\ '^' = 0,0000000043780 ;

(It

dp;
dt
^=—0,0000000015733.

Hence the preceding function [4483], reduced to numbers, is,

6 2;' = + {29',144591
— /. 0%004081 }

. sin. (3 n'l— 2 n'^t + 5 3'— 2
s'^)

—
{
1 8',879594 + t . 0',01 1336

\

. cos. (3 )ft— 2 n"t + 5 =^— 2 .-).

Lastly, we have, in [4003], the sensible part of the great inequality of

Saturn, depending on the square of the disturbing force. This, in 1750, is,*

6 ?;' = — 3^,816537 . sin. (3 n't— 2 n"t + 5 i"— 2 i")

[4488] + 42',92031 9 . cos. (5 nH— 2 n" t+5s^— 2
s'^)

+ function C [4489/c] ;

and, in 1950,

6 1)" = — r,636772 . sin. (3 n"^— 2 n''t + 5 ^'-— 2 :")

+ 43^624686 .cos. (5 n't —2 n"t + 5 ="— 2 s")

+ function C' [4489/c], nearly.

*
(2684) The expression of (5 d" [4003], being developerl as in [3842rt,i], and then computed

as in the last note, becomes, according to the author, in 1750 and 1950, as in [4488, 4489],
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Therefore, in the time 1750+/, tliis })art is expressed by,

respectively. From these values, the general lonii [1190] is rierluced, by the method used

in [4433e, Stc] ;
but tlicse numerical values, of the function [4003], have ihe same defects

as the similar expression in Jujiiter's motion [4432], of which \vc have treated in

[4005a
—4007i, 4431rt—k]. The corrected value of ov'', given by Mr. Pontucoulant in

the paper referred to in [4431c], is as in the following table, which is similar to that of

Jupiter [4431/,&c.].

5 v'= 2%17020 . sin, T, -f 0',23185 . cos. T^

1 + 8',14230 . sin. T^ + P,8S43S . cos. Tj

1' + 4',S9114 . sin. Tj
— l%067r.9 . cos. Tg

2' — 0-,951 1 2 . sin. T, — 0^5 1069 . cos. T^

2 _|- 0\054S8 . sin. T^— ff,83060 . cos. T^

3 _ 0^,25763 . sin. T,— 0%S0208 . cos. Tg

3' -}- P,74101 . sin. T^ + 3,84548 . cos. Tg

4 + 0',22091 . sin. T, + 0^,23748 . cos. Tg

5 + r,857()2 . sin. Tg— r,18481 . cos. Tj

6, 6' + 3',46607 .sin. T, -40»,.36260 . cos. Tg

7, i= 2, -16^,06895 . sin. Tg + P,95914 . cos. Tg

7, i= 1, + 6',0458fi . sin. Tg + 2,23454 . cos. Tg

8, i=2, — 0',54S08 . sin. Tg + 1%29603 . cos. Tg

= 10%7635G . sin. Tg -33',10557 . cos. Tg.

This difFers very much from the expression given by La Place, in [4488] ;
which is connected

with the other terms of the great inequality [4491], after multiplying it by 1 + ti.'". This

multiplication, by 1
-f'fji."',

is not strictly correct; because some of the terms depend on

(1 -]- (A") .

(1 -f- (x'), and others u])on (1 + (ji'')'^ ;
but as fx"', /j.'',

are small, this difference

is not of much importance in this small inequality. Wo shall therefore adopt this method of

the author, as we have already done in the similar inequali.'y of Jupiter [4431A, &tc.] ;

where the factor 1 +fji,^, is used for all the terms. Proceeding, therefore, as in [443 lA, Sic],

we shall observe that the mass of Jupiter [4061r/], is used in computbg [44S9rf] ;

[44896]

Terms of
the order
or the

square of
the dis-

lurbinj
forces.

[4489c]

10/0,.'>

and the mass
foTTno ['^^^^l' '^ "^^"^ '" computing [4488] ;

and if we increase the

expression [4489(/]. in the ratio of 1070,5 to 1067,09, it becomes as in [44S9JJ. Subtracting

the expression [4483] from [4489J], we get very nearly the correction C" [4489it], to be

applied to the formula [4491 or 4492]. We must also apply a correction, depending on 6 e*,

similar to that of 5i [443 Ij;], in the great inequality of Jupiter ;

6 0"= 10',79796 . sin. Tg
— 3.3',2n 37 , cos. T, ;

C' = 14',61450.sin. Tg— 76',13169 .cos. Tg.

[4489rf]

[4489e]

[4489/]

[4489^]

[4489A]

Correction
ofthc

great ine-

qualitj.

[4489t]

[4489fc]
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ai>' = — .{3-,8
16537 — t . 0%0 108988]. sin. (bn't

— 2 n'" / + 5 s"— 2 r^

[4490] +{42^,920319 + ^ . 0,0035218]. cos.(5?i'i
— 2?r i + 6e^— 2j")

+ function C [4489A-].

Now, if we connect together the different parts of tlie great inequality of

Saturn, we shall obtain its complete value, which is to be applied to the

jilunefs mean motion;*

+ J293P,125445—/.0',0307355—«2.0',0000450j.sin/J^';~^2'Jf)

[4491] ^v^'^—(\+|J'"').l
_j_ lO2S%25219S—tA\l02rMrA-Jri^.0%Q00lSS8l.cos.(jf'^^'^ll\

)'

+ function C [4489k] + 2 <5 y'' [4487]

Great Rcducing these two terms to one, by the method in [4025—4027'! i we shall
inequality. _

'^ •' ^ -"

obtain,

VC3939»,615848-<.0»',085024+RO',00008421).sin.) , ^, ,^1 : /„T,.„.-,, tf
[4492] ^„v=_(i_^jjv) ;'

' ^
(-i.77',629+ «3.o.,012076 Sf.

^+ function C [4489/.-] -f 2 U'^ [4487] ^

The square of the disturbing force produces also, in [3891'], the inequality,t

[4493] Sv" = -rr ' —'———
• sin. (double of the argument of the great inequahty) ;

which, in numbers, is,

[4494] ^^'=(30,688957—L0',001724).sin.(double argument of the great inequality);

and t'lis must also be applied to the mean motion of Saturn.

Professor Hansen, in the work mentioned in [115Bc], makes this part of the great inequality

[4489/1
°^ Saturn, in the year 1800, as in [4489^], using the masses 'W", m'- [4061]. The

corresponding value of La Place's formida, is found by putting t =50, in [1 190], by which

r44Rq
means it becomes as in [44S9o]. The ilillcrence of these two expressions represents the

value of C' [4489^;], corresponding to the calculations of Professor Hansen, noticing all the

terms of any importance ;

[4489n] (5 If= 15%47G . sin. jT,
— 47,531 . cos. T, ;

[4489o] ^v'-=— 3'-,27 1 . sin. 7^,+ 43-,096 . cos. T^ ;

[U69p]
C--= IS',747 . sin. Tj— 90^627 . cos. T^.

*
(2685) The function [4491] is the sum ofihe expressions [4474,4478,4482,4487,4490];

r4491ul
^n'^tli's sum is easily reduced to the form [4492] ,containing but one term, by tlie method explained

in [4025—4027']. There is a small mistake in the calculation of the term 22.3',252793

[4491], which in the preceding sum is 223',900791; the dilfercnce being 0",,648= 2".

[449.3a] t {'^(iSQ) The term [4493] is the same as [3891'], —H' [3391] being the great
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The ineqimlitj [3927],*

1 ]lV IL^""^""+^"^^"\ if JT. sin. (4n'7-9n'^+ 43'--9.--i?' -;!'), [4495]
711"-' \/a"

reduced to nunil)ers, is,

61,' = + 8',26451 7 . sin. (4 n" t — 'i)n't + ^ i'"— 9 f + SI'' 49" 37'). [4490]

We have also, in [381.6], the inequality,!

iv" = { K'e . sin. {o7tl
— 2 n"t-^ 3 s'— 2 £'"+ tn' +5') ; [4497]

inequality of Saturn, or

5':=2939^,615848 — ^.0',085():4, and J"'=4''2r" 20% nearly [4193]: [440:3(,]

substituting tliis and the values of m"', nf, (0", a'' [4061,4079], and dividing by the

radius in seconds 2062(55'', for the sake of honiogenity, we get '5 1>^' [4494]. Tiie coiTection

in the value of H' [4483/'], has a slight effect on this result
;
and the same may be observed '•

"
'^'

relative to the correction of i} [4483/], in the term [4436] ;
and in other terms depending

on H, H-

*
(2687) The inequality [4495] is the same as [3927], increasing the accents as in

[4388rt]. Now we liave nearly as in [44936],

7r=2939%6 15848, .7= 4'' 21"' 20' [4493J] ; [4495a]

and by comparing the expression [3925] with the third line of [4468], we get, by neglecting

the terms depending on t,

K>= 669',682372, B' = — se'' 10-" 57'. [449.56]

Substituting these in [4495], it becomes,

-f 9%2107 . sin. (4 n"t— 9nU-\-A s'''— 9 £^ + 51''49'" 37»). [4495e]

In the original work the coefficient lias a ditTerent sign, being

— 25",507770 =— 8%264517,

also the angle
— B'— A' ,

as given at fir.^t, is,

— G7=',3508=— GO'' 36"" 57'. [4495£/]

These mistakes are corrected by the author in [9105], wiiere the coefficient is made equal
to + 8',264517, and the angle

— 5'— .?= 51'' 49'" 37' neai-ly.

t (2638) This is the same as the last line of [3846], increasing the accents as in
[449701

[43SSn].
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and by reduction to numbers, it becomes in 1750,*

[4498] 6 V = 47'-, 1 15141 . sin. (2 n'^' t— 3rf t + 2b'^— 3 ="
-{-

US' 08'" 08') ;

and in 1 950,

[4499] 5 V' = 46',307169 . sin. (2 7i"'t— 3 rf t + 2 .='"— 3 ." + 149' 41 "' 16 ).

Therefore its value for any time whatever t, is,

|.^5Qg^ 5y>==(47^115111
—

^.0%0010399)..siii.(-2?r^—3»i^7-[-2£i''—3 6^+148''08"'03'+/.27%94).

Connecting this expression with the following, obtained in [4466],

dv' ^ +{34i\3M621—t.0%0019).sm.(3n''t—2n"t+3s''—2^'-—z,')
^*'^°^^ — 1 7>,654164 . sin. (3 n"t— 2 71'^ t + 3s^— 2 3-—

t.'") ;

we shall obtain for their sum, the following inequality,!

[4502]
(3 1)^=— (24',57 12.53— t . 0',004392).sin.(2 n''t—3 ?rt-|-2;'^—3 a^-+14''48'"19'—<.12>V3S).

We have found, in [3777], that Saturn's mean motion is subjected to a

secular equation, corresponding to that of Jupiter in [4446], namely,

iv'" = — /". 0,00000065.[4503]

Secular

eijuatiuD.

The corresponding secular equation of Saturn is represented, as in [3777],

by,t

[4504] 6 v" = ''J^yfL
. t\ 0;00000065 ;^ my a"

and is therefore, in numbers,

[4505] 6^)^ = /^0',O0OOO151 ;

which may be neglected without any sensible error.

*
(2689) If we retain the terms depending on t, in the values of A'', B' [44956,4468],

we shall have,

K'= 669%682372— t . 0',015469 ; B'=— 56'' lO" 57^ — t . 49^5 ;

t4498a] .4^= 4''21'"20 — ^.77',629 [4492, 3926], &c.

With these values, and those of c'',
«' [4407], we may compute the function [4497], for

[44986] the years 1750, 1950, as in [4493,4499]; hence we may deduce the c;cneral expression

[4500], by the same method as in [4017
—

4021].

[4502«] f (2690) This reduction is made as in [42S2/t—/].

[4505a] t (2691) The integral of [3777 or 3785], being divided by ?7i'v/a', gives,
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It now remains to consider the radius vector of Saturn. We have seen,

in [3847], that tlie terms, depending on the third power or product of tlie

excentricities, add to the expression of the radins vector of Saturn, the

quantity,*

Sr- ^ — H' a\ e\ cos. (5 n" t— 2 n" t-\-bi-
— 2 1^"— ^^ + A)

+ H' a". e\ COS. (3 n't — 2 n"t + 3 -=^ — 2 s- + ^^ + A)

\0m". n\ a'" C F . sin. (5 n^ t— "l n'^7+ 5 f— 2
.=>")

)

5 «'— 2 ?r' 'X-\-l". COS. (5 n" t— 2 n'H+ 5 e^— 2 b") \

'

Reducing this function to numbers, we obtain,

+0,003.51994565.cos.(5n7— 2«'''i+5 6^—2s''+13''01'"490
— 0,0008553506 . cos.(2»'-'^—3n7+2a"—3e^ + 35''49"'080

[4506]

15? =(1+ 1^ )•< >• r45071

Connecting the last of these two inequalities with those we have found i

in [4467], depending on the first power of the excentricities, namely, j^^'^^^

iiequali-
ties in llie

, .v_n , ^ivN ^
+ 0,0011.594872.cos.(3n'<

— 2«''/ + 3s''— 2s'^— ^^))
^' ~^ ^^

(
—

0,0006217670.cos.(3?r/
— 2n'^7 + 3.=^— 2s-— ^'0)

^''^^^^

we get,t

<5 r'^ —
(1+ i^'O- 0,0013806201 . cos. (2/i'7—3 ?r/+2 s'^—3 «"—23''19"'180. [4509]

. . . m'Va'"
(Sii'^— i5f'^ ——-; [4505i]

the accents being increased as in [438Sn]. Substituting &v" [450.3], we get hv" [4504],

which is reduced to numbers as in [4505], by using the elements m", m", a'"',
a''

[4505(;l

[4061,4079]. This correction is only P',5, in 1000 years, which is hardly deserving of

notice.

*
(2692) The function [4506] is the same as the three last terms of [.3847], multiplied

by rt', and increasing the accents [4.388a] ;
the first term of [3S47] being of the second

•*v X
,.v

order in c, e', 7, is included in [4470]. H represents the part of —
-;- [3348], [4506a]

depending on the angle 4 re'' / — 2 7t'V
; P, F, are given in [4402, &c.]. Hence the

expression [4506] becomes, in numbers, as in [4507].

t (2693) The function [4503] is the same as the fourth and fifth lines of [1467].

Connecting these with the similar terms [4507], and reducing the whole to one term, by the [4500a]

method in [42S2/i
—

/], it becomes as in [4509].



Inequali-
ties in tbe
latitude.

[4511]
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The semi-major axis, which is used in calculating the elliptical part of the

radius vector, must be increased as in [4058], by the quantity ^ a\m''
;

and bj adding it to the value of «" [4070], we obtain,

[4510]
. a" = 9,53081757.

Inequalities of Satiirn\^ motion in latitude.

36. The formula [1030] gives,*

+ p-,787358.sin. (n" t + e"— n') \
—

O',2501 80 . sin. (2 n"t — n-' t + 2 s'"— £^— n^)

^ + 3';143523. sin. (2 n't— n"t J- 2 a'— -='—
n^)

— 0',522865 . sin. (3 n' t — 2 n"t + 3 i"— 2 s"— n')—
0',0831 82 . sin. (4 n't— Sn'^t^ As"— 3 s'" — n")

+ 0%084871 . sin. (n'' i + s"'—
n"')

+ (l+i^-^'). { + 0%'l22203.sin.(-2n'''t—n"t + '2s'-—:--—iV')
- 0^662991 . sin. (3 n^t— 2n''t-\- 3 «"— 2 i"— n-)

n% being the longitude of the node of Jupiter\^ orbit on that of Saturn,

[4512] and n", the longitude of the orbit of Uranus on that of S'atnrn. Lastly,

we have, in [3886], the inequality,f

[4513] 6 5" = — 9% 1 63599 . sin. (2 n" /— 4 n^^ + 2 -='"— 4 3^+ 59'' 30™ 35^).

It follows, from [3932, 3932'], that the terms depending on the square of the

disturbing force, add to the values of —
-,

—
-, the quantities,!

*
(2694) The terms of 5 s"' [4511], are computed from [4295i], increasing the

accents, so tiiat nV may ije the attracted planet, and m'" or m"' the disturbing planet.

f (2695) The inequality [451-3] is the same as [383G], reduced to one term, as in

[4513a]
[4280/,_/].

X (2696) The values [4514,4515], are deduced from [3932, .39-32'], in the same

[4514a] manner as [44-52, 4453], are derived from [3931,3931']. We may also derive [4514]

from [4452], and [4515] from [4453], by the following method. The expressions
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— = ^ .^-^.sm.rn—oM+ ^— .cos.rn—^M^; [4515]

(5y, 6 n, being determined as in [3935,3936]. Reducing the functions

[4514, 4515] to numbers, we get,

d^f"

dt

d&--u

= + 0,000154; [4516]

= _0-,001873. [4517]

[4518]

Tlie expression [4516] is to be added to the values of —
,

—-^
[4247];

d ^^ d d^
and the expression [45 1 7] is to be added to the values of

-j~ ,
—^

[4247] .

Hence we obtain,

^' = + 0%099894 ;

dt

'^^= — 0^ 155136;
dt

— = — 9,007165;
dt

^=—19',043372.
dt

[3931,3931'], become the same as [3932,3932'], respectively, by changing, in the second

members, A into 6', and muhiplying by
—

. This is equivalent, in the present [45146]

notation, to the change of «"' into 6", and then multiplyina; by the factor .

Therefore, if we perform this operation on tiie fonnulas [4452,4453], tlioy become ririA n

respectively, as in [4514,4515]; in wliicli wc must compute 5y, 5 n, as in [4452^] ;

and then, as in [4452A, &c.], we obtain the other quantities [4516, 4517,4518].

We have already remarked, that the inequalities of the motion of this planet are again

noticed by the author, in bookx. chap. viii. [9037, &ic.], and the subject is also resumed in
^

the notes on this part of the work.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THEORY OF URANUS.

37. The equation [4460],

[4519]
6r''==:^.(l— a=).dV%

corresponding to Saturn, becomes for Uranus,

[4520] 6r^'='-:.n—o?).5V^\

If we take the mean distances of the earth and Uranus from the sun, for r",

and r''', and suppose 6 V'' = ± 1"= ± 0^324, we sliali find,

[4521] 6 r''= ±0,00057648.

T«™ Therefore we may neglect the inequalities of 5 r'\ below ± 0,00057 ;

Scted. and we shall also omit tlie inequalities of the motion of Uranus, in

[4522] longitude or latitude, below a quarter of a centesimal second, or 0,081.

Inequalities of Uranus, independent of the excentricities.*

'

+52',306055 . sin. {n'H
— rf't + i"— s^

—
0', 190366 . sin. 2{n"t

— n^'t + s'"— s"

««'"'=
(l+ (^'0 . < — 0^026023 . sm.3(7rt— tf't + s"-~s'

^^^^^^ ' - 0^003593 . sin. 4 («" t— n"t + s"— s^

— 0',000768 . sin. 5 (n"t
— n^H + e"— s^'

*
(-2697) Computed as in [4277a, &;c.], changing the accents on a, n, n', &c. to

conform to the case now under consideration.
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+2r,371379 . sin. (n''t
— n'"t + (" —

i"') ]

— 4^220972 . sin. 2(n^<
— n'H + e" — s")

— 0%8621 15 . sin. 3(/t^ t— n" / + s^ —
e")

^
_ 0',244409 . sin. 4 («' «— n"' i + a^—

£"') \

ir"=(l+(^''')

+ + f-0

. — 0',028931 . sin. Q{nrt
— w'' t + t"— =")

_ 0'-,010929 . sin. 7(71' i— J^'i + ^'— s")

^
_ o%004148 . sin. 8 {tft

— n'H + ^^—
-=")

0,0063473160

+ 0,0048914790. COS. (n"t
— rC't + b"—

s"')

+ 0,0000236184. cos. 2 (n-i
— w^'i + £'^— s")

+ 0,0000030669 . cos. 3 {n'H
— if't + s'"—

£")

+ 0,0000005044. cos. 4 (ra'^i
— n'H + e'"—

s^')

- 0,0023641285

+ 0,00354-33901 . cos. (n" ^— w^' i + s'_
s"')

+ 0,0004061682 . cos. 2{7ft— ')VH+ i^—t"')
J>

.

-I- 0,0000889425 . cos. 3 {n" t— ?j^' « + £^— s^
')

+ 0,0000255870 . cos. ^(nH— n''t + £"—
£^') /

[4523]

tios inde-

pendent of
the oxccn-
tricities.

[4524]

Inequalities depending on the first power of the excentricities.

iv'"= {\-\-v-") .

- P,233612 . sin. (n"t + e''— w")

+ P,259548 . sin. (2 n'H
— if't + 2 s''—

— 3',636663 . sin. (2 7f't— n"t + 2 s^' — ;

— 0',221997 . sin. (2 n^'t — itH + 2 i"' —
[4525]

*
(2698) These ineqiialties were computed in the same manner as those for Jupiter [4525a]

in [4375a].
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Inequali-
ties de-

pending on
Ihe first

power of

the excoQ-
tricities.

[4525] +(l+fx')

[4526] <Sr'-'=(l+|j.^)

I— 1%402359 . sin. (n't -f s" — ^")

0',214857 . sin. (n" t -\-s^ —z>^)
— 0-,219788 . sin. (2 n't— n'H + 2 ^— s" — ^-)

. + 0',878763 . sin. (2 n't— if't + 2 s^_ s^' _ ^^)

]— (44',051575
— t . 0\000247) . sin. f^^"I'^^i

+ (1 49^,807764 — t . O',008306) . sin.
(_^Cf~f^_.

1+ 2',486191 . sin. (3 n'H— 2 n't +3 ="— 2 s" —
^")l

P",642451 . sin. (3 tf't— 2 n't + 3 s''— 2 1' — ^^)

+ 0',422729 . sin. (4 ?f't— 3 n't + 4 a- — 3s"— ^-)— 0%281 800 . sin. (4 n"t — 3n't + 4> ;'' —3i'~^/)
^4- 0\ 126493 . sin. (5 7i'H— 4 n't + 5 s'- — 4 £'—

z^"'))

( —0,0016092001 . COS. (2 n'H— n" t + 2 s^'^ .

W)

^
+ 0,0061835858. COS. (2m^'^

— «^^ + 2 £^'— s"—
^v)

Inequalities depending on the squares and products of the excentricities and
inclinations of the orbits.*

[4527] 6r^'=(l+f^-0'

Inequali-
ties of the
second
order.

[4528]

-(132^508872-.0^0145205).sin.(i:;;3^--^^,+ 3j';^^^^

+ 1^713455 . sin. (4 ?r'/ — 2 jf /+ 4£''— 2 j^—
38''34'"54')

+ 8V3801 57. sin. ()i'i
— «"';; + s" - s" + 88''29'"40')

The first of these inequahties must be a])iilicd to the mean motion of the

planet, on account of the length of its period. The last of these inequalities,

being connected with the corresponding one in [4523], which is independent

of the excentricities, gives the following,!

6r''= (1 + f.'')
. 23^156281 . sin.(n"^— ?r ^ + s"— a" +21'' 11" 05').

[4527a]
*

(2699) Computed as in [4377a, Sic], for Jupiter.

t (2700) The term + (1 + ;x')
. 2F,37 1379. sin. (/^i

— ?i"/ + e' —
s'i) [4523],

[4528a] being connected with the last term of [4527], by the method used in [42H2A
—

I], becomes

as in [4528].
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Then we have,*

<5 r'-' =r _ (1+ M-")
. 0,0007553840 . cos. (3 n'H— 7ft + 3 e^'— £'+75'' 00" 42'). [4520]

Inequalities depending on the poicera and products of three dimensions

of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits.i thlrt'""^
order.

61;"=— (1+ f^")
. 0',964688 . sin. (5 n" t — 2 n't + 5 e"'— 2 6' + m" 23" 3P). [4530]

Inequalities of the motion of Uranus in latitude.

38. From the formula [1030], we obtain,!
ineqnaii-
ties in ibe

6 5"= (1 + f^") . 0^638393 . sin. (n'' t + £>'— n-)
'"""""

( 0',9 15741. sin. (»i^^ + s'—nn ) [4531]

^ ^

( + 2^921052.sin.(2n''7
— 7i'<+2a"— £^— m)^

n'' being here the longitude of the ascending node of Jupiter's orbit upon

that of Uranus, and n' the longitude of the ascending node of Saturn's orbit
'

"^
'

upon that of Uranus.

*
(2701) Computed as in [4394rt,&Lc.] for Jupiter. [45290]

t (2702) This computation is made as in [4417, &;c.] for Jupiter ; changing the accents

to conform to the present notation.
^ '

X (2703) The terms [4531] are computed from the formula [4295i], altering the accents

to conform to the present case. [4531o]
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CHAPTER XV.

ON SOME EaUATlONS OF CONDITION BETWEEN THE INEaUALITIES OF THE PLANETS, WHICH MAV BE

USED IN VERIFYING THEIIl NUMERICAL VALUES.

39. The inequalities of a long period, produced by the reciprocal action

of two planets m, and m', are nearly in the ratio of ni'\/a'
to —m\/a

[1208] ;
so that to obtain the perturbations of this kind, corresponding, in the

motion of m', to those in the motion of m, we need only to multiply the last

[4o32] ijy ^^_ This result is most to be relied upon, in those cases, in which
•^

m'\/d
^ ' '

the ratio of the mean motions of the two planets is such, as to render the

period of these inequalities great, in comparison with the times of their

revolutions. We shall now, by means of this theorem, verify several of the

preceding inequalities.

The action of the earth on Venus produces, in [4291], the two following

inequalities, whose period is about four years,

^^
iv' =— P,549550 .sin. (3 7i"t— 2n't + 3 ^'— 2 s'—

^')

+ 4%766332. sin. (3 n"t— 2 n't + 3-=" — 2 s'— ^").

venu. By multiplying them by 77-7-7,? we have, for the corresponding inequality
IheEarlh.

^

"
'" V "

of the earth,

6 v"= V,\ 33838 . sin. (3 n" t— 2n't + 3^"— 2i—
ra')

— 3',487666 . sin. (3 71" t— 2n't + 3 s"— 2 s'—
^").

We have found, by a direct calculation, in [4307], that these inequalities are,

i v"= l',l 86390 . sin. (3 n"t— 2 n't + 3 ." — 2 e'—
^')

— 3^6671 12 . sin. (3 71" t— 2 n'i + 3 /' — 2/— ^"} ;

[4534]

[4535]
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wliicli dilTcrs but little from the preceding expression [1534].

The action of the earth upon Venus, produces also, in [4293], the following

inequality, whose period is about eight years,

6v'=— \ ',505036 . sin. (5 n"t— 3 n't + 5s"— 3 ='+ 20' 54™ 260- [453C]

Multiplying it l)y, ^^j-jj
we obtain, for the corresponding inequality of

the earth,

dv"= l%\0\2n .sm. (5n"t
— 3 n't + 5s"— 3s' + 20'54>"'2&); [4537]

and, by a direct calculation, we have, in [4309],

iv"^ V,\25515.sm.(5n"t
— 3n't+ 5!"— 3/ + 21'|02'"18'). [4538]

Mars suffers, by the action of Venus, as we have seen in [4377], the following

inequality of a long period,

3 v"'^ — 6',8996 19 . sin. (3 n'"t— n't -\-3
^"— s'~^ 65''26""150. [4539]

Multijilying it by
— —

7^^ ' we obtain,
'

'*'*„°j"
"* V"' Mm..

5v"= 2'-,078266 . sin. (3 ii'"t— n't + 3 i'"— e' + 65' 26™ 150 ; [4540]

and the direct calculation [4293] gives,

6 y' = 2',009677 . sin. (3/t"7
— n'i + S^'"— e' + 65''53'" 09') ; [454i]

which differs but little from the preceding.

Mars suffers, from the action of the earth [4375], the two following TheEanh

inequalities, whose period is about sixteen years, mn.

6 v'"= — 10',1 14699 . sin. (2 n'"t — n" t+ 2 s"— i"— ^")

+ 5', 1 23062 . sin. (2 n'" t— n" t+ 2 e'"— i"_
^") .

^'^^^'^^

.,'". /,.'"

Multiplying them by — "^^^ »
we obtain, for the corresponding inequalities

.llUUi UJ

of the earth,

i v"= 2-,2293 . sin. (2 n'" t— n" t + 2^"— ="—
^"')

— 1 ', 1 292 . sin. (2 n'" t — «" t + 2 s'"_ s"_
^") ;

^^^^^

and the direct calculation gives, in [4307],
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[4544]

6 v" = 2% 1 37658 . sin. (2 n'" t— n" t + 2 /"— .-"—
^"')

— 1%095603 . sin. (2 n"'t— n"t -f 2 i'" — ;"—
^") ;

which dilTer but little from the preceding.

Mars also suffers, on the part of the earth, in [4377], the following

inequality of a long period,

[4545J
6 v"'= — 4',370903 sin. (4 n'" t — 2 n" t + 4 .='"— 2 ;" + 67'' 49'" 00').

//i"V«"'
Midtiplying it by ^7-777'

^^'^ obtain, for the corresponding inequality of
7/1 V/ It

the earth,

[4540]
<5 v"= 0',9634 . sin. (4 n"'t — 2 n"t + 4 -="'— 2 a" + 67'' 49"' 00') ;

which differs but little from the expression, given in [4309],

[4547]
6 v"= 0',993935. sin. (4 n'" t— 2 n" t + 4 .'"— 2 s" + 67" 48'" b&).

The two great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, are also to each other,

nearly in the ratio of —
m'^ft' to m'" \/a'\ as is evident by comparing

[4548]
[4i34,4492].

saiurn Lastly, Urauus suffers, from the action of Saturn, the following inequality
and

uranu5. of ^ iQ,jg period [4527],

[4549] 6 ^.v, _ _ 1 32%508872 . sin. (3 n"' t— tft+o e"— e"— 88'' 19'" 05')-

Multiplying; it by ^— , we obtain, in the motion of Saturn, the

inequality,

[4550] 6 v" = 32',368 . sin. (3 ifH— ifi + 3 s"'— ^^— 88'' 19"' 05') ;

which differs but little from the inequality, given in [4468],*

[4551] iv" = 30^,888288 . sin. (3 11"' t— 71" t + 3 s^'—s' — 8T 25"" 07^ ;

40. We shall now consider, in the development of R, the term of the

form [3745'],

*
(2704) The term here referred to is the last one of the expression [4468] ;

which

[4550a] differs, however, a little
;
the coefficient being 3r,025379, instead of 30%S88283 ;

and the

constant ande 85''34'" 12% instead of 87'' 25"' 07'.

Jupiter
and

Sal urn.
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R = m'.H'PK e e'. cos.
{
i .

{n'
i — n i + /—

--) + 2 n / + 2 ^— ^— -') \ ; [4552]

suppo.sing i. (n
—

w') + 2 n to be very small in comparison iviih n or n'.

We find, in [1286, &c.], that this term produces, in the cxcentricity e, of

tlie orl)it of the planet m, considered as a variable ellipsis, the following

inequality, Avhich we shall represent by,*

6e=— . , /"'• "", cs
•^^^"'- g'- COS.

I
/. (»7

— n i + £'_£)+ 2 n / + 2 s— «— ^M; [4553J
i.[n — n)-)-2n

' ^ '

and in the position of the perihelion ~', an inequality [1294, Sic.], which we
shall represent by,

lit (t 71 C

6t.=— r
, ,

\
,'

.7lf".- . sin.
S
i . (n't

— nt+ c'—A-}-2nt + 2'. — -.—z-/\. [45.54]

The expression of v contains the term 2e.sin. («< + £—
tn) ; and the

variation of the elliptical elements, produces, in this quantity, the following

expression,!

[4555]

6v = 26e . sin. (ni + i—
-.)
— 2eiTs. cos. (n t + ; — ^) ; [4556]

*
(2705) If we take the partial differential of 72 [1281], relative to c, and multiply

.an
It by

—
({','_ \ii

'
"^ " '" pi'odiice the corresponding term of e, represented by a c [4553a]

[1286]. Now, if we perform the same operation on tlie assumed value of R [4552], and

put /A
:= 1 [3709] ; changing also i', i, into i, i— 2, respectively, we shall get 6 c

[4553]. Again, if we multiply the same partial differential of R [1281], relative to e, by
— .andt, putting jx^l it becomes like the expression of e d zs [1294]; and by
the same process we deduce, from R [4552], tlie expression,

e f/ 3j= — m'. andt . Jl/'". e'. cos.
| i.{n' t— nt-\- i—

s) -\- 2 nt -\- 2 s— :s—
^s']. [4553c]

Dividing tins by e, and integrating, we get the part of to, represented hy 5 zs [4554] ;

observing that we may consider the terms ]\1, e, e', of the second member, as

constant quantities, in taking tliis integral ; always neglecting quantities of a hiirher order

than tliose which are retained, and such as depend on different angles.

t (2706) Since v [3834] contains the term 2e . sm. {nt -\- s—
to), it is evident that

the variation of v, corresponding to the increments Se, '5«, in c, to, respecti\-ely, is as in

[4556]; and by using the symbol Jf'^7it-{-e— to [3702a], it becomes,

5 u = 2 5 e . sin. IF— 2 c5zi . cos. W. r4557o]

Now, if we put, for brevity,

VOL. III. 81
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which gives in v the inequality,

2 m'. a n

i.{n'
—

n)-\-2n
[4557] 6 V= .

^
•.

"
. ili"). e'. sin. \(i

—
l). {n' t— nt + b'—

s) ^n't + ''— ^' '
.

It follows, from § 65 of the second book, that in the case of i.{ii'
—

n) -j-2n

[4557'] being very small, the expression of R, relative to the action of m upon m',

contains also a term, of the following form and value, very nearly,*

[4558] R = m. TIf '". e e'. cos. {i.(n't
— n t + s'—

s) -{-2 n t + 2 1— ^—
^'\ :

since, by noticing only the two terms of this kind, in R, and R, we have,

as in [1202], very nearly.

[45576] Ti=^i.(n't— nt4-e'—s)-{-2nt+2e — 7S— zs'- M. = .

'"'•"''
../lf".e':

i.{n
—

n)-\-4n

the expressions [4553, 4554] become,

[4557c] 5e=— JJfj.cos.T,; e <5 to ==:—
J'/, .sin.T, :

substituting tliese in [4557«] , we get,

[4557rfJ &v = 2 ;»7i.f
—

cos.T,.sin.7F+ sin.T, .cosJF} = 2Mi.sm.{Ti—Jf')

= 2 Ml- sin.
\ i.{n't

— nt+ e'—
s) -{-nt -\- s—

zs'\

[4557«] = 2 Ml. sin.
\ (

J— 1 ).(n' t— nt -\- e'— i) -{- n' t + ;'- ^'
\ ,

as in [4557] .

*
(2707) Using the symbol Tj [45576], we get, fi-om [4552],

|4.558n] It = ni. Jlif". e e . cos.T, .

Its differential, relative to d [37056
—

c], is,

[45586] dR= m'. Jli'i'. e e'. {i
—

2).nclt. sin. T, ;

substituting this in the differential of [4559] ,
which gives m'. d'R'^ — m . d R, and

dividing by m', we obtain,

[4558cj d'R'=— m . M^". e e'. [i —2).ndt. sin. Tj .

Now, i.(?i'
—

n)-\-2n, being very small [4557'], we have, very nearly,

[4558dl (i —2).ndt = i n'd t
;

hence,

[4.5.58e] d'R= — m. iW<". e e'. i n'dt. sin. T, .

Integrating this, relative to the characteristic d', which does not aflect n f [3982a], we
[4.558/1

^j^^^.^^^ ^^ .^ [4558],

[4.5.58«-l
R'^ m . 3i'". e e'. cos. T, .
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m ./d R + m'./d' R= ; [4559]

therefore we have, in v', the inequality,*

i ^'^
2 '»•"'»'

j^)^ g ^ sin4(z—l).(»i7
— ni + e'—

£) + w i +3— ^j. [4560]

^.(rt
—

?()-[- 2 ?t
( V ^ V

These two inequalities of v and v' [4557,4560], are in the ratio of m'.e'.^a' [4500]

to m.e.[/a ;
so that the second may be deduced from the first, by multiplying

the coefficient of the first by "1^' [4560o-].
^4560"]

The quantity 5n"— 3n' being small, in comparison with n' or n",

we have, in v' [4557], by supposing i = 5, an inequality depending on the

argument 5n"t— in't+5s"—4^s'—^"; and in ?;" [4560], an inequality
[4560"]

depending on the argument 4<n"i — 3n't + 4<s"— Ss'— ^'. The first of

these inequalities is, by [4291],

6 V'= 2^196527 .sin. (5 n"t—^n't + 6 e"— 4 3'—
:."). [4561]

Multiplying its coefficient by „ „ .
-

,
we have, for the earth, the ^™j™ V^f ^

theEarili.

inequality,

6 v"= 0',6580 . sin. (4 n" ^— 3 n' ^ + 4 3"— 3 /—
a')- [4562]

By a direct calculation, we have found, in [4307], this inequality to be,

& v"= 0',722424 . sin. (4 n" t— Sn't + 4>s" — 3 s'—
^') ; [4563]

which differs but little from the preceding.

*
(2708) We may obtain 5 v' from R', by a similai' process to that used in tlie two

preceding notes ; or, more simply, by derivation, in the following manner. If we
[45600!

change, in [4552], i, m, a, n, e, v, Sic. into — i+ 2j '«', a', n', e', v &c. respectively,

without altering J\P\ R changes into R' [4553a,§-], and the factor «.(?i'
—

n)-\-2n, becomes,

(— 1+ 2). («
—

?«') + 2 »'; [45606]

which, by reduction, is easily reduced to its original form ; so that the angle T, [4557i]

remains unaltered. The factor Mi [4557i], changes into

W changes into TF [.3726a]; and the second expression of (5 v [4557rf], becomes as in

the first of the following expressions of i5 v', which, by successive operations, is reduced to

the form [4560e], as in [4560] :
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In like manner, 4 n'"— 2 n" is rather small, in comparison with ?t"

or n'" [4076/(.] ;
and if we suppose i = 4, we obtain in v" [4557], an

inequality depending on the argument

4n"'<— 3n"t + 43'"— 3 s"— ^"'
;

[4564] and in v'" [4560], an inequality depending on the argument

3 n'" t— 2n"t + 3 s'"— 2 e"— ^".

The first of these inequalities is, by [4307],

^^ggg^
6 v" = 0',8071 1 1 . sin. (4 n"'t — 3 n" t+ 4 3'"— 3 s"—

^").

nf\/a" e'

Multiplying its coefficient by ,„ —. — [4560"! ,
we get, for Mars, the

The Earth 1 J fa J
til i/'^a" 6

J' b ' '

and *'^

*'"'
inequality,

[4566]
<5 V"= 0',66 1 446 . sin. (3 n'" t— 2 n" t + 3 s'"— 2 s"~ ^") ;

and by direct calculation we have, in [4375],

[4567] (5 v'" = 0^846004 . sin. (3 n'" t— 2 n" t + 3 /"— 2 .="—
-/') ;

the difference is witliin the limits of the error which may be supposed to

[4568] exist, taking into consideration, that the ratio ^n'"— 2 n" to n'"', instead

of being very small, is nearly equal to \.

41. It also follows, from § 71, of the second book, that if i.(n'
—

n)-{-2n

[4560]
^^

^'^'7/
5'««^^ ill comparison iviih n', the inequality of m, in latitude, depending

on (i
—

1)-("'^
— n t -{-

= —
;) + h'^ + -'? is to the inequality of m', in

[4569'] latitude, depending on (/
—

I). (n't
—

iit-}-;'
—

;)+ '«i + f, in the ratio

of 7n'\/a' to — 7)1^(1*

[45C0rf]
&v'= 2M.. sin. (T,— IP)= 2 M, . sm. \i.{n't

— n i+s'— ;)+ 2nt+ 2 3— n't— s'-^f

[4560e]
=2M,.sm.l{i— l}.{n't

—
nt-\-s'—i) + nt + 1— 7,1.

Dividing the value of 5v' [4.560] by tlmt of Sv [4557], we get, successively, by using

^^^•^"•^^ an^a-i, a' n'= a'-i [3109'],

i)v' m.a'n' e m.a'-ie m.ai e . r f/'mn
tiKfiOa-^

—= —, ~, = —; :•- = —,
—

, .-J as in 'lobO J.
L-t>^uvg J fjv m.an t m . a~' c' m .ai c

In applying this formula to numbers, we must vary the accents in the elements, so as to

conform to the notation used in this book, as is done in [4560'", Sic.].

[4569o]
*

(2709) The inequality of s, here referred to, is given in [1.342] ;
that of s'

, depending
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enui
and

the Garlli.

If we suppose i = 5, we shall have, in the motion of Venus in latitude v

[456%, 4295], the inequality [4295],

6s'=— 0\3 12535 . sin. (5 7i"t— 4>n't + 5 a"— 4 -='—0- t^sTO]

Multiplying the coefficient of this inequality by
—

'"„^"„ [4569'], we get,

in the motion of the earth in latitude, the inequality [4569«],

6 s" ^ 0%228691 . sin. (4 n" t— 3 n'i + 4 s"— 3 s'—
o') ;

[4571]

and, by direct calculation, Ave have found, in [4312], the inequality,

6 s"= 0',234256 . sin. (4 n'7— 3 n' t^M'— 3i—
o') ; [4572]

which differs but little from the preceding.

on the same angle, is similar, the accents being changed so as to adapt them to tlie value of

s'. Instead of this formula, we may use [42956], observing that the second line of tills

expression is used in computing tlie inequalities which are taken into consideration in
*

'
'^

[4569
—

4576]. Tlie expression of os, deduced from this part of [42956], may be

simplified; because tlie divisor ?r—\n
—

i.{ii
—

n')|~, may be reduced to the form [4.560c]

i.{ji
—

?^').{/. (;('
—

'0 + ~ "}• Hence this part of (5s becomes,

2J(.-i)

5s=Jm'. n^. o- a'. ;- „ ,., ,

—
^ , „ -.7 .sin. Xi.in <

— n i + e'_
s)

4- n < + s — n| ; [4569rf]

7 being the inclination, and n tlie longitude of the ascending node of 7h', upon the orbit

of m. This expression may be simplified, from the circumstance, that, in the terms here
[45(l9e]

taken into consideration, the divisor i.(ii
—

?t')
is very nearly equal to 2n [4569].

Substituting this, and na^^l, in [4560<^] ; making also a slight reduction in the ["^-'^''^l

arrangement of the terms depending on z, we get,

^«=+r'"'Vn'-("«')'- ,. ,,, ,

'

,, ,, .-/.sin.U/—1).(«V— w i + e'—
s) -f nV + ;'—n|. [45r%]

Changing the elements m, a, n, s, U, &,c. into m, a', n, s', n + 180'', Sec. r.-ron

respectively, and altciing the sign of i— 1, which does not affect Z^'~" [956,956'],

we get,

,5.'=-^„^/«.(W)l^—j^^^^^-^.y.sin
[4569.-]

Hence we evidently perceive, that 5 s is to 5s' as m'\/('' to — )n\/a, as in [4569']. [4569*]

Now, the values n', n" [4076A] make 5 ?i"— 3 ?^' quite small, in comparison with n' .

This corresponds with the value assumed for i.{n'
—n)-{-2n [4569], supposing i = 5; [4569/]

hence we get [4570—4572]. In like manner, 3 7^' — n*' [4076/;], is very small, in
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[4573] The quantity 3 n'" — if is small in comparison with n"'
; therefore,

[4573] by making « = 3 [456%, t], we obtain in is", an inequality depending on

3m^'^— 2n'i + 3£'"— 2 s";

and in 5 s", an inequality depending on

^n'H— If 1 + 2 i"'— B\

The first of these inequalities is, by [4511],

[4574] & s" = 0',662991 . sin. (3 if't— 2 ift + 3 s"'— 2 ;" —
n^^).

n" being the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of Uranus upon

[4574'] that of Saturn. Multiplying the coefficient of this inequality by ^ryTi '

"and" we obtain in 6s'', the inequality,

[4575] 6s^'= — 2^714213.sin. (2n"'i
— n^i + 2e''— s"— n"') ;

and by [4531], this inequality becomes, by putting n"=n'" + 180''

[4531', 4574'],

[457G] ^ 5^1 ^ _ 2-,921052 . sin. (2 ifH— n''t + 2 s"'— ." — n") ;

which differs but little from the preceding.

42. It follows, from ^ 69, of the second book, that if we suppose

[4570'] i' n'— i 11 to be very small relatively to n and n', and represent by,*

[4577] R = m'.P. sin.(i'n'^
— uji + f's'— ZE) + m'.P'.cos.(j'«'i— j?ii + i'/— iO,

the part of the development of R, depending on the angle

i'n't— i n i + i' ^— i £
;

it will produce, in iv, the inequality.

r^r.r, , comparison with if or ?r' : and tills comes under the form [45691, by puttlns; z= 3;
[45b'Jin]

' u J . 1 o

hence we get [4574—4576] ; observing in [4576], that n^ = TV' -\- ISOrf.

*
(2710) Using the value Tg = i'w'^ — « m < + I's'— i ; [4019((], and ^,= 1 [3709],

we find that the terms of ii, &e, eS-ss, which correspond to each other in [1287,1288,1297],

become,

[457761
/?=?»'. P. sin. Tg -}- m'. P'. cos. Tg ;

14577c] , e ="^ .

S
- C^V sin. T,- ('^) . cos. T,

\
;tn—m ( \ae / \dc J )
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I — (
—

I
. COS. (i'n' t— int -\-i' ^— is— nt— «+ ra) )

2 m'. an ] \dej ^ ^
{

/+(-—). sin.
[i

n t— int-\-i s — is— nt— £ -j" '=') \
I \ u c / I

and in & v', the inequality,*

_ , , i — (--,] •COS. (i' n't— int-l-i'e'—is— n't— s' + to')

,
2 m. an \ \de'J

" ' ' '

6V=^r~, -•{ ,.„, \. [4579]m'—m ) , dP'\ . ...
, .

, ., , . , , , ,s

/ + (— ).sin.(i'n'<
— tn^+i'f'— %s— n'<— s'-fw')

^^-=£S^ •

\Q • ^°^- ^«- (S)
• ^'"- ^«

\ [4577rf]

Substituting these in Sv [4556], using for brevity, W=nt-\-s— to [3702a], and

reducing, by [22, 24] Int. we get, as in [4578],

J _ 2 '«^a 11 ^~ \jj)
• (s'"- ^9 • si"- ^^+ COS. Tg . COS. W)

,

i'n'-in
•

^_^ ^_P\
_ (sin.2'^ .cos.?-F— cos.Tg .sin.fF)<

=IS=-M-C^)-(^.-«')+(S)-i-(^.-«o|- i«".i

*
(2711) Proceeding in the same manner as in [4558a

—
c], and using Tg [4577a],

we have,

ATg=— indt, d'Tg=i'n'dt; [4578a]

hence the differential of R [45776] , relative to the characteristic d, becomes,

d2l=— m'.iw.lP.cos.Tg
—

F'.sin.Tg^ [-15786]

Substituting this in m'. d' R'^=— m.dR [45586
—

c], we get,

d'R' = m.in.{P. cos. T,
— F. sin. Tg \

. [4578c]

Integrating this, relatively to d', and observing that the divisor i' n' is, by hypothesis,

very nearly equal to in [4.576'], we get, for the corresponding terms of R', depending
on the angle 71,, the following expression ;

J?'= m . \P. sin.Tg+ P'. COS. T^\. [4578rf]

From this value of R' we may compute 6 v', in the same manner as we have found 5 v

[4578], from 21 [45776]. It will, however, be rather more simple to use the principle of [4578e]

derivation, by observing, that if we take the differential coefficient of R [45776], relative

to e, multiply it by 2andt, then take its integral relative to /, and change Tg into

Tg
—

Jy, it will become equal to 5 v [4577c]. In like manner, if we take the differential
i^^g^gfi

coefficient of il' [4578(/], relative to e', multiply it by 2a'n'dt, take its integral relative
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It follows also, from §71, book ii. that the same terms of R [4577]

produce, in 6 s, the inequality,*

[4580] ,]s =^

'IP\ A—
j
.cos

.{i'7i'
t— i iLt-{-i' ^— is — 7i t— £

-j- n) )

— I
. sin. {i'n't

—
int-j-i's'

— is — n t— e + n)V

7 being the tangent of the respective inclinations of the orbits of m and m',

[4580'] and n the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of m! upon that

of m [42956—c].

If we increase the argument of the inequality of 6 v [4578], by

[4580"] nt-]-s— ra, and multijily its coefficient by e
; also, if we increase the

argument of the inequality of 6v' [4579], by n't-\-i'
—

ra', and multiply

[4581] its coefficient by
——

. e' ;t lastly, if we increase the argument of the

inequality of is [4580], by 7it-\-s
— n, and multiply its coefficient by—

2'/, the sum of these three inequalities will be,

[4582]

^'"-'"/+;«-Q+''-(S:)+'-Ql»<'-»''--'"+'--^-'--)r

to (, and afterwards change T,^
into T!,

— JJ' [3726«], it will produce ilie following:

expression of 5 v', which is equivalent to [4579] ;

[4579^] S,'^V^ .]- C-r)
-COS. [T.,-W') + i""^)

sin.
( T,-n")\ .

*
(2712) If we put, for brevity, % = i'n' t

—
ini-{- A—g6^', also 7 = tang, ip,'

[4580a]
[-1337'^ 3739-j

. the assumed value oCR [1337"] becomes, «= m'. A^ .
7"". cos.T,.

[4.5801] Substituting this in the expression
—fl — \ . andi, we find that it becomes equal to the

expression of s or 6 s [1342] ; provided the angle To be decreased, after the integration,

by the quantity v — ^/, or by the angular distance of the body m from the ascending node

of the orbit of m' upon that of m [1337']. In the present notation v— 6f is represented

by the quantity nt-\-i— n, neglecting terms of the order e [4295/v
—

c]. The same

process being performed upon the assumed value of R [4577], produces the expression of

5s [4580].

[4.5eia] t (2713) This factor is equal to '-^^^\.c' [4560/].
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Now, P and P' arc homogenooiis fundions of c, e', 7, of t!ic dimension

i— i, and i' is supposed greater than i
;

therefore the preceding function

is equal to,*

2m' «»(/— ._p (,osJi'n't— int+i's'—i +P'. sm.(ifn't—int+i'i'—ii)\. [45S3]
i' w'— in ^ ' ^ '

Now we have, in 6v, the inequality, [1304],

^ jjj ft ft
"^

1

iv=
pr-,
——

^ .
j

P. COS.
(i'n't
—

int-\-i'i'
— i

c)
—P'. sin. {i'n't

— i n i+iV— ie) j
; [4584]

hence it follows, that if we represent by

6v = K. sin.
(i'

n't — int + i's'~is— nt— e-\- O), [458.5]

the inequality of 6 v, depending on the angle i'7i't—int -\- iV— i s— 71 1— s
;

and by
6 v'= K'. sin.

(
t' n' t — i nt + i' s'— i s— n' t— s' + O'),

the inequality of 5 v, depending on the angle i'n't—i n t + i'=— i=— n't— / : [4586]

lastly, if we represent by

6 5 = K". sin.
(/'

n't— int-\~i'i — is— nt— 5 + O"), [4587]

the inequality of 5 s, depending on the angle i'n't—i nt -{- i'= — is— nt — ?,

we shall have,t
Ke . sin.

(i'
n' t— int-{-i' s — is— « -f O)

+ ^^'. K' e'. sin. Ci' n' t— int + i' s'— i ,_ ^'+ O')m \/a— 2 K" y . sin.
(

J' n' t — int + i' s'_ ^ ._ n + O")
^*^^^^

^ _ lA^Zlll.H. ^!l^-M. sin.
(i'
n't—i nt + i' s'— i s + Q) ;

*
(2714) From [957'''] it appears, that any part of J?, depending on angles of the

form i' 71 i— iTii, must be composed of terms in e, e', y, of the orders i'— i,
"

' "'

i'— i-\-~, &ic.
;

and by neglecting all, except the first, on account of tlieir smallness, they

must be of the order i!— i
;

and therefore homogeneous in these quantities. Now, if we r j-oni-,

put, in [1001a], a= c, «'= e', a"=y, m = i'— i, and then, successively, A^^=P,
jw^ P'^ ^ve get,

Substituting these in [4582], we obtain [4583].

t (2715) The first member of [4588] is equal to the sum of the inequalities 5v, iv',
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[4588']

iv =^ H. sin.
('/'

n' I— ini -{- i £'— i^ + Q) being the inequality of 6v

depending on the angle i' n' t— int + i' -=' — is.

The quantity 5 n'— 2 n [4076/i] is very small in comparison with n'
;

and we have, in &v [4282], the inequality,

[4589] i V = 1^690443 . sin. (5 n't — 3nt + o s'— 3.-+ 43^8™ 32^.

^^^^^^^
The inequality 6 s [4283'], depending on 5n' t— 3nt + 5e'— 3 e, is

venu.. insensible ;
and we have, in 6 v' [4293] ,

the inequality,

[4590] 5 v'= — 0-,333596 . sin. (
4 n'<— 2 n« + 4 s'— 2 ^— 39' 30™ 30').

Lastly, we have, in 6v [4283], the inequality,

[4591] i V = 8-,483765 . sin. (5 7i't— 2 n t + 5s'— 2;— 30' 1 3'" 360-

In this case ?''= 5, ?' = 2 [4584,4591] ;
and we have, by what precedes

[4585
—

4591], the following equation of condition;

1 %690 i43 . e . sin. (5 n' t— 2nt + 5 ^— 2 i —-. i- 43'^ 1 8"' 32')

[4592]
— 0',333596 . e'.^^^"^ . sin. (5 7t't — 2nt + 5s'— 2e~^'— 39" 30'" 300m ;/«

= _ 8%483765 . ^^^l\ sin. (5 n't_ 2 nZ + 5 .='
— 2 .— 30'' 13'" 36^.

n

The first member of this equation is,*

[4593] 0%359753 . sin. (5 7i't— 2ntJt- 5 ^^—2 ^— 2S' 21"' 33') ;

the second member is,

[4594] 0',3605 . sin. (5 h'^ — 2 m i + 5 /— 2 £— 30'* 1 3™ 3&) ;

and their difference is insensible.

Ss, [4585,4586,4587]; multiplied respectively by e,
—-—

.c', and — 2/; the

arguments being also increased by 7it-\-£
—

zs, n't-j-s'
—

ra', ntJ^-s
— n, respectively,

according to the directions in [4580"— 4581]. Now, it is shown, in [4580"—4583], that this

sum is equal to the expression [4583], which is the same as that of Sv [4584], muhiplied

by
——

.( ); and if we suppose this expression of Sv to be reduced to the

[45886]
•^' ^ " ^

form [4588'], this product will be represented by the second member of [4588].

*
(2716) This is easily obtained, by reducing the two terms of the first member

[4593a] of [4592] into one, by the method [4282/i
—

/], after substituting the values ?«, ?»',

a, a', he. [4061,4079,4080].
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We may verify, by the preceding theorems, many of the corresponding

inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn
;
but as all the inequalities of these two [4594']

planets have been verified several times, with much care, by different

computers, this last verification is unnecessary.

43. The inequality of m, produced by the action of m', and depending

on the argument n' t -\-i'
—

ra', is expressed as in book ii. § 50, 55, by,*

^ ^ =
-1-7-2
—^ • (0,1) • e'. sin. {n't-\-^

—
^'). [4595]

The inequality of ?«', produced by the action of m, and depending on the

argument nt -{-s
—

-a, is,

<5 V= „" ,
. (1 ,0) . e . sin. (n ^ + s—

^). [4596]
n.[n~

—
n-)

^ ^ ^

[4596']
The coefficients of these two inequalities are, therefore, in the ratio of

—
(0,1) . n\ e' to (1,0) . n'\ e

;
now we have, in [1093],

(•'>)=(0.1)-°i^.; [4WJ

therefore, if we put Q for the coefficient of the inequality &v [4595],

we shall find, that the coefficient of the inequality 6v' [4596], will be

represented by,

m .a^ c

^.l.Q [4595/]. [4598]
m. «" e

*
(2717) Thetermof i5d depending on ii't-{-s'

—
ro', is deduced from that in [1021],

depending on G*", by putting i=\; whence we obtain,

^ f=^ . G<'>. e'. sin. (h' t + /— ^'j. [4595o]

Now, from [1018, 1019, 1073], we have, in the case of z= 1
,

^
--"•(l^j-*"H^j=«";^r(^''^= f45956]

Substituting this value of G">, in &v
[4.59.5ff], it becomes as in [4595]. The value of 5 »'

[4596] may be directly computed in a similar manner
;
or it may be obtained more simply by

derivation from [4595] ; changing m, a, n, c, &ic. into m', a', 11', e', he.
;
and [4505(/]

the contrary ; observing, that by these changes, (0,1) becomes (1,0), according to the
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The inequalities of this kind have been verified, either by means of this

equation of condition, or by that of the preceding expression of Q. Thus,

the action of Jupiter produces, in the earth, the sensible inequality [4307],

^4599]
6i)"=—2',539884. sin.

(n'-'i + s"—^"').

This inequality, by what precedes, is represented by [4595],

4 n" 2

[4600] ^ v"=
^^.^,,_^^.,^

(2,4) . e-. sni. (n" t + ."-.-) ;

TheEarth
and we have (2,4) =6,947861 [4233]. If we substitute this, in [4600],

jupuer. also the values of n", n'", e" [4077, 4080] ;
then multiply the result by

the expression of the radius in seconds, we shall obtain,

[4601] i ^" =. _ 2',5401 . sin. (n"7 + s"—
-a").

The action of Uranus upon Saturn, produces, in the motion of Saturn, the

inequality [4466],

[4602] iv" = — P,01 1647 . sin.
{n'-'H + j^"—

^'").

Multiplying its coefficient by -—
>t^- t. [4598], we obtain, in Uranus,Saturn

and
Uranus.

711". rf-' e"

m". a"^
'

e"

the inequality.

[4603] 6 v"'= 0',21 4852 . sin. (rf f + s"—
^') ;

and the direct calculation has given, in
[/^b'2.o'\,

[4604] i v"' = 0',214857 . sin. {7ft + s'—i^').

notation in [1 035, &ic.]. Comparing the values of 5v, Sv' [4595, 4596] , we get the first

[4595c] expression of [4595/] ; and by substituting the value of (1,0) [4597]; also n^^a-s.
_9

n'^=^a' ^
[3709'], we get successively the last expression [4595/'], which is equivalent

to [4598] ;

.
, (1,0) n'3e ^ mi/a n'^ e ^ m . a^ e

'^ •' '

(0,1) rv> e m\/a n^ e m.a-' «

[4600o]
*

(2718) The expression [4600] is similar to [4595], changing m, m', &lc. into m",

m'', &ic.
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chaptp:r XVI.

ON THE MAiSSES OF THE PLANETS AND MOON.

[4604]

[4(JU4"']

44. One of the most important objects in the theory of the planets is the

determination of their masses
;
and we have pointed out, in [4062—4076'],

the imperfections of our present estimation of these values. The most sure

method of obtaining a more accurate result, is that which depends on the

development of the secular inequalities of the motions of the planets ;
but

until future ages shall make known these inequalities with greater precision,

we may use the periodical inequalities, deduced from a great number of

observations. For this purpose, Delambre has discussed the numerous

observations of the sun, by Bradley and Maskelyne ; from which he has

obtained the maximum of the inequalities produced by the actions of Venus, [4004"]

Mars and the moon. The whole collection of these observations of Bradley
and Maskelyne, makes the maximum of the action of Venus greater than

that which corresponds to the mass we have assumed for Venus [4061], in

the ratio of 1,0743 to 1
;
hence the mass of Venus is

ay-g-'T-aa- ^f that of [4605]

the sun. The observations of Bradley and Maskelyne, when Ave take them Mass or
Venui-'.

separately into consideration, give nearly the same results
; therefore, it is

probable, that this estimate of the mass of Venus is not liable to an error of

a fifteenth part of its value. [4605']

Hence it follows, incontestably, that the secular diminution of the

obliquity of the ecliptic approaches very near to 154"=49',9. To reduce

it, as some astronomers have done, to 105"= 34% we must decrease the [4606]

mass of Venus one half ;* and this is evidently incompatible with the [4606']

*
(2719) This appears, by substituting 5"=— 34', < = 100 [4606], in [4074r] ; ..gQ^,

whence we get, very nearly,
— 34' = — 50'— 31'

(j.' ; consequently, n.'=— 1
nearly.
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observations of the periodical inequalities, produced by Venus, in the motion

[4606"]
of the earth. The best modern observations of the obliquity of the ecliptic

are too near to each other, to determine this element with accuracy. The
observations of the Arabs appear to have been taken with much care. They

[4607] made no alteration in the system of Ptolemy ;
but directed their attention

particularly to the perfection of the instruments, and to the accuracy of their

observations. These observations give a secular diminution of the obliquity

r./^n^n of the ecliptic, which differs but very little from 154"= 49^9. This
[4607 ] . . .

'

diminution is also confirmed by the observations of Cocheouking, made in

China, by means of a high gnomon ;
and it appears to me, that these

observations may be relied upon for their accuracy.

Delambre has also determined, by a great number of observations, the

[4607"]
maximum of the action of Mars upon the motion of the earth. He has

Mass of
found this action to be less than that which corresponds to the mass we

have assumed for Mars [4061], in the ratio of 0,725 to 1
; making the

[4608] mass of Mars 2-54^-3-2-o of that of the sun. This value is probably not

quite so accurate as that of the mass of Venus, because its effect is less
;

but, as the data [4076], from which we have determined the mass of Mars,

[4608']
in [4075, &c.], are very hypothetical, it is important to ascertain the error

which might result from this cause, in the theory of the sun's apparent

motion. Now, the observations of Bradley and Maskelyne, combined

together, or taken separately, concur in indicating a diminution in the mass

of Mars
; therefore, we shall decrease the preceding inequalities, produced

[4609] by Mars, in the earth's motion, in the ratio of 0,725 to unity.

These changes, in the masses of Venus and Mars, jiroduce sensible

alterations in the secular variations of the elements of the earth's orbit.

Lo„3itud9 We find the longitude of the earth's perihelion to be represented by the

'per'Sion. foUowlug cxprcssiou ;*

[4610] Long, perihelion
= ^"+tA P,807719 + /^0',00008 16482 ;

the coefficient of the equation of the centre of the earth's orbit is

represented by,

*
(2720) Tlic expression [1610] is computed as in [4331], changing tiie masses of

[4610a] Venus and IVIars, as in [4605—4608]. The formulas [4611,4612] nre computed in like

manner as [4330, 4332], respectively.
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Coeff. cquat. centre © = 2i;— i.0',171793— <-.0',0000068194. [4611]

Lastly, the values of /' and q" [4332], become,

p"= t . 0',080543 + e. O',000023 1 1 34
;

^^^j^^

q"= — t . 0^521 142 + f. 0',000007 1 196.

Hence it follows, from [4074c, 461 3rt], that the secular diminution of the

obliquity of the ecliptic, in this century, is equal to 52',1I42.* Using these

data, we find, by the formulas of ^ 31,f

4,=t.l 55",5927 + 3=, 1 1 1 9 + 42556",2 . sin.
(t

. 1 55",5927 + 95°,0733)

—
73530",8.cos.(^.99",1227)

—
17572",4.sin.(^.43",0446)

= t . 50',412 + 2H7"57'+ 13788^2 . sin. (t
. 50',412 + 85''33"'570

— 23823',98. cos,
(^

. 32^ 1 1 58)—5693%5. sin. (M 3',9465) ;

r Fixed-]V= 26°,0796— 3676",6—18187",6 .cos.(^.155",5927+95°,0733)
Lorb.t.J

+ 5082",7.cos (t
. 43",0446)—28463",6 . sin.

(<. 99", 1227)
Corrected

= 23" 28" 17%9— 1 19P,2— 5892%8.cos. (<.50^412 + 85'' 33™ 570
"'"'

prpcessioii

+ 1646'-,8 . COS. (/. 13',9465)—9222^2 . sin.(i. 32^1158); g-g'
tic for the

year (,

X'= i.l55",5927 J-3°,11019 — 3°,11019 .cos.(<.99",1227) cto"h""

[4614]

[4615]

— 14282",3 . sill, (t . 43",0446)

= t . 50%4120 +2''47'"57^— 2''47"'57'.cos. a.32%U58)
— 4627',5 . sin. (M3',9465) ;

V'= 26°,0796— 3676",6 .{1— COS. (^.43",0446)}

— 10330",4. sin.(i. 99",1227)

^23''28"'17%9— 119P,2.p— cos.(^.13',9465)}

— 3347^05 .sin. (<.32^ 11 58).

1750.

[4616]

[
Apparent"]

orbit. J

[4617]

*
(2721) The chief term of the value of q" [4612] is — «.0%521142, and by

puuing < = 100, it becomes q"=— 52%1142. This represents, by [4074a
—

c], the secular [4613a]

variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic, corresponding to the second formula [4612]; in the

original work it is printed 160",85=52',1154, and it is thus quoted in [3330rt].

t (2722) The formulas [4614
—

4618], are computed in precisely the same manner as
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The increment of the tropical year, counted from 1750, is, then,
Incremenl
ofthe

represented by,

[4G18] Increment of the year == — O''"y,000086354 .{1
— cos. (t

. I3',9465)|

— 0''"%000442198 . sin. (t
. 32 ,1 158).

Hence it follows, that, at the time of Hipparchus, the tropical year ivas

[4(518] 10^9528 sexagesimal seconds longer than in i750. The obliquity ofthe

ecliptic was then greater by 955^,21 68. Lastly, the greater axis of the smw's

[4618"] orbit coincided with the line of equinoxes, in the year A'OQd before our era;

it ivas perpendicular to that line in 1248.

The mass of the moon has been determined by the observations of

the tides in the port of Brest
; and, althoiijih these observations are

[4G19] far from being so complete as we could wish, yet they give, with

considerable precision, the ratio of the action of the moon, to that of the

sun, upon the tides of that port. But, it lias been observed, in [2435
—

2437'],

that local circumstances may have a very sensible influence on this ratio, and

also on the resulting value of the moon's mass. Several methods have been

pointed out, in the second book, to ascertain this influence
;
but they require

very exact observations of the tides. The observations which have been made

at Brest, leave, in their results, such a degree of uncertainty, as makes us fear

that there may be an error of at least an eighth part, in the value of the

moon's mass. Indeed, the observations of the equinoctial and solsticial tides,
'"

' seem to indicate, that the action of the moon upon these tides is augmented

one tenth part, by the local circumstances of the port. This will decrease,

[40)21] '^y o"6 tenth, the assumed value of the moon's mass
; and, in fact, it appears,

by several astronomical phenomena, that the assumed value [4321] is rather

too great.

The first of these phenomena is the lunar equation, in the tables of the

[4632] sun's motion. We have found, in [4324], 8',8298 for the coefficient of this

inequality, supposing the sun's parallax to be 8'',8 [4322]. It will be

[4357—4360, 4362], altering die masses of Venus and Mars, as in [4605,4608]. We
have previously spoken of this change of the masses of these two planets, in [3.380?i,&c.],

'- "' and have also given the formulas of Poisson and Bessel [3380/?, </],
for the determination of

the precession and the obliquity of the ecliptic.
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8',5767,* if the sun's parallax be 8',56, which is the value deduced [4022']

from the lunar theory, as will be seen in the following book. Delambre has

determined the coefficient of this lunar equation, by the comparison of a very

great number of observations of the moon, and has found it equal to 7',5.

If we adopt this value, and also the second of the above estimates of the

sun's parallax, which several astronomers have deduced from the last transit

of Venus over the sun's disc, we find the mass of the moon to be -^-i^ of [4624]

the earth's mass [46226].

The second astronomical phenomenon is the nutation of the earth's axis.

We have found, in [3378a], the coefficient of the inequality of the nutation

to be equal to 10,0556 ;t sujifiosing the mass of the moon, divided by the [4625]

cube of its mean distance from the earth, to be equal to triple the mass

of the sun, divided by the cube of the mean distance of the earth from the

sun [2706]. This makes the mass of the moon equal to ^^^ of the earth's [4626]

mass [4321]. Maskelyne has found, by the comparison of all Bradley's

observations on the nutation, that the coefficient of this inequality is equal

*
(9723) The coeflicient of this inequality, neglecting its sign, is -;^-—, , multiplied by

the radius in seconds 206265' [4314]; and by substituting
—=

gg-T7,and ZJP^ —^jakIT

[4321,4323], it becomes ^^ X
®3||47^

X 206265'. Putting this parallax equal to 8',8,

tiie coefficient becomes nearly equal to 8',8298 [4324] ; and by using the value of the

parallax 8'',56 [5589], the coefficient becomes 8^58 nearly, as in [4622']. To reduce

this to T,5, the value obtained by Delambre, we must decrease the moon's mass in the

7 5 1 1

ratio of the numbers 7',5 to 8',58, so that it will be equal to •—^ X -3x77 ^7;=-, [46226]
c,5o 5c,0 07

instead of
p^rij-, given by the author in [4624].

t (2724) The coefficient 31",036 = 10%0556 is computed, in [3376e], from the

formula —^ .
— = 1 0',0r)56 ;

in which X=3 [3376,3079] represents the assumed [4625a]

ratio of the lunar to the solar force on the tide. This value of X is used, in [4319], in

computing the value of m [4321,4626]. Now, substituting X= 3, in [4625n], we

obtain,

%= \ Xl0^0556= 13^4074;

VOL. in. 85
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[4627] to 9',55 ; and this result makes the moon's mass equal to Jy of the earth's

mass.

• Lastly, the third astronomical phenomenon is the moon's parallax. We
shall see, in [5605], that the constant term contained in the expression of this

parallax, when developed in a function of the moon's true longitude, is

[4628] 3427',93; supposing the moon's mass to be
^|_-jr

of the earth's mass. Burg
has computed this constant term, by means of a very great number of

[4629] observations of the moon. He finds it equal to 3432',04 [5605] ; and, by

the formulas given in the next book, this result will be found to correspond

[4629] with a mass of the moon, which is equal to yi ^^
of that of the earth.*

substituting this value in the first raemljer of the equation [46-2.jf(], we get
——-

. 13%4074,

[46256] .

for the nutation, corresponding to any assumed value of X. If we put this equal to the value

9%55, obtained by Maskelyne [4627], we get,

X 9,5500 ,
9,5500 ^ A-r- ^ c . o j i

[4 625e]
-——= '

; hence X= r-^-^= 2,4^6, mstead of X=:.3, used above
;

i -p X loj4074 0,00/4

and as the mass of the moon is proportional to X [3079], it will be reduced, from ——

= — : as in r4627l.
58,(5 3,000

^'^^^1]'^° .5^X3-^=71^ --^4627]

*
(2725) The constant term of the parallax is

-
-(l-hcc) [5311] ;

and by substituting

D I M \i
[4629a] the value of —

[5324], it becomes of the form A . f

j
; A being a function of the

known quantities a, e, Sic, which are independent of 31, m. Now, by using the value of

—=-— [4628], we obtain the constant term [5330'], corresponding to the latitude

whose sine is
^/f^ ; also the constant term 3427'',93 [5605] of the horizontal parallax ;

hence we have,

[46296]

'

A.(~^^=^3i2T,93,
and ^=3447V32;

so that the constant term of the horizontal parallax is,

'

[4629c] 3447',32.(^-^)*.

Putting this equal to the constant term of Burg's tables 3442',44— 10',40=:3432',04

[5605], we get,

M+ m /3447,32\3 ,_,„., ,
,

1 , . r-roan
[4629rfl

-~-=
(gi^^j

= 1-01341 = 1 +- nearly, as m [4629].
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Hence it appears, from all three of these phenomena, tliat we must decrease

a little the mass of the moon, deduced from the observations of the tides

at Brest ; therefore, the action of the moon on the tides in that port, is [4030]

sensibly increased by local circumstances. For the numerous observations,

both of the heights and intervals of the tides, do not permit us to suppose

this action to be less than triple the action of the sun.

The most probable value of the moon's mass, which appears to result

from these various phenomena, is -gl^ of the earth's mass.* By using this [4C3l]

value, we find 7%.57'2,t for the coefficient of the lunar equation of the solar [4C32]

tables, and 3430%88,J for the constant term of the expression of the [4033]

moon's parallax. We also find 9^648 . cos. (longitude of the moon's node), [4034]

for the inequality of the nutation, and —
18'',03. sin. (long, moon's node),§ [4635]

*
(2726) Subsequent observations of tlie tides at Brest, induced the author to reduce

this value of X [3079], from X= 3 to X=2,35333 [11905]; making the mass of the [4631«]

moon equal to 7f,|fy^ of that of the earth [11906]; as we have already remarked in

[.3.3806', &c.]. We may observe, that the value of X=3 [4318,4319] corresponds with [46316]

jj=rr-; [4321], and that X is proportional to m ;
hence we get, in the case of —=——M 58,6

L J' ft > D
j^j (,g_5 ^^Q2\c]

[4631], the value x=3.^= 2,566, as in [4637].

t (2727) This equation of the earth's motion is proportional to —
[4314] ;

and if

m 1 [4632a]
we suppose -=

^^ [4321], it becomes 8',58 nearly, as in [4622'] ;
but if we use

ml,,' 586 [46326]

j^=^ [4631], this equation becomes 8",58 X ^::^
= 7%34 ;

which differs a little

from [4632].

X (2728) Substituting Jli=68,5.?n [4631c], in the constant term of the moon's

parallax [4629c], it becomes 3447^32 .(^Y= 34,30^8, as in [4633]. Moreover, by [4633a]

substituting X=2,566 [4631cJ, in the coefficient of the nutation [46256], it becomes,

—
^.13^4074=g^^.l3',4074

= 9%64S, as in [4634]. [46336]

% (2729) The coefficients of the inequalities in the nutation and precession are

represented, in [.3376c,/, 3.378,3380], by (j^^^., —~~j,.coi.1h
which are to [4635a]
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for the inequality of the precession of the equinoxes. The ratio of the

[4036] moon's action on the tides to that of the sun is then 2,566 [4631 f] ; and

as the observations of the tides in the port of Brest make this ratio equal

to 3 [46316J,it appears evident that it is increased, by local circumstances,

[4637] in the ratio of 3 to 2,566. Future observations, made with great exactness,

will enable us to determine, with precision, these points, in which there

remains, at present, some slight degree of uncertainty.

Jupiter's mass appears to be well determined
; Saturn's has still some

degree of uncertainty [4635c], and it is a desirable object to correct it.

This may be done by observing the greatest elongations of the two outer

[4638]
satellites, in opposite points of their orbits, in order to have regard to the

ellipticity of the orbits. We may also use, for this purpose, the great

inequality of Jupiter [4417], when the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn

shall be accurately determined
;

for these mean motions have a very sensible

influence upon the divisor (5 n"— 2
m''')-, which affects this inequality. It

appears probable, that the mean annual motion we have assigned to Jupiter,

must be increased, one or two centesimal seconds ; and that of Saturn,

decreased, by nearly the same quantity. The periodical inequalities of Jupiter

and Uranus, produced by the action of Saturn, afford also a tolerably

accurate method of determining the mass of Uranus.

The value we have assigned to the mass of Uranus, depends on the

[4641] greatest elongation of its satellites, which were observed by Herschel.

These elongations should be verified with great care.

With respect to Mercury's mass, we may use, in ascertaining its value, the

inequalities it produces in the motion of Venus. Fortunately, the influence

[4642] of Mercury on the planetary system is very small
;

so that the error.

depending on any inaccuracy in this estimate of its mass, must be nearly

insensible.

each other as 1 to — 2. col. 2 A. Hence, if we suppose the inequality of the nutation to

[46356]
jjg 9.',648, as in [46.34], that of the precession will be — 2x9%64S.cot.2 A; and by

using 2A= 520,1592=46''56'"3.y,8, it becomes — 18',03, as in [4G35J.

Before concluding this note we may observe, that the late estimates of these masses,

by different astronomers, have already been given in [4061 rf— ni].

[4640]
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[4G43]

CHAPTER XVII.

ON THE FOEMATION OF ASTRONOMICAL TABLES, AND ON THE INVARIiVCLE PLANE OF THE

PLANETARY SYSTEM.

45. We shall now proceed to explain the method which must be used in

constructing astronomical tables. We have given the inequalities, in

longitude and in latitude, to a quarter of a centesimal second ;
but the most

perfect observations do not attain to that degree of accuracy ;
so that we may

simplify the calculations, by neglecting the inequalities which are less than

a centesimal second. We must form, by means of a great number of

observations, selected and combined in the most advantageous manner, the

same number of equations of condition, between the corrections of the

elliptical elements of each planet. These elements being already known, to

a considerable degree of accuracy, their corrections must be so small that we

may neglect their squares and higher powers ;
and by this means the

equations of condition become linear.* We must add together all the

equations in wliich the coefficients of the same unknown quantity are

considerable
;

so that from these sums we can form the same tiumber of

funtlamcntal equations as there are unknoicn quantities ; and then, by [4G44]

elimination, we may obtain each of the unknown quantities. We can also

find, by the same method, the corrections which may be necessary in the

assumed masses of the planets. If the numerical values of the planetary

inequalities be accurately calculated, which may be ascertained by a careful

verification of tiie preceding results
;
we may, with each new observation,

*
(2730) We Imve given the form of an e([iiation of this kind, in [849(7] ;

and have

shown, in [8 19a—;], how to combine any number of tliem together, by the iiiethod of the [4(i44a]

least squares ;
wiiich process is now generally used, in preference to that in [1G44].

VOL. m. 86
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form another equation of condition. Then if we determine, every ten years,

the corrections resulting from the combination of these equations with all the

preceding ones, we may, from time to time, correct the elements of the

orbits
;

and by this means obtain more accurate tables of the motions
;

[4645] supposing that the comets do not produce any alteration in the elements
;

and there is every reason to believe that their action on the planetary system

is insensible.

46. We have determined, in [1162'], the invariable plane, in which the

sum of the products of the mass of each planet, by the area its radius vector

describes about the sun, when projected upon this plane, is a maximum. If

we put y for the inclination of this plane to the fixed ecliptic of 1 730, and

n for the longitude of its ascending node upon that plane, we shall have, as

in [1162'],

: . m . \/a.{\
—

ee)
. sin. a? . sin. &

_

[4646]

[4647]

[4648]

[4G49]

tang. 7 . sm. n =

tang. 7 . COS. n :

2 . m.\/a.(l— ee).COS. <p

S . »l . \/«.(I
—

ee) . sin.
(?)

. COS.

2. ?ft . s/a.(\
—

ce). COS.?

The integral sign of finite differences 's. includes all the similar terms relative

to each planet. If we use the values of m, «, e, ?, and ^, given for each

of these bodies, in [4061
—

4083], we shall find, by these formulas,

y= r'35™3r;

n= 102'' 37'" 29'.

Then, by substituting for e, <?, ^, their values, relative to the epoch 1950

[4081—4083, 4242, &c.], we shall obtain,

y= 1''33"'31-'-

n= 102' 37-" 15';

which differ but very little from the preceding values [4648]. This serves

as a confirmation of the variations we have previously computed in the

inclinations and in the nodes of the planetary orbits.
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[4650]

CHAPTER XVIII.

ON THE ACTION OF THE FIXED STARS UPON THE PLANETARY SYSTEM.

47. To complete the theory of the perturbations of the planetary system,

there yet remains to he noticed those, which this system suffers, from the [4049']

action of the comets and fixed stars. Now, if we take into consideration,

that we do not accurately know the elements of the orbits of most of the

comets
; and, that there may be some, which are always invisible to us, by

reason of their great ]3erihelion distance, tiu)ue;h they may act on the remote

planets ;
it must be evident, that it is impossible to determine their action.

Fortunately, there arc many reasons for believing, that the masses of the

comets are very small
; consequently, their action must be nearly insensible.

We shall, therefore, restrict ourselves, in this article, to the consideration of

the action of the fixed stars.

For this purpose, we shall resume the formulas [930, 931, 932],

a.co?..v fndt.r.%\\\.v .\lfAR-\-r .{-—\\ )
ir,"7v,

'— a. sin. V . fndt.r. COS. V. \ 2 fdR4-r .('-—] } \

6r=^- i _J_ W^lZii. (X) [4651]

^^•^fV—+ '-^Jfndt.dR+ ^-^.fndt.r.C-^)
6V= tl^ '-

,
^— X^; (Y) [4650]

V/1
— ee

^

.
,^ . fdR\ . . j^ fdR\a.cos.v. I ndt.r.sm.v.l —- — a. sm.v. / nat. r .cos.v.i —

)

iS= - V^^~-; '_ VJ.(Z) [4G53]

General
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[4654]

We shall put m' for the mass of the star
; x', y', z', its three rectangular

co-ordmates, referred to the sun's centre of gravity ; r', its distance from

that centre
; x, y, z, the three co-ordinates of the planet m

;
and r, its

distance from the sun. We shall have, as in [3736],

[4655] - R - ^'-i^^'+yv'+^^l
V/(x'-af+(y'-2/)^+(-~'-.-f

Developing the second member of this equation, according to the descending

powers of r', we shall have,*

[4656]

[4656']

„ 7,1'
,

m'.r^
, , fxx'J^yy'-l-zz'—lr^-)'' „

r- 2/-'
3

We shall take, for the fixed plane, that of the primitive orbit of the [ilanet ;

and we shall have, by neglecting the square of c,t

[4658]

[4657] _^
__

,. _ (.Qg_ ^ .

^
__ ^ _ sJj-,, ^ .

2: = r 5.

Putting I for the latitude of the star m', and U for its longitude, we

obtain, t

[4659] x' = /. cos. / . cos. C/: y!
= r'. cos. / . sin. C/; z' = /. sin. I.

*
(2731) Putting, for brevity, xx' -\-yy'-\-zz'

=
rr'.f; and, as in [914'],

[4655a] a:2+ _v2 + c2=r^ .t'^+ y's + ~'2= r'^,

we find, that the last term of [4655] becomes, by successive reductions, as in [4655c] ;

[46556] -m'.
{ (x'-a^)'^+(y'-y)^+(.~'-„i^ i~*=-m'. \ r'^-2r'rf-^n \ "^U-^'. J l-sf^^') \

'*

Substitutina; this in [4655], we find tliat tlie first term of [4655] is destroyed by tlie second

term of [4655c], and the whole expression of R becomes, by a slight reduction, as

in [4656].

t {213-2) The values of x, y [4657], correspond with those found in [926'— 927].

[4657a] The value of z = rs [4657] is the same as that in [931"], changing &s into s, to conform

to the present notation.

f (2733) The radius vector of the body m is r', and its latitude above the fixed

[4659a] plane /. Hence it is evident, from the princi})les of the orthographic projection, that the

projection of r', upon the fixed plane, is r'.cos.I; and the perpendicular z', let fall from 7«',
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Hence we deduce, by neglecting the descending powers of r', below r'"^,* [465Jr]

/?=_- +— . {2—3.cos.=/—3.cos.''/.cos.(2v—2C/)—65.sin.2/.cos.(t)-C/)|. [4tJO0]

Now, r', I, and U, vary nearly by insensible degrees ; hence, if we put R^ [im\]

for the part of R, divided by r'^, and neglect the square of the excentricity

of the orbit of m: also, the term depending on 5, which is of the order of „„^.,„
. [4()t)rj

the disturbing forces, that m suffers by the action of the planets ;
we shall

have,t

fdR= R- '^-^\ (2
- 3 . cos.^0 ; [4662]

r-.('^)
= 2i?, [4662']

upon the fixed plane, is equal to r*. sin./, as in [4659]. Now, this projected radius r'.cos./,
[4(5592,1

makes the angle U with the axis of x [4658, &c.], and 90"— U wiiii the axis of if.

Hence we easily obtain expressions of x', y', similar to those of x, y [4657], and which
r4g5()o

may be deduced from tliem, by changing r into r'. cos.?, and » into U, as in [4659].

*
(2734) Substituting the values of a?, y, &c. [4657,4659], in the first member of

[4660n], reducing, developing and neglecting terms of the order s^, we get, by using

['24,6,31] Int. the following expressions,

fa;a;'-)-2/2/'+*~'P='"~'''^-{c°S'^-(<^°s-*'-*^°5-'^^~l"S'"'"-^'"*^0+*'Shi./p [4660a]

=
r'^r'^.^ cos. Z. COS. («

—
t7)-(-s.sin./p

:=j-^;-'^.|cos.^Z.cos.-(d
—

t^)-|-2s.sin. /.cos./.cos.(i'
—U)\

=
r2;'2.Jcos.2Z.[i+ icos.(2u

—
2f/)]-f«.sin.2/.cos.(D— Z7)|. [4660i]

Now, the first and second terms of [4656], are the same as the first and second terms of

[4660] respectively ;
so that if we neglect terms of the order mentioned in [4659'J, we

shall find, that the remaining part of [4656] becomes,

— -^ •b^'+ y y'+^ -'
i
-•

[4660c]

Substituting in this the expression [4660i], it produces the three last terms of R [4660].

t (2735) If we use the symbol i?,, we shall have, from [4660, 4661],

i?^= ^^.j2
— 3C0S.2/— 3cos.2/.cos.(2v

— 2t')—6«.sin.2/.cos.(r— f>')S ; [4662a]4r

m'

r
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[4G62"
Then, if we put n = 1, which is nearly equivalent to the supposition, that

the sun's mass is equal to unity [3709], we shall obtain from the formula

[4651],
*

The cliaracteristic d affects the elements of the orbit of the body m, namely, r, v, s, &tc. ;

but does not affect those of the body m', as r, I, C/^,&c.- lience the differential of [46626]
[4(jC'2c] becomes, dR= dli,. Integratmg this, and adding, as in [1012'], the constant quantity

[4662(/] ^'^'g!
to complete the integral, we get /d 7? =/di?,+ m'^. Now, as ?•', /, U, are nearly

constant, we may neglect their variations, and then the quantity d/?, will be the complete

[4662rf'] differential of H,; so that we may write jR, for /djR^; hence the expression [4662f/]

[4G(3ac] becomes fc]R= E^-{-7n'g. If we neglect terms of the order e^, in the expression of

lAQQOf-i
' [1256], it becomes as in [4664]; and if we substitute this in the expression of r^.dv

[1256], we easily obtain the expression of 7idt [4664]. By inadvertence, <Ae rtJ/^/forAas

[4662g-] given a wrong sign to the term dejjendmg on e, in the value of r [4664], which in the

\iG62h]
original work is r= a.| l-[-c. cos. (d

—
-a)^. This affects the numerical coefficients of the

^dR\ /dR\ _ 2fl,

,17)
~

r

formulas [4666,4666',8ic.], but does not alter the general results [4669',4673,&c.]. Putting,

[40G'2t] for brevity, A equal to the coefficient of ?-, in the expression of R^ [4662a], we have,

m'

[46G2/1]
^= ^^-{2—3.C0S.2/— .3.cos.2;.cos.(2i;

—
2(7)

—
65.sin.2Z.cos.((;— L^l ;

[4GG2Z] B^ = h.r-; whence
^ -—'j

= 2/i )•==—-'.

Substituting this in the partial differential of R [4662i], relatively to r, we obtain the

following expression,

multiplying this by r, we get [4662']. If we determine the constant quantity g, as in

[4662n] [1016'',&c.], by making the coefficient of t vanish from the expression of 6v, we shall find,

by putting (J.
= l, and neglecting e'-, that the terms of 5v [4652], necessary to be noticed

in finding the constant quantity, are,

[4G<J2o]
« ./{ 3/d R-^2r.(~y,.ndt.

[4G02o'] Substituting the values [4662c, 4662'], it becomes, a ./{I Ri-\-3m'g).ndt ;
and if we

retain only the constant part of i?,, the preceding expression will vanish, and we shall have

[4tj<j2r7]
the constant part of (5 ?; equal to nothing, by putting 7 i?,-|- 3 m'^-

=
;

or m'g^— i-Ji,-

Now, the constant part of R^ is evidently obtained, by putting r:^a, and retaining only

the two first terms of [4662n]. Hence we get,

[4662?] m'^=-3;^^.(2-3.cos.= /);

and fdR [4662e] becomes as in [4662]. In the original work the numerical coefficient

is — -l,
instead of — Jj.

*
(2736) From [4662c, 4662'], we get.
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6 r= 4 a . COS. v.fndt.rR,. sin. v— Aa. sin.i) .fn dt.rR,. cos. v. [4(ki.3]

Substituting the following expressions [1256, 4662/, &c.],

r = a.\\—c.co^.{v
—

^:)\;
n dt = dv .\\

— '2.e .co%.{v
—

^)\\ [46(i4]

and neglecting under the sign /, the periodical terms, affected with the angle [4GG5]

V, we shall have,*

n(/^r.72,.sin.t;:=-^-^'^".{(l-f.cos.=0.e.sin.«
+ |.cos.^Z.e.sin.(^-2C7)|; [4666]

ndts.R.cos.v^—^^~.{{\—^.cosH).e.co%.-^—^.co%.n.e.cos.{-t^—2U)\-,
[4666']

2/dR + r .

C'^^
= 4 R,-\- 2 m'g. [4663a]

Substituting this in [4651], also (ji.=1, and neglecting c^, we get,

f)r—= 4 . cos .!) . fn (It .rR,. s'm.v— 4 . sin .v . fndt.rR,. cos. v
a

•' ' J I

[4663a']

-[-
2 m'^ . COS. V .fn clt.r .s'm.v— 2 rrig . sin. « .fn dt.r. cos. t).

This differs from [466-3], in the terms multiplied by g. The two expressions would agree,

if we were to take the arbitrary constant quantity g [4662f/] equal to nothing ;
but this "•

'

would be inconsistent with [4662w, 4668].

*
(2737) From [4662Z], we obtain nd(.rR,^h.ndt.i^. Now we have, by

neglecting e^, r'^= a^.\\
— 3e.cos.(«— zs)] [4664]; multiplying this by ndt [4664], [4666a]

we get,

ndt.r^=^cP. dv .\\
—

5(;.cos.(t)
—

•ci)|; hence, ndt .rR= h.a^.dv.\l— 5e.cos.(i'
—

ro)|. [46666]

Multiplying this successively, by sin.i), and cos.d, we get, by reduction,

ndt .r R^. sin.v= h .aP. dv .\sm.v
—

|e.sin.-z3
—

f e.sin.(2t)
—

w)}; [4666e]

ndt .r R^.cos.v^ h .aP. dv .\cos.v
— ^e.cos.ta— 4e.cos.(2jj

—
s)]. [4666^]

The second of these expressions may be derived from the first, by augmenting each of the

angles v, -m, U, by 90'
;

as appears, by making this change in the second members ; no
[4666e]

alteration being made in r', J, he; so that h [4662A:] may remain the same. If we suppose
the plane of x y, to be the primitive orbit of m, the latitude s will be of the order of

the disturbing forces of the planets, which is neglected in [4661'] ; and then h [4662t] is
^ •'^

composed of the two terms,

^.(2-3.cos.«Z), -|^3.3.cos.2/.cos.(2t— 2^0. [4666^]

These are to be substituted in [4666c], and those terms retained, which do not contain the
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[4666"] which gives, by considering «, /, r', U, as very nearly constant,*

(5 r 3 m. a?, v
[4667]

- = .
{ (1
—

f . cos.^/) . e . s'm.(v—m)
— | . cos "I . e . sin.(;v+u—2U) \

[4666A]

[4666i"]

[4666A;]

[4667a]

[46676]

[4667c]

[4667d]

[4667e]

[4667/]

[4667g:]

[4667/.]

angle v, or its multiples [4665] ; consequently, the first of these terms of h must be

combined with the second of [4666c] ;
and the second of these terms of /(, with the third

of [4666('] ;
hence we shall have,

vi'. ct^. dv
ndt.rR^. sin. V = —

y^3~ '^
—

(^
—

3.cos-^?).|e.sin. w— ^ c.cos.^/.sin. («
—

'^^^)ll

which is easily reduced to the form [4666]. In like manner we may compute [4666'] : or,

we may obtain it much more easily, by derivation from [4666], by increasing the angles

V, -a, U, by 90'', as in [4666f]. These results are free from the error in the value of r

[466'2g-] ;
and if we compare them with those given by the author, in the original work, we

find, that we must multi|)ly his expressions by
—

5, to obtain those in [4666,4666'] : or.

in other words, we must change e into — 5e, in his formulas.

*
(27-38) Putting, for brevity,

. 5m'.«3 ., .„^= -^-TTT • (1— J . cos.2/) . e
;

B--
15)

-.cos.^Z. e ;
4,.'3

V a J '
](],.'3

we find, that the integrals of [4666, 4666'] become, very nearly,

fndt.rR^. s'm.v=— ./Iv.s'm.zn— Bv.sm.{m
—2U) ;

fndi.rB^.cos.v=— j1 v . cos.ts -\-B v . cos.(t^
— 2U).

Multiplying the first of these expressions by 4.cos. r, the second by
—

4.sin.t>, and taking

the sum of the products ; putting

— sin. n. COS. i) -J- COS. «. sin.!) = sin.(i)
—

ii) ;

— sin. (is
—

2U).cos.v
—

cos.(ui
— 2U).sm.v=— sin. {v-\--,

— 2U) ;

we get, for the terms in the first line of [4663rt'], the following expression,

4 . COS. V .fn di.i-R^.s'm.v
— 4 . sin. i' .//( d t . r R^ . cos. v

=
4../2.t).sin.(j)

—
ro)
—A.B .v.sm.[v-\-zi

—
'ZU).

Again, if we multiply together the expressions of r and ndt [4664], neglecting e^, we

obtain,

ndt .r =^ adv
.\

1— .3f .cos. (c
—

'^•)\-

Multiplying this, successively, by sin.tJ, cos.f; reducing and retaining only the terms,

which are independent of the angle v, we get,

ndt .r .sm.v = — adv .^c .sm. -a
;

?(f//.r .cos.i' :^— adv .^e. cos. -a.

fndt .r .sxn.v = — n y . | c .sin. ji
; fndt .r .cos.v =— av .§ c .cos. -31.

Multiplying these integrals, respectively, by 2m'^.cos.i',
— 2m'g .s'm.v ; taking the

sum of the products, and reducing, by means of [4667fZ] ;
then substituting the value of
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Now we have,*

— =^ — 6 e . COS. (v
—

-a)
— e 6 ra . sin. (v

—
-,). [4(jce]

u
Secular

Comparing together the two expressions [4667, 4668], we obtain,t ortho'""'
exccntrici-

, _ , , ty and

<i e= —
—73
—

. COS.-/ . e . sni. (2 x^— 2U) ; [4669]

i^= £73— •{
1—I • COS.=Z— I . COS.=/ . COS. (2^

— 2U)\. [4669']

Thus the action ofthe star m' produces secular variations in the excentricity and

in the longitude ofthe perihelion of the orbit ofthe planet m; but these variations

are incomparably smaller than those arising from the action of the other [4G6U"]

planets. For, if we suppose m to be the earth, r' cannot, by observation,

m'g [466-2y], we finally get, for the second line of [4663rt'],

2 m!g . COS. V .fn dt .r.s'm.v— 2 in g . sin . d .fn dt.r. cos. v

= 2m'g.i.avt. j

— sin.ra.cos. v+ cos.-n.sin.T
j f46l)7n

=
?«'^§-..3o«e.sin.(i)

— tn)= ^-. (1
— f .cos.'-'/) .e.sin. («

—
-n). [46674]

Adding together the expressions [4667fi,/<:] ; re-substituting the values of A, B [4667 «],

we get the complete value of —
[4663o'], as in [4667]. In the original work, the author [-1067/]

makes the factor, which is without the braces, equal to '——
, instead of

[46e7m]

[4C68a]

2r'3
'

and the numerical coefficient of the second term within the braces is erroneously printed—
f instead of — |. These mistakes are the consequences of using erroneous values of

g and r [4662^, p].

*
(2739) In finding 'he variation of r [4664], we must neglect that of v, arising from

the constant quantity g' [4662/1] ,
and the expression becomes as in [466S] ;

which is

similar to [3876]. The signs of the terms in the second member of [4668], in the original

work, are incorrect, by reason of the mistake mentioned in [4662^].

t (2740) From [21] Int. we have,

sin.<u+ w— 2C7^ =sin.[(M
—

«) + (2:3
—

2L')j

=
sin.(y

—
ui). COS. (2:3

— 2 [')-{- cos. (y
—

•35).sin.(2«— 2L'
).

"

Substituting this in the last term of [4667], and then comparing separately, the coefficients

of sin.(y
—

ra)
and

cos.(j)
—

-a),
in the two expressions [4667,4668]; we get, by a slight [4669i]

reduction, the values of 5 e, (Sis [4669,4669']. These expressions agree with those given

VOL. in. 88
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Wl > CI V
[4670] be supposed less than 1 00000 «, and then the term

',3 , does not exceed,*

[4G71] m't . OSOOOOOOOOl ;

t denoting the number of Julian years. This is incomparably less than the

[4671'] secular variation of the excentricity of the earth's orbit, resulting from the

Tho ac- action of the planets, which, by [4244], is equal to,

stars has •

[4672]
— i.O',093819,

no gcnsi

ble effect

onNhecx- unless we suppose, that vi' has a value which is wholly improbable. Hence

per'iheila
^"^'c may conclude, that the action of the stars has no sensible injinence on the

planets, secular variations of the excentricities and perihelia of the plaiietary orbits.

[4673]
In like manner, it is evident, from the development of the formula [4653],

that their action has not any sensible influence on the position of these

orbits.t

by Mr. Plana, in tlio Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of London, vol. ii. p. 354 ;

which he deduced from the formulas [125Srt]. Hence we see, that the method here

r4069c] proposed by La Place, to find i5c, i5w, when it is correctly followed, leads to an accurate

result
;
and is not liable to the objection made by Mr. Plana, in the same page of that

volume, namely ;
that it is nowise fit for the intended purpose, without taking into view other

circumstances, which render the calculation more complicated. We may remark, that in

3 in,'

[4669rf] the original work, the factor "V" [4669], is printed f; and, in [4669'], the factors —
,

[4669e]
— f.cos.% are changed into

,

—
^.cos.®/, respectively.

*
(2741) The value of ?-=100000« [4670], corresponds to an annual parallax of

m'. a^v

[4671a]
about 2'; and we have nearly d=1295977'.< [4077]; substituting these in

,^

[4670], it becomes as in [4671] ;
or simply, by supposing 7n'=the sun's mass= 1,

^0',000000001.

The secular variation of e" [4330a], is nearly represented by,

f467U] -^.<=
— i.(0%187638).<=— 0^093819./ [4244,4672];

which is much greater than the expression [4671 J.

t (2742) If we substitute rs= z [4657], in 7?,, R [46626, o], and retain only
' ^ the terms of H, containing z, we find,

[4673i] R= j-r^.sm.2l.cos.{v
—

[/), and f
-—

j
=——

tj
.sin.2/.cos. (f

—
L') •
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We shall now examine into the influence of the attraction of the stars on the

mean motion of the planets. For this purpose, we shall observe, that the

formula [4652] gives, in d.&v, the term* d.iv =^^andt .Ri\ from [4G74]

which we deduce the following expression,!

d.&v^"^ .ndt.\2
—

^.co^.~l\. [4G75]

We shall put

r'=r;. (1-aO; ?=Z,.(1— (3 0; [4G7G]

r' and
/, being the values of r' and /, in 1750, or when /; =

; we shall [4076]

have, in iv, the variation,!

5 y_ ^_^' . n— A . cos.H ).^.nf— ^-^. sin. 2l.p^.nt\ [4C77]

Substituting this in 5 s [4653], we find that the terms are muUiplied by the very small

factor of the order £4670,4671], which rendei-s them insensible [4671'].

*
(2743) This expression arises from the last term of 5v [4652], which, by neglecting

quantities of the order e-, and putting fj.^1 [3709], becomes,

2 afndt.r.(^\=2afndt.2R, [4662'] . [4G74a]

Its differential gives, in d.&v, the term Aandt.R^, as in [4674]. This would be

increased to landt.R^, by noticing tlie term depending on fdR [4652], as we have [4G746]

seen in [4662o']. This increases "the terms [4675,4677] in tlie ratio of 7 to 4.

t (2744) The two first and chief terms of ii, [4662«], are -^ . (2— 3.cos.2/) .

Substituting the value of r [4664], we obtain the part r^ • (2
— 3. cos.-/), wliich [4675a]

does not contain v
; hence, the term of d.6v [4674], becomes as in [4675].

t (2745) The value of / [4676] gives cos./ =cos.(/,— isr/,)
= cos./,-f p^sin./,, [4676a]

by using [61] Int. Squaring this, neglecting t^, and putting 2 . sin.
/,.

cos. /,=sin. 2/, [31] Int.,

we get cos.~/= cos.^/,-}-(3^-sin.2/, ; whence,

2—3 . cos.2/= 2. (1— f .
cos.2/,)

— 3 fit . sin. 2/,. [46766]

If we now substitute the value of r' [4676], in the first member of the following expression,

and then develop it according to the powers of a, neglecting a*, we get,

-^.ndt — ~.7idt.{l-\-3a.t). [4676c]
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We cannot ascertain, by observation, the value of a/, but may determine that

of pt. Now, if we suppose, rehitively to the earth, f3=]"=U%324, and

[4678] r'= 100000 rt; the quantity ^—.pnt" becomes, very nearly,*

[4679] ^!!:il\p^nf~ = '^^'^'l;

[4679'] which is insensible, from the time of the most early observations on record.

The expression of d.iv, contains also, by what precedes, the terms,f

Multiplying together the expressions [46766, c], we get the value of cl .5v [4675], nearly,

[4676</] fZ.5i,=l!!^'.„,/^(l_§.cos.2/)+*^^.(l— a.cos.%).an?(/<—?^'.sin.2/,.pn<f/^
/ / /

We may neglect the first term of this formula, hecause we have taken the constant quantity

[4676f] g' so as to make the coefficient of t vanish from the expression o{ 5v [4662n]. Integrating

the other two terms of [4676(/], we get the value of 5v [4677].

*
(2746) The assumed values of |3, i\',

are taken within reasonable limits
;
since the

value of |3 corresponds to an annual variation in the latitude of the star, of about a third of a

[4679a] sexagesimal second
;
and the value of r/ to an annual parallax of nearly two sexagesimal

seconds. To reduce the expression [4678] to numbers, we have, in the case of t= l,

n t= circumference of the circle= G,2S31 ; hence, generally,

[46796]

'

n ^==6,2831 .i; also, p t= 0V324 . t.

The product of these two expressions is,

[4679c] pni2=:2%0357./2_

Substituting this, and ?-/=105.a, in the first member of [4679], it becomes as in the

[4679rf] second member of that equation. This is wholly insensible in observations made 3000

years ago ; since, by putting t^=— 3000, and m'=\, it becomes less than O',00000002.

t (2747) If we now notice only the terms of R, R, [4662a, i], depending on s, we

obtain,

[4680a] i?=— f."^".5.sin.2Z.cos.(r
— U); whence, r.(-—j

=— 3.
^^.x.sin.2/.cos.(r—C0-

If we substitute the value of r [4664], and neglect terms of the order e^, we get,

[46806] 7?=—
|-.)?j'.rt^. j

"'"""
.cos.

(t)
— U)l; r.(j-j

=—3.'^ .s.sin.2/.cos.(ti— t^).

Now, if we put (J.= l, and neglect e^
; noticing only the terms of [4652], where R
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Now wo have,*

5 = ^.^.sin. ti— t.^.cos.v; [4681]
(It (It

'

which gives, by neglecting the quantities multiplied by the sine or cosine of

the angle i',t

-„ . COS. (V U) =t. --r:r . < T • SUl. C/ p- . COS.U > I [^t'62]
r •* ^

2;-'' ( (It at y

consequently, t

,, «.sin.2Z . _-., sin. 27 ((Iff . tt ''?' rr} r..„„,
/d. ,,— . COS. (v—U) = t.—pT- I -r .sm.C/— -^.cos.f/S . 4683
^ r3 ^ '

2r'^ I (It (it )

Hence we obtain, in il.ov, the term,^

d.&v = .^.n<^/;.sin.2Z. \ -^ .sm.U—-r . cos.u] ;
^*^^'*^

4 r'3 ( dt dt 3

explicitly occurs, we get, for its differential,

d.l>v =
-ia.ndt.J\\R-[-2a.ndt.r.('^\ [4680c]

Substituting, in the first term of this expression, the value of R [46SOi], we get the first

term of [4680] ;
and we obtain the last term of [4680], by the substitution of the second ["^C^Ofi]

expression [46806] in the last term of [4680f].

*
(2748) This expression is similar to tliat in [3802, &.c.]. We may remark, that the

autlior. in this article, has interchangect the usual signification of the symbols p, 5' [3802] . [4681a]

We have rectified tiiis, by clianging p into
</,

and 7 into p, in all the formulas [4681
—

4685]
of the original work.

sin ^l
t (2749) If we multiply the expression [4681] by

—
^.cos.(d

—
U), and reduce

the products by [19, 20] Int., we shall obtain the equation [4682], by retaining only the [4682a]

terms which are independent of i-
;
or in other words, by retaining only the terms Jsin.t/,

icos.U, of the expressions sin.D.cos.(«;
—

U), and cos.y.cos.(y
—

U), respectively.

X (27.50) If we neglect the variations of /, 7, U, in the second member of [4682], the

sign d may be considered as the complete differential, and then the signs /d, mutually [4G83a]

counteract each other, and they may be prefixed to the first member of [4682], without

altering its second member; hence we get [4683] from [4682].

§(2751) Multiplying [4683] by
—

§ .m'.o^. ?i f/<, and [4632] by —G.m'.({\ndt,
we find, that the sum of the products, or the second member of [4680], is as in [4684].

[4684n]

Integrating this, we get, [4685].

VOL. III. 89
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[4685]

consequentlj, we have, in Sv, the secular inequality,

21 m'.a^ „ . ^ ,

5v =— -
. —— . n t'. sui. 2 /. -—

. sni. U ~
. COS. U

dt dt

We have given the values of '-^, ^-^, [4332], relatively to the earth.

If we substitute them in the preceding term of ov [4685], we shall find

that it is insensible,* even in the most ancient observations.

[4G85a]

[46856]

[4685c]

[4685(/]

[4685e]

[4685/]

[4685g:]

[4685A]

*
(2752) From [4332] it appears, tliat

'^,

(/ q"

U are each less than 1', and sin.2/,

sin.t/, cos.U, do not exceed unity ; therefore, sin. 2/. < -— .sin.f/—— .cos.U
[

, maybe

considered as less than 1'; and then, the expression [46S5], neglecting its sign, becomes

less than
21

.nt^A"
;

which is found to he insensible, in [4679'].

Other terms of the like nature with those which have been particularly examined, in this

chapter, may be deduced from the formulas [46.51
—4653] ;

hut it is evident, from what we

have seen, that they must be escessivel)^ small
;
so that it is hardly worth the labor of a

more thorough examination. The author himself seems to have considered the suiiject as

not deserving much attention, and has been quite negligent in the numerical details of this

article
;
so that it has been found necessary to correct the text in several places, as we have

already remarked. In writing the notes on this volume, soon after its first puhlication by the

author, I pointed out the mistakes in this chapter. It has since been done by Mr. Plana, in

vol. ii. p. 3.51 of the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of London, for 1826; and

subsequently by LaPlace, in the Connaissancc dcs Terns, for the year 1829, page 250. The

method used by Mr. Plana is more direct and simple than that of the author. It consists in

substituting the value of R [4660], in the formulas [5737
—5791], and making the necessary

reductions; but, as the process is simple, it is unnecessary to enter minutely upon it.

Mr. Plana remarks, in page 355 of the work above-mentioned, that the action of the

fixed stars affects the mathematical accuracy of the equation [11 14],

e^.ni.y/«-[-e''-'»'-\/«'+ ^c.= constant
;

as we have already remarked in [11146]. This is evident; for, if we increase the quantity

e, in the first member, by the expression 5c [4669], the second member will be increased

by the quantity.

2eSc:
15

. cosN.c~.sm. {2 vi—2U), nearly;

which destroys the constancy of the second member. The same defect exists in the

equation [1134 or 1155].
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It is easy also, to satisfy ourselves, that the preceding results hold good,

relatively to those planets which are tlie most distant from the sun. Hence

it appears, that the action of tlie stars upon the planetary system, is so much
[4fi86]

decreased, by reason of their great distance, that it is wholly insensible.

It now remains to compare witli observations, the formulas of the

planetary perturbations, given in this book, and ]iarticularly those of the

two great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn. This com])arison requires too

much detail for the limits of the present Avork
;
we shall, therefore, merely

remark, that before the discovery of these great inequalities, the errors of the

best tables sometimes amounted to thirty-five or forty minutes ;
and now they

do not exceed a minute. Halley had concluded, by the comparison of modern

observations, the one with the other ; and also, by comparing the modern with

the ancient observations, that Saturn's motion is retarded, and Jupiter's

accelerated, from age to age. On the other hand, Lambert ascertained, from

the comparison of modern observations alone, that Saturn's motion was then [4688]

accelerated, and Jupiter's motion retarded. These phenomena, apparently

opposed to each other, indicated, in the motions of the two planets, great

inequalities of a long period, of which it was important to know the laws and the

cause. By submitting to analysis their mutual perturbations, I discovered

the two principal inequalities [4434, 4492] ;
and perceived, that the

"
'

phenomena, observed by Halley and Lambert, naturally arise from them
;

and, that they represent, with remarfetible accuracy, both ancient and modern

observations. The magnitude of these inequalities, and the great length of

the period of revolution, to complete A'thich requires more than nine hundred

years, depend, as we have seen, on tiie nearly commensurable ratio which

obtains between the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn. This ratio gives

rise to several other important inequalities, which I have determined, and these

inequalities have given to the tables the precision they now have. The same

analysis, being applied to all the other planets, has enabled me to discover, in

their motions, some very sensible inequalities, which have been confirmed by
'•

*''
^

observation. I have reason to believe, that the preceding formulas, computed
with particular care, will give a still greater degree of precision to the tables

of the motions of the planetary bodies.



SEVENTH BOOK,

THEORY OF THE MOON.

The theory of the moon has difificulties peculiar to itself", arising from

the magnitude of its numerous inequalities, and from the slow convergency
of the series by which they are determined. If the body were nearer to

the earth, the inequalities of its motion would be less, and their approximations

more converging. But, in its present distance, these approximations depend
on a very complicated analysis; and it is only l)y a very particular attention,

and a nice discrimination, that we can determine the influence of the

successive integrations, upon the various terms of the expression of the

disturbing force. The selection of co-ordinates is not unimportant for the

[4(j9g-]
success of the approximations. The sun's disturbing force depends on the

sines and cosines of the moon's elongation from the sun, and on its multiples.

Their reduction to sines and cosines of angles, depending on the mean

motions of the sun and moon, is troublesome, and has but little convergency,

on account of the moon's great inequalities. It is, therefore, advantageous

to avoid this reduction, and to determine the moon's mean longitude in a

function of the true longitude, which may be useful on several occasions.

We may, then, if it be required, determine accurately, by inverting the series,

the true longitude, in a function of the mean longitude. It is in this way
we shall consider the lunar theory.

To arrange conveniently these approximations, we shall divide the

inequalities, and the terms which compose them, into several orders. We shall

consider as quantities of the fust order, the ratio of the sun's mean motion to
'J'crnia of •

o'rd^™" that of the moon, the excentricity of the orbit of the moon or earth, and the

inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic. Thus, in the expression of the

'
^'

' mean longitude, in a function of the true longitude [5574
—

5578], the

principal term of the moon's equation of the centre is of the first order

[5574]. The second order includes the second term of that equation; the
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[4094]

reduction to the ecliptic ;
and tlie three great inequalities, known under

the names of variation, evectioii, and annual equation [5575]. Tlie

inequalities of the third order are fifteen in number [5576]. The present

tables contain all these inequalities, together with the most important ones of

the fourth order
;
and it is on this account, that they correspond with tiie

observations made on the moon, with a degree of accuracy that it will be

dilficult to surpass ;
and to this great correctness we are indebted for tlu;

important improvements in geography and nautical astronomy.

The object of this hook is to show, in the first place, that the law of

universal gravity is the only source of all the inecjualities of the lunar

motions; and then, to use this law as a method of discovery, to perfect the

theory of these inequalities, and to deduce from them several i7nportant

elements of the system of the world ; such as the secular equations of the

moon, the parallaxes of the moon and sun, and the oblateness of the earth.

A judicious choice of the co-ordinates, and well conducted approximations,

with calculations made carefully, and verified several times, ought to

give the same results as those derived from observation
;

if the law of

gravity, inversely as the square of the distance, l)e the law of nature.

We have, therefore, endeavored to satisfy these conditions
;
which require

[•^'''^-^l

the consideration of some very intricate points ; the neglect of which is

the cause of the discrepances, tha^, have been observed in the previously

known theories of the moon. It is in these points, that the main difficulty

of the problem consists. We may easily conceive of a great many
different and new methods of expressing the problem by equations ; but

it is the discussion of all those terms, which are of themselves very small,

and acquire a sensible value, by the successive integrations, which constitutes

the important and difficult part of the process, when we endeavor to

make the theory agree with observation
;

which should be the chief

object of the analysis. We have determined all the inequalities of the first,

second and third orders, and the most important ones of the fourth order,

continuing the approximation to (juantitics of the fourth order inclusively ;

and retaining those of the fifth order, w'hich arise in the calculation. For

the purpose of comparing this analysis with observation, we may observe,

that the coefficients of Mason's lunar tables are the result of the comparison
of the theory of gravity with eleven hundred and thirty-seven observations umn]
of Bradley, made between the years 1750 and 1760; that the eminent

VOL. III. 90
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astronomer Burg has rectified tliese tables, by means of more than three

thousand of Maskelyne's observations, from 1765 to 1793; and, that the

corrections he has made are small
;

with the addition of nine equations,

indicated by the theory. The tables of both these astronomers are arranged
in the same form as those of Mayer, of which they are successive

improvements : and we ought, in justice to this celebrated astronomer, to

observe, tliat he was not only the first, ^\ho constructed lunar tables,

sufficiently correct to be used in the solution of the problem of finding the

longitude at sea, but also, that Mason and Burg have deduced, from his

theory, the methods of improving their tables. The arguments are made to

dci)end on each other, in order to decrease the number of them. We have

reduced them, with particular care, to the form which is adopted in the

present theory ;
that is, to sines and cosines of angles, increasing in proportion

to the moon's true longitude. By comparing these results with the

coefficients of the present theory, we have the satisfaction of perceiving,

that the greatest difierence, A^hich, in Mayer's theory, one of the most

accurate heretofore published, amounts to nearly one hundred centesimal

seconds [=.S2',4], is here reduced to thirty [9,8], relative to the tables

of Mason, and to less than twenty-six centesimal seconds [=8,3], relative

to the still more accurate tables of Burg. We could diminish this difference,

by noticing quantities of the fifth order, which have some infiuence, as may
be known by inspecting the terms of this kind already calculated. This is

proved by the computation of the two inequalities [5286'", Sic], in which we

have carried on the approximation to (puuitities of the fifth order. The

present theory agrees yet better with the tables, relative to the motion in

latitude. Tiie approximations of this motion are more simple and converging

than those of the motions in longitude; and tlie greatest difference between

the coefficients of my analysis and those of the tables, is only six centesimal

seconds [= l',9], so that we may consider this part of the tables as being

iounded upon the theory itself. As to the third co-ordinate of the moon, or

[4700] its parallax, we have preferred, without hesitation, to form the tables by the

theory alone, which, on account of the smallness of the inequalities of the lunar

parallax, must give them more accurately than they can be obtained by

observation. The differences between the results of the present theory and

those of the tables, express, therefore, the differences between this theory and

that of Mayer, which has been adopted by Mason and Burg. These

differences are so small that thev are hardly deserving of notice; but, as the

[4(i<)l)]
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present theory agrees better with observation than Mayer's, in tlie motion in

longitnde, there is also reason to believe, that it ])ossesses the same advantage
'

'

relative to the inequalities in the parallax.

The motions of the perigee and nodes of tlie lunar orbit, afford also a

method of verifying the law of gravity. In the first approximation to the

value of the motion of the perigee, by the theory of gravity, it was found,

by mathematicians, only one half of what it was kno\vn to be, by observation
;

and Clairaut inferred, from this circumstance, that we must modify the law of
[4702]

gravitv, by adding to it a second term. But he afterwards made the important

remark, that l)y continuing the ap})roximations to terms of a higher order, the

theory would be found to agree nearly with observation. The motion,

deduced from the present analysis, differs from the actual motion only a four
[47031

hundredth part [5231 J; the difference is not a three hundred and fiftieth part

in the motion of the nodes [5233'].

Hence it incontestahly folloics, thai the law of universal gravitation in the

sole cause of the lunar inequalities. Now, if we consider the great number

and extent of these ineijualities, and the proximity of the moon to the earth,

we must be satisfied, that it is, of all the heavenly bodies, the best

adapted to confirm this great law of nature, as well as to show the power of
[4704]

analysis, that wonderful instrument, without the aid of which it would be

impossible for the human mind to penetrate into so complicated a theory, and

that can be used, as a means of discovery, as sure as by direct observation.

Among the periodical inequalities of the moon's motion in longitude, that

which depends on the simple angular distance of the moon from the sun is [4/05]

important, on account of the great light it throws on the sun's parallax. It

has been determined by the theory ; noticing quantities of the fifth order,

and also the perturbation of the earth by the moon, wOiich are indispensable [470G]

in this laborious research. Burg found this inequality to be 122',38, by the

comparison of a very great number of observations. If we put this e(jual to

the result by the theory, we obtain 8",56, for the sun's mean parallax ; being [4707]

the same as several astronomers have found, from the last transit of Venus

over the sun [5586].

An inequality, whicli is not less important, is that which depends on the

longitude of the moon's node. Mayer discovered it by obseiTation, and

Mason fixed it at 7', 7 ; but, as it did not appear to depend on the theory [4708]
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of gravity, it was neglected by most astronomers. A more thorough

examination of this theory led me to the discovery, that its cause is the

oblateness of the earth. Burg found it, by a great number of Maskelyne's

[4709] observations, to be 6',8 ;
which corresponds to an oblateness of

[5593].

J.
3 5,0.

We may also determine this oblateness, by means of an inequality in the

moon's motion in latitude
; which I discovered also by the theory ;

and

[4710]
which depends on the sine of the moon's true longitude. It is the result of

a nutation in the lunar orbit, produced by the action of the terrestrial

spheroid, and corresponds to that produced by the moon in our equator ;
so

that the one of these nutations is the reaction of the other: and, if all

the particles of the eartli and moon were firmly connected together, by
inflexible right lines, void of mass, the whole system Avould be in equilibrium

about the centre of gravity of the earth, in virtue of the forces producing

these two nutations : the force, acting on the moon, compensating for

its smallness, by the length of the lever to which it is attached. We
may represent this inequality in latitude, by supposing the lunar orbit, instead

of moving uniformly on the ecliptic, with a constant inclination, to move,

with the same conditions, upon a plane but little inclined to the ecliptic, and

which always passes through the equinoxes, between the ecliptic and

equator : a phenomenon which occurs in the theory of Jupiter's satellites,

in a still more striking manner. Thus, this inequality decreases the

[4712] inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic, when the ascending node

of tliat orbit coincides with the vernal equinox. This inclination is

increased, when the ascending node coincides with the autumnal equinox,

which was the case in 1755; in consequence of which, the inclination, as

it was found by Mason, from 1750 to 1760, is too great. This point has

been determined by Burg, by observations made during a much longer

interval, noticing the preceding inequality ;
and he has found the inclination

f^'^"^^ to be less, by 3,7. At my request, this astronomer has undertaken to

determine the coefficient of this inequality, by a very great number of

observations; and he has found it to be equal to — 8'. The oblateness of

[4714] the earth, deduced iiom it, is -auV.c [5602], being very nearly the same

as that which is computed from the preceding inequality of longitude.

Thus, the moon, by the observation of her motions, renders sensible to

modern astronomy the ellipticity
of the earth, whose roundness was made
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known to tlic early astronomers by her eclipses. The experiments on the

pendulum seem to indicate a less ohlateness,* as we have seen in the third

book. This difference may depend on the terms by which the earth varies

from an elliptical figure ;
which maj have some small effect in the expression

of tlie length of the pendulum, but is wholly insensible, at the distance of

the moon.

The two preceding inequalities deserve every attention of observers ;

because they have the advantage over geodetical measures, in giving the

oblateness of the earth, in a manner Avhich is less dependant on the

irregularities
of its figure. If the earth were homogeneous, these incrpialities

would be much greater than they are found to be by observation. They
^ ^'

concur, therefore, with the phenomena of the precession of the equinoxes,

and the variation of gravity at the surface of the earth, to exclude its

homogeneity. It results also, that the mooii's gravity towards the earth, is

composed of the attractions of all the particles of the earth; lohich furnishes

another proof of the attraction of all the particles of matter.

Theory combined with experiments on the pendulum, the geodetical

measures, and the phenomena of the tides, make the constant term of the

expression of the moon's ])arallax less than by Mason's tables. It differs but [471G]

very little from that which Burg computed from a great number of observations

of the moon, of eclipses of the sun, and of occultations of stars by the moon.

It is only necessary to decrease a little the mass of the moon, which was

determined by the phenomena of the tides, to make this constant term

coincide with the result of that skilful astronomer. This diminution is also [4717]

indicated by the observations of the lunar equation of the solar tables, and

by the nutation of the earth's axis. This seems to prove, that in the port of

Brest, the ratio of the moon's action on the tides to that of the sun, is

sensibly increased by local circumstances. Future observations of all these

phenomena will remove this slight degree of uncertainty.

One of the most interesting results of the theory of gravity, is the

knowledge of the secular inequalities of the moon. Ancient eclipses

*
(2753) Later and more accurate observations give a different result, as may be seen, [47i.5al

by referring to ['201 T», !-205(i/, Sec.].

VOL. III. 91
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indicated, in the moon's mean motion, an acceleration
;
the cause of which

was sought for a long time in vain. Finally, I discovered, by the theory,

that it depends on the secular variations of the excentricity of the earth's

orbit. The same cause decreases the mean motions of the perigee and nodes

of the moon, while her mean motion is increased
; so that the secular

equations of the mean motions of the moon, the perigee and the nodes,

[47ao] are always in the ratio of the numbers 1, 3 and 0,74 [5235]. Future ages

will develop these great inequalities, lohich are periodical, like the variations

of the excentricity of the earthh orbit, upon which they depend. These

will finally produce variations which amount, at the least estimate, to

a fortieth part of the circumference
[9''],

in the moon's secular motion;

[4721] and to a twelfth of the circumference [30"^], in that of the perigee.

Observations have already confirmed these secular inequalities in a

remarkable manner. The discovery of them induced me to believe, that

we must diminish, by fifteen or sixteen centesimal minutes, the present

secular motion of the moon's perigee, which astronomers had determined,

[4722] by comparing modern observations with ancient ones. All the observations,

which have been made during the last century, have put beyond doubt, this

result of analysis. We see, in tliis, an example of the manner in which the

phenomena, as they are developed, throw light upon their true causes. When

[4723] the acceleration of the moon's mean motion only was kno\vn, it could be

attributed to the resistance of the ether, or to the successive transmission of

gravity ;
but analysis shows us, that both these causes produce no sensible

alteration, either in the mean motion of the nodes, or in that of the lunar

perigee : this is a sufficient reason for rejecting them, even if we were

ignorant of the true cause. The agreement of the theory with observations,

proves, that if tlie moon's mean motion is afiected by any causes, besides the

action of gravity, their influence is very small, and is not yet perceptible.

[4724]

This agreement establishes, with certainty, the constancy of the duration

of a day ;
which is an essential element in all astronomical theories. If

f this duration were now one hundredth part of a centesimal second [or 0',864]

[4725] more than in the time of Hipparchus, the duration of the present century

would be greater than in his time, by 365J- centesimal seconds [or 315',576].

[4725] In this interval, the moon would describe an arch of 173',2, and the present

mean secular motion of the moon, would appear to be augmented by the
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same (jLiaiititj.
Tliis would add 4',4* to the secular equation, which is [472G]

found, by the theory, to be 10%181621 [.5.543], in the first century after the

year 1750. Tliis augmentation is incompatible with the best observations,

wliicli do not permit us to suppose, that the secular equation can exceed, by

l',62, the result of the analysis [5.543]. We may, therefore, conclude, that

the duration of the day has not varied a hundredth part of a centesimal [4727]

second, since the time of Hipparchus ; which confirms what has been found

a priori, in book v. ^ 12 [3347,&:c.], by the discussion of all the causes which

could alter it.

To omit nothing which can have an influence on the moon's motion,

we have considered the direct action of the planets upon this satellite, and

have found, that it is of very little importance. But the sun, by transmitting

to the moon the action of the planets on the elements of the earth's orbit,

renders their influence on the lunar motions very remarkable, and makes it much [4728]

greater than on the elements themselves
;
so that the secular variation of the

excentricity of tlie earth's orbit is much more sensible, in the moon's motion,

than in the earth's. It is in this manner, that the moon's action on the earth,

which produces, in the earth's motion, the inequality known by the name of

the hmar equation, is, if it may be so expressed, reflected back to the [472it]

moon, by means of the sun, but decrefTsed in nearly the ratio of five to

nine [5226]. This new consideration adds some terms to the action of the

planets on the moon, which are of more importance than those depending

on their direct action. We have investigated the principal lunar inequalities,

resulting from the direct and indirect actions of the planets upon the moon
;

l '-^
]

*
(2754) If we neglect the term of the secular equation [5543], depending on P, and

put 0=10', 181621, we may represent the moon's mean motion, in i centuries after 1750,

by ni-j-at^. If we substitute in this successively, i^— |, i=^-J-i, and take the
'•

' "'

difference of the two results, it will be found equal to n, which must, therefore, represent

the motion between 1700 and 1800. In like manner, by putting successively i=— 20, TAjnRkf
'=—

li^, and taking the difference of the two results, we get n— 39 a, for the motion in the

century included between the years 250 and 150 before the Christian era. The difference

of these two results 39 «, represents the augmentation of the secular motion between these

two epochs; and, if this quantity were increased 173%2, as in [4725'J, we must increase the
^"*'^^'^5

value of a by ^^Xll3%2= i%i, as in [4726].
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and, if we take into view the accuracy to which the lunar tables have been

carried, it must be considered useful to introduce these inequalities.

The moon's parallax, the excentricity and the inclination of the lunar

orbit to the apparent ecliptic, and, in general, the coefficients of all the lunar

inequalities, are likewise subjected to secular variations
; but, up to the

[4731] present period, they are hardly sensible. This is the reason why we find

now, the same inclination, that Ptolemy obtained from his observations
;

although the oblitpiity of the ecliptic to the equator has sensibly decreased

since the time of that astronomer; so that the secular variation of the obliquity

affects only the moon's declination. However, the coefficient of the annual

equation, having for a factor, the excentricity of the earth's orbit, its

variation is sufficiently great to be noticed, in computing ancient eclipses.

The numerous comparisons, which Burg andBouvard have made, of Mason's

tables, with the observations of the moon
; at the end of the seventeenth

century, by LaHire and Flamsteed
;

in the middle of the eighteenth century,

by Bradley ; and the uninterrupted series of observations of Maskelyne,

from the time of Bradley to the year 1 800, give a result which was wholly

[47331 unexpected. The observations of La Hire and Flamsteed, being compared with

those of Bradley, indicate a secular motion, exceeding by fifteen or twenty

centesimal seconds, tiiat which is inserted in the third edition of La Lande's

astronomy ; which, in a hundred Julian years, exceeds a v\'liole number of

[4734] revolutions, by 307'' 53'" 12'. Bradley's observations, being compared with

the last ones of Maskelyne, give, on the contrary, a smaller secular motion,

by at least one hundred and fifty centesimal seconds. Lastly, the observations

[4735]
made within fifteen or twenty years, prove, that the diminution of the moon's

motion is now decreasing. Hence, it becomes necessary to vary incessantly

the epochs of the tables
;
and it is an object of importance to correct this

imperfection. This evidently indicates the existence of one or more unknown
'

^

inequalities of a long period, which the theory alone can point out. By a

careful examination, I have not been able to discover any such inequality,

depending on the action of the planets. If there were one in the rotation

of the earth, it could be perceived in the moon's mean motion, and might

introduce the observed anomalies : but an attentive examination of all the

causes which can alter the rotation of the earth, has more fully convinced

^ '' '^
mc, that its variations are insensible. Returning back, therefore, to the
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examination of tlie sun's action on the moon
;

I have discovered, that this

action produces an inequality, whose argument is double the longitude of tlu;

node of the lunar orbit, /;/(/.s'
the longitude of its perigee, minus three times

the longitude of the sun's perigee. This inecjuality, whose period is lo4 [4738]

years, depends on the products of these four quantities, namely ;
the s(piare

of the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic ;
the excentricity of that

orbit
;
the cube of the excentricity of the sun's orbit, and the ratio of the

sun's parallax to that of the moon. IJence it would seem, that it ought to [4739]

be insensible ;
but the small divisors it acquires by integration, may render it

sensible, especially, if the most important terms, of which it is composed,

are affected with the same sign. Jt is very difficult to obtain its coefficient

by the theory, on account of the great num])er of terms, and the extreme [4740]

difiiculty of appreciating them
;
the difliculty being much greater in this than

in the other inequalities of the moon. This coefficient has, therefore, been

ascertained by means of the observations made during the last century ;
and

I have found it to be nearly equal to 15',39. Its introduction in the tables
[4741]

must change the epoch and mean motion
;
and I have also found, that we must

decrease, by 31',964, the mean secular motion, in the third edition of [4742]

LaLande's astronomy, and have determined the following formula, which

must be applied to the mean longitude given by these tables, the epoch [4743]

of which, in 1750, is 188'' 17'" 14',6 ; . Enu.uon
of 181

Correction of moon's mean long. = — 12~,78 — 31',964 . / + 15',39 . sin.£
; ^744]

i being the number of centuries elapsed since 1750, and £ the double of the

longitude of the node of the lunar orbit, plus the longitude of its perigee, r^j.^,-,-!

minus three times the longitude of the sun's perigee. This formula represents,

with remarkable precision, the corrections of the epochs of those tables,

which have been determined, by a very great number of observations, for the

six epochs of 1691, 1756, 1766, 1779, 1789 and 1801. By a most scruiiulous

examination of the theory, 1 have not been able to discover any other Iimar

inequality with a long period ; hence, it appears to me certain, that the [4746]

anomalies observed in the mean motion of the moon, depend on the

preceding inequality ;
and I do not hesitate, therefore, to propose it to

astronomers, as the only means of correcting these anomalies.*

*
(2755) It has not been found necessary to introduce this equation in tlie new tables

of Danioiseau, published in 18-21
;

since the elements he has used, give very nearly the L4'46a]

VOL. III. 92
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We see, by this exposition, how many interesting and delicate elements

have been deduced, by analysis, from observations of the moon, and how

[4747] important it is to multiply and improve them. Since, by the greatness of

tlieir number, and by their correctness, we may more and more confirm the

various results of analysis.

The error of the tables formed from the theory, which is given in this

book, does not exceed a hundred centesimal seconds, except in very rare cases;

[4748] tiierefore, these tables will give, with sufficient accuracy, the longitude at

sea. It is very easy to reduce them to the form of Mayer's tables; but, as

in the problem of tiie longitude, it is proposed to find tlie time corresponding

[4749] to an ol)served longitude of the moon, there is some advantage in reducing

into tables, the expression of the time in a function of the apparent

longitude. Considering the extreme complication of the successive

approximations, and the correctness of modern observations, the greatest part

of the moon's inequalities have heretofore been better determined by

observations than by analysis. Thus, by deriving from tlic theory those

coefficients which it gives with aixuracy, and also the forms of all the

arguments ;
then rectifying, by tiie comparison of a great number of

observations, the coefficients which it gives by approximations, with

some degree of uncertainty ; we must finally obtain very accurate tables.

This is the method which lias been used with success by Mayer and

Mason, and lately by Burg, who, by pursuing it, and profiting by the

late improvements in the lunar theory, has constructed tables, whose

greatest errors fall short of forty centesimal seconds. However, it would

be useful, for the perfection of astronomical theories, if all the tables

could be derived solely from the principle of universal gravity; without

borrowing from observation any, except the indispensable data. 1 am

induced to believe, that the foUov.ing analysis leaves but little wanting

to procure this advantage to the lunar tables
;

and that, by carrying on

farther the approximations, we may soon obtain the rerpiired degree of

correctness, at least, as it respects the periodical inequalities ; for, however

great the accuracy of the calculations may be, the motions of the nodes and

[4750]

[4751]

same mean longitudes, at the epochs 1753, 1770, 1801 and 1812, as Burckhardt has

deduced from the observations made in that interval.
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perigee will always l)e best determined by observation.*
[47.52]

*
(2756) Since the publication of this volume, two very important works on the lunar

theory have been published ;
the one by Baron Damoiseau, in the first volume of tlie

Memoircs presentes par divers snvmis a VAcademic Roi/ah dcs Sciences; the other by
Messrs. Plana and Carlini. We shall have occasion to speak of these works in the notes [47520]

on this book, and shall now merely remark, that the object of them is to carry on the

approximation to such a degree of accuracy, as to be able to deduce all the inequalities from

the theory alone.
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CHAPTER I.

INTEGRATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EaUATIONS OF THE MOON'S MOTION.

1. Resuming the differential equations [525], we shall put them under

the following forms,*

*«'V' + ^/(^)-S'
[4754] 0= -— + « .^ 1

(idu \ ^ 1 ,

2 rfc'Q\ f't' } dii f(iq^
h^ 'J \(hj' ir

(,

^
h^ifi.dv

'

\clv

General
1 /(jq\ s fdq

^i"""""'-
/i2 \duj h-u \(ls

_^ A^Q\ (1+^^) W
¥u'\du) h^u^ '\ds

(L)

1 ds fdq
h~u^ dv \dv

In these equations, i denotes the time, and we have, as in [499', 397] ;

M+ m 7)1'. {x ,r'+ y ;/+ z z') m'
14750] Q=:

r r'3
'

^i^:c'—a-)^+{y'-yf+{z'—zy

*
(2757) The equation [4753] is the same as the first of [525], and if we multiply

the other two equations [525] by

they willbecome as in [1754,4755].
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M is the mass of the earth
; [4757]

m the mass of the moon ;* [4757']

m' tlie mass of the sun
;

[4757"]

X, y, z, the rectangular co-ordinates of the moon, referred to the centre of

gravity of the earth, and to the ecliptic of a given epoch, taken as

fi 1 Symbols.
ixed phme ;

.t', y, z', the rectangular co-ordinates of the sun, referred to the same centre [4758']

and plane ;

r the radius vector of the moon
; [4759]

r' the radius vector of the sun
; [4759]

s the tangent of the moon's latitude above the fixed plane ; [4759"]

- the projection of the moon's radius vector r, upon the fixed plane ; [47G0]

V the angle formed by this projection of r and the axis of x
; [47C0']

/r a constant quantity [518
—

519], depending chiefly on the moon's [47(i0"]

distance from the earth [4825, he.'].

In the value of Q [4756], the earth and moon are supposed to be spherical.

To obtain the true value, corresponding to the actual forms of these bodies,

we shall observe, that, by the properties of the centre of gravity, we must \.^'^^\

transfer to the moon's centre of gravity the following forces
; first, all the

forces by which each of its particles is urged by the action of the particles of

the earth, and divide the sum by the ^\ hole of the moon's mass
; second, the

force by which the centre of gravity of the earth is urged, by the moon's

action, taking it in a contrary direction. This being premised, it is evident,

tliat (IM being a particle of the earth, and dm a particle of the moon, Avhose

distance from the particle dM is /, we shall have the forces by which the
'''~

moon's centre of gravity is urged, in its relative motion about the earth, by
means of the partial differentials of the double integral,!

(M+m) ^^clM.dm
-T%—-

• I ^
—

? [4763]Mm ^
f

*
(275S) This value of m is used in the two first sections of this book

; but its

signification is changed in [4793], so that, in the rest of tlie book, mt represents the sun's ' "'

mean motion.

[4702]

t (2759) If we substitute, in [455], the value of dM [15-3], also
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taken relatively to tlie co-ordinates of the moon's centre. Therefore, we

[47(M] must substitute this function for , in the expression of Q [4756].

If the moon were spherical, we might suppose the whole mass to be collected

in the centre of gravity [470"'J ;
and then, by putting V equal to the sum of

[4705] the quotients, formed by dividing each particle of the earth by its distance

from the moon''s centre, we shall have [4767«],

[^'H _ // ^— = VI. V.

[4703a] /=\/K^'-')'+(i/'-yr+(^-^)'l ['155«], it becomes, F=/y;
and then, the coiTCsponding force of the body J\I on tlie particle dm, in the direction — x.

will be represented by (
—

) [455']. Tliis accelerative force, acting on the single

particle dm, is to be decreased in the ratio of dm. to m, to obtain the corresponding effect

[4/03i] Q,j j[,g wliole l)ody m, of which it forms a part; by which means it becomes — f -V.

Integrating this, so as to include all the particles dm, of which the body m is composed,

it becomes,

[47636']
J ~^, J

~J'
°''' mJj^ '

which represents the value of V , to Ije used in finding the accelerative force of the body m,

from the attraction of the body M. If we change m., M into M, m respectively, we

shall get
—

ff
' '

,
for the value of /-', to be used in finding the accelerative force

of the body M, from the attraction of the body m. Adding these two parts together, we

, , , /. r^ / i
I

1 \ /• rdM. dm ,. Ill
[47C3c] obtam the complete value oi ' ==

(

—
> Jj ) -JJ 7

—
' corrcsponthng to tlie whole

accelerative force of m towards M, supposing M to be at rest. This is easily reduced to

the form [4763] ;
and its partial differentials, relative to the co-ordinates x, y, z, give the

r--,^nF-, accelerative forces parallel to those co-ordinates respectively. Now, when the bodies 31, m
[47uoa]

. , , , • ,-
ddx ddy ddz , ,

,

are spherical, these accelerative forces -r—
, -~, —7, are represented by the

[4703(/'] partial differentials of Q, taken relatively to x, y, z [499], retaining in Q [4756] only

the term (^^= '\ which is independent of the disturbing mass m'. Therefore,

[47G3e]
to notice the non-spherical forms of the bodies M, m., we have only to substitute the

expression [4763], in the place of , in the function Q [4756].
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* V would be equal to — if the earth were spherical ; hence, if we put

M6V= V—~
r [4767]

m . iV will be the part of the integral .//' ^— , depending on the non- [4768]

sphericity of the earth. In like manner, if the earth be supposed spherical,

and we put P equal to the sum of the quotients, formed hy dividing each

particle of the moon by its distance from the centre of gravity of the earth,
'

we shall have,

ff—j^~
= M.V; [4770]

and if we put

iV = V— m
r

J [4770']

M. &V' will be the part of the integral Jf
'—^, depending on the non- [4771]

sphericity of the moon
;
hence we shall have, very nearly,!

M-\-m „^ cJM.dm M4-m
, ,,^, , i &V SV }

*
(2760) If the mass m were collected in its centre of gravity, the integral ff -

'

,, , ^dM ^ , . .dM ^, , [4767o]
would become mj -- and, by putting f —-=V [4765], it changes into m.V, as

in [4766]. The expression [4770] is found in a similar manner.

t (2761) If we suppose m to be spherical, we shall have

^pdM.dm „dM
JJ —J

— ^
"^J ~F' ^^ '"

'^'^"'^'^"^ '

and if M also be spherical, [4772a]

JY=-' lience, ^_— =__.

Adding to this the parts m.SV, M.5V' [4763,4771], depending on the non-sphericity,
we obtain the complete value of

Multiplying this by ^1±^,
we obtain the value of ''^ .ffU^^ [4772]; wliich
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Therefore, in the preceding expression of Q [4756], we must augment the

term ——, by the quantity,

[4773] (7lf+?«)-j^ +
—

j= increment of Q [4756],

n/en7of
'" order to notice the effect of the non-sphericity of the earth and moon.

oblate 2. fVe shall, in the first place, suppose both bodies to be spherical, and
forms
of tlio

earth and
moon.

[4774]

[4775]

shall develop the expression of Q in a series. Now, we have,*

1 1

^(x'—xf+ {y'—yf-^(z'—zf ^r"''j-r^
—2xx'—2yy'—2zs^'

If we develop the second member of this expression, according to the

descending powers of r', it becomes,

r r

r '

Taking for the wiit of mass the sum M-{-m of the masses of the earth and

moon, we shall have,t

]\I-\-m
is to be substituted for in the function Q [476.3c, 4756] ;

and by this means the

general value of Q [4756] will be increased by the function [47T.3].

*
(2762) The development [4774,4775], is the same as in [4655^*, c], rejecting the

factor — m', which is common to all the terms. We may remark, that if we use the values

[47740] of 7?, M+m [465.5,4775"], the expression of Q [47.56] becomes (^
= -—7?,

which will be of use hereafter.

t (2763) If wc put / for the latitude of the moon, we shall have, as in [4759"],
^'"'"^

[31',34"'] Int.,

[47766] tang.Z=.; s\n.l=-^-,
cos. ?=

^7^3=.

If we proceed, as in [4659, &c.], changing r' into r, and U into v, we get,

[4776c] x= r.cos.Z.cos.t); y = r. cos.Z.sin. ij; r = ?'.sin. /= rs .cos./.

[477G(il Now, the projection of r. upon the plane of
.ly,

is represented by r.cos.l-^=- [4659a,4760];
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[4781]
Tlie sun's distance from the earth is nearly four hundred times as great as

that of the moon
;
so that «' is very small, in comparison with ti

;
and we

[4782] niay, therefore, neglect terms of the order m'', in the lunar theory. We may
also siinplify (lie calculations, by taking the ecliptic for the plane ofprojection.
It is true, that this last plane is not fixed ; but, in its secular motion, it curries

the moon''s orbit ivith it ; so that the mean inclination of the moon''s orbit,

upon the variable ecliptic, remaius constant, and the phenomena, depending
on their respective inclinations, are always the same.

[4783]

[4784]

3. To prove this, we shall observe, that, from § 59, book ii., s' is equal to

a series of terms of the form k . sin. {v -\-it -[- ;) ;
we shall represent it by*

[478o«] Q=l + ^_-l^+a.„/.(±±t:li^±ii::zif):+,.^

Now, ifwe substitute the values [-1776
—^4779,4777e—/(], in the first members of [47806,t"],

they become, by slight reductions and using [24] Int., the same as In the second members of

those expressions,

[47806] xx'-\-i/y'-{-zz':=
—

;
. {cos.u.cos.t''+sln.t) .sin.t)'-[-«-s'}

= —
7 {cos.(!!'

—
ii)-f-«s'^;

COS. (ii'— i!)-|-ss' 4 •(l+«-) uu'. cos.(v'
—

v)-\-^tu'.ss'
—

hu'^.{l-\-ss)
[4780c] xx'-Jryy'+zz'—l

By means of these values the expression of Q [4780n] becomes as In [4780]. For the

first and second terms of [4780rt] correspond, respectively, to the first and second of [47S0] ;

[4780rf] ji,g ji,j^.j{ qJ' [47^o„] gives the last of [47S0] ; finally, the terms of [4780fl], connected with

the factors | /«', 4m', by the substitution of [4780c], become respectively equal to the

terms connected with the factors J, J, In [47 SO].

*
(2766) Using the same notation as In [4-230], wo shall have, for the earth's latitude

s", above the fixed ecliptic, the expression,

t4785a] s"=./'.sin.."-y'.cos.." [1335'].

Substituting in this the values of p", q" [4334], and observing, that

[4785a'] sln.i)".cos.(^<+ (3)— cos.w".sln.(5-<+ 3)
== s\n.{v"—gt

—
^),

we get the earth's latitude,

[47856] s"==^.c.s\n.{v"—gt—^).

Changing v" into the sun's longitude v' [4777'/], we get the sun's latitude,

[4785c-]
s' = S.c.sm.{v'

— gt
—

^).

Tills is of the same form as [4785], the constant quantities c, g, p, being changed into

[4765c'] ]c,
—

i,
—

I, respectively. Hence, the coefticlent i Is of the same order as the quantities
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s'= 2 . /c . sin.. (v'+ i t-\-i); [4785]

i being a very small coefficient [ITBSfZ], whose product, l)y m'?<'^ wc shall

neglect. The value of 5, neglecting quantities of the order 5^, may be [4"85']

represented by*

s =
s, + 2 . A; . sin. (« + i ^ + ; [4786]

.9 being the tangent of the moon's latitude, above the apparent ecliptic. This
.

'

[4786']

being premised, we have,t

g, g', fcc, whicli are very small [AS39,3ll3q]. Tlie values [4-3.39] are nearly g=—36', [4785rf]

g'=— 18"'
; tliesc quantities may serve to give an idea of the magnitude of g, g', &;c.,

though they are not computed strictly by the method given in [1093, &ic.].

*
(2767) If the moon were to mo^e in the apparent ecliptic, her latitude above tlie fixed

plane, or its tangent, corresponding to the longitude v, would be S.k.sm.{v-\-{(-\-e) [47S5]. ^.^r^f.
,

Adding to this the quantity «, [4786'], we get, very nearly, the tangent of the moon's latitude

s, above the fixed plane, as in [4786].

t (-2768) The quantity Q occurs in the first member of [4787], under a linear form

only ; therefore, we may take each term of (^ [4780] separately, and compute its

effect. In making the substitution of any term of (^, we may consider the quantity
'

' "^^

M .
(
1 -|- 6' s)~*, and its powers, as constant. For, if we put Q^:=^A.lu.(l-\-ss)~^'', for any

term of Q, neglecting, for a moment, the variable
j^)arts

contained in A, and taking the
'

' '
1

differential of log. Q, we shall get,

do
,

du sds

~n
= "•

"-i^i 5 [4787c]

hence,

O-"-' 'S
=

j-'^^ 0—^-"i-
Substituting these in the first member of [1787], we find, tliat the terms mutually

destroy each other. Hence, it is evident, that we may neglect the first term of Q [4780] ,

which corresponds to b=\, A=^l ; the second term, which corresponds to 1)^=0,
m . u

'^'^^TT',
—
T^; and the last term, which corresponds to b=— 2, A^— „ , ", , „ n- [4787e]

(l-f-««)* 2.(l-(-aV)2'

Then using, for brevity, the following abridged symbol B, we get from [4780],

B: \uu', cos.{v
—

?)')-(-Mu'. ««'— 4k'2.(1-j-s«)|

7l+77)T^i5
' t4787/]

^= (TT^,-H«^+ ^^^+^-^^ [4787,]

.5 m'. u'

dR.-^,r^,-\Ji
+ iB'^+ ^^-]-dB+ Uc.

[4787A]
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-
. (
—̂ ^ — ?< 5 .

-^ —
(1 + SS) .

[4787]

.cos.^(i)
—

v')-\-iiQ.y C~~T •sin.(f
—

v')
— s'

^2m I y "^
f{y

[4788]
Substituting, in the second member of this equation, the values of s', s,

[4785,4786], we get,*

Substituting the partial differentials of Q, in the first member of [4787], it becomes,

[4787M .!B4-#J5-f .
1

—
.
— — MS .

— —
(1+ ss).

—
> .^ •

(l+sY)*
' ^- •* Idv \dvj \dn)

^ ^ '

\ds)),

The part of this expression depending on dB, in the last factor, is of the same form as the

first member of [4787], changing Q into B
; therefore, it has the property mentioned in

[4787{] [47876] ;
that is to say, we may consider the powers of u.[\-\-ss)~^' as constant. Now,

the last term of B [4787/] corresponds to the power
— 2 of that quantity ; therefore, we

may neglect its partial differentials, and, in finding dB, may use the remaining terms as in

the following expression ;

[4787*] B= -r—TT, • $""' «'• COS. (v— v') -j-M-" u'.ss'\.

The partial differentials of this expression give,

ds /dB\ m' C ds . , ,, 7
[4787i]

-
.(--) = —— ,

— ) _-
. sin. iv— v') [ ;' •

dv \dv ) (l-|-sy).u \ dv
^ M

[4787,„]
-'"•

©=^("iqiv,- {^<^os.{v-v')+s^s'\;

Adding these three expressions together, we find, that the terms depending on s^s' destroy

each other, and we get,

ds /dB\ /dB\ ,, ,

. /dB\ u' (
, ,,

ds
,\ ,}

Now, if we retain, explicitly, the terms of i? [4787/], which do not contain s, s', we obtain,

[4787;?] ^+ 1 i?2_
'^

_ Los. (y
—

v')
—

^^ + .£
• cos.2(f

—
i;') + &c.

^
.

Substituting the expressions [4787o,p] in [4787/i'], and neglecting terms of the third order in

s, s', it becomes as in the second member of [4787].

*
(2769) If we substitute the values of /, s, [4785, 4786], in the last factor of [4787],
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.-^ COS. It'— V )
— \-~- .cos.iv— V )+ &c./.'^s,.cos.(d

—
i; )

— .sin.ft;— v))

Hence the equation [4755] becomes,*

[4789]

or,

- (Ids
, , #.m'. «''«,+ &c.

If we neglect the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, we shall have

M = -, m'=- [4826,4833]; o! and « being the mean distances of the [4791]

sun and moon from the earth. We shall see, in the following article [4825],

that /r=:
rt, very nearly ; therefore, we shall have [4791 </],

[4791']

we shall find, that tlie terms depending on 1( mutually destroy each other. For these terms

produce, without reduction, tlie following expression, neglecting quantities of the order

mentioned in [47S5'] ;

2.^-.|sin.(u + ^:^4-£).cos.(^)
—

t;')— COS. (w-}-i^4-s). sin. («
— «')— sin. (y'+/< + =-)!•

^'^'^^"^

The two first terms, between the braces, are reduced by [22] Int. to

sin. \{v^ii-^i)— (r
—

?/) \
='sin. (y'-{- it-\-i)\

which is destroyed by the third term. The remaining terms of [4785, 4786] are i'^U,
s =

s, ; substituting these in the last factor of [4787], we obtain the expression [4789].

[47896]

[4789c]

*
(2770) Multiplying together the two factors of [47S9], we find, that the product of

the term cos. (v
—

v') by s,.cos. («
—

«'), produces i^, ,
disconnected from the periodical

[4791a]

angle v— i'
;
so that we may put the expression under the form ~—'- '-^—

'; as we [4791i]

shall soon see, that it is not necessary for the present object to mention particularly the parts

included in the general term -f &ic. This represents the value of the function in the first

member of [4787], and if we divide it by li^xC^, it produces tb.e three last terms of [4755];

which will, therefore, be represented by Z^^ *'X__^. Substituting this in [4755], [4791c]

and dividing by l + ^'/f^)--^) we get [4790]. Reducing the denominator of

the last term of this expression into a series
; neglecting m'-, and observing, that

\iv) \.^^^'^^ '^ °f ''^^ o''^*^'" w'"'^, it becomes as in [4790']. Finally, substituting in [4791rf]

this the values of m, it',
I? [4791,4791'], we get [4792].
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[4792] 0= —'

+ s+i.m'.--.s + &c.
dv-

~
a-'

'

[4793]
fVe shall put mt for the suni's mean motion; so that m will no longer denote

Chaiiije ///" '"• the moon's mass; we shall have, by ^ 16 of the second book,* m" = —-,

[4704]
« ^

Then, if we suppose the time t to be represented by the moon's mean

[4705] motion, which can always be done, we shall have — = 1
; therefore,

dels , o

[4790]
= — + 5 + 1 . m-. 5 + &c.

[4797]

dv""

Substituting, in this equation, the value of s [4786], and observing, that we

may, in this case, change it into iv, we shall have, f

[4798] O=^^^' + (H-|.»r).5,+ ^.A;.ll-(i+l)'|.sin.(«+ fi. + + &c.;

which gives, for the part of s, relative to the secular motion of the ecliptic,!

"•'

(2771) If we change, in the equation [605' or 3700], a into a', and n into m, to

[4704n] conform to the notation [4791, 4793], we get m~^ (x.a'"'' ; y. being the sum of the masses

of the sun and eartii. If we neglect the mass of the earth, in conniarison with that of the

sun, we have \i'
= m' [4757"], and the preceding expression becomes as in [4794]. In

r 4: 7^^~4 U 1

the moon's motion about the earth, the equation [605'] becomes ir={M-\-m) . cC^

[4757, 4757'] ; and, as the moon's mean motion 7ii, is here represented by t [4794], we

r4"04 1
'^'^^'"^ n=:l

; substituting this, and J/-[-« = 1 [4775"], in the preceding value of ri?,

we obtain 1 =a~-\ as in [4795]. Dividing the value of vi^ [4794] by this last expression,

we get «-=)«'.—; substituting this in [4792], it becomes as in [4796].
[4794(/]

a-'

[4708a]

[47986]

t (2772) The terms neglected, by writing iv for it, are of the order of the

excentricities and inclinations, multiplied by the very small quantity /, an<l connected with

terms containing sin.cti, sin.g-?;,
and their multiples, as is evident fro; n [4828, 4794c].

All the neglected terms are considered as being included in the general expression -j-^c.

Now we have,

[4708c]
s=s,+ ^.k.^.{v+ iv-\-^ [4786, 4797] ;

hence
'^
=

'^'|^-2.A-.(/+l)'^.sin.(t.+u,+s);

substituting these in [4796], we get [4798].

X (2773) This equation is of the same form as [865], which is solved in [871] ;

changing y, a^, t, m into
s, , \-\-?rm^, v, l+ J, respectively ;

and putting for a Q, or

[4790a] a A', the terms under the sign
2 [4798]. These changes being made in [871], it becomes

as in [4799], by a slight reduction, and changing the signs in the numerator and denominator.
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s.= 2.(2i+i2)./<;.sin.(D4-ii!-f ;)

This last quantity is insensible
;

for iv, at the most, does not exceed fifty

centesimal seconds [
=

16',2] in a year;* and fm^r) expresses very nearly, as

we shall hereafter see [4800(/], the retrograde motion of the nodes, which

exceeds Id"^ [3373] ;
therefore f m- is at least four thousand times as great

as i
;
so that we may neglect the term,

2.A;.fl— (t+l)-}.sin.(«+ ri)+ 0,

in the differential equation [4798] ;
and then this equation becomes

independent of every thing connected with the secular motion of the ecliptic.

The mean inclination of the moon's orbit to the apparent ecliptic, is one of

the arbitrary quantities of the integral of this equation ;
hence we perceive, that

on account of the rapidity of the motion of the moon''s nodes, this inclination

is constant ; and the latitude
s^ of the moon, above the apparent ecliptic, is the

same as if the ecliptic were immoveable. We may, therefore, suppose s' = 0,

in the following investigations ;
which will simplify the calculations.

[4799]

[4800]

[4801]

[4802]

Inclination
of the lu-

nar orbit
to the

apparent
ecliptic.

[4803]

[4804]

Therefore, we have, by neglecting quantities of the order m' u'' s'\ m' w'^f [480.5]

*
(2774) This agrees nearly with the remarks inade in [4785r/], relative to the value

of i. Moreover, the retrograde motion of the nodes is expressed by (g
—

1) .v [4817], and

the values of m, g [.5117], give g—l=zz^m^ nearly ; therefore, the retrograde motion of

the nodes is nearly equal to jiri^.v, as in [4800]. The same result may be obtained

analytically; for, if we neglect terms of the order p"^, e'^, the motion of the nodes [5059]

becomes lp".v. Now, by comparing the coefficients of sin.(§-i'
—

(!),
in [5053, 5049], and

retaining only the first term of each of thein, we get,

P
„ _- a

[5094] ;

whence, the motion of the nodes becomes ^p" • v =
-,

This exceeds 19' in a year

[3373] ;
which is more than 4000 times the value of iv, assumed in [4785f/J ;

hence the

term of
«, [4799] must be insensible, and we may, therefore, neglect tiie corresponding terms

of [4798], which are given in [4802]. Then all the remaining terms of [4798], which

are included iu the expression -j-Jtc. [4798i], maybe considered as independent of the

secular term.=i ai'isins; from i.

[4800a]

[48006]

[4800c]

[4800rf]

[4800(]

t (2775) Substituting s'=0 [4304] in the value of (^ [47S0], it becomes, without

any reduction, as in [4806rt]. Developing the powers, and neglecting terms of the orders [4800/]

mentioned in [4805], it becomes as in [4806/']. This is reduced to the form [4806r] by
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[4806]
I -tM

+ '!^.{3.(l—As'').cos.(v—v') + 5.cos.(3v—3v')l.

[4807] Hence we get, by neglecting quantities of the order vi'u'^s^,*

AZ^x . /JQx _]_ ,«^«-
(2.-2tOI

[4808]

— -—
-.{(3

—
4s-).cos.(('

—
«') + 5.cos.(3iJ— 3i.')};

using [6, 7] Int.
;
and if vvc connect the terms depending on the same powers of u' it

becomes as in [4806J ;

3
il+— . rMit'.cos.fv— v') s m'^. (14-««)P

[4806a] (^=_Ji_ _+ ,„'„'. J
2

3u'2 „, „ 3u' =

[48066] =7ri5S+ '«'

r4806cl := ;+mV. /

' + 2^
•

1^*
''°'" ^^

~
"^ + ^ ''°'- '^ ^^

~ "
^ J 272

*
(2776) The partial differentials of Q [4806], taken relatively to v, s, u, become,,

without any reduction, as in [4809, 4810, 4810«], respectively. Multiplying [4810] by

-, we get [48106] ; adding together the expressions [4810a, b], and making some slight

reductions, we get [4808] ;

.^n^ -» r73^u— 'VT-[l+3.cos.(2i'
—

2i)')— 2i-2j

--^^-.[(3
—

12«2).cos.(d
—

V)+ 5cos.(3j;
—

3d')]]

[4810&]

3 /(l(l\
ss m'.u'^s^ 3m'.u''^s'^-

-( -p )
=———:3 r- 7

—
.Cos.(l'

—
v).
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I
—^

I
= -—

.sin.(2i;— 2t;)

— "1^.13.(1—4>s~).s\n.(v—v')-i-l5.sm.(3v—Sv')\;o u

—
)
= —

: \?. -„ 5
—

.cos.fi'
—

V). [4810]

4. To integrate the equations [4753
—

4755], we shall observe, that, by

excluding the sun's disturbing force, the moon will describe an ellipsis, in

which the earth occu[)ies one of the foci. We shall then have, as in [532,533],
r4810'l

s = 7.sin.(<J— ti); [4811]

"=s:(T'+7)-!(i+")'+-co..(.-=)t. ^[«K,
s, u, in an
ituMriable

In these equations, y is the tangent of the inclination of the lunar orbit ;
"'!']'','''„

the longitude of its ascending node [533"] ;
e and m are tivo arbitrary

quantities, depending chiefly, on the excentricity of the orbit, and on the
^ ^

position of the perihelion [^b^^l. y and e are very small quantities. If we

neglect the fourth power of 7, we shall have,*
[4815]

^=V7nr-^-n+ Tr+«-cos-(«^—^)— |-7'.cos.(2u
—

2<0|. [48i6]

In this value of u the ellipse is supposed to be immoveable ; but v:e shall

soon see, that in consequence of the sun^s action, the nodes and perigee of this

ellipsis are in motion. Then putting,

(1
—

c) .« = the direct motion of the perigee ;

{g
—

l)-t' = the retrograde motion of the nodes
;

[^^'i-^

*
(2777) Developing (l-j-sx)^, according to the powers of s, substituting [4811],

neglecting /', and reducing, by means of [I, 3] Int., we get, successively,

(l-f-S4-)4
= l+Js2— is"

= l+ |"-H-^cos.(2y-2d)Hj-M-|-cos.(2^-2<))+.cos.(4«-4^)}
^^^^^^^

=
(l+ i?-—sV)-a7'-TV/)-cos.(2.-2^)-^V?'--cos.(4y-4fl).

Substituting this in [4812], and neglecting y\ it becomes as in [4816]. We have retained

the terms of tlic order y\ in [4S12a], because they are required hereafter.
[48126]
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we shall have, from [4811,4816],

1

[4819]

Assumed
fcriiis of

u, ill a

'i<= -

.l\+ iy"-+e.cos.(cv
—

^.)
—

if'Cos.(2gv
—

2^):

movkbie If we substitute this value of u, in the expression of di [4753], observing,

[4820]
j-jjj^^^ jf ^yg neglect the solar attraction,

(
-7^

)
vanishes

;
we shall have,

M+ |.(e=+/^)-2e.(l+|e^+^/).cos.(cr—^)

[4821] dt= /t^ dv .

^ +|.e-.cos.(2a)—2=3)—e^cos.(fVi)—333)4-1-/ 2.cos.(2o-i'—2d)

-f .e; ~.
I cos.(2gv-}-cv

—2t'—
ra)-fcos. (2gv

—cv—2'^+ra) |

[4821a,]

[48216]

[4821e]

[4821rf]

[4821e]

[482]/]

[4821g-]

[4821 7(]

[4821i]

[482U]

[4821/]

[4821m]

*
(277S) The object of this article is to obtain approximate values of n, u', s, v',

expressed in terms of v
;

for the purpose of substituting them in Q, and in its differentials
;

as is observed in [1838']. Now, s, u [481S, 1319], are the approximate values of s, tt,

corresponding to the equations [4755,4754], noticing two ofthe most important perturbations,

namely ;
the mean motions of the perigee and nodes. Substituting these in [4753], we

get the approximate values of dt, t [4821,48:22], which are afterwards corrected in

[5081,5095]. In finding the approximate value of dt [4821], from [4753], the term

—
]

is neglected, and then [4753] becomes dt==.
hu~

'
licli we nuist substitute the

value of u [4819]. In making these substitutions, we shall put for a moment, for brevity,

y=:^^^— ^y^.cos.{2gv
—

26) ; and, during the process ofthe calculation, we shall omit the

symbols 6, s, ra', ivhich arc connected rcspcctivchj with the angles gv— (',
cv— -n,

c'v'— ^', c mv— to'; taking care to re-substitute them at the end of the operation. This

abridged form of writing the angles, ivill be 2iscd frequently, in the notes ivhich follow ; it

saves considerable labor, renders the formulas more simple, and cannot be attended with any

inconvenience. Hence, the preceding expression of (?< [4821f/] becomes as in [4821A];

developing the fictors, and neglecting/^, fe^, e'', y**, he, we get successively [-18212,^:,/].

Substituting the value of / [4821f], and reducing, by means of [6,7,20] Int., we get

[4821m] : connecting together the terms depending on the same angles, we obtain [4821] ;

whose integral is as in [4822] :

rf<=P.(l+,2)2.,/„.|i-|-(/-j-e.cos.cr)}--

=P. (1 4-27-) . f/i,.{
1— 2(/+e .cos.cd) 4-3(/+ e .QOs.cvf—^{f+e.cos.cvf\

-_,/,3.(l_|-2y-).cZi).{l
— 2 c. COS. cu4- 3 e^.cos.^-y— 4e^. cos.^cti— 2/+6/e.cos.ci)}

=/(.3.(/t).j(l-l-27^)
—

2c(l-l-2"/).cos.ci'+ 3c-.cos.2c«— 463.cos.\-y—2/+6/e.cos.cr}

^(l_j_^2>-)
— 2((l + 27-) .cos.cy-i-§e3.(l+ cos.2(:ii)— c^(3cos.cr-(-cos.3CT) ^

=/(-'.f/r.^_^_2_^^_^2_cos.25-«+§fr.cos.cy— fo"-[cos.(25-i'-fcr)-|-cos.(2o-ii_c!')]r
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This gives, bj integration,

<=constant+A\'.(I+le-+lr)-?^.(l+|e^+f7').sin.(ci'—^)

-.sin.(2ci;—2=^)—^.sin.(3cz)—3^)+-^ .sin.(2^«—2.)) [4822]
'4c ^ ^

3c ^
'^g

4.(2?+c)
^ ""

4.(25—c)
^ *

the coefficients of this equation are modified a little by the sun's action, as

we shall hereafter see [5081, 5095],

In the elliptical hypothesis, the coefficient of v, in this expression, is, by r4822'i

[541'
—543], equal to a-

;
which gives,*

/il(l+ |e^+|7^)=a*; [4823]

« being the semi-major axis of the ellipsis ; hence we have, [4824]

1
/i,= a 2

.
(
1— A e-— \f); [4825]

consequently,

M==-.{l+ e^+ir+e.(l+ ee).cos.(ciJ
—

^)
—

\f.co?,:{'2.gv
—

2o)|. [4826]

Then, by putting n = ci"^ [4823«], we get,t , [4827]

*
(2779) Substituting (J.

=1 [4775"], in [541'J, we get ?t= a 2-; hence [543] gives
3 2. . . , . .3 [4823al

t-\-dF s=d~ v-\-hc.; in wliicli the coefficient of v is a-. To make this conform to the

result of the elliptical theory [4822], we must put the coefficients of v equal to each other;

hence we get [4823]. Dividing this equation by the coefficient of /t^, and taking the [4823i]

cube root, we obtain h [4825], neglecting terms of the fourth order in e, y. This value

of /i gives /|2.(l+ 72)
= a.(l— c2); whence,

-j^^^p^^=--{^+(!^); substituting ^4823(.]

this in [4819], we get [4826].

t (2780) Muhiplying [4823] by 1— ^7^ and neglecting 7", we get

/'Ml+§e^+lr)=«^.(l-i7^);
^4828a]

substituting this in the third term of the second member of [4822] ;
also [4823], in the

second term, and putting the constant quantity equal to — a^e; we shall obtain for these
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[4828]

Approxi-
mate
value of

nt-\-s.

[4829]

[4830]

[4831]
Approxi-
mate
values of

/, u',

[4832]

[4833]

[4834]

nt+ e=^ r,
—

r-',(l_ j./).siii.(c«—^)+ '^^.sin.(2ci;— 2^)

—^ . sin. (3cv—3z,)+- . sin. (2 o^«— 2o)
.if ^ /

^g
V o /

3e y 3 c 7=

s being an arbitrary constant quantity. In substituting nt-\-s, we may
suppose c and g to Je e^'jw*/ to Mm7(/ [.5117], and neglect quantities of the

order e\ or ey-, in the coefficients of the sines. Tiius we shall have, by

retaining the term depending on sin.(2jt'
— cv— 2J-fi^), which will be

useful hereafter [4828f/] ;

nt+ i = v—2e . sin. (cr
—

«) + ^ c'-. sin. (2cr—2^) + ij-. sin. (2gv —26)
—

f e^-. sin. (2,g-«
— cv— 2d+ :3).

If we mark vt'ith one accent for the sun, the symbols relative to the moon

[4779'], and observe, that /= [4804], we shall have,*

n't-\-s'= v'—2e'. sin. (c'v'—^')+ 3 e'~. sin. (2<:V— 2^=') ;

«'= 1
.

Jl+ e"'+e'.(] + e'').cos.(fV— ^')«.

The origin of the time t being arbitrary, we may suppose s and s' nothing,

[48286] three terms, the expression
— a- B-]-a'- v .«-.(!

—
lj~).sm.{cv—zi). Substituting this in

[4822], then multiplying the first member by «, and tbe second by its equi violent expression

a "
[4823«], it becomes, by sligbt reductions, as in [48:28] ; observing, tbat, in tbe second

r4828cl ^^^^ ''^''"'^ l'"*^^ °^ [4822], we may put Pa " :^ 1 [4823], since tbese terms are of

the second or tbird orders in e, y. Now, putting c and g equal to unity, in tbe coefficients

of [4828], and retaining terms of the second order in e, y, also the term depending on the

r4828(/l angl'3 2^i)
— cv, we get [4830]. Tbe reason for retaining tins term, is on account of tbe

smallness of the divisors introduced by it, in consequence of 2g— c being very nearly equal

to unity. For tbe values of r, g, m [.^IIT], give very nearly,

[4828e] C=zl- g=l+i„r', 2g-c=\+-Sm^

*
(2781) Tbe values [4832, 4833], relative to tbe sun, are deduced from tbose of the

[4832a]
moon [4330,4826], by merely accenting the symbols, as in [4779']; observing also, that

s'::^0 [4804], corresponds to 7'=0 [4818].
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and then putting
- -— m, the comparison of the values of nt and n't will [4835]

give,*

v'— 2e'. sin.(c'i;'— ^') + f e"". sm.2(c'v'— ^')

z= mv— 2 m e . sin. (c v — ro) + f "* ^'' s'"- (2 c t)
— 2

to)
[4cot) J

+ i m. 7". sin. (2^ v— 2 ^)
—

| m e ;-. sin. (2gv— cv— 2 <) + to).

Hence we deduce, by observing, that c' varies but very little from unity,t [4836']

*
(2782) If we take, for the origin of i, the moment when the bodies are in their mean

conjunction, or nt-^s equal to 7i't-\-e', we shall have s^s'=0. Substituting these in ' J

[4830,4832], we get the values of nt, n't. Multiplying the former by m, and substituting

m,n=n' [4835], we get an expression of n'l, which is to be put equal to that in [4832] ;
148J46]

hence we get [4836].

f (2783) We may obtain v' from [4836], by means of the theorem of La Grange

[629c], which, by changing -^^x into x, then x into v and t into t, becomes,

v'—F{v')= t; H637a]

Comparing the equations [4836,4837a], we find, that t represents the second member of

the equation [4836], and, that

F{v')
= 2e'.sin. (c'v'-z.')

—
^e'^. sin. (2/ r'- 2

to'). [4837c]

Changing v' into t, we get F(t) [48.37e],its powers [4337/], and the differentials [4837^],

omitting, for brevity, the symbol
—

to', which is connected with c't; the reductions being

made by means of [1,2, 17] Int. Substituting these in the second member of [48376], we
'^ '

get «' [4837A] ;

F(t)
=

2fi'.sin.(c't
—

to')
—

|e'2. sin.(2c't— 2to')+ &c.; [4837e]

F(t)^=2t;'2.(l-cos.2c't)
—

|e'3.cos.c't+&:c.; F(t)='= 6 t'^. sin.c't + &c.
; [4837/-|

^^^--2f'-2.sin.2c't + 3c'='.sin.c't + &ic.; i--^ =-c'^ sin.c't+ &:c. ; ^4837^^

«' = t+ (2c'— ie'=').sin.(c't
—

TO')+ |c'2.sin.(2c't— 2to').
^4837^]

Now, t represents the second member of [4S36], and the substitution of this value in the

first term of [4837/i] produces the four first terms, or the t\\ o first lines of the second [4837i]

member of [4837]. The last term of [4S.37A] produces the last term of [4837], by putting

for t the first term mv of the second member of [4836] ;
it being unnecessary to take any

other term of t, because m is of the same order as e, or e'. To obtain the value of the [483741

second term of v' [4837/i], we must have the expression of sin.
(c't
—

to'). Now, as this
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[4837]

Approxi-
mate
values of

v', u'.

(4838]

[4838']

v'=m V— 2 ?K e . sin. (c
v— ^) + i m c-. sin. {1c v — 2~)

+ i m f- sin. (2 §•
i)
— 2

(!)

— i m e y'. sin. {'2.gv
— c t;

— 2 o + -.=)

+ 2 e'. (1
—

\ e'^) . sin. {c' mv — ->')
— 2 m e e'. sin. (c

v + c'm v— -.—
to')

— 2 m e e'. sin. (cv
— c'mv — ^ + -') + f <^'"- ^'"- (^ c' »« «— 2 w')

,
1 C l4-e'.(l

—
|c'2). COS. (('/» y— ra')+ «'^- COS. (2f'wv

—
2TO') )*

«'
*

( -(-?Kee'.cos.(<'ii
— c'mv— ^s-|-^')

— nic e .cos. {cv-{- c'mv—a—w') )
'

5. /Te wn<5/ substitute these values of u, u', s and v', in the expression

of Q [4806], and of its partial differentials [4808—4810], which will, by

this means, be developed in sines and cosines of angles proportional to v
;
but

it is necessary, for this development, to establish some principles relative to

term is of tlie order t', it will be sufficient to take the two first terms of [4836], namely ;

[4837i] t=:mv— 2;»e.sin. (ft)
—

w) ; wlience, c'l— zi'^[c'mv
—

~>')
— 2c'me.sm.(cv— ts).

Developing the sine of this expression, by means of [60, 18] Int., neglecting e~, we get,

successively,

[4S37m] sin. (c't
—

ra')
= sin. (c'mv

—
ts')
— 2 c' w e .sin. (c v— a) .cos. [c'mv

—
to')

[4837m] =sin. [cm. v—
to')
— c'm e . sin. (f v-\-c'm v— to—

to')
— c'm e . sin.(f v— c'?n v— us-\-ts').

Multiplying this by its coefficient 2 c'— I c'^, or 2 c'. (1
—

ie'^), neglecting terms of the

fourth order, and putting c'= 1, we get the sixth, seventh and eighth terms of [4837].

*
(2784) To obtain u, we must substitute the value of v' [4837] in [4833] ; and,

as we retain terms of the third order in e, e', /, m, in [4838], it is necessary to retain

those of the second order in v' [4S37]. Hence, if we put for a moment, for brevity,

[4838o] == 2e'. sin.(c'?rt
i-
—

to') -|- | e'-. sin. (2 c'm c— 2
to')
— 2 7ftC . sin. (cd

—
to) ;

and observe, that c' is very nearly equal to unity, we shall have, from [4837],

[48386] v'^mv+z, and c'd'— to'= (c'mz)
—

to') + «.

Its cosine, reduced by formulas [23, 43, 44] Int., becomes, by neglecting r-*,

[4838c] cos. (c'
v'—

to')
= cos. c . cos.

(c'
7n v—

to')
— sin. c . sin.

(c'
m v—

to')

[4838(/]
=

(1
—

h ~'^) COS. (c'mv
—

to')
— z .sin. (c'lnv

—
to') ;

hence,

e'. (l+c'^).cos. (c'l!
—

to')

[4838e]
:=c'. (1 -{-e'^) .cos. (c' mv— to')

—
| e' z^. cos. (c'mv

—
to')
— e'r. sin. (c'mv

—
to').

Now, substituting the value of z [4838a], in the first members of [4838n', A], neglecting
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the magnitudes of'thc quantities wliich enter into these functions, and on the [4830]

influence of the successive integrations upon the different terms.

The value of in \_b\\l^ is very nearly equal to the fraction ^\\ loe ahall [4840]

consider it as a very small quantity of the first order. The excentricities of

the orbits of the sun and moon, and the inclination of the lunar orbit to the

ecliptic, are nearly of the same degree ofsmallness [5117, 5194]. Thus, we
t^^/^i-\

shall regard the squares and products of these quantities, as very small

quantities of the second order ; their cubes and products of three dimensions,

as very small quantities of the third order; and so on for others. The sun's

disturbing force is of the order* \ ,
and we have seen, in § 3, that this [4842]

Orders of
tlic terms.

%l?

quantity is of the order m~, or of the second order. The fraction -, being

very nearly equal to j^-, may be considered as of the second order. We [4843]

shall carry on the approximation to quantities of the third order inclusively ;

teims of the fourth order, also those depending on the angle ^dmv— .3 w', we get,

successively, by using [31, 17, 2] Int., the following expressions; omitting, for brevity, the [4838/]

symbols vs, ra', as in [48:21/] ;

—
^z^. cos.

(c'
mv —

•h')
==— e' '. (2 sin. c' m v . cos. c' m v) . sin. (^ mv

=— e'^. sin. 2c'mv .s'm.c' mv^=^— J e'^. cos. d mv;

— e's.sin. {d mv— i/)
=— c'^. (1

—
cos.2c'mt')

— f e'^. cos.c'm i'

-f- mc e'. cos. [cv
— d mv) — mec'. cos. {cv -]- dm v).

Substituting [4838^, A] in [4838e], we get, by connecting the terms,

c'.(l+e'2).cos. (c'l'
— w')=— c'2+c'. (1— |e'2) .cos.d mv -\- d'^.cos.^d mv

-\-mc d. COS. (c V— d m v)
— 7ncd. cos. (cv + c' m v) .

Finally, by the substitution of this, in [4333], wc get [4838].

[4838g]

[4838fc]

[4838i]

*
(2785) The accelerative forces [4763rf'J,arc represented by the partial differentials of

Q, relative to the co-ordinates. These partial differentials occur in the general equations

[4753—4755], and are computed in [4807—4810J. Now, if we compare the part of t'*^^^"!

[4808 or 4310], which does not contain the disturbing mass m', with the chief term of the

same equation, depending on this disturbing mass, we shall find, that it is of the order

^iJ-'
or ^ [4791] ; which, by means of [4794, 4795], is of the order m^. [48426]
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[4849]
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and in the calculation of these inequalities, we shall take notice of quantities

[4844] of the fourth order;* but we must take particular care not to omit any

quantities of that order in the integrals.

The equation [4754] becomes, by development, of the following form,t

[4845] = —^+iV-. M+ n
;

[4845']
N'- differs from unity but by a quantity of the order nf [4845c], and n is a

[48461
s^i'iss of cosines, of the form k.cos.(iv -{- =) [4961]. The part of u,

relative to this cosine, is represented, as in [870', 871], by

l«47] „=_A_.eos.(/^ + 0.

Now, it is evident, that if r differs from unity by a quantity of the order m,

the term k.cos.(iv -]- s) acquires, by integration, a divisor of that order:

which increases the term considerably ;
so that it will become of the order

r— 1, if it be of the order r, in the differential equation. We shall see

[4850] hereafter, that the greatness of the inequality named the evection, arises from

this cause. J

*
(2786) The angles connected with coefficients, ns far as the third order inclusively,

[4844a] are retained
; and, in computing the coefficients of these terms, the approximation is carried

on, so as to include terms of the fourth order.

t (2787) The chiefinequality of ?t [4819], is that depending on cos.
(<:;'
—

•n), which

we shall represent by e.cos. (f-y
—

is) ; putting the other terms equal to Stt, so that

[4845a] ,

, , , T J-.I-
•

1
• ^''"

9 / N ,

''-•^»

«,^e.cos.(fv— wi+ dit. its dirierential gives —rz=— c"" e. cos. (cf— -a) A -—
.

Multiplying the first equation by c~, and adding the proikict to the second equation, we get.

ddu „ d^.du
,

„ ^

[48456] -dr2+'~''-^+'^-^"-

Putting the second member of this last equation equal to — IT, we get,

ddxi „

[4845c] rfi3
+''"= — "

!

and this is of the same form as [4845] ;
JV^ being changed into c^, which differs from unity

by a quantity of the order Snr [4S2Sc].

% (2788) The evection depends on tlie angle 2v— 2mv — cv-\-zi, and its cosine is

multiplied by ..^/"f, in the expression of (5 7t [4901]. Now, in finding /7/", from the

[4850a] equation [4999], we must divide by the (lictor 1— (2
—2m— c)^, which is of the order

m
;
and by this division its value is very much increased.
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The terms vvlicrc i is very small, and whieli depend only on the sun's

motion, do not increase, by integration, in the vahie of u ;* hut, it is

evident, from the equation [4733], that these terms ac(juirc, by int(!gration,

the divisor i, in the expression of t ;t wo must, therefore, pay great

attention to these terms. It is on them, that the magnitude of the annual

equation depends.

Tiie terms of the form k .dv. sin (iv -{-;),
in the expression of f

—

[4753, 4754] acquire, by the integration of that differential expression, a divisor

of the order i, in the value of u. Hence, it would seem, that in the expression

of the time f, these terms ought to acquire a divisor of the order r, which

would render them very great when i is very small
; but, it is essential to

observe, that this is not the case, and that, if we only notice the first poioer of

the disturbing force, these terms will not have the divisor r, in the expression

of the time. To prove this, we .shall observe, that by [1195, &c.], the

expression of v, in a function of the time, cannot acquire a divisor of the

order r, except by means of the function — oa.fndt.fdQit in which the

[4850']

[4850"]

[4851]

•^, [-1852]

[4853]

[4853-:

[4854]

*
(3789) When i is very small, the divisor i"^— JV- [4817] becomes nearly equal to

— JV-, which is of the order — 1 [481.5'] ; consequently, the term [4347] is not

increased by this division.

t (2790) If the development of the denominator of ilt [-HS-S] contain a term of the

form k.cos.{iv-\-i), arising from u~, it would introduce in (7^ a term of the form

k .

i

k. dv. COS. {iv -{-;); whose integral woidd introduce in t a term of the form t .sin.(u'-f-;),
i

having the small divisor i, as in [4851].

J ('2791) The differential of Q [1774«], relative to the characteristic d, gives,

di?= dQ; hence fdR= /d(^.

Substituting this, and (a=:1 [477.'5"] in ^ [1195], we get,

^
= ,3 rt .fn ch.^-—3a .fn dt ./d Q.

Now, the first term of this expression has only one sign of integration, and can, therefore,

introduce only the first power of the divisor i
[1 196', &:c.] ; and, if we neglect this term, we

shall have,

§=— 3 rt .fn dt ./d q, as in [4354].
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[4850i]

[4851a]

[4854o]

[4S546]

[4654c]
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differential dQ refers only to the co-ordinates of tlie moon. If Q contain ^

[i^M] term of the form A; .cos. (ii -fO' ' I'cing very small; this term cannot acquire

a divisor of the order r, except dQ does not ac(iuire a multiplicator of the

order /. The ]);ut of this angle it, relative to the moon, must depend solely on

the mean motions of the moon, and on those of her perigee and nodes, Avhen

we neglect the square of the disturbing force. If { be very small, this part

of i does not depend on the moon's mean motion; it must, therefore, depend

only on the motions of the perigee and nodes. In this case, dQ acquires a

factor of the same order as the motions of the perigee and nodes, that is, of

if'oG'] the second order [4817,4828e] ;
which causes the term in question to lose its

divisor of the order r. Therefore, the angles increasing slowly have, in the

expression of the true longitude in a finiction of the time, a divisor of the

order i only ; and it is evident, that this likewise holds good, in the expression

[48r.ri
^^ t''^ t''^^*^ ^'^ "^ function of the true longitude. But, if we notice the

square of the disturbing force, the part of the angle it, relative to the moon's

co-ordinates, may contain the sun's mean motion
;
and then, the differential

[4857'] (\Q acquires only a factor of the first order, or of the order 7n. From

these ]ninciples we can judge of the order, la irhich the several terms of

the differential equations are reduced, in the finite expressions of the

co-ordinates.

6. Upon these considerations we shall develop the di(f'erent terms of the

equation [4754]. In the elliptical hypothesis, the constant part of u is

represented by,*

[4858] -.^-f e--f-J.y--f/3]= constant part of u
;

[485S'] ^ being a function of the fourth dimension in e, y, Ave also have,

[4S50]
A- = rt . P— c-— r+ f3' ] ;

[4859] |5' being likewise a function of the fourth dimension in c and y. The sun's

[48<;o]
action alters this constant part of u [4858, 4964] ;

but a being arbitrary,

*
(2792) Neglecting terms of the fourth order, we liavc, in [4826], the constant part of

[4858a] II. equal to -
•

J 1-f-t" -j-:]:}"! ; and, from ['1825], ]i~^ a .\\
— c~— y\. Adding to

these the functions of the fonrth order, depending on p, ^', they become respectively, as

in [4858,4859].
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we may suppose, that -
•[l+ f'+ :l y'+ /3} [4858] always represents the

constant part of «. In this case, we shall no longer liave

/t'^ _ a.(l
—e-—r+ /3') [4859] ;

and we shall then put,

A==«^.(l-e=-7^+p');

a^ being cm arhhrary quantiUj which becomes equal to a, if we exclude (he

sim^s action. \Vc shall then put,

= m

This being premised, the term

m.u
2 „3 , of the expression

—
becomes, by development, as follows ;*

1

2}i

!Q
li^ \ da

s <jq
[4808],

m.u •'

2/r.u^

m
2a.

—
3c.(l+ie^ + #e'=).cos.(ci;

—
^)

+ 3e'. (1+6^+ 172+ 1 /;'2). COS. (c'mt'
— ^)

— f . (3 + 2 m) . e e'. cos. (cv-^c'mv
— ^ —

«')

— f • (3
— 2 m) . e e'. cos. (c v— c'm r -- ^ + ^3')

+ 3 e". cos. (2 c V— 2^)

+ f 7". cos. (2g V — 2-1)

+ |e'-. cos.(2o'mt)— 2:3')

- f e 7-. COS. (2g V — cv— 2 ^+ xa)

[4801]

[48C2]

a,.

[48G3]

[4SG41

[48G5]

[486.5']

[486G]

*
(2793) If we separate the terms of the expression of -

[4826], into tliflerent

classes; using the abridged symbols .t„ Xq, Xj [4S66h'], whose indices represent respectively

the orders of the terms, we sliall have 1/ [4S66c], from wliich we obtain —
[4S66£/1,

"

1*3'-

neglecting terms of the fourth order in e, 7 :

(ci'
—

a); r.,= e2+]-7-— 3-/--cos.(2g-i'
—

2^); a?3
= e^.cos. (cd— o) ; [4866b]

v= a-K\\-\-11+ x.-i- x-j \ ;
[4866e]

,r'=
a^.^ i_3.(,-^^^._^^,.^) ^ 6.(V+2 :r,T„)-10.r,3^ [4gG6rf]

: e . cos
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To develop the term

^4gg0,j ?i^.cos.(2«;— 2*;'), of the expression of — -1/'^^— 7^ /'^V^SOSl,-2 A . ir ^ ' ^ Ir \ du J Ira \ ds J
'- -'

Now, substituting the values of x^, .To, x^ [4866^], in tiic first members of [4866/— ?], and

reducing the products, by means of [6,20, 7] Int., we oiDtain liie second members of these

[486Ge] expressions respectively ; always neglecting terms of tlie fomth order, and those depending

on the angles 2gv -\-cv, 3 cv, which are not retained in [4866] ;
and using the abridged

notation [4821/] ;

[486C/-] l—3.{x^-Jrr,-^x-,)=l—'3c^— ij~
—

3c.{l-\-e~).cos.cv+ ^y'^.cos.2gv;

[i8G6g] + 6vi"= -f 3e-+ 3fc^.cos.2fti ;

[48G6A] + 12Ji.-ro=i —3e.{—4L~— j-).cos.cv
—

^e')-.cos.{2gv—cv):

[48G6i]
— 10.r,3= —

3e.(§c-2).cos.C!'.

The sum of these four expressions being multiplied jjy iP, gives the value of ir^ [4S66c/,A:].

Moreover, from [4S63], we get ilr'' [48o6/] ;
the product of the two expressions

[4866A:,/] gives [4866w], neglecting terms of the fourth order
;

[48fiGA-] u-^=a^.
\
1—jy^—3e.(l

—ic-—
'/~).cos.cv-'r;k~.cos.2cv-\-?i-/^.cos.2gv—^ey^.cos.{2gv—cv)l;

[48G6/] ^A-^=i«rMi+«'+7'];
1 f(3

[48G6m] 2F;^3=.j;;
•
I

' +«'+!? ~— •3e-( 1 +4f-).cos.c('+3f3.cos.2a'+|} 3.cos.2^d—fe>^.cos.(2^r—ff) \

[48GGji] '^o;;"-^^+"^*'

X beins put, for brevity, to denote all the terms between the braces in r4866«l, except the

[48GGo] r ,

first, or unity.

We may proceed, in the same manner, to find n!'^. For, by using the symbols j/j, y.,,

1/3 [4866;/], the expression of m' [4838] becomes as in [4866/-]; omitting, as above, the

angles w, -n', in the rest of the calculation. From this value of m' we get m'~^ [4866s].

The terms, composing the factor of this expression, are found in [4866<
—

tv] ;
whose sum.

multiplied by a'~^, gives u'^ [4866s], as in [4866x] ; neglecting the terms depending on

the angle 3 c' m ti— 3-53'
;

y^
= e'. COS. c'mv ; y^^ e'~.cos.'2c'mv;

[4866?] y^
_: — 1(;'3. COS. c' «()+ ?« ce'. cos. (cr

—
c'mv)

— 7nce'. cos. {cv -]-c'mv) :

[486Gr] w' = «'-• .
< 1+ .'/,+]/,+ y, ] ;

[48G6S] u'3 = «'-3.^1+ 3.(//i+y..+ y3) + 3.(y,2+2y,(/,)+y,'|;
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we sliall first give the development of

3vi'.u'\cos.(2v— 2v').

This term, being developed, becomes.

[4866"]

l+ 3-(yi+ i/a+i/3)==l +3mee'.cos.{cv—c'mv)— Since'. cos.{cv+c'mv)

-\-{3e'—^e'^).cos.c'mv +3e'\cos.2d mv;

+ le'' + §e'^.cos.2c'?n« ;

y,'
=

+^5*-e".cos. c'mv;

+ |e'^. COS. c'mv;

,/3_„'-3 P+ §e'
=+ 3e'.(l+ |c'2).cos.c'mD+|e'2.cos.2c'm»

-\-3me c'. COS. (c i'
— c m v)

—3m e e'. cos. {cv-^cfm v)\

:a'-\\l+Yl;

i+F being used, for brevity, to denote all tlie terms between tlie braces, in [4866.r].

Multiplying together the expressions \4S66n, y], and their product by m'
;
then substituting

jf [4865], we get,

Now, XY is of the second order
; and, in finding its value, retaining the same angles and

terms as in [4866], we may use the following expressions, which comprise the chief terms of

X, Y [4866n, y] ;

X=:zc^ + iy^
— 3e.cos.cv; Y=^^c'^ i-3e'.cos.c'mv.

Now, taking the terms of Y, and multiplying them separately by X, we get,

§c'^. X=— %ee'^.cos.cv ;

3e'.cos.c'mv.X^3c'.{c~ -\- Ij^) .cos. c'mv— ^ e e'. cos. {cv -{-c'mv)
—

|ct'.cos.(fi"
—

c'mv).

The sum of the expressions [4866^', 6] is equal to tlie value of X Y, which is to be

substituted in [4S66a] ; moreover, the sum of the terms between the braces in [4866m, a;],

decreased by unity, is equal to the value of l-f- X-{- Y. Hence wc find, that the terms of

[4S66a., or 4S66], between the braces, are equal to the sum of the terms between the braces

in [4866m, t], added to the second members of [4866y, 5], and decreased by unity.

Connecting the similar terms, we find the result of this calculation to be the same as in

[4866].

[4e66<]

[4866u]

[48C6t>]

[48C6u>]

[4866z]

[48C6v]

[4e66z]

[4866a]

[4866(3]

[4866y]

[4866(5]

[4866E]
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3 m'
[4«W] 3m'.u"'.cos.r2v ~2v')=^

/(I
—

|e'--—4??re-) . cos. (2v~2m v)

+ 1 e'. COS. (2 D—2 wi ?)—c'm «'+-')

—
|e'. COS. (2 V—'2inv-\-cm v—

r.')

+ 2mc.cos.(2i)
—2mw+<:-i'— zr.)

—
2me.cos.(2u—2m v—cv-\-^)

Yr y e'-. COS. (2 v—2m v—2 c'm v+2 -.')

y ?Hee'.cos.(2v
—2mv—cv—

c'viv-\-zi-\-T7i')\

+ "J »«ee'. cos.(2i)
—

2fflr+cr—f'wjr— -+::')

\+hmce'. COS. (2v
—2m v—cv-^e'mv-\-^.

—
-/)i

- i tnee'. cos. (2v
—2m «+c r+c'm r—-—

:d') |

' + i-m.(3-l-8'/rt).c-.cos.(2fi)— 2y-f2»u'—2^)
—Jm.(3—8wi).e-.cos.(2ci'+2i;—2mt)—2=3)

+ ]-?»?. cos.(2,§-«— 2t;+2'w,|j—2;')

—Im } '-. COS. (2^^ v-\-2 V
—2m v—2

•^j

\
—

|-me>-.cos.(2i'
—

2inv—2gv-'rCv-\-2:^
—

:;)/

1

2

n

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1.5

[48(i7aJ

[48G/6]

[48(570]

[48(;7(/]

[48(17cl

[48(57/]

[48(i7j>-]

[48r>7/(]

[4867i]

*
("2794) Using, for brevity, the value of v^ [4S67c], putting also

v.;, equal to all the

remaining terms of the second member of [4837], except the first mv, we shall have v', as

in [4867/] ; always omitting, for brevity, the symbols zi, -,', as in [4821/]. Substituting this

value of v' in the first member of [4867^], and developing by means of [-24, 43, 44] Int., it

becomes as in [4867/i] ; observing, that n, is of the first order, n, of the second order,

and, that some terms of the third order are neglected. Substituting in [4867//,] the value

—
2»'i^=

— Sm^.c-. sin.~cy -\- IGincc'.sln.cv .s'la.c mv— St'-. sm.~ c' in v [4867e],

and reducing it, by means of [l,17]Int. ; also, 2v^-\-2iu=:2v'-—2mv [4867/], it

becomes as in [4867 »] ;

(I,
=— 2w/c.siii.c w-|"2t'.sin. c'mv ;

v' =mv-\-i\-}-v.2 ;

cos.(2i'
—

'2y')=cos..J(2i!
—

2wi')
—

(2^'l+2^^,)^

= cos. (2r,+ 2
I'o)

. cos. (2 v—2m r) -|-siii- (~?'j4- 2?'o) . cos. {2v
— 2m v)

:=
(

I—2 vr) . COS. (2 V— 2m v) + (2 ;-,+ 2 v.^
. sin. (2 i

_ ( (I—4//(V—4t'2)+4«\".cos.2CT+4e'2.cos.2c'«».
I -\-8mct'.cos.(cv

—
c'mv)

—
Swcc'.cos.(ci^-}~<''""')

-f- [2v'
—2 m V

I
. sin. (2 v— 2m v).

— 2 m V)

.cos. (2d
—

27iiv)
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We must multiply this function by
2li^u^

;
and wc have this factor, by [48G8]

We must substitute, in tlie last lino of this expression, the value of 2v'— 2mv, ^vllicll is

easily deduced from the second nicnibor of [1837], hy neglecting the first, tcnii jiiv, and [48C7A]

doubling the remaining eight terms. We must then reduce the products of the sines and

cosines of this function, by means of [17, 20] Int., as in the following table
;

in which, the

terms of column 1, corresponding to the different angles, are taken in the same order as

in [4867t], namely ;
the first five terms in the same order as in the first and second lines of

[4867i] ;
and the remaining eight lines as in 2 r'— 2mv [4337, 4867/<:]. Wc may observe,

that a term is neglected in line 9, depending on the angle 2v— 2mv-{- 2gv— cv, which is [48G7/]

not expressly retained in [4867] ;
also a term, of the order e'^, inline 10, &c.;

(Col. I.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

(Uol. S.)

(
1 _,l„j2t2—

4r'2) .cos.(2y—2/« v)

-|-f.m-c2.cos.(2ry—2i'+2«!))4-».m,V.cos.(2fD+2y—2;n!j)

-\-2t'^.cos.{2v—2mv—2c'mv)-\-2t'^.cos.{2v—2mv-\-2c'mv)

-\-Amee'.cos.{2v—2}m—cv^-c'mv)-\-Amcc'.cos,.{2v—2mv-\-cv—c'mv)

—4mee'.CQS.{2v—2»n
—

a'—c'mv)—4mce'.cos.{2v—2mv-Jf-cv-\-c'mv)

-\-2me.cos.{2v—2mv+cv)—2me.cos.{2v—2mv—cv)

-ftme^.cos.(2cu
—

2v-\-2mv)
—

^me\cos.{2cv-{-2v—2mv)

-\-imy^.cos.{2gv
—

2v-\-2mv)
—

i7ny^.cos.{2gv-\-2v

[coM^n^S.]
[4867m]

—
^mey^.cos.{2v

—2mv—
2^i'-f-C!')4-&.c.

-|-2c'.cos.(2i!—2mti—c'mi-)—2e'.cos.(2i'— 2»n'+fi'wy)-l-aic.

—2m€e'.cos.{2u~2mv—cv—c'mv)-l[-2mec'.cus.{2L—2mv~\-cv^c'mv)—
2mce'.cos.(2(

—
2mv—cv-{-c'mv)^2mce'.cos.{2i'—2mv^cv—c'mv)

-\-i.e'-\cos.{2v—2mv—2c'iiiv)—.!^c'^.cos.{2v—2mv-{-2c'mv).

Toobtain the expression [4867], we must multiply this value of cos.(2i'
—

2i'') [4867?n],
by 3m'. u'^, or3m'.«'-3.(1+r) [4866;/] ; by this means all the terms will have the common

Sm'
[48C7n]

^'"^^"'"

Va'
'''^'' ''''" ^'''''C"t 'lie braces in [4867] ;

and the terms of this expression within

the braces will be obtained, by multiplying the function [4S67;»] by l+ F; or, in other

words, by multiplying the functions [4867m] by Y. [4866x, y], and reducing the products [4867o]
as in [4867r], then adding together the two functions [4867«, ;•]. In the first colunm of

[4867;-], we have given the terms of Y [4866x,y] ; and, in the second column, the terms
of [4867w], ])y wliich they are multiplied: the third column contains their products,

respectively. The numbers in column 2, refer to the numbers in tlie margin of the lines t"*^^'^^

of [4867m], putting one accent to denote the frsf term of any line, tiro accents for the
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putting e' equal to nothing, in the preceding development of
'^ -[4866],

[4869] aj^(j \yy nutltiplying this last quantity by
—

. We shall thus have, very

nearly, by neglecting quantities which remain of the order m^ after the
[4869']

integration,*

[4867?]

[4867r]

second term of the same line, &fc. Tlius, 6' denotes the term 2me.cos.(2r
—

2mv-\-cv) .

and 6", the term —2me.cos.{2v
—2mv— cv). This method of distinguishing the terms

jvill be frequently used.

(Col. 3.)

Products of those terms.

-|-|e'^.cos.('2ti
—2

iiiv)

-l-§t'.cos.(2«— 2'«f
—

r'wi-)-f §f'.cos.(2c
—

2mv-\-c'mv)

-\-3mee'.COS. ['2v-2mv-\-iv-c'mv)-\-'3mee'.COS. ('2v-'2mv-j-cv-\-c'mv)

— 3mee'.cos.(2L'-2mv-cr-c'mv)—3mee'.cos.(2v-2mv-cv-\-e'mr)

-]-3e'^.cos.{2v—2mv—2c'mv)-{-3e'^.cos.(2v—2mv)

-3e'-.cos.(2v—2mv-\-2c'mir)—3e'^.cos.{2v—2mv)

-\-^e'^.cos.{2d—2mv—2Jmv)+lt'^.cos.(2v—2mv-\-2c'mv)

-\-%mee'.cos.{2v-2)>iv-ci-\-c'mv)-{-^!nce'.cos.(2c-2mv-\-cv-c'mv)

—
-^mce' .cos.{2v-2mv-cv-c'niv)

—
pnee'.cos.[2v~2mv-\-i v-^-c'mv) .

Connecting together tlie terms of [4367w,;'], depending on the same angles, we find, that tlie

coefficient of cos.(2i'
—

2mv-\-2c'mv) vanislies, and the rest become ccjual to the function

between the braces in [4867], conformable to [48G7o].

*
(2795) The method given by the author, in [4869], is evidently correct. For, if we

(Col. 1.)
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/

1

2

4

—-r.cos.(2v-2v'y-
3.m

2/r.M 2rt

(l-|-ca_)-^^2_^Sc'2).cos.(-2i'—2mt))

—l{3i-hii).c.{l-^he~—le'^).cos.{2v—2mv—cv+^)

—
}i[3
—

4m). e .cos (2v
—2mv-\-cv—w)

j-le'.cos.{-2v
—2 m v—c'm

v-\-z}')

—
ie'.cos.(2r

—
2mv-\-c'7nv

—
to')

/ .5

—
-^i-(l+2?«)-^'^'-cos.(2r

—2mv—cv—c'mv-\--a-{-zi') I 6

—
%'-( I—2 m).ee'. cos. (2 v—2mv-\-c v—c'mv—j;-|-^) '^

+ I (:3+2m).ce'.cos.(2«—2/Hi'—c«+c'»u'4-TO— ^') \ . 8 [4870]

+ T (3—2m).ec'.cos.(2i'—2mi'+Ci)-f c'/rtu—:j—
jj')

/ 9

^+-if.e'-.cos.(2i'—
2mi'—2c'mz)+2>i') I 10

+H6+15/n+8m2).e2.cos.(2c«—2t)+2OTi'-23) \
II

+1(6— 15w-fS»r).e2.cos.(2ct)+2i'—2mjj—2to)

+i(3+2TO)./2.cos.(2^i;—2d4-2toi'—2(3)

+ i (3— 2/»).}-.cos.(2^r+2t)—2mi)—2«)

(2+«i).C72.cos.(2!;—2mi'—25-i-+ci-+2^—ra) /

12

13

14

15

The term

' „'i9m'. u

8h^.û .cos.(d
—

«'), of tlie expression
_1 /'!Q.\ _i. f^^\

lr'\duj h''u'\(lsj
[4808],

[4871

[4869rf]

which is the same as the common factor of [4870]. Moreover, the terms between the

braces in [4870], are represented by the product of the terms between the braces in [4867],

by l-\-X [4866;i] ; or, in other words, this product is equal to tlie terms between the

braces in [4867], added to the function [4S69c]. This last function bein;; the result of the

product of these terms of [4867] by the the quantity X; and it is obtained in the following

table, which is similar to [4867rJ. The first column contains the terms of X; the second, [4869^']

the terms of [4867], and the third, the corresponding products, reduced in the usual manner,

and using the accented number 1', to denote the first term of the fii'st line of [4867], as

in [4867 ry] ;

VOL. in. 100
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[4R71'] gives tise following ;*

[4afi9c]

[4869/-]

[48G0g-]

[4870ffl

148706]

[4870c]

[4870rf]

|4870e]

(Cnl. 1.)

Terms ofX [486(»n,n]

+ e2

— 3 c.COS.CD

-{-3 e^.cos.2cv

—
iey^.cos -{^gv

—
cv]

(Col. a.)

Terms
of

[4867].

1'

1'

1'

2

3

4

.5

13

1'

1

1'

4

1'

(Col. 3.)

Products of tliese terms.

-\-e^.cos.{2v
—

2mv).

-j-iy^.cos. (2 V
—2 m v)

—
§e.cos.(2j;

—
2mv-{-cv)

—
3c.(l

—
|c'^).cos.(2t)

—2mv—cv)

—
?^ee'.cos.{2v-2inv-cv-c'mv)

—
\^-ce'.co3.{2o

—
2?wu-(-ci'

—
c'mv)

-|-?t£'.cos.(2«
—

2?«v-CD-}-c'/rtj>)-(-|ce'.cos.(2t!
—

2mv-\-cv-\-c'7nv)

—
3mc^.cos.(2i)

—2mv)—3me^.cos.(2ct;-j-2y
—2mv)

+3 ?« e^.cos.(2 V—2 m v)+3 m f^.cos.(2 c v—2 d-j-2 m v)

—^mey-.cos.{2v
—2 7nv—2gv-{-cv)

—
£ c^.cos.(2 V— 2 mv—cv)

-1-a e^.cos. (2 c v—2 v-\-2 m v)+f t'^.cos.{2c o-f2y—2 m v)

-^^'f.cos.{2gv—2v-\-2mv)-]-%y^.cos.{2gi!-^2v—2mv)

-\-l mey^.COS.[2 V—2mv—2gv-\-cv)

—
f e7^.cos.(2v

—2mv—2gv-\-cv).

Now, adding the function [4889c] to the terms between the braces in [4867], we get very

nearly, the expression between the braces [4870]. There are some slight differences, of

the same order as that of the terms which we liave usually neglected. Thus, the term

—
4?«^e^, in the coefficient of line 1 [4867], is neglected in [4870]. The term — 2me,

in line .5 [4867], is connected with the fector (l+ Je-—fe'^) in line 2 [4870], which arises

from the chief terms of tliis coefficient in [4869c] ;
but this merely introduces terms of the

sixth order. Finally, we may observe, that a similar factor might be introduced in the-

coefficient of line 3 [4870].

*
(2796) Proceeding in the same manner as in note 2793, and retaining terms of the

second order only, we get, from [4866c] u-^=^a\{\—'i.{x^-\-x.,)-{-\Qxf\; substituting

in this the value of 10a;i^= 10 t^.cos.^cr^S e2+5e-.cos.2f« ;
also the value of Xy-\-x.;,

[4866'*}, we get,

M-' :=(!. \\-\- is^—j^—At . cos. cv-{-bc-. cos. 2cv-{- j^. COS. 2gv\.

7 111 I) »»1 ,

Multiplving this by
-—v = V-^-1 l+ e-+7") [4863], we obtam.

i) m' Om'. a*
.Sl+ 2c"— 4e.cos.CD-(-5e-.cos.2eti-}-;-.cos.2o-i'J.

8 h^. u^ 8 u,

Again, from [4806 7, ?•], we have successively, 6i/|^= 3 t'--j-3e'^. cos. 2c«ri; :

=
a'-'.fl-|-3t'-+4c'.cos.c'/nt>-f7e'-.cos.2c'mt)i.
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^'l-.(l+2eV2e").-,.cos.(iJ— mi;)
j

i

8rt,
a

9m'. U'* ,\ ] Cim~ r, V

^Ta^.-cos.(«—?')=/ + -:l^.-.e',cos.r»—mi)+c'mt;—-') )• 2 [4872]bii.u ^^
8a, a'

^ '

3

^
8a, a'

^ ^

[4870/]
If we denote the foctois between the braces in [4870f,e] by l+Xj, l+ I^i, respectively,

their product will be \^X^-\-Y^-\-X^Y.^\ by noticing only the chief terms of Xj, Y,,

we have,

Xi 1^1= (
—

4e.cos.c«).(4e'.cos.c'»nt>)
=—8ec'.cos.(c«

—
dmv')

—
8ce'.cos.(ct)+c'mj;). [4870g-]

Adding these terms of X^Y-^ to those of l+^u l+ ^i [4870c, f], and decreasing the

sum by unity, we got the expression of l-j-X"j+ Fj-f-Xj Fj, to be used in the product of

the functions [4870c, e], which becomes,

C 1 -f-2 e^-|-3 e'^-j-4 c'. cos. t-'m u—4 c.cos.c v "^

9m'. u'-* O/ra'.n-' )._„ _ ,9 „ i-r'o r>/ \—~—- ^ -——
. < +5c-.cos.2c!)4-7 •cos.ae-i;+7e -.cos.ycmi;> . r4870Al

(,
—8 e c'. cos. (c I'—t'm

i;)
—8 c e'. cos.(f u-j-c'm u) }

m . a'3

Substituting the value of —
jr- [4865], in the first factor of this expression, it becomes,a

Om'.a* ^_2 a

8^4= ^^/«'' t^^^O']

which is of the fourth order [4842,4843] ; therefore, in finding the value of cos.(t?
—

«'), we

need only to retain, in general, the terms of the fust order
; except in those depending on

the angle v— mv
;

in which greater accuracy is required [4874]. Hence we may neglect [4870i]

V.2 [4867/"], and we shall have the value of cos.(y
—

y') [4870m], by proceeding as in

[4867if,/i]. Substituting in this the value of i'i=: 2 e'. sin. c'my [4867e], it becomes as in

[4870;i]. It being unnecessary to notice other tenns of a higher order, or such as depend on [4870/]

angles which differ from those in [4872] ;

cos.(«
—

i'')=(l
—

Ji'(^).cos.(i'— mt))4-J'i-sin.(i'
—

mv) r4870 >

=
(1
—

c'^).cos.(y
—

mv')
—

e'.cos.(y
—

mv-\-c'mv)-\-t'.coz.{y
—mv—dm v). [4870nl

The four terms of which this expression is composed, being multiplied by the terms between

the braces in the function [4870/(], produce respectively the terms in the four lines

[4870o
—

r]. Their svnn is given in [4870«] ;
to which we must annex the common factor

[4870/] ,
and we shall obtain the corresponding terms of

,j .cos.(t)
—

v), as in [4872] . We

shall hereafter, in [4870<
—

w], see, that the neglected terms have much less effect, in the

value of u, than those we have explicitly retained ;
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[4872']
-

being, by the preceding article [4843], of the order vi'
;
the two first of

[4873] these terms become of the order »t^ by the integrations. The iiiequalitij,

depending on the angle v—mv, is remarkahhj loell adapted to the determination
[4874]

of the Slut's parallax, by means of the ratio -,. It is, therefore, important

[4870o]
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to determine this inequality with particular care
; and, for this purpose, we [4b75]

shall carry on the approximation so as to include terms of the order /rt\

We shall now develop the term r->V—i^-, of the equation [4754].

In the first place, this term contains the followinir,* '—.—.iin.Civ—2v'). [4876]^ OA2 ,,4 J,, V J
'ikKu" dv

We shall have
3/h'.m'

-.sin.(2tJ
—

2v'), by increasing 2v by a right angle,! [4870']

*
(2797) This is produced Ijy the first term of [4809].

t (2798) We may change 2y into any other angle, as 2v in [48675-—r, 4867, 4870],

without altering the angles mv, gv, cv, c'inv, as is evident by the mere inspection of the

process of calculation in [4767^, &:c.]. This change being made in [4S70], and then

putting 2v= 2ii-|-90'', its first member becomes,

3m'. u'^~
'^iKi;?

•'•^ ('-''—S*^), as in [4876'].

In the second member of [4870], we must, by the same process, change any term of the

form cos.(2t)-fp) into — sin.(2y+ p) ; and any one of the form cos.((3—2i!) into

+ sin.(p-2j)). Hence we get, by changing the signs of all the terms of [4870], and

neglecting the symbols &, w, w', as in [4821/],

'-^';sin.(2.-2.')=^
2/1-^. «•'

^ ^
2«

'—
i(3+4m).e.(14-|c2_5t'2).sin.(2«-2;BD-a')—
J(3
—

4m).c.sin.(2y
—

2mv-\-cv)

+5e'.sin.(2y
—2mv—c'm v)

I
—i e'. sin. (2 v—2 m v-\-c'm v)

\
—

-V-(l+2m).ee'.sin.(2!;
—2mv—cv—c'inv)

j

—
-r-( 1—2 m) .e e'. sin . (2 v—2 mv-{-c v—c'mv)

+ J-

(3-|-2m).ee'.sin.(2t)
—2m!;—

cjj-fc'mi')

\
+ i (3

—2 m) . e e'. sin . (2 v—2m
i'-|-c

v -)-dm v)

+-y .e' ^. si n. (2 v—2 »i v—2 c'ln v)

\—i{6-\-l5m-{-8m^).e-.sm.{2cv—2v-\-2mv)

+i{6—l5m4-8m^).e^.s::i.{2cv+2v—2mv)

—i (3+2 m).y. sm.{2g v—2 v-\-2m v)

+l{3—27n).f.sm.{2gv+2v—2mv)

\—i{^+^^)-e7^-sin.{2v—2mv—2gv-\-cv)

I

o

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

[4875a]

[487Ca]

[4876i]

[4876c]

[4S7C</]

[4876e]

VOL. HI. 101
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3m'. u'^

in the preceding development of
^^y^—3.cos.(2tJ

—
2v') [4870]. We must

then mutiply this development by,*

-fe.(]+ie'—i;=).sin.(c«—^) v i

+ ice^sin.(2ct)— 2s:) I 2

[4878] f^« J

"

•,
• .o o N f

u dv \ I

+ ^gf.sin.(2gv—2i) \ 4

—
^e'/~.s\n.(2gv

—cv—26+zi) I 5

*
(2799) The dilTerenlial of [4326], relative to v, gives, by neglecting to, &, as in

[48-21/],

[4878a] —= ft-'J—cc.il-^tr).^m.cv-\-^ gy^.s'm.'igv];
dv

and if we neglect terms of the third order in all the coefficients, except those which are

connected with the angle '2gv
—

cv, we obtain from u [ISGGc], the following value

[48786] of -
[4878c,fZ], by observing, that Xy= c^.cos.~cv =\e'^-[-^t-.CQS.2cv [48666].

We may remark, that the author has retained, in the coefficient of cos. cd, a term of the

third order c^, but has neglected others of the same order, as will be seen in [48846] ;

[4878c] 1_ „ .

I i_(,.^_f.,,^+ r3)+(,_r,+:r,+.r3)3_(,.r,+r,+:r3)^+&c. \

[4878rf]

u

= a.\{\—hc''—\f)—c.{\-{-e-).cos.cv-\-le''.co?,.2cv+ly^.coi.2gv].

Multiplying together the two expressions [4873(?,'/], we find, that the factor without the braces

becomes «~'.« =^= 1
> so, that wc have only to notice the product of the factors between the

' *' braces. This is done in the following table
;

in which is given, in column 1, each of the four

terms of tlie function [4878fr| ;
and the corresponding products, by the function [4878rt],

are given in column 2, on the same lines respectively ;

(Col. 2.)

—
ce.{\-\-le^

—
3-7-)-sin.c t'-)-| o-y-. sin.2^v

-}-Jce-. sin.2cD—{gc y~.s\n.{'ig v—c v)
— &c.

-\-\c e^. sin.cf—j ce^.sm.Zcv

-\-hcc j~. sin.(2^ V— cv)-\-k.c.

Connecting together the similar terms, and putting c=l, ^==1, in those of the order

e 7", it becomes as in [4878].
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Then we sliall have,*

/cc.(l4-J.[2— 19m].c2_4e'S).cos.(2y—2m»—cu+:3)\ 1

/
—

cc.cos.{2v
—

2mv-\-cv
—

ra)
\ 2

I -{- J-ccc'.cos.(2t)
—2mv—cv— c'/k r-f-w-|-w') I 3

\— |..cec'.cos.(2D
—2mv-^cv—(/mv—

ct-j-to')
/ 4

—
|.cec'. COS.(2d

—2mv—cv-\-c'mv-\--si
—

n') 5

Sm'.u^ du . ,-, ^„ 3 7n~/+^.cec'.cos.(2D—2mt)+cj)+c'm«—w—ra')
I 6—

olir^-T'^'^-v^"
—
2y')=— ./

)• [4879]
^''••"' '^'' ^"' \— 2c.(14-m).e2.cos.(2ca)—2i'+2mr—2z3) / 7

+ 2c.(l—m).e-.cos.(2c«+2D—2?«i;—2t3) I 8

/-|-4mc.e^.cos.(2v
—2mv) \ 9

*
I—

^gy^.cos.{2gv
—2v-{-2mv—26) 10

-\-^gf.cos.{2gv-{-2v—2mv-{-2&) j
u

\_j_J.(2—5m).e7-.cos.(2y—2mr—2o-D-fcu+2a—w) 12

*
(2800) If any term of [4876t], be represented by

o
3Hi"— .A.sm.V,

[i87Qa]

and any term of [4878] , by .^'.sin. F', the product of these two terms, changing its sign,

3m'.M'3 du

2ft.a.u* 'dv
'will represent the corresponding part of — '

^--.sin.(2t>
—

2v') [4879], which, by [48796]

reduction, becomes, „

^£-.{^^'.cos.(F+F')-^^'.cos.(F-F')}. ^4g,9^j

The factor of this expression, without the braces, is the same as in [4879] ; consequently,

the terms within the braces, must arise from the terms

AA'.cos.{V+V')—AA'.cos.{V^V'). ^^g-p^

These terms are computed in the following table, neglecting quantities of the third order

in c, e', 7, except they depend on the angles

2 V—2 OT »±c t'+ «, 2v— 2 m v—2 a: vA-c vA-2 d—w.^ ' t= -r ^
[A870it\

The numbers in the first column refer, respectively, to the five terms or lines of [4878] ;

and those in the second column, to the terms or lines of [4876e] ;
in the third column are

the
corresponding terms of the function [4879/"] ; and the sum of all of them represents the

terms between the braces in [4879] :
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The terms,*

[4880]
—

-i;r---l3.sin.(v—v')-\-15.sin.(3v—3v')\.
du

dv

(Col. 1.)

A' [4878].

-«(l-[-i«2_|.72).sin.«.

[4879/]

-j-^ce^.sin.Scy

—
l-fc^.sin.Scy

-^-igf.sm.^gv

—
^e'y^.s'm-{2gv

—
cv)

(Col. 3.)

[4876e;

1

o

3

4

5

11

12

13

1

o

3

1

3

1

(Col. 3.)

Function [4879(/].

—
cc.cos.{2v—^mv-\-cv)-\-cc.{l-\-^e-

—
Je'-).cos.(2D

—2mv—cv) 1

+J(3+4i;i).fc2.cos.(2('-2my)—}(3+4Hj).ft2cos.(2ct)-2j)+2my) 2

-i(3—4««)-"2.cos.(2«-2»u')-fi(3-4w).ct2.cos.(2«'+2«-2/»t») 3

^cee'.cos.{2v-2mv-\-cv
—c'mv)-\-icec'.cos.{2v -2my- cv—c'niv) 4

-\-^rcc'. COS. (2v~2mv-\-cv-\-c'inv)
—i-cec'. cos. {2v -2mv -cv-\-c'mi^) 5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

—
i{6-\-l5m).ce^.cos.(2v

—2mv—ft')-j-&.c.

-}-i(6
—

I5))i).ce3.cos.(2t'
—

2nai-\-cv)-\-&^c.

i(3+2m).ej.2 .COS. {2v—2mv—2gv-^cv)-\-&.c.

-{-^cc".cos{-2cv-\-2r—2mo)—ice-.cos.{2cv—2v-{-2mv)

J-(3-[- t»i).ff^.cos.(2i'
—

2mv-\-cv)-^&Lc.

-[-|.(3_4m).fc3.cos.(2y—2mi'—ci')-f-&c.

. . neglected.

-^^gj 2.cos.{2gv^2v—2mv)—hg7-- cos.{2gv—2v-}-2mv)

J^i{\i—im).cy-.cos.{2v—2mv—2gv~{-cv)-!^&Lc.

-\-^ey-.cos.{2v
—2mv—25'r-|-fr)-|-&c.

[4879g:]

Connecting the terms of tliis expression, we obtain the factors between the braces in [4879],

neglecting terms of the third order, connected with the angle 2 v—2 m v-\-c v, or with other

angles differing considerably from v. To estimate roughly one of these neglected terms, we

shall observe, that y^ e ^ «' [5117, 5120] ; therefore, the greatest product of the third

order, which can be made of these three quantities, and can occur in the above function, is

e y^ ; and, if this be multiplied by the facte:
4 a,

[4879], or its equivalent expression

[4879A]

[4879i]

[4879A]

[4880a]

Jm^, it becomes ^m^.cy^. Substituting the values [5117, 5120], and multiplying by the

radius in seconds 206265', we get i 7n^ . e y-
= 0\38 ; which represents the order of the

greatest neglected term in [4S79]. This may be somewhat increased by integration in this

value of II [4847], by means of the divisor i~—JV^
;

for which reason the author has

retained the last term of the function [4879], which depends on the factor cy~. We may

observe, that the factor l-|-|c-
—

jc'-, whicJi occurs in the second term of the first line of

[4879/], might also be connected with the first term in that line.

*
(2801) Substituting, in

iq du
,• . „ , [4^54], tlie term of [4809], depending on v'\

,
dv J h-u-.dv

^ L J ' 1 ^

it becomes as in [4880]; neglecting the very small term depending on s~. Wc have, in
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in the expression of i^-r l-r^-r^ produce no inequality of the third order [4881]^

\av J Iru-dv

in the integrals.

Lastly, we shall develop t^-./ -7^-—a [4''754]. This function contains
[488r]

the following term,* —rr'f—^-sin. (2t'
—

2v'). The development of [4882]
It It

|^^;^.cos.(2z;-2.') [4870], gives that of -^r- sin.(2.-2.'), [4883]

by increasing the angle 2«j by a right angle [4883rt], and multiplying it byt [4^83']

[4872], the expression of
'

^ .cos.(i'
—

0') ;
in wliich we may change i' into v-\-90'',

as in [4876i, c], witlioiit altering mv, c'mv
;
and we sliall obtain tlie expression of

9m'.M'4

8P.!J-1
, sin.(i'— 1)'). [48806]

This being niuUiplied by one third part of tlie expression [4878], gives the vahie of

Now, tlie ciiief term of [4872] has tlie Hictor ^.m-.-, [5094] ;
and that of [4878] is ce,

or e, nearly, neglecting its sign. Hence, the greatest coefficient of this product, is,

i-.m2." .6= 0,0000004 [5117,5120]; [4680rf]

which, in seconds, is less than 0',09. Tliis is insensible, and it is not increased by

integration in [4847]. The same may be inferred, relative to the term of [4880], depending [4880c]

on the angle 3d— So'. Hence, we may conclude, that the expression [4880] maybe
neglected, as in [4881].

*
(2802) The first term of (^ [4809], being substituted in [4881'], produces

the expression [4832] ;
and we have already seen, that the expression [4870] gives that in

[4t?83rt]

[4876(;]; by changing 2v into 2f4-90'', according to the method proposed in [4876']
or [4883'].

t (2803) Retaining terms of the third order in [4878c], and multiplying by 2, we get,

- = 2a.S l-(a;,+x,+X3)+,r,H2.r, a:.,-.r,=|. [4884a]

Substituting the values [AQmU], we obtain,
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[4884]

1— Je^-17'

—
e.(\
—

|e"
—

,^}^).cos.(ct
—

33)

+ i/2.cos.(2o-i)
—

2(1)

—
ie/-.cos.(2£|-D

—cv—2(1+;^)

Hence we shall have,*

u

+ 1.2.COS.2^1;

[48846]

\— {xi-Jrx.,-\-x-,)=l—c^—l'}~—c.{l+c~).cos.cv -rt/-

x^= 4-hc^ +ie"-cos.2cy

2xxi=^ —
f.(
—2c-—i}~).co?.cv

—
^-f 7^.005.(2^1)

—
cv)

-^•( .,, .COS.Ci).

The sum of these, gives the terms between the braces in [48S4a,4884].

[4885c]

*
(2304) Muhiplying together the second members of [4S76c, 4884], we obtain the

expression of
' "

, .sin.(2t'
—

2(!'); and the factor witliout the braces becomes 3 m .—
,

as in

[488.5]. The products of the terms between the braces, are found in the following table;

in which the first column contains the terms of [1884] ;
the second column, the terms of

[4876e] ;
and the third column, their respective products, reduced by [18, 19] Int.

; using

the abridged notation [4821/'] ;

[4885i]

(Col. 1.) (Col. 2.) (Col. 3.)

[4884].
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rr-- f —T- .sin.f2i)
— 2»)

= 6.m . -

^—=-- =—'
.COS. (2v—2m v)

'2—2?«

_ '^ly:^. n+je-—iy-—4e'-|.e.cos.(2r—2mt)—c«+^)
2—~Hi—c

<*'-•' ^

7e'

+ o /o
—

o"—^
• COS. (2 w—2m V—c'inv+J)

'i-['i
—
3m)

^ '

— -——- .COS. (2 15—2mv-{-c'mv—ro')

1 (2+3 m) ee'

^ \^-^~^—r.cos.(2v—2 mv—cv—c'^nv+ziA-z-/)
2.(2
—dm— c)

^

7.(2—3 m).ce' ,o o ,

nVn
—

o • cos.(2d —2mv-{-cv
—c m v—zi-j-zs)

(2+ m).(;c'+ -TTTT.
—

7 .C0S.(2l'—2mi'—Cl'+c'W!r+^—ra')

2.(2
—m—

c)
^ 11/

, (2— m).ee' ^^ ^ , n+ 'TTF^ -^-.cos.(22J
—2mv-\-cv+cmv—w—s:)

2.(2
—

7«-f-c)
^ '

_
(i2±l^'i^>..=.cos.(2.^2„+2m»-2.)4. (2c

—
2-j-2/n)

^ ^

+ ^^?^^e^cos.(2c.+2.-2m.-2.)
4.(2c-f-2

—
2m)

^ '

^^—'—^-
. y". cos.('2 o- V— 2v-i-2mv '^i')

+
4.(2g-+2-2»0-^'-^"^-^^^^+^^-^"^^-^'')

17e'-
+ iTTi;

—
7—z--cos.(2v—2mv—2c'mvi-2-a')

2.(2
— 4m)

^ ' "^

—
. ,-, \, n . , .ey-.cos.(2t;—2OTt'—2g«+cy+2t'— ^)/ 15

^ 4.(2
—2m—2^'-+f)

^ s I I yj

10

13

The first line of this tabic includes the terms of the function [4876e], and bv adding them to

3m'.ii3

'

[488 5rf]

the remaining terms of [4885c], we get the terms of ——
j-.sin.(2D

—
2v') ; which ought to be
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[488G]

[4886']

[4880"]

[4887]

The terms of this formula, depeiidhig on the angles lev—2if4-2mi)—2=5 and

~gv—Iv^^mv—2=7, have divisors of the order m
;
and they again acquire

these divisors, by integration, in the expression of the moon's mean

longitude ;
which reduces them to the second order

;
and this, it would

seem, ought to make the inequalities relative to these angles become great.

But we must observe, that, by [4853, &c.], the terms having for a divisor

the square of the coefficient of i', in these angles, nearly destroy each other,

in the expression of the mean longitude ; so, that the inequalities in

question, become of the third order, conformablv to the result of observations,

as will be seen hereafter [5576]. We may, therefore, for this reason, dispense

witii the calculation of the terms multiplied by c^, e" ,", -/' ;
because the

[4885.;]

[4885/]

[4885g-]

[48857(]

[4885i']

[4885t]

equal to the dlfterenlial of [4885] divided b}^
—dv

; or, in other words, it ought to be equal

to the terms between the braces in [4885], ciianging cos. into sin., and neglecting the

divisors 2—2w;, 2—2m—c, Sic, which are introduced in [4885], by the integration. Tiie

com})arison of the sums of tlie terms of [4876c, 4885f], with those of [4885], may be made,

in most cases, by inspection, or by very shght reductions
;
and tliey wiU be found to agree,

neglecting some terms of the third order, depending on angles which are not expressly

included in [4885] ; or, on angles, whose coeflicients are not much increased by integration ;

as 2u—2mv-{-cv, 2v—2mv-{-c'mv, he. The reductions, relative to the terms depending

on the angle 2v—2m y—ct», are rather more complicated than the others, on account of the

great number of its terms. We have, therefore, placed these terms in the following table

[4885/], in the order in which they occur in the functions [4876c, 4835;'] ;
and have found

their sum in [4S85w]. Comparing this sum with the corresponding coefficient

-2.(l+'")-(l+^'-^7 -2«")-^'

in the second line of [4885], we find that they nearly agree ;
their diiference being equal to

the very small quantity 2.'rte.J,-e"^, which maybe considered as of the fifth order
; and,

as this is to be multiplied by the factor without the braces, which is of the order m^, or of

the second order, it becomes of the seventh order, which is usually neglected in this

coefficient :

-2f.(^+ f„c3 _..5e'2)_o,„e.(i_j_Je2
—

fe'^)

[4885;]

[4876e],line2

[4a85c],line.3

4

9

11

13

-2c.(+,^,e2 )—2me.{ +{l(^ )

-2c.(-Ae^— A7- )

-2c.{i-^,e^ )-2me.{-f,c"- )•

[48S5m]
Sum is ^—2c.(l+^.=

— 1/2— |e'^)-2mc.fl-fiJc=
—

'/"-ic'-)-
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quantities of tlie fourth order, which result, after integration, nearly destroy

each other.

The intcirral 7^./"(-~).'4 r4'754.1, contains also the following

term,*

3 m' ^u'*.dv . ,

nr- / —-.sin. (I'
—V), tAaaai

This quantity, by development, produces the following expression,f

*
(2805) The second term of

(~'^) [4809], namely, —^^ . sin. (v
—

v'), bein
dv J

L—'-I' -V' g„3 •-"•v>. w> "-"O

,, r , ,

2(fc .2 /,iq\ dv
,

.3m' «'-i.rf« . ,
muhiphed by

—
^, produces, m _

.

(^—j
- ihe term, — — .-^^.sm.(.-r') ;

[4887^^

whose integral is asin[48S8].

t (2806) We may change v into r-[-90'', in [-1872], in the parts wliicli are not

connected with mv, or c'mv, upon the same principles as in [4ST()rt, &:c.]. By this means, rAaaq
the expression [4872], witli the addition of the two terms [4870t], becomes as in [4889i].

Multiplying [4884] by i, we get [4889f] ; always using the abridged notation [4821/], „

wliich will frequently he done, in the commentary on this book, ivithout any particular

notice, that the angles w, to', 6, are omitted ;

[48894]

[4889c]

2 C{\-\-2e'-\-2c'%s\n.{v—mv)
Qm'.ii.'* . ,

,.
9 iS re

)—
8/(2 ,j'i

-s'"-!^'
—
^''^~'Qr'a'' \

+2e.sin.(cu
—

v-\-mv)
—

2e.sin.(cy-j-j)
—

mv)

(. +c'.sin.(«
—

mv-\-c'7nv)-\-3e'.sm.{v
—mv—c'mv),

3-=3 « •

\ {l—hc^—lf)—c.cos.cv-\- &c.
j

.

The product of these two expressions, retaining terms of the same form and order as in

[4889], becomes as in [48S9/(]. For the product of tlie two factors without the braces, is

2

. ,
,

, 3 «i a «
evidently equal to _.-.-, as m [4SS9/(]. We shall now multiply the terms between

[4889i]

the braces in [4889/j], by those in [4889c]. The first line of [4889//], being multiplied by
the factor

(
1— 1

e'^— i^~) [4889c], produces the expression,

(l+ ?,c2—t.^3+2c'=).sin.(<;—mt));
[4889e]

and tlie term — c.coscy [48S9c], being multiplied by car/; of the terms depending on c,

in the second line of [1839/>], produces a term of the form c-.sin.(y— m r) ; adding these

two terms to those in [4889e], we get,
[4889/]

(1+ f fc2_j a^_Oe'a).si„.(j,_,;„i,) as in [4889/0.' ' J "• " L J
.

[4889g]
VOL. III. 103
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14-ie2-|73+2e'9

2 » l—m ,cos.(t'
— mv) \ 1

I J. in

. , .„.,..,. ., , . -/ -\-p'.c.ct9..(i)—mi
4/(2

-^ u^
^ '

4 n a'
[4889] .r—— .sin.(i)

—v)= — .-.-,.{ +e.cos.rz'
—mv-Vc'mv—-.) )•

2

-]
—

.cos.(i'
—mv—c'mv-\-~.') j

a

the other terms of the integral [4887'] may, in this part, be neglected. This

being premised, if we observe, that the expression of %i [4826] gives,*

l+e'+i?' \ 1

[4890]

ddu
.

1
1' I jf_ij +(1—c").e.cos.cr

—
zi)

\. 2

+^^^^.r.cos.(2^-.-2.0
3

(/()'-' a

[4891]

/d(hi \ 2 ,./dQ\ dv
,. , . ,- , ~ r I -, -ii

the term
( "TT + "

)

•

^a*/ (
/

)

•

"^ '
^'^ ^''^ equation [4734], will

produce, by its development,!

Lasdy, the first term, or unity [48S9c], being muhiplled by the terms in the third line of

[48S9Z'],proik\ces those depending on e', in [48S9/t] ;

( (
1 +^c-—^} -+2c'2).sin.(u—m v)

f4889ftl
—

n^- -^•SJn(i,'— (! )=— |.w .-.-.<( + c .%\\\\v—mv-\-dmv—-^ )

^ -}-3c'. sln.(i!
—mv—drnv-^-zl)

MuUiplying this by dv, integrating, and putting in the divisors c'^1, it becomes as in

[4889i] [-1889]. We may remark, that the term —%-f, which we have connected with the factor

(l_|_0e2^O(,'2^^ i,j [4870-', 4872], ought also to bo connected witii that in [4889A, 4889] ;

^^^^^*^
so that, instead of l+ic3—|7'^+2c:'2, we may write l+U^—J47~+2c'2.

*
(2807) The second diflerential of u [4826], taken relatively to i\ and divided by

dv^i gives,

[4890«] ';p=^.l-<=c.(l+e^).cos.(c.-.)+ f-^=.cos.(25•^-2^)^

Adding this to the expression [4826], and neglecting terms of the fifth order (1
—

c^).f?

[48904]
[•4808c], we get [4890] .

t (2808) The terms of the integral -tV-A't^-—', are contained in [4885, 48S9].

[4892rt] These two functions must be multiplied by tlic expression of
7:;+ " [4890] ;

and the
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A- '-^ dv u'

(14-3e2+i>^—je'"-)

2—2m .cos.(2v—2mv)

^)4.(l—/«) 2-2m-c '^
' * -

^)
^

2.(1—m)
,6". COS. (2?^

—2mv-\-cv—ro)2—2ot+c
7e'

4- , -.cos.('2v—2mv—c'mvA-:^')^
2.(2—3m)

^ ^

COS. (2?)
—2mv-\-c'mv—^')

e e'. cos . (2 «
—2 m u—c v—c'm ?j4-^+^')

2.(2—m)

7.(2+3 m)

2.(2—3m— c)

7.(2—3 m)
r. /^ , , ,.ee'.cos.(2D—2mtJ+ct>—c'mv—ra+ra')
2.(2—3 m+c)

'^
^

+ "TTT^; r • cc'. cos.('2t'
—2wv—cv-\-c'mv-\-'^

—
^')

2.(2
— ?n—c)

^

2 /+ "oTo
—

T--ee'.cos.(2iJ
—2mv->rCV-\-c'mv

—^—
jj')

+
-i!(i^'S?-^^-^°^-(2^^+2.-2m.-2.)

+ (45^-1)
1/-/1 N T~^~~^l.7--cos-(2gv—2v+2mv—26)
16.(1—ffi) 4.(2^—2+2m)5

' ^ -^ ' ^

+ 5tF77—^+ TT^^r^i ^7"~.cos.(2gv+2v—2mv—2(i)
< 16.(1

—
m) 4.(2^+2—2m)}

' v o /

17c''-

+ -TTTT^
—

r-T--cos.(2zj—2m V—2 c'm v4-2'a')
2.(2
—4m)

^ ^

(l+ac2+2c'2) fl
.

4.(1
—m) a ^ '

+ 1 .
—

. e'. cos.(i'
—mv-\-dmv—a')

^+
4.(1—2m) a

-
. e'.cos.(i;

—mv—c'mv+ra')

[4892]

sum of the products will be equal to the function [4S92]. In finding the products of the
r40Q0a'i
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[4893]

[4894]

7. The term

THEORY OF THE MOON
;

1

1 /,jq

A-' du

of the expression

'(iqs

h- u
[4808],

[Mtc. Cel.

[48926]

[4892c

functions [4889,4890], we may neglect the second and third lines of [1390] ;
for (1

—
c^).e

is of the ihird order, 7^ is of the second order
;
and these are to be multiplied by the factor

]
iTi"-- [4889], which is of tlle/olt/</^ order

; liy this means, these terms become so small,

[4892</]

[4892e]

a

that they may be neglected, and the function [4890] is reduced to its first term

1

a
—

.(l-j-e--|-3-/'^)- Multiplying this by the terms in [4889], lines 1,2,3, we obtain respectively

the terms in [4892J, lines 16, 17, 18. In the term depending'- on cos.(i;
—

mv), in line 16, we

may, for greater accuracy, decrease the factor l-\-}e~-\-2c'~, by g-;^, as in [4889i].

We shall now compute the product of the functions [4885,4890]. In the first place, the

product of the factors, without the braces, is

[4892/]

[4892ff]

a, a
as m [4892].

The multiplication of the factors, between the braces, is made, term by term, as in the

following table
;

in which, the first column contains the terms of [4890], the second column

the terms of [488.5], and the third column the corresponding products of the terms between

the braces, in these lines of the two functions respectively; observing, that 4^"
—1=3, nearly:

[4892A]

(Col. I.)

Terms of [4890].
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becomes, by neglecting quantities of the fourth order,*

_i.|H-e==+^-
+ |r''.Cl+^-lr).cos.(2^j;-2o)+ f3"|+'^-; [4895]

(3" being a function of the fourth dimension in e, y ;
and 6s the part of s

uggg-i

arisingfrom the disturbingforce. We shall see, in [5596], that &s is of the

following form ;t

*
(2809) Developing the expression [-1893], according to the powers of s, it becomes

—
^~-.(I

—
fs^+V-s''

—
&ic-)- I'" ^™ svthstitiitc in this tlie vahie of s [4818], augmented by [4893a]

the term ^s, and neglect terms of the order 5s^, which are noticed in [4958, Sic], we

shall find, that the part of the function [4893], depending on 5s, is equal to the differential

of the expression [4893a], relative to 5, which is — /(~^. (-3«&+-'^'i«''&-&;c.). Neglecting

terms of the order s^&s, it becomes 3h~^.sSs, as in the last term of [4895]. Now, the

value of s [48 IS] gives, by means of [1,3] Int.,

1—1*2^ (i_|y2).|..y9_ cos.2^D ; -V-*"
= Ifyi—lf/. cos.2^^+ &c.

; [4893c]

And, from h"- [4863], we get,

— h^~.= .{(l-|-e^+7'^)+ terms of the 4th order ^. [4893el

Multiplying together the two expressions [4893(/,e], we get the part of the function [4S93a],

which is independent of Ss, as in [4895].

f (2810) The form here assumed for 5s is easily obtained from a comparison of jhe

equations [1754, 4755], by which u, s, are determined, with the preceding development of L'*S"'"]

the terms of m. For the equation [4754] contains the function —Thi'T' )

—
uo~-[

^
)>

whose [4897t]

terms have been developed in [4866, 4870, 4872, kc] ;
and the equation [4755], by which

s is determined, contains the. same function, muJtipUcd by -. Now, the chief term of [4397 i

the iactor —
is equal to a}.sin.{gv

—
^), as is evident from [4818, 4791] ; and, if we

multiply the terms we have just mentioned [4866, 4870, 4872, &ic.] by «7.sin.(o-y
—

<)),
we [4897(/l

shall obtain the most important terms of [4755], depending on the function [4897c]. Thus,

the first term of [4366] produces a term depending on sin.(o'y
—

6), which may be

considered as being included in the form [4818]. The second term of [4866] produces the l^^""^'*!

angles gv±cv [489T], lines 3, 4. The third term of [4866] produces the angles

gv^tifrnv [4897], lines 8, 9. The first term of [4870] produces the angles 2v—2mv±gv r.on-^i

[4897], lines 1,2. The second term of [4870] produces the angles 2v—^mvdogv—cv

[4897], lines 6,7. The third line of [4870] produces the fifth line of [4897] ; and so on, [4697^]
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6s = B^^°K'y.sm.(2v
—2mv—gv+6) 1

-}-Bj'\r.sm.(2v
—2tnv+gv—6) 2

-j-B^^'\ey.sin.(gv-\-cv
—6—

t^) 3

-j-BJ^^\e'}'.sin.(gv
—cv—^+^) 4

-\-B^'-'^Key.sm.(2v
—

2mv—gv-]-cv+i!
—

n) 5

~i-B/'\eY.s'm.(2v
—2mv+gv—cv—^-fn) 6

-{-B^^'^\ey.s'm.(2v
—2mv—gv—c«+fl+w) 7

+ B^^''Ke'j.sm.(gv^c'mv—6—z5') 8

+£/''. e'y.sm.(gv—c'mv—6+zi') 9

4-5,<'''. eV.sin.(2w
—

27nv—gv-\-c'mv-]-e
—

n') 10

+ B["'le'r.sm.(2v
—

2mv—gv—c'mv-{-6-\-i^') 11

+ B'J'Ke-y.sm.(2cv—gv—2zi+6) 12

+ 5;'=>.e7.sin.(2«—2m«—2cw+^«;+2^—a) 13

+B^{^\e'^r.sin.(2cv+gv—2v+2mv
—2^—6) 14

+ 5i''".-.r.sin.f£-r
—v+7nv—6) 15

a ^

+ Bi^^\-,.y.s\n.(gv-\-v
—mv—(5). 16

a ^^

for other terms. Hence we see, that the forms of the angles in [4897], are given a priori

[4897fc] by the theory ;
and they agree with the results of observation [5596]. The differential

equation in s [4755], is similar to that of u [4754], and may be reduced to the form

[4897m], which is similar to [4S45]. For the chief term of s is given in [4S1S], and if we

[4897i] suppose the other terms of 5 to be represented by 5s, we shall have s=3.sin.(o-»
—

^)-j-(Ss.

dds (l-^. OS
Its differential gives "Tl,=—^^^.>.sin.(o-D

—
^^-J_
—_. Multiplying the first of these

[4897fc] expressions by g~. and adding it to the second, wc get
—

-{-g^.s
= —^ +^^'<54' ",

and if

[4897i] vve put the second member of this expression equal to — n', we shall get,

[4897m]
^^_^^5.,_|-n'

= 0.

This is of the same form as [4845], g taking the place of JV, and differing from unity by

quantities of the order ?n^ [4828e, 4845']. Moreover, n' may be considered as a series of

terms, whose general form is ¥.sin.{iv
—

6), like that in [4846] ;
and the part of s, relative

to this sine,, is represented as in [4847, &:c.] by
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Tlie number placed beloio any one of the letters B, indicates the order of that

letter. Thus, 5f> is of the second order
; B\°'>

is of the; first order
;

and t'*^^^]

.6^"'
is finite. We may observe, that this takes place according as the number [4898']

bj which V is multiplied, in the corresponding sine, differs from unity, by a

finite number, by a quantity of the order »«, or by a (juantity of the order m^, [4899]

respectively ;
because the integration [4897o] causes the terms to acquire a [4900]

divisor of the same order. This being premised, we shall have,*

i2—JV-J
. sin. (iv

—
d) ;

so that these terms may be much increased by this integration, when i is nearly equal to

unity. From tlie similarity of the equations [4754, 4755] it is evident, tliat the terms of n'

[4897m], depending on the disturbing force of the sun, must have the same factor m
, as

the functions [4866,4870, 4872, &c.] ;
and m is of the order m- [5094], or of the

5econf/ order. This factor is divided by i^—JY^, in finding the value of s [4897o], or that

of ds [4897] ; and, as i^—JV" may be considered as of the same order as P—g^^p-l-§m^

[4828e]; the order of the symhol B will be represented by .„ ^ „ . Hence, it
i2—1— |m2-

appe;irs, tliat if i differs considerably from unity, tlie corresponding symbol B will be of the

second order, as in [4897], lines 2, 3, 4, 5, Stc.
; using the values of c, g [4828e]. In the

first term of [4897], (he coefficient of d is «=2—2m—^-^l—1m nearly; hence,

i^— 1—i»«^ is of the order m, and the corresponding vaUie of B [4897/-] is of the order

m, represented by 5;"' ; and the same occurs in lines 8—11 [4897]. In line 12 we have,

i='-2c—g = 1— Jj^m^ [4828<] ; hence, the divisor of the expression [4897r] becomes of*

the order m^, and the corresponding value of B is reduced to the order m^, or Sl finite order,

as it is called by the author in [4898'], and is represented by 5^"'. If we compare the

indices of B [4897], with their vii.lues, computed in [5122—5214], we shall find they

generally agree ;
but the term B:f [5179] is nearly oilhe first, instead of the second

order
; B[^-'> is of the second order, &,c.

*
(281 1) Substituting in tlie first member of [4901], the values of A-2, s [4893e,4897/],

and neglecting terms of the order &^ we get [4901«]. If we also neglect terms of the fifth

order, it becomes as in [4901 i] ;

^s.is 3—
=-.}&.sm.(5'r—^)xn+c^+73+ terms of the fourth order

j

= -
.y&.sin.(o-t)

—
^Y

We must substitute in this last expression, the value of & [4897], and we shall get [4901].
If any term of &s be represented by CsIn.F, the two corresponding terms of [49016]

[4897o]

[4897p]

[4897^]

[4897r]

[4897s]

[4897t]

[4897u]

[4901a]

[490U]

[4901c]
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Ss.Ss

[4901]

h^
1

= — —.{5f)—5i,'> }.7^cos.(2 v—2 m v)
/id.

— —-BfKe 7\cos.(2gv—c v—2 6+^) 4

+ -
.B^^'Ke 7-.cos.(2 v—2 m v—2 gv+c v+2o—^) 5

+ — {B'^^—B'i^ I
.e j^.cos.(2 v—2mv—cv+vi) 6

+ —.lB''^+B['n.e'7-.cos.(c'mv—^) 7

— —.Bf> .e'y-.cos.(2 v—2 m v+c'm v—^') 8

— —.5'"".eV^cos.r2 v—2 m v—c'm v+^') 9

—
^.B^^'\e"-f~.cos.{2

cv—2 ^) 10

+ |-.{51'^'+5<'^)|.-.>-.cos.(i;-m i)). 11
2a,

' - "

«,

will be

[490W]
•

~.y.C.cos.{(gv—&)'/:'¥}—
—

.y.^cos-lgv—H+ri;

but it is not, in general, found to be necessary to notice more than one of these terms. The

[4901e] only cases in which the author has noticed both terms, are those depending on iS^^ JB?'

[4897], lines 1—4. The neglected terms are generally smaller than those which are

retained, or they are such as depend on angles that have not been usually noticed, because

their coefficients do not increase by tlie integrations. For, the function [4901] forms part of

r.„„j„,
the expression of n [4902, or 4845] ; and its coeflicients maybe increased by the divisor

i^—JV~ [4847, Sic], when i differs but little from unity ;
as is the case in lines 3—6,11

[4901]. To estimate roughly the order of the terms, which are not increased by the

integrations, and are neglected as in [4901], we may observe, that they produce terms of a

[4901g] similar order in u [4847], and in the lunar parallax [5309, &ic.]. Now, if we put
-

equal
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If wo connect together the different terms which we have developed, we

shall find, that the equation [4754] becomes of the following form,*

= (hhi.

dv
o + w + n

; [4902]

n bei7ig a rational and integral function of constant quantities, and of sines

and cosines of angles proportional to v ; hut, as ive propose to notice all the [4903]

to the constant term of the lunar parallax 3424%1C [5331], and use tlie values of e, e', 7

[5194,5117], also

3

2^/

- = 4^iy [5221], we shall get, very nearly,

f= 40'
3

2^
.c7-= 2%3; ~.e'7^=0',l

— e^y-= 0' 1 •

a

[490U]

:0M.

The first of these expressions, being multiplied by the very small quantity jB^'' [5177],

becomes insensible; and it is retained in [4901] line 1, merely because there is no

inconvenience in doing it, since it is found necessary to notice the angle 2v—2m v, in

consequence of the magnitude of the other term Bf'' . In like manner, the term

3

2 a
.ey^.BiP =—0%0l [5178,4901A], [4901i]

is nearly insensible; but it is retained in [4!!01] line 3, because the coefficient c, in the

angle cv—zs, differs but very little from unity [4828e], and it is increased by integration ;

which is not the case with the coefficient depending on the other angle 2gv-\-cv
—2^—ra,

with which B[p is connected. One of the largest of the values o( B, is that denoted by
3

J5i''
= 0,07824 [5183]; multiplying it by the coefficient — .e'>^= 0%l, with which [4901A]

it is connected in [4901] line 7, it becomes 0%05 ;
this is retained in the angle c'mv—zs"

[4901] line 7, because the divisor i^—JV" [4847] is nearly equal to unity ;
but it is

neglected in the angle 2gv-\-c'7nv
—26—zs'

; because it is considerably decreased by the

divisor i^—JV-, which is nearly equal to 3. We may also observe, that it is of more importance

to retain the terms depending on the angle c'mv—-n', than those on 2gv-\-cfmv
—26—3/;

because the terms introduced by the former, in the value of dt [4753], are increased by

integration, in finding the value of i, in consequence of the smallness of the coefficient c'm

of tlie angle v. Similar remarks may be made relative to the other terms, which are

neglected or retained.

[4901i]

[4901m)

*
(2812) Connecting together the terms [4866,4870,4872,4892,4895,4901, &:c.],

depending on Q, and putting the sum equal to n
; then adding it to the terms of [4754], [4902a]

which are independent of Q, it becomes as in [4902].

VOL. III. 105
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inequalities of the third order, and. the quantities of the fourth order connected

[4903'] with them, we must add to ihe preceding terms all those ivhich depend on the

square of the disturbing firce, and become of these orders by integrations.

We shall now examine tliese new terms.

[4903"]

Aasuinei)

form of

ftu.

8. For this pin-pose wc sh(dl suppose 6u to he the part of u arisingfrom
the disturbingforce ; and, tliat we have,*

aiu ^= Af\ Qo?,.(2v—2mv) 1

+ yi/'>. e.cos.(2«)—2?H?;—ct)+5i) 2

+ J^'2). e . COS. (2 v—2 m v+c v—:^) 3

+Af\ e'. COS. (2 v—'l m v+c'mv—^'') 4

+4"'. e'. COS. (2 v—2 m v—c'mv-^^/) 5

-\-A/'Ke'. cos.(c'mv—^) 6

-fyi/"'. t;e'.cos.(2 v—2 m v—c ij+c'??z»+w—zs')
7

+A^'-'K€e'.cos.(2 v—2 m v—cv—c'mv-\-^-{-a') 8

+Ap.ee'.cos.{cv+c'mv—^—^') 9

-|-^/'''.ee'.cos.(cj)
—c'mv—^-j-ii')

10

14904] +4°'. e^cos.(2fi;-2^) 11

+4">. e\ cos.(2cv—2D+2mw—2^) 12

+4'=).>^cos.(2i^-i;—2.1) 13

+4'^'.}^ cos.(2o-|,— 2i)+2/«i;—2i))
14

+4'-". e'-.cos.(2 c'mv—2 si')
15

+4'\er.cos.(2_o-i;_ci)_2i)+^) 16

+Af-\er.^os.{2v—2mv—2gv^cv+2i—^) 17

-f-^i'''. -.cos.(z)
—mv) 18

-f^'**'- -.e'.cos.(r>
—mv-\-c'mv—-') 19

+Af\ -,.e'.cos.(v—mv—c'mv-i-^') 20

|4904a]
*

(2813) The terms of ahi
[
190 IJ are evidenlly of the same form as those of tlie function
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The luiiubcr 0, 1, or 2, j)l;ice(l
Ijelow any one of tlu; letters A, denotes,

that it is of the order zero, or of the order m, or of the order m~, respectively. [4905]

fVe sh ill here lake inlo consideration the iaequalities of the third order, and

those of the fourth order, ichich can produce terms of the fourth order in

the coefficients (f the ine:jualilies of the third order. IVe shall continue the

approximation to a greater degree of accuracij, relative to the ineifualitij [4906]

depending on cos.(«)
—

mv). This being premised, we find, that the term

[4865'] gives, by its variation, the expression ^Tf^T' ' ^''^"^ [4907]

[4905']

which we deduce the following function ;*

n r4902ffl. Tlie order of tlie coefficient A may be found by tlie formula --—-
, „ „ , r^n^^,-,L J J J

t2_i_|_3„i2
'

[4904i]

which is similar to that in [1897/], using for JY- tlie value of £^=1 —3?«-, instead of g^,

which is used in [4897'/, r] ;
i being the coefficient of v, in the angle corresponding to the

[4904c]

coefficient./?. Thus, for .4" [4904], we have t=2—2m; hence ^^t"' is of the order m^,

or 2. For ./?,", we have i=2—2??i—c= I —m, nearly; hence A['^ is of the order m,

or 1; and so on, for the other coefficients of [4904]. If we compare these indices of A,

with the values obtained by numerical calculation in [5122
—5213], we shall find, that in ' '

general they are correctly marked.

*
(2314) The expression [4907], whose value is to be determined, may be put under

the form v

3 2 m'.u'^

~2^^«-2^^:^^" '

[4908a]

in which the second and tliird factors have been alieady computed in [4834,4866] ; we shall

3

'2a

2a ^

first find the product of these two factors, and then multiply it by — ~- and aiii. Now,' 2a

g
if we multiply the factors without the braces, in [4884, 4866], by — —

,
the product

becomes

m
J,

3 3m

2^/ ^'2a 2^'

[4908i]

as in the second member of [490-^/"]. The products of the terms between the braces, in [Anna -i

[4884,4366], are found in the following table ; in which the first column gives the terms of

[4884] ;
the second column, the terms of [4866] ;

and the third column, the j)roducts of

these terms respectively ; using the abridged notation [4821/], and neglecting the same terms

and angles as we have usually done ;
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[4908]

3m'.?/3.<5M .3»7r.(l+|c'2)

SA^.M^ 2 a

(UU [4904] V
1

—2A'^Ke.cos.(2v—2mv—cv+z^) X^

-2A['\e-.cos.(2v—2mv—2cv+2^) 13

+1- yi;'>
.ee'.cos. (2v—2mv—cv+c'mv+T^—z-/) 1 4

-fIJ(".ee'.cos.(2i;—2wjy—ct'—c'mi)-fa-fra')
I 5

+1^ Ji«'+^f>|.fe'=.tos.(ft-—^) / 6

+1 J!'''. - . e'.cos.fi'
—mv+c'mv—^')'a ^ ' '

+l4'«>.-,.e'-.cos.(i'—Hii;)

[4908']

[4909]

?{' varies by means of the variation of v\ which depends on the time t, and

on its inequalities in functions of v [4822, or 4828] ;
but these inequalities

are multiplied by ?«, in the expression of v' [4837], and also, by e', in the

expression of v! [4838] ;
we may, therefore, at first, neglect (3m', without

[4908rf]

(Col. 1.)

Terms of [4884].

1

J*- 4/

-f(l-ic2-i72)cos.C(

(Col. ?.)

Terms of [4866].

whole of [4866]

1

I

—3f.cos.ry

-(-3c'.cos.(-'?ni'

—3c.cos.f«

-|-3e'.cos.f'/«i)

-fce'.cos.(ci'-(-f'my'

-fef'.cos.(cy-c'mv)

-j-3e2.cos.2c«)

-|-f7^.cos.2^?;

1—3f.cos.r«

1—3f.cos.fv

(Col. 3.)

Products of these terms,

wliole of the function [1866]

\- (
—

fe^c'
—

fc'y-) .cos . c 'n

-(l+Je^—iy2+fe'=).f.cos.cy

+fc2 +fea.cos.2c«
—

5r(:'.cos.{f!'
—

c'mv)
—

|tt'.cos.(cu-J-f''my)

-[-fc-c'.cos.c'mr-|-&-c.

-|-Jc-c'.cos.f'»u'-|-&c.

J}f''.C0S.fl'-|-&C.

-^ey-.cos.(2gv-cv)-\-&.c .

+|c2.cos.2ri< 1—3f.cos.r« —
Je^.cos.cu -|-it".cos.2ci;-f-&.c.

+37-.cos.2^y. 1—3f.cos.fv ^y-.coa.2gv -:^f'/-.cos.{'2gv-cv)-{-&ic.

Connecting together the terms which are expHcitly given in this tabic, with those between

[4908<1
''^"^ liraces in [4866], whicli are included in the first line of this table; the sum becomes

equal to the expression between the braces in [4908/] ;
and the factor of a&u [4908a]

becomes as in the second member of [4908/] :
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any sensible error. We shall hereafter [4947, &c.] notice the term of this

variation, which depends upon the action of the moon upon the earth.
[4909']

3 m

2a,

-j- (
—4 c—3 c^—6ee' --\-e y^) .cos.cw

+.3e'. (I+2e-+fe'2).cos.c'mt.'

-3.(2-)-m).fc'.cos.(ft!-[-c'm«)

—
•3.{2—m).ec'.coii.{cv—c'mv) >. [4908/]

-|-5e^.cos.2ci;

-\-'y^.C0S.2gV

-\-^e'^.cos.2c'mv

.

—
fC7".cos.(2^i!

—
cv)

Multiplying this by aSii, we obtain the value of the function [4908n, or 4907]. To reduce

this to the form [4908], we may divide the terms, between the braces, by l+|e'*, and

connect this with the factor without the braces ; and, by neglecting terms of the fourth order

in e, e', 7, between the braces, we get,

l+2e^

-j-(
—4 e—3 t'-j-e 7")-cos.c«

+3e'.(l+2e2—|c'2).cos.c'mo

—
3.['2~\-m).ee'.cos.{cv-\-c'mv)

—
3.(2
—

?«).ee'.cos(c«
—

c'niv) \ . aiu. [4908g-]

-\-be^.cos.2cv

1 -|-7^.CGS.2^«

I
-\- ^e'

^.COS.2 cm V

\
—

|e7''.cos.(2^«
—

cv)

3m'.u^. &u 3w.(l+5e'2)

2a,

The factor •

3m.(l+|e'S)
is the same as in [4908]. The term 1, between the braces in

[4908^], being multiplied by the external factor aSu, produces the term a&u in the first

line of [4908]. Now, if we neglect this term 1, between the braces in [4908^], and

multiply the remaining terms by aSu [4904], it will produce the terms of [4908],
between the braces, which contain .4 explicitly. In performing this multiplication, it will

only be necessary to retain the two following terms of [4908^'-] ; namely,

—
4e.cos.cD-(-3e'.cos.c'?««.

For, the other terms, between the braces, are of the second order
;
and these are multiplied

VOL. III. 106

[4908A]

[4908i]
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[4909"]
The term ——

^^e cos.(2i)—2y') [4870], has, for its variation,

9in' iP 3m' nP
[4910] _L^.Jm,cos.(2«— 2zj')+

-—-
.6r'.sin.('2i;—2i0.

zh^.ir Ir.if'
^

If we substitute the preceding value of 6u, we shall find, that the first of

these terms produces the function,*

by m, of the second order, and by a5u, of the sctono order
; proaucing terms of the

siith order; some of wbicli may be reduced to ihe fifth Ijy integration [4847]. The terms,

depending on the angle v—my, of higher orders, are retained as in [4874, &,c.]. The two

terms [4908i] evidently produce those in [4908], uhich depend expHcitly on the symbol

A, neglecting the terms which have been usually rejected.

*
(2815) If we take tlie differential of [488o], relative to civ, and multiply it by

[4910a] J^;-;^^'
we shall obtain the expression of —^~~- .s\n.{2v—2v'). The effect of this

O

[49106] operation will be to change the factor 3 m.- [4885] into — —
,

as in [4910it] ;

[4910f]
moreover, it will take away the divisors 2—2m, 2—2m—c, &,c., which were introduced

[4910rf] by the integration, and will change, in the second member, cos. into sin. When the

[4910e]
function is reduced to this form, we may change 2 n into 2y+ 90'', as in [4876a—(/] ;

and we shall obtain the expression of

[4910/]

-

-|i:i;T^^o^•(2"-2 [4910^].

[4910g

If an angle, in the second member of [4885], be of the form cos.(2z!4-p), it becomes, in

[4910f7], sin.(2«+p); and, in [4910(], it changes into sin.(2i>-f134-90"), or cos.(2i;+p) ;

which is the same as its original form in [4885] . But, if it be of the form cos.(|3—2i'),
the successive changes are

[idlOh] sin. ((3—2 r), sin. ((3—2 u—90"), and —
cos.(,'3—2r) ;

this last Ijeing the same form as the original, but with a diileront sign. Hence we easily

derive tlie expression [4910A:] from [4885], by using the ftctor

[4910,-] —j^ [4910?/],

neglecting the denominators 2—2 m, &c. [4910r], and changing the signs of the terms

depending on angles of the form cos.(p— 2ii) ;
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9m'. M'
' i,'3

2^2. M^
.(SM

9m

4a.

co^.{2v—2v')

4'".(1—|e'2) V 1

-\-\Af^-\-lA-p\.ee'.cos.{cv
—

c'mv—vs-{-^') j 4

+ {A'-p
—

}^A[^'>\.ee'.cos.(cv-{-c'mv
—^—^) / 5

+ Af\ee'.cos.(2v—2mv—cv—c'»iy+ra+^') e

+ Jf .ee'.cos.(2i)
—2)nv—c v+c'mv-\--!^— ^') \, 7 [4911]

+ {A[''^+i(24-m).A\'^-2(l+m).A\''^.ef.cos.(2gv-cv-2i+^)l 3

-]-Al'''\e7^.cos.(2v—2mv—2gv+cv+2^—z,) \ 9

+ \^f^—Mr- e"
j

. -,
• cos.(v—m v)

+ lJ\''^—lA[''^.~.e'.cos.(v—mv+c'mv—z>')

,+{4''>+i4'"].-/.e'.cos.(iJ—mi?—c'm«+a')

9m'.?i'3
-r-Ts
—
4— .cos.(2r

—
2r') : 9jn_'

4«,

/(l+2e2—Jc'2).cos.(2i'—2mr) \ l-

I

-2{l4-m).{l^ic'-Xy^-^e'^).e.cos.{2v-2mv-cv) \ 2

-2(1
—

m).e.cos.{2v—2?nV'{-cv) I .3

-\-lc'.cos.{2v
—2mv—c'mv) I 4

-Ae'.cos.(2i'
—

2inv-\-c'mv) J 5

-J (24-3 w) . c e'. COS. (2 V— 2 /« r—c r—c'm v) I 6

-l{2
—

3?«).ee'.cos.(2j;
—

2mv-\-cv—c'mv) i 7

-i-h(2-\-m) .ee'.cos.(2v—2mv—cv+c'mv) V 8 [4910it]

j+i(2
—

w) .ec'.cos.(2i'
—

2mv-\-cv-^c'mv) / 9

/+i(10+19m-t-8/«2).e2.cos.(2cD—2j;+2mi') 10

'+1(10—19»i+8»i2).c2.cos.(2c«+2r—27nt))lll
+|(24-w) . f. cos .(2 o-f—2 y+ 2;« v) I12

+1(2—m) .7^.003.(2^ i'-|-2 r—27nt') jl3

+-'/--e'^.cos.(2i'
—
2mv—2c'mv) J14

\—K5+OT) . e
y"-. cos.(2 1'—2 m v—2gv+c v) / 1 5
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[4911'] a^u contains a term, depending on cos. (3v
—

3m?;), which we have

[4910Z]

Multiplying the first member of this expression by 2.a6ji., and the second by its equivalent

expression [4904], we shall obtain, by making the usual reductions, the value of the first

tenn of [4910], as in the second member of [4911]. For, the factor, without the braces.

9«i
[4910m] — -— is the same in both these functions: we shall, therefore, nedect the consideration

4 a,
' o

of it in the remainder of this note ; and, in speaking of the functions [4910^,4911], shall

[4910rt] refer exclusively to the terms between the braces
;
and, shall separately investigate the results

arising from each line of the function 2.a&u [4904], by the ivhole of the function r4910Jt].

First. We shall take into consideration the product of the term 2 ^o"". cos.(2j;
—

2mv),

by the whole of the function [4910A:J ;
and shall reduce the products by formula [20] Int.,

retaining the same angles as in [4911]. The first line of [4910A:] produces the term

(l+2e^—fc'^).A""; the part depending on cos.(4«
—4mv) being neglected. This

2

corresponds to the first line of [4911], neglecting the part depending on m, .e^.A.i^\ of

[4910o] the sixth order, as is done generally in the rest of this calculation
;
the term, depending

on |c'-, is retained, on account of its importance in the secular equations of the moon's

motion [4982, 5059, 5087, &c.]. Again, if we neglect e-, y-, in the factor [4910A-]

line 2, and introduce the factor (1
—

Je'^) in [4910A:] line 3, according to the directions in

[4869^, &ic.], we shall find, that these terms, when multiplied by 2^.,"".cos. (2 u—2»id),

produce respectively the terms

— 2.(l+»i).(l—|e'2).^,(»>.e.cos.c«, —'i.{\—m).{\-ie'^).A^'>\e.cos.cv;
whose sum is

— 4.(1— Je'2)..^,'o>ccos.cr, as in [4911] line 2.

In like manner, the terms in [4910/.:] lines 4, 5 being multiplied by 2 JL}""^. cos. {2 v—2mr},

produce respectively the terms

2 A^'^K e. cos. cm v,
—

| ^,j"" . e'. cos . c'm v
;

whose sum is

3AfK e'. COS. c'm v, as in [491 1] line .3.

the remaining terms of the function [4910frJ may be neglected, on account of their smallness,

and the forms of the angles.

Second. We shall now compute the terms produced by multiplying

2^i<".e.cos.(2y—2 mv—cv) [4904],

by the terms of [4910^-]. The first line of [4910A-] produces ./i,"'.c .(1—^e'^) . cos. cr,

as in [4911] line 2. The second and third lines of [4910/i] depend on c-, which is neglected.

[4910p] The fourth line of [4910/i:] gives ice'.A^^'\cos.{cv—c'mv), as in [491 1] line 4
;
the fifth

line,
—

lee'.A^^'\cos.{cv-\-c'7nv), as in [4911] line 5; and the twelfth line

iCH-^-m) .e')'^.cos.{2gv
—

cv). as in [4911]line8.
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neglected,* on account of its smallness in [4904J ; but, as it may have an

influence in the term depending on cos.(«
—mv), we shall take notice

425

[4911"]

[49IO9]

[4910r]

[4910s]

The other terms, depending on .^/", are neglected, on account of their smallness, &:c.

Third. The product of 2Ap.e.cos.{2v—2mv-{-cv) [4901], by the first term of

[49 lOA:], produces the term A.j-\e. {l—^e'^).cos.cv, as in [491 1] line 2. This is the

only term depending on ./J^"', which requires attention
;

the other terms being small, or

of forms which are unnoticed.

Fourth. The product of 2.^2®.e'.cos.(2v
—

2mv-{-c'mv) [4904], by the first term of

[4910/f], produces the term Ji^'^^'.e'. cos. c'mv [4911] line 3; the other terms maybe

neglected.
In like manner, 2,^j"'.e'.cos. (2i)

— 2mii—c'mv) [4904], produces Al^.e' coa.dmv

[491 1] line .3
;
and 2.4o^''. e'.cos.c'mD [4904], gives nothing deserving of notice.

Fifth. The term 2./3i"" ee'.cos.(2i;— 2nu^
—

cv-\-c'mvi) [4504], being multiplied by the first

term of [4910A:], produces .^/^'.ec'.cos.(ci'
—

c'mv) [4911] line 4; and the same term,

being multiphed by the fifth term of [4910A:], produces
—

|ec'^.^f''.cos.cu; which is

nearly the same as in [4911] line 2. In like manner, the term

2.^/~'.c c . cos. (2 1'
— 9,111 V—cv—c'mv),

being multiplied by the first and fourth terms of [49107i:], produces the terms

Ai~''.ee'.co?,.{cv-\-c'mv),
and -\-lAf\ec'^.cos.cv; as in [4911] lines 5, 2.

Sixth. The terms depending on .3/-', ^i*-" [4904], being combined with the first

term of [4910/t], produce the terms [4911] lines 6, 7. Those depending on .^2<'°\ •^/"',

•^2"'') produce small terms, which are not noticed. The term

2
./3i'3'. ^2. COS. (2g-y—2«+2 m v),

being combined with the term —
2.(l-]-m).c.cos (2i'

—2mv—cv) [4910/i;]line 2, produces

the term depending on .4,"^^ [491 1] line 8. The term depending on i4o'"^ [4904], produces

nothing of importance.

Seventh. The terms 2A^^^''\ey^.cos.{2gv—cv), 2.^/"''.C7-.cos.(2y—2mi'—2g-i'-|-ci')

[4904], being combined with cos.(2y
—

2mv) [4910A'], produce respectively the terms in ['-'l""]

[4911] lines 9, 8, depending on .-:?;•'•', ./?/'«.

Eighth. The term 2^3/'''&os.(i'
—

mv), being combined with the terms in [491 0/r]

lines 1, 5, 4, produces the terms depending on .^/''', in [4911] lines JO, 11, 12, [4910t>]

respectively.

[4910«]

JVinth. The first term of [49 lO'i], being combined with the terms of 2.aSu [4904],

depending on «4q"*', A^I'^\ produces the corresponding terms of [4911] lines 12, 11.

*
(2816) This term occurs in [4808], and must, therefore, be found in the differential

equation in if [47.54], and in its integral 5u, or aSu.
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[491 lo]
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of it. For this purpose, we shall put it under the following form
;

[4919] Term of ato =
"^2

•
"/

• '^o^- (^v
—

ov).

[4912']

Substituting this in the exjiression
—

_,' ^ .&u.cos.(2v
—

2v') [4910],

it produces the term,*
2

9 m ('
, \

[4913] . X,.-. cos.Tt'— mv).
4a^

- a ^

[4914] To develop the variation -^;^-^.6v'.sm.(2v
—

2v') [4910], we shall

observe, that iv' contains, in [4837], the same inequalities as the expression

. of the moon's mean longitude, in terms of the true longitude ;
but they are

multiplied by the small quantity m. It is suflicient, in this case, to notice the

[4915]
terms in which the coefficient oft; differs but little from unity;t and it is evident

that as the term e.cos.(cv
—

^i),
of the expression of an [4826], gives, in v', the

[491G] termj —2me.s\n.{cv
—

t^) ; any term, whatever, of «d», such as A'.cos.(iy+t),

[4913a]

*
(2817) Substituting the values of u, u', [4791], and h~= a, [4863], also

v'z^mv [4837] nearly, in the ex|)ression [4912'], it becomes

[4913J.] _-|Zil^.„^M.cos.(2?;—2i/) =— ^-.«(5?/..cos.(2y-2»M0 [4865].
2rt,.((

>> 2
(I,

If we now substitute the term of a'ni [4912], we obtain that in [4913], and also one

depending on the angle 5 v— .5 m v, which may be neglected.

f (2818) We shall sec, in [-^918], that the terms of this form, in which the coefficients

[4914(i] of V are nearly equal to unity, produce only small quantities of the fil'th or sixth order.

These terms are noticed, because they are much increased, by integration, in finding the

[49146] value of u [4847] ;
but this does not happen with the terms in which the coeflicient of v

differs considerably from unity ;
and we may also observe, that, in this last case, the terms

[4914c] iiifiy
also be decreased by the integration in [4822]. Hence, we see the propriety of

noticing only the terms mentioned by the author in [4915].

X (2819) If we inspect the calculation in [4812—4837], w-e shall frnd, that the term

[4915a] c.cos.(ct—1^),
which occurs in u [4812,4816, 4819, 4826], is introduced into dt [4821], and

by integration, produces in ( [4822], or rather, in nt-}-s [4830], a term —2e.sm.{cv
—

ra).

[1J156] fi^ig Js niultiplied by m in the second member of the equation [4836] ;
and it finally

produces in ?)' [4837], the term —2me.sin.(cy
—

ct), as in [4916]. This may be derived

[4915c] f|.Q,,, fijg pi'eccding term of u, by changing cos. into sin. and multiplying the result by
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in which i differs but lillle from unity, gives very nearly, in dv', tlic term

—
2«j/«.-.sin.(u'+;)- Thus we find, that the preceding term [4914] gives, by [4917]

its development, the function,*

—2m. The same method of derivation may be used wiiii any oilier term of u, in which

the coefficient of v diflers but little from r, or from unity [4828e] ;
as is the case with the

term /lT.cos.
(?'(<-[--)

of « [4916], which produces, in &v', the term —2mk.sm.(iv-\-i)

[4917],

*
(28:20) Instead of tlie angle iv-\-s [4916, Sic], we shall, for brevity, use iv, omitting

s, as we have ra, ra', 6, in [48-21/], and re-substituting it at the end of the calculation.

Then, if we represent any term of ahi [4904], in which i differs but little from unity, by

a&u=k.cos.iv [4916], the corresponding tenn of 5«' will be very nearly represented by

Sv'=—2»H /t.sin.j t' [4917]. Moreover, if we represent any term between the braces of the

second member of [4S76e], by ^.sin.f^; or, in other words, any term of the function

a
3 m'. m''

-
.sm.(iJti—iit)') bv

a,lfi.u3

3 3 m .

sin.(2ti
—

2t)') by
—

.A.sin.J^;

and then multiply it by the preceding expression of &v', we get, by using [17] Int.,

3/n'.«'3
&v'. \.(2v

—
2i'')
=

.[Am'k.cos.{iv'yV)
—

A7nk.cos.{i r-{-F )] .

The factor, whhout the braces, is the same as in [4918] ; consequently, the terms, between

the braces, in [4918], must arise from the other factor of [4918/] ; namely,

A mk.cos.{iv ^V)—Amk.cos.(iv-\-K) ;

in which we must substitute the terms of aSu [4904], for k.cos.iv
; and, the terms between

the braces in [4876e], for .ZZ.sin.K; neglecting the terms which are insensible from their

smallness, or those, where the coefficients of v, in the angles, vary much from unity [4913].

We shall, in the first place, compare the terms of the function [4918^], with the terms

between the braces in [4918], taking successively, for k, the coefficients of the terms [4904],
which are retained by the author. First. The term

..^,"'.e.cos.(2v
—2mv—cv) [4904],

corresponds to /<:=./?/".e, iv = 2v—2m)!—cv; combining this with the first line of

[4876c], neglecting e^-\-iy^, we find that this first term of [4918g-] produces the first line

of [4918]. If we combine the same term of [4904] with the first term in line 13 [4876c],
we find, that the second term of [4918^] produces the second hne of [4918]. It is

unnecessary to notice the products of the other terms of [4876e], by the term [4918)1] ;

because the coefficients are small, or the angles are different from those which are usually
retained. Second. The term Jl

o^^^'. ey^ cos.{2gv—cv), being combined with tlie first

term of [4876e], produces, by means of the first term of [4918^], the third line of [4918].

[4915(ri

[491 8o]

[49186]

[4918c]

[4918(fl

[4918e]

[4918/]

[4918^]

[4918^1]

[4918t']

[491 8A]

[4918/]

[4918m]

[4918n]
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'm.^,">.c.(I—|e'-).cos.(a)—^) v 1

-i-}.m.A[^\e,^.cos.(2gv—cv
—

2()+ra)
I 2

[4918] ^^.,V.sin.(2.-2.')=-— •(

^^° -/—
V +CZ.+2C'-.

+m.^l"''.-.cos.('i;
—mi)) I 4

a . I

+???..y4^'^'.-.e'. cos.(w
—7nv— c'm ?;+-') / 5

The other terms of this development are insensible.

The terms

—'— *

3.cos.(t;—«;')+6.cos.(3 v—3 v') ( ,

[4919] 8A2.M4

of the expression

[4920] -hm+im i«-^'

[49180]
Third. Tlie term .4/'^'.

-
. cos.(v

—
mv), [4904], combined witli tlic first term of

[4876c], produces, in like manner, the fourtli line of [4918]. Fourth. The term

r4918»1 '^i}''^''--,-e'.cos.{v
—

mv-\-c'mv
—

73') [4904], combined with the same first term of [4S'6e],

produces the fifth line of [4918].

[4918?]

[4918r]

It appears, from [4340, he], that the terms in the five lines of the function [4918], are of

the orders 5, 7, 6, 6, 6, respectively. The integration [4S47], introduces divisors of the

order m^ [4828e], in the first and second lines of [4918], and of the order m, in the other

three lines. By this means, the first line of [4918] produces, in the value of ic, a term of

the third order, and the other lines produce terms of the fifth order ;
which are within the

limits proposed in [4905', &c.]. With respect to the order of the terms which have been

neglected, we may observe, that, in calculating in [4918/] the quantity produced by one of

[4918«] the ^rea/e«< terms of [4904] ; namely, ..4'".e.cos.(2o
—2mv—cv), when combined with

the greatest term of [4876f;], contained in its first line, we have noticed only the first term

of the function [4918^], and neglected its second. This second term has the same coefficient

of the fifth order, as in the first line of [4913], but the quantity cos.cv is changed into

cos.(4y
—4mv—cv) ; making i=4—4m—c=3, nearly [4846] ;

and the divisor i^—A"*

[4918t*] [4847] becomes so large, that the corresponding term is much decreased, so that it may be

neglected. Similar results will be obtained relative to the other neglected terms.

[4918<]
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have, for variation,*

2

—
'^"V"''".

-, .l3.cos.(v—mv)+5.cos.(Sv—3mv)\. [4921]

Substituting A°\co-s.(2v—2mv), for aMi, we obtain the term,t [4921']

ff, "a,

The variation of the term [4876],

*
(2821) The variation of [4919], relative to u, wliich is the most important part of

tiiis expression, as we shall see in [4922;-], is

-^5f^.iM.|3.cos.(j;—t.')+5.cosXi'—u') I- [49210]

If we neglect terms of the order e, we may suhstitute the values of u, u' [4791], h^= «,

2

[4863], and m [4865], in the fictor, without the braces, and it will become,
o

r— =— 5- •— •-= •-,! as m 149211. [49216]
2A'J.m5

-
a'3 a, a' -Za, a" ^ ^ '" ""

Moreover, by putting v'^mv [4837], in the term between the braces [492Irt], it becomes [4921c]

as in [4921].

t (2822) Taking, for aSu, its first term [4904]; namely, n5u= A:^.cos. {Qv
—

2mv),

we get, by noticing only the angle v—mv, which requires particular attention, as is observed L
~

J

in [4874, &c.], we obtain,

«oit.3.cos.(r—mi')
=

^Aj°'>.cos (v—tnv) ; a(5M.5.cos.(3y—3mr) = i.^i''\cos.{v—mv) ; [49226]

whose sum is 4.^2^'".cos.(t)
—

mv). Substituting this in [4921], it becomes as in [4922]. [4922c]

The remaining terms of aSu are of the second, third, Sec. orders; and, when multiplied by

the factor m . -, they become of the sixth, seventh, &ic. orders, which are usually

[4922(/]

neglected. If we notice the variation of v', in [4919], it will produce terms of an order

equal to those in [4921], multiplied by the factor ——
, which factor is of the order m

. . [4922e]
[4916,4917]; so that, the terms produced by 5u', will be less than those retained in

[4921,49-22], and may, therefore, be neglected.

VOL. III. 108
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^4924]

may be reduced to the following terms ;^

6m'. u'^ du 6u . ^^ ,^ ,^ Sm'.u'^ d5u . ^ ^ ,

h^.u" dv u u

3m'.u'Uv' du ^^ ^ ,^-
.
—

. C0S.(2jj—2?;');
A- dv

these terms, by development, produce the following expression ;t

L4922/]

[4923a]

[4923J.]

[4923c]

[4923(;]

[4923e]

[4923/]

[4923g-]

[4923/i]

[4923i]

*
(28^3) The term [4923], is the same as tliat whose approximate value is computed

in [4876,4879]. Its variation, considering u, du, v', as variable, and neglecting Su', as in

[4909], becomes as in [4924].

t (2S24) Multiplying the equation [4884] by
—25u, we get, by using the abridged

notation [4821/],
4 (5m iaSu

.a5u.\
—

4-j-4c.cos.cj)-j-^c. J.

Multiplying this by the function [4879], we get the expression of the first term of [4924].

Now, the function [4879] is of the llii.rd order, and aSu [4904] is of the second order;

therefore, if we retain only the two terms —4+4e.cos.^j) of the factor [4923«], the final

product will be correct, in the sixth order. We may even neglect the term 4 c.cos.i)
;

because, when it is multiplied by the two greatest terms of [4879] lines 1, 2, it produces

terms depending on e^.cos. (2?;
—

2mi'), which mutually destroy each other; also,

terms of the order e-, connected with the angles 2v—2/Hi;±2fy, which do not increase by

integration, and are neglected in [491 l,&ic.]. Hence, the first term of [4924], is represented

as in [4923o, J], by the following function
;

6»i'.M'3 (III (5u

,„ . . -^. — .sm.(2i'
—2v')=z—4. ff (5?/ X function [48791.

It is only necessary to notice the terms A.?\ ^^/", «3{''^\ in the value of « (5i< [4904];

because, the function [4879] is of the third order, and the other terms Aipe, Jl.p\, &,c.

are of the third, or iiigher orders
;

so that their products are of the sixth, or higher orders,

which are neglected. The reason for retaining the term ,/?/'" is, because it is connected

with the angle )lgii
—

cv, and is much increased by integration [482Sr/]. Now, the part of

—A.aou [4904], depending on A.i;'^\ is —4^o^*.cos.(2y
—

2mi'). If we multiply this by

the first line of [4879], between the braces, neglecting e^, we shall get the term

—2 cc.^,"".(l—ie'2).cos.(c y—^) ;

and the second line of [4879], retaining the factor [4879/::], produces the same term, with a

diflerent sign ;
so that these terms mutually destroy each other. The other terms produced

by .^2% are too small to be noticed, or depend on angles which may be neglected. The

product of the term —
4./'2/''c.cos.(2 f

—2/«ii—cv), in —i.aHu [4904], by the tenth line

of [4879], between the braces, produces gAI^^''ey-.cos.{2gv
—

ce). Finally, the product of
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4ff.

2.(1—m)^g'.(l—ie'2)

. (2-2m-c) .^<'>+(2-27n+c) .Aip-Q{ l-m)^f ;rl^ /... ,,- .^
v.e.(l

—
ic'^).cos.{cv—z!)

C (2-2m-c

_|_^6.(l—»0.^f+(2— w).^f4-(2—3TO)..4'^'"}.e'.cos.(c'm«-TO')

_|_|(2_3m—c).^^^)—^(2—2m—c).^l" ^ .ee'.cos.(cu+c'mt)-«-w')

1

_j_ I (2—m—c).^J®+K2—2m—c).^i'i I
. c c'. cos.(ci)— c'j«D-t3+:3')

-|-(c—m).^i°'.ee'.cos.(2y
—2mt'—cv-{-c'mv-\-'a

—
-yJ)

3 m /
-l-(c-|-?«)../?f'.cc'.cos.(2i;

—2mv—cv—c'mv-\-'a-{-a)

Vf
A(45-+4+m—2c)./2<'>—2(1—2m).^<"' j

+(2—2m—25--fc)../3i"''> J

+All''\ef.cos.{2v—2mv—2gv-{-cv-]-2i—v!)

+ 1(1—m).^i">—^^|,'8^.e"2+3(l—m).^,|.",.cos.(«—mu)

cy^. cos.(2^j)
— cv— 26-\-a)l

+ J ( l-2?n).^^">—Kl— '») -^i'^' }.- .e'.cos.(«—mj;+c'mr—ra')

4^/'3iy2.cos.(2^D—2t)4-2jn«), in —4.«5m [4904], by the fiist term of [4379],

between the braces, produces
—

2Jl^^'^hy^.cos.{2gv
—

cv). Substituting these two terms

in the second meniljer of [4923c], we get,

Wit •

S-'^^'^-C^^--"') ==1? .\{gA'^^-2An-^7'-oos.{2gv-cv)l.

The tliird term of [4924],

[4923/tl

.
—

. COS. (2w
—

2v), produces only a very [4923/1}fi.U*

small quantity, depending on the same angle as in the preceding expression [4923A']. Now,

without taking the trouble to compute the whole development of this third term, we may
form a satisfactory idea of its value, by taking the product of the two functions [4878,4918] ;

which gives the expression of

3 m'. u' 3. (5i)' dii . ,^ „ „—TT-T— • 3- • Sin. 2«—2 v') ;

and, as this diflcrs from [4923/] only by the change of cos. into sin. in its last factor, it is

evident, that the two functions will produce terms of the same forms and orders; so that,

what may be neglected in the one, may also be neglected in the other. Now, the greatest

term of [4878], independent of its sign, is ce.sin.cj;
; and, if we multiply it by the terms

[4923m]
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[4926] The expression of
(

—
)

. -t^-t [4754], contains also the following
\dv J Irirdv

of [4918], we obtain only quantities of the sixth order, depending on angles wliich may be

neglected. The remaining terms of [4878] are of the second or higher orders, producing

terms of the seventh or liigiier orders ; therefore, they may all be neglected, excepting one,

depending on the angle 2gv-cv, which is retained for the reasons stated in [4828c/]. A term

of this form is produced in the function [4923/7i], by multiplying the term in line 4 [4878],

r4923»jl
^^'^"^'^ '^ nearly equal to l'/^.s\i\.2gv, by the term depending on Jl^e, in tlie expression of

Hence, it is evident, by a similar process, that the terms of the function [492-3/], depending

[4923o] on the angle 2gv
—

cv, may be found, by multiplying 27^.sin.2^D, by the terms depending

on Ay^c , in the function „ ,
,>,

[4923J,] 3^'l:!!:.cos.(2y-2i,).oV.

Now, the term depending on -<4/"(", in the expression of aim [4904], is

a 011= A^^Kc .COS. (2(1
—2inv— cv) ;

the corresponding term of <5i/ [4910,4917], is

[4923;/] dv ==— 2 ./?/"./« f.sin.(2t!—2m!'—cr).

Multiplying this by the chief term of

_a

^^.cos.(2d— 2y') [4870], which is, ^.cos.(2i)—2mr),

we get, in the function [4923/;], the term

3 m
a

. A,''^\mc.sin.cv.

Finally, multiplying this by the factor J/^.sin.2i^i' [4923o], we get, for the third tenn of

[4924], the following expression;
2

[i0^3q] ,„ .

—
.
—

.cos.(2i)—2r') = -—
.lm.A,^^\cy^.cos.(2p-v—cii)\.

We shall now develop the second term of [4924], which is the most important. It may
be put under the following form

;

3hi,'.!('3 tHu . ( 3m'.r('3 . „ /x ) diahu)
[4923r]

—
-;^T^-7

.
-—

. sni. (2 y— 2
1'')
= —

] —7-7- • s"i-(2 r—2 v') .
-i-—

'.

The factor between the braces, in the second member of this expression, connected with the

negative sign, is evidently equal to the differential of tiie first member of [4885], divided by

2.adv
;
and if we perform this process on the second member of [4885], we shall find, that

2
o —

[4923*] the division by 2«, makes the factor, without the braces, become ——
. Moreover, by taking
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variation ;

the differential of the terms between the braces, the divisors 2—2m, 2—2m — c, &ic.,

which were Introduced by tlie intei^ratlon, are effaced, and cos. is changed into —sin.;

so that, If we represent any term, between the braces in [4885J, after effacing the divisors,

by /i:'.cos.v' the corresponding term of the first factor of the second member of ['1923r],

will be represented by a series of terms, of the form

2

_^.Z;'.sin.v' [49-23s,u'].

Now, putting aihc equal to a series of terms of the form
/c.cos.(i'i'-j-£) [4916], or, for

[4926']

[49230

[4923u]

[4923i']

brevity, k.cos.iv [49IS//], the corresponding term of
d.{a 6u)

will be — ik.s'm.iv. [4923io]^ "
dv

Multiplying this by the first factor, which Is given [4923y], we get tlie following expression

of the function [4923c], or, of the second term of [1924] ;
o

3m'. tt'-' d iu . ,^ ^ „ 3 S

dv

The factor without the braces

sin. (2 1'—2 v) -.

3 m

4a.'

.\ikk'.cos.{iv xv')
— ik'k' .cos.{iv-\-\'')\.

is the same In all three terms of the functions

[4923', (/, j;] ;
and is equal to that In [492.5]; we shall, therefore, neglect wholly the

consideration of this factor
; and, in speaking of tliese functions, shall limit ourselves

exclusively to the terms within the braces. These terms, of the function [4923 r], are

represented by,
ilc. \ k'.cos.(iv

»
v')
—

//.cos.(Jw-j-v') j ;

in iL'hich k.cos.iv represents the terms of [4904], anl /j'.cos.v' the terms between the

braces in [4885^, rejecting the divisors 2—2m, 2—2m— c, he. ivhichtcere introduced by

the integration. ^

We shall now take, for k.cos.iv, the terms of the function [4904] ;
so as to combine

successively each of the symbols Xi"", .^/'', &.c. with all the terms of [4885]. We shall

neglect the terms which appear to be insensible, and shall compare those which are retained

with the fimction [49:25] ; taking the terms, depending on Ao-''\ i^o'", A'-', &c. in the

order in which they occur in [4904] ; and, noticing also the terms [49237i:, 17], depending

on the angle 2gv
—cv.

First. The first line of [4904] gives k= J^''\ t=2—2m; substituting this in

[4923r], it becomes, (2-2 m). J.j^'K {
k'. cos.( [2—2 m] vmv')

— k'. cos.(2 f—2mr+v') }
.

The first line of [4885], neglecting e", gives 7r'= 1—4e'", v'^2i,'—2mv
; substituting

these in the first term of [4924;], we get the (Irst line of [4925] ;
the other term of

[4924r] depends on the angle (4t)
—

4mv), which is neglected. In like manner, the

second line of [4885], gives k'^— 2(l-]-m).(l
—

§e'-).e; v'= Sw—2mv—cv
; hence,

the first term of [4924c] becomes,

—(2—2m)..42('».2(l+m).(l—§c'2).e.cos.cy=:—4(l+m).f(l—m).^.i">.(l—|e'-).«.cos.a'|;
and, by the same process, we get, from the third line of [4885], by using the fltctor 1—Je''
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[4923i]

[49231/1

[4923:]

[4924a]

[49246]

[4924c]

[4924d]

[4924e]

[4924/]
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[4997]

[492%]

[4924ft]

[4924t]

[4924yl]

[4924i]

[4924m]

[4924Ji]

[4924o]

[4924;?]

[4924?]

[4921r]

[4924s

8a.a'

THEORY OF THE MOON
;

;-.{3.sin.(i)
—

?«r)+15.sin.(3t)
—Smv)]

[Mec. Cel.

a. (I hi

dv

[4S79t],the term —
4(1
—

m).\{\
—

m).A.i''\{\
—

y^).e.cos.cv\. The sum of these two

terms is —
SJ(1
—

m).y/o"".(l
—

^e^).e.cos.cv\, as in the second hne of [4925]. It is

unnecessary, in this case, to notice the second term of [4924c], because the coefficient of v

is so large, that tlio term becomes insensible. Proceeding in the same manner with the

fourth line of [4835], which gives A:'==5«', \'=^2v—^2mv—c'inv
; also, with tlie fifth

line of [4385], which gives Ar'= — Je', v'=2u—2jnv-^c'mv, we find, that the terms

corresponding to the first of the functions [4924c], are, respectively,

+ (2—2/m) ../2i'>. Je'. cos. c'm v,
—

(
2—2/n) .^.j^^.^e'. cos. c'm v

;

whose sum is 6.(1
—

m) .A.,"'', e'. cos. c'mv, as in [4925] line 4.

The remaining terms of the function [4885], being of the second or higher orders in e,

e', y, multiplied by w of tiie second order, and A"" of the second order, produce only

terms of the siith and iiigher orders, which may be neglected.

Second. The second line of [4904] gives it=.4f/".e, i=2—2m—c, hence

[49232rJ becomes,

(2—2;«—c).v4/".e. \ ^•'.cos.([2—2«—c] vW)—k'.cos.{2v—2mv—cv-^v') \

.

Substituting, in the first term of this function, the values [4924(/], corresponding to the first

line of [4835], we get the term (2
—2'«—c)^/'>.e.(l—^c'^).cos.cv, as in the second line

of [1925]. The second and third lines of [4335], produce terms having the factor

A[".m,.e-, of the fifth order; but they do not increase by integration, and are therefore

neglected. The fourth and fifth lines of [1885] correspond to the values [4924A], and by

substituting them in the first term of [4924/], we get the two terms,

Je'.(2—2w—c).^i'\e .co5.{cv—c'mv), —ir'.i2—2m—c)A['Ke.cos.(cv+c'mv),
as in [4925] lines G, 5. All the remaining terms of [4885], excepting that in line 12, may
be neglected as in [4924/c]. This line corresponds to k'=—l(2~\-m).y, v'^-2gv~2v-\-2mv,
and produces, by means of the second term [4924/], tlie expression,

+i{2-\-m).{2—2m—c).A,'\ey\cos.(2gv-cv).

Connecting this with the terms, between the braces in [4923A-, </], depending on A[^\

they become \g-\-m-\-l{2-]-m).(2—2m
—

c)l.A['''.ey^.cos.{2gv
—

cv) . and, as c is nearly

equal to I, we may, by neglectinj; put jm.(2 2m—c^= jc)=im; consequently, the first

[4924<]

[4924t']

]
factor of the expression becomes, ^'•-J-w-f-|(2

—2m—c)-]
::= i. M

o-..j-4-j-/,i 2c),

wliich is the same as the coefficient of A[^\ in [4925] line 9.

Third. The term .^./-'.e.cos.(2)'—2mi:4-cv) [4904], combined with [4885] line 1, gives

the term depending on ^./=> [4925] line 2. Jn like manner, we may combine the terms

of [4904], depending on ./If'', ./ZJ''>,
with the same terms of [4385], to obtain the terms

depending on Af\ A^>^ [4925] line 4
; observing, that, as c' is nearly equal to 1

,
we have

very nearly 2—2w+c'm= 2—m, 2—2m—c'm=2—3m. The term depending on ^2'^'

produces nothing of importance.
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*hence, we obtain the quantity, [4927']

Fourth. Tlie term depending on
./Ji"' [4901] gives T<:^Af\ee', t=2—2in—c-\-cm ,

or nearly i=2—m—c. Substituting tiiis in [4923r] it becomes,
^ "J

{2—m—c).A'f\ec'.\k'.cos.{[^—^m
—

c-\-c'm\v mv')
—

^•'.cos.(2w
—2mi>— fiJ+c'mr-j-v')|. [4924v]

The first line of [48S5] produces, in the first term of ['1924y], the quantity depending on

./J'"' [4925] line 6
;
and the fifth line of [4885], produces the terms depending on

./5',"',
in

line 3 [4925]. In like manner, the term depending on A^p [4904], combined with [4885]
'"'

lines 1,4, produce those in [4925] lines 5,2, depending on A'-p. Also, the terms depending

on A'^\ A-p [4901], being combined with the first term of [4885], produce the [4925o]

corresponding terms in [4925], lines 8,7.

Fifth. The terms of [4904] depending on v3a<"", ^/"\ ^2"-', produce nothing of

importance. The term in line 14 [49U1], gives k= A\^^Ky^; ^= 25-—2+2 /n= 2 ?n [49256]

nearly; and the first term of line 2 [4885], gives A;'=— 2e, v'=2i'—2 mi)—cv.

Substituting these in the second term of [4923r], it produces 4m.C7''^.^,"^'. cos.(2^?;
—

cv). [4925e]

Connecting this with the second term of [4923^'], we obtain -2(\-'2m).A\^^''.ey^.cos.{'igv-cv), \Aw-dA

as in [4925J line 9. The term depending on .^^"^'.e'- [4904] produces nothing ofimportance.

Sixth. The term in [4904] line 16, gives ]c=A^-^'''\ey^, i=2g—c=l nearly; and the
[492.5e]

first term of [4335] line 1, makes k'= 1, v':=2y—Qmv
; hence, the first term of [4923^] [4935/]

produces A
J' ^-'Key^.cos. {)iL<

—2mv—2gV'\-cv), as in [4925] hne XL The same values of

Ic', v', being combined witii the term in [4904] line 17, produce

{2—2m—2g-{-c).A,^^'^Key\cos.{2gv—cv), as in [4925] line 10. ['1925g-]

Seventh. From [4C04] line 18, we have /c = .4- '>.-, i=l— m. Combining these

[4925A]
with k', v' [4925/], we get the term {l—m).A[^'\-.cos.{v~mv) [4925] line 12.

If^

we combine the same values of /', i, with the term in line 4 [4885], we get the term

depending on
A\''^'> [4925] line 14

;
and if we combine them with that in line 5 [4885], we

obtain the term depending on A'y\ in [4925] line 13.

Eiglnh. From [4904] hne 19, we have A:=^„"8>.-,.c', i=l—m-{-c'm=l nearly.

Combining this with k', v' [4925/'], we get the term depending on .^0"*'' [4925] line 14. [4925ft]

If we combine these values of k, i, with the term in [4885] line 5, we get the term

depending on Alj^'> [4925] line 12.

Mnth. From [4904] line 20, we have k=A,l'^\",e', i= l—?M—c'«i=l—2/« nearly.a •'

[4925/1
Combining this with the values k', v'[4925/], we get the terms dependingon ./5,"^'[4925] line 13.

Tenth. The term of «(5i« [4912], gives fc =>„.-, i=3—3m. Combining this with r,„n^ ,- ~
a °

[4925m]
the values [4925/], we obtain the term depending on X;, in [4925] line 12.

Thus, we have obtained all the terms of the function [4925], as they are given by the

author
; and, it is evident, from the details of the calculation in this note, that, in general, [4925n]

the neglected terms are such as have been usually rejected.

*
(2825) Having found, in the preceding note, the variation of the first term of

[4925{]
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* 2

[4938] ^ , 1 _„j) . J^} f^ COS.(v—m v) .

(
—

)
. , contained in [48761, we shall now proceed to the calculation of the next

\dv J h-.u-di)

term, which is given in [4830] ; and, if we put, for brevity,

[4927a] A^— "^^A3.sm.(v—v')-lrl5.sm.(3v—3v')\;

du

dv
this part becomes A. — . Its variation, considering «, du, v', as variable, and neglecting i5u',

[49274]
''^ '" [4909, 8.C.], is AM N

^^^ _

rf,,

^.M^ _ ^^
,

rf.

^^ _ rf|«_
\ (/« / dv \ dv' I dv dv

The factor
' '''

,
in the value of .-Z r49'-27al, is of the order m .- . -, [49214],

[4937c]
which is of the /owrtA order

; therefore, (^), (^/) are of the same order. Moreover,

Su [4904] is of the seconcZ order
;

—
[487S] is of tlieyf'rai order; iv' is of the third order

[4916, 4917] ; consequently, (--] .'hi. — is of the seventh order; and ( —] . "V. -—

.

' ' \duj dv \dvj dv

of the eighth order
;

so that, by rejecting these terms, the function [4927i] is reduced to

'i'-j-
of the sixth order. Tlien, by neglecting terms of the seventh order, we may use

in A [4927a], the values [4921a
—

c], and the preceding expression becomes as in [4927].

*
(2826) The differential of [4901], divided by dv, gives,

-^^:=
— (2—2m).^Ji»'.sin.(2i)—2/«t;)

[^^^S"] _(2—2m-f)../?/".c.sin.(2y—2w»—ci>)— fee;

which is to be substituted in [4927]. In the first place, the terms depending'on A.i"'' [4928a],

produce, in [4927], the following expression ;

[4928;,] '-^.(2—2»0-^j°*-)3.sin.(y—mr)+1.5.sin.(3y—3mt)) \ .sin.(2i
—

2?n?)).

As this is of the sixth order, we need only notice the resulting terms which depend on the

angle (u
—

mv). Now,

3.sin.(t;
—

mi').sin.(2D—2?«i))
=

g.cos.(r
—

mv)
— &c.

;

1.5.sin.(3y
—

3mv).sm.{'2v
—

2OTr)=iJ-.cos.((i—wv)— &c.;

whose sum is 9.cos.(y
—

mv)
—

Sec;

hence, it is evident, that the term [49284] is equal to

[49'23c] ^^^.(2—2f»).^.i°'.9.cos.(i;—mv) ;

8
fly

. a
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The ruiiction [4891],

contains, in the first place, tiie term,

[4'J29]

(hlu
, \ ,. '3m'.u''. dv

do~ u\.f^;^ . sin. (2«—2 v') [4882] ; [4930]

its variation is,*

wliich is easily reduced to the form [4928]. We may prooced in the same manner with the

terms of r/«« [190 I], dependiiijc on
.//',". c, ,/lf\e, &c. ; but, r.s these terms produce only

quantities of t'.ie sixth, seventh, &ic. orders, they may be neglected.

*
(2827) We shall put, for brevity,

V=~^+u, W=^~.s\n.{2v—2v')- [4929a]

then, we shall have the development of V, in the second member of [4890] ;
and the

expression [1930] will become — V.flV.dv. Now, as V, TV, contain the variable

quantities u, u', v', the variation of the function — V.fW.dv, will be denoted by

—V.f
j C-^

. Su + C—) .<h'
I
.dv— 5V.fW.dv— V.fC—] . M.dv. [4929t]

The three different integrals, of which this expression is composed, correspond respectively

to the three inle;j;rals in [4931], as we shall find by the following investigation ;
in which we

shall use the abridged notation [4821/].

If we substitute the values of (~], [y:],
deduced from that of JV [4929«], in the

first of the integrals [4929], it becomes,

-^4Q-^"+Q-^"1-''^=^-/^-^^--(2"-20+^^-os.(2.-2.')^ [4929c]

in which the terms under the sign /, arc the same as in the first term of [4931]. If we
substitute the values of c, g [4825e], in V [4890], and neglect terms of the order m\
«V. *'= iA we obtain,

['*»29d]

V=-^.\l-}-^f.cos.2gv]. [4929«i]

Substituting this in the factor, without the sign / [4929c], it becomes as in the first term of

[49311. As the terms of adii [4904], are of the second or higher orders, it follows, from

[4908s-], that tiie terms depending on Su, under the sign / [4929c], are of the fourth or

higher orders
; and when these are muliiplied by the terms of V, which we have neglecled [4929/]

in [4929(/J, they will produce only terms of the sixth or seoenth orders. Those of the sixth
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^.\\+l^.cos.(2<rv-2)\. r"^ . \'-.sm.(2v—2u')i-Vv'.cos.{2v—2v')li

—
viT • f

—---.dv.sm.(2v—2;;).
*

3
Ir.a •' \c ^ '

order are produced by c^, J-}^ [4 £29^/], and do not depend on tlie angles v—mv, and

'2gv
—

cv, whose coefficients are
re(|uireil to a great degree of accuracy; liencc, we see the

propriety of neglecting the ahove-nieniioned terms of V [Jl'iO//].

In making this animate, we have omitted the consideration of on' [49'2?c], because it is

[4981>g-] of the order m.ahii [4916, 4917J, and mu~t, therelbre, produce terms of still less importance

than those of a'5«, which we have neglected.

|. 2^,, Again, the value of f
'

[ 1929n] gives c)F=-"--f-'-'" ! substituting this in —(5 F./ZT-rfji

[4929iJ, it becomes as in [4931] line 2.

Lastly, taking the partial dillerential of W [49-9n], relative to li, and substituting it in

the third integral [49J9/7]. it becomes,

^, ^ /(tlV\ , , , ^, _0m'.M'3

[4929q
— V.f{— \.hi'.dv= ~

V.f-ij^.du'.dv sin.(2»—2i)').

Now, from [4833], we have nearly, a'u'= c'.cos
c'l-'^-i

whose variat'on is,

ci'Su' =— c'c'.ov'.sln.c'v'
;

and, as 5t;' is of the order m.a'ni [4929j], this quantity will be of the order mc'.aSu. or of

[4929t]
the fourth order [490 IJ. If we retain only the cliief term of [4929t], we get V= -

and,bv usins; the value [4921i,&ic.l, we find, that
,:;
—

,
is of the order

[4929/1
—— .aa' =.m .a a' [4S65] ;

consequently, the function [492)/] is of the s/r^/i order; and, by neglecting terms of the

seventh order, we may substitute the value of V [4929.V], in [1929/] ; by which means it

becomes as in third line of [4931].

*
(28-8) Ii computing the value of the function [4931], we shall retain terms of the fifth

[4931a] order in c, e', y, (";\; also, in the coefficient of cos. ro, we shall retain the factor \ — U'^.

[403U] In the terms depending on the angles '2gv—cr, v—mv, v—mi-±:c'»iv, wc shall retain terms
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The development of these terms, observing, that c is nearly equal [4932]

of tlie sirth order
; oliservins;, llint tlie divisors, arising from the integration, 2g

—
2-)-2m,

2c—2-\-2in, whicli occur in tlie terms depending on A^^^', J}.}^'^^ [4934], arc of tlie

order m
;

so that, indejiendcnt of these divisors, these terms must be taken to include

quantities
of the sitih order.

We shall first compute the term

-j^ ./—- .~.sm.(2v—2v') [49311.
}fi.a

'^ u' jt
^ / L J

To obtain this, we shall ta!se the diflcrential of the equation [4835], and then multiply it by
2
-, neglecting such terms as we have usually done, and using the abridged notation

[4821/] ;
hence we get,

r(l—|c'2).sin.(2u—2mj;) \ 1

-2(l-fM).(l—Je'a).c.sin.(2f—2mr—cr) I 2

-2{l
—

m).(l—^e'~).e.sm.{2v—2mv'j-cr) E 3

+J e'. sin . (2 v—2m v—c'm v) I 4

— ie'. sin (2t'
—

2mv-\-c'mv) f 5

-J (2-J-37n) .ce'.sin.(2«
—2m v—cv—drnv)! 6

-^ (2
—3 m) .cc'. sin .(2 v—2 m v-\-c v

—c'm
ti)

-^}, (2-j-?») .ee'.sin.(2u
—2mv—cv-\-c'mv)

\-f J (2
—

m) .ec'.sin.(2r
—

2mv-\-cv-\-c'mv)

-J.(10+19/n).e^sin.(2ci'—2i'-f2mi')

+ ;^(10— 19OT).e2.sin.(2ci'+2jj—2mt))
—

j- (24-m) . )'^.s\n.{2gv
—

2v-{- 2m v)

-|- J (2
—

m).y-. sin.(2^ r-|-2 v—2 m v)

-j--y'-.e'~.sin. (2 V—2m v—2c'7nv)

\
—

i(5-j-'») C7''^.sin.(2r
—2mv—2gv-^cv)

[4!)31c]

[4931rf]

[4931e]

[4931/]

6m u^ <h 6 /„

To-3
—

4--sin. (2v—2u') = .dv.,AV ir ^ '
a,a

' [403Ig]

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

This is to be multiplied by the expression of -
[4S3 1], to obtain the value of the function

in the first member of [4031 /i]. By this means, the product of the factors, without the

braces, becomes, ,q --

'— .dv, as in [493lZr] ;

and the products of the terms, between the braces, are found as in the following table
;

in

which, the first column contains the terms of [4884] ;
the second, those of [4931^] ;

and the

third, those of [4931/c], res^icctively ;

[493U]
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[4933]
to 1— 1?»^ and, tliat g is very nearly equal to \-\-^nr [4828e], is,

[4931t]

[4931 fc]

(C.l. 1.)
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2

3w

—
.{4J/'+J,^="-4'"-10J/"e=+|(J/''-J/«'.).e-

o

+ / 2 \.e'.cos.(c'mi;
—

z^')

-4f^)-K^^"-')-^"'+(^'-')-^"'U
«

[4934]

Q ,,, I Develop-

0/ / lion[4931J.

2

6 m ./3®
'

.ee'.cos.(2tJ
—2mt'—cv—c'mv-\-^-\-T^')

a,. (2
—3ot—c)

«,.(2
—m—

c)

.ec'. cos.(2y
—2m v—cv+c'mv-\-^— •n')

the product of tliesc two terms will be represented by
_2

.dv.l-k'.
\ sm.{i'v

— i v) -\-s\n.{i'v-\-iv) |
.

[4931»?»]

Its integral gives the corresponding term of [4931c] ; namely,
2

12m' u'3.dv 6a GlH ( k k'
,

kk' /v , \>
^^^ir •^•^'"(2^-20=— J-7,-..cos.O.-aO-^Tp-cos.(tt'

+ M')
j

; [4931n]

2

all of which have the common factor
,

and tlie terms between the braces; namely,

—
7;-r.cos.(ry

—
iv)
— -—

..cos.(^i'v-\-iv),
are computed in the following table; in which, [493lo]

the first colinnn represents the terms of a 5u
;
the second, the terms of [4931A:]; and the third,

the terms of the fimction [493Io] : the operation being performed for each term separately,

putting c and
<,' equal to unity, in several of the small coefficients. When i'= i, the first

term of [4931m] vanishes, and the function [493 lo] is reduced to its second term

kk'——-.cos.2jy. This case occurs in the first line of [493Ij?], which is reduced to a term, [4931o']

depending on tlie angle 'iv— imv, tliat may be neglected.

VOL. III. Ill
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[4934]
Continued-

6 m

a^.[c
—

?/»)
\Al'^^-]-^A^^'>\.ec'.cos.(cv—c'mv—T^-{-z-/) 10

(Col. 1.) Terms of aOa [1004].

2

Develo))-
inent of
llie first

lerm of

I ho func-

tion [493 1]

[4931;;]

^^ '.e.co''.('-iy
—2mv—cv)

j3^' J.c'.cos.(2(j
—

^mv-\-r'mv)

A '

'.e'-cos.(2y
—^mu—c'mv)

A ^
'.f'.COS.emu

2

A '.ee'.co3.(-3i'—2mu—ci'-f-cmv)

^ *^\ec'.co3.{2u—'^mu—cu—c'nir)

A ^
'.^c'.cos.(fi'-j-c'mii)

j9
^"

'.f c'.co'j.(cr
— r'mi')

..^
t "^.r^-co^.C^cf—2('-t-0my)

2
'

^
'

'.c .co3.'3r'mw
2

^Cl3)(.).*'.cos.C3iru—c«)

^ ^

"^^f>'.co9.(i!y—D,Hy—2^w+cv)

.^^'"^^l^.-cos-Cr-mr)

v3''^^-,.c'.co3.(^-— ?nr-|-c'/nf')

A .- .ros.(3/)
—

3H(r)

(CoL.Q.) Terms uf[493IA].

(
1— -i"'"

'

) ^'"•(2"
—

-'"")

secomi term

tltinl term

+J.,e'.sin.(3;'—2w/c—c'lui^)

—X.e .sin.(2r—Q/»y-|-f'/Hr)

A—
l..c"'ysin.(2(i—2;;n')

2'

—l-.e'.gin.(-w
—

Smu-J-c'mv)

35— ee'. sin. (2?'
—S/hw—cr—cmv)

I

-^-^.rc'.sin.(2(;
—2»jr—cv-\-c'iiir)

A_A.c'^V'^iii.(ir—2»n')

Bin.(2r—2/h")

S]n.(2r—2wf)

sin. (2/'
—

2/HT')

si'i.(2i»
—

2/ju')

— -i. e . sin. (Of
—2/i(y—cv)

— -i- .e'.si II. (2r—2/" r-)-f ';« r )

Kin.(2r—Swr)

—
|-.c.^in.{2c—2;Hr—cr)

-f -J.e'.sin.(2f'—2wr—c i«r)

8in.(2r—2Hfr)

eiii.(ar—2/H(5)

Bin.(2ti
—

Hiiir)

Eiii.(2(>—2;//(i)

sin.(2r—2f/(r)

—.A.r.sin.(2r—2mr—cv)

[terms uf4I)3U]

sin.(2()
—

2/H»)

fiin.{2ii
—

2/n(')

sin.( ^,—2H;r)

-|--|-.f'.siii.(2/'
—2;/(r— c'liir)

—
l.c'.sin.{2f^—GH/r+c'/Hr)

sin. (2»'—'.*»()')

—
-l-.e.sin.(2/7— 2jHr-f-c''»r)

ein.(Or—^mv)

sin.(-ir—2'Hf)

(Col. 3.) Factors of U_^
[403ln].

. . . .neglected

(+|_0,„).(^i_A.,'2j.^0').e.coi<.c«

+
l.Jlf.i.cn,.c',„„

^ ~ m

-^<''.c.(l-|.c'2).,„5.„
7 /](') "•'

, , ^

^-^•-^ . ^- .COS. (cr— c mr)

_K fi) t-f'
:r"*, • — .cos.c/;(y

_5 ^(!) (•-/•'
x**^, .

—
. COS. c/H^»

* 1 III

(+l-+i.,»)..4;').r>2.,„s.(2„,_.,)

+.4*'''.r.(']_A.e'^).cos.ci>

^•^ti •~ -f: OS. c 1111}

2 7)1

J

cos.r mu

. .neolccteil

.ros.(rr—c'mv)

cos.c'/H»

I 1 ^C").ce'^.C05.cy
^:^' 1

^^(^),_C^ .cos.(f r-f-c'/Hu)
1 r+"'

4_A .A^
' ^ /—^ .cos.c'nw

^2 \

-|.^f^--'-

—Jl'-^K C£^_.co5.(0r—9m!'—rr—c'.ni-)
1 3-;l."-c

'

-.^<0).
1 -i-m-r

.4(1°)—d.
J4-2/«

og.(2(.i
—2Hfr—cv-\-c'mv)

COS. (2c?-'
—

Qv-\-^mv)

. . . .neglected

-\-A^J~K^.^ "^'^
COS. (^gr~1v-{-<2mv)

. - . .neglected

-^o'^'-g-3„!!.l.+,
- ™'- (3'-a"i-2iri+c»)

—.4' '^'-O ^-cos. (%'•—«•)

-1...4< '")._!_ .':.cns.(f—m,-—c'7iu-)

+•«:

VIS) n f—^' •-. .cns.(r—Hi!'—c'/Hr)

(18) u r^i

f I'll ((—.4*
•J,-''

•i-os.(r—nii'4-c'„u)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

]0

II

12

13

14

15

10

17

18

19

SO

21

23

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

30

37
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.{Af^
—

^A^Pl-ee'. COS.(cv+c'mv
—w—

^') 11

a,.(c+m)

6 m-.A?'""
_ ^„_ COS. (2c v—2v-\-2mv—2z,) 12

[4934]
2

H !'""1''"1 V -y'. cos.(2«-t;—2«+2OTt;—20 13 c„„u„uc,i.

a,.{2^—2H-2m)
' ^ o ^ ^

+ ^.{2J</''-^</Hy.4"|-e7'.cos.(25-i;—ct'-2J+:.)
14

2

fim" a(I5) Continua.—
.. r\ . s.e>^.cos.(2g—2mi>—2gy+cr+2*)—a) 15 'Z,rLi

ft, .[•2
—2/ft—2^-)-cj

^ oil/
opmeiit of
Ihe func-

t)nn['l'J31J

Sni

+ ^.{ J["'
- 2

j;'») l^^.
e'. cos.(v-m v+c'mv—i.') 1 7

We may remark, that the sum of the terms in lines 2, 3, is reduced to

[493\p]—
4m.(l

—
^e'^).A'§le.cQs.cv; (38) cominncd.

the sum of those, in lines 4, 5, to 4.'? *.-.cos.c'/«i;
;

and the sum of those, in lines 9, 10,m
fO,' . . _ .

(39)

to —10.^/".— .COS. c'mv. Moreover, the term neglected in line 25, of the form
m ^

—
^/"\---.cos.(2c!;

—
23;), will he used hereaficr in a diflerent calculation

; also, llie term
[4931^]

_2

.J^/'-.e~.cos.2cj>, arising from the combination of [4904] line 2,, with the first term in
[4931H

line 3
[49.3I/v-].

The function [4931/;] is also muhiplicd by ^^y-.cos.{2gv
—

2t)),
in [4931]: but the

only term of [4931p], wiiicli requires any notice, is —^['^.e.cos.cv, in line 6
;

because the
r4<>3],i

product of these two terms produces a quantity, depending on the angle '2gv
—

cv, of the
r493i/-i

following form
;

Srcon*]

2 tcim of

-i^.|y^.cos.(2g«-20./ '-^ . ^.sin.(2t;-20=--. \ I .Ar.ef.cos.{2gv-cv)l -f-M
''" ^ "^ u* u ^ ^

a, l8
' ' ^ '='

^S
[4931,,]
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[4935] We must observe, that C'„'''Ksin.(2v
—2vm) is the inequality depending on

1 7Ii 7/ ^ fl^J

[4931f] The next term of [49:511 is -—— .f——.Uv'.cos.(2v—2v'); which is of die

ov'
order ——

,
or m r4922/, cl, in comparison with the terms produced by aou in

aou

[493]j;]; and, as this last (unction may be considered as of ihc fourth order, that in [4931»)]

[4931((»]
j-j-iay

be supposed of the Jiflh or a higher order, in all the angles which rc(juire any notice;

so that it will only be necessary to retain tiie terms depending on the angles, whose

coefficients increase considerably by integration ;
as cv, ^gv—cv, v— niv. These are

produced by the terms of aou [4901], depending on .'J/'', ./^i'"; which give, by the

process in [4916, 4917], the following terms of 5v'
; namely,

[4i)3U-] <Si,' :^_ 2m..Ji"V.sin.(2i)—2My—(()—2/«...^;''>.".sin. (i;—»u>)-

Now, if we multiply —^M.rlv by the first member of [4910t], and prefix the sign /, it

produces the term [4931 c]. Performing the same operation on the second member of

[4910A'], we find, that it becomes,

[4931"! <>"'

",
./J<5u'. (/nXterms between the braces in [49iOZ;]|.

The fir-t term of dv' [4931 r], being combined with the first line of [4910A-], neglecting e^,

[4931-1 produces the term [4932rt] line 1
;
the same term, combined with lj^.cos.{2gv

—
2v-\-2mv)

[49 10/c] line 12, gives [4932rt] line 2. The second term of [493Lr], being combined with

the first of [4910Ar], produces [4932a] line 3 ;
hence we have.

Thii.l

uimor f —mJl,"Kc.(l— ftf'-).cos.rr "^ i

2IIS^ ^'. /^.|o.'.cos.(2.-2,/)=— .

I
+i-4"-7-os.(2o-„_.„)

I .^2|'''.-.cos.(!'
—mv) \ 3

l^ l—m a ^ ' '

These terms are the most important ones of those depending on I'^v', and they are only of

[-i93>6] f[]g f5ft|j oj. gjxth order; therefore, it will not be necessary to notice the terms arising from the

multiplication of these by the factor ^y~.cos.2gu [4931].

/diliu
, , \ ,, 3 m'. m'3. rfu

[4932i'] The next terms of [4931] arc —
( -tt^^+'J") -7

—
TT"!
—

. sin.(2i'— 2i;') ;
which

will evidenUy be obtained, by multiplying the function [43S5], by the factor
( 7^^+

"

[4932c] Now, any term o( (nhi [4904,4912], being represented by am = k.coi=. {it^ i),
the

[4932c'] corresponding term of this factor will be .

(/-
—

l).cos.{it-\- s) ;
and the product of

the terms of this kind, by the corresponding ones in [1885], are computed in the following

table
; putting c=l, g^^l, in some of the smiU terms; but, in the term depending on
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sin.(2t?
—2mv), in the expression of the moon's mean longitude in terms of

[4936]

the angle 2^i)—ry [1932/line 7J, \vc must use t— 1—^/n^ o-^l-flm^ [4932,4933], [49.'32</]

which give, very ne;uly,

4.{2g—2-j-2m) 4.(2;n-i-,3m'^) 4m'\l-j-lmJ 4m '

by which means the coeflicient of tlie term, in col. 2, line 7 [4932/], becomes —(1- '«).-!—

Moreover, the f;ctoi- —
{i-
—

l).k [493-2c'J becomes, in this case, by neglecting rnP,

Multiplying this by the factor — ^
'

[4932e], wc get —(l—2m).Jl[^\cj^ for tlie

factor of cos.{2gv—cv), in line 7 [4932/ J.

(C..1. 1.) (Col. a.) (c.i. 3.)

Terms of a-Sii [4904]. Terms of [4885]. Corresponding terms of tlie function [49326'].
2

3:;.

[4932rf']

[49.32<']

[4932e']

v32«».cos.(2j;—2mr) i^-J-'-'^l.cos.(2«-2?niO2—2m '' ^

.4',''c.cos.(2y
—2mv—cv)

•^'i^e.cos.{2v
—

2inv-{-cv)

^'i'e'.cos(2v-2:nv-\-c'iiiv]

Jli2^^e'.co5{2v-2mv-c'mv)

A'^^Y-cos{2gv-2v+2inv)

•4'"'.-,.cos.(i'
—

mv)

V-'Cos. (3 y—3mv )

VOL. III.

-2(l+m)

2-2m-c

-2(l-m)

•e.cos(2»
—2mv—c v

]

9-0'm+c
.e.cos(2t;— 2mi'-f-cr)

Thppe terms have tlio factor

2(2-3m

2(2-m)

(l-|e'2)

.cos(2u
—'imv-c'mv

.cos.(2D-2my+c'mi')

,cos.(2y
—

2mv)

(2i-»,)>a
eos(2gT)-2y-f-2m«

4(9;r-04 2m)

~—-—
.cos.(2y

—2mv)

1

2-2ni

1

.cos. (2d
—

2mv)

-—
-—.cos.(2t)—2mv)

2—2ni ^ '

—
2e.cos.(2«— 2mv—cv)

;—;^.cos.(2y
—

2rnv)

1

2— 2)rt

112

cos.(2«
—

2mv)

2(1—;n)

-^^4(l-«)2-l|.^-l„5J,o>c.cos.c« 2

+ {4(l-„0=-l}.f-^'.^(;')c.cos.cy 3

-\4{\—mY—V\ -J-- .J<?V.cos.c'mv 4
2(2-.Jni)

+ 14(1—mf- 1
} .-J_..4;/'^e'.cos.f'm« 5
2(2-ni)

—(I— 2m).^;"e72.cos.(25-y—ci))

—4(1— Je'2).^2'aV.cos.cy nearly

^ (2-m)a- 1 )
^,3, ,

( 2(1—m) )

2A\'\)^.cos.{2gv—cv)

f 1— 9.(l-m)2) a+
I

—
aZo;^— 5

•'^a -,-cos.(f—mr). 13

7

8

9

10

11

Develop-
ment of
the fourth
lorni vf
the func-

tion(493ll

[4932/]
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[4936'] its true longitude [5095].

[4il3%]

[4i>32/i]

[4033!']

[4932*]

[4932i]

[4933);

The last term of the function [4931] is,

To develop it, ^ve have, by retaining only tlie first power of c', «V= l-J-e'.cos.c'j;'

[-1833], whose variation is a'ou'= — ft', dy'. sin.(''o'= — c''5t''.sin.r';;;r, nearly; and, by

substituting the value of ov' [4931 1], we find, that <5u' is of \\\c fourth order; consequently,

the expression [4932o-] js composed of terms of the sixtli and higher orders
; and, as the

integration, in [4f!32^], does not have the effect to increase essentially these terms of the

sixth order, the whole expression may be neglected.

We have thus computed all the terms of the function [4931]. Nothing now remains, but

to connect together the terms which depend on the same angles, as they arc found in the

functions
[
193 Ip, J', 4932 /,./"].

The sum of these four functions ought to be equal to the

development of the expression given in [4934], neglecting, for a moment, the consideration

of the terms depending on C [4935, Sic], which will be noticed in [4937«.&ic.]. In

finding the sums of these coefficients, it will be necessary to make some slight alterations, to

reduce them to the forms adopted by the author in [4934]. This will be done in the

remainder of this note.

First. The term in [4932/rme 1], which is independent of any angle, corresponds to

[4934 line 1], without any reduction.

o —™

Secon'l. The second term of [4934] has the flictor — ^^—
e.{l
—

fc'-) .cos. (cy
—

ra)

common to all its terms
;
and the terms by which this lactor is midtiplied, in the functions

which we have mentioned in [4932t], are collected in the following table, in the order in

which they occur, without any reduction, except, that the two terms [4931p lines 2,3], are

reduced to one in line 38.

[4932)!]

[4932o]

[4931p] lines38,6, 12, 18,21

[4932;;] line 1

[4932/] lines 2, 3

[4932/] lines 6, 8

+2m.^,'i

<, !+»»
_<4.(1_,„)—!}{

]-

The coefficient of A\'\ in this table, is

1

2

2-i>);i+c >
-

(o_2„,_f)a_l 7-8m"+(2-2m-c)a
24-2«+—--^- = ^^^^~

;

and, by neglecting the term m", in the numerator, which produces only terms of the sixth
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C}^\e'.sin.(2v
—2mv-\-c'mv—^') and OJ"\e'.sm.(2 v—2 m?;— c'mv-\--a') [4!W7]

order in [-dOSl], which are usually rejected, it becomes equal to tlic coenicicnt of A'^\ in

[4934 lino 2J. We may also omit the term Sm.Jl'.f [493:2n line 1], which is of the same

order; and then, the remaining terms, connected with A'.p, in line 3, are the same as in

[4934 line 2J. Tlie terms depending on AP [493-2rt lines 1,4], nmtiially destroy each

other. The remaining terms, depending on ^,"'', ^','\ are as in [4934 line 3].
[4932p]

Third. The third term of [4934] has the factor e'.cos.(c'mi'
—

tn')
common to all the

terms. The cocflicienls of this (actor, in the functions mentioned in [4932/(:], are given in

[4932*], in the order in which they occur
; observing that the two terms in [4931/; lines 4, 5], [49329]

as well as those in lines 9, 10, are reduced to one in [4931^ line 39]. Moreover, the terms

of [4931j7], depending on the angle c'mv— -n', have the divisor m, which is introduced

by the integration ;
and they have also the common factor -—

;
so that they are all

multiplied by
2

= - — =——
[5094]; or — nearly; [4932r]

a^.m aM a, a^ a,

neglecting the term , which produces only terms of the sixth order in [4934].

Hence the fiictor of e'.cos.(c'm!;
—

ra') becomes, without any other reduction, as in the

following table
;

[4932a]

[4931p] hues 39, 13,14, 17,20

[4932/] lines 4, 5

[49.32/] lines 9, 10

By altering a little the arrangement of the terms in the first line of this table, it becomes as

in [493 nine 4] ;
the second and third lines of the table, correspond respectively to [4934] r4qooii

lines 5, 6. The terms relative to C, in [4934 line 7], are discussed in the next note.

Fourth. The eighth and ninth lines of [4934], correspond to [493 Ip lines 22, 2.3],

respectively. The tenth line of [4934], depends on [4931/9 lines 7, 16]. The eleventh [4932«]

line of [4934] depends on [4931/; lines 8, 19]. The twelfth and thirteenth lines of [4934],

correspond, respectively, to [4931p lines 24, 26].

p—
"

Fifth. The factors of —
.ef.cos.{2gv—cv), in the functions mentioned in [4932A:],

are contained in the following table;
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[4937] *are the inequalities depending on the angles 2v—2inv-\-c'mv— tJ and

[493Zu']

[4939v]

[493 1 pj lines 11, 27, 30

[4931m]

[4932a] line 2

[4932/] lines 7, 11

Sum

1

2

3

4

[4932!;'l

[493-2ui]

+t»l..4,"+2^i",_^(.G,_

This sum agrees with the coefficient in [4934 line 14], except in the term depending on

,4!j'>,
which is |w.^'/' instead of lmJl['K The difierence is of the seventh order only,

and is but of little importance, producing only terms of the fiftli order, after integration, in

[4847]. Tiiis discrepancy appears to have arisen from putting g=l, c=^, in the

calculation [4932e,c'], instead of the values [4<J32, 4933]. For, by using ^^1, the

factor [4932 /',e] becomes ,

" "

,
and tlie factor [4932e'] is

_f(2—2m—cf— 1} = — {(1— 2///)-— 1| =4)/)—4/;,2=r 4)«. (!—?«)•

The product of these two factors is nearly equal to —
(1
—

hii), instead of — (1
— '2m)

[4932/ line "]. Hence, the coefficient of m is decreased to one quarter part of its

former value, and the term |w..^','> [4932t!], will be decreased in the same ratio, so as to

become |m..4'i'^ ; by which means, the sum of all these terms ^m.A'p [4932«], is

reduced to |7«. ./?,'',
as in [4934 line 14].

Sixth. The term in [4934 line 15], corresponds to that in [4931p line 29]. The

factors of — —^"'
.
-

. co'iAv — mv), in the functions mentioned in [4932/i,-], are

2n,.(l— ;n) a'

contained in the following table. The sum of these factors corresponds to that in [4934]

line 16, neglecting terms of the order m~.Ai''\

[4939.r]

[4931p] lines 31, 35, 37

[4932(0

[4932/] lines 12,13

+4m.yJ','^'

_i
J i_( 1_m)2 J ..7;'")

—>.o.
{
i—f(l-m)2

j

Sum == (4+3m).^',>''—2.'?<,'».e'2— f'-o. \

1— (1-

[4937a 1

[49376]

Seventh. The terms in [4934 line 17], correspond to those in [493 1 p lines 33, 36] ;
and

the terms of [4934 line 18J, correspond to [493 IjJ
lines 32, 34]. Hence it appears, that

all the terms we have computed, agree with those in [4934].

*
(23r29) If we compare the value of >it\-; [4828] heretofore used, with the form

finally adopted in [5095], we shall find, that the terms depending on C'.P, T,^, k.c...Q^\

have been neglected ; and, if we put C for the sum of these terms, we must add C to the

value of nt-\-s [4828], which will introduce in the second member of [4836] the term
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2v—2mv—c'mv-r-^, m the same expression. We may also observe, that [4937"]

the term,

Cm ;
and the same quantity in the second member of [4S-3T] ;

and we shall represent this

increment of c', by the expression 6c'= Cm. Substituting this in a'cvf [4932A], \re [4937e]

get a'5i/'=— Cme'.sin^mr. Now, if we select the chief terms of [4910, 4931], depending [49a7d]

on »p', ill', they will become

--^.6,/.sm.{2v--2 O-i-p;^ •/ -^.J<>p'.cos.(-2 v-2r')--^.f-^.dv.sm.i2r-2c'). [4937e]

We have neglected the last term of [4924], depending on or', because it is multiplied by

—
,

which is of the order e [48T8] ; so that this will be of the same order as the product
dv

of the first term of [4937e] by e, which, as we shall soon see, may be neglected [4937A-].

Now, substituting the values of h', ou [4937c, </].
in [4937e], it becomes, by merely [4937/"]

altering the arrangement of each of the terms, so as to bring them under the forms we have

already computed,

3m'..(^ . ,_ n.N7 nr. ,

9'"' r"'^-dv

[4937g-]

2W^'^-^'-^''^ I .2C«4-^,./^.cos.(2r-Or').f
Cm

9 m' /.u'2 . ^ /v W*' y^ .

'^l^'-^
—

.</t?.sm.(2r—acO-^-
C^m.dmv.

The value of C, to be substituted in this expression, is easily deduced from [509o,4937i],

and is represented by

C= C? .sm.(2c—2mF)+C;^.e.sin.(2r—2mr—cc)-fC,^\e.sin.(2p—2mF-f<T)

-fC/'.e'.sm.(2o—2»it-fc'mi!)-fC^'».e'.sm.(2F—2mr—c'mc) [4937A]

+ (7."\e'.sm.c'mp+kc. . . .-f Cj'9\ ^.co3.(c—mr)-f&c.

If we multiply together the two fiinctions [4S76e, 4937A], and the product by 2m, we

shall get the first term of the function [493"«-]. These terms of this product are of the

fifth and higher orders : so that it will only be necessary to retain those which depend on the [4937i]

angles cv, v—mv. These terms are found by multiplying the first term of [4576c],
o

f>
—"*

namely,
—

.sm.(2i-
—

2mi), by the terms of 2m C [4937^] dependmg on C,'^', C/-:

from which we get,

{ "^^•-'°-(~'^—'^"^ ]
' ^''" =

^^
•

1
^'"'- C." -cos-CF+lm.J. C:'\cos.{v—mr) |

; [4937^

in which we have neglected some terms of the sixth order, depending on C,^, and on the

angle ct.

VOL. III. 113
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[4937)n]

[4937n]

[4937o]

[4037;)]

Got

{44'"+4^>—4^)}.e'.cos.(c'miJ— ^')'

Tlie next term of [4937^] is found by multiplying together the functions [4910fc,4937A],
and the product by

—^m.dv ; and then integrating the result
;

as in the following table ;

Terms of [4937/i].

-\-Cf\sm.{2v—'2mv)

+ C'-^\e.sm.(2v
—2m«—cv)

+ Ci^^e'.sm.{-2v—2mv+c'mv)

-{-Ci^%'.sm{2v—-2mv—c'mv)

Terms of [4910^].

+cos.(2«
—

2?nv)
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appears to be of the order m^, which woukl produce a quantity of the

order m^, in the expression of the moon's mean longitude ;
but this term

is, in fact, only of the order m^. For, we shall see, by means of the values

of 4''^ 4'", 4"* [5157,5160,5161], that the function 44''>+4^>—4<'" [4939]

is of the order m^
;

which produces, in the expression of the mean [4939']

longitude, a term of tlie order m'' only. We shall, however, retain it

here, because we have imposed on ourselves the condition of including terms

of that order, in the calculation of the terms of the third order.

For this reason, it is indispensable, in the development of

_l!^./!^\sin.(2^—2^?') [4930], [4940]

to carry on the approximation to terms of the order 6u~ ; hence we

obtain the term,t

Connecting together the quantities contained in [4931k,7n,fj],\ve gettlie terms ofthe function

2
o—

[4937e] depending on C The coefficients of — .Cf\e'.cos.c'mv, in [lOSTm lines 4,5],

and in [4937 ry], being connected together, become,
—

I
—i— f=— f, as in [4934 line 7] ;

[4937r]

and tlic terms in tiie same line, corresponding to C'x'\ Q."'\ agree with those in [4937 ?«]

lines 7, 8. The term depending on Cf' [49377?j lines 2,3], mmually destroy each other.

The quantities we have mentioned include all the terms retained by the author ;
who lias

not noticed tliose in [4937A-], and in lines 6, 9 of [4937m], whose sum is

^.m.
} C[''\e.cos.cv-{-C\''\'^.cos.(v-mv) I . [4937s]

These neglected terms are of the fifth or sixth order, increasing also by the integration in

[4847] ;
and arc of the same orders as the terms which are usually retained with these

[4937^]

angles ; but, as we did not wish to alter the numerical calculations of the author, we have

not introduced them into [4934].

*
(2830) These values are nearly represented by A.p=0,001l, ^F=—0,0030,

.4(^1=0,0285; whence, 4Af^-\-Af''—A^,^^=—0,003, nearly. This is less than m^ [4938a]

[5117], but can hardly be called of the order vv', as in [4939'] ; however, as it is

multiplied by e', which is much smaller than c, y, m, we may consider the whole term [49386]

[4938] as of the order m^.

t (2831) The factor Su- is of the fourth order [4904], and, as all the terms wc have
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[4941]
30m'.u ,,u'^.5u^ I ,6-, o 'N

h~ •" II"

This term produces the following ;

[4941a]

[49416]

[4941c]

[iQild]

[4941e]

[4941/]

[4942a]

[49426]

[4942c]

computed [4910, 4924, &c.] have the factor ?»', or m, except where the sign of integration

[4932q->'\ has introckiced the divisor m; it follows, that these terms depending on 6u^, are generally

of the sixth order
;

but some of them may be reduced to the ffth order, by the integration

we have just mentioned. Therefore, we need only notice those terms where the variations

are connected with the signs of integration ;
so that we may neglect the second powers or

products of the variations in the terms [4909", 4921,49-24,4927,4931,&;c.], and, in fact, only

retain the chief term of [4930 or 4931], which depends on ou". For, we need not notice

the terms depending Su.dv', Su.ou', 5v'^, Su'", &c.
;

because Su is of the second

order [4904], M is of the tUrd order [4929^], hi! is of the fourth order [4929i—k] ;

hence, the terms depending on ou.dv', Su.Su', k.c. must generaUy be much less than those

depending on Su^
; therefore, we shall only notice this last quantity. We have already

found, by Taylor's theorem [610,Sic], in [4929i], tiie increment of the function — V.ffVdv,

arising from tlie increments Su, (b', 5m', in the values of u, v, u', respectively ; and,

by the same theorem, the term depending on Su", will evidently be represented by

—iV.f(''^\5u''.dv [610,4929//].

Substituting the value of IV [4929f(], it becomes,
—SOm'.K ,m'3.(5u2

, . ,^
, / .dv.sm.f'zv— 2i' 1

•

ft2 Ud

and, by using the value of V = - :z= u,

neglecting in V terms of the order cm^.

nearly [4929A-,4937»], it becomes as in [4941] ;

*
(2832) As the function [4941] is of the sixth order, before integration [4941J] ; we

may, by neglecting terms of the seventh order, substitute in it the values [4937m] ; bv this

means, it becomes.

:^.J dv.{aSu)-.sm.{-2v
—

2mv) ='
30 m

.fdv.{a'M)~.sm.{2v—2mv) [4S65].

If we retain only the term of (a5u)~, of the fourth order, we may neglect all the expression

[4904], except the two first lines, and we shall have,

aSu=
A'^\cos.(2v—2mv)-{-^^^'Ke.cos.{2v—2mv—cv).

Squaring this, and reducing, by means of [20] Int. we get,

(«<5M)2=(^^o>)2.|i-+i.cos.(4f—4?«tj)|+ ^^'»..//;'\c.{cos.cy+cos.(4y—4?nr—aO<

+ {•^':'T--c-.U+i-cos.(4v—4mv—2cv)l.
This must be multiplied by sin.(2i'—2./jii), and the product substituted in [4942«], after
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~2^
'

2c—2+2m

although it is only of the fifth order, yet, as it acquires by integration, in the

expression of the mean longitude, the divisor* 2v—2+2m, it is necessary [4942]

to notice it.

The function

gives the following ;t

_
(^^ +«). i^ ./ ^^]^.^3.sin.(»-.')+15.sin.(3t—3l;')^

[4944]

Its variation produces the terms, J

making the reductions by [18] Int. The only term of this product, in which the coefficient

of V is small, is that produced by multiplying the last term of [4942c],

i(^(")3.c2.cos.(4i'—4m!;—2cy), by sm.{2v—Qmv) [4942rt], [4942^1

which produces the term ^{A['^)'^.c^.sm.{2cv—2v-j-2mv); and, by substituting this in

[494-2«], it becomes equal to the following expression ;

as in [4942]. The terms we have neglected are of the sixth or higher orders
;

the term

[4942] is reduced to the fifth order, by means of the small divisor 2c—2-f-2m, which is

nearly equal to 2m [4828e].

*
(2833) The term of u, resulting from the substitution of [4942] in [4961], is to be

added to u [4812 or 4819] ; and this produces in dt [4753] a term depending on the

same angle. The integration gives, in t, and in nt-\-s [4828], a term of the same form

witli the new divisor 2c—2-|-2m ; and, by this means, it is reduced to the fourth order.

[4942«]

[4943«]

t (2834) The terms [4809], depending on the angles v—v', 3v—Sv', are retained

in [4944] ;
because they produce, in [4946], some terms depending on the angle v—mv, [4944a]

which require a greater degree of accuracy than the others [4906, &:c.].

t (2835) Since Sv', Su, are much smaller than 5u [4941f/], we may neglect

them in finding the variation of the function [4944], and consider m as the only variable

quantity ; by this means, the variation of [4944] becomes,
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1 /ddhi
,

\ ,. m'.u"^.dv

[4945]

/ddSu \ . m'.u'*.dv
, o • , /\ i r • /o o ^

y'dv^'^'y '-^
—

4^-^^— .13.sin.(t^-t/)+15.sin.(3.-3«')l

2

t) m a
+ -—

.
-
,. faiu.dv.\S.sm.(v—v')-\-\b.sixy.(Sv—Qv') \

:

4 ft, (X
' ^ ^ '

hence results the term,*

[4945a]

/dd&u
, ^ \ 1 „ m'.u'^.dv , . , .-

( a;^ +^")
•

/^ -/-^^T— •l3-si"-(''-^'')+15-sm.(3t-3.')|

, fddu ,

\ 1 „ 5 jn'. «'!. rfu , f . ,+ V^3+'V
•

,-,./ —J^^r— •^«•i3•sln•(«-^'')+ 15.s.n.(3.-3t;')^

Substituting, in the first line of" this expression, the value h^=^u, [4937?j], it

becomes hke the first fine of [4945]. Again, by substituting, in the second line of

[49456] [4945a], the values of M, u', AH4937n], and for ~'+u, the chief term -
[43901

it becpnies

[4945c] £^ .
"-

./af3«.f/y.{3.sin.(y—v')+15.sin.(3y—3d')} .

This is easily reduced to the form in the second line of [4945], by the substitution of

m"' [4865].

*
(2836) The terms [4945], being of the sixth order, independent of the integrations,

it is only necessary to notice the terms depending on the angle v—mv
; and, we may,

therefore, substitute the values [4937«], in [4945], and they will become, by using [4865],

1 /dd^u
, . \ H a2

[494(ia] a

5 JB a
+ -—

.
-
-fa 5u .

\ 3.sin.(y— 7«y)-(-15.sin. (3y
—

3mv) } Jv.4 a, a

In this we may substitute, for a 5u, its two chief terms [4942i] ; and a little consideration

will show, that we may even neglect the part depending on ^i/'\ because it does not

[49406] produce, in [4946], any term connected with the angle v—?«y
;

so that we shall finally

have mhi =^Af\cos.{2v—2mv). Substituting this in [4946«], it becomes,

—
^--^--^i"'-

1
1—4.( 1—m)2J .cos.(2«—2My)./{3.sin.(y—my)+l5.sin.(3i'—3mz)) \.dv

, [4946c]

4-^.^.^i'»./cos.(2«—2fflu).^3.sin.(y—my)+ 15.sin.(3i)—3Mi))|.(;r.

Now we have,
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a

—-~r. r.\lS+^-(\—mr-\.A!\-,.cos.(v—mv). [4946]

2a,. (1
—m)

' ^ ' - a ^

We must here make an impoitaut observation relative to the terms

depending on cos.(i;
—

mt'), which we propose to determine with accuracy.

The expressions of the radius of the sun's orbit, and its longitude, contain

terms depending on the angle v—inv [4324], resulting from the moon's [4047]

action upon the earth. These terms produce others, in the expression of u, ii'ii'^i

and in the moon's mean longitude ; and it is essential that we should notice
""""°°"-

these terms. For this purpose, wc shall observe, that, in consequence of the

moon's action, the sun's radius vector contains the term

5/=: -
.cos.(i)— I'') [4315, 43166] ;* [4948]

/|3.siii.(y
—

mv) -f-15.sin.(3u
—

^mv)\.dv= ———
.cos.(y

—
mv) .cos.(3i;

—
dmv). [494Grf]

Multiplying this by cos. (^y
—

2;/ty), and retaining only llic terms depending on

cos.(i)
—

mv), we find, that the product becomes,

(
—

;
z ).icos.(i'

—mv) = .cos.(i'
—mv^ ;

\ 1—m 1—m J 1—m: '

hence tlie first line of [4946c] becomes,

m
i _o_l_8.(l_wi)2

'

.^f .-.cos.(i'—mr). [4946e]

Again

cos.('2ii
—

^mv).Z.z\\\.{v
—mxi)=—g.siu.(y

—
m'v)-\-h.c.

cos.(2i>—2mj>).15.sin.(3i}
—

3mii) =-^^-.sin.(it
—

mr) -}-&ic.

whose sum is
6.sin.(i)

—
mv) + Sec. Substituting this under the integral sign of tlic second

line of [4946c], that line becomes,

——
. -.^3'°i

-^ 1 = — -— .\bA.^\ - .cos.(v—mv). [4946/1

Addmg this to the part [4946c], it becomes as in [4946].

*
(2837) The inequality of the earth's radius vector, arising from the action of the

moon, is

^'"=-M^:-'^-'-^<'^-^") [4315,43166].
^,94g„^

To conform to the present notation, we must change JJ into v [4313,4760'], R into r,
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.„,, fx being the ratio of the moon's mass to the sum of the masses of the moon

and earth. This gives, in ?i', the term,*

[4949] iu'^—'^.COsJv-v').u

The longitude of the sun v' contains also the term [4314],t

[49501 ^j;'==Z:!i-.sin.(»— t)').
u

m'.u'^
This being premised, the term —

^
—

5 [4865'] contains the following ;t
/C fl • U

[4951] z-ri-7- . COS. (V—V').

3m' u'^

[4951'] The term —
f-^ .cos.(2a'

—
2v') [4866'], contains the two following §

— .CO[4952] —
^^:!^'.cos.(?;—A)').cos.(2t'—2i'') + ^l^-^.sm.(v—v').sm.(2v—2v') :

[4948t] [4.313,4759], r" into r' [4313,4759']; moreover, the longitude v" of the earth, seen

[4948e] from the sun [4313], is equal to ISO'+w' of the present notation [4777f/] ; lastly

[4948rf] fj,= ^^ [4757,4757',4948'J. Substituting in [4948o], we get 6r'=ii.r.cos.{v—v');

and if we neglect the square of the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic, we ma_v

[4948e] put r = -
[4776], and then the preceding value of dr' becomes as in [4948].

*
(2838) From r4777e1 we have, very nearly, r'=^-; whence 0/= -.

[49490]
^ ' ^ ^ ' ' '

u' «2

Substituting the value of or' [4948], we get &il [4949].

t (2839) This term is given in [4314,4316i], under the form

M-\-m r'
^ '

and, by making the changes in the symbols, as in [4948&,&c.], it becomes,

[4950o] (5i/=+fj..-.sin.(y
—

v'), or nearly '-V=fA.-.sin.(i'
—

«'), as in [49.50].

X (2840) The variation of the terra ^^^ [4865'], taken relatively to m', is

[4951a] , ^^

"-''•"

'—^— . 0?/'
; and, by substituting hu. [4949], it becomes as in [4951].

§ (2841) Taking the variation of the term [4951'], relatively to «', v \
and then

substituting the values of fe', 5y' [4949, 4950], we get [4952].
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which produces the term,*

JTT^^ • cos.(y—w ).
4/i''.ir

^

Connecting it with that in [4951], we obtain.

[4953]

whence results the following terms ;t

9m. jj, ^
. 9m. (X «

, ,
, , ,. ,

^2;cos.(«
—mv) -. -.e.cos.fiJ—mv4-cmv—-a) 1

4rt,
^'' ^ 4« a ^

o

27»j.u, rt
, , , , ,\ r,

.
-

. e . COS. (v—mv—c mD+tf). 2
4 a, a

[4955]

3 m' u'^ dv
The term — .f -^ .sm.(2v

—
2v') [4882] gives, in like manner, [4956]

the following ;t

*
(•234-2) If we retain only tlie angle cos.(«

—
v'), and reduce the products by [17,20]

Int., we may substitute, in [4952], the values

cos.(«
—

y').cos.(2y
—

2(/)== J.cos.(i'
—

i'')-j-8ic. ; rjoi^Q

sin. [v
—

i'').sin.(2i'
—

2y')
^

|.cos.(y
—

v')
— &c.

;

and, since —
l-i'+l-l = —it the expression [4952] becomes as in [4953].

t (2843) Multiplying [4872] by
—

2;x, and neglecting e^, e'^, we get [4955]. [4955o]

f (2844) The variation of the term [4956], is as in [49566]; substituting the values

of 5u', &v' [4949, 4950], it becomes as in [4956c] ; reducing the products of the sines [4956a]

and cosines, by [18, 19] Int., retaining only the angle v— v', it becomes as in [4956rf].

-rr-/ ^
—

:

—
.sm.(2i'

—2v]-i
—- Sv'.cos.(2v—2i'') } [49565]

=
-pr-f]

—^—.sin.(2y—2i'').cos.(i!— 1;')-| 3-.cos.(2y—2r').sin.(f
—

d') i [4956c]

Sni'.fi ^( 3u'''.dv . , - ii'lrfy . f 3m'. u „u">.dv . , ,, r/to-rn

This last expression is evidently equal to the first member of [4889] multiplied by
—

2(i ;

and, if we multiply its second member by the same factor- — 2(^., we shall get the L^"*o*l

development [4957] ; neglecting the small terms e^, y^, c'^.
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[4957]

[4958]

_2 2

3m.iJ. a a 3m.p. « n
,

7—; r .-.-,. COS. (v—mv) -—
.
-

. -,.e.cos.{r
—mv-tcmv—si) 1

2.{l—m) a, a' "- ^ 2 «, a'
^ ^

—
^ ,, ^ ,

.
-

. -.e.cos.ft'—mv—cwiiJ+ra). 2
2.(1
—

2w) «, a'
^

There remains yet to be considered the part of the development of

^ [4893], depending on the square of the disturbing force.

/r.(l+ 6-s)

iient contains the function*
2a

[ J59]
rpj^.g development contains the function* —

. {hsf, which produces the

following terms ;t

*
(2845) We have, Ijy Taylor's theorem,

[4956/] <p(s-f^s)3^9s+(5s.-:^+J(56')-.-^^+ &c. [617];

where the terms of the second order are represented by i(')i')-.
———

-. Now, puttin"- the

function [4958] equal to
(f(s),

and developing it, we get,

[4956?] ?(5)
=—/r2.(l+«5)-&=-/r2.(l—1«2+^',^—&:c.).

Its second differential gives,

[495670 ^^=.3A-2—«A-2.v2+&c. = -^
=

^ nearly [4937«] ;

neglecting s", &:c. Substituting this in the terms depending on
{J>s'^ [4956/], it

3
becomes ~.{h)~, as in [4959]. The terms of the order

.v^.((5,s)-, which we have

[4956i]
here neglected, are of the order 7^ [4811], in comparison with those which are retained

and developed in [4960] ; they must, therefore, be of the sixth or seventh order, and are

not usually noticed.

t (2846) If we separate the terms of & [4897] into classes, of the second, third and

fourth orders, by putting

[4960a] S,=Bi"\7.sin. (2y—2/«t)—
o-y) ;

'S3==-B''>.7.sin.(2i'—2m.y+o-i))+J5';>.tV.sin.(o-?;4-t-'?«i))+5i').c'y.sin.(o-;'—c'wi')

+-Ki^\e'7.sin.(2«
—2oti)—gv^(fmv)

^"^^^^^^
+-Bi'»'.eV.sin.(2t.—2m«-o-t,_,.';,u') +i5;,">.tV.sin.(2a'-^D);

Sy=Bfxy.%\w.{^v
—
2im-\-gv—n)J^\\\Q remaining terms of 04- [4897] ;

the index of .S' denoting the order of the terms
; we shall have hs=S.>A^SY\-fi^ . Its

[4960c] square is {Ss)~=S^.K,+2S..S,-\-2S.,. S.-^S-, .Sy, neglecting terms of the seventh
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£-.(5<T./^
1

-\-~.\ jBf)+J5i"" i .BfKe'y-.cos.ic'mv—^') 2 [4960]

+ ~.B[''\Bf.e7\cos.(2gv—cv—2^+^). 3

9, We shall now collect together and reduce the different terms which

we have calculated
; and, by these means, we shall obtain the following

development of the equation [4754] ;*

order. Substituting the values of & , .S, , S, ,
and then reducing, by means of

[17
—

20] Int., retaining only tlie usual angles and terms, we get, by observing, that the

terms depending on i^l" may be neglected, on account of its smallness [5177],

QS.2.S3 = {Bf .jB;a>+B'«.jBi'°'}.eV2.cos.c'mj;;

2S2. S4 = B[°KBi-'.ef.cos.{^gv-cv) ;

iSj . S3 = terms which may be neglected.

The sum of these terms gives the value of (&)- [4960t], which being muUipIied by
3 3—

gives ^-W", as in [4960].

*
(2847) We have thus finished this elaborate development of the terms composing the

equation [4754] ;
and we must now connect together the difierent terms ; namely, those

ivhich are contained in the twenty functions [4866,4870,4872,4879,4892,4895,4901, [4960e]

4908,4911,4913,4918,4922,4925,4928,4934,4942,4946,4955,4957,4960], and add
p„„^,i„„,

ddxt .
which

to the Stun the two frst terms of [41341] namely, ~j^^-{-ih
as in the two first terms of

J'^l^^^^i-

tial ec|ua-

[4960d]

tion in

[4961]. In performing this part of the operation, we shall take the terms depending on

each angle separately, in the order in which they occur in [4961].

First. The constant terms of [4961 line 1], arc found in [4895, 4866 line 1], without
o

o —"

any reduction. The terms having the common factor .I'J.^'.Tl—^e'-) are found by
4a,

- V - V

adding together the terms in the first lines of [4911,4925,4934] ; namely, 3, —
2-f-2m,

-~
. Their sum is l-f2m4-4.(l—m) :;

=4—3m—?«^ neglecting tn^ r.^.f., -.1—m I 1 V / 1—m ° ° [49010]

and the higher powers of m
;

this agrees with [4961 line 2]. Lastly, the term depending
on B['" [4960 line 1], is as in [4961 line 2].
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[4961]
0=.^+ u-i.{l+e^+i-/+f3"}+ ^-\n+r+i7^+|e'^}

1

7tt"
I

4a,

''

i.(9+m+c).Jf'.e'-+J.(9+3m+c).Jf'.e'- I 6

Differen- (
?tt

tial equa-
tion in

U.

3m I
^

X , >

1—m
'

1 "v 2 '' / 55

'J

/
; >.cos.(2v—2mv) 9

2a.
^

!-'«
" (

-4°'-(5',°)-5^").
i: 1 10

Second. We shall now collect together all the terms which are connected with cos.ct'.

For brevity, we shall divide all the terms of the twenty functions [4960c] containing
o

this quantity, hy the common factor — -—
. e .cos.cv, retaining only the quotients which

ought to correspond to the terms, between the braces, in [1961 lines 3—7]. The same

[4961t] process will he used ivith the other niigles in the rest of this note. Then we have, in

[4866 line 2], the terms i+e'^+Sc'
-

, and, in [4901 line 3]. the terms —'2(B;,-'+5f').-^^;

in

these agree with [4961 line 3]. The rest of the quantities depend on the different terms of

A, which we shall examine according to the order of the indices. The coefficients of

—4^?'.(1—Ae'-2), in [491 1 line 2, 49-25 line 2], are, respectively, +3, and —2+2m,
whose sum l+2m is the same as in the two first terms of line 4 [4961] ; the last terms

of the same line being found, without auy reduction, iu [4934 line 2]. The coefficients of

^i"\c.(l-5e'2), in [4911hne2,49181ine l,49:5hne2], are respectively 3, 4/«, -(2-2m-c),
whose sum is (l-}-6w-|-f) j multiplying and dividing this by 1—m, it produces the

three first terras in [4961 line 5], connected with the factor (1
—

m) ; the remaining terms
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ic.{ 1+1(2—19m).e'—|e'^| \ 11

—
1(3 +4»i).(l-f 4,e^—I e'-) I 12

3 m ) 2 on4-;«1 \.e.cos.(2i;—2mu—cr+^)

_i.(j(')_9j("))+i.(J51'^)_5f)).^ I 14
' m /

— —.\ 3+c—4m+-^"=^+2 Jf^' J . e. cos.(2v—2mv+cv—^) 15
4f/, ( 2—2n-\-c '3 ^

[4961]

1 -
r > ^ ^ Jifferen-

25'^")/—+ 2yi<''
y .e'.cos.(2^—2mi;+c'm?;—5i')

16
;i;;;jq"»-

3m\4 m -v^ r > ,« Differen-""'
^ ^[^ ___L9R'^> ' '^ "" ' "^ ^ - - 1 -/ i\ 1/? ....

'4a,' J 2— 7 continued.

3m^
S
2_(±lM_25<'°'.^—2^1'^' V .e'.cos.(2v—2mv—c'mv-^-') 17^

4«, j 2-3m ' _a
2

(
^

7/t )

III

,/2«'
(2-3«0.(2-»0

- ^ ^ ^

L'.cos.(cW-.')-f\ '

+(Bf+BH--Z^."'-^— -^s''—llCf—2Cf+2C<,'''> )( 20
m

+—.{4J w+^ w_j^(4)_io.4c»e3+|(^/^_J/6))^g2| I
21

of lliat line arc found in [4931 line 2], without any reduction. The coefficients of

.4<->c.(l— Jt'-^),
in [4911 line2, 4925 line 2], arc 3—(2—2m+c)=l+2m—c, as in

[4961 line 3] . The coefficients of —
i./J, ''^c'^, in [491 1 line 2, 4925 line 3, 4934 line3], [49G]i']

neglecting the factor I—^c'^, are 3, —
(2
—m—

c), 8; whose sum is 9-)-nj-|"C

[4961 line 6]. The coefficients of iJl['Ke'-, in [4911 line 2, 4925 line 3, 4934 line 3],

give 3—(2—3m—c)+8 = 9+3m+c [4961 line 7]. Lastly, the terms in [4908 line 6]

give, without reduction, 3.(^f +^<''').c'-, as in [4961 line7J.

Third. The terms in [1961 lines 8— 10] have the common factor — .cos.(2«
—

2mv);

and, if we divide the corresponding terms of the functions [4960f] by this factor, we shall

obtain, in [48T01ine 1], the terms l+e^-f-J-ya—fc'^, and, in [48791ine9], the term i'^^^'^'']

-\-2me- nearly, the sum of these gives [4961 line 8]. The terms [48921inel] are the

same as [4961 line 9] ;
those in [4901 line 1] are the same as those depending on Bf\ .fl^"

VOL. III. 116
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[49G1] (^±^+ ^l_..^n_A^^) 22
Differen- Q— I 4 2—m—C ^ ' '

f
tiaiequa- _i_f^ / \ xe'.cos.('2v—2mv—cv-l-c'inv-l-u—a')

continued. 2a i ViZ!^il —-S /7 >!" V 9^?
( i 2 +2-m-c$-^' )

^^

[4961 line 10]. Lastly, the first term of a5u [4908 line 1, 4904] gives the term depending
on j1':" [4961hne]0].

g

Fourth. The terms in [1961 lines 1 1-14] have the common factor'— .e.cos{2v-'2mv-cv).

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by this, we obtain, in [48701ine2],
the terms in [4961 line l-2| ;

in [4879 line 1], the same terms as in [4961 line 11] ;
in

[4961(/] [489-2 line 2], the same terms as [4961 line 13] ;
in [4901 line 6], the terms depending

on B'^\ 51"! [4961 line U] ; lastly, we find, in [4908 lines 1,2], the terms depending
on ^/»>, ^;i> [4961 line 14].

2o— "

Fifth. The terms in [4961 line 151 have the foctor — '~ .e.cos.(2v—2mv4-cv).^

4a,
^ ' '

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960t] by this, we obtain, in [4870line3],
the terms 3-4/ft; and, in [4879 line 2], the term +'-• ;

the sum of these is equal to the three

^'^ '^
first terms of [4961 line 15]. Again, [4892 fine 3] gives -^f^~-, and [4908 line 1]

gives 2^.^-' ; which arc the remaining terms of [4961 line 15].

Sixth. The terms in [4961 line 16] have the factor ——
. c'.cos. (2?)

—2 mv-{-c'7nv).

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960t] by this, we obtain, in [4870]

fine .J, the term 1; and, in [4892 line 5], the term +.^-; the sum of these is

4 771

,
as in tlie first term of line 16 [4961] ;

the term depending on 2?,"' is deduced

from [4901 line 8], and, that depending on ./3f , from [4908 line 1].

Sevemh. The terms in [4961 line 17] have the common factor -r-.e'.cos.(2v-27nv-c'mv).

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960e] by this, v.'e obtain, in [4870]

line 4, the term +7; and, in [4892 line 4], the term ^5—.— ;
the sum of these is

[496]g-] 7(4-3m) . ^ ^2

-^3^, as in [4961 line 17] ; then we have, in [4901 line 9], the term —^B'^oi-L^;
m

and, in [4908 line 1], the term —2^!,» ;
all of which agree with [4961 line 17].

Eighth. The terms in [4961 lines IS—20] have the common factor ~.e'. cos. c'mv,
2a,

[4961/]
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(7iH^p)_^m^^^^J',
) 24 [4961]

-.— .)

'" '

>.ce'.cos.(2i'-2mt;—CT—c'mi)+a+^) ^i^,_
2«, J , /,,-> , ^3—m—C

,
4 ) ^,as\ ctei

'ion in "

\ c ^ 2— om-cS /

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [49C0r] by lliis, we obtain, in [4866]

line ;3, the terms I+(-+ir+|c'^ in [4901 line 7], tlie terms + (^w^ £<«>). L^;
m

these include the terms of [4961 line 18], except those depending on ./?a*"". The terms

depending on AP, in [49lHine3, 4925 line 4], are —Mg"". j3+(—2+2m) | , or,

—f.(l+2m). //.<»), as in [49G1 line 18]. The other terms de|)ending on ^,"», in [4961]

line 19, are the same as in [49341inc5] ; observing, that 4.(l-m)-
— 1 =:(l-2OT).(3-2m), [4961^1

and -^ —!— = ^^) rp, f o{A^^\ in [4911 hne 3, 4925 line 4],2_:im 2—m ("i—3m).(2—m)
= ' L ' i>

are, respectively,
—

i, 1— Im; that in [4934 line 6] is —^— =—|+|m,

neglecting terms of the order m"
;

the sum of these three terms gives,
—2Af\ as in

[4961 hne 19]. The factors of ^y', in the same three functions [491 1, 4925, 4934],

and reduced in the same manner, are —
a, 1—1?«,

—
3_|_.|.„j. whose sum is —2-j-3/«,

as in [1961 line 19]. The term depending on Af [4908 line 1] is as in [4961 line 20].

The remaining terms of [4961 line 20] correspond, without any reduction, to those in

[4960 line 2, 4934 line 7]. Lastly, the terms in [4934 line 4], are the same as in

[4961 line 21].

JViiith. The terms of [4961 lines 22, 23] have the common factor

2

-r— .£e'.cos.(2y—2mv—cvA-c'mv).
iia,

^ '

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by this, we obtain, in [4870 line 8],

the terms ^(3+2m) ;
in [18791ine5], the term — {c: in [4892 line 8], the term

anr1, in [4908 lines 4,1], the terms — #^/"—./?;'''; these terms, connected
2+>«.

2—m— c

together in the same order, form the part in [4961 line 22]. In computing the terms which [496h]

are multiplied by —.^[^'', we have, in [491 1 line 7], theterm f; in [4925 line 7], the

4
term i{m—r) ; and, in [4934 line 9], the term

; the sum of these three parts2—m—c '

is as in [4961 hne 23].

Ttnth. The terms of [4961 lines 24, 25] have the common factor

3 m
,—

"^ • fi e .cos.(2«
—2hu'—cv—dmv).
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3-|-2w ^ .-,
—„>~po

I

~
J ^(,^ ,j 2g

.3 m

f2m ^ l+2»i+c 2
^

2 ~j 4 +c-+mr '

, I

„ , , -, / .ee'.cos.(cv-j-c'7nv
—ra—

t^')

[4961] •'^",

/ +yi<^^)+ ) l±i'^>_J_ .yj^) \ 27

Differen-

tial equa-
tion in u
continued.

3w
"2ffl,*

2 '

( 4 f-//j )
'

f

ri-f.,„+c 4 > „„ >.ee'.cos.(cv-c'mv~^+^')

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by tliis, we obtain, in [4870]

hne 6, the terms i(3-j-6m) ;
in [4879 line 3] tlie term —

p' ;
in [4892 line 6], the

term + ^v— ; "i [4908 line 5], the term §^'," ; the sum of these terms is as in
' 2 — OHl—c

[49CU] [4961 hne 24]. There is also, in [4908 line 1], the term A'p, as in the first term of

[496Hine25]. The coefficients of A[^^ are as follows
;

in [491 ] line 6J, 4-f ;
in

4

[4925 line 8],
—

i ('"+*') '
'" [4934 line 8], ^ __ ;

the sum of these is the same

as the coefficient of ./Zj^',
in [1961 line 25].

Eleventh. The terms of [4961 lines 26, 27] have the common factor

3m , ,
, I \— -— .ee .cos.{cv-\-cmv).

Dividing the corres])onding terms of the functions [4960t'] by this, we obtain in [4866]

line 4, the terms i(34-2m), as in the first part of line 26 [4961]. The coefficients of

—^;' are as follows; in [491 nine 5], +.? ;
in [4925 line 5], i(—2+2«H-r); and

o

in [4934 line 11] + —^
; tlie sum of these three parts is the same as the coefficient of

•-
'

c-\-m.

[496K]
^^(1) [4961 line 26]. The coefficients of A['\ in the same three functions

[49111ine5, 4925 line 5, 4934 line 11], are
{f, i(-2+3H/+c), + ^r^ ; whose simi is

equal to the coefficient of A'-\ in [4961 line 27]. Lastly, the term depending on Af

[4908 line 1], is the same as in [4961 line 27].

Twelfth. The terms of [4961 lines 28, 29] have the common factor

3m
,

,
,

V

.cc .COS. (cv— c mv).
2a,

^ '

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960(J by this, we obtain, in [4866]

line 5, the terms J(3—2m), as in the first part of Hue 28 [4961 ]. The coefficient of ~A\'\

in [49 1 nine 4], is +i ;
in [4925 line 6], is K"2+ ~'«+^') 5

in [4934 line 10], is
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+^. ) i_R(").Z j(iO)
K

^ e'.cos.(2cv—2^) 30
' f tn,

[4961]

/(2+ll?n+8m2) (10+19m+8m2) x
Bi<rerc„-

or,n 2 2C—2+2m / tionm'u

'^"' / + 1.J'" I

^ ^ -i-'"W i {
2J'"^ \ 32

V ' 2c—2-f-2OT
'

)

2
;

the sum of these three parts is the same as tlic coefficient of ./?t'\ in [4961]
c—m
line 28. In hke manner, the coefficients of Af'', in tlie same lines of these three

4 [4961m]
functions, are #, +A(—24-?«+c), H ; whose sum is the same as the coefficient

of «4i"i [4961 line 29]. Lastly, the term of [4908 line 1], depending on Jlf', is the

same as in [4961 line 28].

2

[4961 n]

[4961o]

Thirteenth. The coefficients of —-.e^.cos.Scr, in [4866 line 6, 4901 line 10,4908 line 1 J,

are, respectively, 1,
— 5[,"\—-,,

—^!,"" ;
whose sura is as in [4961 line 30].

m

Fourteenth The terms of [4961 lines 31, 32] have the common factor

2

—— . e'"'.cos.(2cy
—2u+2/ni;).

4a,
^ '

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by this quantity, we obtain, in

[4870 line 11], the terms ^{(j-\-\bm-{-3nr) ; and, in [4879 line 7], the terms —2c.(l+»i),

or, J(
—4—Am) nearly; the sum of these two expressions is ^(2-\-\\.m-\-8m~), as in

the first term of [4961 line 31]. The term in [4892 line 10] is the same as the second

term of [4961 line 31]. The term in [4903 hne 3], neglecting e'-, is 4.<4/'\ as in the

first term of [4961 line 32] ;
and the term of [4903 line 1], depending on ./J^"', is the

same as in the last term of [4961 line 32]. The term [4934 line 12], is the same as that

depending on ./2o'"" in [4961 line 32]. Lastly, [4942] is the same as the term depending

on (^i")^ [496nine32]. ?

3

Fifteenth. The coefficients of ——.72.003.2^1', in [4866 line 7, 4895, 4908 line 1],

'

2

"'

_2 [4961p]

are, respectively,
— hn, l+e^— J^y", -\-2m .A^^-'> ;

whose sum is as in [4961 line 3.3].

Sixteenth. The terms of [4961 lines 34, 35] have the common factor

a

—
.7-.cos.(2^u

—
2v-\-2mv).
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[4961]

DiiFereii-

tial equa-
tion in u
continued.

3

47

+

3?ft

.S-\-2m—2g (^a— ]) (2-\-m)

An \ O/?")
4«,

/+~4^ 2Ji'=»

4(1—m) 2g—2+2m
8^ (12) }' 7'. COS.(2gv—2v+2mv—2d)

m 2g—2-\-2m

+ —\\ 1—4"' ].e:^.
COS. (2 c'mzj—2 ^')

3 Hi

, (i+^+^i±^=¥=lM.ja)_(io+5m).<';4

.J(15)
n

33

34

35

36

37

.cy2 .COS. (2^i;-c»-2^4-w)

38

[49017]

[49fil)-

[4961«]

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [49G0c] by this quantity, we obtain, in

[4870 line 13], the terms J(3+2m) ;
in [4879 line 10], the term —

f ,§ ; the sum of

tliese two expressions is i(34-2w
—

2g), as in the first part of [4961 line 34] ;
the

remaining terms of this line are given in [4892 line 12]. The term depending on
JS;"'

[4901 line 2], that depending on .^J'^^ [4908 line 1], and that dejiending on A^^'^

[4934 line 13], correspond, respectively, to those in [4961 line 35].

o — "

Seventeenth. The coefficients of -—
.e'^.cos.2c'mt', in [4866 line 8, 4908 line 1], are

3, —^,(1*', as in [4961 line 36].

Eighteenth. The terms of [4961 lines 37, 38] have the common factor

o

— .— .cy-.cos. {2gv
—

cv).

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by this quantity, we obtain, in

_g3)

[4866 line 9], the term | ;
in [4901 line 4], the term -^ ;

these agree with the two

ni

first terms of [4961 line 37]. The coefficient of i^'/', in [4911 line 8], is 3+im ;
in

[49181ine2], is +.3w ; in [4925 line 9], is —2o-—2—im+c ; and, in [49-34 line 14],

is —14m; the sum of these terms is l+c—2^—lOm, as in [4961 linel!7].
The

coefficient of —
/ii'^\ in [4911 line 8], is 3+3m ;

in [4925 line 9], is —1+2m; in

[4934 line 14] ,
is +8; the sum of these is lO-fS/n. as in [4961 line 37]. The

coefficient of ./i™, in [4911 hue 8], is +|; in [4925 line 10], is nearly —i+m;
and, in [4934 line 14], is +4; the sum of these is 5+to, as in [4961 line 38]. The
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a

3 m
l+2m+,^+fc'^)+24->) 39

1—2m 3—2m I

— 1—2m )m

S tial equa-

-—
^ryt ,

—
-.A[^'^+-^^-^~-i.A[^\e'^ \ . -.cos.(v—mv) 4,2 """""'

4(1
—

m)
'

2(1
—

m)
"

/ a'
^

term
+.^[,'5' occurs in [4908 line 1]. Lastly, the terms in [4960 line 3], are the same

as in [4961 line 38J.

JVineteenih. Tlie terms of [4961 lines 39, 40] have the common factor

2

3 HI— -—
. e7^.cos.(2r

—2mv—2gv-\-cv).

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960e] by this quantity, we obtain, in

[4870 Hne 15], the terms §-\-^m; in [4879 line 12], the terms —s+fm; the sum of

these is l-\-2m, as in the two first terms of [4961 line 39]. The terms in [4892 hne 15],

by putting c=l, ^=1, become .^'" + J" , as in [4961 line 39]. The function

o/?(4) [4901^
[4908 line 1] gives 2^™; and [4901 line 5] gives

—
I=i|- , as in [4961 lines 39,40].
¥1

The coefficient of ^o"^^ in [4911 line 9], is +3; in [4918 line 3], is +4m; in

[4925 line 11], is — 1
; the sum of these is 2+4m= 2(1+2ot) ; and, by neglecting

m^, it may be put under the form ^^ ; adding this to the term [4934 line 15], which

Q
1

ri

is nearly equal to
TZI^^i'

^^^ ^"'" becomes
, as in [4961 line 40].

Twentieth. The terms of [4961 lines 41—43] have the common factor

_3ma- .-. cos. {v—mv). [496U']

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960c] by this quantity, we obtain, in

[4872 line 1], the term | (l+2e2+2e'2); and, in [4892 line 16], the term g(Hj«'+~e'^j.
4(1
—

m)
'

these are the same as the terms of [4961 line 41], independent of fi. The term depending
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[4961]

Differen-

tial equa-
tion in u
concluded.

+
3r.' ^ f(l-2.-)-4'^'+K4+w0.^1

17)

ya.
{b+m).Af^

-,
. e'. COS. (v—m vJ^c'mv

—
->')

44

45

ZWt
C i(15-8w0.(l-2(x)-i(76-33m).J<''> } a

^^
.} > . -.e'.cos.{v-mv-c'mv+-a').

on n, in [4955 line 1], is —
|(ji.; and, if we neglect terms of the seventh order, we may-

connect it with the same factor as the other part of this term, putting it equal to

—
|fi.(l-[_2e-+2e'^), as in the first part of [4961 line 41] ; and, we may incidentally

[4961m] remark, that this factor might be changed into l+2e^+2e"-—§7- [4870-']. In like

manner, the term depending on
f/-,

in [49.57 line 1], is —
oTTl

—
\'

and may be connected

with the corresponding factor l+|c^+2c'^, and then it becomes as in the last term of

[496lline41]. The coefficient of —iA'f\ in [4908 hue 1], is +6 ;
in [491 J line 10],

is +9; in [4918 line 4], is 12m; and, in [4925 line 12], is —
.3-(-.3m ;

the sum of

12+3w—15m2
these is 12-j-15m =
6{4+3m) 24+18m

1—m

it becomes

adding tliis to tiie term in [49-34 line 16]

3G-[-9l7U
— l.^m^ . ..„„, ,. .,-.-, rni rr

,
asm [4961 line 42]. The coefficient

1—m 1—m '
" ""'

1—m
[4961«'] of lA^^'^c'^, in [4908 line 9], is —| ; in [4911 linelO],is +f ;

in [4925 line 12],

r ,
• -3+3m

is —
5 ;

the sum of these is — -3= —
; adding this to tlie term in [4934 line 16],

namely
C

the sum becomes
3-[-3»t 3(l+m)

as in the last term of [4961]
1—III'

'" '
1—m 1—m

line 42. The coefficient of —i^f, in [4922], is +24; in [4928], is —
9+9/k

15—Cnn

the sum of these is 15-|-9?«

42—32m

1-
-, neglecting m-; adding this to the term [4946]

57—38m

1— m ne;arlv; the sum is
'—

,
as in tiie first part of [4961 line 43]. The

•' 1— «t

terms in [4901 line 11], are the same as those depending on B\^'^\ 7?^' [4961 line 4.3].

Lastly, the coefficient of iX„, in [4913], is —9; in [4925 line 12], is +9—9m; and,

in [49.34 line 16], is 27^1—(1—m)^|= 54m—2'm^
;

the sum of all these is A5m—21m^;

the terms ±9 mutually destroy each other
;
so that the whole term becomes of the order

-a
[4961v] m .

--
. \.m, or of the seventh order, as in [4962].

Twenty-first. The terms of [496 1 lines 44, 45] have the common factor

_2—
.
— .e .cos. [v

—mv-\-cinv).
2a, a ^

Dividing the corresponding terms of [4960t] by this quantity, we obtain, in [4872 line 2], the
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[4962]

[4%3]

[4904]

We have not noticed the terms multiplied by x,, because they mutually

destroy each other, except in quantities of the order m" [496 It;].

10. To integrate this difibrential ccpiation, we shall observe, that, by

noticing only the parts which are not periodical, it gives,*

2

u =
l.ll +eH-ir+|3"l-f . (1 +c"-+i7'+ie")
O . /C (I.

2

We have denoted this by t<=-.(l+ e~+i>^+,'3) [4861]. Now, if we
[49(55]

term -{-f] and, in [4892 line 17J, the term f; the sum of these two terms is J, as in the

first term of lino 44[19G1]. The term depending on ix, in [4955 line 1], is — ^P- ; and,

in [4957hno 1], is — /a; the sum of these two expressions is —
Jfji, as in the second

'
-'

term of [49GI hnc 44J. The term depending on A'-^^^ [4908 line 1], is as in [4961 line44].

The coeflicient of yi^'"' ,
in [490Sline7], is —6; in [4911 line 11], is +3; in

[4925 line 13], is —1+»« ; and, in [4934 lino 17], is +8; the sum of all these is

4+m, as in [4961 line 44]. The coefficient of —.^i''-", in [4911 line 11], is -ff. in

[49:25 line 13], is —J+m; and, in [4934 line 17], is +4; the sum of all these is

(5+m), as in [4961 line 45].

Twenty-second. The terms of [4961 lines 46, 47] have the common factor

.
—

. e .cos.fu—mv—c mi').
2a,.{l—2m) a'

Dividing the corresponding terms of the functions [4960e] by this, we obtain, in [4872 line 3],

the term f
—^m; and, in [4892 line 18], the term f ; whose sura is 5(1 5

—
18m), as in

the first term of [496Hine46]. The term in [4955 line 2], is —1(1—2/«).|Ui.;
in

[4957 line 2.], is —3(ji; whose sum is —
(^
—

9w) (ji^— l{^^
—

18OT).2a, as in the

first part of line 46 [4961]. The coefficient of —J-^^'"', in [4908 line 8], is 6—12ra;

in [4911 line 12], is 21—42m, in [49251ine 14], is —7-(-21;«, neglecting m"; in [4961t/)]

[4934 line 18], is +56; the sum of these terms is 76—33m, as in [4961 line 46].

The coefficient of —^^'f', in [491 1 line 12], is f—3m ;
in [4918 line 5], is +2m,

nearly; in [4925 line 14], is —i+m; in [4934 line IS], is 4; the sum of these

terms is -j-5, as in [4961 line 47]. Lastly, the coefficient of A['^^ [4908 line 1], is

the same as in [4961 line 47].

*
(2848) The equation [4961] being linear in u, we may compute the terms
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[4966] neglect the sun's action, we shall have - = -
[4864] ;

so that we may

[4967] suppose* /3
= /3"; therefore, we shall have.

Equation 2 2
between

a, a,.

[4968]

The action of the planets produces a variation in the excentricity of th(?

earth's orbit e', without altering its semi-major axis a', as we have seen

in [1051', 1122, &c.]. Therefore, the value of
-

suffers corresponding
o

Q — /)'
2

[4969] variations on account of the termf ——
[4968], which it contains.

4«

depending on each angle separately; and, if we put A for the constant terms of that

equation, we may compute the corresponding part of m by means of the equation

ddu
,

.

[49C3a] o = ^^J^u+A;
which is evidently satisfied by putting u^ — A. Hence it follows, that the constant part

of M, is the same as the constant part of [4961], changing the signs ; this agrees with

[4963h] [49G4]. We may remark, that it is not necessary, in making this integration, to add an

arbitrary constant quantity to —A
;

because it is implicitly included in the arbitrary

quantity a, or «, [4860,4864].

[4964a]
*

(2849) Jf we neglect the sun's disturbing force, we have «,= a [4864] ; and the

[49646] expression [4964] becomes, in this case, rt^ -

.\^\-\-t^-\-l'y~-\-\^'\. Comparing this with

the assumed value of the constant part of u, in the same hypothesis ; namely,

1
uz^ -

.\\-\re~-\-lf->r(i] [4861], we get ^ = <?" [4967]; which is to be substituted

r4964c]
'" t'^^ second member of [4964]. We must also substitute, in the first member, the value

ofM = -.(l+c2+|72-j-(3) [4860,4861]; hence we get,

2

[4964rf] _2

Dividing this by 1+c~+t7'^+|3, and neglecting terms of the sixth order, we get the

value of -
[4968].

t (2850) The variation of the term
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Moreover, as the constant term of the moon's parallax is proportional to -,
"

[4970]

it is evident, that it must suffer a secular variation
; but, upon examination, it

isfound always to be insensible*

The part of ?<, depending on coh.(cv
—

^), is represented, in [4826], by [4971]

-.(l+e~).cos.(a'
—

to). If we substitute it, in the equation [4961], and then

compare the sines and cosines of cv— ~., neglecting quantities of the

order ——
, which can be permitted, considering the slowness of the [4972]

secular variations of the earth's orbit, we shall obtain the two following

equations ;t

_2 , _2
—

^"^^"'^ [4969], is —f.-.c'.<5c'=— |.-!e'.5e' [5094]; [4969a]

therefore the whole value of -, is to this variation, as 1 to —^m^.e'.&c'. Substitutina:

the values of m, c' [5117]; also 2SE, or 2(5e'=—<.0^187G38 [4330]; or, in

parts of the radius, 5e'=—^0,00000045, nearly; wc get

w—* .- . c'. Se' = t. 0,00000000006, neariy ; [49696]

which, in 1000 years, will not produce a single unit in the seventh decimal place of the

moon's distance from the earth, taken as the unit of distance. If we multiply this

expression by the constant term of the moon's horizontal parallax 3424%16 [5331], we [4969c]

shall obtain the secular eflect on tho parallax, equal to i.0'',0000002 ; which will not
[4909^-1

amount to a second in a million of years. We may remark, that the similar term of [4968],

depending on ^^"'j is much less than that we have estimated, as is evident from the

smallness of the value of A^'' [5157].

*
(2851) We shall see, by the estimate made in [4987A— /], that this quantity is

insensible. *• '

t (28.52) If we put for a moment, for brevity, E=z ''"''

''% and use the values of
[4973a]

p, q [4975], we shall find, that the term, depending on cos.(ci'—«), in [4961], is

E.{—2)-q.c'~).cos.(cv—zs), and the
corresponding part of the equation [4961], is [4973i]

„ ddu
, -r, ,

^=-^,+^+E.{-p-q.c'^).cos.cv-:.). ^4973,^
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[4073] o=.'Al±f) . '^:^2.(c-'^) .

"'^ - "-^;
a do- \ dv/ (IV

[4974] 0=1 — (c -j
—

p
—

q.e'^;

the qucmtity
—
p
—

q.e'-, being supposed equal to the coefficient of cos.(ci'-3i),

[4975] . . . (l+e-).c
in the differential equation \J^2&\'\, divided by

—
;

where we must

observe, that the values of Af^ , A^\ Bf\ and Bf> contain ah-eadj

[497C] the factor 1—|e'-.* The equation [4973] gives, by integration.

[4973(/]

If we consider e, -us, as variable, and c constant [4986], we may satisfy this equation

by assuming for u, an expression of tlie same form as in the purely elliptical hypothesis,

which is u= E.cos.{cv
—

w) [4S26,4973«] ; substituting this in [4973c], we get,

CddE dE d.Uos.{cv—zi)\ da. | cos.(ci)—s) | >0= -r-r- cos. (ff
—Ti)+2.

—
.

. +-C/- 77. c-

Idv'i
^ ' ^

dv dv
^

rfy3 5

[4973e]

-f--E-cos.(fy
—

3:)-(-iJ.(
—

/)
—

5.c'-). cos. (cr
—

•:?).

Now. by neglecting quantities of the order mentioned in [4972], we may reject cldE, and

we shall also have,

^"^^^^^^
d^Acos.{cv—^)l dd^ . .

^
/ r/^\'2 .—

-^P =^.sm.(«-.)-^.-^j.cos.(..-.);

hence, the equation [4973c] becomes,

t"'3., O=jE.^0-5(.-'i:).f^.sl„.(,..-.)
+
;E-E.(c_f)VE(-p-,..-)^.cos.(c.-=).

To satisfy this equation, for all values of cv —
ttt,

we must put the coefficients of the

[4973A] sine and cosine of cv—w, separately, equal to zero. The first of these conditions gives,

without any reduction, the equation [4973] ; the second, divided by E, gives [4974].

*
(2853) The chief terms of Jl'.!", Af, deduced from [4998,4999], evidently

contam the factor 1—^c'~, and the expression of B'°\ obtained from [5062], contains

' terms with the same factor ; by this means it is introduced into the equations [5061, 5065],

from which B:^\ BJ^^ are derived. Hence, it appears, that the quantities M'\ -^i'''

J5t-' B?\ which occur in the coefficient of cos.(cf
—

to) [4961], contain the factor

1—^-c'", as in [4976]. We see, in this article, [4982, Sic], the importance of retaining
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2

[4977]
d-a ^2

dv

k being an arbitrary constant (juantity'". Neglecting the square of q.e'-,

we obtain, iVoni [4974],f

__=C-v/l _, + !/«. [4978]

Therefore, if we consider p and q as constant, which we can do here,

n
without any sensible error,! we shall have, by putting y'^= /—^ ? [4979]

the term depending on c'^, of ulueh we liave ah-eady spoken in [4910o] ;
since the secular

inequalities of the moon's motion depend on this quantity [4984, &c.].

*
(2354) We shall put for a moment, c— '-=?!'', and tlien, by taking its differential, [4977a]

we get ''i^^_^''. Substituting these values, and that of E [4913a], in [4973], [49776]

we obtain

«=-<-.<, o, -^=.^. ,^,

Its integral is

log.-l
= log.E^+log.fc, or

j^
= 'k.E^ ns in [4977] ; [4977cT

k being llie arbitrary constant quaulily. Tins satisfies the first of the equations of condition

[4973] ; and, if we deduce from it t!ic value of JV= c—— , and substitute it in the

second of t]\ese equations [4974], it becomes,

Tiiis might be satisfied, if all the elements e, e', 7, fee. were invariable, by taking the

arbitrary constant quantity l', so as to correspond to these elements
;

but e', or E [4977e]

[4330], being subject to a secular inequality, it will produce secular terms in the value of e,

deduced from [4977(i].

t (2355) From [4974], we have

'i=^('-"-50=>/(i-ri-;-g,
If we neglect the square and higher powers of y.e'-, it becomes, by reduction, as in [4978]

'-Tv=^^^-P-'i-''"~^ =V/(l-i')-^ + &^c. [4978a]

I (2856) The quantities jr), 7 [1975], are functions of e, y; whose secular variations are [4979a]

VOL. III. 119
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[4980] n = c v— v v/T^) +y/.fe'~. dv-\-s ;

£ being an arbitrary quantity*. From this equation we get,

[4981] cos.(cv—z-.)
= cos.\v^T:^,—lr/.fe:~.dv—B\.

Hence it follows, in conformity with observation, that the lunar perigee has a

7notion, which is represented by

[4982] (1
— ^1— p).v-\-\q'.fe'~.dv

= motion of the moon's perigee.

This motion is not uniform on account of the variableness of e'
; and, if we

suppose, in counting from a given epoch, that e' is represented by

[4983] c' =£'+>+ /«2 [4330,&c.];

Motion
of the

moon's

perigee.

E' being the excentricity of the earth's orbit, at the same epoch, the motion

of the perigee ^vill bef

[4984] (I— v/l^+A</'-f^'~)-«'+27'-^'-/"" + E-7'-(2^'^+/")-"'= motion of the moon's perigee.

insensible [4937,5061]; we may, tliereforc, consider
JJ

^^d q as constant quantities, in

making the integrations.

*
(2857) Multiplying [4978] by dv, integrating, and substituting q' [4979], we

get [4980] ; whence,

[4982a] cv—-ui= v\/{\—lj)
—

iq'-fc' ~Jv— e
;

whose cosine is as In [4981]. Now, we have supposed', in [4971, Sic], that cv— ^

represents the moon's anomaly, and v the moon's motion ; their difference Is

[4982i] v— v^{l—p) +h q'fe'~.dv-\-i ;

so that, wiiile v varies from to v, the corresponding motion of the perigee is

represented by
[4982c] V —v\/{\—i)) + \ q'.ft'-. dv

;

the integral fc'~.do being supposed to commence with v^Q. This is easily reduced

to the form [4982],

t (2858) By using the value of e' [4983], we obtain,

[4984a] /e'2.f^«==/\/t^|je'2+27!:y>4-(2E7+/2).•w2+&c.|=E'2u+i;/.«'^+l(2E7+/2).^)3+&c.;

substituting this in [4982], we oblaiii the expression of the motion of the perigee [4984].

The part of this expression, depending on the first power of v, represents the mean motion

of the perigee, which we have put equal to (1
—

c).v [4817] ;
hence we get

[4984i] (1—0-« = {\— \/1^=^+1 q'.E'"~).v.
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This expression may be used for itvo thousand years before or after the epoch

[4984/*, /].
The part of it, included in ihe following formula, expresses the

secular equation of the motion of tiie perigee, which is decreasing from age

to age [5232] ;

}2q'.E'.fv"+iq'.(2E'l±p).v^
= secular equation of the perigee [4984J].

The value of the constant quantity c may be represented by

c := v/r=^— .1

fy'.
E ^

[4984c] ;

the angle t^ is then equal to the constant quantity e, increased by the secular

equation ofthe motion of the perigee [4985J.*

The excentricity e of the lunar orbit is subjected to a secular variation, similar

to that of the parallax, and like it is insensiblef [4970] ;
these variations

[4984']

[4985]

Value of

c.

[498C]

[4986']

Secular
variation
of c i3

iiiBcnBible.

[4987]

Dividing by v, and reducing, we obtain

c=v/(l—iO— 2'/--E'^ ['19SG].

The remaining terms o/[49S4], depending on give the secular motion [49S5] ;

in whicli terms of the order v* are neglected. To make a rough estimate of the value of

these neglected terms, without tlie labor of a direct calculation, we shall observe, that the

secular motion of the perigee is about three times as great as that of the moon's mean

motion [5235] ;
and this last quantity is very nearly represented by 10'.i-+0',01S.i^

[5543] ; i, being the number of centuries elapsed from the epoch of 1750. If we

suppose i=20, corresponding to 2000 years [4984'], these two terms, of the orders

v", v^, respectively, will become 4000% 144^"; which are nearly in the ratio of 23

to 1
; and, if the term of the order v"^ decrease in the same ratio, it will become , or

28
'

5', nearly. Now, a term of this order, In the secular motion of the moon, or one of three

times that value in the motion of the perigee [49S4c], is wholly undeserving of notice m
such distant observations; and, we may, therefore, restrict ourselves to the terms of the

[4984c]

[4984rf]

[4984e]

[4984/]

[4984g-]

[4984ft]

orders v-, v^, included in the formula [49S4J. This is conformable to the remarks of the [4984t]

author in [4984'].

*
(2859) Substituting the values of c and fc'~.dv [4986, 4984 a], in [4980], we

get as in [4986'],

^^s-^{iq'.Efv"-+l-q'.{2E'lJ\-f--).v^l
=

E-\.secahi- equation [4985]. [4986a]

t (2860) Using the value of
r/ [4979], we get, successively, from [4978, 4983, 4936],

by neglecting terms of the order / and f^,
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being proportional to —
,

which become sensible only in the integral

[4987'] ,

^

[4988] If^oe represent any termivhatever of the equation [4961] by -.cos(u'+f3),

and denote the corresponding part of u hij

"- ^ = V/(l-i^)-*^/- '-" = /(l-lO-i'/'-(E'^+2£'/r)

^^^^"^"^ = ^{l—p)—h/.E'^—q'.E'fo = c—q'.E'fv.

Substituting this in [4977], and neglecting c'^, e", in its second member, we get

[4987t]
c-= -

.
—

7£^„,
or e =

^;;^
.

[l + ^^j, nearly ;

consequently, the secular variation of c is represented by

[4987c] ^e=^^.'-^,
or 5c^c.^~^.v;

obserring, that, if we neglect this secular variation, we have, very nearly,

[4987c'] 6=—^ [4987i], and c= \ [ISSSc].

If we compare this with the chief term of the secular motion of tlie perigee, which we shall

[4987rf] represent by 5:s=iy'.i;:'/o^ [4935], we shall get ^e=~.d^. Now, from [49S4c,/], we

have, by neglecting the signs,

^„ ., ,
3G0'' . laOGOOO'.t"

, , , OOm.e.i

[4987e] d^:=30'.t% and v^ .i =
, nearly; hence &=—-—

--;m m ' 12%000

and, by substituting the values of ;», c [5117,5120], it becomes

[4987/] <5e= t . 0,0000001 , nearly.

Mggy^l
Tliis is wholly insensible, since, in 20 centuries, wliich corresponds to i=20, it only

amounts to 0,00000:2.

If we retain terms of the order v'^, in the calculation of e [4987/^], its value will be

[4987/i] increased by a term of the form kLj;-
; Z, being of the same order as /-, or /; and

[4987j] this value of c gives d-.-=l^. h[ence it appears, that the quantities neglected in

[4972] are of the order /-, or /. Now, we have seen, in [4987/], that the expression

[4987A-] of the part of
ric, depending on the first power of /, is insensible

; and, by ])roceeding

as in [4984c—i], it must be evident, that these terms of the second order f^, or /, will

[4987Z]
^6 still less, and may, therefore, be neglected, as wholly insensible, even in the most ancient

observations.
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U =P.cos.(jl5+(3)+Q.sin.(z>+/3), [4989]

we shall have the two following equations to determine P and Qf

Q

[4990]

V

~
(h J (Iv

'

(Iv^ [4991]

'-(^+^;

The variations of (3 atid P being extremely slotv, and i very greats

dvrelatively to y, the value of Q is insensible [4990e], and we have, [4992]

from [4990],

P=—r-7
—

;i^^ =r ; [4993]

in which we must observe, that, as i-\-— is the coefficient of dv, in
dv

*
(2861) If we substitute the assumed value of u [4ES9], in

ddu H=
~+u-i--.cos.{iv-\-fi) [4961,4988], [4990a]

supposing V, P, Q, (3, to be variable, it will become as in [4990J] ; observing, that

j3 is composed of terms of «, ra', &c., similar to [4986«] ;
and P, Q, of terms

e, e', 7, Sic, whose secular variations are similar to that in [1987/] ;

+
^ q-q.[r-\-~)

-2.- .

(^+^-^j_p._f+-|| .s,n.(e.+,).

To satisfy this equation for all values of the angle w'+p, we must put the coefEcients of

sin.(u'-|-(3), cos.(7L'+ |3), separately, equal to nothing ; hence we have,

If we neglect the term dd(^ [4990f/], which is ^ery small, as we shall soon see, and

VOL. Ill 120

[4990c]

[4990rf]
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r4<)94l
*'^^ differential of the angle ?t'-|-f3,

we may suppose (3 to be constant in

thai angle, provided we take, for i, the coefficient of v corresponding to the

epoch for which the calculation is made. Thus, we shall determine the

[4995] coefficients ^„"*, A['\ &c., in the expression of aiu.

Relatively to the terms, where the coefficient of v differs from unity, by
a quantity of the second order, and which depend on the angles

[4995'] '2g V— c t>
— 2^ + « and v— m v + c'm v— ->',

the consideration of the terms, depending on the cube of the disturbing

force,* becomes necessary ; but, by carrying on the ap])roximation as we have

[499G] done, to quantities of the fourth order inclusively, the terms depending on

the cube of the disturbing force, which might become sensible, will be found

to be included in the preceding results.

This being premised, if we substitute, in the equation [4961], instead

of u, the following function ;t

divide the remaining terms of that equation by the coefficient of Q, we get its value [4991].

Now, the secular variations of p, P, being of the order (5u, i5e, &,c. [4981e,f, &c.],

r4990cl t'^'^y
rnust be very small

;
and their products and differentials, which occur in the expression

of Q [4991] must, therefore, be insensible. Neglecting the quantity Q, and the second

differential of P, in [4990c], it becomes as in [4990]; which is easily reduced to the

form [4993].

*
(2862) Terms of this kind have been noticed in the diflcrential equation in it. Thus,

for example, the term multiplied by m . [A[^')~, in the coefficient of

r|3;,5„] cos.(2cv
— 2v-Jr2mv—2v.) [4961]ine32],

is of the order of the cube of the disturbing force
;
because m , Jl['\ are each of the

same order as the first power of this force.

t (2863) The function connected with 5u [4997], is the same as the value of u

[4826], augmented by the term (3, of the fourth order [1858, Sic], and taking the

[4997a] coefficient of cos.(2^y
—

2t)),
so as to include terms of the fourth order. These neglected

terms are easily computed. For, in the first place, the term s* [4812n] introduces

the factor 1—^y^, in the coefficient of cos.(2i'
—

2^) [4816], by which means it is

changed from —iy^ [4816] to —if-{^—h') [4S12«]. The same change being

made in the coefficient of cos.(2o-(!— 2^) [4819], it becomes, by using [4S23c],
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1 ( l+e=+i7H(3+e.(l+ee).cos.(cr—Jo))
M = -

.

^ }+cu; [4997]
"

( -i7'.0+e'-i7"~).cos.(2gv—2^) )

the comparison of the different cosines will give the following equations ;*

^

-,i7^.(l-i7-)-cos.(25'«-20)
=

-l.(l^c^~).^f..(]-^y^~).cos.{2gv-26)
'^'•(l+r)

«
[4997c]

as in [4997].

a

*
(2864) If we take the value of «, corresponding to the epoch, as in [4994], and

neglect the variations of £/(3, we may put the equation [4990] under the form

= SI—i^\.P-\-- \ [4998a]

or, as it may be written,

= p—r2}.Pa+-.JZ. [49986]

Now, multiplying [4989] by a, and neglecting Q, as in [4992], we get, for mi, the

expression «m= P«.cos. («y-f-|3), corresponding to the term — .cos. (i'r-f-i?) [4988], in [4998c]

the equation [4961]. Hence, it appears, that the coefficient Pa, corresponding to any

angle ii'+ p, is found by multiplying the expression [4997] by «, and substituting the

value ahi [4904]. These values of Fa, together with the corresponding ones of

H . . [4998rf]-
[4961], being substituted, successively, in [4998i], give the equations [4998

—
5017].

For the constant part of au [4997]; namely, \-\-(?-\-\j'^-^^ satisfies the equation [499ee]

[4961], as has been proved in [4964—4968]. The term of au [4997], represented by

e.(14-e^)-cos.(«)
—

ra),
satisfies the equation [4961], as in [497.3f/, &c.]. The term of au

[4997], depending on 2^»—2d, is \—\{\-\-^''—\f)^Af>\.y"~.co?,.{2gv—2i);\iQncc,

^«={-i(l+ e^-h=)+A»-^1 ; [4998^]

the corresponding value of H, [4988, 4961 line 33], is

[4998/]

H=—fS(l+<-'=—iyS)—j77;+2?«'^''-2)|.y2. and i= 2g; [4998A]

substituting these in [49936], and dividing by y'^,
we get,

0=.(l-4g-=).l-i(l+e=—l7=)+4'=)}-jA .

I (l+e=-i-/)-i«;+2m!^„'='|

= (l-4^).^«^^-(l+e=-iv^) .

I^+
f-|^ 1

+ ^•^ 1
y^-^-Ji^

\

=
(l-4o'2).^<'-^>-(l+e^-iv^) .

5 l-o-=+j/^^=^| + 3.^ 5i«f_2m'.^^>=>|
.

[4998t]

[4998;-]
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\+(\+2m).e'-{-if-ie'"-'

[4998]
=

{ l_4(l-m)^} .Jf+ 1 m .
-

.

( ^^_^^'
~

a,

Equaliona \ ?'i

for the de- ^

termina- _

'i^of-^-
/
ic.

{ 1+1(2—19m)-e—|e^}

-i(3+4m).(l+ic^-|e'^)+i=^
[4999] 0=.\\-{1-2m-cf\.Af^Sm.l.l o(,+,,) ^_^ ,

[5000] =
^ 1_(2—2m+c)^|.Ji='—f?7?.- . $ 3+c—4m+

^^^-'")
4.24^' ] ;*

«, ( 2—2wi-(-c )

[5001] =n-(2—»0'l-4''—f wi'- -• I l^:^+2£f'.4+2Jf' V
;

[5002]
=

{ \—{2—Smf].A['^+m. -
. )

"^C^—3'") _2^(io),z!__2^H) ( .

in

+(B;9'+5^'«).5f\2^—^f— 1 1 Cf'—2Cf+2^"

On account of the smallness of the terms 1— 0-2,
';

[4828e,4968], we may change

the factor \-\-c-
—

{-/^ into 1, or —
[4963], and tlien the equation becomes as in

r4098Zl [5010]- The rest ofthe terms of mi [4997] depend wholly on aHu
; therefore, the remaining

terms of Pa [4998c, h\, will be represented by the coefficients oi whi [4904] ; and,

by takingthem in the order in which they occur, we shall obtain, with but very little reduction,

the equations [4998—5017].

[5003al
*

(2865) This line might, for greater accuracy, be multiplied by the factor -, like the
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=^ a 1 4 "^"2—m— c
- ' '

'

=
I l_(2-,«-c)^} .Jr'+im .

-
. < _

.3±p^__4__ I
_^ ,,

/ 7(3+6m-c) 7(2+3m)
3^,,^

_- a \ 4 "^2—3m-c~^^ '

481

[5004]

[5005]

•3+2r?i ( l+2m+c 2

\-A'

3-2'«
, .(0) , 7 ^

1+2'n+c 2 )

2
'

£:
—m )

[5007]

2

[5008]

.
(2-1-1 lOT+8m^) (lO+lQw+Bm'^)

2 a \ 2 2c—2+2mn_n C^r 24-2m)"\.A^^^'>+hn.- J >; [5009]

=
jl_4,.^|Jf'+^

.

I o.^_l_3.(^^^
+ |,7t-f»T'.4>='

I
[4998yr,Z]; [5010]

3+2m—2^ (4^2—1) (2+m)

a 4(1—?n)
2«-—2-f-2n

= 11—(2§-—2+2m)1.4'^'^+fm.-.< oro, c; 3 ,1., ?= [son]

_2 ""'1 '

Oo-
m "* 2-f-2:m

[5012]

other terms of these equations, as is evident by comparing it with the corresponding terms

of [4961 line 21].
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[5013] 0=n-(%-0^1.^r'-|»'---<
"'

5(0,5-

- a
r50i4) = s 1—r2—2m—2o--lc)- I J''®'—^m, - <

1—2m

f(l-2.).(l+2e-3+2e-)+?(i=^^+i!!±?!:i)^
4(1
—

in)

3« ) (36+21m— 15m2) 3(l+m) ,,„, ,„

[5015] 0=
j l-(l-m)^Mr''+m.^. ^4(I=;«)

• ^'
+2-(I=^)-^o

'^"

111

L501C] = MLt:^)_j(;B.+(iL+^) . ja._ (s+.O-^^' ;

/7)3™ « ( i(15-8m).(l-2..)-j(76-33m).^l ,

[5017] o=ll-(l-2mf|.4'^'+-i^'-—.^J
' '

C.

11. fFe s/ta// Jiotc take into consideration the equatioji [4755]. The

function

which occurs in this equation, produces the terms,*

*
(2366) Multiplying the equation [4808] by — ~

;
also [4810] by

_——^;

and taking the sum of the products, we find that tlie first member of tiie sum is equal to

the function [5018] ; consequently, the second member of this sum will express the

r50i;)61 development of this function. The first terms of these products, v ith the divisor (1+ss)^,

mutually destroy each other. The remaining terms of this sum, being written down in the

order in which they occur, without any reduction, become
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. cos.(2z;-2«')+-^y^— .
j
11 . COS. (v—v) + 3 . cos.(3«

—3v) l

2h\u^ 2h^.u'^ 8/(2. Jti

These terms are successively calculated in the following manner. The

3m'.u'^.s
, 11, jt

quantity ., ^ becomes, by development.

2A2.M< :|m,

(l+2e^-|7=+te'==).sin.(^jj-o)'

— 2e.sin. (^f-(-c?J
— ti—

-n)

— 2e.sin. (^?;
— cu—d+a)

-ff e'.
sin.(§-t)-|-c'mt>

— ^—
-'')

+ f e'. sin . (g V—c'm v— J + a')

—
l-e^ sin.(2cw

—gv— 2a-(-o)y

1

2

3

4

5

6

[5019J

[5020J

[5021]

g^ .

{ l+3.cos.(2.-2.') I+^^ .{ (3-4.«).cos.(.-.')+5.cos.(3.-3u') J [5019c]

m'.ii'^s
,

3nt'.«''«

+ *iTr+ TC^i^-co^-C"-"')-/l2.lti

If we neglect the terms of the order s^, and connect together the other terms, it becomes

as in [5019].

*
(2867) Using always the abridged notation [4821/], we have ^ = ^.sin.gv,

nearly [4818]. Multiplying this by the function [4884], and reducing the products by

[18, 19] Int., we get the following expression, which corresponds, line for line with the four

first lines of [4884], neglecting terms of the fourth order ;

==3a.y .

[5019^]

[5020a]

[50205]

3s „ \—ie-ii~ie^—h7^)-{sm.(gv-lrCv)-\-sm.{gv—cv)lf 2

+:ie2.{sin.(2c«+^j))
—

sin.(2cu
—

gv)\ (' 3

The coefficients ofsin.^u, between the braces, by connecting the terms, become l-ie^-^y^. 5

Multiplying together the two expressions [4866, 5020i], we get [5021]. The detail of

the calculation is in the following table [5020rf—/] ;
in which the fii-st column contains the

terms between the braces in [.5020i], the second, the terms between the braces in [4866]. [5020c]

the six remaining columns contain the coefficients between the braces in [5021], corresponding
to each of the sines, marked at the top of the columns [5020(/]. The sums of the coefficients

[5020/], agree with the coefficients between the braces in [5021].
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3m'.u'^.s

[5022]

[5023]

The development of
"J^.^"_^" .cos.(2i?

—
2v'), is obtained bj multiplying

2/12. M^

the value of
3m'. m'

2/2 i- cos.(2i;
—

2v'), which we have given in [4870], by -,

and we shall have,*

\ l-{.2c~-l{2-\-m).y^-^e'^ .sm{2v-2mv-gv-ir6

-|-sin.(2j)
—

2w2i-j-o-i!
—

^)

—
2.(l-|-»?).c.sin.(2y

—
2mv-\-gv

—cv—
^-}-ro)

-j-2.(l+m).c.sin.(2y
—2mv—gv

—
ctJ-j-^-fro)

j+2.(l
—

m).c.s'm.{2v
—2mv—

gv-\-cv-\-6
—

to)

'—
2.(1
—

m).e.s\n.{2v
—

2mv-^gv-}-cv
—6—w)

\
—i e'.sin.(2i'

—2mv—gv—c'mv-\-^-^-!;s'\

/+J-e'.sin.(2t;
—

2mv-{-gv
—cnw—^4"^')

-f-|-
. e'. sin.

(2i'
—2mv—gv-\-c'mv-\-6

—
ra')

-|.e'.sin.(2y
—

2mv-\-gv-\-c'mv
—6—

-n')

sin.(2j)-2mv-2ci'-)-g-i;-(-2ro-^)

Sm'.xP.s

2h\u'

—
.cos.(2i'

—2v')=zim.-.y.

,+i{10+19m+8m2)e2
-|-sin(2cD+g'j;-2«4-2mi;-2«-^)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

(Col. 1.)

[5020rf]
T^'"' "f l^KO!.]-

[5020e]
-i<:.sin.(gT+«')

-ie.sin.(g»
—

cv)

le~.sin.(2cv-gv)

[5020/]

(Col. 2.)
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The term r-'
—r—.cos.(t'

—
v') [5019], produces the following ; [5024]

'

^ .cos.(2t>
—

2v') [4870], we shall evidently obtain the value of
^

'

^ .cos.(2i;— 2p') ; [5023a]

which we shall find to agree with the expression [5023], as will appear by the following

calculation. If any term of [5020i] be represented by 3ay.A.sin.V, and any term of

[4870] by
——

.-4'. cos.P, one third part of the product of these two terms, or the
[50236]

corresponding part of
'

-̂•.cos.(2i-'
—

2<j'), will be represented by

|m:-.7.^^'.sin.F.cos.F'= £w". -.7.{^^'.sin.(F+r')+^^'.sin.(F— F')}; l^^c]

_2 ff

where the factor f ?7^ . -,y is the same as that without the braces [5023] ; consequently, [5023rf]

the terms between the braces [5023], must be represented by the function

^^'.sln.(F+F')+^^'.sin.(r— F'); or ^^'.sin.(F+F')—^4^'.sin.(F'— F) ; [5023e]

Asin.F rejvesejiiiijg the terms between the braces in [5020h], and A'.cos.V the terms
[5023/'l

between (he braces in [4870]. By means of this formula, we may compute the terms

between the braces [5023] in the following manner.

First. The coefficients of sin.(2i'
—2mv—gv) are contained in the four lines of the

annexed table. The first is obtained by

combining (1
—ic^—5'/")-siii-^» [50206 lineS]

with (1+^2+17^—|e'2).cos.(2i)—2?»r) [4870]

line 1, and using the second term of [5023e].

The second is produced by sin.^y [50205 linel]

and J(3+2/H)--/^.co3.(25f—2i'+2mi') [4870]
line 13. The third line is produced by—

^e.sin.(5T-j-cr) [5020i]lne2] and —
|e.cos.(2«)—2m'+ct)) [4S701ine3]. Lastly,

^* • • *»
[5023g-]—

fe^ . . 4
I

Sum=:—1—2e2+iy2-j-im.^9+|e 2 5

the fourih line is produced by —^e.sm.(gv-cv) [5020iline2] and -U.cos.(2v-2mv-cv)
[4870 line 2]. The sum of these four terms is given in line 5, and is the same as in

[5023 line 1].

Second. The term sin.^T [5020Mine 1], combined with cos.(2t'—2wi;) [4870 line 1],

and using the first of the forms [5023e], gives [5023 line 2].
[5023A]

Third. The terms of [5023 lines 3—6] are computed in the following table; in which

the first column contains the terms of ^.sin.F [5020i] ;
the second, the terms of ^'.cos.F'

[4870] ; the remaining columns contain the corresponding terms of [o023e], connected with t^^Si']

the sines of the angles marked at the top of these columns [5023/v] respectively. The
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[5025]
33 in a a

16 a, a
,.7.

1 sin.(^«
—

v-\-m'V
—

d)-[-sin.(^?j-f «^
—inv—

6) \

sums of these terms, in the bottom hne of the table, agree whh the coefficients in

[5023 lines 3—6].

[5023A-]

[5023A']

[5023/]

[5023m]

(Col. 1.) Asin.r

[50206].

s'm.gv

s]n.gv

-4e.sin{g'i;-f-cy)

-Je.sin.{g'w-co)

(Col. 2.) jj'.cos.r'

[4870].

k{S+'lm)e.cos[2v-2tnv-cv)

-i(3-4)/!.)e.cos(2ti-2mt)-i-ct;)

cos.(2y
—

'imv)

cos.(2i»—2;/it!)

Slims

Cor respond rnff. terms orfSOa^c or 50'33].

9in(2o-2//M)-f-ffu-c«)
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The term deiieiiding oil cos.
(3i)
—

3v') is insensible.* We have noticed [5026]

the two preceding terms solely on account of their having a little iniluence

on the argument of the moon's longitude, depending on v—mv.

The function
a

' T •

( 7 )'
contained in the equation [4753], gives [5027]

the following term;t

3m' m"—
,TTy-4vf 7.cos.(gD

—
(3) .3in.(2t)

—
2v'). [5028]

/ifI •ill

We shall have the value of this term by increasing, in the development of

Sm'.u'^.s—
-^
—

^.cos.(2i>
—

2v') [5023], the angles gv and 2v, by a right angle, [5029]

and then multiplying it by g, which gives,J

neglected terms of tlie 67- iT'/t order, do nol depend on the angle v—mv [4875]; therefore, r^QOAri

it is unnecessary to notice them.

*
(2870) By means of the values of [4937?i, 4865, 4818], which arc used in the last

note, we find, that the term of [5019], depending on 3v—:3y', becomes
o

] 5«Z a a . .
/ -. „ ^— .-.-./. Sin.(o-y—^) .cos.(3«
—

3mv). [5026a]

This term is of the fifth order, and depends on the angles 3v—3mr±^i'=0, which have

not been noticed in these calculations ; and a lillle consideration will show, that if we develop

it so as to include terms of the sixth order, it will not produce any quantity connected with [50266]

the angle v—mv [4875]. With oilier angles, the terms of the sixth order arc usually

neglected.

t (2871) The diflerential of [4S18], using the abridged notation [4S21/], gives

-7 =gY.cos.gv; substituting this in [5027], it becomes
j^-^.cos.gv

.l-~\
; and, by [5028o]

.using [4809], we get the three terms in the second member of the following equation ;

1 ds /ilQ\ e;y.cos.s:v ( Sm'.u'^ m'.ii'*
'\ 1 ir • /o o i\i)

i^^-Tv-bir^u-- \—^ .sm.(2.-20~^.[3sm.(«-0+15sm(3.-30]^. [50286]

The first of these terms is noticed in [5028, &c.], the others in [.5031,5032/-].

X (2872) Substituting the value of s [4818], in the first member of [5023], and

omitting 6 for brevity [4821/], it becomes
'^ j-.s'm.gv.cos.(2v—2v'). Now, a slight r^QOQa]

attention will show, that the process made use of in [5023ff
—

?i],
in computing [5023], will

be the same, if we change 2« into 2i'+90'', and ^i- into ^«+90*, without altering [,50296]
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[5030]

[5031]

[5032]

3to'«'3 ds . , _? ft

"T^. -.Sin. (2«-2i;') =-!'«•-
2li- •gy-

rl l+2e2-i (2-}-m).y2_5e'2 J .sin(2v_2m«—^^j+«)

-f-sln .

(
2d—'2mv-\-g'e

—
H)

—
2.(l+7ft).c.sin.(2y

—
'iniv-\-gv

—cv—
()-j-to)

—
2.(1 -\-m).e.s\n.{2v

—2mc—gv—cc-{-^-{~^)

\—2.(1
—

m).6'.sin.(2ti
—2iiiv—gv-\-cv-\-^

—
:j)

-2.(1
—

?/j).e.sin.(2y
—

'imv-\-gv-\-cv
—&—

si)

\-\-i
• e'. sin. (2(1

—2mv—gv—c'mv-\-!^-\-~,')

\-\-i e'. sin. (22;
—

'•2mv-\-gv
— c'mv—

f'-f-'Z"')

f
—

2 .t'.sin.(2y
—2mv—gv-\-c'mv-\-&

—
to')

-2.c'.sin.(2«
—

2mv\-gv-{-c'niv
—6—

t,')

'

sin.(2j;-2mt)-2ci'-f-g'i'-|-2c-(

+i(10+19m+8»i2)e'
3u2

The terms of the function J-^ .^ /^ [4755 or 50286], which depend

on M'^ produce the following;*

—-.-.-. y.\%m.(^v—v-{-mv
—

^)
—

sm.(^i'+i'
—mv—c;.

\o a a ^

[5029c]

the angles mv, cv, c'litv
; by a method of derivation similar to that in [4S76a

—
d\.

These changes being made in sin.^n, cos. (2» — 2i''), they become cos.^r,
—

sin.(2j;
—

2v'), respectively; and the fmiction [5029a] becomes

o^,7r-cos.^y .sm.(2i—2v)-

Multiplying this by g, it becomes similar to [5028]. Hence we see, that the method

of derivation [5029] is correct.

(287.3) The second term of [50286] is

.3»?i'.if'i

8/i2.m5
r.^y.cos.^^«».sin.(r

—
v') ; and, by

r5032al substituting the values [4937«, 4865], it becomes

3 m a a . , \

.
— .— . ifo'.cos.if y .sin. (?'

— mv) ;

which is easily reduced to the form [.5032], by using [19] Int. This term is of the fiftli

fTOS-^ftl
o'''Jer, and those of the sixth may be neglected, as in the similar term [5021c]. ftforeover,

the term of [50286], depending on the angle 3«—3i'', may be neglected, for the same

reasons as in [5026a, 6].
•
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The product (

—
^ +*')• yr •/(/)• ^. contained in the equation [4755],

is reduced to*

|.(.-,')...si„,,^-.).y('^)4:.

[5033]

[5034]

1—g^ being of the order m^ [4828e], we shall retain, in this product,

only the term depending on sin.(2i)
—2mv—

^g't'+J) ;
and it follows, from

the preceding development of Ta ••/
( T )

• "^' ^^^'"^^ '^'"^ term is equal to
[5035]

- ^J^Atlll ,t sxn.(2v-2mv-gv+t>\ [-^036]

4.(1—m) a/ ^ 5 I y

Thus, the equation [4755] is reduced to the following form ;*

t 1 tial eqaa-

"-^o+ S+ r;
^5(,3y^

r being the sum of the terms we have just considered. But, for greater [5037']

*
(2874) Using the abridgments [482 ly], we have «= 7.sin.^!; [4818]; whence

wo obtain Ms . . on—
+5=(l-^-).y.sm.^«;

^^^^^^

substituting this in [50.3.3], it becomes as in [5034]. Now, (1
—

g~).y is of the order

m^y [482St], orof the //i!>f/ order
;
and

(

—
) [4809] is of the second order; hence,

the function [5034] is of \\\e fifth order
; therefore, we need only notice its chief term.

Now, tlie chief part of r^- f \~T~)
•
~

[4381', 4882] has been computed in [4885], and
[50346]

its chief term is o.-s"
'^ ^ /n n \2m .—.——— .COS. (2 V— 2mv).
a, 4—-im ^ '

Multiplying this by the factor (1
—

g^).y.'^m.gv, we get the corresponding part of [5034],

3m"(l-g2) „ . ,0 o ^-

2(l-m.)
•-•r-sin.5-«.cos.(2i;—2//a')- [5034c]

Reducing this by [19] Int., we get the term [5036], and another similar term, depending on

the angle 2v—2mv-\-gv ; but this is neglected, because it is of the fifth order, and is not
[5034^1

increased by the integration of the equation [4755], as in [4897o,&c.].

*
(2875) Substituting, in [4755], the development of the terms given in

[5021, 5023, 5025, 5U30, 5032, 5036], it evidently becomes of the form [5037]. \i>Q'i-ia\
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accuracy, ive intist add the terms depending on the sqxiarc of the disturbing

force, which might have a sensible influence.

3m' i/^ s

[5038] 12. The term ~:-^^
—-

[5020] gives, by its variation, the following

[5039]

2/('2.M^

ones
;

3 m'. u ^. Ss 6 m'.ii'^.sm

from which we obtain the function,*

*
(2376) In finding the variation of tlie fLinction [5038], s, n, v', are the variable

[5040a] quantities; but we may neglect hi', on account of its smaliness, as in [4909, 4932?",&i,c.] ;

and tlie variation becomes as in [5039]. We shall now separately com)iute the two terms of

3w'.?«'3
which this function is composed. The first of these terms

'oi,^~^-'^^i
is evidently equal

to the first member of [490:-)/], nudtiplied by

[50406] braces, in the second member of [4908/], is —
2o,

-a.'h
; and, as the factor without the

the required function will evidently

[.5040e]

5040rf]

[5040e]

be equal to the product of -^.-.Ss by the terms between the braces in the second

member of [4908/]. We shall now compute this product in the following table
;

in which

the first column represents the terms of os
;

the second, the terms between the braces in

the function [4908/"] ; and, in the third column, the corresponding terms of the function

[.5040] ; rejecting such terms as have been usually neglected.

(Col. 3.)

Corresponding terms of [50-10].

[aIIIIiosp
Ipnns must lio mulliplicl by —.111 .-1.

6.. [4S97] 1

-4e.cos.cv
-^2B^'-»^i:y.l-s\n.{2v-2nw-gv-rr)-s\n{2r-2mv-gv-{-cv)l2

-(-3c'.cosf'«N' -j-2-B ^'"''c''/ ls\n{'2v-2mv-gv i c'mr)+s'n^[2v-2mv-gv-c'mv)]3

~\-5r'^.cos.2cr\
—

A/i^'" vaysin(2ft'-f-,iri'—2t'-(-2wi))+&c. 4

all its terms . . . .neglected 5

-f-3c'.cosc'?«i' -|"i^^i''''-'"""/-sin.^y 6

-)-3t'.cosc';Hi'| -|"l-^i'*'<"~'/-'^'"j?''-

''
''

(Col. 1.)

Terms of is [4807].

AVhole value of 6s

B J''^7.sin.(2t)
—2mv-gv )

By^y.!i\n.(2v-2mv-{-gv)

B^<-''ic'y.sm.{gv-^c'mv)

i?|f^'e'7-sin (gv
—

r'l/ir)

(Col. a.)

Terms of

[4008/-].

1

This table contains all the terms of the function [.j040j depending on the cocfllcients .6.

Thus, [5040r71ine 1] is the same as [50401inel]; the terms in [5040(/linesG, 7] are the

same as in [5040 line 2]; the terms in [.5040(/ line 2] are in [5010 lines 6,4] ;
the terms in

[.5040f/line3] are in [5010 lines 7, 8] ; 1 istly, tlie term in [5040;/ line 4] is the same as

in [.5040 line 9].
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f -^-^ [4897] 1

—3m .
-

. B'f\e}'.sm.(2v
—2)nv—gv^cv+s

—
a) 4

—3 fn.-. A'^\ey.s'm.(2v
—

27nv-\-gv
—cv—.-i+ro) 5

a.

2 {5040]

—3m .
-

.
} 5f)—4" \ .ey.s'm.(2v—2mv—gv—cv-\-^-{-^) 6

a- i sin.(2i;
—2mv—gv+c'mv-'r^

—
-n') ) 7

"* "'
l+sm.(2v—2mv—gv—c'mv-{-6-\-^/)) 8

+^ .
-

.
1
5Ji'>—2J(")—15^"' } .e''/.sin.(2CT+§-z'—2i4-2mi;—2^—^)

9

2

+^ . ".{5A['^—2A['''>].e''r.s\a.(2v—2mv—2cv+gv+2T.—^). 10

The second term of [5039]
— •—

J7r-j~
—

' '^ evidently equal to tlie product of the

4 3s

'"
[5040/]

first member of [490S] bv -X— ; therefore, the development of this term will be
o U

obtained by multiplying the second member of [4908] by
—

[5020?/], and the product

by J. Tills process is performed In the following table
;

in which the first column contains

the terms of — between the braces in [5020?'] ; the second column contains the terms of '' ^^
u

[4903] between the braces
;

the third column, the corresponding terms of the function

[5040/or 5040], retaining terms of the usual forms and orders
; observing moreover, that

the product of the above factor #, by the terms without the braces [4903,50205i], is

4 3m°(l-j-4e'2) „ ^ -- a—
gX Oa~

~
-"^"y — — (>r-m.- nearly. [5040^-]
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[5041]

[5042]

3/rt us
The term ', ^ .cos.(2t;

—
2d') [5022] gives, by its variation, the

following terms ;*

3m'.u'^.6s 6m'.u'^.s.6u

-^ . COS. (2i;—2«') :^—^
cos. (2w—2i)')

2h^u*

3m'.u'\sJv'
+ sin.(2i7—2t)') ;

[5040A]

5040V]

[5040ft]

[5040Z]

(Col. 1.)

Terms of [5020i]

ain.gv

—
he.sm.{gv-{-cv)

—
•i;.sin.(g'y

—
cv)

sin.e-u

(Col. a.)

Terms of [4908].

A.'-''\cos.{2v—2mv)

.4/i).e.cos.(2B—2mD
—

cv)

.4/iiiea.cos.(2cii-2y+2mt);

.4/»i>e2.co3.{2cD-2ii-f-2nn)

-2.4,(>'c2.cos.(2u-2my—2fii)

./J/i).e.cos.(2D
— 2mt)— cu)

j1 ''i.e.cos.(2i'
—2hid—cv)

—
2.4/i>.e'-.cos.{2K—2mi')

(Col. 3.)

Corresponding terms of [3040].

j

All llifse terms must be muUii»lied by — G 7h~. _ "I ,

—
J.4„i''>.>.sin.(2«—2mt>—g-w)

"'

i

.i.4,< 'V> 5
sin.(2D—2m«-[-g-t)—cv)—sin.(2r—2)nD—g-r— fd) '2

4.<?/"'.e9;»/.sin.(2o)-[-g-w—2!)+2)nzi) 3

hA^'-" i.ea>.sin.(2u—2mt)—2ct;-l-g't)) 4

—.4^(1^2)
.
\ s'm.{2cv-]-gv-2v-\-2mv)-\-sm(2v-2mv-'2cv+gv) |5

—
Jv?,(>\c2j.sin.(2a'+g-»-2ii-|-2m!)) 6

—
i./?/Otaj .

J
siii(2i'—2;M>-2ai+g-ii)— sin(2!;—2mD— "•«) ]7

AW,e^-^.>i\n.(2v-2mv—gv). 8

The last term of the function [4908], included in this table, is —2A^'-^Ke^.cos(-2v
—

9mv),

which is not expressly given in [4908], though it is produced by the term — 4c.cos.ci'.«aw

o —

[4908^ line 2], neglecting, for brevity, the consideration of the factor —
-(l+Jf-'^))

without the braces. For, by substituting the term am^A['K e. cos. (^v—2mt)— cv)

[4904 line 2], anti reducing by [20] Int., we get.

—ie.cos.cv.aou = —2-4</'.e^.cos.(2(.'
—2inv—2cy)

—
2^',".t-.cos.(2i)- 0-

The first term of the second member, is given in [4908 line 3], but the second is not given ;

we have, however, introduced it, because it is necessary to make the development [5040]

agree with [5039J. This table contains the remaining terms of [5010] depending on A.

Thus, the term depending on ^^'" [5040 line 3] is the same as in [5040Aline 1]. The

coefficient of ^',''.sin.(2y
—iinv—gv), in [5040 line 3], is equal to the sum of the two

terms in [5040/i lines 7,8]. The coefficients of A'^ [5040 lines 5,G] are as in [5040/(line2].

The coefficient of ^V" [0040 line 9] is the same as [.'>040/(line 3]. The coefficient of

.4<"> [5040 line 10] is the same as [5040A line4]. The coefficient of A\'^ [50401ine9]

is the same as the sum of the two corresponding terms in [5040Alines5, 6]. Lastly, the

coefficient of ^/'* [5040 line 10] is the same as the sum of the two corres])onding terms

in [5040Alines5,7].

[5041a]
*

(2877) In finding this variation, we neglect the terms depending on (5k', as in [5040a]
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hence results the function,*

2

4 «/

{(\+ m).B[''>~A^-^\.sm.(gv—cv—6+z:)-^
2

/ Develop-

+ \ (l_m).5f'—J';> ]
. sin.(^«+c«—0—^) ) 3 ZVL

tioii[50-)21.

-+ |J5f'+|5<°)|.sin.(§-v—c'm«—^+'/) ^ 4
[5043]

3m a
e'y,

) +5^®'. sin. (2v
—2mv—gv+c'mvi-^

—
^') (

5

6

+ J5i^'. sin. (2v
—2mv—gv—c'm»+''+-')

-^ 7

*
(2878) If we muUiply the first member of [49lO/c] by —

^•'55, it producesO

OWl •'it OS

the first term of the expression [5042]
——

-^.cos.(2 u—2?/). Performing the same [5043ol

process on the second memberof [49)0/i:],\ve find, that the preceding term will be represented

by the product of -— .—.&s by the terms between the braces in [4910/1:] ; or, in other [50436]

words, it will be found, by multiplying the expression of Ss [4897] by the terms between
2

the braces in [491 0/c], and then annexing the common factor
—

.
— to all the terms.

[5043cl

Taking now, successively, the different terms of Ss [4897], multiplying, reducing and

retaining tenns of the usual forms and orders, we shall find, that this first term of [5042]

produces all the terms of [5043], which contain the symbol B; as will appear by the

followins; calculation.

First. The product of jBf^y.sin.(2y
—2mv—gv) [4897 line!], by the first line of

[4910/c], gives

'— .-.(l+2e2—Je'2).fJ.sin.(4u
—imv^gv)—J.sin.^'y}. [o043rf]

The first of these terras, which depends on the sum of the two angles is neglected, as

usual, because it produces nothing of importance ;
and the same happens with the sums of

all the other angles, which deserve notice, in this first term of [5042] ; provided we

change the signs of the angles in [4910A'lines 10, 12] ;
which does not alter their cosines

;

so that the term between the braces, in [4910/t line 10], may be put under the form

J(10-j-19m-|-Sm-).e^. cos. (2y
—2mv—2cd), Sic. Taking, therefore, the second term of [5043e]

VOL. Ill 124
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[5043] _ l!!L .
'i

. e-. y .
; K, sln.(2cv—gv—2^-i-&)

[5043c/], depending on the difference ofthe angles, and neglecting the quantities depending

on (-, c'^, it becomes

—— .
-

. B'-p.y. sm.gv, as in [5043 line 1}.

[5043c'] We may remark, that the circumstance of only using the difference of the angles in this

function, enables us to apply the principle of derivation with much facility, in finding the

development of the function irealed of in [5046«, &ic.]. The same term of [4897 line 1]

being combined with [4910/c line 2(, produces the term depending on Bf- [5043 line 2] ;

i5043e"] neglecting e~, y", e'- ; moreover, the term in [491 0^- line 3], gives, in hke manner, the

term depending on B\'^ [5043 line 3] ;
ihe term in [4910/cline 4] produces that in

[5043 line 4] ; lastly, the term in [4910/.- line 5] gives that in [5013 line 5]. Tlie remaining

terms of [4910/.'] produce quanlilies of the sixth and higher ordei's. which are neglected, with

[5043/] the exception of that in [49] Ot line 10 or 5043e], which produces ihe term in [5043 line 9],

depending on the angle 2fy—gv.

Second. The terms in [4897 line 2—7] produce only ieimsofihe fiflli and higher orders

r5043ri wliich may be neglected. The term cos.(2!,'
—

2inv) [4910/dine 1 J, being combined with

[4897 line S], produces the term depending on 5/' [5043 line 7] ;
with [4897 line 9], it

produces the ierm depending on J5J°' [5043 line 6] ;
wllh [4897 line 1 0], it ])ioduces the

term depending on 6;"' [.'30431ine4] ;
with [4S971ine I l],il produces the leim depending

on J5',"" [5043 line 5]; wiih [4897 line 12], it produces the term depending on B'^^^

[50431inclO]; lastly, with [4897 line 13], it produces the term depending on B[,'=^

[50431ine8]. The terms [4910Ar line4] and [48971ine 11] produce the leim depending

on B[">^ [50431inel]. The terms [491 Online 5] and [4897 line 10] produce the term

depending on B'-p [5043 line 1]. This includes all the terms connected with the symbol B
in [5043].

[5043ft]
The second term of [5042] is -^^-^ .cos.(2(i

—
2f') ; this is evidently equal

to the continued product of the first member of [4911] by the function —
[5020&],and

by the factor |. Now, this factor *, being multiplied by tlie factor , without the

jj a

[5043i]
braces [4911], and by the factor Say [5020//], produces

—Sm.-.y. Hence, it is

evident, that the second term of [5042] will be obtained, by multiplying togetiier the

functions between the braces in [491 1, 5020/>] ;
then reducing, and annexing the common

factor — 3 m.— .y. This calculation is made in the following table, which requires no

particular explanation.

[5043g-]
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—
.
- .B^''\e^y.sm.{2v—2mv—2cv+gv+2i^—^).

4 a.

10 [5043]
concluded

(Col. 1.)

Terms of [50201],
between the braces.

-le.sm.{gv-\-cv)

-ie.sm.{gv
—

cv)

(Col. 2.)

Terms of [49])].
between llie braces.

^i'C.COS.CD

Jl'Pe.cos.cv

./l['''e.cos.cv

— 2^<"c-.cos.2t«

(Col. 3.)

Corresponding terms of the function [5043].

I
All these terms musl he multiplied by—"Sm •-.yl,

^Jl[''>e.\sm.{gv—cv)+sin.{gv-\-cv)]

. . . .nedected

1

2

3

4

5

6

-{-lA[''>e^s]a.{2cv—gv)

+ A'^^''e^.sin.{2cv—gv)

—iAi^Wsm.(2cv—gv).

The two lower terms of column 2, lines 5,6, correspond in [4911] to

2

_
'2^. |_2^<n+^a-)|

. c2. cos. 2cv
;

which are not expressly mentioned in [4911] ;
but are easily computed, as in [4910/c, &c.].

For, the function [4911] is found, in [4910/], hy mulliplying the function [4910A:] by the

expression of 2ahi, deduced fiom [4904]. Now, the term

o

Dm'

4a,

. 2e.cos.(2t)—2?ni;+a') [4910t lineS],

being multiplied by the term 2/2/".c.cos.(2i;
—2mx—cv) of 2a(5M [4904], produces the

terra 9m
'

4rt"
{-24i1.c-.cos.2cD I,

which is used in [5043Arline 5]. In like manner, the term

9m—— .COS. (2t'—2n!D) [4910X;linel],

being multiplied by the term 2^,<">e2.cos.(2cy—2D-|-2/nD) of 2a&u [4904], produces,

in [4911], the term
c^---~

.\A™c'-.co%.2iv\, as in [5043i; line 6].

If we now compare the terms of [50431'] with those in [5043], depending on A, we shall

find that they agree. For, the term in [5043A:linel], depending on ^.f\ is the same as in

[5043 line 1]; those in [5043tline 2], depending on Ap, are the same as in [5043 lines 2,3];

the sum of those in [5043 lines 4, 5] is —3wt.- .;. {|.5/". e-. cos. (2ct)
—

g'o)], as in

[5043 line S] ; lastly, the term in [5043fcline6], depending on ^.'"i, is the same as in

[5043 line 8].

[5043ifc]

[5043i]

[5043jn]

[5043n]

[5043o]

[5043p]
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[5044] The term

[5045]

3m'.'u'^ fJs . ^^ -. ,.^ . , . . .—
.
—

.sin.(2t)
—Ivy gives, by its variation,

.4/t • (4 du

3m'. u'^ d.ds . .^ ri ,N I

6m'. u'^ . ds . ._ _
,.

+

/t'^. «^ dv

'3m'. n'^ ds
,

h'. u*
'

dv
<5«'.cos. (2t)— 2v').

Hence results the following function ;t

[504.3(/]

[5046i]

[504Gc ]

[5046d]

[504Ge ]

[504G/]

The third or last term of [5042] ^'., J.," .sin.(2i)
—

2v'), is evidently cquai to the
/iS.m'

continued product of the functions in the first members of [4918,50206] by tlie factor ^;

and, as this product gives terms of the sixth and higher orders, it may be neglected ;

consequently, the value of the terms in [5042] is accurately given, within the prescribed

limits, by the function [5043].

*
(2879) This term is the same as [5027], substituting [4809 line 1] ;

its chief part is

[5045fl] computed in [5028, he.]. Taking the vaiialion of [5044], and neglecting Su', as in

[5040a, Sic], we get [5045].

[504C«] t (2880) The first term of [5045]
— 3»i'.tt'3 d.6s

sin.(2i;
—

2w'), may be computed
2/l3.M-i dv

in the same manner as the first term of [5042], in [5043a
—

g] ; and, by this means, we shall

obtain all the terms depending on the symbol B, in [5046]. But, we may obtain the

same result in a more simple manner, by the principle of derivation used in [4876n!— rf];

deducing the terms of [5046], depending on any symbol B'"'\ from those in [5043],

depending on the same symbol, in the following manner. If we denote any term of 5s

[4897], by 6s^= B'-^^sm-iv, we siiall have, by taking its differential,

— = J5"">. i . cos. iv = B"'! . i . sin.(/i'-j-90") j
dv

may be derived from Ss, by increasing the angle iv by 90'', andso that
d.6s

dv

multiplying the coefHcient by i. Moreover, if we increase 2v by 90', in the same

manner as in [4876a—rf], the term cos.(2w
—

2y'), which occurs in [5043a], will change

into —
sin.(2u

—
2«'), as in [5046n]. This increase of the angles iv and 2v by

90', does not alter the differences of these angles in the terms [5043(/
—

g], which

depend solely on these diSerences [5043c']. Hence it follows, that the terms of the

function [5046a], may be deduced from the corresponding ones of [5043a], by merely

multiplying by the coefHcient i, corresponding to each term respectively ; or, in other

words, we must multiply each of the terms of [5043], depending on Z>'"'', by

[5046g-]
the coefficient i, which corresponds to this term of &==jB'"'>.sin.iy [4897]. Tims, in
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3 in a

T '

«,
.(l—le"').r.s\n.(gv—ii)

—},.(2—m—g).Bf\e'-

,
Bill a

^
2 a'

3 III a

4 a.

3jn « o

4 a,
^

{{\+ m).{2—2m—g).Bf^-~A^^^}.sm.{gv—cv-^+^)

+ { (\—m).{2—2m—g).B'^^ +^1" |
• sin.(^t;+ci?—

^—^)

(2—m—^O-^f

+ x.(2—2m—o-).5!'"

: (2—3»i—g-).5<""

^ -1.(2—2m—^) £',"'

+(^—m) . Bf\ sin. (2w
—2mv—gv-\-c'mv-{-i^

—
^')

+(^+^0 . Bi'^sin. (2v
—^mv—gv

—
c'mv-\-^-\-'^)

5^i''—2JS"'+(2-2m-2c+^).5f'
V . sin.(2cu-o-iJ-2w_f-«)

-i(104-19m+8m").(2-2m-g),J5w ) 12

. sin.(§-«
—dmv—^+ra')

. sin.(^tJ+c'mtJ—
«—n')

2

3

't Dfcvelop-
nieiit ot
the varin-

C tiool504.'il.

6

7

8

9

10

11

[5046]

3 III a

5^"'. e'/. sin.(2<;—2hu!—2ciJ+^^j+2n—0). 13

the first term of [4897 line 1], we have 3'"^= 3',"^-/, i = 2—2m—g ; therefore, the

terms depending on lif^ [5043] must be multiplied by 2—2m—g, to produce the

corresponding terms of [5046] ; by this means, the term in [5043 line 1] produces that in [5046^]

[50461inel]; and those in [5043 lines 2, 3, 4, 5] give those in [5046 lines 3,4, 6, 8],

respectively. Again, in the third term of [5043 line 1], corresponding to J5i"", we have

i= 2—2;«—g—c'm^=2—Sin—g, nearly; and this produces the term depending on
(5046ii

B["'^ [5046 line 1]. In like manner, the terms depending on B^p, B^, B^p, R^^^\

jB[,"\ B['-\ produce the corresponding ones in [5046] ; observing always, that c, ^ and

cf, are very nearly equal to unity.

ds

Substituting the value of —
[5028a], in the second term of [5045], it becomes,

67n'.w'3 .

-^^^
. 5u . sm. (2u—2y ).gy. cos.gv ; [5046*]

which, by putting ^ =1, is evidently equal to the differential of the first member of the

VOL. III. 125
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[5047] Lastly, the function
(t-|+s)

•

j:.

•f \'£)
'

'^ [3033] gives, by its

variation, the terms*

[5046/]
function [4931m or 493 1|>], muhiplied by

—
.cos.^y; and, as tlie resuhing function is

composed of terms oi\.\\e fifth and Iiiglier orders, we need only notice the chief terms of the

[5046?'] difierential of the function [4931p]. These, after reduction, are contained in [4931phne6],

and in [i93l(/,r], wliose differential, divided by 2dv, produces the following terms,

nearly ;

[5046m]

_2 _a

[5046n] ^ .
\ 4'Vsin.a.+./3i' "c^. sin.2f i.

\

—~. A['k^. sm.^cv ;

[5046o]

which must be multiplied by the factor wy.cos.^ti. The first term of [5046w] evidently

produces the two terms, depending on A['^ [5046 lines 3, 4] ;
the second term produces

that depending on ^','" [5046 line 11] ; the third term produces that depending on A[^\

in [5046 line 11].

As the last term of [5045] is very small, we may substitute in it the values [4937«],

and [4865, 5028«] ; by which means it becomes

[5046p] _!!!_!?-. ,)y'. cos. (2ii
—

2wi').{o-7.cos.^i'};

and, as Hv' is of the third order [493Lr], the whole expression must be of the sirth or

r5046ql higher orders. Now, as it does not contain any quantities of the sixth order, depending on

the angle v—mv [4875], it may be neglected; therefore, the function [5045] will be

represented by the quantities depending on its two first terms, which are given in [5046].

[.5048a]
*

(2381) The chief term
l^- f (j~) •% [4809] is represented by —fJV.dv

[4929f(], and if we put, in this case, V,= —7 -\-s, the function [5047] will become of the

[50486] form — T^.fW.dv; u-hose variation is given in [4929i], changing V into V^. Now,

we see, in [5049], that 7'''^=—p-j-s is of the order m.y, or of the third order
;

also

If' [4929a], or its difierential coefficient, as well as a5u, are of the second era higher

order; hence it appears, that all the terms of the variation [5048i,4929i], excepting

[.5048c]
— oV^.f W.dv, may be neglected, as of the seventh or a higher order. Now, the

function —fW.dv [4929ffl] is evidently equal to the first member of [4885], and

[5048(i] sr,= ^^-\-Ss; hence, the function —&V,.fTV.dv [5048c], or the chief part of

the development of the function [5047], will be represented by
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1

.y.sm.{gv—6) I 1 n„„tof

— .\[^Zm,) M-^. •(1.0-<
_ 7- [5048]

The terms depending on the cube of the disturbing force are insensible.*

13. Connecting together all the terms of this development, we find, that

the equation [4755] becomes,

(
^ -\-6s )

X by the second member of the function [4885] ; [5048e]

in which we must substitute the value of (5s [4897]. Now, the first term of this value

gives,
in ^r + ^*' 'l'*^ '<=''" —K2—2m—^f_l|.5(»).y.sin. (2j;

— 2mt-—^f); [5048/]

multiplying this by the terms in [4885 lines 1, 10], it produces the terms in [5048 lines 1,2],

respectively; neglecting terms of the order e^ c'^, in the factor (1+2 6^— |e'^)

[4885 line 1]. The factor (2
—2m—gY— I, being of the order m, renders the term

in [5048 line I] of the fifth order; which is retained, though small, because the term

connected w ith the angle gv gives the motion of the nodes in [5050, &,c.] ; and the term

in [5048 line 2], depending on 2cv—gv, is retained for reasons similar to those in [4828f/].

The term depending on -B^,"' [5048/], being multiplied by the remaining terms of [4885],

produces terms of the sixth and higher orders, connected with angles which have been usually

neglected. The next term of (5^ [4897 line 2] has the coeflicicnt Bi}\y, which is

marked of tlie third order; but, if we examine the value of jBi'' [5177], we shall find

it to be so very small, tiiat it may be neglected. The terms in [4897 lines3—7] are of

the fourth order, producing in [504Sc] terms of the sivth or higher orders, which

may be neglected. The terms [4897 lines 8— 11] are of the form Bl^l e'y .sm.tv; l.^^'^^^]

in which i difiers from unity, by a quantity of the order m
;

so that 1—i^ is of the

[5048^]

[5048/i]

order m. This gives, in -~^—\-
^ s

,
a term of the form B['"Kc' y. {1

—
i-).s'm.iv,

which is of the fourth order; producing only terms of the sixth order, in [5048e]. In like

manner, we find, that the remaining terms of [4897] may be neglected, and the whole

function [5017] is reduced to the two small terms [5048].

*
(2882) If we compare the value of n [4902, 4961], with that of r [5037, 5049],

we shall easily perceive, tliat the terms of r are of the order n.y ; and, as the terms of

n, depending on the cube of tiie disturbing force, are of the fifth or a higher order

[4995a, 4941
, 4942, &:c.], the corresponding ones of r must be of the sixth or of a higher

order, which may be neglected.

[5048yt]

[5048/]
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ids, ,

^^ a
]

2-S j_ -o, -t-^^2
^

-l^ -2^ ){
-—^-\-s4-im.-.J ( 1 m ;

'

—1.13—3m—g \ .BfKe"'+l.(S—m—g).B'-^Ke'^ \

[5049] (L")

— |m.-. ) .-
g.

f .'/.sin. (2 1)—2niv—gv-U)

f!LX"a. +im''.-.\Ui—g)+Bi'^.7.sm.(2v—2mv^gv—6) 7
lion in 5.

_ «.
o /

n

+ fm". -.)5f—2+(l—m).(3—2m—^).£(''>].e7.sin.(^tj+a-—C—^) 8

+ fwt.-.{jBf—2—24'^+(l+m).(3—2w—o-).i5f'].e/.sin.(^«—cr—^+3j) 9

+ ^rh. -.
i (1+^).(1—m)—25<'"+5f^' ( .ey.sm.(2v—2mv—gv+cv+6-^) 10

+ fml -
{ (.§•—!). (1 +m)+5f—2^'' j .e/.sin.(2i;—2mz)+o-i;—ctj— (i+^) 1 1

*
(2883) The equation [5049] is the same as [5037], taking for r all the terms we

[5049a] havecomputedinthe<enfunctions[5021,5023,5025,5030,5032,5036,5040,5043,5046,5048].

In finding the sum of these terms, we shall proceed as in note 2847 [4960c, &ic.], taking the

quantities depending on each angle separately, in the order in which they occur in [5049] ;

after dividing them by the factor which is common to all the terms as in [4961//].

First. The terms depending on sin.^u [5049 lines 1— 4] have the common factor

^m .—.y.s'm.gv; and if we divide all the terms of the functions [5049f(], depending on this

angle, by this factor, we shall obtain in [5021 line 1] the terms l-j-2e^
—

z7^+if'"j iis in

[5049 line 1]. The terms in [5040 line 2] are the same as in [5049 line 4]. The coefficient

of jB™(1—K^), ill [5043hnel], is —i; in [5046 line 1], is —i(2—2;«—^);
their sum is i co c» \ i /'^^"'""S"^ /, »

[50496] Lastly, the term in [5048 line 1] is
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+ii~.{{l+g).(\+m)+Bf^+2A\'^-2Df^\.er.sin.(2v-2mv-gv-cv+6+zj) 12

+ii.- .
{ 3+2B'-p+l(3-2m-g).Bf^-(3-3m-g).B\

'">

] .e'7.sm.(gv+c'mv-^^') 1 3

I t lal uqua-
tiuQ in J,

2 ^ concluded

+fml-. {2i?i'«- Kl+^)+3-Br'—(1 ^-^+»0-^i''^eV•sin•(2«—2my—5-t'-c'mi;4-<)+w^^

'OB(ii)_5_io,Jw+4^i'"—(3—2«—Sc+^r).!?''"-'^ 17

2„ r 2Bi->+Ul-^)-(10+19;«+8m=) ^
19

-\-\m .-. I > .eV.sin.(2y— 2/n«;—2c«-j-^i'+**
—

^)

3^ a.(10+19/n+8/n2)+25i'-^' ) 21

+|w .-. < > • t^y- sin.
(2ci'-[-^i^'

—
2y-|-2?«j)

—2i5—
0)

"'
I +104'^—44('"—5i?i»> ) 22

+fm'.^ \ 3+2i>'('^'
I .^,.r.sin.(^i)—

jJ+OTz;—

+1^.^. j
1+2 /?[,•=>

J .^,.7.sin.(o-«+:y—
mi'—0-

23

24

adding this to the sum of the two preceding terms, it becomes

-^{-Tt;—;-(5-+"0; [50496']

which is the same as tlie coefficient of B,"' [5049 line 2]. The term depending on ^;'"

[5043nnel], is the same as in[5049hne2]. Tiie coefficient of i?^».e'2.(l—|e'2), b

[5043 line 1], is ^ ;
in [5016 line 2], is }(2

—m—g); whose sum is ^(3
—m—

^^),
as in

[50491ine3]. The coefficient of i?',"".e'2.(l—|e'2), in [5043 line 1], is —J; and, in

[5046 line I], is —1(2—3ot—5-) ; their sum is —1(3—3ot—^), as in [5049 line 3].

The term depending on ./2^"' [5043 line I], is the same as in [5049 line 2].

Second. The terms in [50491ines5, 6] have the common factor

—
J m .

-
. 7 . sin. (2u

—2mr—gv) ;

VOL. Ill 126
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[5049] 14. In finding the integral of the equation [5049], we must proceed in

and, if we divide the corresponding terms of the functions [5049«] by this factor, we shall

obtain, in [5023 Hne 1], the terms l-\-2c~—l{2-\-m).y^—ie'" ; and, in [5030 line 1], the

same terms, muhiplied by g; their sum is the same as in [5049 hne 5]. The expression

[5036] is the same as the first term in [50 19 line 6]. The terms depending on ^f>, Jl[^^

[5040 hne 3], are the same as in [5049 hne 6]. The terms in [5040line 1,4897 line 1]

give the term depending on i?',"' [5049 line 6].

[5049c']
Third. Of the three terms in [5049 line 7], the first is found in [5023 line 2] j the

second, in [5030 line 2J; and the third, in [5040 line 1,4897 line 2].

Fourth. The terms in [5049 line 8] have the common factor

§111 .— . ey . sm. [g v-j-cv) ;

and, if we divide the corresponding terms of the functions [5049a] by this factor, we shall

[5049d]
gg^^ jj^ |-j5Q2^

jjj^g 2], the term —2 ; in [5040 line 1], tlie term Bf> ;
as in the second

and first terms of [5049 lines]. The coefticient of (1
—

m).Bf, in [5043 line 3], is 1;

and in [5046 line 4], is 2—2«;—g; whose sum is 3—2m— if, as in [5049 hne 8]. Lastly,

the terms depending on ^j*'' [5043 line 3, 5046 line 4] mutually destroy each other.

Fifth. Tlie terms in [5049 line 9] have the common factor

-" <t

# w .
—

. cy . sni. (o-y
—

ci') ;

and, if we divide the corresponding tenns of the functions [.5049fl] by it, we shall obtain, in

[5021 line 3], the term —2; in [5040 line 1], the term Bf,^' ;
as in the two first terms of

[5049el
j-5Q49ii„g9]. The coefiicient of {}-{-m).B';'\ in [.5043 hne 2], is I

; and, in [50461ine3],

is (2
—2w—g) ;

whose sum is (3
—2m—g), as in [5049 line 9]. Lastly, the terms

depending on A[''' [.50431ine 2, 5046 line 3], being added, give -2d[''> [50491ine9].

Sixth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 10] is

I w .
—
.e7.sin.(2y

—2mv—gv-{-cv).

The term connected with it, in [5023 line 5], is 1—m
;

in [5030 line 5], is ^(1
—
m) ;

whose sum is (l-f-ir)(l
—

"*)' as in the first part of [5049 line 10] ; [5040 line 4] gives—
2i?j'' ;

and [5040 line 1] gives J51''' ; as in [5049 line 10]. In the same manner we
__" a

[5049/"] obtain the tenns connected with fiu .
-

.cy.sin. (2d
—
2mv-{-gv

—
cv) ; namely, in

[50231ine3],
—(1+m); in [5030 line 3], i!-(l+?«); whose sum is (5-—l).(l+m);

in [5040 line 5], the term —2./3/'> ; and, in [5040 line 1], the term Bf^ ; all these agree

with [5049 line 11].
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a similar manner to that in [4971, &c.]. We shall, therefore, suppose [5049'

Seventh. The common factor of the terms in [5019nncl2] is

~ a
fwi .

—
.cy.s'm.(2v

—2mv—gv—cv).

The term connected with it, in [5023 hnc 4], is (l+w); in [50301ine4], is g{l-^m) ; r5049<»1

whose sum is (l+^).(l+?n) ;
in [5010 hne6], is —2(B'f^—A\'^); and, in [5040 line 1],

is Bf\ These agree with [5049 hne 1 2] .

The terms connected with the common factor

2 a

Eighth.
2 n

. CY. sin. (2v
—

2mv-{-gv-\-cv),

are as follows. In [5023 line 6],
—

(I
—

m) ;
in [5030 hne 6], g{l

—
m); whose sum [5049A]

(g
— 1 ).(!

—
m) is of the second order [482Sc] ; or, of the sixth order in [5049] ; and, as

this is not increased by the integration [4897o, &c.], it is neglected.

JVi7ith. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 13] is

_2 a

I m . -.c'y. sin. (gv-\-c'mv).

The term connected with it, in [5021 line 4], is 3; in [.5040 hne 1], is 25^; as in

the two first terms of [5049line 13]. The coefficient of B^, in [5043 hnc 5], is i ; [5049t]

in [.5046 line 8], is J(2
—2m~g); whose sum is J(3

—2m—g), as in [5049 line 13].

The coefficient of B^'"^ ,
in [5043 line 5], is —1

;
in [5046 line 7] is —{2—3m—g) ;

whose sum is —(3
—3m—g), as in [5049 line 13].

Tenth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 14] is

5. Ill .- . c'y .s'm.(gv— c'mv).*
a,

^"^

The term connected with it, in [5021 hne 5], is 3
;

in [504 line 1], is 2Bf\ as in the

two first terms of [5049 line 13]. The coefficient of
J5i"', in [5043 hne 4], is —J; in

[5046 line 6], is ~^(2—2m—^) ;
whose sum is —J(3—2m— "•), as in [50491ine 14], [5049t]

The coefficient of Bf, in [5043 line 4], is -1; in [5046 line 5], is —{2—m—g);
whose sum is —(3

—m—g), as in [5049 line 14].

Eleventh. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 15] is

f m, .- .e'y.^\n.{2v—2mv
—

gv-\-c!mv).

The term connected with it, in [5023 line 9], is i; in [5030 line 9], is ^g; in [5040 line 1],

is 25^; in [5040 line 7], is 3B,"'; in [5043 line 6], is —^i^' ; and, in [5046 line9],

'^ —{g—"^)-Bf\ These terms, taken in tlie same order, are as in [5049 line 15].
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[5049'"] 7 and ^ to be variable
;

in consequence of the variation of the excentricity

TiueJfth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 16] is

I 7ft ,—.e'y.sm.{2v—'imv — srv— c'mv).

The teiTO connected with it, in [5023 line 7], is —
J; in [5030 line 7], is —

Ig; whose
[5049ml

[5049>i]

[5049o]

[5049/)]

sum is —
i{^'\'S)' ^^ '"^ ^'^^ second term of [50491ine 16]. The term, in [5040 line 1],

is 2B<""; in [5040 line 8], is 3i?i"'; as in the first and third terms of [5049 line 16].

Lastly, the coefficient of i?','',
in [5043 line 7], is — 1; and, in [5046 line 10], is

—
(^+''*) 5

whose sum is — (I +&+'")' as in the last term of [5049 line 16].

Thirteenth. The term connected with the common factor

." a

(I,

^ III .
—

. c' y . sin. (2y
—

^2iiiv-\-gv
—

c'mv),

in [5023 line 8], J; and, in [5030 line 8], is —
Jg" ; whose sum i{l—g) is of the

order m^ [4828e], producing terms of the sixth order, which may be neglected. In like

manner, the terms connected with the flictor f ?7t .
-

. c'y. sin. (2 v—2 m i'-{-g v-\-c'm v), in

[5023 line 10], is —*; and, in [5030 line 10], is -{-i'^ ;
whose sum —

h{'i-—g),

is of the second order, producing terms of the sixth order, in [5049], which may be

neglected.

Fourteenth. The common factor of the tcrais in [5049 lines 17, 18] is

3
-' «

a-i 711. fi-'m —
. e^}'. sin. (2cD— gi').

a.

The term connected with it, in [5021 line 6], is —5
;

in [5040 line 1], is 2B''''
;

as in

the two first terms of [5049 line 17]. The coefficient of ./2/", in [-5043 line 8], is —5;
in [5046 line 11], is —5; whose sum is —

10, as in [5049 line 17]. The coefficient

of A["\ in [5043 line 8], is +2, in [5046 line 11], is +2; whose sum is +4,
as [5049 line 17]. The coefficient of B\'"-\ in [5043 line 8], is —1; in [5046 line 11],

is —
(2
—2m— 2c-|-^) ;

whose sum is —(3— 2/«— 2f-)-o-), as in [5049 line 17]. The

coefficient of {l0-\-l9m +8m^).B';'\ in [5043 line 9], is I; in [50461ine 12], is

1(2—2m—g) ;
whose sum is j(3

—2m—g), as in the first term of [5049 line 18] ; the

remaining term is as in [5048 line 2], neglecting the factor (1
—

|e'^).

Fifteenth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 lines 19,20] is

-

. eV-sin.(2i!
—2mv — 2n' +£"!').

The term connected with it, in [.50 lOline 1], is 2Z?/-', as in the first term of [50491ine 19].

The coefficient of |(10-l-19/«+8m-), in [5023 hne 1 1], is 1; and, in [5030 line 11],

is —g ',
whose sum is (1

—
§), as in the second term of [5049 line 19]. The terms

depending on A['\ ^j'" [5010 line 10], arc as in [5049 line 20]. The coefficient of

i m
a.
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of the earth's orbit. Then, bj substituting, for s, the expression [4897i]

s=r. s\n.(gv—li)-\-Ss, [5050]

and comparing at first, the sines and cosines of gv
—

S, we shall obtain the

two following equations ;*

JB^j,"' [5043 line 10], is —1; and that in [5046 line 13], is also — 1; whose sum —2,

is as in [5049 line 20].

Sixteenth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 hnes 21, 22] is

2 a
I TO .

—
. e-y. sin.(2fy-f-^i'

—
'iv-^-^mv).

[3049g]
This is muitiphed by the factor |(10+19»i-f8»r), in [5023 line 1 2] ;

and also, in

[5030 line 12] ;
their sum is as in the first term of [5049 line 21]. In [.5040 line 1], we

have 2J5/3>, as in the second term of [5049 line 21]. The terms, in [5040 line 9], give

those in [5049 line 22].

Seventeenth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 23] is

Tin.— . -.r.sm.fp-u—v-^nw).
a^ a ^° '

The terms connected with this, in [5025], is ^»; and, in [5032], is i
; whose sum is 3, [5049r]

as in [5049 hne 23]. Lastly, the term [5040 line 1], depending on 2?1^", is as in

[5049 line 23].

Eighteenth. The common factor of the terms in [5049 line 24] is

-f
w .— .

—
.y.sm.(srv-+-v—jiiv).

a, a \o 1 /

The term connected with this, in [5025], is ^j and, in [5032], is —
J; wliose sum

is I-,
as in [5049 line 24]. The term [.5040 line 1], depending on i?p\ is as in the [5049*]

last term of [5049 line 24]. Hence it appears, that all the terms of the equation [5049]

agree with the preceding developments.

*
(2884) The quantities B[''\ ^f, in the factor of 7.sin.(5-r—()) [5049 line 1-4],

are multiplied by 1— he'-, and some of the other terms of that factor are multiplied by
c'^

; so that we may put the whole factor under the form y-|- q". e'~ [5053]. Moreover, as

the equation [5049] is linear, we may notice the terms depending on sin.(g'r
—

^) separately;

and, by restricting the value of 5 to this term, we shall have, from [5049, 5053],

^=^^+ '+(P"+'l"-n-y-^n.(gv-6). [505]i]

Substituting in this, the value s ==;
y.sin.(^f

—
a), and its second differential,

dds ddy i\ , c^^y { dli\ ddi .

^^
/ rfA2 . , ,.

c^
=

,^-«'"-(o-''-^)+2-^|5-;^Jcos.(^o-,-a)-y._.cos.(5-i-a)-7. {g--j .sm.{gv-6); pOSlc]

VOL. III. 127

[5051o]
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l^o^^l
=
7.^-2.^-^. (^?-^

[5052] =
'1^
—

/ . ^- £)'-l|+(/y'+r/'.C-).7;

[5053] p"-\-cl'.e'^ denoting the coefficient of y.?,m.[gv
—

c) in the differential

P"' i"- equation [5049] ;
in which we must observe, that B[°'> and ^i,"' contain

^^^^^
inplicitly the factor (1

—
|e'^) [4976a, 6]. The first of these equations

gives, by integration,*

[5055] d6
= ^•^^''

^ dv

H being an arbitrary constant quantity. The equation [5052] gives, by

[5055'] ddv r ,1 ,^ <

neglectmg -r-^, and the square oi ^ .e ,t

flu Ir;" f'2

[5056] __o- t/TZy^— '^ •

c/*;-" ^^+^'
\/Hy'

'

considering v, y, 6, as variable quantities, we get,

This equation is satisfied by putting the coefficients of cos.(^j;
—

S), sin.(^y
—

S) separately

equal to nothing ; by which means we obtain the equations [5051, 5052], respectively.
' The whole calculation being similar to that for the motion of the perigee, in note 2852

[4973a—A].

*
(28S5) The equations [5051,5052] are similar to [4973,4974], and are solved in

the same manner as in [4977fl, Sic.]. Putting, in this case, g— —
JF^, we get, for

[5055a] (1,1 ^ ^jy
its differential, nr == -r-^- Substituting these in [5051], we obtain,

dW^ dv dJV _ dy
f5055i]

=
-y--^-2JV,-^; or,

_
-^

= 2 .-
;

whose integral is
jtt-
= H.y^ ;

H being the arbitrary constant quantity. This is the

same as [5055], and is similar to [4977 or 4977c].

t (2886) In like manner as we have neglected ddE, or ddc, in [4973e
—

h], we

may neglect ddy, in [5052] ;
and then, dividing by >

,
we get,
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therefore, if we consider p", q", as constant, which may here be done [5056 ]

without any sensible error [4979a, kc], we shall have,

6 ^ gv—^T+^".v— -^^ . fe' \ dv+->^ ; [5057]

"^ being an arbitrary quantity. This gives, [5057']

sm.(gv~6) = sin.

|
^/rq^".j;+ -/f^ -fe!"-. tZ«— x

J

.

[goss]

Hence it follows, in conformity with observation, that the nodes of the mooji^s

orbit have a retrograde ^notion upon the apparent ecliptic, which is represented

by,*

Iq"
Retrograde motion of the nodes = {^i-fp"

— 1 |.t'+ "7-^=7, -fe'^-dv. [5059]

Motion of

This motion is not uniform by reason of the variableness of c'; and the ^beaoic.

secular equation of the longitude of the node is to the secular equation of the

perigee as ,-4—-; is to — -r--—^

.t [5000]

o=-(5'-^)V+i'"+5"-e'=^;
or, by reduction,

S-l= ^i'+f+l"-n =
v/(l+/')+|ig;)+

&:c.
^.,05C„]

Neglecting the square of r/'.e'^ [5055'], and reducing, we obtain [5056]. Multiplying

this by dv, and integrating, we get [5057]; or, as it may be written,

gv—6=\ 1/(1+7/) .v+ -^^ ./c'2. dv—X ]

and, by taking the sine of both memhers, it becomes as in [5058].

*
(2S87) In [4818or5051i] the quantity gv— li represents the moon's distance

from the node, which is equal to

{v/(l+iO-+ ;;.(^)./e-.r/.-x|
[50566].

^_^„^,,„^

Subtracting from this the moon's longitude v, we get the expression of the retrograde

motion of the nodes [5059] ; observinsr, that by takin<: the intetrral fe'-.dv from v=^0.

where the motion of the node is commenced, we may neglect the quantity X.
* "

f (2888) The term of the expression of the motion of the moon's perigee, upon which

its secular motion depends, is represented in [4982] by \q'fc~.dv=
—-^ .fe'-.dv [4979]. [5060a]
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The tangent y of the inclination of the moon''s longitude to the apparent

ecliptic [4813], is also variable, since it is represented by*

[5061] Y ^ Sh.
(g
—
j^ \

~*
[5055].

The eecu-

tinn'of ?' -S"^ " '•'' ci''ide7it, that its variation is insensible ; and tlils is the reason why
'bic!"^"°" the most ancient observations do not indicate any change in the inclination,

although the position of the ecliptic has varied sensibly, during that interval.

We shall then have the following equations ;t

The similar term in the motion of the node is
--——

—-.fe'^.dv [50591; tlie nesative sign

being prefixed, because the motion is retrograde. This last expression is to the former in

the ratio mentioned in [5060].

*
(2389) We may observe, that the equations [5051

—5059] are similar to those in

[497-3
—

498-2], and may be derived from them. Thus, by changing c, w, —
p,
—

y,

,
into g, S, p", rj", y, respectively, we find, that the equations [4973]

and [4974] change into [5051, 5052], neglecting ddy ; [4977] becomes like [5055];
[o061t]

^j^^^Q^ ,jj^g [-j0o6] ; [4980] like [.5057] ; [4981] like [5058], changing cos. into sin.
;

lastly, [4982] like [5059]. Hence it is evident, that we may apply the same method,

to prove, that the secular inequality of y is insensible, that we have used for e, or

e ( 1 -\-e-)

[5061c]
-——

, in [4987, &.C.] ; observmg, that both these inequalities depend on terms of a

similar form and order.

[5061a]

t (2890) If we suppose any term of <h [4897] to bo represented by B.j'w>..(iv-{-s).

r5062n]
it will produce, in t-;+Sj the term {l

— i^
[
.B ./<'"ii. (i v ~\- e). Substituting this in

[5049], and putting the coefEcient of each sine equal to nothing, we shall obtain the

. q equations [5062
—

5077]; taking them in the same order as they occur in [5049];

and reducing them, by dividing the equations by the factors depending on c, c', >,

without the braces. No other reduction is necessary in any of the terms, except in that in

[5049 line IS] ;
in which we must substitute

(o_o„, _.)=_!=. (3_o„,_^).(l_.2,„_^)
.

bv which means we have,

4
+

2.(2c-'3+2m)
^^ ^-'7*^ 2.C3c-a+2m) i

= — (3—2w— !'•) .
-^
2.(2c-2-|-2m)
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"~a C(^+§')-n+2«M.(2+m).7=-|e'^|)

V. 1—m ' ' ^

J

0=
i \—(2—2m+gy~ 1 .5^"+ I m .

-
.

j -1.(1— o-)+i?n) j
; [5063]

[5064]0= {l-(g+cy 1 .7?f+ 1 m". -. \5f-2+( l-m).(3-2m-o-).5<'" | ;

"/

0=
\ l—(g-cy I ./?f'+ 1 »-! .

-
. ^5^—2-2Jt')+(l+m).(3—2m—^). Bfn ; [soes]

0=
I i-^2-2m-g +cy-l . 5^"+ |m'. ^

.
S (l+^o-).(i_„j)_25f'+5(^) j ; [5066]

0=
{
1—(2—2m +g-cyi.Bf+ ^Jn.

-
.

{ (g—l).(l +m)+Bf^—2A';^ \ ; [5067]

0=
I l_(2_2m-^-c)=^5f +|Fl^Kl+iO-(l+»0+-Sr+2j;'>-2Si»>|; [5068]

0={1—(g-+m)^}.5f'+f>7L-.{3+25;^)+i(3-2m-a-).5i»'-(3-3m-^).5<''''|; [5069]

0=
{ l-(g—myi. Bf^+^lfi.-. { 3+2Bf^—.l(3-2m-g).BfW3-m-g).B\'>l; [5070]

0=^ 1_(2—m—^)^^fif'+P.^.^ j(l+ .)+oBco)+35<<"-(]+^^-;«).-Bi"} ; [5071]

0=|l_(2-3m-o0^i.5i'°)+fs\^.|25i'»>-Kl+.-)+35fMl+5-+'^^ [5072]

^2Bi,'"—
5—10.3i"+4^i")—(3—2m—2c+^).jB<'=>-)

«,

^_(3_2,«-i0.fe+m-.).(i|+L^J^^.Br^'

^

0=n-(2-2.-2c+,)^5-+,^A.r^'='+^(^-^^-(^°+^^"^+^"^^^^
[5074]

0=11—(^+l-m)^}.5<-^'+fl^
1
1+2^("^'

I

.

[5076]

[5077]

VOL. in. 128
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15. It 11010 remains to determine the value of t, in terms of v. For

this purpose, we shall resume the equation [4753],

dv
[5078] dt= ,- ,,., =.

We must substitute in it the value of ic [4997] ; namely,

1
C l + c=+i7Hf3+e.(l+e').cos.(CT—^)

^
[5079] u= ~

. < > +i'U .

«
I -iy.(]+e^-lf).cos.(2gr—2.^) )

We shall have, in the first jilace, by developing the factor -—
, a term

independent of the cosines, which, by the nature of the elliptical motion,

[5080] must be equal to* -j
—

[5081o,|;].

*
(2891) If we put, for brevity

[5081a]
^' ^

'(
~Ii3 '-^

\dv J' 1(2 5

[5081o']
the expression [5078] will become, dt =7-5 . Q'. The development of Q', in a

series, gives, q, ,
1 r /d<i\ dv

,

3 / rfQ dv\^

which is of the same form as the factor of [5081], depending on Q. The terms of u

[5079], independent of 011, have been heretofore denoted by u [4826, 4861, Sic; 4997] ;

and, by retaining this value, the second member of [5079] will be u-\-5u. Substituting

this complete value of u in cJt [5081rt'] it becomes,

[508 Irf]

—
J
— - 2 (« <5»)

. -^+ 3 (« 5uf. ^-4-„
- &c. ]

. dv. Q';
( h !(-

^ ' h 1(3. a ' ^ ' h !(*. ((2 I C '

observing, that we must substitute in [5081c], for
?/., all the terms of the second member

of [5079], excepting &u. Now, by neglecting terms of the fourth order, we have,

[5081g]

fla/

Multiplying this by m""'' [4866/<:], wc get,

1

h ifi. a a
=

-j.|(l+ie2-47a)_3e.(l-i72).cos.CT+3e2.cos.2ct)+f72.cos.2^i'-Sc7^cos(2^i'-c«)j.
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Then we shall have,

1—2e.(l
—

ly^).co5.{cv
—

ra)

+§e^. (
1 +ie^—i7^) .cos.(2ct—2w)

J^iy^{lJ^^e^-^f).cos{2gv-26)-e^.cos{3cv-3-a)

-ley- lcos{2gv-cv-2S-\-Ts) -^cos{2gv+cv-2d--a) }

]^ie2-:|-72_3c.cos.(cD—w)-|-3e-'.cos.(2c!;—2n)

+|^2.cos.(2gw—2^)-fe>2.cos.(2gv-cw-2d+'z3)

\ +3.(a 5u)-. {
1—4e.co.s.(cy—3i) ^

.
{
1—&ic.

|

a2rfu

rfQ\ (^2mm
-2a6u .

\1

2

3

;>

16

Differen-
liul cqaa*
tiun iu t.

[5081]

Substituting this and Q' [5081i], in the term of [5081c] depending on the first power of

a&u, we get the corresponding terms of [5081 lines5,6] ; neglecting the very small term of

the fifth order, depending on cy^. cos.cw. Again, we have in [4870i],

M~''= «''.|
1— de .cos.ci; -|- &,c.|.

nearly [5081/], we get.Multiplying this by ^-3= -77ia3

/iM'l. (fi

- = ~T"^^
—

4c.co3.fi'-|-Scc.|.

Substituting this and the value of (^' [5081J], in the term [5081e] depending on (a'hi)^,

we get the corresponding terms of [5081 line 7]. We may observe, that aSu [4904] is

of the second order ;
so that, in these terms of [5081 lines 5—7], we have exphcitly

retained terms as far as the fourth order inclusively. The only remaining term of dt

Q'. dv

[508It] is the first,
h ifi

and the quantity (^ is represented by the terms depending

on Q, in [5081 lines!—4]. The factor connected with Q', is of the same form as

dv
the value of clt, in the first of the equations [531]; namely, dt =-~; from which

the elliptical value [534f, 535] is deduced. This has the constant factor a-. If we

compare this factor, or —
, with the calculation in [5346, Sic], we shall easily perceive,

that the numerator o^ is introduced by the term zr [5081m], which is not altered in

the disturbed orbit [4861] ;
but the denominator y/a, which is deduced from h [5346,&c.],

is changed into \/«^, in the disturbed orbit [4863] ; and, by this means, it becomes —^.

If we take the differential of [4828], and divide it by 7i=a~^ [4827], it becomes, by using

the abridged notation [4821/],

[508U]

[.5081i]

[5081fe]

[5081J]

[5081mj

[5081nl

[5081o]
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[5081'] That part of the second member of this equation, which is not periodical, is

^2 ( 1— 2c.(l— j7^).cos.cf-f"2^^'Cos.2ci)
—

e^.cos.3cv-\-iy^.cos.2gv 'i

[5081/>] clt=^— .dv.<
"

>.

V^ { —liy^.cos.{2gv—cv)
—

fey^.cos.{2gv-\-cv) )

a" ifi

Now, chaneinn; tlie term — into — [SOSlol, we oiiirlit to set the factor which is
' ^ '^

v'a •«,
o o

independent of Q, in [5081 fines 1— 4] ; and, upon examination, we shall find they

[5081g] agree; except in some terms of the fourth order, connected with cos.2ci', cos.2^-d, which

were neglected in computing the function [5081;; or i8-23]. To prove this, we shall repeat

the calculation [4821/(
—

m] ; retaining onhj the terms ivhidi produce quantities of the fourth
' ^^ order in c, 7, and are connected with the ani^les 2cv, 2gv. By this means, [4821»]

becomes as in [5081 «] ; observing, that the last term arises from -\-5{f-\-e.cos.cvy, which

[508U] is omitted in [4821i). Now, from f= ly'^—i'>^.cos.2gv [4821c], we obtain, by noticing

only the angle 2gv,

f=—^y2.cos.2gv ; p=— ^y\cos.2gv .

[508U] The first of these expressions ought to be changed into f=— (.}-/-
—

|7;y^).cos.2^«, in

order to notice the term of the fourth order, which was neglected in [4812^, 6]. Finally,

the term —
4(3/t-.cos.-C!;) gives, by noticing only the terms depending on

cos.2_§-«, cos.2c»,

—6fe^—6fe-. cos. 2co= §eS^. cos. 2gv—^e-y'^. cos. 2cv [5081«].

Hence [5081m] becomes as in [50811)] ; and, by substituting cos.-c«=
^cos,2ci'-]-&z,c. ;

cos.''CT^icos.2ci)-|-&ic. [6,8] Int., we obtain [508h«];

[.5081u] (Zi=A3.(l+2y2).r/!'.{—2/+3(t2.cos.=«'-f/2)—4(3/t2.cos.2n')+5(c-».cos.4ci')}

[o081.]
:^h^{\+2y-).dv.^ +|,V.cos.25-«-ie2v^.cos.2rr+5.^cos.^«.i

[5081,«1 =A3.(I+2y2).Jy.J(Sc2_St2.^2+-|e4).cos.2ci'+(J"/2_^3cV—i"/).cos.2^«}.

The terms between the braces are of the second and higher orders
; tiicrefore, in

finding

the terms of this function, of tlie fourth order, we must obtain the factor h^.[l-l-2y^)

correctly, in terms of the second order. This value is easily found from [4823] ;
which gives,

[5081:.]
P. (1 +2y2) = eA (l-ft^+l^a).

If the factor 1— %-e^-\-iy~ be connected with the two terms of the second order in

[SOSli^j], it will produce some terms of the fourth order
; and, by retaining terms of

this order only, we obtain the expression [5031y], which is easily reduced to the form

[5081z] ;
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represented by,*
t^osi-J

dt=cfi.dv.l
- ~ - -

\ [50812/]
||e2(_|t2+Jy3)—icV+^e^j.cos.Scv;

= a^^.f/i).
j
(ie"—feV).cos.2c»+(fcV-iy'').cos.25'u^.

[5081t]

The terms between the braces in this expression are the same as the terms of the fourth

order in [SOSlhnes 2,3]. Hence it is evident, that the development [5031] is correctly

made.

*
(2892) The function 'h-/[/)-~, ^^'hose powers and multiples occur in

rjQgggi

[.5081], has already been developed in [4881', 4885,4889, fee], and in the variations of

these quantities [19-30, Sic.]. If we put the function [4885] equal to Jl/„; and the [50824]

function [4889] equal to J\l^, the indices denoting the order of the functions; we shall
rrnpot'i

"- 1•/© % = "' + ''. »"- »i"" -'^

:-.

•

[/ (t?)
• %f = ^'f'

^

neglecting terms of the sixth order
; hence, (^ [5031 J] becomes,

We must add to this value of Q' the terms arising from the variations of the function

—IMo ; the variations of the other terms being so small, that they may be neglected.

The chief term of the value of —^M^ is that which is noticed in [4929, 4930] ; namely,

~ 3m'.it'3.rfu .

/ —tttt:
—

-.
• sm.(2i)— 2 I' ) ;

•^ 2Aa.«4 ^ ''
[5082d]

whose variation, relative to the characteristic b, is evidently represented by,

-lfi-f-^-\ -•s'.i-(2«-2.')+W.cos.(2.-2t/)
};

Su' being neglected [5040a]. The function in the first memberof [4931h], is developed in

[493 Ip], and we shall put this last expression equal to JV, ,
and that in [4932«] equal to

JV,; then we shall evidently have, for the two terms of the variation [504^22], the following

expression ;

The second variation of the same function —
h^^i, is easily deduced from that of

JWjU [4942], by dividing it by
— 2ti = — 2a-', nearly [4326]; using also [5082A]

VOL. III. 129

[5082e]

[.5082/]

[5082g-]
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[5082A'] -^= m^ [5091] ;
whence we get,

j-5092,--]

]5w^ (^<'>)2e2.cos.(2c«— 2r+2mt>)

The other terms of —
-,./ f—

)

•

-g,
which are noticed m [4944, 4945], produce tlie

h-i J
\dv,

following terms, wliicli may be deduced from [4945 line 2], by dividing by
—2a~\ as

in [5082/1 ] ;

[5082i] 5 m. a a

[5062?]

.
--

. fnm.dvA 3.sin.(i'—u')+15.sin.(3ii—3i'') I .

The terms resulting from this expression may be obtained in the same manner as

[4946/'] is deduced from [4945 line 2] ; or, more simply, by dividing [4946/] by —2«~'

[5082/;]. By this means it becomes, by using the value of »r [50S2A'],

15 m- a .,„, cos.fy—mo)
. -.A'-^K—^ '.

A a
-

1—in

Now, adding together the functions [50S2f, g, i, I], we obtain,

^-^-h^-J Wj • ^+2aI {< -d^^- ^^)
-^'^•

^l—iM,—iJM,-^'iM:''—ia.JV—in.J\\

\5)rv^ (Jl\ ))2e2. cos. {2cv—2v-^2mv)

4 2c—2+2m

15 wr a
.^,j cos.(t)

—
mv)

4 a 1— ?«

Sulistituting nr [5082/t'], in the value of ill [4885, 5082i], and neglecting terms of

[5082m'] fijg second order, between the braces, which produce only terms of the slith order in M^,
it becomes of the form,

[5082n] M^= 3 m^ •

^^j^^
• cos. {2v—2mv) + S P, . cos. (2r— 2//n'-f- V) I ;

as is evident, by mere inspection ;
the symbol /', being the coeflicient of the first

order of any term between the braces in [4885], and 2i'—2mv-}-V the corresponding
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The coefficient of dv, in this function, is not rigorously constant. [5082']

angle. The square of this gives, by neglecting P^, and the angles 4 i»— 4 m y ,

4f—imv-}-V,

,_, 27m^ ( 1 ,1 _ ,. )

^^^^- -8-' \2i2=2^^+2=2;n-'^''''''^\

16(1— m) ^4(1— m)^ 5

Now, it is evident, by inspection, that the terms between the braces in this last

expression, are easily derived from those between the braces in [4885], by rejecting

-2v — 2mv from all the angles, and taking half of the first term in [4885 line 1] ;

hence we get,

1 /2(l+ m) , 2(1— 7n) \
' V I '' J V L.\.c.cos.cv

[5082o]

'21m* ) 4(1— m) \2—2m— c 2—2m+ c

*^^' ^
16(l-«0' ) / 7 1 \ . - < (

• ^'"^'^^

4- 1 ] .i e. cos. c'mv
'

V2— 3w 2— 711J

Substituting this in [5082w], and for J\I., M^, J\\, A'",, writing the functions to

which they correspond [50826, 6',/], we obtain,

=1— i.function [4885]— i. function [4889]
—

ia.flinction [4931j?]—^a.function [4932a] o

1 /2(l+w) ,
2(1— 7«)\' ^ '

-)
^- i- .C.COS.CD

27 m'' \4(1—m) \2—2m— c 2—2m+ c

' ' ' ' i r — " *

4- { ] -ic • COS. c'm V^ \ 2— 3m 2—mJ
15ffl2

(^<j'>)2
e2. cos. {2cv— 2v-\-2mv)

4 2 c— 2+2;»

15m2 a . „, cos.(f—mv]_ /4^ ' ^

4
•

a'-
2

•

!_,„

[5082?]

4

-I . --.A\ ^^

. e.

The expression is now reduced to so simple a form, that we can, by the mere addition of the
.

'

. . [5082r]
terms, obtain llic complete value of

<^',
as in tiic following table

; rejecting such terms

and angles as have been usually omitted ;
and putting

m .
- :=

?/r, as in [5082/i'] ;
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[5082"] ^Ve have seen, in [4968], that the expression of ^ contains the term

>loii of

Q-

[508'.Js]

Terms of [3083(/].

[5082<7 lines 2, 3]

[4885 line 1]

[4885 line 2]

[4885 line 3]

[4885 line 4]

[4885 line 5]

[4885 line 6]

[4885 line 7]

[4885 line 8]

[4885 line 10]

[4931pline24]

[5082«yline4]

[4885 line 12]

[493 Ijj
line 26]

[4885 line 13]

[4885 line 14]

[4885 line 15]

[493 Inline 29]

[4889 line 1]

[4931^ line 31]

[4932ffl line 3]

[5082^ line 5]

[4831_plines39, 13]

[4831J7 lines 14,17,20]

[5082<7line3]

[493 li^ lines 7, 16]

[493 li^
line 6]

Correspomljii"- terms of Q=l .fl --^ |.-,+— f-r- • ^1 — &c.

27
1 +

m*

G4 (1-m)-

(14-2e2-|e'a)

[This line has no factor.]

2—27n
cos.(2«;

—2mv)

?^i^"^.{lJ^r^e"-—i7^—'ie"').e.cos.{2v—2mv-cv)2-2m—c

, 2(l-m) ^ , ^

+,c--r—7— .c.cos.(2ii—2mv4-cv)
2—2m-\-c

^ '

.cos. (2 V—2 m I'
—dmv)

3(2—3m)

2(2- m)'

7(2-(-3m).fe'

-I .cos.{2r—2wtj4-c'»u')

cos.(2y
— 2/«D— CJJ—dtixv)

.cos. (2y
—2mv -\-cxi

—
cmv)

All the terms

except tlie

first hneliave
the common

factor .3.m*.

2 (a—Sm—c)

7 (2-3m).ce'

'2 (2—3i)i-[-c)

2(o_m_f)
^ ^ '

i(10+19/n+8m-)^

,i(2+«0+ r ^o—4-iTr--cos.(2o-t'—2t'+2miO

+

t7e'3

2(2—4m)'

cos. (2y
—2?M«; — 2c'mj))

- cos. (2d
— 2mi'—2^i'-["^'')

+

+

|+2^J'^)S 2-2m-2^+c

-|-2yj!-'''' (
« cos.(i'

—
n«')

+ 2m.^</'>

....neglected

_ 8./i,
» 1

+20.^i' \^-lAf

1—m

COS. c mj;

I
<) m3 C 7

,

"Tui'l^^" (2-3:3 m 2-r

4- j
7^<'^+2J';''| .

j^^.cos.(cy—c'mi')

-|-2./2'i''c.cos.cv.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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;
which gives, in or, the term* ^ma\€'^: thus, the quantity [5083]

" "'^"
contains the term la,'. dv.Tn .e'^ [5083J] ;

now we have nearly, [no84]

3w . e'^

g 1

m = OT- [5092', 5093] ; [5083]
/(

3 m^
therefore, the expression of the time / contains the term ——.fe'~.dv\ |^5og6]

consequently, the value of the moon's true longitude, in terms of the mean

We have omitted, in the preceding table, several terms on account of their smallness.

Thus, we have neglected, inline 7, the terms depending on Af [493 1^^
line 22] ;

in line

9, the terms depending on ^4/"' [493 l^J
line 23] ; inline 20, the terms depending on

A'-^^\ \ [4931p lines 35, 37] ;
in line 27, several terms of [4931p, 5082<7], of the fifth

and sixth orders. Besides these, there are others dci)ending on the angles

2w—2mv-\-cv-\-c'mv, 2ci'-j-2i'
—

2m!', v—mvdac'mv, 2gv
—

cv, cv-{-c'mv, 2cv.

These are neglected, because tbe terms are of the fifth or sixth order, or are connected with

angles which do not increase the coefiicients by integration in finding t, from dt [5031].

In tbe terms depending on cos.(f
—

mv), we have retained the terms depending on ./?•">

[5082s line 21], and neglected a term of tbe same order, depending on ^f [5082s line 22]. [SOSSu]

This is done, because ./2j'''
is required to a great degree of accuracy in [4874, 4904 linelS].

The function Q' [5082s] is to be subslitLiterl in [5031], and then we may obtain the
[.')082r]

constant terms [5082], as we shall see in note 2893 [5093ii].|

[5082/]

*
(2893) If we put, for a moment,

— to represent the terms of the second member

of [4968], exclusive of the first and third, we shall have,

l_l.fl_i^.c'2-|-,„\ [5083a]

2

The quantity m, contains another term, depending on c'a, of the order ih.A^^'^c'-,

o

which may be neglected, in comparison with the retained term
j- ^^ [5083a]. Involving rrngoi-]

[5083rt] to the power
—

2, we get.

a2=a,3.(^l
+

|m:c'2+Scc.);
hence,

^=a/.(Zy.(l+ f m'. t'2+ Scc.V

VOL. III. 130

[5083c]
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[5C87] longitude, contains the term —
j,'ni'-.fe''".dv,

or —
^m~.fe''~.ndt. Hence

it follows, that the three secular equations of the mean longitude of the moon,

its perigee and its nodes, are to each other as the three quantities*

lUa'iij 111

llie Hern-
l.ir iiKi-

[50H8]
Turns of

the loii^'i-

luilc, pel I- Q ff

['''0«'] 3wi, ^~^, -^L=
r** ami

It is true,t tiiat the terms, depending on the square of the disturbing force.

This expression contains the term ^n\dv .ia .e'^, as in [5084], and by using the values

''' '

[5085], it is reduced to the form — .e'^.dv, which evidently represents the chief term,

depending; on e'", in the value of dt [5081] ; and, by integration, we get, in t, the

[5083e]
term — .fc'^.do [508G]. Changing its sign, and multiplying by n, we evidently obtain

the corresponding expression in the moon's apparent longitude v [5095],
—

-^.fe'^.du;
[5083/]

3m-
which becomes .fc'^-ndt [5087], by substituting the mean value of dv = ndi [4828].

*
(2894) The secular equation of the moon's longitude is

—
^m^.fe'^dv [5087];

[5089a] that of the perigee is

J.
—?—

. ft' 2. du [4982, 4979] ;

and, that of the nodes is

[50896]
— i.—^—.fe'^.dv [5060rt—5061«].

Dividing these three expressions by the common factor —
| ./e' ". dv

, we find, that these

three secular motions are to each other as the quantities

3nr, --y--,, jr~r,,
as in [5089].

t (2895) We shall, in this note, make some developmenis of the functions which occur

in [5081], preparatory to the calculation of the values of C',"^ C'„'\ &c. [5096—5116].

We shall commence with the computation of the terms of the first part of dt, or that

which is independent of uiii, and arises from the product of the two factors included in

[5081 lines 1—4]. These are found in the following table, which does not require any-

particular explanation ;
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produce ;i little alteration in the secular equation of the mean longitude ; [5089']

Terms of the first factor in

[50S1], between the braces.

1

—2e . ( 1
—

\y^) .cos.cv

|.e^.cos.2cu

^7^(l+te-— \f)co9,.'2gv

—t^.cos.Sry

—
|ev2.cos.(2^()

—
cv)

—
|c7®.cos.(2i>'('4-cu)

Factor Q'

[.5081 or 5082s].

whole of [50824]

1

[5082s line 2]

[5082s line 3]

[5082s line 4]

[50S2sline5]

[5082s line 6]

[5082s line 10]

2—2m

3ma(l—m)

3m2

"4(l-m
cos(2j>-2mi;)

1

[5082s line 2]

1

1

1

Corresponding terms of [5081].

aa. dv
whole function [5082s] multiiilkil btj

—2c
(
1—\y-) .cos .c«

nfi
!_o 2 1 2 'a\ 5+co.s(2i;-2mD—c»)|

^\^'^^^^ ~^^ ~^'^ '
7-l-cos(2;)-2mi'+CD) ;

.3m2(i+,„)^^ ^_g ^_^ ^^,_^^ g 5-cos(2i,-2m«) ,

-cos(2u-2m«-2ci;)'3^Vl+4«H7"l«V-|"

2-3 m-[-c

n„.3
^

.e^.cos.(2u
—

2m,v)

+t'«^- ;^ -ec'. cos.(2v—2mv—cv—dmv')2—.im

m-
-f-— .ec'.cos.(2j)

—2mv—cv-\-c'mv)2—m

-

8.(2c-2+2m)
cos.i2v-2mv-cv)

+(|.+^e2—fy2).e2. C0S.2CD

9m,2

10(1—wi)
^ i J V ,

— e^.cos. 3cu

—
fey-. cos.(2o-y

—
cv)

—
^ej-. cos.(2o-«-j-cd).

1

o

3

4

5

6

First part
ot the ex-

pression
'r dt.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

[50906]

In the next place, we shall compute the second part of the value of clt, depending on

a&u, which is contained in [5081 lines 5, 6]. Now, aSu is 'of the second order;

therefore, in calculating the product of the two factors by which «i5!t is muhiplied, we

shall not want any terms beyond the fourth order, and, in general, it w^ill suffice to compute

them to the second or third order. We shall find, in the following table, the product of the

[5090c]
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[5089"] but, it is evident, that the terms which have a very sensible

two factors of —^aSu [5081 lines 5, 6] ; or, in other words, the product of the expression

Q' [50S2s], by the following function, contained in [5081 lines 5, 6] ; namely,

[oO'Md]
J j^Lc~—iy^—3e.co5.cv-\-3c-. cos.2cv-{-f7-.cos.2gv—§ev^.cos.{2gv—cv).

j090el

Terms of

[5090rf]-

1

2"*- 4/

—3f.cos.cv

3(;2.c0S.2Cil

ly^.COS.^gV

Factor Q' [5082.'?].

1

1

3m2(l+2f2-f(;"

"T'"~2(l—?«)
-cos{2v-2mv]

3m2 2(l+m)e——
.
—-! cos(2D-2»a!-fr)

2 2-2m-c ^ '

3m2 2(1— OT)e

"2" '2 -2m+c
cos(2!;-9?ftv-fci')

. .cos.(2i)
—2mv)

2 2(l-m)
^ ^

3m2 1

""2~*2(1—ni)

.cos{2y—2w.v)

Corresponding terms of Q', multiplied by
the factor [MWd].

whole function [5082s]

J/." La_/~

-.3e.cos.ci;

[)Hi2
l!^' -^ n ^0.2_5/2V ^

+cos{2i,-2mv-ci.)

8(l-„,)"''
'

~ ^ ''

(4-cos(2u-2mD+CD)

9»i2.(l-|-m) „ ^
—cos.(2y—2»iD)

2(2-2,:(2-2m+r)

„ C —cos.(2ti—2mt)) )

^' •

I _cos.(2(i—2/UD+2CI') >

2(0_o,„_f )

'

^
—

co3.(2t'—2«iD-2ci,')

OnA(i_,„)

+3c2.cos.2-:j;

+.(T

9n!2.

8(1—m)
. c

„ ^
—

cos.(2i>
—

%nv-\-2cv) )

(
—

cos.(2i'
—2(7U'—lev) 5

-|-|y2.COS.2^«

9m2
^

C — cos.(2gD—Su-f-amt') •)

"^32 (1—m)
• ''"

^
— cos.(9g-!)+2i'—2mf ) \

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

13

This function [5090c] is to be multiplied by —2a *«.—-, to obtain the second part

of dt, contained in [5031 lines 5, 6]. This process is performed in the following table

[5090/]
[5090^]. In the first column are given the terms of —2 aSu [4904] ;

in the second, the

terms of [50906], which includes, in its first line, the function [5082*] ; these terms are

taken hi the same order in wliich they first occur in [5082s], and then in

[5090e lines2— 13], omitting those terms and angles which are usually rejected ;
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effect on the equation of llie perigee, have but a very small and [5089'"]

Terms of -2a (Jit [4904].

whole of —"HaHu

~~2A.}''\cos.{2v—2mv)

Terms of [5090e].

1

3ma

Terms of [5081 lines 5, 6].

—
2./3',''e.cos.(2y

—2mv—cv)

—2^Pc.cos.(2«—2mi'+fr)

—2A'pe'cos{2v—2)7iv+ c'mv)

—
2^^''Vcos(2t'

—2'mi'—c'mv)

—2^"V''.cos. c'mv

~2Jlf''ee'cos{2v-2mv-cv+c'mv)

-2jl^pee'cos{2v-2mv-cv-c'mii)

—
2»^f'cc'.cos. (cy-|-r'mc)

—
2^','^'ce'.cos.(CT

—
c'mv)

—
2^i'"c'=cos(2cu—2i'+2/«!')

—2A<;^^ky^.cos.{2gv~cv)

-2A["^'''efcos{2v-2mv-2gv+cv)

—
2.'?i'">.-,.cos.(i.—mr)

.cos.(2?j
—2mv)

4{I-m)
^ '

21«!2e' ,^ ^

.COS {2v-2mv-\-cmv)
4(2-i»;

12 '9

—3e.cos.c«

-[-3e^.cos.2fu

-t-f7^.cos.2^u

3m9

4(l-m:
.cos(2i)-2;nt>)

—3e.co.?.rt)

-\-3::^.COS.2cv

— 3c.cas.co

3m2

4(1— m
—3f.cos.cy

3»l2

,cos.(2i;-2mjj)

4(1—m)
—3c.cos.cy

—3e.cos.cy

—3«.cos.fy

—3e.cos.';y

—3c.cos.co

—3f .cos.cu

—3e.cos. CO

— 3c. COS.CO

—3e.cos.co

Sufi

-.cos.{2v-2mv)

4(1— nil
cos.(2y-2mi')

Allthcso
terms— 2aSu [4904] \ uT.'ho

3m2 ^,

4(1—7n)
2

3m2.^(.»> 2—3m

common
fnclor

(fiM

y/a,

.c'cOS.c'ffM)

+3^^'"c

-3^1''>c

2— m
—

2^^''>. I Jc2-^y2| .cos {2v-2mv)

4-cos(2o-2mo-cy) 5

-(-cos(2o-2mo-}-co) )

^
C +cos(2cy-2o-}-2wo) )

+cos(2co-|-2i'-2wo) )

—^A^'>y--cos.{2gv -2v+2mv)

-.^ ' C.COS.CB
4(1
—m)

2^',".(ie2-^-/-).e.cos(2i-2mr-cy)

+cos(2y
—

2mo) J)

-fcos(2co-2y4-2'nt') )

—
3.4,'')c3.cos.(2y—2mo+cy)

+3^o'=>c2.cos.(2o—2mf)

3m2

43^i"e2..

-.Jj\P'e'.cos.c'inv
4(1—m,

-{-3^'i'Vc'cos(2y-2my-cr+c'mo)

37»9

,
.A.y^^e'.cos.cfmv

' 4 (1—m

-l-3^1>"ec'.cos(2i-2my-cy-c'7ni')

f+cos.fcy+c'/no)

l^+cos.(cy
— c'mv)

—2A'{'\{ic^—i7^).e'.cos.dmv

-\-3Af^^t'.cos(2v—2mv+c'mv)

+3^i"VV.cos(2y—2/«y - c'mv)

-\-3Afc~e'.CQS.c'mv

-ir3A[^^c%'.co5.dmv

+3./Z;">e=».cos.(2i— 2/;;o—cr)

+3.^y3'e2)2.cos.2»-o

+3^2;"".^2.cos(2oT-2iJ+2wy)

3k!2 a , ^

-»^i" '.-.cos.
(i'
—

7nv)
4(1—m)

-2.^','' '. fJcMv^) .-..cos.rr-;/nO

5

6

7

8

9

10
Peconil

of dl.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

23

29

30

31

32

[5C90g]
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[5089"] insensible effect on that of the mean motion [5090(7, &c.]^

The third part of dt, which depends on the second power of aSu, is contained in

[5081 hne 7], and, by neglecting terms of the sixth order, it may be put under the form.

[5090A]
a^.dv—

. < 3 . iakif'— 3 . {am\- .4 e . cos. cv > .

We siiall, in the first place, compute the first of these terms, by means of [490 1], as in the

following table ;

Terras of ahu [4904].

.4^'".cos.(2y—2my)

Tliiid part
ol llie ex-

pression
of dX.

^'j'^£.cos.(2i)
—2ot«—cv)

[5090il

-^^"c'. cos . (2 1)
—2

?nu-{-c'/rtv)

-^l'"e'.cos.(2y
— 2 mi'—c'w«)

^f'ee'cos(2D-2m«-cy-|-c'?Mi')

Terms of 3.a(5it [4904].

3.:2„i'".cos.(2y—2»iD)

3^i"c.cos.(2w
—2my—cv)

3^^e'.co3.(2y
—

%nv-\-c'mv)

3^''e'.cos.(2ii
—2my— c'hh')

3^'.'"'.- .COS.
((,'
— m v\

a ^

3AJ''Kcos.{2u—2mv)

3J<,"e.cos.(2i)
—-Imv—cv)

3A[^''ee'cos{2u-'2mv-cv-\-c'inv)

2A^pee'.cos.{-2B-'2mv-cv-c'mv)

3/7./).cos.(2i>—2my)

3^o''".cos.(2i.—2«t')

3w3'^"e.cos.(2y
—2mti—cv)

jl''J^ee'.cos.(2v-2mv—cv-c'mv) 3^^,"e.cos.(2ii
—2mv—cv)

A[''\-.cos.{v
—mv) 3A^^'>\cQS.{2v—2mv)

Corresponiliiig terms of the

function [.5090/t or 5081 line /].

^A^^'.Jl'^'Ke.cos.cv

§A'^\Af''c'. cos. c'mv

?jA'^'^A^h' .COS.c'mv

ayJ<.">...^i'"l-,.cos.(y— Ml))- - a

MP.Jl[''^e.cos.cv

(i)\9„2

All these N
terms hiive

tire factor

a'ldv

iA['\A'J^''eVcos.c)>w^'^'

"jA'p.A'pc^e'. cos.c'mv

|.^o"'.^„3ie'.cos.c'«iy

^Ap.A^^e'.cos.c'mv

pl['\A['h^e'. cos.c'mv

^Jl['\A[''e^e'. cos.c'mv

}A':\jl'P.'^.cos.(v—mv].

a'S.dv

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

11

5090*1

This table contains the development of the first term of [5090/i], -^
—

.3.{a5tt)~. The

second term of [5090A] is deduced from the preceding, by multiplying it by
—4e . cos.cy ;

but, we may neglect this part, because it produces only terms of the fifth and higher orders,

and of the forms which have been usually neglected.

la computing the part of Q', [50S2c
—

g], we have neglected the term depending on
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The i);irt
of -

, whicli is not periodical, is equal to -
[4828,&c.5095]; [5090]

[5090i]

(5m' or C [5082e,&,c.,4937f/] ; also, lluit part of <)!•', wl'ifli depends on llie same quantity C

[4937(', //].
We shall now compute the effect of these terms, noticing only those arising from

the variation of the quantity J —^^—^- sin. (21)— 2«') [5082^/], which is the most

important part. From this we get, hy taking the variation relative to Hu'
, (W,

, / .'5«'.cos.(2c
—2«')-f-—-. /

—--.£/t'.sm.(2f— 2;;'). [5090m

These two terms of Q' are equal to the product of the two integrals in ['1937c] by
—

la. [5090;/i']

Now, the terms of [4937e] are developed in [4937/h,7]; and their sum, reduced as in

[4937r, Sec], becomes, by retaining only the most important terms, which increase by

integration, o-~__
.jy C:,^)-1-Cf)— C<„'°'}.

e'. cos.t'mt'. [5090n]
a.

a

a.
Multiplying this by the fictor — Irt [r)090m'], and substituting, for ?«•-, its value m^

[5082/i'], we get tlic following expression of these terms of Q' [5090m] ; namely,

i-/ft2. 1

H
c;n)_[_ c;.))_ cmi . e'. cos. c'mv. [5090o]

This is to be multiplied by the common factor —
^

—
[5081], and the product added to

the other terms of the second member of this value of cit. Hence, the complete value of

dt is found, by connecting together the terms of [50906,^, /,o]. This may be reduced

to the following form ;

di = function r.5082sl X —J^ + function 1.5090/' omitting line 11 1

— function [1904] X 2.^"-f function [5090o- omitting line 1] 2 [5090?]

+ function [5090n +— . 4m^ ^y Ci^'+ C?)— Cl'«!.e'.cos.c'?«r. 3

We shall use this expression in the rest of this article, always taking the functions in the same

order in which they occur in [5090jj].

*
(2896) In finding the chief part of the secular equationof the mean motion in [5083,Sic]

we have only noticed the first term —— of the non-periodical part of di [5082], and

have neglected the remaining terms of the fourth order, which are evidently much less than

the retained part. But this is not the case with the terms, on which the secular motion of

the perigee depends [4982, 4979], since the term of q [4974, Sic], of the fourth order, [5090r]

depending on the square of the disturbing force, is as great as any other of the retained

quantities. This is evident, by the inspection of the coefficient of e.cos. cy [4961],

upon which —
p
—

q e"- depends [4975]. For, the term depending on ^,"
l^" *^*J

[50P0<;]
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[5090'] and, if we neglect quantities of the order m'\ this coefficient will be *

\/a,

*

[5091] We then have - = -.(1
—

},m") [49681; which gives -^l+Jjw^, and
a

(t^ a^

"

a- 1 A -A
[5092]

—= - == rt-.fl+lwt')!- Moreover, we have, by [605'], n'=a''.\/m'i

therefore, J

[4961 lineS, 4999, 5158], which arises from the square of the disturhing force, is as large

as tlie otlier terms of q.

*
(2897) If vvc collect together the terms of dt [5090^;],whicli are indejiendent of

(fi-dv
the cosines, \vc shall find, tliat they all have the common factor

; and the

quantities connected with this factor are,

\A ~^^—7-. [50826linel] ; --^^.vi!,'" [5090o-line21;
[5092a] ^64.(1—w)-

"

4(l--w)
- ^ ^ "^ '

f (^^'")2-j-S(^;'i)2. t2 [5090/ lines 1,7];

whose sum is as in [5082]. At the epoch, the constant term of —
-, assumed in [4828]

[50926] 1

or [5095], is -; putting this equal to the factor of f/u, in [5082], and neglecting terms of

[ 50920] ] ifi

the fourth order, we get
- = ^ [5090,5090].

f (2898). Neglecting terms of the fourth order, as in the last note, we have, from

[5093a] [4968],
- = -.(1—|wr), as in [5091]. This gives --=l+i?;<2; whose square

root, multiplied by «-, is

t5093t] {]
=«l(l+l.r) = \ [5090], as in [5092].

Now, by nclccting, in [605'], the mass of the earth, in comparison with that of the sun,

we get ?i= «~^.\/iW; and, by changing 11, a, M, into n, «', m', respectively,

"

to conform to the present notation, we get ?i'= «'"-./?//, as in [5092].

f (2899) Multiplying together the values of - = ir .{\-\-lm^), n'= f/'"^ . /«'

[5093(/] n' (S.y'm'

[5092], we obtain the expression of m [4835], or -:=«=
^.(1-f^w-). Squaring
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m2=—3-.(l+im^) =:m .(l+4w«'). [5093]

n~

*

~ "
,2

Hence we deduce,*

m = m'.ri— .V»t-) ;
m.- = m\ [5094]

We shall now sujipose the value of nt + i to be of the following form ;t

this, and neglecting terms of the oidci- ?«*, we get the first part of [5093] ; and, by using (-5093,1

_2
the value of m [4865], we get the last expression [5093].

*
(2900) From [5093], we liave nr = i .{l-{-hH^) ; dividing this by (1+J»r), [5094a]

and neglecting terms of the order iif\ we get,

m'=. m^ (1-Jm«) [5094]. [50944]

Moreover, by substituting the vahie of l+Jm- [5091], in m^ [5094a], we obtain the

second equation [5094].

f (-2901) If we examine llic functions wliich form the expression of <lt [5090p],we

shall find, that it is composed of terms dopcnding on the cosines of the angles inchulcd in the

function [5095], with a few others, which will be noticed hereafter [5-239, 5244, Sic.].
* ^""^

This expression, being multiplied by ?j, and integrated, gives the terms depending on

^
dt

,

the same angles in [5095] . Moreover, the expression of ~, lias the constant

1 . . [50951]
term -

[5090]; therefore, ndt contains the term civ; and, its integral 7it-^£,
n

the term v; as in [5095 line 1]. Again, the expression of t has the secular term,

^.fc'-.dv [5086] ;Hn •' ^ -* '

[5095c]

and, by multiplying it by n, we find, that the quantity nt-\-£ contains the term,

§m- .fc'^.dv. [.^095cT

At the epoch, when e'= E', the secular term is supposed to vanish
;
and this is effected

by putting it under the form,

and making the integral commence with the epoch.

VOL. III. 132
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nt+z==v+^,m\f{e'^-E'^).dv+C['\e.sm.(cv—^) 1

+ C'^Ke\i\Q.{2cv—2^) 2

+Cf.e='.sin.(3a'—3==) 3

+C<=".}-.sin.(2^i;—2c)) 4

+C<^'.er.sin.(2^«—cw—2j+^) 5

+C<=>.e) ^sin.(25-y+ct'—2(1—^) 6

+Cf.sin.(2«—2mi)) 7

+CY'.e.sin(2i;—2w«—ct'+jj) 8

+Cf^e.sin.(2t?
—2mw+ci;—ra) 9

+Cf.e'.siii.(2t!—2H«;+c'wa'—^') 10

[5095] +C<'°'.e'.sin.(2i;—2/«r—c'?Hi;+^') 11

-fCi">.e'.sin.(c'wM)—3.')
.

'

12

+C<'->.ee'.sin.(2i)—2«Mi—cz)+c'mr+K—ra') 13

+C['''Kee'.sm.{2v—2mv—cv—c'mv+^^^'} 14

+C';'-''.e(?'.sin.(ci)+c'??u)—3:—:3') 15

4-C'j'^'.ce'.sin.(c«;
—dmv—1^+^') 16

+ Ci"''.e^sin.(2ct7—2y+2/««—23,) 17

+ C('').r.sin.(2oT—2t)+2mi^—2-0 18

+q'^'.e'-.sin.(2c'«u'—2=3') 19

siuii of

t.

[500t3((]

+C(''". -.sin. (?!—»»') 20

+Ci='". '^,.e'sin.(f— jHf+c'mz;—^')- 21

Tlien we shall liave,*

*
(^OO'^) Using the sign 2, of finite integrals, and putting any periodical term of

[.5095] under the form C.sin.
(h'-)-|3),

the expression of nt-{-; becomes of the form

1 a-

[509G/>]. Its differential, multiplied by
- =— [5092f], becomes as in [5096c].

[.500(Ji] nt+s= v+^m^f{c'^-E-^) dv-^^ C.sin.(/t.+3) ;

rf< = ^n+3»r.(.'^-£'^)+^;C.cos.(/.+P)l.
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-2 (1-17^)+ '/ \ +34°' • 4"
C('"=

^ "'''
; £5090]

"
c

3 r 1 /)2 3., 5 9 /ICO)

C^')=IJ3" Jj

^^^
; [5097]

fC^)—, L • [5098]
"

3c
'

y-i(4)_
—

4 ^^0
. [5100]

2o- c
'

-3m^.(l+2c^-4c'^) r 1+m 1-m \) ^
^•-:'-

4(1—m) \2—2m—c^2-2m + cj

^-24'.(l+^e°-i7^)+3Ji".cH34'.eo ) 2
^^^^- ~ 2—2»i

4(1—?n)
i>—2m—c

cr>=

1

8(3<.-—2+2w)
^ " ^ ^ '

\ [5103]

9_2Hi—C

Comparing this witli the expression of t!t [SOrOjj], we evidently see, tliat the coefficient

C, of any term C.%in.{iv-\-^) of the second member of [5095], may be deduced from

the term depending on the cosine of the same angle in the second member of [5090p], by
' J

rejecting the common factor —— , and dividing by the coefficient /, corresponding

to the proposed angle w+p. By this means, v\-e obtain the values of C^,"\ CJ/', &;c.

[5096
—

511(5], as will appear, by collecting together tlic terms of the six functions
[5096<]

[5090p], relative to each of the angles separately, taking the terms in the same order as

they occur in [5090p].

First. Comparing the general form C.sin.(H'-|-p) [5096i], with that depending on

C-"' [5095 line 1], we get C=^C'^^e, i=c. The terms of C, taken in the order in
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3«

[5104] Ci«^^-(^-"'^
'--'"+'l—mV 2—2m+r

~-
2 ^

'
-j 1

>-e^

2—2/rt4-c

[5.05] C^)^4-(^-")
-2Jf'+3.-/f'.e2

2—»i

[510G] c-'= _i:i^''"^

—
24-"+3J<''.e=

2— 3;»

Values of

4- <
=—

> . <
—

> I 2
^l 4 ^32.(1— w) 3 ^ 2— 3/rt 2— Hi )

j

+
{ ^^)+^'^'^' \

.{ Jf +^4<^']-2Jf .(l+ic'-ij2) ) 3

+ f ml(11.6f'+2Cf—2Cf') / . 5
[5107] CV"=

which they occur in [5032s line 27, 5090!/ line 2, SOOO^' line 1 1, 5090nines2, 6], give,

without any reduction,

r5096/] c.C =3/«2.^<"e-2e.(l—^7=) +-^-.^,"c+i.^io"'.^i"e+5^i'».^i"e.'^
"*

(
^
—
"0

Connecting together the first and third terms, also the two last terms of the second member ;

substituting also C == C'"'>e, and dividing by ce, we get Q'" [509G], neglecting

terms of the order vi^.A^"e.

Second. In the term [5095 line 2], we have C=C[f'c^, i=2c
,

and then we get,

by connecting the terms depending on the angle 2cv, in [5090/^line 11, 4904 line 11],

[5097a]
~'^-'-'„

t =
(_2 i-j£

—
1> j.e ^//„ e .

Hence we obtain CJ,'> [5097]. In like manner, C^,'-' [5098] is obtained from

[5090ilinel5].

Tliird. In the term [5095 line 4], we have C'= C,,^'}", ?'= 2^^; and the tenns

in [5090i line 13, 4904 line 13, 5090§- line 29], being connected together, give,

[5009a] 2g.C:>f={\+^^-if)-h--'i-^^'h"i-^^^''^7'^

whence we get [5099]. In like manner, from [5090'^ line 16, 4904 line IG], we obtain.
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CT~'=-

i^?^!:(^^±^)_ ^»L_ _2 J(^) J-3J-)
4.(2_m— c) 4.(2—m)

'
' ^

2—m—c

C03)=
4.(2—3m—c)

'

4.(2— 3m)
2^r^+3J:(4)

2—3//«—c

eCH),

—
2JS«'+3J!

(5)

Cf'. c—m
3m2. (10+19m+8w2) 3^2.(1 J\.m)

8.(2c—24-2m) 2 om—c

9m2

16.(1
—

m)

Cw._

_?J(0) I :?J(U_OJ(n) .
^•3«2.^ao)+y„^.(.^a)). j

- ' 2r—2+2w
2c—2+2m

1

2

[5108]

[5ioyj

Values of

c.

[5110]

[5111]

[5112]

whence we get [5100]. Also, from [5090i line 17],

i2g^c).Cf'ef^—icy^, as in [.5101].

Fourth. Ill the term [5095 line 7], we have C=^C.! 1=2— 2m,; and, by

connecting together the terms depending on the angle 2v—2oti', we shall obtain, for the

expression of (2
—

2w).C'i,'^\ the same expression as in the numerator of the value of

Cf [5102]. For, the first term of this numerator, with the factor —.3m^ is the same

as in [5082^ line 2] ;
the second term, with the fiictor —3m'' e-, is as in [50906 line 5],

neslectinn terms of the order the third term, with the same factor, is as in

[5090lWine7]. The terms depending on A)"\ are as in [4904 line 1,5090^ line 5] ;
that

connected with A['\ is as in [5090^ line 13] ; lastly, that depending on Jf\ is as

in [5090^ line 16].

Fifth. In the term [.5095 line 8], we have C— C-pc, i = 2—2??!— c
; hence we

get, for (2-2m-c).C7'f, the same expression as is given by [5103]. For, of the twotenns

of the first line of the numerator of [510.3], the first is found in [509061ine 3] ;
the seco7i(J,

in [5082s line 3]. The first term of the second line is found in [5090i line 10] ;
the terms

depending on A['\ are in [4904 line 2, 5090^- line 12] ;
that on ^f, in [5090°- line 6] ;

lastly, that on A["\ in [5090^^ line 28].

Sixth. In the term [50951ine9], we have C=C^«'e, /=2—2m+c; hence we

get, for (2
—

2m-\-c).0^'e, the same expression as is given by [5104]. For, the first term

[5102a]

[5103(1]

[510-lnl

VOL. III. 133
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[5112]
It would seem as if this value of CJ"' ought to be of the order zero

; for,

of [5104] is obtained from [5090i line 4], neglecting quantities of the order

second term from [5082s line 4] ;
the third term from [4904 line 3] ;

the fourth from

[5090^1ine7J ;
the fifth from [5090irline 15].

Seventh. In [5095 line 10] we have C^C-pe', «= 2—2m-\-c'in = 2—m, nearly;

i-.,„,-
1 hence wc get (2

—
m).0^''e', corresponding to [5105]. The terms being found in

[5032a' line 6, 4904 line 4, 5090^ line 24], respectively. In like manner, [5095 line 11]

gives C= ay'V, i ^2—2m—cm= 2—3m, nearly ;
and the terms of (2—3m). C^'°>e'

are found in [5082.s- line 5, 4904 line 5, 5090o- line 25].

Eighth. In [5095 line 12] we have C'= CY"t', i ^=c'm=
iii, nearly; hence we

\r>\Oia] g.gj ?». C/"'f', corresponding to [5107]. For, by comparing the terms of the five lines of

the numerator of [5107], with tliose in the preceding functions, we shall find that they agree,

as will appear by the following examination. The terms in [50824- lines 23, 24] give those

in [5107 line 1]. Those in [5082.S line 25, 5090^ lines 3, 4] give [5107 line 2]. The terms

3>n~
in [5090o-linesl7, 19] are

^---;^.{AL^^-}-A[*''),
as in the first term of [5107 line 3].

The two terms in [5090i lines 3, 1 0] make .'J./^L'". Af> ; and those in [5090; lines 4, 11],

3^:.'".^|," the sum of these two expressions is 3^.}^^' .{A'::'^ -\- A'^-'>),
as in the second

term of [5107 line 3]. In [4904 line 6] we have —
2^f' ; and, in [.5090_i,'-line 23],

—
2^;-''.(4c-—iy-3) ;

whose sum is —
2.4;,^>.(1+Jc2— .{v^)^ as in [5107 line 3]. The

terms depending on ./l',^\
J'^'' [5090g lines 26, 27], give those in [5107 line 4]. The

sum of the two terms [5090/ lines 8,12] gives 3A['\.^[^'e'^; those in [.5090J hues 9, 13] give

3A[^'>.A['^e^; the sum of these two expressions is
3A[^^e\{A[''>-^./l['''), as in [5107 line 4].

Lastly, the terms depending on Of, 0^\ C'i'°' [5090/; line 3], give the terms in

[5107 fine 5].

Ninth. In the term [5095 line 1-3] we have C= C<'"-'<;e', ?=2—2m—c-\-v'm^2
—m—c,

nearly; hence we get (2
—m—f).CJ'=Vc', corresponding to [5108]. For, the four

[.5108a] terms of the numerator of [5103], correspond respectively to [5082s]ine 9, 50906 line 9]

and [49041ine7, 5090^ line 13]. In like manner, [5095 line 14] gives C=Cf'ee',
i ^2—2m—c—cm ^2—3m—r, nearly; corresponding to [5109] ;

the four terms in

the numerator being obtained from [5032s line 7, 5090i line 3, 4904 line 8, 5090^ line 20].

Tenth. In the term [5095 line 15] we have C = C,"'Ve', i=c+c'm= c+m, nearly;

hence we get {r -}- 7n) .
C^'^''

e e'
, corresponding to [5110]; the two terms of the

numerator of C';'^' being deduced from [4904 line 9, 5090^1ine 21]. la like manner, we

get [5095 line IG or 51 11] from [4904 line 10, 5090^ line 22].

Eleventh. In the term [5095 line 17] we have C= C;""t", i= 2c—2+2m; hence

niOal
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its numerator contains several terms of the order m* and its divisor is of [5ii2]

we get (2c
— 2 + 2m) . Cj'"'' e^, corresponding to [5112]. For, the terms in

[.5082i' lines 10, 11, 12] give the first term and two last terms of the numerator of [.'3112].

In [.509()iline6], we get tlio term of [51121inel], Iraving the factor {\-\-m) ;
and in [51]'.ia]

[50906 line 12] the last term of ilic same line
;

in [•'SOOO^linesS, M], the terms depending

on Af, ^<"; in [-1904 line 12], the term depending on ./2V".

Twelflh. In the term [5095 line 18] we have 0= C'/'^^^ i=2^—2+2m; hence

we get (2^
—

2-|-2m).C,'^'7^, corresponding to [511:3]. For, the terms in [5082«] lines

13,14, give the first and last terms of [5113]. In [5090i line 14], we get the second

term of [51 13], neglecting terms of the fointh order [5112'"]. In [4904 line 14] we have

—
2^;'"> ; and, in [5090^ line 10], the term —

f./2i"', as in [51 13].

Thirteenth. In the term [.5095 line 1 9] we have 0=C','8'c'^ ; = 2(:'m= 2m,

nearly; hence we get 2 m .C['^''e'-, corresponding to [5114]. For, the term in

[49041inel5], gives—2^?,iV2; whence we get Cf> [5114].
[51Ua]

Fourteenth. In the term [5095 line 20] we have C=C','^l-, i=l — m
;

hence

we get (1
—

w).C5'"'. -,, corresponding to [5115]. For, the first term of [5082s line 19] [suSol

gives the first term of the nnmerator of [5115]. The terms in [50S2s lines 20, 21]' give

4(1—m)
.(4-|-4m) ; adding this to the term deduced from [5090^ line 31], namely,

, the sum becomes ~.(5-j-4?nj. Ihis diticrs a little horn the author,
4(1—m) 4(1—m) [5jl5ij

who makes the factor equal to 5-j-3?«, instead of 5-|-4?n. The term [4904 line 18]

gives —2A['~^; and [5090^ line 32] gives —2../l\''K{hc-—ly"); the sum of these is

—
2A[^''>.{l-{-^e^

—
i'/^), as in the third term of [5115]. Lastly, the sum of the terms in

[5090nines 5, 14] gives 3A^\Jl["\ as in [511.5].

Fifteenth. In [.5095 line 21] we have C=Cf°\-,.e', i = l—TO+ c'm= 1, nearly;
a

hence we get C-^-^K-.c', corresponding to [51 IG]; this term being deduced from

[5116a]

[4904 line 19],
—

2.-4;f'.-.ft'. Hence, the values of C|;", C['\ &c. [5096—5116] agree

with those given by the author, except in the small term of the fourth order, mentioned in

[51156].

*
(2903) The two terms 3,3',", 2A[''\ of the numerator of the value of C,"^)
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the same order. But, we have seen, in [4855], that if we retain only the

first power of the disturbing force, the value of
6'["^^

cannot have, for a

divisor, the square of 2c—2-{-2m; it must, therefore happen, that all these

terms, taken together, destroy each other, except in quantities of the order

m
;

which is a fact confirmed a posteriori by calculation. Hence it follows,

that, in the values of JJ" and J<"' [4999, 5009], in the expression

[5ll'2"'] of Ci"^^ [5112], we 0M§7t; /o reject ^//e <f;w«5 depending on the squares of e,

e' and 7. Each of these terms introduces in C["' quantities of the order

e^ ; while their sum produces only a quantity of the order me-, which we

may neglect.* There is, therefore, a disadvantage in retaining only a part of

[5ll2'v] jjjggg terms, and it is best to reject all of them. This is one of those
Keinarka-

^ ....
a'^roxfrn- singulur cases of approximation, in ivhich we deviate more from the truth, by

noticing a greater number of terms.

We then have.

[511()6] [5112], are of the order m [4999,.5009], and the denominator 2c— 2-J-2 •, of the

same expression [.5112], is also of tlie order m, being very nearly equal to 2w—3m^

[4828e].

appi
ation

[5llGc]

*
(2904) Several terms of the order e", e'-, j^, have been neglected in the

investigation of the analytical expression of
C','"- [5112]; as, for example, the factor

l_J_3ga
—iy2— 5g'2 [50906 line 6] is omitted in[5112rt]; hence, it becomes necessary,

,...|.,, upon the principles adopted in [5112'"], to reject terms of the order e-, c'^, y-, in

computing the values of
Jl':^'', A\'\ j1'J"\ A["\ &c., which are to be used in [5112].

Therefore, if the expression of yi," be deduced from [5009], and put under the form

Jc^ being independent of e, e', j, we must use

«/

in finding the value of .^',"' [5212,5112]; observing, that the terms Z;,, 7r„, &c.

have the divisor 2c—2-f2w in [5009 lines 1,2] ;
and this introduces, in CJ'«' [5112],

[511%] r
— 2yiS"'

the divisor (2c
—2+2m)'^, by means of the term -— ——-—

, Sic. Now, as a

divisor of the order (2c— 2-(-2ni)- cannot occur in the first power of the disturbing

[allti/i] forces [4855], it is necessary, that the terms of which
/.•,

is composed should mutually

balance each other, so as to reduce it to the order m. The same is to be observed relative

[5116(]
to k,, k,, k^, Similar remarks may be made upon the value of f\'"' [5113], and

upon those of ^f , Jl^,"'\ .i[^^\ B["\ he, which occur in [51 12, 5113, &c.].
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r^yv _ 8(2o:-2+2m) 16.(1-ot)
' ' ' 2g-2+2m

^S^Uj^
'

2^— 2+2ot

We must apply to this value of C^'"' a remark analogous to that made on [5il3'j

C-oo) [5112'— 5112'^]. Lastly, wo have, vaiue.or

J(14)

^(18) _ 2 . [5114]
' m

'
\—m '

Cf ) = — 2 J<'«'. [5116]

16. We shall now determine the numerical values of these different

coefficients. For this purpose, we shall remark, that we have by

observation ;*

m= 0,0748013; log.m = 8,8739091. „„„r,„,„
observa-
tion.

[5117]

c == 0,99154801 ; log. c = 9,9963137.

g= 1,00402175; log. ^ = 0,0017431.

e' = 0,016814, at the epoch of 1750; log.e'=: 8,2256710.

y = 0,0900807 = tang, b' 8'" 50',4 ; log. y = 8,9546318-

According to observation, the term C^°\e.sin.(c«
—

ra) is nearly equal to
rsiigi—

22677'',5.sin.((»
—

1=) [5574]. We have given the analytical value of

*
(2905) The values [5117] agree very nearly witli Burg's tables

; observing, that

the moon's motion is represented by v
;

the motion from the perigee is cv, and, from 151-17«]

the node, gv [4S17] ;
the sun's motion, neglecting the periodical terms, is mv

[4835,4836]. The excentricity of the solar orbit is represented by e'; it is the

same as c" [4080], taken to six places of decimals
;
the neglect of 5, in the eighth decimal

'

place of c', produces a small difference in the logarithm of e" or
"

e', given in

[4080,5117]. Lastly, y represents the tangent of the inclination of the lunar orbit to
"^'

the apparent ecliptic [4813, 481S,&c.]. The value of m [5117] gives /n^= 0,0055952, [5117(/]

which is frequently used in this volume.
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[5119] (7(0) in [5096] ; and, if we substitute in it the values of Af\ A[^', given
A«uinr.i

i)y a first approximation, we obtain,*
value 01 (. •/ -Li

[5120] e = 0,05487293.

[51'J]]

This value is sufficiently accurate for the determination of the coefficients

Af^, A[^\ Jf', ^c. We have supposed, in conformity with the phenomena
of the tides, that the moon's mass is -^^^ of that of the earth. f This

being premised, the equations between these coefficients [4998
—5017,

5062—5077] become,!

[5122] ^(0) =0,00723508—0,00501 814. [5;°'-5t"};

[5123] J/) = 0,204044—0,0660894.4'"—0,0480577. { Bf—B'-p \ \

[5124] j^2) = —0,00372953;

[5125] j(3) =—0,00315160-0,00449610.fif»>;

[5i2(i] J(4) ^ 0,0289026—0,00564793.5;'°' ;

[5127] J,'^'
=— 0,193315+0,104996.J;'>+0,372796.Jf);

[5128] ^(-) = 0,538027+0,0334044.j;"+0,135144.Ji'^) ;

[3129] yjf)
=— 0,0908432+0,139071. .Jl"—0,280299.j;^';

[5130] j(9) = 0,0791 193+l,055799.y4i''+0,270902.y:l;''' ;^

[51O0a]

*
(2906) Tlie assumed value of e [5120] diliers but very little from that

finally

adopted in [5191].

r5]'^l«l "t" (~907) This value agrees nearly with tlie result obtained in [43:21] ; the author

afterwards decreased it to fj.ljo [J6.31rt
—

li\.

X (2908) The equations [51 22— 5140] are obtained from [4998—5002, SOn 1 -.5017],

by taking them in the same order, and dividing by the coeflicients of .'io"", ^[", ^o'-*,

[512~a]
g_^^_ respectively. The equation [500.3] is afterwards used in finding A'f [5205] ; and,

in like manner the equations [5141 —5156] are derived from [5062-5077], using the values

[51226] of '"' ^' .?' '^'' ''' ^ [5117,5120]; also ^=in- [ijQS-2h']. Upon examination

it will 1)0 found, that the numerical results obtained by the author are, in general, very

correct ; the diflerences beins; rarely more than one or two units in the last decimal place.
[5122c]

"
, . ...

The few cases, in which a greater difierence was discovered, will be mentioned in the

following notes.

<5, (2909) It will be found, by examination, that the coefficient of Af\ in this equation.
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A-l'^ = 0,00285368 -0,0041 501 8. /i<">: [5i3i]

^(") = 0,366100—0,0172338.yi',"—0,259744.4""—O,32468O.(^i'0'; [5132]

4'"> = 0,00265066 ;* [5133]

4''')
= 0,0523335— 1 ,555935.5<'" -0,220276.4'=' ; [5i34]

j(H)^ —0,0129890 ; [5135]

4'5) = — 0,1007403+0,0385084. J<'>+2,09016.4'^'
[513C]—

1 ,022473.4"')—36,1 1032. {JSf—jSf'.^f \ ;

4'") = 0,114623+0,166591.4'^)—5,07811.5^^'; ^.[5137]

4'^) = — 0,121028t+0,937593.4°'—0,000031563.4'8' ^'L

-0,139767.1Ey')+J5<-^'}; r/-^.

4'«)
= 1,208124+1,018700.4'')—5,074801.4'°) ; [5139]

4>9) =. — 0,121295+0,675879.4'')+0,183834.4'^) ; [5i40]

J5f)
= 0,0287031—0,0574772.4°'+0,000432665.4") ; [5i4i]

-6'') = —0,00000236395 ; [5i42]

Bf^ =— 0,00564433+0,004821 0.^*"); [5143]

jBf
) = 0,01 66486+0,0166486.J;')—0,0165194.£f) ; [5144]

5<^) = 0,00656716—0,00708386.£',») ; [5145]

^(=) =0,0000147361—0,00681821.4'); [5146]

Bf =—0,0183098—0,0170013.{4')—^<'')|,- [5147]

£;) = 0,0809777+0,0249192.5^)—0,0478194.j5i"') ; [5148]

fi(8, _ —0,0868568+0,1 87099.5f)+0,0556224.J5f) ; [5149^

5(°) = —0,0263090—0,0787687.5(»)+0,050654l .5f) ; [5i50]

5<'») = 0,0712575—0,03047765.5;")+0,02] 1 192.5^)
; [5,5,^

ought to be increased about one tenth part ; but, as tliis difference does not materially affect

the results, no notice is taken of it.
[5130n]

*
("2910) Upon repeating the calculation of this value of A'.!-\ it is found to be

greater by about ^i^f part, or five units in the sixth decimal place. This difference is I °J

unimportant.

t ('2911) The numerical values of the coefficients [5138] agree with the equation

[5015]. A very small change in the constant part
—0,121028 would be made, by

introducing the term depending on —
-j}" [4961i/] ;

but the effect is insensible. [5138«]
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5|,'"
= 0,421270+0,842340.4"—0,337016.yi<">+0,586564.51°'

[5152]

+0,157666.5f' ;

[5153] ^('2' = 0,000194141—0,168403.4"+0,0673614.*J','"+i5|,>''{;

[5154] 5,"^)
=

0,0847889+0,147896.Jyii'>— 15<;>I—0,0391 586. J<'" ;

[5155]
' £<") = — 0,0125619;

[5156] Sf == 0,00386625.

From these equations, we have obtained the following values ;*

[5157] 4"' -= 0,00709262 ;

[5158] 4" = 0,202619;

[5159] 4"> = — 0,00372953 ;

[5160] 4=' =—0,00300427;

[5156o]

[51566]

[5156c]

[5\56d]

[515t>f]

[5156/]

[5156^]

[5156A]

*
(291'2) Substituting the value of i?*,'' [514-2] in [5122], we obtain a linear equation

in 4"') -^^i"'- Combining this with the four /mc«r equations [5123,5141,5146,5147],

containing the live unknown quantities A'.?'', A^\ B["', B;'\ Bf', we obtain ^Ke linear

equations ;
from which we may deduce these Eve unknown quantities, by the usual rules, as

in [5157, 5158, 5176, 5181,5182]. Substituting these values in [5143, 5144, 5145], we

get Bf\ Bf, B«) [5178—5180]. Using the value of B^P [5176], we obtain

from [5148,5151] two linear equations, for the determination of ^7', £['"* [5183,5186];

and, from [5149,5150], two Zincor equations, to find Bf\ i5») [5184, 5185]. Hence

we easily obtain, from [5125, 5126], the values of 4^', 4" [5160, 5161]. Substituting

4' [5158] in [5128, 5129], we get two Ztnear equations, to find A'^\ 4«' [5163,5164];

and, in like manner, [5127,5130] give A'{'\ 4" [5162,5165]. We may remark,

that these values of A'^\ A'^'\ are both affected by the small correction [5130«] ;
but

the eftect of this correction is insensible. Substituting the values of A[^\ K,"

[5158,5176] in [5131, 5132, 5152, 5153], we get four linear equations, for the

determination of 4»\ 4">, i?i,"', jB<'-2' [5166,5167,5187,5188]. Substituting

4'-', B^ [5168,5176] in [5134], we get 4'=' [5169]. Substituting, in [5136,51.37],

the \alues of A\^\ 4''*' ^c., which we have already investigated, we obtain two

Zmear equations, for the determination of .^o'^"''i 4"' [5171,5172]. In like manner,

the three equations [5138—5140], are linear in 4'"', 4"^ -^i'^ =*"'' S'^*^
their

values [5173,5174, 5175] ;
which would be altered a little by the introduction of the

correction [51-38a]. This correction is, however, quite unimportant. Finally, with the

values we have already computed, we easily obtain, from [5154], that of B['^^ [5189].

This completes the investigation of tlic series of terms contained in the equations

[51.57—5191].
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A-p = 0,0284957; [5i6i]

^ffi) ^_o,OG98493; [5ic2]

JO) = 0,516751

^w =—0,207510

Af> = 0,274122

J05) =—0,742373

jm =_o,041378

4(")=—0,113197

[5163]

[5164]

[5165]

4'")= 0,00081065; [sico]

J(i>) = 0,349068 ; [5167]

4^2,
_ 0,00265066 ; [3168]

J(") ^ 0,0075875 , [5169]

J( '4) =_0,0129890; [5170]

[5171]

[5172]
ValoeB of

[5173]
.1, B.

j(iB)= 1,08469; [5i7.i]

J('9) = 0,001601 ; [5175]

^.C) = 0,0283831 ;

-

[5176]

£(1) =—0,00000236395; [5177]

Bf^ =—0,00550748 ; [5178]

Bf= 0,0195530; [5179]

^(^) = 0,00636608 ; [51S0]

£(5) =—0,00136676; [5i8i]

Bf =—0,0212720; [5182]

£('> = 0,0782400 ;
[5183]

^(8) =—0,0833684 ; [5184]

Bf^ =—0,0327678; [5i85]

£(") = 0,0720448 ; [5186]

^r'= 0,491954; [5187]

5<'='= 0,0061023; [5188]
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[5189] 5;") = 0,0920621 ;

[5190] i?('-^' =—0,0125619;

[5191] Bf^ = 0,00386625.

By means ot" these values, we have corrected the expression of e [5120],

making use of the equation,*

[5192] C'^^e=
— 22677^,5.

The expression of
C'^'> [5096] gives,

[5193] C^'
= —2,003974;

Corrected heUCC WC obtaiH,
value of

[5194] e = 0,05486281 ; log.e = 8,7392781 ;

which differs but very little from the value before used [5120]. Then

we find,t

[•->if5] q.) =. 0,752886;

[51 %1 C^-' =—0,336175;

[5197] q^'
= 0,243118;

[5198] C<^' = 0,722823;

[5199] C<5) =—0,250034;

[5200] Cf =—0,00919876;

*
(-2913) Compaiiiis the expression C^^^e .sm.{cv—zi) [5095 line 1], with its value,

[•''^' "^ deduced from ohservation, —2-2677%5. sin. (cc—ts) [5574], and adopted in Burg's
tables [557'1«], we get the expression of C„"'e [519-2]. Now, substituting in [5096],
the vahies of m, c, y, .^,<'", A[''> [5117, 5157, 5158], we jret the value of C"!

l-T
--

J

[^5i93j ; a„,[ tiiei^^ fi-Qij^ [5192], we obtain the corrected value of c [5194].

J195al

t (2914) Substituting the values [5117,5157—5175,5194], in [5097—5106], we

get [5195—5204]. Having thus obtained C„", Cf, C^'« [5200,5203,5204], we

may compute .C'' [5205], by means of the formula [5003]. The values C;'", C["\

C™, arc derived from [5107, 5103, 5111], which contain ./2,", A';^'; but the effect

of the correction [5I56(:?] is insensible. The expressions [5208, 5209], are deduced from

[5109,5110].
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C^' =-
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Then we have,*

[5217] Cr = 0,173647 ;

[5918] Cf' = 0,236616;

[5219] Cf) =-2,16938.

This being premised, the expression of 7it + s [5095], becomes, by

reducing its coefficients to seconds,!

ni+s = v^%mKf{e'-—E').dv
1

—22677'-,5 .sin.(cr—^) 2

+ 467-,42 . sin. {2cv—'2.^)
3

—
ll',45.sin.(3a'—3^) 4

+ 406',92 . sin.(2or—2:')
5

+ 66',37 . sin.(2o-r—ct)—2.1+ra) 6

So'tormin- _ 22^96.sin.(2£-«+cr—2-'—^) 7
atioii of

' V a I ^

' —
1897',38.sin.(2i;—2miO 8

— 4685'45.sin.(2«—2mi'—cr+-) ,
9

+ 146',96.sin.(2i-—2mi;+ci)—^) 10

^^"'^^ + 13-,61 . sin.(2r—2wu+f'wir— :/) 11

— 134',51 , sin.(2w—2mr—c'»«'+^/) 12

+ 682%37 . sin.(c'mi'—'/) 13

+ 24',29.sin.(2z.'—2m—a-+f'?"i-i--—^') 14

— 205',82. sin.(2r— 2»M'—a— c'mt4-«+^') 15

+ 70',99.sin.(ci)-l-f'?Hr—X—^/) 16

—
117',35.sin.(ri'—(•'??««—w+t/) 17

+ 169'10.sin.(2cw—2«+2m?;—2^) 18

+ 56-,62.sin.(2^r—2t;+2mi'—20) 19

+ 1 0', 1 3 . sin. (2c'mv—2^') 20

+ 122'',014.(l + 0-si»-(i"— «"') 21

—
18',809.(l+i).sin.(i;—mt'+c'HJf—^')- 22

*
(2916) The values of C','^), C[">\ C,'^'", deduced from [5114—5116], agree

"
very nearly with those given by tlic author in [5:-2I7

—
5219].

t (2917) Substituting, in [5095], the values of e', j [5117], e [5194], and those

[52a0a] of C'<,", 0^-\ &c. [5195—5219]; also ", [5221], we get [5220].
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The two last terms were determined by supposing
- = . This

[52211

fraction depends on the parallaxes of the sun and moon; it differs hut very

little from ^\-^ ; bid, for greater generality, xoe have connected it loith the paraiiaj.

indeterminate coefficient l+t ; and, by comparing the term depending on

sin.(t'
—

mv), ivith the result of observation, we shall hereafter determine the ^

solar parallax [5589].

It is evident, by what has been said, that the perturbations of the earth's

orbit, by the moon, introduce in JJ'"', the quantity 0,25044.,a ;* and, i^'^'^^]

therefore, in Cj"'', the quantity
—0,541 39. f^

;
whence arises, in the

[50241

expression of the moon's apparent longitude, the inequality,t

(2918) Using the value of m^ [.5082/;'], we find, that tlie coefficient of A\''\

:0+21m-

"4(1—my

in 15015], is
, M N2 »n2.(:^(''+21m-1.5ma)
l-{\-mf --f— ; t5223a]

and, the term depending on fA, is

-^m\v.
[ I(l+2e2+2e'^)+j^^^.(l+|e^+2c'2) |

.

[522.36]

Dividing this last expression by the preceding, and changing its sign, we get tlie term of

^7'') depending upon (X. Substituting the values of m, c', e [5117,5194], it becomes
[52231

0,25044. (J., as in [5223] ; (^ hcing the ratio of the, moon^s mass, to the stim of the masses

of the moon and earth [4948'].

t (2919) The symbol (a is introduced into the expression of
(.'[''•'' [5115], by

means of the value of A[^'\ Now, the coefficient of J[''\ in [5115], is

4(1
—my I

—m 1—m
and, if we use the values of ?«, y, e, .^^°> [51 17, 5194, 51.57], it becomes —2,1326.

Multiplying this by 0,250U.ti. [5223], we get
—

0,534.(i, instead of —0,54139.fA [5224].
This part of C/"" produces, in the expression of 7it-\-s [5095 line 20, or 5220 line 21],
'^^ ''^'™

-0,534 .1..-. sin. (v-mv) ;
[-^2256]

and, by clianging its sign, we get the corresponding term of the moon's longitude v [5225].
The inequality of the earth's motion, depending on the direct action of the moon [522.5c]

[4314, 43166], using the same symbols as in tliis article, is

(A .
-

. sin .
(
r— M i>

) [5225'] , nearly ; [5225rf]

as is evident by comparing the notation [4313] with that in [4757, &ic.]. The ratio of the

two inequalities [5225,5225'] is as in [5226].
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[32'25] 0,54139 .fx . -,
. sin. (v—mv).

laiorof The direct action of the moon upon the earth produces, in the motion of the

earth, the inequality,

SCtlOll

the moon

[5325T f^ •
^,

• sill, (v
— mv) ;

this action is, therefore, reflected to the moon, by means of the sim, but decreased

[saati] in the ratio of 0,54139 to unity.

The preceding expression of nt-i-s, contains the coefficients c land g,

[5937] which depend on the sun's action. We have given their analytical values in

[4986, 5228,1-], and, by reducing them to numbers, we have,*

[532fi]
c ^ 0,991567;

[5239] g = 1,0040105.

*
(2920) Dividing the coefficient of cos.{cv—zi) [4861 lines 3—7], by

'

,

we get p-j-qe'^ [49T5], as in the following expression, using the value of m^ [5082/i'] ;

m

[5228a] p+qc^ =
^377. •(

^

[53266] We have seen, in [4976rt,&J, that the quantities A.?\ A^\ Bf\ Bf\ Bf contain

implicitly the factor 1— #e'- ;
which must be particularly noticed when finding the

r523'-ir]
values of

iJ, q, from [5228a]. Thus, if we neglect terms of the sixth order in the

e([uation [4998], we shall find, that the term [4998 line 1] may be put under the form

[532../] f "''•
^-f

l+ (l+2"0-t'^+l7"i-(l-K^)-

The factor 1—|e'3 is equal to 0,99929322 [5117]; and, if we put, for brevity,

[5338f]
- = 0,99929322, we shall have 1 = k.{\

—
}ft"~). Hence it is evident, that, if we

if)

jiave found, liy a previous computation, the numerical value of the first line of [4998],

[5228/]
which we shall represent by A^, we can put it under the form ^,fe.(l

—
|e'*) ; and,
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The motion (I
—

c).v of the lunar perigee [4817] is, therefore, bj the

preceding theory, equal to 0,008433. «; [5228]. This motion is, hy
[5230]

[5228A]

[5228/]

by this means, it is rcfliiced, ijy a very simple method, to tiie form —p—fje'^, adopted

in [4975J. In like manner, the second line of ['199S], wliicli may be represented by A„,

can be put under the form ,3„A:.(1
—

#t"-). The term B'f\ which occms in the tliird

hne of [4998], can be put under the form B["''k.{l—%c'-); as is evident, from the [5228g]

inspection of the formula [5062], neglecting the small terms, similar to those omitted in

[5228c]. Lastly, the term B':^, which occurs in the third line of [4998], is nearly

equal to —0,000002 [5177] ; and, as this is so very small, we may put it equal to

Bl'^k.{l
—

|e'2). Hence it appears, that, if the analytical value of ^^"' be deduced [5228A]

from [4998], the terms depending on e'^, will appear very nearly under the form of the

factor (1— |c'^); so that we may deduce, from the numerical value of A'{'^ [5157],

the term depending on e'^, by changing Af- into Ai!'''k.{\
—

|e'-). Proceeding in
r^ooR-i

the same manner with [4999], we find, that the terms depending on e'^ may be obtained,

by changing ^j'' into ^'Vc.(l
—

|e'^), and using the numerical value of
•/?','' [5158].

In the equation [5000], from which Jl/~'> is deduced, the terms depending on e'^ are

omitted, on account of their sniallness. But, if we inspect the functions which are

enumerated in [496l£Z, c], and used in the formation of the equations [4999,5000], we

shall see, by noticing the terms depending on t'^, that the chief terms of *5['>, jlf\

are formed in the same manner, with the factor 1
—

|c'^, as in [4819k, 4879/line I] and

[4876e lines 2,3, Sic.]. Hence, it is evident, that we may proceed with ^!,-> as we have

with .^<" [5228/.-], and put ^if^= A^^%.{l—he'^). The terms of e'^," which occur

in the values of Z?i-', Bf [5064, 5065], produce not much effect in the computation
of l^e'-, or ifjE'^, in the value of c [4986] ; so that we may, without any
sensible error, change Bf^ into Bfk.{l—§e'-), and Bf into J5f>yt.(l—|e'2),

[5228n]

as the author has done. Hence, it appears, that if we neglect terms of the order t"^, we
shall obtain very nearly the terms depending on e'^, in the second member of [5228rt],

by substituting

Af\ (
1 - f e' 2)

=
^fi)/l-.(

1 _5c' 2
) ; B^' = B'i^k. (

1—
|e' ^) ; Bf = B^k. (

1—
|e'2) ;

^^^^^"1

and then putting the terms independent of e'^ equal to p, and the rest equal to ne'^.

Having thus obtained the analytical expressions of p, q, we must substitute in them tlie r.^oo.^ i

values of A^^\ A\'\ Sic. [5157— 5179], and we shall obtain very nearly,

p= 0,01678 1 ; q=^ 0,0497.3 .

[^22eq]

Substituting these values, and £'= e'= 0,016814 [5117], in the expression of c [4986],
it becomes very nearly as in [5228]. From this we obtain the expression of the motion of

^"^
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iho'peli- observation, equal to 0,008452.tJ [5117 line 2]; ivhich differs from the
gee.

[5231] preceding but by itsfour hundred and forty-Jiftli part.

The motion of the perigee is subjected to a secular equation, ivhose

analytical expression is given in [4982, &;c.]. Reducing it to numbers, it

becomes,*

[5228r'] the perigee (1
—

c).v [4817,5228], as in [5230] ;
which agrees very nearly with that

deduced from observation 0,00345199.y [5117 line 2].

[5328s]
The coefficient of Y.sm.{gv— ('),

in [5019] is put equal to p"-\'q"t'"

hence we get, by using [5082A'],

[5228(] /'+9"e'2 = 3,„2.

"
( l--m

"

)

5398!/]

Substituting the values of B'pk.{l
—

^e'~), &;c. [5228^, o]; and then putting the terras

which are independent of c'~ erjual to ^/',
and the rest equal to ff e'^

;
we shall

get the analytical expressions of p", </. Reducing these values to numbers, by means

of [5157—5186] we get, very nearly,

[5238t>] p"= 0,0080337 ; q"
= 0,01 23967.

These values and that of E' [5228;], are to be nsed in finding the retrograde motion of the

nodes [5059], which becomes, by retaining only the terms depending on the first ])ower of v ,

[5228H ^^(l+y')_l+ _|j__^.i^'3 j

.,,

Putting this equal to the exi)ression {g
—

l)-v, which is assumed in [4817] we get,

[5228X] g = ^^i+p"}^^^^^ ,

and, by substituting the values of y, q", E' [5228i',r], we obtain g [5229].

*
(2921) The secular motion of the perigee depends upon the term ^q'.fe'^.dv

[.52.32a] [4982]; which may be put under the form iq'.fg'-{e^—E'~)Jv [5095c
—

d]; supposing

the integral to commence at the epoch where e'^E'. Using the value of
q' [4979],

r5232'(1 and multiplying by
—
^, it becomes, ( „ „ „

-—
).^m^.f''{r'^

—
£'^).ii' Substituting,

'^ -' ' 3 m-= \3)H-.\/(l
—

pjj
- • " ^

in the factor between the braces, the values of p, q, m [5228(/, 5117], we obtain very

nearly the same expression as in [5232]. The secular motion of the moon's longitude is

[5232c]
"S'in-f^''{e'-—E'^).dv [5089a, 5232rt], corresponding to [5232'].
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d3, = 3,OO0f)2J,.m- .f (e'-—E'-).dv. [5232]

// has a contranj sipi to the secular equation of the mean motion [5232c], [5232']

and is nearly three times as great.

The retrograde motion of the node of the moonh orbit, (g
—

])./• [4817], is,

by the preceding theory, 0,00401 05. t; [5229]. This motion is, by observation, ^^^^^^

equal to 0,004021 75. r [5117 line 3], which does not differ from the preceding, ^'^^.j^';,', „,.

by its three hundred and fiftieth i);irt. Lnsuuj","
''

perigee
and nuilc.

This motion of the node is suhjectrd to a secular equation, whose analytical

expression is given in [5059]. Reducing it to numbers it becomes,*

6 J = 0,735452.|.m^/ {e'^~—E'~).dv.
[•'^234]

It has a contrarii sii>-n to that of the inoon\s mean longitude [5232c']. Hence it

. . [52-34']

folloivs, that the motions ofthe nodes and perigee are retarded, whilst the moon's

mean motion is accelerated ; and the secular equations of these three motions

are always in the ratio of the numbers 3,00052, 0,73542 and 1 [.5235]

[5232,5234,5232c]. Therefore, in the preceding expression of nt-^;, we

must substitute, for the angles cv, gv, the following quantities ;t

*
(2922) The secular motion of tlie node depends upon the term,

*'"
fe'^dv [o056b];

^'^^^"^

which may be changed, as in the preceding note, to

v/(l+/')
-"^^ '

\a'"V(l+/)/- •^" ^ '

Substituting, in the first factor, the values of jj", q" [.5228i;], it becomes very nearly

as in [52.34].

t (2923) The motions of the perigee and node (1
—

c).v, {g
—

l).r [4817], are
[j236fl]

changed, by means of the secular equations, into

(I_c).f+3,000o2.fm2./o"(e'2—i;'2).rft, [5232],

(g._l).i,.+0,735452.fm2./^'(e'2_£'2).(/y [5234],
^^~^^^^

respectively.
This requires, that we should change cv into

cy_3,00052.|«^/o"(t'
2—i^'

=)•'/*,
as in [5236] ;

and, gv into
[5236c]

gu+0,735453.3?n2.y^.(c'2_E'2).f/,.,
as in [5237].
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[5230] c«—3,00052 4.nr.f(e"—E'~).dv ;

[5237] gv^0,135A524.m\f(e'~—E'~).dv.

Hence, tJie secular equation of the mean anomaly is,*

[5238] —
4,00052.f.Hr./(e'=—i;'--).fZtJ ;

or, iieaily fonr times that of the mean motion.

17. We shall now proceed to determine some of the most sensible inequalities

of the fourth order. One of these inequalities depends upon the angle

2v—2mv—2gv-\-cv->r2L'
—

33, and we have determined, in [4904 line 17, 5014],

(Lnh the part of aiu, which depends on the cosine of this angle. Then we find, by

^15, that the expression of ?i^+;, contains the inequality,!

C _ JiniK02±m) 2A[''^+3Af^ \

[523!)]
< 8.(2.g-2+'^»0 ^ L^J_.er~.sm.(2v—2mv—2gv+cv+2i—z,).

2—2m—2g-{-c

This inequality, reduced to numbers, is

,_„.„, 8%67.sm.(2v—2mv-'2gv+cv+2t!—z,).
[5240]

' ^ a i I y

We shall now consider the inequality, relative to the angle (2cv-}-2v-2mv-2T^).

If we connect all the terms, depending on the cosine of this angle, in

Invest iga
lifin of
sonic

Ifti'ins

*
(2924) Subtracting the secular equation of the perigee [5232], from that of the oiean

[5238a] ^ , , ,
...

[5232c], we get the secular equation of the mean anomaly, as in [523S].motion

I (2925) The part of (It, which would correspond to the term of nt-^? [-5239], may be

deduced from it by taking the diflerential, and multiplying by _ = -^ r'5092cl, by which
n \/a,

'- - -^

means it becomes

I^=».l 1

-
5.£SSi-,

-^'-^•,-+3,*- \.'^. .K.C0..(.,-2„._.„„+„,.

[5239i]
N'^^^ ''"^ ^^'''^'^ terms of this function arc contained in the expression oi dt [oOOO^j], as we

shall see, bv the following examination. The first term, between the braces, —"'"^ +'"L
8.(2g-2+2m)

[5239«], occurs in the table [5090J] ; by multiplying the term — 2c. cos.cy in its first

column, by that of [50S2s line 13] in its second column. The second term —
2Jl'-f'^, arises

[5239c] ^^^^^^ [5090ir line 1, 4904 line 17J. The tUrd term 3/J<'^' is deduced from the table

[5090if]. It corresponds to —^Ji-^-f. cos.(2^«—2t)+2»!ii) in its first column, or in

,„„„„ [4904 line 141; and to —3c.cos.ci' in the second column. Substituting in 152391 the

values of m, g, c, y [5117], e [5194], and ^,'^', ./i,"'' [5169,5172], we get [5240].
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the development of the equation [4754J, which we have made in § 6,

this equation becomes, hy noticing only these terms,*

n

dJu
,

Sm' (10— 19 m+8m2) .(2—m+c) „ /o , o o on ,.c,...

dv^ 2f/, 4.(c+l— m)
^

therefore, by putting ^'|'".e^.cos.(2cf+2i7
—2mv—2w), for the corresponding [5242]

term of a'u [4904], wc shall have,t

A'io) _ !>»'• (10—19»^+8m . (2—m+c)
'
"

4. (c+ 1-'ni^icVi^^f—^
'

^^^^^

Then, if wc put C"^'".e^.sin.(2cy+2tJ
— 2mv—2^:), for the corresponding [5244]

term of the expression of n<+;, we shall find, by §15,t

*
(2926) The terms depending on the angle 2cvA^1v

—
2mi', in llie equation [496 1],

are included in tlie functions whicli are enumerated in r-1960(l, and if we divide these terms

3,„o [5241a]

by the common factor -^ .c2.cos.(2ci'-j-2i)
—

2;/ir); we shall obtain in [4S701inel2] the term

^(G-15!n+8m^);andin [4879 line 8] the term |(4-4?») nearly. The sum ofthese two expressions

Is ^(10— I9)«+8;h2); addingthisto J-(10— l9m+ 8OT2).-j-i-- [4892 line 11], we

obtain :J(lC-19»!-|-S»i^)-^Vn;^- Connecting this with the two first terms of [4754]
—

^'+!/, [5241c]

according to the directions in [4960e, fee], we get [5241].

t (29-27) Integrating the equation [5241], by the metliod in [4998a—c], we find, that if

IT

-.cos.(u--h3) represent any term of [5211], tlie con-esponding term nf au or ahu
^rgio i

[4998c, «] \vA\ become,

"'^"=1531 •^•^05-(»'+^)- [5242i]

In the present case, we have,

~^ ' '

tt^

-'
a,

'

4(c+l—m) [5242c]

Substituting these in [52426], and putting the result equal to the assumed expression

[5242], we get, by using rn^ [50S2/t'], the value of .V'p [5243].

X (2928) If ni-\-i contain a term of the form [5244], its difiercnlial will give, in

ndt, the expression

ndt = (2c-t-2—2»?).C'^'''c".cos.(2ci'+2r—2mi)).f/r. j5245a]
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3 (10—19ot+8w^) 3m^.{l—m) 9m^

[5245c]

s- m"
8.(f+l—?«) 2—2/H+c 16.(1—w)

[5245] ^,0, _ l-2J;i+3Al-3Af
2c+2—2m

Reducing the formulas [5243,5245] to numbers, we get,

[5246] J'<o) = 0,00201041 ;

[5247] C'<°> =—0,0130618;

hence we obtain, in nt-\-s, the following inequality,

[5248]
— 8%1 1 .sm.(2cv+2v—2mv—2^) [5244J.

Multiplying this by
- = [509:'2f], we shall get, in dt, the term,

Comparing this with the terms of the functions [5090^j], depending on the angle

2cv-j^2v—2mv, we shall get, fc^r (2c-\-2
—2m) . C:^\ the terms of the numerator of

[5245] ; namely,

2 (10—19m+8w5) 3m2.(l—m) 9m2
-
"* *

S.(c-|-1—^ 2—2w+c 16.(1 -m)
—

2J'i''>+34^)—3Jf : 2

as will appear by the following examination of the functions [5099/;], divided by the

common factor

[5245(/]
e.^-

/ .cos.(2«'4-:2t)
—

2mv).

The function [5082s line 10] contains a term, depending on the angle 2cv—2v-^2mv,

deduced from [4885 line 10] ; and, we find in [4885 line 11], a similar expression

[524de]
— S/ft2.———"——

, corresponding to the first term of [5245;']. The term neglected,

in r5090Mine71, produces the second term of [5245^1, —
^-^ ; and, that in

-* 2—2)(i-]-c

f»„j3

[50906 line 121, is
^

; as in the third term of r5245f]. The term of (ton
^ -

10(1— m)

[5212] produces, in [5090/7 line 2], the term — 2..^?' [5245c line 2]. The term

[5245/"]
,^gg,g(,jg^j jj^ [5090g-linel ], gives ;3./i,«) [,J245c hue 2]. The term —3 AH"

[5090_g-line9], is the same as in [5045c line 2]. Now, substituting in [5243, 5245]. the

[5245g-] ^^^^^^ [5117, 5194, 5157,5159], we get [5246,5247]. Lastly, we get, from [5244], the

expression [5248], by using the values [5247, 5194].
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The expression of dt ^15, gives in nt-\-!, the term,*

SA^^Kee'. sin. {2v—2mv^cv—c'inv—~-]--:^')
[5249]

This terra is sensible, on account of the magnitude of the factor A'^'' [5161] ; 1^52491

it is, therefore, useful to consider the inequality relative to the argument
2i;—'2.mv-\-cv

—c'mv—si-f^^'. The equation [4754] gives, bj noticing only

the terms we have developed in ^ 6,t

ddu
,

vi 21.(2—3m). (-l—Sm+ c) , ,« ^
=—, +t< .

, ,,-,
..

, ,
' ee'. cos.(2v—2mv-\.cv—c'mv—'.+z^'). [5250]dv^ a

I 4.(2— Jm-f-c)
^ ' ^ l j

We shall put

J''-', ee'.cos. (2v—2mv-\-cv
—c'mv—to+to') [5251]

for the part of am depending on the argument in question ; we shall have,

*
(2929) This term is omitted in the procluct of the two quantities in [5090o-]ine 20] ;

but, it is introduced in this place on account of the magnitude of A.i^^ [5161,5249']. rvuc^ 1

Having noticed this part of tlic expression, it becomes convenient to introduce the smaller

quantities, depending on the same angle, as in [5250—5257].

t (29.30) The equation [5250] is obtained in the same manner as [5241], by

dividing the terms of [4960c], depending upon the angle 21'—2mv-\-cv
—

c'mv, by the

common factor, —"

—
I'.— .ee'.cos. (2i'

—
2mv-\-cv

—
c'mv) ; [5250a]

and connecting the resulting quotients in the following manner. The term in [4570 line 7],

gives f(l
—2m); in [4879 line 4], i ; their sum is 2— 3/rt ; adding this to the

term [4892 line 71, —^—-^, we obtain,
i— im-\-c

Connecting this with the common factor [5250a], and adding the two terras [5241c], we

get the equation [5250] ;
in which we have corrected a typographical mistake in the

m
original, where m~ is written for —

. Comparing this with [5242rt], we get, [5250c]

-, _2 21.(2—3m).(4-3m+c) . ^ ^W=—?« .
—^—-il——.XJ.ee'; z= 2—2m4-c—c'm= 2—3m+c, nearly;

substituting these in ahi [52426], and putting the result equal to the assumed value of

this term of ark [5251], we get Ai'\ as in [5252], using m~ [5082/t']. [5250rf]
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[525-21 ,-„,_ -2lm\(2-3m).(A-3m+c)
4.(2—3wj+c).|(2—3m+cJ-— 1

!

Then, if we put

15253] C'^^'^ee'.sin.(2v—.2mv+cv—c'mv—^.-\-^'}

for the part of n^+;, relative to the same argument, we shall find, by ^ 15,*

5^
'

H 2J"'+3^'^)

I^'^^^l
^

.
=

2-3m+c

Reducing these formulas to numbers, we find,*

[5255] J'(') =—0,0134975;

[5256] C'^" = 0,0534480;

which gives, in nt-\-:, the inequality,

[5257] 10, 17.sin.(2tJ
—2mvi-cv—c'mi)— t^+^i').

*
(2931) Proceeding as in [5215rt,Sic.], we find, tliat if nt-^s contain a term of the

form [5253]; it will produce, in its diflerenlial ndt, the term,

[5253a] (2
—

3m-{-c) . CV''ce' .cos.{2v
—

2mv-\-cv
—

c'mv), nearly ;

and, by multiplying by
- = — [5092c], it will produce in c't, the term,

[52536] (2—3/rt+r). C'i,"ee'.
^y^.cos.{-2v—2?nv-\-cv—c'mv).

Comparing this with the terms of the functions [5090/j], depending on the same angle, we

shall get, for (2
—3m-f c).C'^'\ the terms of the numerator of [5251] ; namely,

'-

4.(2
—

3m-\-c\ 4.(2
—
dm)

as will appear by the following examination of the functions [50902;]. The term

[5253rf] [5082s line 8] is the same as the first term of [5253c], 4 (.-jl^,,,
1 T̂" !

'^^ ^^•"^

—
, omitted in [.5090^ lineS], is the same as the second term of [5253f] ;

the term
4.{2-::?m)'

L J'

[5253e]
^j. ^^5^^ [5251] produces, in [5090^; line 2], the term —2A'^^\ [5253f] ; lastly, the

term omitted in [5090^rme20] produces 3^<," in [5253f].

(2932) Substituting the values of c, m [5117] in [5252], we get [5255], and

then, from [.5254], we obtain [525G]. Substituting this value of C'^'> ,
and the values

52r,.,a]
^j. ^^ c' [.5117, 5194]; in [5253] we get [5257].
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It would seem, that the inequalities depending on the angles

2cv—2v+27nv±c'mv—2^=f^' [5257-]

ought to be sensible, on account of the great divisors which thej acquire by

integration ;
it is therefore important to ascertain them carefully. By following [5257"]

the analysis before explained, noticing only quantities of the fourth order, and

representing the corresponding part of aiu, by

a&u = J'f
'

e''e'.cos.(2cv—2v-\-2mv+c'mv—2z:—z>')
[5258]

-\-ATe-e'.cos.(2cv—2v+2mv—c'mv—2zi-{-zi');

we shall find, that the differential equation will become,*

[5259 o]

[5259i]

*
(-2933) We shall put, for brevity,

S = 2cv—2v+2mv+c'mv—'27S—zi'; D = 'Zcv~2v-[-2mv—c'mv—2:s-\-z/;

and the assumed value of a5ii [5258] will become,

am = A'^^c\'.cos.S+A''f>c\'.cos.B.

Tiie terms of the equation [4961], depending upon the angles S, D, maybe found

in tlie functions which are enumerated in [4960c]; and, to obtain all the terms, we must

review the whole calculation [4835
—

4961], in order to notice the quantities which have r 501-0 i

the factor e^e'. This great degree of accuracy is however unnecessary, on account of the

smallness of the co.efficients in [5259], which are of the fourth and higher orders; we

shall, therefore, only notice the most important terms which are given by the author in

[5259]. The first of the functions [49G0c], which is noticed by him, is that in [4870]. [5259^1

We may deduce this selected part of the factor of c-e', from that of e^ [4ST01ine 11],

upon similar principles to those which are used in developing a function of c, c', by Taylor's

theorem, by which the coefficient of c-c'. may be derived from that of e^, &c. If we use

the value of «i [4865], and put, for brevity,

'^t=
^£;-{^+^->n+Sm"-yc"-

=
~!p".{6+Um+8m-).e^ ^5259.]

we shall find, that the term of c^ [4870 line 11] is represented by

Jl/.cos.(2ci;
—

2«-}-2m!'). [5259/]

As this quantity does not contain c', it is evident, that it can be derived irom the first

member of [4870] -^^^^ .cos.(2i'—2jj'), by substituting the values of h, u, u', v'
[sasg^i

[4825,4826,4837,4838]; then, neglecting the terms depending on c', and retaining only those

connected with e^. Now, by using merely the first terms of [4837,4838], and those

depending on the first power of e', we have,
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7(2+llm+8m2) 7(10+19m+8ma) \ 1
2

0= f-M-4 .< } .e-e.cos(2cv-2i^4-2mv-\-C7nv-2Tz-'Ui)

[5259] V 2c-2+3m ^ '

) 2

/-(10-|-19m+8m2) (2+llm+8Hia)\ :{

3in' 1 8.(2c—2+ nT) To f

/ __Ezr' I /l'(^' \
{ 2c-2+ m 2-^1

; 4

,.^ „ t)' := ?Hi'+2e'. sin.c'mii; ?/'=-. i l-J-f'.cos.c'wi'L
[o2o9ft] a '

If we retain these terms of e', informing tlie function [5259/], it will cliange
—- [5259e]

rcnim-i '"to —
r-.( 1 +3 e'.cos.c'?n)A , and 2mD into 2.v)i)4-4e'.sin.c'OTV. By lliis means the function

[5259i] . aJ ^ '

[5259/], will be increased by the terms,

r-ogqii iVi.(3e'.cos.c'mj;).cos.(2ci»
—

2v-\-2mv)
—

il/.(4e'.sin.c'nijj).sin.(2ft)
—

2'0-\-2mv) ;

the second of these quantities being obtained by means of [Gl] Int. by putting

z^\lcv—
2t'-|-2;ni', a^le'.sin. c';«u [5259?].

Reducing the terms of [5259A:], by means of [17,20] Int. we get, by using the abridged

symbols [5259a],

r5259m] ^.(.3e'.cos.c'm?;).cos.(2CT—2y+ 2tt.'«)
= filie'.cos.S+p/fi'.cos.D;

~M.{\(^.z\n.cmv).'im.{2r,v—2v^1im) = ^Alc .cos.S—2J\le'.cos.D.

The sum of these two expressions gives the value of the function [52597i:] ; and, by

re-substituting the value of 31 [5259c], it becomes,

[5259o] ^Me'. cos.S— i7liV.cos.D= ^.(6+15w+8m2).eV. } -i-'B-cos..S'- tV.cos.D}.

A similar expression is obtained from the terms in [4S79 line 7], putting c=:l, and

[5259/>] M=z— j^. (l+j)i).e^ Substituting this value of M, in the first number of [5259o],

we get the terms,

[.5259?] —^0+rn).ch'.{l .cos.S -h.cos.Dl=-^.{—i-4m).ch'. {/5.C0S.S—tV-cos-jD}.

Adding together the terms in the second members of [5259o.</], we get

[5059,^
-

?J.(2H-llm+3«i2).cV.Jy^cos.S— ^V-cos.Z^I;

which are the same as the first term, connected with .S' [5259 line 1] ;
and the second term,

[5259s] connected with D, in [5259 line 3].
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therefore, we shall have, [HQSir]

We may proceed in a somewhat similar manner with the term in [4892 hne 10], taking in

the first place its differential, so as to make it of a like form
; and, after reducing the

products,
which introduce the angles S, D, again integrating, to correspond to the integral [5259t]

in the first member of [4892]. Now, if we put
2

M=^(10+19w+8m2).e^ [5259f]

the differential of [4892 line 10] becomes,

Mdv.sm.{2cv—2v+2mv) = Mch.cos.(2cv—2v-\-2mv—Q0''). [5259u]

The second of these expressions may be derived from [5259/], by decreasing the angle

2cv—2v-\-2mv by 90''; which requires that S, D [5259a] should be changed t^^SQu'l

into S—90'', D—90'', respectively, and then multiplying by dv. The same changes

being made in the resulting correction, in the first member of [5259o], we obtain,

lMe'.dv.cos.{S—90'^)—iMe'.dv.cos.{D—90'')=iMe'.dv.sm.S—^Me'.dv.sm.D. [5259d]

Now, integrating this second expression, according to the directions in [5259i], we get

the additional terms of [4892], as in the first member of the following equation, and, by

re-substituting the value of M [5259^'], wc get its second member,

7Me' „
,

^^''' Ti

2.(2c—2+3m)'
'

2.(2c-2+m)

2

= ^ . (10+ 19.+8 m^).eV.
[

-
^-L^.cos.S+^^.cos.dI

[.5259tf]

The terms of this last expression are the same as the second term connected with S

[5259 line 1], and the first term connected with D, in [52591ine3].

The next terms of [5259] arise from the part of the function [4934 or 4932/i] which is

included in the table [4931 p]. For, if we take, in the first column of this table, the term

Afee'.cos.icv-lrc'mv) [4931^ hne 22], [5259i]

and in the second column, the term

5e . ,^ ^ N

^ .sm.(2i)
— 27nv— cv),

which occurs also in [4931jjline 17], it produces, by the process used in [4931«], the term
o

-V •

2.(2c-2+3».)
-^'-'^°^-(~^"-^"+^'""+'^'"^') ' [5259.1

which is the same as the term depending on Af' [5259 line 2J. In like manner, by

combining the term
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*
( 7.(2+1 Im-f-Sm^j

\

"*" 116 '

[5360] A
I''
=

--^ ^-pT-.u .
<

^°

l-imi—{2c—2+6my \
7.(10+19m+8m2)—40^i«'

8. {tic—2-^3 in)

2

^i"' c c'. COS. (c v—c'mv) [-193 1 p line 23],

witli tlic same term
5e— —

.sin.(2ii
— 2mv—cv), In [493 Ij; line 17],

we get, by the method used in [4931?i], the term,

[5259^/]
— ^ .

2;^|q:;;^.^;3'.cos.(2ri;—
2r+2A'it:—c'wy), as in [5259 line 4].

o
o—

The function [4003 line 1] contains the term —.aSu; and, by substituting the

value of (1611 [52596], we get,

[595&]
—

1^ .e\'.lA'f\cos.S-\-A'flcos.Dl, as in [.5259 lines 2,4].

This includes all tlie terms noticed by the author in [52-59] ;
there are other terms,

_2
Laving the factor in.m.e-c', which he has neglected on account of their smallness.

ddu

77^'Connecting these terms with
-p,-\-u [5241c], it becomes as in [5259]

[52C0a]
*

(2934) Taking separately into consideration the terms in the two first lines of

[5259], which depend on the angle S =2cv—2v+2mv-]-c'mv [5259a], they become

[52(506] of the same form as in [4990«], by putting

H=3m 7.(2-1-1 b/z+STO-) _ 7.(10+19/»+8w3) _ 5Jf'

l6 ~8y(2c—2+3m) 2c—24

i z= 2c—2+2w-f c'»J= 2c—2+3«, nearly.

[5260c]
^=om .

^ ^c-2+3m}
^~

2^:^2+3^1'

[5260rf]

hATJ.e'-e';

The corresponding term of an, or wnt, is represented by F(i.cos.{ii-\-fi) [4998c];

and, if we compare it with the assumed form of this term of o&u, in [5258 line 1],

r5%0(/'l
"'"^

S'^''
^«^ ^'i' '"«' ;

hence [4998a] becomes, by multiplying by a, and substituting

this value of Pa,

[5960.]
= (l-r)..^"r'.=c'+~.

[5260/'] Substituting in this, the value of U [52G0c], rejecting the common factor eV, and

using m~ [50S2A'], we get [5260]. Proceeding in the same way with the terms

depending on the angle D [5258 line 2, and 5259 lines 3, 4], corresponding to

[5200^.]
i= 2c—2+2mi—c'w=:2c—2-|-m, nearly,

we easily obtain the value of A^'' [5261].
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^
'
—

i_3,„2_(2c—2+m)2 { 8.(2c—2+m) "Tg J

' ^''^^^^

If we denote the corresponding part of nt-]-s hy*

*
(2935) If we take the differential of the term of 7it-\-s [5262 line 1], depending

1 «^
on the angle S=2cv— 2v-\-2mv-{-c'7nv, and multiply it by - = -—-

[5092c],

putting also c'=l, wc get, in dt, the term,

dt= {2c—2+3m).C'f^ e^e'.^\cos.S. [526ia]

Substituting in this, the assumed value of C'f' [52G3], we find, that the result is

represented by the function [52Glc], or the numerator of the expression [5263], multiplied

by the common factor eV.
--Jr-.cos..S';

and it will appear by the examination in [5261/-a;], [5261J]

that the corresponding terms of the value of dt [5090/j], neglecting the same factor

[526 li], agree exactly with this function [5261c] ;

21?n'^.(10+19m+8m^)+120w='.^^"
'_ 2lmP.{2-{-Sm) 63m^

16.(2c-2+3«) 4.{2-3m-f7) 16.(2_3m)
'

^^gg,^^—2^'f+3^7'—3^<-"+3./2i8'. ^<'\ 2

By a similar process with the term depending on the angle D= 2cv—2v-\-2mv— c'mv,

and the assumed value of C'V' [5264], we find, as in [5261/-^;], that the corresponding

terms of dt [5090p], neglecting the common factor cV.—^.cos.D, are represented [5261d]

by the function [5261 e], corresponding to the numerator of [5264] ;

—3?n-.(10+19»i+8w'^)+ 120m^.^^,") 3m^(2-|-?«) 9,n^

16.(2c—2+m)
"^

4.(2-m-c)
"^

16.(2—?«)

^

—2^f>+3^i''>—3^™+3^,«'.^<". 2
[51i61e]

We shall now proceed in the examination of the functions [526lc,e] in order to prove,

that they agree with those in [5090jj]. The first term of [5090/) linel] depends upon the

function [5032s], which, when fully developed, contains terms of the required form, with [5261/]

the factor c-e. The terms of this function, which are retained by the author, may be

derived, in a very simple manner, from those depending on c^ [5082« line 10] ; namely,

5m2.i(10-(-19m+8m=). ^—.cos.{2cv-2v+2mv) ; ^jseig]

by the process used in [5259a'
—

w]. For, if we substitute in the expression [5261^], the

value of the common factor _ ^

|m2= fm'.^ [5082r, &c.], and
M=^^.{10+19m-j-8m^).e- [5259t'], [526U]
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[5262

Cfl e-e'. sin.(2cv—2v+2mv^c'mv—2^.—^')

+ CfK ey.s\n,(2cv—2v+2mv—c'mv—2^+zi'),

1

2

it becomes,

[526H]

[526U]

[526n]

[5261m]

iMa
.cos.[2cv —'iv -\-2mv) .

2c—2+2m

Taking the differential of this expression, according to the direction in [5259s'], it

becomes,

—IMa.ch .sin.(2cD
—

2v-^2mv).

This is of the same form as the first member of [5259«], and may be derived from it, by

changing M into —iMa
;

so that, if we make the same change in the resulting

ternis, in the second member of [5259m'], we shall get the corresponding terras of

[5082s], depending on c^e' ; namely,

3m . a

16(1,

, (10+19»l+8m2).cV
^ l_ ,^

1

-\-m
.cos.D > .

Rc-substituting the value of

[5261n]

-

[5261 A], we find, that the coefficient of c-e'.cos.5, is

tlie same as the first term of [5261c], which is connected with the factor 104-19m-l-8m^;

and, the coefficient of e^e'.cos.-D, is the same as the first term of [5261c], connected with

the same factor.

The second of the functions enumerated in [5090/;], is that contained in the table

[50906]. We shall make the following additions, so as to include those terms of cV

[5201 o] which were neglected in the former computation. The three columns of the table

are here marked the same as in [50906] ;
and all the terms in the third column have the

a-.dv

[5261;>]

common factor

(C.l. 1.)

Terms of the first

factor in [5081],
between the bra

ces.

—2c.cos.CD

#e*.co3.2cu

l/a,

(Col. 2.)

Factor Q'

[5081 or 5089s].

21m9.{2+3m).fe'

4.(2—:3m- c)

3m3. (2+m).ee'

4.(2
—

?)i
—

c)

21mV

cos.(2u
—2mv— CV—c'inv)

.cos. (2v-2mv-cv-{-c'mv)

(Col. 3.)

Corresponding ternis of [5081],

or[526Jc,e].

21m2(2-|-3m).eV

+

4.(2—3 m)

3m2e'

4.(2-m)
'

.cos(2y
—2mv — c'mv)

cos.(2u
—

2niv-\-c'mv)

4.(2—3m— c)

3Hi2. {'i-\-m).e^e'

.cos.S

4.(2—m—c)
COS.D

16.(2-3m)

9m2.e2e'

16r(2^m)

cos.S

.cos.D.

/ Common \
I Victor i

^
i/a, -'

The terms in the third column, depending on cos-iS", correspond to the two last terms of

[5261c fine 1]; and, those depending on cos.D, correspond to the two last terms of

[5261e line 1].
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VVe shall have, bj ^15,

-21m2.(I0-j-19m+8m=)+l20m2..^(*'' 2lnA (2+.3ffl) 63/m2

C"l=> =
16.(2c—2+3/«) 4.(2—3m+c) 16.(2—3w);

2c—2-\-3m

; 16.(2c— 2-i-w)
'

4.(2-OT-c)
'

16.(2—??i)

C?'=

• 16.(2c— 2-i-w)

'

(
—2A'f^+3Jl[''—3A'-J>'+3A,^\A['\

2c—2-\-m

9m^

1

,2

1

2

Reducing these formulas to numbers, we find,-

The function [4904], or whi, contains the two terras [5259i], and these produce, in

the first term of [5090/? line 2], tlie terms,

„ d-.dv

'^c^C. j
^'i^'.cos.^+^'O'.cos.D I

;

which are tlie same as the terms depending on A'f\ A'f^ [5261c, e].

The next of tlie functions enumerated in [5090/;], is the function [5090^'-] ;
and we

have, in line 25, the neglected term 3A}p.c^c'.Q.os.S, corresponding to the second term

of [526Ifline2]; and, in [5090o-line 24], the neglected term 3A^^h'e'.cos.D, as in

the second term of [52Glt line 2]. Again, the term —
2^,'"e'.cos.(2L'

— 2/Hr— r'wr), in

the fa-st column of [5090o-], being combined wiih 3c-.cos.2cr, in the second column,

gives
—3^i^'eV.cos..S'; corresponding to the term depending on »4^" [5261c]. In

like manner, the term —
2yli,^-c'.cos.(2y

—
'imv~\-c'mv) [5090^ col. 1], being combined

with the same term 3f;^.cos.2cr, in column 2, gives
—3^i'"eV.cos.D; corresponding

to ^f [5261c].

The last of the functions [5090/j], is that in the table [5090?] ;
and we have, in the first

column of this table, the term /ii''c .cos. (2i'
—2mi'— cv) ;

in the second column, the

omitted term 3A'-pec' .cos.{cv-\-c'7nv') ,
which produce, in the third coluiini, the term

|^','\./3f'c-e'.cos.S, neglecting the conmion factor —J— . In like manner, we have, in

the first column, the term ^',''Vc'.cos(ci)+c'?re?j); in the second column, 3^',''c.cos(2t'-2/Hi'-ci'):

these produce also, in the third column, an equal term ^A'-^.A'^^^e^c'.CQS.S. Adding this

to the preceding term, we get 3^'i''../?"'e-e'.cos.«S, corresponding to the last term of

[5261c]. In exactly the same way, we find, that the terms of am, depending on

.4i"c.cos.(2u
—2;?i!)—cv), A[^ke'.cos.{cv

—
dmv), produce, in the third column of [5090/J,

the expression 3./3*'\^f^eV.cos.X), corresponding the last term of [526Ie].

*
(29.36) Substituting the values [5117,5194,5157,&;c.] in [5260,5261,5363,5264],

we get A'f, A'[^\ C'f ', C® [5265] ;.
and then, [5262] becomes as in fSSfifil,
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[5263]

[5204]

[5261g]

[52(ilr]

[.52G1«J

[.vaoK]

[52Cli;]

[.5261 ir]

[5261a-]

[5265a]
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[52C5]

Af^ = 0,744932; I

^'f =—0,0153320; 2

C'f'
= 0,363137; 3

C?' =—0,0235572. 4

Hence we obtain, in nf-\-s, the two following inequalities ;

3,88. sm.(2cv—2v-^2mvi-c'mv—2T.—^J) 1

—0,25. s\n.(2cv—2v+2mv—c'mv—2->+^^'). 2

The inequalities depending on the arguments 2cv±c'mv—2^3^:35', are verj

easily found, by considering the expression of dt [3001]. This expression

gives, in that of »^+'? the inequalities,*

3 ^'^'eV—^ .sm.(2cv+c'mv—2^—-/)
2c+m ^ ^

[5206]

[520.:

[5268]

+ —
.sin.(2ct"

—c'mv—2^+^') ;

2c—m

and it is evident, that they arc the only terms of the fourth order, depending

on these arguments. By reducing them to numbers, we obtain, in nZ+s,

the two following inequalities;

—3%1 6.sin.(2a'+c'm'—2-— -')

-f 4%50.sin.(2ci;—c'mt;-2t3+ 1^').

It is evident, from the expression of dt, [5081], that the inequality

depending on the argument 4«—•imv—cv^t^, must be sensible. f To

*
(2937) The functions [5090j;], which represent the value of dt, give, in

[5000^ lines 26,27], the two following terms, which were omitted in that table
;

[5207a] cit= ^!!-^.eV.
j 3A'^\cos.{-2cv+c'mv)+3./lf\ co5.{2cv—c'mv) \

.

y O,

Dividing this by
- = —-

[5092c] ;
and then integrating, we get, in nt-{-£, the two

terms [5267]. A slight inspection of the functions enumerated in [5090/:*] shows, that there

are no other terms of this form, and of the fourth order.

r_2cg 1
t (2938) This will fully appear, by the inspection of the terms of nt-{-s, depending

on this argument in [5280, 5281
, 5283].
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determine it, we shall represent the corresponding term of a6u, by

aiu =^
A'fe.cos.(4>v

—
4<mv—cv-j--a). [5ac9]

It is evident, that there cannot bo produced such terms in the differential

equation in u [4961], except by the variation of the terms of the equation [5269]

[4754], depending on the disturbing force.* We have developed these

3/ /•> <
ti) 11 (ill

variations in (^ Ji. 1 he tirst is tto—j— ;
^nd it produces no term of [5270]

'
'2h~. ir

the fourth order, depending on cos. (4«
—4otw— c«+ '')-

The second

variation is,t

*
(2939) This is evident, from tlie examination of the functions [4960e], which

compose the equation [4961] ;
since tiie terms enumerated between [4866] and [4901] do

not contain the angle 4u—imv—cv. The next of these functions is that in [4908], which [>^""™]

arises from the development of — '

^ [4908^'-] ;
and we find, by inspection, that

it contains no term of tlie fourth order, depending on tliis angle. The same may be

observed of tlie functions [4913, 4918,4922,4928, 4942—4960]. The three remaining

functions [4911, 4925, 4934], which are derived from tlie quantities mentioned in

[5271, 5273, 5275], produce some important terms, as will be seen in the following notes.

t (2940) This expression is the same as that in [4910], which is developed in

[4911, 4918]. The term depending on the second of these functions, is retained by the

author, though it produces only terms of the fifth order [5271c]. Substituting the values

[4937n, 5082/t'], in [5271], it becomes,

_2 _a

— -—
.aSu.cos.{2v

—
2mv)~\ .5v'.s'm.(2v—'2mv). [5271al

Now we have, in [4904 line 2, 4917], the terms of a5u, 5v', represented by

a5u= A[^''c.cos.{2v—2mv
—

cv); iW=—2?«.^i'V.sin.(2y
—2mv—cv). [.52715]

The first of these quantities produces, in [5271 a], the term,
o

—
:;
— .-4'." e.cos.(4«j—4mv—cv) ;

4o,
^ ' '

and the second, the term,

3 m
,,.

Jl\''.7nc.cos.{4v
—4mv—cv) ; [5271c]

the sum of these two expressions is evidently equal to that in [5272].

[52696]
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[5271] _
^'f:'^" ,6u.cos.(2v-2v') +^'^ .6t)'.sin.(2^—20 ;

it produces the term,

[527Q]
_ '-^.(3— 4»i).^<,"e . cos.(4y—'iwu-—Ci;+;j).

The third variation is,*

[5273]

,., 4
• -r ' — . sin. (2^—2«')

—
,,,o-t- -,—.sin.(2«—2«;')

lv.tr dv u ^ '
2/r.tf' dv ^

3m'.ii''\iv' du ^^ ^ ,_—
r-—T- •

-7-.cos.(2i)—2i;')./r.ir dv ^

It produces the term,

3 111

15274]
— IV^^

—^"^—c).J<'>e.cos.(4i'—4mi!— ci'+3i).

Lastly, the fourth variation is,t

*
(2941) The three terms of the function [5273] are the same as tliose in [1924],

J-™., 1 which are developed in [4925]. Tiie first of them is computed in [1923c, &c.], and

evidently contains no term of the fourth order, depending on the proposed angle. The same

is to be observed of the third term of [52T3], which is computed in [4923(/]. The second

term of [5273] is,
3"''-"'^

^,;n,'o,, o„"i
~2/Ah1

•

dv •^•"•V-'' -"J'

and it becomes, by substituting tlie values [4937?!, 4865],

5273t] — . sin. (2y — 2mv).
2a, dv

^ '

a.diu d.iaiu) . . rm^,,- r>T ,

]Vovv, = — —
contanis, m r4904lme 2], the term,

dv dv

[5273c]
—

('-
— ''"'—c).A['^e .sin.(2y

—2mv—cr) ;

hence the preceding expression produces the term [5274], as is evident, by multiplying, and

reducing the product by means of [17] Int.

t (2942) The expression [5275] is ths same as that in [4931], which is developed in

[o274a] [4934], by means of the functions enumerated in [4932A,-] ; namely, [493 Ip, m, 4932n,/].

The first of these functions [493 Ijj] contains in its second line, a term of i\\e fifth order,

depending on ./?!,"', which is neglected on account of its smallness. It also contains a

term depending on ^'/\, which is omitted in [4931 p line 6], but is easily found, by the
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it produces the term,

2

3 Wi (2—5m)
4—4m—c

-
. ^*'>e.cos.(4i'

—4mi)—f?;+'')• [5276]

Therefore, the differential equation in ti becomes, by noticing only these

terms,*

method there used, to be, g-- j
. .^'"e.cos.(4i'—4mD—cv); [52746]

a 4—47«—c

neglecting e'~, and putting,

Jc= A['''c; //=!; j= 2—2/«—c; z'= 2—2m [4931Z]. [52746q

This is the same as the first term of the expression [5276]. The next of the functions

[5274a] is [493 hi] ;
which may evidently be neglected on account of its smallness. We

then have [4932a], which contains, in its first hne, a term depending on A\^\ which is

omitted in the table, but is easily found to be,

6 m m

a, 4—4m—c
.^<"e.cos.(4f

—
4mv—cv). [5274c]

The last of the functions [5274«] is [4932/] ;
this also contains a term which is neglected

in its sixth line, and is represented by,

3m^ ,- (2—2m—c)2-l )

This may be reduced to another form, by observing, that, by putting c=l, we have,

very nearly, (2—2 ?;;—c)-— 1 =(1— 2ffl)2
— l ^^— 4^„i; so that this term may be

represented by,
2 _2

3 ni .,, /A A \ 3™ 3 m .,,.—
.TO..4,"c.cos.(4u—4mi'—cy), or,

—
•

^_^^^^_ •^i''e-cos(4t>—4?wt;—ct;), nearly. [5274e]

Adding this to the term [5274c], we get,
o

as in the second term of [527C].

*
(2943) Adding together the terms [5272, 5274, 5276], we obtain those connected
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_ 2

[5277] = ^J+u-^ .
\ 5-6m-c+V'^~^"'^ ] .A['^e.cos.av-4>mv-cv+^).

If we substitute in it, for o&u, the term,

[5278] aiu = A''^'^e.cos.(4^v—Amv—cv+^) [5269],

we shall lind,*

3m- r r, 4.(2—5m) >

[5279] J'(^)_ L ' 4-4m—c

Then, if we put

5'Woj C'^'e . sin.(4?)—4??UJ—cr+-),

for the corresponding term of nt-\--=, we shall have, by ^ ]5,t

r^„„ with COS. {Av
—Amv—cv), in [5277] ;

to which we must add, as in [5241c], the two

terms -r^4-?', to obtain [52771.

*
(2944) Substituting, in [5277], the assumed vahie of au, or aHu [5278] ;

""^

and that of m^ [5082/t'], we easily obtain the expression of .4''^" [5279].

t (2945) Proceeding as in [5261o, &c.], we may take tiie differential of the term of

1 <fi

[5281a] nt-\-'. [5280], and multiply it by
- = — [5092f], and we shall get, in dt, the

term, ^^j„

[5281i] dt^= (4
—Am— c). C'^"e.—

—
.cos.(4r

—Amv—cv).

Substituting the assumed value of C\^\ we find, that the result is represented by the

function [528 Irf], or the numerator of the expression [5281], multiplied by the common

,5281.]

^'^'°''

e.'^^..os.{Av-A>nv-cv);

and, we shall find, upon examination, that if we neglect the consideration of this factor, the

corresponding terms of the value of dt [5090p] will agree with the function [5281<Z].

[^^^^''J
I 4.(1—m)

^ 4-4m—c
"

>
'

To prove this, w-e shall now compare this expression with that which is derived from the

f5281e]
functions [5090p]. The first of these functions depends on [5082s], or the value of Q'

[5082y] ;
and this last function contains, in [5082*7 line 2], the two terms.
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CV = ' ' 7 Z. 15281 ]

^ 4.(1—m)
' 4—4m—c

'
"-

^
' ^

4—4m—c

Reducing these formulas to numbers, we obtain,

J'(^) =—0,000799351 ; [W82]

C"^4)
= 0,00294934. [5282]

Hence arises, in the expression of nt~{-s, the inequality,*

33%38.sin.(4?j—4?ntJ—cv+^). [5283]

The inequality depending on Av—4miJ—2ciJ+2w, may also be sensible ;

the expression of ndt [5081, &c.] contains the following quantity,!

—J« X function [493 Ip],
—AaX function [4932a]. r5281«'l

Now, the omitted term of —iaX [4931pline6], produces the term,

_s
-^^^ .-r-r .A^''e.cos.Uv—4mv— cv); [5281/1

a, i—im— c
^ '

and, that in —JaX [4932a line I], gives,
o

—
• _ _ .4',''e.cos.(4i'

—4mr—cd). [5281/^

The sum of these becomes, by using the value of ir? [5082^1,

[5281g]
3(n-.(l

—m) .—-—
^ .A\^^ c.cos. (4i>

— 4/«r—cv\,
4—4m—c

'

corresponding to the second term of [52Slrf]. The next of the functions [5090p] is [5090i];

it produces nothing. The term depending on [4904] produces —
S^'^j", as in the last

termof [5281J]. The term omitted in [5090ff- line 11] gives
— -A."' as in the first f5281Al
4.(1—m)

* J

term of [5281 f/]. Lastly, the double combination of the terms

^i''\cos.(2«—2»ot), ^f"e.cos.(2j;—2?nu—ct) [5090("],

gives, by a process like that in [5261w, kc], the term 3^^°^^'.", as in the third term of

[528 I<7].

*
(2946) Substituting, in [5280], the values of C'<^), e [5282', 5194], it becomes

as in [5283].
[5283o]

t (2947) If we examine the functions contained in the expression of dt [5090p],
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[5284] l-(^i")'- e-- dv.cos.(4>v—i^mv—2cv-i-2iz).

Hence arises, in nt-\-s, the term,

[5385]
3.(A['^f. e". sin.(4i;—4ot^—2ct+2^)

2.(4—4m—2c)

"

It is evident, that it is the only term of the fourth order, depending on the

same argument, which enters in the exjiression of tii-\-;. Reducing it to

seconds, it becomes,

[5286] 22',26.sin.(l»
—4wi'—2cy+2ra).

We sitail see, in [5578 line 10], that the tables of Mason and Burg both

[5286] agree in making the coefficient of this inequality nearly equal to 15'
;

which seems to indicate, that this coefficient is well determined by
observation

; consequently, the difference 7, between this result and the

preceding computation, must arise, in a great measure, from the quantities of

the fifth order, which we have neglected. To prove this, and to show, at the

same time, that a farther approximation will diminish the difference between

[5386'"]
the theory and observation, we shall proceed to determine this coefficient, so

as to include quantities of the Jifth order.

We shall denote the corresponding term of aiti, by

[5'287] am = Al,''^e"\cos.(4>v—4>mv—2cvi-2^).

It is evident, that terms of this kind are produced in the differential equation

[4961], solely, by the variation of the term of the equation [4754], arising

from the disturbing force. We have just given the four variations of these

[5387] terms [5270
—5275]. The first variation [5270], produces no term of the

fifth order,* depending on cos.(4i!
—4/wr—2ciJ-|-23). The second variation

a2
we shall find, that the term [52841, with the factor — ,

is omitted in \5090iVmel],
[5384a]

V/a,

and this is the only term of the fourth order, depending on the angle 4y—imv—2fv.

The integral of this expression, being divided by
-

[509:2c], gives tiie corresponding
[53846]

"

termor nt-\-i [5285]. Substituting the values [51 17, 5191, 5158], we get [5286].

*
(2948) The computation of tlie terms of tiie formula [5290], is made in the same

^
" '"' manner as that in [5277] ;

the former b,eing multiplied by e^, and the latter by e
;

so
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[5271] produces the term,*
n

Dm"

4a,
J2J("—j;"'}.e^cos.(4t)—4/n?;—2rj;+2«). [5288]

The terms of the fifth order, depending on cos.(4«
—Atnv—2cv^2~j),

which are produced by the tliird variation [5273], mutually destroy each [5288'J

other, except in quantities of the sixth order.f Lastly, the fourth variation

that the similar terms of [5-290], arc of a higher order by unity, than tliose of [5277] ;

and, in retaining terms of tlie fifth order [5286'"], we shall have to notice only the same [52866]

functions as in [5271 , 5273, 5275] ;
that in [5270] being, as in the former case, insensible.

*
(2949) The terms of the second variation [5271] are developed in ['J91 1,4918].

The last of these expressions produces, in [4918, 4918/], terms of the sixth order,

containing (-, wliich may be neglected. The first term of [5271], is found as in [5288o]

[4910?], by nmltiplying the function [4910/f] by ^aSu [4904]. Now, if we combine

the term,
o

——
.cos.(2j)—2mu) [4910i-line 1], with 2A[''^e^.cos{2cv—2v-Jr2mv) [49041inel2], [52886]

we get, qrg^— —.A[''c^.cos.{4v-imv—2cv), as in [5288]; [52886T
4Cf,

.e.cos.(2y—2mt)— cii) [4910A;line 2], with 2A[^''e.cos.{2v—2mv—cv) [49041ine2], [5288e]

and, if we combine the term,

2^;

we get, g—
"

-—
..4<j'^e-.cos.(4y

—imv—2cv), as in [5288], [5288rf]

The remaining terms of the sixth and higher orders are neglected.

t (2950) The first term of [5273] is represented, in [4923c], by the expression

—4a5«x function [4879] ;
and the only terms of [4904], necessary to be retained, are those [5288e]

depending on A['^\ A[^\ which may produce quantities connected with e". Now,

by retaining only the quantities which are multiplied by e^. cos.(4i'
—4»zi'— 2ci'), we

[5288/"]

find, that the term depending on
.,4^"^ [4904 line 1], combined with [4879 line 7],

produces a term of the sixth order, which may be neglected. The term,

--4A['h .cos.{2v—2mv—cv) [4904 line 2],

multiplied by, g-^"

~.e.cos.{2v—2mv—cv) [48791incl], [5288^]
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[5275] produces the term,*

[5289]
3^'

S 5^'."-2^'."\ (l-2^«).(3-2«).(10+19,«+8/n°)
^^,„,

2 a/ I 2—2in—c 4.{2c—2-\-^>m)
' '"

' 2-2w
^i'" > o /''iv—4mv

e-.cosi

[5288fc]

[5288i]

[52884]

[5289a]

[52806]

produces 3»t

[5289c]

[5289il

[5289c]

— ——
.A['''c-^.cos.{'lv

—4mv—
'4cv) ;

and this is the only term of [5288e], which is of sufficient importance to be noticed. The

second term of [5273] is developed as in [4923.r] ;
and a little attention will show, that the

only term of aSu [4904], necessary to be noticed, is ^^['''e.cos. {2 v— 2mv— cv),

corresponding, in [4923 w], to k= A/c, i= 2—2/rt—c=l, nearly. Combining this

with the term ?;,'. cos. v' [4923«,4885 line 2], which is nearly equal to

— 2c .COS. {2v
— 2) cv)

we get, for the second term of [4923^;], themaking Ic'= — 2 c, v'= 2 v—2 m v—c v
;

expression,

.iklc'. COS. (iv—47nv—2cv) = —
^.^''^c2.cos.(4y—4mv—2cv).

4a
I

2a
I

This is equal to the term [5288/t], but has a diflercnt sign ; so that the two terms destroy

each other, as in [5288'J ; therefore, the whole of this function may be neglected.

*
(2951) The fourth variation [5275 or 493 i] is developed in the functions which are

enumerated in [4932/.] ; namely, [4931^;, ?«, 4932rt,/]. Now, the first of these functions

[493lp] gives a term, which is produced, by combining, in the manner explained in [4931m],

the term ^<''e.cos.(2i'
—2mv—cv), of the first column of [4931jjline 6], with the term

—
|e.sin.(2y

—2mv—cv), in its second column
;
which give,

^'.#yi'i
4—4m-

—
.cos.(4«!— 4?Hi'—2cv), as in the first term of [5289].

In like manner, the combinatioa of the term A'l'-\".cos.{2cii
—

2y-l-2wy), in the first

column of [4931jJ line 2.5],
with sin.(2o

—
2mv), in its second column, gives,

4—4m—2c
.cos.(4i!

—4mv—2cv), as in the second term of [5289].

The function [4931m] contains nothing of the proposed form and order. The function

[4932ffl]
contains a quantity depending on ^','' of the sixth order, which is neglected by

the author, on account of its smallness. The last of these functions is [4932/] ; it contains

a term of the proposed form, which is found by combining the term Jl\"\co5.[2v
—

2mv), in

column 1 of [4932/line 1], with the term of its second column, corresponding to

[48S51inelO], (10+19/n+8w°)

4.(2c—2+2m)
This term, found by the method in [4932c'], is,

e". cos.(2ci'
—

2v-\-2mv),
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Therefore, the differential equation [4961] becomes, by noticing only these

terms,*

ddu Sill 1
' ' ' ~—2w— f 2—2 m f„ fA A n t n \ fwom

dv'i 2a, ) (1—2w).(3—2m).(104-19m+8w^) ,(„Y
^ '

(+ 4.(2c—2+2^)
'

)

Substituting A'^J'''e~.cos.(iv
—

4,mv—2cv-{-2^) for aSu, we obtain, [5291]

1
m

2\

.,(5) _ 5!!i'
^

''

4.(2c-2+2>n )

'
) [5292]

^3 —
2

•

(4,_4„t_2c)^— 1

If we denote the corresponding term of nt-\-s by

C'fe^sin.(4i)—4?«z;— 2cfc'+2ra), [5293]

we shall have, by ^ 15,t

2

—
.j4.(l_,„)a_l^.il^^±i^^+|!!:).^Wc=.cos.(4i>—

4mij—2ci;) ; [5289/]

and, by using the reduction 4.{l-m)"—l = {l
—

'2m).{3—2)n) [4%1A], it is easily

reduced to the form of the term depending on A'-°^ [5289]. Lastly, the term

COS (^v-^ ^itiv\

A["''e^.cos.{2cv—2v-\-2mv) [4932/ col. 1], being combined with —^s"—">
i" col.2,

[5289^]

gives ;^-.
—

-,

—
, as in 152891; obscrvins:, that in tliis case, the factor —

(ir
—

1)°
2a, 2—2)«

' L J ) ^5 J \ /

[4932c'] is nearly equal to unity ; since i= 2c—2-j-2m = 2m, nearly. The remaining

terms of these functions are neglected by tlie autlior, on account of their smallncss.

*
(2952) Adding the terms [5288, 5289], and connecting the sum with the two terms

~-\-u [5241c], we get [5290]. Substituting in it the assumed value of aSu [5291], [5290o]

and using m^ [5032/i'],
we get A'f^ [5292].

t (2953) By proceeding in the same manner as in [5245a
—

c], we find, that the term

of n(-^s [5293], gives, in dt, the term,

(/r= (4_4m_2c). C'^'^e^^ .cos.{4v—4mv—2cv). [5294o]

Comparing tliis with tlie terms of dt [5030^;], we got, for C'^^\ the same expression

as in [5294]; or, in other words, the terms of the functions [5030p], being divided by the
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/- -3m^(5^1"-2.^i"' ) _ _^»«^^ (10+19m+8m^)_ >v

\ 4.(2—2m— f) 64.(J—;») 2c—2+2m ^ /

^+3^'H)i_^^' .fnn
3,.^..^'-> 3«r.(10+19«+8»^ J>

y+^^3 i-4.(i_„,y--'i 4-4;«-c "^.'(2^2+2,«)
'"^^

(
^

[5294] C'f^ = 4—4?rt—2c

[53946]
common factor

c^^".cos.(4t>-4mi>-2a.),

produce the terms in the three hnes of the numerator of the expression [5294], as will

appear by the following examination. The first of the functions [5090p] represents the

value of Q' [50S2s or 5082^]. Now, the last of these expressions [50825line2]

contains the terms,

[52a4e] _J.function[4885]-i.fanction[48S9]—J«. function [493 l|;]—Aa.function [4932o];

which we shall separately examine. Tlie mere inspection of [1885, 4839], shows, that

^ '

they produce nothing of the proposed form and order. The next of these functions is

_2

— JrtX function [4931|j] ; and, as the common factor of the terms of this table is
•—

, we

I5294e] Q--
have, by using [50S2A'],

—irtX— = —3nr
; Then, by combining, as in [4931n],

a,

the term ./3',"
e. cos.(2y

— 2mv— cv), of the first column of [4931^ line 6], with

—
|e.sin.(2y

— 2inv—cv), of its second column, we get,

[5294/]
—

3in^.^A['h^. . . ^ .cos.(4tJ
— 4mv — '2cv), as in the first term of [5294 line 1].

In like manner, the term ^<j"'e-.cos(2ci;
—

2i--\-2mv), of the first column of [493I/?line25],

being combined with sin.(2y
—

2;Hi!), of its second column, gives,

[5294g:] 3mr.A^^''e^..—v _g .cos.(4i;—4mr—2cv), as in the second term of [5294]ine I].

The last of the functions [5294c] is that depending on [I932«], which upon examination,

is found to produce no term of the required form and order. Besides these terms,

arising from the value of Q', [50S25 or 5082rj], we must add a term we have formerly
[5294^]

jjggjgpjgj^ in finding the value of pi"/, which makes a part of the value of Q' [5082m].

For, it is evident, that in deducing the value of i-M." [5082o], from that of M^

[5082h], we have neglected the term,

[5294i] l5S;0-^'-'=°^-(^^—
^'"^+ ^) [50820 line 2] ;

supposing, as in [5082??, &c.] that P,. cos.(2y
—

2inv-^V) represents any term between

the braces in [4885]. Now, if we take this term, in [4885 line 10], we shall have,

(10+19m+3».=) „

' '
4. (2c

—
2-J-2/M)
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Reducing these formulas to numbers, we find, [5294']

and, by changing the signs of tiic angle in [4835hneI0], to make it conform to [5082n], we

a^.dv

get p=:-2cw ; substituting these in [5'294?J, it becomes, without noticing tlie fiictor ——^

• -^

.e-.cos.(4?;—imv— 2rv) : riSQdii

64.(1—?«)
2c—2+2« ^ ' ' ^^'^^"^

as in the third term of [5294 line 1]. Tlie next of the functions [5090/j], is liiat in the

table [50906]. This contains a quantity, whicii is found by combining the term -2e.cos.cy

3m"

[5090icol.l], witli tlie term ——-——
.^';'e.cos.(4i>—4?nr— cw) of Q', in

[50906col.2].

This term was omitted in [4931;; line 6], and also in —lr<X function [4931^], in [5294i]

computing the value of Q' [50825' line 2]. The combination of these two terms of tlie

3m~
table [50906], gives

—
j—^-^~.A['^c^.cos.{4v

—imv—co), corresponding to the third

term of [5294 line2]. In the original work the divisor 4—4m—c is inaccurately
•'

[5294»i]

printed, being put equal to 2—2(n— c.

The term depending on —
[4904]x2.^f^,

in [5090/jline2], gives
—

2.^f>, by

using the term of aSu [5287]; this agrees with the last term in [5294 line 1]. The [5294n]

next of the functions [5090;;] is that in [5090^], which produces several terms. Thus, by

combining the term of —2a'hi= —
2A'^'^^e.cos.{4v—imv—cv) [5273], which would

occur in the first column of [5090^], with the term —3e.cos .cy, in its second column,
we get 3^'^'''e-.cos.(4y—4mu—2cy), corresponding to the first term in [5291 line 2].

^^^^"^

In the next place, the term —2A["''c~.co5.{2cv
—

2y+2/ni;), in column 1 [5090^1ine23],

bemg combmed with ——-——. cos. (2«—2mu), in column 2, gives,

, . .A[''^e^.cos.{4v—4mv—2cv), [5294pJ

corresponding to the second term of [5294 line 2]. Again, the term —2^,;'».cos(2u-2mu),
in the first column of [5090o- line 1], boing combined with that term of its second

column, which is contained in the first line of [5090c], by means ofthe term [5082s line 10];

namely, 3m^.{10-\-19m-j-8m"~) „ ,„ « , n ^

8.(2c-2+£o
•""•^°^-(^^"-^"+~'"'^)'

produces the term,

—3/n-.(10+19OT4-8m^) ^, ^

8.(2c_2+2«)
'^^'- <^os.{4v-4mv-2cv), [5294,]

corresponding to the last term in [52941ine2]. Thelastof the functions [5090p] is [5090!'].
This produces, in [5090nine 7], the term

i.(^',")2.c2.cos.(4j;—4m'— 2c!;), as in the [5294r]
first term of [5294 line 3]. The combination of the term ^f .cos.(2y—27ny), in the
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[5295] *^'f = 0,00436374;

[5295'] C,''^>
= 0,0249067 ;

which gives, in nt-j-^, the inequality,

[5996] 15',46.sin.(4D
—4m z'

— 2cv+ 2z3).

The difference between this result and that of the tables is insensible
; and

[5296']
we see, bj this calculation, tliat, to make the theory agree wholly with

observations, relative to all the lunar inequalities, it is only necessary to carry

on the ajiproximation to quantities of the fifth order. This aj^jiears also from

the calculation of the inequality depending on
sin.(<)

—
mv), in which we

[5296"!
^^'^^ noticed quantities of that order. For, we shall hereafter find [5589], that

the result of this analysis, compared with that which is obtained by observation,

gives nearly the same value of the sun's parallax, as that which is deduced

from the transits of Venus over the sun.

The inequality depending on the argument cv—
«-(-??« y

— ^ may be

sensible, on account of the smallness of the coefficient of v. To determine

this inequality, we shall put.

[5294«j

[5294*]

first column of [5090/'], with 3^'/"e-.cos.(2a'
—

2v-\-'imv), in tlie second column,

produces %A^°\Jl['^''ii^.cos.(4v
— 4mv— 2cv); and the similar combination of

A[''''e^.cos.{2cv
—

2v-\-2mv), in ihe first column, with .^™.cos.(2r
—

'i2mv), in the second

column, 2;iras an equal quantity, ^Ai" .A[^^^c".cos-{4.v
—4mv—2cv) ;

the sum of these

two teruis is 3 .•l,"\^j"'e-. cos. (li'
—4mv—2fi)), corresponding to the second term of

[5294 line 3]. In exactly the same way, we find, that the doiAle combination of the terms

^?'.cos.(2«;
—

2inv), ^j"e.cos.(2i.'
—2mv—cv) [5090JJ, produces in that table, or in the

value of 3.(«(5«)-, tlie term 3^1,°'..4["c.cos.(4u
—4mv—cv) ; and, if we multiply this

by
—4c cos.O', which was neglected in [5090/f], it produces the term,

[5294u] —6Afl .'l['h-. COS. {4v-4m.v—2cv),

corresponding to the la.=t term of [5294 line 3].

*
(2954) Substituting in [5292] the values [51 17, 51 57 — 51G7], we gel for

./3y=), a

[5295al y^iy^Q vvhich is nearly cqOal to that in [5295]. Using the same in [5294], we get for

C;"' a value which exceeds, by a small quantity, that in [5295']. This difierence is owing

1 52956] jQ j[^g inaccurate divisor of the term mentioned in [5294m]. Substituting, in [5293], the

values of C"J'\ c [5295', 5194], we get [529G] ;
the coefficient would be increased about

]', by correcting the divisor as in [5294m].
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a6u = A'fK-.e.cos.(cv
—v+mv—-,) ; [5297]

C'^^K-.e.sm. (cv—v+mv—7^) , [5298]
I a'

for the parts of a6u and nt+i, depending on tliis argument, we shall

have, by noticing the perturbations of the earth by the moon,*

*
(2955) In this note we shall put, for brevity,

V= cv — V -\-mv
— a

; [5297a]

and we shall then examine successively the functions enumerated in [lOGOe], for the purpose

of collecting together the terms ofthe equation [4961], which depend on the angle v, and

correspond to the annexed expression ;

aSu= Af\^.n.cos.v [52971. [5297i]
a -^

We shall retain the terms depending on the first power of c, neglecting the higher powers

of this quantity, and the terms depending on c', &c. The first of the functions [49G0c], r5297c-|

which containstcrms depending on v, is [4872], being the development of
'

^ .003.(1)
—

v').

Now, in retaining only the terms of the order c, we obtain from [4870/t],

9m'.tt'i Qm/.a-i

8K^ = -8^yr-'l«-cos-^"- [5297d]

Moreover, by neglecting terms of the order inc, we have cos.(r
—

d')
=

cos.(i'
—

mv)

[4837]. Multiplying this by the preceding expression [5297 rf],
and retainmg only the terms

depending on the angle v, we get, in [4872], the expression,

9m'. a'^

-SoX^^'-^*"'-'' I5297e]

and, by substituting

_a
m'.a* m'.a^ a ma m^ a rr^cnm—

7T
=—

7^-- = -•-==—-, [4SG5, 50S2/t'], r.5297e'l

it becomes, by a slight reduction,

36>n2
.
—

. e . cos.v.
IGa a'

•

[5297/]

The second of the functions, which must be noticed, is

3m'. u''' du . , ,. r.^„„,

-M^-.7-^'"-(^'-^') [^^^^«]'
[5297.]

it was neglected in [4881], on account of its smallness, and not inserted in [4960e].

Substituting the values [493771, 5297£'], it becomes successively,
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AV =
—

3m^{V-^.(21 -1 Ic—7m—20;^)—5J;'^)—|J(') \

[5'i99] ^, —
(c— l+wO-Sl—(c—1+m)'—|m-i

3m'. a"" du . , . ^ni~ a du . . .

r<:oQ7AT —
;; tt • « • -;--sin.(«;

—mv) = -—
.
-

. a .
—

. sin.(y
—inv).

[52d/h] Sa.a* dv ^ ' ba a dv ^ '

[5297j]

[5297A;]

[5297«]

Now, by putting c = 1, we have in [4878,'(] the term —- 1= . sin.cy. If we

substitute this, in the last expression [5297A], it produces the term,

m2 a
VW •

—
•
—

. e . cos. V.

Adding it to the term [5297/] we find, that the sum becomes

—
•",''• COS. V.

lOVi a

The third of the functions, to be noticed in [4960e], is [4S92]. This is found, as m

[4S92a], by muhiplying the sum of the functions [4865,4889] by the function

[4890]. If we retain terms of tiie order c only, v.e may put the function [4890] equal

[.5297;'] to ' Multiplying this by the function [4SS5], it produces nothing of the proposed form
a

and order; so that it is only necessary to notice the terms arising from the other function.

f5297ml or " X function [4889], taking care to insert the terms depending on c, which were

neglected in the development of [4889].

If we substitute, in the first member of [4SS9], the values /t"= «,, u' = «'"' [4937n],

we get, by dividing by a ,

[5297n] ^X
function [4889] = — -^- •/ ^^"

. sin. [v-v').

[5297o]

Now, by retaining only the terms of the first order depending on c, we have, in [4826, 4837],

M =: fl-^. (l-f-e.cos.cy) ;
v' ^= mv—2me.s\n.cv.

From the first of these equations we get [5297*7]; and from the second, we deduce [5297r];

which is easily reduced to the form [5297s]. Multiplying together the two expressions

[5297p]
r5297^^ g], and then the product by dv, retaining only the terms depending on c. sin. v

,

we get [5297<] ;

[5297(7] u-^ = rt^ (1— 5e.cos.«>);

rggt)7
,

sin.(t)
—

v')
=

sin.(i)
—

mv)-\-2mc.sh\.cv.cos.(v—mv) [60] Int.

[5297^-1
= sin.(«

—
mi))+H)e.sin.v+ &c.;

[5297<] % . sin. {v—v')
= aK dv. {U+mc).sm. v.
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1

c—1+m [5300]

The integral of [5-297?], being substinited in the second member of [.5297«], it becomes

asin the second inemberof [5297u], which is easily reduced to the form in the third member,

by using [5297fc'J,

- X function [4b89] = .
, ,

~ . cos. v = ~-
.
~

. e .
—fr— '. cos. v. r.52<)7ula

^ ^

ia,.a"^ c—l-\-m liia a' c—l-\-in [^iv/u]

Adding this to the sum of the terms in [529~l], we obtain,

3»i9 a ( ,^ , (10+4m) > 3^2 a C 21-llc—7m )

TTT
•
-

• e ^
— 11

1

-—n~ I
cos.v =-—•-. e .

j
———

[
. cos. v , [5297cl10a a ( c— l-|-m ^ lOo a (. c—l-\-m )

i"~^.vj

being the same as the three first terms, connected with c, in [5298/"].

The fourth of the functions selected from [49G0c], is that in [t90Srnie 1], which, by

using [5082A'], becomes

—
-^ . aou z= — -^. A'f .

-, . e . cos. V [5297ij ;
as in the last teri7i of [5298/]. [5297u']

The fiflh of these functions [4960c] is [4934], or rather, that part of it wiiich is

contained in [493Ij;J. For, by combining the terms A[^'\
-

. cos.(i'
—

mv) [4931^1ine31J,

in its first column, with —
| e . sin. (2y

— 2?n!.' — cv) , in its second column, by the

method in [4931n], using also mr [5082A'], we get the term,

3m^ a e
• '' • TT- • 5A\">. COS. V

; riro„- ,a a c—1-j-Hi
' '

[5297i]

which is the same as that depending on
A',^''''

in [5298/^.

The sixth of these functions [49C0e] is [49 IG], or, it is ratiier the part

_2
5m a ^ ,—

.
-

. / a6u .dv.o. sin. (v— v'),4a a -' ^ '

[5297y]

which is contained in [4945 line 2]. Substituting, for a5u, the term,

A[^\ e . COS. (2v — 2mv— cv) 14904 line 21,^ ^ "
[5297t]

and using v':=mv [4837], 'also m^ [5082A'] ; it becomes, by noticing only the part

which depends upon the angle v,
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[5300'1
* From these we deduce,

_2 _2
15m a ri / \ m n \ l^'/i a ., , ^ ,—— .-.^".e. ( dv.smJv—mv).CQS.(2v

—2mv—cv) = ——
.
-

. ^;". f . / dv .sm.v
4a, a '^ ^ ' ^ '

8a^ n'
' ^

[5298a] =_^\ ?.,
.
./?^.

,

e L_
. cos.v.

oa a c~\-\-m

This is the same as the temi depending on
./S'/

in [5298/].

The seventh of the functions, [49G0e] is that in [4957], which is derived from [495C] or

[4882], being a term of the function ^. Z' ( 7^ )
• V [^SSl'J. This is to be multiplied\dvj' m2

[5298i] by llie factor — + m = -, nearly [5297f] ;
to obtain the corresponding term of [4754]

or [5298/"]. Now, the variation of [495G] contains the term,

3m'(j, ^ u'^^dv . .

[52986'] '2ifi' J ~u^-
""• ("

~ ''
^ [4956f?] ;

and by substituting h^^^a^, u'=a'^^ [4937?(], it becomes,

3m'. jJ- /• t/v .

f5298c] 2-^-^ ^-^.n-Cr-O-

If we notice only the first term of the second member of [5297<] we easily find, that the

term depending on c, in the preceding expression, can be put under the form,

and, if we reduce it, by means of [5i97e'], it becomes,

3m3 a2 20^1.

[5298f]

~
l&t

•

a'
^ •

c"=T+m
•^°^'''"

[5298(;'] Multiplying this by the factor -
[5298i], we get the term of [520S/], depending on

f;t.

Hence we find, by adding together the terms [5297z),m', a;, 5298ft, ('], and connecting them

with -—
-j-M [5241c], the following equation, for the determination of this part of m:

rfrfu
, ,

3m'; a CJj,(21
—llr—7h/—20.a)—5^',">— 1^','>> 3ma^„.«

\piVV,J\ ^^2
' '

a a t c— l+m i 2a '

o

Substituting in this, the assumed value of au or afe [5297i]; namely,

[5298g-]
""^^ = *^"'"'

•

^'
• *= • ^°^- ""

'

we get, by reduction, the value of ^'i^' [5299].

'
n I (I*

* (2956) The differential of the term of iit-\-s [5298], being multiplied by
- = —
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^'(0) = —0,260496 ; [rm\]

C'<"' = —0,293763. l-'^aor]

[5092c], gives in dl tlie following tcni), using (lie abridged symbol v [5297a];

ili = (c— 1-(-m).C7'.- • « •

-T/^-^^^-
^'-

[5300a]

Substituting the assumed value of C'f''' [5300], we find, that this expression of (It is

represented by the function [5300c], or the numerator of the expression [5300] multiplied

by the common factor
— .e.

-j
— .cos.v; and, that this is correct, will appear by the [53006]

examination in [5300c/
—

s] where we shall find, that the corresponding part of the value

of (It [5090/^], divided by the same common factor [5300i],is accurately rcpresentedby

the function [5300c] ;

-t;;MM5+gy-10.)-5^..'.-M?-}_a^,„, 3^,,,,^3^,,, A<">+^-, [53.0,,c— l-\-Tn 0.(^1
—
m)

^ '

To prove this, we shall observe, that the Jirst of the functions [5090p line 1] is

a2. dv a2

[5082s or 5O829] X -r^
= Q'X —

and, by retaining only the terms in [5082ij line 2], 'it becomes,

[5082s or 5082?] x"^ = Q' X ^" ; [5300c']

I

—
Jfunction[4885]—^function[4889]—i«.function[4931p]—^«.function[4932a] \

X-^ . [5300<fl

a^.dv

The inspection of [4835] shows that it produces nothing of the proposed form and order

in [5300c]. The next term of [5300c7] is,

-ifunction[4889]X^; ^53^0^^

and, by substituting [5297m], it becomes,

3m2 a (.54-2m) a^.dv
—. —

. p ! i . po<5 V *

16
•

o' c-l+mVa, [5300/]

and, if we neglect the common factor [5300i], it produces the two first terms of [5300c],

depending on 5-j-2w. In the table [493 lj>] we find a term which is produced by connecting

the term A[^"\~.cos.(v—mv), in the first column, with —5e.sin.f2D—2?nr—cv), in'
a'

^ " J V />
[5300^]

its second column. These give, in the third column of that table, the term,
2

Cm 1
.,,_,

a— —
. ie. —-—

. A\'''.
—• .cos. V.

«,

"
c— 1-j-m a

Substituting this in [5300rf], and using the value of m- [5082/i'], it produces the term,

5
|m-. _ -

.A[^'\ as in the fourth term of [5300c]. [5300/i]

The last of the functions [5300f/] produces nothing of importance. The second of
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[5301"] Hence we obtain, in nti-s, the inequality,

the functions [.J090/j] is [5090^]; and, by combining the term — 2f .cos. ct', in

its tirst column, with the term —^m^.-, . .cos.(t'
— mv), in its second column, or

a 1— j(!

[5300i] r5082« line 19], we 2et —
; , connected with the common factor r5300Jl, as in the

b.(l
—
m)

L j7

last term of [5300c]. The third of the functions [.5090jj] is —
function['1904]x2.°^'';

and, by substituting the value of aUi
[52.')7], and neglecting the common factor [53006],

\5S00k]
^^'6 get

—a^'f [5300cJ. The fourth o{ the functions [5090^] is [5090j;-] ; and, by

combining the term —2^,"'.—,.cos.(y
—

mv), in the first column, with —3^'.cos.i', in the

[5300/] second column, we get 3^^'^', connected with the factor [53006], as in the seventh

term of [5300f]. The last of the functions [5U9lJy*] is [5090;"] ; and, if we combine

^'/'c.cos.(2v
—2mv— cv). in its first column, with 3,/I'">.-^.cos.{v

—
mv), in its second

column, we get §yl',".,/2,'~', connected with the factor [5300/;]. In like manner, the

combination of ^','".
-

.cos.(t)
—

??(«),
in the first coUuun, with 3,/l['^e.cos.{2v-'2mv-cv),

in its second column, gives the same term ^^['\A\"'. The sum of these two terms is

3Af.A['~', as in the eighth term of [5300c]. We have yet to notice the terms of

[5081], or of [5300r], corresponding to the parts of the equation [4961], which are

contained in [529S(«, e'J.
These terms of [5081] may be derived, in a very simple

^'
'

'

manner, from those of[4961], by the same process of derivation which is used in computing

[5082/] from [4946/] ; namely, by dividing this last expression by
—2«-' [5082k—1\;

[5.301>J or rather, by multiplying it by
—ia

;
and annexing the common factor —J— [5081].

The propriety of using this method of derivation is manifest fi'om the consideration, that

the first of these terms [5298(r] is derived from the function,

[5300,] (^.
+

u)
.

J, .f{-^)
. -, .n [4943-4945 hne2] ;

and this function is very nearly equal to,

Moreover, the second of these terms [5298^'] is derived, as in [5298i, Sic], from the

function [4956 or 4882], which is a part of the function [4881'], by multiplying it by

_ Uu = -, nearly [5298/1] ; and this lust product is evidently equal to the function

[5300s]
</t)2
^ a' ^ L J> 1

[5300g], from which the first term is derived. On the other hand, the corresponding terms

of dt [5300m, v] aribc f-om the function Q'y—7— [5300c], whosechief term, connected
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*
—Q\3\.{\-U)-sin.(cv—v-\-mv—^). [5302]

The inequality depending on the argument v—mv-\-cv--!s is easily obtained

from ^ 15; and it is evidently expressed l)y,t

with Q, is —'~~'
• ~o- f \Ti ' '^ [50S2.'rt] ;

and this is evidently equal to the
[5300«]

product of the function [5300;-] by tlic factor
—l"--^ >

^s in [5300p]. Now, if v,e multiply

the expressions [5298a, e'] by the factor —la.—
, they become, respectively, as

in [5300m, ?)];

,
15m2 a ., ,

1 a-, dv

^ .
- .^ >'c. -— .

-——.cos.v
[5300u]'

16 a' c — 1 + m \/«,
^ J

3m^ a lOfJi a-.de

+ . e . - • . cos. V . [5300v]

16
'

o' c — 1 + m s/a.

Dividing these by the common factor [5300i], we obtain,

—: ^. .
=ind _—

, [5300U.]
16 c— 1 +m Id c— \-\-m

which correspond to the fifth and third terms of [5300f], respectively. Hence it appears,

that the value of Cf [5300] agrees with the preceding calculation. Substituting, in

[5299, 5300], the values [5117, 5194,5158,5173], also that of (^
=
3^ [4.320,4948'],

15300r]

we get, for Af\ C"f\ nearly the same values as in [5301, 5301'J.

*
(2957) Substituting, in [5298], the values of C"{'\ c, &ic. [5301', 5194, 5221], [5302„]

we get nearly the same expression as in [5302].

t (2953) The coefficient [5303] may be computed in the same manner as that in

[5298 or 5300] ;
but the change of die divisor from c— \-\-m, which is of the order

n^ to c+1—m, of the order 2, enables us to neglect, in [5303], all the terms which [MO^"]

appear in [5300], except A[^'\ The term depending on ^™ is found In die same

manner as In [5300/], by combining the term

— 2 A["\- .COS. («
— mv),

in the first column of [5090o-], with the term — Sn.cos.cy, m hs second column ;
which

gives, In the third column, the corresponding term of

„ .,,., a a-.dv , ,
.

At = 'iA\^'\
-

. e . -^.cos.(r—mr+cr)- [530361

1
o

Integrating, and then dividing by -=77^ [5092c], we get the expression [5303] ; and, by
^^^g

using the values of c, m, c, &.c. [5117, 5194, 5221], it becomes as in [5304].
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3A["^ «... , .

[5303] 1 _ ,;rt 4- c
•

a'
• ^ • s'"-(«—»'^+f^—^) ;

consequently, it is equal to

[5304]
—

5',01 . (l-fi).sin.(i)
—

mii-{-cv
—

^).

By following the same process, we may determine the other inequalities of

„,, the fourth order
; but, as they are less than the errors of our approximation,

it will be useless to investigate them by the theory, unless v.'e wish to carry

on the approximation to quantities of the fifth order.

If we collect together the inequalities of the fourth order, which we have

just determined, they will become,*

+ 8%67.s\n.(2D—27nv—2gv+cv+2'—zi) 1

—
8%\l.s\n.(2cv-\-2v—2mv—2T^) 2

+ 10', 1 7 . sin.(2i)— 2mv-hcv
—c'mv—^+3)') 3

+ 5%H8.sm.(2cv—2v+2mv+c'mv—2-.—z,') 4

— 0%2o.s]n.(2cv—2v+2mv—c'mv—2i^+^') 5

—
3\'l6.s'm.(2cv+c'mv—2rs—-!^') 6

+ 4',50.sin.(2a'—o«f—2^4-^') 7

+ 33 ,38 . sm.(A~v—Uiv—cv+v:~) 8

+ 15',46 . sin.( h;—4;yu'—2fi;+2^) 9

—
8',3 1. (]+/). sin. (cr—v+Hif—-) 10

— 5\0\ .(\+i) .sm.(v—mv+cv—T.). 11

Ternn of

of tho

fuurth
urder.

[5305]

[5306]

18. fVe shall now consider the mooii's motion in lalilude. We have before

determined the tangent of the latitude s; and, as the expression of the

arc, by its tangent ,s,
is s— -is-'+js^

— &c. [48] Int. we find, that the

latitude of the moon is very nearly represented by the following function ;t

*
(2959) If we connect together ihe quantities contained in [5240, 5248,5257,5266,

[5305a]
5268^5283, 5296, 5302,5304] ;

the sum becomes as in [5305].

[5306a] I (29G0) From s = y. ?.\n. gv -\- 5s [4897?], we get, by neglecting the second and

higher powers of bs
]

and reducing by moans of [1,2] Int.
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\-,V/.sm.(3gv—3i) ;r.(l—l7^).sm.(gv—i')+6s.p—^r^++/.cos.(2^«-2J)

from which, bj using the preceding value of 7 [5117], we get the latitude,

as in the following expression ;*

18542',79.sin.(5-j;— ;»)
\ 1

+ \2%5G.sm.(3gv—3i) \ 2

-h525\23.sm.(2v—2mv—gv+6) I 3

+ P,14.sin.(2<j
—

2mv-\-gv
—

6) I

'

4

•—
5%5d.s'm.(gv-\-cv

—a—
to)

I g

+ 1 9', 85. sin. (^i'
—cw— (3+^)

/ g

+ 6~46.sin.(2z)
—

2mv—gv-\-cv-i-i'
—

to)
I y

—
P,39.sin.(2iJ

—2mv+gv—cv—5+15) V g

\— 2]%60.sm.(2v—2mv—gv—cv+ii-^z^) / 9

]+ 24',35.sin.(g-i)+c'mtJ
—i—^') \ 10

25s94.sin.(^r—c'mu—;!+-') \ 1]

10',20.sin.(2i;— 2mj;
—

gvi-c'mv+f:
—

to') |
12

+ 22',42.sin.(2ii
—2mt'—gv—c'mv+6+-!^')

j
13

+ 27',40.sin.(2c2;—^t'—2ra+5) / 14

1+ 5',13.sin.(2cu+^«—2D+2mt"—2to—.^) / 16

[5307]

Moon's Latitude=

V

Moon*!
latitude.

[5306]

—is-' = —5}^. sin.^ij-f
—

5s.y~. sin.-^«
[5306&]

The sura of the two expressions [5306a, ?^], is easily reduced to the form,

s — is^=-7.{l —lf).sm.gv+ds.\ 1
-

^72+i7=.cos.2^i'|+ ^V.y^.sin.S^y.
[5306c]

Substituting this in the expression of the arc [530G], and neglecting the terms of a higher

order, it becomes as in [5307]. We may remark, that the term 5s. ly". cos.SgfU [5306c],

produces, by means of the term [4897 line 1], the expression

i B'-p f. COS. %y . sin. (2u
— 2my — gv) ;

[530&/]

from which we obtain the term \B^\j^. sin.(2i;
—

2«r-|-^«) ,
which is of the same form

as that which is retained in [4897 line 2] ;
hence the expression of the latitude [5306c]

becomes, very nearly,

y.(l
_

lf).sm.gv-\-^\f.sm.'Sgv+-^B\^\y:!. sin.(2r— 2nn-l-^u) l(1—^y=).i*. [5306«]

*
(2961) Substituting in [5.306c], the expression of 5s [4S97], and then the values
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19. It now remains to determine the third co-ordinate of the moon, or its

parallax. The sine of the moon^s horizontal parallax is represented by
D Du

[5309] — = —___
^ D fjcijig file eartli's radius* Cousideriiiff the smallness

r Y \-\-ss

of this sine, we may take it for the expression of the parallax itself; and.

if we substitute the value of u [53096] ; namely,

[5310] « = 1 . \\+e''+l7~+e.{\^-c").co^.{cv—^)—ly~.cos.{2gv—2))]+iu ;

neglecting terms of the order — . e% we shall find, that this parallax

Moon's

p&rallax.

is represented by the following formula,

[5311] -= -^^=-. (1 +e-). \
1 +e.ri-|r+lr.cos.('2o-t)-20].cos('a'-^)+a5M-5(isl .

[5307a] of B["\...B['^''> [517G
—

5191], also those of m, c, &ic. [5117,5194,5221], we get

[530S], nearly ;
a few of the small terms being neglected.

*
(29G2) If we substitute the value of r [4776], in the well known expression of the

D
[5309a] sine of the horizontal parallax -, it becomes as in [5.309], or as in the first member of

[5309/], and this may be taken for the parallax itself, by neglecting its third power. Now,

if we add to the expression of u [4820] ,
the part of Su, [4904, &c.], arising from the

perturbations, it becomes, by neglecting terms of the fourth order,

u =. \
J
l_J-e5_|..^ya+e.(l+c^).cos.cy—|-7=cos.25-u+afe j

as in [5310]

— I, (I+e-). i l-}-ly'^.(l—cos.2gv)+e.cos.cv+whil
.

Developing the radical \/l+W , neglecting s"
,

and substituting for s, its value

[5306a], we get,

[5301W1 -^---= 1—ir== l-^.^r-sin.-^D4-2<5s.7.sin.^D|
Y l-j-s-*

[5309e]
= I -i7".{l—cos.2gv)—5s.y.sm.gv .

Multiplying together the expressions [5309c, c], and the product by D, we get, by

neglecting y**,
he. of the fourth order,

[.5309/]
—^'

.(l+c=).; l+c.(l—lr+f/-.cos.2^y).cos.ci'+fl5w—<5«.7.sin.g«|.
Y l-{-ss

a

This becomes as in [531 1], by substituting, in its last term, the approximate value of

[SSOgg'] y.sin.^u = s . [530Ga].

[.53096]

[5.309c]
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To determine —
, we shall observe, that we have, in [4968],*

^ = -.0,9973020; [5312]a a.

and, by [5082, 5090] ,t

Hence we get, J

-^X 1,0003084=-. [5313]

1 ^ * ^/n~.
(

1 ,0003084)2
^ [5314]

a Y 0,9U73020~

Let 2 s be twice the space which the earth's attraction Avoukl make a

particle describe in the time t ,
in the parallel, on which the square of the

M
sine of the latitude is \. This attraction is —

[1812, 1811Z],§ the [53i6]

earth M being supposed elliptical. But we have before put ili+w* = 1 [5317]

[4775"] ;
m being here the moon's mass

; therefore, we have,

2 . = '

(M+m).I>2
•

[5318]

a 2
*

(2963) Substituting, in m [5094], the value of m [5117], we get m=0,0055796.

With this, and the values of c', m, y, Af\ Bf [5117, 5157,5176], \vc find, that [5312a]

the equation [4968] becomes nearly as in [5312].

t (2961) If we substitute, in the coeffieient of ^^^
[5082], the values of m, Af\

.4'", c [5117,5157,5158,5194], it becomes -^^.1,0003084. This is to be put equal [5313a]

to — [5090]; hence we get [5313].

1 1 1

X (2965) We have, in [53121, — = — . .. — •

multiplvin"- this bv

rt"2. 1,000.3084, and substituting, for the first member of this product, its value —
[5313], rroij^-i

I 3 1,0003084
we get

- = a-.^—====• ; whence we easily deduce [53141.
II v/ 0,9973020

•' -

§ (29G6) Changing z into e, in [67], we get 2s =^^2; g being the force of [5316a]

gravity [54Mine7]. Now, in the parallel of latitude, mentioned in [5315], we have
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Hence we deduce,*

[5319] R ^ t\/
M ^ n-^fi (1,0003084)^

a Y
]\i-\-m

' '

2s 0,9973020
'

If we suppose t to be equal to a centesimal second, and T equal to the

number of centesimal seconds of tniie, dunng a sideral revolution of the moon,

[5321]
we shall have f n~ = -^ ,

* being the ratio of the semi-circumference to

the radius. If / be the length of a pendulum, vibrating in a centesimal
^^ second of time, upon the parallel under consideration, we shall have, as in

[5323] [8G'], 2£ = ^^/,t which gives,

[531661 f^'"
— i=0 [1648'"]; hence the expression of V [1812], becomes ?"'=—, M

being the mass of the ellipsoidal earth, and r tlie distance of the attracted point from its

centre, [1G16^ 1616'''^]. Now, the attraction of the earth, in tiie direction r, is represented

[5316c] hy
—

T-^)
= '--

[181 l/,53l6i] ; and, by changing r into D, to conform to the

If

present notation [5309], it gives very nearly, the expression of the gravity
o- = —.

[53161;

Mt-
[5316rf]

hence [531Gfl] becomes 2s = — . We have put, in [4775"J, ./!/+;« equal to unity,

M
, „ „, therefore, for the sake of homogeneity, we may change M into —^—

, in the preceding;

expression of 2s, and then it becomes as in [5318].

*
(2967). Muki]jlying [5318] by

—
,

and extracting the cube root, we get,

3

[5319a] ^=\/-Mlln-^-b
the product of this, by the expression [5314], gives [5319].

t (2968) Noticing only the mean motions, we have nt = v [5220]. Now, wlien v

[5321al
'^ ^^^^' '° '*' ' hecomes T [5320], and we get nT^^^i:, or 71 = ^;
whose square gives ?i^ [5321].

X (2969) Changing, in the formula [8G'], z into f, and r into I, to conform

to tlie present notation, we get 26= ct% as in [53231. Muhiplying it by ,-77r , we
[.5323o]

I J a ' iii

obtam — = —
;

hence 71"—~ [5321]; and, as ^=1, [.5320], we have

j)2i2 4— =z •

substituting this in[53i9] and putting 4.(1,0003084)2= (2,00001 68)'^ we

get [5324].
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a Y
M D (2,0004108)^ ^

M+m
' T '

C'JU/SOaO.ra

*

[5224]

The length of a pendulum, vibrating in a centesimal second, upon the same

parallel,
is equal to 0'""'-,740905 [2054],* we must increase it by its 434th ^^^^^^

part, to obtain the length which could obtain independently of the centrifugal

force ;
hence we have, / = 0'""'-,742612. The value of D is equal to [5326]

6369374"'°'- [3896, nearly] ; lastly, we have, by the phenomena of the tides, [5327]

Mm= -— [43211; and, by observation, T = 27321 66 centesimal seconds; [5328]
58,6

hence we have,t

^ =0,01655101. 15329]

Estimating in seconds the coefficient —
.(1+e^), we find it equal to

[5330]

3424',16. This being premised, we find, for the expression of the moon's

parallax, in the proposed parallel ; t

*
(2970) This value corresponds with the formula [2054], puUing sin.^4 =sin.^lat.=^

as in [531G]. This must be increased ^ij- part, to correct for the centrifugal force [388"],

by which means it becomes / = 0'"'"-,742612, as in [532G]. This will be varied a Tule

if wc use the corrected value of / [2054?(,or205Gp].
[53256]

t (2971) Substituting, in [5324], the values of /, m, D, T, [5326 -5328], we

get [5329], nearly. Multiplying this by 1-j-ee [5194], and then by the radius in

seconds, we get the expression [5330], nearly. This would be varied a little by correcting
'' '

the value of /, as in [5325J], and also by the change in the value of m [11906, 3380i].

f (2972) Substituting the value of
!^

. (l+ce) = 3424'-,lG [5330] in [5311], it becomes
[53^^^-,

Moon's Parallax = 3424',lG.f l+f.(l
—

j^}^-'riy^-eos.2gv).cos.cv-^aSu
—

sSsl- [533061

We may substitute in this |y"e.cos.2^i'.cos.f«
=

^7-e.cos.(2^i?
—

cv), neglecting the term [5330 i

depending on the angle 2gv-\-cv, because the term is small ; and angles of this form are

not retained in [5331]. Moreover, the chief term of Ss [5308 line 3, or 5307] is

525'',23.sin.(2j;—2mt'—^i') ; and the chief term of s [5307] is [5330(i]

7.(1
—

57-). sin.^i'
= 0,0899. sin. ^v [5117rme5]. [5330el

Multiplying these two expressions together, w'e get, in sSs , the terms,

23%6.\cos.{2gv
— 2v+2mv)—cos.{2v— '2mv)\ ; ^^

substituting this in [53.'?0i], and dividing by the radius in seconds 20G2C5', it produces

the terms 0',39. j

—
cos.(2o-i._2i'-^-2ffli')-f-cos.(2i'—Smu) j

. Hence, [53 50i] becomes.
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Moon's
I'.iriillis.

P«i] IVIcon's Parallax=

3424', 16

+ 187%48.cos.(ci;—^)

+ 24',68.cos.(2i;—2miO

+ 38',07 . COS. (2v—2mv—cv+z:)
— 0%70 . cos.(2v—2mv-JrCv—^)

— OSl 7 . cos.(2v—2mv+c'mv—^')

+ V,6^.cos.(2v—2mv—c'mv+V'')

—
0%33.cos.(c'mv—-'')

— 0',22 .COS. {2v-2mv-cv+c'mv+^ -^')

+ V,GS.cos.(2v-2mv-cv-c'mv+zi+-a')

— 0%65. COS. (cv-{-c'mv
—w—

to')

+ 0''',87 .
cos.(ci'

—c'niv—ra-fro')

+ 0',01.cos(2cD—2^)

+ 3',60 .COS. (2cv—2v+2mv—2-')

+ 0',07.cos.(25rL-_2-')

— O^n .cos.(2gv—2v+2mv—2d)
—

0^01.cos.(2c'wu•—2^')

—
0',9.5 . cos.(2^7J—cf—2 •+x)

— 0%06 . cos.(2v-2mv-2gv + cc + 2i-^)

—
0',97.(l+«)-cos-(^'

—
ffi^)

-\- 0",1 6 . (1 +«).cos.(i'
—

mv-\-c'mv--j')

— 0',04 . cos(2v-2mv-{-cv-c'mv-^+~/)

—
O',15.cos.(4i'

—Amv—cv-jr-^)

+ 0',05 . cos (i.v—iniv—2cv-\-2vi)

+ 0%13 . cos(2cv-2v+2mv+c'mv-2Ts-:^/)

+ 0',02 . cos.(2c«+2t'—2mi;—2^)
—

0',12.{l+i).COS.(ct)—y+HJt'— ::)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

-22

23

24

25

26

27

Moon's Parallax = 3424'',lG.n+c.(l—i-/-).cos.ci'+>-?2c.cos.(2o-i,_ci,)-(-a'5M{
.>330g-]

'

—
0',39.cos.(2gv—2v-{-2mv)-{-0%o9.cos.{2v—2mv}.

We must now substitute the value of aou [4904,5242,5251,5258,5269, 5287,5297,&c.],

also [5117,5157—5175,5221], and wc shall get [5331].
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE LUNAR INEaUALITIES ARISING FROM THE OBLATENESS OF TIIE EARTH AND MOON.

20. We shall now consider the terms arising from the oblateness of the

earth and moon.* We have seen, in [4773J, that the effect of this oblateness

is to add to the expression of Q [4756] the quantity,

< 5V SV }

(M+?h) . < -jj-\ > = increment of Q. [5332]
( J\l m )

If we put,

ap = the ellipticity of the earth
; r5333-|

a-p
-= the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator ; [5333']

D ^^ the mean radius of the earth
; [5334]

(A = the sine of the moon's declination ; [5334]

we shall have, as in [1812],t

*
(2973) This subject is treated of, in a more simple and elegant manner, in the

appendix to this volume [5937—5971] ;
and again, in the fifth volume [12952—12996];

where some very small terms are noticed, which are neglected in this volume ; but thev
"

have but little effect on the resulting formulas. We shall, in the notes on this chapter,

restrict ourselves to the terms here investigated by the author, and shall follow the same '

method of demonstration which he has used.

t (2974) We have, in [1812], for an ellipsoid of revolution,

r =
^'+(u,,-./.).i,.M.(.'-y. j^,

VOL. III. 147
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[5333] V = — + i la?—a. \ .
__

. ilf.(,j.2_|).

If the earth vary from the elliptical form, we shall have, by ^ 32, 35, of

book iii.,*

[5336] V= - + \ (ia?— ap).(,.2— l)+a/t'. (l_;.2).COS.2^ ]-M.~ ;
r (

" "

) r'

[5337] ap and a/t' fiejH^' constant quantities, depending on the figure ofthe terrestrial

[5338] spheroid; and w ^/je angleformed by one of the two principal axes of the earth,

situated in the plane of the equator, witli the terrestrial meridian, passing

through the moon^s centre [1746']. It is evident, by the following analysis,

[5335t] To conform to the present notation, we must put a/t= o.p [1795', 5333] ; and, in the

[5335c] second term, we must cliange
— into — ,

to render it liomogeneous with the first term
;

observing, that the radius of the earth D [5334], is supposed to be nearly equal to

unity in [1795", 1812]. Making these changes in [5335o], it becomes as in [5335].

*
(2975) Neglecting the attraction of foreign bodies, and the terms depending on r~*,

in [1811], we get, for an ellipsoid of a general form,

[533Ga] V^'^.f.^. d.a^+'^. F-.y;V.'?-«=^- '^
• ^'='.

[53365]

To render this homogeneous, we must multiply the two last terms by D", as in [5335c],

and substitute, for ^'fD^f-d-n^, its value J\I [1811', 4757J ; by which means it becomes,

[5336c] r = - + [ a Y'2'-- .Z'-' \.M. ^.

If we substitute this value of J\I, in aZ'-' [1793], we get,

0.

[5336c']
—

Jj
•^'-' = ^ 0- 9 • (h--— i) ;

and, from [1763], we have, by changing o.h into ap, as in [5.335i], also h"" into h',

to conform to the present notation,

[5336rf]
Fio) =_p.(,,=_j)-f-;,'.(l_a=).cos.23< ;

[5336e] the earth being supposed to revolve about one of its principal axes [1762', he.]. Substituting

these in [5336c], it becomes as in [5336]. The radius of an ellipsoid is represented by
[5336/]

j_|_^y(0) [1775, or 150.3«] ; and, if we substitute the value of Y'-"'' [5336rf], we get,

r5336ffl
^—

''•?•(."-"
—

-i)-]-^^^' -{^
—

^'~) •cos.2ji == radius of the spheroid.

[5336fc]
At the pole, where fji.=l, this becomes 1— §ap ; subtracting this from [5336^], and
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that the term depending on cos. 2=1 has no sensible influence on the

lunar motions on account of the rapidity with which the angle
^ varies;

so that the value of V, which we shall here use, is the same as in the

elliptical hypothesis, with an ellipticity equal to ap ; but, in the general

case of any spheroid whatever, ap does not express the ellipticity [5336k].

We may, therefore, suppose, in this general case, that the value of Q [4756]

is increased, on account of the oblateness of the earth, by the function,

(i-ac— ap). -.((.2—i) = mcrement of Q [4756];

M-\-m being taken for the unity of mass [4775", 5336/].

Wc shall, in the first place, consider the variation of the orbit, or the moonh

motion in latitude, depending on this cause. If we put >>• for the obliquity

of the ecliptic to the equator, and fix the origin of the angle v in the vernal

equinox, at a given epoch ; we shall have, very nearly,*

[5338']

[5339]

[5339']

[5340]

[5340']

[5341]

[5342]

[5343]

putting ^"-
= 0, we get the excess of the equatorial radius, or,

the ellipticity
= ap-j-aA'.cos.Sa. r53,36il

Hence it appears^ that the ellipticity of the different meridians varies, with the different

values of 2a, from ap—aA' to ap-j-aA'; instead of being generally represented by

ap, as in [5333,5339']. From [4767,5336] we get dp', and then tlie first term of [5336i]

[53.3-2] becomes as in [5340,5340'].

[5336A]

*
(2976) In the annexed figure, P is the pole

of the moveable equator; F' the pole of the ecliptic ;

M tbe place of the moon
;

so that, if the moon's

latitude be represented by /, and the declination by
d, we shall have PM== 90"— d; P'j\I= 90'— I; ^
PF=.\; PP'M= 90^-/0 [5345J. Substituting

these symbols in the formula [5344c-], which is the same

as [1345^], we get [5344f/], using the symbol (j.^^sin.rf

[5334']. This is reduced to the form [53 J4c], by means

of the expressions of sin./, and cos.^ [4776i] ;

cos.PM= sin.PT.sin.P'M.cos.PP'7l7+cos.FP.cos.P'j^i ;

fj, ^sin.X.cos./.sin./i'-fcos.X.sin./;

1

-^
-Pu?.) cfEquator

Moon.

/i,
= sm.X,

V/T+ss •' '

\/l-\-ss

[5344a]

[53446]

[53446']

[5344c]

[5344(f|

[5.344e]
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[5344] fA.
= sin.x.^i—ss .sm.fv + s .cos.>-;

•

[5345] fi, being the apparent longitude of the moon, referred to the moveable vernal

equinox. We must, therefore, add to the value of Q a quantity, which we

shall represent by,*

Teinis of

[5346] Q= (o*^?
—

cLp).— ..^sin."X.(l
—

5-).sin.^yi;-f25.sin.x.cos.x.sin./ii-[-s~.cos.->
—

^\.

This being premised, we shall resume the equation [4755]. We have

developed, in [5018
—5049], the different terms of this equation, depending

on the sun's action. It is evident, that the preceding function adds to the

equation [4755] the following quantity,!

j-\o

15347] 2.(tv.p
—

ia;p). —4— . sin.x.cos. X. sin./>-|- (i.'"
—

l).//.sin./i; ;

,r-^.,.. If ^^'e nesilect the third and liisher powers of s, we may chan2;e -7=^^7=5- into v/l—s^,
[5344/]

° 01 .» a
y/l_j_5a

»' '

and ,

-^
into s

; by which means, the formula [5344e] becomes as in [5344],

*
(2977) Substituting fi- [5344] in [5340], and puttins 2s, for Ss-^/iT^, in

1 M
the coeflicient of sin./t', we get [5346]. Now, we have ~ = -

7—-" [4776],

[5346a] , . . . .

' V/l+«~
which is nearly equal to m.^/i

— s« ; substituting this in [5346], neglecting s^, &,c.
,

we get, for this part of <^, the following expression ;

,^3^gj-, Q=:(iaj5—01?). D-.M3.^sin.2x.(l-s'-)-.sin.=y'y+2s.sin.X.cos.X.sin./j;+4'.cos2X—i( 1-4-2)?^.

t (2978) The substitution of the value of Q [5346//], in [4755], produces an

[5347al equation of the same kind as [5037] ,
in which r is composed of a series of terms, of

the form
/.r^.

sin. (//-}"'/)' depending on (^. When
i^

is very nearly equal to unity,

I5347M '•'^^ corresponding term of s will be very much increased by the divisors introduced by

the integration ;
as in the similar case of the equation treated of in [4849], as will be seen in

I5347cl L^'^'l"''
—

0- Now, /—I isofthe order yj(yVu(T[^347(/] ; therefore, the term depending on

sin./'y mu-l be particularly noticed
; and, in fact, it is the only one the author considers

as necessary to retain in this calculation. In making the substitution of the value of Q

[53466], in [4755], we may neglect the quantities (V^)) (l~)'
because they are

ds

<K->A~ 1 multiplied by s, or —
,

of the order y.s'm.s-v, or y.cos.^o, and produce only

terms of small value, in which
/,

differs considerably from unity. Wo may also neglect
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supposing the inequality of 6s, depending on the angle fv, to be [534"']

gU /JQ\
lb e term •(—^1 [47551, because it is multiplied by s®. Hence tlie equation

[4755] becomes,
lids

,
1 /rfON

Now, by noticing only the terms ilepcnding on sin./t', we get, from [5346i],

f
—

j
=:

2.(^a(p
—

ap).DV.sin.X.cos.X.sin./y. [5347^1

Substituting this in [5347/], it produces the term,

"~
hA^-- WJ ^ 2.(a"—Ja<p).-^ sm.X.cos.X.sm./« ; [5347A]

which is the same ns the first term of [53 17], or the first term of tlio function r [50371.

The other term of r is deduced from [50401ine 1], ^TTtASs, by the successive [5347i]

substitution of [5032A',4828e] ; by wiiich means, it becomes,

§ ni'^. 5s= (g~
— 1

) .<h, nearly ;

and, if we use tlie value of Ss [5348], it produces (g~
—

l).H.sm.fv, as in the last

term of [5347]. Hence, the equation [5347/], by retaining only the terms depending on :[5347/]

the angle fv, is reduced to the following form
;

„ dds
, ,

„ , , , D-u .

° ==
^s+^+S-V^^P-i^?)- 7;i-.sm.X.cos.X.sm/.+(o-2_i)./y.si„./„. ^^g^.^^

Substitufing the assumed value of 5s, or s=^Il.sm.fv [5348], and dividin-^ by
sin./y, we get,

=
(-r-l-l)-H+2.(ap-ia9).:^.sin.X.cos.X+(o-2_i).H. ^^^^^^^

Connecting together the terms depending on II, and dividing by its coefficient, we o-et,

„ -2.(ap-4a.?)) 7>a„ .^=
^^2=7^ -^ • S'n-^ • cos.X.

^534-^,j

The moon's longitude v, is counted from the fixed axis r, or the fxed vernal r-.^i-

equinox [4760'] ;
and fv [5345] is the same longitude, counted from the movmhk

vernal equinox ; hence, /—I is of the same order as the ratio of the precession of the

equinoxes to the moon's mean motion. Now, the annual precession is nearly 50' [46141 and
300'^ - -,

the moon's annual motion is =:4813'', nearly [5117,51173]. These quantities
^"'•'*~^1

are to each other in the ratio of 1 to 340000, nearly ; hence, /—I is of the order

Tr-rirVjru !
^^^idi is very small, in comparison with g- 1= fm^= ^|„ nearly [51 171ine3] ; [5347g]

VOL. 111. 148
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represented by,

[5348]
'^s = H.sm.fv.

We m;iy, moreover, easily satisfy ourselves, that this quantity is the only

sensible one which results from the function Q [5346]. Adding it to the

differential equation [5049], and observing, that /— 1 is extremely small,

[5349] in comparison with g— 1, we get, by integration.

[5350] H= —'-\,
—

r-
—

' -V' sin.x.cos.x.
g— 1 a^

Hence we obtain in 5, or in the moon's motion in latitude, the inequality,*

(53511 °5 = '

r-^' —T- sm.x.cos.x.sui./tJ.L J g \ rt-
-J

Which is the only sensible ineqiiality of the moon\s motion in latitude, arising

from the oblateness of the earth. This inequality is equivalent to the supposition

that the moon's orbit, instead of moving on the plane of the ecliptic, ivith a

[5352]
constant inclination, moves, ivilh the same condition, upon a plane passing ahvays

through the equinoxes, betioeen the equator and the ecliptic, and inclined to this

r5347o'l
^"^ ^'i^*^ ^^'*^ '"^y P"' /=^^> •''' [5347w'], and we shall get,

—2.(ap-^ay) V"-u .

r„,-. ,
U= 5

—
i

.—T-j—. Sin.x.cos.x.
[534/r] g~

— I A-

J5347«]
Substituting m = -, /t2=a,= (7, [4937?;, 5312], it becomes as in [5350]. We

may observe, that if f differ considerably from unity, it will make the corresponding

value of H, deduced from [53477i'], very small
;

because the divisor, in finding

II, will be a large number of the order g~
—

f^, instead of the very small one

of the order
g'-^
— I [5317r] ; and, for this reason, most of these terms of Q

may be neglected, considering that they are multiplied by the very small factor (a^-iaa).— :

which can become sensible only by means of a small divisor.

*
(2979) We have g^—\={g-\.l).{g—l)^2.(g—l), nearly [4828e],

|5351(/] substituting this in [5350], and then the resulting value in os= H.sm.fv [5348], we

get [5351].
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last plane, by an angle, which may be represented asfolloxos,*

(ap iaoi) D^ [5353]

Angle of inclin. of the equator and fixed plane = ^J_
. —^ . sin.x.cos.x. J."l":?

to

0,01665101; ^—1=0,00402175;

We have found in [5329, 5117],

D
a

also at the epoch, in 1750,

x = 23'' 28™ 17^9 [4353"].

Lastly, o.:p
= ^^j [1594a, &c.]; therefore, by supposing ap =

the preceding inequality becomes, f

3 3 4

lion of the

eiiualor lo

the fixsd

plane.

[53.54]

[5355]

[2034] [5356]

*
(2980) The angle of inclination of the

ecliptic to the fixed plane, given in [5353],

being put, for brevity, equal to A
,

weshall

have v3=— if [5353,5350, 5351a]; and

Ss=— A.sin.fv [5348]. Suppose, in the

annexed figure, that C R represents the

equator, C B the fixed plane, C L the

ecliptic, ^the place of the moon, ML a

circle of latitude, perpendicular to the ecliptic,

31D B the arc perpendicular to the fixed

plane ;
then the difference of the arcs AIL,

M B, will be very nearly represented by

^
i?-D=anglei?Cl? Xsin.CJ5= ^.sin./i' [5352c,5345].

Hence it is evident, that if the moon's latitude, above the fixed plane, be expressed by

BM = s, its latitude, counted from the ecliptic, will be very nearly represented by

ML=^ MB -BB=^i — A. sin. / 1- = s-\-^s [53526] ;
as in [5352].

t (2981) The expression of A [5352«,5353], is,

Ji= ^ '.—- . sm.X.cos. X.

Substituting the values [5354,5355], and that of
tt(p [535C], we obtain,

^= 5132',9.ap— 8^88 ;

hence. .4+8',88
ttp

:

5132»,9

[5352cl

[5352rf]

[5352e]

[5357a]

[53576]

[5357«]
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Inequality
in latitude , /->,

i, ^-v^ • /»

[5357] ,
os = — 6',48 / . sm.J V .

depending

[5358] It would be —
13',436.sin/i' , if the oblateness be ^^u? which corresponds

oblatenoss

tuth.
^"^ ^^^ supposition that the earth is homogeneous [1592«]. Therefore, if

this inequality be carefully observed, it will be very useful in ascertaining the

oblateness of the earth.

We shall now consider the variations in the radius vector, and in the moonh

longitude arising from the oblateness of the earth. We may deduce them

from the equations [4753, 4754] ;
but it is more simple and accurate, to use

the formulas [919,923]. For this purpose, we shall suppose, that the

[5359] differential characteristic & refers to the quantity iciB— ap. We shall then

observe, that the functions R, rR', [913,928'], are represented by,
*

[53G0]
i? = — Q+

J-
[4774«] ;

rR = r .

(^^J.

Hence, the equation [919] becomes,!

d-. rSr
,

rur
, ^ r^ jrt t f '^^^\

0=-^+-3-+2./..d/?+<u-.(-).[5361]

[53G-1

Z>2

on We have, in /i
,

the term, t /Z = 2.(ap—iap).— . sin.x.cos.x.s.sm^i). This

contains the following term.

|-j.gg^„
If ap= ^^j, tlie first of these equations gives ./2=G',4S7, as in [5357]; and, if

ap= 2-iiT) it becomes ./2=13',436, as in [5358].

*
(29S2) If we substitute the expression of Q [5346i], in i? [53G0], we shall

obtain,

= -
_j_ (an—|a?).B2,t3.

S
sin.2x.( 1—s2)3-.sin,yy+25.sinX.cosX.sin>-l-52.cos2x-^( l-s^)^

\
;

which will be used hereafter.

[5360a]

f (2983) The equation [5361], is the same as [919], using the expression of rR'

[5301a] [53G0], and that of fx
= M-\-m= 1 [914', 5340'].

X (2984) The term of R
,

retained in [5362], is the same,' as that in [5360a],

[5369a] depending upon s.sin./y. Substituting in it the chief term of s
; namely, s=^y.s\n.gv
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iR = (ap—iaa) .

^. 7 • sm.K.cos.\.cos.(gv—fv—^). ^^^^^^

This term of 67? gives, in fi.dR, an expression which is exactly similar

and equal to iR . For the differential characteristic d [916'], refers
[5363']

only to the moon's co-ordinates
; and, we have, by noticing only the preceding

term,

/ i.dR =6R .

[.53641

Then we obtain,*

/dR\ ^ ^ D2
S.r.i —- == — o . (ap— las) .

—
-. 7. sni.x.cos.x.cos.('£'f

—fc—^).

If we substitute these values of J'i.dR, and
6.?-.f_j [6364,5365],

in the differential equation [5361], we shall find, that the expression 5r

contains a term, depending on cos. (gv—fu
—

6), but it is insensible, not [33CC]

having g— 1 for a divisor, which the corresj)onding term of 6s lias.

[4897/], it produces the term given in [5363], wiiicli depends on the angle {g-f)-e ;

—
being used instead of w. Now, the coefEcient of tiiis angle, is of the order g— 1

,

or 111^ [53475], and the integration of d&v, in [5387], introduces g— 1 as a divisor;
'

and it is on this account, that the terms depending on the angle gv—fv are retained by ,^.,-n

the author.

*
(2985) The partial dilTerential of iR [53G3], taken relatively to ;

,
and

multiplied by
—

, gives [5.365], as is evident from tlie nature of the symbol & [5359]. l^^GOa]

If we substitute the values [5364,5365] in [5361], tliey will produce in it an expression,

jj
[•'3b<!&]

which we shall represent by ^. Then, if we put, for a moment ror= u, the equation
'"

[53fificl
dfllt

,

«
,

IT TIT 1 . T • 1-1 1

[53611, will become 0=—-+1 + 1- Multiplymg tins by H, and puttnig for
'"" ' "

[53()6r/]
a~.(h rr^^.i 5 7 ,

• , « ''''"
1

(It, its chief term ——
[5081], or r~av, nearly, it becomes, = —--4- ij4-n

;

^ '

[.WfiCfl

which is of the same form as [4845], supposing A'=I. Its integral [4817] introduces

the divisor i'— A'^ = i- — I
,

which is nearly equal to — 1; because, in the present

case, i = g—/ [4846, 5363] is of the order 7n^ [5347(/]. Hence it is evident, that
[53(50/-]

u=r&r, is not increased by the introduction of a small divisor in the integration. This

agrees with [5366].

VOL. 111. 149
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It is not the same with the expression of the longitude. The formula

[923J gives, in dsv, the following terms ;*

3df-.f6.dR+2di\6.r.C^-^)
diV = g

-
. ^ 1 •

r . dv

Substituting the value of dR [5363], we obtain, in dhv, the following

term ;t

[53681 d.iv =^ — \'
^—i .—-.7 • sni.x.cos,x.cos.(o-«

—
fc
—

^).
r^.dv r

But, this is not the only term of the same kind, in the expression of div.

[53G9] xhc sun's action gives, in Q [4806], the term Q = 'iil^-. (I_2.s3).

[5370] Substituting in it the value of u [4776], we obtain, in i? =— Q+-

[5360], the expression, J

which gives, in 67?, the term,

[5372] <5/? =-|»^'«'3.r2.56^,•

*
(2986) Noticing only the terms depending on the angle gv^fo—5

,
or those

' '"J which produce the factor s(^s in [5373, &:c.], we ma}' neglect or, and then we obtain

from [923],

[53676] ,.
^
_ 3>/<3. / iAR-\-%U^.rliR

r-.dv

Now, we evidently have r!)R=.L{rR)
—R'h-; and, for the same reason as in [5367a],

[5367c] we may reject R'i:>r
; then, using the value of rR [5300], we get r'iR=(i.r.i

.dr

hence, the preceding expression of d&v becomes as in [53o7].

t (2987) Substituting f5.dR= SR [5364], in [5367]; and then using the values

[5363,5365], we obtain the expression [5368], by a sliglit reduction.

[5370al
t (^^^^) ^'°'" ^' ['l"^^*^], we deduce — =

-j^
= /-'^

(
I — s^) , nearly ;

multiplying this by Aw' «'*.(!
—

2«^), we get the vahie of the term of
<'^ [5369];

and, by the substitution in R [5370], we obtain the term [5371], neglecting quantities

[53706] Qj- j^jjp order s'. The variation of [5371], relative to the characteristic <5, putting

6r=0 [5367a], gives iR [5372].
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from which we easily deduce the following expression ;*

3/5.dA'+26.r.f
—

j
= '4.m'u'^r\s6s. [5373]

We have, very nearly,t m'u'^r''= m", also g= l+|m^ [31 17or4828e] ;

hence the function [5373] becomes,
[5374]

/(!R\ 14. ('p-
— l).sds

Substituting in it 6s ^ ———-—
^.-j-.sin.x.cos.x. sin./b [5351,5374«];

and s z=
y.sin.(gv—6) [5050], we obtain, in [3375], the followinir term;t

537C]»;

*
(2989) From [5-371], we get, by diflerentiation,

Its variation relative to the characteristic &
, neglecting 5r [5367a], gives,

ancl from [53G4, 5372], we have f S.dR= §m'.u'^r^.s5s. Substituting these values in

the first member of [5373], it becomes as in its second member.

t (2990) We have nearly r = a, «'=- [4937n, &c.]; substituting these in
[5374a]

m'.u'^.r^, we get m'.7P.r^ =— =z m
[4S65] ; and, from [5094], it appears that

this is equal to ?«- nearly, as in [5374]. If we use the value of ^ , [5374], it becomes

/«'.«' 3.,3^ i
. (^—1) . Substituting this in [5373], we get [5375].

[53746]

X (2991) ^Multiplying together the values of s and is, [537G] ; reducing, and

retaining only the term depending on the angle ^ti—/r—S
,

we get,

(ap— ^ao) D^ . ^ , , „ ^

'^' = -
2(g— 1)

•

TT
• '^ • ^'"- ^ • '^o^- ^ • <=05- (S" —fi — '') [5376a]

I4.(g-— 1)

Multiplying this by
—

,
we obtain the expression of the second member of the r5376ii

equation [5375], as in [5377]. Multiplying this last function by we set the term
1-2. (/r

of (Kv
, corresponding to the second member of [5367] ; namely,

—
la 7

"—
--3 --/.sin. X.cos. X.cos.(Fr— /!•

—
«) ; ,r<»,^ ,

r'.dv r^ ^^ • ' '

[5376c]

adding this to the term [5368], we get [5378].
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[5377] 3fi.dR+2o.r. (^~\
=— 7.(ap_la.f). ^' .y . sin.>..cos.x . cos.(sT—/r—.i).

Multiplying this by -^ , we obtain, in tlie expression of dov [5367],

a term which is to be added to that in [5368] ;
and the sum becomes,

[^^'^J dk^ = ~
'—^.y. sm.x. cos.x . cos.f"-?'

—
fv
—0-

r-.clv r \o ^ /

We may substitute in it, a for r, dv for ndt [603, 4828], and

n"a^ z= 1 [3709'] ; by which means, it becomes,*

[5379] dov^ — 10</i'.(ap
—

|a;9).— .; . sin.X. COS.X.COS.(^'-l'—/i!
—

l^).

This value of div corresponds to the angle contained between the two

[5380]
consecutive radii vectores r and r-j-dr, as in [923

—
925]. Now, if we put

[53601
this angle equal to dv^, dv will represent its projection upon the plane of

the ecliptic, and we shall have, as in [925],t

\/o+'T-S[5381] dv^dv,-
,

or, very nearly,

[5382] dv = dv^ .

I
\-\-ls"~h~^

dp D2
*

(2992) Substituting in the factor ^ • ^' ^^"li"^l> occurs in [537S], the values

[
' "'

c?i =— ,
r = a, and n-a^= 1 [5378'], it becomes,

dv

n

dv i?2 z>a

[53796] ^a?-'^-'"'-!^'

hence [5378] changes into [5379]

t (2993) The expression [5381] is nearly the same as that in [9-25], changing v into

r_,
and

'i\
into v in order to adapt it to the notation in [5380], which is different

from that in [923'], observing that, on account of the smalhiess of s, \xc may change
[r)381«]

I J' & '

d— into ^-. Developing [5381], according to the powers and products o( s,
—-

;

dv, dv dv

neglecting the fourth dimension of these quantities, it becomes as in [5382].
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Substituting for s the expression,*

sin. {gv
—

'')

(ap—ia?; -D^

S— 1

we get,t

dv = dv, .} 1 +1 . (ap— lap) '-^.y

sin. X , COS. > . sin./i' ;

sm. A. COS. "-.cos'(gv—fv—i^)+^c. i

Hence we see, th;it to obtain the value of div , relative to the angle v
,

formed by the projection of the radius vector r, upon the ecliptic, with a

[5383]

[5384]

*
(2991) Substituting in [5050], tlie values of Ss [5351], we get [5383] ; which

by using tlie value of A [5357a], becomes as in [53S3c], omitting for brevity the symbol

6. Its differential gives [5383f/], observing tliat / is nearly equal to unity [5347y].

Squaring these expressions, retaining only the products sin.^u.sin./i), cos.gv.cos.fv,

which produce tlie term depending on cos.{gv
—

J'v) , we get [5383c,/], wJiose sum is as

in [53830-] ;
this is used in the following note

;

J = v.sin.^'y
—

td.s'in.fv ;

ds

7„
= gr-cos.gv—A.cos.fv ;

4s- :=: —
^y.sin.^t'.sin./y-^Sic.

= —
|^y.cos.(^i;

—
fv)-{-hc. ;

—
h--^

= +^.iy.cos.^o.cos./«-f-Sic.
= ^gAy.cos.(gv—fv)+kc. ;

ds~

[5383a]

[53836]

[5383c]

[5383rf]

[5383e]

[5383/]

[5383g:]

t (2995) Substituting [5383^], in [5382], we get,

(h := ch,.ll+i(g—l).Ay. COS.(gV —fv) ] ;
^gg^.g^^

and by using the vakie of A [5357«], it becomes as in [5384]. Hence it appears tliat

this reduction, adds to the value of dv , the term dv,.^(g— 1) .^y. cos.(o-y
—

fv),

or dv .^ (g—l) .Ay.cos.{gv
—

fv) nearly ;
which by the substitution of .1 [5357a],

[53866]

becomes as in tiie second member of [5385]. This term of dv , is a part of that

depending on aP— ia.(p, which is denoted by d5v in [5359, 5379,5385, Sic.]. Adding

together the two parts of dov [5379,5385], we get the complete value [53SG], and its

integral, putting /= 1, gives &v [5387]. This expression is obtained, to a somewhat

greater degree of accuracy, in [12995] ;
where small terms are computed, of the order

—
, in comparison with those wliich are here investigated.

7G

[538fic]

[5386rf]

[5386e]

VOL. 111. 150
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fixed light line
;
we must add to the preceding expression of duv [5379],

the term,

D-
[5385] rf'?;= if/r.(ap— lap).—.-/.sin>.cos.x.cos.(o-«—;/i'— ii) [5386ft] ;

which gives,

[5380] div = —
'vfrfr.(ap

—
|a..p).—^.7'.sin.x-cos>.cos.(^v

—
fv
—

<') [53Q6d] ;

and, by integration,

[5387] &v = - L9. i^''^*^.
—

.y.sin.x.cos.x.sin.(£-i'—/1-—0).
Inequality

''
p- 1 a- \0 J /

in Ion- ^
gituiie
illept.„ding rpi^-g ^g ^^^g q^^Jjj sensibU inequality in the mooii's motion in longitude, arising
oftiio"

"

from the ohluteness of the earth. It may be observed, that fv— gv-]-A*

[5388] expresses the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit, counted from the

moveable vernal equinox ; hence it folloAvs, that the expression of the true

longitude, in terms of the mean longitude, contains the following inequality ;

[5389] Iv—V^. ^-—
.—-.}. sin.x.cos.x.sin. (longitude of the ascendinc; node).

g— la- V o D /

[5390]
The coefficient of this inequality isf 5',552, if p

=
-3!^ ; it becomes

11 ',499, if r-^i^.

*
(2996) It is evident, from [4813,4817], that gv—& represents nearly the moon's

[5388a]
distance from tlie ascending node on the fixed ecliptic, counted according to the order of the

signs ;
and fv [5345], the moon's distance from the moveable equinox, counted in the

same order. Subtracting the first of these expressions from the second, we obtain

[53884] fv—gv-\-&, which must evidently represent the distance of the node from the equinox

or its longitude. Hence,

[5388c]
—

sin.(g-y
—
fv
—

6)
= sm.(fv^gv-\-6) =sin. (longitude of the ascending node).

Substituting this in [5387], we get [5389].

t ('2997) Substituting A [5357«], in [5389], it becomes,

[5390a] or=v-^"/' sin. (longitude of the ascending node).

The values of A, corresjionding to the ellipticities ^Jj, ^^, have already been

computed in [5357, .5358], and found to be 6%487, 13%436, respectively. Multiplying
[53906]

jj^ggg ^,y ^.7=0,855707 [51 17 line 5], we got the values [5390]. If we put the

coefficient of [5389] equal to A', we shall have, by comparing it with [5357a],

[5390c] A'=h'.Ay, or, A=^.A';
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The oblateness of the earth affects also the motions of the perigee and nodes

of the lunar orbit. For, the value of Q is, by this means, increased by
'' '

the quantity,*

Q=(ap-Aa^).(l-f5^).{Hl-«'')-sin-'^-sin.>-2s.sinx.cosx.sin/«-5=.cos2x].i)V. [5391]

This produces, in the equation [4754], the following term ;t

(ap
—

Ja(p).D2

A^ (1
—

f .sin.'x); [5392]

and, by substituting for u, its approximate value,

M = -
. {1 + e . cos.(c«)

—
ra)} [4826], [5393]

and observing, that /r is very nearly equal to a [4859], we obtain, in

the differential equation [4961, or 5392a], the terms,

_{ap_Ja^_^^ [5394]
a a^

^ ^ ^ Terms of
the equa-
tion

Ul_iJl^ n_A.sm.^x). e. cos.fct"— J^). [5395]
a a-

^ ^ ^

substituting this in [53576, c], and reducing, we get the following equations, which may be

used hereafter ;

A'= 4392',G.ap-7',6 ; [5390rf]

A'+V,6
ap

4392%6 [5390e]

*
(2998) If we change the signs of tlie two factors of Q [5346i], which does not

alter its vakie ; and then vary the place of its last term, we get,

(^=(ctp
—

ha.(p).D-.vP.li(l
—

s^y-
—

(1
—

6-)-.sin."X.sin.yy-2«.sinX.cosX.sin./ii-«'.cos-X|. [539lo]

-3

Dividing the last factor by (1
—

s-)-, and then multiplying by the equivalent expression

1—1«2, neglecting terms of the order s-', we get [5391]. If we neglect also the terms

depending on s, and substitute sin."/l' = J—|^.cos.2yi', it becomes,

q= (ap—|a(p).Z>2. „3_ <_^_i.sin.ax+i.sin.2X.cos.2/l^} ; [53916]

which is used in the next note.

t (2999) Upon the same principles, by which we have obtained the equation [4755]

under the form [5347/], we may reduce [47541, to the following form,
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Hence we easily find, that the motion of the perigee is increased by the

folloxoing quantity nearly ;*

[5396] fe = Cap
— lap).:^. v. H— |.sill.=^XLliicremeut V ' - ^/ „2 < ^ i

of the
motions
of tllB

perig°e It is evldeut, from the equation [4755 J, that the retrograde motion of the

node, will be increased by the same quantity. If we reduce it to numbers,

[5397] we obtain,! 0,00000026384.1? ;
which is insensible.

This contains the most important part of the terms now under consideration depending on

Q; the neglected quantities being of a ditlerent form and order from those which are

retained in [5394,5395]. Now, the expression of Q [5391i], gives in [5392a], the

terms,

[53926] _ 1
.('!?") = _ i'^P

—
i^'P)

. D^ii^.
]
I—^.sin."-A+s.sin.2X.cos.2/j; \

.

If we neglect the part depending on the angle ~fv, it becomes as in [5392]. If we

use the values [4937n], and put, for brevity,

[5392c] B = (ap— |a(p) .
—

;-
. (I— J.sin.^X) ,

we get,

[5392(/]

1 /dq\ „ ,
.

I

—
I
= — B mi-.

Substituting u"^ = —
. {\-\-2c.cos.r.v) [5393], and neglecting e^

,
it becomes.

[5392e] _ ? _ 2 i? .

'

. cos.cv
,

as in [5394, 5395] ;

hence tlie equation [5392«], is reduced to the following form,

ddu
,

B T, e

[5392/] = ~- -l-u 2B.- . cos.cv.' -^

dv-
' a a

*
(3000) Neglecting terms of the order e^

, e'^ we find that the coefficient of

[5396a]
-

. cos.ci' ,
in the equation [4961], is represented by

—
-p [4975]; and, it is evident,

[539C6] that the terms depending on B, in [5392/, or 49G I], augment the value of 2' ^Y ^^'^

quantity &p
= 2B . Now the motion of the perigee is represented, in [49846], by

[539Gc]
^j
—^i:^).v, which is very nearly equal to ij'v ; so, that if p be augmented by

[539Grf] (5p,
the motion of the perigee will be increased by J(5p.y

= i?y
,

as in [539G, 5392c].

f (3001) If we neglect terms of the order e'^, e", he, and also, for brevity, the
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We shall tioiv make an interesting remark, upon the preceding inequality of

the moon''s m,otion in latitude. This inequality is nothing more than the reaction ''hi^
J •/ "^

inequality
i ilie

[5398]
'I'hia

of the nutation of the earth''s axis, discovered by Bradley. To prove this, wc

shall put 7 for the inclination of the lunar orbit to the plane we have spoken [5398']
nutation

of in [5352], which passes always through the equinoxes, and is inclined
°[^^^

to the ecliptic by an angle [5353], equal to ——-—- .
—

. sin, x . cos.x. [5399]

The inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic, will be.

symbol 6, we shall find, that the retrograde motion of the nodes is,

J V'i+f— 1
i

• « = hp"- V
, nearly [5059] ; [5397„]

observing, that p'y.i^m.gv [5053], is the term of [5049,or4755], depending on sin.^i!.

The inspection of the value of Q [5391a], shows, that the quantity ('T^j produces [53976-|

nothing of importance in [1755]. If we neglect s'^
, and put h^=a, u=a~^, in

the other terms of [4755 line 2], we find, that this equation becomes.

Multiplying the equation [5392(Z], by h"s
, and subst'tuting the preceding values of

h^, u, we get
— $.(—]=— Bs. Again, if we take the partial differenlinl of (^ , [5397rf]

[5391a], relative to s, and multiply it by
—

a, putting u = (r', up shall get [5397«]

[5397^]. Neglecting s^, putting sin.yu = |
—

i.cos.2/y , and omitting the terms

depending on fv, 2fv, we get [5397/t]. Substituting cos.-X^ 1 — sin.-X, and [5397/]

reducing successively, using B [5392c], it becomes as in [5397/] ;

«-'f =
(a,-,.,)._.^ +Osi„.X.co,.X.».>+.,.c„,.X \

'»'*1

= (ap—ia?)) .
—
.5..M-|.sin.2x+2.cos.M= (ap— ^a?).- .s.|3—l.sin.Sx^ [5397/t]

S

==5Bs.

Substituting the values [5397f?,i], in [5397c], we get.

[5397;

„ (Ids
, , ^ -r. dds _

0=~+s-i'2Bs, or Oz=-—
_|.s_j_25.y.sin.o-i', nearly [5383] ; [5397A:]d^ ' ' '

dv

hence the value of p" [5053], is increased by the quantity 2B
, nearly ; consequendy

the motion of the node lp"v [5397rt] is augmented by the quantity Bv
, beinsi the

same as that of the perigee, [539C(/], as in [5397].

Substituting, in [5396], the values [5351—5356], we get,

VOL. III. 151

[5397/]
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[54UUJ y
.^

.— . Sin.X . COS.X. COS.(^t;
—

-JV
—

6)
= inclination of orbit to tlie ecliptic.

[5401]

^
Now, the area described by the moon about the earth's centre of gravity, is

Ir'^.dv [312a]. This area, projected upon the ecliptic, is decreased in the

[5401']
ratio of the cosine of the inclination of the moon's orbit [5400] to the radius

;

therefore, it is represented by,

19/ ^ (an_iu.cp) D^ . )

[5402] ir -nV.COS. < } ~Jt~ "T-Slll.>..COS.X.COS.(gt;—/«
—

<') [

= projec. of the area ir'^.dv.

Hence, the expression of this area contains the inequality,t

[^397m] ^^ ^ 5^^ 0,00000026384.4', as in [5397] ;

[5397n] and, by putting t)= 360'', it becomes fc = 0',3, corresponding to one revolution of

tlie moon. Tliis part of the motion of the perigee is insensible, in comparison with its

[5397o] whole motion 0,00845199.1; [5117 line 2] ; being only ^-,5tjtt part of it.

*
(3002) In the annexed figure, let

[5400a] AR be the equator, AA'B the fixed plane,

AED the ecliptic, KEM the moon's orbit
;

then, if we make arc A'y5i=arciYB=90^

[5400i] and describe about N, as a pole, the

nvc J\1DB, we shall have arc JllB= y

[5398'], angle BAB=A [5357«].

Moreover, we have, very- nearly, in the -^^ Ea'^aur jj

[5400c] triangle DAB, arc DB= A.sm.AB= A .sm. (AN+90'') ^^ A.cos.AN ; and, as

^A' is nearly equal to AE= fv—gv-\-6 [5388], we have DBz=A.cos.{Jv—gv-\-6);

hence,

[5400(/] MD=31B—BD= y—A.CQs.{fL'—gv+6) = ')'—A.cos.{gv—fv—6).

Now, from the extreme smallness of the arcs DB, EJV, it is evident, that the arc

J\1D represents very nearly the value of the angle MED, or the inclination of the moon's

[5400c] orbit to the ecliptic. This agrees with [5400]. We may moreover remark, that the angle

gv—fv—i, or fv
—

gv-i-^, corresponding to the distance of the node from the equinox

varies only about 3'', in a periodical revolution of the moon
; consequently, the angle of

[5400/"] inclination [5400] alters but little, during that revolution
;
and the factor of ir^.dv, in the

inequality [5403], is nearly constant in the whole of that period.

t (3003) Patting, for brevity, A'= A.cos. (gv
—fv— S) [5357fl], in the

expression of the projection of the area [5402], and then developing, as in [61] Int.,
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^r. dV. ~.y.sm.'K.COS.>.COS.[gV
—

-JV
—

6)
= a term of tlic projection of ir^.c/u ; [5403]

and, as wc have, very nearlj,* r.dv r= cr.dt, dt denoting the moon'*s mean

motion, this inequality will be represented by,
'

ID-, dt.
^'

.7•S'ln.X.COS.X.COS.(gV—fv
—

;1)
= a term of the projection of hr^.dv.

[5405]

Multiplying this expression by the moon's mass, which we shall represent

by L
; then, dividing the product by ^di, we obtain the momentum of [5406]

the moon's force about the centre of gravity of the earth, arising from the

oblateness of the earth.f Hence we get, for this momentum, the following

expression ;

L.D^. ——"-—-
.}.sin.x.cos.x.cos.(^ij—-/I'

—
l1)
= momentum of the moon, (i) [5407i

g 1 ^ Momen-
tum of the
nioon cor-

reapond-
In consequence ofthe equality betiveen the action and reaction, the same cause

j,°^f^""''=atencas
of the
earth.

neglecting the second and higher powers and products of A', it becomes,

^i-^.dv.cos.(y—A')^ir^.dv.\cos.y+A'.sm.y]^ir-.clv.cos.y-\-irKdv.A'y, nearly. [5403i]

Re-substituting the value of A', in the last part of this expression, we obtain the term

[540.3].

*
(3004) We have r\dv= (r.ndt .^/T^r;^ [1057]; and, by neglecting e^,

changing also the mean motion ndt into dt, so as to correspond to the notation in [5404],
[5404a]

it becomes r'^.dv= a-.dt, as in [5404] ; substituting this in [5403], we get [5105]. In

this process, we neglect the consideration of the perturbations of the moon's motion by the [5404i]

sun's action, using the elliptical value of r".dv [5404ff] ; observing, that the rejected

terms are of a difterent form or order, from that in [5 105].

[540fi(i]
t (3005) The arc which the moon describes in her orbit, in the time dt, being

resolved in a direction perpendicular to the radius r, is evidently represented by r.dv
;

consequently, the velocity, in that direction, is r.--; and the force is proportional to it.

Multiplying this by the radius )•,
and by the mass L, we get the corresponding momentum

of the moon [29'], [54066]
dv ^ i )-2. dv

r^.-.L, or —^.L, as in [5406'].
dt tdt '- '

Substituting, in this last expression, for ^r~.dv, the term given in [5405], we obtain the

corresponding part of the moon's momeiUuin, as in [5407].

[5406c]
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must produce, in the particles of the earth, a momentum which is equal and

contrary to the preceding. This momentum is indicated bj the nutation of

the earth's axis, and we may determine its value by means of the formulas

[5406] ij^ IjqqI^ y_ ^ Q^ Yox, we see, in [3101], that if we put V for the obliquity

of the ecliptic to the equator, the moon's action upon the earth produces, in

consequence of the oblate form of the earth, an increment in the angle V,

which is represented by,*

[5409]
— — .y .Q.o?,.{gv—fo-~^) = increment of the obliquity V

;

/ and > being the same as in that article. The element of the rotatory
^ motion of the earth being supposed ndt [3015]; the sum of the momenta

of the forces acting upon each particle of the earth, multiplied by the mass

of the particle, is equal to nC
;

C being the momentum of inertia
[5410]

^ *

r •
t rn

of the earth, relative to its axis of rotation. f To reduce this momentum to

*
(3006) Of the five terms which compose tlie value of ^ [3101], and of ^'

[.3360 or 3373]. or that of V, in the notation [5408], the/? /-s!" is constant
;

\\\e second

is secular
;

the fourth and fifth are small, and depend on the places of the sun and moon.

The third is that upon which the nutation depends ; namely,

[54096] ——-;:• cos. (/'<+ |3') ;

(l+>)-.f

c' [3086] being nearly the same as y [5398'] ; and,

[5409c] —f't— fJ=fv—gv-{-S [3086', 5388],

representing the longitude of the moon's ascending node, counted from the moveable vernal

equinox. Substituting these values in [54096], it becomes,

[UOOd]
'—

.,.cos.(s:v
— fv— 6).

•

Now, the mean increment of v, in the time ;, being represented by t [5404], it

[.5409e] will follow, from the equation [.5409c], that —f:=zf—gz=\—g, nearly [5347(7], or

f'= g— I
; substituting this in [5409^/], we get the increment of the inclination V

[.5409/] [5409]. We may remark, that this use of the symbol 7"' is restricted to §20 [5408] to

[.54-22] ;
in other parts of this chapter, V denotes the function [53-36, &c.].

[5410a]

t (3007) The angular velocity of a particle of the earth about its axis of revolution

being n [5409'], its actual velocity, at any distance r^
from the axis, is nr,.

Multiplying this by the same radius r, , and by the mass of the particle dm, we get
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[5411]

the ecliptic, we must multiply it by the cosine of its obliquity, or by,*

we shall, therefore, have the following inequality, in the momentum of the

earth [54116] ;

I'K.nC.sin.V / /• N
. 7 . COSjgV—JV 6)

= inequality in the earth's momentum. [5413]
(1+X).(^-1)

We have, in [3098],

3m2 {2C—A-B) ....
j-r/= — .^-—

^ ^.(l+>.).cos.F; [5413]

m i denoting the mean motion of the earth [3059] ; alsof >.m" ==
-j ; [5414]

[5415]

a being the moon's mean distance from the earth
; and, since we represent

the moon's mean motion by t [5404], and the mass of the earth by M

[4757] ;
we have, very nearly, t

— = 1
,

which gives x.wj'' = —
; [5416]

the momentum qf this particle, equal to n.r~. dm [29']. Integrating tliis, relative to the

whole mass of the earth, it becomes n .fr^.ilm; in which r^ is represented by

x"^-\-y"^, of the formula [229], the axis of rotation being z"; consequently, this expression

becomes,

n.fr~.(lm=n.f{.x"''~-{-y"~).dm=^n.C [229], as in [5410]. [5410c]

*
(300S) Putting the function [5409] equal to uV, the whole obliquity will become ...

V-\-iiV . Its cosine, by [61] Int. is represented by cos.F—<5P.sin.F', nearly. Multiplying

this, by the momentum nC
,

it produces the term, —nC.sin.F^.of^; and, by substituting [54114]

the value of &V [5409], it becomes as in [5412].

1(3009) This is easily deduced from x.»r___ [3079], changing L into

L, and a' into a, to conform to the alterations in the notation, which is used in [5414a]

[3073,5406,5414]. We may also observe, that in deducing the value of / [5413],

from [3098], we must change h into V, to conform to [3357, 540S].

J (3010) Tiie mean increment of v , in the time t
, is very nearly represented

lit [.5095] ; consequently that

[5404], we shall have n=l. i
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by nt [.5095]; consequently that of dv is 7idt
;

and as this is put equal to dt,

in [5404], we shall have n=l. Substituting this and
ii.
= M-\-7n [4775"], in [3700],
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thus, the preceding inequality becomes,*

3L (20—A—B) . ,, „ , ^ ,N . ,. u
f54171 —

,.
^^ ."..sni.l .COS.*- .COS.fo^iJ JV (1)=: inequality uithe earths momentum.

' ^

4J»/ g—\
' \0 J ^

We have, from [2960—2962],f

[5418] 2C— y/— Z?= ^.^.(ap
— U?).i)^/3^./i^f/7^;

[5419] p being the oblateness of the earth
;
D its semi-diameter; R the radius

[54201
of one of its particles, whose density is n; and * the semi-circumference,

[5421]
whose radius is unity. The mass of the earth is J M^=^'^.fSn.I^,dR\

[5415&] we get
'-—

^
— = 1

; wliicli, by neglecting the mass of the moon m, in comparison

[5413r] with that of the earth M, becomes — =1, as in [5416]. This gives a^ ^ M
,

and, by substituting it in [5414], we obtain the expression of X.m^ [541G].

*
(3011) From [541 G] we get m^ = —- • hence [5413] becomes,

- 3L (OQ-A-B) (1+X)
[^^i^«]

^ =
^/

•
—
nc— ~r~-

• ^°^- ^
'

substituting this in [5412], we get [5417].

t (3012) Subtracting the sum of the values o{ A
,
B [2960,2061], from 2C

[2962], we get,

48 Ifi

[5418a] 2C-A—B = -
. <x€.{h-h^).f^'p.d.a=

=
~.-^.{a.h—la.f).f^^y.3a\(!a ;

in which <? [2951], is tlie same as in [5333'], and /i ;=
p [5335'']. Moreover, we

[54186] must change a, p [2947], into R, U [5419,5120], to conform to the present

notation ; hence the last expression [5 II 8a] becomes,

[5418c]
2C-A-B ='!•*• {^?-h^v) /„' 3n . /?2 . dR.

The two members of this equation are not homogeneous ;
for in the first member, A, B,

C [2920 -2922], are of the //«/i order in R, and the second member is only of the

^''
'

' third order
;
we must, therefore, multiply the second member, by the square of the mean

radius of the earth D [5334], which is taken for unity in [2947'] ; and then it becomes

[5418el as in [5418]. In the original work, the factor 3, under the sign _/', is accidentally

omitted.

:|; (3013) This is similar to the expression [1506a], changing the notation, as in
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which is to be substituted in [51-18] ;
and tlien the resulting vahie in [5417],

clianging also the obliquity of the ecliptic V [5408], into x [5841]; [542a]

hence the inequality [5417] becomes.

— L. D', -^—'- -, y.sin.X.COS.X.COS.fift"
—

-fo ;)
= inequalily in the eartli'9 momentum.

^—1
[5423]

[5424]
This expression is the same as that in [5407], with a contrary sign. Hence

it follows, that the preceding inequality of thf. moon's motion in latitude, is the

reaclion of the nutation of the earth''s axis; and, that there would be an qu'Su,'
^ <^ 10 the

equilibrium about the centre ofgravity of the earth, by means of the forces lohich ZSi^^Lh

produce these two inequalities, supposing all the particles of the earth and moon to a«ion

be firmly connected with each other; since the moon compensates for the ""'fhe""
carlli's

smallness of the forces which act on it, by the length of the lever to which »«i^-

it is attached.

21. To notice the effect of the moon's figure, which is not exactly

spherical, we shall observe, that it introduces into Q [4756], the term,

(M + m) . [4773], or more simplv, ;
[5425]

^ ?«
' •

III

because, we have put M+m = I [4775"]. Now, from [1505, 1809', 4770'],

we obtain,*

5(» Jo' ^ ' ' [5426]

[54l8i]. Substituting the value of M In [5418], we get,

2 C 1—B = i
. (ap—^a?) . D^M •

[SiiU]

and, by using this expression, and tliat of V= X [5422] ;
we may reduce the inequality

[5417], to the form [5423].

*
(3014) We may neglect the terms of V [1505], which are divided by r* , on

account of their smallness ; also those depending on 1'-'", Y'"', as is done in [1S09'. 1811],

and then it becomes, by accenting the letter V, so as to conform to the notation [47C9J,

V'=
%-fo'?-d.a^+ '^.fo'?-d.(a^Y^'^)='^+'-^,.fo'p.d.{a^Y<"~^) [5429]. [.5425al

Substituting this in [4770'], we get i5F' [5426] ; the limits of the integral being changed

from 0, 1, to 0, a. Multiplying the expression of SV [5420], by M-\-m=l [54256]

[4775"] ;
and then dividing by m [5429], we get [5430].
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[5427] the integral being taken from a z=
,

to a, equal to the moon's semi-

[5428] diameter, which loe shall denote by a
, and p being the density of the

[5429] stratum of the moon corresponding to a. We have m ^^ ^ ^ . f^" p .d.a^

[1506«] ;
hence we deduce,

[5430] . .M_^^^^. .
^z: _ ^^u^^.v-)

To determine f''p.d.(a^.Y-'') , we shall observe that we have, in [1761],

for y '"'
, an expression of the following form,*

[5431]

y(2) = h'. (^
—

f^2)^/j",,j,Yl—,.,a. sin. w+/t"'. (A. V/i— (.,...
cos.w

+ h"".
(1
—

W-) . sin. 2^+h\ (1—ftx) . cos.23j .

Then, the properties of the axes of rotation [1753— 1757], give,t

[5432] 0=^f;f.d.(a'h"); 0=f;e.d.{a'h"'); =f: p.d.(a' h');

and then, from [2948—2950], we obtain,t

r5431 1

*
('^0"') The expression of F'-' [5431], is the same as in [17G1], increasing the

accents on /(
, by unity.

1(3016) Suljstitiiting the expression of F'-^' [5431], in [1757], we get,

C7<2)==a.(^—f;2)/„''p.f/.(a5A0+«-.'-'Vi^^sin.a.//p.f/.(frVi'0+a.j.VI^H^cos.«
[5432(1 ]

4_eu(l-,x2).sin.2a./; p.f/.(flW")+a.(l -f^2) co5_2^./^ap_,/_(^^5/jT),

Comparing this, with tlie value of U-^ [1753], we get,

H=- a../;- p.d.{a^h') IF = a.7;« p.d.{a^h") ;
H' = a. f- p.d.(a^h"') ;

H'= a. /," p.J.{a'h"") ;
H"^ a. // p.d.(fr'h^) .

Now, the properties of the principal axes give, in [1754], H'=0, H"=
,

H'"=
;

'-"
'

'

"^^

sLibstituting these in [51326], and dividing by a
,

we get, from the second, third and

fourth equations, the values [5432].

j (3017) Substituting the values of A, B, C [2948—2950], in oQ—A—B,
we get the expression [54336], by putting cos.-ci + sin.^*= 1. This is easily

reduced to the form [5433c], by introducing the value of F-' [5431], and neglecting the

[54330] terms depending on h", Ji", h"", on account of the integrals [5432]. We may also

neglect the term depending on cos.23J; because, at the limits of the integral -3=0

BS^2r, it has the same value ;
and the integral taken between these limits vanishes.

Hence we have,
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2C—A—B = ||. a^.y;,"p.J.(a=/t') ;

Thus, we havc,^

[5433]

[5433'1

2C-A—B= 30..f.f.d.{n^ r'2>) . (i—f^^) .dfJ-d^

=r3a./.p.r/.(«5 h' ).(^— |j")2.r/^.r/w.

Now we have, liy tlie usual nilcs of integration,

f^^^d^= 2*
; f_lii—I^T--

f'
f'
= j\ [2933i, I, or 3569c] ;

substituting these in [5433fi], we get [5433]. In like manner, if we substitute the values

of A, B [2948, 2949], in B—A, we get the first expression [5433^]. Substituting

in this, the value of F~' [5431], and neglecting, as above, h"
, h,"', h"", we get

[5433A] ; reducing also, by means of cos.®«—sin.^ts= cos.2«
;

cos.^2'a= i-f-i^.cos.4«;

and neglecting, as in [5433rt], the terms depending on cos.2ra, cos.4a, we obtain

[5433»:] ;

B—^=a/p.c/.(a-'r-'').'/,x.(?«.(l—(;,2).(cos.2w—sin.^a)

= a/p.cZ. («5 F»).(?M..(Zra.(
1—|j.2).cos.2a

=
a/p.(/.(«5/(').tZ(x.f?a.(i—y.2)_(i_,,2)_cos.2«+a/p.(/.(«5/jv).(i_^9^2,cos.22«.(?,ji.rft3

= Ja/p.(/.(«'7r)-(l—(^-)^- ''f^'-''®-

Substituting the integrals

y^^%7«=2*, y!iV-(-"-)'-<^f-=|f [1754c,/],

in this last expression, it becomes as in [5433'].

*
(3018) Substituting the value of F«^ [5431], in /p.f/.(a5 y^i), and neglecting

the terms depending on h", h'", /('"', on account of the equations [5132], we get

[5434«]. The integrals of this expression are easily obtained from [5433, 5433'], and, by

substitution, we get [54346] ;

/;p.d.(a=F-^')
=

(i-,a=) .J:^ p../.(«-^';t')+(l-.-) • cos.2a ./;p.f/.(««/0

[54336]

[5433e]

[5433rfl

[5433e]

[5433/]

[543%]

[5433A]

[5433i]

[5433A]

2C—A-B B—A
(^-^)- ,6., +(1—,a-).cos.2a.-

Substituting this in [5430], and making a slight reduction, we get [5434]. Multiplying

this by the second member of [5435], and dividing by its first member C, we obtain

[5436].
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[5434a]

[54346]
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[5434] (M+m)/^'
=

_i.^-3^_.K2C-^-5).(iV)+(i?-.i).(l-,'"-)-cos.2.|.

We have, very nearly, in [2962],

[5435] C=--./„^fZ.«^•

therefore,

(^20—A—B)Terjns of

[•^436] ^M+m).
&V'

m
C

jB-A)
C

. (1
—

(j.").cos.2i

terms of Q.

In this expression, ^ is the angle formed by the principal axis of the moon,

directed towards the earth, and the plane which passes through the earthh

centre, and the axis of the inoonh equator;* i^ is the sine of the earth's

[5430,;]

[54366]

[543Cc]

[5436c']

[5436rf]

[5436e]

[543iy]

[5436^]

[5436A]

[5436i]

*
(3019) The notation which is liere used, is similar to that for the eartli [5338,5334'];

and corresponds also with [2910,3435, &tc.]. In defining the angle -n, in the original

work, the words, line connecting the centres of the earth and mnon, are inadvertently used,

instead of the part printed in italics in [5436']. If we suppose the line connecting the

centres of the moon and earth to be projected upon the plane of the lunar equator, then

m will represent the angle formed by this projected line, or radim vector, and the moon's

longest axis, which is directed nearly towards the earth ;
this axis being taken as the origin

of the angle «; hence we have, by supposing the angular and rotatory motion to commence

together, when -31= 0;

ra= angular motion of this radius vector — moon's rotatory motion.

Now, in [3440,3433/], v represents the apparent motion of the earth in longitude, seen

from the moon
;
and cp the rotatory motion of the moon

;
so that, if we neglect the terms

arising from the reduction of v to the plane of the lunar equator, we may put v for the

angular motion of the radius vector, and 9 for the rotatory motion ;
and by this means

[5436f/] becomes,
01= V— (p.

The dift(3rential, relative to the characteristic d, affects only the moon's co-ordinates [5363'],

in its relative motion about the earth
; and, as (p depends on the rotatory motion, we shall

get, for the differential of the equation [5436o-], the expression d:^= dv
; therefore,

d.cos.2~.= —2dv.sm.2z^, as in [5437,5437'].

If we substitute the expression of v—^ [5436^], in [3447c], we get.
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declination, seen from the moon, and referred to the moon's equator

[2909, 3435,&c.]. It is evident, that, hy increasing v by dv, w increases [5437]

by dv
; therefore, we have d.cos.2w = — 2dv.sm.2'!^ [54362] ; the

[5437]

differential symbol d referring only to the co-ordinates of the moon
;

moreover, we have, as in [5360],

r

The part of dR, relative to the si)hcroidal form of the moon, produces the
^

.

^ '

[5438']

following expression, neglecting the square of (^ ;*

Hence we get, in Sv, or in the moon's true longitude, the following term of

the formula [931] ;t

,, ^ |.^4 .1 . ^:i> .ffdv\ sin.2.. [5440]

t

T3 =— It
-j- H. sin.n + &.C. ; [543Gt]

M being the moon's libration in longitude [3'164"] ; so that any inequality wliicli occurs in m,

may occur also in -a, but with a different sign, as in [5441, Sic.]. If we substitute, in [5436J]

[5436A:], the value of u [3456], we get,

^= -
Q.sin.

S ,nt . *
/3.(^^) +f|

- &c.; [5436m]

and. if we change Q into K. it produces the term mentioned in [5441]. [5436n]

*
(3020) The part of ^ mentioned in [5425], and developed in [5436], produces

in Ji [5438] the following quantity ;

/:>.rf.«5 1 c (2C-A-B) , „. , {B—A) ,, „, ^ >^ = -
^^}k^ > \ C— •

(^-^')+—C-- (1-^^) • ^«-2.
I

.

[5439a]

If we neglect the square of n, as in [5438'J ;
then take its differential relative to d.

using the expression [5437'], we get [5439].

3a ~r ndt.dR

t (3021) We have, m 5v [931], the term —.JJ—^==; and, if we neglect
(A y 1-e-

e^, putting a=zr, nearly; also fx
= l, as in [4775"]; it becomes 3r.ffnch.dR. [5440n]

Now, ni!t is nearly equal to f/r [5095] ; therefore, (5u contains the term 3r.//Vi,'.d/?:

and, by substituting the value of dl? [5439], it becomes as in [5440].
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The angle ^ is always very small [3468, 5436'] ;
so that we may suppose

sin.2ra^2:rr. Moreover, from [3456], we find, that ro contains a term of the

[5441] form —K.s[nAv.iy^:i^^-\-F\ [5436?H, n]. This term, taken

with a contrary sign, represents, in [3466, 6436«t], the real libration of the

moon. As it increases very slowly, it would seem, that it ought to become
L J sensible by double integration : this is the only term of the expression of

5J, which it is necessary to notice. It produces, in 6v, the term,*

moon's

longitude, ^ ^^j
— v.

from'tho The libration .AT. sin. < t'.t X 3. ^
~. -{- F > being insensible, we cannot

form of ^ ^ '

ihe moon.

gyppQsg^ jijat it amounts to a centesimal degree. Moreover, the coefficient

[54431 T . -^.
°

'

," .,
is extremely small. If the moon be homogeneous, it becomes f

» /. P-f^-«
& ' '

a- a

[5444] f •
-

i now, -
is the sine of the moon's apparent semi-diameter ;

hence.

*
(3022) Substituting 23i for sin.2uj, in the integral expression of ffdv^. s\n.2T^,

which occurs in [5440], and then the term of -a [5441], we obtain, by successive

integrations, tlie expression [5442c], retaining only the most important term, liaving the

divisor B—A, arising from tlie double integration;

[54426]
yjjj,2. si„_ o^= '2ffdv\ a= — ^2K.ffdv\ sin. \ v . »/iLL?p^ + fI

[5440.C]
=^jj=:j) ^'-r

•

V/ -^~+ ^l

Substituting this in [5440], we get [5442].

t (3023) The moon being supposed homogeneous, and
p
:= 1

,
we have,

[5443a] /;p.cZ.«=^a.; f^rd.a^^a^;
hence,

•|;-^3
= -^-

Substituting this, in [5443], we get,

1 r^P d a^ a~

[54436] I •
-„ . "T^-l = I • "T = I • sin.2(moon's semi-diameter) =. |. (0,0045)^

= 0,000024 ;

,,,,„, and, if we suppose ir==lo=54"'= 3240', we shall get 0,000024..fir=0%07, for the

[5443c]
'

. . . ". .

coefficient of the correction [5442] ;
which is msensible.
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the product of K, by this coefficient, is wholly insensible. If the moon be

not homogeneous, its density must increase from the surface to the centre;

then, this coefficient is yet less.* Hence it follows, that the preceding [5444']

inetjuality of the mooni's longitude is insensible; and, that the variationfrom

a spherical form does not produce any sensible inequality in the motion in [•''445]

longitude.

As to the latitude, we must observe, that fj. is the sine of the earth's

declination, seen from the moon [5437], and referred to the lunar equator;

moreover, the ascending node of the moon's orbit always coincides with the

descending node of its equator [3433] ; therefore, we shall have,t

[5445']

s + >^.sin. (^D
—

.i)j- ;
[5446]

X being here the inclination of the lunar equator to the ecliptic. Hence we
[5446]

*
(3024) Changing R into a

,
in [277'] and multiplying by | ,

we get

5./;'p.a^rf« .rj:?J:a^ [5444«]

being less than its value a''^, corresponding to p= 1 [5443a].

f (3025) It is found by observation, that the descending node of the lunar e(iuator always

coincides with the ascending node of the lunar orbit [343.5] ;
and the inclination ofthe lunar [5446o]

orbit to the ecliptic is nearly equal to y [5400], also the inclination of the equator to the

ecliptic is X [544G'] ; therefore, the inclination of the lunar orbit to the lunar equator, is

nearly equal to y+X . Now from [5383], we find, tlial tlie moon's latitude, or the angular [544C&]

elevation of the moon above the ecliptic, is nearly represented by 5 =
7.sin.(i,T

—
6) ; rsiJCd

hence the corresponding angular depression of the earth, as seen from the moon, is

—
7.sin.(5'«

—
^) ;

and it is evident, that by changing the inclination 7 into y-f-X [544GZ)],

we get the angular depression of the earth below the lunar equator
—

(v+X).sin.(^y
—

(!)
.

This may be put equal to its sine
\>. ,

and by using the value of 5 [544()c], we get,

(J.
=— (y4-X).sin.(5-i'—0) =r_s— X.=m {gv—li)=— \s-\--k.sm.{gv—6)\: [5446e]

whose square is the same as [5146].

X (302G) The partial differential of fj.a [.')44G], relative to s, being divided by 'ids, gives

s

7
the first of the expressions [5447] ; substituting in this, the value

sin.(^L'
—

^)
= '-

[5446c] r-44- -i

we get the second form of tiiat equation.
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[5447]
f' •

Cj^
= s + X . sm.(gv

—
t)
= ^^-1 . s

;

therefore,, the spheroidal form of the moon, adds to the expression of

[5447'] _
J-^ .

r-^)
, in the equation [4755], the term,*

[5448] 3 ^^A^ 1 (Hx) , J

'2C-A-B B-A )

[5448] Now, as we have very nearly, cos. 2=: = 1, it adds to [4755], the quantity,!

[5449] ^ f^f.d.a' 1 (X+7) (C-Jl)
T- . . ,,•<,• •

-F<
—

• -^ = term of [47551.

It is evident, from [5397A;, /],
that this term adds to the motion of the node,

the quantity,!

1 /(/Q\
*

(3027) SubslitLiting, in —
pr^^ ['^ )

[5447'J, the terms of Q , given in [5436],

we get,

[5448a]
1

fdq^ , ./;W^^ _±_ , f!^\ \

2C-A-B B-^ )

.
,
.g, substituting tbe last of the expressions [5447], we get [544S] ; observing that P, and

tr", are nearly equal to n, or r [4937n,&c.].

f (3028) Since ra is very small, we have nearly cos.23= 1
;

hence we get,

oQ—A—B B—A 2C—/1—B
,

B—A C—A
[5449a] ^^—^ +^ • '°'-~^=

V + ~C~
^ "

'~C~ '

substituting this in [o4!8], we get [5449J.

t (3029) Substituting, in [5449], the value of s [34 10c], it produces, in the equation

[4755] or in it5 development [5347/^, the quantity,

f'^p.d.cL' 1 (X+v) iC—A) . ,

*

f^p.d.cr
T-^ y ^

[5150i] Tliis is similar to the term which is computed in [5397Z:] ; and, by making the calculation as

in [5o97i-,/], we find, that the preceding term [5450rt), produces in p", the term,

.);V^^o_^ 1_ x+y ^zir!
[•5450c] ¥' = f

y^.p.,/.«3

•

,2
•

^
•

a '

.,,.„_,, and the corresponding motion of the node, computed as in [5397/f,/], is ^df.v as in

[15450(1]
'

[5450].
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Motion of
tlie (jodea-

4 .
'—

; ,
-

.
^-—L^

.
^^——-^ = term of 6^ , [54501

-^^ '

roidalfig.
ur of the

(y jf DIOOD.

In [3545] we have * —— = 0,000599 ; hence it is evident, that the
^5451^

preceding quantity is insensible.

We find, likewise, that the spheroidal form of the moon adds to the term

f the equation [4765], the-—
{ 'T'j

of the equation [4765], the term,1 *
[5452]

>7r<u. -^
• —-cr-^ ' = •"'" "' [««") i=«i

*
(3030) We have ^-^ = 0,000599 [3545] ;

hence it follows, that C is
[54510]

nearly Cfjual to .'3; and we may, therefore, change Jl into C, in the denominator
;

by this means we shall get -—^ == 0,000599 [5451]. Moreover, X= 1''29'" [5446']

[54516]
C

[3434] ; 7= 5'' 8"' 50' [5117] ;
and if we suppose the moon to be homogeneous, we

6 1 r^? d a?
shall have 7 • l • 77-7-3

= 0,000024 [5443iJ. Substituting these in [5450], it
i[545]c]

becomes, 0,00000001 .t) nearly. Now, in one lunar month, t> = 129G000'; substituting

it, we get 0',01 , for the motion of the node in a lunar month, arising from this cause. 1 '

This is wholly insensible.

t (3031) Substituting in the term of Q [5436] the value of r= -
nearly [4776] [54520!

we get [54526]. Neglecting f)-, on account of its smallness, and jmtting cos.2:1^ 1

[5448'],
we get [5452c],

[5452i]

r%.d.a^ , (C-2A+B)

This gives,

m f-p.d.a" {C~2A+B]a . -iiU ,,8^ •

77-773 • " r ' [5452rf]

s

fo^d.a^ C

and by multiplying it by
— ~

; using also /("-= a
,

«-• =a^r nearly [49377i],

we get [5453].
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This adds to the motion of the iioae, the term,*

a quantity which is wholly insensible.

,-.,. ,
*

(3032) The expression [5454] may be derived from [5453], in the same manner as

[5450] is from [5449] ; namely, by changing s into i« . To estimate roughly the value

of the expression [5454], we may observe, that in the case of homogeneity, we have,

[54546] ___=—; -35-
=

^J [^^^C].

Their sum is,

(,«.„ t^ =g = 1.(^ = 0,001 1545,.l,„e,,.y.

hence it is evident, that the term [5454] is insensible, hke the corresponding term [5450]

which is computed in [545 It/].
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE INEQUALITIES OF THE MOON, DEFENDING UN THE ACTION OF THE PLANETS.

22. It now remains to consider the action of the planets upon the moon.

We shall put,

P = the mass of a planet ; [5455]

X,Y,Z= the rectangular co-ordinates of the planet, referred to the centre of [5455']

the earth
;

/= the distance of the planet from the earth's centre. [5455"]

Then, it is evident, that the action of the planet P, xvill increase the value

of Q [4756], by the qiiuntitij* Term, or

or,t

*
(3033) The disturbing force of the planet P, upon the moon, in her relative

motion about the eartli, is computed by the same differenlial formulas which are used for the

disturbing force of llie sun. We must, in this case, change the mass in' of the sun

[4757"], into that of the planet P
;

and the co-ordinates a;', y',
c' of the sun [4758'],

[5*1506]

into those of the planet X, Y, Z [5455'] ; by which means, the distance / of [5456c]

the sun from the earth [4759'], changes into / [5455"], which represents the distance of

the planet from the eartli. IMaking tliese alterations in the two last terms of Q [4756],
^

we obtain the part of Q [5456], upon which the disturbing force of the planet P [5456e]

depends.

t (3034) The development of [4774] is given in [4775], and, if we multiply this by

VOL. III. 155
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[5457] ^7 7^"^^ P
Let

[5458] X', F', Z', be the co-ordinates of the planet P, refered to the sun's centre ;

[5458']
y.'^ y'^ 2', the co-ordinates of the earth, referred to the sun's centre

;

then we shall have,

[5459] X=X'—x'; Y=Y'—y'; Z^Z'—^.

Hence, the function [5457] becomes,
*

='5

[MOO, Q =
^
_
4^+

. p. g''+'"i'+^'-""->^-'''>' + S,e.

[5461] fpg shall take the ecliptic for the fixed plane, which makes z'= 0, and, we
shall put,

Symbols.
'

[5462] R = the radius vector of the planet P, projected upon this plane ;

[5403] U = the angle formed by the projection of the radius, and by a fixed right

line, taken in the same plane ;

[5464]
S = the tangent of the heliocentric latitude of the planet P

;

[5465] r' = the radius vector of the earth
;

[5465'] v' = the angle formed by the earth's radius and the fixed line.

Then, we shall have,

[5457o]
P ; changing also t', ij' , z, r, into X, Y, Z, f, respectively, as in [5i56b-d],

we get,

P P
,
P.(.,X+,,Y+zZ-hr^) ^ P{^,X+yY+zZ-irY , ^

Substituting this in [5156] ; reducing and neglecting terms of the order Xf-^, or f"^;

[5457c]
we get [5457] ; observing, that the terms depending on the first power of {xX-\-i/Y+z Z),

mutually destroy each other.

*
(3035) Substituting, in [5457], the values of X, Y, Z [5459], we get

^'''""^
[5460],
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*f= y'R-.(l+SS)+r"'—2Kr'.cos.(U—v'). [5466]

Hence, the part of Q, relative to the action of P upon the moon,

will be,t

rianef
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or, by neglecting the square of S*

[54(381 O = -4- P-(^--'') Q p \ Ii''-cos{2v-2U)+r'^.cos(2v-2v')-2Rr'.cos(2v-LW)\

^p R.sS.\R. cos.(v
— U)— r'. COS. {v—v')l ,

.

p
As the term — does not contain either u, v, or .9, it will not enter

[54G8'] /
p

into the equations [4753
—

4755]. The term
YT^f-a gives, by its

members of these expressions ;

[54(37oJ X'ar+F'y+ Z's = ~
.\cos.U.cos.v+sm.U.sm.v+Ss\=~.lcos.{U—v)i-Ss};

[54G76]
— xx— yy'

— zz' =
.5cos.(,''.cos.y+sin.v'.sin.i)|

=
.cos.(?;— ii').

[5467c] Substituting these, and r^= -—
[4776], in [54G0J, we get [5167].

*
(.30-38)

If we develop the numerator of the last term of [5467], and neglect the

square of »S',
we shall find, that the terms containing the first power of S are the

same as in the second line of [5468]. The remaining part of this numerator of [5467] is

r,54686]
"^ '" ''^^ ''"'^' member of [546Sc] ; and, by developing, using [20] Int., it becomes as in

[5468fZ] ; and, by the substitution of f" [5466], we finally obtain [5468V];

{
R . COS. («—f/)—r'. COS. (!,•—«') P

[.54A8C]
^^2,cos.s(d— t/)+;-'2.cos.2(i'—t.')—2i?/-'.cos.(y— CO-cos.(t.—z.')

[5468rf]
= J. I R^+r—2Rr'. cos( L'-v') l+h\R^. cos{2v-2U )+r'^cos(2v-2v')-2Rr'.cos{2v-V-v') I

[54(58e] =i.f'+i-\I^'-cos.{2v—2U)+r'^.cos.{2v—2v')—2Rr'.cos.{2v—U—v')l.

The part of tliis expression between the braces, being substituted in the numerator of the

last term of (^ [5167], produces the third term of [5468 line 1] ;
the other part of

.1 f2 SP

r5468/"1 [5'168c] is if~; which gives, in [5 168], the term §P.'^--=z 7-—r^. Connecting

this with the second term of [5467], which may be put under the form ——-—^—
, we

[5468g-]
^^j __rL, as in the second term of [5468]. Finally, the first term -

[5467], is

the same as in [5468] ; and we may observe, as in [5 168'], that ibis term may be neglected ;

for, / [.5466] does not contain r, s, v; and its partial differentials, relative to these

[54(jb/i]
quantities, will vanish from the general formula-; [1753—4755], which are used in this

chapter, in finding the perturbations.
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development, a function of this form,*

JL- = —.nA^'>^+A^'\cos.(U—v')+A''\cos.2(U—v')+kc.\=terms of Q. [5469]

Hence, the term —
-^

. ('—), of the equation [4754], produces the

following function ;

-^^.lU^'>^+A^'\cos.(U-v')-^A"Kcos.2.(U-v')+&ic.\
= levms of -~/'^\

[5470]

and it is evident, from ^9, 10, that there will result from it, in the expression

of au, the quantity,!

p
If wc svibstitute tlie value of / [5460], in the term -r-r-;: ,

of the

expression [51G8], we may develop it, in the usual manner, in a series of the form [5469].

This part of (^ gives, in — 7a"'(^)' ^'^° expression [5470]; as is evident by [54tjya]

2Ps2
differentiation. The next term of [5468] is —

; and, as it is of the order s^, in

comparison with [5469], it may be neglected. Tiie next tennsof [5468] contain the angle [54696]

Iv
;

but these quantities do not produce, by integration in nt-\-s [5474], any term of

importance, arising from a small divisor like i—m. The same remark may be made

relative to the terms of [5468] containing v— U, v—v' ; and, as they are also multiplied [5469c]

by the small quantity &, they may be neglected. Moreover, a little attention will show,

that the substitution of Q [5468], in the four first lines of [5081], will produce no terms

of the like kind, depending on angles having a small coefficient except they are multiplied

by quantities of the order of the excentricities, &;c.
; and, by neglecting such quantities as

in [5486', Sic], we shall find, that the first term of importance is that in [5081 line 5],

which gives in ili the term
^
— .2ahi. Multiplying this part of iJt by n = —•'

[5092c], we get, in n'lt, the term ndt=—dv.2aSu; which will be used hereafter. [5469/]

t (3040) Substituting U=iv [5463,5472], v'=zmv, h^=a, M=a-' [49.37n], [5470a]

in [5470], and then connecting it with the two terms 4- u [4754], and with
dv~ '

the term of the same equation, wliicii is developed in [4908 line 1] ; namely,

-y^-aSu=.-im\5u [5082/i'], nearly ;

^^^^^^

VOL. III. 156
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rtcJ7n , r. 1 ^A^'''. COS. (i-m).v , A^-\cos.2(i-m).v A''^\cos.3(i-m)-v , „ ) „ ,

[5471] —iPa^ ? i i i ^ ^ ^+&c. V = terms of a5u;^
I l-lm''-{i-mf^ l-fm^-4{i-mf^ l-^m''-9{i-m)''^ ^

rt..-0-i
'" being the ratio of the mean motion of the planet P to that of the moon.

Hence arises, in ndt [5081, &c.], the function,*

t'^^'7'i^ r. , , ( A'^'\ COS. (t-?n).v , A^-Kcos.2(i-7n).v A''-^\cos.'3(i-m).v )
loi/6\ Pa^,c,i) .

) i i 1
'---]

5l i—L&c. } == terras of ndt ;

consequently, we have, in ni+s, the following expression ;

it becomes,

[54r0f] z=z'~-{-u +lPa^.\iA^'''>+A'^\cos.{i—m).v-{-A^^\cos.^i—m).v-\-hc.}—^in^.Su.

Now, supposing any term of «, or hi, to be represented by,

[5470rf] ,5,j ^ B'"\ COS. n.{i
—

m).v,

and substituting it in [5470c], we find, by retaining only the terms .depending on this angle,

and dividing by cos.n.{i
—

m).v,

Hence we get,

[5470/] 5'"' = -—^ ^-j, r^ ;

and, the term of adu [5ilOd], corresponding to that in [5470c], which contains

A'-"'', is,

„ T
A^''\ COS.n.(i—m).v

[5470g'] aou = —hi a-- -—-^—^-p r- .

From this formula we may easily deduce any term of cifiu [5471], from that which

r..-«,. depends on the same angle n.(i—m).v in [r)470c], by multiplying the term of [5470c],
[54/0/i]

'^

depending on A">, by the factor
^ 3„ja_,j2 ^-.^j ^2

•

*
(3041) Substituting, in ndt:^—clv.2a5u [5469/], the value of a'5K [5471], we

,,
ma.a'3

[5473a] get [5473], whose integral gives [5474]. Now, from [5475], we have a''= —^;

substituting this in [5474], we get [5476].
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} i i L- *
i \-i ^ —k&-c.>= terras of nf+ 5. [o474j

,:_m
•

) 1—#m2— Ci-?n^2
' l—im^—4(i—m)^^l-^m^—9(i-m)^ \

Now, we have ——= m- [5374«
—

6] ;
m' being the sun's mass. Hence, [5475J

the preceding function becomes,

P 2 .3 C-^)

.^^ 5 !^ i 5- '---\-
1 ^+ &c. >= terms of »<+c-. [54761

In the case of a planet, inferior to the earth, we have, by putting a for the

ratio of the mean distance of the planetfrom the sun, to that of the earthfrom
'•"' "J

the sun, and retaining the denominations of chap. \i. of the sixth book,*

(1) (2) CI)

a!\ J<'> =
b^ ;

a'\ A^"~^ = b^ ;
a".^'=" =

b^ , &c.; [5478]

2 2 2

which changes the function [5476] into the following ;

Terms of

P ( (i> t^) .
<^'

. . 1 (jB) W'+S)
—.ir? Kh ^.&\w.(i-m').v i6^.sin.2(i-n)).« \h ^.sm:i(i-m').v

t (Vcmthe

^ S A ^-^ +— „+&C. C = terms of nt+i ; [54791

tion of an

in which we may take, for (i
—

7n).v, the mean longitude of the planet, p"In™.'

minus that of the earth.

JVith respect to a superior planet, a denotes the ratio of the mean distance
[5479']

*
(3042) Changing a, a' [956], into R, r' [5462,5465], respectively, in

order to conform to the present notation ; also, the angle n't—nt-\-s'
—

e, into U—v',
[54'oa]

it becomes, by neglecting, for brevity, the consideration of the excentricities,

^B?J^r''~—2Rr'.co5.{U—v')\-i=l^.B^'\co%.i.{U—v'). [54786]

If we neglect S^, the first member of this expression becomes equal to / •*

[5466].

4m2'

p
Multiplying this by rr >

we get,

4^= 4-^.fJS.B".cos.;.(r_0}. [5478c]

Comparing this with the development in [5469,956'], we get B^'''= A''. Substituting
(0

[1006], and multiplying by n'^, we obtain rt'^^'"=63, as in [5478]. Substituting r547grf-|

these in [5476], we get [5479].
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of the earthfrom the sun, to that of the planet ;
so that we have,*

(1) (2) (3)

15480] o:\ ^(" = ^. b^ ;
a'\ ^'=' ==

al6^ ; a'\ A""' = n?. b^ ;
&c.

2 2 2-
Terms of

f/om This changes the function [5476] into the following form,
llio direct

action of
/• f l (>) r3)

planet".""'
—

• "i^aS S ^ . sin.(i—7n)v ih
^.s\n.'2{i—m).v i b

^
. s'm.S{i~m).v ) (^)

) J , ^-1 2 = A ^
— I-&.C. (

= terms of (nt+s).

These are the only sensible terms which can result from the direct action of
the planet P on the moon.

But, the sun^s action upon the moon may render sensible, in the motion of
that satellite, the perturbations of the radius vector of the earth''s orbit, arising

Indirect from the action ofthej)lanet P upon the earth, and may produce, in the moon's

"laneis
inotioHs, inequalities of the same order as those we havejust considered. To prove

[5483] it, we shall consider the term —-\
—

:- ["48661, which is a part of the equation
2h-.u-'

5r' P
[5483] [4754]. We shall suppose -;-=

—
. K. cos.

(ft'n't
— ^n't+B), to be any

'5;-'

[5484] term of —
, arising from the action of the planet P upon the earth ;t

n"t denoting the mean motion of P, and n't that of the earth
;

the

corresponding term of — will be,

[5485] ~= — -^.K .COS. (^'n"t—fyn't+B).
u m

*
(3043) The equation [5478f/] holds good for a superior planet, by merely changing,

in the factor o.'-', the quantity a', corresponding to the earth's distance from the

[5480«] a'
, .

sun, into -
[5179'], whicli represents that of the superior planet from the sun; by

which means, it becomes,

[54805] (-T-^"'=^'i °' «'='.^<"=a='.&!;', as in [5480].

Substituting this in [5476], we get [5481].

t (3044) This form is the same as is used in various places ; as, for example, in
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' ,,'3m.u
Hence, the term ~-r^ produces the following :

•Ih-.ii-

Z . COS. (^'n"t—^n't-^B) . [Term of 4754] [5486]

Sr'

If we consider only those inequalities of
—

,
lohich are independent of the

1^i^c^^\

excentricities of the orbit, and represent them by the series*

—
.\K^'\cos{n''t^n'ti^s''~e'yK^^Kcos2{7fi-7i^ [54871m / \ / s a ^

the term
,' , will produce, in [4754 or 4961], the function,!

2/r.)r

3m- P— -—.-.
I K^'Kcos.{i-m).v+K'-\cos.2{i-m),v-{-K^^\cos.3(i-m).v-j-kc. l

; [Terms of 4754] r,..QQ,

whence results, in ani, the function,

3m2 P C gU).cos(i-m).i! gt3).cos.2({-wi) .i; Jg-t3).cos.3(i—m).i) ^ _
~2~V' 1 1 _ gm3-(i

-m)a+l-|m2_4(i-m^+ 1 _|,„a_9(t-„i)2+
^-

\

= ^^'™^ ^^ "'^"" '

[5489]

This gives, in nt-\-: [5095], the following terms
;

[10:23,4306, 4308, &IC.]. Now we have, very nearly, in [4777c], «'^ -
; and, the [5486a]

differential of its logarithm gives,

ill' 6r' 6r

3- = - — = - -r , nearly ; [r^865]

substituting this in [5483], we get [5485]. If we vary u', by the quantity (5w', it

m'. u' 3

2/tS.u3

m'.u'^

produces, in
,

tlie term

37Ji'.i{'2.5!4' .3m'.w'3 6u'

2A9.M3
~

2h3.u3
'

u'
'

[5486c]

Sv'

and, by substituting the value of —7 [5485], it becomes as in [5486].

*
(3045) The form assumed in [5487], is the same as that in [4506 lines 9—1 1] ;

decreasing the accents on n'", n", i'", b", k.c. by unity, so as to conform to the notation [5487a]
here used.

t (3046) Substituting, in [5486], the values «= a"' «'=a'-', h-= a [4931:11],

also ^=—, [5475], it becomes, [oi87b]
a3 m-

a'3 m'

VOL. III. 157
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Terms of

ni+s * 3m2 Pnt+s * 3m2 P ( K<-')sm.{i—m).v iK(^\sin.^i—m).v bK^^''-sm.3[i—m).v ,
„ ) i^)

front the

»^j'™"f
a Thisfunction is of the same order as that which resultsfrom the direct action

of the planets upon the moon [5479,5481]. We shall now compute these

several inequalilies for Venus, Mars, and Jupiter.,

Relatively to Venus, we have, in [4126,4132],

01 := 0,72333230 ; 1
Aclioii of
Venu3.

6^ = 9,992539 ;

b^= 8,871894;
[5491]

2

f^
^ 7,386580 ; ^

(3)

6, = 5,953940,
5

Hence we deduce, by means of [974],t

[5488a]
—

'-^
-, • -^'- cos.(pV'<— 13 n't+B) ;

which is the same as the product of the assumed value of —
[5183], by the quantity

[54886] . Therefore, if we muhiply the assumed value of —-
[5487], by the same factor

2a a -^

3wi2— —
, we shall obtain the corresponding expression, which arises from the variation of

[5488c] ^— as in [5488]. This term forms a part of the efjuation [4754, or 4961] ; and, we

may find the corresponding part of u, or rather of aou, as in [5470^-, /;], by multiplying

any term of [54S8], depending on K"'\co%.n.{i—m).v, by —
i_n,^2_!„2_('^-_^N2

l

hence we obtain [5489].

*
(3047) Substituting the terms of ahi [54S9], in ndt = — 2clv.auu [54G&/J,

[5400a] jj^j integrating, we get the terms of nt+ i [.5490]. We may remark, that in the original

work, by a typographical error, the terms of [5490], are made to depend on cos.(;"
—

m).v ;

[54906] cos.'2.(«
—

m).v, &:c. instead of sin.(z
—

m).v ;
ji>m. .2.{i

—
m).v, &c.

t (304S) Putting s = ^-, in [974], and then, successively, i = 0, i=:l, we

get;
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b'J
= 86,77422 ; [5492]

2

b'^= 83,40760.
2

By observations, we have i—m = 0,0467900;* therefore, by supposing, [5492]

as in [4061, line 3],t

P I

m'
~

3S3130
' [5493]

Venus.

[.5494]

we find, that the function [5479], reduced to seconds, becomes,

+ 0%577273.sin.(i—m).i;
1

Jjrof"'

+ 0',241919.sin.2.(z-m).« [Terms of «/+£]
2

+ 0%131463.sin.3.(j—m).'y 3

kc.

What we have here represented by
—

,
is denoted by «/', in [4306,

line l,&c.], and we have, in tliat article, by means of the action of Venus,

(0) (1) (1) (2)

(0, (l+a^).63+f-'^-^3 („ §.(l+a2).63-§.a.&3
65 = 5 ^5

= •

[5492o]

With these formulas, wc may compute the values [5492], by using the expressions [5491].

*
(3049) If we use the same notation as in [4077], we shall find, that the mean motion

of Venus, in comparison with that of the earth, is represented by —
. Multiplving this ,^, „^ n I J o

[5493a|

by m = 0,0748013 [5117], wliich expresses the ratio of the sun's mean motion to that

of the moon, we get the expression of i [5472], or the ratio of the mean motion of [5493i]

Venus to that of tlie moon
; consequently,

i =
0,0748013.^

. Hence, i— m = 0,0748013 . ^^tl^^l ; ^5493^^

and, by substituting the values of n', n" [4077], it becomes as in [5492'].

t (3050) In the present notation, P is the mass of the planet [5455], m' that

p
of the sun [4757"] ;

hence -, ,
of the present notation, is the same as 7n' [4061 line 3],

t5494a]
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4
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~ = 0,0000015553 1
a

—
0,00000G0012.cos.(?—m).tJ 2

+ 0,0000171431.cos.2.(«—m).t; , 3

+ 0,0000027072.cos.3.(?—m).v 4

+ &c.

The function [5490], reduced to seconds, becomes,*

+ 0^4488 18.sin.(i—«t).i' 1

— 0',645333.sin.2.(«—m}.« 2

[Terms of nt--\-{\— 0',068705.sin.3.(<—hO.v
'

3

&c.

If we connect this with the preceding expression [5495], roe shall have for

the lunar inequalities, depending 07i the direct and ividirect actions of Venus,

upon the moon
;

+ r,026091.sin.(i—m).v 1

Indirect

action of
Venus.

[5496]

Whole ac-
tion 111"

Venus Oil

[54i)7]

»<+'-• —
0',403414.sin.2.(z—m).i' 2

[Terms of nt~\-s'\

+ 0',062758.sin.3.(i—»0.y 3

&;c.

We must increase these inequalities in the ratio of 1,0743 to 1 [4605].

[54946]

[5496a]

and by putting fj-'
= 0, it becomes as in [5493]. Substituting, in [5479], the values

[5491
—5493], also that of m [5117], it becomes nearly as in [5494].

*
(3051) Comparing [5457, 5495], we get,

P P—
. K^o) _ 0,0000015553 ;

— . A'<" = _ 0.0000000012;
m'

- m

P
_. 7k'=>=0,,00001 71431, &c.
m'

Substituting tbcsc, and m [5117], also i—m [5492'], in [5490], we get the terms of

[54966]
^^^_|_^ ^ arising from the indirect action of the planet Venus on the moon, as in [5496].
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Relatively to Mars, we have from [4159, 4165],

a = 0,65630030 ;
1 ^"--r

2

3

[5498]

4

3"
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the function [5481], becomes,

u.reci —
O',029177.sin.(/

—
tn).v

action of
""" — 0,01 1260.sin.2.(/—m).v

[^•'^02] —
0',0035B4.sin.3.(z—m).^

[Terms of nt+s]

&c.

We have, in [4306 lines 8—11], from the action of Mars,

-=—0,0000000478 1
a

+ O',0000005487.cos.(i—?»).?) 2

[5503] + 0,0000080620.cos.2.(i—m).?; 3

—
0,0000006475.cos.3.(z—m).D 4

&c.

The formula [6490], reduced to seconds, becomes,

+ 0',054760.sin.(«—?«)« 1
Indirect

' ' ^ ^

M-"°' + 0^403783.sin.2.(^—m).?; 2
r^r/.^-, [Terms of nt+t]
t^5"*l — 0',021733.sin.3.(/—m).«; 3

&c.

If we connect together the terms in [5502, 5504], we shall obtain the lunar

inequalities depending on the direct and indirect actions of Mars rqwn the

Moon ;

Complete
action of

Mara on

«(+=-.

[5505]

We must decrease these inequalities, in the ratio of 0,725 to 1 [4608].

Relatively to Jupiter, we have, as in [4167,4173],

+ 0',025583.sin.(i—w).?;
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a ^ 0,19226461 ;

&!,"'= 2,176460;
2

6^'= 0,619063;

6''= 0,148198;

(3)

b^
= 0,032439

2

&c.

Action of

Jupiter.

2

3

4

5

[5506]

Hence we deduce, from [5492a],

(0)

b^
= 2,51906;

2

b'l= 1,13310.
2

I

2

We have, by observation, i— in =— 0,0684952 ;* therefore, by supposing,

as in [4061 line 6],

[5507]

[5508]

m
~

1067,09
'



[55111
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We have, from [4306,lines 13—16], by means of Jupiter's action,

'^== — 0,0000011581 ,

+ 0,0000 159384.cos.(*—m).t» 2

—
0,0000090086.cos.2.(/_m).« 3

—
0,0U00006550.cos.3.(/—wt).y 4

T!ie formula [5490], reduced to seconds, becomes,

jSpTter" + 0',816336.sin.(?'
—

m).v \

—
0',236377.sin.2.(i—m).i; 2

— 0^011 625.sin.3.(i—m).Z)
[Terms of ««-f£]

IndirecL
action of

[5513]

3

I f we connect it with the preceding [551 0], we obtain for the lunar
inequalities

depending on the direct and indirect actions of Jupiter upon the moon

w/'-i"^ + 0',745945.sin.('/:—W2).« iaction of
' 7 \ "/ ^

2
Jupiter on

"'+^=- —
0',244924.sin.2.(/—w).!- 2

—
0',012900.sin.3.(<—?rt).r

[Terms of «/+fl g

&c.
[5513]

[5513'] [/ we take, with a contrary sign*all the ineqnalities resultingfrom the actions

of the planets upon the moon, [5497, 5505, 5513], loe shall obtain the

inequalities produced by this action, in the expression of the moon\s true

[5514] longitude; we may, therefore, reduce them to tables, observing, that
(i
—

m).v

may be supposed equal to tiie mean longitude of the planet, minus that of

the earth. It would be useful to introduce these inequalities into the lunar

tables, considering the precision to wliich these tables have been carried.

*
(3055) The inequalities of the expression of 7tt-\-s [5095], arising from tlie actions

r5515'il
^' ^ of the planets, are given in [5497, 5505, 5513] ; and to obtain the corresponding terms of

V [5095], we must evidently change their signs.
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The term -^, ,
of the expression of — -

.
-^

, gives, m the [5515]
d/f^.jr If \au J

equation [4961], the term,*

fP«-. J'^'e .COS.(C('—=l).
(Termor 49611 [5516]

Hence it is evident, that the value of c in decreased by the action of an

inferior planet, by the quantity,]

P ,<")
2-.— .m-. 0, ; (Doirieracntof e] [5517]

m' f

and, by the action of a superior planet, by the quantity,

P (0)

4 .
—

. 7n^. Op.b„ . [Decrcmsnt of c] [5518]

. 1 /f^QN*
(3056) The equation [4754, or ^1961], contains the term —

f^'l"/"/'
""li'<^h

is developedin [5470], and contains the term Substituting h^=a [4937h],•"
[5516a]

and u [5393], which gives -^
= a?.\\

—
3e.cos.(CT

—
ra)|, nearly; we obtain the

term [5516], depending on e.

t (3057) Neglecting c-, c'^, and also, for brevity, the symbol zs, we have, as

in [5396«], —p for the coefficient of -.cos.ci', in [4961] ; hence it is evident, that

the quantity [5516] increases p, by the term ^p= ?-P. «^ -4"". The corresponding

increment of the motion of the perigee is ^tip.v
= iP.(i?.A''"'>.v [5396(/]. Substituting

the value of a^ [5473^], it becomes,

^~.m\a-^A^^\v. [55166]

Now, the motion of the perigee is represented by (1
—

c).v [4817] ; hence it is evident,
that the preceding expression decreases the value of c by the quantitv,

I-.- .m2.„'3.^(o)_ [5516cl

Ifwe substitute the value «'3.vl»'=
ij' [547S(Z], corresponding to an inferior planet,

it becomes as in [5517] ; and, if ^ve use the value a'\A'-'^= ^^.b^ [54801], corresponding [551^^''!

to a superior planet, the decrement of c becomes as in [5518].

VOL. III. 159
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[5519] Likewise, the term -^^ [4865'] gives, in the equation [4961], the

quantity,*

9m', ii!^ „ or'
^

.

[5520] -^^5-
• « • 7 • <^ • COS. (r'H— ^) ;

&r'

[5521]
— representing the constant part of the perturbations of the radius vector
«'

[5521'] of the earth's orbit, given in [4306]. Hence, the vakie of c is increased

by this means, by the quantity,f

9 m^ 5r'

[55221
—r— .

—
r • [Increment of cj

4 «

[5520al
*

(3058) The variation of the term [5519] is given in [5486c], namely, ^^^ .

-^

and, by substituting,

(Sit' 6r' r,,r^r>i-i . I _ _

3ni'.M'3 6r'

m' a'

If we use the value of m"^ [5510^], it will produce the term,

2ni'.xfl r,
lie' . . J J.

[5520c]
•—^— .«^ — .e.cos. (ci)

—
w), dependmg on e.

|5520i] -7= — ~ [5486J], it becomes
^ifi u'^-\i

In the original work it is erroneously printed,

9m'.ii'3 (5c' ,

trrn/Mi ^

.
—

r .e .cos. (ra— 3i);
|5520(/] 2/1.2.1(3 a'

\ n

the sign being wrong, and a? changed into u'^.

til' ci^

t (3059) Substituting- ti=^a'-\ lr= a [4937?i], and then —
;^ =m2 [5475J,

, .-oo 1

'" t-^'^~°J'
'^ '^^^"'"'^^

I m\ — .-. cos. icv-^).
|5o22a]

' a a ^

This produces, in p [5396n], the term,

&p =:=— f m^ .

I 55226]

and, in the motion of the perigee l^p.v [.5396(/], the term,

[5522c]
""

I ™ •

a'
" " '

Now, the motion of the perigee being {\—c).v [4817], it is evident, that this produces

[.5.522rf]
an increment in the value of c, which is represented by the function [5522]. In the

original work, the word increased [5521'], is printed decreased.
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It is easy to prove, that all these quantities are insensible.* [5522']

ffc shall now consider the perturbations of the moori's motions in latitude.

The sum of the terms,

_ ^{dq\ _{\±^fdq\ jT.er™.of4755, [5523]

h^Al \duj h^,U^ \ds / Porluiba-
tions

which make a part of the equation [4755], acquires, by the action of the
mooni^a^

planet P, the quantity,f lliiol
of the

planets.

3P.S
, 3P.Rr'.S.cos.(v—v')—3P.R'.S.cos.(v—U)

„ 4- i^ i i . [Terms of 4755) [55241

2h\u\r^ K\u\f
^^*J

This function contains, relatively to an inferior planet, the term,t

*
(3060) That these quantities are insensible, is evident by computing any one of the

terms; for example, that in [5517], corresponding to Venus. Substituting, in this, the

values of

p (")

^=3ir3'Tir7 [5493]; «r = 0,0055 [51 17J]; b, = \0, nearly [5491] ; ^ggaaa]

we get,

t • S • ™' •

*§'

=" 0,00000006 ; [5523i]

which is insensible, in comparison with the whole coefficient of the motion of tiic perigee

c— 1 = 0,00815199 [5117line2].
[^^^^c]

t (3061) Taking the partial differentials of Q [5468], relative to «, s, we get,

by neglecting terms of the order s^,

(dq\__ P.s \R\cos.{2v—1V)-^r"'.cos.{2v-2v'\—2Rr'.cos.{2v- U-v') \

fdq\ 2P.S RS.\R.cos.(v—V)—d.cos.{v—v')\
Vds)-~2^-' +

^^-
^Kp 1^5246]

1 (l+s«) 1

Multiplying [5524a], by
—

p;;^,
and [5524i],by ^-g,

or simply, by —j^„,
and adding tlie products, we get the value of the function [5523], as in [5524], nearly ;

[5524c]

neglecting the terms depending on the angles 2v—2U, 2v— 2d', 2v—U—v'; because

they do not produce, by the integrations, any term of s, having the small divisor e"
— 1 : [5524(i]

which the other terms [5527, 5523] acrjuire, as will be seen in the following note.

t (3062) We shall notice the effect of the first term of [55241 ^
^^'^

,
in [5534f/l,

2 h~. W^.f^
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[5525]
— |P. a.-—, {a.6, — 6, >>-. sin. ri)—J) ; iTcrms of 4755]

" ( 2 2 J

[5526] X
being the inclination of the orbit of the planet P to the ecliptic, and d the

and shall consider the rest of this function in the present note. If we divide the equation
p

[.5525a] [5469], by
-—

,
and substitute [5478J, we shall obtain, successively, tlie values of

/"^ [55-256, c] ; and, by using the same notation for f^^, we get its value [5525fZ] ;

[55256] — = i^«»+ ^<".cos.(i!7—i'')+^'='.cos.2.(['—i.')+&c.

1 ( (0) (1) ,(5) -V

[5525c] ^- .
? U.A-b„ .cos.(U—v'\+l>^.cos.2.iU—v'\-Jr-k.c. \

V3- 1 ^''f
+

^| •<^os.(L^-t/)+/'^.cos.2.(f/-t,')+&c.
j

;

1 ] C «» f) (-> 1

[5525rf]
— =- . li, + b, . cos.( U—v')+b^_^ .cos.2.( [/—.')+ &c. .

J ^ K 2 2 z )

The first of these developments is used in [55346] ;
the second in this note [5525/t].

[5525e] Now, as X is very small [5526, 40S2], we shall have, very nearly, iS' =
A.sin.(t/ 6)

[5526,5463,679] ;
hence we get,

[5525/] .S.cos.(y— u')
= |X.sin.(L^—j;'+j)—a)-|-ix.sin.(f"-fii'—«— 4) ;

[5525;^] .S^.cos.(«
—

?7)=:iX.sin.(i'
—

^)+JX,sin.(2f
'—

i
—

(>).

We shall now multiply these two last expressions by tlie value of f~^ [5525f/], and

r5525Al
1'*^'^"'^'^ '•'^^ product by formula [18] Int.

; neglecting the terms in which the coefficient of

the angle v differs considerably from unity ; because they are not much increased by

integration; whilst the terms depending on sin.(!'
—

d), are considerably augmented by

[5525i] the divisor of the order g— 1, as in [53476 or 5527, 5528] ; hence we get, by makine

the usual reductions ;

1 X ii>

[5525it] yj-->^'cos.(«)—i'') =2^5.6^.
sin. (r—())+&c.;

1 X '"^

[5525^ -^.S.cos.
(«— t/) =5^3

•

ij
• sin.(t.-(3)+&c.

Substituting [5525A:, /]
in the two last terms of [5524], they produce the. foUowing term

of [1755] ;

SP.Rr'.S.cos.(i—v')—3P.R^.S.coi.(i—U) 3PR f
,

,"> „,«",' . ,

[5525n.] PT^'S-
^

il^,?:^-^
'

l~ § ^•^•S.n.(.-O).

Substituting, in this second member, the approximate values /(^ = a, u^=a~\

[.55a5»] r'=^d [5470rt, &.C.] ; and, for an inferior planet, R = i.ui', nearly [5462, 5477, &;c.],

we get the expression [5525].
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longitude of its ascending node. This produces in s, for an inferior planet, [5526']

the term,*

*
(3063) If we put, for brevity,

in the second member of [5525ot], it becomes //'.sin.(!;— ^). This represents a term
[55976]

of tlie equation [4755], or of tlic similar equations [5347/, ?n] ;
and may be integrated as

in [5347/
—

"']. If we suppose the term of Ss, corresponding to [55276], to be

represented by (Ss=/i".sin.(v
—

''),
whicli is similar to [5348]. the equation corresponding [5527e]

to [5347m], will become,

=2+s+J/'.sin.(j;-d) + (,^2-1 ).//". sm.{v—^). [5527rf]

Substituting, in this, the assumed value of x, or 5s, [5527f], we fnul, that the two

first terms mutually destroy each other. Dividing the rest by sin.(D
—

6), we get the [5527e]

following equation, which is similar to (hat in [5347m] ;

= H'-^(g^-.l).H". [5527/]

IT/

Dividingby g"-—l={g-\-l).{ir—l)=-2.{g~l), nearly [535 In], we get H"=—— [5527^]

Substituting this in is [5527c], and then resuming the value of H' [5527a], we get,

3PR c (0) (1))

Substituting the values [5525?i], corresponding to ok inferiorplanet, we get [5527j] ; and,

by using the value of «•' [5473a], it becomes as in [5527Z-] ;

3Pa. a3 f (0) -(» i . , ,
iS=-;:r-, TT •-:..• S "-•" t

—"t / .A. am. It-
—

t) )
[5527t]

[5527fe]

8
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Terms of

is, P
[5527]

' r (11) (1)
^

arising
from the

action of
an inferior

5s ^= ' =—^.X.sin.(r 0) ;
llnretlorplanel]

planet; and,/or a superior planet, this inequality becomes,

p c (0) (ij )
and, from
ihat uf a

[^5^^] 65 === — -^Y
^-^

•x.siii.(v
—

^).
auporior, ^ 1

planet.

[Fuperior planet]

Reducing these inequalities to numbers, by using the masses of Venus,

Mars and Jupiter [4605, 4608, 4065], we get, for Venus,*

[5529] sg ^ — 0^276468.sin.('i)— ; [Acionof vonn,]

3PR ( '"^ '"'

[5527„] ,, =____^. J R.b,-r'.0^ ^ .X.sin.C.-.).

[5527o]

[3527p]

Now, substitutins; asin [5525n], P= a, u= a ^, r'^a, and then, R= -
,

we

get [5527p] ; and, by using «' [5473a], it becomes as in [55279] 5

65 = „'^^

""
-
.'-^^.\b,

—a . b^ i

3Po? a^ ( ,W

3.-.a3.m2
(o) (I) )

J 2 J

[5527s]

[5527,]
=

g;^^-yy

This agrees with [5528] ;
the expression being corrected as in [55211], for the mistake of

[552<r]
p.j.f,ji^i^,,j.

tjif. negative sign. The terms we have here computed [5527/i-. </], liave the

small divisor g— 1, of the order m^ [4828f] ; and, even with this divisor, they amount

only to a fraction of a second, as appears in [5529
—

5531] ;
hence it is manifest, that the

terms of this kind, which have large divisors, must be wholly insensible.

P 1
*
(30G4) Substituting, in [5527], the values of

;;7

=^^ [4G05], a [4126], also

[5529a] /r, ?/'\ deducedfrom [54921, 5", m [5117], X= 9' [4082], it becomes, asin [5529].

In like manner we obtain from, [5528], the expressions [5530,5531] ; using the mass of

Mars [4608], and that of Jupiter [4065] ;
also theotherelementsas in [4159—4173, 4082] ;

VI, g, being as before. TVc have corrected the signs of the eipressions [5529, 5530,5531],

for the error [5527/, r], ivhich is foundinthe original ivork; the numeral coefficients given

by the author being,
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and, for Mars,

also, for Jupiter,

ds = +0',005497.siii.(t'—r) ;
[Actiou uf MareJ

SS = +0',037925.sin.(t) S'");
lAalon of Juplter)

[5530]

[5531]

6', 6'", 6'", being the longitudes of the ascending nodes of the orbits of [5532]

Venus, Mars, and Jupiter.

Finally, it is evident, that the value of g, is increased by the action of the

planet P
, by the quantity.

P CO)

I .
—

-. m . b , relative to an inferior planet ;m -J

and, by the quantity,

P (0)

f .
—

. wr. a^. ^3 ,
relative to a superior planet*

[5533]
Increment
of ei t>y

the direct

action
of the

planets-

[5534]

+ 0",853296 = +0',27C4G8 ;
— 0",01C966 = — 0',005497 ;

— 0",in051 =— 0»,037925.

*
(3065) If we substitute, in the first term of [5524],

" -
,

which was neglected

in [5525f(],the value of -
[5525i], and retain only the part which is independent of

/
SP.SU—v', we obtain the expression
--—-

. i^^'"'. Substitutins; the values h^= a
,

M = a~', and a^ [5473n], it becomes successively,

m

This term of [4755], increases the value of p" [5397/-, / ], by the quantity,

&p"
= f .

-
. m2.a'3.^«>,

and the corresponding increment of the motion of the node [5397ZJ, is,

m

Now, the motion of the node is represented by (^- I).v [4817] ; hence the increment

of g is represented by,

[5529rf]

[5534a]

[55346]

[5534c]

[5534i]

[5534e]
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The term
^ ^

—
, which forms a part of the equation [4755], and is

I- J

developed in [5021], rfecreases the value of g, by the quantity, -j-
•
~ '*

Uecrentent
of g< .

I'y nr'

Ject'acuon ~7 being the constant part of the perturbations of the radius vector of the
of tlio f

earth's orbit. Hence, the value of g is decreased bi/ the action of the

planets, by the same quantity that c [5522] is increased by the same action.

But these quantities are insensible [5535/"].

The direct action of the planet P upon the moon, introduces in the

equation [4961], a quantity of the form,t

[5534/]

'1'

15534s-]
For an inferior planet, we have a'^ . A^'^'' ^ b ., [5-178f/] ; substituting this in [5534/']

(0,1

[5534/(1
vve get 5g [5533]. For a superior planet r/^. ^'"' = a^. '^ [54S0i] ; hence %

[5534/], becomes as in [5534].

[5535a]

[55356]

[5535c]

[5535-/]

3wi'. ii'^. s
*

(oOGG) The variation of the term -~-^ ,
taken relatively to «', becomes

as in the first or second member of f5535f]. Substituting
— =

[55206], it

becomes as in its third member ; and, by successive substitutions, using the values [55346],

we finally obtain [5535fZ] ;

Om'.u'-Sa'.s Om'.u'^.s 5u' _ 9m' u\ s
^' _ _ ^' ^ ^

2/r. u'
^

2Ii\v^ "7
~

2 Ii\u^
'

a'

~
2

'

(P
'

a'

_ 9»t2 5;-'

~~
2~ Z ^

Now, proceeding as in [5534c, &c.] we find, that the expression [5535</], produces in p"

?»' o '5»''

[5535e] the term (5p"
— —

| m^. — ; and therefore in g ihe iiurcment, 6g ^=
—

f '"'•
^'o

as in [5535] ; being the same as that of c [5522], except in its sign. The quantities

.g-g--,
thus computed, in [5533, 5534,5535], are of nearly the same order as that in [5522], and

must be insensible, as in [5522'].

f (3067) As an example of the manner in which terms of the form [5537], or such

as are free from the sines and cosines of the periodical angles, are introduced into [4961],

[.5.537a] by means of the function Q, we may mention, those which arise from the substitution

of f [5466], in Q [5467]. For, in [609 line I], we have, relative to the earth.
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M. - . r)f.e"'-\-M. ~ . nv'.e'e"+M". -, . m^e'^^+fec. ; [5537]
m m m

e" beinir the ratio of the excentricity to the semi-major axis, in the orbit of
®

_ , Direct

P. Hence, there arises in the moon's mean longitude, a secular equation °^Ji°,"^°f^,

analogous to that we have found in [5095J], °ccui«r

equatioQ'

mKJ (e'^^—E'^).dv.
[^538]

771 . It

This last expression arises from the development of the term
3

[4866 line 1, 6083, Sic] ;
and it is incomparably superior to the former, on

P
account of the small factor —

, connected with the first expression.m ^

Thus, the indirect action of the planet P upon the moon, transmitted by means [5539]

of the sun, is, as it regards this inequality, much more important than the direct

action, ivhich may be neglected, without any sensible error.

r' = a'.H +Je'2— e'.cos. t)'+ &c.}; [55374]

and for the attracting planet P ,

R = R".
I

1 + J c"3- e". COS. C/+ &c.
} ; [5537,]

R" being its mean distance. From these values, we easily perceive, that r'^ contains

a term depending upon c'^; R^ a term, depending on e"^; Rr' a term, depending

on e'e". cos. (?7
—

v') \ therefore, Rr'. cos. {U— v') contains a term depending on [5537^]

e'e". Substitut'ng these in [5466], we find, that / contains such terms, free from

periodical angles, and depending on e'^, e'e", c"^
;

whicli are, by this means, introduced
[5337e]

into Q [5467], and finally into [4961]. If we proceed with the function [5537], by the

method which is used in [50S3
—

5089], it will produce terms of the form [5087], or rather
[5537/-]

like [5095(/,or553S] ;
but they will be much less than those in [5538], by reason of the

p
small factor —

,
. m^, which attaclies, as in [5476'], to the terms depending on the direct

'»
1 o

[5537g']

action of tlie planet P.

VOL. III. 161
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CHAPTER IV.

COMPARISON OF THE I'RECEDING TIIEOHY WITH OBSERVATION.

23. In the first place, 7oe shall consider the mean motions of the moon,

of the perigee, and of the nodes. The expression of the moon's mean

longitude, in a function of its true longitude, contains, in [5095], the

secular inequality,

[55401 f m\f(e"—E'^).dv.

-Secular Hencc, the expression of the true longitude, in a function of the mean

ofX"'"^ longitude, contains the secular inequality,*
longitude j

[5541] ir = —m^f(e'^—E"').ndL

r554ri if '^'^^ represent the number of Julian years elapsed since 1750, by t, we

shall have, as in [4611],

15542] 2e'= 2£'—/.0',171793—;-. 0^0000068 194.

reducodta Thcrcfore, the inequality [5541] is represented by,t
seconds.

[5543] hv=\ 0', 1 8 1 62 1 .r+0',0 1 853844.'t3 ; ['Ttg^udn

*
(.3068) From [5096/y] we obtain,

[5541o] t.= ?U+;—|m^/(fc'2—i;'2).f/i.—j:C.sin.(/c-f-|3).

[55416] In the secular part of this expression
—

§m^.f{e'^
—

E'^).'h, we may substitute 7idt

for dv, and it will become as in [5541].

t (3069) If we put 2a, 2b, for the coefficients of t, fi [5542], divided by

[5543a]
jj_^g i-adius in seconds 206265', to reduce tliem to parts of unity, we shall have,
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i being the number of centuries elapsed since the epoch of 1750. This [5543]

secular equation was found by observation, before I discovered the cause

of it by the theory of gravity. It is ascertained, by the comparison of a

great number of eclipses, which were observed by tiie Chaldeans, Greeks,

and Arabs, that the moon^s mean motion has increased, from the most remote

period to the present day ; and the observed acceleration is very nearly

conformable to the preceding theory. This secular equation is placed beyond

doubt, by Mr. Bouvard, by a profound discussion of the ancient eclipses,

which were known to astronomers
;
and also of those he has obtained from

an Arabian manuscript of Ibn Junis.

[5544]

[5544']

We have seen, in [5231], that the sideral motion of the moon's perigoe,

deduced from the preceding theory, differs from its true value, but by a four

hundred and forty-fifth part.* According to the theory, this motion is

subjected to a secular equation equal to —3,00052.A; ;
k being that of the [5545]

0,1/1/93 ^ 0,000000416438 ;

2X20G265

0,0000068194

2X20C2G5

[55436]

0,000000000016530-

[5543c]

We also have £'=0,01681395 [40801ine 3], concspoiuliug to t' [5117] ; hence,

[5542] gives, by neglecting terms of the order 1^,

e'= E'—at—ht"; and, e'^= E'^-2E'.{at-\-br^)+a'-t^ [5543rf]

Substituting this expression of e'^, in the secular equation [5541], it becomes as in

[5543/] ;
whose integral is in [55430-] ; and, by putting / = 100.i [5541', 5543'J, we [554;ii]

get [5543/i] ;

6v = fm^/i .f{2E'. atdt-\-{2E'b—a'')u-dll [5543/]

= |m»« .\E'.at^+ (IE' 6-J««) .t^ ^5543^^

= f .1002. ,„2,j .E'a.PJi-§AOO^.mhi.{§E' b—i(i').i\ ,.543^

This last expression is easily reduced to the form [5543], by the substitution of the values

of a, b, E' [55436, c], also m [5117]; and, for n, the motion of the moon in

a Julian year, which is taken for the unit of time in [5541'], making

m7i = 129577',349 [4077 line 3, 4835]. [5543.-]

*
(3070) This is erroneously quoted in the original work, as a five hundred and

sixtieth part.
[5544a]
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moon's mean motion [5232, 5541] ;
so that the secular equation of the

[5o4G]
anomal}' [5238] is 4,00052. ^'j or very nearly four times that of the mean

motion. The preceding equation was discovered by me, by means of the

theory of gravity ; and, I have found, from the theory, that the motion of the

moon's perigee decreases from age to age ; and, that it is now less, by about
[^55471

The mo- fifif^^n
centesimal minutes in a century, than in the time of Hipparchus*

moon'3 This result of the theory has been confirmed by the discussion of the ancient
pongee \h J J

decreajing. ^^j ^j^^ modcm obscrvations.

We have seen, in [5233], that the sideral motion of the nodes of the lunar

[55 5]
orbit, upon the apparent ecliptic, deduced from the preceding analysis, differs

fqualL
fi'O"^ its true value only by a three hundred and fiftieth part. The secular

node'. equation of the longitude of the node is, by the same article, equal to

[5549] o,735452.A; [5234, 5541]. This is also confirmed by the ancient eclipses.

24. fVe shall notv consider the periodical inequalities of the moon'^s motion

^^ '
^ in longitude. In order to compare with observation, the preceding results

inequai'i-"'
of thc thcory, we shall consider, as the result of observation, the coefficients

moun. of the last lunar tables of Mason, and those of the new tables of Burg.

The coefficients of Mason's tables have been determined by the comparison

of a very great number of Bradley's observations
; and, those of Burg, by

[5530] means of more than three thousand observations of Maskelyne. These

tables have been arranged in a manner, which is quite convenient for

calculation ;
so as to diminish thc number of the arguments, making them

[5550] depend, the one upon the other. The following is the process for determining,

by Mason's tables, the equations of the moon's true longitude. This method

I have developed, in a series of sines of angles, increasing in })roportion

to V .

"

(3071) If we put successively, in [5513], i=—20, i = — 10, wc sliall find,

that the difference of the two results is 6'" 16'; which represents nearly the acceleration

[5o47aj QJ- j]^g moon's motion, in a century, since the time corresponding to tlie mean of these two

values of i, or 1950 years before the epoch of 1750, which is about the time of

Hipparclius. Multiplying the preceding expression by
— 3,0005-2 [55 !5], we get

[5547n]
nearly 19'" for the secular decrement of tlie motion of the perigee ;

instead of 15',

given by the author in [5547].
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We must first compute the following terms, in which the anomalies are
[5550"]

countedfrom the perigee ;

Coefficients Coefficients Tab!cB
of Burg's of Mason's

^ of Mason
Tables. Tables. aoj jjurg.

— 671',8....
—

668',C.sin.(©'s mean anoin.) 1

—
C',0....

—
8',9.sin.(2.©'s mean anoin.) 2

-1- 5;3',9....4- o5%9.sin.(2. 3) 's mean long.
—2.© true long.-|-@ mean anom.) 3

+ 7G',-5....-|- 75'',3.sin.(2. 3> mean long.
—2.© true long.

—© mean anom.) 4

— 57',8....
—

57',8.sin.(2.]) mean long.
—2.© true long.-}- !3) mean anom.) 5

-|-4829',5....-f-4S28*,4.sin.(2.3)meanlong.
—

^2.© true long.
— 3)mean anom.) (Evection.) 6

-j- 35%4....-|- 35%0.sln.(4. 3) mean long.
—4.© true long.

—2. ]) mean anom.) 7

4- 124',G....-|- 123"",5.sin.(2.3) mean long.
—2.©true long.

—Jmean anoin.-j-©mean anom.) 8

-I- 47',6....-(- 46*,5.sin.(2. 3) mean long.
—2.©true long.

—
]) mean anom.—©mean anom.) 9

4- 39' ,3.. ..-I- 42',0.sin.(5 mean anom.—©mean anom.) 10 incquaii.
' lies in the

—
21'',4....

—
2'2'',7.sin.( J> mean long.

—© true long.
—

3) "ic^n anom.) 11

— 58^0....— 57-',4..sin.(2. j)mean long.
—2.© true long.

—2. J) mean anom.) 12

-j- C2',.5....-f- 60»,4.sin.(2.mean long, of J) 's node—2.© true long.) (M) 13

I

ii'_.5....-|- 17',0.sin.(3)mean long.
—© true long.-}-© mean anom.) 14

_|_ 4'^9...._|_ 3',l.sin.(3)mean long.
—© true long.

—© mean anom.) 15

4',G....
— 3',7.sin.(2.3)mean long.

—2.© true long.-J-2.3> mean anom.) 16

10',6....
— 12',4.sin.(4.3)mean long.

—4.© true long.
— Dmeananom.) 17

6%4....
—

6*,3.sin.(2. 3)mean long.
—2.mean long. 3)'s node—2. ]) mean anom.

)
18

8^,8....
— 8%3.sin.(2.mean long. 5's node—2.© true long.-|-3)mean anom.) 19

4- 6"',9....-l- 5',3. sin. (2.mean long. D's node—2.© true long.
—

J) mean anom.) 20

I

G',8....-|- 7^,7.sin. (mean long. 3) 's node) 21

-j- 2',G. ...-(- 0',0.sin.(2. 3) mean long.
—2.© true long.

—2.© mean anom.) 22

2',C....
—

0',0.sin.(])mean long.
—© true long—f-D mean anom.) 23

I osj _[_ 0',0.s'm.(3. 3)mean anom.—2. D mean long.-|-2.© true long.) 24

4- 2',2....-f- 0',0.sin.(2. 3) mean long.
—2.© true long.-j- ]) mean anom.-(-©mean anoni.)25

4- l',3....-f- 0',0.sin.(2. 3)mean long.
—2.© true long.-]- 3) mean anom.—©mean anom. )"2G

4- l",!....-!- 0',0.sin.(4. 3)mean long.
—4.© true long.

—3. 3) mean anom.) 27

-|- 1*,2....-|- 0',0.sin.(2. 3) mean long.
—

2.©true long.
—2. 3) mean anora.-|-©mean anom.)23

-j- I'.l....^- 0',0.sin.( 3) mean long.
—© true long.

—
3) mean anom.-(-© mean anom.). 29
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.M°a6o'a°nJ Tlic siuii of all tlicsc teviiis must lie added to the moon's mean anomaly, to

[5."°52] which we must also add the function A, given by the equation,

Correction
of the By I^ii'g- Ry IVlason

mean
"'n^llaiy.

' A = — 1337^30 — 1 302-,0.sin.(© mean anom.) 1

— 11 ',00
—

14-,0.sin.(2.© mean anom.) ; 2

[5553]
^iid we shall obtain the moon's corrected anotmilr/, by means of which we
must compute the following terms;

Coirecied
anomaly

'to

IJiir^^. Mason.

Equation +22692-,2 +22695%3.sin.(]) corrected anom.) ]
of the

+ 776\4 + 777 ,0.sin.(2. 3) corrected anom.) 2
[55.54] (M)

+ 3T,3 + 37-,2.sin. (3. 3) corrected anom.)
^ ^ 3

+ 2',0 + 2',0.sin.(4. 3) corrected anom.). 4

The sum of the terms in [6551, 5554] must be added to the moon's mean

F?rst
-'

longitude, and we shall obtain the mooii's corrected longitude, which must be

longitude, used in computing the following terms ;

Burg. Mason.

— 122', 1 —
116',4.sin.(D corrected long.

—© true long.) 1

Variation. -1-2141',7 +2141 ,l.sin.(2. J) corrected long.
—2.© true long.) 2

(P)
[5556] + 3%3 + 5',2.sin.(3. 3) corrected long.

—3.© true long.)
^

3

+ 7'',3 + 8^,8.sin.(4. 3) corrected long.
—4.© true long.). 4

secon.i We must connect the terms [5556] with the corrected longitude of the

moon [5555], and thus, form a second corrected longitude, to which we must

add the supplement of the node, or the whole circumference, minus the

longitude of the

by the equation,

B = + 540',0 +552',0.sin.(© corrected anom.) ;

[5558]

[.5558]
and we shall obtain the moori's distance from the corrected 7iode. We must

subtract the moon's corrected anomaly from the double of this distance, and

[5550] multiply the sine of this argument by —
84',4, according to Burg; or, by

—
84'',1, according to Mason; and we shall get another inequality, which

corrected
7 7 /

innKitoie. nioon [5555], and thus, form a second corrected longitude, to which we must

''

longitude of the node. We must also add to it the function B, determined

„ .. Dur^. Mason
Correction
of ihe

node.
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we must add to the inequalities [5551,5554, 5556]. Lastly, we must add
J,^'J,'„7„'j

the same inequality to the preceding distance of the moon from the corrected "'"'

node, in order to form the argument of latitude ; and, we must multipl)- the
j^^^^^^J

sine of double this argument by
— 406,8, according to Burg, or, by

°

°'^'"

°

—407',7, according to Mason
,
and we shall obtain the inequality called the

reduction to the ecliptic ; which must be added to the preceding inequalities, RLuciioi
to tho

to obtain the longitude of the inoon, counted from the mean vernal cciipuc.

equinox. We must here observe, that the viean longitudes of the moon, .

of its node, and, of its mean anomaly, must he corrected for the secular

inequalities.

5563

From this process I have deduced the following expression of the

periodical inequalities of the moon's mean longitude, developed in terms of

the true longitude, counted upon the ecliptic. This development requires

particular attention, to prevent the omission of any sensible term.* We [5564]

*
(.3072) We shall here point out the general principles of the metliod of developing

the functions [.5551
—

557.3], in the forms given in [5574
—

5579], without entering into

any minute numerical details, whicii would be inconsistent with the limits of tlie present \KrcA -\

work. In the first place, we shall show how the functions [5551.Sec], or the expression

of the true longitude, may be reduced, so as to depend wholly on the mean motions

nt-\-s, n't-\-£', &c. ; noticing the secular inequalities, as in [5563], but omitting any

particular reference to them in the present note
; and then, by inverting ilie scries, we can [55646]

obtain the expression of the mean longitude ?(/-j-s, in terms of the true longitude i', so as to

conform to the present theory [5095]. Several of the functions in the table [5551] do rg5g4 -i

not require any reductions; as, for example, those in [5551 lines I, 2, 10, Sic], which

depend on the mean motions ; but, in those inequalities which contain the sun's true

longitude, we must substitute its value, deduced from [668], by accenting th.c symbols [SoG'Jrf]

V, e, he. to conform to the notation used in this theory [4779']. Hence we have,

Sun's true longitude i''= sun's mean longitude («'/-f-£')-|-e'; rg.-g. ,

e' being used for brevity, to denote the periodical terms of the \alues of v' [668J.or those

which depend on coefficients, containing the excentricity e' and its powers, multiplied by
•'

sines of the periodical angles ; and, it may be represented in the following manner ; t556Jg-]

e'=2a'.sin.(/V<+ 3').

Now, if we put a, for the coefficient of any one of the inequalities [5551] : T", for the

part of the argument which depends on the mean motions ; and re', for tiie part of the

[5564A]

[5564 i]
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Tables of have neglectcd those inequalities which are less than a centesimal second, or
MnHon and o i 7Mnson and

Burg.
0',324. A part of the inequalities of this expression arise merely from the

[5504] development of the formula, corresponding to the process in Mason's tables,

same argument, depending on e'
;

it becomes of the same form as in the first member of

[5564J] [5564?] • Developing this, by [21] Int., we get the second member of [5.564/] ; and, by

substituting the values of sin.?'e', cos.ie', deduced from [43,44] Int., we obtain [5564m] ;

[55C4Z] «.sin.(T'-j-2e')
= a.cos.ie'.sin. T'-|-a.sin.J'e'.cos.T'

[5564ni] =
a.\l—i.i'e'~+^\.i''e'^—&ic.l.s\n.T+a.\ie'—-^.Pe'^-^k.c.l.cos.T.

Substituting, in this last expression, the value of e':=2a'.sin.(;'V<-[-j3') [5564A], and its

powers ; then reducing the products, by means of [17
—

20] Int., we finally get the value

[55C4)i] of asm.(T'-j-le'), under the form of a series of terms, depending exclusively on the

mean motions ;
and the whole function [5551] may be included in a general expression of

the form,

2a. sin.
(/3? -\-y) ;[55C4o]

[5564jj]

[5564?]

[55G4r]

[55G4s]

[5564(]

[55G4t(]

[5564m']

in which the angles depend wholly on the mean motions. If we substitute this, in the

expression of the moon's corrected anomaly [5553'], we get,

D's corrected anomaly == 3)'smean anomaly -j- function [5553] -J-2a. sin.
(/s^-f-y)-

The sine of this expression, or the sine of any multiple of it i, which occurs in [5554],

maybe developed, as in the general formula [5564/,??;], by putting,

T^ i.{l> 's mean anomaly) ;
i. {function [5553]-f-2u,.sin.(/3);-|-7)}.

By this means the function [5554] may be made to depend on the 7ncan motions
; therefore,

the con-cc^ecZ longitude of the moon [5555] will also be given in terms of the mea?i motions.

Substituting these in [5556], and reducing, by a similar process to that we have used, we

get, as in [5556'], the moon's longitude twice corrected
; whence, by using B [5558],

we easily obtain the corrected distance from the node [5558'], which gives the correction

[5559]. In like manner, we get the reduction [5562] ; and, finally, obtain the true

longitude v, expressed in terms depending on the »jea?t motions ; and, if we denote the

mean longitude by nt-{-s
= T, the expression of the true longitude v, may be put

under the general form,

i,= T+2.J?.sin.(iT+7) ;

in which the angles [iT-\-y) correspond to the mean motions.

This last formula may be inverted, by means of La Grange's theorem [629c], which, by

changing -^^x into x, then x into T, and f into v, becomes,
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which wc have just explained; so that they cannot be considered as the

result of observation. To distinguish the different inequalities, we have

marked with an asterisk those computed by Mason, by the comparison of [5565]

Bradley's observations, and which have all been again determined by Burg,

by means of a very great number of Maskelyne's observations. We shall iiMiniho

commence with the great inec/ualit!/ of the first order ; and then shall give,
'""si""'"-

successively, the five inequalities of the second order, the fifteen ineqiudities of

the third order, and all the inequalities of the fourth and of higher orders,

T=v-^-F{T); or v=T—F(T); [5564t,]

Comparing together the values of v [5564m, v], we get,

2B.sin.(/r+7)=—F(T); whence, F{v) =—lB.s\n.(iv-\-y). [5.564i]

Substituting this last expression in [5564w], and making the necessary reductions, we

finally obtain the values of T, or nt-{-e, under the following form
5

?i<-f= =r-|-2C.sin.(a'+(3) ;
[5564i/]

which is the same as in [5096i], neglecting, as in [5564i], the consideration of the

secular inequalities. This corresponds with tiie results in [5574—5579].

A similar process must be used, in reducing the expressions of the latitude [5595] to the

form [559G] ; or, that of the horizontal parallax [560.3] to the form [5605]. There are [55G4:]

no other difficulties in performing these operations, than those which arise from the great

length of the calculations, in consequence of the numerous equations, which require

attention, in order to procure accurate results.

In applying the formula [5564w] to most of the small inequalities in [5551, fcc], we

may neglect the square and higher powers of e'. For, e' is nearly equal to -g^ [5565a]

[5117 line 4]; hence we have «e'- = —
--; and, if a<^lOO', as is the case with

twenty-six out of twenty-nine of the inequalities in the table [5551], it becomes [5565i]

ne'^<;0',03, which is insensible. Moreover, in the equations which do not exceed

a
12' [552Hines2, 14—29], we have ae'= —

<] 0',2 ;
and the coefficient of the

corresponding term of oe'.cos.T' [5564w] is so small, lliat it may be frequently neglected ;

' ''^'

and then we may put simply a.sin.T", for a.sin.(T'-j-!e').

VOL. III. 163
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which have been compared with observations ; lastly, all the other inequalities,

r55G6n
^^'^ shall place, in the second column, the results of this analysis; and, in the

third column, the excess of the numbers in the second column above those in

the first. In the fourth column, we shall give the excess of the coefficients of

Burg's new tables, reduced to the same form as in this theory, over those of

Mason's tables in the first column. Burg retains, in his tables, the same

forms of the arguments as in Mason's tables, wliich had been adopted from

the tables of Mayer. It will be sufficiently accurate, in reducing Burg's
tables to the forms of the present theory, to apply to the coefficients of

Mason's tables, thus reduced, as in the first column, the difference of the

corresponding inequalities in the two primitive tables, taken ^vith a contrary

[5567] sign.* The functions A, B [5553,5558], differ a little in these two

tables, and we have noticed this difference. We may also remark, on this

point, that, by introducing in the primitive tables, an inequality in the

longitude, depending on

[5568] sin.(I>mean anom.+ © mean anom.) ;

and, in the latitude, an inequality, depending on

[5560] sin. (argument of lat.+ © mean anom.) ;

and, making the necessary changes in the coefficients of the inequalities,

depending on

[5567a]

*
(3073) If we suppose, that the equation [5564i«] corresponds to Mason's tables

; and,

tliat, in Burg's tables, one of the coefficients B, is changed into B-\-dB; it will

increase the second member of the equation [5564h] by the quantity SB.sm.{{T-\-'/),

which is very nearly equal to 6B.s\n.{iv-]-y). Transposing this to the first member of
'- •'

the same equation, we find, that the equation [5564k], covresponding to Burg's tables,

becomes,

[55C7c] v—SB.sm.{iv-{-'y) ^=T+lB. sin. {iT-\-y) ;

which may be derived from that of Mason [5564m], by merely changing v into

[5567(/] I
—

<jB.sm.\iv-\-'y); and, if we make the same change in [5564y], which results from

Mason's tables, we get, for Burg's tables, the following expression ;

[5567e] nt^e= v—i)B.sm.{iv-j-r)~\-sC.sm.{iv-^^).

This agrees with the remarks in [5567'].
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sin.
(3) mean anom.— © mean anom.) ; [5570]

and, on

sin. (argument of lat.— © mean anom.), [5571]

we can dispense m ith the functions A and B : which will give to the tables

a greater degree of uniformity.* Burg has introduced in his tables of the
[5571']

*
(3074) If we put, for a moment, tlie sun's mean anomaly equal to s, and the

moon's mean anomaly, corrected for the equations [5551], equal to m ; we siiall have [5571a]

in-\-A for tlie moon's corrected anomaly, which is to be used in the formulas [5554].

Now, if we put C'^ 2269'2',2, we find, that the first, or chief term of [5554], becomes [55716]

as in the first member of [5571c]; and, by development, usinjr [21,43,44] Int., we get,

successively; the expressions in the second members of [557 Ic, d\ ;

C.sin.(w-|-^) = C .c.o%.A.?,'m.m-\- C.sm.A.cos.m ir)571c]

= C'.^l—M^+jV^''—&c.«.sin.m+C.|^—J^'+Sic.J.cos.??!. [5571,/]

This last expression may be considerably simplified, by observins:, that llie chief term of

A [5553 line 1], expressed in parts of the radius, gives, very nearly.

[557 le]

^=—0,006.sin.s ;
hence i^2^0,000018.sin.3«=: 0,000009—0,000009.cos.2« ;

and i^2c^Q.^2_().o.cos.2s.

This last expression, being multiplied by sin.w, becomes insensible ; consequently, the

equation [5571^] may be put under the form,

C.sin.(w+.4) = Csin.m-|-C./Z.cos.m. [5571/]

If we suppose ^'=1.337',3, A"=^\V,0 the expression of ^ [5553] becomes, [5571^:]

A = —^'.sin.s—^".sin.2.$
; [557U]

substituting this in [5571/], and reducing by [18] Int., we obtain,

C.sin.(/H-|-^)^ C.sin.w—|^'C.{sin.(?n+^)
—

sin.(m— s)^
J

—
M"C'.^sin.(nH-2s)—sin.(m—2*)}. 2

[5571t]

[557U]
The terms in the second line of this equation maybe neglected; for, JC [5571i],

expressed in parts of the radius, is nearly equal to xV) a"d A!'^\\' [bb'l\s:'\ ; hence,

i^"C= 0',6; which is nearly insensible, especially when multiplied by sin.(m±2«) :

[5571/1

therefore, the expression [557 li] becomes,

C.sin.(m-f^)= C.sin.?«—\A C.%m.{m-\-s)-\-^A' C.sm.{m—s). [5571m]
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[5572]
motion in lon<>itude, eight new inequalities, which are not given in the reduced

tables of Mason, except by their development. We have distinguished them

by a double asterisk. Lastly, he has compared with observation, several

inequalities, which he has found to be insensible; so that their coefficients,

given by the development of Mason's tables, may now be considered as the

[5573] results of observation
;
we have distinguished these by a triple asterisk.

We may thus know, by mere inspection, the inequalities which yet remain to

be compared with observation. The differences between the two tables

lieing small, enables us to deduce the development of the one from that of

the other
;
and we may, by the inverse method, reduce the inequalities of

this theory to the form of Mayer's tables.
Iiictiuuli-
t ies in the

iiiuun'a

loiinitude.

[5571 n]

f5571ol

Cfiofficients
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(Col. I.)

Inequalities
deduce! from

Mason's tubies.

(Col. 2) (Col. 3.) (Col. 4.)

Coefficionts
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Tables of
Mason and

Burg.

[5577]

Inequali-
ties ill ths
raoon'a

longitude
reduced to

the form
of the

present
theory.

[5578]

(Col. 1.) (Col. 2.) (Col. 3.) (Col. 4.)

Inequalities
Coefficients Excess of these Excess of the

deduced from of this cocfiicients over coefficients of
Mason's tables. theory. those of Mason's Burg's tables over

tables. those of Mason.

Inequalities of the fourth order, and of higher orders, ivhich have been

compared with observatio7is.

—
0',Q.sm.{4cv—4zi)* +0',0 J

—
2',0.sin.(2^t)—2c«—2^+2to)* -f0",1 2

+ l',7.sm.{gv—v—^)* + 5',G
—2%1 —

0',9 3

—
7%0.sin.(3D

—
3mv)* +1%9 4

-f- 5',7.sin.(4u
—Amv)* +1',5 5

4- 0'',8.sin.(ct)+2cW—«
—

2to')*
—

0',2 6

—
0%S.sm.(cv—2c'v)v—zi-\-2m')* +0'',2 7

—
S',9.s\n.{2cv-\-2v—2mv-2zi)*

—
S',1 -fO',S +0',9 8

+28%9.sin.(4j)—4my—cy+t;3)* +33',4 +4',5 -fr,8 9

-\-l5%2.s\n.{4v—4mv—2cv-\-2-ui)* +15',5 -j-0%3 —
0',4 JO

—
17',0.sin.(ci'—I'+mv—ra)*

—
B',3.(l-J-i) +1',3 11

—
l',l.sin.(i'

—mv—c'mv-\--s-/)*
—p,S 12

+ 9',^.sm.{2v—2mv—2gv-\-cv-\-26—'ui)* -j- &',7
—

0',8 -fO'.S 13

-j- V,2.s\n.{2gv-{-cv—2v-\-2mv—26—zi)* -j-p,G 14

—
3'',5.sin.(2y—2?OT—2c'?rtv+2ra')** —

2',G 15

— 5%9.sm.{cv-{-v—mv—zs)**
—

5*,0.(I+i) -|-2',6 16

-f l%0.sln.(3CT
—2v-\-2mv—2ra)** —

2',! 17

+ 0',6.s\n.{2v—2mv-]-cv-\-c'mv—T^
—

z^')** —
2',2 18

+ i2%S.sni.(2i'—2mt'+fD—c'»if—5J+ra')** +10',2 .... —2'',G .... _l»,3 19

+ 0%S.sin.(4?;—4m«—3cy— 3w)** _l»j 20

_f- l',0.sin.(2a'—2i;+2m?;—c'mt'—2«+td')**. ... — 0^2 .... —I',2 ... . -f-r,2 21

-|- r,3.sin.(CT—D+m«—c'mti—s3+w')** ..|_I«^1 22

4- 6',A.sm.{2cv—2v+2mv+c'mv—2is—si')***.
. . + 5",9 _0',5 23

— l',2.sin.(4u—4»w-(-cy—i5j)*** 24

-|- 0',2.sin.(4cu— 4y-|-4?»t)—4ra)*** 25

—
3',9.sin.(2i'—2/HD+2^ii—2(5)*** 26

± V,{.sm.{2gv±c'7nv—2d^-a')*** 27

— 0S3.sin.(2^D+2cj;—2!;+2mi'—20—2®)*** 28

± 2'fi.s\n.{2gv—2vi'2mv±c'mv—26^zi')***. 29
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(C„i. I.-)
^^"^-1 '*^°'-^-' Table, of„.._-. Mason and

,.
. Coofllcients Excesa cf ihoBO i»,,,_

Inoquahucs ^j. ^j,j, cot-fficionts over ""'S*

(icilnc.Ml Irom
ihoorv. those of Mason's

Mason s laules, '

tables.

Inequalities of the fourth order, and of a higher order, deducedfrom Mason's

tables, which have not been compared with observations.

Incqnali-

4-5',0.sin.(2c!;-c'mt'—2=:+^') +4',5
—

0',5 1
ji«s^m

.he

nj T t\' A o longitude

—2',8.sin.(2cv+c'mv—2zy
—

-a')
— «> ,-

—U ,4 -i reduced
^ \ ' ' the Ion

-}-4',7.sln.(4i'
—4iiiv—cv—c'?««-i-^+^')

"^

—
4:',5.s'm.{2v—2mv-\-2gv—cv—2^+-a)

4

—
0',4.sin.(2'U—2/Mi'—2^r-|-2cy+2il—2j3)

5

4-l',9.sin.(4u
—4mv—2cv-\-c'mv-\-2-a

—
z-/)

4-l',G.sin.(4w—4mu—2cy—c'7nr+23i+-/) 7

—
l',2.sin.(3t)—3hu'

—
ci'+ro) S [5579]

+0',S.sm.(4gD— 4<))
9

-j-3%0.sin.(2«
—2jnv—cv-]-2c'mv-{-rj—2-/) 1

—o',S.sm.{2v—2mv—cv—2c'mv-\-zi-\-2is')
1 1

4-0',5.sin.(4i'
—4mv—2gv

—
cv-\-2^-{-zs)

12

0*,5.sin.(4y—4)n!)—dinv-\--!^')
13

+C',7.sin.(6i'—Cmu—3ct+3ot) 14

—
0',4.sin.(ciJ

—
v-\-mv-\-c'mv

—in—
-ra')

15

-|-0%3.sin.(4!i—4»iD+c'm(
—

-yj)
. IG

We see by this table, that the greatest difference between the coefficients

of Mason's tables and those of the theory, is 9%9 ; and, there is only 8',3 [558O]

between the theory and Burg's tables. We might make this difference vanish

by carrying on the approximations to terms of a higher order
; but, the

preceding comparison is sufficient to establish incontestihhj, that the general
L^*"']

laio of gravitation is the only cause of all the moon's inequalities.

Two of these inequalities, on account of their importance, must be

determined with particular care. The first is that which is called the [5581]

parallactic inequality, whose argument is v— mv. It depends on the v^^m^c

sun's parallax. It has been determined by carrying on the approximation to 'J"^'"?-

quantities of the fifth order inclusively ;
so that we have reason to suppose,
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to
that the value which we have obtained, is very accurate. According
to Mason's tables, reduced to the form of tlie present theory, this

[5582J ine(iuality is equal to 116,7 [5576 line 14] ;
but Burg, who has determined

it by tlie comparison of a very great number of observations, finds it to be

[5583] greater by 5 ,7 [5576] ; therefore, it is equal to 122',4.* Putting this

[5584] last result equal to the coefficient (1 +i).122',0, which is given by the

tlieory in [5220 line 21], we obtain,!

*
(3076) In the MoiuilHchc Con-cspondenz, vol. 28, page 10], is given an extract of

a letter from Biirckhardt, containing some remarks on tlie effect of an erroneous estimate

[5583a] of the moon's semi-diameter, in determining the value of tlie coefficient of ihe parallactic

inequality. The usual method of determining the moon's place, by observation, is, by

ascertaining the difference between the time of the transit of the moon's enlightened limb,

over the meridian, and that of some well known fixed star. In this method, the moon's

tccs^erw limb is observed, when the angle v—mv is less than 180'', or
sin.(t)

—
inv)

is positive; Init, the eastern limb is observed, when v— mv exceeds ISO"*, or

'"'
'

-'

sin.(i)
—mf) is negative. Now, it is evident, that, if there be an error in the estimated

value of the moon's semi-diameter, and, that it be taken, for example, too great by 1', the

longitude of the moon's centre, resulting from this observation, will be increased hy nearly

the same quantity, when sin.(i'
—

?«!>)
is j)ositivc, and decreased, when

sin.(z;
—

mv) is

[5583c] negative; consequently, the error of the moon's longitude, arising from this source, will

always have the same sign as the parallactic inequality, and it will be impossible to

separate these two quantities. From this we easily perceive, that it is ofgreat importance,
' ^

in ascertaining the coefficient of the parallactic inequality, to have the moon's semi-

diameter, to the utmost degree of accuracy. Burckhardt supjioses, that it is owing, in

'•
* ^' some measure, to this circumstance, that Mayer's first estimate, given in his lunar theory,

which was published by the Commissioners of Longitude of Great Britain, in 1757,
[5583/] i^-^akes this coefficient only 115'; being less by 7',4, than the late accurate determination

of Burg.

[5584a]

t (.3077) We have, in [5534], (1+/).12:',0= P22%4. Dividing this by 122',0,

we get 1+i = 1,003 nearly, as in [5585] ;
the slight difference arises from the use of

the centesimal division to two or three more places of decimals; hence, [5221] becomes,

a 1,003 . rrcafii
[55846] -,

=
-^^,

as m [5586].
a

[5584c]
Now, the moon's mean horizontal parallax is nearly

-
[5309] ;

and, in like manner,

the sun's horizontal parallax is,
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1+/= 1,002985;

therefore,

1 ,002985

~400~~

Now, the sun's parallax is —
,

or —
.-; therefore, it may be represented

by,

a'

D 1,002985

a '^00

a a

sun's parallax.

Substituting for
B

[5585]

[5586]

[5587]

[5588]

Uetermtn-
ation of

its value 0,01655101 [5329], we get 8,56 for [5589]

the sim^s viean parallax upon the parallel^ i^^ which the square of the sine of

the latitude is | ;
which is very nearly the same as has been found by

astronomers, from the last transit of Venus [5689i, A:]. Hence it appears-^

that the lunar theory furnishes a very accurate method of determining the

sun^s parallax.
"^

the Bun's

pnr;ilhx,
by means
of this

lunnr in-

equal ily.

[5589']

D
a'

D a

a a'

D 1,003

~a

'

^OO"'
"^ '" [5588], nearly.

B
Substituting in this, the value of —

[5.329], and. multipl) ing by the radius in seconds

206265', it becomes 8',56, as in [5489] .

*
(3078) We may observe, that the author, in vol.5 [12737], states tlie well known

fact, that this method of determining the sun's parallax, by means of the parallactic

inequality, was given by Mayer, in page 50 of his lunar theory [5583e], almost fifty

years before the first publication of this volume of the Mecanique Celeste. According to

Mayer's calculations, from the theory, the sun's parallax 10',8 corresponds to a

parallactic
coefficient of 158',6 ; consequently, the parallax 8',56 corresponds to

125',7, instead of 122',4, which is used by La Place. Mayer supposes this coeflicient

to be, by observation, only 115', corresponding to the parallax 7',8. If he had

used the same coeflicient 122',4 as La Place, the result of his theory would make the

parallax 8',3 ;
which differs but little fioni the truth; and proves, that Mayer had

carried on his approximations to a considerable degree of accuracy, in computing the value

of this inequality by the theory.

Before closing this note we may remark, that Messrs. Carlini and Plana have given, in

Zach's Corrcspondance Astronomique, for the year 1820, page 26, a calculation of the

VOL. 111. 165

[5584<f]

[5589o]

[5589i]

1 5589c]

[5589(/]
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[5590]

The second inequnlity is that ivhich depends on the lonoitude of the node of

the lunar orbit, or, on the argument gv
—v—d. Its coefficient, according

to Mason, is 7", 7 [5578 line 3]; but Burg, who has just determined it,

[5590'] by a very great number of observations, reduces it to 6%8 [5578 line 3].

[5591] The theory gives 5',552 [6390], if Ave suppose the earth's oblateness to

[5592] be ^^4 ; or, 11 ',499 if the oblateness be ^^^. Hence it is evident, that

[5593] Burg's computation corresponds to the oblateness* in^y.-oy. This inequality

oi)iatenes3 is determined with great precision by the theory : and, we have no reason to

"arii° suppose, that there is, with respect to it, the same degree of uncertainty,

[5589e] sun's parallax, by this method, making it S',l\9. On the other hand, La Place, in reviewing

his calculations, in a paper presented to the Board of Longitude ol France, January 19,

[5589/] 1820, and printed in the Connoissance des Terns, for 1823, page 230, makes it S',65.

In his fifth and last edition of the Sijstime du Monde, page 230, he finally adopts the value

26",58 = 8',6L This difters but very little from the value 8',62 given by Burg, in a

late investigation, published in 1826, in vol. iv. page 24, of Schumacher's Astronomische

Nachrichtcn. Finally, we may remark, that these results differ but very little from those

[5589/»] which are obtained from the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769. These observations

have been lately discussed with great care, by Encke, using the most approved tables
•,

and, in a work entitled, "X)«e Enffernung der Sonne vonderErde cms dcmVemisdurchgange

(1 1761," page 143, ho gives the parallax from 8',43 to 8°,55 ; by combining, in[5589i]
vo

the best manner, the different observations of the transit of 1761. The results of the

[5589A:] observations of the transit of 1769, are given from 8',56 to 8',65, in vol. iv. page 25,

of Schumacher's Astronomische Nachrichten
; and the final result 8',5776 is used in

computing the Nautical Almanac for 1834. In conclusion, we may observe, that, in the

vear 1763, a work was published by Doctor Matthew Stewart, entitled,
" The Distance

r5589n
''

•

of the Sun from the Earth Determined by the TJieory of Gravity, &fc.,'' by means of

the observed motion of the moon's apsides. This method, though it has been approved

by Horsley, Playfair, Hutton, and others, is essentially erroneous and defective
;

as is

[5589)n] shown in a paper presented by me to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and

published in the fourth volume of the first series of their Memoirs.

*
(3079) This is easily deduced from the formula [5390f], by substituting A':=G',S

[5590', 53900— f], which gives,

_ 6%8+ r,6 1
,

This result is finally retained by the author, in page 230 of the fifth edition of his Sysieme

du Monde.
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which prevails in most of the otlicr coefficients of the lunar theory, by reason [5593']

of the slow convergency of tlie approximations. As this inequality is ""on""'"'

proportional to the ohlatencss of the earth, it deserves the greatest attention
°^^^^'"'"

of astronomers. It folloivs incontestibly, from the values assigned to it by by'mrans
of an

Mason and Burg, that the earth is less flattened, than in the case of i'^7^'„"'''>

homogeneity. This is conformable to what has been deduced from other
'°°^'""''''-

,

'

•
1 1

••• • [55Qi]
plienomena, m books in., iv., v.

25. IVe shall now consider the moon\s motion in latitude. It is found

by the tables in the following manner. If we call the moon's corrected

longitude, the mean longitude added to all the inequalities, except the

inequality of the reduction, we shall find that the moon''s latitude is represented

by the folloioing expression ;

[5594']
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(Col.l.) (Col. 9.) (Col. 3.) (Col. 4.)

Inequalities
CoefBcients Excess of these Excess of the

deduced from *'*' ^'^'^ coefficients over coetlicients of

Mason's tables. theory. those of Mason's Burg's tables over

\8543%9.sm.(gv—6)* 18542%8 .

+ 13%9.s\n.{Sgv—36)* + 12',6 .

-\-52T,2.s\n.{2v—2mv—gv-\-d)* -f52.5',2 .

+ 0%l.sm.{2v—2mv+gv—6) + l'',l •

—
4%l.sm.{gv-\-cv—6—-^)*

—• 5',6 .

.YesTlho + l9%8.s\n.{gv—cv-S-{-zs)* + 19%8 .

moon's

'reducea'to + 2V,1.s\n.{gv+cv-2v+2mv-d—z:y + 21%6 .

the form

present
— 0%S.sm.{2v—2mv-\-gv—cv—d+zi)

— VA .

theory.

4- 6',0.sin.(2i>
—

2mv—gv-\-rv-\-ii—-^)* + G',5 .

-f 24\S.sm.{gv-\-c'mv—6—zj')* + 24',3 .

—
2T,9.s\n.(gv—c''mv—6-\-^')*

—
25',9 .

— 9%5.sm.{2v—2mv—gv-j-c'mv-}-6—u-J)*. ... — 10',2 .

[5596] + 22\2.5m.{2v-2mv-gv-c'mv+6+^T. . . . + 22%4 .

+ 25^7.sill.(2fiI—^T—2w+(l)* + 27',4 .

+ 4\S.sin-{2cv-^gv—2v-\-2mv—2T^—6)* • • • + 5',1 .

— 0%9.5\n.{3cv—gv—3zs-\-6)* -0%0 16

4- r,0.s\n.{3gv—2v-i-2mv-3d) +0%0 17

+ 0',4.sm.{4v—4mv—gv-{-6) +0%0 18

-I- Q%6.s\n.{3cv—gv—2v-{-2mv—3z-.+li) +0',0 19

± Q%6.sm.{cv-^gv—2v-i-2mvzhc'mv~z}—6:=f-a') +0',0 20

=F 0%6.sm.{2cv-\-gv—2v-i-2iiiv±cv—2i^—6^^i^) 21

+ 0\9.sm.{4v—4mv—gv—cv-^6-\-z:) +0",0 22

—
0',0.sin.(3)'s true longitude)**

—
6',5

—8%0 23

Here the theory agrees hetter with observation, than it does in the case

relative to the moon's motion in longitude. This happens, in consequence

*
(3080) In a note on this table, the author remarks, that the coefficient of the

inequality [5596 line 1], is one of the arbitrary quantities of the theory; and, that he

[55.,Ga]
gi^gg {[^g preference to the result of Burg's calculation.

8.
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[5596']

of tlie greater simplicity in the approximations ol' the motions in latitude,

which renders the results more accurate. For this reason, I have thought
it best to compute the tables of tlie motion in latitude, strictly by the

theory ;
so as to reduce, as nuich as is j)ossible, the whole science of

astronomy to the single princij)le of universal gravitation. The iuequality,

— 6^487 . sin.
(])'s true longitude) [5357], [5597]

is not introduced into Mason's tables, but was discovered by me, by the

theory ;
and is now confirmed by observation, in an incontestible manner.

Burg found it to be equal to,

— 8%0 . sin. (D's true longitude), [5598]

by the comparison of a very great number of Maskeline's observations.

This coefficient is, —
6', 487 [5357], [5599]

if we suppose the oblateness of the earth to be ^^-^^ ;
it will become,

—13^436 [5358], [5600]

if the oblateness be ^i-^., as in the case of the homogeneity of the earth.

Hence it is evident, that the coefficient
—8% ivhich is found by Burg, [-^601]

corresponds to the oblateness ——-.* It is vmi remarkable, that this [5002]
304,6

-^
Determin-
ation

inequality gives the same oblateness as the inequality In the motion in lw^t,„^„

longitude, depending on the sine of the loniiitude of the node, which ive '""n
*-" ^ '-^ *^ '^ ^ '

by means

have given in [5593]. These two inequalities, which, by the light they Penality

throw on the figure of the earth, deserve the utmost attention of observers, '[50021

finite in the exclusiori of the homogeneity of the earth.

*
(30S1) Substituting in [!3357f], the value of A= S' [5601], it becomes,

_ 8'4-S%88 _ 1
"""

5132^9
~

304,1
'

[5602a]

whicli is nearly the same as in [5602] ;
the slight tlifterence arises from the use of

centesimal seconds to a greater number of decimals. The result given in [5602], is used

by the author, in page 229, of the fifth edition of his Si/stemc du Monde.

VOL. III. [QQ
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Tallies

OflllB

moon's
hoiizniilal

paiallax,

by Burg,
Mason
aritl

Mayer.

[5GU:J]

5004]

26. It now remains to consider the moon^s horizontal parallax. The

following is the expression of tliat pmallax, at the equator, according to

the tables of Mason and Burg ;

(Col. I.) (Col. 2 )

ni]r^. Mason and Mayor.

a421',0

—
0',3

+ 0',7

+ <J',8

— 0,1

+ 37^:?

+ 0',:3

+ V,Q

+ 0%6

+ 0',2

+ 0^2

4- 2',0

+ 0%4

+187-',3

-f- lO'.O

+ 0',2

-f 26',0

— 1%0

+ 0-,2

-- 0-,8

[Evection.'

. . 343 F,4

. .
—

O',3.cos.(0's mean anom.)

.

-\- O',7.cos.(2. 3> 's mean long.
—2.@ true long.-}-© mean anom.

. 4" O',8.cos.(2. > mean long.
—2.© true long.

—
(v) mean anom.)

.
—

O',l.cos.(2. 3)niean long.
—2.© true long.-j- D mean anom.)

. -f- 37',3.cos.(2. })meanlong.—2.0 true long.— ]> mean anom.)

. -j- 0%3.cos.(4. 3) mean long.
—4.0 true long.

—2. J) mean anom.)

. -\- 1^0.cos.(2.3)mean long.
—2.0 true long.

—
3) mean anom.-)-0mean anom.) 8

.

-|- 0%6.co.s.(2. Dmean long.
—2.0 true long.

—
j) mean anom.— mean anom.) 9

.

-j- fl',2.cos.(]) mean anom.— mean anom.) 10

. -f- O'',2.cos.(j) mean long.
— true long.

—
3)meananom.) 11

. -}- 2°',0.cos.(2. ])mean long.
—2.0 true long.

—2. 3) mean anom.) 12

. -4- 0', 4. COS. (2.mean long, of J) 's node—2.0 true long.) 13

.
-}-l 87*,7. COS. ( 5 corrected anom.) 14

.

-|- 10^,0.cos.(2.]) corrected anom.) 15

, .

-|- O',3.cos.(3. 3) corrected anom.) 16

, . -[- 26',0.cos.(2. 3) corrected long.
—2.0 true long.)

'

17

.
—

l*,0.cos.( 3) corrected long.
— true long.) I8

. -)- O',2.cos.(3.corrected long.
—3.0 true long.) 19

.
—

O',8.cos.(2. 3)'s true distance from node— j) corrected anom.). 20

To obtain the moon''s horizontal parallax for any latitude : Burg supposes

the ellipticity of the earth to be ^|^, and Mayer uses -jJ^. We have

supposed it to be ^^-^i in conformity with the calcuhuions in the

preceding article ; and, we must multiply the coefficients of the table

[560.3, or .5605], by unity, minus the product of the ellipticity by the

square of the sine of the latitude [1795"]. This being premised, we

have, for the moon's equatorial horizontal parallax, expressed in terms
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depondina; on the cosines of angles, which vary in proportion to the

longitude v
;

*

fCol. I.)

Inequalities
deduco'I from
the table^nC
MasuD and Mayer.

(Col. 2.)

Cofifficionta

of this

thoury.

(Col. 3.)

Excess of these

coefficients o%'er

those of Mason's
lablcH.

(Col. 4.)

Kxcos* of tho
coefficients of

Burg's t.ildes over
those of Mason.

+3442%4 +3427',9

+ lS3',b.cos.(cv—zj) + 1S7%7

—
O',5.cos.(2a'—2^) + 0',0

— 0%3.cos.(3a'—3w)

+ O',l.cos.(4ci)
—

4«)

+ 24',2.cos.(2f—2mt)) + 24*,7

+ 38',4.cos.(2w—2ot«—fu+«) + 3S%1

— r,2.cos.(2u—2mt)+ci!—^)
—

0',7

— O'',2.cos.(2v—2mv+c'mv—zy')
— 0',2

+ ]',7.cos.{2v—2mv—c'mv-\-vi') + ]'fi

— 0%3.co^.{c'mv
—

z)')
—

0',3

. . _14',.'') .... — 10',4 1

. .
_ O'.R .... — 0',4 2

. . + 0',5 . . . . + 0',0 3

+ 0',0 4

+ O',0 5

. . + 0-,5 . . . . + 0',0 G

O',l.cos.(2«- [)
—

cv-\-c'iiiv-\-t;s
—

w'). .
—

0',2 .

+ r,'7.co='.{2v—2mv—cv—c'mv-j-zi-\-z-J). . + l',G

0--,6

0',9

0%2

l',0.

—
0',S.cos.{cv-\-c'mv

—z^—w')
—

4- O',5.cos.(ci'
— c'mv—ra-|-w') -j-

4- 3',9.cos.(2a'—2D4-2m'—2w) +
+ O',4.cos.(2^w—2i)+2m?;—20) —
—

l',0.cos.(r
—

mi')
—

—
0',l .c.os.{Av

—
4m?)

—
0%1.cos.(4d

—4mt'—2cy+2ji) + 0',0

—
0',1.cos.(4«

—4mii—cv-{-zi)
—

0',1

—
O',2.cos.(3cu—2D+2m»—3w)

— P,0.cos.(2^K—ci'—2()-f-^)
— r,0

+ 0',2.cos.{2gv+cv~2d—7^)

—
O',2.cos.(ci'

—
v-\-7nv

—
zj)

—
0,1.

—
O',l.cos.(2f['+2r— 27HI'—2^) -f 0',0

—
0',3

+ 0',5

+ 0',0

— o^l

—
0",0

—
0',1

— osi

—
0',3

+ 0-',4

— 0',3

—
0',C

(!+'

+ O'.l .

+ o-,o .

. . . . + 0',0

(1+0

+ 0',1

+ 0-,0 7

+ 0%0 8

+ O',0

+ 0',0 10

+ O'.O 11

+ 0',0 12

+ 0',0 13

+ 0',0 14

+ 0',0 15

+ O',0 IG

+ 0-,0 17

+ 0\0 18

+ 0--,0 19

+ 0%0 20

+ O'.O 21

+ 0',0 22

+ 0',0 23

+ 0',0 24

+ O'.O 25

+ 0--,0 26

ToblCB of
the moon'i
horizontal

parallox
reduced to
tho form
of the

prcsonl

theory.

[5G05]

(30S2) The expression of tlie parallax [5331] is, for a latitude whose sine is /^
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The equations of the horizontal parallax, in the tables of Mayer, Mason,

and Burg, are derived from Mayer's theory, and we see, by the preceding

table, that there is but very little difference between the coefficients of these

equations, and those of the preceding analysis. We have, however, reason

to believe, that the present analysis is the most accurate, since this theory

represents, better than Mayer's does, the moon's motion in longitude. This

is however a mere nicety in analysis ;
because observations cannot be made,

with sufficient accuracy, to determine such slight differences. With respect

to the constant term of tlie parallax, it was determined by observation,

both by Mayer and Burg. This last astronomer has grounded his calculations

chiefly upon a very great number of Maskelyne's observations, and he has

[5607] found, that this constant part is less than in Mayer's tables, by 10%4. We
have deduced this quantity, in [5330], from the experiments upon the length

of a pendulum, vibrating in a second; and from the measures of the degrees

of the meridian : by this means, we have found, that we must still farther

15G08| decrease, by 4',! [56051inel], the constant })art of the parallax given in Burg's

tables. The question then arises, wliether this difference depends on the

errors of the observations, or on tliose of the elements which we have used

in the calculation ? This can be ascertained, by a long continued series of

observations. The only element which appears to be liable to any considerable

degree of uncertainty, is the moon's mass. We have seen, in [4628,4629'],

that to make the result of the theory coincide with the calculations of Bure,
[5609]

^ ^.11....
we must decrease the moon's mass, from -—

. to -—
^

. This diminution
5S,0 74,2

appears rather too great, to accord with the phenomena of the tides, with

the nutation of the earth's axis, and with the inequality in the solar tables,

[5330,5310]; and, by supposing the oblateness equal to ^^-j, we shall obtain the

[5604a]
eq„ato,.ijii parallax, by multiplying the function [5331], by l-j-^Xirk nearly, [1795"] ;

or by increasing their coefficients ^i^ part. This process being applied to the numbers in

[5331], gives those in [5G05col.2], corresponding to the present theory; those in

[5604i] [5G05 col. 1], being deduced from [SGOocol. 2], by a metliod of inversion similar to that

whicl) is used in finding [5575, Sic. col. I], from [5551, fee.].
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which depends on the moon's mass. Upon a full consideration of the subject,

it appears that we must still farther diminish, by two or three centesimal [50101

seconds, the constant term of the moon's parallax, as it is given by Burg ;

who, by the comparison of a very great number of observations, had already

diminished the constant term, adopted by other astronomers, and, by

that means, obtained very nearly its true value.

vor,. III. 167
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CHAPTER V.

0,\ AN INEQUALITY OF A LONG PERIOD, WHICH AI'PEAIiS TO EXIST IN THE MOON'S MOTION.

27. We have remarked, in [4733—4736], that the moon's mean

motion, deduced from a comparison of the observations of Flamsteed and

Bradley, is sensibly greater than that which results from the observations of

[5611] Bradley, compared with those of Maskelyne ; moreover, the observations

made within fifteen or twenty years, indicate, in this motion, a still greater

diminution. This seems to prove, that there is, in the theory of the moon's

motion, one or more inequalities, of a long period ; and, it is important

to ascertain the law which regulates any such inequality.* If we examine

*
(3083) The propriety of introducing an inequality of this kind, into the lunar theory,

has been much discussed by astronomers. It is very apparent, that the theory gives such

[5611a] an inequality ; but, the result of the latest observations leads to the belief, that its

coefficient is insensible ; and, it is not used in Damoiseau's tables, as we have already

observed in [4746fl]. This correction was proposed liy D'Alembert, about sixty years

[56116] gn-Q^ iQ account for the acceleration of the moon's motion
;
before La Place had discovered

the real cause of that acceleration. To estimate the periods of the arguments of the

inequalities treated of in this chapter, we have taken, from the third edition of La Lande's
'^

astronomy, the following mean motions, in one hundred years ; supposing nt, n't, to

represent, respectively, the mean motions of the moon and sun, during that time.

fseilrf] Motion of D's perigee = (l—f).M< = 4069',2 [4817];

[5611e] Motion of 3) 's node = {I—g).nt =^—1934'',2 [4817];

[5611/] Motion of ©'s perigee = (]—c').m'<= 1",7 [4817,4831];

[5611g-] Precession of the equinoxes = (/—I ).?();
= l'',4 [5347o,4359].

Hence we obtain the increments of the arguments of the first members of the following
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the lunar tlieoi)', with the most scrupulous attention, we shall find, that the

action of the planets produces nothing ol' tliis kind. This is n)ade quite
•'

evident, by the analysis, given in [5455
—

5539]. But, the sun^s attraction J.^'i;;'"'"''

,
., ' / I

•
1

• '11* depending

produces, in the expression oj nt-\--=, an inequaiity, proportional to the sine ""'ho

of the following angle ;*
°'="°"-

Smv+ 'Sc'mv—2gv— ci;-f 2o-|-ro
— 3: [5613]

expressions, in one luindred years ; also, the times of tlie periodical revolutions of these

arguments, resj)ccti\ely, or the number of years requisite to complete the whole L5"Il'i]

circumference 360'
;

'.inl—'ignt- -cnl

Years

200'',8 179 [50n{]2]) node-|- D perigee

21) node-}- 3) perigee
—

©perigee = ^nt—ni-\- c'n'l—2gnt—cnt = 199'',! 181 [5G1U]

2j)node+ 3) perigee
— 3 ©perigee = 3ni—3>it-{-Sc'n't-2gnt

—cnt = I95'',l 184
[oClin

2j)node+3)per.-©per.+2.precession = 2fiit-\-)it-n't-\-('7i't--2gnl-cnt
= 201'',9 178 [oCllm]

2 3) node+ 2) perigee -f 3. precession
= 3fn(

—
^gnt
—cnt = 205'',0 175 [5Glln]

The arguments [5611/, w, «] correspond, respectively, to [5627,5633,5639]. The

author commenced with the use of the first of these arguments, as in [5665] ; but, he

afterwards proposed to change it into the form [561 1h]. Burckhardt uses the argument

25 node-|- 3) perigee, in his tables, published in 1812. Several papers were published by

LaPlace, Burckhardt and Burg, upon this subject, in the Coniiuissance des Terns, ior 1813,

1823, I824,&;c.; and in the MonatUche Correspondenz, vols. 24,26, 28; also byCarlini and

Plana, in Zach's Correspondance Astronomique, vol.4, page 26, &ic. La Place resumes

the subject in the fifth volume of this work [12755'] ;
but does not there speak with much

confidence relative to the existence of this inequality. Finally, he omits it altogether, in

the last edition of his Systcme du Monde, which was published a short time before bis

decease.

[oCllo]

[561 Ijj]

*
(3084) As an example of the production of such quantities, we shall observe, that

the function (—) [1809] contains the term.

15m'. u' •>

8u3
, sin.(3i'

—
3t)') ;

and, we have, in «'*, a term of the form,

yl'.e'3.cos.(3c'Mi'
—

3:^) [4838,&c.] ;

also, in ir', a term of the form,

[5613a]

[5613&]
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5C14]

The terms which compose this ineqimlity arc; very small, in the differential

equations ; hut, some of them acquire, by successive integrations, the

divisor (3
— Sm-^Sc'm—2g—c)~; and this can render them sensible,

by its extreme smallness. To determine this divisor, we shall observe, that

we have, by using the values [5117],

[r,Gi5] 3—2g—c = 0,00040849.

[5610] Moreover, the annual motion of the sun's perigee is ll-',949588 [42441inel];

hence we have,*

[5617] l—c'= 0,00000922035.

From this we get,

[5618] 3_3/„4_3c'„j_2^—c = 0,00040642 ;

consequently, we have,

A".cj-.cos. (2gv-{-cv—26—zj) ;

which is similar to that in [4904 hnelG]. The product of these two term gives, by

reduction,
iA' A".e'^. cj-.cos.{3c'mv-^gv-cv-\-26-\-ui-ST^').

Multiplying tills by the factor,

[5613c]
—
-.sm.(3!!—3«) = g-.sm.{.3!'

—
Sinv), nearly;

[5G13(/1
^"*^ reducing, we obtain a term of [-^\ depending on the sine of the angle mentioned

in [5613]. Substituting this in [4753, or 5620'], we find tliat it will suffer two integrations,

which will introduce the divisor [5614].

*
(3085) The motion of the sun's perigee is (l—c').7i't [5611/]; and, if we put

this equal to 1 P,949588 [5616], and 7i't = 1295977',349 [4077 line 3], we shall get,

[5616a] (1— c').1295977V349=ir,949588;

whence, we easily deduce [5617]. Multiplying this by 3m [51 17], we obtain,

[5616i] 3 m— 3 c' m= 0,00000207;

subtracting it from [56J5], we get [5618]; whose square is as in [5619]. We have

[5616c]
corrected the numbers [5615, 5618,5619], for a small mistake, made by putting [5615]

equal to 0,00040859.
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(3_3m4-3c'm—2o-— cf = 0,0000001 65 1 8. [56i9j

We have seen, however, in [4853', &c.], that the square of the coeflicienl of

the angle v, cannot become a divisor of tlie corresponding inequality, by

means of the successive integrations, when we notice only the Jirst power of

the disturbing force
;

but this restriction does not obtain in the terms

depending on the square of that force
; and, the inequality depending on

3j,—3mv-{-3c'mn—2gv
—

cy-l-2.)+-;
—

3^', can arise only from these terms.

To prove this, we shall consider the term Sa.J'fndt.dR, of the expression [5620]

of 6v, given by the formula [931]. This term appears to be that upon

which the inequality in question must chiefly depend. The development of

jR gives some terms of the form,*

R = H.cos.(37it—3n't+3c'n't—2gnt—cnt-{-2t>+z:—3y/). [n62i]

If these terms depend only on the first power of the disturbing force, 7i'(

and c'n't will depend on the sun's co-ordinates
;
and then, the differential [.W22]

AR, which only affects the moon's co-ordinates [5363'], will become,

d/?= —(3—2g—c).ndt.H.s\n.(37it—3n't-\-3c'ji't—2gnt—cnt+2'}+-^—3-J). [gggaj

The double integral 3a.ffncU.dR acquires the divisor,

(3—3m+3c'm—2g—cy- ; [5G24]

[5625]

in being equal to -
[4835] ; but, it has for a factor 3—2g—c, which

is very nearly equal to 3—3m+3c'm—2g—c [5615,5618]; so that it

must be considered as having only the divisor 3—3m-\-3c'm—2g
—

c, which

does not appear to be small enough to render the result sensible. If the

preceding term of the expression of R depend on the square of the I-
'> a]

*
(30S6) This is evident, by comparing the value of R [949] with its development r5(32i„i

[957, &;c.]. It also appears, by a process similar to that in [5G13(/
—

(/],
from which we

easily perceive, that —
(^,

or R [5360] contains a term of the form,

H.cos.{3v—3mv+3c'mv—2gv—cv-{'2^+zi—3^'). [SGZlb]

Now, substituting nt for v, and ma = n' [1835], it becomes as in [5621]. Its [5621c]

diireiciuial, relative to d, supposing it not to affect n't, becomes as in [56'23] ; but,

if we suppose it to affect the part
— in't of the term —

3n't, and put n'=^mii, as [5621d]

above, it becomes as in [5626].

VOL. III. 168
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[5625"]

disturbing force
; or, in other words, if it arise from the substitution of the

parts of r, v, which depend on the first power of that force
; then, the

moon's co-ordinates will contain the angles n't and c'nt. For example,

if we suppose, that tlie part
—2»7, of the angle

—
on't, in this term

of R, depends on the moon's co-ordinates
;
we shall have,

[5620] dR = —{3—2m—2g—c).H.ndt.sm.(3n/-3n't-{'3c'n't-2gnt-cnt+2^+~'-3-') ;

and, the term 3a.ffndt.dR [5620'] gives, in the expression of the

moon's longitude, the following term,

3a.(3—'2m—2g—c).n^.H.s\n.{3nt~-3n't-lriic'nt—'2o-nt—cnt-\-2d-\-7^-37;i'}
^'"^'^ '^^ = '

i3-3m + 3<^m-2g-cr
'

'

which may become sensible by the extreme smallness of its divisor. The

terms of this kind, are very numerous, and it is difficult to determine all of

[5638] them, with accuracy ;
but it is sufficient for the present purpose, to prove the

possibility of such an inequality ;
since we may then refer directly to

observations to determine its magnitude. This inequaliti/ must he applied

to the mean motion, and, therefore, also to the mean anomahj.

The theory also indicates an inequality, depending upon the ohlaieness of

the earth, and having very nearly the same period as the preceding [5627].

We have seen, in [5340], that the expression of Q contains the term,

[5026']

[5629]

[5630]

[5631]

Q=(ia,-ap).^'.(,.^_±);

now, we have, as in [5344],

fj.
= 5.cos.x+v/i—.ss .sin.x.sin./i;;

moreover, we have, in [4776],

This gives in R, or in — Q, [5438], the function,^

*
(3087) The square of \u [5630], or rather the square of the last term of that

[5032a] expression, produces (
1
-

s-).sin.^X.sin.yt!
=

(1
—

^^^gj^g^^^i
—

i.cos.2/1'); so that

fj" or (J-~
—

^ contains tlie term —
i( I
—

s^).sin.^X.cos.2/i' . Substituting this in [5G29],

we olUain in
<'^ ,

the term,
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/? = — Q = (Aa?—ap).iD-. M^ (1
—

|S^).sin.=X.cos.2/l'
. [5032]

Inequality

This function produces, by its development, some terms depending on the v,
dcponding

following angle,* o;;,iC«„„,
uftho

2fnt -\-nt
— 7i't+ c'n't— ^gnt

—mi + 2.3+ sj— ^' .

"[5C331

They are analogous to those produced by the function R [5626, &c.],

relative to the sun's action, Avhich depends on the angle [5621],

Qnt— Sn't+ 3c'n't—2gnt
— en/+ 2<3+«— 3^' . [5634]

The coefficient of the time t
,

is very nearly the same in both these
rrj-nr-,

angles, v^'hich differ from each other about ISC, in the present situation

q = _(Ja?—ap) . hD"~ .

^*-^
. sin.2x.cos.2/i' .

[56325]

Now the expression of r [5G3!] gives,

i = n3.(l+.,2)-t=.M3.(,_|,2)^ ^„j hl!:==„3.(i_.,Q), nearly. ^5C32c]

Substituting this in the preceding value of Q, it gives in — Q, or R [543S], the

term [5G32].

*
(3088) This angle is produced by the development of the term m^. s-. cos.2/« , rsessal

which occurs in [5632]. For the value of s, orratherof s-\-Ss , [4318,4896,4897]
contains the terms,

s = y.s\n.{gv
—

6)-\-Bf\ ey.sm.{gv-{-cv
—6—a) ; [56336]

whose square produces the term,

2Bf\ ey^.sin.(gv
—

6) .sm.{gv-{-cv
— 6—

to) ;

or, by reduction,

s^ = - J5«'. ef~. cos.(2^.+a— 20 -to).
^.^^^^

In like manner, the value of ?«, or that of u-\-(^u [4826, 4904], contains the following

terms,

M = -
.\ 14-.!?;'*''.

-
.c'.cos.fu

— mv4-c'mv— to') I
a i a ^

)
' [5633d]

therefore, m^ contains the term,

1 a
^^°'"" -3V ^''

''°'-^''
~ '""+ ''""' ~^^-

[5<533</l
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of the sun's perigee.* All the terms of R [5632], depend entirely upon
the co-ordinates of the moon ;t so that if we represent by,

[563G] R = K.sm.(2fnt+ nt— n't + c'n't— 2gnt
— C7it+ 2t) + ^—

7.') ,

the term of the development of R [5632], which depends upon the

[5637] preceding angle ;
we shall find, that this term acquires, in the differential dR,

the factor (2/^+1
—

m-\-c'»i—2g
—1 ).n ; therefore, it will have for a divisor,

in the double integral 3a . ff ndt.dR , only the ^rs^ power, and not the

square of this quantity ; hence, it is evident, that this term must be

insensible.

[5637']

'S oJ
^^^ ^^™* ^f ^^^^ foryn Y'^>, ivhich, as tve have seen in the third hook, may

depending
occur vu the expression of the radius of the earth, can also introduce into the

Fl3).

Multiplying tliis, by the term of s" [5633c], and reducing, we get, in ti?.s^, a term

of the following form,

f5633e]
2 A''. COS. (f

—
mv-^c'mv

—
2gv
—

cv-\-26 -{-zi
—

zi').

Lastly, multii)lying this by cos.2fv ,
and reducing, we obtain, m R

,
a term of

the form,

[-g(333y. J
K . COS. {2fv+ v— m c+ f'mv— 2gv

— cv -f 2^+ a—
ra')

.

Now, changing, as in [5621c], v into nt
,

and putting mil ^=11, it becomes as

in [5633,5636].

*
(30S9) Subtracting the angle [5634] from that in [5633], we get for their difference,

[5G35a] 2.(/— 1) .?(< + 2.(1
—

c').n'l+2u';

and, as we have, very nearly, /= 1 , c'^ 1 [i)ol'q, 5617], the preceding expression

[56356] is, very nearly, equal to 2-53', which differs but little from ISO'' [40Sl,line 3], as in

[5635].

f (3090) The variable quantities which occur in jR [5632], are u^, s", cos.2/i' ;

[5636a] all of which refer to the moon
;
so that for this term of R

,
the differential dR [5632]

changes into the complete differential dR; and by taking the complete differential of

[5636], we get,

,gQ3Qj, d7?=(2/)(-f?i—w'+cV—2^?i—c?i).f/;'.cos.(2/?i^+n^—?i'<+c'7iV—2^n^—cn<+2^+t3—to').

Substituting n'= mn [5621c] in the factor of this expression, it becomes,

[5636c] (2/-|- 1 — Hi + cm— 2g
—

c) . ndt
,

corresponding to [5637],
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expression of the moon's true longitude, an inequality depending on,*

sm.(3fnt
—

2gnt
— cnt + 2' + r:) ; [5638']

which is now nearly confounded with the two preceding ones [5638/]. If
^^qqo]

this inequality become sensible, it will furnish new data on the figure of the

earth
;

l)ut some calculations, which I have made for this object, induce me

to believe, that this inequality, like the former, is insensible. The lapse of ^^''•''^1

ages, and new improvements in analysis, will throw light on this delicate and

important part of the lunar theory.

28. fVe shall note proceed to establish by observations, the existence of the

ineqxiality depending on the sine of the angle,

Snt— 3n't + Sc'n't— 2gnt
— cnt + 2j + ^— S..' [5627] .

[5640]

*
(3091) In the same manner as the term (x^—iof Y'--' [1528c], introduces into

V [ISll or 5336], the term,

(U9— ap).p.2..1/.— ;

j5g3g^^

u?

the term T'^' [ISll, I52S(Z], produces a term, which contains the factor — or

(A^. M^ [477G]. Now, the last term of h- [5G30], gives in ^^ the term,

(1
—

ss)^. sm.^'k. sin?fv , or sin.^X . sin.^/w ;

which, by means of [2] Int. gives
— i

. sin.^X . sin.3/i' . Moreover, the complete value [56386]

of M or u-\-hi [4826,4904], contains terms of the form,

-
. i l+A,.cos.{2gv-{-cv

— 2^— zs)\; [5638c]

therefore, u* produces 40"^. ^, . cos.(2o-t)-j-cu
— 2d—

zs)
. Multiplying this by the

term^
— 1

.sin.3X.sin.3/t) [563S6], and reducing by [IS] Int. we obtain,

— i.a^K ^,.sin.3x.sin.(3/«
—

2^z)
— Ci'+2d+^) ; [5638rf]

which, by changing v into 7it
, produces the angle mentioned in [5638']. The

difference between this angle [5638'], and that in [5626], is represented by,

3.(/-_l).H<_3.(c'— l).n'/+ 3sj'; [5638e]

which, by reason of the smalhiess of /— 1, c'— I [56356], is now nearly equal to 3:;i';

and as this varies slowly, the periods of the inequalities [5627, 5638'], are nearly equal to [5638/]

each other, and to that in [5633], as in [56356,5639], or in [5611/,ot, »!].
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If we represent this angle by E, we shall evidently have,

[5C41] E = 2.1ong. 3) node + long. 2> perigee
— 3. long. © perigee [5G11/] ;

and we shall now proceed to show, that the law of the variations of sin.£,

is the same as that of the variations which have been observed in the moon's

mean motion.

' In the lunar tables, inserted in the third edition of La Lande's astronomy, it

is supposed, that in the interval of 100 Julian years, the moon's motion relative

[5642] to the equinoxes, exceeds a whole number of circumferences, by 307'' 53'" 12";

[5643]
and that the epoch of 1750 is 188'' 17'" 14,6. The correction of the epoch

of these tables, in 1691, has been determined by Bouvard and Burg; by
means of more than two hundred observations of La Hire and Flamsteed

;

[5644] they have both found this correction equal to —
4''',4.

The correction of the epoch of the same tables, in 1756, has been

determined by Mason and Bouvard, by means of a very great number of

[5C44'] Bradley's observations
;
and they have found it to be 0%0. Thus, in the

interval from 1691 to 1756, the moon's mean motion was greater than the

[5645] tables, by 4',4 ,
which gives 6\8* for the increment of the mean motion

of the same tables in a century.

Burg has found, by a great number of Maskelyne's observations, that the

correction of the epoch of these tables is equal to —
3',0, in 1766, and

[5640] —
9',1, in 1779.

Bouvard has found, by a great number of Maskelyne's observations,

[5647] — n%6, for the correction of the epoch of these tables, in 1789.

Lastly, by a considerable number of observations made at Greenwich,

Paris and Gotha, it has been found, that the correction of the epochs of the

[5648] same tables, in 1801, is — 28V5.

[5648']

Hence it appears, that, from 1756 to 1801, the moon's mean motion has

decreased in a sensible manner
; and, that this diminution is now increasing.

*
(3092) In the interval from 1691 to 1756, which is 65 years, this correction varies

[5045a] ^.^ [5645], which is at the rate of 6',8 in a century, as in [5645].
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For, in the interval between 1756 and 1779, which is twenty-three years,

this motion was less than by the tables, by 9',1 [5644', 5646] ; and, from [5649]

1779 to 1801, that is, in twenty-two years, it was less by 19",4.* The

epoch of 1756, compared with that of" 1779, gives 39',5,t for the decrease [5650]

of the tabular motion in a century; whilst the epoch from 1756 to 1801

gives 63',3, for this diminution. Therefore, the combination of all these [5651]

observations evidently indicates the three following results. First. A mean

motion greater than that of the tables, from 1691 to 1756 [5644']. Second.

A less mean motion from 1756 to the present time [5651]. Third. A
diminution which becomes more and more rapid.

[5652]

These results are conformable to the march of the preceding inequality.

For, at the epoch of 1691, the sine of E was negative;! and, it was
[5653]

positive in 1756
; therefore, this inequality increases the moon's mean motion,

in that interval. In 1756, this sine was positive, and near its maximum; and [5654]

since that epoch, it has always been decreasing ; therefore, the inequality

decreases the moon's mean motion. Lastly, this sine was nearly equal to

*
(3093) This is the difference of the two conections —9',1,

—
28',5 [5646,5648]. [5648o]

t (3094) The difference of the numbers 0',0,
—

9',I [5644', 5646] is 9',1,

corresponding to the interval 1779— 1756 =23 years. This is at the rate of 39',5, in
[5G50a]

100 years; as in [5650]. If, instead of —
9',1, we had used —28',5 [5648],

corresponding to 1801, the variation would be 28''',5, in 45 years ; corresponding to

63',3, in a century. These differ a little from the results of the author in the original [56506]

work; who gives 126"=40',8, and 172",5 = 55',9, instead of 39%5 and 63-,3,

respectively.

f (3095) According to the tables in La Lande's astronomy, the values of E, at the

different epochs, are nearly as follows
;

Years, 1691 1750 1756 1801 [5652a]

Values of E, 320'' 76'' 87'' 176''.
[5652i]

The signs of the angles change from negative to positive, in 1750, Sec, as in [5653. See] ;
[.•;(552c-|

and, in 1756, sin.iS attains nearly its maximum value, or sin. 90''. Moreover, if we

represent, as in [5658], by y.sin.E, the part of this correction which depends on E, [5652rf]

and suppose E to increase by the quantity dE, the corresponding increment of y.sln.E
becomes y.dE.cos.E; which has, evidently, its greatest negative value when 7?= ISC, [5652£]
or sin.jE =

; as in [5654'].
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[5C54':

[5655]

[5C56]

[5657]

[5658]

[5658']

[5059]

nothing, in 1801 [56525]; and then, the diminution of the mean motion

was the greatest [5652e]. The decrement of the mean motion must,

therefore, be greatest about the year last mentioned.

We shall now determine the coefficient of this inequality. It is evident,

that it must produce a change, both in the epoch of the tables in 1750, and

in the mean motion of the tables in a hundred years. We shall put s

for the correction of the epoch of the tables in 1750; x for the diminution

of the mean motion in a century : and, y for the coefficient of the

preceding inequality. The formula for the correction of the epochs of

the tables, will be, by putting i for the number of centuries elapsed

since 1750,

S X .i -^ y .sin.E. (Correction of the epoch]

To determine the three unknown quantities f, x and y ;
we have

compared this formula with the results of observation, at the three epochs

1691, 1756 and 1801
; and, by this means, have obtained the three

following equations ;*

£+.r.0,59—3/.0,63660 =—4',4 ;

£—.r.0,06+?/.0,99898 = O',0 ;

s_a;.o,51+y,0,08199 =-28',5 .

These three equations give,

[Year 1691]
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s =—13,46 ;
1

.r= 31 ',96 ;
2- L5660]

y= 15',39 . 3

By mean.s of these values, wo find — 4',4, +()',0, — 3',8 ,
— ll',3, [5G61]

— 18',7 ,
and — 28,5, for the corrections of the six epochs of 1691,

1756, 1766, 1779, 1789, 1801. The sum of these six corrections is — 66,7 ;
[5CC2]

and the sum of the six corrections determined by observations is —
62'',6 ; [56C3]

the whole of these corrections taken together, indicate, therefore, that we

must increase the preceding value of s by 0',7 ;* and then the formula [5G64]

for correcting the tables becomes,

— I2%8 — 31 ',96 . i + 15',39 . sin.i: . [5665]

Calculating by this formula, the corrections for the six epochs, we have,

(Col. 1.) (Col. 2.) (Col. 3.) (Col. 4.)

Corrections of Iho tables Corrections by tiio Excess of those corrections

by observations. formula. above the 6rst.

1691 ... — 4',4 [5644]
—

3',7 + 0,7 1

1756 . . . + 0-,0 [5644'] + 0',7 + 0',7 2

1766 ... - 3",0 [5646]
— 3,1 — 0,1 3

1779 ... —
9',1 [6646]

—
10',6 — V,5 4

1789 ... — 17 ,6 [5647]
—

18',0 —
0',4 5

1801 . . .
— 28%5 [5648] — 27',8 + 0',7 6

The difference between the results of observation and those of the formula,

are within the limits of the errors to which these last results are liable
; they

may in part depend on the formula itself, which can be rectified by new

observations.

s

an

[5666]

*
(3097) If we suppose the expression f [5G5S], to be increased by the quantity

it will augment each of the six numbers [5661], by the same quantity e', [5665a]

id the sum of all of them will become —
G6',7-f (5s'. Putting this e(iua! to tlie . ^^ ,

„ r 1
•

1 1
•

1 [56656]
sum — 62',6 of the corrections by observation, as they are given in the second column

of the table [56GG], we get
—

CG',7-f6s'= — G2',G ; whence /= 0',7 ; as in

r56G4]. Adding this to each of the values [5661], we get the numbers in the third

o 1
• [5665c]

column of [5GGG]. Subtracting the terms in the second column of this table, from those in

the third, we get the corrections in the fourth column.
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CHAPTEll VI.

ON THE SECULAR VARFATIONS OF THE MOTIONS OF THE MOON AND EARTH, WHICH CAN BE PRODUCED
BY THE RESISTANCE OF AN ETHEREAL FLUID SURROUNDING THE SUN.

29. It is possible, that there may be an extremely rare fluid surrounding

[5666] the sun, which alters tlie motions of the planets and satellites ;* it is,

therefore, interesting to know its influence on the motions of the moon and

earth. To determine it, we shall put,

[5667]
X

, y ,
z

,
for the rectangular co-ordinates of the moon, referred to the centre

of gravity of the earth
;

[56681 x\ ]i 1 ~'> for the rectangular co-cordinates of the earth, referred to the sun's

centre.

The moon's absolute velocity about the sun, will be expressed by the

following function ;t

[o667a]

[56676]

[5667c]

[5660a]

*
(3098) The existenceof sucha resisting medium is now considered as highly probable,

in consequence of the observed decrease of the times of revolution of Encke's comet, in its

successive appearances between the years 1786 and 1829. Encke has given an important

paper on this subject, in the ninth volume of Schumacher's Astronomische Nachrichten,

pag. 317—.348 ;
to which we may have occasion to refer, in treating of the perturbations

of comets. We shall here merely remark, that the extreme rarity of the mass of this

comet, makes it peculiarly well adapted to the discovery of the effects of such a resisting

ethereal fluid ; which cannot, however, produce any sensible effect on the large and dense

bodies of the planets and satellites.

t (3099) The rectangular co-ordinates of the moon, referred to the sun's centre,

are represented by x-\-t' , y-\-y' , =-\r~, as in [5667, 5668]. Their differentials,

divided by it, are.
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^—^ — -^—I \ J i—LL.Ll ! {—:= the moon's velocity. ,,^^„,
dt [5669]

We shall suppose, that the resistance which the moon suffers, is represented by

the product of the square of the velocity by a coefficient K, depending upon
'•

'
^

the density of the ether, and upon the surface and density of the moon. If "rolJ""

we resolve it, in directions parallel to the axes x, y, z, we shall obtain
"Jj^'j'"

the three following forces ;*

K.(dx'+dx) ,

—^^
—

•

\'{d3!^dxf^{dil^dyf^{d2:-^dzf; [f-- p-"!"'! '« -J 1

[5671]

—^^^^ ' \/(dx'-^dxf-\-(dy'+dyf+(dz!+dzf- [Fo™ ..nralld >„ ,] 2 Expres.
dt aions

of tbo
resistance

K.idz'A-dz) ,— of the

^——-'.\/{d3d-{-dxf~\-{dxf+dyf+(dz'-\-dzf. [Fo,ee r»'allcl .» :, 3 —moon.

In the lunar theory, the earth is supposed to be at rest
; we must, therefore,

apply to the moon, in a contrary direction, the resistance which the earth [5671']

suffers. This resistance being resolved, in directions parallel to the same

dx+dx' ily-j-dy' dzJf-dz'

-ir ' -dT ' -JT ' [56696]

which evidently represent the velocity of the moon about the sun, resolved in directions

parallel to the axes x, y, z. The square root of the sum of the squares of the three [5669c]

partial velocities [5669J], gives the whole velocity [5669] ;
as is evident from [40a—h].

*
(3100) Putting, for brevity.

d^^= ^W+d^fWf\WfW7+^^ [5671a]

we find, that the absolute velocity of the moon is
-j- [5669] ; consequently, the

rfw2
resistance is —-'^•"To [5670], in the direction of the described arc (/\v. The

. [56716]

negative sign being prefixed, because the resistance tends to decrease this arc. To
resolve this force, in directions parallel to the axes x, y, z, we must multiply it

by the expressions,

dx'-\-dx dif-\-dy dz'-\-dz

(iw
'

"rfvT"
' ~d^ > [5671c]

respectively ;
as is apparent from [lOi]. Hence we obtain the expressions [5671].
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axes, gives the three following forces.*

Resiatance
of tho

earth.

[5C72]

[5672']

Relative
forces on
tlio moon,
considered
as moving
about tho
earth at

rest.

[5673]

dx'— ^'- Im • K/dx'^+dy--+clz"^ ;

'II
^(jx'^^dy'i^dz'^ ;

— ^"'- ^2 • v/f/^'"+^y'+f/^-" ;
df

1

2

3

K' being a coefficient, which differs from K, and depends upon the

resistance ivhich the earth suffers. Now having represented the forces, which

act upon the moon, parallel to the axes of x
, y ,

and z
, bj,

cf). (f)- m^ [««'-*-! .

we shall have, by noticing only the preceding forces,

dq\ „, dx'
,

^)^K'.— . s/dx'^-Ydy'^^dz'^^
dj dt"^

^^ (dx'+dr) ,
.

K. ^-J^ .

S,/[,dx'^dxf+{dy'\dyfJ^{d~J^dzf,di

— K. ^/^ ' \/{dx'+dtf+{dy'+dyf+{dz'+dzr~;

d_q
d:

-- K- ~ •

^dx'^~+dy-~+dz"^

— ^- —^2— •

\/{dx'^dxf^{dy'^dyf^dz'^dzf.

1

2

3

4

5

6

*
(3101) The resistances [5671] corresponding to the moon, will evidently give those

relative to the earth, by taking the co-ordinates, so as to correspond to the earth, and changing
the factor K into A". This requires that we should put x =^ Q

, y = ,
c :=

;

in [5671]. Hence we obtain the forces relative to the earth, as in [5672]. The signs of

[56731] the forces [5672], must be changed, as in [5671'], and then they must be added to the

corresponding quantities in [5671], to obtain the forces of resistance of the ether, supposing
the moon to revolve about the earth considered as at rest. These forces are represented, in

[5673c]
[498a'—499a], by \-~\ ,

Cj-J
, f^\ ; hence, we easily obtain the expressions [5673].
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Now we have, by supposing the moon's co-ordinates only to be variable,

If we substitute the vahies,

cos.t) sin.t) s

which are given in [4777—1779], we shall obtain,*

dv ( . /dq\ /dq\ . ^
. < sni. V . -r^ )

— COS, «; . -7^ ) > 2
jt ( \ dx J Kdy J ) [5675]

^.r^V 3+ u-[-tJ-

Then we have,t

"^-m-"+m-"-^cf)-"-

*
(3102) The expressions of Q [4756, 5G73], may be considered as functions of

X, y, z, a', y',
z'

;
but if we suppose the moon's co-ordinates x, y, z, to '•'> """J

be the only variable quantities, we shall get for dQ the expression [5674]. Now, the

differentials of x, y, z [5674'] give,

—dv.sm.v du.cos.v dv.cos,.v dus'm.v ds sdu
dx = 5

—
; dy = -—

;
dz = ~-

.
[567561

Substituting these in [5674], and connecting the terms depending on du, dv, ds
,

we

get [5675].

[5676a]
f (3103) Considering the co-ordinates of the moon as the only variable quantities, we

shall have the two expressions of d^ [5674, 5676]. In the first of these expressions,

the moon's co-ordinates are x
, y ,

z
,

and in the second ?<
,

v
, s; and if we

substitute, in the first, the values of dx, dy, dz [5675i], it becomes equal to the second,

and, by this substitution, produces the finirtion [5675]. Hence it evidently follows, that [56766]

the expressions [5675,5676] must he equivalent. Now, by comparing together the coefficients

uf du
,

dv
,

ds
,

in these two last expressions of t/Q, we get the equations [5677—5679].

Multiplying [5677], by
— 1, and [5679], by ; then, taking the sum of the

[5676c]

two products, we get [56SO].
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and, by comparing these two values of Q, we shall obtain,

[5«, rt^w-' .5sm.».r^^v- ""... ^'"i

[5079]

f/y / jt ( \(l I / \ (hj

dq\ ^ 1

f'lq
(h J u' \ (Iz

Hence we deduce,

Now we have, as in [4777/^
—

/;],

[5G81]
cos.y

,
sin.n

,
s

[5682]

v' denoting the longitude of the earth seen from the sun. If we take for a

fixed plane, that of the ecliptic in 1750, we may suppose 5' = . We
shall represent by r'dq' , the small arc which is described by the earth

in the time dt ,
and we shall have,

[5C83] ^^^/^'2 _^ ^/ya + f/-'a)
_

,.V/^y [40rt,&C.].

This arc is to that which is described by the moon, in its relative motion

[5G84] about the earth, very nearly in the ratio of* — to 1; therefore, it is at

[5484'] least, thirty times as great ;
and we shall have, very nearly,f

*
(3104) Whilst the moon describes the angle dv . with the radius a, the sun

''"' ' describes the angle mdv ,
with the radius «', nearly ; as is evident from [4837],

[4838, &ic.]; so that the space described by the moon is adv
,

and the space

described by the sun a'mdv
, nearly. The ratio of the second of these exiiressions,

[56845]

to the first, is denoted by
—

,
as in [5084]. Substituting

- = 400, //;= 0,0748,
[5684c]

a a
' '

[5221, 5117], it becomes nearly equal to 30, as in [50S4'J.

f (3105) Developing the terms in the first member of [5G85], and substituting r'dq'

[5683], it becomes,

^^ggg^^
^\r''-dq'-^+2dx'dT-i-2d,j'd,j4^2dz'dz+flr'>^df+ dz^l .
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[5685]
(ix dec dii oi/

If we neglect the excentricity of tlic earth's orbit, we shall have d(/
= mdt;

the time t being represented by the moon's mean motion. Then we

have,*

[5686]

dx' .
, dy' , trcQ-T-—

-,
= — sin.i'

; -rr-r = cos.v ; [568/]
r dq' r dq

consequently,

[/{dx'-lr dry+ (</?/'4- dyf+ {dsf-Jr dzf == ma'. dt—dx.sin.v'-Jrdy.cos.v'.

Hence, we easily obtain,t

[5688]

Putting now s = [5G82], we have =^=0 [.56S1] ; substituting this, and nfiglecting [56856]

also di^-{-dy~-\-dz-, in comparison with the other terms, we easily reduce it to the form

in the second member of [5G85].

*
(3106) Neglecting the excentricity of tlie earth's orbit, we may put ?-'= a'=- [5687c]

[49.37n], and the described arc [5683] becomes r'dq
^ a'dv'

; moreover, the values of

x', y' [5681], become a;' = ff'.cos.»', .'/'

= «'-sin. jj'
;

whose differentials are

dx' = — aW«'. sin v'
, dy'= a'dv'. cos. v'. Dividing these by the above expression

r'dq =a'dv', we obtain tlie values [5687] ; substituting these, and dq'= nidt [5686],

in [.5685], we get [5688]. The expressions [5683,5688] may be put under tlie forms

r5687(;, f], by merely chans:in£r, as above, r' into -
. and do', or dv' into mdt.

I '.' J' .' J s &'
„.

. /'
[5687(f]

Lastly, tlie expressions of r'dq', dx, dy' [5687/1; c], may be put under the forms

[5687^], which will be of use hereafter ;

, mdt
V/f/r'2 + f/y'9+rf2'2

= —
; [5687e]

,
mdt 7 , ,

^(dx'+dxy-+ {dy'+dyf-\- (dz'+ dzf = -^
rf.r.sin.i' J^dy.cos.v' ; [5687/]

r'dq'
= ~'; ^x' = - ^^1^'

; dy' = '^^"-^
.

^'^^'^^
M U'

''
u'

t (3107) Multiplying [5687f] by the value of -^- [5687e-], we get [56S7A];
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,-,.,.. f'^Q\ -(K'-K).m^.sm.v' 3K.m dx
,

Km dx ^ ,, Km dy . ^ ,

[5G90]

[5691]

dx J m'2 2u' dt 2m' dt 2tt dt

dq\ {K'—K).nfi.cos.v' 3K.m dy ,
Km dx . ^ ,

Km dy

dy J «'- 2i«' dt 2ii' f/^ 2m' dt
'

f/^\ _ Km dz

,dz J
~

u
'

dt'

again, multiplying [5687/] successively by -^—,
—

^ , and neglecting, in the

last product, the terms of the order dx . dy, we get [5687i,^-] ;

[5687.] K',
'^^.^d7^+diWd^^

= -^^ ;

[5687i']

r^ dx , Km", s'm.v' Km dx
-K.

—.^/{d:c'+d,f+{dy'+dyf+{dz'+dzY=~^^
—

.J^-^-v

Km dy .

H r .
— .sm.c .COS. v' ;

It dt

[5687/t] -K.~.^{dx'+dxf+{dy'+dyf+{dz'+dzY= _
^. i^

.

Adding toi;ethcr the expressions [5687A,/,/t-], we find, that the first member of the sum

'
'

-' become? the same as the expression of (— ) [5673 lines 1, 2] ; and the second member

[5687«
of this sum is easily reduced to the form [5689], by substituting sin.";;' = i—A.cos.2t'',

sln.r'.cos.f;'= i.sin.2('', and making a slight reduction.

We may obtain [5690], from [5673 lines 3,4], by a similar process ; or, we may find

it more readily by derivation. For, if we change, reciprocally, x into y, and x' into

r'"687nl y''
"'6 shall find, that (7-) [5673 lines 1, 2] changes into (y^) [5673 lines 3. 4].

Now, this change in the values of x', y', is made by putting sin.ij' for cos.r', and

cos.f' for sin.v', in [5681]. This does not alter the value of sin.?;'. cos.i''=: i.sin. 2i)'

[.5087o]
[-5g37;j^ jj^,, j( changes sin.^r' [5687 i]

into cos.2(!'=i-fi.cos.2«;'; so that we must

write -|-§.cos.2i'', instead of —
\.cos.'iv' , in [5687?h]. Hence it appears, that we may

[0687;;] q^jjjjJ^, [5690] from [5689], by writing dx for dy, reciprocally, also cos.d' for sin.i'',

and changing the sign of cos.2t)'.

Lastly, if we substitute z'= [56856], in [5G73 lines 5,6], we find, that the term

I5G87</] in [5673 line 5] vanishes, and the factor of the radical in [5673 line 6] becomes —K .

-j^
.

Muliiiilying this by the value of the radical [5687/], and neglecting terms of the second

'•
'

'^'

power in dr, dy, dz, we get [5691].
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If we substitute the values of x, y, and neglect the square of the

excentricity of the moon's orbit, we sliall get,*

fJQ\
s

ffiq\ _ {K'—K) m-.s\n.{f—v )
^Km.du

^

_^ J.

^,.^'.cos.(2^-2i;'). 2
2»=*.m' (It

^ ^
'^u\u' (It

^ ^

*
(3108) Multiplying [5689] by cos.d, also [5690] by sin.i), and reducing the

sum of these products, by means of the formulas [5692('>,c], which are deduced from

[22, 24] Int., we get the equation [5692J]. In like manner, we may obtain [56926-] ; or, [•>69~a]

it may be more simply derived from [5692i], by changing v into i'+90'', where

it explicitly occurs, in both members ;

—
sin.'y'.cos.i'+cos.t''. sin.u =sin.(f

—
v) ; [56926]

cos.2u'.cos.i'-f-sin.2j)'.sin.i'
=

cos.(i'
—

2i'') ;

sin.2«'.cos.t;— cos.2i''.sin.f = — sin.();
—

2i)') ;

f/r.sin.?F—(Jy.cos.W = .cos.(r
—

f1'')-\
—

;^.sin. (r JJ').

[5692c]

[5692tr|

2u' (dt
^ ^

dt ^
^S

( fdOX /dQ\) (K'—K).m"-.cos.(v-v') 3A7« ( dx . dij )

I \dx J \rfy/) « 2m' ( dt dt \

,
Km i dx . , ,-. ,. dii )+
2^'

•

J--^.s.n.(.-2t.')--;.cos.(._2.') j

.

We must substitute, in [5692(7, e], the values of dx, dy [.5675/>] ; and, in performing

tliis operation, we may use the following theorems, supposing W to be any angle

whatever ;

rfa;.cos.?r+(/)/.sin.fF = — —
.sin.(r— fF)— -^.cos.(i;—^) ; [5692/]

[5692e]

[5692g-]

The equation [5692/] may be easily proved tb be correct, by substituting, in the first

member, the values of dx, dy [56756], and developing the second member, by means
of [22, 24] Int. Tlie equation [5692;'-] may be found in tbe same manner

; or, it may [5692*]

VOL. III. 172
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[5G93]

[5G94]

Di^nsity of
the ether,

dq\ dv (K'-K).m''.dv , „ 3Am , dv

dv J U' u'^.u^ ^ ^
2a'. u'^ dt

dQ\ du (K'—K).ni^ du , „ 3Aw du
~r -"5

—
r = rs

—
r
—

.-;-.cos.(«
—v ) ;

— .-—
dvj u^.du u'^.u^ dt ^ ^

2m'. li* ft'i

Km du

2w'.M'' dt ^ ^

ZZ'lt The value of K is not constant. If we suppose the density of the ether
presented

?k,nof"'"
^^ ^^ proportional to a function of the distance from the sun, and denote

ihe (lis

tance

the sun,

}]a^ this function by,

be more easily derived from [5692/], by ciianging the arbitrary angle JV into W—90<^.
If we now put W=v, in [5692/,^], we shall get the two equations [5692i, i"] ; and,

if we put W^= — (ii— 2!''), or y— ?r== 2y—2y', we shall get [5692?, w], respectively,

making some slight reductions ;

[5692iJ <?a;.cos.D+(^i/.sin.ti =: ;

7 . , dv
[5692*1 dxsm.v— di^.cos.v ^=:

;u

[5692/] (/j;.cos.(j)—2u')—f/i/.sin.(v
—

2v')
= — —.sm.[2v—2v')

—
'4'-cos.(2y

—
2v') ;

[5692m]
—

dx.sin.{v
—

2v')—dy.cos.{v
—

2ii')
:= .cos.(2«

—
2v') + ~.sin.(2('—2y').

Substituting the expressions [5692i, 1], in [5692£/], and then, the result in [5680], we get

[5692]. In like manner, if we substitute [5692/<:,m], in [5692e], and then, the result in

[5692n] [5678], we get, by multi|)lying by
—

,
the expression [5693]. Lastly, multiplying

[5693] by
—

,
we get [5694] ; observing, that the term of this expression, having the

factor — .— , may be neglected, as a quantity of the order c^. For, —
is of the

dv dt
•' ° ' '

dv

[5602o] order e [4826] ;
and the same may be observed of —

,
which is evidently of the

same order as —
[5686],

dv
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9(m')
= density of the ether near the earth ; [5G95]

it will become, for the moon, in which u' changes into u'— —
.cos.(t'

—
v'),* [5696]

(p(«') .<p'(ii,').cos.(v
—

v')
= density of the ether near the moon

; [5697]

(f'(u') being the differential of 9(m'), divided by du'
;

so that we [•'>698]

may suppose,

K= H.cp (?«')
— ^-^

. <?' (u')
. cos.(v—v') . [5699]

This being promised, if we neglect those periodical inequalities, which do

*
(3109) Substituting «'=0 [5682], in the expression of the distance r' of the

earth from the sun [4777c], it becomes u'= —. If the quantities /, n'. corresponding
i5i>J6a]

to the eartli, be increased by Sr', Sii', for the moon
;
we slial! liave, by taking the

variation of the preceding expression,

&u' = ]- .5r'= — u'\ 5r'. [56966]
J.

„

The radius vector r, drawn from the earth to the moon, makes, with the continuation

of the radius r', an angle which is represented by v—v'
; and, it is evident, on

account of the great distance of the sun, in comparison with that of the moon, tiiat the [5696c]

moon's distance from the sun must exceed thai of the earth, l)y the quantity »'.cos.(i'
—

i''),

nearly ; hence, 5 ?' = r.cos. {v
—

v'). Substituting this, in [5696^^], and putting [5696rf]

?•= -
, nearly [4776], we get,

!)u' = — -- .cos. (v—v'), as in [5696]. [56966]

Now, the function ip("') [5695], corresponding to the earth, changes into
o{tt'-\-'hi'),

for the moon ; and, if we develop it, according to the powers oi Su', by Taylor's theorem

[617], neglecting the square and higher poucrs of Su', it becomes,

p ( 7/') + -h/. ?'(«'). [5696/ J

Substituting the value of 5u' [5696c], it becomes as in [5697]. Lastly, multiplying

this by the constant quantity H, we get the expression of the resistance [5699].

Encke, in making the calculation of the orbit of the comet [5667J], supposed the function
' ^'

4) («'), or, 9(7))
to be represented by 'p[~)

=
"tt-
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not depend on the sine, or cosine, of cv— ~.^ we shall have,*

/dQ\ civ H.m-.rh ,, „ 3Hm , „ ,
d v

[5700] { -r") • —;; = ;

—
• 9 (u)— ..r-r—;

• <? (u) .dv.--.

If we substitute the values,t

[5701] M = -.jl+e.cos.(ct)—-)| ; dt=dv.l]—2e.cos.(cv—T.)l;

we shall obtain,

[5700a]

*
(3110) Substituting the value of K [5099], in [5693], and neglecting the terms

which depend on the sine or cosine of v— v', or its multiples, we get [5700]. For, the

first term of [5699] H.cp{u'), being combined with the second term of [5693], produces

the second of [5700] ; and, the second term of [5699],

ffu' -

[57006]
• <p' ( «') • COS. (y

—
v') ,

u

being substituted for K, in the first term of [5693], produces,

[5700c] ^

—
.(?'(« ).cos.2(y—y)

=
^

—
.iB'(M)-Si+i-cos.2.(t/— z))f;

which gives the first term of [5700].

f (3111) If we neglect the second and higher powers of e, we get, from [4826],

[5701a] the expression of u [5701]. Moreover, the mean motion of the moon being represented

by t [56S6], we get, from [4828] n=l; and then,

2c

[57016]
< + £ = r—— .sin. (c«— ra);

whose differential is the same as the value of dt [5701]. These values of u, dt

[5701] give,

[5701c]
—

=:a'^.\\
—

4c.cos.(fi'— -5i)| ;
dv .

— =
<Zi'.{l-j-2c.cos.(ci!

—
ra)}.

Substituting these, in the second member of [5700] ,
it becomes,

('^y^^=A//.mV.(Zy.?X''')-M—4c-cos.(ct—ra)|—^'.«^.(fo.<p(M').fl—
2e-cos.(CT—«)J

[570W]

=.-lH.ma\dv. \ ?^—m.cp'C*') \
+Hma\ \ ^-,(p{u')—2m.(?'{u') \ .edv.cos{cv-z!).

Integrating this, we get [5702].
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1

[5702]

-\-H.m.a\ < -.(p(u')—2m.<f!(u') ^
. e.sin.(c^•—^). 2

Then we shall have,*

_/^X_. _
A^x _ _ ^^_^„_^^3. ^i!f.).e .sin.(r.-.) ; [5703]

V du J u \ ds J
-

u'
^ '

^dQ\ du
, ,, 3 ( 3p(u') ,, i\ } • / \^ ^ —
^.H.m.cr. < —V^— m.:f{u) > .e. sin.(ct"

—
zi). [.5704]

(/t! / v-.dv

Now, if we put,

( u )

(3
= H.m.ffi .

I^—!»«.:='(?/')
I

; [570C]

*
(3112) In substituting the value of K [5699], in the second member of [5692],

and neglecting the terms depending on the sine or cosine of v—v', or its multiples

[5700a], it will be only necessary to retain the term ^^
—

'-—7- [5692]. Now, the
[5703a]

differential of u [5701], being divided by dt [5701]. gives, by neglecting terms of

the order c^ and observing, that c= l, nearly;

du e .— = — -
. sni. (c i;

—
^) .

[5703i]

Hence, the term [5703«] becomes,

3Km e

sin. (c u—
en) ; [-57030]

and, if we substitute — =«'', nearly; also, the first term of K [5699], nam^gly,

H.<f>{u') ;
we shall get the value of the first member of [5692, or 5703], as in the second

member of [5703]. By similar substitutions, we may obtain [5704] ; but, it is more •'

easily obtained, by multiplying the difitjrential of [5702], by

d u e .-— = .sm.fct'— ra) 15701] ;dv a ^ ; L J '

[5703e]

and then, dividing the product by dv
; observing, that we need only notice the first line

of [5702], because the second line produces terms of the order c-.

VOL. 111. 173
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we must add to the second member of the equation [4754], or to the second

member of [4961] the following function ;*

[5707] 1- P •
-

. Sin. (CI-
—

^).

[5708]
The value of -

[4968] will, by this means, be increased by the quantity!

(3113) We have, very nearly,

(Idu

''''"4-M
= i

[4S90,4892f/], and }fi=:a, [4S63] ;

[57076]

hence,

/ddu \ 2 2
_

\d^ ~^
^/

'

~ffi

~
7a,

'

miihiplying this by [5702], we get,

+H.m.aK
^ ^^-4w.9'(m')

] '- .s]n.(cv—^).

\dv''

[5707c] Now, dividing the sum of tlie expressions [5703, 5704] by P, or o, , and adding
the quotient to [57076], we find, that the sum becomes,

[5707(/] —H.m.a^ \
^ip_,rty(„')

\
."^^H.m.a^ | ^^'

—
|.m.(p'(M') ? .'-.s\n.{cv—zs).

Substituting in this, the abridged symbols a, p [5705,5706], we get [5707] ; which

represents the sum of ail the terms of [4754], depending on the part of Q now under

[5707e] consideration; as is evident by observing, that the first members of the three expressions

mentioned in [5707c] contain all the terms of Q [4754]. If we now connect the function

[5707], with the two first terms of [4754], we obtain the following equation, for the

determination of m
;

[5707/] = ---|-M |-p.
- .sni. [cv —a).

In which we may change «, into a [4968].

t (3114) If we put, for a moment, A= , and neglect the part of [5707/],

depending on e, the equation becomes as in [4963«] ; whence, we get, as in [4963a, U],

[5708a] 11=^ — A = —
,

for the part of m which corresponds to A. Now we have, very
a,

[57085] nearly, m = - [4937w], whose variation gives &u= —, or (Sa=— a^.&u- and.
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0.V

a,
; consequently, the value of a will be decreased by aa.tJ. ^Ve shall [5709]

then have, as in [4973], very nearly,*

2d.'-

"iuT + ^ •
- =0. [5710]

This gives,t

by substituting, for '5m, the value of u [5708a], and putting also a,= a, it becomes

(5a =— a.a.v, as in [5709].
[5708e]

* — «

(3115.) The term p.-.sin. (cr
—

w) [5707/], is to be added to the second
a

member of [4973c] ; therefore also, to that of [4973^], which is deduced from

[4973c]. Now, it is evident, from [4973/f], tiiat the effect of this will be to add to the

second member of the equation [1973], tlie term (3.-, or s.-; without altering
a, a °

[4974]. To find the effect of tliis additional term of [4973], it is only necessary to notice

it, together with the chief term of that equation,

[5710a]

-..(c-£).J__U. [57104]

neglecting the other small term, which depends on -
. __

; observing also, tliat zs

[4980], is deduced from [4978], which is not altered, by the introduction of the terms [5710c]

[5707]. Moreover, it follows, from [4978a, 5228o'|, that c is nearly equal to
A- ^ ^

[5710(0

unity. Substituting this in [5710J], and neglecting the terms of the order e^, it

d.t
becomes — 2 . —i

;
to which we must add the term p.- [5710«] ; and we shall [5710«]

obtain [5710], representing the equation [4973], adapted to the present case.

t (3116). Putting, for a moment, -= x, and also a^= a, we find that [5710] may [snia]

be put under the form

~rfr+'^-''
= ^' °'" -=*^<'"; [57114]

whose integral is Iog.-=:Ji?v, / being a constant quantity. Now, pv being very

small, we have very nearly ^py = log.(l+A|3i)) [58] Int.; hence [57114']
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e
[5711]

- = constant. {l+i^«

consequently,

a

^•^''^^^ e = constant,n—(a—iS).v I
.

Secular ' "^ 21/1
inequali-

pe7ig°ee"'° Thc ixit'w of thc excetitricity to the semi-major axis is, therefore, subjected to a
and

. . . /, .

uim' secular equation, arisingfrom the resistance of the ether ; hut it is insensible,

[57131°
^" comparison ivith the corresponding acceleration of the moon''s mean motion ;

because this last acceleration is, as we shall soon show [5714], multiplied

by the square of v. This resistance does not produce any secular equation in

[5713'] the motion of the perigee [5710c].*

[5711c] -=rl_|_ip(, ; consequently, a; = - =/. (1 +2^"), as in [5711].

r5711(/1 Moreover, we have in [5709], « = constant X
{

1
— ft

.v\ ; substituting this in [5711],

after multiplying both members by a, we get [5712]. If we represent the increments of

''^ ^J
a, c, arisingfrom tins cause, by &(i, oe, respectively, we shall have, as in [570Sc,5712],

the following expressions;

[5711/] ^f(_-— a« . u
;

(5e = — e . (a
— i ^) . v

;

e being the constant factor of [5712]. These values will be of use in the next note.

*(3117.) Neglecting terms of the order e^
, -y^,

we have, in [5081p],

3

[5714a] d( = a'-. \l
— 2c.cos.cv I. dv,

in which cv is used for cv — zi
,

for brevity. Supposing this quantity to vary, by

augmenting a by '5a, and c by (5 e
[
571 !/], it will be increased by

1 3

[57141] § a- .&a .\\
— 2c. cos.fu

\
. dv — 2 «-. '5c .cos. cv . dv.

Substituting the values [5711/], it becomes, successively,

—
ia.rt-.{ 1 — 2e.cos.cv\.vdv.-\-aF.c.{2a.

—
^).vdv.co%.cv

[5714c] 3 3=—|a-.ai;.f7!'4- a" . (5a
—

i^).e.vdv.cos.cv.

The integral of this last expression gives the corresponding increment of t -{- s, which

will, therefore, be represented by

[^'^^^'^1 — I a^.cu!^ -[-«*. (5a
—

p) . e .

|i'.sin.ct)+cos.cr.| ;

as is easily proved by differentiation, and putting c^l. We can neglect the part

depending on c.cos.tf, which may be considered as included in the elliptical motion ;
then
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The expression of dt [508 l;j] gives, in the value of « + =, the terms

[5714J,&c.],

—
f .ay^ -)- (5oi

—
f3).t'C.sin.(cj;

—
to). [Incrementof <+sJ

Substituting / + -= + 2e.sin.(d
—

to)
for r, we shall obtain, in the

expression of v, the secular equation,*

(iV = y.a<"
—

(2a.
—

•(3).<.e.sin.(cf
—

to); [Secular equation in v]

therefore, the resistance of the ether produces in the moon\s mean motion, a

secular equation, \vhich accelerates that mean motion, without producing any
secular variation in the motion of the perigee.

We may prove, in the same manner, that the resistance of the ether does not

produce any sensible secular equation, either in the motion of the nodes, or in

the inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic.j

[5714]

[5714']
Secular

inequality
of the
moon 'a

notion.

[5715]

[5716]

I57J7]
Secular in-

equalities
of the
node and
inclina-

tion are
innonsiblc.

putting a-=7i ^=1 [4827, 5701a], it becomes as in [5714]. This contains the sf/warc of
r57i4e-]

V
;
but Sa, Se [5711/j depend chiefly on its first power; lience it is evident, tliat the

secular variation of the mean motion [5714], must be much more sensible than those of [5714/]

a and e, as in [5713, fee] .

*
(311S). Putting c= l, and s=0, in [57016], we get ^= i'

—
2e.sin.(ci.'-ra). [57]5oi

Transposing the last term, and substituting in it t for v, wliich may be done, if we

neglect terms of the order (^, we get v= t -\-2e.s'm.{ct
—

to) [5714']. Substituting this

in the first members of [57156, c], and neglecting e^, they become as in the second [5715a']

members of these expressions; their sum gives the value of the function [5714], as in

[5715rf] ;

—
|.aD^ = —|a<^

—
-oo..t.e.sm.{ct

—
to) :

(5a
—

p). ye. sin. (en
—

to)
= +(5ol

—
fi).t.e.sin.{ct

—
to);

Sum ^ —f a<- +(2a-— ^).t.c.sin.(ct
—

to).

[571 56]

15715c]

[5715(/]

This last expression represents the correction of t [5714,5715(7]; and it is evident, that

we must change its sign, to get the corresponding correction of v, as in [5715].
[5715e]

f (3119.) In finding the secular motions of y, d, depending upon the resistance

of the ether, we must proceed witli the equation [4755,or505l6], as we have done with

[4754, or 4973c], in finding the secular motions of e, to, [5692—5715]; making the [5717o]

necessary changes, to correspond to this case. In examining the reductions of the equation

VOL. III. 174
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Hence it follows, that the resistance of the ether can become sensible, in the

moon''s mean motion only. Ancient and minlern observations evidently prove,

[5718] that the mean motions of the moonh perigee and nodes, are subjected to very
sensible secular inequalities. The secular motion of the perigee, deduced

from the comparison of ancient and modern observations, is less by cio-ht

[57iyi
^' ^'"^ sexagesimal minutes, than that which results from the comparison

of the observations made in the last century. This phenomenon, of which no

doubt can remain, must, therefore, depend upon some other cause than the

resistance of the ether. We have seen, in [4983, &c.], that it depends on the

[.i730] variation of the excentricity of the earth''s orbit; and, as the secular equations

resulting from that variation satisfy, completely, all the ancient and modern

observations, we may conclude, that the acceleration, produced by the resistance

of an ethereal fluid, on the moon^s mean motion, is yet insensible.

Effect of
an ptliere-

al fluid

on the

moon's
mean
nioliun 13

iDsenaiblc

30. The acceleration, produced by that resistance in the mean motion

\572l] ^/ ^^^ earth, is much less than the corresponding acceleration in the moon's

mean motion. To prove this, we shall resume the formula [931] ; and, if

we apply it to the earth, we shall get, in the expression of 6v', the term,*

[5722] &v' =^
—^.ffdv'.d'Q' ;

[4755], we find, that the integral expression, in tlie first member of [5702], is multiplied, in

[57176] [4755], by the factor v^ + *
»

whicli is of the third order in y [5034a—6];

[5717c]

tlierefore it may be neglected. Now, it is on this term, that the value of a [5702, 5705]

chiefly depends ;
and a produces also the part of the secular inequality of the mean

motion corresponding to the square of the time, which is the most important part of the

effect of the resistance of an ethereal fluid [5714/j. Hence it appears, that the remaining

rSTfrfl terms of Q produce, in like manner as in [5713], only insensible secular inequalities, in

comparison with that of the mean motion.

«
(3120). The chief term of [931] is,

[5722a] —.ffndt.dR;

which may be reduced to the form [5722], by changing ndt into dv [4S2S] ; dR

[572261 '"'° —
''Q [5438]; (J- into S [914', 5722'], and then accenting the letters to conform

to the present notation ;
the mass of the earth being neglected, in comparison with that of

the sun, in estimating the value of f-
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S being the sun's mass
; supposing the sum of the masses of the earth [5722-]

and moon to be equal to unify ; and, that the quantity Q', in the earth's

motion, corresponds to tliat which we liavc denoted by Q, in the moon's [5723]

theory. Moreover, the differential characteristic d' corresponds to the

sun's co-ordinates. Then we have,*

f ^-V ('-jt\ (—^ ) being the forces acting upon the earth, parallel [5725]

to the axes x', y, z', by means of the resistance of the ether. If Ave

neglect the excentricity of the earth's orbit, and represent the element of

the time dt by the differential of the moon's mean motion, we shall have,

as in [5672], for these forces, the following expressions ;t

*
(3121). The equation [5724] is similar to that in [5074] ; and, it is evident, from

f5G73c], that the quantities

/dq\ /dq'\ /dq'\

U'> U'> \^')' f^'^^"^

represent the forces acting upon the earth, parallel to the axes of x', y', z', and arising

from the resistance of the ether upon the eartli.

f (3122). These forces are represented by the expressions [5072] ; and we have, as

in [5GS76,c, 5681,5683, &.C.], by neglecting the excentricity of the orbit.

dv ^ — a'dv'.sm.v' ; dy' =:a'dv'. cos. v'
;

dz' :==^dds'
;

[5727a]

\/dx'^-\-dy'-^-\-dz'^
=

r'dq'
= a'dv'.

Substituting these values in the three expressions [5G72], they become respectively,

K'.a'^.—.sm.v'; -K .a^.
-^.cos.v;

-R .a^.- .-.
[57276]

Now we have, very nearly, dv' = mdt [5GS7(/] ; substituting this in [5727i], we get the
[5727e]

expressions [5727] ;
which represent the values of

C4). m (f).

respectively. Substituting these in the second member of [5724], and also tlie values

f/x'=— a'. mdt. sm.v'
; dy'

= a'.mdt.cos.v'
;

dz'= aids'; [5727(f]

which are deduced from [5727a,c], we get,

A'&^ — K'.a"'.m\dt.\sm."~v'4-cos.^v'+~ .-] . [5"27e]^
(. "iVt dt S
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[5727] K'.u'^.m^.sm.v'
;

—K'.d^.m^. cos. v'
;

—K'.d^.m .—
;

dt

(Is'

[5727] therefore, by neglecting the square of —
,

we shall have,

[5728] d:q^—K'.u'\7ii\dt ;

which gives,*

[5729] 6 «' = ^- .ffdv'. d'Q' = I .

[5730] We must put K' = H'.^{u') [5699]; H' being a constant quantity,

depending on the surface, and on the mass of the earth. Hence, the secular

equation, produced by the resistance of the ether, in the mean motion of the

earth, is,

i.H'.a'\m\t''.<^(u')
[5731] dV :=

:;
• [Secular cqualion of the earthj

»S

The corresponding acceleration of the moonh mean motion is, by what

precedes [57306],

Neglecting the term depending on the square of ds [5727'], and putting sin.V+cos.V^l,
it becomes as in [5728].

*
(3123). Substituting, in [5722], the value of d'Q' [5728], and dv'= mdt [5727c],

it becomes, by noticing only the part depending on t^,

[5730a] l.K'.a'\m\ffdt^=^^.K'.a'\m'\f,
as in [5729] ;

substituting A" [5730], we get [5731]. The acceleration of the moon's mean motion,

depending on t^, is ^a.i^ [bllS]; and, by substituting a [5705], it becomes,

[5730.] lH.a^rnt^l'^^-r>^.,V)],

which is easily reduced to the form [5732], by using -,
= «' [4937n]. Again, if we

2

change the sun's mass m' [4757"] into -S [5722'], also m into m=, nearly [5094],

we shall find that the expression [4865] becomes,

[5730c] V^=< «>• ^--^^ asm [5733].
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SV ^ ^.H.a^.a'.ml^.{3:(u') .^'(U')>. [Scculur ciuation of Ihe moon] r—om
( a 3 [a/6i\

Moreover, we have -y^ = m^ [5730^] ; therefore, the acceleration of
[5733J

the moon's mean motion, is to the corresponding acceleration of the earth's

mean motion, as unity is to,*

2H'.m . cp{u') secular motion of tiie earth

JJ ^Q^c„n "'
-//..'\? secular motion of the moon ' [o734j

.j39(«')-„":.9'(«')|

consequently, as unity IS to |--^; neglectnig the term ;.9(m). It [5735]

is evident, that,t

*
(3124). Dividing the expression of ov' [5731], by that of Sv [5732], and

Fubstituting S [5730c], we get [5734]. If we neglect the term of the denominator of [5734a]

[5734], which is multiplied by the small quantity
~

; we find that tlie numerator and

denominator become divisible by 9(1*'), and the expression changes into f •

-77^. [57346]

t (3125) The resistance, which the moon suffers must evidently be proportional to

square of the moon's semi-dinmeter

mass of the moon '

and that of the earth is proportional to

[5736o]

square of the earth's semi-dinmeter
[5736a']

mass of the earth

Now, these quantities are to each other as H to H' [5699, 5730] ; hence we get,

H' mass of the moon square of the earth's semi-diameter

H mass of the earth square of the moon's semi-diameter
'

[57364]

If we take, for the moon's semi-diameter, the angle under which it appears when viewed
from the earth, at its mean distance

; and, for the earth's semi-diameter, the angle under [5736c]
which it appears when viewed from the moon, or the moon's horizontal parallax ; we
shall find, that the expression [5136h] becomes as in [5736]. Substituting the values

[5737—5738'], we get [5739]. Substituting this, and m [5117], in
§.^[5735], (^5736^

it becomes as in [5740],
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H' mass of the moon square of the moon's parallax
[5736] T7=—r-TZTTTT-nrX

—
H mass of the earth square of the app. semi-diameter of the moon

From observation, we get,

[5737] The moon's apparent semi-diameter = 943'" ;

[5738] The moon's parallax = 3454'
;

[5738'] jind, in [4631], the moon's mass is —- of that of the earth
; therefore,

we have,

H[5739] §^=0,195804

Hence it follotvs, that the acceleration of the earthh mean motion, produced

157401 % ^^^ resistance of the ether, is equal to the corresponding acceleration of the

moon^s mean motion, multiplied by 0,0097642 [5136d] ; or, about one

hundredth part of the moon''s acceleration.



APPENDIX.

Presented, by the Author, to the Board of Longitude of France ;

August 17, 1808.*

The object of this appendix is to render more complete the theory of the

perturbations of the planets, which is given in the second and sixth books. In
. .

1 ' &
[o74l]

striving to give to the expressions of the elements of the orbits, the most simple

forms which they can attain, M^e have been able to make them depend wholly

[5741a]

*
(3126) Tills paper was given by tlie author, as an appendix to the third volume of

this work
;

it was not, however, published, till after the appearance of the fourth volume ;

which is referred to in several places, as in [5764', 5975]. Tbe improvement, made by

Mr. Polsson, in the demonstration of the permanency of the mean motions, wliicli is

treated of in [5794'
—

5846], was made known to the National Institute of France, In a
1-574]^-]

paper, presented June 20, 1808, and printed in the eighth volume of tbe JoKr?!a/ c/c FEcoh

Polytechnique. This first demonstration was followed by a much more simple one, given (•5-41
-i

by La Place, in this appendix ;
and some improvements were afterwards made by him,

and published in the fifth volume of the present work [12508, &.c.]. La Grange also gave

an elegant demonstration, founded upon the principle of the variation of the constant L"^''*'"]

quantities, in the Mhnoircs (h PJiistitut de France, for 1808, k.c.
;

and in the second

edition of his Mecaniquc Anahjtiquc. Subsequently, the subject was resumed by ^Ir.

Polsson, in the same volume of the JonniaJ, and In the Memoircs for 1816, with Important

improvements; in which he extended the demonstration of his theorem on the mean

motions, so as to include terms of the third order of the disturbing masses, arising from those

of the seco/iaf order in the disturbed planet ;and then, by induction, he supposes this will liold

good for all powers of the masses, so far as they depend on the elements of the disturbed

planet. He also demonstrated this remarkable theorem,
' That the perturbations of the

[574]o-]

rotatory motion of a solid body. of any form, arising from forces of attraction, depend upon

[574 le]

[5r4]/]
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on the partial differentials of a single function [913, 1195, 1258, l&c.],*

[5741']
taken relatively to these elements

; and, it is remarkable, that the coefficients

of these differentials are functions of the elements themselves. These

elements are the six arbitrary quantities of the three differential equations

of the second order [915] ; by means of which, the motion of each

planet is determined. Supposing the orbit to be an ellipsis, lohich is

[5741"] variable at every instant, the elements will be represented in the following

manner :

Fir'st. The semi-major axis, on which the mean motion of the planet

depends, «
;

Elements.

Second. The epoch of the mean longitude, £
;

Third. The excentricity of the orbit, e
;

[5742] Fourth. The longitude of the perihelion, a
;

Fifth. The inclination of the orbit to a fixed plane, tp ;

Sixth. The longitude of its node, d

La Grange gave, a long time ago, the above-mentioned form to the

differential expression of the greater axis [5786] ;
and proved, by means of

[5742] it, in a very elegant manner, the invariableness of the mean motion, noticing

only the first power of the disturbing masses. This invariableness was first

discovered by me
; neglecting, however, the terms of the fourth and higher

[5741/i] (i,g gi^iiie equations as the perturbations of a single particle of matter, attracted towards a

fixed centre;' so that, the precession of the equinoxes, and the nutation of the earth's

[5741i] jxis, can be expressed by the same formulas as llie variations of the elliptical elements of

the planets. We had intended to g,ive a particular account of these improvements of

[5741A] La Grange andPoisson, together with some notice of the papers which Mr. Lubbock has

published, on the secular and periodical inequalities of the planets, in the Transactions of

the Royal Society of London, in 1830, 1831 ; but, we have been induced to postpone this

[574H] notice, by reason of the great length of the appendix to this volume. We shall, however,

resume the subject in the commentary on the fifteenth book.

*
(31'27) The function here spoken of is R [913]. The differentials of the

[5741)nl elements «, s, e, &ic., are given in [1177, 1345, li258, 1337i, &:c.] ;
and they are

collected together, with improvements, in [5786
—5791].
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powers of the excentricities and inclinations of the orbits, whicli is

. . [5743]

sufficiently accurate for the purposes of astronomy. I have given, in tiie

second book [1258,1337, &c.], the same forms to the differential expressions

of the excentricity of the orbit, of the inclination, and of the longitude of

its node
; nothing more is required, than to give the same form to the

differential expressions of the longitudes of the epoch and of the periiielion ;

this I have now done in the present appendix.

The principal advantage of this form of the differential expressions of the

elements is, to give their finite variations, by the development of the function,

which is denoted by R, in the second book [913, &,c]. If we reduce this

function into a series of cosines of angles, increasing in proportion to the

tirne [1011, Sic], we shall obtain, by taking the differential of each term, the

corresponding terms of the variations of the elements. We have endeavored

to satisfy this condition in the second book
; but, we can do it in a more

simple and general manner, by means of some new expressions of these

variations. These last expressions have also the advantage of proving clearly,

the beautiful theorem discovered by Mr. Poisson, on the invariableness of the

mean motions, noticing the s(piare of the distiubing force. VVc have jjroved,

in the sixth book, by means of similar expressions, that this unifonnitv is

not altered by the great inequalities of Juj)iter and Saturn [390G"], ^vliic li is

the more important, as we have shown in tlie same book [3910
—39 12],

that these great inequalities have a considerable influence upon the secular

variations of the orbits of these two planets. The substitution of tiie new

formulas which we have just mentioned, shows, that the uniformity of the mean [5745]

motions of the planets is not troubled by any other periodical or secular

equation. These expressions give also, the most general and simple solution

of the secular variations of the elements of the planetary orbits. Lastly,

they give, in a very simple manner, the two inequalities of the moon's motion

in longitude, and in latitude [5967,5971], depending on the oblatenessof the

earth, which have been determined in the second chapter of the seventh book

[5357,6389]. This confirmation of the results, which have been obtained

relative to these inequalities, is interesting, because we can get, by comparing
them with observations, the cllipticity of the earth, in as accurate a manner,

to say the least, as by the direct measures
;
with which they also agree, as

[5746]

well as can be expected, considering the irregularities of the earth's surface.

VOL. III. 176
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Ill the theory of the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, which is

given in hook VII, we have noticed the fifth power of the excentricities and

inclinations of the orbits. Mr. Burckhardt has calculated the terms depending
on these powers. But, it has been since found, that the inequality resulting

from these terms, is taken with a wrong sign. Therefore, we shall correct,

at the end of this appendix, the formulas of the motions of Jupiter and

[5747] Saturn, which are given in the eighth chapter of the tenth book. This

produces a small alteration in the mean motions, as well as in the epochs of

these two planets; and this change satisfies the observation of the conjunction

of these two planets, made by Il)n Junis, at Cairo, in the year 1007. This

observation varies from the formulas, by a quantity which is much less than

the error to which the observation is liable. The ancient observations, quoted

by Ptolemy, are equally well represented by these formulas. This agreement

proves, that the mean motions of the two greatest planets in the system are

now well known, and, that they have not suffered any sensible variation since
[5748] . .

the time of Hipparchus ; it guarantees, for a long time, the accuracy of the

tables w hich Mr. Bouvard has constructed, by the theory, and which the Board

of Longitude has just published.

In the same meeting at which I presented these investigations to the Board

of Longitude, La Grange also communicated his learned researches on the

same subject. He has, by a very elegant analysis, expressed the partial

differential of R, taken relatively to each element, by a linear function of

,„4y,
the infinitely small differences of these elements; in which the coefficients of

these differences are functions only of the elements themselves. If we

determine, by means of these expressions, the differences of each element,

we may, by proper reductions, obtain the very simple expressions which we

have given ; and, as they can thus be deduced from such different methods,

their accuracy will thereby be confirmed.

I. We shall resume the expression of ede, given in [1262~\ ; puUt7ig,

[5750] for greater simplicity, (^=1, we obtain,*

*
(312S) In the equations [1262,5751], terms of the order of the square of the

' "^
disturhmg forces are neglected [laSSn-, &ic.] ;

but it is correct in terms o( the first order of

the rlisturhing forces, for all powers of the excentricities and inclinations. The value

-2 . .

[57516] tJ.= I, being substituted in [541'], gives n = a^, which is used in [5785, Sec.].
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[5751]

[5754]

In this equation, i is the time ; nt the mean motion of the planet m ; [5752]

a the semi-major axis of its orbit; e the eccentricity; v the true longitude ^^^^g^

of the planet; R a function of the co-ordinates of the tivo planets m, m' ;

so that, bj naming these co-ordinates x, y, z, x', y\ z', respectively,

we shall have, as in [949, 949'],

j3 , (xr'+yy'+gg') _m' _ [-5735^H — m.
^,3

— -^

P being the distance of the two planetsfrom each other; so that we shall have,

p
=: v/ i {^'

- ^T + (y-yy+ ("- ~y~ \
;

^''''^

r' is the radius vector of the planet m' ; r that of the planet m ; lastly,
^^^„^

the characteristic d refers only to the co-ordinates of the planet ra [916'].

We may observe, that to obtain
( "t; )'

we must develop R in a series

of angles proportional to the time ^; then take its differential relative to nt, [5758]

and divide it by ndt, adding to the quotient the partial differential \-j~r

•n being the longitude of the perihelion of the orbit of m. For, we must [5759]

not notice, in finding the partial differential of R, relative to v, the angle

nt, introduced into R, by the radius vector r of the planet m, or

by the periodical part of the elliptical expression of v, developed in a

series of sines of angles, proportional to the time. Now, in these functions

[669], the angle nt is always connected with the angle
—

to, which is [57G1]

introduced into R, by this means only ;
therefore by adding to the partial

differential —
,

the partial differential (j-)> we shall have the value* \J>~CQ]

[5760]

*
(3129) The two firsi, terms of nt-\-B [GG9], are not connected with —

zs, but,

it is found in all the remaining terms; so that we have v ^^nt-\-B -\- t^[nt -\- b— 3), [57C3a]

(p being the cliaracteristic of a function. If, for a moment, we consider R to be a function

of V, as in [3742], and represent it by R=f{v), we shall have, by the usual [57635]

notation,
(^—j=/'(t)). Substituting v [5763a], in R [57636], we get, [5763c]

R=f\nt-\-BJr9{nt+ B —
:,)\.
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[5763] of
( y- )

• Hence, the preceding expression of ede , will give,*

[5764] de = ^VIHl
.(

1
- v/r=^)-d^ + ''-^^^^^^ndt. (f) .

[5764'] Then we have, as in [7886],f

Its differentials, considering successively, nt and -us, as the variable quantities, also

[5763c'] . . , .
, /'d.zM\ ,, ,

putting, tor brevity, ?ii!-j-£
—3r:^w, (

—-—
j
= ^(w), give.

[5763<fl, ^t *-^'^ ''''^"^ + '"^^ ! •/'! «^+ - + <? («^ + «—
«)!•

[5763e] (^—)
=- — ^{nt+ e— «) ./'{n< + s + q5(n< + s— w)}.

The sum of the two expressions [57G3(Z,c], being successively reduced, by using [5763a,c]

becomes as in [5762] ; namely,

*
(3130) Substituting the value of

\-~r\ [57G3/], in [5751], it becomes,

[5764a]
«^«=

«-«f'Vl^^-5^ + (^)|-«-(l-e')-d«-

Dividing this by e, and making a slight reduction, we obtain [5764].

t (3131) The formula [5765] is the same as that which the author has demonstrated

in [7S86], in nearly the following manner. The first of the equations [606] becomes, by

[5765a] changing the origin of the time t, as in [668']; nt-\-i
—w= m— e.sin.it; and, if

we also change nt into Jndt, as in [5793], we shall get,

[57656] fndt-\-s
—w= J/—e.sin.M.

In which fndt-\-s is the mean longitude of the planet m
; fnih-\-i

—ra its mean

[5765c] anomaly; v—w its true anomaly ; and u its excentrical anomaly [603'', Sic, 668', 669].

The differential of [57656], supposing the ellipsis to be invariable, is,

[5765i]
ndt = du.{l

—
e.cos.w) ;

and, as this must also hold good for the variable ellipsis [1168'"], we may take the general
''

differential of [57656], supposing all the elements to be variable
; subtracting from this,

the expression [5765f/], we get,

[5765/ ] d I—dvi= du.{l
— e . cos .m)

—rfe .sin .M
;
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1 I dxs.iX — e.cos.w)" de.s\n.u.(2— c^— e.cos.w)

\/T:^e 1— e^
•

[5765]

In this formula, %i is the excentrical anomaly [603"
—

604], and « the [57661

longitude of the epoch [669']. We may put the second member of [5765]
under the form,*

supposing du, in the second member, to be restricted to the variations arising from [5765g-]

6,
vi

;
instead of referring to the time t, as in [5765f/]. Tiie third of tlie equations

[606] becomes, by changing tlie origin of t, as in [5765rt] ;

tang.^.(^-«)=^^l±/
. tang. J«.

^gygg^^

If we take its differential, supposing e, -si, u, to be the variable quantities ;
and m,

to vary as in [5765^] ;
we shall get, by multiplying by 2,

rf« du y\ _!_£ Srfe.tang.^M

~cos.2i(«—^)
~

^s7P"«
•Y TZTe

+
(l_e)./iZ:^

'

^^^^^'J

Now we have, by using [5765/t],

cos.2iV«)
= l+tang.^|.(y-«) = 1+ ^^.tang.^^M

= l+tans.nM+ j?^.tang.»Ju

-\- .tang.-'iji.

[5765jt]

[5765/]

[5765m]

cos.Siii 1—e

Substituting this in [5765t] ; then, multiplying by cos.-|?«; and reducing, by putting,

cos.^j!t.tang.iM=cos.|w-sin Jm= J.sin.M ; (cos.|M.tang.^?<)'*= sin.^i!<= 1— |.co3.!i;

Multiplying this by t X ~ ^

,
and reducing, we get,

, d-a.{'\
—

e.cos.w) de.sin.M

7?^^ 1—e2
•

[5765n]

Substituting this value of du, in [5765/], we get the expression [5765] ;
in which

\k-qk -i

nothing is neglected.

*
(3132) We have — (1— e.cos.?<)2

= —
(1
—

c^) -\- e.{2.cos.u—e — e.cos.^w),

as is easily proved, by developing its first member. Substituting this in the numerator of
[5767o]

the first term of the second uiember of [5765], it becomes as in [57G7].
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, , ,

edvs „ , fZe.sin.M ^c^ „ s

[5767]
—

dTT>.^\—c^-\--y-=^.(2..cos.u
— e— e.cos/uj .(2

—e^—e.cos.tf).

[5768]
The excentrical anomaly ?«, is given in terms of the true anomaly v—•

ra,

by means of the equations [603, 606 J,

[5769] r = —.—^—
-,
—-—

,
== «.(1

—
e.cos.n.) ;

whence we deduce,*

e-|-cos. {v
—

•5j)

[5770] cos. U
l-fc.cos.(t)

—
-n)

'

V/1— ee.sin.(D
—

w)
[5771] S>"f

=
l+e.cos.(.-^)"

'

consequently,t

*
(3133) Dividing tlie two values of r [5769] by a, we get, by successive

reductions,

(1
—

c^) e.cos.(w
—

w) + c^

[5770a] e.COS.M = 1 •

1 + e.cos.(«
—

si)
1 + c.cos.(«

—
«)

*

[5770o'] Dividing by e, we obtain [5770] ;
and if we put for a moment, for brevity, cos.(d

—«)=w,
it becomes,

[57706]
Cos.«=

|-p^;
whence we obtain,

sm.M= \/(l-cos.2M) = 1/ 1

-(q:;;^2
=

^-j^
= ^^

l-)-ew

[5770(n Re-substituting the values of w=cos.(v—w), and \/(l
—

w^) = sin.(i;
—

ra),
h becomes

as in [5771].

f (3134) The value of cos.m [5770i], being substituted in the first member of

[5772al, we get, by successive reductions, the expression in its last member. In like

manner, from sin.w [5770c], we get [57726],

2e+2w 2(1— e2).w 2(1— e'').w.(l+ew)
2.C0S.M — 2e = -—; 2e = —— = -—-.

r^
l+cw 1-fcw (1+ew)''

[5772a]
^^_^5,')

(1+ew)^
{ 2w+2ew'' I ;
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^'^ra ,^ o \ de.s'in.u ._ .

, (2.C0S.M—e—e.cos. u)
~

. (2—e^—e.cosAi) 1

yl—ee
^

1— e^

= v/l-e^.^ ;, ,

^

, zr^
--edr, 2 [5772]

, 52+e.cos.(«—w)} 7 . , X ,,—
v/l-e^-nT 7 r7;;.rfe.sin.(i;—^).

3
{l-j-e.cos.(t)

—
13)5-

^

Substituting the values of c(h, de [1258], we find, that the second

member of the equation [5772] can be reduced to the following form ;*

(» «')

Je-ew«i,
(l_)_ew)2

> '•
[577261

The sum of these two expressions, gives,

2.cos.« - e - e.cos.% =
iiZL^^^.^Sw+e+cw^}. ^5^,2^^

Substituting this in the term which is connected with </a
, in the first member of [5772],

get the term depending on dzs
,

in its second member [5772, line 2]. In a similar manner,

we get, from the value of cos.m [5770J],

,2 .„„„_„ ^„ X /". («+w)\ _ _ /eew
— w

e^— e.cos.M = e.(e
—

cos.m)
= e. I e — ^^——- \ = e

l_j_fwy \ 1-j-cw

[5772d]ew

1+ew
^ ^

Adding to the first, and to the last members of this expression, the quantity 2.(1— e^) ;

we obtain,

2 _ e^_ e.cos.« = 2.(l-e«)_^^ . (l-^ =
^-^^ .{2.(l+ew)

_
ewj

1 + ew ' ^ '

Uar,nc
2— 6^— c.cos.M 2+ew ,,•,-., , . v/i^=^--sin.(«-w)Hence = —-—

; multiplymg these by sin.M = ~ :
'

tK-r^on
1— e- 1+ew

1 .< o J

1+ew l^"</ 1

[5771]; and substituting the result in the term depending on dc [5772 line 1], we get
the corresponding term of the second member [5772 line 3].

*
(31.35) If we substitute fA

= l [5750], in [1258], we shall obtain the following

expressions of ed-a, de, in which terms of the order of the square of the disturbing [5773o]

forces are neglected [1253'] ;
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[5773] ZCi.nat. }'.{—-
J

; [Valueof the function STTSJ

[5774] and, as we have r.r-YJz^a.rYJ [962], it becomes,

L^ ^ 2a^.ndt. .( ). [Valuo of the function 5772)

\daj

Hence, the expression of ds—d^^ [5765] gives the following very simple

[57736]
erits=

—^^y=^.?.m.{v—ui).\
2+ e.cos.(i)—ra) \

•

(^;^ j+« ndt.s/\ - (2. cos.(j;—
t^).^^—j

;

[5773c]
dt= -^T=.|2.cos.(j;

—
ra)-f-c+e-cos^(t)

—
zi)\.\-— \—c?.ndt.\/\^ffi.^\n.{y

—
'^)-\~r\

These are to be substituted in [5772 lines 2,3] ; and, in performing the operation, we

may neglect the part depending on
("7-) ; because, the terms depending on tdzs-

[5773rf]
|-5772ii„g2 5773j-]^ are equal to those depending on f/e [5772 line 3, 5773c] ; and,

they have different signs ;
so that they mutually destroy each other

;
as is easily seen

by the mere inspection of the formulas. The remaining part of the second member of

|.-„_„
, [5772], arising from the substitution of the parts of [57736, f], depending on (^ ),

Lecomes, without any reduction, as in [5573/] ; omitting, for the sake of brevity, the

symbol w, which is connected with the angle v—vr, as in [4821/];

r.~~rn^ S--
—

. (2.cos.D4-6+e-cos/y).cos.i)+ (2+e.cos.j;j.sm/u .

[5773/] (l+e.cos.vf \dr J
' ^ ^ ' ^ ' '

The terms of the factor, between the braces, being arranged according to the powers of

e, and then successively reduced, become,

[5773g] 2.(cos.^i'+sin.^«)+€.cos.u.{l+(cos.2D-]-sin.2ii)|
= 2+e.cos.t).{l+l}=2.{l+e.cos.v}.

Substituting this last expression in [5773/], it becomes,

2.(1- e2) „ ,^ ldR\
[5773A]

~
.a'.ndtA—) ;

which is easily reduced to the form [5773], by the substitution of,

[5773i]| r = ^:zfL [603]."
. ^ "T^ • COS. D

Lastly, the substitution of [5774], in [5773], gives [5775], for the value of the second

member of the equation [5772].
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equation, vvhicli was (irst discovered by Mr. Poisson ;*

d^^(h.(\—v/T^Tc)+2a\ (~\ . ndt. [5775T
^

\da J Poi.ion'.

nxpreiBloo
of

If ive refer, as in [1030', &c.], the motion of the planet m, to that of d-=.

its primitive orbit, and put, as in [1032],

p = tang. (J), sin. ()
; q = tang, ip . cos. d

; [577G]

ip being the inclination of the orbit [1030'], and d the longitude of its

ascending node, we shall have, as in [13376,57516],t
'^^'^'^'^

, di /dR\
'^P=-^/aJl-ee)

'

i^ ' [5778]\/a.{l—ee)'\dqJ
'

dt /dR\

Now we have, by ^ 44, of the second book,t

*
(3136) The expression of ds—d-a [5765] is reduced, in [5767], to three separate

terms; of which the _^r5^ is —
rf^.^/l—e^ . The second am] third terms constitute the [5773o]

first member of [5772], which is successively reduced to the form 2a^.ndt • (^)) '"

[5775] ;
hence we get,

ds—d^ = — ffa. /i=72+2a=. ndt .

{^~\
; [57756]

and, by transposing
—

dzs-, we obtain [5775'] ;
wliich is correct in terms of tlic order m, [5775c]

as in [5773a].

t (3137) We have an = a~" [5751^] ; substituting this in [13376], we get

[5778, 5779] ;
which are exact in terms of the order m' [133761ine3].

X (3138) R is a function of fndt [5793], and of the elements a, c, zs
, e, r5780ai

p, q. Now, we may take its diflerential, relative to t, considering the elements as

constant, and the ellipsis invariable. We may also take it, supposing all the quantities to

be variable, as in [11G8',&lc.]. The first of these diflerentials, being subtracted from the [5780&]

second, gives [5780].

VOL. III. 178
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moreover, we obtain, from [1177,5750],

[5781] da = —2a\AR
;

[5782] aud f —
j

z= —
;

because the angle 7it is always connected with +£;*

therefore, by substituting the preceding values of da, de, di, dp, and

dq ; we shall have this very simple equation,!

[5783] fi^ _ _ (i-ndW'i'^^e
_ f'JR

de

[5784]

which gives,

*
(3139) We see, in [953,954, Sic], that nt is always connected with s, in the

' "' form of
7ii-\-i , or rather fiuU-\-s [5793] ;

so that if we suppose R to be a function

of fndt-\-i , we may represent it by jR = f{fa'^(-\-^) j and, by using a notation similar

tothatin [57C3c],wehave (~j=f'(^fndt-[-e). and
( "t-

)

^ /' (/"f^'+s) 5 whence
[57826]

^""'-^ ^ "" ^

we get (~ )
= {~ni J

which is equivalent to that in [5782].

t (3140) Of the six terms of which the function [5780] is composed, the Jifth and

sixth destroy each other, by the substitution of the values of dp, dq [5778,5779], as

r5783al is evident by inspection. Again, the second term of de [5775'], namely 2a-. I—
j.ndt,

being substituted in [5780], produces,

/dR\ , /dR\ „ /dR\
[5783.] 2a=.

^-^j
. ndt .

^_ j
= 2«=.

^-j
. m [5782] ;

as ISand this is destroyed by means of the first term of [5780], namely (

—
)

• da,

evident, by the substitution of da [5781]. Hence the function [5780], is reduced to the

f^ree terms depending on de, dvs, ds; taking for de, the first term of [5775'] only ;

[5783c] namely, de := d^.\l
— \/l—e^; hence the function [5780] becomes, by the substitution

of this value of de, and that of T—
j

[5782],

/dR\ , , ( /dR\ 6R
, , ^ > ,
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Connecting together, in one table, tiiese different equations, we shall have,

by observing, that n = cT^ [57516], and, that the sign d, affects only [5755]

the co-ordinates of the body in
;

*

Now, tlie value of de [57G4), can be sepaiatcd into two factors, so that we may put it

under the following form,

dR\ (17? -i a.ndt.s/T^^( /dR\
,

dR
, , ^ > [5783e]

as is easily proved, by multiplying the terms. Substituting this in [5783rf], and then

dividing by the common factor (—-

) -|
.

(
1
—

\/\.—t~') ,
we get,

a.ndt.\/l—ei /dR\=
^

1
.

r __
j

_l_
,/«

; [5783/]

whence we obtain f/u [5783]. Substituting this value of d-a, in that of ds [5775'],

we get [5784]. The expressions of dzi
,

ds [5783, 5784], are exact in terms of the [5783gr]

order m', for all powers of the e.xccntricities and inclinations
;
but some terms of the

order m'^ are neglected.

*
(3141) The equations [5786

—
5791], arc the same as those which are given

in [5731,5784,5764, 5783, 1.337/-], respectively. The equations [5787—5791] are

correct, in terms of the first order of the disturbing inasses, for all jjowers of the

excentricities and inclinations ; but, some terms of the order of the square oj the

disturbing masses are neglected.

[5786o]

[57866]

[5786c]

We may observe, that, in estimating the values of dp, dq [5790, 5791], we have

taken the primitive orbit of the disturbed planet, for the fixed plane ;
so that p, q, are

considered as very small quantities, of the order of the disturbing masses; whose squares

are neglected. To avoid this restriction, the author has given other forms to these

expressions in [12528, 12529]; by taking another fixed plane independent of the primitive

orbit. Then, if y be the inclination of the orbit of the disturbed planet to ihis7iciv

plane, and 6' the distance of its node from a fixed point in the same plane, we shall

have, instead of p, q, dp, dq [5776,5790,5791], the system of equations [5786c
—

g], r5786£f|

representing the values of p, q', dp', dq' ; corresponding to tiiis plane. From these

we easily deduce the values of dy' ,
d&' [5786/t,iJ. The investigation of these equations

is given by the autlior in [12513— 12537] ; and it is unnecessary to repeat it here.

p'
= sm.y'.s'mJ' ; q'

=
sin.y'.cos.^' ; [12520] [5786e]
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[5786] da = — 2a^.dR ; (1)

[5787] de = 5^

.(l—^l—e^).l--)+2a\ndt.(
—

) ; (2)

tiah of tho

of the

[5789]
d.= ~

.
-

; (4)e \dej
'

a.ndt
I'd!

[5791] "</
-

^7J^72
•

(^^

[5790] rf/'
= -

,7-f^p A^J ' ^^

'^1= U^^V.'\VJ' (6)

[5792] We may substitute, in these equations, ndt.i—-\ for di? [5782], and
di J

by this means, reduce the preceding expressions, so as to contain only the

partial differentials of the elements
; but, it is as simple, to retain the

differential di?.

[5793] In the motion, considered as elliptical, we must substitute Jndt for nt,*
3

if we ivish to he rigorously correct ; now, n = a -
[5785] ; therefore, by

r5793'l 'P^i'iti'i^g i equal to the mean motion of the planet m, we shall have

[1183,5750],Mean L ' J'

m-'ttion,

[5794] ^ = fndt ^ Sffa.ndtAR. (7)

2. Froin these equations, %oe easily deduce the same result, as that tvhich

[5794'] ^^^fg discovered by Mr. Poisson, relative to the inimriahleness af the mean

[5786/] ^^,___^^.eos./.Q; [12528]

a.ndt
, /dR\

[5786g] dq'= 7l^2-^°^-/-(rf^j
; [12529]

uMdt /dR\ ,„^,
^'''''^ ^'y =

7i=7..s.n./
-

(l/?)
' [12536]

[5786i] d&' = __^;?^^^^,. (f-\ . [12537]

*
(3142) We have the differential of the first order d^= ndt [1180", or 5794],

[5794a] ^hich corresponds to the «rtn«/jZe ellipsis, and, therefore, also, to the nwawfWc ellipsis

[1168']. In the invariahle ellipsis, we have n constant, and its integral is ^=;U4-f;
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motions of the planets ; noticing the square of the disturbing force. If we
denote any finite variation by the characteristic 6, and vary, in R, only sjmboi

—
]
= — [5782] ; we [5794'"]

shall have,*

iR=

Substituting, for 6a, &e, o^i, &c., the integrals of the preceding values

of da, de, rfn, &c. r5786, fee.]? we shall have,t" Tonm of

5K = ^ . 6( nat) 1 urdot

arising
from the
variation

2 of the
olemenU
of the

planet m.

+
^«"-lS-/'«"-(T!)-(f)-/''-|

+ !!^^

but, in the variable ellipsis, n is variable, and we have ^=zfndt-{-e. Hence it is

evident, that the mean motion 7r(, corresponding to the invariable ellipsis, must be

changed into fnJt, in the variable ellipsis, as in [5793].

[57946]

*
(3143) /? is a function of fndt, and of the elements s, a, e, vi, p, q ;

now, if these quantities vary by the increments S.fiult, h, Sa, 6e, i-a-, Sp, Sq, [5795a]

respectively, we ma}- obtain the development of R, in a series, proceeding according to

the powers and products of these increments, by means of the formulas [610—612, &ic.].

If we retain only the first power of these quantities, and put, for
(

—
J,

its value, [57956]

iR
deduced from [5782] ; namely,

-~
; the increment of R will become as in [5795]. [5795e]

This equation is correct in terms of the order m'^ ; because, R [5755] is of the order m';

and the variations 5s, He, Sic, which depend on R, are also of the order m';

therefore, the terms of the second member of [5795] arc of the order m'-; and the

neglected terms of the order Rcn^, R5e^, k.c., must be of the order m'^.

t (3144) The integral of the equation [57SG] is a = constant — 2. /d^.djR ;
the l5796o]

VOL. III. 179
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[5797] To obtain the value of d .
]
hR T-5(/«f^0o g'ven by the equation [5796],

(. ndt J

constant quantity being equal to the value of a, at tiie commencement of the integral.

[57966]
Hence the increment of a, is lepresentecl by !)(t = — 2fa'^.AR; so, that if we

put fAR = R', and integrate by parts, we shall have, successively.

[5796c] &a= — 2fa^.dR = — 2a'^. R' +fR'. 4 ada
;

as is easily proved, by taking the differentials of these expressions of 5a, and re-substituting

r5796c'l
R' = f\R Now, R' and da [578G], are both of the order jn'

; therefore,

fR'.iada, is of the order m'^
;

and if we neglect terms of this order, in 6a, which

will only produce terms of the order m'-*, in [5795J, we shall have,

[5796rf]
Sa —

2/a2. dR = — 2rt«. fdR.

Hence it appears, that in finding the integral of a". dR
, we may bring the factor a.^

from under the sign of integration ; neglecting terms of the order ?n'*. For similar

reasons we may bring a, e, from under the sign f, in the integrals of the other

[5796e] expressions [57SG
—

5791], leaving for symmetry, n under that sign, connected with

dt
,

as in [5794, 5795, &c.] ; hence we get the following expressions, which represent,

respectively, the integrals of the five equations [5787—5791] ;

[5796/]

[5796^:]

[5796A]

[5796i]

[5796fe]

a-v/l—ce ^, ^- ^ /-jjj , a-v/l—fe
&e= (1—\/r=7e) .fdR+

/dR\

.Jndt .

dR.

d'ss

Sq = . fndt .1^1

[579«] Substituting these, and also 5a [5796f/] in [5795], we get [5796], ivhich is exact in

r5796nil
terms of the order ?«'-. Tf, for brevity, we represent by R, the four lower lines of

[57967J]

the second member of [5796], we shall obtain, by substitution and reduction,

dR6R-— 5{fndt) =R,;
ndt

[5796o] so that d7?, represents the value of the function which is mentioned in [5797].

*
(3145) If we vary in R, what relates to the planet m, as in [5794", &ic.], we
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we must take its differential, relative to the quantities corresponding to the

planet m only [5785]. To obtain the differential relative to the elements of
[5798]

that planet, it ivill he sufficient to suppress the sign /, ivhich has been

sliall get tlie expression of iR [5796] ; or tlie equivalent expression [5796«] ;
and tlie

object of the author, in [5797
—

5S12], is to jirove, tliat d.oR contains notliing but
[5797a]

pei'iodical qn&nUties. The value of d.&R, deduced from [5796/(], is of the following

form ;

d.iR
=d.^'~.S (fndt)

j
+ d/?,. [57976]

The calculation in [5798
—

5806] is to prove, in the first place, that the second term of

this expression d/?, , produces periodical quantities only ; the process in [5807—5812]
serves the same purpose, relative to the other term

; namely,

d.|^^.5(^u/0|
[57976].

[5797e]

[5797(f|

[5797/]

In these calculations, the terms of /?, are supposed to be represented by,

M.fNdt— N.fMdt [5800] ;

and, it is very easy to reduce them to tiiis form. For, if we change f<\R into fndt.—
ndt

in [5796 lines 2,3], for the sake of symmetry, we shall find, that any one of the lines of

the function [5796 lines 2— 5], is composed of two terms of the form,

A.\R, .fndt . R,-R^ .fndt .R,\;
^5.9^^^

A being the factor without the braces ;
and B,, R^, the differential coefficients,

depending on the partial differentials of R, which occur in that line. Now, if we put

AR„=^M ; 7iR^= N ; the preceding expression becomes,

M.fNdt-'^.fndt.''4; [5797/']

M and N being each of tiie order m'
; therefore, 31N is of the order m'-

; and,
q

if we neglect terms of the order m'^, we may introduce the factor -, of the second [5797/"]

term of [5797/'], under the sign /; and then, by reduction, tlie expression becomes,

M.fNdt— N.fMdt, as in [5800]. [5797g]

Similar processes and reductions are used, in calculating the part of d. 57?, arisin"- from the

variation in iR, relative to the planet m', in [5813, &tc.]; and those relative to the
^^''^'^^^

planet m", in [5832, &.c.].
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introduced only by (he integrals of the differential expressions of these

[5798'] elements [5786
—5791]; and then, that expression becomes identically

nothing :* so that, if we wish to obtain the differential d of the

[5799] function iR .6(fndt), it will suffice to take its differential relative to
7idt

nt, noticing only the quantities without the sign f [5798c]. The

expression of 'this function is composed of terms of the form,

[5800] M.fNdt—N.fMdt [5797^^-]. [FuacUonB,]

M and N may be developed in terms, depending on cosines of angles of

the following forms ;t

[5801] M=k.cos.(i'n't—int+A) ;
N= k'.cos.(i'n't—int+A') ;

[5802]
i' and i being any integral numbers, positive or negative. We must

*
(3146) The integrals of the expressions [578G

—
5791], introduce the sign / in

the values of the variations of the elements of the planet m [5196/—](] ;
and by this

[5798a] means they occur also in [5796]-, and, as these integrals havereference to the elements of

m, their differentials relative to the characteristic d [5785], must be equivalent to the

complete differentials ;
so that we shall have,

[-57985^
d .fJVdt = JVdt

;
d . /Aid t = Mdt .

Hence the differential of the function R [5S00], relative to d
, is,

dR,= dM . fJVdt
— dJV . /Mdt + Mmit — MJVdt .

The two last terms of this expression destroy each other, as in [5798'J ;
and we finally

get,

[5798rf] dR, = dM . fJVdt
- dJV . fJlIdt .

Hence we obtain the same rule as in [5799], for finding the differential of

rgygg^-j
R,= M . fJVdt

— JV . /Mdt [5800] ;

namely, by taking the differential of R,, supposing the terms without the sign /, to

be the only variable quantities.

t (3147) The functions M, JV [5797/], depend on R, which is of the same

[5801a] form as the assumed values of M, JV [5801]; as appears in [957'"]. Substituting

these in [5803], we get [5804].
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[5803]
combine these two terms together, to obtain tiie non-periodical terms in

A.\M.fNdt
— N. fMdl\ ;

tlien this function becomes,

k.indt.s'm.fi'n't—int^A) . rk'dt.cosJi'n't—ini-{-A') 1
^ / ^ \ '

[
Function afi,i [5804]

—k'. indt.^\\\.{i'n't—int+A) .fkdt.cos.(i'n't—int+A).
2

The integrations which arc indicated in this function, being made, we find,
rsgos]

that the terms destroy each other, and the whole expression vanishes.*

This agrees with what we have demonstrated, in [3906'], relative to the great

inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn. The expression of

d .\ ili — ^—r.i. fndt } , [5806]
\ ndt •

>

is, therefore, a periodicalfunction.

• The expression of d .\ —- .& .fndt >, contains only periodical

quantities ; for, we have,t

d . < -T • ^ • /"f" \
= —r • " • /""^ -\ r dt . in . [5807]

( ndt -^
) ndt '' ndt

"• '

Substituting for in, its value J m = Sfan.AR, we shall have, [5808]

*
(3148) The integrations, which occur in [5804], are made in the usual manner, by

changing fo«. into si«., and dividing by i'n'— in; and when this is done, the terms [.".SOSa]

mutually destroy each other. We may remari<, that the coefficient oi t
,

in the values

of Jli, JV* [5801], are
ciyfMrt/

to each other, being represented by i'n'— in. It is [.'58054]

useless to notice other terms, in which these coefficients are unequal ; because they

produce nothing, except periodical terms, in the function [5804] ; as is evident from [5805c]

[17] Int.

t (3149) The complete differential of the first member of [5807] } — . o .fndti,

taken relatively to the characteristic d
, contains the two terms in the second member [5807aJ

of [5807] ;
and also the additional term —

^'
. & . fndt ;

but this term contains

the three factors d/?, dn
,

5. fndt; each of which is of the order m' ; hence it

is of the order m'^, and may be neglected ;
and the expression becomes as in [5807].

X (3150) Taking the differentials of the two expressions of ^ [57 94], and dividing
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fndt
I

= 3 «n . ^ . f/m .dt + S an
-—^-dt

.fAR .[5809] d . {
— .0.

^ '' '^ " ^^'" ' "•

( ndt

We may unite, in one expression, all the terms of the development of R
,

which depend on the same angle i'n't — int^ and it becomes of the form,

[5810] R = k. cos.(i'n't
— int + A) [957'"].

Substitutins; it for R, in the functions -—r- . ffAR . dl, and — . /"d/?,*
ndt ^^ ndt ^

[5811] ^ve find, that they are reduced to sines of double the angle* t'n'^— ini+A-,

[5808a] tiiem by dt
,

we get n = 5fcin.dR; or, as it maybe written, in = o fan . dR ,

as in [5S08]. Substituting this in tlie development of 5. fndt, we easily obtain,

6 . fndt =fon . dt = o ffan . dR . dt .

These values being introduced into the second member of [5S07], we get,

dR . ^ , ) ddR ^ ^,, .„ , d«

[5808i]

[5808c]

C dli ^ ,
) ddli „ ,.

, „ ,
d/? ^

d . ^
—

. '5 . rndt >
= ^- . 3 f/an . dR . dt + — . dt . 3 fan . dR .

I ndt ^
3 ndt -^'^ '

ndt ^

Each of the two terms of the second member of tiiis expression, is of the order m'^;

[5808rf] and, if we neglect terms of the order w'', we may bring the factor an, from under

the sign /, as in [5796f/
—

e] ;
and then the equation [580Sc], becomes as in [5809].

*
(3151) From R =^ k.cos. {i'n't

—
int-{-A) [5810], we easily deduce the following

[5810a] expressions,

fl n til

[58106]
— =

U.sm.{i'v:t
—

int^A) ; fdR = — tt^—^ . cos.{i'n't—int-^A) ;

n 111 QQ fl

rsSlOcl ffdR.dt = —
," . „ . sm.(i'n't—int-{-A) ;

—r = — k.Pn. cos. (i'n't
—

{7it-\-A).dt
' ' •' ' (iV—xnf ndt ^ '

In finding these expressions, we have neglected the variations of the elements /;, n'
, Stc,

because they produce only terms of the order m"^, in [5809]. The product of the two

expressions [581 Of], being substituted in the first term of the second member of [5809],

produces a term depending on,

[5810^1 sin.(J'KV
—

int-\-A) X cos.{i!n't
—

Int-yA) = 5.sin.2.(z'nV
—

int-\-A).

In like manner, the product of the two expressions [5810i], being substituted in the

second term of [5809], produces another teim depending on,

rggjo^-j
i. sin.2.(iVi:

— int -^ A) ,
as in [581 1].
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thus, the differential A. {— . a . f ndt\, contains only periodical quantities. [56ii']

Hence it follows, that d.'>R, contains only periodical quantities, rchcn ive

vary in i>R, the quantities relative to the planet m only.
^ ^

To obtain the complete value of d.iR, %oe must also vary in sB, rvhat

relates to the planet m'. For this purpose, we shall put R', for what R
[58i3]

becomes, relative to the planet m', disturbed by the action of m. We shall

then have,*

„, m . (xx'4-yy'4-zz") mR = —^^ 1112 ''— _
; [5814]

r* p

hence,

R "'

m

The variation of R, so far as it depends upon the variations of what

relates to the planet m', is, therefore, equal to the variation of the second

member of the equation [5815], arising from, the variations of the co- [5817]

Symbol

ordtnates of m'. We shall denote, by 6', the variations which correspond
^

From what has been proved, it appears, that the two functions [5806, 58 11'], which compose
the value of d.Ji? [5796n], produce nothing except periodical terms, noticing quantities [5810/]

relative to m, as in [5812].

*
(3152) Changing, reciprocally, the elements of m into those of m'

, we shall get,

from jR [5755], the expression of K [5314]. Multiplying this by
—

, we

obtain .

'J5^ D/ m'.(ri
'-
t-yi/'+zz') W

m r3
"

p
'

[o815a]

subtracting this from [5755], we get,

from which we easily obtain R [5815]. This expression of R does not contain p.

and, on that account, it is more convenient than the expression [5755], in making the [5815c]

calculations relative to m, in [5813
—

5831'].
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to these co-ordinates. We evidently see, by the preceding analysis, that,*

is composed of terms of the form

[5819]
M .fNdt

— N jMdt .

To obtain their differentials, relative to the characteristic d, we must

[5819'] vary only the quantities without the sign of integration ;
because the

quantities under that sign correspond to the elements of the planet m'.f

*
(3153) If we change, in [5795, 5796], the elements n, e, a, e, zr, f, q,

f5818a] j|_|jQ j^/^ j/^ ^^,^ ^'^
^1

^ ^'^ ^/^ respectively, we shall get, by using the characteristic

[58186] &', as in [5317], and supposing d' to affect the co-ordinates of m' only ;

,,„,, ,^.=-;j,(,,,,+,,i.g:).«+(^^)..v+(£:)...+(f;).,y+(f;).v.

6'R' = ^-^'.6'(ln'dt) 1

+ ^"MS •>''« (f)-(S')-/^'«1

'

+^'-Kf)->'*-(S')-(f)-/«*-(f)|
*

+ "f3?--Kf)->'*-(f)-Q>'-QI-
^

If we represent by /?/ the four lower lines of the second member of this last equation,

[5818e] vve shall get, by substitution and transposition, the following expression, which is similar to

[5796/1] ;

[5818/] 6'R'-^^[.&'{fn'ch)=n:;

r5818e-l
^^^ "'^ ™''y prove, as in [5797^], that R/ is composed of terms of the forms mentioned

in [5819].

[5819a] t (3154) The terms under the sign of integration, in the second member of [5818(/],
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We shall suppose these two corresponding terms of M, N, to be

represented by,*

M=k.cos.(i'ii't—int-\-A) ; N= k'.cos.(i'n't—int-i-A'). [5820]

Then, we must combine these terms together, to obtain the non-periodical

quantities in

d.(M.fNdt-N.fMdt) ; [5821]

and, it is evident, that this differential function does not contain such

quantities. We may easily prove, that

d-
(,7;^-<5'-/«'^^) [5821']

does not contain any ; by the same manner of reasoning as that Avhich we

have used in proving that

contains only periodical quantities ; f therefore, d.'5'72' contains only [5831']

similar quantities.

arise from the quantities i'l', d'a, i'e', (S'n', o'p' !)'q', o'.fiildt; which contain

terms witli the sign /, like the similar expressions of ^s, Sa, Sic. [5796(7
—

k]. csgigj-i

Now, these quantities S'e', 5'a', &jc., depend on the co-ordinates of the planet m! ;

therefore, their differentials relative to d [5785] must vanish. On the contrary, the

d'R' /rf^'N /''R'\
"^^

nUlt' IT/' I 7^/' ^c-' i" ''i6 function [5818c], may produce, in [5818(7], [58l9cl

some terms without the sign /, containing the elements of the planet m, which will be

affected by the differential d.

*
(3155) The calculation in [581!)—.53-21"], is similar to that in [5800—.5312] ;

and

the functions [5800,5801, .580.3, Sic], correspond, respectively, to [53 1 9,5820,582 1, &c.] ;

'^^^^""^

hence we obtain a result, similar to that in [5306] ; namely, that the difTerential d
, of [582061

the function [5818/], does not contain non-periodical quantities.

t (3156) If we develop the function [5821'], we shall get, by observing, that n',

and fn'dt, are not affected by d
;

d.{^;..'.(>V0|==^^'.'5'.(/nV0. [5821a]
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It now remains to consider the second term of 7i [5815], which we

shall denote by,

[5822] p = m'. (xx'+yij'^zz') {\— ]:,

We have, as in [915],*

We may substitute, in the second member ol' this equation, for h'
.{fn'dt), its value

[58216] fi'n'.dt; and, for tlV, its value o'n =^fa'n A'R'
,

which is similar to [5808] ;

lience we shall have,

[582]c] d . \ ^-^ .h'Jfn'dt) \ = ^^ . 3 ffa'n'. d'R'. dt = ^.3 a'n'. ffd'R'. dt
;

observing, that we may bring an from under the sign ff, by neglecting terms of the

order ?«'•', as in [5796e, &.c.]. Now, if we put

[5831rf] E =
k.cQS.{i'n't

—
int-{-A),

'

we shall get, in like manner as in [5810f] ;

[5821«] CfA'R'.dt = ——— .sm.(i'n't—int4-A) ;

—
='k.i'in.Qos.(i'n't—int+A).cLr

•^ -'
[I'n'
—

in)2
' ndt '

The product of these two quantities being substituted in the last expression of [5S21c],

rrgoi/-| produces only a periodical term depending on s\n.2.{i'n't
—

mi-\-A) ;
in like manner as

in [5810rf, &.C.]. Having found, that the differential relative to d, of the function [5818/],

and that of [5821'], produce only periodical quantities; their sum representing the value

[5821g-] of d.(5'i?', deduced from (5'i?' [5818/], must also consist of such periodical quantities;

111'

[5821^]
which may be neglected : therefore, we may reject the term —

. R', in the value of

R [5815], and it will be reduced to R = P- using the abridged symbol P [5822].

*
(3157) Substituting, in the first of the equations [915], the value of JH-{-77!=(*

^^^^^"^
[914'], we get,

ddx
, {M4-m).x , /'dR\ Mx ddx mx /dR\

[5S235] o=-+-^+(^); or,
-= _ -^

__
_(-^j ;

m
multiplying this by

—
,

we obtain [5823]. The second and tliird of the equations

[5823c] [915], give similar expressions of —
, -^ . If, in these equations, we change m,

X, y, z, r, into in', x', y', z', r', respectively, and the contrary ; and, then multiply
. ">'

, ,, , 1- , ,-
'"'^' '"''/' '"'' m

[5823(2] "Y ~> ''"•'^ shall get the corresponding values of ~^,
—

,

—
. The first ofthese

expressions is explicitly given, in [5825].
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m'x m' (lilx m m' x m' /clRX
^ r58211

M being the sun's mass. We have also, [5824]

The co-ordinates y, ~, y', -', produce similar equations ; hence we

easily deduce,*

r = -.
^, + q , 15826]

Q being a function of x, y, z, x', y', r', of the order of the [5827]

square of the masses m, m' [5825c, c"]. The variation of the part of

P [5826], which is independent of Q, may be expressed by,

,_«'
d.5'.{,'dx-:rdx'+!/di,-!fdy'+z'cJz-zdz') ,

M' dfi

*
(3158) The terms depending on .r

, x', in [5822], are
' — The [5825a]

value of this function is found, by multiplying [5823] by — x'
,

also [5S25] bv -j-^,

and then taking the sum of the products. Hence we have,

m'.xx' m'.xx m (x'ddx
—

xddx') .
ni

r"^ r^ M' dt""
+

!.xx' C m m'

+ M-\'\Tx)-'\d^')\-
If we substitute, in the first term of the second member, for x'ddx—xddx', its vakie

d.{x'dx
—

a;f/a;') ;
which is easily proved to be identical, by development ;

and put (^, for
"

the remaining terms of the second member, uhich are of the order m^; we get the

expression [5825JJ. The similar expressions in
1/ , 1/ , z, z', give [5S25e,/] ;

^ ^^

Q2' Q,i > being quantities similar to Q,, and of die order m". The sum of the

equations [5825J,e,/],beingsubstituted in [5822], putting Q= ^,4- Q^-j- Q, , becomes t^S^Se'T

as in [582G] ;

, ,/' 1\ m d.{x'dx—xdx') , ^ r.c^...

1 1 \ m' d.{z'dz—zdz!)
,3

iri.zzw —r.—~ I
= ^ .

—
, ^4- Q, ; [5825/]M di^
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and, as this is an exact differential, we shall obtain the part of fd.&'P,

which depends on the function [5828], by changing, in this function, d into

[5829'] d [5829e] ;* and then, it is evident, that it contains, in terms of the order

m^, none but periodical quantities [6829«].

[5830] The term Q will give, in JdP ,
the quantity J'dQ . If we notice

r5829al
*

(3 '59) If we neglect, foi' a moment, the consideration of the quantity (^, the

remaining part of the second member of [5826] will be an exact differential, which we
' shall represent by dP^; so that we shall liave P = dP. Its variation, relative to

(5',

[5829c] gives &'P= d.S'P^, which corresponds to [5828]. Integrating this, we get Jl'P==z6'P/,

and its differential, relative to the cliaracteristic d, gives fA2'P=6.h'P ^. Comparing
' '

this with (5'P [5829f], we easily perceive, that /d.ft'P can be deduced from this

[5829e] expression of iVP [5829c, or 5828], by changing, in its second member, d into d

as in [5829'] ; hence we shall have,

[5829/]
/d.o'P

m' 6..'i'.{r'dx—xdx'-\-y'dii—ydy'~\-z'dz
—

zdz')

M '

~dt^

•

[5829^:]

[5829A]

[5829t']

[5829fe]

[5829/]

[5829n^]

[5829n]

[5829o]

If the function ~.\x'dx—xdx'-\-y'dy
—

ydy'-\-z'dz
—

zdz'], by the substitution of the

elliptical values of x, y, z, x', y',
z

, produces a term represented by A^ ; its

variation, relative to &', will become ci'Ai ; whicli is of the first order relative to the

masses, as is evident from the import of &' [5817] ; and, when h'A^ is multiplied,

as in [5829/'], b)' -=, it becomes of the second order. This is finally reduced to the

third order, in the second member of [5829/"], by taking the differential relative to d, of

the non-periodical terms
;
because it produces the differentials of the elements [5786, &c.],

which are of the first order. Hence it appears, that, if we neglect the non-periodical

terms of the third order, relative to the masses, we may put the part of fd.S'P, which

depends on the function [5828], equal to nothing. Then, there will remain to be noticed

only the part of the function fi\.6'P, depending on Q [5829a] ;
which may be

represented by fd.&'P =fd.6' (^. But, Q is of the order tn^ [5827], and, if we

represent it by m-A„, we shall have &'Q, of the order mP.i'A„ ; which is of the

third order relative to the masses, as is evident from [5829A] : therefore, it may be

neglected. What is proved in [5814—5831], relative to the planet m', may also be

applied to the other planets m", m'", &ic.; but, it will still be necessary to notice the effect

of m" on m'
;
m" on m'

,
Sic. ;

m"' on m"
,

&z,c. ; in the value of R. This is done in

[5833, &IC.].
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only terms of the oidor m~ in <.\Q, it will suftice to substitute in Q,

the elliptical values of the co-ordinates, and then fdQ will contain only

periodical inequalities. Thus, fd.u'P, will contain only similar tjuantities.

Hence it follows, that fd-nR will contain, in terms of the order m^,

only periodical quantities, when we vary in R, the co-ordinates of the

two j)lanets
m and m'.

If there be a third planet m", it adds to R the function*

_ m".{xx''-\-yy"+zz!')
in!'

_

[Action of m" on m]

p' heing the distance from m" to m. The part of R, relative to the

action of m' upon m, then acquires a variation depending on the

action of m" upon m'. This part of R is,

n m'.(xx'-\-yy'+zz') m' r^^rr.K = i ~ 57oo] ; [AciiQuof „' o„ ,,,]

the variation of the co-ordinates x', y', z', by the action of vt", produces

in [5833], some terms, multiplied by mW, which are functions of the

elliptical co-ordinates x, y, z, and of the angles n't, n"t .\ Jiut

[5e31j

[5831']

[5832]

[5833]

[5834]

*
(3160) The expression [5832J is the same as [5755]; changing the elements of

vi into those of ''(". It corresponds to the second terms in the expressions of R, X

[913,914].

[5832a]

[5834a]

f (3161) The co-ordinates x', y',
z'. contain the elliptical values of the orbit

of m'
, augmented by the terms arising from the action of the bodies m, m", vi"',

Sic. When these are substituted in [5833], they produce terms of the second order of the

masses, which we shall represent by m'm"A,; A^ containing among other terms, the

quantities x, y, z. Theco-ordinatesof the planets m, m", which occur in A^ , [58346]

introduce the angles ii't
,

n"t [5834,950, 952, 953], and the co-ordinates x, y, z,

contain the angle nt . The products of the sines and cosines of such angles, produce,

in AR, some terms, which depend on the angles int-\-i'n't-]-i"n"t [1214'"] ; and, as n, n',

n" are incommensurable [1 197"], these terms will be periodical. Therefore, by noticing

only the non-i)enodical terms, in AR
,

we must consider i, i" as equal to nothing ;

or, in other words, we must notice in R, only those terms wiiich are independent of

n't, n"t, as in [5835], and then it becomes of the form m'm"X [5836]; X being
a function of the co-ordinates of m, as in [5S36]. Putting this equal to R, it gives
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g these an2;les must vanish from the non-periodical part of d/i
,

and as they

cannot be destroyed by the angle nt
,

which is introduced by means of

the values of x, y, z; we need only notice, in the development of the

variation R, the terms which are independent of ift and 7i"t. These

158301
terms will he of the form m'm"X; X being a function of the co-ordinates

of the planet m, they introduce into fc\R some terms of the form, m'm".fdX,

or m'm"X; which produce only non-periodical quantities of the order
'

m'm"; and such quantities we have neglected in J'dR.

[5838]

In like manner, the variation of the co-ordinates x, y, z, by the

action of m", can introduce in the preceding part of R [5833], only

the angles 7it and n"t; therefore, we need only consider, in this part,

[5839] the terms independent of n't, consequently of the form m'm"X; X
being a function of the co-ordinates x, y, z, only; which, as we have

[5840] just seen, can only produce quantities that may be neglected. Thus, by

noticing only the non-periodical quantities, of the order m^, in J'dR,

we may suppose, that «;" is nothing, when we consider the part of R ,

relative to the action of m' upon m
;

and we may suppose m' nothing,

[58411
when we consider the part of R relative to the action of m" upon m:

we have just seen, that in these two cases [5837, 5840], the secular

variation of fdR is nothing. This variation is, therefore, generally nothing,

[5842] when we consider the reciprocal action of three, or of any number of planets,

if we only notice as far as the squares and products of the disturbing forces,

inclusively, in the value of dR.

We shall now resume the equation [5794],

[5843] ^
^ Sffa.ndtAR.

Its variation is,*

15834/1 rlR= ?»V. dX; wlience /dl? = mV./dX = ?h'?»"X
;

this last expression being

deduced from that which precedes it, by omitting the double sign /d , talcing into

consideration, that X is a function of the co-ordinates of in only, as in [5836];

[5834g-] consequently the signs /d represent inverse operations wiiich mutually cancel each

other. The variation of the expression J'dR = m'm"X
, produces in fd.SR ,

non-

periodical quantities, of the third order of the masses ?n
, ;;/, &c., which are neglected.

[5844a]
*

(.3162) Multiplying an==^a-^ [5751 A] by djR, we get an .dR ^a'^. dR
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62,
= San .ffdt.d.&R+Sa^fJXndi.dR .fdli). [5844]

We have just seen [3812, 5821", &c.], that d.oR is nothing, noticing only the

secular quantities, as far as the order of the square of the masses of tiie planets,

inclusively. We have seen, likewise, that dR.fdR is nothing,* noticing
'"^ '

only the same quantities. Therefore, if we take into consideration only the

secular qtiantities, ivhich acquire, by the doxihle integration, a denominator of

the order of the square of the masses of the planets ; we shall find, that the [584C]

variation 6? vanishes. Hence it is manifest, that, if ive notice the secular, in.pottam
rrsuh, by

as icell as the periodical quantities, this variation cannot exceed a term of the »•>''""<"'•

order of the distiubing masscs.-\ This important result was first obtained by [584G']

Mr. Poisson.

Taking its variation, and then substituting the value of oa [5796(/], also a~*= on, [5g44a']

a^=a^n, we get, successively, by neglecting terms of the order nv^
,

!).{an..dR)
= o.{(r^.dR)^a~^.d.SR—i.a~^.dR.Sa^an.d.61l-\-a^n.(]n.fc\n. [58446]

Multiplying this by Sdt, and prefixing to the double sign ff, \vc obtain,

3S.fJla7i.dR^ =3a7i.ffdt.d.5R-\-3a^.fJlndt.dR.fdR) ;
^^^''^^l

the terms an, a^, being placed without the signs £'; which can be done, by

neglecting terms of the order m^, as in [5796e,&ic.]. Now, taking the variation 6 [5844(/]

of ^ [5S43], and substituting [5S44i'], we get [5844].

*
(3163) We have seen, in [5810c], that the product of the two equations [5810i],

which represents the value of —j.dRfdR, produces only periodical inequalities, as [5845a]

in [5845].

t (3IG4) The elements of the orbit of a planet are represented in [110-2, 1 133], by

systems of terms of the forms,

JV.sin.(o-^ + p) ; ]^. COS. (gt-i-^) ;
[59i6a]

in which g is of the same order as that of the disturbing masses m', m", Sec. [1097c].

The double integration of a quantity, depending on an angle of this kind, in [5343 &ic.], [5846i]

introduces, into ^ or '5?, the divisor g^, of the second order of the disturbing masses.

But, the terms of the
^first and second orders, vanish from the expressions in [5S45] ;

therefore, this divisor can operate only upon those of the third or higher ordei-s ; and, when [584Cc]

thrift of the third ordev m'^ arc divided by g^, they produce terms of the^irs^ order only;
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3. We shall now consider itoo planets m and m', in motion about the

[5847] sun, tvhose mass we shall take for unitij. We shall put v for the angular

g.g.
distance of the planet m, from the line of intersection of the two orbits ;

v' for the angular distance of the planet m', from the same right line; also

[5849] Y jor the mutual inclination of the two orbits ; taking the orbit of m for the

[5850] plane of the co-ordinates, and the line of the nodes of the orbit, for the

origin of x; we shall have,*

X = r.cos.i'
; y ^^ r.sin.t'

;
c =

; 1

[5851]

x'^ r'.cos.v'
; y'

= r'.cos.y.sin.c' ;
c' = r'. sin./.sin.^?' ; 2

which gives, by pulting,t

r584Grf] °''' of the sarnc order as the j)er!odicaJ incrjualifics.
This agrees with [5846']; and, the

importance of this result of Mr. Poisson, is manifest from the consideration, that, if the

r5846el
t^'''^^ o'' tlie second order, relative to the masses, instead of vanishing, as in [5846], were,

on the contrary, of their usual magnitude, or of the order m'^, they would produce, in

[5846/] ^ [5843], by the double integrations, terms of the order —
;- ,

or of a finite order
;

[5846g-] which might become sensible, in the theory of the planetary motions.

*
(3165) The formulas [5851], are as in [3740, 3740'], changing the value of y,

[5851a] which represents, in [3739, &c.], the tangent of the inclination of the two orbits
; but, y

is used for the inclination itself in [58491 ; so that, we must chansre —, , —7==^
[58516]

L J, . b
y/i+^s' ^i^^2

[3740f], into cos.} , sin.;., respectively ; by this means, «/', z' [3740'], become

as in [5851, line 2].

t (3166) Substituting the values of ,r, x', &.C. [5851], in the first member ol

[5853o] [5853i], it becomes as in its second member. Putting, in this, cos.y = 1—
(3 [5852]

and successively reducing, we obtain [5853f/]. In like manner, by developing the first

[5853a'] member of [5853e], and substituting x^\y^^z^ = r-2
; x'-^y'^-^z"' =: /^ [3742rf];

we get [5853e,/] ;

[585."6] xx' A^yy'-\-zz
=

rr'.^cos.i'.cos.D'-j-cos.y. sin.j).sin.f'|

[5853c]
^= ?T'.{cos.t).cos.ti'-|-sin.t'.sin.v'

—
(3.sin.r.sin.t''|

[5853(/]
= rr'.{cos.(u'—f)—p.sin.i'.sin.i''} ;

[5853e] (a:'-. )=+(.v'-y)=+(s'-r)"-= (,r3+y2^-2)_L(,x'2+y a+^'2)_2.(.rx'+yy'+z^')

[5853/] = r-^r' -—2rr'. cos.{v'—v)-\-2p.rr'. sin.ti.sin.i)'.
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f3
=^ 1—COS. 7 = 2,sin.^^7 ;

R
m'. (,r.7/+?/?/'+22') m

V{:^-xf+{y'—yy+ {z'—zf

m.r
,

{
COS. ((;'-w)-j3.sin. I', sinf'

\

— — m
:^

V/r^+r'®-2rr'.cos(?;'-?;)+2|3.rr'.sint7.sin.i)'

under this form, R becomes independent of the plane to which the co-

ordinates are referred [585Sg']. Developing it, in terms of sines and cosines

of angles, increasing in proportion to the time t, by the substitution of

the elliptical values of r, r', v, v' [952, 953], it becomes a function

of the mean angular distances nt-\-s, n't+i, of the planets, from the

line of nodes
;

of the distances of the perihelia from the same line
;
of

the semi-axes «, a'
;

of the excentricities e, e'
;
and of f3, or the

mutual inclination of the orbits : (3 being a very small quantity, of the

order of the square of that inclination [5852]. Under this form, R does

not contain explicitly the variable quantities p and
(j [1032] ; but,

we may introduce them in the following manner.

Instead of referring the motions of the planets to their orbits, we may

refer them to the fixed plane of the primitive orbit of m; then z will

not vanish, and it will be represented by z = rs ;* .s- being the sine of

the latitude of m, above that plane. If we neglect the square of the

disturbing forces, we may reject the square of 5
;

then we shall have,

instead of R, the following function, which we shall denote by,t

[5852]

[5853]

R.

[5854]

[5855]

[585C]

[5857]

[5858]

[5859]

Sabstituting [5853(/,/] in [5755, or 5853 line 1], we get the expression in [5853 line 2] ;

which is a function of v, v', (3 [5852] ; and tiiese quantities depend entirely on the

relative position of the two orbits, and are wholly independent of any arbitrary plane, to
'

which the co-ordinates can be referred; as in [5854].

*
(3167) This is similar to [3787], z being tiie perpendicular, and r the

hypothenuse of a right-angled plane triangle, of which the sine of the angle at the [5858a]

base is s.

t (3168) If we use z = rs [5858], and z' [585 Mine 2], we get,

zz = rr'.s .sm.y.sm.v', instead of zz'=0 [5851]; [5859a]

VOL. III. 183
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R
m.i
^.^cos.(i/

—
v)
—

)'3.sin.r'.sin.i''+.s.siii.7.sin.'ij'|

[5860]

R.
m'

./^2_)-/2
—

2rr'.cos.(«'
—

v)+2^.i-r'.^m.v.sm.v'
—2rr'.s.sin.r.sin.i;''

9,

[ssci]
In these values of R and H, we shall subtract, from v, v', the

longitude o' of the node of the orbit of m' upon m
;

this longitude

being counted in the orbit of m. This is equivalent to a change in the

[5862]
Qj-igi^ qJ ^ and v'

;
and we shall suppose,*

[5863]
* = '/-^"^•(^

—
''')

-
i^-cos.(«;

— .

Then we shall have,t

[58596]

[5859c]

[5859rf]

[5862a]

[58626]

[5863c]

[5862(i]

hence the value of x r'+ yy'+zz [5853f/] must be increased by that quantity ;

moreover, the value of {I'—rf + iu'—yy^+ i^'—^)" [5S53/], which contains

— 2.{x x'+y y'-j-zz'), must be, for the same reason, augmented by the term

—
2rr'.«.sin.7.sin.f'; and these corrections being applied to tbe corresponding terms of

[5853 line 2], it becomes as in [5860]; observing, that the value of y=r.sm.v

[5851 line 1], may be retained in this hypothesis, if we neglect quantities of the order s^.

For, the correct value of y, being similar to that of y' [5851] ; namely,

y
=

r.cos.y,. sin.y= r. s'm.v— r. sin.y.(2.sin.|7,)^ ;

7, being of the order s, we may, by neglecting s~, suppose

y = r . s'm.v , as in [5851 line 1].

[5B64a]

*
olG9) The expression [5S63], is like that in [1335'], altering the origin of the

angles v, by writing v—d' for v, as in [5861]. We may remark, that the angle

^— a' is counted, as in [3739], from the line of nodes, or mutual intersection of the

orbits, on the orbit of m ; and the angle v'— d' is counted from the same line of

nodes, on the orbit of m ; so that we may consider the origin of the angle v to be

071 the orbit of m, at a point, which is distant, by the angle 6', from the node, and

counted upon the orbit of m. In like manner, the origin of the angle v is taken upon

the plane of the orbit of m'
,
and at the same distance d' from the node, but counted

on the orbit ofm'. This is evident from the investigation, in [3737—3740'], of the

formulas [3740,3740'], which are similar to those in [5851].

t (3170) If we decrease tbe angles v, v' by 6', as in [5S61], we shall find,

that the angle v'— v is not altered ;
but the expression sin.t'.sin.i;' becomes,

sin. [v
— 6'

) . sin.
(
v'— i') ;
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Til V
^ = -, .

1 (l-if3).cos.(«'—t;)+if3.cos.(i^'+«-20 \
1

2

m.r

r

m! [5864]

r'2

\/r'^-[.r'^—2rr'.\{'\—^^).cos.{v'—v)-\-h^.cos.{v'-\-v—2&')\'

.r S (1—2/3+^9.sin.7).cos.(«'—tj)4-(|f3—^f/.sin.7).cos.(tj'+t'—2^^
1

(
—

,^p.sin.7.sin.(^)'
—

v)
—

\p.sm.y.sm,(v'-\-v
—

2*/) ) 2

m'
[5865]

t yr-^r'^—2rr' \
(1— 4/5+4?.sin.}.).cos.(t)'— j>)+(ip

—
4(?.sin.>).cos.(t;'+D

—
2^') >

.^
\/

'

(.
—

4p.sin.'}.sin.(v'
—

v)
—

i/>.sin.>.sin.(v'-{-t'
—

2i)') J

now, it is evident, that we may change R into R, if we vary in /?,

/3 by (5(3; v by '5z)
;

and d' by oV
[5867z]; so that we may have,* [5866]

i(3
= —

q.?,\n.y ;
1

(1
—

if3).<5v
= co%.%7M == —

\p.s\n.y ;
2

^ggg^^

|3.,5o'_i(3/5v = — ip.sin.r. 3

which may be reduced to,

lcos.{v'- v)—ico5.{v'+V —2!i') [17] Int. {5Q^h]

Substituting these in [5S53 line 2], we get [5SG4]. Now if we muhiply the expression

[5863], by sin.y.sin.(t;'
—

¥), and reduce the product, by means of [17, 18] Int., we get,

( i7.cos.(!''
—

ti)
—

ifj- .cos.(t''+t)
—

2^')
—

ip.sin.(D'
—

v) i

..sin.7.sin.(.'-0')
=

sin.7.j

" "

\
^.gg^

Substituting, in [5SC0], for sin.ii.sin.a', its value [5SG4i] ;
and for i.sin.j.sin.r', its

value [5864c], we obtain [5865],

*
(3171) If we put the factor of -7^ in [5864 line 1], equal to w: and that of ,.,„,.,

' "

[cbG/aJ

[5865] equal to w +i5w ;
we shall have,

w = (I
—

|p).cos.(y'— i')+ ip.cos.(«'4-j)— 20') ; [58676]

^w = |<;.sin.7.cos.(tJ'
—

v)
—

ip.sin.7.sin.(r'
—

v)
—

J<7.sin.y.cos.(i''+ i-
—

2(/)

, . . . , V [5867cJ—
2p.sm.7.sm.(y'+f

—
2fl')

.

Then R [5864], being considered as a function of w
; that of "R [5SG5], will be a

[5867c']
similar function of w-j-(5w. Now, if we take the variations of w [5867J], considering

3, V, &', as variable, and neglect the second and higher powers and products of 5^,
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Thus we get,

R^R- ,.si„. . (f )
-

,..„,.,> .Q-
£,

.

(f)
,

and we have, as in [5763/"],

This being premised, the equations [5790,5791] give* the two following

6v, i^', we 2,et,

(5w = —
^5^.cos.(v'—v) -\- (]

—
lp^).Sv.s\n.{v'—v) -j- Up.cos.{v'-{-v

—
26')

[5867rf] + (pM—i^.Sv).sin.(v'-\-v
—

2^') .

Comparing the coefficients of cos.(y'
—

v), sin.(!;'— d) &ic., in the expressions of Sw

[5867c, f/], we obtain,

[5667e]

—
i(5p = Af^-sin./ ; {I

—
i^).h = —

ip.sln.y ; fi.d^'
—

i^.Sv ^ — ^p.s'm.y .

These equations agree with those in [5SG7] ; observing, in [58G7 line 2, 5852], that we

[5867/] have 1— i|3
= 1 —sin.^i/ = cos."^y. If we substitute sin.y = 2. sin. Ay-cos. iy [31]

[5867g-] Int., in [5867line2], and divide the resuh by cos.^hy, we get 5v = — ^.tang.fy.

[5867p-''| Subtracting the equation [5867 line 2], from that in [5867 line 3], we get, p.56'
— Sv = 0,

hence,

[5867ft] 6^=^'^=-p^=-,^-^-^=--JL [5867^,5852].' •
(3 2.sin.-^y 2.sin.4y.cos.^y sni.y

" ° -'

It is evident, by inspection, that the symbols p, v, 6', occur in R [5S64], by

means of the quantity w only [5S67i] ;
hence it is plain, from [5867c'], that we may

[5867i] consider R as a function of |3 , v, <3'
;
and R as a similar function of p-\-&fi. v-}-&v,

()'_|_0()',
as in [5866]. If we develop R, according to the powers and products of i5|3,

[5867A] i5«
, 5&', by formulas [610

—
612], and retain only the first power of these quantities, which

are of the order w', we shall have,

/f/R\ /dR\ /dR\
[5867.] n^R + {-).

S, + ^-)
. .. +

( -)
. 6,.

Substituting in this, the expressions of 5p, 5v, od' [5867 line 1, 5867^, A], we get

[5868].

*
(3172) The function ^ [5360], is equivalent to R, in the formulas [5790, 5791]^

[5869a] where the fixed plane is supposed to be the primitive orbit of m [5775' line 2]. Tlierefore

we must substitute R [5868], for R, m the values of dj), dcj [5790,5791],
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expressions,

nndt . /dR\ , rri«»^,

^^'i
= -

Vf^^:^7
•

K-^' )
+ ^ •b + u)J 5

•

(^) f'^'^^

Connecting these equations with those in [5786
—

5789,5794], we shall

have, by taking the differential of the terms of the development of R
, rr,g7,,,

the corresponding terms of each of the elements of the motion of m. This

facilitates very much the computation of these diflerent terms. We shall

^" '

R = m'. k.cos.(i'n't
— int + iV_ ii—g^—g';,'— 2o-'V),

^^^^^^

for one of the terms of the development of R. Then, the corresponding

terms of the semi-major axis a ; of the mean motion fndt ; of the

epoch i; of the cxcentricity e; of the longitude of the perihelion -a; [5872']

and of the quantities p, q; will be represented by the following expressions,

respectively ;*

observing, that the partial
difleientials of [5868], relative to p, q, give the expressions

[58696—J], by using [5869];

_
j
= -

tang.Sv .

(^-J
- —

.

( ~j [5869c]

= — tang, i 7 • < -T + v- ) ^ •
( -r- )

• 5869rf]° -'
\ ndt

^
\dzsj ) sin.7 \d6'J

Now we have,

sin.ir 2.sin.^^7 1— COS.7 ^
tang.iy = — = TT^—, T" "^

'•

^^ "' [5852]. r^RO.i° "

cos.i/ 2.sin.i7.cos.J7 sin.7 sin.y [585%]

Substituting this in [5S69(/J, and then using the resulting value for
{~-j,

in [5791],

we get [5871]. In like manner, the substitution of [5869 J], for
(-^)i

in [5790], gives

[5870].

*
(3173) Substituting the expression R [5872], in the first member of the

vol.. III. 184
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[5873] 6a = ^.li:cos.(i>t't—int-\-is'—is—g^—g'zi—2g"6');
I'n— m

[5874] i? = Lfndt= — TV— 'r^.a]c.s\n.{in't—int-]-i'i'—i;—g^—g'w'—2g"6') ;^ ''

[in
—my

[5875] 5.=-"A"^JAWT^')>^-{T)--4T)V'''i^^^^^^^^
i'n'~iii i'

e \(lej
~

\(/«/J^
Periodical '^

inequaii-
liesinlhe .

,.„.., U= -^
. /c /''^

., ,
-. '-^

.cos(^i!n't-int-\-i't'—ii—g^—g^'—2g"^') ;

L«'°'"J e in— in

m'. «n.v/l— e2 /f'^" \ . ,., , •,•/'• I f c, ii,i\

[5877]
f>^= TVT^-^^ • 1- )

• sin. t'n'<-2"^+«'^-»=-i!---g-'^'—S;?"*? ) ;
^ '

e.{in
— m) \de J

[5878] ^P = --=-TT^, • 77 • sm.{in't-u,t+ i^-is-g^-g^'-2g'q f

[5879] i?
= ^"'•'/—

—
• *5-"+(»'+S-)-sin-'i7 1 .cos.(;'n'i-/n^+;'£'-K-^^-5-'^'-2g"^') J

'• *

(in
— injy i-«2.sin.7

following integral, we get,

—— xit

[5869/] /dR = -rr-, ^r • m'k.cos.{hi't-int-\-i's—iz—gzi—g'vi'—2g"^').* •' ^

(tM
—

in)

Substituting this in [5796«/], we obtain ha [5873]. The same value of R, being

used in ^ [5794], gives [-5874]. In like manner, from (5;, sc, 03 [5796/—A], we

deduce [5375,5870,5877].

*
(3174) Taking the partial differentials of R [5872], relative to f3,

d'
, fndt,

[5878a] a, and using for brevity, T^i'n't— int-\-i'B'
— ?s— gTS

—
g'-a'
—

2g"&'; we get,

ilR\ fdk\ _ fWR—
I = m! .

—
[58785] ^- J

= «'.

^^3 J
. cos.T;

(^- J
==

2,n'.,.g". sin.T;

[5878c]
'-- = m'.k.i.sm.T; ('—] = m'. k.g.sh.T .

ndt \ d:s J

Substituting the first of the values [58786], in [5870], we get, by integration, p or op

[5878] ;
and by using the remaining three equations, wc obtain from [5371], the expression

[5878d] of &q [5879] ; observing that we have, (3
= 2.sin.^|y. [5S52].
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These results are conformable to those in chap, viii, of the second book ;

but these new expressions have the great advantage of including all the \^^^^\

powers of the excentricities and inclinations.*

*
(3175) We may show, that tlic expressions of 5a, S.fndt, Se , S:z [5873,

5874,5876, 5877], are similar to those in [1 197, 128G, 1294, &c.], In the following manner.

The assumed value of R in [1 195'], is R =
m'.7ir.cos.(i'^'

— i^+A) ;
so that, if we

suhstitute the mean values
^'
= n't

, ^ = nt , and A ^: i's'—is—goi—g'-m'—2g"6',
it becomes, by using T [5S78a], R = m'.k.cos.T, as in [5872]. Substituting these

values of A, T, and p.
= 1 [5750], in [1 197] ; prefixing also the sign S before

the terms, in the first members of these equations, to conform to the jjresent notation
;

we get,

& .

2m'

in
. ^'.cos.T

; S^
= —

JIT, ^^ • «^--sin.r.

(jV— ih)-

Now, by neglecting the square and higher powers of ha, we have (5 .

(

-
j

=
substituting this in the first of the equations [5S80(/], and then multiplying by —

get la [5873]. The expression of h^ [5880f/], is the same as that in [5874].

Again, if we neglect e^, as in [1283'] , we may change the factor v/^^^ into 1, in

[5S76], and then it will become,

ha

we

m .an
5e = — . t .

^
xn m .cos.T,

as in [1280,1285]. In like manner, if we change the factor \/i-

[5877], and multiply the expression hy c, we get.

into 1,

eSzs = — m . an
I
—-

. sm.J ;

i'n'— in \ilc

which is the same as the integral of ccJ-ts [1294].

The expression of Ss [5875], may be derived from that in [13 15], neglectins terms

of the order c''. For, if we multiply crfa [1258], by —U, and add the product
to [1345], we get, by reduction, an expression of ch—ic~d:^, which is equivalent to

that in [5775'], using the value of r [57G9] ; and, from this we easily obtain [5875].
We have thought it unnecessary to go through the details of this calculation, as it is evident

that the result must correspond with [5775']. For similar reasons, we shall omit the

reduction of &p , Oq , [5878,5879], to the forms [1341, &c.]

[5880a]

[58806]

[588Ce]

[5880rf]

[5880e]

[5880/]

[5880^]

[5880^]

[58e0i]
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[5880']

^^^ ^^^"^^ '^"^"^ ^^^^ secular variaiions of the elements of the orbit of m,

by reducing R to its non-periodical part, which we shcdl denote by,

[5881] n _ ,„, r.
"• IK, r , [.Von-periodicalpart of K]

[5881'] Then dR vanishes,* as well as da
,

and we shall have,

[5882] ,/, = _
.
( , _^, _ ,.) .

^_.^
+ 2a^

[ij.m'.ndt
;

[5883] de = >«'-^Vi"^ . „,/, . ^'^^\
.

e \ de J
^[5884]

Secular

inequali-

[5885] f/;?
= —

[5886] dg
m'. anch

f''F\ _

or.

, m'.andt . fdF
[5887] dp = —

. Sin.7 .
—-

[5888]

[5889]

, m'.andt ( fdF\ , ^ /(/j

'^'^
= -

v7r±irii^r
•

1 U; + ''^
• U

We maj here observe, that Ave have, as in [5755]

n m'.{xx'-{-yiJ-'rZz')
m'

[5882a]
*

(317G) Taking for R its non-periodical part m'F
,

we sliall have dR =
[5812, 5821', 5831,&ic.]. Subtituting this in [578G], we get </a= [5881']. Withthis

[5S826] value of d/t, and
{-j—)

= m'.
(

—
) [5881], we obtain, from [5788], the expression

of de [5883]. In like manner, from [5789], we get [5884]; from [5787], we obtain

[5882]; from [5790,5791], we deduce [5885,5880] re?pectively; lastly, from [5870, 5871],

we get [5887,5888], respectively. In all the equations [5882—5888], quantities of the

order m"^ are neglected; but they are exact in terms of the order w', for all powers

and products of the e.eccentricities and inclinations.
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and hy neglecting quantities of the order m'^ it becomes,* [5889']

, (xddx'-^yddi/'+zchh') m'R^-m'. '-^'J y
; [5890]

Therefore, the )ion-])eriodical terms of li (k;i)eiid
on the non-periodical

part of ;
hence we have,t

P

F = non-periodical part of — = non-periodical part of
; [5890']

thispart being developed in a series of cosines ofangles, increasing in proportion

to the time t; and F is the same, for both planets f5756]. If we [5891]

vary in F, the elements e, ra, p, q, of the orbit of m, and substitute for be,

S-a, 5p, &q, their values, which are given by the integrals of the preceding

*
(3177) If we neglect terms of the order m'^ in [5S25] we get,

m'x' m' ddx' . in' x' ddx'

-^--M--d?'' °^'""'''^' -^ --'''•
IF'' t5890a]

because, by neglecting quantities of the order m'^, we may put M^\ [3709a]. [5890M
In like manner, we have,

m'y' , ddij' m! z' ddz'

Multiplying these three equations by x, y, z, respectively, and taking the sum of

the products, we get,

m'.{xi'-i-yy'-\-zz') , Crddi'+yddy + zddz')

A = - "' •
^ ^^ • [5890<f]

Substituting this In [5839], we obtain [5S90].

t (3178) If we neglect terms of the order m'^, we may substitute the elliptical

values of x, ;/, z, x', y', z [950, 952, 953, Sic], in the terms of the second

member of [5890], which are divided by di'^
;

and then we shall see, that it contains

no terms of the proposed order, except such as are periodical. For, if a' contain a

non-periodical term, its second differential ddx' will depend on the differentials of

the elements «', c', &;c., which are of the order R, or m [5786, &c.] ; and,
t^SSlc]

VOL. III. 185
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„„„ differential equations [5883
—

5886], we shall find, that <>F vanishes,* and

the same result is obtained with the variations of the elements of the orbit

of m'. This is demonstrated, in [3767], supposing the terms of fourth and

jher orders of the excentricities and

We have, as in [5867 line 1, 6867/j],

[5894]

[5891rf]

higher orders of the excentricities and inclinations to be neglected

[5893] ,5^3
= _ o.sin.7 ;

6)' = — -^
-'

sin./

[5892rf]

[5893a]

If we suppose, that
'5/3 and '5^' are increased by the quantities (Z(3, d^',

respectively, we shall have,t

when ddx' is multiplied by m'.r, as in [5890], it becomes of the same order as the

neglected terms [5889']. It is unnecessary to notice the periodical terms of ddx',

because they produce no non-periodical terms of the first order in m'. xddv'
; therefore,

this term may be neglected; and, for similar reasons, we may reject m'.yddij, m'.zddz'.

m
[5891f] Hence we have, by noticing only the non-periodical terms, R :^ [5890].

Substituting this in [5881], and dividing by m', we get F=^
, as in [5890'].

Finally, as the value of p [5756] is symmetrical, in the co-ordinates of the two planets

[5891/]
-(.^ y^ -^ ^'^ y'^ v^ respectively ;

it is plain, that the non-periodical part of R,
or F, must be the same for both planets, as in [5891].

*
(3179) If we vary in F, the elements e, ra, p, q, of the orbit of m, we shall

get, in like manner as in [5795a
—

/',5795], by noticing only the secular variations of

these elements ;

[58926] The integrals of the values of dc, dvs, dp, dq [5883, 5884, 5885, 5886], are

found, by changing, in these functions, dt into t, neglecting terms of the order m'^;

by this means, we get de, ^33, '5p, hq, respectively. Substituting these values of

[5892c] (5e, iJbj, in [5892n], we find, that the terms depending on these quantities mutually

destroy each other. In like manner, the terms which depend on op, 5q, mutually

destroy each other in [5892rt] ; therefore, the whole of the second member of [5892a]

vanishes, and we have, as in [5892], &F= 0. In a similar manner, we find, tliat SF

vanishes, by the substitution of the variations of the elements c', ts', jj', q', of the planet m'.

t (3180) Taking the differentials of [5893], and writing, as in [5894], dp, dd',

for d.5p, d.i6', we get,
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rff3
= — dfi.sin.r ;

f/'i' = — -T^. [5894']
'

sin.7

Substituting the values of dp, dq ,
we shall get,*

dH ^ - '"'•"" - ('^J-\- [5895]

We have,t

(/8= — r/o.sin.r—ndj. cos.y ;
f/<)' = — _^_|_JMl" :21

. [5893i]
sin.>, sin.aj

Now, y [5849] is of the same order as the greatest latitude of tlie planet m', above the

orbit of m
;
and this varies, in consequence of the perturbations of the latitude, by quantities

of the order m. Moreover, p, y [.5863], are of the same order as s, which is of ''

the order m [5858] ; therefore, pdy, qdy, are of the second order in m, in', and may
be neglected; hence the formulas [5893i], become as in [5894'].

[5895o]

*
(3181) Substituting dp [5887], in the expression of dH' [5894'], we get

[5895]; moreover, the differential of ^=1—cos.y [5852], gives f/p= t/y.sin.v.

Now, it is evident, that we may put this value of d^ equal to that in [5894'] ; because

3 would be constant, if it were not for the mutual action of the planets ; so that the [^^^56]

whole of this variation of p, arises from that of 6^ ; hence we get,

—
f/<7.sin.-/= f/"/ . sin. 7; consequently, dy:=— dq. [5895e]

Substituting the value of dq [5888], we get [5896].

t (3182) If we put g"'=g", 6 = &', in the term of R [958], it becomes of

the same form as in [5872]. Making these substitutions in [959], we get,

Q = i'-i-g-g'-2g" l5897o]

[58976]

which must be satisfied for all the terms of R [5872]. Now, F [5881] comprises
the non-periodical terms of R, or those which do not contain i'n't—hit [5S72J ;

and, as n, n' are incommensurable [1197'], we must necessarily have, in this case,

j'=:0, 1=0. Substituting these values of i', i, in [5S97a], we get,

= g+g'+2 g", as in [5899] ; [5897c]

and the value of jR [-5872] becomes.
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/(JF\ /dF\ /(IF

because, if F be developed in cosines of tbe form,

[5898] F = //.COS. (gr;^+g'^'+ 2g"d') ;

the sum g-\-g'-'r2g" of the coefficients of the angles ra, zi', 6\ must

[5899] be equal to nothing, to render this term indej^endent of the arbitrary

origin of those angles [5897c]. Therefore, we have,*

(59001 * = - ^^—-
•

\
(l-« U) +

{jij I

Hence we obtain, by means of the preceding expressions of de, de',i

[5897e']
R= m'. k cos. (—g^-g',,'—2g"d') = m'. Jc.cos.(s^+g'^'+2g"&') .

Hence we get, by means of [5890'],

[5897d] F= l:cos.(gvi+g'zi'-^)ig"6'), as in [.5S9S] ;

H being used for Jc. Tiie partial diflerentials of F, relative to a, to', 6' give,

[5897e] by putting, for abridgement, w =^
g'a-{-g'w'-}-2g"6',

[5897/] (~)
= -gk.sm.w ; (^ = -g'k.sw.w ; (^ =-2o-"^'.sin.w ;

hence,

^'^''^^ 0+©+(^) - -^•(^+^'+2^").sin.w = [5897c].

This last expression is equivalent to that in [5897].

[5900a]
*

(3183) Substituting the value of (—] [5897], in [5896], we get [5900].

[5901a] t (3184) The expression of dy [5900] depends upon the disturbing force of m';

and, if we call this part rfy, ,
and put the other part, depending upon the disturbing

force of m upon ?n', equal to dy„, we shall have the whole value dy= dy^-\- dy^.

Substituting dy^ for (//, in [5900], also 1—p = cos.y [5852], then multiplying

[5901c] 'jy ^-^, weget [5901e]. Multiplying [5883] by -^ ,
we obtain [5901/]; adding

this to [5901e], we get the first of the formulas [5901^] ; and, by substituting the value of

(
—

)
=: —

, which is easily deduced from 15883], by changing reciprocally

'•
' '^ ^

the elements of m into those of m', which does not change F [5891], we get the last

[59016]
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fly.s'm.y ecle e'de' m.a'n'.cde

cos.y 1— e^ 1— e'^ m. an.i/l— e2 . y/l—e'a.cos. y

m'.an.e'de'
[5901]

m.an.^l—e^- \/l—e'2. cos.y

Multiplying this equation by
—

2.\/i—e^ . \/l—e'^.cos.'/ ,
and taking its

integral, we got,

2../riI?.v/T=7^.cos.r= constant-^ . (l—c^)— "^^- . (1—e'^). [5902]

expression in [5901 o-].
The similar formula, corresponding to tlic action of m on ?»', is

found, by changing the elements of ?» into those of m', and the contrary ; by this means, [5901ti]

we get [5901/i]. Adding together the expressions [5901^,/i], and substituting dv [.j90IJ],

we get [5901];

dy,.s\n.y m'.andi ( /dF\ 1_ /dF\ )
_ [5901^-|~

1^3

•

J \d^J
"^

cos.-/

•

V'/^7 >
'

cos.y \/l-

ede m'.andt

l_e2 y/rzria

dy

{'OV [5901/-]

!r,.sin.7 ,
ede m.nridt 1 ^dF\ m.nn.e'de—

-\ o
= ——7^-^ • • T":

= — —
, , y , ; [o901ff]

C0S.7 1— e yl—e^ C0S.7 \d-!s^/ m.aii.yi—e^yi—e'-z.cos.y

cos.y 1—e'^ ?re'.a/t.^/l_ea.\/l— e'S.cos.y

*
(3185) Multiplying the equation [5901] by

—2./nrp . \/i_c' a . cos. y ,
we

obtain,

^ , , , . 2e(/c.v/(l— c'2).cos.> 2e'rfc'V(l—e2).cos.')

L5902a]
m.a'n' „ , ,

m.an ^ , , ,= . 2ede -\ r, -Se'rfe'.
71!. an m.an

The integral of the first member of this equation, is the same as that in [5902]. In the

second member, we must substitute a7i= a~-, an' = a'~^ [577So], and it becomes,

^-- . 2ef/e H —
. 2e rfe'

; rsgoac
j

which, by integration, gives the second member of [5902]. Finally, we may observe,

that, in all the differential equations [5882
—

5902], we have neglected terms of the

second order in m, m .
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If we put, for brevity,

[5903]

[5904]

[5904']

[5905]

[5905']

[5906]

[5907]

\/«-(i-e^-) =/; ^„'.(,_,'2)=/';

we shall have,*

P
2mm'.ff'

c~ behig an arbitrary constant quantity, independent of the elements.

The preceding value of da' [5895], expresses the motion of the

intersection of the two orbits, produced by the action of m', and referred to

the orbit ot m' [5862(/]. We shall suppose an intermediate plane, betiveen

these two orbits, and passing through their mntual intersection ; and shall put

P for the inclination of the orbit of m to this plane. To obtain the differential

motion of the node of the orbit of m, upon this plane, arising from the action

of »t' upon m, we must multiply the preceding value of di' byf -.
—

•

[5904a]

[59046]

[5904c]

I 5907al

[59076]

(3186) From [5903], we obtain.

/

Substituting these in [5902], we get,

v/a'
;

also cos.7=^l— (3 [5852].

'•/^. ff m.p
2.(1—^).-7i=rr

= constant 7-7^ — ,

\/ aa m
.\/ aa lil-y aa'

jTfiultiplying
this by mm'.\/7ia^, and putting,

«(m'.v/^'X constant = c^, we get, 2.(1—p).mm'.//'= c^—m~.p—m'~.f'^ ;

whence we easily deduce p [5904].

t (3187) In the annexed figure, iVill, NM, represent the orbits of the planets

TO, m', respectively , supposing ^'
them to be viewed from the sun,

and referred to the concave

surface of the starry heavens
;

NDM" is the intermediate plane,

or orbit
;

and JV the common ^^^~
intersection, or node, at the ^^-.^^sini

commencement of the time di.
OrliiiofTn. M
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Putting this motion equal to (h\ wc shall have,

m'.dt sin.y

/ sin.ip

dd = —' (IF\

[5807']

[5908]

If we put (?' for the inclination of the orbit of m, upon the same plane,
[5900]

we shall have ?+<?' = 7 i ^"d, [5909]

Then we shall have, as in [5905', 5909],

the angle MNM"= 9 ;
the angle MNM"= 9' ;

the angle MNM' = 9+?'= y ;

the arc ND =. (U
;

the arc NE= (W [5907', 5905].

We shall now suppose, that the action of tlie body m' upon m, changes the orbit of m,

from MN to the infinite!)' near orbit MDK, in the time dt
; by this means, the

node iV moves through the space NE=rlS' [5905, 5862,r,f/] upon the orbit of m'
;

or, through the space ND= cW, upon the intermediate orbit. Then, in the infinitely

small triangle NDE, we have,

sheNDE : smeNED :: NE : ND ;

and, if we neglect infinitely small quantities, we have,

angleNDE= (p ; angle XED =^ 180''— 7 ;

hence we have, in symbols,

s'ln.y

sin.ip : sin.7 : : dd' : dd
; consequently, di) = d6'

Substituting in this, the value of di' [5895], we get,

m'.andt sin.y /dF\

and, since an = o~- [5902J], we have,

an 1

SiB.p
[5907].

V/]-e2 •.1,^.=)
=

7 I'^o'^

hence the preceding expression of fA' becomes as in [5908]. In like manner we

obtain the value of d'd [5910], whicii represents the motion of tiie node of the planet m',

by the action of tn; and, we can easily deduce this value of d'd [5910], from that of di

[5908], by clianging reciprocally the elements and mass of ;« into those of ?«'; by which

means, / changes into /', in [5903] ;
and d6 [5908], changes into d'd [5910];

F remaining unaltered [5891].

[5907c]

[5907rf]

[5907c]

[5907/-]

[5907/';

[5907/"]

[5907^]

[ 5907/1 ]

[5907i]
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m . fit sin.y /"'^\

[5911] (/'.) being the motion of the orbit of m', upon this plane, produced, by the

[5912] action of m upon m'. The motions d-i and d'^ will be equal, and the

intersection of the two orbits will remain upon the plane we have just

[5912'1 considered, if it divides the angle of the mutual in,clinaiion of the orbits 7, so

that we may have,*

[5913] ?H,y". sin.?= m'f. s'la.f'.

This result is the same as is found in [1164] ;
where ive see, that the plane

m question, is that of the maximum of areas ; and, that we have,

[5914] c = mf. cos.s-^mf. cos.'i''.

This equation [5914], being combined with [5913], gives the integral

corresponding to [5904] ; namely,f

(^,nf-\-M'ff—c"'
[5915] f3

=
2mm.ff

*
(3188) Putting the two expressions [5908, 5910] equal to each other, and dividing

[5912a] by the common factor —
f/i.sm.^.^— j,

^^^ get, ^^r—,

=
^^;r;7^-,

;
which is easdy

reduced to the form [5913]. This equation, by the substitution of the values of /, /'

[5903], becomes as in [1164 line 1], corresponding to tlie equation of the maximum of the

areas ; and, by a similar reduction, we may prove the identity of the expressions of c in

[1165,5914].

[59126]

t (31S9) Tiie equation [.5913] may be put under the form,

|-59i 5a-|

= — m f. sin.^+w'/'. sin.ip'.

Adding the square of this equation to the sqmre of c [.5914], we get successively, by

using y, (3 [5909', 5852] ;

.,,^g
c2= m^..p.(cos.2>p+sin.2^)+2mm'.//''.(cos.9'.co3.?-sin.y.sin.?)+.'/i'-2./'2.(co3.V+iin.V)

[5915c]
= m2./3+2mm'.//'.cos.(9'+9)+'«' -f'^=m\P+2nim'.ff'.cos.y+m'^f

^

[5915</]
= n,\r+2m.m'Jf.{l-fi)+m'^f'' = [m./^-m .ff-^mm'.ff.^.

From this last expression, we easily deduce the value of (3 [5915]; and, by an inverse

^^^'""'^
operation, we might deduce [-59 14] from [5904, 591 3].
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These two equations, give also the ibllovving expressions ;*

sin.'? = — ; sin.? = —
;

[5916]
c c

cos.i? = -^—; ; COS.? ==
,r~u^: ' [5917]

2m/. c 2mJ .c i- J

celt /rlF\ (h.^{mf+m'ff- ^"^ ^Jf- 3 (<iF\

We shall denote by v.^
and

^^',
the perihelion distances of m and m', from rsgjg-i

the line of mutual intersection of the orbits. Then we shall obtain
d-'^ ,

by subtracting from the differential d:^, the motion of that intersection

di\ referred to the orbit of m ;t and, it is evident, that, for this purpose, it
^ '

*
(3190) From [5913] we get mf=m'f.^^ ; substituting this in [5914], we

[syjca]

obtain successively, by using y [5909'] ;

"*/' I • / 1

• '} '"/' • / 1 /\ *"/' •c= -.
—

. cos.ffl.sin.ffl+sin.ffl.cos.p i = -. .sin.(a)+<? ) =^— .sin.y. [59166]
sin.(p

'
^ ^ ' ^ ^ '

sin.i?
VT I T /

g,jj_^
I J

From this last value of f, we easily obtain sin.i? [5916]. Substituting this expression

of sin. 9 in [5913], and dividing by mf, we get sin.tp' [5916]. Again, we have,

c—mf. COS. (p
=

m'f'. COS. (?' [5914] ; [5916c]

adding tlie square of tiiis to the square of [5913], and reducing, we obtain,

c^—2»i/c.cos.<p-[-my2=m'y- ; [5916rf]

whence we easily deduce the value of cos.9 [5917] ; substituting this in [5914], w^e

get cos. 9' [5917]. Losing the value of sin.9 [5916], w-e get, from [5908].

and, by substituting the value of c [5915f/], we get the second form of r/t) [5918].

t (3191) Drawing DF perpendicular to XM. in
fig. 80, page 742, we have,

NF = ND.cos.FND = d^.cos.^ [5907c, rf] ; [5921a]

and, if we substitute the first value of d^ [5918], and that of cos.? [5917], we get,

VOL. III. 187
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is only necessary lo multiply it liy cos.vj ; now, we have,

("if+w'f—m'f'.ii) fdF\
[5921] d . COS. ; = - ^^

j-.^
.dt.

(^—J
.

therefore, we shall have,*

/. / -, ^''^\ , (mf+m'f'—m'f. !?) .. fdF\^
[5922]

[5923] ede = m'. andt.^i-
-^ fdF
-e

2

[59216] d6 . C0S.9 = ^\-,.,—^—
• dt .

{

--
]

.

Substitutina; c^ [5915f/], and dividing the numerator and denominator by 2;n/", we

[5921c] 2;et [5921]. Subtractins;; this quantity from the whole motion of the periiielion of the

planet 7n; namely, r/n, we get c/a [5921c] ;
which represents the increment of

the distance of the perigee of the planet m from the moveable node. In the same

[5921rf] manner, we get d-sr' [5921/] ; or, it may be more easily derived from (fa, [5921c],

by interchanging the elements of m, w', in the usual manner
;

[5921.] d^,
= ri« 4-

'--^^

J^j,, >,dt.(^-y,

[5921/] d^,'= du'+ -^^^^
jj.,

•

dt .

(^

*
(3192) Multiplying the expression of

f?:;*, [5921c], by e, and substituting

d-a, [58S4], we get [5922]. In like manner, multiplying the expression of </«/

[5921/], by c', and substituting,

[5922a]
d^= -,

.

[j-^,^

which is deduced from [5884], by changing reciprocally, the elements of m into those

of m'
;
we get [5924]. Now, we may suppose, as in [5920], that w, :i/, take the

places of ra, u', respectively, in the function F
; and then we shall have.

/dF\ fdF\ A/^A. dF\ _ fdF\ /dzif

d^'J
~

\d^')
'

\d^'

If we neglect quantities of the order m
,

we shall get from [5921 e,/],
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111 like manner, we have,

,
/>1F\ (mf+m'f—mf.p) ,. A/F\

e'd.;
= — m.andt.^i-e'-. ( ~\ + \-JJLJJ^Ll . c'dt •

( ^ j
;

\,k'J ff \d^
[5924]

e'de' = m.a'n'dt.\/\—t\ ('^-^)\
. [5925]

F is a function of «, «', e, e', ra, a', and p. If we eliminate [3
[592G]

from the second members of these equations, by means of its value,

^^{n^iT)^-^ [5915], [5027]

we shall obtain four differential equations between the four variable quantities

e, e', "'^,
33 '. We may give them a still more simple form,* by putting,

h = e.sin.ra
;

I = e.cos.-^ ; [5998]

h' = e'. sin.^;; /' -= e'. cos.<. [5929]

This renders them linear, when we neglect the higher jiowers of the

excentricities, and facilitates the farther integrations, by approximation, [5929']

to any powers of the excentricities. f Thus we shall have the position

so that by rejectiiis; quantities of the order m
,

we shall have,

Substituting the Qrst of tiiese expressions in [5883], and multiplying by c, we get [5923],

in which terms of the order m~ are neglected. The second of the expressions [5922(7],

being substituted in the value of de', deduced from cic [5883], by interchanging the ' ''

elements of m, m', gives [5925].

*
(3193) We have already seen the effect of similar substitutions, in simplifying such

results, in [1022, 104G, 1089, &ic].
'"^ ^"^

t (-3191) After we have obtained the values of /;
, h', I, I', by methods

analogous to those in [1097, Sec], wc may determine e, e, w, ,3t/, from [5928,5929]. [5929a]

Then a, a', being constant [5881'], we shall have /, /, from [5003]. The
constant quantity c^ is known, from the values of /, /', j3, at tlie epoch [59295]

when ^ = 0, by means of [591 5(?] ;
and at any other time f, the value of

/3
will

be known, by substituting the corresponding values of /, f, in [5927], then from /3, [o929c]
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of the orbits, relatively to the variable position of the line of their

[5930] mutual intersection. We shall then have the inclinations of their orbits

to each other, by means of the preceding value of [3 ;
and we may

thence obtain their inclinations upon the plane of the maximum of the

[5931] areas, by means of the preceding values of & and 9'. Lastly, we shall

have the motion of the intersection of the two orbits, upon this maximum

plane, by integrating the preceding expression of (U [5908]. This

seems to be the most general and simple solution of the problem of the

secular variations of the planetary orbits.
[5931']

We shall now resume the equation [5915f/j,

[5932]
^ c"-^ (mf-{-mfy—2mm'.ff'.§.

[5932']

If we neglect cpiantities of the fourth power of the excentricities and

inclinations, it will give,*

[5933] constant = vi.i/a. e'+ m'. y/^. e'^ + -^''
^""'^

^_ :

mya-lr m'.\/a'

[5929rf]

we obtain y [5852]. With these values of ?n
, iii, c, f, f, y, we deduce

(p , (?',
from [59 1 6 or 5917], and f/t) from [59 IS], whose integral gives 6. Thus we

shall obtain all the elements, in the same manner as in [5930,5931].

*
(3195) The quantity (5

is of the second order in y [5852], and by neglecting

terms of ihe fourtli order, we may put,

[5933a] —2vim.ff. (3
== — 2mm'. ^^. (3 [5903] ;

also,

[5933a'] //•'
= ^;r^. /r=7ayf=?5 = v/^'. {i

—
h<^--ie'-)-

Hence the expression [5932], becomes, without reduction,

[59335] c^= m^. « .
(

1
_

e^) -]- 2mm'. s/^. (
1
—

^ e^— ^ c'
^) + m' 2. a'.

(
1
— e'

^)
— 2mm'./^ /3

.

Then, by trnnsiiosition, we get [5933c], and its second member is easily reduced to the

form [5933(7] ;

[5933c] —
c2+m^.rt+m'2.<^'+2wm^/^=OT-.rt.f2-j-„^„^^^/^.(c94-c'2j_f.„i'a.rt^e'2_j_2,„,^

[5933rf] ={m.\/a+m'. /a').(m.^a .«=+«'• i/«'.c'-)+2mm'.^/^.|3.

If we divide this by m.s/a-\- m'.s/^ ,
we shall find, that the first member is a constant

quantity, and the second member becomes as in [5933].
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and by Aviiat has been said in [5786,5842, 588r,&:c.], a and «', are

constant, noticing the square of the disturbing force; therefore, we shall
''

•'

have,*

= m.Wa . eoe + m .»/«'. e'oe -\ —^^—-LJ-
my a -j- 7)1 . \/a'

[5935]

This equation is of the same form as that which is found in [3964], noticing

the terms depending upon the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn.

Hence it appears, that the invariable plane, determined in
[1 162', &c., 59 13], [3936]

remains invariable, even when we notice some terms of the order of the

square of the disturbing force [5935c].

4. We may, by means of the differential expressions of the elements,

determine, in a very simple manner, the influence of the figure of the

earth upon the moon's motion. We have seen, in [5340,5438], that this

action produces in i?, the following term
;

(ap—lap).
—

.((^2 X) ; [Term of «]
[^5937]

ap is the oblateness of the earth [5333]; ap is the ratio of the centrifugul force [5938]

to gravity, at the equator [5333'] ; D is the mean radius of the terrestrial

spheroid [5334] ;
and (J- the sine of the moon\s declination [5334'] ; which [^939]

is represented as in [5344], by,

(X
=:

i^\
— ^i. sin.x.sin^«-f5.cos.x ; [5940]

or, more accurately, as in [5344e],

f^ = --^ ; [5941]
\/\-\-ss

fv being the true longitude of the moon, counted from the vernal equinox

[5345];
>• the obliquity of the ecliptic [5S^\] ;

and s the tangent of the
^^^^^^

moon's latitude [4759 "].

*
(3I9C) We have 2(3

= 4.sin.''4v [5S52], and, if we neglect terms of tlie order

y*, we get 2)3=-/^. Substituting this in [5933] ; taking its variation, dividing by 2,
^ ''"^

and neglecting terms of the second order in <k
, <>e', 5y ,

we obtain [5935], which is
[59356]

similar to that in [3964]. The equation [5935] is correct in some of the terms of the
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[5943]

The part of R, depending on the sun^s action, is of the form* r^Q',

neglecting terms depending on the sun''s parallax, tchich are very small

[5944c]. Then we shall have, very nearly,

[5944] i?=:r-Q'+(U'P-.2'^'-?)--7-(sin.^x.sin.yi'+2s.sin.x.cos.x.sin./r-i) [5944e,&c.] ;

which gives,

[5945]
2r .

('^)=2ff. ('^')=4r^Q'-6.(cu-iaB).^.(sinV.sin>+25.sinx.cosx.sin/r-|).

We sliall here notice only the inequalities depending on the angle gv
—
fv ;

[5946]
gjj being what is called the aigument of latihide ; then we shall have.

[5935c]
order m- [o9G4', &ic.], but olhers of the order m-, m^.c^Ae, 5c^, &ic., are neglected,

as in [1150', 5932', 5935i,&c.].

*
(3197) Substituting the values of u, «', [4776, 4777e] in ^ [47S0], and

developing it in a series ascending according to the powers of r, we get,

[5944a] ^=7+ /•r+^V^ +
^:r-+S.c.

;

[5944a'] ^^ 2?, &IC., being quantities which contain v, s, v', s'.
Substituting this in [5436],

we get,

[59446]
R =

-~.)^l
+ A.-+B.- + hc.

The first term of this expression of R, produces nothing, in its partial differentials,

taken relatively to tlie elements of the moon's orbit
;
we may, therefore, neglect it; and

^ '^J also tiie terms depending on 7^ r'', he, on account of their smallness [5943]. By
this means, the expression of R, is reduced to its greatest term, depending upon r^,

which is represented by r^Q' in [5943], and is of the same order as that of the

disturbing force of the sun upon the moon; Q' being a function of v, s, r', v', s'

[5944rf]
j^5944a^rt']. Finally, we may remark, that the symbol Q' is denoted by Q, in the

original work, but we have placed an accent upon it, in order to distinguish it from the

value of Q [5944fl]. Adding this chief term of R to that in [5937], wc get,

[5944e]
• R = r'^q'+ (ap-ia^) .

~
. {,.^-^) .

Substituting the value of (x [5940], and neglecting s®, it becomes as in [5944]. Its

[5944/] partial differential, relative to r, being multiplied by 2;-, and then substituting [5774],

gives [5945].
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very nearly, s = ',.s\n.gv [4818]; 7 being the inclination of the moon^s

orbit to the ecliptic [4813]. Thus, we shall obtain,*

R= rO'+fap—4ai).--.7.sin.x.cos.x.cos.(fi-t)—/t') ;

(J

L>\ 7")*^

'—
j
=4rt.?'=Q'—6.(ap—lap).— .y.sin.x.cos.>..cos.(gt'—/i')-

We have seen, in [5842], that the variation of dR is nothing,t even

when we notice the square of the disturbing force ; therefore, the

coefficient of cos. (gv—Jv) must vanish from jR. We shall denote by

the characteristic 6, placed before any function, the part of that function,

which depends on the oblateness of the earth ; and, we shall then have,

=
(5.(r^Q')+ (ap—ia^).—.-/.sin.x.cos.x.cos.(§T—» ;

751

[5946']

[5947]

[5948]

[5948']

[5949]

Symbol
6.

[5950]

•(3198) The value of s [r)9i6'], is the same as \n [4818], supposing the origin of

gv to correspond to 6^0. From this expression, we get, in 2s.smfv ,
the term [5947a]

y.cos.{gr
—

fv). Substituting this in [5944], it becomes as in [5947] ; and, from [5945],

multiplied by a, we get [5948]; observing, that in the terms which are connected with

ap
—

\^!f. we may put ?• = «. Aloreover, we have, as in [5347^], /= 1 + TrrffViTcy'

g = l-f-j^oi nearly; so that the angle gv
—
fv is very small in comparison with v;

the mean increment of gv
—
fv in a given time, being the same as that of the longitude

of the moon's node [53S8c], and g—/ is of the order m- [4S2Sc], or of the same

order as the disturbing force of the sun upon the moon ; consequently the factor m'.(g
—
f)

which occurs in dR [5949f], must be considered as of the second order, relative to the

powers and products of the disturbing forces.

t (3199) The secular variation of d.5R, or of dR vanishes, as is shoun in

[5S441ine2,5794", &c.], noticing the terms of the order of the square of the disturbing

forces. Now the secular inequalities are those which are independent of the confururation of

the heavenly bodies
;
thai is to say, they depend on the variations of the elements, or on

the motions of the nodes, perihelia, inclinations, &c., as in [4242
—4251, &,c.] ;

and as the

angle ^i'
—
fv represents the longitude of moon's node [5947rf], it partakes of the nature

o f the secular quantities, being similar to those in [584Go], which are represented by the

angle gt-\-§, applied to the moon's orbit. If we notice only the terms of B [5SS1 )

which depend on the angle gv
—
fv, we may put it under the form,

[59476]

[5947c]

[5947rf]

[5947e]

[5947/]

[5949a]

[59496]

[,5949c]

7? •i'.F'. cos. (^i- —fv); [5949<i]
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hence we deduce,*

[5951] & .

^
2a2, f \ ( = —10.(ap— ia;),~.7,sin.X.C0S.X.C0S.(^t)—/t;).

We shall now resume the expression of d; [5784],

It is evident, that, if we neglect the excentricitj of the orbit, we shall

have,t

[5953] di = 2a\ (~\ndt

therefore, by noticing onlj the cosine of the angle gv—fv, and substituting

whose differential, relative to d, is,

[5949e]
dR = — III. (g —f).F'. s\n.{gv —fv) . dv

;

[5949/"] and, as the factor m'. {g
—/) . F', is of the second order relative to the disturbing forces

rtrqAQfn [5947/"], it must vanish from dR [.5949«] ;
therefore we must put F' =

; and

then the expression of R [5949c?], becomes R ^ 0. Substituting this in [5947],

r
5940)1

and retaining in r^ Q", the part '">

{>'' Q,') [5949], corresponding to the angle

{gv
—

fv), we get [5950] ; observing, that the co-ordinates of tlie moon produce in r^Q'

rKQAQh^
terms depending on the angle gv — jv, in the same manner as arguments of similar

forms appear in the expressions of the moon's mean motion and parallax in

[5220, 5331, &LC.].

*
(3200) If we retain, in [594S], only those terms which depend on the angle

(gv—fv), and use the sign S, as in [5949], we shall get,
'

[5051a]
S .) 2a^. (~

j
i =: 4a.S.(r^Q')

—
G.(ap— lap) .

—
. y.sin.X.cos.X.cos.(gt;—/o) ;

Adding this to the product of [5950], by
— 4a, we obtain [5951].

r5953al "t" (•'^201) We have, by development, 1 — v/T^a = | c^ + &.c.
; substituting this

in the first term of [5952], we find, that it becomes of the order e; and by neglecting

terms of this order, we get [5953]. If we retain, in the second member of this last

[5953i] expression, the term depending on the angle gv—fv, which is given in [5951], and

change mil into dv
,

as in [5378'], we shall get [5954].
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dv for 7idl [5378'], we shall got, as in [5379],

na
dB=: — 10.(0.-— ia.p).~.r.dv.sin.-K.cos.\.cos.(gv—fv) [59536]. [5954]

This value of d= [5952, or 5954], Is measured in the plane of tiie moon's

orbit ;* to refer it to the ecliptic, we must add to it the quantitrj \-{(]dp-pdq) [5955]

[5955c]. We shall now determine p and q.

The equation,

s=7.sin.^« [5946'], [5956^

may be put under the form,t

s = -/.cos.(^t;—/i0-sin/i)+7.sin.(,^tj—/r).cos./t5. ^595^^

If we compare it with the following expression,!

s = q. s'm.fv—p. coH.fv, [5958]

we shall obtain,

p = —r.sm.(gv—fv) ; q = r.cos.(gv—fv) .

[5959j

*
(3202) In computing the value of fh [5784 or 5952], from the expression [5775'],

we have taken, in [5775'line2], the primitive orhit of m, for the plane of the jirojection ;
[S-^^^a]

so tliat tlie angle nt -\-
s

,
or finit + « [5762, 5793], is counted on this primitive orbit.

If we represent the differential of this expression hy (tv = ndt -{- (h
,

and put dr, for
[59556-]

its projection upon the Jixed plane of the ecliptic [3778, &c.], we shall liave, as in [3782],

dv, := dv -^Wqdp — pdq); so that, to obtain dv, from dv
, we must add to ds the

correction \-{qdp
—

p'/*/), as in [5955].
'•'' '"'

t (3203) We have
5-1' =fv+{gv—fv) ; hence,

sin.g-j; =cos.(^t'
—

fv).s'm.fv-\-s\n.{gv
—

Jv).cos.fv [21] Int.
r5957ol

Multiplyins: this by 7, we get the second member of [5956], and this vahie of s

l)ecomes as in [5957].

J (3204) The expression [5958] may be deduced from [1335'], by changing v into

fv : which is the same as to count the longitudes from the moveable equinox, instead of the

fixed equinox [5315] Comparing the coefficients of sin./t', cos.fv, in [5957,5958], [5958a]

we get [5959].
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From these, we get,*

[5960] <^P
= —{g—f)-¥^ ;

[5961] dq = (g—f).pdv .

The value of R contains the terni,t

[5962] (ap
—

la?) .
--

. sin. X. COS. X. o :

cr

by the equations [5790, 5791], it adds to the value of dp the term,

[5963] Cap ia?) ,—-.Sin.X. COS.X.rtt)
; [Terraof<i;>]

*
(3505) The differentials of [5959] give,

[5960a] dp=—{g—f).j:cos.{gv-fi).(h ; ilq= —(g—f).Y.sm.{gv—fv).(h.

Substituting, in the second members of these equations, the vahies of p, fj [5959], we

get [5960,5961].

t (3206) Substituting for y. cos. (gv—fv), its value
r/ [5959], in the last term

of R [5947], and retaining only this part of R, ^ve get,

[5963o] i? = (ap
—

^a^) .
—

.sin.X.cos.X.*^ [5962].

This is to be substituted in [5790,5791], as the most important part of R corresponding

to the values of dp, dq, now under discussion ;
the other parts having the small factor

—
,

which is contained in r~Q' [5944d,b]. Its partial differentials relative to p, q,
r'3

give,

[59636] W/ (^—j
= (ap-4a9).—.sm./.cos.X.

Substituting these, in [5790, 5791], we get,

andt
,

-
,

Z>2 .

[5963c] ap = — -r=_^.(ap— Ja?)) .
—.sm.X.cos X

; dq = .

Neglecting terms of the order e", and changing 7idt into dv [59535], we find,

that this term of dp becomes as in [5963]. Adding this part of dp to that in

[5963(i] [5960], we get [5964] ; dq [.5961] is the same as in [5965], not being altered by the

term dq =0 [5963c].
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then we have the two equations,

2)2

dp = —(g^')-<]dv
—

(o-r
—

^a-ip)
.
—

. sin. >- . cos, "^.dv
; [rmi]

dq= (g—f).pdv. 15965]

These equations give, in the expression of q, the. constant term*

-;— .
—

r- .sin. X.COS.X r5965Jl . [constant pan of ,] [5966]
g—f a^ -

From this we obtain, in the latitude s, the inequality,

*
(.3207) Taking the differential of [5965], supposing dv to be constant, we get,

ddq = (g—f).(lp.dv. [5965a]

Substituting the value of f/p [5964], dividing by dv^, and reducing, we obtain,

= 2+ (£—./")-• y+te—/)(^'-f-J^?) • -".sin.X-cos.X. [59656]

[5965c]

This equation is of the same form as in [R65a, 870'], changing y, t, a, h, ip, &c.,

into q, V, g—•/, 7, 0, &c. respectively ; by this means, we obtain from the

integral [8656,871] the following expression [5965(/], which satisfies [59656] ; as is easily

proved by substitution and reduction, by mere inspection, if we take separately into

consideration the two terms of q ;

^x (a.p—icttp) jD2
.

q =7- COS. {gv—fv) "——
. --. sin.X.cos.X. [5965i]

g-f c'^

The differential of this value of q, being substituted in the first member of [5965].
and then dividins; by (»•

—
f).dv, gives,

P = —
7-siii.(,§-y—A0> as in [5959]. [59r).5c]

Multiplying [5965(/] by s'm.fv, and [5965c] by —
cos.fv ;

then taking the sum of the

products, and reducing the factor of y, by means of [5957«], we obtain the value of

the second member of [5958], or the expression of 5
; namelv,

(tt
—

U(p) D^
s =z y.sm.gv ^^~— . — •sm.X.cos.X.sin./i'. [5965/]

The term depending on cf— laa;, being represented by 5$, is as in [5967] ;
and if

we change the divisor g—f into ^—1 ; / being nearly equal to unity [5947f] ;
it [596.')g]

becomes as in [5351].
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r5967i 6s = — i^^=^ .
—

. sin.x.cos.x.sin./t; [5965/] ;
^ g—J «

which agrees with the result in [5351].

The constant part of q [5966] produces, in the function ^.(qdp—pdq),

the following term, as in [5385] ;*

[5969] ^.(ao—la-) ,— .7.sin.X.cus./-.cos.(o-l)—;/y).(/«.

[59691 Putting, therefore, </«, equal to the preceding value of c/f, referred

to the ecliptic, we shall have,

[5970] de^
= —

^.(o-p
—^as).— .r.sin.x.cos.x.cos.(^i;—/i').rZ« ;

which gives, in
£^, and, therefore, in the moon's motion in longitude,the

inequality,

*
(3208) Multiplying the expressions [5964, 5965] by iq and —

hjj, respectively,

and adding tiie products, we get,

[5968a] l-i^l^lV—V^k) = —2-(^—/)-(?^+?'')-«?i'
—

i(t>-P—«-?')--^-sin.Xcos.X.g'(/t).

Taking the sum of the squares of q, p [5965f7, t], and neglecting terms of the order

(a
—

ai?)^,
we get,

2.(an—a(p) D^ . , ^^
[59685] p'^+q^= 7

^jrZf
•

-^ •-/•sin.X.cos.X.cos.Cgr—/i').

Substituting this in [5968a], and retaining only the terms depending on
(o-p
—

aip), we

get,

D- D^

[o968c] 2-(Yf'P~i'f''/)=('"-P~''^'P)-T''^-S'n'^-cos.X.cos.(^i'
—
fv)-dv

—
J.(ap

—
o-ip)."^

.

sinX.cosX.^rft;.

[5968d]
^e may put q ^y. cos. {gv—fv) [5965(Z], in the last term of [5968c], and then we

shall have, as in [5969],

[5968e] J.(«7f/p—jj'/^) = i.(ap—aip).— .7.sin.X.cos.X.cos.(^i!—/y).f/(,'.

This value of l.[qdp—inlq) is to be added to ik [5954], as in [5955], to obtain the

[5968/] quantity wiiich is called f/;^ [5969'] ;
and the sum evidently becomes as in [5970].

Its integral gives the term of
-=,,

or &v [597 i] ;
which agrees with that in [5387].
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iv = — ^/-^^^^-\^".j.sin.x.cos.x.sin.roi'—». [5971]

g-f «

This result is wholly conformable to that in [5387].

Lastly, the function R being indeterminate, ike preceding differential

expressions of the elements of the orbits, can also he used to determine the [5972]

variations they suffer, either by the resistance of an ethereal medium, by the

impulsion of the sun''slight, or, by the change which the course of time may

produce in the masses of thr. sun and planets. It is only necessary, for

this purpose, to determine the function R, which results from it, by the

considerations exjilained in chap, vii, of tiie tenth book* [8884—9036].

ox THE TWO GREAT INEQUALITIES OF JUPITER AND SATURN.

5. In the theory of these inequalities, given in the si.xth book, we have

noticed the fifth powers of the cxcentricities and inclinations of the orbits.

But it has been discovered, that the values of iV^"\ iV'", &c. [3860-3860'"] [5974]

are taken with a wrong sign [3860«, &c.]. To correct this mistake, we

must change the signs of this part of the inequalities. This can be done, by

adding to the expression of the mean longitude, which is given in the eighth f5975i

chapter of the tenth book, the double of this part, taken with a contrary sign.

This part, for Jupiter, is as in [4431,4430«] ;

[5976]

sv" = {l2%536393—t.0%00n55).sm.(5n't—2n'li-5^'—2s'') I

—
(8',120963+^.0',004885).cos.(5/i'Y—2/i'>i+5;''—2-='-); 2

and, for Saturn, as in [4487, 4483e line 4] ;

oV = —(29',144591—i.O ,004081). sin.(5/t'/—2M'^i+5.='—2>) 1

+(18',879594+^0',01 1356).cos.(5»z^^—2n"7+5/—2.--). 2 ^^^'^^

The addition, to the mean longitudes of Jupiter and Saturn, of the double

*
(3-209) This method of finding Q, or R [5438], has already been used

in estimating the resistance of the earth and moon, fiom an ethereal fluid [5672,5673].
Similar methods are used in ascertaining the values of R, in otlier cases, like those [597oa]

which are mentioned in [5973].
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[5978]

[5978']

[5070]

of these ineqvulities taken with a conirarij sign, can affect only the mean

motions and the epochs of tliese two planets. It cannot alter, except by
insensible quantities, tlic otlier elliptical elements, deduced from the

observations made between the years 1750 and loOO; because, during that

interval, the variations of these inequalities are very nearly proportional

to the time. We may, therefore, determine the corrections of the mean

motions, so as to make the tkmhJe of these inequalities, ajf'eeted ivith a

coiitrunj sign, vanish, in 1750, ichen t =: 0, and, in 1800, u-hcn t = 50.

Thus we find, by noticing the correction of Saturn's mass, given in chap.viii,

of the tenth l)ook [9121], that we must add to the mean longitude q''
of

Jupiter, given in [9137], the function,*

[5980a]

[59806]

[5980c]

[5980rf]

[5080f]

[5980/-]

[5080g-]

[5980/i]

«
(3210) We liave, in [9128,9129],

n"t+ i" = .3" 45"' 47',5+ / . 30" 20'" .56",4 ;

nH-\-c- = 23]''21"'5C^,9-|-/. J2"]3"' IT.l .

Muhiplying the second of these expressions lay 5, and the first by
—2

;
and then puttino-

the sum of these ))roducts eqnal to T, for brevity, we shall have,

T = 5/1,^7—2«'>7+ 5;>—2£"- = 69'' 17"' 54\5+ / .24'" 32',7.

Now, if we double the expression of 'h-'" [5976], and change ils sign, as in [5978] ;

then decrease the result, in the ratio of 19,232 to 20,232, on account of the change in

the estimated value of the mass of Saturn [9121], it becomes,

1 232
—"i X ^.v„.(12',536393— ^0',001 755) .sin. T

+2X

20,232

10,232

20,232
(8', 1 20963+ <.0',004885) .cos. T

;

the terms A" -\- B"t, being added so as to make the expression vanish in 1750, and in

1800, when ^ = 0, and / = 50
,

as in [5079]. To obtain the values of A'^B'",
we must first put t = in [59S0r], and we shall get the value of T

corres])onding

to this time. Substituting this, and ; = 0, in [5980p], then putting the result equal to

nothing, as in [5979], we get the value of A'\ Again, with t = 50, wc get a new

value of T [5980f] ; substituting these expressions of t, T, Ji"
,

in [5980t], we

obtain 50i?", from which B" may be determined. The result of this calculation

agrees very nearly with that in [5C

In like manner, if we multiply the expression [5977] by 2, and change its signs, adding

also the terms A^-^-BH, we shall obtain the formula [59SI]. Having computed the
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oq'"
= IG',84+ ^.0% 1347

—
(23',84—«.0',0033).sin.(5r^—Sji'-'i+S;^—S;-')

+ (15',44+i.0',0093).cos.(5»7—2n--i^55^—2.=") ;

and, to the mean loni^itiule (f
of Saturn [9138], tlie function,

^q-
= — 41 ',19

—
/.()',3309

+ (58',304—f.0',008162).sin.(5ri—2?j'^/+5.=^—2.='")

—
(37',759+ i.0%022744).cos.(5n''^—2n''-^+5.=^—2;").

1

9
[5980]

1

2 [5981]

3

expressions [5980, 5981], it will be easy to complete the calculations relative to the

observations of Ebn Junis [5982, &c.].

It is probable, that tlie coefficients of the function [5981], as well as those of the other

inequalities of the motions of Saturn, arising from the action of Jupiter, must be increased

in consequence of an augmentation of the estimated value of the mass of Jupiter by Gauss,

Nicolai, Encke, and Airy. The first estimate, made by La Place, in [4065], is founded

on the observed elongations of the satellites, by Pound, and is —'—
. But theseo ' J 1

1067>119
iiicjc

elongations have been lately observed with much greater accuracy, ijy Professor Airy, and

the result of his measures, given in vol. 10, page 404, of ihc Astronomischc JVachrichien

makes the mass :rr~r. • Nicolai, by the observations of the perturbations of Juno, gives

j^;^^^ ;
and by the perturbations of the comet which

inis,G9

Encke, by those of Vesta,

bears his name, -~^ . All these observations indicate, that the mass, assumed by La Place,

is too small by about
j^, part ; and that the perturbations of Saturn, and several of

the other planets, require some correction on this account. On the contrary, the calculations

of Bouvard, from numerous observations of the perturbations of Saturn and Uranus, make

the mass equal to j^^ . The cause of this diflerence must be ascertained by future

observations and investigations. Some have supposed this discrepancy to arise from a

difference between the action of Jupiter upon Saturn, and upon the olher planets ; but we
have nothing, analogous to this, in any known experiments or observations on the effect of

universal gravitation.

In closing this volume, wc may remark, that the sequel of the work of Hansen, upon
the inequalities of the motions of Jupiter and Saturn

;
which is mentioned in [l-loSc], and

also the work on the lunar tlieoiy, by Plana and Carlini, [4752«], iiave not been received

in this country at the time of writing this article. We must therefore defer any notice of

these works in the present volume.

[5980t]

[5980*]

[5980/]

[5980nt]

[5980n]

[.')980o]

[.5980p]

[5980j]

[.sgsor]
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These corrections have the advantage of making the formulas of the motion
[5982] . . , ,

•
1 , 1

of Jupiter and Saturn, given m the above-mentioned chapter, agree better

with a very important observation of Ebn Junis. This observation, reduced

to the meridian of Paris, took place the 31st of October, 1007, at 3* 50"".

These formulas give 729' for the excess of the geocentric longitude of

Saturn over tliat of Jupiter, at that time
;

and the Arabian astronomer

found it, by observation, to be 1440' : the diderence being 711". The

preceding corrections increase, by 388', the excess of the longitude of

Jupiter over that of Saturn; consequently, the new computation corresponds

more accurately with the observation, by that quantity ;
and the difference

is reduced to nearly five sexagesimal minutes
;
which is much less than

the error to which this observation is liable.

[5983]



APPENDIX, BY TflBE TRANSLATOR.

We shall, in this appendix, point out some of the important improvements made by-

Gauss, Olbcrs, and otiiers, in tlie calculation of the orbit of a planet or comet, moving in

an ellipsis, parabola or hyperbola ; with the methods of computing the place of the moving

body, at any time, by moans of several auxiliary tables. For the sake of convenient
[5984]

reference, we shall insert in the tables [5985,5980,5988], the most important theorems,

relative to this subject, which have been already introduced in the preceding part of the

work ; together with several new formulas, given by Gauss, in his T/ieorin Motiis Corporiim (i)

Caj/es^mm, conforming, however, to the notation generally used by La Place, in this work.

In the demonstrations of the formulas included in the table [5985 lines 1
—

19], we shall

refer to any particular line of it, by including the number of the line in a parenthesis ;

thus, in referring to the value of e [59851ine 1], we shall use the abridged notation (1).

(-2)

From the assumed value of c = sin.9 (1), we easily deduce the expressions (2, 3,4) ; (3^

observing, in the formulas (3), that the development of \^l-\-e^ \/U^l^ becomes, by (4)

reduction, equal to 2^ 2.\/i
_ t^ = 2 =F 2.COS.9 ; and, that, (S)

2— 2.cos.q) == 4.sin.^i(p, 2 + 2.cos.p = 4.cos.^iffl [l,G]Int. (6)

The expression of p [378i-], is the same as in (5) ;
those of D, a (G), are as in

[681"]. The second and third values of
j} (5), are easily deduced from the first, by

using 9, D (1,G). The formulas (7,8,9), are as in [GOG], using the second of the

expressions (4).
The first of the formulas (10), is the same as in [G03] ;

the second and

third values are obtained by means of
(!'>).

The expression of cos.?* (1 '))
is the same

as in [603/']; and, from tliis, we easily obtain the value of cos.t;, in the same line. The

first expressions of sin.-JjC, cos.iw (J2,13), are the same as in [1, G] Int. The second

values in these lines, are deduced from the first, by the substitution of the formulas.

C8)

(9)

no)

1 qz eos.u = ii^l:^^^^
[603Jline5],

l-|-C.C0S.tJ

andpulting i . {\— cos.v) = s\a.-\v
,

J . (1 +cos. y)
= cos-^r [l,G]Int. The third (i2)

VOL. III. 191
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[5964]

(I3j

(14)

expressions are deduced from the

second, by the substitution of

(10) ;

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(10)

(20)

(21)

(92)

(23)

(94)

(25)

l-f-«-COS.t) p

the fourth, or last of tliese values,

is deduced from third, by the

substitution of

p=^a.i\^e^) (5).

The last of the formulas (14),

is the same as in (8); and the

second is deduced from this by

using the value of tang. (45''
—

I?) (4). Multiplying together the last values of

sin.iu, cos.4" (12, 13), reducing by means of [31] Int., and using \/\ — ^a ^cos.p (I),

we get tlie last expression (15) ;
the second expression (15), is deduced from tiiis, by

using = -—'-
(5). The first of the formulas (IG), is deduced from the first of

a.cos.ip P

(15); then substituting ;>
= <;. cos. -^3, and \/pa

=
(i-cos.(p, we get the third and

fourth expressions in that line. Multiplying together the first values of r and cos.r

(9, 1 1), we get the first expression of r.cos.v (17); substituting c = sin.c), or rather

_ c = cos.(90''-f ?) ,
we get,

cos.M — e := cos. u + cos. (90''-(- (p)

= 2 .cos.{iu + i(p+4'o^).cos.{iu
— io —45'') [27] Int.;

whence we easily obtain the last expression (17). Multiplying the third value of cos.^m

(13), by sin.^t) ,
and the third value of sin.^u (12), by —

cos.^y; then taking

the sum of the products, and reducing, by means of [23,31] Int., we obtain,

sin. h .{v 1/
)
=: A sin. V . 1/ L .

\\/'1 +c —
v/i -e\;

substituting the first of the formulas (3), we get the first of the expressions (18) ; and, by

using the value of sin.r = YJlll^.'— (IG), we obtain the second of the formulas (8).

If we repeat this last calculation, changing the factor — cos. Ay, into -[" cos.iu
,

we get,

iin.4.(i' + ?<)
= ism.v.i/ L . )Vl + « + v/l - 's.

and by using the second expression (3), we get the first formula (19) ; then, substituting

the preceding value of sin.v, we get the second of the formulas (19).
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FORMULAS I.N AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.

e = sin.{p ; \/(l '^^)
=^ COS.(p ; [Excfnlriclty t]

1—e= 2.sin.2(45'-i?)=2.cos.2(45'+J(p) ; l+e=2.cos.2(45''4(p)=2.sin.2(45''+J(p) ;

V/(l+c)—V/(1—c)=2.sin.^?! ; ^(l+c)-f/(I— =2.cos.^(p;

1-e „..,. , . 1+e

J-p^

= tang.2(45^-i?>) ; ^ =
tang.2(45''+j9) ;

^ = a. {I
—

c^)
= a.cos.^(p = {\-\-e).D ;

Z) = «.(]
—

c)
= ffa

;
a = 1—e

;

nt = M—e.sin.w
;

tang.^v = \/\-,
—

)• tang.|m=: tang. (45''+i(?).tang.jM

r = a.[\
—

e.cos.?t) ;

0.(1
—eS) a.cos.2^ p

\-\-ecas.v \-\-e.Q,os.v l-|-f.cos.«
'

e-|-cos.i'

r Parnmeter 2p

fPcrihelion distanco D

FiVlean anomaly 7l(

rTiiiie

tVum Pcriliclion (

cxprcsHcil i[i daya

rtxcentric anomaly u

[Radius vector r

COS.U
1— e.cos.w

COS.M

Sin

COS

[True anomaly v
l-|-e.cos.D

.iM=\/i.(l—cos.M)^sin.J«-( ,-; V=sln.j!).( V=sin.k'-| —^-—
1

•^ - ^ ' ^
Vl+e.cos.y/ \ P /

*•

Va-(l-e)/

tang.J-M
= tang.i«.tang.(45''— h^)

= l/ (j^^j.tang.^u
;

sin.M
r.sin.w.cos.^ r.sin.w

p a.cos (f>

p.sin.u
r.sin.i) = = rt.cos.ip.sin.jt

= i/na.sin.?« ;

r.cos.i' = rt.(cos.M
—

e)
== 2a.cos.(J)«+i>p+4ry').cos.(iM

—
|(p
—

45'') ;

sin.i.(i'
—

u) = I
X ~

.sln.jp.sin.i)
= i y/

-
. sin. J?. sin. ?i

;

sin.|.(«;+ M)
==

I y^
'

.cos.l(p.sin.D= 4 / -
. cos.Jip.sin.M.

[5985]

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0)

(8)

(3)

(10)

Elliptical
Ibrmulas.

(11)

(12)

(13)

(M)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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[5986]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Parabolic
form u lag.

(7)

(8)

(9)

FORMULAS IN A PARABOLIC ORBIT.

Tlie enuations of the motion in a ])arahola [59S61incs2
—

10], are the same as in

[691,693, &c.] ;
in wliich 2* represents the circumference of a circle, whose radius is

unity [691'" line 4J, and ^= 365'^^)'^ 25638, is the length of a sideral year [691"',750'].

, rparameter 2/?
[

rPerihelion distance Z)l

I
Radius vector r\

[True anomaly oj

[Time
from the Perihelion t,

"]

expressed in days J

[Time

from the "I

perihelion V days, I

when D=^\. J

p = 2D
;
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and, by neglecting m", we have, [5987]

(6)

Ar=:^,
or log./c= log.—= 8,2355820...;

but, if we notice in"
,
we shall get.

loS.^.v/I+^'= 'og.|^
= 8,2355820... ;

O)

T

and, since log.^r^Pm^ = 0,0000006... ,
we shall obtain the corrected \alue of,

log./iT
= 8,2355814... ; (8)

being nearly as it is given by Gauss, in his Theorin Motus Corporum Ccelesliian ; differing

from the former expression, by the very small fraction 0,0000006... We may remark,

that the mean angular motion of any planet, in the time t, is represented in [605", 605'J,

by nt = ^-i- -L"'_
;

^ being tbe mass of the planet ;
a its mean distance from the '"'

sun
;

that of the earth from the sun being taken for nnity. The strund nicmhcr of this

expression must he muhiplicd by a constant (juantity, which is the same for all the planets, to

reduce it to the unit of the measures of these angles. To ascertain this quantity, we shall

observe, that tbe mean angular motion of the earth in a slderal year T, is re|)resented

by the whole circumference 2* [691''] ; and, if we change, in the second member of (ii)

[5987(9)], t, ?«, a into T, m", 1 respectively, it becomes T.^l^^'. To

reduce this to 2ir [5987(1 1)], we must evidently multiply it by rp , =, or by
J- 'Y 1

-\-
m"

the quantity k [5987(3)]; which therefore represents the constant quantity [5987(10)] ;

hence the mean motion [5987 (9)] becomes nt= ' ^ '

'"

; consequently h = ' ^ i"

This value of n must be used in [5985 (7)]. If we wish to express the mean motion in

seconds.w-e must multiply the expression of nt [5987(12)] by the radius in seconds 206264',67; (is)

or, to avoid this labor, we may use the value of k in seconds
; namely, k =: 3548^,18761

or log.A-^ 3,55000657. In estimating the motion of a comet, we may neglect its mass (H)

m, on account of its smallness
;

and then the expression of the mean motion [5937 (12)]

becomes
—^.

This is expressed in [702'] by -^^ ; the accent on a' being (is)

omitted, to conform to the present notation. Hence it appears, that we must ])ut \/(a
= k,

to reduce the formulas of the author, in [702', &,c.], to the notation of this article.

The expressions in [5986 lines 2, 3J are the same as in [807', 807"]. The first formula

in [5986 (4)], is the same as in [691 line 1] ; the second expression is easily deduced (U)

from the first, by the substitution of

cos.-iu = J
-|-

i
. COS. V

,

VOL. III. 192
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[5!)87]

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

and the value of D [5986 (3)]. The expression of t [5986 (5)], is the same

as in [693]. Substituting in this, the value,

^=-r [5987 (6)1

we get [5986 (6)]. This expression of t may be put equal to D- 1' [693a],

as in [5986 (7)] ;
i' being the time from the perihelion, corresponding to the anomaly

V, in a parabolic orbit, whose perihelion distance D is equal to unity. This parabola

is usually called the parabola of 109 days ; because, it requires about 109 days to

describe an arc of 90'' from the perihelion, in a parabola whose perihelion distance is

unity. Dividing the three expressions in [5986 (5,6, 7)], by D^, we get the formulas

[5986 (8,9, 10)]. From that in line 8 or 9, Burckhardt has computed Table III, of this

appendix, changing v into U; and putting,

-^ = 27''''>%4038...

Then, by means of this table, we can find, by inspection, the anomaly U, or v,

from log.^', or the contrary.

FORMULAS IN A UYPERDOLIC DEBIT.

[5988]

(1)

(2)

The formulas for computing the motion of a body, in a hyperbolic orbit, are given in

[702] ; but, it will be convenient to alter the forms of these expressions, by writing

a for a', and introducing the auxiliary quantities -+, u, proposed by Gauss; so that

, 003.4^ = 1, and u = tang.(45''+J-n) ;

by this means, we obtain the following system of equations, corresponding to the motion

in a hyperbolic orbit.
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J ^_j [r)988]

c = —-: ^ secant 4. =v/lTtmig^; \/^^^= tang.-4'; ^-r=tang.44'; ["^"'"""^''^'J W

p = a.{e^ l):=aAnng.^-^ = {e-\-l).D ; [Parameter 2p] (4j

D^ a.(c 1)
== «C>-

;
a^

(c 1); [Perihelion
distance

i>] (5)

k
—^.t = e.tang.13 liyp.log. tang.(45''-(-^I3) ; [Semi-transverso

axis
a] (6j

«^
"

\l- /,,2 IN
y IVy, \ / n^.^,,iT„„ 1„„ «„« /^/IK'' I 1„\ . rTime from the porilielion (,T „,

—^.t = ^>^e. common log. tang. (45 +|ro} ;
I

expressed in daj. J C)

X = 0,43429448... ; log.X = 9,63778431 13...
; log.>7.- =7,873.3657527... ; (8)

Jc = „, .——-
,

= 0.01720209895 parts of radius
; ]og./,;= 8,2355814414.

-I -y l-j- m ' o

tang. |ra
=

1^/ Qqr,)"'ang.i«
=

tang.i.j..tang.ij) ;

P a.{e^—1) ;>.cos.4.

l-|-e.cos.D l-|-c.cos.j) 2.cos.i(i;
—

4/).cos.J(!;-(-^}/)

'

/ACLd\ , \
1+ tang. Art cos.A(v— J.)M = tang.{45''+4TO) = —i = ——ii-

;

1
1 / I 1\ l-j-cos.^.cos.D e+cos.j)^ r " + - =

Mi'i...
;
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(1)

V.)SO]
111 the demonstrations of these funnuhis [5988], we shall refer to any one of them, by

placing the number of the line in wliicli it is situated, in a parenthesis, in the same

manner as in the elliptical formulas [5984 (2), &.c.]. From the assumed value

c := (3), we get, by means of [1,6] Int.,

1—cns.J. 2.sin.a.U I4-cos.4^ 2x08.2*4-

(3)

(5)

(7)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12

(13)

cos.-i. cos..l> COS. 4.

'

dividing the first of these expressions by the second, we get the third of the formulas (3).

!n a hyperbola, the semi-axis a becomes negative, and is represented by
—a [698"] ;

hence the values of p, D [5985 (5,6)] become, in the hyperbola.

(4) 2;
= «'.(e2-l) ;

D = a'.{c-\);

and, if we neglect the accent u|ion a', for the sake of simplicity in the notation, we

shall obtain the first expressions of
j),

D (4, 5) ;
the othei's are detluced from these,

by the substitution of -L, D (3,5). If we change, in the first equation [702], the

symbol y/fA into Jc, as in [5987 (16)], and omit the accent on a, as above, it

becomes as in (6) ; using hyperbolic logarithms. We must multiply this by

>. = 0,43429448... (8),

when common logarithms are used
;

the quantity X being the ratio of a common

logarithm to a hyperbolic logarithm ;
and then, (6) changes into (7), by the substitution of

tang.sJ (15) ;
this value of tang.u being deduced from the assumed value of u (13),

(8) as in [5989(14)]. The first formula (10) is the same as that in [702 line 3] ;
from this

we easily deduce the second form, by the substitution of tang.i^^ (3). The first

value of r (11) is the same as in [379^], using |7 (4) ; and this form is common to

the other conic sections [5985 (10), 5986 (4)]. Substituting in this, the first value of

J) (4), we get the second form of ;• (II). Multiplying the numerator and denominator

of the first form of r (11), by cos.-]>, and substituting e.cos.4^ :^ 1 (2), in the

denominator, we find, that this denominator becomes.

cos.4'+cos.u = 2.cos.i(t!—|).cos.{i('[i+4') [^0] Int.,

and we obtain the third expression of r (11). The first expression of ; (12) is the

same as in [702 line 2], omitting the accent upon u
,

as above. To obtain the

second form, we must use the auxiliary quantity u (13) ; namely.

from which we get.

:,„s.(45'+j,)=;±-;*=g? p<,ji„,.;

'»"s-i' = -;^ (i«) ;

and then, from [30'] Int., we have, as in (15),
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2 f— "i
[5989]

(14)

From this, we get,

sec.in = —^ = (l+tang.'-*«)i
= ^=:iYu+-Y as in (14,15). «5)

Multiplying together the expressions of cos.-si, and tang.^ ('5)) we get sin. -a

(15). In like manner, if we substitute the value of tang.i^s (16), in the expression,

cos.Jj^ = (l+tang.2ira)-i [.34'"] Int., (16)

we get its value (16) ; multi])lying together these two expressions of cos.^zs, tang.^w,

we get sin.lw (IG). Substituting the first value of (14) in the first expression

of r (12), we obtain its second form. If we substitute, in the second expression of

%i (13), the value,

tang.Jra
=

tang.lNj^.tang.^v (10) ; (i8)

then, multiply the numerator and denominator by cos.J4..co3.^d, we shall find, that

the numerator becomes,

cos.l4'-cosl«+sin.l4'.sin.ly = cos.-|(t)
—

4-) ;

and, the denominator. (i9)

cos.J4'.cos.^t)
—

sin.^4/.sin.l«
=

cos.^(«-f-4') ;

as in the last of the formulas (13). If we now substitute the last value of u (13), in

the first expression of (14), it becomes,

J_ ^ J
( C0S.|(i

'—
4.) cos.|(i>+4.) 1

_

os.w
^

^ cos.J(i}-)-4.) cos.i(«
—

4-) )
' (20)cos

reducing these to a common denominator,

2.cos..i(j>—4.). cos.J('y+4.),

we find, that the numerator becomes, by using [6,20] Int.,

cos.2^(«-+)+cos.2|(i,++) = Si4-..cos.(«—4.)}+|>+J.cos.(«+4.)|

= l+|.cos.(y—4.)-|-i.cos.(k+4.) = I+COS.4..COS.V ;

as in the second formula (14). Multiplying the numerator and denominator of the

second formula (14) by c, and substituting the values [5989(11)] and (2), we get
'^'

vol,. III. 193

(21)

;.22)
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[5989] the third formula (14). If we add =F1 to the last of the values (14), and^
COS.-53

^ '

(24)
_ 1 r

substitute , ,

^- (11), we sret,
l-|-c.C03.i; p

'

1^005.3- (eqFl /-(l^cos.t)) (f =Fl).(l=Fcos.r)).r

cos.=r l-|-e.cos.t> p

If we use the upper sisn, and put

C^) 1—cos.zx = 2.sin.®V ;
1—cos.ij = 2.sin.^ix) [l]Int. ;

we get, by extracting; the square root, the first of the formulas (17). If we use the lower

sign, and put,

^^'
l-j-COS.sr

= 2.C0S^!sr ; l-j-COS.l'
=

2.cos.^5t> ;

we get the first of the formulas (19). The second of tlie formulas (17, or 19), is deduced

(29) from the first, by the substitution of p = a.{e-—l) (4). Substituting, in the first

of the formulas (17, or 19), the values of sin.izs, cos.jW, cos.ra (16,15), which

give,

(30)

(3J)

sin.4-« M— 1 cos.4i:3 u-j-l

^cos.* 2.\/u
'

^co,.t3 2.\/m
'

we get the first of the formulas (18,20); finally, substituting in these, the value of

p=a.(e^— 1) ,
we get the last of the formulas (18,20). Multiplying by two the

product of the first of the formulas (17, 19), we get,

2sin.|w.cos.'« p
2r.sm.ii;.cos.|i; = • —

.
——r—-

;

cos.w \/[e
—

1)

and by substituting,

2.sin.k'.cos.jD= sin.w; 2.sin.J^.cos.|3i=: sin.a = cos.-sj.tang.-cJ [.j],o4'] Int.,
(32)

also ^(e-
—

1)
= tang.^ = (cotang.^')"^ (3), we get the first equation (21). The

(33; second formula (21), is easily deduced from the first, by the substitution of ^=a.tang."4' (4).

(3J.'
Substituting in these two expressions, the value of taiig.^

:^
|.f m

j (15), we get

the first and second formulas (22). Multiplying the second value of r (H), by cos.i',

and reducing, we get, by using the last formula (14),

a.(e^— l).cos.t) (e-f-cos.ij) 1

(35) r.cos.v = —^^ ^ ae—a. —
;

= ae— nlit tt . m^ 1( • •

l-|-e.cos.v l+f-cos.'y cos.-sj

as in the first expression (23). Substituting in this, the first value of —
^;

—
C*^)) ''

becomes as in the second formula (23).
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From the first of the formulas (II), it appears, that r increases with v, and becomes [5989]

infinite, when

1 +(;.cos.i'
= 0, or cos.d = = —

cos.4, (3) ;

(37)

(38)

(.10)

(41)

which gives j; = ]SO''—]^. Now the radius r, corresponding to a point of the

hyperbola, at an infinite distance from the kens, must evidently be parallel to the asymptote;

therefore, the angle -.j^ represents the angle of inclination of the asymptote to the axis.

Hence it is evident, that the inaximum value of v is represented by 180''—4. ;
and (39)

the greatest minimtim value is — (ISO''
—

4-) ; moreover, it follows, from the last of the

cos.A.(
—

-L)

formulas (13), that when v —.
,

u = rrrT^ = '
5

="'" '''=i'- " '"creases with v,
^ '

cos..i.(-|H.)

and becomes infinite, when v= 180''— 4., or J.(i'+4') = 90' . It decreases when

t) is negative, and becomes nothing at the other limit, where i; = — (ISO''
—

-i) ;
or

..(„_4.)
= _ 90".

TO COMPUTE TI[E TRUE .VN'O.MALY FROM THE TIME, OR THE CONTRARY, IN AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.

The true anomaly v, in an elliptical orbit, can be easily obtained from the mean anomaly [5990]

nf , by means of the formula [6GS], in cases where the excentricity c is so small, that

it is only necessary to notice two or three terms of the series
;
but as the value of c

augments, the number of terms must be increased, so that the method finally becomes

very laborious, and it is much better to use the indirect method of solution, first given by

Kepler, who was the original proposer of the problem. This method is very simple, and p'"''''""-

has the decided advantage of being applicable to all the varieties of the ellipsis ; but when

the excentricity is nearly equal to unity, it requires the use of a table of logarithms, to

more than seven places of decimals
;

this difficulty is obviated partially in the method of (2)

Simpson, and wholly in the method of Gauss, which we shall give hereafter.

(1)

Kepler's

To illustrate this indirect method of solution, we shall apply it, according to the precepts

of Gauss, to the determination of the true anomaly in an elliptical orbit. We shall suppose

M, to be an approximate value of n, and x its correction; so that w = m, -f- r
,

satisfies the equation [5985 (7)]. We must compute the value of e.sin.«, in seconds, by

logarithms; and, while performing the operation, we must take from the tables, the variation

X of the log.sin.?/,! corresponding to 1" in the value of «, ;
also the variation (a of the (')

logarithm e.sin.?/^, corresponding to the variation of one unit in the number c.sin.w, ; (ci

the signs of X
, ^ being neglected, and both the logarithms being taken to the. same

number of decimals. Now when u, is nearly equal to u, or M,-j-x , the variations

of the log. sines of the arcs from
?<,

to
'>i,-\-x, will, in general, be nejrlv uniform ;

hence we shall have, with a considerable degree of accuracy,

c. sin. (w, -(- x) ^ c.sin.u ± — ; (8)

/A

(3)

(4)
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L599UJ the )<ppfr«j§-« being used in the y(«^ and /our^/i quadrants ;
the lotver sign in the second

1,9) and third quadrants ;
these signs being evidently the same as those of e.cos.w, [5990(13)].

Substituting tliis, and u = u^-{-x, in [59S5 (7)], we get, by reduction,

(10) X = . (lit
—

M,+ e . sin. M,) ;

(A =F X
Indirect

solution of ^«
Kepler's

"' >

problem.

X
(11) M = u,-\-

x = nt -\- e .
s'ln.u^ ± . (nt

—
n^ -^ e.sin. mJ ;

/J- -F X

(13) in which we must notice the sign of the factor ± _^ ..
, according to the above

directions; and we must also have regard to the sign of tlie other factor
(yit
—

u^-^c.sm.u^).

(13) We may remark, that the factor ±- =
c.cos.u^, as is easily proved by the substitution

of sin.(M^+.r)
=

sin.M,-|-T cos.m, [GO] Int., in the first member of [5990(8)] ; and, as

(14) f<ri, cos.?(y<;^l, we shall have (^^X ; therefore, . lias the same sign as -.

If the assumed value of w, should difler considerably from «,+>r ,
we must repeat the

operation ; using this computed value of u;j-x for a new value of
u/, and this process

must be repeated, until the correct value of u is found. In most cases which occur in

practical astronomy, it will be easy to assume, in the first instance, a value of u which

("') does not difier much from v . This is particularly the case, when forming a table of the

values of it, corresponding to the regular intervals of vt, from C to 3G0''. If we

have no means of ascertaining this first value of w, ,
we may make the first computation

in a rough manner, using small tables of logaritlims, to five places of decimals, and to

minutes of a degree. 1( ivill tend to simplify the operation, to take for «, a
quantity

' ''

ivhusc sine con be obtained from the tables by ins^yection, without any interj)ohitio7i ; as, for

example, by taking the value of
v^

to minutes, when the table of sines is given for every

minute
;
or for tens of seconds, when the tables are arranged for tens of seconds

; &,c.

Uscoftho
ji^ makintr these calculations, and others of a similar nature, it has been found

to'tlra convniient to annex (he small letter n to the last figure of the logarithm of any factor

"""'(lO) which has a negative value ; since, by this means, we can very easily ascertain the sign

numerical of a rpHintity, whicli depends on the product of a number of factors, of different signs,
•'"" whose logarithms are to be added together, to obtain the logarithm of the required number.

It being evident, that the sign of this number must be positive, if the number of the letters

n be evrn, but negative if tlie number be odd. Thus, in finding the logarithm corres-

ponding to the quantity
— 3.sin. 192'', composed of the two factors —3 and sin. 192'',

we may put for their logarithms the quantities 0,477I213„ and 9,3178789„, whose

sum 9,79.50002 corresponds to a positive quantity. We must also carefully notice the

signs of any quantities, depending on the sine, cosine or tangent of an arc ; observing that,

according to the usual rules, we have,

(SI)

(02)
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sin. or coscc. is + in the first and srcoml qnadrants ;

— in the third and fourth.

COS. or sec. is -(- in the first and fourth quadrants ;
— in the seco7id and third,

tang, or cot. is + in the frst and third quadrants ;

— in the second and fourth.

To show by an example ilie use of the formula [5990(11)], we shall suppose the mean

motion to be nt = 332'' 28"' 54',77, log. c in seconds = 4,7041513, or e = 50600'

nearly. Then, for a first operation, we shall take u,
= 32G", from which we find, as

below, M,-|-a:
= 324'' 1 6"' 20'. Taking this for «, ,

in a second operation, we finally

obtain « =324''1G"' 29',5 ;
which is its true value, as will apjjcar by the following

calculations.

[5990]

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

FIRST OPERATION U = 326''.

«, = 326" log.sin.9,74756i7„
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[5991]

(" y = ?7+S.(l—e) +5.(1—6)2 = C7+»S'. a + J5.a2
;

S being the value of the function [69S], corresponding to Simp^oti's method, and B the

function [5991(30)], introduced by BesscI, in his tables, published in vol. 12, p. 207,

of the Monatliche Correspondenz. The same formula may be applied, without any

m.odification, to a hyperbolic orbit, which approaches very near to a parabolic form, by

merely noticing the sign of 1—e, ivhich then becomes negative.

(10) In the computation of S and B, we may put, for brevity, tang.it^=^> or,

(11) COS. jC' =

(12)

1+tang.a.it/ l+a^

Substituting these, in the expression of S [698], it becomes,

3 6 ) (-l^+J^^+P*)= ^i_ 6 ) A, >

(l+d^)-^
Method of

Simpson, ;

byB^sti. To obtain B, we shall develop the expression [690], according to the powers of a,

neglecting terms of the order o-'
;

hence we get the first of the following expressions ;

(13) the second form is deduced from the first, by multiplying the terms, between the braces,

by the external factor 1 +i^cL+5"5a~ ;
the third form is obtained, by arranging the terms

according to the powers of a
;

D^.i/2 ,,,,.,„, ( l+(i—Ja—Ja2).tang.2-Jti )i= 5^
.(l+!a-f,^,a2).tang.U' . ^

^^ '

/ ^/ , „ „ >

\/>
^ ^^ ^- ^ ^-

I +(-Ja+j'5a2).tang.n«+>".tans.''^y5
(14)

^^^^•l(l+9^>-+f5'^')-ta"g-5y+(5-^>-—f^"-'')-tang.='|t'—ia.tang5Jw+Aa2.tang.^it)|

."iv)
)_ D^.y/a ( tang.iy+^tangny+cL.(i.tang.iu

—
i.tang.3|u— |.tang.«^t!)

"^' ~
y'lJ'

'

I -[-a2.(i|.tang4y—^.tang.3|i)+|j.lan

(16)

If a= 0, V changes into U, and the expression of t becomes as in [691].

Putting these two values of f equal to each other, and dividing by the common factor

Di\/2—
-T
—

'
we get,

V/fA

tang.i r+i.tang.3 1 U = tang.|i.'+J.tang.5^i'+a .
{

i. tang.^D— | .tang.=' ^v— J .tang.^ |y ]

+a2.{-l;.tang.|v—^.tang.3>i;-|--'5.tang.''|z;|.

(17) If we put, for brevity, x = Sa-fBa^, we shall have v= U-\-x [5991(7)] ; and, by

neglecting x^ which is of the order a^, we shall get, by means of [29, 45] Int.,

,., ,
, tang.iCZ-f tang.^,a; ^+ir , , , /-, , .o\ , g. /, r «a\

('8) o 5 o 2 V I /
l-tanglL/.tang.^x 1-Jf).a;
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[5991]

Re-substituting the value of x [5991 (17)], anrl putting, for brevity, \-\-(i^z=A^, (i9)

we get the following expression of tang.U' ;
from which we easily deduce its powers

tang.^jD, &:c.
;

tang. |j;
= & -{-la..Si^-\-a:\t\^.\lB-\-\S~^\ ; (2o,

tang.3'u= 0='+^a..a"J,+a2.d,.{|Ba2-f3S2(^(i,+()3); ;
(si)

tang.5>D= ()»-]-|a.S()^(),-f-&tc. ; tang.''|y
= «''+&c.

'^'

If we substitute these in [5991 (16)], the terms independent of a will mutually destroy

each other; also those depending on the first power of a: and, if we notice, in the

second members of the following expressions, only the terms multiplied by a-, we shall

have, by using the values [5991 (20—22)1, and SA'~ = {—'i^M^^M'^^) [5991 (12)] ;
(23)

tang.ir+'.tang.:' Iv = <x.\. \
iC. (l -ffl2)+.,S'=>(!.(l +^.+a==) \

= a^.
| Ba.^+J.S^d-'.^l

(24)

a.Ji.tang.ir— i.tang.3i«— l.tang.n!'^
= a^.

Si*,. { J—Sf)^—
|fl^ |
= aS.S.^i—|«2_|a4_^6|. ss)

a^
I a.tang4«-J,.tang.='iz;+,«,.tang7|f \

= a^. 1^6—^6^+^yi^.
(^O

The sum of these tliree formulas represents the terms depending on a-, in the second

member of [5991 (16)] ; and, as this sum is to be put equal to nothing, we shall get, by f*^''

dividing by ^a^(?^^ the first of the following expressions. Substituting in this, the value

of S6^^ [5991 (23)]; also fl.^
^ 1 +2(12+0

'

;
and then reducing, we obtain the

second value of J5^,^ ; dividing this by <','', we get the value of B
;

(S8)

(i+O"

(29)

(30)

The values of the logarithms of S, B, in seconds, computed by Bessel, by means of

the formulas [5991 (12,30)], with their first and second differences, are given in Table IV, (3')

of this collection.

To show, by an example, the use of Table IV, we have here inserted the computation
of the true anomaly v, in an orbit which does not differ much from that of Halley's comet ;

supposing the time from the perihelion to be 60 days ;

e= 0,9675212; log.(l—e)=: 8,5115999 ; log. peri. dist. =9,7665598. (»)

With these data, we find,
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15991]
-0

Its half

(33)

(34)

(35)

(35)

(37)

(38)

C39)

[59921

t= 6o days

Table III. U=^r' 29™ 58',6

Table IV. S

i — e

Simpson's corv. iioS",!

Table IV. B
1
— c

I— e

Bessel's coir. 38', fi

loK. CO. 0.2334402

0,1 167201

los;. !,778i5i3

log.
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an ellipsis or a hypcrhola, iv'iirh rijiproarJies nearly to a parabvlir form ; and. in the

demonstraiioiis, we shall rofur lo any lino of [5992], by merely putting the number of the

line in a parenthe.sis, as we have done in [5984 (2)], omitting, for brevity, the

number [5992]. In this solution we do not, as in the preceding method, deduce the

anomaly in the
ellipsis, from that in a parabola having the same perihelion distance D

;
but

we obtain it from a parabola, whose perihelion distance is increased to

D D.
B2

1 — 0''. a (41)

a' =
v/o,l+0,'J.e ;

.^—5e a.

a = 1-

i/(S)
- y^m

T ^ tanir.-jM = 1—c\

l.tang.^ii' ;

i+^y

A = 1.5.(ii
—

sin.w)

'Ju-f-sin."

9u-j-sin.u

20^* '

[59'J2j

(S)

(3)

(1)

B being a quantity which exceeds unity, by terms of the fourth order in u (18). By
this means, the interpolations in Table V become very easy, on account of the smallness of

log. B, and C— I
, as well as the smallness of their variations

; so that we are enabled

to notice all the powers of a, with hut very little adchtional laljor. The same remarks

may be applied to the use of Table VI, relative to a hyperbolic orbit.

We shallfirst treat of an dliptical orbit, using the same elements as before
; namely,

a the semi-transverse axis ; e the excentricity ; 2p=2a.{l— e^) the parameter ; D the

perihelion distance ; nt the moan anomaly ; u the excentric anomaly ; v the true

anomaly. We shall also use the following abridged symbols, in which a, a', C, difier

from those used by Gauss
; this change is made in order to conform to the notation generally

(^)

used in this work, and to render some of the formulas more simple.

(5)

(6)

(9)

(10;

(12)

(13)

C=^, + M; T =
C-IA

The quantities A, B, C, may be expressed in scries, by the substitution of

s'mAi = u—^ii^^^l^u^—&:c. [43] Int.
;

which gives,

n—sm.u = iii^—^l-u^-^^^^--u'—kc. ;

9M-fsin.M = lOw—ir<^+^i.jM=~&c.
VOL. III. 195

(14)

(15)

(16)
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[5992] Substituting these in A (12), it Ijecomes,

and, in lilce manner, we £;et,

(.8,
B^ 1+^^^___„^_&C. ,•

SO that A h of the second order, relative to u, and B differs from unity, by a

quantity of the fourth order only. We may obtain tlie value of A, in terms of T, by

the following process. From [48] Int., putting z=iu, we get m (20), and from [30''j Int.,

we have sin.u (20), by using T (ll)>

u = 2.(tang.*M— ^tang.3iM+itang.5iM-&c.) = 2Ti(l—jT+iT^—&cc.) ;

'"^'"
2 tan'' ^M 2.T- X

^"•« = 7Xr-^ =I^_2.T*.(l-T+T^-&c.);
l-j-tang.-gJt 1+ -1-

hence we get, by substitution,

(21) 15.(M-sin.»0
= 30.Ti.{|T—|T2+&c.| = 20.T*. jT—fTHfT='-'|T^+ &ic.| ;

^^j (9«+sin.M0 ^ 2T-^. 5'^-?,=T+''T2-&ic. ]
= 20.T-.

{ i_«,T+|,T^-|,T3+&c. (
.

Substituting these in A (12), it becomes,

_ T—fT^+|-T3— '|
T^-HiT^— &tc .

(23)

"~
1- ,<|T+|,T3—,8,T=+^T^-&:^.

'Y 4'T'2 I 24'T'3 H92'T'4_1_23656S'T'5 9809719? Te IS rn

-j^,
-^

&
-^ "Tas-^ 5C2S * "1433125-^ 197071875-^ -pk>.^,.

Inverting this series, we get,

as we may easily prove, by substituting in it the value of A (21), and reducing, by

wliich means we shall find, that the terms mutually destroy each other.

If we substitute this value of - in C
( 14), it becomes,

Hence it appears, </tf/^ C differs from unity by terms of the second order in A, or

(-'^ of the fourth order in u (17). The quantities A, B, C, are functions of T,

(28) which have been computed by the preceding formulas, and inserted in Table V. By

(29) means of this table we can easily find, by inspection, the values of A, C, log-^B, for
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any given value of T, or the contrary; and, as tlic quantities C, log.B, vary so
j-'"'

J

slowly, in the most useful jjart
of the table, it is very easy to take out the corresponding

numbers, which we shall hereafter find to be one of the great advantages of the method

of Gauss. After this digression on the method of computing Table V, we shall proceed '^i)

to the investigation of its uses in the direct solution of KepIer^s prollem, of finding r, v

from t, in a very cxcentric ellipsis.

Substituting the value of nt [5987 (12)], in [5985 (7)], neglecting m on account

D .
(=*'

of its smallness, and then jiutting " =^
j

—
[5985 (G)], we get (34). From this we

easily deduce (35), since by multiplying together the two factors of (35), and reducing, it

becomes identical with the second member of (34). Now, the value of B (13), gives,

9« + sin.M = 2()A".B
;

(33)

substituting this in (35), in the factor without the braces, also the value of A (12), wc

get (3G); whence we easily deduce the expression (37) ;

^t'.^ . ( -jr- j

= M — c.sin.u (3<)

, . X ^ 1— e ,l4-9e u — sin.M )= (9M+sni.M) . < \- .
•

> (35)^

^ 10
^

10 9M+sin.u )

(36)

1 „ C l— e \ + 9e A }= 20^". B .
{ + — .

— S

( 10
^

10 15 5

=
2i?.|(l-e).^-+l.(l

+
9e)./|;

(37)

in which we must substitute the value of hg.Jc = log.y/fji
= 8,2355814... [5987(8,16)].

If we now suppose,

i /5.(1 — e)\iA'={ '

,^^ J-.tang.^w,
or A = p.tang.^w (10), (38)

and substitute it in the preceding expression, every term will have the fiictor (1
—

e)~ ;

then dividing by this quantity, we get,

t.—;= ^B.[jj-^^ y. ^tang.iw + J.tang.'aw}.
_pj vl + 9ey

* °- ' " ° ^ >
(39)

Multiplying this by,

^ = ri+-^jV— (0)
•

we finally obtain,

_ _ 1 +9 e\| 1

Bk
-
\r^~j Bk7^ ^'•'' ' ^^
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[59921 a' v/2 ,
i , , ,, ,

t = -7-.Jtang.J?«-)-^-.tang/Jw|.
(40) BD^

Now, from the construction of Table III [5987 (22)], it appears, that the tabular number,

corresponding to the anomaly if, represents the logarithm of the second member of this

expression ;
so that, if we put.

0,1 +0,9.?/ Vl-0,9.a,

and then substitute X), and a' (9), in (40), we shall get, by making successive

reductions in its first member, the following expressions ;

a' (0,l+0,9.e)it t

(42) .

•

.t =^ = —= numlicr ol the lo;^., in Ta}*Ic III. cnrrespoiuliiii,^ to tiic anomaly w ;

Boi BD^ D,J

so that, if B, and, therefore, D,, be known, we can determine the relation of w and t,

by means of Table III. Hence it appears, that, in the direct solution ofKepler''s problem,

in a very excentrical orbit; where t is given, to find r, v; we can obtain w from t,

by means of (42) ;
and then, from iv, we get A, by means of fornnda (38); namely,

'*^' A= (5.tang.^.^«' = '-,~x~ tang.^^K' = ,:7—-.tang.'^Jw.
I ^ -

l-|-0.f
'^

2a'- ° "

Now, B differs so little from unity (18), that we may, in a first rough calculation,

(44) suppose B =^l
; and, upon this supposition, we can compute the approximate values

(45) of !t' and A (42,43). With this value of A, we find, from Table V, the

expression of log.B ; and, by repeating the calculation, with this value, we get the

corrected expressions of w, A. In general, this second operation will be
sufficiently

accurate, except » he very great. It frequently happens, when several observations

(46) are computed, for successive days, that the value of log.J5 is very nearly known at the

commencement of the operation ;
in this case, we must use this approximate value of B,

in the first operation ; and, it will generally happen, that one operation, in such cases, will

be sufficient to obtain the correct value of u'.

(47)

(48)
Having obtained the value of A, we find, from Table V, the corresponding value

of C
;

from which we get,

(49)
T = tang.^^M = j^^^ (11,14),

with more accuracy and less labor, than it could be directly obtained from Table V.

Substituting this value of la.ug.^hu, in (1 1), we get the first expression of tang.ij; (51).

(5Q, Substituting in this, the second value of A (43), rejecting the factor (1
—

e)*, which

occurs in the numerator and denominator, then introducing the first value of y (10),

we get the second expression (51);
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J. [5i)92|

Having found m, i', we may compute '" from eillier of tlie formulas [5985 (9,10)],

or from the following ;

Z).cos.21m D {C—^A).D
cos.^^u (l+T).cos.4«; {€-]-};A),cos.^iv

(58)

The first of these expressions is easily deduced from the last formula [5985 (13)], by

substituting a.(l
—e)=D [5985(6)], then squaring and reducing. The second is (53)

obtained from the first, by putting,

and the third is deduced from the second, by the substitution of the value of T (14).

The inverse probkni offinding the time t,froin the true anomaly v, is also solved by means

of Table V. In this case, we must first compute T, from v, by the formula (11) ;

™ 1—e

(55)

1+e'
tang.^lti. (56)

Witli the argument T, we must enter Table V, and take out the number A, and

the log.!?; or, wiiat is more convenient, and, at tiic same time, more accurate, tiie
(57)

number C, and the log.J5 ;
tiien compute A, by the formula (14),

CT

I+IT'
A = r-i—Ti, ; (58)

(59)

lastly, we must find t, by means of the formula (37). This expression, being divided

by the factor of t, gives,

t =
l.D^.AKB.(l-e)-K I

l+,\.A.{l+9e).(l-e)-^
|

;

and, if we put,

<, =^.#..4^5.(1— e)-*; /,
= <,.-A.A(l+9e).(l

—
e)-^ ;

m
we shall have,

f = t^ + t^ ; («"

and, it is under this form, that the value of t is computed in the introduction to Table V,

observing, that we have,

log.^
= 2,0654486 [5987(8)], and log.Jj

= 8,8239087 .

^^^

VOL. III. 196
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I > We may also compute t, from r, by means of Table III
; liut, this table does

(^^) not facilitate the operation, as it does when finding v fi-om t. In using Table III, for

this purpose, it will not be necessary to compute A. For, we have, in (43,56),

tans.^.= ^.('±|)S tang... = (g)lT^.

Dividing the first of these expressions by the second, we get the first of the equations (66);

substituting y- (10), we get the second expression (06); and, by using A (58),

we get the last of tlie formulas (66) ;
from which we easily obtain the first value of

tang.Aw (67). The second formula (67) is derived from the first, by the substitution

of the second value of j (10).

(65)

lansi.iii' /A\h /I4-9e\4
(66)

tang.Jj; \T

or,

b+5ej \Ty^J V y^(l+fT)
'

(67)

Having found, in Table III, tlie time corresponding to this anomaly w, we must

(68) multiply it by
—

;- ,
to obtain the time t from the perihelion ;

as is evident from

the first of the formulas (42).

Table V is given for every thousandth part of a unit, from A = 0,000 to

(69) ^= 0,300. It was thought to be unnecessary to extend it any farther
; because

A= 0,3 corresponds to T= 0,392374 = tang.^jM (U), or ?< = 64'' 7"
; and,

*™'
with such large values of u, the indirect method of solution is the shortest, as we have

already observed. This table is arranged so as to make it most convenient for use in

,71, finding B, C, with the argument A, in the first problem, where i is given to

find V, which is by far the most frequently required. In this case, the number T is

not used. In the second jjroblem, the argument T is used to find B and C, which
"^'

are small and easily computed ;
and then A is found directly, by means of the

formula (58).

We shall apply this method to the computation of the same example, as in [5991(33)].

EXAMPLE 1.

Given, c = 0,9675212, < = eC")",

log.perih.dist.Z>=9,7C6559S, a= I— c = 0,0324788.

o,'2
—

0,1 + 0,9.e = 0,9707091 ; to find t, v, in an elliptical orbit.
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FIRST OPERATION TO FIND V.

los. 9,98711 ')9

a'
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[5992]

(80

(83j

(84)

We shall now compute the same example by means of Table III
; by which means it

will evidently appear, that the preceding form is the shortest and most simple.

4 « = 48'' 5S'» 4o',47

+ '

log. 8,5 1 1 5999

log. CO, 9,7060806

tang. o,o5g6n6o
same 0,0596060

T = 0,02172163

C = 1,0000210

i4-o,8.T
= 1,0173773

^i = o,o2i35ii

Corresponding tog. B, Table V, is

log. 8,3368925

log. 91

log. CO. 9,9925 180

log. 8,32g4ig6

0,0000034

a.'- = 0,9707691 log.

a log.

sum

half

•\v
— 48'' 55" io',47 tang.

^w = 48''29"'io»,8 tang.

to = 96<'58"' 2i',6 Table III log. ('

Table V log. B
D log.

73* log.

IX.' log. CO.

t = 60" log.

9.987 1 1 59

9,7060806

o,3oio3oo

91

9,9925180

2
)9.9867

536

9,9933768

0,0596060

0,0529828

3,1218662

34

9,7665598

9,8832799

64421

I,778i5i4

[5993] We shall now proceed to the explanation of the method of computation in a hyperbolic

(1) orbit ; in which the elements are
;

a the semi-transverse axis
;

e the excentricity ;

(2) '2p=^a.(e^
—

1) the parameter; D the perihelion distance. We shall also use the

(3) following abridged symbols, which are similar to those in [599:2(9
—

14)], corresponding

H) to an elliptical orhit. In the demonstrations in this article, we shall refer to any line of

(5) [5993], by merely putting the number of the line in a parenthesis, as in [5984 (2),&,c.].

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

rii)

(12)

a'
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We may observe, that the expression of m (9) is tiie same as in [5989(12)] ;
and [;j993]

the last expression of tang^.J"') o'' T (8), is deduced from it, in the same manner

as in [5989(13)]. This last value of T (8) gives,

1+T' , (.3,u =
-^—-^j

; hence,
' '

"-
u
=

IZ^i
-
l^T

= i^=4TUl+ T+T^+T='+&.c.) ; (.a,

and, from [58] Int., we have,

log.«=log.(i±;j*)==log.(l+T^)-los.(l-T')
(14)

=
(t*+iT^+ JT^'+ &ic.)—

r—T^+ 'T^_iT^+
&ic.)

= 2Ti.(I+iT+iT2+|T3+&c.); hence,
,,5^

§.
J *-(«-;^) -log.«|=3Ti.|lT+|T2+|T3+&c}::=2T4.{T+|T2+?T3+-^T^+&c|;

^^g,

k
•(«

-
-^ +lo-log.«=2Ti|

(^- + .^T+,'oT^+,'oT='+fcc)+,^o( l+iT+lT^'+jT^'+fcc) | ^,^^

=2Ti.
\ l+aT+|,T^+|,T3+&c. !

.

(,3,

Substituting the expression (16, 18) in the value of A (10), and rejecting 2T* from

the numerator and denominator, we get,

rp I G'ya I 9'T'3_]_t2'T'4 I 0,

^ -
i+B^T+ATa+lsTa+Sic.

- -1+ 5
-I +53 i ±,m^ i-^c-

^,,,

this may be derived from the expressions [5992 (23, 24)], by changing the signs of A, T;

and, if we make these changes in [5992 (25,26)], we shall get, for an hyperbolic orbit,

^
= l+^A+jhA"—,^^A^+^iilf^A'-j^\y^%,^A'-\-kc.; m

Extracting the square root of the expression of A (19), we get,

^A = T4.1 1+ f, T + tV\ T2+ he] ;

substituting this, and (18), in B (11), we get,

B =
r+ft T+ ^VP+&^.

= 1+ -- T + &c.

(22)

(23)

VOL. 111. 197
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[5993] Now, if we consider zi as a smcill quantity of the first order, we shall have T (8)

'^^'
of the second order, and A {\9) of the second order. Hence C, B (22,24) differ

(26) from U7iity, by quantities of the fourth order. These values of A, B, C, T have

relations to each other, which are very si mi hir to those in the ellipsis [5992 (15
—

31)].
'

These quantities, for the hyperbola, are given in Table VI
;
which is arranged in the same

way as Table V, for the ellipsis ;
and is used in the same manner as in [5992 (29), &:c.].

(28) The numbers in Table VI are computed for values of A, from to 0,300 ; which is

sufficiently extensive for practical purposes.

We have in [5988 (6)],

(99)
—

. t = e . tang, a — log. tang. (4-5'' -\- J-to).

Substituting in this the values of tang.ra, tang. (45'' -j- iro) [5988 (15,13)] ;

D
(30) also, a = -

[5988(1)],
f— 1

we get (34) ; and, as we have identically,

W ie=J^-(e-l) + ^(TV+f'^e) ;
-1 = A-(^-l)-(TV + Ae) ;

as is easily proved by reduction ; we may substitute these factors of m— -, andoflog.M,

in the second member of (34), and it will become as in (35). This may be still farther

reduced, by observing, that the product of the expression (11), by 2A^, gives,

(33) jV •

("—7,)
+ TiT -log." = 2B.^i;

substituting this, in the denominator of the value of A (10), and then multiplying it by

X 2B.^A ,
we get.

2
3

(33) \ ^ .[ u
]

—
log. u\ z= ^ B.A

s

Using these two last expressions, we find, that the function (35), is reduced to the form

(36), or the equivalent expression (37) ;
which is very similar to that corresponding to

the eUipsisin [5992(37)].

(34) k .
( ^^;- Y.t = U. (

U -
) log.MD

(35)
= (e-1) •

I jv/M-|^)+f'iT-log.M I
+(T'a+AO-

I i-(«-7,)-'°S-

(36)
= (e-l).2B.A'+ {^\+j%e).i.B.A-

= 2B.
I
(f_]).^^+J,.(|+9c).^*

I

.

(37)
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If we suppose, [5993]

/5.(c— ])\A =
(^-A____'J

.
tang.'^it^

= ^.tang.^w (7),
(»)

3

and then substitute this first value of ./? in (37), we shall get, by dividing by (e
—

1)^,

-^t
^ 213.

(j^^-- {tang.^u, + i.tang.='>| . (39)

Multiplying this by,

a' / 1 -L 9 c

or '
M 1

Bk V 5 y B.ky2

we finally obtain,

t = ^-.{tans,.iw-\-i.tang.^w\. <•"")

BD^

Tiiis is of exactly the same form as [5992 (40)], in an ellipsis ; and, if we put, as in

[5992(41)],

we shall get, as in [5992 (42)],

ct'
(0,1+0,9.6) /

r .t= . t= —= number of the
log;.,

in Table III, corresponding to the anomaly iv
; (•2)

so that, if B be known, we can determine the value of tr, by means of Table HI.

Therefore, in the direct solution of Kepler's problem, in a hyperbolic orbit; where t is

given, to find r and v; we can find iv from t, by means of (42) ;
and then, from w,

we get A, by the following expression, which is the same as in (38) ;

A= p.tang.2iw= Y+Q-
• tang.^ijy =^ —.tang.^w. (43)

Now, B differs so little from unit
ij (24), that tee may, at first, suppose B= l;

and, with this assumed value, we can find the approximate values of iv, A (42,4.3).

With this value of A, we obtain, from Table VI, tlie expression of \o2..B: and.1 o ' J
(45J

by repeating the calculation, with this value, we get the corrected expressions of

IV, A. In general, this second operation will be sufficiently accurate, as we have
(46)

observed in the similar calculation for an elliptical orbit [5992 (46)].

Having obtained the value of A, we find, from Table VI, the corresponding value

of C
;

from which we get.
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[5993]

'

^
(47) T = tang.^J^

=
^_^,^

(8, 12),

with greater accuracy and with less labor, than it could be directly obtained from Table VI.

Substituting this value of tang. ^^sr, in (8), we get the first expression of tang-lu (49).

Substituting in this, the second value of A (43), rejecting the factor (e
—

1)=, which

occurs in the numerator and denominator, then introducing the first value of 7 (7),

we get the second expression (49) ;

(48)

(49)

Having found -a, v, we may compute r, from either of the formulas [5988(11,12)],

or from the following expressions ; which are similar to tiiose in an ellipsis [5992 (52)] ;

(50) r = _ \ I b y

(1
—

T).cos.4y (C—i^).cos.2i«

The first of these formulas is deduced from the last expression in [5988 (20)], which

gives, by squaring and reducing,

._ («+lF a.{e-\)

C51)
'

4u C0S.2 h V
•

Now, from the value of T (8), we have,

1—T = 1— (^—^^= -^-, also «.(c— 1) = D (30).

Substituting these in the preceding value of r
,

it becomes like the first expression (50) ;

and the second expression is deduced from the first, by using the second value of T (47).

(53)

Tlie inverse problem offinding the time t,from the true anomaly v, may be solved by means

of Table VI. To effect this, we must first compute T, from v, by the formula (8) ;

(54)
T =

^.tang.a^t,.

With the argument T, we must enter Table VI, and take out the number A, and

the log.J3; or, what is more convenient, and, at the same time, more accurate, the

number C, and the logi? ;
then compute A, by the following formula; which is

easily deduced from (47) ;

A- ^

lastly, we must find t, by the formula (37). This expression, being divided by the

factor of t, gives.

(55)

(56)
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t =
1.dKaKb.{c-\)-^-. I

l+ A.^.(l+9t).(c-l)-^
J

;

observing, that we have, as in [5992 (62)],

log.^= 2,0654486; log.j's
= 8,8239087. (S')

Then, if we put.

[5993]

(57)

t,^\.B^.J^\B.(t—\) ^; L= t,.-k.A.{\-^dc).{c-l)-^ (58)

we shall have the following expression of t, which is exactly similar to that for an ivj

ellipsis [5992(61)];

and, it is under this form, that the value of t is computed in the introduction to Table VI.

If we wish to use Table III, which does not, however, facilitate the operation, it will

not be necessary to compute A. Then, we shall have,

tang. |t« = AK
Q-g)* (38) ; tang.i. =

Ti.(^')^
(54). (O

If we divide the first of these expressions by the second, then substitute the values of

7 (7), also that of A (56), we shall get, by successive reductions,

tang.Jt, VTy'V5e+5; ^Tv^ V 7'-(l-tT)
'

tang.i,. = \/-:(T^)- tang.*. =
^/^-j^^J^^. tang.i..

Having computed the value of w, from (63), we may then find, in Table III, the time

corresponding to the anomaly n\ We must multiply this time by —7- (42), to (64)

obtain the time t from the perihelion. The remarks made in [5992 (69
—

72)], relative

to the construction of Table V, will apply, with tlic proper modifications, to Table VI.

To illustrate this method of computation we shall give the following examples.

E X A M P L E I.

Given, e = 1,2500000 ; log. peril), dist. 0,0200000 ;
? = 60"'''^% to find t, v. (^)

vor,. in. 198
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[5993] APPROXIMATE OPERATION TO FIND tl.

(66)

a'" = 0,1 -}- 0,9-e = 1.225

a'

D

t = Co"'"}'^

Approx.

log. o,o88i36i

log. Ojo44<j68o

log. CO. 9,9800000
i Is half 9,9900000

log. 1,778 1 5i 3

log. t' 1,7922193

Hence U— 66'' 44™, nearly, in Table III

e — I = 0,2 5

a'a

Constant

Sum given fi

J U = 3y 22"'

log. 9,3979400

log. CO. 9,9118639

log. 9,6989700

log. 9,0087739

tang. 9,8 1 85849
same 9,8185849

(67)
Approx. A = 0,044253 log. 8,6459437

Corresponding log. £ = o,ooooi45 Table VI.

(C3)

TO FIND THE
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We shall now compute the same example by means of Table III
; by which means it

will appear, that the preceding method is the most simple.

791

[5993]

(71)

e — I = o,20ooooo

e
-|-

I = 2,25ooooo

4t> = 3i''48"'3i»,3

T = 0,042743?

I — 0,8.T = o,g65Ko5o

C = 1,0000882

log- 9,3979400

log. CO. 9,0478175

<ang. 9,7925572

log. 8,6308719

log. CO. o,oi5iioG

log.

^1 = 0,0442609 log.

Corresponding log. B, Table VI, is

383

8,6460208

0,00001 45

= 1,225 log.

2 log.

0,0881 3Gi

9,6478175

o,3oio3oo

o,oi5iio6
383

hv = 3i''48"'3i',3

4«)
=

33''22"'oS»,4 tang.

2^O,052l325

0,0260662

tang. 9,7925572

sum

half

(72)

9,8186234

«"'i6',8 Table III log. ('
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[5994]
(9)

(10)

(li)

(12)

(i;i)

(14)

(15;

(16)

(17J

(18)

Symbols.
(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
Fiindamen-
tal equa-
tions.

(33)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR;

(34)

(35)

(30)

(37)

(38)

(33')

(39)

(40)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(44')

(44')

(45)

6, 9', 6",

R, R, R"

?i' §i'. ?i"

p. /. f".

r, »•', r",

yS. fi', H",

t, I', t" , The times of observation;

©J ©', ©", Longitudes of the Sun, differing iSoi^ from those of the earth A, A', A", respectively ;

a, a', a", Geocentric Longitudes of the comet ;

Geocentric latitudes of the comet
;
southern latitude being considered as negative ;

Distances of the earth from the sun
;

Distances of the comet from the earth
;

Curtate distances of the comet from the earth;

Radii veclores of the orbit of the comet
;

Heliocentric longitudes of the comet ;

Heliocentric latitudes of ll)e comet ; southern latitude being considered as negative ;

i, s', s", The difTerences of the heliocentric longitudes of the comet and the earth ;

o^ Longitude of the ascending node of the comet;

^j Inclination of the comet's orbit to the ecliptic ;

u u' u", Aro-umcnts of latitude of the comet, or distances from the ascending node counted on the orbit ;

IV lo' lo". Arguments of latitude of the comet reduced to the ecliptic and counted from the ascending node ;

V v', v". The true anomalies of the comet ;

D The perihelion distance of the comet ;

c The chord of the path of the comet between the first and third observations.

tang.^'
7il = '

sin.((2>'-a')

f"= M.p ;

77i.sin.(Q'
—a)—t^ng.iM t"—t'

[ApproximfitGTvalue of JV/.J
tang.6"—Hi.sin.((3'—a") t'—t

r2 = i?2— 2i{ p.cos.(©—a)4-f2.3ec2.9 ; (.1)

r"2 = i?"2—2iJ".Jl//i.cos.(©"—a"j+^i2.p2.sec=.9" ; (B)

c2 = ,-2^r"2_2iffl".cos.(©"—©)

+ |3iJ".cos.(©"—a)+2jl/R.cos.O—o,")^.p

+ ^— 2.'l/.co3.(ci."—a)— 2.V.tang.e.tang.6"f.f2. (C)

sin.ra- = —
. tang. 9 ;

sin.V = ^- tang.6" ;

f.sin.(©—cO .

f".sin.(©"-a")

cotw — tang..7s-".cot.CT-.cosec.(./3"—/3)—cot.(/2"— /3) ; or,

SuntQ^

tang w-\-
)3" S\ sin

j
sin

sin.(io"-j-'J5')
tang

.(.tir"— .sr)

P. = )3
—w = longitude of the ascending node

tang.? = tang.xir.cosec.tw .

cos.u = cos.OT.cos.U! = cos OT'.cos.(/3
—

n) ;

cos.u" = cos.ot".cos.(/3"—o) ;

tang.4u = coU)c—\^^i\

m
U = longitude of the descending node = ISC'

-(-
n

;

[e
= Inclination]

tang..^o" =- cot

cosec..i;t; ;

/r"\h

^X+[ ^:y.cosec.hx;

tang.(iti+JX) = tang.C^S"*—f).cot.i;t ;

X) = r.cos.2Ai) = Perihelion distance.
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We shall suppose, in the annexed figure 84, that s is the place of the sun
; a, b, c,

the places of the comet in the first, second, and third observations
; a', 0', c', the

corresponding places of the earth. Draw the chords a he, a'h'c, intersecting the

radii sb, sb', in the points A, A', respectively; then by Kepler's first law [3GJ'J, we

have,

('—t : i''—t' : : sector sab: sector sb c .

Now if we consider tlio ciiord rt c as a very small quantity of the first order, in

comparison wiili the radius sb, the segment hb will he of llio .vec'o;((/ order. In this

case, the triangle sac will he of the^/'s< order, and the
elli[)tic, hyperbolic or parabolic

segment abcha of the tliird order; so, that the sector sabc will difier but very

little from the triangle sake. In like manner if we suppose the chords ab, ch to be

drawn, we shall find that the sectors sab, scb, differ respectively from the corresponding

plane triangles sab. scb, by quantities oi' the Ibird order; therefore the error will be

but very small, if we substitute in (47), the ratios of the areas of these plane triangles,

instead of the ratio of the areas of the sectors. Now these plane triangles have the same

common base sb, and the perpendiculars let iall u|)on it from the points a,c, are

evidently proportional to ah, ch, therefore their areas must be in the same proportion;

hence, we shall have, very nearly,

t'—i : t''
—

/' : triangle 5(1! i : triangle «c& :: ah : ch.

The same reasoning may be applied to the segments of the chord a'c', described by the

€arth
; therefore, we shall have, very nearly.

[5994]

(46)

t'—t : t"—t' :: ah : ch a'h' : c'h'
;

which is equivalent io the supposition, that if tht two chords ac, a'c', be described tvith

uniform velocities, in the time t"— t, by a fictitious comet and planet, the fictiliojts bodies

will be at the points h, A', when the real bodies are at b, b', rcspectivcbj ; and it is

upon this hypothesis that the method of Dr Olbers essentially depends.

We shall now take the point A', as a centre, and shall suppose the line A'*, to be

continued infinitely, till it meets the concave surface of the starry heav^ens, in the point

S, figure S5, representing the geocentric place of the sun at the second observation.

Moreover, we shall suppose three lines to be drawn through li figure 84, page 797,

parallel to the lines «'«, b'b, c'c, in the same directions, and continued infinitely to the

heavens in the points Jl, B, C, figure S5, representing respectively the geocentric places

of the comet, in the first, second, and third observations. Through the extreme points

A, C, we shall draw the great circle CHAj\", intersecting the ecliptic -SJVin the point A";

also the great circle SB, intersecting the arc AC in H. To avoid the confusion of

having many lines on the same figure, we have not actually drawn these three lines through

the point A', but have merely marked, in figure 84, page 797, the point «'' of the line

h'a"A, and the point c" of the line h'c"C; supposing h'a" ^:^ a'a, h'c" = c'c. Then it is

VOL. III. 199
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evident from this construction, and from the proportions between th: lines ah, rli, a'h', c'h'

(52), tliat the right line, connecting the points a", c", will pass through the point h
;
and

'^'' this line will be divided by the point A into the segments hu", Lc", which have the same

ratio to each other, as ha, he
;

as will be more jjarticidarly explained in a similar case in

(70, &c.). Then as the line shb, when viewed fi'om A', is projected on the concave

surface of the heavens, in the great circle SB; and the line a' he', when viewed

from the same point A', is projected in the great circle JlC ; it follows, that the point A,

which is the intersection of these two lines sb, a"c", must be projected in tlie heavens in

the point If where the two great circles AHC, SHB intersect each other. Therefore,

H will be the geocentric place of the comet in the heavens, in the middle observation, if

the bodies were to move uniforml)' in the chords ac, u'c' and the comet be at the point h,

when the earth is at A'.

(58)

(59)

(CO)

(IJI)

(132)

(Ca)

(C4)

Now if we suppose P, figure 85, to represent the pole of the ecliptic ; "^1° the first point

of Aries; FJhfl'
, PBB', FHH', FCC circles of latitude

;
we shallhave,

AA' = i\ 5/i'==0', C'C'=<3": T./J'=a, rB' = o.', rC'^v.", r.S' = ©'.

and we shall put for the geocentric longitude and latitude of the point H,

rir = a, ;
J]IF = il ;

also, the angles, ASA' == Ij
; BSB = h'

;
CSC = b"

;

and the arcs, SA' = ©'—a ;
SB' = ©'—a' ;

SC= ©'—a".

Then, in the rectangular spherical triangle ASA' ,
we have,

„,, „ VA.nz,.AA'
(65) tang../2.b'^'= -r^-— ri.145^'] ;

sin.iS.^

which, in symbols, is tlie same as the first of the erjuations (u6) ;
the second and third of

these equations, are found in the same manner, from the rectangular sphei-ical triangles,

BSB', CSC
;
the second of these expressions, is evidently equal to the assumed value

of m.
(2ri) ;

lang.d ,, tang.d' ,, tanc.^"
t*^^"'

tang.6
= -^
—

--r; r; tan:;.6'= -^
—-—

f
— ^ rn

; tang. 6

(07)

((58)

(HO)

sin.(©'_a)'
^

sin.(©'— a')
^^^

si„.(©'_a")-

We shall suppose in figure 86, that the jinths of the earth and comet are projected

orthographically vpon the plane of that circle of latitude which is perpendicular to tlie

radius, drawn from the sun to the earth at the time of the middle observation ; or in other

words, that the plane of projection is perpendicular to the line b'h's figure 84; so that

the point A,, of figure 86, is the ])rojection of this line, or of the three points b', h', s,

upon the plane of this figure. We shall suppose, that the points a^ , i\ , A^ , C, ,

re[)resent, respectively, the projections of the places of the earth a', c', and of the comet

a, c, at the times of the first and third observations
;

also H„ the projection of the

point A
;

so that the points .S', Ji, H, C, in figure 85, correspond respectively to

the points s, A^, 11,,, C^ in figure 8(5. Then it is evident from the principles of the
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ortliograpliic projection, that the lines c,f, ,

•/I^C\, are divided in the points //,, //, ,in

the same proportion as tlie hnes a'c', ac, in

figure 84, arel)y llio points //',/;. Therefore,

if we draw tlie line A^.l., , paralhd and equal

to
ff, /(,; C, C„, parallel and equal to c,/i,;

then join //„ C„, J^„./?„, wc shall have, as in

(52), very nearly,

t'—t : t"—t' x:AJ[,: CJL : : ^,.1 : C,C„ .

795
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(70)

(71)

Now by construction the angles C^C^H^ A^A^H,, are equal, and as the sides about

these angles arc proportional, in the triangles C,C.J1^, A^A„H^, therefore these triangles

are similar, and the angle A^H„A., ^ihe angle C\H.,C„; consequently the three f'^)

points A„,H„,C„, are situated in a straight line ; which is divided by the ])oint ii„, in

the same proportion as the line A^C^ is divided by the same point; so that we shall

have, as in (TrS),

(73)

t'^t : t"—t' ..A„B„ : C.H.. (74)

From the above construction, it is also evident, that the line h^yl, is equal and parallel

to a, .'Z, ;
and h^C„, equal and parallel to c^C^; so that if the lines A, .7,, I\C„he

continued infinitely, they will represent the projections of the lines h'A, h'C (po), drawn

in figure 85, from the centre of the sphere A' to the geocentric places A,B,C, of the comet,

in the starry heavens, at the first and third observations. In like manner h^H represents

the projection of the line h'liH figure Sd, drawn from the centre A', through the point h,

towards the point H in the starry heavens. The line (?/, , figure 86, continued to A,,

represents the projection of the ecliptic, upon which we shall let fall the perpendiculars A„A„

Afi^,H„U^, C^c^, C,C^. Then it is evident, from the construction, that a^a^ = h^A,
is the projection of the curtate distance p at the time of the first observation

;
and as the

geocentric longitude of the comet is then equal to a, and the longitude of the axis ('S)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

Sli7l.
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drawn ibrough «,, perpendicular to the plane of tlie figure is @', the inclination of the

line
p

to this axis is ©'—a
; consequently this projection of p is represented by,

(80) .

a^a,
= h,A, = p.sin.(©'—a).

In like manner the projection of p" is,

(81) c/, = /^C3 = p".sin.(©'-a").

Again, as the line Sh' figure 85, is perpendicular to the plane of projection in figure 86,

the angles formed about the point S figure 85, will be projected about the point A, ,

(82) figure 86, without any alterations in their magnitudes or relative positions ;
so that the

angle ASA' figure 85, will be projected into AJi^A^ in figure 86, and so on for the other

angles ;
hence we shall have, by using the same symbols as in (64) ;

m AJi.A, --^ h
; HJ,^H._=h'; CJi,C\==h"; AJi,H,= b'— h; CJiJL = h"—h'.

Now in the rectangular plane triangles A^h^A.,, CJi^C.,, we have by using the values

(80,81,83),

(84, /, .^, _ ^'v^3 _ p.sin.(©'-a) _ ^^_ h, C, _ p".sin.(©'- a")

cos../JjA,^'i, cos.6
' ' "

cos.Cj/iiC'j cos.6"

In the plane triangle A,HJt^ we have,

(85) s'm.A„nji^ : sm.AJi^H.-. :: h^A„ : AJI„ ;

hence we get the first expression (86), using for brevity,

(85) sill. JI= s'm. A„II„h^ = sin. C„HJi^ ;

and by substituting thesymbols (83,84) in its second member we get the second expression

(86). In like manner from the triangle C.,H,.h^ we get the expression (87) ;

(86) A„ IL .sm.II^ h,A., . sm.A. /;, H, = ?:^©^Z^ _ sm.(b'— b) ;" ' " " "
cos-o

(87, C„H„ . sin.J/=
/,, C, .sm.CJi,H.=f^^-((i>

— ^-
')

_ ^j,^ /^»_m
" . - -

cos. 6

Dividing the equation (87) by (86), then substituting in the first member, the expression,

C„/f, t"—t'

'««' A,H„
~

t' — t
('?4) ; .

putting also p"=./l/,p, as in (29), we get the approximate values of Jl/ (92). Developing

the first members of (89,90), by [22,34'] Int., and substituting the values {&&), we get

successively.
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sin.(//
—

b) ==sin.//. cos.i — cos. i'. sin. i = cos. i. cos. J', (tang.//
—

tang./i)

tansr.^= COS. Z».COS.//. I m—
sin.(©'—a)

sin.(i"
—

b')
= sln.i''. cos.i'— cos.b". s'm.b'= cos.i'. cos. 6''. (tang.&"

—
tang.i')

,, ,,, / tang.))"= cos.i'. cos.i". -^—-—2

Vsin.((v)'_a")

Substituting the values (89,90) in M (92), and rejecting the factor cos.i.cos.i'.cos.i',

wliicli occurs in the numerator and denominator, we finally obtain the approximate value of

M (93) ;
which is of the same form as in (30) ;

t"—t' cos.//', sin. (//—i) sin.(©'—a)M
I'—t cos.b.sm.(b"—b')

'

sin.((2)'— a")

t"— /' m.sin.f©'
—

a)
—

tang.d
[Approxiraatelvalue of «V.J

t'— t

'

tang.^"
—

;rt.sin.((v)'
—

a")

We shall show hereafter, in (30G, &.c.), how this approximate value o(M may be corrected

for the error of the hypothesis (50), wliere the ratio of the areas of the triangles, is used

instead of that of the sectors. Again, we have, in the right angled spherical triangle

BB'S, figure 85, page 795,

cos.SB = cos.SE. cos.BB' = cos.(©'— a').cos.a' [1345="] ;

and this evidently represents the cosine of the angular distance of the sun and comet

sb'b ^= SB figures 84, 85, in the second observation. In like manner, by decreasing by

unity, the accents of the symbols, so as to make them correspond to the first observation,
we get,

COS. s a'a = cos. (© — a) .cos.() .

Now in this plane triangle sa'a, we have, sa = r,

sa' = jR, aa' = p.sec.^, and, by using [62] Int.

we obtain the expression (97), which is easily

reduced to the form (98), being the same as the

first equation of La Place's method [SOG] ;

r2=R2_2/J.(p.sec.a).|cos.(©-a).cos.0|-|-(p.sec.«)^

=R2_2i?.p.cos.(©—a)+i". sec^.l

This last expression is the same as the value of

r~, (31), corresponding to the first observation.

If we add two accents to the symbols of this

expression we get,

r"2=ll"2_2il"./'.cos.(©"—iiL")+ p"2.sec2.d" ;

^"'^
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(69)

(90)

(9J)

(92)

(93)

(93')

(94)

(95)

(9G)

(96T

(97)

(98)

(99)
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wliicli, by substitming p" = M.p (29), becomes as in (32) ; corresponding to the third

observation.

We shall now suppose, for a moment, that the place of the comet at the first observation,

is determined by three rectangular co-ordinates a', ij, z, whose origin is the centre of

'""'' the sun. The axis of x is drawn in the plane of the ecliptic, towards the first point of

(101) Aries
;
the axis of y, is drawn in the same place, towards the first point of Cancer

; the axis

of z, is perpendicular to the ecliptic, and directed towards its northern pole. In like

(102) manner, we shall suppose, that a', i/', z', represent tlie co-ordinates of the comet, at

(103,
the second observation; also x", y' z", those at the third observation; then it is

(iQjj evident, from the principles of the orthographic projection [118], that if c represent the

line or chord, between the j)laces of the comet at the first and third observations, we shall have

the first of the expressions of c^ (106) and by developing and substituting.

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

(109)

(110)

(Ul)

(112)

it becomes as in (107) ;

c"-=(r''-*)=+(/'-!/)=+(~~''-^)^=(r''^+y'=+^''=)-f(^=+r+^'-0-2.(x:r''+yy''-l-c^'')

= '-"-^+'-—2.(a:a"+i/y'+^.").

Now we have, as in [762,768],

a; =: i?.cos.^-j- p.cos.a ; y = R.s'm.A -\- p. sin.a ;
z =

p. tang. ^.

x"=R".cos.A" -f- p".cos.a"; y"= /i".sin.^"-f p".sin.a". z"=p". tang.^".

Substituting these values in the first member of (110), we get its second member, and by

successive reductions, it becomes as in (112) ; using the values of A, A" (10);

'^^'^"+i/y"=-fi-^"-(cos.Acos...3"-j-sin.^.sin.^")-f7?".p.(cos.«5".cos.a-l-sin.^".sin.a)

-f- i?.p".(cos.^.cos.a''-|-sin.^.sin.a")-)-p.p".(cos.a.cos.a"-{-sin.a.sin.a")

=:= 7?.i?".cos.(.^"—.^)-^7?".p.cos.(^"—a.)+/?.p".cos.(.4—a")-fp.p".cos.(a"—a)

=:fi.i?".cos.((^"—©)—i?".p.cos.(©"—a)—i?.p".cos.(©-a")-}-p.p".cos.(eL"—a).

(113)

(115)

Substituting tliis and ^;;"= p.i".tang.^.tang.r (108, 109), in (107);

and then putting p"= J\I.p. (29), it becomes as in (33), the terms

o7 being arranged according to the powers of p. We have as in

(114) ^; ''\/ I [-5358] ^ r^ r.sin.lat. or r ^^ r.sin.33 (18); putting this equal

to the value of z (103), we get sin.w (34), corresponding to the

first observation, and in like manner we obtain for the third

observation sin. a-" (35). In
fig. 87, if S be the place of the sun,

C, that of the comet, and Tthat of the earth, at the first obervation;

'^sji^ji C',C a line drawn from the comet Cj, perpendicular to the plane

'^-''TEarth
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(116)

of the ecliptic ; we shall have in the plane triangle, STC,

TC = p, 50= r.cos.w, CST= s, STC = © - a ;

and since,

SC : TC :: sin.SV'C : sin. C.ST; (ii7)

Ave shall have, in symbols ,

7-.cos.73 :
p :: sin.(© — a) : sin.s; (iiS)

whence we obtain sin.s (30), corresponding to the first observation; and by putting two

accents upon the symbols, we obtain the similar expression of sin.s" (37), corresponding

to tlie third observation.

In figure 88, NA'C' represents the ecliptic, A,C, ilie lieliocentric places of ilie comet at

the first and third observations ; .3', C, these places reduced to llie ecliptic ;
iV the ascending

node of the comet's heliocentric orbit i\v2C. Then in the rectangular spherical triangle,

N^'J,\\e have cot.^iV^' = cot. ^yi'. sin. .\./2' [134531]; q,.^ ;„ symbols,

cot.ip = cot. w. sin.w, which is easily reduced to the form (40). In like manner, in the

triangle NCC, we have, by putting for a moment, p"
—

(3
=

2^,, and NC := iv + 2(3, ;

cot.ip
=

cot.ra".sin.(?w -|- 2p,) ^=
cot.ra".|sin.2y.cos.2(3,+cos.w.sin.2|3,.}. Putting these two

expressions of cot.cp (120', 122) eipial to each other, and dividing by sin.«y.sin.2(3,.cot.'ra",

we get, tang.'5!".cot.is.cosec.2p,
= cot.2p, + cot.2i', whence we get coi.iv (33). This

expression may be reduced to the form (38') ; which is rather more convenient, in using

logarithms. For we have, in the triangles, iV.^.^', NCC;

(1^)

(119)

(120)

(120')

(121)

(122)

(1220

tang.(p
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Again in tlie triangles NAA', NCC, fig.
88. we have

(125) co5.NA = cos.^A'.cos.NA'; cos.NC = cos.CC .co3.XC' [1345^],

which in symbols, becomes as in (41,42). These values of w, u", give,

(126) X == ""— " = '"'c '^^ C*;

adding this to v we gel v" = v -\- x- Then the formula (45), which is the same as

[5986(4)], gives,

(127) D = r.cos.^iv = r". cos.2i.(t>-f x) ?

hence,

/r\i cos.J.(7)+ v) cos. iv.cos.ly— sin. ii' . sin. ix , i
•

,

(las)
- -= " ' ' ^^ = ^ =cos.ix— tang.iy.sm.Jx-

yr / cos.^y cos.<iy

(128) Dividing this by sin.ix) we get the value of tang.Ju (44). In the same way, we may

obtain the expression of tang.Jjj" (44') ; or more simply, by changing r, v, u,

corresponding to the first observation, into r", v", u", which corresponds to the third
;

""
by which means /, (24), changes into — %. The expression (44), may be reduced

to the form (44"), by putting,

Ciaa) tang.|=ly^^, (43);

by which means it becomes,

tang. I .
,

tang.i?;
= cot.ix ^^-^ > ov, tang.|

= cos.4x
—

sin.ix.tang.iy ;

(lau)
" ""

sui.J-x

hence we get, by successive reductions, and using [1,6,31,29] Int., the following expressions,

1 — tang. I 1 — cos.i-x + sin.ix-tang.-jU 2sin.^fX -\- 2sin.j-x.cos.|x-t^"g4"
(130)

1 + tang. I 1 4~ cos.Jx
—

sin.ix-tang-^" 2cos.^.fX
~

2sin.ix-cos.ix-tang.i«;

tang. J-/ + tang.iw .
,

.

0-m =tang.J-x.
—"

,'"", =
tang.ix-ti^ng.(;i;> +^x)-

1 — tang.-]-x-tang.i);

Substituting 1 ==
tang.4.5'', in the first member of (130), and then reducing, by means of

(30) Int. it becomes,

tang. 4.5''— tantr.|
'"»")

;^

^^

^ ,

'"^ ^ tang. 45" — |) ;

1 + tang.45''tang.|
'^ ^ ^

hence the expression (130') becomes as in (44").

We shall now proceed to illustrate these formulas by an example in (173, &c.). The

(131) data being as in (174
—

175). With these, we can compute in (17G
—

181), the

coefficientsofthe fundamental equations (31,32,33), as in (182
—

18G). From these equations,
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by the pt'occss,
wliicli is explained in (134

—
163), we may compute the values of p, -isa)

r, ?•", in successive a])])roxiiiialioiis
witii tlieliclp of Tallies I, II, as in (lf-7

—
][:]) ;

ll.e

argumentstobe used in Table II, being the sum of the radii r -j- r" at the top of the page,

and the chord c at the side. Having obtained these approximate values of p, r, r", we can
(,33,

deduce from them the approximate elements of the orbit, as in (193—20.5). The chief

diflicultv in this solution, is in fimling the value of p, which will satisfy the equations

(1S2, 183,186), or, as they are called, (A), (B), (C) ;
to which we may also annex the {134)

equation (-D), or the sum of the equations (A), (B), which represents the value of

r^-\- r"-. The method of operation, to find the value of
p, is explained in the precepts,

in the four first pagesof Talilc II, to which wc may refer, observing particularly the directions

at the bottom of the fourth page, to vary p
in the successive operations by some aliquot (iss)

part of its last value, represented by -.p; p being an integral number, positive or

negative; by this means any term A, depending on the first power of p is augmented

1 . . . 2 1 /2 \

by -.A. and if it tiepend on p^, it is augmented by the riuantity --AA .[-.A].
P P ~P \p J

We may also observe, that in making the first rough estimate of the value of
p, we can

use with advantage the two equations (C), (D), or tlie values ol r^ -(- T'^, c-
; found

'"'

to one or two places of decimals. In this process we must enter Table II with the argument
r^ _j_ ,-"2 at the bottom, and c~ at the right hand side column. In this case wc have

only two equations, (C), (Z)), to satisfy; instead of the three, equations (A), {B),(C) ,

required in the general and more accurate process. Most commonly, we may, for a first

hypothesis, take p
^ 1

;
and if the resulting time T, deduced from Table II, be too great. C^)

we must, in general, decrease proportionally the value of p ;
and in one or two trials,

without theirouhlc of iaIcing cmi/ proportional parts, and with a veri/ few minutes labor, wc

can get a pretty close approximation to the value of p. When this is obtained, we can use

it with the equations (A), {B), (C), in getting the correct value of p, by the process

explained in page 2 of Table II, or by the similar calculation in (153
—

163). In the

examples which we shall give in (207
—

242), for finding p, we have neglected the

consideration of the equation (D), but it may not be amiss to show the advantage of

using it, by applying it to these examples. Taking therefore the first examjilc, and usin^;

the equations (D), (C), (184,186), we find, that if we put p^ 1, and use two

places of decimals we shall get

,0 ^ ,,'2 ^ 2,02— 1,50 + 2,01 = 2,53 ;
^2= 0,02 — 0,11 + 0,50= 0,41 ;

whence we find, by inspection, in Table II, T'=27''">'^, instead of the real value bv

observation T = 8'^"'^ ;
and as this is three times too great, we may decrease p in that

ratio, and take for a second value p
= i. This gives in (184, 186),

7-2 4- r"2 = 1,747 ;
c^ = 0.0-374,

VOL. III. 201
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whence T= 7''">%6 nearly. Tliis must be increased a little, l)ecause the time is too

(144) small, as we have done in (1^9). Asain if we put p
=

1, in the second example,

(207, &c.) we shall get, from (210, 209),

,•2+ r"3 = 4,71 ; 0^ = 0,68;

which gives, in Table II, 7' = 42'i"5s instead of 1 r'»5=,9734. We may, therefore,
C'*^) for a second supposition, put C ^ j, because these two values are nearly in that ratio.

Substituting p
=

-|
in (210, 209) we get,

r2-f r"-^ = 2,42; 0^= 0,104;

hence we get in Table II, r=:i4'W3 nearly; so that p must be still further

('"') decreased
;
and the value assumed in ("212) is -l. In Example III, (216, &ic.), we have

by putting P = 1, in (219,218),

7-2 + ;-"2 = 4,98; c^ = 0,9l ;

whence T = 49''"5'' instead of 10''"^'; so that for a second value we may take

p = 1, which gives,

r^ + )"- = 1,79 ;
c-= 0,009 ;

(147)
\vlience T'=3''"-%7. This is much tco fmall, theiefore we may take p^^; hence,

,2 +,-"2 = 1,89; c2:=: 0,050;

whence T= 9''"^% which must be increased a little as in (222). In Example IV,

(226, &c) we have, by putting p
= 1, in (229,228),

,2+ ;-"2 = l,9S; c"- = 0,12;

whence T= H'^'^y^
;

which is nearly four times too great, therefore we may take for

(148) the next operation p
=

j, as in (231). In Example V, (235, &c.), we have, by puttina

p= 1, in (236,235),

?-2 + r"2 = 4,39 ;
c2 = 0,16;

whence T= 20'''*>''', which is more than double the actual value, we may therefore

(140) assume p
= ^ as in (237) for the next operation. In Example VI, we have by

putting p=l, in (240,239),

r2 + ?-"2 = 1,27 ; 6-2=0,45;

whence T= SI''"*"; which is twice the actual value ; we may therefore take for the

^j.^
next operation p

= i, as in (241). What we have here stated will serve to show the

(J5,j
method of using the equation (D). We shall now proceed to the explanation of the

process with the equations (A), (B), (C) ;
and it will suffice, for this purpose, to explain

(152) part'cularly,
the calculations in the first example in (173

—
206).
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(153)

(154)

(156)

In iiuikinmliccalculation of p, from tlie ef|u;itions (A), (B), (C), or (182, 183, 186)
of tlic first example, we have placed, in the first column of the tabic (187

—
191), the

successive values which arc assumed for p. The second column contains the corresponding

terms of r^, deduced from the equation (A), in the third, the value of r''-, deduced

from {B); the fourth the value of c-, deduced from (C). In the fifth column are

the conesponding values of ?•, r", r, deduced from r^, 7-"~, t^, by means of Table I
;
and

in the sixth column is the resulting value of T, deduced from Table II. Thus by putting

p=l in the equation (.4), we find that the terms become r-=I,OI4—0,288-f1,103=1,829,

as in column 2; and with this value of r^, we get r= 1,35, in Table I. In the

same way, wc get, from (i?), (C), the expressions ?-":^0,84; c = 0,G4 ;
then with

?•-}-;"
= 2,19 and c = 0,G4, we obtain, by the mere inspection of Table II, T=27''''J'», (^^j

nearly. This time being about three times as great as the actual value by observation,

T = 8''°>'% we may take for a second hypothesis p= ^ ;
and by repeating the operation get

r^ 7'''>'%GG0. The calculation of the coefficients of p, p- in these equations is made in

columns 8, 9, 10, conformably to the precepts in pages 1, 2, 3. 4, of Table II
; and the

results are transferred tocolumns 2,3, 4. In going through these calculations, we have always

varied p by an aliquot part
-

.
p

of its last value, according to the precepts in the table

and in (135). Thus we have, in the first instance, taken p=l (187), then p= J- (188) ; to '"^"^

this second value ^\, part is added, for the next operation; and as this is found to be too (ici)

great, it is decreased by ^i:, part ; finally this last value is increased by ^-J^j, part or

0,0004, multiplied by its last value
;
and then the resulting expression of T becomes (i62)

gjuys^ agreeing with the observations. Similar processes are used in the other examples,

as may be seen by inspection of the calculations, witliout any particular explanation.

In the first example (17.3
—

206), we have gonethrough the whole calculation (176
—

181)

for finding the coefficients of the equations {A), (7i), (C), (182
—

186) ;
and deducing from

them the values of p, r, r' (187
—

192). From these last quantities we have finally (164)

deduced the elements of the orbit, as in (193
—

205). This one example will suffice for

the illustration of the method of calculating the coefficients (176
—

181), and the computation
(165)

of the elements (193
—

20.5) ;
but for the sake ol explaining more particularly the uses of

Tables I, II, we shall insert several examples of the computation of
p, r, ?•", similar ^^e)

to (IS7
—

192), from the fundamental equalions (A), {B), (C), corresponding to different

comets and shall select, for this purpose, some which have been already calculated by Olbers, (167)

Delanibre, Ivory, &ic. We may remark, that if any one of the coefficients of the equations

(A), {B), (C), be negative, ice mmj add its arithmetical complement to 10,00000, and (lee)

then reject
this last quantity. Thus, in finding the first value of r-. in the following table

(187); instead of using 1,011—0,288+1,103 we may take, (iC9)

1,014 + 9,712 + 1,103
— 10,000 ;

^^_^^

and as each figure of the arithmetical complement can be taken separately, while performing
^^.^^

the process of the addition of these quantities, xvithout the trouble of actually writing down

the figures of the arithmetical complement, we can make this cddition, by one
operation^

notxcithslanding the difference of the signs : by this means the calcuhitioii is somewhat (iTS)

abridged.
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(173)

(174)

{175)

(n.v)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR ;

EXAMPLE i.

This example is the same as that ol' Dr Oibers, in page 54 of hi3 ./Ibliaiidhing, ki\, in which he gives the

computation oi the orbit of tlie comet of 17(19, from the observations of September 4''', 8''', 12''', 1769.

© long. Comet's geo. long. Com. geo. lat. South. log. fJJ (list, earth.

1769 Sep. 4'^ 14''; © = i62''42'"o5» ; a = 8o''56'»ii«; 9 = — 17'' 5i"' 39' ; log./? =o,oo3i32;

8'' 14''; (v)' = 16G' 35'" 31" ; a' = ioi''no'" 54*; 6' = — 22'' o^"" 02'
; log./?' =0.002663;

12'' 14''; ©" = i7o''29»' 20s; a"= 124'' nj'" 22'
; 6" = — 23'43'"5-j--; log./?" = 0,002184 .

Hence we deduce,

,©
—

ri. = Si-f 45'" 54' ;
— a"= 38* 32"' 43» ;

©'— a=^85<'39'»2o^ ©'— a' = 65<'34"'37«; ©' — a"= 42'' i&'-ogs

.©'(_ a = 89'' 33'" 09S ; ©"— a"== 46"^ 09'" 5S» ; ©"— © = 7'' 4T" ' 5^ ; 0." — a = 43"' 23'» r i».

log. /?3
= 0,006254 ; log.R"--i = o,oo4368 ; Iog.2ie

= 0,3o4i62 ; log.3i?" = o,3o32i4 .

hi this example the meen's geocentric latitudes being south are considered as ncgah'ue; and the rules for

the signs nj the angles l'ic)go {73, 24, 25}] are to he ohscived in finding the cocjficients of all the terms of

the fundamental equations (28
—

33).

1. CALCULATION OF THE THREE F'JNDAM ENT.\ L EQUATIONS (3l, 32, 33).

(170)

(177)

(178)

(170)

aso)

(181)

To find m, M (28, 3o).

6' tang. 9,608237,,

©'—a' cosec. ,040712

m log. 9,648949,,

-sin.(©'-a") log. 9.8377G6 ,,

0,29972 log. 9,4^6715

tang 6"=—0,43963

—o,i3g9i=Denomin. of M
m log. 9,648949,,

©'—a sin. g.998750

—0,44432 log. 9,647Gg9„
—

tang.6=0,32224

Num.of.1/=-o, 12208 log. 9,o86644n

Den. ol .1/ log.co.ar.o,854i5i"

("— V log. 0,602060

ti— t log.co.ar.9,397g4o

M log. 9,940795

To find ri (3i).

m



COAIPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A CO:\IET.

Tliree Fundammlal Equations.

r2 = i,oi453
—

o,28854.f + i,io384fa (~1)

r"- = 1,01011 — i,2i47i-f 4- o.9'-'852.f9 Hi)

Sum 1-2
-j-

r"-i = 27)2464 — i,5o325.p -\-i,0MiE~^ (X>)

Add llif oilier terms of c2, — 2,00596+ i,39365.f
—

i,5i548./i2

Sinn is c2 = 0,01868 — ori096o'.f + o,49688.f2 (C)

Comjnildtion <// f from Ihe tqualions {.1), (li), (C).

Col. 1.
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(196)

(197)

(197')

(198)

(198')

(199)

(200)

(301)

(202)

(203)

(204)

(205)

(206)

f"

a"

sec. o,oo5636

log. CO. 0,078319

log. 9,482861

sin. 9,858i47

i'l =: i5''25'"46' sin. 9,454963

j2" = 350'' 39'" 30« = tv)"+ ibU'

/2" = 5'' 55'" 06' = ./?" + £"

/3"
—

yS
= S'' 24"' 36'

34,7090

-cot,(/2"
—

/3)
— 16,7834

cot.ifl = 7,9266

COSCC. 1,225625

cot. o,9573i7„

tang. 9,309914,,

log. 1,393856

0,899087

coscc. 0,902518

tang. 9,042683,1

Inclination^^ — 4t''23"'4i' t^ng- 9.9452oi„

vn = ,^^<' 54™ 00' •>

f^^,„,, i„ ,,,^ ^d ^^,,„„„

tir COS. 9,997373
w COS, 9,996571

u^ 91! 32"" 46' COS. 9,993944

9.994364
(195) fill

— u

u" = 14''^ 00m 39'

COS.

COS.

-.u" — u^ 4''37'"43«

4x^ 2(; 1 3™ 52'

4 log-r

I log.r"

Number 23,1985

—
cot..J;^

= — 25,6674

tang.^d" = — 2,41)89

iu" = — 67'' 57'" 00

9,986889

cosec. 1,409711
arith. co.9,994909

9.960840

log. 1 ,365460

:\u'l = i4'' 00"' 39

Perihel. — u = i49''54"' 29^

Long, u = 355'' 19"' o5» fo""'' i" ('95)

Long. Perih. = i45'* i3"' 34' on the oi'bit.

Time of

COS.

COS.

log.

9,574512

9,5745 1 2

9,921681

Per. Dist. D= 0,11768 log.

half

t," = — 135'' 54'" oo» tab. Ill log. 3,789133

Time from Per. 34''"''*,8432 log.

ThirJ obs. Sept. i2''«k%5833

9,070705

9,535352

1 ,395 1 90

Perihelion, October 7''"v'',4255.

The value of v'^ being negative, indicates, that the comet was approaching towards

the perihehon at the time of the third observation. The hehocentric latitudes,

•si = — G-'n'MS'; to" = — 9'' 12 '"37",

being south and increasing, it is evident, that the comet had passed the descending node ?S,

a short time before the first observation ;
and we have tlierefore calculated the longitude

of that node 355'' 19™ 05»--, to which corresponds <p
= — 41"23"'4r, which is the

same as to put Q, = 175'' 19'" 05", and 9 — 4 1'' 23'" 41'. Hence the approximate

elements of tlie orbit are,

Longitude of the ascending node

Inclination

Longitude of the Perihelion

Perihelion distance

nS-'lO^OS';

4 1'' 23™ 4 P;

145" 13™ 34';

0,11768;

Time of passing the Perihelion 17G9, Oct. 7''^5'',4255.

To illustrate the process of finding P, r, r", from the fundamental equations (31,32,33),

we shall give the following additional examples.



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A CO:\IET.

K X A M P L E I I.

The equatioin in this c\anipte, correspond to those of the comet of iSo5, as given liy Mr Ivory in tlie

Transactions of tlic Royal Society for i8i4, page 170.

t'^ =0,973662 -j- 1,408969.(1 -}- 1,000000,^2 ; (.?)

r"2 = 0,969967 -|- o,23oo47.f -|- o,i3i45o.f'2 ; (B)

c2 = o,o435o5 + 0,1 i52oo.fi + o,5i8768.f9 ; (C)

r'J _}- ,-"a = 1,943629 -|- i,63goi6.f -f- i,i3i45o.fa. (Z))

Interval hctwecu the cxircrne ohservations T = iiil"y'',9734.

Col. 1.
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(221)

(222)

(223)

(22-1)

(225)

(220)

(227)

(2K)

(229)

(230)

(231)

(232)

(233)

(234)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR;

Col. 1.
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The following equations were computed by Dr Olbei-s in his Mhandlung, &c., page 59 ; they correspond to

the comet of i68i, and were computed from Ilalley'j elements, and not deduced from actual observations.

r9 = 0,96754
—

0,59292 f -\- 1,24328.^2

r"3 = 0,96941 — o,4oi85.(i-|- 2,20087 f2

CS := 0,019726— 0,I22756.(1-|-C>.365982.f2

r2 -t- r"2 = 1,93695
-

0,99477./.+3,444 1 5.f
2

Interval between the extreme observations

(D)

T = 8"'">'*,o47.

Col. 1.
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(241)

Col .1.
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peiilielion distances in the fourth decimal place, as is abundantly manifest, by comparing the

results of the calculations of difl'erent astronomers. To estimate the degree of accuracy with

which the time T can be ascertained, by entering Table II, with the values of r--f-r''^ at the

bottom of the table and c^ at the right hand side ;
we have computed the value of T, for

(240")

the six preceding examples; as in the third column of the annexed tabic; the times by
observation being given in the second column, and their differences or errors respectively, in

the fourth column. These errors being very small, it is evident, that the method of

combining the equations (C), (Dj, or the values of r^ -{- r"^, c~
; by means of Table II,

must generally give a very close approximation to the value of p.

Gauss varied the forms of the equations (.31, 32, .33), by the introduction of several

auxiliary numbers A, B, B" h, h", c, f", hic. whicii are deduced from the co-efficients of (343)

the terms in the original equations ; changing also the unknown quantity p into u
; so

as to reduce the expression of c- (33), to the form in (314). The object of these

transformations is to render the cal(;ulations more convenient for computation by logarithms,

by putting them under the following forms;
(2-14)

"-^y
+ B^~

;
,-^ (^)^ + B"^ ; ^=^u^+ A^.

When the equations are given in this form, we may determine u, by means of Tables I, II,

or by successive approximations, in the same manner as we have found p
in the preceding

examples ; using in Table II the arguments, r -f- '"'' at the to]), with c at the side
;
and

it is evident, on account of the decrease of the number of terms in the expression of c^

(24 1),
that the calculation of u is more simple than that of finding p in the former caii)

examples ;
but the saving of labor is nowise sufficient for the trouble of reducing the equations

to tlie forms (244), when the time is deduced from Table II, in the manner we have here

pointed out. We may aho use the equations (C), (-D), or the values of r^ + r''~ and

c~, in finding the first rough estimate of u
;

in like manner as we have proceeded with the

similar expressions in terms of p in (136— 150). This process may be illustrated,

by the two following exatnples. Thus if we put h = 0, in (248, 247), we shall have

r- -f r"~ = 2,49, c~ =0,028, whence we obtain, by inspection in Table II, T= 7''='>-%3 i-2ir)

nearly ;
which is less than the time by observation 14'''>'',0493. We also observe by

inspecting the same vertical column, corresponding to ?-^ -\- r"^ = 2,4i) ; that this last

mentioned time corresponds very nearly in the margin to c-^0,11; substituting this

in (247) we get 0,11 = 0,028 + «", whence we obtain u = 0,28, or nearly u ^ \, C^^s)

whicli is assumed in (249). In like manner, in Example VIII, we have, by putting

„ = 0, in (254, 253) r^ + r"^ = 12,-53, (? = 0,051 ;
which correspond in Table if,

to 14''">'',S. If we suppose ia=tV) we get /~ -|- r"^^23,2, c^ = 0,062 ; corresponding

in Table II to 1S''"*%9. As the actual time by observation falls nearly midway between

these two times, we may assume, for an apjiroximate value, -ix. =
^},^,

as in (255).
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(347)

(248)

m<l

EXAMPLE VII.

The following equations correspond to the second comet of i8i3. They are equivalent to those given by

Gauss in vol. 28, page 509, of tlie Monatliche Correspondenz ;
or by Encke, in the Jahrbuch, for i833, page 284.

r-a = i,244i5 -f- i,92565.« -|- 3,06973.1*2 ; (^)

r"2 = 1,24837 + i,5i429.M -f- o,-jg3ii.u^ ; {B)

c2 =0,028219 -[-m2; (C)

r2 + r"2 = 2,49252 4- 3,43994.M + 3,863o4.u2 ; (O)

Interval between the extreme observations T = i4 "^',0493.

(250)

Col. 1.
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Col. 1.

Ilypolhesis 1.

u = 5 ij
= o.o5

as in (246).

Hypothesis II.

Add c makes

u = o,o58333

riypotliesis III.

Add s'r, 01-

0,0002916 makes

u = 0,058635

Col. 2.

7-3

6,2o536

2,16172

,20019

8,56727

6,?o536
2,52201

,2724s

8.ggg85

6,9o536

2,53462
,27520

g.ri5i8

Col. 3. Col. 4.

6,332i3

2,32071

,23376

o,o5i58

,002 5n

8,88660 o,o54o8

o,o5i58

,oo34o

6,332i3
2 ,70749
,31817

9'35779

6,332 1 3

2,72103
,321 35

9,37451

0,05498

o,o5i58

343

o,o5 'JO I

Col.

r = 2,927
)" = 3.981

•+r"= 5,908

c ^ 0,23255

r = 3,0000
r" = 3,0590

r-j-r" := 6,0590

c = 0,33448

» = 3,00353
r" = 3,06179

r-\-r"
= 6,06432

c = 0.33454

Col. 6.

16,237
1 1

,l8<;

16,428

16,374
82

,3 10

16,775

16,374
8(1

,323

16,786

Col.
7.|

Col. 8.
1

Col. y.
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1203)

(264)

(3C5)

(9G6)

(2CC')

(2C7)

(268)

(269)

(270)

(271)

(272)

(273)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR
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Using the same notation as in (100
—

101), we have, identically,

=
{^',j"

-
oo"y').x + {x"y

-
xy").x' + {vy'

-
x'y).x".

For
the_^/-,s^ term is balanced by the fourth, the second, by ihe fifth, and the third by the

sixth
;
so that the second member is identically equal to nothing. We shall now represent

the double of the area of any one of the plane triangles «(/6, she, sac, figure 84, page 792,

by including the corresponding radii in brackets
;
so that we shall have,

[/;•']
= '2. area of the triangle sab

; [''''"]
= ~- a'"ea of the triangle she

;

[;/•"]
= 2. area of the triangle sac.

The plane of the comet's orbit being inclined to the ecliptic by the angle (? (21) ;
it is

evident, by the principles of the orthographic projection, that the double of the projections

of the areas of these triangles, upon the plane of the ecliptic, will be obtained by multiplying

the expressions (266) by cos.9, so tliat we shall have,

[rr'].cos.(p=2.projection o[ sab ; [y';-"].cos.(p=: 2. projection oi she
;

[r/-"].cos.9
= 2.projection of sac.

We shall represent the co-ordinates, of the projection of the point a, by ,r, y ;
those of the

point b, by x'
, y' ;

and those of the point c, by x" y" (100, &,c.) ;
as in figure 89, where

a, p, y, represent respectively the projection of the points a, b, c, of figure 84, upon the

plane of the ecliptic. Now we evidently have,

area «a(3,
=

^s|3, X tia,
= ^x'y ;

area (3a(3,
= gpp, X o.^^^

=
iy'-{x'

—
x) ;

area ^ft-B,
= ls|3,X |3/3,

==
ix'y' ',

subtracting the sum of the two first expressions from

the third, we evidently get the value of the triangle,

sap = Lv'y'
—

ix'y
—

iy'. (x'
—

x) ;

and if we neglect the terms ix'l/'
—

h^'Vi vvhich

mutually destroy each other, it becomes as in the first

of the expressions (273). If we change the accents

on X y, so as to correspond to the other triangles

spy, say, we shall obtain their values, as in (273).

Triangle sap == i.{xy'— x' y) ; triangle spy = i-.(.i'//"
— x"

y') ;

triangle say= h.{xy"
—

*"y).

Substituting these in (268), we get the following system of equations depending on the
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jii'inciple that llie three observed places of tlie comet a, b, c, figure 84, are in tlie same

"plane passing ihrougli tlie sun
;

this phuie being inclined to the ecli[)tic by the angle 9 ;

xy'- j',j
=

[,t'].cos.9 ; (ly- x",j')
=

[;•'/'].COS.9 ; {<</'- x'y) = [r,-"].cos.9.

Introducing these values into the equation (2fj.3), and then dividing by cos.9, we get

the equation ('277). This equation must be satisfied, whatever be the position of the axis of

X
;
and if we change this axis into that of y, we shall find that the values x, x', x", will

become y,y\y", respectively, without altering [/•'/'], [;t"J, [rr'] ;
hence we get (278).

In like manner, by changing the axis of x into that of z, we get (279).

=
[r'r"] . X— [rr"] . .%' + [/v'J . x"

;

= [r'n.y-[rr"].y'-\-[rr'].y";

0=[r'r"].z-[rr"].z' + [rr'].z";

We may remark, that the irholc numher of accents on each of the terms of these equations, is

three; and this symmetry obtains in many other of the equations of this article. The

recollection of this circumstance will sometimes assist in distinguishing the symbolsfrom each

other. If \ve substitute A == 180''+ ©, (10) in (108), we shall obtain, for the co-ordinates

X, y, z, at the first observation, the expressions (281), and, by accenting the letters, we get

the values corresponding to the other observations as in (232,283) ;

X =
p.
cos.a— /J.COS.© ;

x = p'.cos.a'
—

ii'.cos.©' ;

z = p.tang.d ;
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(290) (284) by COS.©', and (2S5) by sin.©', then take the sum of ihe products, reducing

them by [24], Int. we sliall get (292). Again, muUiplying (284), by sin.a', also (285) by—
cos.ci', then adding tlie products, we get (293) by reduction, and using [22], Int. Lastly,

(•291) multiplying (28.5), by cos.©', and (284), by
—

sin.©', then adding the products, we

get (294). The equation (29.5) is the same as (2S6).

(•392,

^ = [/V'].fp.cos.(a-©')-7?.cos.(©-©') <-[n-"].<p'.cos.(a'-©')-i?'|

+ [n-'].5p".cos.(a"-©')-P.".cos.(©"-©')|;

0=[r'/-"J.{p.sin.(a'— a)+i?.sin.(©
—

a')|— [n-"]./?'.sln.(©'— a')
(393) —

[n-']. J|-".sin.(a"— a') _iZ".sin.(©"- a') ^;

(294)

==
[''''T

••[p-^in-('^-©')+i^-sin.(©'-©)j-['T"].p'.sin.(a'-©')

+ [n'].Jp".sin.(a"-©')-Pc".sin.(©"-©'),.

(295) =
[r'r"] .p. tang.

—
[rr"].p'.tang.O' + [rr'].p". tang.d".

Multiplying (294) by tang.fl', and (295) by —sin. (a
—

©') ;
then taking the sum of

the two products, we find that the terms multiplied Ijy p' vanish, and we get,

^^

=
[)•'/"] .^ftang.O'.sin.(a

—
©')
—

tang.().sin.(a'— ©') ( + [;V]./?.tang.«'.sin.(©'— ©)

+ [/;'] ./'.
J tnng.(3'.sin.(a"—©')

—
tang.d".sin.(a'— ©') S

—
[r/-'].ii".tang.O'.sin.(©"—©').

Dividing by the coefficient of /', we finally obtain,

„ ['"''"] |tang.^'.sin.(a
—

©')
—

tang.lsin.(a'
—

©') ^

,.3g,)
^^[^]

'

(tang.«".sinT(^^^©V^ng.O'.sin.('^^^^oT
'^

tang.y I |-,V'].7?.sin.(©'
— ©) — [/T'].J?".sin.(©"— ©') \

[?•?']

'

tang.O".sin.(o.'
—

©')
—

tang.d'.sin.(a"
—

©')

lu like manner, the plane triangles sri'l/, slid, sac', figure 84, page 792, corresponding to the

earth's orbit, give by using a notation like that in (266),

(298) [ZiTi']
= 2.area of the triangle saU

; [/?'/?"]
= 2.area of the triangle sh'd ;

[/?/?'] =2.area of the triangle sa'c'.

The area of any one of these triangles, as sa'h'
,

is found by multiplying its base sa' = /?,

by half the perpendicular let fall upon it from its vertex h', or by | B! .mi.n' sU
; therefore,

this area is represented by \ RR'.s'm.a'sh'
;
and as the angle a'sh'= A'—A=@' — ©,

'^^'''
the area becomes J i?/?'.sin.(©'

— ©). Substituting this in the first expression (298),

we get the first of the equations (.3<J0) ;
in like manner, the second and third of the formulas

(298), become like those in (300). Inexactly the same way, we get the expression [.300'] ;

(299') observing, that the angle ash = v'—v ; the angle csb = v"—v'
;
the angle asc = v"— v

;

[RR] ^ J7«'.sin.(©'
— ©) ; [R'R"] = R'R".sm.{&' —(2>') ;

'^*""

[RR"]= RR".s\n.^"— ©) ;

(30O) [,/]
= rr'.sh\.{v'—v) ; [r'r"]

=
j-'/'.sin.(t!"

—
v') ; [rr"]

=
?T".sin.(i;''

—
v).
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The second of tlie equations (300), gives the first expression (301) ; multiplying its

numerator and denominator by 7?.sin.(©'
—

0), we get its second expression ; substituting

in its denominator the value, [Itlf] (300), we get the last of the formulas (301) ;

p" • /^" ^>, _ [^'^"] _ [/^'A?"1.7?sin.(G'-©) _ [fi'/i"].^-sin.(Q'-Q) .

it.sm.(,© -.Jj - ^,
-

jfyi'.sin.^(^'_©)

-
[RR']

substituting this last expression, in the numerator of the second line of the second member

of (297), we get,

„_[/;•"] tang. ^'. sin. (g
—

'-y)
—

tang.<i.sin.(a'
— QQ

''
~
[^

'

tang.«".sin.(a'— ©')
—

tang.^'. sin.(a"
—

©^)
'''

(
[rVJi _ [R'R"] ) fi.tang.^'.sin.(sy--Q)

( ~M
~
r^^^ 3 tang.a".sin.(a'—©')— tang.()'.tang.(a"— ©')

Now putting for brevity,

tang.^'.sin.(a
—

©')
—

tang.^.sin.(a'
—©')

'"
tang.d". sin.(a'

—
©')
—

tang.d'.sin.(a"
—

©')
'

(303)

(302)

(304)
tang.()".sin.(ei.'

—
©')
—

tang.d'. sin.(a."— ©')

the preceding expression of p" (302), or Jli.p ('29), becomes of the following form ; in

which nothins is iicschcicd;O O -

(3(10)

(30C)

(306')

(307)

Dividing this last expression by />,
we get the correct value of 3i. If we suppose, as

Olbers's hypothesis (53), that,

[,'/'] _ [fi'fi"] _ t"— f
_

[7^
"~

[RIV]
~

t'—t '

llie term depending on M. will vanish from (306), and we shall have, very nearly,

/" f

licncc

f— t' t"—t' tang.^'.sin.(a
—

©')
—

tang.^.sin.(a'
—

©')
If /If — 2 i '. 2 i L

.

'"-"<'_ r '
^

t'—t
'

tang.()".sin.(a'—©')
—

tang.d'.sin. (a"— ©') (309)

This expression of jl/ is tlie same as the approximate value, assumed by Dr. Olbers (30) ;

as is evident, by substituting in it the value of m (28), and making a slight reduction. To

estimate the value of the neglected terms in the value of JI, we may proceed in the

(308)

vor,. III. 205
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(310)

(311)

(312)

(313)

(3H)

(318)

(317)

followins; manner. Taking the rectangular co-ordinates of the comet, in the jijane of its

orhit, and representing them in the three observations, by x, y, x', y', x", y" ; putting

fi=l, or neglecting the mass of the comet, in comparison with tliat of the sun, as in

[760^'"], we obtain from ["^61], by accenting the symbols, the following equations ,

rfV
,

x' _ <?2y' y' _^ +
73
-

5

-;^
+

,73

= 0-

Now if we take, for the origin of the time t, the moment of the second observ^ation, when

the co-ordinates are x', y'; and suppose that at the end of the time t, these co-ordinates

become x", y", respectively ;
we shall have by Taylor's or Maclaurin's theorem [607a]

the expression (315). Substituting in this the value of d~yj, and of its differentials, deduced

from the first of the equations (312), we shall get (31G) ;
which is easily reduced to the

form (317) ;

= x' .

J
1 — A

In like manner, we can obtain the similar expression of y". The intervals of the times

(318) between the observations, namely, /'— t,t"
—

t',t"
—

t, are to be reduced to parts of the

radius, by multiplying them by k [5987(8)] ;
and we shall, for brevity, express these products

by T, t', t"
;

as in (319) ; observing that these symbols have the same symmetry as in

(318') (279',) namely, that the number of accents in each of the equations (319) is three. We
sliall also use the abridged expressions (320

—
323).

(310) ^"=lc.{t'
—

t); -r = l<.{l" —t'); t' =^k. {t"
—

t) ; r'=r+r";

(3S0)

(321)

(322)

(323)

While the body moves from the second point h, to the third point c, figure 84, the time

increases from t' to z", the increment being t"— t'. or t (319), expressed in parts of the

(324) radius. Substituting this for t in (317), we get the expression of x", (328), using the

symbols (322,323) ; in like manner we get the similar expression of y" (329). If we

^"3 ^"3

K-^-i-
,.,3

4-
,.4
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change,in this calculation, t" into t, the quantity t will cliangc into — t" (319); by f^^^'

which means w' (322), changes into w^ (320), and w" (323) into — w^^ (321); making

these changes in x", y" (328,329), we get x, y (326,327). Finally as the plane

of the orbit is taken for the plane of projection (310), we shall have z= 0, z"= 0, as

in (327', 329').
dx'

X =tV,.\ — W„ .
—

; (1)26)

f/v'

y = W, . y
—

w,, .

-^
;

(327)

z =
;

(327';

x"= W . X'+ w".— : (^28)
'

dt

y"=:U.'.y'+,."/-^.
<=^»)

•^ ^ '

dt

z"= (329-)

Multiplying (326) by y', and (327), by —
x', then taking the sum of the products,

we get the first expression (331). Again, multiplying (329) by x', and (328) by
—

y';

then taking the sum of the products, we get the (irst expression (332). Lastly, multiplying (jao)

(32G) by (329), also, (327) by (328), and subtracting tlie last product from the preceding,

we get the first expression (333). The second form of either of these expressions, is easily

deduced from the first, by the substitution of

x' (7 y'
—

y
' d x'

J^
=

V/«.(1
-

c^)=^p,

vhich is easily deduced from [366,596c], using (311), and [5985(5)].

(330 )

xy'
-

x'y= u;, . ^

'—^
i = u'„ . ^p (33i)

U'dy' — yVx')
X'y"— x"y' = IV" .

—-^ = tv".
y//; ; (332)

(x'f/y'— y'dx) (x'Jy'— v'dx')
xy"- x"y= tv,.w" .^—^ -'' + iv'.w„ -

^ ^ J ' = (ivrw"+ to'-w,,) . /j;. ^333,

Now the expressions (320
—

323), give successively, by using t'= r + r", (319),

u,.w"= .-i.~-i.r.— + &,c.; W.W,

w,.lv"-\-lv'M„ = t+t"— _ . {T^-f 3T2.T"+3T.7"2 + 'r"3 5+&;c.

t"3 t"
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Substituting in the first members of (331
—

333), the following expressions, which are

deduced from (274), by putting <p
= 0, as in (310).

(337) xy'
—

x'y ^ [rr'] ; x'y"— x"y'
=

[r'r"] ; xy"
—

x'y
=

[rr"] ;

and in their last members, the values (321,323,330), we get,

,338) [„']
=

^
t"— -L

. t"3— &c. ^ v/p = ^"-
5

1—A • t"'— &c. \.\/p;6/'3 S
" '

/ 6/-'3

(339)

(340)

Dividing these expressions, the one by the otlier, we obtain,

[rr] r"' \ Gr
(341)

L_J _ _
.
^

1 __ . (^2
_

,.,,) + &c. ;

(343)
-^

(343)

^^,^,,-|

As these formulas maybe used for any of the heavenly bodies, we shall obtain the expressions

(344—346), corresponding to the earth's orbit, by merely changing r, r', r", into R, R, R" >

respectively,

(343)

[RR]

[RR]

[RR]

[ RR]

(347) If tiie intervals between the three observations be equal, or t"= t, we shall have

r- T '2= 0, and then the expressions (341,344), will give, hi/ neglecting terms of the

Jourth order in t
,

t
, (333—340), or of the third order in the factors of — , (341,344);

(348) [r'r'] [RR"] r _ t"— t'

(319),
[,•,-'] IRR] ^" t'—t

which agrees with the supposition of Dr. Oibers (307). Hence we see the great advantage

^^'^'

of having the intervals of time between the observations equal to each other, in computiiigthe
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orbit of a comet, by this method ; because it makes the factor of M„ R, (306) , nearly

insensible; and gives a more accurate value of the expression M.p, than it ivoidd if the

intervals were unequal. If observations cannot be obtained, in which the intervals t, t"

are equal to each other, we must select those which are nearly equal ;
in order to diminish

as much as possible the efiect of the_ factor t- — r'"2. If R'=r', the expressions

(341,344), become equal; hence it is evident, that if r' be nearly equal to /?, and

the intervals r, t" differ considerably ;
it will be rather more accurate to compute

, from the solar tables, and put ^
—-, equal to it, than to put each of these

[RR] [rr']
* '

quantities equal to ~
(34S). Finally, we may observe, that after we have computed,

by a first approximation, the values of
p, r, r", we may, by interpolation, find an

approximate value of r', by supposing the values to increase uniformly ; by which means

we shall have,

t'—t
r' = r -f- t"-t (?"—»•).

With these we may obtain the corrected value of the function (341), to be substituted

in (306), to get a more accurate value of J\l; with which the calculation can be repeated,

in any extreme case, where it shall be found necessary.

In the case where the value of M (309), appears under the form of M :=^ ^ , we

may deduce the value of p"=Jl/.p from the equation (293), instead of (294,295),

which are used in finding (297). Then as radius p' does not occur in (293), we shall

have,

^^ [?•'?•"] sin. (a'
—

a)
P
~

^rr']

'

sin.(a"—a')

*
''

+ [rV^]./?.sin.(©—g')
—

[rr"].R'. sin.(©^— a^) + [rr^].sin.(©'^— aQ .-R-

[n-'].sin.(a"
—

a')

If we divide the expression (341) by (344), we get, by a slight reduction, the expression

(357) ;
in like manner, from (342, 345), we get (358) , lastly, from (343,346), we obtain

(359). The equation (360), is evidently identical;

[?•'
)'
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Taking, as in (269), the ecliptic for the plane of projection ;
we shall represent the

(361) rectangular co-ordinates of the earth, by X, Y, at the first observation
; X', Y', at

the second observation ; X", Y" at the third observation ; hence the identical equations

in the earth's orbit, corresponding to (277,278), in the comet's orbit ; becomes,

(369) == [R'R"] . X ~ [RR"] . X' + [RR] . X" y

(363)
= [R'R"^ . Y— [RR"] . Y + [RR] . Y" .

Ifwe take for the axis of X, the line whose longitude is lSO''+<-'-', we shall evidently have,

(364, r = i?.sin.(©
—

a') ;
F = R. sin.(©'— ci') ;

Y"= R". sin-(©"— a
) .

Substituting these in the numerator of the second line of (356), it becomes,

(365) [r'r"].Y -[>>']. Y' + [n-].Y".

If we substitute, in this expression, the values of [r'r"], [ir"], [rr'], (357, 358, 360)^

and neglect, for a moment, the terms depending on the factor — — —
,

it will become,

(366) ^^ .

I [R'R"]
. Y - [RR] .Y + [RR] . 7"

j
;

and as this vanishes, by means of the equation (363), it will be only necessary to retain the

(367) terms of (357, 358), which are multiplied by that factor — — —̂
. In the case now

under consideration, tliis factor is very small, because when the apparent motion of the

(358)
comet is in a great circle, we shall have r' = R' [780^] ;

and if the intervals t' — t

f — t', or r", r, be nearly equal, we shall have ^s — t"^ =
; and we may

therefore neglect the product of this quantity, by the preceding factor in (357) ; putting also

r := 2r" in the factor r'^ — t"2 (358), by which means we get ^.(r'-
—

t"^) = It"^-

hence the term of (358), depending on this factor, becomes.

(369)

(370)

(371)

(372)

[RR]-^ -yR^ vy
'

\R^ r'V
^

\R'3 r'

nearly ;
as is evident by using only the first term of the second member of (345) .

Substituting this in the numerator of the second line of (356,or365,&c.), and putting in its

first line,

p^ ^S 'pi (341,369,319),

we finally obtain the following value of p", ivliich can be used in the case noiu under

consideration, when the geocentric longitudes a, a', a", vary from each other much

more than the geocentric latitudes &
, &', ^"

;

^^
f— r sin.(a— g)

^
, ^ ^^,

/? -sin. (»'—(?)') /I 1_\
/'— <'sin.(a'— a')"'

''"'
sin. (a"— a')

'

\R^ r'^ J'
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We may obtain another form of the expression of p" by eliminating p'

from (292,295) ;

this is done by multiplying (292) by
—

tangi', and (295) by cos.(a
— ©'), and

taking the sum of the products, by which means we get,

( — r.tang.^'.cos.(a
—

©') +i?.tang.5'.cos.(©
—

©') i

= [rV"J . < >—[rr"].R'. tang.^'

( -\- p.tang.5.cos.(a'
—

©') )

(373,

f
—

p".tang.O'.cos.(a"— 0') + il'.lang.fl'.cos.(!g)"— ©') )

+ [rr'].\
>•

I +p"-tang.«".cos.(a'— ©') )

Dividing this by the coefficient of P", we obtain,

^^ [rV"] C tang.a'.cos.(a
— ©')

—
tang.a.cos.(a.'

—
0') )

''

[rr'] ^tang.()'.cos.(o.'
—

©')
—

tang.a'.cos.(a'
—

(v)')y
^

^
[?-V"].R.tang.6'.cos.(fv)

— ©) — [n-"]..R'. tang.^' + [rr'].ll".tang.^'.cos.(©"— ©')~
} [rr'].^tang.O".cos.(a'— ©') — tang.<)'.cos.(a"— ©')!

The second line of this expression may be reduced, by a process similar to that in (361 S;c.).

Taking for the axis of X the line whose longitude is 180''+©', we shall have,

in like manner as in (364),

X = /?.cos.(©
— ©), X'=il'.cos. (©'

—
©') =72; X=i2 .cos.(© — ©) ; (st^,

and then the numerator of the expression in the second line of (374), becomes.

\
[r'r"].X—[rr"].X' + [rr'].X" \

.
tang.fl'. ,

3t.-

If we substitute in this, the parts of [r'r"], [rr"'], [rr'], (357,358,360), which depend

on the first term of the second members, it becomes,

which vanishes, by means of (362). Hence we obtain the same result as in (367); namely.

that it is only necessary to notice the terms depending on the factor -- — -^ ;
and by

supposing the intervals t' — t, ("— t' to be nearly equal, we shall find as in (370), that

the only part of this numerator, which it is necessary to notice, arises from that part of

——
, which is denoted by + 4 • '^^ •

( rz-J ~j) (-3*0). Substituting this in the (^''•'

second line of (374), and putting, in the first fine, the value (371), we
finally obtain the

following expression of p ',
ivhkhcan he used, in this excepted case, U'hc7i the geocentric (to

latitudes 6, i', 6'', vary from each other more than the geocentric longitudes a, a', a." •
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r— f ( tan2:.^'.cos.(a

—
@')— tang.lcos.(a'

—
0')

i — t' /tang.^ .cos.(a'
—

@')
—

tang.()'.cos.(a"
—

©')

(3S0)

-Ulrr'. \
—

'
-

I tang.a .

7?'.tanc;.^' > / 1 1

COS.(a'—©')— tang.fl'.cos.(a"
—

0')^ \R'
'3 ~3

For convenience in the calculations we have arranged the formulas (372, 380), as in the

(351) table (387
—

392). If we neglect the term of
p'' (372), deiiending on rr', and use

the symbol M' (387), it becomes p"
=

./li'.p, so that M' represents an approximate

(383) value of M, (29). With this we may compute the equations (31
—

33), and from thence

deduce, as in (192), the approximate values ?', r", p. This value of p we shall represent

b}' (p) ;
and from r, r", we may find the approximate value of r (353), to be

(353)
used in computing the term of the order "'o^ — p^ii

which occurs in (372).

(384, Substituting r = r" . (^^\ (319), in the second term of (372), and then dividing

the whole of the second member, by the expression of M' (387) ;
we find that the quotient

(385) becomes equal to F' (388) ; consequently, this expression of p", will become as in

(389). In like manner, by using the abridged values of M", F" (390,391), we find

that the expression of p" (380), becomes as in (392) ; (p) being as before, the value

of p, deduced from the first approximation, in which F" is supposed to be equal to

unity.

t"— t' sin. (a'
—

0.) , i „ , ,

71 7 j__ ^
^^ :

. I I To be used when
(^8') f I

'

sin. (a' a)
'

I I tlic longitudes

(330)

_ J vary faster than

(388)
-' ^-r2* •

*sin.ra'— a^
*

(o)
'

\R^ r'^J
'

k / the latitudeg

a, ei/, a",

ary faster thi

ic latitudes

6, 6', 0".

^33,, p'=M.p = M.F'.p: or M=M.F'.

,„_M^' tang.fl.cos.(a-©)-tangi.cos.(a'—©') ^
\ / t„ be used when

(390) -/W —
^_j- taiig.a .cos.(a'-©)—tang.d'.C0S.(a'-©')

'

|

( the longitudes

tang.fl'
iJ C 1 1 ) >

(
r"/ l_l_l 'V' -— •—

'"i
'—

i? I I vary slower than
T"*

tang.(3'.cos.(0L— &')-tang.fl.cos.(a'— -^) (p) (!Jl'3 /3^
^ ^

the latitudes

p"= JH.p = iW". F". P ;
or ^= ^". F".

(391)

(392)

fl, 6', 6".

f"

If we compare the correct value of M=- (30G), with its approximate values

(393) P

(309, 387, 390), we shall find, that the first, or general form, is by far the most accurate ;

especially
when the intervals of the observations are nearly equal, or t-— t'~ = 0;

since in this case, the value of M (309), is correct in terms of the second order, in

(394) r, t", inclusively (306,347, &ic.) On the contrary, the values of M (389,392),

are found by multiplying t!ie assumed values M, M" (387, 390), by the factors F',F"

(338,391), which contains terms of the second order in r, t"
;
so that these expressions
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(395.1

(:W6;

(307,

of M may be considered as less accurate tlian that in (30) or (309), by at least, terms

of one order, in t, t'. Now from the mere inspection of the approximate values of M,

given in (309, 387, 390), it is evident, tliat when the apparent path of the comet is near the

ecliptic, and the latitudes 6, &',
&" differ but little from each other, tlie expressions (309, 390),

will have very small numerators and denominators
;
therefore the resulting value of M

or M' may be considerably affected by the imperfections of the observations ;
but this

would not be the case with the expression (387), supposing the longitudes of the comet to

vary rapidly. On the other hand, when these longitudes vary slowly, the expression

sin. (a'
—

a), sin.(ti,"
—

a'), arc small ; consequently, the numerator and denominator of

(3S7J, may be so small that the errors of the observations can have an important

influence on the resulting value of M'. Hence it follows, that when the expression (309)

becomes uncertain, on account of tiie smallncss of its numerator and denominator, we can

use tiie expressions (3S7
—

3S9), if the longitudes of the comet vary more rapidly than

the latitudes ; or the expressions(390
—

392), if these longitudes vary slowly in comparison

with the latitudes. The method of using the formulas (387
—

392), is so similar to that in

the preceding examples (173, fee), that it is unnecessary to give any examples for illustration.

We shall, therefore, close our remarks on this method, by observing, that after the approximate

values of the elements have been obtained, we may correct them by taking more distant

observations, as we have already observed in [820'", Sic, 849a, &c.].

Since the preceding article was prepared for this appendix, a new mctlioil of computing

the orbit of a comet has been proposed by Mr Lubbock, and published in the fourth volume

of the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of London, and in a separate pamphlet "On
the determination of the distance of a comet, &ic.;" in which he has reduced the question

to the solution of a quadratic equation. As we have not made any numerical computations

by this process ;
we shall restrict ourselves to the explanation of the principles of the method,

with such illustrations as may be necessary.

If we suppose the intervals of time l'— t, t"— t'
, between the observations to be

equal, we shall have t" ^ r (319), and by neglecting terms of the order r^, we
^"^^

shall have, as in (320—323),

(398)

(399)

(400)

(401)

(403)

Lubbock's
niethoii of

coroputiug
ttiourbitof

a cornel .

(404)

^''' = 1 - J :7:. ; W„= IV
'

Substituting these in (326
—

329'}, we get, by taking the diflerences of the resulting

expressions.

ch!

V — V ir .

,1/

dt

The sum of the squares of these three equations, produces the first and second of the
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2r .— =0.
dt (407)
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following expressions of c^
;

from the second we easily deduce the third by means of the

(^0^) formula [572, line 5], putting (j- =1, as in (311);

cs = (X"- x)3 + (y"- y )«+ (z"- z)^= ir^ .

| J^, J
(408)

I r' a )

The values of r~, r"^, may be deduced from y'^ and its differentials, by Maclaurin's

theorem [GOTo], in the same manner as we have obtained x" from x' in (315,&c.) ;

and we shall have,

,.^ = ,-_..^:^ + 4A^(^-8.c.
dt

^ "
df

Subtracting 2r"~ from the sum of these values of r^, r"~
; neglecting the terms depending

on T^, and the higher powers of r, vve get,

(411) ,2_2,-'-2+;."-2 =
,2/i!l|l).

The second member of this equation may be reduced, by means of [595]. For if we put

(411) for a moment r=?-', the expression [595], becomes, by supposing as in (407') fA= l,

1 dc^
(412) 21-4 r— ^^„ =: Ifi.

a 4dt^

Taking its differential, and dividing by dv . we get,

1 ddr
(412 ) r-* =n .

n 2dt^

Re-substituting the value of r, and making a slight transposition in the order of the terms,

we get,

d^ (r^) 1 1

(413) ^ I =^ .

2dt^ V a'

hence, the equation (411), becomes,

(414) /-a— 2r'-^-\- r"^= 272/1 — ~

\r' a.

Mr Lubbock's method is grounded on the two equations (40S, 414) ; by substituting the

values of c, r, r', r", in terms of
p', and assuming the following expressions of r, p",
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p
=

^1 •
p' ; (415)

p"
= X, .

p'
. (416)

Tlie values of X^ , \, may be deduced from the equations (294,295), by the elimination

of
p".

For if we multiply (294) by tarig.O", also, (295) by — sin. (a"
—

©'), and (•'i'')

take the sum of the products, we shall find that the terms depending on p" will vanish,

and wc shall have,

=
[?-V"].p.{tang.^". sin.(a

—
©') _tang.0.sin.(a"— ©')}+ [rt-"]./l.tang.r sin.(©'— ©)

+ [jT"].p'.l—tang.«".sin.(a'—©')+tang.d'.sin.(a"—©')}-[n-'].R".tang.O".sin.(©"—©').

Dividing by the co-efficient of p, we obtain (419). In like manner, if wc multiply (294)

by tang.^, also (295) by — sin.(a
—

(v)'), then take the sum of the products, and

divide by the co-efficient of p", we shall get (420) ;

_ [rr"] ^ tang.(i'.sin.(a"— ©')
—

tang.r .sin. (a'— ©')

+

.ang.(i'.sm.(a"— ©')
—

tang.r.sin.(a'— ©') )
,

[r'r"]

'

( tang.lsin.(a"— •'3')
—

tang.d".sin.(cL— ©') )

'
''

tang.^" {[r'r"].R.sm.{<S>'
—

Q)—[rr'].R".sm.(Q"—^')}

[r'r"] tang.0.sin.(a"— Q')
—

tang.d". sin. (a— '3')

'

„_ ["""J
^ tang.0.sin.(oi.'

—
<S/)
—

tang.O'. sin.(a
—

©') )
,

''
"~
W]

'

I tang.0.sin.(a"— '^)
—

tang.O". sin.(a— ©' ) \

'^

tang.a l[rr'lR".sm.im"
—

©')
-

[>V].i?.sin.(©'— ©)|
"^

[rr]

'

tang.lsin.(a."—©')— tang.r.sin.(a
—

©')

Substituting in the last term of each of these expressions, the value of R", sin.(©"
— 0)

(301), we get,

_ [ rr"] < tang.^^sin.(a"— ©') — tang.d^^sin.(()L^— ©Q )

P
—

J-,./,.//]

•

I tang.lsin.(a"— ©')
—

tang.(3".sin.(a
_

0') 3

'

**

+ [r'r"] [R'R"] } [rr'] i?.tang.r.sin.(©'
—©)( [r'r"

] [RR'] 3 ['V] tang.0.sin.(a"— (v)')_tang.r.sin.(a-©')'

[rr"] Ctang.^.sin.(a'
— ©') — tang.^'.sin.(ci,

—
©')

''"^
[rr']

'

I tang.0.sin.(a"— ©')
—

tang.d". sin.(a— ©')
'

^'

[r'r"] [R'R"] } Rtang.(!.sin.(©^
—

(g))

~\~[r?]~[rr'] [RR'] S tang.lsin.(a"— ©')_tang.(3".sin.(a— @')'

If we neglect those terms of the second members of these equations, which arc multiplied

[r'r"] [R'R"] ,, _^
by the extremely small quantity j-;^ [RRl i'^^0' ^^^ shall have.

(418)

(419)

(420)

(421)

(425)
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_[rr"] (;tang.a'.sin.(a''
—©Q— tang;.fl".sin.(a'

-
'^^'

''

""
[r'r"] ^tang.().sin.(a"— ©')

—
taiig.O". sln.(a

-

[n-"J ^ tong.lsin.(ct'— ©')
—

tang.a'.sin.(a
— ©')

^
,

''

[;•;']' ^ tang. d.sin. (a"
—

©')
—

tang.()".sin.(a
—

©') )

Comparing these with (415,416), we get,

[ rr"] ( tang.a'. sin.(a"
—

©')
—

tang.^. sin.(a'
—

©') )

'

[r'r"] ^ tang.0.sin.(a"— ©')— tang.a". sin.(a
—

©') )

[rr"] ( tang.().sin.(tt'— ©')
— tan g.O'. sin.(a

—
©') )

_

-

[rr]

'

\ tang.lsin.(tt."
— ©')

—
tang.fl".sin.(a

—
©') )

'

w which we must substitute the vahie of the factors -7—- and -—
•-. Now if we use

['' ] ['-'-J

the abridged symbols A, 7,, 7, (428,429,430), and suppose the intervals t'— t, t"—t'

'"'" '

to be equal, or, t' = 27-= 2r" (319) ;
w^e shall find from (342, 343), that both these factors

become equal to 2A (431), and the values of X,, \, p, /' (425,426,415,416) become,

as in (432,433);

(W6J

•428)

(429)

(430)

-^='-2?^

_ ^
C tang.^'.sin.(a"

— ©')
—

tang.d". sin. (a'
—

©') )
_

^'
~ ~'

( tang.0.sin.(ei"
— ©')

—
tang.d". sin. (a

—
©') \

'

( tang.0.sin.(a'
— ©')

—
tang.a'. sin.(a

— ©') ^
'''

'^~'
I tang.fl.sin.(a"— ©')

—
tang.d". sin. (a

— ©') \
'

Wr"] [rr"] / r^ \
(431)

L J ^ L—i^2.( i
)
= 2^

;

[r'r"] [rr] \ 2r'^J

1432) X,
= A.y, ; whence, p

= A.y^ .
p' ;

(«3) x„ =:r ^.7, ; whence, p"= .3.} ,
. /.

Hence it appears tliat each of the values of X^, X.^ (432,433) contains the wiknown factor
o

A=\ — — ;
which is an inconvenience that Olbers's nietJiod does not suffer

; since his

(434) value of M, deduced from p"=iVi./> (29), by the substitution of f,f (432,433),

does not contain this factor; for by using the value of p, p" (432,433), we have

M= - = '^~. Substituting this last value of .If, also, p=^.r,./ (432), in (31,32)

we get (436,438). The expression of r'- (437), is similar to (31). The same values

'•''^> of M, p, being substituted in (33), give the first expression of c^ (439), and the second

expression is the same as in (403). Lastly, substituting the values of r^, r'-, /'a

(436 438) in (414), we get (440) : observing that terms of the order r^ are neglected
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in the second member of (439,440); hut may be introduced, by noticing tlie terms of a

higher order, which are neglected in (406 Sic.) ;

T^= R^— 2.7, .i?.^.(''.cos.(©
—

a) + 7.2.^3. p'2.sec2.«; («c)

r'2 = R'^ — 2.R'. /. cos.(©'
-

a') + f'^. sec^.O'
; (.137)

r"2= R"2— 2.7, .R". .^.f'.cos.(©"
—

a") + 7/. /22./2. gec^^.r
; (438)

<r2 + r"2— 2.i?R".cos. (©"— ©) ^

'

+
1
2.7,.i?".cos.(©"— a) + 2.7„_.i?.cos.(© —a")

^
../?./ Wl.rS.

^ ^
" '

(
5

p^P'^^'f'™
"H

^4-^
—

2.7,.7„.cos.(a"—a)
—

2.7,.7.,.tang.().tang.()"(.^-./)'

Rs_2.R'- + R"~

Expression of! (439)

r-2.y,.R.cos.(©-a + v^-cos.(©'-a'
) fi or,- .T

I J •-?
>.^./ \_n 'Si i? r Expression of

I

(
—

2.7„.«".cos. (©"-a") j

~
7 r'~a S

'

I ra-2r'2+r"2j
(WO)

+ {y2 . sec=.C— j,.sec2.^'+7,^sec=J" } .A^-.p'^

Multiplying the equation (440) by
—

4, and adding the product to (439) ;
after substituting

the values of r~, r"^ (436, 438), we get the fundamental equation of Sir. Lubbock's

method,

A' + B'. [A.p') + C". [A.p'Y'
=— . (441)

a

C412)

In this equation, A',B',C' are functions of the given quantities i?, il', il', ©, ©', ©",

a, a', a", ^, ^',
^"

;
and of the unknown quantity ^ (428). If we put ^= 1, in the first

operation, we shall obtain the approximate values of A', B', C ;
and then putting

- = 0, to correspond to a parabolic orbit, we shall finally obtain the quadratic equation,

^'+ B'./+C'. p'2
=

;
(443)

for the determination of an approximate value of
p',

or A. p. With this value of
p',

we

may find an approximate value of r' by means of (437), and this is to be used in finding A

(428). This last value of A must be substituted in (439,440), in order to get a more

accurate expression of the equation (441, or 443) ; and thence a corrected value of
.'i.p'.

''*'''

The same process is to be repeated till the true value of A.p' is found ;
and then from

(436&z,c.) we get r, r', ?•", &c. What we have said, will serve to explain the princijile of

this method, which is illustrated by examples, in the works of Mr. Lubbock, mentioned (''^)

at the commencement of this article.
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l446)

C«7)

(WJ)

(450)

If we compare these two methods together, we shall see that the peculiar advantage of

Mr. Lubbock's method is, that the determination of
p'

is reduced to tlie solution of a

quadratic equation (4 13) ; but the accuracy of this equation, is considerably impaired, in

the first operation, by putting A^l (442); and this defect can be remedied only by
successive operations, witli repeated solutions of tlie quadratic equations after correcting the

(448J coeflicients, which increases the labor considerably, and sometimes alters very essentially

the coefticicuts of the equations, so that it clianges materially the successively approximating

values of
p'.

This is evident by the inspection of tlie coefficient of A-p, in the second

and third lines of the first member of (440) ;
where we see tliat when the interval of time

is small, the term which is to be divided by A is nearhj equal to the sum of the other two

terms of this coefficient, (tad has a different sign ; so that the residting coefficient, arising from

the ditrerence of these expressions, is frequently so small as to be materially affected by the

divisor A, which affects the largest term of this coefficient. Similar rcrmaks may be made

(4.J1) relative to the three terms of the coefiicient of ./2'^.
p'-,

in the fourth line of the first member

(45J)
of the equation (440). Moreover the intervals hctweui the observations are required to he

equal in the equation (414) ; and the peculiar form of the second member of tliis equation is

founded upon tins circumstance
;
so that this mctiiod could not be applied, without some

(4j3) modification, when the intervals are unequal. Neither of these objections apply to the method

of Dr. Olbers, because the fundamental equations (31,.32,f33), contain only the known

coefficients of p, p-, and tlie equations may be used whether the intervals be equal or

unequal; the equal intervals being however the best. Finally, in consequence of introducing

(.155)
the three radii r, r', r", into the equation (414), we are under the necessity of computing

the coefficient of the equation (437), in Mr. Lubbock's method, as well as the value of A,

neither of which are wanted in Dr. Olbers's method, or in the similar method of Mr. Ivory.

Thus, we see, that these methods, which are the best now known by astronomers, have each

tlieir peculiar advantages and disadvantages. Tliey are short and simple in their application;

taking into view the difficulties of the problem ; and, by either of them, an astronomer can

obtain the elements of the orbit, in a kw hours, instead of being employed several days, or

weeks, as in the early calculations of the orbits of comets.

(45C)

(«~)

(458)

[5995] METilOD OF COMPUTrNC. THE ELEMENTS OF TUB ORBIT OF ANY HEAVENLY BODY; THERE BEING GIVEN

THE TWO RADII r,r', THE INCLUDED ANGLE c'— i.= S/, AND THE TIME I'— (

OF DESClUIilNG THE ANGLE a/.

This is a very important problem, in the computation of the elements of the orbits of the

planetary bodies
;

and tlie method of Gauss, which we shall give in [.5999] depends

(I) essentially upon it. He lias given two difierent solutions ;
the one by the process of

quadratures; tlie other, by developing the quantities in series, and reducing them to tables,

2) as in Tables VIII, IX, X. We sliall restrict ourselves to this last metliod
; which has

different forms in the ellipsis, parabola, and hyperbola; and it is therefore necessary to

consider eacli of ihem separately.
(3)
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TO FIND THE ELEMENTS OP AN ELLIPTICAL ORniT.

In tlic first place we shall suppose tlic orbit to be cllijJtical and shall use the following

symbols (6
—

16) which are similar to those in [5985]. For convenience of reference we
shall also insert in the table (17—67), most of the formulas which are used in this method ;

and shall afterwards give the demonstrations in (68&ic.);

r, r' the radii vectores
;

V, v' the mean anomalies
;

u, u' the excentric anomalies ;

the semi-parameter ^j
=

«.(!
—

e^)
= «.cos^.(p= 6.cos.(p ;

rt= the mean distance ; that of the sun from the earth being unity ;

b = the semi-conjugate axis = rt./iZrTa = a.cos.<p=-^ = ^^ [5985 (5), 378m] ;

e == the excentricity= sin.(? ; \/]—e^= cos.<p ;

2f^v'— V
;

v = F—/;

2F=^v'+v; v'=F+f;

2g=u'— u; u = G—g;
2G= m'+7«; u'=G + g.

831

[5995]

ti.sin.^
= sin./v/Jy ;

b.s'in.G = sin. F.\/r7 ;

sin./.sin.G= sin.^^'-.sin.F

p.cos.^-
=

(cos./'-)-e.cos.jP).\/JT';

p.cos.G = \cos.F-\- c.cos.f\.^r? ;

cos./.y/iy
=

{cos.^
— e.cos. G^.a ;

COS.F.\/rr'
=

\

cos. G — e.cos.^l .«
;

;'- =:
tang. (45'' -j- to) ; tang. (45'

—
tv);

. . 4.tang.2!0
r — )^ •2(«c.sm.o'.SH"i.G = ^ •\/rP ',

COS.^lV

r' -f- r^ 2« — 2«e.cos.^.cos.G= 2a.sin2.^ -j- 2.cos./.cos.^.y/;y .

= (2 + 4.tang2. 2io) .s/77=^ 2.cos./ . (1 + 21).^^? \

+
= 1+2^;

2.005./

^+^^ = (2+ 4.tang2.2itO;

/;• 4.tang.2if

V r cos.2(('

. sin-.-i /" tang^.2u'— V H 7~'
cos./ cos.y

_ 2.(/+ sin^.j- g).cosf.^

r
Assumed

1
value of tt.J

[Assumed
1

value of /.J

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

18)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(1")

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(39)
When
COS./ is

positive.

(30)

(31)

(.13)
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^\2.( I -\-Sm-.^S^).COS.f.\/rr' I . rUppersi^n, if sin.? be positive. "l

(33) i/(t=^ -I- : > I Lower sign, if sin.n- be ncg ilive.J^
sm.g

,„,, —= m'— e.sin.w'— u-{-e.sm.u;

(35) =2g— 2e.sin.^.cos.G ;

(36) =: 2<r — sin.2o- -I- a.cos./.sin.F ;a o a

,«-.
'^'' r Assumed 1

(30 1)1= '

; ; Lvalue of m.J

22-. COS.*/. (rr')*

(38) log.jn^
= 5,5680729 + 2.1og.<

-
S.Iog.cos./"— J.log.(n-') ;

1 3 /Oo- sin 2o-\

\ sin.^ /

3.

/7 I x^ I \^ i ) ,, , /j
—

j , r Used when Bine g and!
(40) 711 = ('+'')'+ .; ~f ~~Z = y-V'+'^ ' Lcosine / are positive.J

W X = sm.Hg = A.( 1— cos.^)
= i versed sm.g ; [vatToT'..]

2g— Sm.2g 1
p Assumed 1

,

10 Sin.^g
— |.(2g— Sin2g-).(1

—g.sin.%) Assumed n

(44^ 1 I
l-\-X '']!__ . r Assumed T

t«)
y = 1 + 5^ i^T" -.

—
. /rr— > Lvalue of y.\

-iVG^-i) V''^ + ^^'

1
^'^^ r Assumed "I

(45) h =
, ; Lvalue ol A.J

l+ '+l

(46) ;^ = i^ ^^ ;

(47) X = — / .

y/r' /r
V r \/ r lor. r Assumed 1

Wben^"^ ^^^f
' ^'""^ " "'

"gft.v". ^ ^ _ sin.^^/_ tang.^2it;

'*^'
COS./ COS./

'

.fill iri= —
• • r Assumed T

' ' „# , ^N# / ,x§
'

Lvalue of M.\
2-.

(
—

COS./)-. (r/)*— 2.(L— sin.%).cos./v/;7'
(51) a =

sin.^^

(52)

1 \ /2e" sin.2p-\ plTpper sign if sin."-"!

± M.=-{L-Sm.%gf^{l^Sm.''\gf. (^3^ )
,• Lo,v'e?ri^nT;in.,

\ Sin. ^ / L bo negative. J
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M=-{L -. )*+ 3 ^^~"^,, = YVL^x ;

F= -1 +

?-?o-(^— I)

L— x M

H = M2

IZ
(Y-i-l).Y^

[Agsumetl
"1

value of Y.J

[Assumed
"I

value of ^.J

= L-
Y-i '

^
m^ cos.f.\/7? ^

F=
1~ sin -.5'

ll.rr'.sm.'2f\^

Tct

log./j
= 8,2355814 .... [5987 (8)] ;

loff./i: in seconds := 3,55000657 . [5987(14)];

with a, p, we get cos.9 :=^i— ei= \y/
-

; (1 1) ;

_ COS.^JO- 1/77. COS./ \/W .
cos.G= — ~ = cos.fi-.cosec.q)

•

cos./.cosec.i? ;

e ae a

„ sin./!sIn.G . /. . /-<

sin.F= :
= sin.y.sin.Cr.cosec.^ ;

sin..g-

_a
mean daily motion = lea

"
; or,

log. mean daily motion in seconds = 3,55000657 — f log.«.

Other formulas ofa similar nature may be deduced from these, particularly the expressions of

^n.iUz^hg); cos.{if:pig); sin.(IFzpJG); cos.(|F:piG) ;

which may be conveniently used in logarithmic computations. In general, however, the use

of these auxiliary angles requires more labor than tiie common processes of spherical

trigonometry ;
and the formulas we have given are all that are necessary. We shall now

proceed to the demonstration of these formulas (17
—

67).

Ifwe select the last values of sin.iu, cos.Jit [5935(12,13)], and then accent the symbols

r, v,u, we shall get the corresponding values of sin.iit', cos.|it' ; substituting these in

the first member of (69), it becomes as in its second member ;
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(KJ)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(50)

(60)

(01)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(66)

(G7)

(67)

(68)
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(69) sin.iu'.cos.iu^cos.hi'.sm.hi= \ -5—T ~A^- ^sm.|t;'.cos.iy=Fcos.|t)'.sm.^t)|.^

(« .(1
—

e-)5

Multiplying this by b = «.(!
— c^r (11)> ^"^ reducing, by means of [21,22] Int. we

get,

(70) 6.sin.3-.(M' T u) = {rr'y. sin.A.(t)' q: r) ;

substituting the values (13
—

16) we get (17,18); the upper sign giving (17), the lower,

(18). Multiplying crosswise the two equations (17, 18), and dividing by b.\/^, we get

(19). In like manner, if we substitute the third values of [5985(12,13)], in the first member

of (71), we obtain its second form, and by connecting together the terms depending on e,

and reducing, by means of [23,24] Int. we get (72),

(1)
^j.[cos.|ti'.cos.|M±sin.|ti'.sin.|?<|

=
l(l +c).cos.^u'.cos.iy ±(1 —c).sin.^v'.s'm.^v\.\/^

C (cos.^ti'.cos.Jr ±sin.iy'.sin.^-y) )

^ -j-c.(cos.J-u'.cos.i5-y q^sin.iy'.sin.iu) )

(72) p.cos.(^M' zp iu) = {cos.(^y'q= iy) -f- c.cos.(iy'± iv) |
. v/ ,^^.'

Substituting (13
—lC),we find that the upjier sign of this last expression gives (20), the

lower (21). Multiplying (21) by
—

e, and adding the product to (20), we get,

(73) ]).{cos.g
—

e.cos.G} = y'r7-{l
—

c^).cos./;

substituting ^j
= o.(l —c^) (9), and dividing by 1— e^ we get (22). In like manner,

if we multiply (20) by
—

c, and add the product !o (21), we get,

p. I
cos. G — e.cos.g-} =/,'y. (1

—
e-).cos.F;

substituting the same value of jh and dividing by 1 — e^ we obtain (23).

We have, in [5985(9)], r =a.(l —e.cos.it), r' =.
(t.[\
—

e.cos.j/) ; taking the sum,

and the diffbrence of these quantities, we get, by means of [27,28] Int.,

r'— r=i rtc.fcos.M— cos.m' j^ 2ffe.sin.i.(M'+ M).sin.4-.(«'
—

m) ;

r' -j-
r=z2a— oc.^cos.m' -|- cos.w|= 2a— 2ftc.cos.^.(K' -]- ?<).cos.^.(m'

—
u) ;

substituting the values (15, 16), we obtain the first forms of the values of r'—r, r'+r

(25,26). The second expression (26), is deduced from the first, by changing the term 2«

into 2rt.(sin2.g--f-cos~.g-), by which means we obtain,

(78, ?'_[-?•= 2f(..sin=.^ +{cos.,§-— e.cos.G
j

.«.2.cos. g= 2ii.%\vr-.g-\-\co5.f.\/7P\ .2.cos.g (22).

These admit of further reductions, by tlie introduction of the symbol iv (24) ;
and

,73,
if we put for a moment Ao''-\- iv = w, we shall have \ /^'-= tang-, w ; substituting

this in the first member of (80), and successively reducing, by means of [34', 32, 31] Int.,

we finally get the expression (81), which is the same as (29),

(74)

(73)

(76)

(77)
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\ /'--{- \/^i=' tang2.w4-cotan^vv= 2+ ftang.w
—

cotan.w}^

= 2 +

(SO)

isin.vv cos.vv)^ (sin^.w— cos-.w)
^

—cos.2w ) ^

sin.w) ( sin.w.cos.w ) ( J.sin.2w )sin.'

irS 9 J,

r /r sin-.w cos-.w=
taiis;"-.\v

— cot-.w =

(8n
= 2 + [

— 2.cotan.2w
]
2= 2 -|-4.tang'-'.'^'!«

Multiplying this last expression by \/T7,
we obtain the first value in (27); finally, if we

multiply the assumed value of 1+2? (28), by 2.^/jV. cos./, we shall get the second

expression in (27) ; and, we may incidentally observe, that the comparison of (28) with (81) (81)

evidently shows thai I is 'positive. The same expression (79), give?.

r \/ r'
° '"

"""'"^cos-.w sin^.w sin^.vv.cos^.w
'"

(82)

the numerator of this expression is easily reduced to the form,

(sins.w -\- cos2.w).(sin2.w
—

cos-.w)= sin".w— cos-.w=— cos.2w = sin.2w;
^gg-j

and the denominator is,

(sin.w.cos.w)- = (J-.sin.2vv)^
=

(J.cos.2m>)-
= ^.cos^.2m» ; (82,)

hence we easily deduce the expression (30). Multiplying this by \/r?, we obtain the

second form of (2.5). From the assumed value of 1 -\-1l (28), we get, by substituting

(81), the first expression of / (83) ; reducing by means of [1] Int., we get the last form

in (83), which is the same as (31), and is composed of the given quantities /, iv,

2 -f-4.tang-.2)y 1 — cos.f tang^.2i(; sin^.iy tang^.2i«

4.cos./
"^

2.C0S./
'

cos./ cos/ cos./ (s^)

Transposing the last term of the second expression (26), and dividing by 2.sin". ^-j
we

get successively, by using the last of the formulas (27) ;

?• + /—
2.cos./cos.e-.v/(T' 2.cos./.(l -f- 2/).v/i"7'

— 2. cos.f.cos.g.^77
^~

2.sin'^.^

~
2.sinV

**"

^ J2Z4- 1— cos.g}.2.cos./v/;:7 \ 2?+2.sin^.ig ^2.cos./.v/;^
-

2.sin3.^ 2.sin-.i,'-

"

(S5)

This last expression is easily-reduced to the form (32) ;
and its square root is as in (33) ;

to which the double sign ± is prefixed, so that V^+^'""-ig
or, Vl+l (41), may

sin.g- sin.g
^ ' •'

be considered as a positive quantity.

(85')

Substituting n [5987(12)] in [5935(7)], and neglecting the mass m, on account of its

smallness, we get the first formula (87) ; the second is deduced from the first, by accenting (ss)

t', u'.
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Jet . Jet'

,

(87)
—- == M — e.sm.u ;

—-= u — e.sin.W.

a^ a-

Subtracting the first of these expressions from the second, and for t'— t, which represents

the interval of time between the observations, putting simply t, we get the expression (34).

This is easily reduced to the form (35) by substituting u'— u= 2g (15), and,

sm.u'— sln.u= 2.sin.(4-M'
— J m).cos.(;^u' -|- -] j«)

= 2.sin.i^-.cos.G (15, 16) ;

but from {22), we have,

OO) C.COS.tr = COS.^ COS./. ;

substituting this in (35), and putting S.sin.o-. cos.^ = sin.2^, it becomes as in (36). The

symbol m (37), is used for brevity, and when cos./ is positive, the expression of
iii,

(90') will be a real and positive quantitij ; being a function of the given quantities r, r f, t, Ji;

and its equivalent logarithmic expression is given in (3S) ; using the value of log.fc

[5937(8)]. Multiplying (37) by the denominator of its second member, we get,

3 3 2i

(<ji)
lit= m.2 -

. cos. -/. ( rr')
*

;

substituting this in (36), and then multiplying by «-, we obtain,

(92) 7H.2-. cos.-/.(n-')^
= {2g

—
sin.2ij-).a- +'-.cos.y.sin.^.(r/)^.fr'.

Using the value of i/a (33), we find that each term of the expression contains the factor

3. 3

cos.^/.(rr')'^", and by rejecting it, we get,

3 S2f/4-sin-.'rO•^[2 1

(93, ,n.2^ = ± {2g
-

sin.2,-) . ^-^-^37^"^^ ± -
j 2.(/+ sin^-l^^ |

'^

;

sin .^

dividing this by ± 2") we get the expression of ± ?« (39) ;
the order of the terms

being changed. This equation contains the Tenown tjuantitics 1, m
;

and from it we may
determine the unknoivn quantity g. In the case which most frequently occurs, g is so

Oo*— sin.2"*

(94)
small that the common tables of logarithms do not give the factor

"
. 3^

"^= X (42),

with a sufficient degree of accuracy. In this case, we must develop it, in a series, ascending

according to the powers of sin.-^o- ;
and then the value of the factor, which is represented

(95) by the assumed symbol X, can be obtained with accuracy, in the following manner.

Changing y into sin. Jo- in [4G] Int. we get the value of the arc ig, in terms of

(9G) sin.ig- ; multiplying this by 4, we get the expression of 2g (98). Moreover,

(97) sin.2^ = 2.sin.^.cos._i'- ; sin.^
=

2.sin.J^-.cos.Ao- ; cos.^
= 1 — 2.sin.^i5- ; hence,
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sin.S^

=
4.sin4n'.(l

—
2.sin.2i^).co3.i^ ;

^^^

and since,

cos.ig=:= (1
—

sin.2io-)i
= 1 — 1 sin.^lo- — |.sin.U^

— kc,

we find, that sin.2^ becomes as in (99) ; subtracting this from (98), we get 2g
—sin.2^

(iOO), being the numerator of the value of X (94),

2g = 4.sin.*o- + §.sin.% + ii.sm.%g + &c.
; .

(98)

sin.2o- = 4.sin.i^'-
—

lO.sin.^A^- -f- ^.sin.^g
— Sic. ;

'*"'

2g — sin.2o- = f:sm.Hg — ff.sin.^^^
— &:c. = f .sin.'Jo- .{1

—
fj.sin.^ig

—
&ic.|. (loo)

The denominator of X (94) is,

sin.^^
=

(2.sin.50'.cos.2^g)^
=

S.sin.-'^g'
.

j
1 — f.sin.^i^

—
&ic} ; (loi)

dividing the expression of the numerator (100), by that of the denominator (101), we get,

X =
^-.fl +f.sin.-i5-+ &c.| ; (iu3>

expressed in a series ascending according to the powers of sin.-j^^
= x (41). To obtain

the law of this series, we shall resume the expression of X (94), which gives.

2^ — sin. 2^. (103)

Taking its differential, and dividing by clg ,
we obtain.

dX
d
—

. sin.^"- + SX.sin.'^o-.cos.p- = 2 — 2.cos.2s' = 4.sin.^ir. t^"**

The difi'erenlial of a? := sin-^ii,' (41), gives,

dx=^ dg .sm.^g cos.^g =^ ^dg.s'm.g, or dg=^ -—
;

(los)

substituting this in (104), and dividing by i.sin.''o-, we obtain,

dX _ S — GX.cos.^ (105')

dx sin.^^

but, from (41), we get,

cos.o-= 1 — 2.r; sin.-^-
== 1 — cos.^o- = l _ (1 _2a:)- = 4.r — 4x-; li»(^

substituting these in (105'), and multiplying by 2x— 2xx, we finally obtain,

(l—x).2x.'~=: 4 — 3.(1— 2r).X.^ '
ax-

'

Now if we assume for X, an expression of the form (lOS), c,, c,, &ic.. being

constant; we shall find, that its differential, divided by dx, will become as in (109).

Substituting these in (107), we get (110) ;

VOL. 111. 210

(107)
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|.jc,.x + (2f,-0-^^'+(3c3-2c=).a3+(4c,-30..r4-f-kc.|
'""' = {3 —4(,).x + {Sc^-4c„).x"- + (Sr,

— 40.*3-|-&c.

Putting the coefficients of the different powers of x equal to nothing, we get, successively,

the law of continuation being manifest
; substituting these in (lOS), we finally obtain,

4.G 4.6.S „ 4.6.S.[0 ,,4.0.8.10.12 ^ „
(113) X = # + -— .X + . x~-\ . x^A . X*+ &c.

"^3.5 ^3.5.7 ^3.5.7. U ^3.5.7.9.11 ^

This value of X may be computed by means of a table, with the argument x; but it is

much more convenient to find and use the small quantity | {43), of the order x^ (H^),

or of the fourth order in g, instead of X (1 12), which contains terms of the order

a-. If we divide the fraction '^, by the expression of X (112), we shall get,

(IIS)

i 5 r J- ^ 1,2 _l_ 5 2 1,3 r Stp .

(114) r^ 6 3;-J-5S.a -t-l6!5'* -f- CiC.
,

9 X

substituting this in the assumed form of | (43), namely, ^ = x — f + ^5 ^^^ §^^;

(115) I = ii .x~-{- Ms . a;
3
-f &c.

With this formula we may compute the values of | , as in table IX, for the small values

of X, when the usual tables would not be sufficiently accurate. The numbers in this

(116) table are given for the values of x, from x = 0,001 ,
to ,r ^ 0,300. This last

(117) value corresponds to ^ = 60'' 25™; and for greater values, if any should occur in

practice, we may use the indirect method of solving the equation (39), in its present

form without making any reduction ; assuming a value of g, and repeating the process,

till we obtain an expression which will satisfy that equation. From the first expression of

I (43), we easily deduce the second value of X (42). Finally, if we substitute the

(uo) assumed value of X (94), in the first value of | (43), it becomes successively, by

using X (41),

sin.3^ . „, ,

sin.''r<-

^ = ^-^ - - 5^—^^
= ^'"•"^^-*+

..(2^-sin.2g)
'

and this last expression is easily reduced to the second form in (43).

In the case now under consideration, sin.^ is positive ; so that we must use the upper

sign of the value of m (39) ;
and by substituting sin.^^^ = x (41) ; also the second
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value of X (42), it becomes as in the first expression of m (10); tiic socond form

is deduceil from the first, by the substitution of tiie first assumed vahic of y (-M). The <'">

second form y (44), is easily deduced from the second expression of m (40). Squaring

this, we get,

' + ^^ ~ ~
' whence, x = — — I as In (47) ; (ia3,

'J J

and if we use the assumed value of h (45), which gives

m,2
f + / + I = —

; (123)

we shall get successively,

|_i^.(a.-|) = ^.(|-^ + |)
=

^.(^|
+ / + |_^)=^.^!^_^]

(121)_ 9m2 Cy2
^

Substituting this, and / -f-
a; (123), in the first expression of y (44), we obtain,

10 2

y=l+^8^^
; 0"-, (y _!).•__ (j,_ ])==ljO ; (J25,

whence we easily deduce the expression of /f (^'')-

When the licliocentric motion is between 180'' and SnC
;
or generally when cos./ is

negative, the value of m deduced from (37) becomes imaginary, and / (.31) is negative.

To avoid this we must change,

/ into — L; m into — M.\/— j or 3I.{
—

1)^; y into — 1', and h into H;

by this means, we find that (23) changes into (43) ; (31) into (49) ; (37) into (.50), after

dividing by (
—

1)^; (32) into (51) ; (39) into (52), after dividing by (
—

I)^ ; (40)

into (53), divided in the same manner
; (44) into (51), after dividing by — 1

; (45) into

(55), changing the signs of the numerator and denominator
; (4G) into (56), with the same

changes of the signs ; lastly, (17) into (57).

To determine the value of y, or rather of log.yy, from the cubic equation (46), a

table was computed by Gauss, being the same as Table VIII, of the present collection, d^s)

This table answers also for computing log.FF from //, as is evident from the

consideration,that ifwe change y into — Y, yy changes into YY, the equation (46) for finding

y, changes into that in (56) for finding Y, and \o2,.yy changes into log. YY. This table

is calculated from h= 0, to h = 0,6. From to 0,04 the intervals in the values of /; are

taken equal to 0,0001, which do not require the use of second diflerences
;
and this is by

(126)

(lar)

(128)
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far the most important part of tlic table

;
from 0,04 to 0,60 the intervals are 0,001, and then

(133) it is necessary to notice the second differences, if we wish to have the logarithms correct in

the last figure of the decimals. If h exceed the limit of the table, we may obtain the

(133)
solution of the cubic equation (46 or 56), by any indirect process, or by some one of the

well known methods of solution.

The values of I, m, h (31,37,45) are positive ;
and as it is supposed in the equations

(49, 50) that cos/ is negative, (126), we shall also have i and .W positive. We have,

by [32J Int. —
sin2.^/= cos./— cos-.A/; substituting this in the value of L (49) it

r , , C0S3..J/ tang3.2(w , , ... , „ ,becomes L, = i -]-
-4- -—^—-

;
and as each term is iiositive, we shall have

(_cns/) (—cos/)
'

L^ [ ; therefore II (55) is also positive, | being small (115 &lc.) ; moreover as

m, \/Pfx (90', 85') are positive, wc shall have y = —=-
(44) positive; and for similar

M
(137) reasons Y= — (54) is positive. If we now trace the successive values of A,

while y decreases from co positive, to 0, we shall see, by the mere inspection of the

(13S) second member of the formula (46), that h decreases with y ; becomes 0, when

y = 1
;

and is negative, when y falls between 1 and
;
so that there is always one

positive value of y, which exceeds 1, and will satisfy the equation (46), for any positive

value of h, from h= 0, to /t = a.-. In like manner, by the inspection of the equation

(56), we find that while Y decreases from cc positive to Y ^=
y, II will remain

<"''
positive ;

and that it will become negative when Y falls between and ^ ;
so that we

(H2) Jiave always one positive value of Y, which exceeds ^, and satisfies the equation (56),

for all positive values of II, from II=rx>, to its least limit. After this digression on the

nature of the roots of the equations (46,56), we shall now proceed to the explanation of the

manner in which these roots are obtained by approximation.

(134)

(133)

(130)

(1311)

(140)

(143)

(114)

If I be known we shall have the value of h (45) or H (55) ;
and then from the cubic

(145) equation (46 or 56) we can obtain y, or Y; and finally, from (47 or 57), the value of

(14C) X. Now as I is a very small quantity of the fourth order in g (113), Ji^e may at first

neglect it in the values of h or H (45 or 55), putting h=
^-^^, ,

or 11=:- -.
d' L—

-g-

With this value of h or //, we find, from Table VIII, the corresponding value of log. yy,

or log.YF; whence we obtain, from (47 or 57) the value of x, and with this we get,

in Table IX, the corresponding value of |. Having obtained |, we may repeat the

calculation, using (45 or 55), to obtain a corrected value of x
;

and generally, one operation

will be suflicient to get the true result. Having found x, tve get g from the equation

(41), a:= sin^.|^, or versed sine ,g-=2.T. We may here remark, that both of the angles

ii!— u=
'2g, and v'— vz=2f, (13,15) fall between 0'' and 360''; or between the

(151) same multiples of 360''; consequently the angles g,f, fall between the same multiples

of ISO''.

(147)

(14S)

(149)

(IjO)
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Now considering g as a known quantittj ,

loa shaU proceed in the investigation of the

formulas (58
—

61), for the determination of the elements of the orbit. We have, from the (i52)

equations (10,41) I
-\- x = 1 -\- %in-.^g

= ~j siihstlluting this expression of ?+sin-.J^,
^^^^g^

ill (32), we get tiie value of a (58). In liice manner, from (53,41), wc have,

M~
L — x=L— sin^. Ig = —. ; (154)

substituting this in (51), we get the value of a (59). Dividing the square of the equation

(17) by the expression of a (58), and rejecting the factor sin^. ^, which occurs in both

members of the equation, we get the first expression (155). Substituting the value of m^

(37), we get its second form
;
and the third form is easily deduced from this, by using

2.sin./. cos,/= sin.2/ ;

ja _ y-.sinV.(n')" y". (?•?-') =.(2.sin ./.cos./)- _ ( y.r>^.%m.2f ) 2
_

a
""

2m2.cos./

~
kH^

~
[ let \

' <'»)

(156)

JO
now we have - =p (H) 5

hence we get the expression of p (60). In like manner,

by squaring the equation (17), then dividing by the expression of a (59), and substituting

J\P (50), we get (61). Now if a planet revolve about the sun, in a circular orbit, at the

distance «; the angular motion in the time t will be represented by nt = —
[5987(12)], ^j._j

neglecting the mass of the planet, on account of its smallness. Multiplying this by \a^,

we get the area of the circular sector h.\^aJct,
described by the radius sector, in the time

(i5S)

/, in this circular orbit, whose mean distance, or semi-parameter is a. If we retain the

same mean distance, and suppose the orbit to be an ellipsis, whose semi-parameter is p (9),
''^®'

the area described by the radius vector, will be decreased in the ratio of the square roots of

the parameters of v/p to \/a [383"], and it will therefore become h.\/p.ld (158) ;

which may represent in figure 84, page 792, the area of the sector sah; included between

the radii Sa = r, SI'= ;-', and the elliptic arc ab. On the other hand, the area of the ''®"

triangle Sab, included between the radii Sa= r, Sb =^
?•', and the cliord ab, is

represented, in [5994(300')], by

^.[,t']
= in-'. sin.(r'

—
v) = ^rr'. sin.2/ (13).

Dividing the area of the sector (160), by that of the triangle (163), we obtain the ratio of

these two areas as in the first of the following expressions ;
and by comparing it with the

value of y, deduced from (60), or that of Y from (61); we find that they are equal
C^')

to each other, as in the third and fourth expressions (164) ;

area of the sector sab ^.\/p.h^
i;T'.sin.2/^

^ "^
064)

(ICO)

(162)

(103)
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(It;5;

(It'Cj

(108)

fI70)

(171)

(175)

(173)

(171,

(175)

Hence it appears that y or Y rcpnscnts the ratio of the area of the eUi^ytical sector

sab, to that of the triano-Ic sah. If we substitute,

m
V// + suv-'.4s-

= // + .- = -
(41 , 40),

and X (42) in (39), we get the expression of m (168), corresponding to figure 84,

page 792
; s\n.g Ijeing supposed positive. In like manner, if we substitute,

M
(107) \/L—sm-^.ig = \/L _,, = — (53),

in (52), we get the vahie of J\l (1G9), corresponding to sin.i>" positive,

m V?
»J = - + — . X ;

'J f

M = -f+^.X.Y ' 13

Now if we suppose the quantity m, whicli is proportional to the time t (37), to represent

m
the area of the sector 5flJ

;
the quantity

—
(164), will represent the area of tlie triangle

sah (164) ;
and their dlflerence, which is -7. X (168), will therefore represent the area

of the segment, included between the cliord ab, and the elliptic arc ah. Similar remarks

may be made relative to M (169), observing that when the angle bsa exceeds 180'',

we have the sector equal to tlie difference between tiie segments and the triangle. Hence

it is manifest that the quantities m, (/ -|- '^0 ' (^ + '''O^' ^' '" ^''^ equation (39 or 40) ;

1 3. X .

and the quantities M, {L— :i)", {L — '^')~-"ri
in (^2 or 53), are respectively proportional

to the sector, the triangle, and the segment ;
and these geometrical considerations serve very

much to illustrate this part of the calculation. We shall now show the use of these formulas,

by the following examples, given by Gauss.

EXAMPLE I.

Given, log.r = 0,7394893, log.r'
= 0,3978794, v'— ti = ?/= 224'', < = 2o6"'^',8o9i9 ; to find tlit-

elements of the orbit a, p, e ;
the true anomalies v, v' ;

and the cxcentric anomalies u, «'. In this example,

the value of Y exceeds the limits of Table VlII
;
we must, therefore, in this case, deduce Y from the

original cubic equation (56), instead of using; that table. We have computed G, in (181), by the formula (65) ;

we may also determine sin.G by (25); and we find, from these formulas, that sin.G and cos.G, are

positive, therefore G (182), falls in the first quadrant of the circle, [Sggo, (23, 24)]. In like manner, we have

computed sin. jP (i83) from (66) ;
we may also compute cos.F from (23), and as both expressions are positive.

F must also fall in the first quadrant.
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To find X.

log. 0,3978794

log. 0,1394892

lang'l.(45''-|-u') log. 0,2583902

45<i+''—49''i4'"43!78 tang. 0,0645975

io = 4<'i4"'43',78

0,3978794

0,1394892

sum 0,5373686

half 0,2686843

2it,'= 8'' 29*" 27^,56

/
tang2.2io

cos/

(i-r)^log 0,8060529
ar.co. 9,ig3g47i

tang. 9,i74o3i4
same 9,i74o3i4

ar.co. cos. 0,4264246^

= 0,0594959

/= 112''

A/= 50"

sina.A/

COS./
1,8347335

sura is jL= 1,8942294

% = 0,8333333

i —
1^
= 1,0608961

MM (176)

Approx. H
Hence from the cubic ) ,

equation (56), we get, 5
^PP'

MM

log. 8,7744874u

ar.co.cos. o,4264246„

sine 9,9185742
same 9,9185742

log. O,263J730n

log

log

0,0256728

0,6724334

yy
= '.8571935

i =: 1,8942294

log.
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EXAMPLE II.

(135)

(186)

(187)

Given log. r = o,33o764o, log. r'= 0,3222239, vi—v = 2/= 7" 34™ 53',73, * = 2i''''y',g339i ; to find

the elements of the orbit a, p, e = sm.(p ;
the true anomalies v, v' ;

and the excentric anomalies u, u'.

A considerable part of the calculation of this example, is given in (he introduction to tables VllI, IX
;
and

it is unneccessary to repeat it here
;
we shall merely give some of the results of this part of the process ; namely,

11) = — 8m 27» ; I = o,ooii2o5685 ; log.
— = 7,27i5i33 ; log.yy = o,oo2i633 ;

log.jiiS
= 7,2736760 ; logV))-'

= 0,3254940 ;
X= sin'2. h g = 0,0007480186.

With these we shall compute a by the formula (58) ; p from (Oo) ; cf
or e from (64) ;

G from (65) ;

F from (66) ; then v, v', u, m', from (i3— 16).

(ISd/

(1S9)

(100)

(191;

(i9S>

(193;

X = sinS.ig

to-

ni3

7^

/'

To find a.

ji 34in 02S,03

3"' 08™ 04^,06

log. 6,8739124

sin. 8,43(19562

cosec. 1,2621764

same 1,2621764

log. 7,27i5i33

log. o,3oio3oo

cos. 9,9990488

log. 0,3264940

log. 0,4224389

To find J),
and e = sin. ?.

k

t

rr'

V

\/p

v/a

ar.co.log.

ar.co.log.

log.

sin.

log.

log.

log.

1,7644186

8,6588840

0,6539879

9,1203696

0,0010816

0,1977417

0,2ii2ig4

J = l4'' 12"! 02^,0 COS. 9,9865223

log.e
=

log.sin.^ 9,3897278

cos.g;.cosec. p

To find V , !>', u ,
u'.

cos. 9,9993498
cosec. 0,6102727

4,0702635 log. 0,6096225

\/r

—
\/rt'

r'

-.CO?./.COriCC.
a

cos.G =

G =

/ =

S

F =

/ =

(. ^F — f =

V' = F+f-.

cosec. 0,6102727
. ar.co.log. 9,5775611

COS. 9,9990488

log. o,326494o»

=—3,3611940 log. 0,5133766,!.

; 0,8090695 log. 9,9079858

; 324'' 00™ i8',4 sin

G =
rr =

ti = G — g =
ui= G-\-g =

3<i 4-jm 26s,865 sin.

cosec.

3 1 4'' 42'" 54%95 sin.

. 3<i 47^ 26^86

; 3io'' 55™ 28'

: 3i8<f 30'" 22'

324'' 00m i8»,4

3-1 08"! o4',i

320'' 52»' i4*

; 327'' 08"" 23».

9,769 1 653n.

8,8202909

1,2621764

9,85i6326k

In this example, cos. G is positive (189) ; but sin. G (25) Is negative, because r'— r is negative ;
therefore

G must fall in the fourth quadrant [Sggo, (23, 24)]. Again, sin. F (190) is negative, and cos. F, deduced from

(22). is positive ;
therefore F falls in the fourth quadrant.

These examples will suffice for illustrating the calculations in an elliptic orbit ;
we shall now proceed to

explain the similar calculations in a parabolic orbit.
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TO FIND TUB ELEMENTS OP A I'AUABOLIC ORBIT, THERE BEING GIVEN r,r; ii— 1)=9/. [5996]

In a parabolic orbit, we shall use the symbols (2
—

10), most of them being similar to those

in an ellipsis [5995(6, Sic.)]. We shall also insert in the same table (11
—

25), several (i)

formulas which are useful in these calculations
;
and shall afterwards give the demonstration

in (26—60).

r, r, the radii vectores ; (2)

V, v, the mean anomalies ; (^

p=2D, the semi-parameter ; [5986(2)]. (•')

D = }p, the perihelion distance
; (5)

2f = v'— V
;

v^F—/; (6)

2F=«' + r; v'=F-{-f; O)

r'= r.tan2,^.~ ; (8)

cos.y= cos._/^sin.2z ; (9)

Cfc =- 1 — g.sin^.iy ; log.X;
= 8,2355814... [5987(8)]; (lo)

^ = co3.(iF— i/) = cos.iy

^|;, =cos.(|F+i/) = cos.it)' ;

-
=cos.F-l-cos./;

'^^=l+eos.F.eos./;2rr

2;v'. sin-./" /sin.2.sin.As

2.sin./'.cos./'.n' , 4.sin^/'.(rr')^ i/2 ,
,

.
, ^ ,_, , , , „ _ '

U = -^J + =^T^=V •
1

'•+ '• +cos./.v/r/ }
. ^r+r'-2.cos././;yp

= CA.5-^} .sin.iy.
( cos.s >

"'

21 ^ == 1 _L 2/ ;
r As.umod

1

2.C0S./
Lvalueofl.J

2_ r Assumed I
'" =

3 3 ^ "j Lvalue of m.J

2^. (cos/)^. (;;•')*

log.nr
= 5,5680729 + 2.1os.i!

—
S.log.cos./— t.log.(rr') ;

VOL. 111. 212

L'l)
-• '' Fonnulas

m a para-
bolic orbit.

(12)

(13)

C")

'P
r + /— 2.cos./.v/iy ^\ sin.ly

^' <"''

(16)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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(20, p= ;

21.C0S.J

(21) /ftz=/2^4p.
I

im,
*' ' '

:^ I 2T.' r Assumed

2.C0S./
' '•'"''"« "f ^•l

,-,,
M= —^ :;

• r Assumed T
''

2^. (-COs/f.Cr/)*
Lvalue or ^/. J

sin2./:i/,
(24) i>

= ^
-2L.C0S./'

(23) J»i = — 1.2 _1_ 4X^.

The formulas in the preceding table are
easily demonstrated in the following mamanner.

126) Substituting B=yp (5), in the first expression of r [5986(4)1, we set r=—^V /J' o
a.coss.jv'

whence,

(26)
^Z.==cos4j;

= cos.(iF-4/-) (6);

and in like manner,

(27) ^|,= cos.|«'= cos.aF+i/) (7);

these agree with (U, 12). Multiplying the product of the two formulas (11, 12), by 2, and
then reducing the second member, by means of [20] Int., we get (13). Taking the sum of
the squares of the two expressions (11,12), and reducing, by means of [6,27] Int., we get,
as in (14) ;

(28) ^^^;y^=cos=.(ii^-^/)+cos2.(|F+i/)=l+|.cos.(F-/)+j.cos.(P4/)=l+co^

Multiplying (13) by —cos/, and adding the product to (14), we eliminate cos.jP,
and obtain,

,00,
j,.(r+r')-2y;.cos/.v/;7

, a /•
• . ^(29)

-^,
= 1 _cos2./=sm-./;

which is easily reduced to the first form (1 .5). If we substitute, in this, the value of / (8),
we get the first of the following formulas, and by successive reductions, using y (9), we

finally reduce it to the second of the forms (15) ;
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[5<jm\
S.tang^.s.sin"^/ 2.s\n-.z.s\n^.f 2.sin2.2:.sin^./

l+tang^.s
—

2.cos./.tang.z 1—2.cos.f.s'm.z.cos.z 1 —cos/.sin.2^

2.sin^.2.sin-.y 2.sin-.c.sin-./' /sin.2. sin

(30)

(31)

(29)

fs'm.2.s'm.P\^

1— cos.y 2.sni-.|i/ \ sin.|y

Substituting D=lp (5) in [5986(6)], \vc get,

3

< =— . Jtang.Jy + ^.tang3.|K| ;

and by accenting the letters,

a

i'=^-\^^''S-l''
+ i-^^'^S'-h^'\- (31)

Subtracting the first of these expressions from the second, and changing t' — t into t,

in conformity with tlie notation of this article, we shall get, by multiplying by k, the

expression (32). The second member is easily reduced into two factors, as in (33 or 34)»

3

kt = kp^. \ (tang.^u'
—•

tang.Jw) + i.(tang^.Ju'
—

tang^.Jy) } (32^

=
|p2-,|tang.|y'

—
tang.|D}.{l + ^.tang^.Jf'+ J.iang.|u'. tang.|« + J.tang^.^u}

(33)

3=
J^^.^tang.y

—
tang.U'^.^l + tang.?.u'. lang.Jy + ^.(tang.Ju'

—
tang.Jy)-}.

'^'''

Now we have,

sin.Ju' siniy sin.iy'.cos.iv — cos.iy'.sin.i« sin.(i«' — kv)
tang.iy'

—
tang.Ju =—'—. '— = ^—

;
=—^ ^

cos.jy cos.|u cos.jV .cos.r.y cos.jD .cos.Jy

sin./"

cos.|y'.cos.|7;

and the product of the expressions (11,12), gives ^ij-^t^
=

cos.|u'. cos.iu ; hence the im

,
- ,„„„ ,

2.sin./.v/n-

preceding expression becomes,

tang.Jw'
—

tang.iy
= .

^35,

By similar substitutions, we obtain,

. , ,
cos.4y'. cos.iu 4- sin.iy'.sin.Jy cos.f'y'— If) cos./'

1 + tang.^t)'. tang.iu = — = '—= ^^^ —^=
cos.ii; .cos.ju cos.|y .cos.jy cos.Jy . cos.Jy (3")

2. cos. f. \/^= . (37)

I'

Substituting (36,37) in (34), we get,
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(33) ^t p: Sin./ i/rr' < 1 i [ >

3

2.sin. f.cos. f.rr' 4.sin^/(?T')^
(39) — !. -1

1

^Ll—L^^

This last expression is the same as the first of the formulas (16). If we iiiuhiply the last

term of the second member of (39), by p, and divide it by the first value of j? (15)-

we get,

2.s'm.f.cos.f.rr' '2.s\n.f.^^.\r-{-7-'
—

^.cos.f.^/^] 2.sin f.\/7?-lr-\->^-\-cos.f.[/7?\

Substituting in this last expression, the first value of i/p (15), we get the second expression

(IG). These two forms of Gauss, are reduced to the form (16'), by Burckhardt, in the

' ''

following manner. Substituting the assumed value 7-'= r.tang^.^ (8), in the second

expression (16), we get (42) ;
and by successive reductions, using the symbols z, y, C

(8,9,10), we finally obtain the expression ('13), which is the same as (16'),

v/2 5

(42) ](t = ^-—-. r^
1
1 + tang^.2 + cos./.tang.s} .

1
1 + tang'-^.s-

—
2.cos./.tang.i:p

= ^. 7-^. sec.^c.^ 1 +cos./.sin.~.cos.r ?.|
1 — 2,cos/.sin.s.cos.2]*

l/2 i= —-. r". sec.'~ •(! + J.cos./.sin.2~^.p
—

cos./.sin. 23:^4
3

i/2 i i v/2 2

=\- . r\ sec.3:r.^ 1 +|.cos.yl-H— cos.j/|-=
^~

. r'.sec.^z.
\ l+i.(l-2.sin2.J.i/) ?. {2.sin2.iy|i

_V/2
. r''.sec.^z.\l

— sin-. ly^ . 2 '.s\n. I i/
= r~. sec.^^^.{l

—
f.sin~.J?/|.sin.|y

(43)
= r=. sec.^s.CA,'.sin.|)/=Ct. f -^-^ j .sin.|?/.

To facilitate the use of this last formula, Burckhardt computed Table VII of this collection,

which contains the values of the logarithms of C= ———
,

for intervals often

minutes in the value of y, from y = 0'' to y
= 20''

;
and by means of it, we can

very easily compute the time t, corresponding to the radii r, r'
, and the included arc

2f=v'— V
; as may be seen in (53), or in the example which is given on the same page

with the table. The assumed values of l,m, L, M (17, 18,22, 23), are precisely the

<*^' same as in the ellipsis [5995(28,37,48,50)]. Multiplying (17) by ^.coz.f.s/^, we get,

r' -j- ?• = 2.cos./.^/P7 + Al.cos.f.s/V? ,
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hence the denominator of tiic (Irst expression in (15), becomes 4/.cos./i/)y ; and the

value of p is reduced lo tlic form (20). Again, since (17) is reduced to the form (22),

by changing I into —L, wc may. m the same way, get (24) from (20). Substituting the

value of p (20), in the first expression of kt (IG), we get,

la =/^.(2.cos/)l(n-')^-f iil(2.cos./)l(rr')*= 2lcos.7:(n')l{F -|- ^.l^.

Substituting tliis in tiie value of vi (13), it becomes of tlic very simple form {2\). In a

sunilar manner, the substitution of the value of p (21), in Av (IG), and tlien in M
(23), gives (25) ;

and this maybe derived from (21), by changing, as in [5995(127)]
3

/ into — L, and m into J\L{
—

1)^. If we compare tlio erjuations (21,25) with the

similar ones in an ellip^i*, [5995(40, 53)], we shall find that they agree, if we suppose

x= 0, or sin^.?>o-= 0; whichmakcs |=0 [5995(115)]. Hence it is evident, that in

calculating an orbit, upon the supposition that it is an ellipsis; if we obtain x= 0, that is

L= 0, [5995(47, 57)], we may immediately conclude

that the orbit is a parabola, and we can then calculate the elements of the orbit, by any of

the formulas in the preceding table (11
—

25). Thus we may find p from (15 or 20),

also, D=l.p, and then we may obtain F from (13 or 14). We shall illustrate these

formulas by the following example.

to say -^
— i= ^> 01'

y3

849

[509G]

(4C)

(47)

(-1?)

(.19)

(3(1;

EXAMPLE.
Given in a parabolic orbit log. r = o,247*"'3fiS, log. /= o,og'>cfi4S, and i''

the elements D,p; tlie anomalies ti, «' ;
and tbe time of describing the arc f.

. f = ?/= 3o'i iS"' 42', lo lind

To find t.

2= 46'' 29" 3g',6

2Z =92*59™ I9»,2

y= i5<'09'" 2i«

y^ i^i 2G"' 27',2

\/r . sec. z

4y= 7'! 43" i3s,G

t = 55''''^', C222

4 log. / o,i4r>4S24

4 log. > o,i23Si84

tang. 0,0226640

sine 9,9994089

cos. 9.9846256

cos. 9,9840345

4 log. r o, 1 238 1 84

COS. 9,8378575

log. 0,2859609

Multiplied by 3 0,8578827
Table VII. log. C 1,7591607

sine 9,1282047

log. 1,-452481

To find p,

f
z

iy
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[5',tr»7] TO FIND THE ELEMENTS OF A IIYPEItBOLIC ORBIT; THERE DEIKG GIVEN THE KADII r, r', THE ANGLE

^^„—-:<f, AND THE TIME t OF DESCRIBING THE ANGLE 2/.

We sliall here use tlie same symbols as in the ellijilical orbit [5995(G, &c.)], changing

<"' u into
—

, and u' into Cc; using also the auxiliary angle -j- [59S8 (3)].

For convenience of reference, we shall insert these symbols in the following table

Q2
—

9^ £ic.), together with the formulas which are used in this method (9
—

59), and

their demonstrations in (GO
—

172).

Symbols-

0) r, r' the radii vectorcs
;

(I) V, v the mean anomalies
;

(5)
(1=^ the semi-transverse axis = b.col.-^;

// .1 IN sin/.v/jy
(II) b^= the semi-comugate axis =a.\/(e i)= r— ;^

tang. 2)1

(T) y= a (t-
—

1)
="

b.\/c^f^^i
=

rt.tang.-^/
=

i.tang.4^
= semi-parameter ;

1
(>^) e = = secant -h = excentncity ;

Formulas COa.-L
fur a hy~

'

reri"'i'o tanc;. /".tang.2)1 tang./", tang. 2?i

.......

'^' ^''- ' = ^^"3-+=
2.(/-c)

= -
-2:(L +W '

(lU) It
— ' L*-'0TC3P0"'^'"o to ''» "•]

(11) u'= C C; [CorrcsponJing to r', v'.\

112) c = tang.(45''+ ?i) ;

(H) C=tang.(45"-|-xV);

t=—4— 4.1og.6-

(15) z= ^

—
;

(ic) tang.2«
= 2.v/(^4:^) ;

2.sin.i.tnng.2i«
0") tang.2JV'=-

sin.7.cos.2)y

,18) 2/=i''— »; v=^F—f;

(10) 2r=r'-f-r; «'= F+y ;

C— c sin.(./\''
— n)

i-) tang.i!>=
((>pc)7tang.T^= cos.(A' + ?!).tang.^4.

'
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sin.Jy =i. . i/Cc— \ / —
'<

. \ / r , > ; (23)

sin./= i« . < c S .
^ 7—

c

a C C ^ ( c )

y/ 7
= tang.(45"+ iv) ; ^^= tang.(45''- w) ; [v^.r^l]

;•' . . //L
\ / — rVVhon cos./l r Assumed T

,.
1

\ / ,./ L '3 positivo. J I value of i.J

2.COS./'

sin-.J/ tang^.2(t'

COS./ cos.J

2i(cos^)^.(rr')^

(24)

Cc— 1 sin.(JV + n)
tans;. A y = = ^

; /as^^ "

(Cc+l).tang.4+ cos.(JV— ?f).tang.^+'
^'

(26)

sin.f'z^ift .
<;
C— — S . ^ ^-^^'; (28)

(-29)

(81)

(.32)

(33)

,..\ . \ A / .. /AfT.i - \ - r Asaumod T
1 36)

(37)

(38)

cos.7
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(40)
m = [J-zfJr{l-zr.Z=yil-

(41) ;/
— ^ T V -;•" —

(;.

nfi

(<B) h =:

(«) h =

(44)

(45)

r
1

r

(46) L=

(47) M=—

= 1 — 2L :

2.C0S./

sin.-.l/ tang^.2?<'

COS.^' COS../

let

2 2-

'

^(-cos/)^(rr')

(46) ili = _ [L + r )-+ {L + r)-^ Z = Y.{L+ -)^

./If

(«) Y=— 1 -;- (L + ;=).Z =
(L+ ~-)i

(50) 11 ==

(51)
J_2 ^ (Y+]),r2

J-
—

a

3P ^

(53) T=

(53)

—
.

{ 1
— —

liyp.log.tang.(45" + J\
)

k ( cos.2«

f/-' C>.c.tnn2;.2A

(54) « = —

'/k ( cos.2)t

ft- C c. tang. 2;;

^
it V cos.2^'

— coiiim. log. tang.(45''+ -^
)

—
hyp. log. tang. (15" + n)

(54')

3

X/r

*

i co3.2iV
comm. log. tang. (45' + ^0 (

'

value of y.\

[Assumed
~|

value of A.J

[When
COS. / "1 r Assumed T

isnegiitive. J L^'^'u'^ o* ^--^

r Assumed l

Lvalue of J/.J

[Assumed
I

value of I'. J

[Assumed
1

value of H. J

(54 ) log.fc
= 8,2355814 . . .

; log.x
= 9,6377843 . . . ; log.- = 2,1206342 . . .
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+ . _
(.+ l).cos./V^' _ 8 .

^
Z - i

.(^c
-
^J \

. cos./v/n-'

- 8 .

^
L +

i.(yc
-
^)' I

• cos/VrV

2.(l
—

z).cos.f.\/T7 _ 2»r. cos/.y/j-y 1^
tang^.2»

~
y~. tang" 2n

~
4

?/~.
rr'. cos.^.tang^. 2w

(55)

(M)

(5G)

-2.(iv4--).cos/.v/r7
— a.^lR COS./. v/F7 ^^f .~

tang-^.2«

~
Y-.tang-.2n

~
4Y^rr'.cos.%tans'.2n'

""'

_ sin./.tang./V>-r' y-. sin./.tang./y/rr' _ /i/.rr'.sm.2f.\^P— en ^\ o„,2
—

\^
].( J2.(1— z) 2m^

_ —
sin./:tang//,~

— P. sin./.tang/.v/,y / F.rr'.sin.2/Y~ "

2.{L + z)

~
2M- ~\ let )'

^^^

We shall now give tlie explanations and demonstrations of the formulas in this tabic,

taking them generally, in tiie order in which they occur. The symbols (3
—

9) are c^")

similar to those in the table, page 7G7, or like those for the ellipsis, [S995(6
— J 1)1' P"'*?^

831, changing as usual I — c~ into e^— 1, &c. ; the formulas in (6, 9, 17), (oi)

depending on / will be noticed in (IdO, 150). We have in [598S(13)],

u = tang. (45" + ^ 37), (6i<,

and in like manner,

u' = tang. (45" + h -J). (6.2)

When the quantities a, j/ have been obtained, from the times /, t', by means of

[5988(6 or 7)J, we can easily deduce m, u'. Instead of the symbols 3, zs, Gauss

uses the quantities c, C, putting,

'^=
1 "^^WW) \ '=(^)' ' ""- ftang.(45^+a«).ta„g.(45^+i..')r=(«.')^ (oa,

these values give,

-=tang.(45''+^3)=M (01'); Cc= tang.(45"+ ^:^) =«' (C2) ; (w,

being the same as in (10,11). In the course of the calculations, the new symbols

VOL. III. 214
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n, JY, z, Z, are introduced, depending on c, C. Tiiese assumed values are given in

(12— 15), in terms of c, C. Ifvveput, in [5989(12,14)],

(65)
?i= c, z^

— 2n
;

the first of these expressions will become as in (12) ;
and the last form of [5989(14)]

will give,

c2— 1 / 1

(66) tang.2M=—-,

— = M c

Now the assumed form of z (13) gives,

m V/^VlT^= \/H^=i-(c-c-M; ~==i.(c-2+ c-'); l+2r=Hc + c-J).

Substituting the first of the expressions (G8) in tang.2/1 (6G)) we get (10). Dividing

the numerator and denominator of (1 5) by 8, it becomes,

.(c2_c-^)_log.c"

(70)

(71)

(69)
^ = n -, XT

=^.(c
— c

' y

Now the product of the first and third of the equations (68) gives,

..(c'^_c-=)
=

(l + 2^).(r + c=)^;

moreover the third power of the first of the equations (OS), being multiplied by 2.

produces,

^.(c-c-)=' = 2.(~+ c=)-;

substituting these and the value of d, given by the third of the equation (67), in ((59),

we get (34) ;
which is reduced to the form (35) in (119 &c.) The assumed values of

/, F (IS, 19) arc similar to those in the ellipsis [5995(13, 14)]. If we divide the

last of the expressions of sin.iv, cos.^y [5988(18, 20)], by i/r, and substitute

the corresponding values of m = -(10), we shall get (20, 21). The similar values

of sin.|j>', cos.Ac' (23, 24) are found in the same manner, by merely accenting the

(73) letters r',v', and using u' = C c (11), instead of the value of u (10). Dividing

(20) by (21), we get, without any reduction,

Oc-^—C-ici fc + l

tan<r.iy=

(72)

(74) ""'o-^"—
C'c-'+C-'c^

Multiplying the numerator and denominator, of the first factor of the second member of

C c

this expression, by c', it becomes
^^-j^ ;

and we have as in [598S(3)],
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e+l\i 1

c — 1/ tang. ^ 4^

'

hence we get the first of llic expressions of tang.it; (23). The second expression can

be deduced from tlie first, by substituting the values of c, C (12,11). For if we put,

for a moment, At)'' -\- n = n'
,

Ab'' -\- N:= N'
,

the expressions (12,14) become (vs)

c= tang.Jt' ;
C == tang.JV' ; hence we get,

^ , ,
sin.JV' sin.Ji' ,,„

C-:izc:i=z tang.JV' t tang.n'
= ^— n=

,

'^'''^ o -1- b cosjV ^cos.n'

sin. JV'. cos. n' rp cos. N' . sm.n' sln.(.A''' qr n')

cos.JV". cos.?i' cos. A"'. cos.n'
'

and if we divide this expression of C— c, hy that of C -\- c, we obtain,

C—c_s'm.{J^'
—

n') sin.(JV— ?0 sin.(A'— ra)
_

C+c
"^

sin. (A"' +7i') '^sin.(90"-j- JV+h)
""

cos.(JV+m)
'

1

(rr')i

c 1 1
^ e+ 1

sln.iy'.sln.^y=:{«.
^

+ C~"^~"75 'JT?)^

(76-)

(")

substituting this in tlie first expression (22), we get its second form. In like manner, by ^^gj

dividing (23) by (24 j, wc get the first expression (25) ;
licnce we may obtain its second

form, by substituting the values of c, C (12,14). It is, however, easier to derive (25)

from (22) ; observing that if we change c into c"^
,

in (20, 21), we shall obtain the

formulas (23, 24) respectively ; moreover the change of c (12), into c~'
, requires that

we should change tang.(45''-f- «) into
^^^^^

-
.^ ,

or tang.(45*
—

n) ;
which is

(79,

equivalent to a change in the sign of n; making these changes in (22), wo obtain (25)

by a slight reduction. Multiplying (21) by (23) we get (SO) ;
also (20) by (24) gives

(81) ; (21) by (24), gives (82) ;
and (20) by (23) gives (S3),

sin.it;'.cos.i«==i«.JC--^.+c-
- <

. J—-p
J';

(«)

f ^ ] 1 > ( e-— I
)
1

cos.lw • sln.^rw
= i«.

J
C— Ti~'^"l"~t •

)
—^~

\
"' '*''

cos.Ju'.cos.iu= -];«.
I
C+ "(J+'^

+y ( 'TTJ^''' (8S)

(8a)

Subtracting (81) from (80), and substituting in the first member for,

sin. 5 u'. cos.ij; — cos.Jr'. sin.At', (84)

its value, sln.(U''
— J r)

= sin./ (IS), we get (^G). In like manner, the sum of
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(82,83), gives by substituting for the first member, its value cos.(|«'
—

^v) =cos.f,
the expression (27). The sum of (80,81), substituting sin./'''=

sin.(A«'-f- in) (19),

(8r.) gives (28) ; lastly, by subtracting (83) from (82), and substituting cos.F=cos.{lv'-\-^v),
we get (29). Dividing the last expression of r [-5988(12)] by a, and substituting the

value of u (10), we get (30); accenting r, m, and substituting u' (11), we get
(««)

(31). Subtracting (30) from (31), we gel (32); and the sum of (30,31) gives (33).

isii') The assumed values of w,/,m (36, 37, 39), corresponding to the case of cos./ positive,

are the same as in the ellipsis [599.5(24,28,37)] respectively ; and the resulting value of /

[.599.5(31)], is the same as in (38). The similar values of L, M, (45
—

47), corresponding

to liic case of cos./ negative, are also the same as in the ellipsis [5995(48
—

50)]. If

we substitute the value of lang.^ [5989(14)], and tang.(45" + Ja) [5989(12)] in

[598S(G)1, 't becomes,

k ( 1 )—
t = ic . < u > — hyp. log.K,

and by accenting t, u, vre get.

(87)

(8S)
—-,i' = ie.) v'

; (
— hyp. \o".ii!.

a- (. )

Subtracting the first of these expressions from the second, then changing t'— t into t,

to conform to the notation in this article, we get (90) ;
which is easily reduced to the form

(91), by the substitution of the values of u, «' (10,1 1
) ; eliminating c by means of

(27), which gives.

(89)

(SO)

(rtl)

i.'J-l)

.W)

'<«)

^-l^+U = ^-^^^-^+-K^)'
we get (92),

C 1 1 ) 7t'

-.1. = Ac. <?«' 7
— u -\ >— log.-

3 ( 11 '« 3 M
14"

=
^e.Jc+^,|.^c-Pp2 1og.c

3c_-C.cos././;y=^ ~ + i -^'-.'4
-

2.1og.c.

Eliminating e, from (33) by means of (89), we get, by making a slight reduction,

.(.+i).v^....,+,.(._iy,
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whence we easily deduce the first value of n (55). Multiplying, (37) by 2.cos. /.^^, [5997]

we get, r'
-(-

?• = (2 -|- 4/).cos/.^/rr', substituting this in the preceding value of a (94)

(55), we obtain,

(2+ 4/).cos.//;7 —(c + -Ycos/./?? 8.h—i.(^c-2-\--)l cos/y

which is easily reduced to the second form (55). Tlie third form is easily found, from (45)

by a similar process ; or it may be easily derived from the second form, by changing
I into — L, as in (37, 45). If we substitute the value of z (13), in the second and

third forms of (55), we get,

rr

; (95)

.{l
—

z).cos.f.(rr'y _ — 8.{L + z) .cos.f.jrr'y-

r)

Multiplying (15) by ^.(c
j

we get.

substituting this in the second member of (92), and then multiplying by a-, we get (100). (ss)

Now the square root of the first expression of a (97), being multiplied bv c
,

c

gives,

{'
-

7)
«' = '2^- (^

-
^)" • (^°^-/)^- (''')' '• («»'

substituting this and its cube in (100), it becomes as in (101),

^' =
('
-

r)-""-
COS./.

(./)*+.(<•
-

ly.
J. z

(,«,,

=2l (cos/)M"-r- \ (/- =y +{i-4- zu <'""'

hence the value of m (39) becomes as in the first form of (40) ;
and by substituting in it,

the assumed value of y = ] -j- (^
— z).Z (41), it becomes m=:y.(l— s)*, as in the (ik)

second expressions (40, 41). Squaring this value of m, and dividing by y^, we obtain ao2)

z (44). By a similar process, using the second value of a (97), we may reduce the

value of M (47) to the first form in (IS) ;
and by substituting the assumed value of

Y=— 1 + (L + z).Z (49), we get the second forms of M, Y (48, 49) ; finally, from ('«>

VOL. III. 215
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these we easily deduce z (52). We may also obtain (48) from (40), by the same

process of derivation which is used in [5995(127)], namely, by changing,

(104) / into —L; m into M.{— l)i; y into — Y ; and h into H.

By developing in series, we obtain,

(104.) /(- + --)
= z* + iz^-^zi + &e.

;

multiplying this by 1 + 2z, we get,

(105) (1 + 2^) .^{z + z^)
= c^ + iJ + izi+ &c.

Moreover,

( 106) i/iT^+ \/~
= 1 + ~^^ + ^z-lz~^hc.;

whose hyp. log., by (58) Int. is,

,107) hyp. log. fv/f+T+ \/z\
= (-L+ iz- iz^-+ &c.)

- hi^ + h~
- ^^+ ^c.f

-\-i.{zi+iz-hc.y—i.{zi-\-^z-&ic.y + izc.

= {zi+ |c- iz"-+ &c.)
- h{z +z^+ Iz'

-
iz^ + &c.)

+ ^,. {z^ + 1^+ 22* + &ic.)
-

1 .{z^+ iz^ + &c.)+iz^+&c.
1 a 5

(108)
—

i- i-¥tj~
— oic.

Subtracting (103) from (105), we get,

(109) (I + 2^).v/(^ + s'-')
-

hyp. log. \^\+l + »/c }= I z^+ |s'^+ &c.,

moreover, the cube of (104') is,

substituting these expressions in (34), we get,

„ 8s'-f^Z^+ &C. 4 + 22 + &C.
(110) y _ I—_!_s ! __ J_!_s—X _ 4 — f i-f 8cc.

2.
(=-•+ i s^+Sic.)

1 -t- 5 ~ + <^c.

To obtain the law of this progression, we shall multiply tlie value of Z (34), by

3

2.{z-\-z^f,
which gives,

(.11) 2.(-+=¥--Z= (l + 22)-(2+ 2")^-log.{/n=^^ + /~i-

The differential of this expression, being divided by dz, gives, without any reduction,
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V/l+Z+\/2

The last term of the second memher being reduced, by rejecting the fector
y/i-j-t + \/*

which occurs in its numerator and denominator, becomes,

(1120

hence that second member may be put under the following form, by taking the terms in

the same order as in (112'), and bringing the factor 4.(r + =-)"" , without the braces :

1.(^+ 2-2)-*
.

1
4. (z + ^2) + (l+2.~)2_ 1| =i.(~ + ~2)-5 |8.(=+ z2)^ _4.(,^,2)*. ai4)

Substituting this in (112'), and then dividing the whole equation by {z-\-z-f^ we get,

by transposing the term depending on Z,

{2;r + 2c2).'-J^
= 4 — (3 + Gz).Z. (HS)

if we compare this equation with that in [5995(107)], we find that the former may be

derived from the latter, by changing X into Z, and x into — z
; making the

same changes in [5995(112)] which is deduced from [5995(107)], we get,

„ ^
4.6 4 . 6 . S „ 4 . 6 . S . 10 „

,

4 . 6 . 8 . 10 . 12

^=^""3T^^ + 3TTT^^"-o.5.7.9^ + 3.5.7.9.11 •^'-^*^- <"*"

Making the same changes in [5995(114,115)], and writing ^ for |, we obtain (117,118);

substituting the second of these expressions, in the first, wc get (119),
*"^^

10 5 ^7 5^

9Z=6+^+35-^'-r5Y5-^'+ ^'-' '"'^

2
, 52

^= 35-^'— 1575-~'+ ^''-' <"^^

10 5

From the last equation we obtain the value of Z (35). In Table X, are given the (im)

values of I (118), corresponding to z
; from s= 0,001 to s =0,300; which

are to be used in solving the equation (40 or 4S), as we shall see hereafter, (130— 1J4).
The comparative magnitudes of z, I, in Table X, have a striking analogy with those of

"""
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X, I, in Table IX

; as is easily seen by the inspection of the tables
; moreover, in

(122)
consequence of the smallness of ^, in comparison with z, U'c maij in the first

approximation totvards the values of z neglect ^, as wc have neglceted | in

[5995(146, Stc.)!- If we now assume for h the value (42), we shall get,
(133)

02.) 5
_^ ? + ^

_ _
.

Substituting this, and the value of z (44), in the expression of Z~' (35), we get by

successive reductions,

(.35, Z-' = |-hA.(^+ ?)
= fV-(l+^+C)=

i%-(f
+ / + C-5f)

=
t^.('J-|)

whence we obtain,

('-)-2 = -'"-(.^)i

and by substitution in the assumed value of
ij (102 or 41), we get.

,'/-!= -V- (^) or {,j-l).{,f-.h) = -V- . h
;

(.27)

(1S31

whence we easily deduce the value of h (43). In like manner wc may obtain, from

the assumed values of Y, H, (49, 50), the expi-ession (51). This may also be very
(12!') easily deduced from (4o), by the principle of derivation (104) ; observing that if we

change the signs of the numerator and denominator of (42), and tiien make the changes,

which are indicated in (104), it becomes as in (50).

We may deduce the value of ~, fro.n the cubic equation (43 or 51), in the same

(imo manner as .r is obtained from [5995(46 or 56)], in [5995(145, &c.)] ; by first neglecting

(131) ?. on account of its smallness, and putting, h =—— (42), orH=- (50)."
¥ + ' J^— I

With this value of h or //, we find in Table VIII, the coi-responding value of

(.:«)
]Qg. y ,j

or log. YY; and then from (44 or 52), the approximate value of ^
;

also from

Tabic X, the corresponding value of ^. IViis operation is to be repeated till the assumed

and computed values of '( agree, and in general, it ivill he found that one single operation

is sufficient
to give a very close approximation to the true value. Hence we see that the

calculation for finding z, in a hyperbolic orbit, is nearly the same as that for finding .r

JJ.2 1*2
in the ellipsis ;

and we may observe that the (/««?!</</« ^a
—

'^ ^—^ [5995(47,57)],

which are positive in the ellipsis [5995(47,57,41)], become negative in the hyperbola,

(44, 52, 13), and vanish in the parabola [5996(49)] ; so that the sign of these functions.

fi35') determines the nature of the conic section.

(i;ii)

(135)
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Having thus computed the value of z, we may now consider it as one of the data of the

froblem, to be used in finding the elements of the orbit. Tlie value of c may be found

from the formula,

C= 1+2= + 2.^/(^+^2); (136)

which is easily dciluccd from tlie first and third of the equations (68) ; by multiplying the

first of tliese equations by 2, and adding tiie product to the tliird equation. We may also

obtain c, from I he formulas (16, 12), namely,

lang.2rt
= 2.\/{z + z") ;

c= tang. (45''+ ti). (137)

cos.2/t

wiiich is easily deduced from (16) ; for if we square (16), and add 1 to both members of

the resulting equation, we get,

1 + tang-. 2/j = 1 + 4c 4- 4=2 or sec^. 2n = (I + 2z)- ;

whence scc.2/i = 1 -j- 2z, and,

sec.2m— 1 1 — cos. 2)1 2.sin-. ?i sin'^.n

2 2.cos.2« 2.cos.2rt cos.2rt
'

This value of z, is to be used in finding ^ in Table X ; and then a corrected value of

h or H (42, 50), may be obtained, which must be substituted in (43 or 51), to obtain

VOL. III. 216

(138)

The remarks in [5995(134
—

144)], rcladve to the roots of the cubic equation in ;j or Y,

corresponding to the ellipsis, may be applied also, with proper modifications, to the hyperbola,

as is evident by considering that the formulas, [5995(16,56)], in tlie ellipsis, are of the same

forms as those in the hyperbola (43, 51). Finally, we may observe, that if z exceed

the limits of Table X, we may use the indirect methods of solution, without changing the
,139)

fiirm of the equation (40 or 48). In this last case, if we suppose the elements of the orbit

to be known approximatively, we may determine very nearly, the value of n, by means

of the formula,

sin./li/iy

which is easily deduced liom (26), by the substitution of,

€ —
-')
= tang.2« {66).

('^"

Then c may be deduced from n, by the following expression of its value,

sin", rt

(142)

(143;
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(144)

(145)

am

a more accurate value of y or Y. These operations arc to be repeated till we obtain a

value of y or Y, which will satisfy the equation {43 or 51} ;
and then from {Moi 52),

we get the true value of z, to be used in computing the elements of the orbit. We shall

now give the demonstrations of tlie remaining formulas in the preceding table, which are

used in this part of the computation.

Comparing the first of the equations (6S) with (16), we get

1

f —. - = .1 Y(=r -f z^) = 2.tang.2rt ;

c

and we have, in (13),

(HO iiyc
— —

substituting these in the second and third of the formulas (55, 55'), we get the first of the

)»-

(,4-,)
formulas (56,57) respectively. Substituting in these, the value / — r = —

(44), and

.IP
(148) L-j-^^-TT- (52), we get the second expi-essions in (56, 57). Substituting the value of

»»-, (3!)), in the second form of (56), we get its third form ;
and in like manner, by using

Jli- (47), we may reduce the second form of (57) to its third form. Tlie value of

(149) as/e^—X, deduced from (140), is the same as the last of the formulas (6). Dividing this

(150) liy the first of the expressions of a (56), we get the second form of \/t-— \ (9); and

in like manner, by using the first value of a (57), we get the tliird, or last of the formulas

(9). Muliiplj'ing the equations (26,32) together crosswise, and dividing the product by

2-
. ( c

j,
which occurs in both members, we get,

/ 1 \ fe-—\
(151) c.\

C—-^j.sm.f= (r'
— r

(152)
If we change, in (12), c into C, and n into i\', it becomes as in (14), and by

making the same changes in {66), which is derived from (12), we get,

(153) tang.2A' = 4.f C— —

We have also, as in [5995(30)],

r'— r y/ /r 4.tang.2MJ

(154)
"(77)1 ="\/ 7~v?^ cos.sti)

•

Substituting these and

(155) e = sec.4.; (e*
—

1)'
=

tang.-^. (8,9),

in (151), it becomes,

4,tang.2/y
„,„, 2.sec.4'.tang.2iV.sin./'= V— .tang.+ ;
(155')

T & ./

C0S.2W
* '
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dividing this by S.sec.-j-.sin./, vvc obtain the expression of tang.2jV (17). The third

expressions of p (58,59), are the same as those in the ellipsis [5995(60, 61)]; they can (iso

be easily deduced from (6), by squaring it, and then dividing by a, by which means we

get, for a.{(?
—

1), or p (7), the following expression ;

sin.-/.rr
» = —

; (157)

a.tang'^.2n

substituting in this, the last of the values of a (56,57), and using 2.sin./.cos./= sin.2y;

we get the last of the values of p (58,59). From these we easily obtain the second

forms (58,59), by putting sin.2/= 2.sin.y;cos/, and using, in (58), (i5S)

{]ctf^B.{co%.ff.{rr'f.n? (39); (isa-)

and in (59),

(/rf)2
= 8.(— C0S./)3.(?t')^.^P (47). (138")

7/2 1

Lastly, substituting in the second form (58), the value —^ = (44), we get its first (isd)

ya 1
form

;
in like manner, by using -p-

= --—
(52), we reduce the second form of (59) ;i6oj

to its first form. Instead of representing the times from the perihelion of the first and second

observations by t,t', as in (87,88), we shall now represent them by T— ht, and

T+ J<, and then tlic two expressions (87,88) will become,
<'"^

i.(T-iO =
^•.(w-^^^-hyp.log.u: ^.(r+^0=-^e.(^«'- i^-hyp.log.

The half sum and the half difference of these two expressions, being multiplied bv £*

give (103,105), and by the substitution of the values of w, w' (10, II), we get their

second forms (104, lOG) ;

3

r=|'. {ic.(«' +«_ l,_i) \ -Ihyp.log.
n'«

n

=
f.^ic.(cc+^_i_-^)_hyp.log.c|;

x,=
^.{|c.(«'-«-l,+l)5-xhyp.,og.^

Now if vvc use the values,

(162)

(163)

(164)

(163)

(166)
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(ib-7)
c= tang. (45'^ + 71)

=
tang, n' ; C = tang. (45''+ JV) = tang. N\

(12, 14, 75), we shall have as in (66, 153),

a6S) c =2.tang.2?i: C— ;=;= 2.tang.2JV;

and by using [30"] Int. we get,

2 c 2.tan2;.»i'
^= sin . '2 n = rn'?. '2 ;

1+c^ l-ftang.2»'
(169) ^—-p" g

=
^ ^

~

„ ,
=sni. '^ Ji = COS. y «

;

2C S.tang.A^' .

rfC^= l+tang.^JV-
""-'-^=^^^'^-^'

substituting these in the first members of (170, 171), and making successive reductions, we

finally obtain,

cno) '

c C '-• C c \ CI COS. 2n ° COS. 2 m

CI c 1 + C2 / 1\ 2 ^ ^ 4.tanc;. 2w
' I ., 1 _ ..2.tan2.2n=

^"'>
^''~ r~ C'c+C" C "V cy^cos.2JV"-"'"&-""-" cos.2.Ar

•

Substituting the last expressions (170, 171), and also c, C (167) in (164,166), we get the

(ira) first values of T, i « (53, 54), adapted to the use of hyperbolic logarithms ;
the second

forms (53', 54'), are adapted to common logarithms, by using the factors X, X/c, (54"),

which are the same as in [5988(8, 9)].

To illustrate the preceding formulas, we shall give the following example, from Gauss.

EXAMPLE.

;i73)
Given log. r= o,o3335S5, log. r'= o,20oS54i, «'— «=: 2/'=48<2 la", ( = 5i''''J'°,49788. To find tliR

elements of the orhit a, ;;, t, and the true anomalies ?i, «'.

We have given the calculation of j, in the introduction to Table X, and it is not necessary to repeat it

(174) here. The results of this calculation are to = a"* 45™ 38'',47 2 = o,o5796o388 ; log. —7 = 8.703(1735,

;i7.i) log. 3/y
= o,o56o846, log. m2 = 8,7591571 log. v/i^=: 0,1171063, s = o,oo748583. With these vpe shall

compute n from (16), 4 from (9), 6 from the last of the formulas (6). From this we shall deduce

,l7l5j
a and

/>. by means of (5,7) ; A" is deduced from (17), «',
«' from the last ol the formulas (22,25):

lastly, T,t from the formulas (53', 54'). The computation of t, is made merely for the purpose of verification,

(i'7) as it is one of the data of the problem.
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To find n. (i6).

z = 0,00748583

i-\-z= 1,00748583

z+ z--

y/ (z -f- z'i)
= J.lang. 2n

2

2n= 9*5i"' ii»,8i6

n=4''55m35«,(jo8

log. 7,8742399

log. 0,0032889

log- 7,8774788

log. 8,9387394

log. o,3oio3oo

tang. 9,2397694

To find 4.

i= 0,057960388
z= 0,00748583

(9)-

I— z= o,o5o474558

/= 24<f6™

4 . . . .

tang. 2ra (as above)

4 = 37f34"'59.,77

log. CO. 1,5969575

tang. 9,65o6i99

• log- 9,6989700

912397694

tang. 9,8862868

To find V. (22).

n= 4"^ 55"' 35«,9o8

.,V= 8'' o4"' 53m 27

JV— »= 3''o9"' I7»,2i9 sin. 8,7.-106274

JV-|-re^ i3''oo™29',o35 ar.co.cos. 0,0112902

44= i8'i47»'29»,885 col. 0,4681829

Aj)= g"* 25™ 295 ,97 lang. 9,2201005

«=i8''5o»'59«,g4

Tu find T. (53').

(f.k)-'- constant log. 2,1266342

a (in column 2) log. 0,6020619
o-

log. o,3oio3o9

Factor
log. 3,0297270

Ke (in column 2) log. 9,7388027
2« sec. 0,0064539
2^V (in column 2) tang. 9,.-f62i34i

'^''>'^63o56First term of T= 172' log. 2,2371177

F.ictor (above) log. 3,0297270
45''-|-JV log.tang. o,i24i7o3 log. 9,0940177

Second term of r=-i3i'l''J'',96725 log. 7,1237447

T=
39'"'>'',6633i

4<= 25''='y»,74S9i

To find b, a, p. (C, 5, 7).

/ sin. 9,6110118

y,v log. 0,1171063

aritli. CO. 0,7602306

b log. 0,4883487

^f. (in the lirst column) tang. 9,8862868

a = b. cot.
^j- (5)

p =: J.tang. ^j-

/
2

log. 0,6020619

log. 0,3746355

To find J\: (17).

arith. co. sin. 0,8889882

log. o,3oio3oo

5'' 3o™ 56',g4

2j\r i6<i 09™ 46^253

2!0

2W

sin. 9,785a685

sec. 2oi56

tang. 8,9848818

tang. 9,4621841

To find »'. (25).

ar. CO. COS. 0,0006587

sin. 9,3523527

.same 0,4681829

hv' = 33'' 3ira 2g',93 Uvng. 9,821 1943

v'= 67'' 02™ 59^86

To find 4'. (54'); Jor verification.

\ constant log. 9,6877848
e = sec. 4

K e

log. 0,1010184

log. 9,7888027

. . 3,0297270

2n (as in column i) tang. 9,2897694
2^

First term of it = Io6''''^^I23g3

45'^+ n log. tang. o,075o575

Second term of Jf= 8o'''»5'^375o2

sec.
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[5998]
GAUSS'S METHOD OF COURECTIXG FOR THE EFFECT OP THE PARALLAX AND ABERRATION OF ANY NEWLY
DISCOVERED PLANET OR COMET, IN COMPUTING ITS ORBIT, BY MEANS OF THREE GEOCENTRIC

OBSERVATIONS, WITH THE INTERVALS OP TIME BETWEEN THEM.

In the computation of the orbit of a newly discovered planet, by the method in [5999], it

1) becomes important to avoid the trouble of repeating, with much labor, the preliminary

(2) calculations, similar to those in [5999(300
—

379)], to correct for the efiect of the planet's

parallax, which at the commencement of the calculation is wliolly luiknown. This is

('*> effected in a very elegant manner by Gauss, by applying an equivalent correction to the

(4) place of the earth in the ecliptic ; supposing at each observation, a fictious or second observer

;5^
to make the observation of the planet. The place of this second observer being in the plane

of the ecliptic, at the point where the line drawn from tiic jiJawA, through the actual place of
'' observation on the surface of the earth, and contimied beyond, intersects the plane of the

0) ecliptic. It being evident that the geocentric latitude and longitude of the planet is the

same in both places of observation ;
but the distances of the planet from the two observers

will be varied, by the distance of the two places of observation. In consequence of this

change of place, we must apply a small correction to the distance of the earth's centre from

the sun
;
and also to the longitude and latitude of the earth, so as to reduce them to the

assumed situation of the second observer. After these reductions have been made, the rest

of the calculation must be continued
; supposing that the second observer is situated at the

times of the three observations, in the three points of the ecliptic, deduced in the

abovementioned manner, from the actual places of observation
; since it is a matter of

indifference, from what places the planet is observed, provided we carefully ascertain the

assumed positions of the places of observation, which are used in the calculations.

:8)

'9)

(10)

(U)

We shall put, at the time of any observation,

(12) A = 180' -{-(?)= the heliocentric longitude of the earth's centre
;

ii3) jL= tlie heliocentric latitude of the earth's centre ;

1^
R zzz: the distance of the centres of the earth and sun.

(15) In like manner
t/?,, L^, R^, represent the heliocentric longitude, latitude, and distance from

the sun's centre, of the place of the first, or actual observer, upon the surface of the earth.

(16) Also, .4,, L„, R,, the corresponding heliocentric longitude, latitude and distance of the second

or fictious observer.

(17) a, 6, the geocentric longitude and latitude respectively of the planet ; being the same for

both observers ;

'18) p, the distance of the planet from the fii'st observer; (>, -\- p,, its distance from the second

observer ; p.,
the distance of the first and second observers from each other.

Z the longitude, and ~ the latitude referred to the ecliptic, of the first, or actual observer,

as seen from the centre of the earth ; r, the distance of the first observer from the centre

of the earth.
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JTirsf Observer ];<?'

r

We shall suppose tliat the plane of

the annexed figure 90, is the plane of

the ecliptic ; S, the ))hicc of the sun ;

<S°(°, the line drawn from the sun towards

the first point of arics
; C, the centre

of the earth
; O', the actual plarc of

the first observer ; F, the corresponding

place of the fictious or second observer ;

C C", 010', perpendiculars let fall,

upon the ecliptic, from the points C, 0',

respectively ; C A, F B, O E,

perpendiculars let fall upon Sf; also, ^'(%

FH, C G, perpendiculars let fall upon

OE; lastly, C I is drawn parallel to CO. Then by the preceding notation we have,

SC'^R; SO'=R,: SF=R,; C'0' = r;

fSC^A; rSO = Ar, TSF=^,;
OCG=:^Z; O'C'I^z; OFH=^i; 0'F0 = ^;

and by the usual rules of plane trigonometry we have,

SC= SC. cos.L= R.CQs.L
; CC'=I0= R.sin.L

;

SA = SC.cos.CSA= SC.cos.A = R.cos.L.cos.A
;

C^=GE=i?.cos.L.sin.^; C'I= C0= C O'.sin.O'C' I=v.cos.z
;

10' = C'0'.sin.O'C/=r.sin.^
; CG=AE==C0.cqs.0CG^ CO.cos.Z=v.cos.z.cos.Z.

OG= r.cos.jr.sin.Z
;
SB= SF.cos.FSB= i?,.cos.^, ;

FB=EH= R..s\n.A, ;

FO=FO'.cos.O'FO = FO'.cos.ii= p,.cosJ ; 00'== F0'.sin.0'F0= p,.sin.(3.

FH=BE= FO.cos.OFH^ FO.co3.a= p„.cos.0.cos.«.;

OH= FO.sin. OFU = p^.cos.J.sin.a.

Now, by referring to the figure, we evidently have,

SB + BE= SA + AE; EH+ 0H= GE+OG; OO' =10 + 10'.

Substituting the values (27
—

31') in (32), we obtain the three following equations,

R^.cos.A„ -f- pj.cos.^.cos.a
= R.cos.L.cos.A + r.cos.r.cos.Z ;

R^.s'm.A„ -\- p^.cos.^.sin.a= il.cos.L.sin..^ -\- r.cos.c.sin.Z ;

Oj.sin.d
= i?.sin.L -{- r.sin.r.

867

[5998J

(20)

(21>

(23)

(24)

(25)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(2J")

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)



(-11)

(43)

(43)
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[5998] j^ ^^.g assume the value of m (37), we shall get from (35), p^.sin.fl = m.lang.t) ;

(30) whence we easily deduce ?„ (40) ; substituting this in the second terms of the equations

(33,34), we obtain (38,39) ;

(37) m = (i?.sin.L-|- r.sin.~).cotang.() ;

(33) R„.cos.A„= R.cos.L.cos.A+ r.cos.jr.cos.Z— m.cos.o, ;

(39) /?„.sin../Z„= R.cos.L.s'm.ti -\- r.cos.s.sin.Z— m.sin.'-'-
;

(40) ^„
= m.sec.^.

The equations (37
—

40) are perfectly accurate, and they give the values of It,, A„, p„.

This value of p^,
is used in (116, 117), in finding a corresponding correction of the time t,

depending on the aberration. Multiplying the equation (38) by cos.^2, and (39) by

sin.^„ ;
then taking the sums of the products, and reducing by means of [24] Int., we get

(44). In like manner, if we multiply (38) by
—

s\n./l, and (39) by cos.A, we find

that the sura of the products, reduced by [22] Int., becomes as in (45).

(44) B„= R.co?..L.cos.{Jl„
— A) -j- r.cos.c.cos.(Z

—
A^)
—

m.cos.(tt
—

A^);

(45) R.yS\n.(A„
— A) = r.cos.~.sin.(Z

— A) — m.sin.(a
—

A).

On account of the smuliness of L and A.,— A, we may put,

(46) cos.L=l, cos.(.l— ^) = 1, s\n.[A„-A):^A, — A;

also in (45), we may change R„ into R ;
hence we finally obtain from (37,44,45,40),

the expressions (47
—

50) ;

(47) m r= {RL -\- r.sin.~).cotang.^ ;

(48) R„:=z R-\- r.cos.r.cos.(Z
— A) — ni.cos.(a

— A) ;

r.cos.;:.sin. (Z— A) — m.sin. (a
— A)

A, -A= ^ ;

p,
= m.sec.<3.

If r, m, are given in seconds, we must divide them by 206265', or multiply them by

sin.P', nearly. With these formulas, (47
—

50), we may compute the corrections of the

place of the earth, for each of the three observations.

In making these calculations we must compute the longitude and latitude of the zenith ;

or as it is very commonly called, the longitude and the complement of the altitude of the

nonagesimal degree of the ecliptic, for each of the three observations. The data in each

of the observations being the obliquity of the ecliptic, the latitude of the place of observation

reduced to the centre of the earth, on account of its elliptical figure, and the right ascension

of the meridian. Various methods have been given for this purpose in books of astronomy

and navigation ; but that which is derived from Napier's formulas [
1345

''^''''],
is as simple

and short as any ; it was published by me several years since, in a work on navigation, in

(49)

(5U)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(51)

(55)

(50)
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[5996]

(57)
nearly the following form. In the annexed figure, WfS
is tlie equator, E its pole, P tlie pole of the ecliptic, Z
the zenith of the observer. Then we have given, the

side FE equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, the side / Nig \
(ss)

EZ equal to the complement of the reduced latitude of

the place of the observer, and the angle FEZ equal to ^.^-

the difference between the right ascension of the meridian

and 270'', or the right ascension of the arch EP JV
; so that we have the sides P E, EZ, (5^)

and the included angle P EZ, to find the angle EP Z, and the side PZ. Having computed
this angle and side, we shall then have, by noticing the signs,

longitude of the zenith = 90''— EPZ; latitude of the zenith = 90'' — PZ. m
We shall now put, for brevity,

2S= EZ+PE; 2D=EZ—PE; m)

angle PZE=Z; angle .EPZ= P
; an-le PEZ=f;;

cos.D „ tanff.-D
^ =

5;
B = —^; C=tang..S.cos.o tang.o

Then from Napier's formulas
[1345''8'''3>5i'], we have, by changing the letters A, B, C, into

P, Z,E ; and the arcs a, b, c, into EZ, FE, PZ, respectively ;

COS.J)

tang-l (P + Z) = —^, . cotang.J£= ^.cotang.JjB ; (63)
cos. o

tang.|(P
— Z)= -^^J^

. cotang.J£= B.^.cotang.ijE= 5.tang.*(P + Z) ;

sm.S

(610

(62)

(04)

COS. h(P+Z) COS. I (P+Z)
tang.^PZ= —

tang.S = C. -f-
—

(.
(65,

cos.*(P —Z) COS. ^(P— Z)

The values of D, S, do not vary sensibly, during the interval between the extreme

observations, and we may put the preceding expressions under tiie following logarithmic forms;
(66)

25= Polar Distance of the observer -j- Obliquity of the Ecliptic;
<^>

2D= Polar Distance of the observer — Obliquity of the Ecliptic ; (67')

log...4
= log.cos.D

—
log.cos.5^; log.B= log.tang.D

—
log.tang.S; log. C= log tang. S. ,68)

log. tang.J(P-j-Z) = log.^+ log.cot.|jE ;

log.tang.i(P
- Z) = log.^ + log.tang.i(P+ Z) ;

(69)

(70)

log.tang.JPZ= log. C + log.cos.|(P + Z) — log.cos.J(P— Z). ^,^^

This method is peculiarly well adapted to this calculation, because it is short, simple, and

VOL. III. 218
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[5998]

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

(7li)

(77)

requires only four openings of the table of logarithms for each observation ; moreover the

numbers A, B, C, do not sensibly vary in the time included between the extreme observations,

so that the same mimhers arc used in all three of the observations. TIius in the example

[5999(277
—

279)], the obliquity of the ecliptic varies only 0'',42, in the interval between

the extreme observations. To illustrate these formulas, we shall apply them to the three

observations in the example [5999(277
—

285)]; and as the altitudes and longitudes of the

zenith are not required to any great degree of accuracy, we shall only use five places of

decimals in the logarithms. Then the co-latitude of the place of observation, [5999(281)],

gives, rZ^ 38" SI" 21'; the obliquity of the ecliptic, PE= 2.3''27"'.59', [5999(277)].

Their half sum, and half difference gives S= 30" 59"' 40'
;
D= 7" 3 1™ 41'. Then we

have, from (68),

(78)

(79)

(SO)

D z=. 7''3i'"4i' COS. 9,99624

S= 3o''59™4o* COS. 9,93309

A log. o,o63i5

D tang. 9,13107

.S' tang. 9,77868 r= log

B log. 9,3423g

(61)

(«)

Sul)tracting 270'' from the observed right ascensions of Juno [5999(274
—

276)], which was

observed on the meridian [5999(282)], we get the resulting values of E (84), corresponding

to the three observations of the following table. Then by means of the formulas (69
—

71),

we obtain the values of the angle P ,
and the side PZ. Subtracting the angle P, from

90'', we get the longitude of the zenith (88) ;
and subtracting the side PZ from 90'',

(83) we get the latitude of the zenith (89). The calculations for all three of these observations

are as in the followintr table.

First ohservation.

\. Mcrid. — 2jO(i= E= 8j'' lo" 32'.

.4.1og. o,o63i5

A£=43''35"'Us cot. 0,02144

('74).

{-Z)='io<'33"'43^ tan. 0,08459
B. . log. 9,34239

-Z)=i4''57'»53' tan. 9,42698

urn =65''3o™355=BPZ

inp.=34''29'"25'=long. zen.

COS. 9,8o3io
C log. 9,77868

sec. 0,01498

Second observation.

£= 85'' 43"' 46". (275).

j3.log. o,o63i5i

iJE=42''5i'"53' cot, o,o324o

4(P-|-Z)=5i''i5"'o9' tan. 0,09555

B. . . log. 9,34239

iPZ tan. 9,59676

4PZ=2i''33"'4i'
PZ=43''07'"22«

Latitude= 46'^52"'38'

i(P—Z)=i5<'i9'»46nan. 9,43794

cos. 9,79650
C log. 9^77868

sec. 0,01 573

liPZ tan. 9,59091Sum=66<'34"'55''=£PZ

Comp.=23<'25"'o5^=long.zen.jp^^^jJ^g^
7^Z=42''35'»52'

LatitiKle = 47''24">oR'

Tliird observation.

E= 85'' iim 10'. (276).

A. log. o,o63i5

.JE=42<05"'35' cot. o,o3653

4(P+Z)=5i"3i'"o6' tan. 0,09968
B. .

log. 9,34239

,^(P—Z)=i5''28'»o8» tan. 9,44207

Sum=66<'59»i4'=£PZ

Comp.=23''oo™46'=long. zen

COS. 9,7939-

log. 9,77868

sec.o,oi6oJ

iPZ tan. 9,5886-

APZ
PZ

Latitude

_ 2l'til<"3-'

= 42''23"'54'

= 4-7<i36"'o6'

liese results are the same as in [5999(283
—

285)].

^;mj
We have used in (75), the same latitude of Greenwich as that given by Gauss, 51'*28"'39';

but it would be rather more accurate to reduce it, on account of the oblateness of the earth ;

(91)
the difference is, however, of no importance, in the present example, on account of the

smallness of the parallax. In calculating the parallaxes in longitude and latitude, in a total

(92) or annular eclipse of the sun, the longitude and latitude of the zenith maybe required at the

times of the /our contacts of the limbs of the sun and moon
; and during this interval the

value of A, B, C, remain unchanged. In fact, the numbers vary but very little in several

,^3) years, so tliat we may compute a table for the obliquity 23'' 27"' 40", like that in (96), with
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the variations corresponding to a change of 100* in the obhquity, or in the latitude, and by
this means we can obtain, by inspection, for any places inserted in the table, the values of

log. A, B, C ; and can make any allowance for a small variation in the latitude of the

place of observation, arising from any correction in the observations, or in the reduction

for the ellipticity.

[5998]

(95)
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[5998]

Tliese results agree witli those in [5999(283)]. After we have found the angle EPZ, we

may compute PZ, by means of the formula [1345'^], which gives,

sin. Pi:Z. sin. EZ
(107) sin. FZ=^

sm.EPZ

but it is rather more accurate to determine P Z by means of the tangents, as in the

formula (65).

The effect of the aberration of the planet cannot be so completely determined as that of

(lOB) the parallax in the preliminary part of the calculation of the orbit. Gauss adopts the usual

(lo'J) method of correcting the observed places for the effect of that part of the aberration which

is common to the fixed stars
; namely, by adding 20', 25 to the longitude of the sun, which is

given htj
the solar tables, neglecting the snutll correction from the inequalitjj of the motion of

the earth, and applying to the observed places of the planet, the same corrections for the

aberration in longitude and latitude, as if it loere a fixed star. These corrected values are to
(111)

°
. .

be Used, throughout the whole calculation of the orbit. Moreover, when the distance of the

(iiQ)
comet from the earth has been nearly determined, by the first approximation, as in the

example [5999(420)], we must apply a correction for the remaining part of the aberration

ai:i) of the planet ; by f/ecre««'n^ the time of observation, by the time
<, ,

which is required bj'

the light, in passing from the planet to the earth, supposing it to take 493 seconds, or

(111) 0''''5"', 00.5706, in passing from the sun to the earth, when at its mean distance. It being

evident that this corrected time corresponds to the actual place of the planet, in its orbit, at

the time that the particle of light quits the planet, which after the interval of time t, ,

strikes the eye of the observer. Moreover, we may remark, that these reduced times

corresponding to the orbit of the planet, are those which enter into the calculation of the

orbit in [5999], and not the actual times at the place of the observer. Finally, the

correction of the distance i>,
= ni.sec.d (40), requires a corresponding correction in the

aberration, which upon the same principles is represented by,

(115)

(110)

("') 49.3^p,= 493'.?n.sec.^ = 0'^y%005706.m.sec.() ; log.0,00.5706= 7,75633 ;

but this correction is generally insensible, as in (121), and may be neglected.

EXAMPLE.

Given tlic geocentric longitude of the planet a = 354'' 44'" 'J4° ;
its geocentric lalituile 6= — 4'' Sg'" 33'

(io6); longitude of the zenith Z= 34d 2gm (SS) ; latitude of the zenith z= 46'' 53"' (89) ;
heliocentric

longitude of the earth j? =12'' 28m 54' [5999(277)]; heliocentric latitude of the earth i =
-|- 0*349 [5999(377)] ;

distance of the earth from the sun R = o.ggSSSSg [^999(277)] ;
distance of (he observer frona the centre of

the earth r= S',6o, being put equal to the sun's mean horizontal parallax, the mean distance of the earth

from the sun being supposed 206365^.

(118)

(119)

( 120)
From the above data we get Z— j? = i s"* 00"' ; tt.

— A= 343'' 16"
;



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET.

To find tn. To find the correction of the time for the aberration.

m (col. i), log. i,889i3h

i' sin. 4,68557

4g3« log. 2,6ga85
sec. o,ooi05

It
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[5999]

(1")

(2)

C^)

(3)
First

excopled
case.

(3)

(4)

Second

exccpteii
case.
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considered as its second discoverer. Tlie great simplicity of this method, as well as the

rapidity with which Gauss performs such laborious calculations, was shown in the very
remarkable instance, of his computing to a considerable degree of accuracy, in the period of

about ten hours, the orbit of the planet Vesta, by observations embracing a period of

nineteen days, with a geocentric motion of the planet of only four degrees.

(!)

figureThe annexed

92, represents a portion

of the concave surface

of the starry heavens, the

sun iS', being the centre

of this surface; ^.'^-^'^''G

thecclij)tic; £lCC' C"G'

the heliocentric orbit of the

planet or comet, whose

elements are to bo com-

juited. A, d', A", the

heliocentric places of the

earth, at the times of the

three observations
; C, C,

riaccs cf the cartel' C", the corresponding

heliocentric places of the planet ; B, B', B", the geocentric places ;
the arcs AB, A'B', A"B",

being always less than 180'^ Then as the sun, earth, and planet are situated in a plane,

which is projected in the heavens, in a great circle, it is evident that the arcs ACB, A'C'B',

A" C" B", are portions of great circles, and we shall suppose them to be continued, till they

intersect each otlicr, in the points E, E'
,
E". Lastly, we shall suppose the points B", B,

to be connected, by a great circle, which intersects A'B' in the point B', and the orbit

S\, G', in the point J\L From this construction, it is manifest, that the situation of the point

B*, will be indeterminate, if the arcs BB", A'B" coincide ; or, in other words, if the points

A', B, B'.B", fall in the same great circle. TJiis case ive shall exclude from our calculations,

with the remark, that we must select such observations as vary considerably from this

situation
;
so that the slight errors of the observations may not materially eflect the position

of the point B*, which is an object of importance in these calculations. Moreover, the situation

of the point jB*, or of the arc B B" is indeterminate, when the points B,B", coincide ;
or

are in opposite parts of the spherical .surface ; we must therefore, for the same reason, avoid

the use of observations, where the geocentric positions, in the first and last observations, are

very near to each other, or are very nearly in opposite parts of the heavens. TVe shall also

exclude this case from our calculations. It is important to observe that \\\e geocentric and

heliocentric places of the comet, in any particular observation, fall on the same side of the
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ecliptic; the latitudes hc'ing either loth north, or both south; moreover, the heliocentric

place of the planet, is always situated in a point of that part of (he arc of the great circle,

which is included between the geocentric place of the planet and the hcliocoitric place of the

earth. Thus, in the first observation, the heliocentric place of the planet C, is situated

between the heliocentric place of the earth Ji, and the geocentric place of the planet B (2).

This will be evident from the following considerations. If the planet be at an infinite

distance from the earth, the point C will evidently fall infinitely near tO-B; and if that

distance be infinitely small, the point C will fall infmitely near to A. Moreover, it is plain,

that if we sup])ose the situations of the sun and earth to remain unaltered, while the distance

of the planet from the earth a a, figure 84, page 792, increases in the direction of the line

a a', from nothing to infinite, without altering the geocentric position of the planet in the

heavens, or the position of the line a a' ; the heliocentric place C, figure 92, will gradually

move from A towards B ; which are the two extreme points or limits corresponding to an

infinitely small, or an infinitely great distance of the planet from the earth ; therefore, the

point C will always fall between A and B. Hence we shall have,

CB<AB<180"; C'e'<^'J5'< 1S0^ or c<J', (30,21) ; C"B"<A"B"< 180". (Sj

In the calculations of this article, we shall use the following symbols, which are similar to

those in [5995— 5997J.

[5999]

(G)

Iletiocen-
liic place
of tho

planet.

(7)

t'O

t, V, v,

A, A<, A'l,

a, a.', a",

e, 6', 6",

a*. e%

R, Ri, R",

?,' f'' tl">

h f'. f".

r, r', r",

V, v', v",

u, u', u",

C, a C",

U', iv', to",

E, E', E",

2/. 2/', •->/",

z,zi

Times of observation ;

Longitudes of the Sun;

Longitudes of the earth, differing i8o'' from Q, Q',©", respectively ;

Geocentric longitudes of the planet ;

Geocentric latitudes of the planet; southern latitudes lieing considered as negative;

Geocentric longitude and latitude of the point C; southern values ofthe latitude 6* being negative;

Distances of the earth from the sun
;

Distances of the planet from the earth;

Curtate distances of the planet from the earth ;

Radii vectores of the orbit of the planet ;

Heliocentric longitudes of the plaiiot ;

Heliocentric latitudes of the planet ; soul/tern latitudes being considered as negative;

True anomalies of the planet ;

Arguments of latitude of the planet, or distances from the ascending node, counted on the orbit
;

C= angle G't'iJ; 6"= angle G'C'B'
;

C"= angle G'C"£"
;

Arguments of latitude of the planet, reduced to the ecliptic, and counted from the ascending node;

f=arc AB; S'= 3rc A'B'; J-
"= arc A"B" ;

<r* = arc B'B";

Longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of the planet ; u= i8o''-|-n;

Inclination of the orbit of the planet to the ecliptic ;

E = angle A'EA" ;
E' = angle AE'A" ; E" = angle AE"A' ;

9/= arc C'C'i = v"— v' ; 2/' = arc CC" = c"— ; ?/"= arc CC = v'—v;
z = 3rc C'B'; i' = arc C'i*'' = arc C'iS'— arc B'B' = z—i*, (aS) ;

,>- = arc CE'; f" = arc C'E'
;

Syrabola.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(1.1)

(13')

(14)

,15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(2:0

(2-1)

(35)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)
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l-.rmul'I

" "
E"Mn.J-".sm.(JlE'-i)

R. sm.f.sm.{A" E'—iS
"

) r AssumoJ
tAssumeii

"1

value of si.J

"<"''"
^ ij'.sin.<r'.sm.(^"£—<f ") r Assumoil T

Lvalue of b.J(33) (i =
theae cal-

>:ulatio[id.

>.34)

(35)

(41'")

(4t)

(40)

(40)

(48)

Rii.smJ-ii.
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The points B,B',B", are given by observation, also tljc points A, A', A", by the solar

tables
;
and when they are connected by great circles, as in figure 92, we shall have several <^^

spherical triangles, whose sides and angles can be computed, by the common processes of

spherical trigonometry ; frequently using, with much advantage, the formulas of Napier
^ ""''

[1345,''^'''''^'''^']. Gauss has given many other similar formulas, but it is not necessary to

repeat them here, because the computations, by the usual meihods, are in general more

simple, short, and accurate than those in which many auxiliary angles are introduced
;
since

the small fractional parts which are neglected in these auxiliary angles, may have a tendency

to produce small errors in the results. We shall now give the enumeration of the triangles

which are to be computed, inserting some of tlie formulas, to which u'e may have occasion '*'^

to refer.

First. From the point B, draw the arc Bh, perpendicular to the arc ^ G
; then in the

rectangular triangle AhB, we have the perpendicular Bb=6:^ the geocentric latitude of
^„

the planet at the first observation
;
and the base AL=a.—A= the difference of longitudes

of the points B,A; whence we find the angle BAl=^/, as in the first of the formulas (62),
^'^^

which is the same as [1345^']; and the hypothenuse &, as in the first of the formulas (63), which ^g^^

corresponds to the second of [1315=']. In like manner, by letting fall perpendicular arcs,

from the points B',B", upon the arc AG; we may form similar triangles, corresponding to p'o««-

the second and third observations
;
from which we may deduce the values of y', -/', &', 5",

"'"'

(62,63) ; or tlioy may be more simply derived from the expressions of y, 6. by merely

accenting the letters, to correspond to the particular observations. The values S, H, b",

are always considered as positive.

(61)

tang.^' „ tang.«"
t^ng-r

= -i:r^. ; tang., =
-^^rZjr^

; tang.,
=

-;^^;jr-^^
;

tans
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roTess''
Third. To find the point B*

;
we have given, in the triangle 5 -E'B", tlie side

"Tes) BE'=AE' — AB= AE'—&, the side B"E'=A"E'— A" B"=A" E'- 6", and the

angle BE'B'= E'
;

to find the angles EBB", E'B'B, by Napier's formulas [1345«.«],

and the side BB", by [1345'*]. Then in the triangle BE"B*, we have given, the angle

BE"B*=E", the angle E"BB^= E'BB", and the side BE"=AE"—AB=AE"-& :

to find the sides BB", B*E", by Napier's formulas [1.345-'»>5'], and the angle BB*E",hy
formulas [1345'^]. Finally, we have B*B":=BB"— BB* ;

B*B'= B^E"— E" B'= B*E"— A'E" + A'B'= B*E"— A'E"-{- h'.

(63')

(69)

(70)

(71)

In the plane triangle STC,, figure 87, page 793, the sides TC,, ST, SC,, or the

corresponding symbols p^, /?, r, are respectively proportional to the sines of the opposite

angles TSC^, SC^T, STC/, and these angles are represented in figure 92, page 874, by

the arcs AC, CB, ISO''—AB
;
as will evidently appear, if we suppose in figure 87, page

(73) 798, a line SB to be drawn through S, parallel to TC,, and continued infinitely, in the

heavens, towards this point which is marked B, in figure 92 ;
so that we shall have, in

figure 87, the angle B^W,= angle SC,T; and the lines SC,, ST, being continued infinitely ,

fall in the points C, A, figure 92. Hence we have.

(73)

(74)

sm.AC s'm. CB s'm.AB
(75)

(76)

(77)

From these we obtain the expressions of ;, p, (77, 78) ;
and by accenting the letters we

get the similar quantities corresponding to the second and third observations, using the

symbols (24,30);

_ sin.^i? _ R.sin.S
_ ,_ sin.^' _ R'.sm.S' _ R'.sm.i'

_'~
*'sin.CB

~
sin.Cj?'

'~
'si^CB'

"
sm.C'B'~ sin.s

'

,. K'. Bm.A'B" R'. sin.<5"

sui C"B' sm.C'B"'

s\n.AC ,_ sin-^'C _ R'.s\n.{o'—z) „_ sin.^"C"

sin.CB'
'''~

sin.C'Z?'
~ "

sin.c
' '''

""
"sin. C"/i"'

(79)

Hence it is manifest, that zvheti the situations of the j'oints C, C, C" are Icnoivn, we can

determine the values of r, r', r"
; p,, ^/, p/'.

Founh Fourth. We shall now show these points C, C, C", can he determined by merins of the
process. t ' ' ' »/ •

'*''
quantities P, Q (38,39). We shall suppose M to be the point of intersection of the great

,8,)
circles B"B*B, C'C'C, and for brevity we shall put,

2/= arc C ' C"^ MC"—MC'= v"— v'
; 2/'= arc C C"'= MC"— MC =: v"— v

;

'^^'

2/"= arc CC =MC' — MC= v'—v;

(83 ) observing that these symbols have the same symmetry relative to the number of accents, in
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f,f',f''; C'C", CC", CO'; as in the similar expressions [5994(279')]; moreover, the (ss")

values of f,f',f", in terms of v,v',v", are the same as in [5995 (13 &ic.)].

Tiie equation [5994(278)] is founded upon the supposition tliat the tliree places of the planet
'*^ '

or comet a, h, c, figure 84, page 792, are situated in the same plane, passing through the sun,

which is the origin of the rectangular co-ordinates x, y, z
;

but tlie plane of xy, and the

direction of the axis x, are wholly arbitrary. Now if we talie the plane of the orbit for that '^'

of xy, it will be represented in figure 92, page 874, by the plane drawn through the centre

of the sphere S, and the great circle M C C'C"
;
and if we take the line SM for the axis

of X, and the line perpendicular to it, in the same plane, for tiie axis of y, we shall find that

the radii r, r, r", form with the axis of x, three angles which are represented by the arcs

MC, JilC, MC", respectively ; therefore, by the usual rules of trigonometry, we shall

have,

(83)

(85)

ISC')

x= r.co5.MC; x=r'.cos.MC'; x"= r".cos.MC" ;
(")

y = r.sm.MC; y =r'.sm.MC'
; y" =r".sm.MC". <^^

X =i
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(96) by the Roman capital letters C, C, C", E, E', E', respectively. Ihen in the rectangular

spherical triangle MCC, we have, as in [1315"], the first of the following equations, or

(97) the value of sin. C',C or sin.C
;

the second and third of these equations correspond to

the points C, C", and are easily derived from the first, by increasing the number of

accents
;

^sa,
sin.C = sin. CMC,sm.MC ;

sin.C'= sin. CMC^.sm.MC ;
sin.C"=sin. CMC^.sm.MC".

Substituting these in (89), after multiplying it by s'm.CMC), we get,

C99) 0=[;-V"].r.sin.C— [n-"].;-'.sin.C'-f [rr'j.r". sin.C".

In the right angled spherical triangles E'EIB, CCB, we liave, by [1345"J.

m sm.E'E;^sm.E'BE;.sm.BE' ;
sin.CC= sin. CBC. sin. Cj5.

Dividing the first of these expressions, by the second, and observing that,

sln.E'BE; = sm.CBfL

we get,

whence we obtain.

sin.E'E; sm.BE'
_

sin. CC
~

sin.CB
'

. ^^ sin./J'E/.sin.CB
."") sin. CC, = r-^T^^ ;sm.BE

substituting,

joj) BE'= AE'— AB^AE'—8; £'E;=E'; CC = C,

iiM)
we get the first of the equations (105) ;

and by adding another accent to the letters E'.E/,

we get the second expression (105), corresponding to the point E". In exactly the same

,104) way, we obtain the values of sin.C (106), and sin.C" (107).

. ., sin.E'sin.CB sin.E". sin.CjK
(105) sm.C=

C106)
sin.C':=:

sin.(^£'— <5) sin.(^£"— <5)

'

sin.E.sin.C'B* sin. E". sin.C'/?*

(107) sin.C"=

sin.(^'£-(5'+o'-) s,[n.{,d'E"—o-j-6*)
'

sin. E. sin. C"B" _ sin.E'. sin. C".6"

sin.(^"£;- .5")

~
sin.(.^"jG'— i")

'

Dividing the first of the equations (105), by the second of (107), we get the first equation

(108) ;
in like manner, by dividing the fij-st of the equations (106). by the first of (107),

we get the second equation (108) ;
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sin.C sin.CB sm.(A"E'—&") sin.C sm.C'B* smJjH'E— 5")
^^^^^

. i^ -'• =— .
i i—

. (108)

sin.C" sm.C'B"' sm.{AB'— i)' sin.C" sm.C'B" sm.{A'E—5'+6*)

Dividing the equation (99) by /'. sin.C", and substituting (108), we obtain,

,„, r.s\n.CB sm.{A"E'—&") , „. r'.sin.C'i?* sin.(.^"E
—

iS")
, , „—U'r"] ^^ — \rr}.- r, .

^ — -f-frrl. i09)^^
r".sin. C"i^" sin. (^£'—d)

^
'r". sm.C'B" sm.{A'E-&'+5*)

^ ^ '

Substituting the values,

r.sin.CJ?=2?.sin.5; r'.sin. C'B'= /l'.sin.<5' ;
r". sin.C"J5"= 72". sin.6" (77); ("O)

observing also that sin.C'Z?* may be put under the form,

sin.C'B*=sin.C'i?'.^!^^*= sin. C'i?'. ^'; (30). ("D
sm.CiJ sin.s

we get,

iJ.sin.rS sm.{A"E'— &") ^ „R'.sm.&' sm.(A"E - 6") sm.z'
, , ,»— L'

i-ii",sm.o"'sm.{AE'
—

o)
^ ^

B". sin.i"
'

sm.{A'E—&'+5*)
'

sm.z
^ "- " '

and if we use the assumed values of a, b, (32,33), it becomes,

sin.c'= a . [»';"]
—

[i r"] . b . 1- \rr'\ . (U3)

From the assumed value of P (38), we easily deduce,

substituting these in (113), we obtain,

0=lM+[^V.]i.^-l„.'].6.|^';
(115)

hence we get,

[rr']-[-[rV']_ P-\- 1 sin.s'

[n"] ""P+a" 'sin.z
'"**

Substituting this, and the value of r'= '.^"

"

(77), in the assumed value of Q (39), (n')

we obtain,

( P+l ,
sin.2' ) i?'3. sin'.J'

P+ a sin.C

Multiplying this by ^^^—^f^.>
we get,

VOL. III. 221
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(119)
—2^^ — := b . sin.~ — sm.z.

Now, tVom [21] Int., we have, by using ^= ^-|-'^* O^^)'

(120) sin.~=:sin.(c:'-{- (J*)
== sin.~'.cos.(5*-(-cos.z'.sin.i5* ;

substituting this in the last term of (119), ue obtain,

(121) — ^ ---, r ^ < If-^ cos.'V- } . sm.z'— sin.()*.cos.s .

The assumed value of the first expression of tang.w (10), gives,

/P-j-l\ sin.o* sin.'J'^.cos.w

(122) . I -jT-
—

)
cos. 4* = —

\F-{-aJ tang.w sin.w ,

Substituting this in (121), we get (123) ;
thence by successive reductions, and the

(133') re-substitution of z' =^z— &* (30), we obtain (125) ;

Q.sin''.^ „ ( cos.w .

''^' „ , . „
- =sm.u*. < -; .sin.c'— cos,

2iJ'3. sin3. (5' ) sin.w -1

sin.o* , . . ,
sin.5*

(124) = .jcos.w.sm.s'
— sin.vv.cos.c'{= -. .sin. (2

— w)
sm.w sin.w

Sin i*
"25) =:'4^ .sin.(2~vv-i*).

sin.w

Muhiplying this last expression by
—

'—, and substituting, in its first member, the assumed
' ' °

sin.o*

value of c (31), we get,

t'^') c Q.sin.w.sin"*. z =
sin.(,;

— w — d*) ;

Fviiiila-

meiital

p.iuation and by using Q' (40 ),
it becomes,

ii26)
qi . sin*.

~ = sin . (z
—w —

<5*) ;

or by using logarithms,

(125') log. Q' + 4.1og.sin.c:
—

log.sin.(;:
— w— rj*)

=
;

from which we must find the value of the unknown quantity z. We may observe that the

assumed value of,

(127) tang.w = ,pi^r (40),

I

— cos. (5*

P+a'
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may be icndeied more convenient for calculation, in tiie following manner. Multiplying the

p
I

3
numeiator and denominator by

—
i it becomes,

cos/J-

(/'+a).tang.()* (P-|-a).tang.6*
'

'''"^'''~6.sec.(S*.(P+l>II(P+^)
^

P. {b.sQc.i
*— 1

) + (i.sec.^
*—

a)

' "^^

Substituting in llic numerator, the expression,

tang. '5* =z e. (b.scc.S*
—

1), (i29)

depending on the assumed value of c
(;{6) ; and in tlic denominator, ,

O.sec.iS* — a ==
{b.sec 5* — l).d,

(1K>)

depending on the assumed value of d (35), we find that the whole numerator and

denominator becomes divisible by b.sec.5*— 1, and we finally obtain the second expression
of tang.w (40), namely,

(P+a).e
tang.w-

=
-^^-y- • <>*')

The calculation of the quantities a, b, c, d, e (32
—

36), which depends on known quantities,

constitutes the fourth operation. The actual values of b, c, e, arc not required, but

merely their logarithms. If we put '-=6,, and substitute the values of a, 6 (32,33),
'^

we find that the factor R".sm.5" occurs in the numerator and denominator, and bv

rejecting it, we get the following expression,

i^.sin.o sin.(^"E'— -3") sin.(.'3'E— 5'+ ^*)

''~R'.sin.(i'"sin.(^".E-<5")" sm.{dE'— S)

' '"^'^

Now from the second and third forms of the equation (107), we get (132) ; from the second

and third forms of (106), we get (132') ;
and from the second and third forms of (105), we

get (132");

s\n.(A"E'—6") sin.E'

9.m.{A"E
—

o") sin.E
' (132)

sin.(A'E— 'y+ 5*)=^-^^.sm.(A'E"—6'4-S*); (m-)
sin.E"

1 sin.E' 1

sm.{AE'—d) sin.E' sin.{dE"—5)
(13S")

Multiplying these three expressions together, and rejecting the factor sin.E. sin.E. sin.E",

which occurs in the numerator and denominator of die second member, we get,

sm.{A"E'—6" ) sm.{AE— i'+ 5*) sm.{A'E"—&'-\- 6*)

sm.(A"E—&")' sm.{AE'—6)
~

sm.{AE"-&)
' '*'''
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Substituting tliis in the second member of (131'), we obtain the value of h, (42), satisfying

(133') the equation /*= —
, or 7i=bh, (131).

a33')

Special
cases.

(134)

(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

(133)

(139)

113'J')

(HQ)

(141)

(142)

There are two special cases, ivhere some mocllfication must be made in this calculation.

The first is when the great circles BB", JIB",

coincide
;

as in the annexed figure 93
;

in which the

point B coincides with B'
,
and B* with E. In this

case, the quantities a, h (3:2,33), become infinite,

because the factors,

sin.(^£'— ()). sin.(^2'J5— <5'+ ,5*),

which occur in the denominators of these values of

a, h, vanish. When this happens we must divide

the equation (113), by /', and substitute the assumed

value of r=^' (133), and c'=

o

also 0. Hence we get.

=
6,.[rV"]

'5*
(30),

sin.(^— (5*)

sin..
[n-"].

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of tang.w (40), by J,, it becomes, by putting

as in (13.3') 6&,= a,

b, .sin.i5*

tang.w=
(P + l)

—
i,.cos.(5^P + a

and as a is infinite, the denominator is equal to P -j-
1 — J.cos. '5*; consequently this

value of tang.w, becomes the same as the expression of tang.w, (43).

The second case is where i5* = 0. Then the expression c (31), is infinite
;
and

w=0 (40); hence it would seem that the factor c.sin.w (125'), becomes «'ncfe^cr»M'«a;e.

But if we multiply together the expressions of c, tang.w (34,40), and the product by

cos.w= 1, we get, by rejecting the factor sin.o*, which occurs in the numerator and

denominator,

1
c.sin.w =-

2i?'3. sin^.rV .H. (~^) — cos.cS* I

Multiplying the numerator and denominator by P-j-a, and substituting cos.i5*=:l,

we get,
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P+a- -- - ^

(143)'•=""•'

2/e3.sin3i'.|6.(P+l)—P—a^
.

i—a
Now when cos.()*=l, the expression of d (35) becomes d=r—-,or6—a^cZ.(6

—
I); (H4)

consequently,

6.(P+l)_P_a=(i—l).P+(i_a)=(6— l).P+r/.(i—l)
= (i— l).(i'+J). (145)

Substituting tliis in (143), and tiicn multiplying by % we get for Q' (40), the

following definite expression ;

n, n • (P+a)-Q

Lastly, substituting o*=:0, and w = (140), in the second member of (126), we

find that the whole equation becomes divisible by sin. z
;

then substituting the e.xpression
*'''"'

of Q' (146), and extracting the cube root, wc get, in this second case,

sm „, . „ . /2.(6-l).(P+rf)

Fifth. When P, Q, are known, u-c can obtain w from (40), and then z from the equation (hs)

(41 or 41'). In a first approximation w^e may assume for P, Q the values P', Q' Fioh

(259) ;
and by repeated processes, in the manner explained in (259

—267) we can

compute the true values of P, Q ;
from which we finally deduce the required value of

(150)

z. If we develop the second member of (41), by [22] Int. ; it may be put under the form,

Q'. sin''.~ — cos. (w -|- (5*).sin.r
=— sin.(w + ii*).cos.z ; (151)

squaring this equation and substituting cos^.z^ I — sin^.z, it produces an equation of the

eis;hth degree in sin. z
; which according to the general theory of equations may have eight (i53)

roots, real or imaginary. Several of these roots must necessarily be real, and they may all

be very quickly found, by supposing s'm.z to increase gradually from to 1, and C^^)

selecting, by inspection, those values which nearly correspond to this equation ;
and then

by a few operations, correcting these first assumed quantities, so as to get the precise values

of z which satisfy it. We may reject all the negative values of sin. ~, because they (isi)

would make r' (77) negative, &' being supposed positive (61) ;
we must also reject

those in which z exceeds 5' as is evident from (8) ;
and alsT) from the consideration (155)

that if
sin.(()'

—
z) were negative, it would render

p'^ (78) negative. When the intervals

of the times are moderate, it is generally found that there are four values of sin. z, which

satisfy the equation, of which one is most commonly negative, and can be rejected ;
('56)

sometimes there are three negative values, and only one positive value, consequently there

is then no ambiguity as to that which is to be used. In case of having three positive values.
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it commonly happens tliat one of them is very nearly equal to &'. This value satisfies

(157) the analytical conditions of the problem, but not the physical conditions. The analytical

conditions require that the planet should be situated, at the times of the three observations,

('5R) somewhere on the lines a'a, h'b, c'c, fig. 84, page 792, respectively, and that the selected

points a, h, c, should be situated in the same plane and at such distances as to make the

(159) areas of the sectors sah, she, proportional to the times. Now all these analytical conditions

are completely satisfied by supposing the planet, at the times of the three observations, to

CW) he in the same places as the earth, so that the points C, C, C" may coincide with A, A\A",

(161) respectively, in fig. 92, page S74; in this case, we shall have C'B' ^^ A'B' :^&'. This

result is evidently incompatible with the physical conditions of the problem, which require

(162) that the light in coming from the planet to the earth, should proceed from points a, b, c,

fig. 84 ;
which are at some distance fimn the eye of the observer at a', b', c', respectively.

(163) In most cases it will be found, that where there are three positive values of sin. z, we

can neglect one of them because it is nearly equal to i5' (161), another because z

(164) exceeds i'
;

and then the remaining one can be used. If it should however happen that

the equation admits of two solutions, which satisf}' the proposed conditions of the problem,

we shall thence obtain two different orbits. In this case the true orbit is to be determined,

by comparing it with observations taken at greater intervals of time.

As soon as we have ascertained the value of z, we can find r', from the equation,

-^'•^'"•'''

(77^. Now we have, in (IM), [r r'] + [rV] = [r'r"].(P + 1) ;

(165)

(16C) s\n.z

substituting this in the first member of (116), and dividing by P+^j ^^'^ getj by

re-substituting z' :^ z— o*
(-^O),

(iCT)

(168)

[/;"] _ b sin.(r
—

<5*)

[;• }"]

~
P + a simz

Dividing the value of r' (166), by the preceding expression, we get (168). The

equation (169) is easily proved to be correct, by the substitution of the value of P (33) ;

these expressions are the same as (41" 41'') :

[? >"]
^ _ (P-|-a).i?'.sin.>^' _

[r' r"]

' ^ ~
b.s\n.{z

—
(5*)

'

(169) [//']
• '

[;»"]
' P

(170) We shall suppose the arcs C'c, C"c", fig.
92. page 874, to be let fall from the points

C, C" respectively, upon the great circle ABE' ;
then in the right angled spherical triangle(171)

(iij) C'dE", we shall have, by [1-345"] and (24,30),
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sm.C'c'=s\n.E\sm.C'E''=s\n.E''.s\n.{C'B'+B'E'')=s]n.E''.sm.{C'B'-\-A'E'—A'B') tm

=sm.E".sm.{z+^'E"—&'); im,

in like manner, in the right angled spherical triangle C'dE', we have, by using (31) ;

sin. C"c"= sin.E'.sin. C"£'= sin.JE'.sin.^". (I'S)

Now in the two right angled spherical triangles C'c'C, C"c"C, wo have, by using C (22),

the first of the four following expressions of sin.C'c', sin. C"c"; from these we deduce (i"-)

the second and third forms, by using (29, 90) ;
the last forms are the same as those in

(174, 175) ;

sin.C'c=sin.C.sin.CO'=sinX\sin.2/'=sin.cJ-^=sin.£'.sin.(r+.'3'L'''—0'); ^i^^)
rr

sin.C V'=:sin.C.sin.CC"=sin.C.sin.2f =.sin.C. t^ =sin.E'.sin.?". 078)
r r

Dividing the two last of the expressions (178), by the corresponding ones in (177), we

eliminate sin.C, and, by a slight reduction, obtain the value of r".sin. ^" (181); and

this value is for brevity, put equal to p', in (49, .53). In like manner, by supposing (i79)

perpendiculars Cc,, C'c'^
to be let fall from the points C, C", upon the great circle A'B' ,

so as to form the right angled triangles Cc,C'', C'c',C ',
we get the expression of

r.sin.^

(182) ; which may also be derived from (181), by changing the quantities, relative to the

point C, into those of the point C, and the contrary. This value of )-..sin.i^, is, for

abridgment, put equal to p in (48, 52),

(180)

(1800

'•"•^i"C"=
[^;]

•

''•SS
• sin.(^+ .4'£"-<5) = p"; (,81,

\r r"] sin. E

(183)

In the last place, we shall suppose the arcs Cc„, C"c"„, to be let fall perpendicularly upon

the great circle AB
; though we have not actually marked these arcs, in the figure, to

avoid confusion
; then, from the right angled spherical triangle C£'c„, we obtain (184);

and from the triangle C"Ec"„, we obtain (185),

sin.Cc„=sin.E^sin.C£''=sin.E^sin.(C'-E'+^£''—./4i:')==sin.£''.sin.(?+^jG'—^i£'); (,S4:.

sin. C"c",=sin.jE.sin. C"E=sin.£.sin.( C"£'-(-^"-E—^"JE:')=5in.£.sin.(?"+^"£-A 'E'). (,55,

Now by proceeding, as in (177, 178), we get, in the right angled spherical triangles CC'c„,

C'C'c"^, the first of the expressions (187, 188) ; from these we deduce the second and
„5e,

third forms, by using (29, 90) ;
the last forms are the same as in (181, 1S2) ;

sin. C'c,=sin.C '.sin. C'C'=sin. C'.sin.2/"=sin. C. tij =s\n.E".sm.{i:+AE"—dE')
rr (187)
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(188) sin. C 'V',=:sin. C'.sin. C'C"=.sin. C'.sin.2/=sin.C ~-^=s\n.E.sm.(r-\-,rE—A"E').

Dividing the two last expressions of (187), by tliose in (ISS), and substituting P (38),

we get, by a slight reduction,

(189) r.sm.{i-\-AE"—AE')=:,".P. !1^„ . s\n.(l:"4-A"E—d"E') ;

sm.jfc,

(190) Substituting CB=i—dE'-^5, C" B"=i"—A"E'-\-&".{3l, 2'1), in the values of r, »"

(77), we get,

(191) r.sin.(.^
—

AE'-\-5)^=R.sm.o ;

(192) r".sin.(^"—^'E'+(S")=ii".sin.<5".

Developing the first member of (191), by [22] Int.
;
and then dividing by R.sin.d, we get

(193) ; substituting, in this, the assumed values of X, x., (-1G, 44,), we get (194),

cos.(.^£'— <5) sin.(./3£'— '5)

(193) T-.sin.iT. ,r^~\ r.cos.i;. ^—.
—

r
— = 1 :

it.sin.d /r.sm.d
'

]

(194) r-sin^.X—r.cos.^.
- =1.

Substituting in (194), the expression r.sin.^=p (182), and then multiplying by x, we

(195) get, by using the symbol q (50); ;-.cos.^=:=i.(Xp
—l)=q; as in (50, 52). Again if

we develop, in the same manner, the expression (192), and divide by R".sm.5", we

shall obtain (196) ;
and by substituting (47, 45), we get (197) ;

. cos.(^'E'—(5") sin.(.^"£'—<5")

(196) r".sin.<'".
—

njj—.
—

^,
— — r".cos4"-

—
0:7^^
—

^1
— = 1 -

'

it".sin.(5" ij'.sin.d

1

(197) r'.sin.f.X"—r'.cos.^".
—= 1-

Substituting r''.sin.<'"= p" (181); then multiplying l)y k", we get,

(198) r".cos.r' = "". (X"p'
—

1)
= q" (51, .53).

Hence it appears, that we may deduce r, <, from the expressions of p, q, as in (52) ;

and r",^", from p", q", as in (-53). There can be no ambiguity in the values of

(199) ^) ^"> because r,r", must necessarily be positive. The accuracy of the calculation can

be verified by substituting these values in (139), to ascertain whether this e([uation is

satisfied, by the results we have obtained. There are two cases in which other methods

are to be followed. In the first place, when the point B coincides with E', or with its

(200) opposite point, in the spherical surface ;
or in other words, when AE'—5 is 0'^, or 1 80'';

because then the equations (182, 191) are identical; <<. (44) becomes infinite, and,
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Xp — 1 = '1 = (50); (201)

so that q (50) is indeterminate. In this case we must find r
, ^ from (53), as in the (202)

former method; then r, !^, from the combination of (189), with (182 or 191); by-

methods similar to the preceding, and which require no particular explanation. Wo may c-M)

also observe that when AE — (5 is very nearly equal to 0'', or 180'', the same method c-'"*)

must be used, because the former is deficient in accuracy ; adopting that combination of

(189) with (18:2), or with (191), which will give the best form, to tiie resulting equation, (205)

for tlie determination of r, ^.

obtained by a previous calculation in (168,169) ;

[r !"] r'
'

[rr"]
r'

(206)
The second case which requires modification is where the point B , very nearly coincides

with jE', or with its opposite point; in this case the determination of »',?", by the

preceding method would be impossible or inaccurate, on account of tlie smallness of

sin.(^ £'— 5"), in the value of x. (45). Then r, ^,
must be determined by the (so?)

fonner method
;
but r',^, must be found bycombining (189) with (181), or with (192), (208)

upon similar principles to those adopted in the preceding case, in (205). The case where (aoy)

the points B, B', coincide with E', or with its opposite point, is excluded in (4).

Having found the arcs <", ? ; the points C, C ', together with the point C", will be given (Sio)

in position ; and the arc CC ' =
2/"', can be determined by means of the given arcs,

^= CE ; i'=C^'E', (.31), (211)

and the angle CE'C'=E (28); using Napier's formulas [1345 •'«>^'-'], to find the angles

C CE' ,CC"E', and [1345"] to obtain the included side CC". Moreover in the triangle

C EC ,
we have the angles C EC

, C'C'E, and the side C E, to find C C = 2/:

also in the triangle C'E"C, we have the angles C'E"C, C'CE", and the side CE", to find

CC'^-if". These values of 2f, 2/", are however much more easily obtained by the (-'3)

following formulas ; observing that the logarithms of ,
——

. — . z—— . -. , have been

(212)

(214)

sin.2/"=f^J.4'.sin.2/-'.
(^'S'

[rr 'J
r

These formulas are easily proved to be correct, by the substitution of the values of, [n-'], (oie)

[)•')•"], [)t"], (90), in the second members, and making a slight reduction. Hence we have

a new confirmation of the previous calculations ;
because we ought to have 2/'-(- 2f"^-2f'; <Mii)

and if any difference be found, we must re-examine the calculations. If the difference be

small, we may apportion it between 2/, 2f", so that their log. sines may be equally oi?')

increased or diminished, by which means the ctpiation,

VOL. III. 223
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^=r7Vi=^^^^ (38,90),
[rr] ?• .sin.2/

[59991
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ill which tlie accents have the same symmetry as in (82'). Now by Kepler's first law, the

sectors sbc, nab [5994(47)], are proportional to the intervals of time ("— t', t'
— t or t, t"

(2'29) ;
hence we have,

seem- sab^.^^hf^l^r p .39. ,^,
sector sbc n- Ay. [r'r"] y

consequently,

P=^-^.- (^35)

Correct
value of P.

and as y, y" are very .nearly equal to unity [5995(44,31 kc.)], we shall have P=—
,

(236)
T

for a very near approximation to the value of P
;

to be used in a first operation, as we

shall see in (259&,c.). When the intervals t'', r, are nearly equal, the expressions y, y",

will commonly not differ much from each other, and then the assumed value of F (236), (236')

is very near its true value. We shall now investigate the value of Q ; putting it under

such a form as will enable us to assume, at the commencement of the operation, a quantity,
(23?)

which is very nearly equal to it. We have in [5985(10)], the following system of equations,

in which the anomalies are counted from the perihelion, (238)

p= r.(l 4-e.cos.t;) ; p =^r'.{l -\- e.cos.v') ; p = r".{l -\- e.cos.v''). (339)

Multiplying these three equations, by the values of [r'r"],
—

[rr"], [rr] (90), respectively,

and adding together the products, we get.

p.|[rV"J—[n-"]+[n-']|= 7TV".fsin.2/— sin.2/-|-sin.2/"j (240)

+ ?rV".e.{ sin. 2/003.1;
—

sin.2/'. cos.«'-|-sin.2/". cos.c"}. (2*0

The coefficient of e (241), vanishes by means of the formula (93) ; the arbitrary position

of the point M being taken so as to correspond to the position of the perihelion, from which (242)

the angles v, v', v", are counted (338) ; hence we have,

p. \ [r'r"]—[n-"\+ [rr'] \
= rr'r".

|
sin.2/— sin.2/''+ sin.2/" j

. (SO).

Now by [31, 26] Int., we have, by observing that /'=/-[-/" (29),
(2**)

sin.2/=2.sin./cos./; sin.2/"— siii.2/':=:= 2.sin.(/"—/).cos.(/"-|-/') 04S)

= -2.sin./cos.(/"+/). (s*?,

Adding these two equations together, and reducing, by means of [28] Int. and (244), we

get successively,

3in.2/— sin.2/'+sin.2/"= 2.sin/.|cos/— cos. (/'+ /')}

=
2.sin/.

j 2.sin.|.(/-|-/'+/").sin.i.(/"+/-/j=4.sin./sin/. sin./".

'"*"'
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Substituting this in (243), and dividing by the coefficient ot
[),

we get,

4. ?•»•'/'. sin.f.sm.f'.s\n.f"
<^^^' i^=

[,V']-[n-"] + [n-'f

(24R) If we substitute the value of [rr'] (90) in [5995(60)], we shall get ^^=—-^, using

(249) y",f",t'—tkc., for y,f,thc. as in (232&C.), also r" for k.{t'—t}, as in (229).

In like manner, in the triangle or sector corresponding to the radii }•', r", we have

y/jj
= -̂

"^'"'
. The product of the two expressions of ^j^ (248,250), gives,

yy". [rr'].[r'r"]
(251) P — ^^„

Putting this expression of
/j equal to that in (247), we get,

4rT". r/r". sin./.sin,/'. sin./"
(252) [;-',"]_[,r']+[rr'J.=

yy".[;-;'].[r';-"]

(351)

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of this expression by 2rr'r". cos/.cos./''.cos./" ;

we find that the numerator becomes,

,253)
rr".(2rr'.sin./".co3./").(2r'r".sin./.cos./).(2;T".sin/'.cos/')=""-['T'].[)V'i.[rr"],

as is evident from (90), observing that 2)T'.sin./".cos./"=n-'.sin.2/"=[rr'], &c. Using

this reduced value of the numerator, and rejecting the factor [n'], [r'r"], which is common to

(he numerator and denominator, we obtain the first of the following expressions ; the second

is derived from the assumed value of Q (39) ;

(255) [,',•"]—[rr"]+[;7-']r=
2yy". rr'r". cos.f.cos.f.cos.f''

~ "W^" '

Dividing these two last expressions, by the coefficient of Q, we get,

(250)

Correct
value of Q.

^ '"

; ;•" cos.yicos./'. COS./" yy"

Now the angles J] /', /", being generally small ; their cosines do not vary much from unity ;

;•*

(257) moreover as the radius r' falls between r, r", we shall have ^, , nearly equal to

unity, in most cases, in practice. Hence it is evident, that we may take, at tiie

(258) commencement of the operation, Q=tt", for a very near approximation to the value of

Q ;
it is not however so close an approximation as the assumed value of P (236), on

account of the magnitude of the factor cos./.cos./'.cos./". The success of Gauss's

method essentially depends on this happy selection of the unknown quantities P, Q, whose

(358) values are so nearly known by means of the times ^ <'
;

P being nearly proportional to

the ratio of their times, and Q proportional to their products.
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We shall now show how, by means of the approximate values of P, Q (236, 258), App,oxi.
mate val-

namely, "^'

"^ ''•

r"

P=—; Q.=rr"; (959,

we may compute the elements of the orbit. Tlie preliminary calculations for finding

a, h, c, d, e, 5, &', &", «, «", X, X" (32—30, G2, 03, Sec, 44—47) being made
;
we may (260)

substitute in (40) the assumed value of P (259), and we shall get the value of w
;

then

from (41') we may obtain by a few trials the value of s ; substituting this in (100) we get (2ci)

r'; also,

r rr'l [rr" 1

LIL.J./. (168),
LJ.,'. (109); (26.)

hence we deduce p, p" (48,49); q, q" (50,51); '(,
r (52); ?",?•" (53);

then we obtain the arcs /, /',/", as in (21 1—2 15). With these values of r, r', t", f,fj", (263)

we may compute the corresponding values of
['")'], ['';"], [r;"J (90) ;

and with these we

can obtain new values of P, Q (38,39). If these last expressions are equal, respectively, (264)

to the assumed values (259), we may conclude that we have obtained the true expressions

of ?",?•',;•",/,/',/", &.C. But if the assumed and computed values of P, Q, differ (265)

from each other, we must repeat the calculation, in the same manner as in (260
—
265) ;

and the same process is to be continued, by assuming the last found values of P, <^,
for (2C6)

a aew operation ;
and when the assumed and computed values of P, Q agree, they

must be taken for the correct expression of P, Q, to be used in the rest of the
(26?)

calculation, in finding the elements of the orbit.

Taking the extreme observations, for this purpose, we have, by the preceding calculations

the values of r, r", 2f'=v"— v, and the corrected interval of time /"— i. With these
^68)

we can find, by the precepts in [5995] for an elliptical orbit, the elements corresponding to

the plane of the orbit
; namely, the semi-major axis, and the excentricity c

; also, the

time and place of the perihelion in its orbit. If the orbit be a parabola we can use [5996], (269)

and if it be a hyperbola we must use [5997]. The place of the node and inclination of

the orbit, to the ecliptic, may be obtained, by means of the triangle v.AC, or nA"C", (^"O)

figure 92, page 874; and it may be useful, for the purpose of verification, to make the

calculation in both triangles ;
and take the mean of the results, if there should be any slight

difference. In the triangle nAC, we have given, the angle v.CA^=C, the angle (27i)

n.4C=180'^— y, and the included side AC= AE'— ^, to find the sides SiA, nC,

by Napier's formulas [1345'''''^'], and the angle AnC=cp, by [1345'>]. If w3 use the (272)

triangle o.A"C", we have the angles nCM"= 6"', nv4"C"= ISO— 7", and the side

A"C"=A"E'—i"; to find, as above, the sides nA", nC", and the angle .'riiC'^p. (273)

VOL. III. 224
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EXAMPLE.
We shall take, for an example of this method of calculation, the following observations of the planet Juno,

made by Dr. Maskelyue at Greenwich. The times of observation may be reduced to the meridian of Paris, by

adding the difference of meridians, which Gauss puts equal to 9'" 20»,9 == o''"',006492.

(274)

(275)

(270)

(277)

(278)

(279)

(3S0)

ca-i)

(383)

(283)

(284)

(285)

(286)

(287)

(288)

(289)

(290)

(291)

(292)

(293)

(294)

(296)

(296)

Observation.

I.

II.

III.

Mean time at Greenwich.

i8o4, October S'' i o'' 5 1
'" 06^

17 09 58 10

27 09 16 4i

or 5''''3'^452i52

or 17 ,415393

or 27 ,386585

.\pp. Eight Ascen- App. Declina
sion.

357'' 10'" 225,35

355 43 45 3o

355 II 10 95

tion south.

6'' 40'" 08'

8 47 25

10 02 28

At these times we have, from the solar tables, the following results.

Observation.

I.

II.

III.

^.'s longitude from app.

Equinox.

1921^ 28"' 53-,7i

204 2o 21 54

2l4 16 52 21

Nutation of

equin. point-

4-i5»,43

-f i5 5i

-|-i5 60

ijji's
distance

from Earth.

0,9988839

o,99539'j8

0,9928340

^;'s latitude. App. Obliquity of

the ecliptic.

—
o«,49 23'' 27W 59S48

-\-r, 79 23 27 59 26
— o i5 23 27 59 06

With these data wo obtain the apparent longitudes and latitudes of Juno, at the times of observation, as in the

following table ;
the latitudes being south are marked negative. Also the longitudes and latitudes of the zenith,

which arc equivalent to the longitudes and complements of the altitudes of the nonagesimal degree of the

ecliptic; the latitude of the place of observation being 5i''28"'39*; and the right ascensions of the meridian

being the same as the right ascensions ofJuno, because the planet was observed in the meridian. This method

of making these calculations is given in [5998(88, 8g, 106 )].

Observation.
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We shall now apply these corrections to the lonpjitiules and latitudes, in order to obtain the values of A, A', A" ;

a, a', a" ; ^j S', 6", R, H', li" ; observing that the signs of the nutation of the equinoctial points (277—279),

are such as are used in finding the apparent place from the mean
;
and these must be changed, in [3oi', 3o3']

in finding the longitudes from the mean equinox.

Observation I. Observation II. Observation III.

I2'i28"'53',7I 24''20'n2I„54 34''lC'"52',21

— i5 43 — i5 5i — i5 60

— 22 39
— 27 21 — 35 82

-|-ii 87 -f- 10 23 4- 8 86

Q'a longitudes
—

iSoi^,

Nutation of Equinoctial points.

Correction for parallax of Jvnio,

Precession to Jan. i, i8o5,

Juno's longitude,

Nutation of the equinoctial points,

Precession to Jan. i, i8o5.

Aberration as a fixed star.

Juno's latitude,

Aberration as a fixed star.

Sun's distance,

Correction for Juno's parallax,

Corrected distances li, R', R",

Logarithms of these distances,

Mean times of observation at Paris, found liy

adding o''''^^,006492 to the times at Greenwich,

From (3o2, 3o4) we get,

.^=I2''28"!27S,76

354''44"'54',27

— i5 43

+ II 87
—

ig II

ct=354''44"'3i',6o

—
4''59"'3i»,59

+ 53

9=—4''59"'3i',o6

0,9988889

-|- o,ooo3856

R = 0,9992695

log. /?= 9,9996826

f=Oct. 5'^"5^45S644

-?—a=i7''43'n5G',i6
-1'—.1=11 5i 21 29

.4'=24''i9'"49',o5

352<'34"'44»,5i

— i5 5i

+ 10 23

— 17 II

(1,'=352''34'"22',I2

— 6''2i'"56»,25

4- I 18

6'= — 6''2i'»55',o7

0,9953968

-|- 0,0002339

iS' =10,9956297

log. R' = 9,9980979

<'= Oct. I7''''y^42i885

A'—a.'=3i''45"'76',c)3

A'i—A'= 9 56 20 60

.^"=34''i6'"o9»,65

35i''34"'5i',57

— 13 60

+ 8 86
— i4 82

a"=35i''34"'3o»,oi

,

-<ii.j"52»,70

+ 75

6"=— 7<'i 7'"5o>,95

0,9928340

-|- o,ooo2o85

R"= 0,9930425

log. i{"= 9,9969678

«"=Oct. 27'''')",393o77

.4"—tt"=42"4i'"39>,64
A'i—A=7i 47 4 1 89

[5999J

(300)

Data.

(301)

(301')

(302)

(303)

(303')

(304)

(305)

(300)

(307)

C308)

(309)

(310)

(311)

(312)

As all the latitudes have the same sign, we liave considered them as positive, in tlie following calculations

(3i2'—319, &c.), and have drawn the figure 94, page 894, to conform to this supposition, making tlie points

B, B', B", C, C, C", &c., fall hcloiv AA", instead oi above, as in figure 92, page 874. The change of the

directions in the lines AB, A'B', A''B", of the figure, are indicated by the signs. Thus if we had supposed

e to be negative, in finding y (3i4), we should have tang.e and
tang.j- negative; but this negative

value of y merely indicates that the arc AB falls below AA", as in figure 94, instead of above, as in figure 92,

page 874. Hence wc see that by a careful allcniion to the actual situations of the points of the figure, we

may avoid, in a great degree, the trouble of noticing the signs in these preliminary calculations ; and by referring

to the figure, are less liable to mistakes, than wc should be, if we restricted ourselves exclusively to the analytical

method of computation.

To find y, }', yii. (62).

a (3o6) tang. 8,9412495

A — a (3 1 1
)

subtract sin. g,4836865

y= i6''oo"'o8',38 tang. 9,457563o

6' (3o6) tang. 9,0474879
A' — a' (3ii) subtract sin. 9,7212540

5,i
= ii<'J8"'oo^33 tang. 9,3262339

6" (3o6) tang. 9,1074080
AO— nJi (3ii) subtract sin. 9,83 1 2855

j,"
= io''4i'"4o',;7 tang. 9,2761225

To find f, J', f'l. (63).

A — y_ (3ii) tang. 9,5o482()o

y (3 1 4) subtract cos. 9,9828366

J-=.'JC =
i8<!23'"59',2o

A' — tx.' (3n) tang. 9,7916902

y' (3i6) subtract cos. 9,9904579

J'= .3'£'= 32''i9»'24',93 tang. 9,8012323

A"— a." (3ii) tang. 9,9650091

y" (3i9) subtract cos. 9,9923903

,f"= .J".B"= 43''ii"'42',o5 tang. 9,9726188

(312-)

(312')

Prelimin-

nry calcu-
latioDS.

(312"')

(313)

tang. 9,5219894 (314)

(314)

(315)

(316)

(317)

(318)

(319)
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COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET, 897

Tn find the angles B, B", in the triangle RIB'S", hy [i345<«'"].

.4£'=33''i2'"39',78 (33o) ^"£'=54''27"'oo»,88 (33o') ££' B"=£'=7''i 3"'37',70 (33i)

,4/J=i8 23 59 3o (3i4) ^"£"=43 II 42 o5 (3i9)

JB'£=i4 48 3o 58=j3£'—J; £'B"=ii i5 18 83=^"JS'—(f
"

;

£'B"=ii 1 5 18 83 (339)

Sum iS^ =26 o3 49 4i ;

Difr.2£><= 3 33 II 75;

D<

5-4 =i3''oi'"54»,7i

Dt= I 46 35 88

sin. 8,49i4o56

arith. CO. sin. 0,6468671

i^BE'Bii = 3''j6'"48»,85 (337)cotan. 1,1996098

4(iS''—JS)= 65 19 46 66

i(B"+B)= 86 28 39 26

Sum is B"=i5i 48 25 92

Diff. is J?= 21 08 52 60

tang. 0,3378825

[5999]

(:t37)

(338)

(339)

(340)

Prelimin-

ary calcu-
lations.

.B=2i''o8'»52«,6o (343)

£"= 4 55 46 22 (336)

Sum2Ss=26o4 38 82
."fj =i3''o2mi9',4i

ZJj = 8 06 33 K)

=2604 38 82

Dirt" 2Z>s=i6 1 3 06 38

7)5 sin. 9,i4g4o55

S5 aritli. CO. sin. 0,6466426

4BE"=5''39'"34s,o5 (345') tang. 8,9960679

4( £''£»—£'B*)=3 32 43 98

.i(£"S«-fB'£")=5 45 01 g3

tang. 8,7921159

Si arith.

iBE'B" (337)
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COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET. 899

[5999]

Aj^sllliied value o[ c,

Its loi;. sine,



900

[5999]
Firs I

Approxi-
mation.

(413)

(.113)

(<14)

(415)

(410)

(417)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR ;

To find the arc CO> = ifi, in the triangle CE'C", by [i345^»'"].

i= CE' =
33<'i7m33.,38 (4o9)

^"=C"Ei = 3o II o4 25 (409)

Sum 2Se — 53 28 37 63 ; .% =26''44"i8',82

Difr.oD^= 6533087; J>e= 3 26 45 ,44

-D.

iE'

sin. 8,7789252

arith. co. sin. o,3468646

3<'36'"48',85 (340 cotan. 1,1996098

4(C'—C")= 64 4 1 56 92

4(C+C")= 86 45 58 08

Sumis£'CC"=i5i 27 55 00

Diff. is£'C"C= 22 04 01 16

tang. 0,3253996

iE' (34i)



CO.AIPUTATIOxN OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET.

To find y" from r,r', oj", t'—t. Lifre [SggSCiSy)]

r' (392) log. 0,3251008(393) . . . o,325ioo8

r (4 1 2) log. 0,3599863

'_=tang4.(45<'-l-K)) log. g,995ii45
T

45''-j-u)=44''55"'09'.957 tang. 9,9987786

«;=— 4"'5o»,o43

2ic=— 9'"4o',o86

(4i2) . . . 0,3299863

sum 0,6550871

half 0,3275436

(rr')ii log. 0,9826307

aiiih. CO. 9,0173693

tang. 7,44907,

same 7,44907„

/"^2<'o3'''22',475 (420) sec. 0,00028

tang'-.2ti\seCi/"":=o,ooooo79i log. 4,89842

constant log. 5,5680729

t'—t 11,963023 (43o) log. 1,0778409
same i ,0778409

SX'og-ec./" (439) 0,0008391

arith. co. (433) 9,0173693f.log. (rr')

log. 6,7419631

_/""^2"'o3'"22«,475 (435) sec. 0,000279-

4/''=i 01 4i 2375 sine 8,2538985

same 8,2538985

sin2.4/".sec/"^o,ooo322i6 log. 6,6080767

tang2.2Zi;.sec/"=o,ooooo7gi (436)

/=o,ooo33oo7

1=0,83333333

Z-|- ^^o,8336634o subtract log. 9,9209908

mm (438) log. 6,7419631

4= 0,00066217 log. 6,8209723

Corresponds in Table VIII, to app. log. y"y"=o,ooo6383

log. y"=o,oou3i92

To find P.

arith co. log. 9,9996808

log. 0,0002285

log. 9,3:34223
arith. co. log. 0,7656848

y" (447)

y (447)

t" (43i)

T (43i)

Corrected P= i— (235)
y"T

Assumed value of P (382)

log. 0,0790164

log. 0,0791018

zr-

Difference —o,oooo854

We may remark that the value of h (445) does

not require, in this example, any correction for the

quantity S
[5995(147)], which is wholly insensible.

To find y from r>,T", ?/, <"—/'.

r" (4i2) log. 0,3212487(412) ... 0,3212487
r' (392) log. o,325ioo8 (392) . . . o,325ioo8

r"

-=tang4.(45<t-|-u)) log. 9 9961479

45''-f-u)=44''56'"ii»,3o2 tang. 9,9990369

= —
3'»48',698

sum 0,6463495

half 0,3231748

(/Ti')i log. 0,9695243

'arith.co.log. g,o3o4757

f= — 7'"37',396 tang. 7,34587n

same 7,34587a

/= i''44'"53»,75 (419) sec. 0,00020

tang2.2«).sec.y=o,ooooo492 log. 4,69194

[5995(38)]

t'l—V

3.log. (rV)

constant log. 5,6680729

9,970887 (43o) log. 0,9987338
same 0,9987338

3xlogsec./ (439) 0,0006066

arith. co. log. (433') 9,0304767

log. 6,5966228

/=i''44'"53^75

i/=o52 26 875

m m

(435) sec. 0,0002022

sine 8,1834375

same 8,1834376

sin2.J/.sec./=o,ooo23285 log. 6,3670772

tang2.2u>,sec./^,ooooo492 (436)

I =0,00023777

I =0,83333333

i-|-f
= 0,833571 10 subtract log. 9,9309427

mm (438) log. 6.6966228

[6996(147)] 4=0,00047389 log. 6,6766801

Corresponds in Table VIII, to app. log. yy =0,0004670

log. y =0,0002285

To find Q.

T



902 APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR;

[3999]
.Second

.\[iproxi-
inalion.

C4S4)

Second Approximation to P, Q.

With the corrected values ol t, t", (43i), and the computed values ol P, Q (448, 45i), we must repeat

that part of the calculation, which is contained in (382—453), in order to obtain a nearer approximation to the

(.*'>'') values of P, Q. We shall give this calculation at full length, and in the same form as in the first process

(382—453); but the part (422—43i) relative to the aberration, is given with sufficient accuracy ;
audit is

not necessary to make any correction in it. The labor of this re-computation is much decreased from the

circumstance that the same form of calculation is retained, and the results are not much varied.

(456)

(437)

(458)

(450)

(4(;i))

P= 1,1995445 (448)

a= 0,3543593 (364)

rf=— 1,3624994 (370)

0,0790164

P-fa= 1,5539038

P-|-(/=
—

0,1629549
e (373)

log. 0,1914242

log. CO. o,7879326n

log. 8,3929633,1

w^i3''i5'"4i',oo tang- 9,3723201

<f= 23 i3 16 (35i)

w-}-,f"=13 38 54 16 ;

Q (45.)

c (369)

w (458)

Q' (40')

log. 8,5475964

log. 2,6907722

sin. g,36o58i8

log. 0,5989604

Hence the equation (4i') becomes,

o,59895o4-|-4.1og.sin.2—log.sia.(i— i3''38'"54',i6)=o.

To find z by approximation from the equation, (459).

(ti;i)

f4C2)

(•103)

Assumed value ol ;,

Its log. sine.



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET. 903

To find p, p", (48, 49) ; q, q" CSo, 5.) ; f, f" ; r, r" (62, 53).

\ {r'r"] S

z-\-.i'E—ii
E
E'

(468)

(472)

(4oi)

(4<«)

log. 0,6674867
ll'r']- S

[5999]
Second

Approxi-
mation.

sin. g,7^Ji3Sc)(i z-^A'E'i—S'
sin. 8,6o83885

arilh. CO. sin. o,goo3o84

X (4o4)

x = i,234o6g6 (4o5)

log. 9,9275432

log. 0,4864482

log. 0,0913397

log. o,5n533ii

log. 9,9275432

X px =3,2013348

q = xpx — x = i ,9672652

P (477)

^ = tang.f(52); ,>-=23''i6'"4o',26 tang. 9,63368o3

^=CE'
q (48i)

E'l

El

(470)

(472)

(4oi)

(402)

log. 0,5884703 (473)

(4o4)

sin.

sin.

arith. CO. sin.

log.

log.

9,6000975

8,9341447

0.9003084

0,0230209

0,1592352

0,5418959«."= 3,4825384 (4o5) log.

>," P"k"= 5,2984890 log. 0,724l520

log. 0,2938629 q"= x"p" »" — »"= 1,8 159506 log. 0,2591040

P" (477) *"''• '"S- 0,0230209

sec. o,o36873y

tang. o,39386?g

log. 0,3307368

(474)

(475)

(476)

(477)

(478)

(479)

(480)

(481)

(482)

^,
= tang, f"(53) ; f "=3o'Jo8"'3o»,24 tang. 9,7639169 (483)

^"= C"Ei

q" (48 1)

r"

sec.

log.

log.

0,0630914

0,3591040

0,3221954

(484)

(485)

(486)

To find the arc CC" = 7f', in the triangle CE'C".

^=CEi = 23<fi6'"4o',26 (483)

^i'=C"E' = 3o 08 3o 24 (483)

Sum 2S7 = 53 25 10 5o ;

Dia. 2D^ = 6 5i 49 98 ;

Sj =26'*42"'35»,25

Dt^ 3 25 54 99

i£' (4i4)

jj(C— C") 64''37'"5i',8o

h{C+C") 86 45 55 3i

Sumi3E'CC"=i5i 23 47 >'

Diff. is £'C"C= 2208 o3 5i

sin. 8,7771576

arith. co. sin. 0,3472977

cotan. 1,1996098

tang. o,324o65i

4-E' (4i4)

4 (C+C") =86''45'n55',3i

E'O'C (490)

CE' (487)

El (4 16)

:if=Cai = 7<'34'»56',36

(487)

cos. 9,9992304

arith. co. cos. o,o490o53

cotan. 1,1996098 1488)

tang. 1,2478355

arith . compl. sin. 0,4239133
sin. 9,5968064 (^)

sin. 9,0996916 (490)

sin. g,i2o4ii3 (49')

To find the arcs Ca=2f" , C'C"=:!f, (214, 2i5).

r (486) log. o,33o7368

Jl^.r'^ (473) arith.co.log. 9,3325i33

ifi=CCii (491 J sin. 9,i2o4ii3

a/=C'C" =3<'39'»oi',64 sin. 8,783661.;

2/"=CC =4 o5 54 75 (493)

Snmis2y=CC" =734 56 39

Computed CC"=7 34 56 36 (491)

r" (486)

2/ (491)

2/"=CC'=4''o5'»54',75

log. o,322ig54

arilh. co. log. 9,4115297

sin. g,i3o4ii3 (4^,

sin. 8,854i364 ^4931

(494)

(495)
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(49C)

Secouti

Approxi-
lii;illon.

(497)

(197')

(198)

(199)

(500)

(501)

(502)

(503)

(501)

(505)

(508)

(507)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR;

To find y'' from r, r', ?/", ('—^ (432—447)

log.=0,3259594

log.=o,3307368

»'

-=tang4. (45'^-t-ui) log. 9,9952226

4:y^_|-(«=44''55'»i6%37 tang. 9,9988056

w= — 4"'43',63

2«)= 9'"37',26

/"= 2<'o2'"57',375 (493)

tang2.2M).sec/'"=o,ooooo757

(508)

(509)

(510)

(511)

(512)

(513)

(514)

(515)

(516)

(517)

(4116)

(486) .

0,3269594

o,33o7368

sum

half

3

{rr'y- log.

arith. co.



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET. 905

Third Api'iioxuiation to P, Q.

[5999]
Third

Approxi-
iimlion.

With tlio computed values ol P, Q (5i2, 5i5), we must again repeat the operation, 33 in (456—517) to (iisj

obtain the linal values of /', Q. Tlio foim of calculation is the same as in the last process, and the numbers

vary but very little, so that the calculation is repeated with great facility ;
and it serves as a verification of

llie process.

P= 1, 1995459 (5i2) log. 0,0790169
a= 0,3543593 (364)

<J=—1,3624994 (370)

P-\-si=: 1,5539052 log. o,igi4346

P-\-d=
—

0,1629535 log. CO. 0,7879363^

e (373) log. 8,392g633n

w^i3<'i5"'4i'',44 tang. 9,3723242

r= 23 i3 16 (35i)

w-|-<r*=i3 38 54 60

Q (5t5)

c (369)

W (522)

Q' (4o')

log. 8,5476096 (519)

log. 2,6907722

sin. 9,36o5857

log. 0,5989675 (520)

(521)

Ifcnce (he equation (4i') becomes,

o,5989675-|-4.1og.sin.z—log.sin.(2— i3''38'"54',6o)=o.

(522)

(523)

(524)

To find z by approxhnalioii from the equation, (523)..

Assumed value of;,
Its log. sine,

Multiplied by 4,

Add log. Q'.
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;

[5999J
Third



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET.

To find y" from r,r', ^f", t'—t. (496—5ii).

log. 0,3259530

log. o,33o73i8

yt

-=lang'l.(45i-|_u') log. 9,9952218
r

45''-f-u)=44''55'"iO».32 tang. 9,99880545

w= — 4'"43',08

(53o) . . . 0,3259536

(55o) . . . o,33o73i8

sum 0,6566854

half 0,3283427

(rr')i log. 0,9850281

aiilh. CO. 9,0149719

2W= — 9'"27*,36

/"=

tang. 7,43943^

same 7,43943,,

!'io2»n57',535 (5O2) sec. 0,00028

log. 4,87914tangS.2w.sccy "=0,00000757

(436')

t'—t

constant log. 5,5680729

(437) log. 1,0778409

same i ,0778409

SXIog.sec./" (572) 0,0008337

|.Iog. (rr') aiilh. co. (566') 9,oi497'9

log. 6,7395603

/"=2(/o2"'57*,535 (568) .sec. 0,0003779

4/''=i 01 28 768 sine 8,252433i

same 8,252433i

sin2.4/".sec/"=o,ooo33ooo

tang2.2to.sec/";=o,ooooo757 (5O9)

log. 6,5o5i44i

Z=o,ooo32757

6=0,833333336

2-|- 5=0,83366090 subtract log. 9,9209895

7)1 m (571) log. 6,73g50o3

A= o,ooo65S52 6,8185708

CoiTesponds in Table VIII, loapp. log. y"y"^o,ooo6348

log. y"^o,ooo3i74

To find P.

y" (58o) ai-ith co. log. 9,9996826

log. 0,0002271

log. 9,3i34223

log. 0,7656848

y (58o)

t" (447")

T (447'")

vt"
Corrected P=^ (235)

y"T
Assumed value of P (5i9)

log. 0,0790168

log. 0,0790169

Difference ^—0,0000001

To find y from r',r", oj, /"—«'.

log. 0,3221893

log. 0,3259536

r"

=tang4.(45'HT') log- 9.9962357

45''-)-ic=44''56'ni6'',53 tang. 9,99905892

u)= — 3'"43',47

(55o) .

(53o) .

o,322i8g3

0,3269536

sum o,648i4'9

half 0,3240714

(yr'')i log. 0,9722143

arith.co.log. 9,0277857

2U)= — 7'"26»,94 tang. 7,33582„

same 7,33582^

/=i''44"'3o',90 (56i) sec. 0,00020

tang2.2U).sec./=:o,ooooo470 log- 4,67184

(436') constant log. 5,5080729

«"_(r (437) log. 0,9987338

same 0,9987338

3X log-sec./ (572) 0,0006021

arith. co. (506') 9,0277837

907

[5999]

(5C5)

Third

Aiiproxj.
maljon.

(566)

(560')

(507)

(568)

(569)

(570)

g.log. {rW'')
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[5999]

(583)

(589)

Computa-
lion of the
oiements.

(590)

(591)

(5910

(591")

(592)

(592)

(593)

(594)

(595)

(595)

(596)

(397)

(593)

(599)

(600)

(601)

(602)

(603)

(604)

(605)

(606)

(607)

(608)

l609)

(610)

(611)

(612)

(613)

(614)

(615)

(616)

(617)

(618)

APPENDIX, BY THE TRANSLATOR
;

To compute the elements of the crhlt.

We have for this purpose log. r=o,33o73i8 (55o) ; log. r"=o,8221893 (55o) ; 2/'=-^34m56s.96 (56o) ;

days (laya
«=Oct. 5'"''^45I989 (439) ; «"=Oct. 27'"'^',385899 (429), or ("-/=2i '',933910. ffitli these data we may

determine the elements, by the method explained in [5995].

To find ar = sin'.ig. [5995(187)].

Iog.=o,322i8g3

log.=o,33o73i8

»•"

-^tang4.(45''-|-M)) log. 9,9914575

45<f-|-M,=44<25i'n32',85 tang. 9,99786438

w= — 8'"27',i5

2ui= — i6'"54',3o

(588) . . . 0,3221893

(588) . . . o,33o73i8

sum 0,6529211

half 0,3364606

(r)'")- log. 0,9793817

aiith. CO. g,02o6i83

/'=3''47"'28',48 (588)

tang2.2t/).sec/'=o,ooo02423

constant log. (436')

ti'_(=2i,933910 (589)

3Xlog sec./' (595)

fang. 7,6917447

same 7,6917447

sec. 0,0009514

log. 5,3844408

5,5680729

log. i,34iii6o

same i,34iii6o

0,0028542

S.log. (rr") (592') arith.co. 9,0206183

m m log. 7,2737774

/' (595)

i_/=i<i53"-'44',24 (595)

sec. 0,0009514
sine 8,5195500

same 8,5 195500

To find a, [5995(58)].

(612) arith.coiiipl.log.sin. 1,2621295

same 1,2621295

w
2



COMPUTATION OF THE ORBIT OF A PLANET. 909

We may remark that tlie expression of cos. G =r 0,8090665 (608), corresponds to G = 354''oo"'i7»^ or to

G= 35''59m42',6. The first of these expressions is to be used as in (610), because the corresponding values of

v,v" (6i5,6i6), are in ihe fourth quadrant ofthe true anomaly, where the radii r, r" are decreasing, as in (588);

but the other value of G, gives v, v'', in the first quadrant of the true anomaly, when the radii r, r" are

increasing. The mean anomalies ni=u—e.sia.u, nt"=u"—e.sin.u" [5985(7)], corresponding to the first

and third observations, may be found in the following manner.

To find nt, [6985(7)]. To find nV, [6985(7)].

log. 9,389754- e (601) log. 9,3897547

log. 5,3i4425i radius in seconds, log. 5,3i4425i

sin. 9,8ooo855
—siu.a" (618) 327<'o8"'22s,7 sin. 9,7344745

e (601)

radius in seconds,—sin.M (O17) 32o''52"'i2',i

—e.sin.u := 3i934«,9 8 52 14 9 log. 4,5o42653

Mean anom. Jif =329 44 270

-e.sin.w" = 27457',!= 7 37 37 I log. 4,4386544

Mean anom. nt" =334 45 59 8

To find uj p.

We may lind the longitude of the node u, and the incUnation p, of the orbit to the ecliptic; by means of the

triangle ijAC, in vvliich we have given,

the angle u.5C=>=i6''oo'"o8',38 (3i4) ; the angle uC^=.E'CC"=i5i<'23'"48',64 (558) ;

./?C=.^£'— C£'=33''i2'"29»,78—23''!6'"4o',62=9''55'"49',i6 (33o, 55i) ;

to find the angle u, and the sides uC, XjJi, by Napier's formulas [i345'°'"J.

uAC— i6^oo'"o8',38

uC.-?=t5i 23 48 64

Sum is 2S9 =167 23 57 02

Diff.is2Z)a=i35 23 4o 26

4jJC = 457 54 58

4(u.^—tjC')= 4 37 23 46

4(u.^+uC)= 16 43 18 36

Diflf. is i}C= 12 o5 54 90

«,= 83'^4i"'58',5i

/), =: 67 4i 5o i3

sin. 9,9662316
arith. co. sin. 0,00263 10

(628) tang. 8,9388998

tang. 8,9077624

Sum is i5A= 21 20 4i

Lon.^(3o2)= 12 28 27 76

Diflf. is y=:35i 07 45 9

uC=: i2''o5"'54'.9

U (635) is =35 1 07 45 9

Sum is long, of C= 3 i3 4o 8

Sub. J) (6i5)=3io 55 22 g

Long, perihelion

COS. 9,5792122
arith. co. cos. 0,9596291

tang. 8,93889984j?C(628)

4(u^-|-uC)=i6''43°'i8',36 tang. 9,4777411

uC (632) sin. arith. co. 0,6786204

U.9C(629) sin. 9,4403996
AC (628) sin. 9,2366642

^uC=i3''o6'"36>,o sin. 9,3556842

52 18 17 9

From the time of the last observation, corrected for aberration as in (429), October 27, 3S5899 to the epoch

January i, i8o5, the interval is 64''''^',6i4ioi. Multiplying this by the daily motion 8245,877 (618), we get the

mean motion in that interval, i4<;48"'i8'',6. Adding this to jit"= 334''45"'5gs,8 (625); we get the mean

anomaly at the epoch, equal to 349''34"'i8s,4. This last expression being added to the longitude of the

perihelion 52<'i8"'i7",9 (636), gives the mean longitude at tlie epoch 4i''52"36',3. Hence we have the following
elements of the orbit.

Elements of the orhit of Jitno.

Log. of the moan distance a= 0,4224118 (5q4).

Log. of the semiparameter p = 0,3954628 (698).

Log. of the cxcentricity e= 9,3897647 (601).

Daily motion 824',877 (618).

Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic = 1 3''o6"'36',o (634).

Long, of the a-iceudirig node I7i<i07ni45«,9 (635).

Long, of the perihelion in the orbit 52''i8"'i7',9 (636).

Mean longitude at the epoch 4i''52"'36',3 (639').

With the daily motion 824',877(618), the planet would describe the whole circumference 360* in about 1671

days, which represents the time of revolution of the planet. If we compare these elements of the apparent orbit,

eorrcsponding to the epoch 1806, with those in [4o-gi], corresponding to the year i83i
; we shall find that they
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[5999]
(619)

(620)

(621)

(•22/

(643)

(624)

(625)

(626)

(62?)

(628)

(629)

(630)

(631)

(C32)

(633)

(634)

(635)

(636)

(637)

(638)

(639)

(639)

(640)

(64J)

(643)

(643)

(644)

(645)

(646)

(647)

(648)
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[5999]

(649)

(650)

a^ree as well as could be expected, taking into consideration that all the calculations in this article are deduced

from the motion of the planet in a geocentric arc of less thanfour degrees. These elements were sufficiently

accurate to trace the path of the planet for several days, until other more distant observations could be obtained,

for correcting them.

This method, like all others of a similar nature, requires some modification in particular cases. First.

(651) When any one of the three geocentric places of the planet coincides with the heliocentric place of the

earth, or with its opposite point at that time
;
because then the arc, connecting this geocentric place of the

(653) planet, and the corresponding heliocentric place of the earth becomes indeterminate. Second. When the

(653) geocentric places of the planet in the first and third observations coincide. Third. When the three geocentric

(054) places of the planet are situated in a great circle, passing through the heliocentric place of the earth in the

second observation. In the first of these cases the situation of one of the great circles AB,A'B', .i''B", remains

(655) indeterminate ;
in the second and third cages, the situation of the point B* is indeterminate

;
and in these two

last cases, the defect is inherent in the problem itself, and cannot be rectified. \Vc must, therefore, in selecting

(656) the observations, which are to be used, avoid those which are at the same time near the node, and near the

conjunction or opposition with the sun ;
we must also avoid those observations in which the geocentric place of

(657) (j,g planet, in the third observation, is near to that in the first observation ; finally, we must reject those in which

all three of the observed places of the planet lie nearly in a great circle passing through the heliocentric place

(658) of the earth, in the middle observation. We may easily rectify the rules in the first case (65 1), by supposing the

points E, E', E", figure 92, page 874, to coincide, and then finding this point of coincidence by means of the two of

(659) tjj^, t]„.eg arcs q]^^ jJ'iS' or A''B", which are given in position and magnitude ; supposing the other arc to be

(660) infinitely small, but taking it in the direction towards the common point E, For example, if the points A, B,

coincide, we may suppose the arc AB to be infinitely small, and that it is taken in the direction of the great circle

(661) ABE. It being evident that this small change in the place of the planet, at the time of the first observation,

i6B-2) can produce no sensible effect in the result of the calculation. In this case the factor -.
—

-—1,-.
——

, which
'

sin.(.a£.'
—d )

occurs in the expression of a (33) becomes, ^^^
———

, which may be put equal to nothing, on account of
sm.EB

(663) the extreme smallness of sin.<f; hence we have a=o (32). This value of a is to be substituted in (35,4o),

and we shall get the value of w, to be substituted in (4i') ; then the calculation is to be completed in the usual

manner. The method of proceeding is nearly the same, when the points A", B", coincide in the third observation ;

(604) and as a, b, (32,33), become infinite, because sin.<f"=o, we must put as in (43) a^66, ;
and tang.w

(4o) changes into tang.w^ (43); also the factor,
—^—

(4i"), changes into - =
&,. When the points

sin.J'
•

(565) A', B', coincide, wc have 5=0 (33); hence (4o) becomes, tang.w= , ,
^—

tang.if*, or w=:—<r';

and so on fiir the otlicr quantities. It is unnecessary to enter more minutely into the consideration of these

(606) uncommon cases, as llie method of proceeding is sufficiently obvious.

In all the preceding calculations, we have supposed the orbit to be wholly unknown, at the commencement

(6B7) of the calculations; but it is evident that the same method can be observed for correcting the approximate

(068) elements, in a manner similar to that in [825
—

829]. Taking P and Q for the unknown quantities; and then

separately varying each of them, by a small quantity, in two successive operations, so as to obtain two equations,

similar to [829], for corrcciing the assumed values of P, Q. This method is so plain, that it requires no

particular illustration. We miy however remark that when the arcs 2/, 2/', 3,/
" are large, the assumed values

(009) o( P, Q (259) may not be sufficiently accurate for the first operation, and then we may use the expressions

(670), computing the values roughly, by means of the approximate elements, which have been previously found.

vsin,3y" 4'''^.sin. f.sm.f"
(670) P—

I, f '' Q= ^1^
—

Tbi^ value of P is easily deduced from (38, 90) ;
and if wc multiply the expression of Q (3y), by that of p (247),

(571)
and (he pioducl by [r i' j, we get p.Q [r;-"]=S rr'i r". sin. /.sin./', sin./". Substituting in the first member,

the v.ilue of [r »"] (go), and then dividing by 2p.rr' .s'm.f '.cos.f, we get Q (670).



TABLE I.— OF SQUARE ROOTS.
The proposed number is to be found, as far as the second decimal place, in tlie side column of the table, and (he third

decim-.il at llio top of one of the vertical coluinn>i; the number corresponding is the reipiired root.

o.oi

O.OJ

o.o4

o.o5

0.06

0.07
0.08

0.09

O.IO

O.I I

0.15

O.I 3

o.i4

O.I 5

0.16

0.17
0.18

019

0.20

0.21

0.22

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.26

0.27
0.28

0.29

o.3o

o.3i

0.32

0.33

0.34

0.35

0.36

0.37
0.38

0.39

o.4o

0.41

0.42

0.43

0.44

0.45

0.4c

0.47

0.48

0.49

o.5o

o.5i

0.52

0.53

0.54

0.55

o56
0.57
0.58

0.59

' i.OOOOl

' '.I 000(

o.l4l42

0.17321
<J. 20000

0.2236l

0.24495
0.264 58

0.28284
().3oooo

n,3l623

o.33i66

0.34641
().36o56

0.37417

0.38730
0.40001J

o.4i23i

0.42426

0.43589

0.44721
0.4582C

0.4691
o 47958

0,48991

o.Soooo

o.5o99t

0.51962
0,52915
o 53852

0.54779

0.^7.1.41

o.583io

0.59161
o.f5oooo

0.60828

0.61644

0.62450

0.63246

<..64"3i

0.64807

.1.65574

i),(>6332

0.67082

0.67823

0.68557

0.69282
0.70000

0.7071 1

" 71414
0.721 1 1

0.72801

0.73485

0.74165

0.74833

0.75498
0.761 58

0.76811

1

o3i62

10488

14491
1 7607
20248

22583

2469S
2()()46

28460
3oi 66

31780

333i7
34785

36194
37550

38859
40125
4i352

42544

43704

44833

45935
4701 1

48062

49092

5oio(

5 1088

52o58

53009
53944

54863

04472

10954
14832

17889
20494

22804

24900
26833
28636
3o332

31937
3346(i

34928
36332

37683

58395

59245
6oo83

6ogio
61725
62530

6332

64109
64885
6565 1

66408

67157

67897
68629
69354
70071

70781

71484
72180
72870

73553

74229
74900
75565
76223

7687-

l

4024g
41473
42661

438x8

46043

471 1 7

48166

49193

5o2oo
5ii86

52i54
53io4

54037

54955
55857
5674

57619
5848i

59330
601 66

60992
61806
62610

634o3

64187
64962
65727
66483

67231

67971
68702

69426
70143

70852
71 554

72250

72938
73621

74297
74967
7563 1

76289
76942

05477
1 1 402
i5i()t)

18166

2073c

23022
25lOO

27019
28810

3o49ti

32094
336i 5

35071

36469
37815

391 1 5

40373

41593
42778

43932

45o56
461 52

47223
4827(

49295

50299
5i284

5224g

5319b

54129

55o45

55g46
56833

57706
58566

59414
60249
61074
61887

62690

63482
64265
65o38
658o3
66558

67305
68044
68775

6949S
70214

70922
71624

72319
7300"

73689

74364
75o33

7569-^

76354
77006

o632
ii832
1 54gv

i843g
20976

23238

25298
27203

28983

3o659

32249
33764
35214
366o6

37947

39243

4o4g7
4i7'3

42895
44o45

45:66
46260

47329
48374

49396

5o3g8
5i38

52345

53292
54222

55i36
56o36

56921

57793
58652

59498
6o332
6i 1 56

61968
62769

6356i

64343
65ii5

658-g
66633

67380
68118

(i8848

69570
70285

70993
7i6g4
72388
73o75

73756

74431

75IOO
75763
76420
77071

1

07071

12247
1 58

18708
212l3

23452
2 5.'i95

27386

2gi55
30822

32404

3391 2

35355

36742

38079

39370
40620
4i833
43oi2

44i59

45277
46368

47434
48477

4949-

50498
5147S
52440
53385

543i4

55227
56i25

57009
57879
58737

59582
6o4i 5

61 237
62048

62849

63640
64420

65192
65955
66708

6-454

68191

68920
()g642

7o356

7io63

71764
7245-
-3i44

73824

7449B
5i66

75829
-6485

771.36

I

08367
1 3o38

16432

1923
21448 21679

23664

25690
27568

29326

3098/

32558

34059
35496
36878
38210

39497
40743

41952
43128

44273

46476
475
4858o

49598

50596
5i575
52536

53479
54406

55317
56214

57096
57966
5882

59666
60498
6i3ig
62i2g
62929

63718

6449S
65369
66o3i

66783

67528
68264

68993
69714
70427

71 1 33

71833
72526
73213

73892

74565
75233

75895
76551

77201

6

23875
25884

27749
29496
3ii45

32711
34205

35637
37014
38341

39623
40866

42071
43243
44385

45387 45497 45607
46583
47645
48683

49699

50695
51672
5263

5357:

54498

55408
563o3

57184
58o52

58907

59749
6o58i
61 400

62209
63oo8

63797
64576
65345
66106
66858

67602
68337
6go65
6g785
70498

71204

71903
72595
73280

73959

74632

75299
75961
76616
77266

8

o8g.'f4

1 3416

16733

'949-

21909

24o83

26077

27928
29665
3i3o"

32863

34351

35777
37148

38471

39749
4og88
42 1 go
4335g
4449-

09487
13784

17039
19748
22l36

24290
26268

28107

29833
3i464

33oi5

34496
35917
37283
38601

39875
41110
423o8

43474

44609

45717

46797
47854

46690
47749
48785

49800

5o7g4
51769
52726
53666

54589

55498
55391
57271
58i38

58993

5g833
60663

61482

622go
63o87

63875
64653
65422
66182

66933

67676
68411

69138
69S5

70569

71274
71972
72664
73348

74027

74699 74766

7536(i 75432

49900

50892
5i865
52820

53759
54681

55588

5648o

57359
5822,

59076

59917
60745
61 563

62370
63i66

63g53
64730

654g8
66257
67007

67730
68484

6g2io
6g92g
70640

7i344
72042
72732
;34i

74095

When the quantity z whoso root Lite bo found consists
of several pincrs of decimals and is ]iiS'i than 0, I, it

will be convenient to find the root of lOOx and divide
the result hy 10, which ih done hy merely cluinginj; the
decininl point two figures in finding lUOz, and uno figuro
in dividing by 10.
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TABLE I.—OF SQUARE ROOTS.
The proposed mimber is to be found, as fir as the second decimal place, in tlie side column of the table, and the third

decimal at the top of one of the vertical columns; the nurnhei- correspondini;* is the requin.d root.

o.t)u

0.61

0.62

0.63

0.64

0.65

0.66

0.67
0.6S

0.69

0.70

0.71

0.72

0.73

0.74

0.75

0.76

0.77

0.78

0.79

o.So

0.81

0.82

0.83

0.84

0.85

0.86

0.87
0.S8

O.Sy

0.90

0.91

0.92

o.g3

0.94

o.q5

o-i)''
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1.00
1.01

1.02

i.o3

i.o4

i.o5

1.06

1.07
1.08

1.09

1. 10

I. It

1. 12

i.i3

1. 14

1. 1 5

i.i6

1. 17
1. 18

I 19

0.77460
0.78102

0.7S740

0.79373
0.80000

0.80623

0.81240

0.81854
0.82462
o.83o66
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0.84261

0.84853
0.85440
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0.87178
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o.883i8

0.S8882

o.8g443

0.90000
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0.91 1 04
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0.92195
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0.93808

0.94340

0.94868
0.95394
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0.96437
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r .00000
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1 .0099^)

1.014S9
1.01 980

1 .02470
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1.03923
I .o44o3

I.0488 I

1.05357
i.o583o

i.o63oi

1.06771

1.07238
I .07703

1.08167
1.08628
1 .09087

1

77524
78166
78804

79436
80062

80685
8i3o2
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82523
83i26

83726
84321

8491 2

85499
86081

86660

87235
87807
88374

88938

89499
goo56
90609
91 1 59

91706

g225o
92790
93327
93862
94393

g4g2i
95446
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96488
97005

97519
98031

98539
99o4j
99549

ooo5o

00549
01045
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02029

025i8
o3oo5

03489
03971
o445i

04929
o54o4
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06818
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07750
08213

08674

09133

1

77589
78230
78867

79498
80125

80-47
81 363
81 9^6
82583

83187

83785
84380

84971

85557

66139

86718

87293
87864
88431

88994

89554
90111

90664
91214
91 761

92304
92844
g338i

93915
94446

94974
95499
96021
96540
97057

97570
98082
98590
99096
99599

00100

00598
01094
01587
02078

02567
o3o53

03537

04019
04499

04976
o545i

03925

06395
06864

07331

07796
08259
08720

091-9

77653
78294
78930
79561
80187

80808

81425

82037
82644

83247

83845

84439
85o2Q
856i5

86197

86776
87350

87920
88487

8go5i

8g6io
90167
90719
91 269

gi8i5

92358
92898
93434
93968
94499

95026
95551

96073
96592
97108

97622
98133
98641

99146
99649

001 5o

00648
01143

01637
02127

02616
03l02
03586

04067
04547

o5o24

05499
059-2
06442

o6gii

073-8
07842
oS3o5
08-66

09225

4

77717
78358
-8994
79634
8o25o

80870
81486

8209B
82704
83307

83go5
84499
85oBa

85674
86255

86833

87407

87977
88544

89107

89666
90222
90774
91324
91869

92412
92952
93488
g4o2i
94552

95079
95603
96 1 25

9fj644

97160

97673
98184
98691

99197
99700

00200

00698
oiig3
01686

02176

02665
o3i5o

o3634
o4ii5

04594

o5o7i
o5546

06019
06489
o6g58

07424

07889
o835i

08812

00270

;j

77782
78422

79057
79687
8o3i2

8(T)32

81548
82x58

82765
83367

83964
84558
85i47
85732
8(Bi3

86891
87464
88o34
88600

89163

89722
90277
90830
91378
91924

92466
93oo5
93541

94074
94604

95i3i

95656
96177
96''95

97211

97724
98234
98742

99247
99750

0025o

00747
01242

01735
02225

02713

o3i99
o3682

o4i63
04642

o5ii9
05594
06066
o6536

07005

07471

07935
08397
o8858

oq3i6

77846
78486

79120
79750
80374

80994
Sitiog

82219
82825

83427

84024
84617
852o6

85790
86371

86948
87521

88091
88657

89219

89778
90333
go885
91433
91978

92520
93o5g
93595
94128
94657

95184
95708
96229
96747
97263

97775
98285
98793
99298
99800

oo3oo

00797
01292
01784
02274

02762
03247
o373o
04211

o46go

05167
o564i
061 1 3

o6583

0705 1

07517
07981
08444

(58904

09362

6

77910

78549
79183
79812
So436

8io56

81670
82280
82885

83487

84o83

84676
85264

85849
86429

87006

87579
88148

88713

89275

89833
go388
90940
91488
92033

92574
9311 3

g3648
94181
94710

95237
95760
96281

96799
97314

97826
98336
98843
99348
9g85o

00349
00846
oi34i
01833
02323

02811

03296
03779
04259
04738

o52i4
o5688
061 60
c>663o

07098

07564
08028

08490
08950
00407

7

s

77974
7S613

79246
79875
80498

81 117

81731

82341

82946
83546

84i43

84735
85323

85907
86487

87063
87636
S8204

887C9
89331

89889
90443
90995
91342
92087

92628
93167
93702
94234
94763

95289
95812
96333
968 5o

97365

97877
98387
98894
99398
99900

00399
00896
01390
01S82

02372

02S59
03344

03827
04307
04785

05262

05736
06207
06677
07145

07610
08074
o8536

08995
09453

8

9

78o38
78677

79310
799^7
8o56i

81179
81792
82401
83oo6
836o6

84202

84794
85381

85965
86545

87121

87693
88261

88826

89387

89944
90499
91049
91597
92141

92682
93220
93755
94287
9481 5

95341

95864
96385
96902
97417

97929
98438
98944
99448
99950

00449
00940
01 440

01931
02421

02908
03392
03875
04355
04833

o53c9
05783
06254

06724

07191

0765-7
081 20

o8582

09041
09499

65



TABLE I.— OF SQUARE ROOTS.
The proposed number h to be found, as far as the second decimal place, in the siilc column of the table, and the third

decimal at the top of one of the veilical rohirnns; the number correspondini; is the required root.
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TABLE L—OF SQUARE ROOTS.
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TABLE I.—OF SQUARE ROOTS.
'I'he proposed number is to he found, ns far as the second decimal place, in llie side column of llie table, and the tliirJ

decimal at llie lop of one of (lie vertical columns; the numlier correspondinj; is the recpiired root.



TABLE I.—OF SQUARE ROOTS.
The proposed number is to be ibuml, u^ i\\r as llie second decimal place, in the side colrimn of the table, and the thinl

decimal at the top of one of the veiliciil cohitnns
;
the niimhei- corresponriinu; is llie required root.



TABLE L— OF SQUARE ROOTS.
The proposed iiiinilicr is to be found, as far as the lirst decimal place, in tlie side column of the table, and the second

decimal at the top of one of the vcilical columns; tlie number cojiopondiu!;' is the ref|uirod loot.

4.8

4.9

5.8

5.9
(i.o

6.1

G.I

(i.3

r,.4

li.'i

0.6

0.7

0.8

6.9

7.0

7-1

7.5

7.3

7-4

7.6

7-7

7.8

7-9
8.0

S.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

Q.o

9-"

9-'

i-]
9-4

9-5

9.6

9-7

9.8

9-9

2.o493y
2.07364
2.'19762
2.1 21 32

2.14476

2.16795

2.19089

2.21359
2.23607
2.25832

2.28035

2.30217

2.32379
2.34521

2.36643

2.38747
2.40832

2.42899

2.44g4y

46982

2.48998
2.50998

2.52982

2.54951

2.56905

2.58844

2.60768

2.62671)

2.64575

2.66458

2.68328

2.70185

2.72029
2.73861

2.756S1

2.77489

2.79285
2.81069
2.82843

2.846o5

3.86356

2.88097

2.89828
2.9x548

2.93258

2.94958
2.96648

2.98329
3.00000

3.01662

3.o33i5

3.04959
3.06594
3.08221

3.09839

3. r 1 448
3.i3o5o

3.14643
3.16228

3.17805

(»

o5i83

07605
1 0000
12 368

14709

17025

19317
21 585

2383o
26053

28254
3o434

32594
34734
35854

38956
41039
43io5
45i53

47184

49199
51197
53rSo

55i47

57099

59037
60960
628(x)

647*14

66646

685i4

70370
72213
74044
75862

7766,,

791'' I

81247

S3oi9
84781

865 3 1

88271

90000
91719
93428

95127
96816

98496
001 6-

01828

05426

07846
10238
12603

14942

17356

19545
21811

24o54

26274

38473
3o65i

32809
34947
37065

39165
41247
433u
45357

47380

4939Q

5,396
53377
55343

57294

59230
6ii5i

63o59
64953
66833

O8701
70555

72397
7422O
76043

81435

8319O
84956

86705
88 f

91 ^

93598

95296
9O985
98664
oo333

01993

3480 o3645
o5i23 05287
06757
08383
1 0000

3

05670
08087
10476
12838

i5i74

17486

19773
2 3036

24277

2G495

28O92
3o868

33024
35i6o

3727O

39374
41454
435:6
4556i

47588

49600
51595
53574

55539
57488

59422
61 343

63249
65i4i

67021

O8887

70740
72580
74408
76225

78029
79821
8i 6o3

8337
85i33

86S80

93769

95466
97153
98831
oo5on

02159

03809
o545."

07083

08707
I032 3

I 1929
13528

iSiig

0O920
08545
1 01 61

11769
1 3369
1 4960
1O544 16703

18119 '8377

05913
08327
1071,3
1 3073
15407

17715
20000
22361

34499
26716

28910
3 1084
33238

35372

37487

39583
41661

43721

45764

47790

49800

51794
53772
55734

57683

59615
61 534

63439
6533o

67208

69073
70924
72764
74591
75405

78209
80000

81780

83549
853o7

87054

88791

90517
92233
93939

95635
97331

98998
00666

02824

03974
o56i4
07246

08869
1 048 3

1 2090
1 3688
1 5278
i68()o

18434

o

061 55

08567
1 0951 >

1 3 3. .7

1 5639

17945

20227
22486

24722

26936

29129
3i3o,

33452

35584

37'''97

3979'
41868

3936
45967
4799'

51992
539O9
55930
57876

59808
Oi 725
03629
655i8

67395

69258
71 1 09

72947
74773
76586

78388

80179
81957
83725
85482

87228

88964
90689
92404
94109

95804
97489
99166
0083 2

02490

o4i38

05778
07409
09081
10O44

I3250
1 3847
i5436

17017

18591

06898
08806
11187

13543

15870

18174
20454

23711

24944
271 56

29347
3l5i7
33666

35797
87908

40000
42074
44i3i

46171

48198

50200

52190
54i65
56i25

58070

60000

61916
638 1 8

63707
67582

6944.

71 298
781 3o

74955
76767

78568
80857
82135

88901
85657

87402

89187
90861
92575
94279

95973
97658
99333
00998
02655

o43o2

o594i

07571

09192
io8o5

1 2410
! 4006

15595
I7I7"

18748

06640

ogo45
17424

18776
1 61 02

i84o8
20681

22985
25167
27876

29565
81733
88880
86008
38ii8

40208
42281

44886
46374

48895

5o4oo

52889
54362
56820

58263

60192
62 1 07
64008
656

67769

69639
71477
78813
75i36

76948

78747
8o58
82812

84077
85882

87576

89810
91088
92740
94449

96142

97825
9950c
01 164
02820

04467
0610

07784

0935
1 0966

125

i4i66

15758

17888

18904

06882

09284
1 1 660

14009
16888

i8632

20907
28159
25889
27596

29788
81948

84094
3622(1

3S828

4o4t6

42487
44540
46577

48596

5o599
5258-

54558
565i 5

58457

6o384

63398
6419-
66088

67955

6981 5

71662

78496
75818
77128

78927
807,

:

82481

84258

86007

87750

89482
91204
92916
94618

9631 1

97993
99606
o!33^

02985

o463i
06268

0789O
09516
11127

1 273c
14325
1 591 1

17490

igo6i

9

07128

09528
1 1 8g6
14243
1 6564

18861

21 1 38

28383

25610

27816

80000

82164

34807
36432

38537

40O24

42693
44745

46779
48797

50799
52784
54755
56710
5865o

60576
63488
64380
66371

6S142

70000
71846

78679
755oo
77808

"01 oO

8o8(,i

8201)0

84429
86182

87924
89655

9i3-'6

98087
94788

96479
981O1

99833
01 49O
o3i5o

04795
06481
o8o56

09677
1 ; 388

I 28t)0

14484
1 0o7( I

17648

19218

9



TABLE II.

This i^ives ihc. time T of (Icscribinc;; a parabolic arc hy a comet, the sum of the extreme radii r-^-r' being found at the

top, and the choid c at tiie luit side ot the paiie.

Sutnufthe radii r-f-?-'. 1



Tins

top, ail I

i^ives the

I the clior

TABLE II.

time To( describing
a parnholic arc by a coinet, the saia of the extreme r.idii j--j-7-" being found at the

i c at tiiu left side of the pa^e.

Sum of ttw Radii r ^ r' . 1



TABLE IL
Tliis s:ivos ihe time y of dcsoriliiiiK a parabolic arc by a coiiibt, the sum of tlic extreme radii r-j-r" being found at tbu

top, and the cliord c at tin- lelt side of the page.

>^iiin of llio Itailii c-j-r".

caora

c.

0,00

o,oi

0,02

o,u3

o,o4

o,o5

o,o(3

0,07

0,08

0,09

0,10

(',1 1

0,12

0,1 3

o,i4

0,1 5

0,1 G

0,17
0,1 b

0,1 (J

0,20

0,21

0,52

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27

0,38

0,29

0,)i-i

D.iyn |.lir.

OjCHii

0,1 3()

0,279
0,4 1 fi

o,'-)57

Oj^gfi

o,83/i

".97-'

I, I'll)

1 ,24'

1,383

r,Si8

I ,(i')3

1 ,786

I,1JU|

3,o'j(

2,1 8r

2,3oi

2,43-

3,5rK

0,24

Days lilil'.

0,000

0,142

0,28'j

0,427

o,5(kj

1 5 0,71 1

[8

2,G82

2,8(

2,915
3,023

,0265

,8

0,993
1, 1 34
1 ,274 27

i,4i3

1,552
1 ,690
1,827

1,963

2,098
2,232

2,3G4

2,495
2,G24

2,750

2,874

2,995
3,112

3,222

0,25

Uays |ilir

,0288

0,00(

0,145

0,291

o,43G

o,58i

0,725

0,870
1,01 4

1, 1 58

i,3oi

1,443

1,585

1,726

1,867

2,000

3,i45

2,282

2,4i8

2,552

2,685

2,816

2,945
3,072

3,iq5

3,3i4

3,425

,0313

0,26
Days [ilir.

O,fXi0

o,r48

0,29')

0,444

0,592

o,74o

0,887
I ,o34
1 ,181
1 ,327

1,473

1,618

",7('

I ,()oG

2,o48

2,190

2,33 1

2,470

2,609

2,745

2,880

3,01 4
3,145

3,273

3,398

3,519
3,633

,0338

0,27
Day.H I

(HI!

0,000

0,1 5 1

o,3o2

0,453

0,604

0,754

0,904
I ,o54
1 ,204

1,353

i,5oi
1 ,649
1 ,797
1 .944
2,o8t)

3,234

2,378

2,52 1

3,663

2,8o4

2,942
3,080

3,21 5

3,348

3,478

3,606

3,729
3,845

17

.0365

0,28
Days I

(lif.

0,000

0,1 54

o,3o8

o,4()i

o,Gi5

0,768

0,921

1,074
1 ,226

1,378

i,53o

1,681

i,83i

1 ,98 1

2,1 3c

2,278

•2,425

2,571

2,716

2,860

3,oo3

3,i44

3,283

3,420

3,556

3,688

3,817

3,g42
4,060

,0392

0,29
Diiys ]dir.

0,000

o,l57

0,3 1 3

0,469
0,626

0,782

0,937

1,093
1,348
1 ,4o3

1,557

1,71 1

1 ,864

2,017

3,169

2,330

3,471

2,630

2,768

2,916

3,062

3,206

3,349

3,491
3,63o

3,767

3,902
4,o33

4,160

4,280

,0421

0,0000

0,000 1

0,0004

o,oof)9

0,0016

0,0025

o,oo36

0,0049
0,0064
0,008 1

0,0100

0,01 2 1

0,01 44

0,0169

,0196

0,0225
o,o256

0,0289
o,o324

o,o36i

o,o4oo

o,o44 1

o,o484

0,0529
0,0576

0,0625

0,0676

0,0739
0,0784
0,084 1

c2

(r -f- r")^ or r- 4* '''"" nearly.

Proportional parts for tlio Chortl.



TABLE II.

This gives the time T of descrihing a parabolic ai'c by a comet, the sum of the extreme radii r -[- ''' being found at the

top, and the chord c at tlie left side of the page.

Suiri ..f 111'' Kiidli r -{- 7 ". 1



TABLE II.

This gives llie time T of (lcscril]inp; a parabolic arc by a comet, the sum ol' tlie extreme radii r-j-''" being found at tlie lop,

ami tlie chord c at tlie Icit side of tin- pa^e.

tuiii ol" Ihe Itudii r 4- r' . 1













TADLK II.— To find the time T\ tbc sum of the radii t^t", and llie cliord c being eiven.



Table II. — To find the time T\ the sum of the radii r -|- r", and the ehord c heing given.

Sum iif tlici Radii r -(- r". 1



TABLE II. — To find the lime 7"; tlic sum of the radii r-j-r", and Ihe chord e heing given.





TAnl-K II. — To find the time T\ the sum of the radii r-j- r", and the chord c being E;ivcn.



TABLK II.— To finil the time T; the sum of the radii r-[-r", and the chord e beirif; f;iven.

Sum uf the railii r-\-r'.

Chord

c.

1,27

Days lilil'.

0,00

0,01

0,03

0,o3

0,o4

o,o5

0,06

0,07

0,08

0,09

0,10

0,1 1

0,12

0,1 3

0,1 4

o,i5
0,16

0,17

0,18

0,19

0,20

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27

0,28

0,29

o,3o
0,3 1

0,32
0.33

0,34

0,35

0,36

0,37
0.38

0,39

0,4..

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0.43

o,5o

0,5'j

0,60

0,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

o,85

0,00

0,^5
1,00

0,000

0,328

0,655

0,983
i,3io

1,638

1,965

2,293
2,620

2,947

3,275

3,602

3,939
4,256

4,584

4,911
5,237

5,564

5,891

6,218

6,544

6,871

7. '97
7,524

7,85o

8,176
8,5o2

8,827

9,1 53

9.478

9,So4
10,129
[0,454

10.7-9

ti,io3

1 1 ,428
1 1,'

[2,076

[2,4oO

12,724

I 3.04

[3,37
I 3.693
[4," 1 6

14,339

[4,66[

[6,269
17,870

19,462
'! I ,o46

12,620

24- 1 83

25,733

27,270

28,791

30,294
3 1,777

1,28

Days |dir.

O.flOO

0,329
o,658

0,987
i,3i5

1,64

1,973

2,302
2 ,63o

2,959

3,3

3,616

3,945

4.273

4,602

4,q3o
5,258

5,586

5,914
6,242

6,570

6,898

7,226

7,553

7,f

8.208

8,535
8,862

9,i8g

9,5.6

9,843

lo,l6g
10,495
10,821

ll,l47

I 1 .473
I I -799
12,124

12,449

12,775

52 1 3,099
54 1 3,424
55

56

57

59
66

72
80

87

94

lOI

109
J17
125

i34

143

,8065

1 3,748

"7

14,396

r4,-

16,335

17.942

19.542
2 1,1 33

22,714

24,284

23,842

27,387

28,916
30,428

31,920

19

1,29

Uays |dil'.

0,000

o,33o
0,660

0,990
1,320

1,65 1

1,981

2,3 I 1

2 ,64 1

3,971

3,3oo

3,63,

3,96;

4,290

4,620

4,949

5,279
5.6.:.8

5,937
6,267

6,596
6,925

7,354

7,583

7,913

8,24'

8,56q

8,897

9,225

9,553

9.f

10,209
10,537

[0,864
[ i,[9[

I [.519
1 1,845

[72

[2,499
[2,825

[3.i5i

1 3,477
[3,8o3

i4,t2S

14,454 57

14,779
16,400

[8,o[5

19,621

2I,2[9
22,808

24,385

25,95 [

27,"5o3

29,040
3i".,56i

32,062

1,30

Days |dif.

0,000

o,33[

0,663

0,994
[,326

1,657

1,988

3,65 1

2,982

3,3i3

3,644

3,975
4,3o6

4,637

4,968

5,299
5,63o

5,961

6,29 [

6,622

6,902
7.2'

7,612

7.943

8,272
8,602

8,932

9,261

9,591

9,920 38

10,2 fg 4o
[0,578
[ 0.9!

)

11,23!

1 ,564

! 1 .892
[2,230

[2,54s

12,87:

I 3,20

i3,53(

[3,857

14,184

i4,837

i6,465

18,086

19,700
3[,3o'

22,901

24,486

26,059

27,619

29,164

30,693
32,203

,8192 I ,8321

1,31

Days |ilil'.

0,000

0,333
0,665 3

0.098 4

i,33i 5

1,663

1,996
2,328
2 ,66 1

3,994

3,326

3,658

3,99'
4,323

4,655

4,987
5,320
5,652

5.983
6,3 1 5

6,647

').979

7,3io

7,642

7.973

8,3o4

8,635

8,966

9.397

9,628

9,958
[0,289

10,619

[0,949

11,379

1 1 ,6og
1 1,938
12,268

12,597

12,926

i3,254
1 3,583

13.911
[ 4,240

14,567

[4.S95

16,5 i,

[8,[58

19.779

21,391

22,994

24,586

26,167

27,734

29,288
30,825

32,344

,8450

1,32
Days |dil'.

0,000
0.334

0,668
1 ,002

1,336

1 ,670

2,Oo4

2,337

3,671

3,oo5

3,339
3,672

4,006

4,340

4,673

5,006

5,340

5,673

6,006

6,339

6,672

7,005

7,338

7,671

8,004

8,336

8,668

9,001

9,333

9,665

9.997
10,328

10,660

10,991
11,3

11,653

11,98
1 2 ,3 1 5

12,645

12,976

i3,3o6

3,636
1 3,965

14,395
14,624

14,953

16,595
18,229

19,357
2 1 ,476

23,086

100 24,686

107 26,274

,8581

27,849

29,410

3o,956
12,483

0,000

0,335

0,670
1 ,006

1,341

1,676

2,01 1

2,346

2,681

3,0[6

3.35i

3,686

4,02 [

4,356

4,691

5,025

5,36o

5,695

6,029
6,364

6,698
7,o33

7,366

7,700
8,o34

8,368

8,701

9,o35

9,368

9,703

io,o35

10,368

10,700
[i,o33

1 1 ,366

1 1 ,698

[2,o3o
3()2

1 2 ,694
[ 3,025

i3,357
1 3,688

14,019
i4,35f

i4,68o

16,659
i8,3oi

19,935
2 1 ,56 1

23,178

,8712

1,34
Days |dil'.

0,000

o,336

0,673

1,009
1 ,346

1,682

2,019
2,355

3.69[

3,028

3,364

3,700
4,o36

4,372

4,708

5,o44

5,38o

5,716
6,o52

6,387

6,723

7,059
7,394

7,739
8,064

8,399
8,73,

9,069

9,404

9-738

[0,073

[0,407

10,741
1 1 ,075

11,409

44 11,742 45

24,785 98
26,380

37,963

29,533
3 [,086

32,623

[ 2 ,076

12,4ot)

4'}

[3,075

1 3,408
1 3,740

14,073

i4,4o5

14,737

1 5,068

16,723
18,3

20,012

31,64

23,269

24,883

26,486

28,077

29,654
3i,2i6

32,760

,8845

1,35

Days |dir.

53

54
55

57

64
71

78
8

93

99
106

ii3

121

128

i37

o,33b

0,675
i,oi3

i,35i

1 ,689
2,026

2,364

2,70 [

3,039

3,376

3,714

4,o5i

4,389
4,726

5,o63

5,4oo

5,737

6,074

6,4 1 1

6,748

7,08!;

7,422

7,75.-

8,095

8,43i

8,767

g,io3

9,439

9.775

10,1 II

10,446

10,781

,117

11,452

11,787 44
1 2,1 3 [ 46
[3,45(i

[2,7go
[3,124

[3,458

[3,792
[4,126

14,459

14,793

l5,I25

[6,787

[8,443

2o,ogo
2I,7 3o

23,36i

24.982

26,5g2

',190

39,77'
3i,34

33,897

,8978

1,36
Da

o,oot,

o,33g
0,678

1,017

1,356

1,695
2,o34

2,373

2,71 1

3,o5o

3,389
3,728

4.066

4,4o5

4,743

5,082

5,42(

5,759

6,097
6,435

6,77

7,111

7,449
7,787

8,125

8,462

8,800

9,137

9.474

9.811

io,i48

10,485

10,822

ii,i58

11,494

1 1,83 1

12,167

i2,5o3

12,838

13,17.

,91 1 3

i3,5o9
1 3,844

14,179

i4,5i4
1 4,848 56

i5,i82

i6,85o
1 8,5 [2

20, [67
2 1 ,8 1 3

23,45[

2 5,o8r'

26,697
28,3o3

39,895
3[,/

-

33,o34

'9

I J,0000
,000 1

,0004

0,0009
0,0016

0,0025

,oo36

0,0049
0,0064

0,0081

0,0100
0,01 3 1

o,oi44

0,0169

0,0196

0,0225

o,0256

0,0389
o,o334

34 o,o36i

o,o4oo

0,044 1

,o484

,0539

0,0576

0,0625

1,0676

2,0729
:),0784

;j,o84i

3,0900

0,0961
o,:o24

0,1089
.,11 56

0,1225

0,1296

0,1369
0,1444

0,1 52 I

0,1600
0,1681

1,1764

1,1849

.,1936

0,2025
o,35oo

o,3o25
36oo

0,4225

,4goo

0,5625

o,64oo

0,7225
0,8100

o,go25
[ ,0000

,9248 ,,2

l.r + r")
=

nearly.



TABLE II. — To find Ihc time T\ the sum of the radii r-]-r", anil Ihn dioid c licinc given.
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TABLE II. — To find the time T\ ttic sum of tlic rnilii r-\-r", and tlic clioid c being given.

Suii! of llif Kinlii r -j- ;".

Chord

c.

0,00

0,01

0,02

o,o3

0,04

o,o5

OjOfi

0,07
0,0a

0,09

0,10

0,1 I

0,12

0,1 3

0,14

0,1 5

0,16

0,17

o,iS

0,19

0,20

0,2 1

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,36

0,27

0,28

0,29

o,3o

o,3i

0,32

n,33

0,34

0,35

o,36

0,37

o,38

0,39

o,4o

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

o,85

0,90

0,95
1,00

1,75

Uiiya |d,r.

0,01 K)

o,3H5

0.7'jy

i,i54

1,538

1,922

3,3o7

2,(191

3,<>7«)

3,460

3,845

4,229

4.997
5,382

5,7l>6

fi,i

6,534

6,918
7,3o2

7,686

8,07
8,454

8,837

9,221

9,6()5

9,088
(),i7

o.7'.S

i,i38

1,52 1

I.C|n4

2,287

2,670

3,o53

3,435

3,818

4,200

4,582

4.965

5,347

5,728

6, 1 10

6,492
6,873

7,255

9,159
2 1, 1 159

22.(j55

24,846

26,730

28,609
30,482

32,346
34,2o3

36,o52

37,891

1,5313

1,76

aiys iiiir.

0,000

0,386

'"',771

i,i57

1,542

1,928

3,3i4

2,699
3,08"

3,470

3,856

4,341

4,626

5,012

5,3y7

5,783

(1,1 68

(i,55 3

6,938
7,323

7,708

8,093
8,478
8,863

9'247

9,633
0,017
0.401

0,786

1,170

1 ,554
1 .938
2,33 2

3,706

3,090

3,474

3,85-

4,34 1

4,634

5,008

5.391

"^-774

6,i5-

6,539

6,933

7,3o4

g,3i4
1, 13(1

23,032

24,918

26,809

38,694
30,573

32,443

34,3o6
36, 1 60

38,006

18

1 ,.5488

1,77

Days l<lil".

t),uou

0,387

0,773
1,160

1,547

1,933

2,320

',707

3,og3
3,48o

3,866
4,253

4,64'-

5,026

5,4i3

5,799
6.185

6.571

6.958

7,344

7,7 3o

8.116

8,5o2

8,888

9^274

9,659
i(.>,o45

10,43 1

10,816

11,202

r T ,587
1 1 .972

13,357

13,743

i3,i37

i3.5i3

13,897
14,383

14.666

i5,o5i

1 5,435
1 5,819
i6.3o3

16,587

16,970

17.354

19,270
21.181

23,088

24,991
26,887

38,778

30,663

32.53g
34.408

36, 269

38,i2"i

1 ,5665

1,78

Uuys

0,000

o,388

0,776

i,i63

i,55i

1,939

3,337

2,714

3,102

3,490

3,877

4,265

4,653

5,o4o

5,438

5,8 1 5

6,2o3

6.590

6-977
7,365

7,753

8,139
8.526

8.913

9.300

9.687
10.074

10,460

10,847

11,233

1 1 ,620

I3,iiort

13,393
'3,770
1 3,1 65

i3,55i

13,937
14.322

14,708

15,093

1 5.479
1 5,864

16,249
i6,634

17,019

i7,4o4

ig.325
21 ,342

33.155

25,o63

36,965

28.862

3o,75i

32.634

34,5io

36,377
38,335

1,5842

1,79

Days lilil'.

0,00(

0,389
0,778

1,167

1,5

1 .941

2,333

3,723

3,1 II

3,5oo

3,8

4,277
4,666

5,o54

5,443

5,83i
6.220

6,608

6.99-

7,385

7,774

8,162
8,55o

8,938

9,326

9,714
0,102

0,490
0,877
1,26

1,653
2,o4o

3,437

3,8 1 5

3,2t)3

3.589

3,9-6

4,363

4,749
5,i36

5,523

5,909
6,395
6,681

7,067

7,453

9,38o
2i,3o3
23.221

25',i35

27,043

38,945
3o,84i

33,73o

34,611

36,484

38,348

1 ,6021

1,80
11,1

o,ooi

o,39r

0,780

1,170

i,56o

1 ,950

2,34(

2,730

3,119

3,509

3,899

4,289

4,679
5,o6t

5,458

5,848
6,23

6,627

7,oi(

7,406

7,795
8,i8'

8,574

8.963

9,352

9,74 1

io,i3o

io,5ig

io,go8

11,29

11,685

13,074
12,462

i3;85i
1 3,239

13,627
1 4,0 1 5

i4,4o3
1 4,79'
1 5,1 79

1 5,566

15,954
16,341

16,728

I7,ii5

I7,502

19,435
21,363

23,287

25,206

27,120

39,028

3o,93i

32,835

34,713

36,591

38,463

1 ,6200

1,81

Days |(lir.

0.()00



TABLE II.— To fiml (lie time T; tlie sum of llie railii r-(- r", ;iik1 (lie clioni c being E;ivcn.

•1
yum III tliL' Itiulli r-f 7 ''.

Chord

c.

0,(X)

0,02

o,o3

0,04

o,u5

0,116

0,07

o,u8

o.i.y

0,10

0,1 1

0,1 1

0,1 3

o,i4

0,1 ')

0,1(1

0,1 7

o,iK

o,iy

o,?o

0,2 I

0,32

0,23

0,24

0,2")

0,2(}

0,27

0,2t)

0,2<J

o,3i.

0,3 1

0,39

0,33

0,34

0,3 ^

o,3()

0,37

0,3h

o,3(j

0,4"

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,4'')

o,5o

0,6"

0,7-1

o,8(i

o,85

0,90

0,95
1 ,00

1,85

l)uy« IJif

0,000

0,395

o,7yi
I ,

I h6

1,081

1 ><)77

2,372

',7*J7

3,](i2

3,558

3,y53
4,348

4.743

5,i38

5,533

5,029
(),324

(1,718

7,1 13

7,5o8

7,903

8,298

8,092

().(i8

9,482

9,87c

10,27(1

10,1 i(i5

1 1 .o5()

I \ ,-i5 J

1 1 ,847

12,241

12,635
1 3,029
1 3,423

1 3,816
1 4,2 10

i4,6o3

14,996

l5,3yo

1 5,783

16,176
1 6,568

16,961

17,354

I7.74('i

r9,7^>(>

2 1 ,662

23,6i4

25,562

27,5o4

29,441
3"i ,372

33,296
35,2i3

37,122

39,023

1,7113

1,86

lliiyi. |illf.

0,0(.<

o,39f:

0,793

1,189
1,580

.,982

2,378

2,-

3,171

3,567

3,964
4,36(

4,756

5,1 52

5,548

6,341

6,737

7,i33

7,539

7>9=4
8,32(

8,716

9,903

10,298
10,(-94
I I ,cjh 9
I I »-i8^'i

1 1,8'79

12,669
i3,i)6zi

13,459

1 3,854

14,248

14,643
1 5,037

i5,43i

15,826

16,220

i6,6i3

17,007

17,401

1 7,794

9,760
21 ,722

23,679
25,632

27,580

29,523

3i,459

33,389
35,3r2

37,227

39,134

14

1,7298

1,87

UiiyH lilll'.

0,0G0

0,397

".79"

1,192

1,590

1,987
2.385

2,782

3,i8<

3,577

3,974
4,372

4,7^9

5,i6(

5,563

5,961
6,358

6,755

7,i52

7;549

7:946
8,343

8,739

9,1 36

9,533

9.929
10,326

10,722

11,119
1 1 ,5i5

1 1,91 1

12J08

i3,ioo

13,495

13,891
14,287

14,682
I 5,078
1 5,47-'!

1 5,868

16,363
1 6,658

i7,o53

17,448

17,843
19,814

21,781

23,744

25,7o3

27,656

29,604
3'i .547

33,482
35,4 1 1

37,332

39,245

1 ,7485 1 ,7672

5 .• ( r -^ r"
)
^ ax r"^ -\- t' "^

ncmly.

392



TABLE II.— To find the time T; the sum of the radii r-fr", and the chord c heing given.

SumoflheKaJii r+r". |



TABI-IC II. — To finil tlic time T; the sum of Ihe railii r-(-r", ami llie chord r being given.

Sum of lliu Kudii t-\-t"

Chord

C.

o,(>3

o,o4

o,o5

0,06

0,07
0,08

0,09

0,10

0,1 1

o,r 2

o,i3

o,i4

o,i5
0,1 ()

0,17

0,1 «

0,19

0,20

0,2 1

0,32

0,23

0,24

0,2s

0,26

0,27

0,28

0,29

o,3()

0,3 1

0,32

0,33

0,34

0,36

0,37
o,38

0,39

o,4o

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

0,85

0,90

0,95

2,01

Days Idif.

0,00(J

(i,4l2

0,824

1,2 36

1,648

2,060

2,472

2,884

3,296
3,708

4,120

4,533

4,944
5,356

5,768

6,180

6,593
7,oo3

7,4i5

7,827

8,238

8,65o

t),o6i

9.473

9,884

0,295
0,707
1,1 18

1,539
1 ,940

3,35i

2,762

3,173
3,583

3,994

4,4o5

4,8 1 5

5,225

5,635

6,046

6,456
6,866

7,376

7,686

8,095

i8,5o5

2o,55o

22,593
34,632

26,666

28,697

30,723

32,742

34,757

36,765

38,767

40,762

2,0201

2,02
Days jdif.

o,o<)(

0,4 r 3

0,836

1,239
1 ,652

a,o65

2,479

2,893
3,3.

3,718

4,i3i

4,544

4,957

5,3(59

5,783

6,195
6,608

7,02 1

7,433

7,846

8,35g

8,67'i

9,084

9,496

9,909

0,321

0,733
i,i46

1,558

1,970

2,382

2,794
3,206

3,617

4,029

4,853

5,364

5,6-5

6,086

6,497

6,908

7,319
7,73o

8, 1 40

1 8,55 1

20,602

23,65o

34,6g4
26,734

28,769

3o,8oo

32,826
34,846

36,86o

38,86-

40,868

2,0402

2,03
Du>3

0,000

0,4 1 4

0,828

1,242
1 ,656

2,071

2,485

2,899
3,3i3

3,727

4,i4i

4,555

4,969
5,383

5,797

6,2 1 1

6,634

7,„38

7,452

7,866

8,279

8,693

9,106

g,52o

9,933

0,347

0,76)0

1,173
1 ,586

2,4 1 3

2,825

3,238

3,65 1

4,064

4,47«

4,889
5,3oi

5,714

6,126

6,538

6,g5o
7,362

7,774

8,186

18,597
20,654

22,706

24,756
26,801

38,843

30,878

33,909
34,935

36,954

38,967
40,973

dif.

2,0605

2,04

Days Idif.

0,000

0,41 5

0,8 3o

1,345

1,(36 1

2,076

2,491

2,906
3,33 1

3,736

4,i5i

4,5(i6

4,981

5,396
5,811

6,326

6,(i4i

7,o55

7,470

7,885

8,3oo

8,71

9,129

9,543

9,958

10,373

10,787
1 1,30 1

1 1,61 5

13,029

12,443

12,857

13,371
1 3,685

14,099

i4,5i2

14,936

15,339
1 5,753

16,166

16,579
i6,9C)3

n,4o5
17,818
iS,33i

18,643

3o,7o5

22,763
34,818

26,868

38,915

3o,956

32,993
35,023

37,048

39,067

41,079

2,0808

2,05
Days Idif.

0,000

o,4i6

o,832
1 ,248

1,(365

2,081

2,497
3 ,9 1 3

3,339
3,745

4,i(3i

4,577

4,993

5,409
5,825

6,241

6,657

7,073

7,489

7,904

8,320

8,736

9,1 5i

9,567

9,982

0,398
0,81 3

1,338

1,644

3,059

2,47-

2,889
3,3o4

3,719
4,i33

4,548

4.963
5,377

5,791
6,206

(5,630

7,o34

7,448

7,863

8,376

18,689
20,756

23,819
24,879

36,935

28,987

3i,o34

33,075
35,112

37,142

39,166
4i,r

16

2,1013

2,06
IJu)s Idif.

0,000

0,417

0,834

1,25a

1,669

2,086

2,5o3

2,930
3,337

3,754

4,171
4,588

5,oo5
5,422

5,839

6,356

6,673

7,090
7,5o7

7,924

8,340

8,757

9>'74

9,590
10,007

10,430

io,83g
1 1,256
1 1 ,672

12,088

i2,5o4

12,920
i3,336

i3,752

14,168

i4,584

14,999
i5,4i5
i5,83o

16,245

16,661

17,076

17,491

17,906
18,321

18,735

20,807

22,876

24,941
27,002

29,059

3i,iii

33,1 58

35,200

37,236

39,265
41,288

2,1218

0,0025
o,oo36

o,oo4g
0,0064

0,008 1

0,01 00

o,oi 3 1

0,01 44

0,0 16(^

0,0196

0,0225
0,035()

0.0389
o,o334

o,o36i

o,o4oo

0,044 1

0,0484

0,0529
0,0576

0,0625

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
0,084 1

0,0900

0,0961
0,1034

0,1089
o, 1 1 56

0,1325

0,1296
o, 1 369
0,1 444
0,l52I

0,1600

0,1681

o, 1 764

0,1849

0,1936

0,2035
0,3 5oo

o,3o35

o,36oo
0,4335

0,4900

0,5635
o,64oo

0,7225
0,8100

0,9025
1 ,0000

% . (r 4- f"" )
^ or f^

-}- r'^ nearly.

409

4l
82

123

1 64
2o5

245
286

327
368

123

164
2o5

246

287
328

369

411

41
82

123

164
206

347
288

329
3-0

4l3

4i
82

124
i65

206

247
288

33o
3-1

4i3

4i
83

124
i65

207
248

33o
3-2

4i4

4i
83

124
166

207
248

33 1

373

4i5









TABLE II. — To find the time T; the sum of the radii r-fr'', and the chord c being given.

3
4
5
6

7
8
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TABLE II. — To find (he time T; the sum of the radii r-\-r", and the chord c being given.

.Su[n of tlie Radii r
-|-

r".

Chord

C.

0,00

0,01

0,02

o,o3

0,04

o,o5

0,06

0,07

0,08

0,09

0,10

0,1 (

0,12

0,1 3

o,i4

0,1 5

0,16

0,17

0,18

0,19

0,20

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27

0,28

0,29

o,3o

o,3i

0,32

0,33

0,34

0,35

o,36

0,37
o,3S

0,39

o,4o

o,4i

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

o,85

0,90

0,95

2,87
Days Idif

0,000

0,492

0,985
1.477

1,970

2,462

2,95.

3.447

3,939
4,432

4.924
5,416

5,909
6,4oi

6,893

7,385

7,878

8,370

8,862

9,354

9,846
io,338

io,83

11,322

ii,8i4

i2,3o6

12,798

i3,2go
13,782

14,27-i

14,766
1 5,257
1 5,749
16,241

16,733

17,234

i7.7'5

18,307

18,698

ig,i8(|

19,680
20,172
20.663

2 1,1 54

21,645

22.1 36

24,589
27,04 1

29,490
3 1,938
34,382

36,834

39,264

41,699
44,1 33

46,56 1

48,986

4,1185'

^BB
Days |dif.

o,uot

0,493

0,987
1,480

1,973

2,466

2,960
3,453

3,946

4,439

4.932
5.126

5,919
6,4 1 2

6,905

7,398

7,891
8,384

8,877

9.37

9,863
10, 356

10,849
11,342

11,835

13,3)8

13,821

i3,3i3
] 3.806

14,399

i4,79'
1 5.384

15,776

16,269

16,761

17,354

17.746

i8,238

i8,73i

19,223

19,715
20,207

20,699
2i.igi
21,683

22,174
24,633

27,088

29,543
3"i ,994

34,443

36.8S9
39,333

41,773
44.210

46,644

49,073

4,1472

2,89

Days l.lif.

0,000

0,494

0,988
1,482

1,976

2,471

2,965

3,45g

3,g53
4,447

4.q4i

5,435

5,g>9
6,423

6,917

7,4n
7,905

8,3gg
8,893

9,387

g.f

10,374

10,868

11,363
11,856

i3,34()

13.84^

i3,337

i3,83(

i4,33.

T 4,8 1 7
!5.3ii

1 5,804

16.297

16,791

17.284

17>777

18,370

18.763

ig,356

19-749
3(_),243

30,735

31,228
2 1 ,720

22,2l3
24,675

27,i36

29,594
33,o5o

34,5o3

36,954

39,405
4 1.84^
44.288

46,726
4q,i6o

4,1761

2,90
Days ]dir.

0,000

0,495

0,990
1,485

1,980

2,475

3.07'

3,465

3,960
4,455

4,95o
5,444

5,g3y
6,434

6,929

7.424

7,919
8,4i3

8,908

g,4o3

9,898
10,3t|2

10,887

11,383
1 1 ,876

12,371
13.865

i3,36o
1 3.854

i4,348

14,843

i5,337

i5,83i

16,325

16,820

I7,3i4

n,8o8
i8,3o3

18,796

19,290

19,783
30,377
30,771
3 1 ,365

21,758

33,253

34,718

27,183

39,645
32,106

34,563

37,019

3g,47i
4 1,920
44,366

46,808

4q,247

4,2050

2,91

Days [dif.

0,000

o,4g6

o,()g3

1,487

i,y83

3,479

2.975

3,471

3.967
4,462

4.Q58

5,454

5,<)5o

6,445

6,g4i

7,437

7.932
8,428

8,924

9.4 "9

9,915
io,4io

10,906
ii,4oi
1 1 ,897

12,392
12.887
1 3,383

13.87S

14.373

1 4,868
1 5,364
1 5,859
16,354

16,849

17.34

17.839
18,333

18,828

ig,323

19,818
30,3 13

30,807
3 i,3oi

3i,7g6

22,2go
24.761

27,330

39,697
33, 161

34,624

37.083

39,540
41.993
M,m
46,890

49.334

4,2341

2,92

Days |dil'.

0,Ot_lo

0,497

0,993
1 ,490

1,987

2.483

3,980
3,477

3,973
4,470

4.067

5,463

5.96
6,456

6,g53

7.44g

7,946
8,442

8,939

9.435

9.93'
10,428

10,924
11,421

11,91

i2,4i3
I 2,yog
1 3,406
1 3,9

14,398

i4,8g-1

i5,3gi
1 5,886
16.3S3

16,878

17,373

i7,86y

i8,36o

18,861

ig,356

ig.853
20,347

,843

2T,338
2 1,833

23,329
24,804
27,277

29,748
33,217

34,684

37,148

39,609
42,067
44,53 1

46,973

49,420

4,2632

2,93

Days |dir.

0,000

0,498,

0,995

1,493

1,990

2,488

2,985
3,483

3,g8o
4,478

4,975

5,473

5.()70

6,467

6,g65

7,463

7.g6o
8,457

8,g54

g.45i

9,9 f9
10,440

io,g43
11,440
1 1 ,937

12,435

I2,g33
1 3,43g

13,926
14,423

14,919
i5,4i6

15,91 3

1 6,4 1 o

16,907

i7,4o3
1 7,900
18,396

18,893

19.389

19,886
20,382

30,878

31,375

31,871

32,367
24,846

27,334

29-799
32,273

34.744

37.213

39.677
42,140
44,599

47.054

49,506

4,2925

2,94
Days |dil'.

0,000

0,498

0,997

1,495

1,994

3,492

2,990

3,489

3,987
4,485

4,98-

5,482

5,980
6,478

6.977

7,475

7,973
8,471

8.969

9,468

9.966
10,464

10,963
1 1 ,460

11,958

13,456

13,95.
1 3,452

i3,g49
1 4,447

1 4,945

i5,443

i5.c)4o

i6,f38

16,93

17,433

17,930

18.438

18,935

19,423

19,930
30,417

30,914
,4 II

2 1 ,908

33,4o5

.889
27.371

g,85i
33,328

34,8o3

37,376

39,746
42,313

44,676

47, '36

49.592

4,3218

2,95
Days |dif.

0,00(,

0,499

0,998

1,498

',997

3 ,496

2.99'

3,494
3.gg4

4.493

4,992

5,491

5.99'

6,48c)

6,989

7.^

7,987
8,486

8,985

9,484

9.083
10,483

io,c

11,479
1 1 ,978

12,477

12,976
1 3,47
1 3,973
14,472

14,970

i5,4fxj

5,967
16,466

16,964

7.463

17,961

i8,45g

i8,g58

19,456

19.954
2t),453

30,950
31,448
2 1 ,g46

22,443

24,931

27,4 1 8

29,go3
32,384

34,863

37,340

3g,8i4
43,385

44,753

47,218

49,678

i3

4,3513

2,96
Days |dif.

0,000

o,5o(

1 ,000
1 ,5oo

2,000

3,5oo

3,000

3,5oo

4.000

4,5of

5,000

5,5oo

6,000

6,5oo

7,000

7.5oo
8,000

8,5oo

9,000

g,5oo

10,000

10,499

10,999
1 1 ,499

11,998

1 3 ,498

12,998

3,497
3.997
14,496

4,996
15,495

5,995
16,494

6,993

7,492

17,992

18,491

18.990

9,489

19.988
20,487
20,yK5

31,484

31,983

23,483

24,974
27,464

29.953
32,439

34,923

37,404

39,883
42,358

4,8 3o

47.299

49,764

9
10

II

II

12

1 3

i4

4
i5

16

16 .

18

9
9

0,0000
0,0001

0,0004

0,0009
0,0016

0,0025

o,oo36

0,0049
0,0064
0,0081

0,0100

0,0121

0,01 44

0,0169

0,0196

0,0225

o,o256

0,0289
o,o324

o,o36i

ri4oo

m4i
c>,o484

0,0529
0,0576

0,0625

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
0,08

0,0900
0,096 1

0,1024
0,1 o8g
0,1 1 56

0,1225

o,i2g6

0,1369
0,1 444
0,l52I

0,1600

0,1681

0,1764

0,1849

o,ig36

0,3025
o,25oo

o,3o25

o,36oo
0,4225

o,4goo

1625

o,64oo

0,7225

0,8100

0.9025
1 ,0000

4,3808

(r -\- r" )^ or r^ -f* ^"'^ nearly.

49.

49
98
47

196
246

3g5
344

393
442

492



TABLE K. — To fiml the time T ; Ihe sum of the radii r+ r'', and the chord c being given.

Sum of the Itu'lti r-^r".

Chord

C.

0,00

0,01

0,02

o,o3

o,o4

o,o5
(J ,06

0,07

o,oy

0,10

0,1 I

0,12

o,i3

o,i4

o,i5
0,16

0,17

0,18
U.I 9

0,30

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27

0,28

0,29

o,3o

o,3i

0,32

0,33

0,34

0,35

o,3()

0,37

0,38

o,3y

o,4o

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,G5

0,70

0,75

0,80

o,85

0,90

0,95

2,97
Diiya |ilil".

0,000
o,5oi

1,00 2

i,5o3

2,004

2,5o5

3,00:

3,5o6

4,007
4,5o8

5,not)

5,5l(':

fi,<.]]

7,012

8,014

8,') 1 4

9.015

9.5i()

IO,()l()

ln,'jI7

11,1.18

Ii,5i8

12,019

12,519
1 3.020

i3,52o

l4,02I

i4,53i

1 5.021

i5,52i

l6,02S

16,522

17,022

IT,522

18.022

18,522

19,022

19,522

20,023

20,521
2 1,021

21,521

22,020

22,520

25,016

27,5ll

3o,oo4

32,494

34,982

37,468

39.951
4' ,430

44,907
47,38o

4g,85o

2,98
Days |(lir.

20 I2,o3()

4,4105

O.OOf)

O,5o2
I ,004

i,5o5

2,00'

3,509
3,01 1

3,5i2

4,oi4
4,5 16

5,017

5,5 1 9
6,02 I

(i,522

7,024

7,526

8,f)27

8.529

9,ri3ii

9,532

io,o33
10,535

1 1,(>3(

1 1 ,538

12,540
13,042
1 3,543
1 4,044

14,545

i5...4(

1 5,548

16,049

i6,55o

i7,o5i

I7,55i
1 8.1)52

18,553

19,054

19.555

20,o55

3o,556
3 1 ,o56

31,557

33,067

32,558

25,o58

27,557

3o,o54

33,549
35,042

37,53 1

40,019
42,5o3

44,984
47,461

49.935

2,99
IJays |ilil'.

4,4402

0.000

o,5o3

i,oo5
1 ,5o8

2,010

2,5 1 3

3,016

3,5i8

4,031

4,523

5,026
5.528

6,c,3

6,533

7,. .36

7,538

8,041

8,543

9,04

9,548

I o,o5o

io,55-..

I I .o55

1,557
1 2,(.59

I2,56i
1 3.064
1 3,566

i4,o68

14,570

1 5,0^2

1 5,5^4

i6,c.76

16,5--

17,079

i7,58i

i8,o83

1 8,584

I9,(.8(i

i9,588j 32

18

3,00
tlnjH |rllC.

20,089

20,590
2 1,(.92
2 1 ,593

22,094

22,596
25,101

37,604

3o,io5
33,6o4

35,101

37,595
40,087

42,575
45.060

47,542
5o.021

4,4701

0,000

o,5o3

1,007

1,5 10

2,Ol4

2,5 1 7

3,021

3,524

4,027

4,53i

5.034

5,538

6,(.4i

6,'

7,o48

7,55 1

8,(.54

8,557

9,n()l

9,564

10.(jfJ7

1 1,1

12,<

12,582

i3,o85
1 3,588

14.091

14,594

1 5.(.()7

1 5,()oo

16,1112

i6,6o5

17,108

20,123

20,625
2 1

, 1 27

21,629
22,l3l

22,634

25,143

27,65o
3o,i.56

32,659
35,iCo

37,65q
.-(0,154

43,647
45,i37
4-,623

5o,io6i'

3,01
Uajs |clif.

17,610 3(

18,1 13I 3,

18,61 5' 3;.

i(),i 18 3

i<3,62o 33

4.5000

0,000
o,5o4
1 ,009
i,5i3

2,017

2,521

3,026

3,53o

4,o34

4,538

5,043

5,547
6,1.5 1

6,555

7,059

7,563

8,068

8,572

9,076

9.580

10,084

10, 588
1 1 .093
1 1,596

12,1 00

1 2 ,6o3
1 3, 107

i3,6ii

i4,ii5

i4,f>i8

l5.122

15,626

16.120
1 6,633

I7,i36 39

i7,64(

18,143

18.64-

i9,i5o

19,653

30, 1 56

30,659
21,162
2 1 ,666

23,168

33,671
25,i85

37,697
3o,2o6

32,7i4

35,219

37,722

4o,233
42,719
45,3l3

47:704

50,191

16

3,02
Hays lilil'.

0,000
o,5o5

I,OID

i,5i5

2,020

3,526

3,o3i

3,536

4,04 1

4,546

5,o5i

5,556

6,oGi
6.566

4,5301

7,576

8,081

8,586

9,091

9,596

10,100
I o,6o5

11,110
1 1.61 5

12,120

12,624

l3,I3Q

i3,634

i4,i38
1 4,643

i5,i47
1 5,652

16,1 56

16,661

17,165

17,669

18,173

18,678

19,182

19,686

20,igo

20,694

21,198
21,702

32,2o5

32,709
25,227

27,743

3o,357

33,769
35,278

37,785

4o,2go
42-91
45,289
47,784
50,276

4.5602

0,0004

o,i)Ooy

0,0016

0.0026

o,cjo36

0,0049
0,0064
0,0081

0,0100

0,01 J I

0,01 44

0,0169
0,01 ()()

0,02 '^0

0,02^6

0,0369
o,o3?4

o,f)36 1

o,o4oo

0,044 1

o,o4B4

0,0629
0,0676

0,0626

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
0,084 1

0,0900

0,oy6 1

0,1024

0,1089
0,1 1 56

0,1226

0,1296

0,1869
0,1 444
0,1621

0,1600
0,1681

o, 1 764

0,1849

0,1936

0,2026
0,2600

o,3o25

o,36co
0,4226

0,4900

0,6626

0,6400

0,7226

0,8 1 00

0,9026
1 ,0000

I • ( '' 4" *"

"
J

' or r'^ -\~ r'"^ ne.irly.

499





TABLE II. — To fiiiil llio lime T; the siiin of tlie radii r \-r'\ ami tlie elioni c beiiic given.

Hum uf the Kadii r-\-r".

Cliord

C

0,00

0,01

0,02

o,o3

o,o4

o,o5

0,06

0,07

0,08

o,oy

0,10

0,1 1

0,1?

u.i.j

o,i4

0,1 5

o,i(>

0,17
0,18

o,i<j

0,30

0,21

0,32

0,33

0,24

0,35

0,36

0,27
0,28

0,29

o,3o

0,3 1

0,32

0,33

0,34

0,35

o,36

0,37

0,38

0,39

o,4o

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

o,85

0,90

0,95
1,00

3,13

2,571

3,o85
3,600

4,ii4

4,028

5,142

5,656

6,17

6,liH5

7,199

7,7i3

8,327

8,74i

9,255

9>7f>9

0,283

0,797
1 ,3 1 1

1,825

2,339

3,852

3,366

3,880

4,394

4,907

5.431

5^35
6,448

6.963
7;475

7,989
8,5o3

9,0 1 6

9,539
30,043

30,555
3 1 ,068

21,583

23,095
22,608

23.120
2 5,684

28,24(i

3o,8o6
33,305

35,921

38,474
4 1,02 5

43,574
46,1 19
48,661
5 1,300

4,8985

3,14

Diiys |(lif.

0.000

o,5i5
I ,o3o

1.545

2,fj6o

3,575

3,09a
3,6o5

4,120

4,035

5.i5(

5,6(i'

o;i8i

()J6(i'

7,210

7,725
8,2,'i<

8,75':

9,271

9,78!

10,299
10,814

11,330
1 1 .844

12,358

12,8-3
1 3,388

13.902

i4,4i7
1 4,93 1

1 5,446

i5,()0o

16,475

i6,(|8()

i7,5o3

18,018

i8;532

ig,o46

19,560
20,074

2o,588

21,102

21,616
22,l3o

22,644

23.158

25,725

28,293
3o,856
33,4i8

35,978

38,536
4 1 ,09 1

43,644

46,194
48,740
57,283

4,9298

3,15

Days jdil'

0,000

0,5l6

l,o32
1,548

2,o63

2,579

3,095
3,611

4,137
4,643

5,1 59
5,674

6.191

6.706

7,222

7,737
8,253

8,769
9,28.i

9,801

ro,3i6

io,K3i

11,347
1 1 .862

12,378

13,893
1 3,409
1 3,934
1 4,440

14,955

1 5,470

i5,()80

iO,5oi

i"',or6

17,531

18,046

i8,50i

19,070

19.591

30, I oO

20,621
3 1 , 1 36
2 1,65 1

22,165

22,680

23.194
35.7OO

28,337

3o,go5
33,4-72

36,o36

38,598
41,158

43,714
46,268

48,819
5 1,366

2 3

4,9613

3,16
Uijys |<lir.

0,000
o,5i7
1 ,o33

i,55(

2,067

2,583

3,100

3,617
4,i33

4,65o

5,167

5,083
0,3O(

0,717

7,233

7,75o
8,266

8,783

9, '99

9,KiO

l(,,i33

lo,84;)
1 1 .3(i

11,88

12,398

12,914
i3,43o
1 3,946
1 4,403

14,979

15,49'i
lO.oi 1

16,527

17,043

17,559

18,075

18,591

19,107

19,622

2o,i38

3o,654
3 1,1 O9
31,685

33,201

22,716

23,23l

35,808

28,383

30.955
33,535

36,094

38,60o
4i ''^'iA

43,785
40,343

48,898
5 1,449

4,9928

3,17
IJuys |dir.

0,000

0,5 17

i,o35

1,553

3,070

2,588

3,io5

3,622

4,i4o

4,657

5,175

5,692
6,210

0,727

7,245

7,762

8,279
8,797

9,3 14

9,83 1

10,348

10,860

11,383
1 1 ,900

12,417

1 2 ,934
1 3,45 1

13.968
i4,486

i5,oo3

1 5,5 19

i6,o36

16,553

17,070

17,587

i8,io4

18,620

19,137

19,054
20,170

20,687

21,2o3

21,719
22,236

22,752

23,268
2 5,848

28,427
3 1 ,oo4

33,579
36,1 5 1

8,733

41,289
43,855

46,417

48,976
5i,532

16

23

5,0245

3,18

Days |dif.

0,000
0,5l8

I,o37

1,555

2,073

2,592
3,110

3,628

4, 1 46

4,665

5,i83

5,701

0,220

0,738

7,256

7,774

8,292
8,810

9,329
9,847

io,365

io,883
11,/

11,919
12,437

13,955
1 3,473

13.991
i4,5o8
1 5.03O

1 5,544
1 6,062

10,579

17,09'

i7,6i5

i8,i32

i8,65o

19,107

19,685

20,203

30,719
31,337

21,754
23,271

22,788

23,3o5

25,889
28,472

3i,o53

33,632

36,209

38.783
4i,355

43,925
46,491

49,055
5i,6i5

5,0562

0,0000
0,000 1

o,ooo4

o,0(jo9

0,0016

0,0025

o,oo30

0,0049
0,0064

0,008 1

0,0100

0,0121

0,01 44

0,0169
0,01 96

0,0225
o,o256

0,0289
o,o324

o,o36i

o,o4oo
0,044 1

o,o484

0,0529
0,0576

0,0625

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
0,084 1

0,0900
0,0961
0,1094

0,1089
0,1 1 56

0,1335

0,1396

0,1309
0,1 444
0,l521

o, 1 600

o, 1 68 1

0,1764

0,1849
0,1936

0,2035
o,25oo

o,3o25
o,36oo

0,4225

0,4900

0,5025

o,64oo
0,7225

0,8100

0,9025
1 ,0000

(?

. {r -\- r'Y or t'^-\- r""^ nearly.

5l2









TABLE II. — To fiiul the time T\ the sum of the radii r-}-'' ", ami tlie clioid c being given.

t^uni ot Ihu Kudit r-^-r". 1





TABLE II. — To find the time T; the sum of the radii r -
.
and the chord c hein^ given.

Sum of tho





TABLE II. — To find the time T; the sum of the radii r-\-r'\ and the chord c being given.

Sum of the Radii r-\-T".

Chord

C.

0,iX)

0,0 1

0,02

o,o3

o,o4

o,o5

0,06

0,07

0,0b

o,oy

0,10

0,1 1

0,12

o,i3

o,i4

o,i5

0,16

0,17

0,18

0,19

0,20

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27
0,28

0,29

o,3o

o,3i

0,32
0.33

0,34

0,35

0,36

0,37
0,38

0,39

o,4o

o,4i

0,43

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55

0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

0,85

0,90

0,95
1,00

3,77
Days Idif.

0,000

o,564

r,i29
1 ,093

2,257

2,822
3,386

3,950
4,5 1 5

5,079

5,643
6,208

6,772

7,336

7,901

8,465

9.029
9.593
io,i58

10,722

1 1 ,85o

i2,4i4
I 2 .978

i3,542

14,107

14,671

i5,235
1 5,799
16,362

16,926

17,490
i8,o54

18,618

19,182

9>746
20.309
20,873

21,437

22,000

22,564

23,127

23,691

24,254

24,818

35,38i

28,197
3l.OI2

33,826

36,638

39,448

42,257
45,064
47,868

50,671

53,471

56,269

3,78
Oays [dif.

7,1065

0,000
o,565

i,i3o

1,695
2,260

2,826

3,391

3,956
4,521

5,086

5,65!

6,216

6,781

7,346

7>9' '

8,476

9,04 1

9,606
10,1

io,73()

I r ,3o I

1 1 ,866
1 2,43 1

12,996
1 3,56

i4,i25

14,690
i5,255

15,819
1 6,384

16,949
T7,5l4

18,0^8

18,643

19,207

19.773
20,336

20,901
21,465

22,o3o

32,594
23;i58

23,722

24,28-

24,85:

25,4i5

28,23
3i,o54

33,871

36,687

39,501

42,3i3
45,124

47.933

50,739
53,543

56,344

3,79
Dayg jdif.

0,000
0,566

I,l32

1,698

2,263

2,829

3,395
3,<j6i

4,527

5,093

5,658
6,224

6,791'

7,356

7.922

8,48

9,o53

9,619
K>, 1 8.^

io,75f

ii,3i6

11,882

12,447
i3.oi3

13,578

7,1442

16,971

17,537

18,103

18,667

19,233

19.798
20,363

20,928
2 1 ,494

22,059

22,624

23.189
33,754

24,319
24,f"'

25,449
28,272
3 1 ,095

33,916
36,735

39,553

42,370
45,184

47,996
5o,8b6
53,6i4

56,4 19

3,80
Days

18 13,596

i4,r44 19

i4,7o<) 20

15,275

i5,84o

16,406

0,000

0,567

i,i33

1,700

2,366

2,833

3,4oo

3,966
4,533

5,099

5,666

6,232

6,799
7,3()6

7.933

8,499

9,065

9,63 1

10,198
1 0,764

ii,33i
1 1 ,89-

1 3 ,464

i3,o3o

i4,i63

14,739

15.295
1 5,861

16,428

16,994

17,560
18,126

18,692

19,258

19,824
20,390

20,956
21,522

22,088

22,654

23,219
23,785

24,35i

34,917

25,482

28,310
3i,i36

33,961

36,784

3,81

Days Idif.

53 39,606

7,1821

42,426
45,244
48,060
50,874

53,686

56,4q5

18

'9
20

21

21

22

23

24
25

25

26

27

28

28

29

3o

3i

32

32

32

34

37
4i

45

52

56

60

64
67

71

75

0,000
0,567

i,i35
1 ,702

2,369

2,837

3,4o4

3,971

4,539
5,106

5,673

6,241

6,808

7,375

7.943

8,5io

9.077

9,644
10,211

10,779

11,346

11,913
12,480

i3,o47

i3,6i4

i4,i8i

4,748
i5,3i5

15,882

16,449

17,016
17,583

i8,i5o

18,717

19,283

19,85o

20,417

20,984
2i,55o

22,117

22,684

23,25o

23,817

24,383

24,949

3,82
Days [dif.

7,2200

25,5i6









TABLE II. — To find the time T\ the sum of the radii r-\-r", and tlie chord c being given.





TABLE II. — To fiiul Itic lime T; llie sum of the radii r+ r", and the chord c being given.





TABLE II. — To find the lime T; ttie sum of the radii r -[-'", anil llie ohonl c being given.





TABLE II. — To finJ tlic time T; the sum of llic Jinlii T-\-r'\ iiTid llin rlioiii c licitiL'' t;ivfn.

Sum of the Itu'lii r-\-r".
j



TARl.E II.— To find tlie time T; Ihe sum of the mdii r -|-r", and the chord c being ^iven.

Slim uf IliO Kadii r
-j-

) ".

4,69
Uajs |dir.

0,6?Q

1,259
1,888

2,5i8

3,i47

3,777

4,406

5,<.36

5,66

6,395
6,92

7.553

8, 1 83

8,813

9.443
10,071

io,7of)

u,33o
1 1 ,95y

12,588

i3,3i8
1 3,847

14,476
i5,io6

15.735

16, 364

16,993
17,623

18,252

iS,S8i

i9,5ro

20,139
20,768

21,397

33,036

33,655
33,384

33,913
34,543

25,171
35,800

26,429
37,058

27,686

38,3 rj,

3i,4''.9;
33

34,601 37

37,743] 4i

4o,S83 43
44,032 47

47.i6(.i

50,2961
53,43i

56,5651

63,837!

10,9981

4,70

0.000

o,63u

1,260

1,890
3,531

3,i5i

3,781

4,4ii

5,04 1

5,671

6,3oi

6.931
7,56i

S,ly3
8,833

9,453
10,082

10,712
1 1,342

Il;y72

13,602

l3,233
1 3,86

14.493
l5,I23

i5,753

i6,383

17,011

17,641

18,371

18,901

19,531

30,161

30,790
2 1 ,420

2 3 ,o5o

22,679

23,3ti9

23,939
24,568

25,198
25.828

36,457

27,087

27,716

28,345

31,492
34,638

37,783

40,926

44,069

47,210
5o,35o

53,488
55,625

59,761!

62,894! 67

4,71
Dav

1 1 ,0450

o,oou
0,63 1

l,2f)2

1,893
3,523

3,i54

3,785

4,416
5.046

5,67'

6,3o8

6,939
7.571

8,300

8,83 1

9,462

10,092
10,723

11,354
1 1 ,98:

1 2 ,6 r
1 3,246

13,87

i4,5(

i5,i38

15,768

16,399
i7,o3o

17,660

18,291

18,921

19,553
20,182

20,812

21,443

22,073
22.704

23,334

33,964

34,595

35,235
35.855

36,485

27,1 15

27>746

28,376
3 1,536

34,675

37,823

40,970
44,116

47,260
5o,4o4

53,546
56,686

59,835

62,961

4,72
Days liJil'.

11,0921

0,000

o,63i

1,263
1 ,894

2,526

3,i57

3,789
4,420

5,0 5 3

5,683

6,3 1 5

6,946
7.57S

8,209
8,84(j

9,472
io,io3

10,735

11,366
' 1 ,997

12,629
i3,36o

13,891
14.533

i5,i54

1 5,785

16,416

17,048

17,679
1 8,3 10

18,941

19,572
30,Vo3

20,835
3 1 ,466

23,097
32,738

33,359
23,990
24,631

35.252

25^882

36,5i3

37,144

37,775

38,4^16

31,559
34,713

37,863
4 1 ,0 1 4

44, 1 63

47.3ii

50.458

53,6o3
56,746

59,888

63,039

0,01.100

0,0001

o,ooo4

0,0009
0,0016

0,0035

o,oo36

0,0049
0,0064

0,008 1

0,0100

0,01 3 1

0,01 44

o,(.)i69

0,0196

0,0325

o,o256

0,0289
o,o324

o,o36 1

o,r)4oo

0,044 1

0,0484

0,0539
0,0576

o,(t625

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
c>,o84i

0,0900

,0961
,1024

0,10*89
,11 56

0,1335

0,1296

0,1369
o,i444
0,l52I

0,1600

0,1681

.,1764

0,1849

M936

0,3035
o,35oo

o,3o25

o,36oo
0,4335

0,4900

0,5625

o,64oo

0,7335
0,8100

0,9025
1 ,0000

11,1392

\ . {r -\- r" y or r^ -{- r
" ^

nearly.

624

62

125

187
25o
3l2

374

437

499
563

635

63

135

188

25o
3i3

375

438
5oo
563

626

63

125
188

25o
3i3

376
438
5oi

563

627







TABLE II. — To find llic liiiu- T ; llie sum of (he radii r-\-T'', and the chord c being given.



TABLE II.— To find the time T; the sum of the radii r -\-r", and the chord c heing fjiven.













TABLE II. — To find the time T\ the sum of the radii r-f-r", and llie chord c being given.

Bum uf llie Radii r-f-y

Cliord

c

u,oo

o,oi

U,02

o,o3

o,o4

0,07

0,08

0,09

0,10

0,11

0,12

o,i3

o,t4

o,i5

0,16

0,17
o,iS

0,19

0,30

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,37
0,28

0,29

o,3o

0,3 1

0,32

0,33

0,34

0,35

o,36

0,37

0,38

0,39

o,4o

o,4i

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

o,5o

0,55
0,60

o,65

0,70

0,75

0,80

0,85

0,90

0.95

8,-20

Days ](lif.

0,000

0,832
1 ,1565

2.497

3,329

4,162

4,994
5,826

6,659

7>49'

8,323

9, 1 56

9,988
10,820

11,652

12,485

i3,3i7
14, 149

14.982
i5,8i4

8,30
Days Idil'.

o,ouo

0,8 37

1,675

2,5 1 2

3,35o

4,187
5.034

5,86:

6,699
7,536

8,374

9,211

10.049

10,886

11,723

12,5(11

i3,3y8

i4,235

91 1 5,0

96 i5,gjo

16,646 1 01

17.478 107
r8,3i

19,143

19,975

30,807
2 1 ,64(

32,472
2 3,3o4

24, 1 36

24,968
25,Soi

26,633

27,465

28,297

III

116

122

127
i3i

1 36

142

147

I 52

1 57
162

1 6'

172

29, 1 29

29,961

30,794
31,626 192
32,458 197

33,290
34,122

34,954

35,786
36.6 1 8 223

37,450228
4i,6io 253

45,769 379
40.929
54,087

8,245

62,4o3
6(),56o

70,716

74,872
79,027
83,i8i

3o3

339
355

38o

4o5
43

456
481

5o7

ifi.747

17,585
18,423

19,259

20,097

20,93.

21,77
3 2,60S

33,446

34,283

35,120

25,958

26,795
27,632

28,469

29,306
3o, 1 44

3o.gSi
3i,8i8

32,655

33.492

34,339
35,167

36,no4 316

36,84 1 2 3

56
(

(i5

71

75
80
86

90

90

1 01

io5

1 11

116
130

126

i3i

I 36

i4i

1 46

i5i

i55
161

r66

'7'

176
181

1 86

191

196

8,40

Days Idif.

202

207
31 I

37,678
4 1,863

46,o48

5o,3 33

54,416

58,600

226
253

27'

3o3

327
3

33.6200

62,783 377

66,9651403
71,147 428

75,328
79,5o8
83,688

453

479
5o4

34,44.50

0,001-1

0.842
1.685

2,52-

3,370

4,212

5,(.54

5,897

6,739
7,582

8,424

9,367
io,roQ
1 0,95 1

1 1 .794

12,636

13,478

14.321

i5,i63
1 6,006

16,848

17,690

18,533

19,375
20,217

3 1 ,060

31,903
22,744

23,587

24,429

25,271

26, 1 1 3

36,956
37.798
28,640

29,482
3o,325

31.167

32.009
32,85] 195

33,69
34,536

35,3

36,220

37,062

37,904
43,ii5

46,3

5o,534
54,743

58,953

63,160

67,368
7 1,175

75,781

79,987
4.192

90

95

100

io5

110

ii5

130

12

l3

1 35

i4i

145

1 5o

1

160

1 65

170

1-6

18^

1 85

190

8,50
Days |dil'.

300

305
3 10

3l5
3 30

325
2 5o

275
3oo

326
35o

376
4t"Kl

425
45 1

476
5oi

3.5,2800

0,000

0,847

1,695
2,543

3,3go

4,337
5,084

5,933

6,779

7,627

8,474

9,322

10,169
11,016

11,864

12,71 1

1 3,558

i4,4o6

i5,253

16,101

16,948

17,795
18,643

19,490
20,337

3i,i85

22,o32

22,879
23,727

24,574

25,421

26,268
27,1 16

37,963
28,810

8,60
Days |dif

69 11,933

80

84

90
9i

99
io5

109
ii4
130

134
I 39
I 35

i3y
i44

i49
i55

i59
164

169

29.658
3o,5o5

3i,353

33,i99'i89
33,046; 194

33,894 198
34.741 |304

35,588]309
36,435314
37,283 219

38,1391224
12,365

46,600
5o,834

55,069

59,303

63,536

67,768
72,000

76,333
8o,463

84,693

348

273

299
323

349

373

3q8
42 3

448
473
49S

36,1250

O.OOCi

0,853

1,7

2.5

3,410

4,262

5,1 14

5,967

6,819
7,<37i

8,524

9,376

10,229
1 1 ,08 1

12,786
1 3,638

14,490
1 5,343

16,195

17,047

17,900
18,753

19,604
20,457

3 1 ,309
22,161

23,014

23,86(

24,718

25,570

26,433

27,375

28,127

28,979

39,833
3o.684
3 1,5 36

32.388

33,240

34,092

34,945
35,797

36,649
37,5oi

38,353

42,61 3

46,873
5i,i33

55,392

59,65i

63,901)

68,166

72,423
76,680

8o.t)36

85.101

19

25

3o

34

40
45

49
55

59
6.

G9

74

79
84

89
94

99
io3

100

ii4
118

124

139
i33

i38

i43

1 49
i53

i5S

i63

168

[-,3

1-8

i83

188

193

198
209

8,70
Days |dif.

333

348

27

29
32

346

371

396
421

445

470

495

36,9800

a,000

o,S57

I,7i5

2,572

3,439

4,287
5,144

6,001

6,859
7,716

8,573

9,43 1

10,288

11,145

12,003

13,860

13,717
1 4,574
1 5,433

16,289

17,146
1 8,00 3

18,861

19,718

20,575

21,433

22,290
23,147

24,004

34,861

25,719
36,576

27,433

38,290

29,147

3o,oo4

30,862

31,719
33.5-6

33,433

34,290
35,147
36,oo4

36,86 1

37,718

38,576

43,861

47,145
5i,43o

55,7i3

49
54

59
64

^9

73

79
84
88

93

9S
1 04
108

ii3

118

122

127
i33

1 38

i43

1 47
1 52

'57
162

167

172

"7
182

i8-

>9'

'9'

20;

207
313

317

331

345

271

395
320

8,80
Days Idil'

0.000

0^862
1,72

2,587

3,449

59,997 344

64.280

68,562

72,844
.135

81,406
85.686

369

394
418
443

467
493

37,8450

4,3ii

5,173

6,o3(

6,898

7,761

8,622

9,48

10,347

11,209
12,071

12,933

13,796
1 4,658
1 5,520

i6,383

17,244

18,107

18,969

i9,83i

30,693

31,555

33,417

33,380
24,142

25,004

25,866

26,728

37,590
28,452

29,3i4

14

3o

34

39
44

49
53

58

64

69

74

78
83
88

93

98
I03

10-

I 12

117

8,90

Days ]dir

0,000

0,867

1,734

2,601

3,469

4,336

5,3o3

6,070

6,937
7,804

8,671

9,538
io,4o5
1 1,273

13,l4o

13.007

[3,874

14,74 1

1 5,f',o8

16,475

17,342

18,209

19,07(1

19,943 [12

20,810 [I7

9,00

Days |dil'.

122 31,677
128 32,545

30,176 172

3[,o39 [75
3 1 ,90 1

i
[ 81

32,763 [85

33,625 [90

34.487195
35,34g 300

36,2ii!3o5

37,073[3io

37,935 3l5

220

245
268

38,797
43.106

47,416
5 1,72 5 293
56,o33l3i8

60,3411342

64,649^66
68,956:391
73.262'4[6
-,568 '440

8i,873'465

86,178489

38,7200

33,4l3

34,279
25,146

26,013

26,88

27,747

28,614

29,481

30.348

3i,2i4

32,08

32,048

33,81

34,68

35,549
36,41 6

37,283

38,1 5o

3o,oi7
43,35

47,684
52,018
5(i.35i

6o,683

(i'j,oi5

69,347
73,678

78,008

82.338|462
86.(i6-i48-

122

126

i3i

i36

i4o

i45
[ 5o

1 55

\(m

[65

170

[75
180

[85

[90

195

199
204

209
2[4

318

243

368

391
3; 6

341

39,6050

0,000

0,873

1,744

2,616
3

4,36o

5,3 33

6.104

6,976
7,848

8.730

9,592
10,464

M,336
12,208

1 3,080

13,952
14,824

15,695
i6,56-

17,439
i8,3ii

19,183
2o,o55

20,927

3 1 ,790

22.671

23,543

34,4i5

35,386

36,1 58

37,o3o

27,902
28,774

39,646

3o,5i
3 1,389
32,261

33,i33

34,oo5

34,877
35.748

36,(130

37.492
38,364

3y,335

43,594

47,952

52,309
56,667

61,024

7
82

87

9'

97
102

106

111

116

[ 31

125

[3o

[35

i4i

[45
|5(

[55

i5o

164

[69
174

'79
18 1

[88

193

198
303

208

212

3l8

34 [

3(16

390
3i4
338

65,38o

69,736

74,091

78,446
2,800

87,154

47),5000

363

387
4'i

35

460
483

9,10
Days

0,000

0,877
1,754
2 ,63o

3,5o7

4,384
5,261

6,i38

7,01 5

7,891

8,768

9,645
10,522
1 1 ,399

12,373

i3,i52

14,039

14,906
15,782

16,659

17,536

i8,4i3

19,389
20,l6()

3 1 ,043

21,930
3 3 ,796

33,673
34,55o

25,437

26,3o3

27,180

28,057

28,g33

29,810

30,687
3i,563

32,44o

33,317

34,193

35,070

35,g46
36,823

37,700

38,576

39.453
43.835

48,218

53,599

56,981
61,562

65,743

70,133
-4,502

78,881
83,360

87,637

41,4050

0,0000
0,0001

0,0004

OjOOog
0,0016

0,0025

o,oo36

o,oo4

0,0064

0,008 1

0,0100

0,01 2 1

0,01 44
0,01 (ig

0,01 g6

0,0225

o,0256

0,02

o,o334
o,o36i

0,0400
0,044 1

o,o4

0,0529
0,0576

0,0625

0,0676

0,0729
0,0784
0,084 1

0,0900
0,0961
0,1034

0,1089
0,11 56

0,1235

o, 1 396
0,1369
0,1444

0,l52I

0,1600
0,1681

0,1764

0,1849

o,ig36

0,2025
o,25oo

o,3o25

o,36oo

0,4225

o,4goo

0,5625

o,64oo
0,7325

0,8100

0,9035
1 ,0000



TABLE III.

Tuts talile gives llic tiuc anomaly C of a cornel, moving in a parabolic orbit, wbose perihelion distance is equal to

the nic.ui distance of tlio sun from the earth or uniti/ ; the time fioin the perihelion being t' days. It was computed

by Burcliliardt, by means of the formula in bool{ ii. § 23, Muc.uiiquc Celeste, [fi'J3 &.C.], namely,

<'= 27'''''",4038 . . . xlStang. 4<7+tang.3 iU].
If the peiihelion distance be D, and the time from the perihelion ( clays, we must put ( = 7)-' (' [693a]. If tJbe

given, we must find, in this table, the corresponding value of log. (', and then the value of i from the formula,

log. t= \og. t' -\- ^ log. />.

But if / bo given, we must first find

log. t'= \og.i
— f log. D ;

and then from this table the value of U, corresponding to this value of log. ('.

When (' is less than 5 days, the diflercnces of log. (' vary so rapidly, that it is found convenient to vary the form of this

part of the lable. This is done by two different methods
;
the one proposed by Burckhardt, the other by Carlini ; by

means of the first si.\ columns of the first page of Table III. Burckhardt's melliod consists in finding (', from log. t' ;

and then, with the argunjcnt t', we obtain the corresponding value of U, as in the first three columns of the table. In

the next three columns, which conlain the table of CarlinI, the argument is log. (', as in all the rest of the table, and the

corresponding number is log. ~, or log. U— log. ('; f/ being expressed in sexagesimal minutes, and (', in days. This

method of Carlini is very convenient, in the case which most frequently occurs; namely, where t is given to find U;
for we have,

log. t' = log. t — f log. D ;

log. U\n minutes = log. <'-)-tab. number corresponding to log. If.

In the determination of the constant factor 27 '",4038, in the above value of (', we have neglected, as in [C92'], the

mass of the earth in compaiison with that of the sun
;

as is usually done in computing tables of this kind. This omission

may be rectified, by adding 0,0000006 to the argument log. i' in the table
;
or by subtracting 0,0000006 from the logarithm

of i, in iinding the log. t'.

Tables of this kind have been given by several authors, as Ilalley, La Caille, Zach, Pingrc, &c. ; but above all, by
Delambre, who improved and extended this table very iriuch, giving the values of Uy corresponding to the argument <',

taken at convenient intervals from ^^=0 to (' = 200,000 days. Burckhardt made an important improvement in Table

III.
; by taking for the argument log. i', which is given by a previous calculation, and by this means he saves the labor

of finding t' i'rom log. ('.

Barker published a general table of the parabolic motion of a comet, in which the argument is the true anomaly U,

taken at intervals of 5'"; the corresponding numbers are what he calls the logarithms of the mean motion represented by

log. mean motion= log. t'— 0,0398716,

and the numbers in Barker's table may be deduced from those of Burckhardt's in Table III., by putting

Barker's log.
= Burckhardt's log. (Tabic III.)

— 0,0398716 ;

so that Table HI., may be considered as an improvement on Barker's table, and may be used for the same purposes ; the

arguments, however, are in an inverted order. The argument in Barker's table being the true anomaly U ; and in

Burckhardt's table, the argument is the logarithm of the time t'.

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF TABLE III.

9,6484t5o
I,69243 10

2,o43g56o

2,043

EXAMPLE I .

Given the log. of perihelion distance, or log. D. =9,7656500
Time from perihelion

To find the true anomaly U.

f X log. -D,

log. (,

log. (' = log. t— J log. Z>,

In Table HI. 90'' 16'" 29^3 corresponds to

5 01 ,9^3i5',8 X 0,9561

V'=:cp 21 3i ,2

EXAMPLE III.

Given the log. of perihelif>n distance, or log. i) = o,i25oooo

Time tVotn perihelion, 1 = 2 days.

To find the true anomaly U, by Burckhardt's method.

0,1875000

log. t.

i X log. D,

- log. t — a
log. D,

:

i''''^,2987633

log. «' =

In Table III. i "^p corresponds to

Tab. diff. 5oi',6x 0,987633= 495',4

Sum is

o,3oio3oo

= o,ii353oo

I 4o 20 ,0

cr=i
i5,4

36 ,0

EXAMPLE II.

Given the log. of perihelion distance, or log. iJ := 9,76565oo

True anomaly, C'^90 21 3i ,2

To find t.

Log. 2,043 Table III., corresponds to 90 16 29 ,3

Difference, 3oi',9= 5 01 ,9

Tabular difference, 3i5 ,8 : 3oi ,9 :: 0,001 : 0,0009660
Hence log. t'.

Add I log. D,

Sum is log. t = log. 49 ,2528

= 2,0439560

= 9,6484760

= 1,6924310

EXAMPLE IV.

Given D, t' as in example iii., to find U, by Carlini's

method.

Table III., Carlini, log. C/'— log. I',

Sum is log. J7=io8'",6oo= i 48 36,0

0,11 353o

1,922298

2,o35828

a20



To find the true anomaly U, corresponding

perihelion distance is the same as the mean di;

TABLE III.

to the time t' from the perihelion in days, in

:tance of the sun from the eailh.

a parabolic oibit, whose

Days
('.

days

0,0
0,1

0,4

0,5

0,()

o,7

o,8

0,y

1,0

1,1

1,3

1,4

1,5

1,6

1.7
1.8

2,0

2,1

2,2

2,3

2,4

2,5

2,f)

3,7

2,8

2.9

3,0

3,1

3,2

3,3

3,4

3,5

3,6

3,7

3,8

3,g

4,o
4,1

4,2

4,3

AA

4,5

4,6

4,7

4,8

4,9

5,0

5,1

5,3

5,3

5,4

5,5

5,6

5,7

5,8

5,9
6,0

Truo
Anom. U.

0,00,00,0

0,08,21,8

0,16,43,6

o,25,o5,4

0,33,27,2

0,41,48,9
o,5o,io,7

0,58,32,4

1,06,54,1

i,i5,i5,8

1,23,37

1,31,59,0

1,40,20,6

1,48,42,2

1,57,03,7

2,o5,25,2

2,i3,46,6

2,22,08,0

2,30,29,4

2,38,50,7

3,47,11,9
2,55,33,1

3,o3,54,3

3,I2,l5,2

3,20,36,2

3,28,57,1

3,37,17,9
3,45,38,6

3,53,39,3

4,02,19,9

4,10,40,4

4,19,00,8

4,27,21,1

4,35,41,3

4,44,01,4

4,52,21,5

5,oo,4i,4

5,09,01,2

5,17,20,9
5,25,40,6

5,34,00,1

5,42,19,5
5,5o,38,7

5,58,57,8

6,07,16,8

6,15.35,7

6,23,54,4

6,33, i3,o

6,40,3 1,5

6,48,49,8

6,57,08,0

7,05,26,0

7, 1 3,43,9

7,32,01,7

7,3o,ig,3

7,38,36,7

7,46,53,9
7,55,1 1,0

8,03,27,9

8,11,44,7

8,20,01,3

5oi,8

5oi,8

5oi,8

5oi,8

5oi,7

5oi,8

5oi,7

5oi,7

5oi,7

5oi,6

5oi,6

5oi,6
5o 1 ,6

5oi,5

5oi,5

5oi,4

5oi,4

5oi,4

5oi,3

501,2

5oi,2

5oi,i

5oi,o

5oi,o

500.9

5oo,8

5oo,7

5oo,7

5oo,6

5oo,5

5oo,4

5oo,3

5oo,2
5oo,i

5oo,i

499,9

499,8

499>7

499-7

499,5

499,4

499,2

499,1

499,0

498,9

498,7

498,6
4y8,5

498,3

498,2

498,0

497,9

497,8

497,6

497,4

497,2

497,1

496,9
496,8

496,6

iluys

9,00

g,io

9,20

g,3o

9,40

9,5o

9,60

9
9,80

9,90

0,00

0,10

0,20

o,3o

o,4o

0,40

0,4 1

0,42

0,43

0,44

0,45

0,46

0,47

0,48

o,4y

o,5o

0,5:

0,52

0,53

0,54

0,55

o,56

0,57

0,58

o,5g

0,60

0,61

0,62

o,63

0,64

0,65

0,66

0,67

0,68

0,69

0,70

0,71

Lug. U i:

imiiulcs,
minus log.
V in days.

1,922370

1,933370

1,922370

1,922369

1,922368

1,922366

1,93 2364

I,9333()0

1,933354

1,933344

1,932328

i,9323o3

1,922264

1,922201

1,922102

,922102

,922089

,922076

,922062

,922048

,922032

,922016
,921999

.921981

,931963

,931944

,921934
,93 1 903
,931881

,931858

,921834

,921808

,921782

,921754

,921725

,921695

,921663

,921630
.921595

,921558

,921530

,921480

,921437

,921393
,921347

,93 1 3oo

,921251

Log. of

(' days

0,700

o,:

0,703

o,7o3

0,704

0,705

0,706

0,707

0,708

0,709

0,710

0,711

0,712

0,710

0,714

True
Anom. U,

6,58,07,1

6,59,04,6

7,00,02,3

7,01,00,7

7,01,58,0

7,03,56,1

7,o3,54,3

7,04,53,7

7,o5,5i,i

7,06,49,7

7,07,48,5

7,08,47,3

7,09,46,3
7,10,45,5

7,11,44,8

0,7 1 5 7,12,44,3

0,716 7, i3,43,7

0,717

0,718

",719

0,720

0,723

0,724

0,725
0,726

0,727

0,728

0,739

0,7 3r,

0,73 1

0,732

0,733

0,734

0,735

0,736
0,737

o,738

0,739

o,74o

",74 1

0.742

0^743

0,744

0,745

0,746

<j,747

0,748

0,749

o,75o
0,75 1

0,753

0,753

0,754

0,755

0,756

0,757

o,758

0,759
0,760

7,14,43,4

7,i5,43,2

7,16,43,2

7,17,43,2

7,18,43,4

7,19,43,7
7,2n,44,3

7,21,44

7,22,45,6

7,23,46,5

7,24,47,5

7,25,48,7

7,26,50,0

7,27.51,5

7,28,53,1

7,39,54,8

7,3o,56,7

7,31,58,7

7,33,00,9

7,34,o3,2

7,35,o5,6

7,36,08,3

7,37,10,9

7,38, i3,8

7,39,16,8

7,40,19,9

7,41,23,2

7,42,36,6

7,43, 3o.2

7,44,33:9

7,45,37,8

7,46,41,8

7,47,45,9

7,48,5o,2

7,49,54,7

7,50,59,3
7,53,o4,o

7,53,08,9

7,54,13,9

7,55,19,1

7,56,34,4

7,57,39,9

7,58,35,5

7,59,41,3

57,5

57,7

57,8

57,9

58,1

58,2

58,4

58,4

58,6

58,8

58,8

59,0

59,2

59,3

59,4

59,5

59,7

5y,8
60,0

60,0

60,2

60,3

60,5

60,6

60,8

60,9
61,0

61,2

61,3

61,5

61,6

61,7

61,9
63,0

62,2

62,3

62,4

62,6

63,7

63,9

63,o

63,1

63,3

63,4

63,6

63,7

63,9
64,o

64,1

64,3

64,5

64,6

64,7

64,9

65,0

65,3
65.3

65,5

65,6

65,8

65,9

Log. of

V days

0,760

0,761

0,762

0,763

0,764

0,765

0,766

0,767

0,768

0,769

0,770

0,771

0,773

0,773

0,774

0,775

0,776

0,777

0,778

0,779

0,780

0,781

0,782

0,783

0,784

0,785

0,786

0,787

0,788

0,789

0,790

0,791

0,792

0,793

0,794

0,795

0,796

0,797

0,798

0,799

0,800

0,801

0,802

o,8o3
o,8o4

o,8o5

0,806

0,807

0,808

o,8og

True
Anom. U.

7,59,41,3

8,00,47,2

8,01,53,3

8,02,59,"

8,o4,o5,9

8,o5,i3,4

8,06,19,1

8,07,25,9
8^08,32,8

8,09,39,9

8,10,47,3

8,11,54,6

8,l3,02,2

8,14,10,0

8,15,17,8

8,16,25,9
8,17,34,0

8,18,43,4

8,ig,5o,9

8,20,59,5

8,23,08,3

8,23,17,3

8,24,26,4

8,25,35,7

8,26,45,1

8,27,54,7

8,39,04.4
8,30,14^3

8,31,24,4

8,32,34,6

8,33,44,9

8,34,55,5

8,36,o6,2

8,37,17,0

8,38,28,0

8,39,39,2
8,4o,5o,5

8,42,02,0

8.43,1 3,6

8,44,25,5

8,45,37,.'

8,46,49,6
8,48,01,(1

8,49,14,3

8,50,26,9

8.51,39,7
8.52,53,7

8,54,05,8

8,55,19,1

8,56,32,5

0,810



TABLE III.

To find til ti-uc anomaly t', corresponding to (he time (' i'lom the peiilielion in days, in a paraholic orbit, whose perihelion

«li-tance is the same as tlio moan distance of the sun from the earth.

Log. ol

t' days.

0,880
0.881

0^885
o,883

0,884

0,885

0,886

0,887
0,888

0,889

o,8go

o,8yi

0,895

0,893

0,89,

0,895

0,896
0,897

0,898

0.899

o,goo

0,901

o,go5

o,go3

0,904

0,905

o,go6
o,go'

0,908

0,909

o.gio

o.gii

o,gi2

o,gi3

o,gi4

0,9 r 5

0.916

o>9>7

0,9 1 8

o.9'9

0,920

0,921

0,922

0,923

0,924

0,925

0,926

0.927

0,928

0,929

cgBo
0,93 1

0,932

0,933

o,g3.

0,935

0.936

0.93

0,938

0,939
0,940

True
Anom. U.

O,3o,5l,o

0,32,17,3

0,33,43,7

0,35,10,4

0,36,37,2

o,38,o4,3

0,39,31,5

o,4o,5g,o

0,42,26,6

0,43,54,4

0,45,22,4

o,46,5o,7

0,48,19,1

0,49,47,7

o,5i,i6,5

0,52,45,5

0,54,14,7

o,55,44jI

0,57,13,7

0,58,43,5

1,00, 1 3, 5

1,01,43,7

i,o3,i4,i

1,04,44,7

i,o6,i5,5

1 .07.46.5

1,09,17,7

i,io,4g,i

1,12,20,7

i,i3,52,5

i,i5,24,6

i,i6,56,8

i,i8,2g,2
1,20,01 ,9

1,21,34,7

1,23,07,7

1,24,41,0

1,26,14,4

1,27,48,1

1,29,22,0

i,3o,56,o

i,32,3o,3
1 .34.04.6

1,35,39,5

i.37,i4,4

1,38,49,5

1,40,24,8

1,42,00,4

1,43,36,1

1,45,12,1

1,46,48,3

1,48,24,6

1,50,OI,2

i,5i,38,i

i,53,i5,i

1,54,52,3

i,56,2g,8
1,58.07,5

1,59,45.3

2,01,23,5

2,o3,oi,8

Diir.

86.3

86,4

80,7

86,8

87,1

87,2

87.5

87^6

87,8

88,0

88,3

88,4

88,6

88,8

8g,o

89,2

89,4

8g,6

89,8

90,0

90,2

90,4

go ,6

90,8

91,0

gi,2

91,4
9 1 ,6

91,8

92,1

9'i'

92,4

92,7

95,8

93,0

93,3

93,4

93,7

93,9

94,0

94,3

94,5

94,7

94,9

95.1

95,3

95,0

9^:7

96,0

96,2

96,3

96,0

96,9

97,0

97,2

97,5

97,7

97,8

98.2

q8;3

98,5

£' days,

o,g4o

o,g4i

0,942

0,943

0,944

0,945

0,946

o,94'

0,948

0,949

0,950

0,951

0,952

0,953

0,954

0,955

0,956

0,957
0,958

0,959

o,gOo

0,961

0,962

o,g63

0,964

0,965

o,g66

o,g67

o,g08

0,969

0,970

0,971

0,972

0,973

0,974

0,975
0,976

0,97

0,978

0,979

0,980
0,981

0,982

0,983

0,984

o,g85

0,986

0.98-

0,988

0,989

0,990

0,99'

0,99'

0,993

0,994

0,995

0,996

0,997

0,998

0,999
1,000

'i'ruc

Anom. U.

I2,o3,0!,8

i2,o4,4o,3
1 2,06,19,0
1 2,07,5b ,0

12,09,37,2

12,11,16,6

12,12,56,3

i2,i4,36,!

I2,l0,l6,2

12,17,56,4

12,19,37,0
12,21,17,7

12,22,58,6

i2,24,3g,8

12,26,21,2

12,28,02,8

12,29,44,7
12,31,26

12,33,09,0

i2,34,5i,5

12,36,34,3

12,38,17,2

12,40,00,4

12,41,43,8

12,43,27,5

(2,45,11,3

12,46,55,4

i2,48,3g,8
I2,5o,24,3

12,52,09,1

12,53,54,1

I2,55,3g,3

12,57,24,8

i2,5g,io,5

i3,oo,56,4

l3,02,42,6

i3,o4,29,o

i3,oO,i5,6

i3,o8,o2,5

13,09,49,6

i3,ii,,36.g

i3,i3,24;5

i3,i5,i2,3

i3, 17,00,3

1 3, 1 8,48,6

13,20,37,1

l3,22,25,()

l3,24,!4,8

13,26,04,1

13,27,53,5

13,29,43,2
1 3.3 1.33.2

i3,33,23,3

i3,35,i3,7
1 3,37,04,4

i3,38,55,3
1 3,40,46,4

13,42,37,8

13,44,29,4
1 3.46.2 1.3

i3,48,i3,4

98,5

98,7

99,0

99,'

99,4

99,7

99.8
00,1

00,2

00,6

00,7

00,9
01,2

01,4

01,6

01,9
02,0

02,3

02,5

02,8

03,9
03,2

o3,4

o3,7

o3,8

o4,i

o4,4

o4,5

o4,8

o5,o

o5,2

o5,5

o5,7

o5,9

06,2

06,4

06,6

06,9
07,1

07,3

07,6

07,8

08,0

08,3

08,5

08,8

08,9

09,3

09,4

09,7

10,0

10,1

10,4

10,7

10,9

II. I

11,4

11,0

11,9
12,1

12.3

Log. of
(' days.

,000

,001

,002

,Oo3

,004

,oo5

,006

,00'

,008

,009

,010

,011

,012

,01 3

,014

,01 5

,016

,017

,oi8

,019

,020

,021

,022

,023

,024

,025

,026

,02

,028

,02g

,o3o

,o3i

,o32

,o33

,o34

,o35

,o36

,o37

,o38

,o3g

,o4o

,o4i

,042

,043

,044

,o45

,o46

,o47

,o48

,o4g

,o5o

,o5i

,o52

,o53

,o54

.055

,o56

,o57

,o58

,o5g
.o(5o

'I'ruo

Anom. U.

U m
5,48,i3,4

3,5o,o5,7

3,5 1,58,3

3,53,5i,2

3,55,44,3

3,57,37,6

3,59,31,2
4,01,25,0

4,03,19,1

4,o5,i3,4

4,07,07 ,g

4,og,o2,7

4,10,57,8

4,12,53,1

4,14,48,0

4,i6,4U
4,18,40,5

4,2o,36,

4,22,33,4

4,24,3o,2

: 4,26,27,3

14,28,24,6

[4,3o,22,2

4,32,20,0

4,34,18,1

4,36,16,5

4,38,i5,i

4,4o,i3,g
4,42, i3,o

4,44,12,4

4,46.12,0

4,48;ii,9
4,5o,i2,o

4,52,12,4

4,54,i3,i

4,56,14,0

4,58, i5, 2

5,00,16,7

5,02,18,4

5,04,20,4

5,06,22,6

5,08,25.1

5,10,27^8

5,i2,3o,7

5,14,34,0

5,16,37,5

5,i8,4i,3

5,20,45,4

5,22,49,7

5,24,54,3

5,26,59,1

5,29,04,2

5,31,09,6

5,33,i5,3

5,35,21,2

5,37,27,4

5,39,33,9
5,4 1,40,7

5,43,47,7

5,45,55,0

5,48,02,6

0,1

6,3

6.6

6,8

7,1

7,3

7,0

7,8

8,1

8,4

8,6

8,8

9,'

9,4

9,fi

19,9

20,1

20,4

20,7

20,9

21,2

21,5

21,7

22,0

22,2

22,5

23,7

22,9
23,3

23,5

23,8

24,1

24,3

24,6

24,8

25,1

25,4

25,7

25,9

26,2

26,5

26,8

27,0

27.3

2-/1

Log. ol

£' days.

True
Anom. C/.

1 ,060



TABLE III.

To find the true anomaly U, corresponding to the time (' from the perihelion in days, in a parabolic orbit, whose perihelion

distance is the same as llie mean distance of the sun from the earth.

Log. L

( day-

i,i8o

i,i8i

1,182

i,i83

1, 184

i,i85

1,186

1,187

1,188

1,189

1,190

i,igi

1,192

1,193

1,194

1,195

1,196
1. 197

1,200

1,201

1,202
1 ,203

I,204

1,205

1,206

1,207

1,308

1,209

1,210

1,2 11

1,212

1,2X3

l,2l4

1,2 I 5

1,216

1,217

1,21

1,219

1,220

1,221

1,222

1,2 2 3

1,224

1,225

1,226

1,227

1,228

1,229

i,23o

r,23i

1,3.32

1,233

1,234

1,235
1,2 35

1,237

1,2 38

1,239
1,240

Aiiom. U.
Dirt'.

20,38,24,7

2o,4i,o8,7

20,43,53,0

20,46,37,6

20,49,22,6

20,52,07,9
20,54,53,6

30,57,39,6

31,00,25,9

21,o3,12,6

31,05,59,6

31,08,46,9
2 1

,
1 1 ,34,6

21, l4,32,6

21,17,10,9

21,19,59,6
21,22,48,6

21,25,37,9

21,28,27,6

2i,3i,i7,6

2i,34,oi

21,36,58,7

21,39,49,7
2I,42,4l,I

21,45,32,8

3I,4S,34,i

3r,5i,i7,3

31,54,10,0

3i,57,o3,i

21,59,56,6

33,02, 5o,4
3 2,o5,44,5

22,08, 3g,o

22,11,33,8

23,14,29,0

22,17,24,5

22,30,20,3

22,33.16,5

23,36,13,0

23,29,09,9

22,32,07,1

22,35,04,7

22,38,02,6

22,4t,oo,g

32,43,59,5

2 3,(6,58,5

33,49,57,8

22,53,57,4

22,55,57,4

22,58,57,8

23,01,58,5

23,04,59,6
2 3,o8,oi,n

23,1 1,02,7

33,i4,o4,8

33,17,07,3

23,20,10,1

23,33,i3,3

33,36,16,8

33,39,30,7

33,33,24,9

i64,o

i64,3

164,6

i65,o

i65,3

1 65,7
166,0

166,3

166,7

167,0

167,3

167,7

168,0

168,3

i6S,7

'69.0

169,3

169,7

170,0

170,4

170,7

171,0

171,4

171,7

173,0

172,4

172,8

173,1

173,5

173,8

174,1

174,5

174,8

175,2

175,5

175,8

176,2

176,5

176,9

177,6

177,9
178,3

178,6

179,0

179,3

179,6
180,0

180,4

180,7

181,1

181,4

181,7

183,1

i83,5

183,8
i83.2

i83,5

i83,9
i34,2

iSt6

t (lays

1,240

1,241

1,243

1,243

1,244

1,345

1,346

1,247

1,348

1,249

l,25o

l,25l

1,252

1,253

1,254

1,25

1,256

1,257

1,258

1,259

1,260

1,261

1,262

1,263

1,264

1,26

1,266

1,267

1,268

1,269

1,271

1,373

1,273

1,274

1,275

1,276

1,277

1,378

1,279

1,380

1,281

1,282
1,283

1,284

1.285

1,286

1,287

1,288

1,289

i,2go

1,291

1,292

,2g3

True
Aiioin. U.

1 ,294



TABLE III.

To find the true anomaly U-, corresponding to the time (' from the perihelion in days, in a parabolic orlil, whose perihelion

distance is the same as the mean distance of the sun front (he earth.

'

days.

,48o

,48 1

,482

,483

,484

,48-;

,486

,487

,488

,489

,490

,491

,49'

,495

,494

,4g5

,496

,497

,4g8

.499

,5oo
.5oi

,5oa

,5o3

,5o4

,5o5

,5o6

,5o7

,5o8

,509

,5io

,5ii

,5 1 2

,5i3

,5i4

,5i5

,5i6

,5i7

,5i8

,519

,320

,521

,522

,523

,524

,525

,526

,527

,528

,529

,53o

,53 1

,532

,533

,534

,535
.536

;537

,538

.539
,540

Anoin. U-

38,5 1,24,5

38,56,00,6

3g,oo,37,2

39,05, i4,i

39,09,51,4

39,14,29,1

39,19,07,1

39,23,45,5

39,38,24,3

39,33,03,5

39,37,43,0

3g,42,23,9

39,47,03,2

39,51,43,8

39,56,24,8

40,01,06,2

4o,o5,48,o

4o,io,3o,i

4o,i5,i2,6

40,19,55,4

40,24,38,6

40,29,23,2

40,34,06,2

4o,38,5o,5

40,43,35,2

40,48,20,2

4o,53,o5,6

40,57,5 1,4

41,02,37,6

41,07,24,1

4t, 12, 10,9

41, 1 6,58,1

4i,2i;45,7

41,26,33,6

4i,3i,2i,g

4i,36, 10,6

41,40,59,6

4i,45,4g,o

4i,5o,38,7

41,55,28,8

42,00,19,2
42,o5,io,o

42,10,01,1

42,14,52,6

42,19,44,4

42,24,36,6

42,29,29,2
42,34,22,1

42,39,15,3

42,44,08,9

43,49.02,9
42,53,57,2

42,58,5i,g

43,o3,46,g

43,08,42,3

43,i3,38,o

43,18,34,0

43.23,3o,4

43,28,27,1

43.33,24,3

43,38,21

276,1

276,6

276,9

'-77,3

=77,7

278,0

278,4

278,8

279,2

279,5

279-9
280,3

280,6

281,0

281,4

281,8

282,1

282,5

282,8

3.83,2

283,6

284,0

384,3

284,7

285,0

285,4

285,8

286,2

286,5

286,8

287,2

?87,6

287,9
288,3

288,7

289,0

289,4

289,7

290,1

2go,4

290,8

291,1

291 ;5

291 ,8

293,2

292,6

292,9

293.2

393,6

294,0

294,3

294.7

295,0

295,4

295,7

296,0

296,4

296,7

297,1

39-, 5

3<"r,8

Log. of

r liays.

,54o

,541

,542

,543

,544

,545

,546

,547

,548

,54g

,55o

,55i

,553

,553

,554

,555

,556

,557

,558

,559

,56o

,56i

,562

,563

,564

,565

,566

,567

,568

,569

,570

,571

,573

,573

,574

,575

,576

,577

,578

,579

,58o

,58 1

,583

,583

.584

,585

,586

,587

,588

,589

,5go

,5gT

,5g3

,5g3

,594

,595

,596

Tiue
Aiiuiii. U.

43,38,21,7

43,43,19,5

43,48,17,5
43,53,i5,S

43,58,14,5

44,o3,i3,6

44,08, i3,o

44,1 3, 1 3

44,18.13,8

44. 23, i3, 2

44,38,14,1

44,33,1 5,2

44,38,16,6

44,43,18,4

44,48,20,5

44,53,22,9
44,58,35,7

45,03,28,8

45,08,32,2

45,i3,36,o

45,18,40,2

45,23,44,6

45,28,49,4
45,33,54,5

45,38.59.9

45,44,o5,6

45,49,11,7
45,54,18,0

45,59,24,7
46,o4,3i,7

46,09,39,0
46,14,46,6

46,19,54,6

46,25,02,9

46,3o,ii,5

46,35,20,3

46,40,29,5

46,45,3g,o

46,5o,48,8

46,55,59,0

47,01,09,4
47,06,20,1

47,ii,3i,2

47,16,42,6

47,21,54,3

47,27,06,3

47,32,18,6

47,37,3i,2

47,42,44,1

47,47,57,2

47,53,10,7

47,58,34.5

48,o3,38,6

48,08,52,9

48,14,07,6

48,19,22.6
_ 48,24,37,9

597J 48,29,53,4

,5g8

,599
,600

48,35,09,3
48 4o,25.4

48,45,41,0

a21

'97,8

298,0

2g8,3

298,7

'99.'

299.4

299.7
3oo, I

3oo,4

3oo,g

3oi,i

3oi,4

3oi,8

3o2,i

3o2,4

3o2,8

3o3,i

3o3,4

3o3,8

3o4,2

3o4,4-

3o4,8

3o5,i

3o5,4

3o5,7

3o6,i

3o6,3

3o6,7

307,0

3o7,3

3o7,6
3o8,o
3o8.3

3o8,6

3o8,8

3og,2

309,5

309,8
3lO,2

3 1 0.4

3 10,7

3ii,i

3ii,4

3ii,7

3l2,0

3i2,3
3 12.6

3i2,g
3i3,i

3 1 3.5

3i3,8
3i4,i

3i4,3
3 1 4.7

3 1 5,0

3i5,3

3i5,5

3i5.9
3i6,i

3 16,5

3 1 6.7

L' days.

'I'tiic

Anom. V,

,600
,601

,602

,6o3

,604

,6c5

,606

,607

,608

,6og

,610

,611

,612

,6i3

,614

,61 5

,616

,617

,618

,619

,620

,621

,622

,623

,624

,625

,626

,627

,638

,629

,63o
,63 1

,632

,633

,634

,635

,636

,637

,638

,639

.640

.641

,642

,643

,644

,645

,646

,647

,648

,64g

,65o

,65 1

,652

,653

,654

,655 53.43,39,1
,656 53,48,og,9
,657 53,53,41.0

,658 53.59 12,3

,65g 54,c4,43,o

,66oj 54,io,i5,6

48.45,41,9
48,5o,58,6

48,56,1 5,6

49,01,32,9

49,06,50,4

49,12,08,3

49,17,26,5

49,23,44,9

49,28,03,6

49,33,23,6

49,38,41,8

49,44,01 ,4

49,49.21,2

49,54,41,3

5o,oo,oi,7

5o,o5,23,3

5o, 10,43, 2

5o,i6,o4,4

5o,2i,25,9

50,26,47,6

50,32,09,6
50.37.3 1.8

50,42,54,3

50,48,17,1

5o,53,4o,2

5o,59,o3,5

5i,o4,27,i

5i,o9,5o,g
5i,i5,i5,o

5i,20,3g,4

5 1,26,04,0
5 1.3 1.28.9
5i,36,54,0

51,42,19,4

31,47,45,0

5i,53,10,9
5i ,58,37,0

52,o4,o3,4

52,og,3o,o

52,14,56,9

52,20,24,0

52,25,5i,3

52,3i,i8,g

52,36,46,7

52,42,14,8

52,47,43,1

52,53,11,6

52,58 ,40,4

53,o4,og,4

53,og,38,7

53,1 5,08,2

53,20,37,9

53,26,07.9
53,31,38

53,37,08,5

Diir.

3 16,7
3 17,0

3i7,3

3i7,5

3 17,9

3 1 8,2
3 18.4

3 18,7

319,0

319,2

3ig,6

319,8
320,1

320,4

320,6

320,9
321.2

32 1 '.5

321,7

322,0

322,2
322.5
323 ;8

323,1

323,3

323,6

323,8
324.1

324,4

324,6

324,9
325,1

325,4

325,6

325,9

326,1

326,4

326,6

326,9

327,1

327.3

327.6

327,8

328,1

328,3

328.5

328,8

329.0

329,3

329,5

329.7
33o,o

33o,2

33o,4

33o,6

33o,8

33i.i

331.3

331.6
33 1.

-

33 1,0

Log. u(

(' daya.

,660
.661

.662

.663

,664

.665

.666

,667

,668

,66g

,670

,671

,672

,673

,674

.675

,676

,677

,678

,67g

,680
.681

.682

,683

,684

,685
.686

,687
.688

,689

,690

,691

,692

,693

,694

.6g5

',696

,6g7

,6g8

.699

,700

,701

,702

.703

J704

,7o5

,706

,707

,708

,7"9

,710

,71

,712

,7i3

,7'4

,71 5

,716

,717

,718

.719

'i'rue

Anum. U,

54,10.l5,6
54, 1 5,47,5

54,21,19,7

54,26,53,1

54,32,34,7

54.37,57,5

54,43,3o,5

54,49,03,7

54,54,37,1

55,00,10,8

55,o5,44,7

55,11,18,8

55,16,53,0

55,22,27,5

55,28,02,2

55,.33,37,.

55,39,12,2

55,44,47,4

55,5o,22,9

55,55,58,6

56,01,34,4

56,07,10,4

56,1 2.46.'

56,i8;23,

56,23,59,7

56,29,36,5

56,35,i3,5

56,4o,5o,6

56,46,27,9

56,52,o5,4

56,57,43,2

57,03,21,

57,08, 5o,

57,14,37,3

57,20,15,7

57,25,54,3

57,3i,33,o

57,37,11,9

57,43,50,9

57..48,3o,i

57,54,09,5

57,59,49,3

58,05,29,0

58,11,08 ,9

58,16,49,0

58,32,29,2

58,28.09,6
58.33.50.I

58,39,3o,8

58,45,11,6

58.5o,53,5

58,56,33,6

59,02,14,9

59,07,56,3

59:i3,37,9

59,i9.>9;7

59,35.01,6

59,30,43,61

59,36,25.7!

5g,42,o8,o!

5o.4",5o.4

331.9

332,2

332,4

332,6

332,8

333,0
333,2

333.4

333,7

333,9

334,1

334,2

334,5

334,7

334,9

335,1

335,2

335,5

335,7

335,8

336.0

336,3
336.4

336,6

336,8

337,0

337.1

337:3

337,5

337,8

337.9
338,o

338,2

338,4

338,6

338,7

338,9

339,0

339,2

339,4

339.7

339,8

339,9
340,1

34o,2

340,4

340,5

340,7

340,8

340,9

341. 1

34 1 .3

341,4

341,6

34i,8

34 1,9
342.0

342! I

342.3

342.4

342.5

Log. of
I' days.

'J'rue

Anom, V.

,720

,721

.722

,723

,724

,725

,726

,727

,728

,729

,730

,73 1

,732

,733

,734

,735

,736

,737

,738

,739

,74o

,74

,742

,743

,744

,745

,746

.747

,748

,749

.750

,75

,752

,753

,->54

,755

,756

,757

,758

,759

.760

;76

,762

.763

,764

.765

.766

,767

,768

,769

,770

.7-3

,774

,775

.776

,777

,778

,779
.780

59,47,50,4

5g,53,32,9

59,5g,i5,6

60,04,58^
60,10,41,3

60,16,34,4

60,22,07,6

60,27,50,9
60,33,34,3

60,39,17,8

6oy45,oi,5

6o,5o,45,3

6o,56,2(

6l,02,lJ,2

61,07,57,4

6i,i3,4i,7

61,19,26,

61,25,10,6
61 ,3o,55,2

61,36,39,9

61,42,24,8
61 .48,09,8

61,53,54,9

61,59,40
62,05,25,3

62,11,10,6

62,16,56,0

62,22,41,5

62,28,27

62,34,12,8

62,39,58.6

62.45,44,5

63,5i,3o.5

62,57,16,6

63,o3,03,8

63,08,49,0
63,i4,35,3

63,20,21,7

63,36.08,2

63,3i,54i8

63,37,41,4

63,43,28,1

63,49,14,9

63,55,01 ,8

64,00,48,7

64,c6,35,7

64,12,22,8

64,18,09.9

64,23,57,1

64,29,44,4

64,35,3i,8

64^4 1, 1 9,2

64,47,06,7

64,52,54,3

64,56,41,7

65,04,39,3
65. 10,16.0

65;i6,o4,6

65,21,52,4

65,27uio,2

65,33,31



To find the true

distance is the same
anomaly f/, corresponding to the

as the mean distance of the sun

TABLE III.

time t' from the perihelion in days, in a parabolic orbit, whose periheHon
from the earth.

Log. of Tnio
(' days. Anoiii. U.

1,780

1,781

1,783

1,783

1,784

1,785

1,786

1.787

1,788

1,789

1,790

1,79"
1 ,792

I,7y3
1 .794

1.795

1,796

1.797

1,798

1.799

1,800

1,801

1,802

i,8o3

i,8o5

i,8oG

1,807

1,808

1,809

1,810
i,8ii

1,812

t,8i3

1.814

i,8i5

1,816

1,81

1,81

1,819

1,820

1,821

1,822

1,823
1 ,824

1,825

£,836

1,827

1,828

1,829

i,83o

1,83 1

1,832

1,833

1,834

1,835

1,836

1,837

1,838
J ,839
1 ,840

65,33,28,1

65,39,16,0

65,45,03,9

65,5o,5i,9

65,56,39,9

66,09,28,0

66,08,16,1

66,i4,o4,3

66,19,52,5

66,25,40,7

66,31,29,0
66,37,17,3

66,43,05,6

66,48,53,9
66,54,42,3

67,00,30,7

67,06,19,2

67,12,07,7

67,17,56,1

67,23,44.5

67,29,32,9

67,35,21,4

67,41,09,9

67,46,58,4

67,52,47,0

67,58,35,6
68,04,24,1

68,10,12,7

68,16,01,3

68,21,49,9

68,27,38,5

68,33,27,1

68,39,15,7
68,45,04,2

68,5o,52,8

68,56,41,4

69,02,29,9

69,08,18,

69,14,07,0

69,19,55,5

69,25,44,0

6g,3i,32,5

69.37,21,0

69,43,09,5

69,48,58,0

69,54.46,5

70,00,34,9

70,06,23,3

70,12,11,7

70,18,00,0

70,23,48,3

70,29,36,6

70,35,24,9

70,4 1.1 3, 1

70,47,01,3

70,52,49,5

70,58,37,6

71,04,25,7

7i,io,i3,8

71,16,01,

71,21,49

347.9

347,9
348,0

348,0

348,1

348,1

348,2

348,2

348,2

343,3

348,3

348,3

348,3

348,4

348,4

348,5

348,5
348,4

348,4

348,4

348,5
348,5

348,5

348,6

348,6

348,5

348,6

348.6

348,6

348,6

348,6

348,6

348,5

348,6

348,6

348,5

348,5

348,6

348,5

348,5

348,5

348,5

348,5

348,5

348,5

348,4

348,4
348,4

348,3

348,3

348,3

348,3

348,2

348,2

348,2

348,1

348, r

348,1

348,0

348,0
348

( days

True
Aiiurn. U.

I,84o

l,84l

1,842

1,843

1,844

1,845

1,846

1,847

1,848

1,849

i,85o

i,85i

1,852

1,853

1,854

1,855

1,856

1,857

1,858

1,859

1 ,8Go

1,861

1,862
1 ,863

1,864

1,865

1,866

1,867

1,868

1,869

1,870

1,871

1,872

1,873

1,87.

1,875

1,876

1,877

1,878

1,879

1,880

1,881

i,r
1,883

1,884

1,885

1,886

1.887
1.888

1,889

1,890

1,891

1,899

1,893

1,894

1,895

1,896

1,897

1,898

1,899

1,900

71,21,49,8

71,27,37,8

71,33,25,7

71,39,13,6

71,45,01,4

71,50,49,1

71,56,36,8

72,02,24,5

72,08,12,1

72,13,59,7

72,19,47,=

72,25,34,7

72,31,22,1

72,37,09,4

72,42,56,7

72,48,43,9

72,54,3i,o

73,00,18,0

73,o6,o5,o

73,11,52,0

73,17,38,9

73,23,25,7

73,29,12,5

73,34,59,2
73,40,45,8

73,46,32,3

73,52,18,7

73,58,o5,i

74,o3,5i,4

74,09,37,6

74, i5, 23,7

74,21,09,7

74,26,55,6

74,32,41,5

74,38,27,3

74,44,i3,o

74,49,58,6

74,55,44,1

75,01,29,6

75,07,15,0

75,13,00,3

75,18,45,5

75,24,3o,()

75,3o,i5,5

75,36,00,4

75,41,45,2

75,47,29,9
75,53,14,4

75,58,58,9

76,04,43,3

76,10,27,5

76,16,11,6

76,21,55,6

76,27,39,5

76,33,23,3

76,39,07,0

76,44,50,6

76,50,34,1

76,56,17,5

77,02,00,7

77,07,43,8

348,0

347,9

347,9

347,8

347,7

347,7

347,7

347,6

347,6

347,5

347,5

347,4

347.3

347,3

347,2

347,1

347,0

347,0

347,0

346,9

346,8

346,8

346,7
346.6

346,5

346,4

346,4

346,3

346,2

346,1

346,0

345,9

345,9
345,8

345,7

345,(i

345,5

345,5

345,4

345,3

345,2

345,1

344,9

344,9

344,8

344,7

344,5

344,5

344,4

344,2

344,1

344,0

343,9
343,8

343,7

343,6

343,5

343,4

343,2

343,1

343,0

Mg. Ol

1,900

1,901

1,902

1,903

1,905
1 ,906

1,907
1 ,908

1,909

1,910

1,912

1,913

1,914

1,915

1,916

i.9'7

1,918

1.9 1 9

1,920

1,921

1,922

1,923
1,924

1,925

1,926

1,927

1,928

1,929

1 ,930

1,931

1,932

1,933

1,934

1,93

1,936

1,937

1,938

1,939

1,940

1,941

1,942

1,943

1,944

1,945

1,946

1,947

1,948

1,949

1,950
1 ,95 1

1,952

1,953

1,954

1,955

1,956
1 .957

i,95r

1,959
1 ,960

'I'rue

Anoni. U.

77,07,43,8

77,13,26,8

77,19,09,7

77,24,52,5

77,3o,35,2

77,36,17,8

77,42,00,2

77,47,42,5

77,53,24,6

77,59,06,6

78,04,48,5

78,10,30,2

78,16,11,7

78,21,53,1

78,27,34,4

78,33,15,5

78,38,56,5

78,44,37,4

78,50,18,2

78,55,58,9

79,01,39,4

79,07,19,8

79,73,00,0

79,18,40,0

79,24,19,9

79,29,59,6

79,35,39,2

79,41,18,7

79,46,58,0

79,52,37,2

79,58,16,2

8o,o3,55,i

80,09,33,8
8o,i5,i2,3

8o,20,5o,7

80,26,28,9

80,32,06,9

80,37,44,8

80,43,22,5

8o,4g,oo,i

80,54,37,6

81,00,14,9
8i,o5,52,o

81,11,28,9

81,17,05,7

81,22,42,3

81,28,18,8

81,33,55,1

8i,39,3[,2

81,45,07,1

8i,5o,42,8

8i,56,i8,4

82,01,53,

82,07,29,0

82,i3,o4,i

82,18,39,0
82,24,13,7

82,99,48,2

83,35.22,5

82,40,56,6
82,46,30,5

343,0

342,9
342,8

342,7

342,6

342,4
342,3

342,1

342,0

341,9

341,7

341,5

341,4

341,3

341,1

341,0

340,9
340,8

340,7

340,5

340,4

340,2

340,0

339,9

339,7

339,6

339,5

339,3

339,2

33g,o

338,9
338,7
338,5

338,4

338,2

338,0

337,9
337,7

337,6

337,5

337,3

337,1

336,9
336,8

336,6

336,5

336,3

336,1

335,9

335,7

335,6
335,4

335,2

335,1

334,9

334,7

334,5

334,3

334,1

333,9
333,8

Los. "''

r da>».

,960

,961

,962

,963

,964

,965

,966

,967

,968

.969

,970

,971

,972

.973

,974

,975

,97*1

,97'

,97'

,979

,980

,981

,982

,983

,98.'

,g85

,986

,987

,988

,989

.990

,99'

•992

'I'rue

Anuui. U.

82,46,30,5

82,52,04,3

82,57,37,9

83,o3,n,3
83,08,44,5

83,i4,i7,5

83,19,50,3

83,25,33,0

83,30,55,5

83,36,27,8

83,41,59,9
83,47,31,7

83,53,o3,4

83,58,34,0

84,04,06,2

84,09,37,3
84,1 5,08,2

84,20,38,9

84,26,09,4

84,31,39,8

84,37,09.9

84,42,39,8

84,48,09,5

84,53,39,0
84,59,08,3

85,04,37,4

85,io,o6,3

85,i5,35,o

85,2i,o3,5

85,26,3i,8

,995

,996

,997

.998

,999

2,000

2,001

2,002

2,oo3

2,004

2,00

3,006
3 ,007

2,008

2,009

2,010
2,011

2,012

2.01 3

2 .0 1 4

2,Ol5
2,016

2,017

3,01 8

2,019
2,020

DilV.

85,31,59.9

85,37,27,7

85,42,55,4

,993 85,48,22,8

,994 85,53,5o,o

85,59,17,0
86,04,43

"

86,10,10,4

86,1 5,36,8

86,21,02,9

86,26,28,8

86,3 1,54,5

86,37,20,0

86,42,45,3

86,48,10,4

86,53,35,2

86,58,59,8
87,04,24,2

87,09,48,4

87,15,12,3

87,20,36,0

87,95,59,5
87,31,22,8

87,36,45.9

87,42,08,7

87,47,31,3
87,52,53

87,58,i5,8

88,o3,37,7

88,08,59,

88,14,20,9

333,8

333,6

333,4

333,2

333,0

332,8

332,7

332,5

332,3

332,1

33 1,8

33 1,7
33 1,5

33i,3

33i,i

33o,9
33o,7

33o,5
33o,4

33o,i

329,9

329,7

329,5

329,3

329,1

328,9
328,7

328,5

328,3

328,1

327,8

327,7

327,4

327,2

327,0

326,8

326,6

326,4
326,1

325,9

325,7

325,5

325,3

325,1

324,8

324,6

324,4
324,2

323,9

323,7

323,5

323,3
323.1

322,8

322,6

322,4

322,1

321,9
39 1 ,7

321,5

321,2

Log. ol

2,020

2,021

2,022

2,023

2,024

2,025

2,026

2,037

2,028

2,029

2 ,o3o

2,o3l

2,o32

2,.o33

2,o34

2,o35

2,o36

2,o37
2,o38

2,039

2,04o

2,041

2,042

2,043

2,o44

2,045

2,046

2,047

2,o48

2,049

2,o5o
2,o5i

2,o52

2,o53

2,o54

2,o55
3 ,o56

2,o57

2,o58

2,059

2,060
2 .06 1

2 .062

2,06 3

2,064

2,06 5

2,066
2 ,067

2,068

2,069

3,070

2,071

3,072

2,073

2,074

2,075

2,076

2,077

2,078

2,079
2 ,081

True
Anoiii. U.

88,14,20,9

88,19,42,1

88,25,o3,i

88,30,23.9
88,35,44,4

88,41,04,7

88,46,24,8

88,51,44,6

88,57,04,2

89,02,23,6

89,07,43,7

89,13,01,6

89,18,20,2

89,23,33,6

89,28,56,7

89,34,14,6

89,39,82,3

89,44.49,8

89,50,07,0

89,55,23,9

go,oo,4o,6

go,o5,57,i

90,11,13,3

go,i6,2g,3

90,21,45,1

90,37,00,6

go,32,T5,i

90,37,30,1

99,42,45,6

90,48,00,1

90,53,14,4

90,58,28,4

91,03,42,1

g 1,08,55,6

91,14,08,9

91,19,22,0

91,24,34,8

91.29,47,3

91,34,59,6

91,40,11,6

91,45,23,4

91,50,34,9

91,55,46,1

92,00,57,1

92,06,07,8

92,11,18,3

92,16,28,5

92,21,38,5

92,26,48,2

92,31,57,7

92,87,06,9

92,42,15,8

92,47,24,5

92,52,32,9

92,57,41,1

93,02,49,0

93,07,56,7

93,i3,o4,i

93,18,11,2

93.23,18,0

93,28,34,5

Diff.

321,2

321,0
320,8

320,5

320,3

320,1

319,8

319,6

319,4

319,1

3 18,9
3 18.6

3i84
3i8,i

3 17,9

3 17.7

3i7,5

3i7,2

3i6,9

3i6,7

3i6,5
3i6,2
3 16,0

3i5,8

3i5,5

3i5,2

3i5,o
3i4

"

3i4,5

3 14,3

3i4,o

3i3,7
3i3,5

3i3,3

3i3,i

3i2,8
3 12,5

3 1 2,3
3 12,0

3ii,S

3i:,5
3 II,2

3 1 1,0
3 1 0,7

3 1 0,5

3lO,2
3 10,0

309,7

309,5

309,2

3o8.g
3o8,7

3o8,4
3o8,2

307,9

3o7,7

3o7,4

3o7,i
3n6.8

3o6,5
3o6,3



TABLE III.

To fiiiil the true anomaly U, corresponclins to the time I' from the peiihelion in days, in a parabolic orhit, wliose perihelion

distance U the same as the njean distance of the sun from the earth.

V days

2,080
2,oSl

2,083

2,o83

2,ol

2,o85

2,086

2,087

2,088

2,089

2,ogo

2,oyi

2,0(J2

2,oy3

2,094

2,09")

2,096

2,097

2,098

2,099

2,100

2,101
2,102

2,I03

2,104

2,I05

2,106

2,107

2,108

2,109

2,TI0

2,111

2,1 12

2,1 l3

2,U4

2,Il5

2,116

2,117

2,118

2.1 19

2,120
2,121

2,122

2,123

2,124

2,125

2,126
2,137

2,128

2,129

2,i3o

2,l3l

2,l32
3,i33

2,i34

2,i35

2,1 36

2,i37

2,i38

2,i3g
2,i4o

Truo
AnoiD. (7,

93,28,24,5

93,33,3o,b

93,38,36,9

93,43,42,7

93,48,48,3

93,53,53,6

93,58,58,6

94,o4,o3,4

9^09,07,9
94,14,12,1

94,19,16,1

94,24,19,8

94,29,23,3

94,34,26,4

94,39,29,3

94,44,32,0

94,49,34,4

94,54,36,5

94,59,38,3

95,04,39,8

95,09,41,1

95,14,42,1

95,19,42,9

95,24,43,4

95,29,43,6

95,34,43,5

95,39,43,2

95,44,42,6

95,49,41,'

95,54,40,6

95,59,39,2

g6,o4,37,5

96,09,35,6

96,14,33,4

96,19,30,9

96,24,28,1

96,29,35,1

96,34,21,8

96,39,18,3

96,44,14,3

96,49,10,2

96,54,05,8

96,59,01,1

g7,o3,56,i

97,oS,5o,9

97,i3,45,4

97,i8,3y,6

g7, 23,33, 5

97,28,27,3

97,33,20,6

97,38, i3,7

97,43

97,47.

97,52,

97,57,

1,06,5

,59,1

,5i,3

,43,3

98,02,35,0

98,07,26,5

98,13,17,6

98,17,08,5

98,21,59,1

98,26,4g,4

Diff.

3o6,3
3o6,i

3o5,8

3o5,6

3o5,3

3o5,o

3o4,8

3o4,5

3o4,3

3o4,o

3o3,7

3o3,4
3o3,2

3o2,9

302,7

3o2,4

302,I

3oi,8

3oi,5

3oi,3

3oi,o

3oo,8

3oo,5

3oo,2

299,9

299,7

299,4

299,'

298.9

298,6

?g8,3

298,1

297,8

297,5

297,2

297,0

296,7

296,4

296,1

295,9

295,6

295,3

295,0

294,8

294,5

294,2

293,9

293,7

293,4

29^j'

292,8

393,6

392,2

2g2,o

291,7

291,5

291,1

290,9

290,6

290,3

290,1

Lug. oi

t' liayg.

2,l4o

2,i4l

2,142

2,143

2,1

2,145

2,1

2,l47

2,i48

2,149

2,l,5o

3,l5l

2,l53

3,i53

2,1 54

2,i55

2,i56

2,i57

2,i58

3,i5y

2,160

2,161

2,162

2,i63

2,164

2,i65

2,166

2,167

2,i6S

2,169

2,170

2,171

2,172

2,173

2,174

2,175

2,176

2,177

2,178

2,179

2,180

2,181

2,182

2,i83

2.184

2,i85

2,186

2,187

3,1

3,189

2,190

3,19

2,192

2,193

2,194

2,195

2,196

2,197

3,198

2,199
3,200|

True
Anom. U.

Diff.

98,26,.49,4

98,31,39,5

98,36,29,3

98,41,18,8

98,46,08,0,

98,50,56,9

98,55,45,5

9g,oo,33,g

99>"5>22

99,10,09,8

99,14.57,3

gg, 19,-44,6

gg,24,3i,5

99,29,18,2

99,34,04,7

99,38,5o,8

99,43,36,6

99,48,22,2

99,53,07,5

99,57,52,5

100,02,37,2

100,07,21,7

ioo,i2,o5,9

100,16,49,8

100,21,33,4

100,26,16,7

ioo,3o,5g,7
100,35,42,5

100,40,25,0

100,45,07,2

100,49,49,1

ioo,54,3o,7

100,5g, 12,0

ioi,o3,53,i

101,08,33,9

ioi,i3,i4,4

101,17,54,6

101,22,34,6

101,27,14,2

ioi,3i,53,6

101,36,32,7

ioi,4i,i 1,5

ioi,45,5o,o

101,50,28,2

101,55,06,2

101,59,43,9

102,04,21,3

102,08,53,4

io2,i3,35,2

102,18,11,7

102,22,48,0

102,27,24,0

io2,3i,5g,6

102,36,35,0

I02,4l,tO,I

102,45,45,0

io2,5o,i9,6

102,54,53

103,59,27,8
io3,o4,ot,5

io3,o8,34,9

290, 1

289,8

289,5

289,2

288.9

288,6

388,4

388,1

287,8

287,5

287,3

386,9
286,7

286,5

286,1

285,8

285,6

285,3

285,0

284,7

284,5

284,3

283,9
283,6

283,3

283,0

382,8

282,5
282,2

281,9

281,6

281,3

281,1

280,8

280,5

280,2

280,0

279,6

279.4

279,1

278,8

278,5

278,2

278,0

277.7

277,4

277,1

276,8

276,5

276,3

276,0

275,6

275,4

275,1

274,9

274,6

274,2

274,0

273,7

273,4
3^3,1

Lug. ut

I' daya.

2,200

2,201

2,202

2,2o3

2,2o4

2,205

2,206
2,207

2,208

2,209

2,210

2,211

2,212

2,2l3
2,2 l4

2,2 I 5

3,216

2,217
2,218

2,219

2,220

2,221

2,223

2,223

2,224

2,325

2,226

2,227
2,228

2,229

2,23o

2,23l

2,232

2,233

2,234

2,235

2,236

2,237
2,238

2.239

2,240

2.241

2,242

2.243

2.244

2.245

2,246

2,247
2,248

2,249

2,25o

2,25l

2,252

2,253

2,254

2,255

2,256

2,257

2,258

2,259
2,260

'I'ruu

Anom. U.

o3,o8,34,9
o3,i3,o8,o

o3, 17,40,9

o3,22,i3,5

03,26,45,8

o3,3t,i7,8

03,35,49,5

o3,4o,2o,g
03 .44.52.1

o3,4g,23,o

03,53,53,6

o3,58,23,y

o4,02,53,g

04,07,23,6

o4,ii,53,i

04,16,22,3

04.20.5 1.2

04,25,19,8

04,29,48,1

04,34.16,1

o4,38,43,g
04,43,11,3

04,47,38,5

o4,52,o5,4

o4,56,32,i

o5,oo,58,4

o5,o5,24,5

05,09,5o, 2

o5,i4;i5,7

o5,i8,4o,9

o5,33,o5,9
o5,37,30,5

o5,3 1,54,9

05,36,19,0

o5,4o,42,8

o5,45,o6,3

05,49,29,5
o5,53,53,5

o5,58,i5,i

06,02,37,5

06,06,59,6
06,11,21,5

06,1 5,43,0

o6,2o,o4,3

06,24,25,3

06,28,46,0

06,33,06,4

06,37,26,5

06,41,46,3

06,46,05,9

o6,5o,25,2

06,54,44,2

06,59,02,9
07,03,21,4

07,07,39,6

07,11,57,4

07,i6,i5,o

07,20,32,4

07,24,49,4

07,29,06,2
07,33,22,7

Diir.

273,1

272,9
272,6

272,3

272,0

27',7

27 ',4

271,2

270,9

270,6

270,3

270,0

269,7

269,5

269,2

268,9
268,6

268,3

268,0

267,8

267,4
267,2

266,9
266,7

266,3

266,1

265,7

265,5

265,2

265,0

264,6

264,4

264.1

263,8

263,5

263,2

263,0

262,6

262,4

262,1

261,9
261,5

261,3

261,0

260,7

260,4

260,1

259,8

259,6

259,3

259,0
258,7

258,5
258,2

257,8

257,6

257.4

257,0

356,8

256,5
356.3

Log. (il

£' days.

2,260

2,261

2,262

2,263

2,264

2,265

2,266
2,267

2,268

2,269

2.270

2.271

2,373

2,273

2,274

2,275

2,276

2,27

2,278

2,279

2,280

2,281

2,282

2,283
2,284

2,285

2,286

2,287

2,288

2,289

2,290

2.291

2,292

2.293

2,294

2,295

2,296

2.2g7

2,298

2.29g

2,3oo
2,3oi

2,302

2,3o3

2,3o4

2,3o5
2,3o6

2,3o7

2,3o8

2,3og

2,3lO
2,3ll

2,3 1 2

2,3i3

2,3l

2,3i5

2,3i6
2,3 17

2,3i8

2,3i9
2,320

'true

ADom. (/.

07,33,22,7

07,37,38,9
07,41,54,8

07,46,10,5

07,50,25,9

,54,4 1,0

,58,55,8

,o3,io,3

,07,24,6

,11,38,5

08

,
1 5,52,

,20,o5,6

-J,24,i8,7

08,28,31,6
: 08,32,44,2

o8,36,56,5

08,41,08,5

08,45,20,3

08,49,31,7

08,53,42,9

108,57,53,8
: 09,02 ,04,4

;og,o6,i4,8

:o9,io,34,9
: 09,14,34,7

.09,18,44,2

109,22,53,5

109,27,02,4

109,31,1 1,1

109,35,19,6

[09,39,27,7
:09 ,43,35,6

09,47,43,2

[09,5i,5o,6

[09,55,57,6

10,00,04,4

io,o4,ii.o

10,08,17,2

10,12,23,2

10,16,28,9

10,20,34,4

10,24,39,5

10,28,44,4

10,32,49,0

10,36,53,3

10,40,57,4

10,45,01,1

10,49,04,6

10,53,07,9

10,57,10,8

ii,oi,t3,5

ii,o5,i5,9

ii,og,i8,i

11,13,19,9

11,17,21,5

11,21,22,9

11,25.23,9

11,29,24,7

11,33,25,2

11,37,25,5
1 1,4i,25,5

a56,2

255,9
255,7

255,4

255,1

254,8

254,5

254,3

253,9

253,7

253,4
253,1

253,9

252,6

252,3

252,0

25i,8

25i,4

25l,2

25o,9

25o,6

25o,4

25o,I

249,8

249,5

249,3

248,9

247,9
247,6

247,4

247,0

246,8

246,6

246,2

246,0

245.7

245,5

245,1

244.9

244,6
244,3

244,1

243,7

243,5

243,3

242,9

242,7

242,4

242,2

241,8

241,6

241,4

241,0

240,8

240,5

24o,3
24o,o

33g,-7

Log. ol

I' day,i.

2,320

2,321

2,322

2,323
2,324

2,325
2,326

2,327

2,328

3,329

2,33o

2,33 1

2,332

2,333

2,334

2,335

2,336

2,337
2,338

2,339

2,34o

2,341

2,342

2,343
2.344

2,345
2,346

2,347
2,348

2,349

2,35o

2,35i

2,352

2,353

2,354

2,355

2,356

2,357
2,358

2.359

2,36o
2,36 1

2,362

2,363

3,364

2,365

2,366

2,367

2,368

2,369

3,370

2,371

2,372

2.373

2,374

2,375

2,376

2,377

2,378

2,379
2,38o

'true

Anom. (7.

n .41,25,5

11,45,25,2

11,49,24,6;

11,53,23,8

11,57,22,7

12,01,21,3

12,05,19,7

12,09,17,8

I2,i3,i5,6

I2,i7,i3,i

12,21,10,4

12,25,07,4

12,29,04,2

12,33,00,7

13,36,56,9

i3,4o,53,8

12,44,48,5

12,48,43,9

12,52,39,

12,56,34,0

13,00,28,6

i3,o4.23,o

i3,o8,i7,o

i3, 12, 10,8

i3,i6,o4,4

13,19,57,7

i3,23,5o,7

13,27,43,4
1 3,3 1,35,9

13,35,28,1

13,39,20.1

i3,43.i'.8

i3,47?o3,3

i3,5o,54,5

13,54,45.4

i3,58,36,i

14,02,26,5

14,06,16,6

i4,io,o6,5

i4.i3,56,i

14.17.45.5

14,21,34,6

14,25,23,4

14,39,11,9
14,33,00,2

14.36,48,3

i4,4o.36,i

14,44.23,6

14,48,10,9

i4.5i,57,9

14,5544.6

14,59,31,1

i5,o3,i7,3
1 5,07,03,3

i5,io,49,o

: 5,14,34.4

i5,i8,i9,6
1 5,22,04,6
1 5,25,49,3

15,39,33,7

15,33,17,9



TABLE III.

To find the true anomaly ?7, corresponding to the time t' from the perihelion in day?, in a parabolic oibit, whose perihelion

distance is tlie same as the mean distance of the sun from the earth.

Log. n1

t' days.

'i'rue

Anoiti. U.

2,38o
2.38 1

2,382

2,383

2,384

2,385

2,386
2,387

2,388

2,38y

2,390

2,391

2,3g3

2,393

2,394

2,395

2,390

2,397

2,398

2,399

2,'

2,401

a,402

2,4o3

2,4o4

2,4o5

2,406

2,407

2,408

2,409

2,4lO

2,4l I

2,4 r 2

2,4l3

2,4i4

2,4i5
2,416

2,4l7

2,4i8

2,419

3,420

2,421

2,422

2,423

2,424

2,425

2,426

2,427

2,428

2,429

2,43o

2,43 1

2,432

2,433

2,434!

2,435
2,436

2,437
2,438

2,439
2,440

115,33,17,9
1 1 5.37.01.8

II 5,40,45,5

115,44,28,9
1 1 5,48, 1 2,0

1 1 5. 5 1. 54.9

1x5,55,37,6

115,59,20,0

ii6,o3,o2,i

116,06,43,9

116,10,25,5

116,14,06,9
116,17,48,0

116,21,28,8

116,25,09,4

116,28,49,7

116,32,29,8

116,36,09,6

116,39,49.2
116,43,28,5

116,47,07,7

ii6,5o,46,5

116,54,25,2

ii6,58,o3,5

117,01,41,6

ii7,o5,Tg,5
117,08,57.2

117,12,34,5

117,16,1 1,6

117,19,48,5

117,23,25,2

117,27,01,5

117,30,37,7

117,34,13,6

117,37,49,1

1 1-',41,24,4

117,44,59,5
117,48,34,3

117,52,08,9

117,55,43,3

117,59,17,3
1 1 8,02 ,5 1,3

118,06,24,8

ii8,og,58,i

Ii8,i3,3i,2

118,17,04,0

ii8,3o,36,7

118,24,09,1

118,27,41,2

Ii8,3i,i3,i

118,34.44,8

ii8,38,i6,2

118.41,47,4

118,45.18,3

118,48,49,0

118,52,19,5

118,55,49,7

118,59,19,7

119,02,49,4

119,06,18,9

119,09,48,1

223,9
223

223,4

223,1

222,9

322,7

222,4

223,1

221,8

221,6

221,4

221,1

220,8
2 20,6

220,3

220,1

219,8

219,6

219,3

219,2

3iS,8

"218.^

218,3

218,1

217.9

217.-

217,3

217,1

216,9

216,7

216,3

216,2
2 1 5,9

2i5,5

2 1 5,3

2l5,X

2i4,8
2 1 4.6

2i4,4

2 1 3.9

2i3,6
2 1 3,3

2l3,l

212,8

212,7

312,4

313,1

211,9

211,7

211,4

311,2

210,9
310,7

210,5

310,3

310,0

209,7

309,5

309.2
2')<).o

True
Anoiii. U.

2,44o

2,44 1

2,442

3.443

3,444

2,445

2,44fi

2,44?

2,448

2,449

2,45o

3,45 1

3,452

3,453

3,454

2,455

2,456

2,457

2,458

3,459

2,460

2,461

2,463

2.463

2,464

2 ,465

2,466

3,46

2,468
2 ,469

2,470

2,471

2,472

2,473

2,4

2,475

2,476

2,477

2,47'

2,479

2,480

2.481

2,482

2.483

2,484

2.485

2,486

2,487
2,488

2,489

2,490

2,491

2:492

2,493

2,494

2,495

2,496
2,49-

2,498
2,490
3,5.V.

L

19,09,48,1

19,13,17,1

19,16,45,9

19,20,14,4

19,23,42,7

19,27,10,7

ig,3o,38,5

19,34,06,1

19,37,33,4

ig,4i,oo,5

19,44,37,3

19,47,53,9

19,51,20,3

19,54,46,4

19,53,13,3

30,OT,38,0

2o,o5,o3,4

20,08,38,6

20,11,53,5

20,l5jf8,2

20,18,42,7

20,33,07.0

20,35,3l,O

20,38,54,8

20,32,18,3

20.35,41,6

20,39,04,7

20,42,37,5

30,45, 5o,i

30,49,12,5

20,52,34,7

30,55,56,6

30,59,18,3

21,03,39,7
2 1 ,06,00,9

21,09,31,9

21,13,43,7
2 1,l6,o3,2

21,19,23,5

21,22,43,6

21,26,03,4

21,39,33,0
21,32,43,4

21,36,01,5

21,39,20,4

21,43, 3g,i

21,45,57,6

21,49, i5.S

21,52,33,8

2i,55,5i,6

31,59,09,1
22,02,36,4

23,o5,43,5

32,09,00,4

22,12,17,0

22, i5. 33,4

22,18,49,6
22,23,o5,5

33,25,21,3

22,28,36,8

22, 3l, 52,0

209,0

3o8,8

3o8,5

208,3

208,0

207.8

207,6

207,3

207,1

306,8

206,6

206,4

206,1

2o5,9

2o5,7

3o5,4
305,3

204,9
204,7

ao4,5

204,3

204.0

3o3,8

2o3,5

2o3,3

203,I

203,8

303,6

202,4

302,2

301,9

201,7

201,4
201,2

201,0

200,8

200,5

200,3

200,1

99,8

99'6

99,4

99'i

98.-9

98,5
98,3

98,0

97>8

97,5

97=3
97,1

96.9

96,6

96,4

96,2

95=9

95,8

95,5

95,3
o5.i

2,5oo

2,5oi

2,5o2

2,5o3

2,5o4

2,5o:

3,5o6

3,5o'

2,5o8

2,509

3,5lO

2,5ll

2,5l2

3,5i3

2,5i4

3,5i5

2,5i6

2,5l7

2,5i8

2,519

2,520

2,521

2,532
2,593

3,524

2,52 5

2,526

2,527
2,538

2,529

2,53o
2,53

2,532

2,533

2,534

2,535

2,536

3,537

3,538

2,539

2,54o

2,541

2,542

2,543

3,544

2,545

2,546

2,547

2,548

2,549

2,55o

2,55 1

2,552

2,553

2,554

2,555

2,556

2,557
2,558

2,55g
2,56o

True
Anum . U.

22, 3l,52,0

22,35,07,1

22,38,22,0

22,4l,36,6

22,44,5l,0

23,48,o5,3

22,51,19,2

22,54,33,0

22,57,46,6

23,00,59.9

23,o4,i3,o

23,07,25,8

23,10,38,4

23,i3,5o,

23,17,02,9

33,2o,i4,8

23,23,36,5

23,26,38,0

23,29,49,3
23,33,00,3

23,36,11,1

23,39,21,7
23,43,32,1

23,45.42,3

23,48,52,3

23,53,02,0

23.55,11,5

23^58,20,8

24,01,29.9
34,04,38,8

34,07,47,5

34,10,55,9
34il4,o4,2

24,17,12,2

24,20,30,0

24,33,37,6

24,26,35,0

24,29,4

24,32,49,1

24,35,55,9

24,3g,o2,4

24,42,08,7

24,45,14,8

24,48,20,7

24,51,36,4

24,54,31,8

24,57,37,1

25,00,42,1

25,o3,47,o

25,06,5i,6

35,og,56,o

35,1,3,00,2

35,16,04,2

25,19,08,0

25,22,11,5

25,35, i4-9

35,38,18,0

35, 3l, 31,0

25,34.33,7

25,37,26,9

25,40,38,5

95,1

94.9

g4,6

94,4

94,2

94,0

93,8

g3,6

g3,3

g3,i

92,8

92,6

92,3

92,2

9''9

91,7

91,5

91,2

91,1

go,8

go ,6

90,4

yo,2

90,0

89,7

89,5

89,3

89,1

88,9

88,7

88,4

88,3

88,0

87,8

87,6

87,4

87,2

86,g
86,8

86,5

86,3
86

85,g

85,7

85,4

85,3
85.0

84,9
84,6

84,4

84,2

84,0

83,8

83,5

83,4

83,1

83,0

82,7

82,5

82,3

( [111):

2,56o

2,56i

2.563

2,56,

2,564

2,56
2,566

2,567

2,568

2,56o

2,571

2,572

3,573

2,574

2,575

9,576

2,577

2,578

2,579

2,58o

2,58i

2.582

2,583

2,584

2,585
3,586

2,587
3.588

3,589

2,590

2,591

2,599

3,593

3,59/

Tiue
Anrjni. U.

2,595

2,596
2,5<]7

2,598

2,5g9

2,600

2,601

3,602

3,6o3

3,604

2,60 5

2,606

3,607

3,608

3,609

3,610

2,611
2,612

3^613

3,614

3,61 5

3,616

2,617

2,618

3,619
3,650

25,40,38,5

35,43,3o,6

25,46,33,5

25,49,34,3

25,53,35,7

25,55,37.0

25,58,38;i

36,01,38,9

26,04,39,6

26,07,40,1

26,10,40,3

26,i3,4o,4

26,16,40,2

26,19,39,8

26,32,39,3

36,25.38

36,38,37

36,3 1,36,3

36,34,35,0

26,37,33,4

26,40,3 1 ,6

26,43,99,6

26,46,37,4

26,49,25,0

26,52,22,4

26,55.19,6
26,58,16,6

27,01,13,4

37,04,10,0

97,07,06.4

37,10,03,6

37,12,58^6

27,15,54,4

27,18,50,0

27,21,45,4

27,24,40.5

27,37,35,5

27,3o,3o,3

27,33,24,9

27,36,19,3

37,3g,i3,5

27,42,07,5

27,45,01,3

27,47,54,9

27,50,48,3

27,53,41,6

27,56,34,6

37,59,37,4
28,03,20,1

38,05, 13,5

38,o8,o4.-7

28,10,56,8

38,1 3,48

28,16,40,3

98,ig,3i,8

28,92,33,1

28,25,14,2

28,28,05,1

28,30,55.8
38,33.46.3

38,36,36.7

82,1

81,9
81,7

81,5

81,3

81,1

80,8

80,7

80,5

80.1

79,8

79,6

79,5

79,2

79,0

78,1

78,7

78,4

78,2

78,0

77,8

77,6

77,4

77,2

77,0

76,8

76,6

76,4

76,3

76,0

75,8

75,6

75,4

75,1

75,0

74-8

74,6

74,2

74,0

73,8

73,6

73:4

73,3

73,0

72,8

72,7

72,4

72,1

71,9
71,6

71,5

71,3

71,1

70,9
70,7

70,5

70,4

70,9

I'llllJS

3,620

2,621

3,622
3,623

2,624

2,625

2,626

2.627

2,628

2,629

2 .63o

2^631

2,632

2,633

2,634

3,635

3,636
2,637

2,638

2,63g

2,64o

3,64l

3,642

2,643

2,644

9.645

3,646

2,647

3,648

2,649

2,65o
2,65 1

2,652

2,653

2,654

3,655

3,656

2,657

2,658

2,609

2 .660

2^661

2,662

2,663

2,664

2,665

2,666

2,667

3,668

2,669

2,670

2,671

2,672

2,673

2,674

2,675

2,676

2,677

2,678
2 ,67(1

3,6So

Ti II

Anoiti

38,36,36,7

38.39,26,9
38,42,16,8

28,45,06.

28,47,56;o

28.50,45.4

38,53,34

28,56,33;5

28,59,12,3

29,02,00,9

29,04,49,3

29,"7,37,5

29,10,25,5

39,13, i3,3

29,16,01,0

29,18,48,4

29,21,35

99,34,22,8

29,27,09,7

29,29,56

39,33,43,0

39,35,29.3

2g,38,i5,5

39,41,01,4

29,43,47,2

29,46,33,8

99,49,18,3

29,52,03.5

29,54,48,6

29,57^33,4

3o,oo,i8

3o,o3,o2,6

3o,o5,46,

3o,o8,3o,9

3o,ii,i4,8

3o,i3,58,6
3o, 16/12,1

3o,ig,35,5

3o,22,e8,7

3o,24,5t,7

30,27,34,5

3o,3o,i7,9

,3o,32,5g,6

3o,35,4i,g

3o,38,24,o

3o,4i,c6,o
3o ,43,47;

3o,46,2g,3

3o,49,io,7

3o,5i,52,o

3o,54,33,0

3o,57,i3,8

30,59,54,5
3 1,03.35.0

3i,o5,i5,3

3i,07,55,5

3i, 10,35,5

3i,i3,i5.3

31,15,54^9
3i. 18,34,3

3i,2i,i3,6

Dill'.

161,0

i6o,S

160,7

160,5

iCo,3

160,2

160,0
1 59,8

159,6

i5g.4

159,3

1S9.0



TABLE III.

To finJ llie true anomaly U, coriespomiing to tlie tiuie t' IVoin tlio perihelion in cl;iy?, in a parabolic orbit, whose perihelion

(listaoce is the siinic as the moan dislaiice of tlic; ^iiii lioin the eaitli.

t' diiy-*

2,680

2,681

2,68^

2,683

2,684

2,685

2,686

2,687

2,688

2,689

2,690

2,691

2,69?

2,693

2,694

3,695

2,696

2,697

2,698

2,699

2,700

2,701

2,702

2,703

2,704

3,705

2,706

2,707

2,708

2,709

2,710

2,71 1

2,713

2,7 1 3

2,714

2,7 1 5

2,716

2.71

2^718

2,719

2,720

2,721

2,722

2,723

3,724

2,725

2,726

2,727

2,728

2,729

2,73o

2,73 1

2,73:-

2,733

3,734

3,735
2,736

2,737

2,738

2,739
2,74'

'I'riK,

Aaoiii. U.

1 3 1,2 1,1 3,6

i3i,23,52,6
13 1.26.3 1.5

i3i ,29,10,2

i3ii3i,48,8

i3i,34,27,i
1 3 1.37.05.3
1 3 1.39 .43.4

l3l,42,2I,3
1 3 1.44.58.8

1 3 1,47 ,36, 3

i3i,5o,i3,6

i3i,52,5o,8

i3i,55,27,7

i3i,58,o4,5

1 32,00,4 1,1

i32,o3,i7,6

i32,o5,53,8

132,08,29,9

i32,ii,o'5,8

i32,i3,4i,6

i32,i6,i7,2
1 32. 1 8.52.6

132,21,37,8

132,24,02,9

132,26,37,8

133,29,12,5
1 32,3 1,47, 1

132.34,2 1,5

1 32.36.55.7

i32,3g,2g,7

i32,42,o3,6

132,44,37,3

i32,47,io,8

132,49,44,2

i32,52,i7,4

i32,54,5o,5
1 32,57,23,3
1 3 2,59,56,0
133,02,28,5

i33,o5,oo,g

133,07,33,1

i33,io,o5,i
1 33. 1 3.36.9
1 33, 1 5,08,6

i33, 17,40,1

i33,2o,i 1,4

1 33,22,42,6
1 33,25, 1 3,6

i33, 27,44, '1

i33,3o,i5,i

133,32,45,6
1 33,35,16,0

133,37,46,2

i33,4o,i6,2

133,42,46,1

i33,45,i5.8

133,47,45.3

i33,5o,r4,7
1 33,52,43,0
1 33,55, i2,c

5c),o

58,9
58,7

58,6

58,3

58,2

58,1

57,8

57,6

57,5

57,3

57,2

56,9

56,8

56,6

56,5

56,2

56,1

55,9

55,8

55,6

55,4

55,2

55,1

54,9

54,7

54,6

54,4

54,3

54,0

53,9

53,7
53,5

53,4

53,2

53,1

52,8

52,7

52,5

52,4

52,2

52,0

5i,8

5i,7

5i,5

5i,3

5l,2
5 1 ,0

5o,8

5o,7

5o,5

5o,4

5o,2

5o,o

49-9

49-7

49,5

49,4

49,2
49,0
48.0

i,„g. „

t' duys

2,740

2,74l

2,742

2,743

2,744

2,745

2,746

2,747

2,748

2,749

2,75o

2,75i

2,752

3,753

2,754

2,755

2,756

2,757
2,758

2,759

2,760

2,761

2,762

2,763

2,764

3,765

3,766

2,767

2,768

2,769

2,77"

2,771

2,772

2,773

2,774

2,775

3,776

2,777

2,778

2,779

3,781

2,781

2,783

2,783

2,784

3,78'

3,786

3,787

2,788

2,789

2,790

2,791

2,792

2,793

2,79-'i

2,795

2,796

2,797

2,798

2,799
2 ,800

Aiiom. U.

i33,55,i2,9

i33,57,4i,»

i34,oo,io,6

134,02,39,2
1 34,05,07,6

134,07,35,8

i34,io,o3,9
i34,i2,3i,8

134,14,59,6

134,17,27,2

134,19,54,7

134,22,22,0

134,34,49,1

i3.'i,27,i6,o

134,39,42,8

134,32,09,4

134,34,35,9
134,37,02,3

134,39,28,4
1 34,4 1,54,4

1 34.44.20.2

134,46,45,9

134,49,1 1,4

i34,5i,3fi,8
1 34,54,02,0

1 34.56.27.0
1 34,58,5 1,9
i35,oi,i6,6

!35,o3,4i,2

i35,o6,o5,6

1 35.08.29.8
1 35. 1 0.53.9

i35,i3,i7,g
i35,i5,4i

i35,i8,o5,3

135,30,28,8

l35,22,52,l

i35,25,i5,3
1 35.37.38.3

i35,3o,oi,i

135,32,33,8
1 35,34,46,3

135,37,08,7
1 35,39,3a
i35,4i,53,o

i35,44,i4,9
135,46,36,7

i35,48,58,3

i35,51,19,8

i35,53,4i,2

135.56,02.3
1 35,58,33,3
1 36,00,44,2

i36,o3,o4,9
i36,o5,25,5

1 36,07 ,4 5,g
i36,io,o6,2
1 36, 1 2.26. 3

i36,i4i46,3
1 36. 17.06. 1

i36,ig,25,8

a22

i48,g
148,8

i48,6

i48,4

i48,2

1 48, 1

'47,9

147,8

i47,6

147,5

i47,3

147. 1

i46,g

i46,8

1 46,6

1 46.5

i46,3

l46,2

146,0

145,8

145,7

145,5

145,4

45,2

145,0

144,9
144,7

144,6

144,4

1 44.2

144, 1

144,0

143.8

143,6

143,5

143,3

143,1

143,0

i42,g

142,7

i42,5

142,4

142,3

l43,I

141,9

i4i,8
1 4 1.6

i4i,5

i4i,4

i4i,i

141,0
1 40 ,9

i4",7

140,6

1 40,4

i.-io,3

1 40, 1

i4o.o

139.8
i3u,-7

i3<,.5

L„g. „r

t (iU}'K.

3,800

3,801

3,802

2,8o3

2,804

2,8o5

2,806

3,807

2,808

2,8og

2,810

2,811
2.812

2;8i3

3,814

3,8i5
2,816

2,817

3,818

2,819

2,820

2,821

2,823
2.823

2,824

3,825
3,826

2,827
2,828

2,829

2,83o

2,83i

2,833

2,833

3,834

3,835

3,836

2,837

2,838

2,839

2,84o

2,84 1

2,843

2,843

3,844

2,845

2,846

2,847

2,848

3,849

2,85o
2.85 1

2185

2,853

2,854

2,8

2,856
3,8

2,858

3,859

2,86.'

'I'rue

Anoin. U.

36,19,25,8

36,21,45,3

36,34,04,7

36,26,2 3,g

36,28,42,9

36,3 1,01,8

36,33,20,6

36,35,3g,2
36,37,57,7

36,4o,i6,o

36,42,34,2

36,44,52,2

36,47, 10,1

36,4g,27,8
36,5 1,45,4

36,54,02,8

36,56,20,1

36;58,37,2

37,00,54,2

37,03,1 1,1

37,05,27,8

37,07,44,4

37,10,00,8

37,12,17,0

37,14,33,1

37,16,49,1

37,19,04,9

37,21,20,6

37,23,36,2

37,25,51,6

37,28,06,8

37,30,21,9

37,32,36,9

37,34,51

37,37,06,4

37,39,20,g

37,41,35,3

37,43,4g,6

37,46,03

37,48,17,6

37,50,3 1,4

37,52,45,1

37,54,58,

37,57,12,1

37,59,35,3

38,01,38,4

38,o3,5i.4

38,o6,o4,2

38,08,16,9

38,10,29,4

3S,i2,4i,8

38,i4,54,i

38,17,06,3

38,19,18,2

38,2i,3o,o

38,23,4i,-T

38,25,53,3

38,jS,o,

38,3o,i6,o

38,32,27,2

38,34,38,

39,5

39,4

3g,2

3g,o

38,g

38,8

38,6

38,5

38,3

38,2

38,o

37,9
37,7

37,6

37,4

37,3

37,1

37,0

36;g

36,7

36,6

36,4

36,2

36,1

36,o

35,8

35,7

35,6
35,4

35,2

35,1

35,0

34,8

34,7

34,5

34,4

34,3

34,1

33,g

33,8

33,7

33,6

33,4

33,2

33,1

33,0

32,8

32,7

32,5

32,4

32,3

33,1

32,0

3i,8

3i,7

3 1,6
3 1.4

3i,3
3 1.2

3i.o

3o.9

Log. ol

( ilayf.

2,860

2,861

3,862

2,863

2,864

2,865

2,866

2,867

3,868

3,86g

2,870

3,871

2.872

3,873

2,874

2,875

2,876

2:877

2,878

2,879

2,880

2,881

2,883

2,883

,885

,886

,887
,888

;889

,8go

,891

,893

2,893

2,895

2,896

2,897

2,8g8

2,899

2,900

2,901

2,g02
2 ,903

2,904

2,905

2,906

2,907

2,908

2,909

2,910

2,9"
2,912
2 gi3
2,914

2,915

2,916

2,917

2,918

2-919

2,9

True
Anoni. V,

38,34,38,2

38,36,49,1

38,38,0g,8
.38,41, 10,4

38,43,30,9

38,45,3 1,2

38,47,41,4

38,49,5 1,4

38.53,01,3

38,54,11,1

38,56,30,8

38,58,3o,3

39,00,39,6

39,03,48,9

3g,o4,58,o

39,07,06,9

3g,og,i5,7

39,11,24,4

3g,i3,33,o

3g,i5,4i,4

39,17,49:

39,ig,57,8

39,22,05,8

3g,24,i3,7

3g,26,2i,5

39,28,29,1

3g,3o,36,6

3g,32.43,g
3g,34!5i

3g,36,58,2

3g,3g,o5,i

3g,4i,i i.g

39,43,18,6

39,45,25,2

3g,47,3i,6

3g,4g,37,g

3g. 5 1,44,0

39,53,50,0

39,55,55,9

39,58,0

40,00,07,3
40,02,12.8

4o,o4,i8,3

40,06,23,4

40,08,28,5

40,10,33,5

4o, 13,38,3

4o, 1 4,43,0

40,16,47,6

.-(0,18,53,0

4o,2o,56,4

4o,23,00,6

4o,25,o4,6

40,37,08,6

40,29,12,4

4o,3t,i6,i

40,33.19,6

40,35,23,1

.(0,37,26,4

.'(0.39,29.6

4o,4i.3"2.6

3o,9
3o,7

3o,6

3o,5

3o,3

3o,2

3o,o

29,9

29,8

29,7

29,5

29,3

39,3

39,1

28,9

28,8

38,7

38,6

38,4

38,3

38,1

28,0

27,9

27,8

27,6

27,5

27,3

27,2

27,1

26,9

26,8

26,7

26,6

26,4

26,3

26,1

26,0

25,9

25,8

25,6

25,5

25,4
25,2

25,1

25,0

24,8

24,7

24,6

24,4

24,4

24,3

24,0

24,0

23,8

33,7

23,5

23.5

23,3

23,3

23,0

22.0

2,955
2 ,g56

2,957

2,958

2,959

2.960
3.96 1

2,963

2,963

2,964

2,965

2,g66

2,967

2,968

2,969

2,970

2,971

2,972

2,973

2,974

2,975

2,976

3,9-

2,978

2-970

2,980

Ldg. of



TABLE III.

To linil the true anomaly U, corresponilino to the time V I'lorii the pciilielion in (l:iys, in d p.iiabolic orbit, whose perihelion

distance is the same as tlie mean distance of the sun fioin the earth.

Log. o

I' days

2,980
2,98 I

2,982

2,983

2,984

2,988

2,989

2.99"

2,991

2,995

2>995

2,994

2.995

2,996

2,997

2,998

2,999
3,000

True
Aiioni. U.

142,40,47

i42,4a.43,4

r42,44.38,8

142,46,34,3

142,48,29,4

142,50,24,^

142,52,19,4
142,54,14,3

142,56,09,1

142,53,03,7

142,59,53,2

143,01,52,6

i43,o3,46,9
i43,o5,4i

143,07,35,3

143,09,39,1
143,1 1,23,0

143, r3, 16,7

143, i5, 10, 3

143,17,03.8

143,18,57,3

II 5,6

ii5,4
1 1 5,4

!l5,2

114,9

114,9
ii4,8
1 1 4,6

ii4,5

ii4,4

114,3
1 1 4,2

114. 1

I'OiZ. L

I' day.

3,on

3,01

3.02

3,o3

3,04

3,o5

3,06

3,07

3,08

3,oy

3,10

3,11

3,12

3,i3

TrUL-

Aiioin. U.

1 1 3,9



'I'o find the true nn

to Simpson's nicllioii

TABLE IV.

oninly u, in a very eccentric ellipsis or hyperbola, from the corresponding anomaly L''in a paiahola \ accordine;

inijjrovod by lier^sel.

10

II

12

i3

i4

i5

i6

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

.=9

3o

3i

32

33

34

35

36

37
3S

39

4o
41

42
43
44

45
4fi

47
48

49

5o
5i

52

53

54

55
56

57
58

59
60

l,ug. of S.

sex. sccand9.

Infin. ncf;.

2,y5425,35„
3,2 54gi,94n

3,43o56,[)8n

3,5548cj,o5„

3,65ioo,44n

3,72941.16.1

3,795oo,5()„

3,85i66,48„

3,goi3o,39n

3,94536,62)1

3,98^88,(17..

4,02060,54.1

4,o53r 1,8 [re

4,08285,95.1

4,IIOI9,93n
4, l354o,67n
4, 1 587 1,98™

4,i8o32,95»i

4,20039,68,1

4,21905,61.1
4,23642,12.1

4,2525g,o6,i

4,26764,-K,,

4,28iG6,46„

4,29470,54,,
4,30682,33,,

4,3 1806,6 In

4,32847.50,,

4,33808,67,,

4,346g3.22„
4,355o3;8r„

4,36242,83,1

4,30912,32,.

4,375i3,g3„

4,38o4g,i4.i

4,385 19,03,,

4,38g24,52„

4.39266,32,,

4,39544,73,1

4,39760,06,,

4,3ggi2,26.,

4,40001, i8„

4,40026,01,,

4,3gg86,32„

4,39881,03,,

4,3g7()8,g'l„

4,39468,40,.

4,3g i57,go„

4,38774,94..

4,383 1 7,06,,

4,37781,32,.

4,37164,40,1

4,36462,19,,

4,35670,24,,

4,34783,17,.

4,33795,o3„
4,32698.74,,

4,3i486,o8„
4,3o 147,45,,

4,28671,-6,,

Fii-at Diff. Second Diff. Log. of B

Infinite

3oo66,5g
i7565,o4

12433,07

g6 1 1 ,39

7840,72

6559,40

5665,g2

4y63,gi

44o6,23

3951,45
3572,47
325i,27

2974,14

2733,g8

2520,7,

233i,3

2i6o,g7
2006,73

i865,g3

I736,5i

1616.94
1 5o5,72
1 40 1,68

i3o4,o8

1211,79
1 124,28

1040,89

961,17

884,55

8io,5g
739,02

66g,49
60 1 ,6 1

535,2 1

46g,8g

4o5,4g
341,80

278,41

2 1 5,33

1 52,20

88,g2
24,83—
3g,6g

—
Io5,2g

— 172,10— 240,53— 3io,5o—
382,96

— 457,88

— 535,74—
6i6,g2— 702,21—
7gi.95

— 887,07

—
g88,i4—
iog6,2g—
1 2 1 2 ,66— 1 338,63—
14-5,69— i6?(i.<;6

Infin. neg.— i25oi,55—
5i32,g7

— 2820,68

—
1770,67— 1281,32—
893,48—
702,01

— 557,68
— 454,78— 378,98— 321,20— 277,13
— 240,16
— 2 1 3,24

—
169,43— 170,34— 1 54,24

— i4o,8o

—
129,42

—
119,57
I 1 1,29— io4,o4

—
97,60

—
9'''9

— 87,51—
83,39—
79,7^—
76,62

—
73,96

-- 71,57—
69,53—
67,88

—
66,4o

— 65,32— 64,40—
63,6g—
63,39— 63 ,08

— 63. i3

— 63,28—
64,09— 64,52— 65,6o

— 66,81

— 68,43—
69-97— 72,46

—
74.92

— 77-86— 81, ,8—
85,29

—
89,74—
95,12— 101,07

— 108,1 5— 116,37—
125,97— 1 37,06— i5o,37

Infin. neg,

2,o5ig4„
2,35333,1

2,53oo9„
2,656io,j

2,7545o„
2,8356i„

2,go473,.

2,965 13„

3,oi9o3n

3,o6777„

3,ii24o„
3,i5364„
3,ig2o5„
3,22805,1

3,26198,,

3,29409,,

3,32458,,

3,35365,.

3,38 142,1

3,4o8oo„
3,43348,,

3,45794,,
3,48 146„

3,5o4o7„

3,5258i„

3,54672,,

3,56684„

3,58619,,

3,6o47g„

3,62264,,

3,63g76„
3,656 17,1

3,67 187„
3,68685,,

3,701 13„

3,71472,.

3,72758,1

3,73g7i,i

3,75 II On

3,76174,,

3,77165,.

3,78o8on

3,78gig„
3,79679,.

3,8o356„

3,8og4()„

3,8i454n
3,81870™
3,82 ig4,.

3,82417.1

3,82538,,

3,82548,,

3,82445,1

3,82220.1

3.81S63.,

3,81 365,,

3,80713,,

3,7g897„

3,788g7»

3,7-6g5.,

Dill-.

Infin.

3o 1 39
17676
1 2601

g84o

8111

6912
6o4o

5390

4874

4463
4124
384 1

36oo

33g3

32II

3o4g
2907
2777

2658

2548
2446
2352

2261

2174

2091
2012

ig35
i860

1785

1712
i64i

1570

i4g8

1428

1359
1286

I2l3

Ii3g

1064

991
gi5

83g
760

677

5g3
5o5

4i6
324

223

io3— 225

357

4()8— 652

816
— 1000
— 1202

—1428

6u
61

63

63

64

65
66

67
68

69

70
71

72

73

74

75

76

78

7g

80
81

82

83

84

85
86

87
88

8g

90
9'

9'

93
94

95
96
97
98
99

100

101

102

io3

io4

io5

106

107
108

log

110

I II

112

ii3

Ii4

ii5

116

117
118

"9

Log. of .S.

sex. secdiids

4,28671,76™

4,37045,700
4,25253,4on

4,23275,93.1

4,2iogo,35n

4,i8668,38„

4,1 5974,94"
4,i3g65,58„

4,09582,g6„
4,o575i,66»

4,01 368 ,88n

3,g629i,i In

3,90307,52n

3,83091,43,.

3,74o94,9gn

3,62292,660
3,45382,45n

3,16757,570

0,87017,73.1

3,16902,43

3,47716,74

3,65978,86

3,7gog8,67

3,89400,55

3.97917,62

4,o520i,79
4,ii582,oi

4,17270,58

4,22412,29
4,27111,80

4,3i442,5i

4,35465,59

4,39225,26
4,42757,53

4,46ogo,g5

4,4g25o,5i
4,52254,88

4.55i2o.g2
437862;82

4,6o4g2,7i

4,63020,78
4,65456,52

4,67807,55

4.70080,97
4,72283, ig

4,744ig.74

4.764g5,65
4.785 1 5,45-

4,8o483,28

4,82402,87

4,84277,69
4,86110,88

4,87905,38

4,89663,98

4,9i38g,"i3

4,g3o83,26

4,94748,58

4,96387,20

4,98001,1 1

4.9g5g2,23
5,01 163,34

Fifst Dili'.

1626,06

1792,3c
-

1977.47
-

2i85,58

-
2421,97

2693,44

3009,36
- 3382,62
- 383 1,3o

- 4382,78

- 5o77,77
- 5g83,59
- 7216,09
-

8996,44

- 11802,33

- 1 6g 1 0,2 1

- 38624,88

-2,29739,84

3o8i4,3i

18262,12
i3i 19,81
io3oi,88

8517,07

7284,17

638o,22

5688,57

5i4>,7i

46gg,5i

4330,71

4o23,o8

3759,67
3532,27
3333,42

3i5g,56

3oo4,37

2866,04
274 1 ,go

262g,8g

2528,07

2435,74
235 1,o3

2273,42

2202,22

2 1 36,55

2075,91

2019,80

1967,83

igig.5g

1874.83

i833,ig

i794,5o
1758,60

1725,15

1694,13

i665,32

i638,62

i6i3,gi

1591,13
i5-o.i I

i55o.Qi

StcoiiJ niff.

- 1 50,37
- 166,34
- 185.17
- 208,11

-
236,39

- 27M7
-

315.92
- 373,26
- 448,6b
- 55 I,48

-
694,99

-
905,83

-1232.5o

-1780,35

-2805,89

—5i42,3i—
2817,93

—1784,81
—

1232,90
—

go3,g5
—

6gi,65— 546,86— 442,20
— 368,8o

— 3o7,63— 263,4 1— 227,40—
198,85

— 173,86

—
i55,ig— 1 38,33— 124,14— 112,01

—
101,82

—
g2,33

— 84,71— 77,61— 71,20

— 65,67

— 60,64

— 56,11— 5i,97— 48,34

— 44,77

— 4i,63
— 38.69— 35.go— 33,45

— 3 1 ,02

— 28,81

— 36,70— 24,71— 22,7g— 2 1 ,0 1

—
19,20

U.J. ..r B.

sex. seconds

3,776g5„
3,76267^

3,7458i„
3,72602,,

3,70283„

3,6756in
3,64354n

3,60555,,

3,56oo7n

3,5o471n

3,43579„

3,347o5„
3,2261 2„
3,0435 1 „

2,68g54„

2,21860

2,93417
3,20257

3,37492
3,5o38o

3,60770

3,69533
3,771 54

3,83938
3,90043

3,9563o
4,00783

4,o558o
4, 1 0078
4,i43i4

4,i8335

4,33139
4,35765

4,29244
4,32585

4,35799
4,38892
4,41887
4,44786

4,47599

4,5o333

4,53993
4.55585
4,58 1 16

4,6o5gi

4,63oi2

4,65383
4,67711

4,69gg9
4,72248

4,74463
4,76647

4,78802

4,80930
4,83o36

4,85i2i

4,87189
4,89242

4,91281

4.93308
4.95329

- 1428
- 1686
-

1979
- 2320

- 2721

- 3207
- 3799
-4548
- 5536

-6892

-8874
-12093
-18261

-35397

-1-71557
26840
17235
13888

io3go

8763
763
6774
61 14

5588

5i52

4798
4498
4236

401

38o4
3636

3479
3341

32i4

3093
2995
2899
2813

2734

2659
2593
253

2475

2421

2371
2338
2288

2249

22l5

2184
2 1 55

2128

2106

2o85

2068
2o53

2039
2027
2021

30 1 5



TABLE IV.

To fin.l the true anomaly u, in a very eccentric ellipsis or liyperbola, from the corresponding anomaly ?7 in a parabola ;

accorilini; to Siriip-ioii's melhoil, iinproveil hy Bessel.

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127
128

I2g

i3o

i3i

I 32

1 33

1 34

135

1 36

i37
1 38

1 39

i4o

i4i

14'

43

Log. Ill S.

:^x. se'!oii(]s
I'lrsl DitT.

I45
1 46

l47
1 48
1 49

i5o
i5i

l52

1 53

1 54

1 55

1 56

1 57
1 58

iSg

i6o

i6i

162

i63

1 64

i65

166

167
168

i6g

170
171

172

173

5,01162,34

5,02713,25
5,04246,44

5,05763,87

5,07266,81

5,08757,06
5,10235,87

5,11705,01

5,i3i65,35

5,14618,91

5,16066,94

5,17510,76

5,i8952,k5
5,2o3g2,32

5,2i832,5o

5,23274,66

5,24719,89
5,26170,05

5,27626,64

5,29091,3

5,3o565,78

5,32o5i,87
5,3355i43

5,35066,42

5,36598,87

5,38i5i,i7

5,39725,43
5,4i324,24

5,42g5o,27

5,44606,41

5 46295.75
5,48021,66

5,49787,9.

5,51598,58
5,53458,03

5,55371,25

5.57343,74

5,5g38i,6g

5,61492,02

5,63682,66

5,65g62,52

5,68341,99
5,70833,0;

5,73449,49
5,76207,92

5,79'27.92
5,82233,12

5.85552,33

5,89121,3c

5,92985,02

5,97201,42
6,01 846,63

6,07023.80

6,12877,42

74 6,19619,12

6,27576,94
6,37300.24

6,49819,30
6,67546,42

6,97560,18
liilinilc

175

176

177
178

179
180

uiir.

1 550,91

1533,19
1 517,43
1 502,94

1490,25

1478,81

i46g,i4
1 460 ,34

i453,56

i448,o3

1443,82

1441,39
l440:I7

i44o,i8

1442, 16

1445,23

i45o,i6
i456,5g

1404,66

1 474,48

1 486,09
1 499,56
i5i4.99
]532,45

i552,3o

1574.26

i5g8.Si

1626,03
i656,i

i68g,34

1725,91
1 76(1,3 1

1810,61

1859,45

1913,22

1972,49
2037,95
2110,33

2190,64

2279,86

2379.47

24gi,oi
2616,49
2758,43

2920,00

3io5,2(

33i9,2i

3568,97
3863,72

4216,40

4645,21

5177,17
5853,62

674 1 ,70

7957,

9723,3o

i25ig,o6
17727,12
3ooi 3,76
Infinite

+

—
ig,2o— 17,72— 15,76—
14,49

—
12,69

— 11,44

— 9-67— 8,80— 6,78

— 5,53

— 4,21

— 2,43

1,22

0,01

1,98

3,07

4.93
6,43

8,07

g,82

1 1,61

1 3,47
1 5,43

17,46

19,85

21,96

24,55

27,22
3o,i 1

Leg. uf H.

SL'X.setoiids.

33,20

36,57

4o,4o

44,3o

48,84

53,77

59,27

65.46

72,38
80,3 1

89,22

111,54

125,48

141,94

161,57

i85,2o

2l4,OI

249,76

294,75

352,68

428,81

53 1 ,96

676,45
888,08

1216,12

1765,48

2795,76
5208,06

12286,64
Infinite.

4,g532g
4.g7344

4,g9355
5,01 367

5,o337g

5,o53g5
5,07419

5,09451

5,1 i4g6

5,i3556

5, 1 5634

5,17734

5,19855
5,22004

5,24182

5,26395

5,2864g
5.3o()4i

5,33278
5,35664

5,38 1 oO

5,406 1 1

5,43 180

5,45821

5,485'3g

5.5i34i

5,54236

5,57230

5,6o33i

5,63547

5,668g3
5,70375
5,74010

5,77806

5,81781

5,85948

5.go332

5,94946

5,99816

6,04965

6,10426
6,16232

6,22414

6,29016
6,36ii 1

6,43737

6,51976
6,6og 1 4

6J70606
6,81 304

6,93190
7,0637 1

7,21220
7,38173

7,57867

7.81288
8,ioo85

8,47350

9,00022

201 5

201 1

2012

2012

2016

2024
2o32

2045
2060

2078

2100
2121

2149
2178

22l3

2254

2292
2337
2386

2442

25o5

2569
2O41

2718

2802

2895
2gg4
3ioi

3210

3346

3482
3635

3796
3975

4167

4384
46i4
4870
5i49

5461

58o6
6182
6602

7095

7626

8239
8936
9752
10698

11826

i3i8i

i484q

16953

19694

23421

28797
37265

52672

In the extreme and middle parts of the table,

the first difl'erences vary rapidly, in which case

we may use the values of .S', £, instead of their

logarithms, as in the following auxiliary table.

AUXILIARY TABLE IV.

s.

sex. seconds.

70
71

72

73

74

75

76
77
78

79

80

— 0,0—
goo,o— 1798,5— 26g5,o— 3588,3

— 4477,2

— 55o7,4

—
419O.9— 2843,3— 1470,9— 7,4

1475,8

3ooo.3

456817
6 1 80,0

— 900,0—
898,5— 896,5— 893,3

— 888,9

B.
sex. seconds

l3lO,5

i353,6

1372,4

i463,5
1 483,2

1 524,5

1 568,4

1611,3

112

225,6

338,9

453,<

568,2

2727
2 22 3,6

1 683^1

n<i5,4

489,3

i65,.^

859,3

i5g4,3

2370,9

— 112,7— 112,9— ii3,3— ii4,i

— 1 1 5,2

5o4,i
540,5

577,7

616,1

654,7

693,9
735,0

776,6



TABLE V. — For an Ellipsis.

This table is to he used in finding the true anomaly v, corresponding to the time t from the perihelion, in a very
excentrical ellipsis ; the excentricity e and the perihelion distance D being given. In point of accuracy, it is not restricted to

the liist anil second powers of 1 — e, like Talile IV., but incluiles all the powers of that quantity. This table is nearly in the

same form as it was fust given by Professor Gauss.

Rule. From e find a= 1 — e, a'9 = 0,1 -\. 0,9 . e, and then find llie approximate value of log. I', by the following formula ;

Approx. log. ('= log. t -j- log. a'— % . log. D.

With this value of (' find the corresponding value of Urn Table III.; also,

log. /3= log. a+ arith. log. co. a'2 -f 9,6089700— 10,0000000 ;

Approx. log. ^5= log. /3+2 log. tang. 4 U.

Enter Table V., with the natural number corresponding to this value of log. A, and find the corresponding log. B, which is to

be subtracted from the approximate log. (' to obtain the corrected value of log. t'. With this corrected value find, in Table

III., the corrected value of IT, and for the sake of distinction, we shall represent it by w ; then the corrected value of log. JI

is found l)y the following formula, which is similar to the preceding one, changing U into w ;

Correct, log. A =Iog. ^-\-'i log. tang.A w.

It will very rarely be necessary to repeal again this operation to get a more accurate value oi Jl ; we may therefore, with this

value oiA, find the correct value of C, in Table V., and then,

A \~\-e

T^^e 'tang.2 4i,= -

C-

C — O.S.A

0,8 . A

. D . sec.2 4 I'.

[Anomaly »].

[Radius vector r].C + o,a . A

We may observe that in computing a large number of observations, it will frequently happen that the value of i? is very nearly

known, at the commencement of the operation ;
in this case the correction B, may be applied to the first process, in finding the

approximate value of ('.

EXAMPLE.
Given the excentricity e= 0,96764567 ; log. perihelion distance D = 9,76565oo ; (^ 63 "^',544 ;

to find « and r.

From the value of c we get, a=i — e= o,o3235433; a'- =: 0,1 -(-0,9 6= 0,97088x103.

Approximate Operation.

a'2= o,i-(-o,9.e log.

a' log.

D log. CO.

its half

t= 63'^''y',544 log-

Approx. log. t'

Hence 17= 99'' 6", in Table III.

a. = I — e log.

a'2 log. CO.

Constant log.

Sum gives ^ log.

4 J7=49''33" tang.

same

Approx. w?^ 0,022923 log.

Corresponding log. B^o,ooooo4o, Table V.

9,9871661

9,9935330

0,2343500

0,1171750

i,8o3o745

2,1481825

8,5099325

0,0128339

9,6989700

6,2217364

0,06927

0,06927

8,36027

Corrected Operation.

Subtract log. £ = o,ooooo4o gives correct log. /'

Hence U or ic= 99' 6"" 1 3', 4 in Table IIL

410=49 as" 6', 7

Corrected A= 0,0229261

0,8 A= 0,0183409
C = 1 ,0000242

same

tang,

same

loff.

2,1481785

8,2217364

0,0693972

0,0693973

8,36o33o8

C — 0,8 .



TABLE V. — For an Ellipsis
_ ^ ,_- ^iven, tht

t from ihe perihelioti m clays. This is obtained by the following rule.

1 e
=

j-jj^
tang.3 .J v, and then by Table V., the corresponding value of C. Al

In the inverse problem, we have given, the true anomaly v, the perihelion distance D, and the excenlricity e, to find the t
' '

obtained by the following rule.

Rule. With e and u find T
* ~ ^

ime

Log. A— log. T+ log. C-farith. comp. log. (l-)-0,8.T)
from which we find log. B, by means of Table V. Then we find,

log. t^
= 2,0654486+ § log. D+ i log. ^+ log. B- 4 log. (1

-
e]

og. t^
=

log. (
J + 8,8239087 + log. jl+ log. (1 + 9 e)

_
log. (1

-lo

Given as before 6= 0,96764567; log. perihelion

time ( from the perihelion in days.

I — e log.

i-\-e log. CO.

4 D = 5o o"" o*, I tang.

same tang.

T= o,023353g log.

Hence 0=1,0000242 Table V. log.

l-}-0,8T=i,oi8683i log. co.

Jl= 0,0329261 log.

Corresponding log. B in Table V.

EXAMPLE.
distance D= 9,76565oo ; and the true anomaly v= 100'' o" o', 2

;
to find the

8,5099325

9,706053 1

0,0761869

0,0761869

8,3683594

0,00001 o5

9,9919609

8,36o33o8

o,ooooo4o

Constant log.

I log. JD

4 log. .a

log. £
ilog.(i- c)arith. CO.

<1
=

43''''5",564

f„=i

'l+'2

log-

Constant

A log.

I -|-9 e = 9,7088110 log.

(i
—

e) log. CO.

,'"^^',980

63''»y% 544 = t.

9 log.

2,0654486

g,648475o

9,1 801 654

o,ooooo4o

o,745o337

1,6391267

8,8239087

8,36o33o8

0,9871661

1,4900675

1,3006998

A



TABLE V.— For an Ellipsis.



TABLE VI. — For an Hyperbola.
This table is used in finding the true anomaly v of a comet, moving in a hyperbolic orbit, irhich approaches very nearly to

the form of a parabola; the excentricity e, the picrihelion distance D, and the time t from passing the perihelion being

given. Like the preceding table, it is not restricted to the first and second powers of e— 1 , but includes all the powers of that

quantity.

Rule. From e find a'~= 0,l + 0,9 . e; and then the approximate value of log. /' from the formula,

Approx. log. C^log. (-|-log. a'— #-Iog- D.

With this value of (', find the corresponding value of U, in Table IIL, also,

log. /2= log. (e
—

l)+ arith. co. log. a'2-f 9,6989700— 10,0000000;

Approx. log. ^= log. /3-(-2 log. tang. 4 U.

Enter Table VL, with the natural number, corresponding to this value of log. .4, and find in it the corresponding log. C; which

is to be subtracted from the approximate log. t', to obtain the corrected value of log. ('. With this corrected value, find In Table

IIL, the corrected value of log. W; and for distinction, we shall call it tc ; then the corrected value of log. Jl is found by tlie

following formula, which is similar to the preceding;

Correct, log. Jl= log. /S -^ 2 log. tang.4 w.

It will very rarely be necessary to repeat the operation, to get a more accurate value of J! ; we shall therefore use it, in

finding the correct value of C, in Table VL, and then,

"C-f 0,8..4 F^Ti
'tang.2 4 « = -

[Anomaly v].

C -f 0,8 . .4 „
C— 0,2. Jl

^ [Radius vector )].

In computing a large number of observations, it will frequently happen that the value of B is very nearly known, at the

commencement of the operation ;
in this case, the correction £, may be applied in the first process, for finding the approximate

value of t'.

Given the excentricity e= 1,261883 ; log. perihelion distance

.Approximate Operation. I

a'3= 0,1 +0,9.6^ 1,2356938 log.

a' log.

D log. CO.

its half

,_g5days^4j235 ,gg_

Approx. log. f

EXAMPLE.

0,0201657; <= 65'''''"',4i2 36 ;
to find u and r.

(f o m
Hence 17= 70" 32 , nearly, in Table III.

e— I ^0,261882

i f/=35''i6"'

Approx. .i= 0,05299

log.

log. CO.

Constant log.

Sum gives /S log.

tang,

same

log.

Corresponding log. B= 0,0000207, Table VI.

0,0919108

0,0459554

9,9798343

9.98991 71

1,8156598

1,83 13666

9,4i8io56

9,9080892

9,6989700

9,o25i648

9,84952

9,84952

8,72430

Corrected Operation.

Subtract log. 5= 0,0000207 gives correct log. t' := i,83 13459

Hence Uoiw=-jo 3i 37^,0 in Tabic III.

4to= 35 i5 48,5

Corrected .4 = 0,0529792

same

tang.

same

log.

9,025i648

9,8494702

9,8494702

8,7241052

n,8./?= o,o423834



TABLE VI. —For an Hyperbola.
In the inverse problem, we have given, the true anomnhj v, the perihelion distance D, and the excentricity e, to find the time

t from the perihelion in days. This is oblaineil by the following rule, which is similar lo that for an ellipsis, in the last table.

e 1

Rule. With c and v find T =———
. tan:;.- k v, and then by Table VI., the corresponding value of C. Also,

Log. .^=log. T+ log. C + arith. co. log. (1
— 0,8.T) ;

and the corresponding log. Jl, in Table VL Then find,

log. f
1
= 2,0654436+ * lOg. X»+ Jlog. ^+ log.JS

—
4 log. (e—l);

log. <2
=

log. <| + 8,8239087 + log. A -j- log. (1+9 c)
—

log. (e
—

1) ;

EXAMPLE.
Given as before e= 1,261882; log. perihelion distance /)= 0,0201657 ;

and the true anomaly 11^67 oS^o'; to find the

time from the perihelion t.

e— i = a= o,26i882 log. g.^iSioSG

e-j-i =2,261882 log. CO. 9,6455301

4 J) = 33'' 3i"' 3o' tang. 9,8211946

same tang. 9,8211946

T= 0,0508189 log. 8,7060249

Hence C= 1,0001261 Table VI. log. o,oooo548

1 — 0,8 T= 0,9593449 log. CO. 0,0180252

M= 0,0529791 log. 8,7241049

Corresponding log. S in Table VI. 0,0000207

(j
=

56''''>'^o683o

Constant log. 2,o65448C

# log. D o,o3o2485

i log. A 9,362o5a4

log. S 0,0000207
• 4 '"§• (^

—
i)arith.co. 0,2909472

log. 1,7487174

Constant 8,8239087
A log. 8,7241049

I
-|-9 e= 12,356938 log. 1,0919108

(e—^i) log. CO. 0,5818944

(,= 9'^''y^ 34407

TABLE VI.

log. 0,9705362

A



TABLE VI.— For an Hyperbola.
To tinJ the



TABLE VII. —For a Parabola.
Tliis table is for cotiiputing the litne t in days, for a comet to describe, in a parabolic orbit, an arc of

the true unumahj, represented by v' — v= 2f. This arc 2f being given, together with the extreme

radii r, r'.

Rule. Put tang. 2 = i/^ ; cos. i/
= eo3. /. sin. 2 z.

With this value of y, find in Table VII. the corresponding log. C; then we have,

log. < = log. C-(- log. sin. 4 2/ + 3. log. (^).

EXAMPLE.
Given log. r = g,9ii5i4o. log. r'= 9,7902.520 ; 2/= 11'' 44"' 22^

;
to find t in days.

4 log. r' 9,8961260

4 log- r 9,9557570

= 82

d
z= 4i"' o'"48',5 tang. 9,9393690

/= 5 52 II

2/= 9 53 22

sin. 9,9957814

COS. 9,9977170

COS. 9,9934984

4 log. r 9,955757c

z COS. 9,8776911~
log. 0,0780659

Multiplied by 3 . log. 0,2341977
Table VII. log. C. 1,7622613

4jf = 4''56"'4i' sin. 8,9354800

/= 8 ",5494 log. 0,9319390

TABLE VII. — For a Parabola.
With

to descr

the two radii r, »', and tho included arc v'— v-

ibe that arc, in a parabolic orbit.

: 3/, to find the time t in days, for a comet

0,00
0,10

0,20

o,3o
o,4o

o,5o

1,00

1,10

1,30

1,00

i,4o

i,5o

2,10

2,20

3,3o

2,40

2,5o

3,00
3,10

3,20

3,3o

3,40
3,5o

4,00

4,

4,30
4,3o

4,40

4,5o

5,00

Lo". C

,7644177

,7644171
,7644153

,7644133

,7644079
,7644034

,76439';7

,7643877
,7643785

,7643681

,7643565

,7643436

,7643295
,7643142

,7642977

,7643799
,7642610

,7642408

,7643193

,7641967
,7641728

,7641477

,7641213

,7640938

,7640650

,764o35o

,7640037

,76397 1 3

,7639376
,7639027
,7638665

6
18

3i

43
55

C7

80

92
104
116

129

1 53

i65

178

189
202

2l5

226

239
25l

264

275

288

3oo
3i3

324

337

349
362

373

d III

5,00

5,10

5,20

5,3o

5,4o

5,5o

6,00
6,10

6,20

6,3o
6,40
6,5o

7,00

7.

7,30

7,3o

7.4o

7.5o

8,00

8,10

8,20

8,3o

8,4<

8,5o

g,oo

9;'"

9,30

9,3o

9,40

9,5o
10,0c

Log. C

,7638665

,7638292
,7637906
,7637508

,7637097
,7636675

,7636240

,7635793
,7635334

,7634862
,7634378

,7633882

,7633374

,7632853

,7632320

,7631775

,7631217

,763o648

,7630066

,7639471
,7628865

,7638247

,7637616

,7636973

,7626318

,7635650

,7624970
,7624278

,7623574

,7622858

,7622129

373
386

398
411
422

435

447

459
472
484

496

5o8

531

533

545
558

569

582

595
606
618
63 1

643

655

668
680

692
704
716
729

d

0,00

o,lo

0,30

o,3o
o,4o

o,5o

1,00

1,10

1,20

i,3o

1,40

i,5o

2,00

2,10

2,20

2,30

2,4o

2,5o

3,00

3,10

3,20

3,3o
3,40

3,5o

4,00

4,10

4,20

4,3o

4,40

4,5o

5,00

Log. C

,7622129
,7621388

,7620634

,7619869

,7619091
,7618301

,7617498
,7616684

,761 5857
,7615017
,7614166

,76i33o3

,7612437

,7611539
,7610638

,7609726
,7608801

,7607864

,7606915

,7605953

,7604980

,7603994
,7602995

,7601985

,7600962

,7599927
,7598880
,7597820

,7596748

,7595664

.7594568

Dili'.

ncg.

74 1

754
765

778

79"

8o3

8i4

827
84o
85 1

863

876

888

901

912
925
937

9^9

963
973
986
999
1010

1023

io35

1047
1060

1072
1084

1096
1 1 09

d

1 5,00

i5,io
1 5,30

i5,3o

i5,4o

i5,5o

16,00

16,10

16,20

16,3o

i6,4o

i6,5o

17,00

17,10

17,30

i7,3o

17,40

i7,5o

18,00

18,10
18,20

]8,3o

i8,4o

i8,5o

19,00

19.

19,30

19,30

19,40

19,50
20.00

,7594568

,7593459
,7693338

,7691206
,7690060

,7688903

,7687733

,758655 1

,7685357
,7584i5o

,7682931
,7681700

,7680457

,7679301
,7677933
,7676653
,7675361

,7674067

,7672740

,767141

,7670070
,7668716
,7667361

,7666973

,7564583

,7563i8o
,7661766

,7660338

,7558899
,756-448

,755598.

neg.

log
121

i33

145

167

170

182

194
207

219
23l

243

266
368
280

292
3o4

317

329
34 1

354
366

378

390

4o3
4i5
427

439
461
464



USES OF TABLES VIII. IX. AND X.

Table VHI. comliineil with Table IX., for an elliptical orhit, and with Table X., for a hyperbolic orbit, are used in finding the

elements of the orbit
;
when we have given, the two radii r, »', the included heliocentric arc ii'

— 1)=2/, and the time ( of describing
that arc, expressed in days. These tables ai-c limited to the most useful values of A, H, which do not exceed 0,6; and to values oi x,z,
which do not exceed 0,3. These limits include the most common cases ;

and in observations which do not fall within them, we can use

the indirect solutions explained iu this appendix. IVhen h or H exceeds 0,040, and log. yy, or log. YV, is required to be correct in

the seventh decimal place, we 7Hnst use the second differences.

PRECEPTS FOR TABLES VHI., IX., IN AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.

The particular object of these tables is to facilitate the computation of the value of 2 ^ = £' — E, representing the difTerence between
the two excentric anomalies E', E; corresponding respectively to the true anomalies v',v; which is au important part of the

preliminary process, in computing the elements of the orbit. After g has been found, the elements may be computed by the methods,

given in this appendix ;
we shall not however enter here upon this subject, hut shall restrict our remarks to the mere explanation of the

method of computing the value of
§•, by means of the tables.

In the calculation of
,§•,

there are two separate cases; the one when / is acij/e, or »'— « between and 180
; the other when_/ is

obtuse, or v'— v between 180'' and 30(1''. We shall give the precepts, in both these cases, at full length, for convenience of reference ;

remarking, however, that the case of/ being acute, is that which occurs most frequently in practice, and is that for which these tables

are particularly designed.

When f is acute.

We must find ir, I, turn, h, by the following formulas ;

,/
^ r'

fang. (/i5 +«•) =\/ -;

1 =

log. mm = 5,5680729

sin. 2 if tana: .2 3 iv

COS. /
-2 log. t-

cos. /
3 log. cos.f- ^ log. (rr') ;

Approx. log. ft = log. mm — log. (i -(- |) .

With this approximate value of h, find, in Table VIII., the

coresponding approximate value of log. yy, also,

Vim
J

Approx. value of .r = ( .

Vi/

With tills approximate value of r, find, in Table, IX., the

corresponding approximate value of ^, and then the corrected

value of ft,
from the formula,

corrected log. h= log. mm— log. (Z-[- |-|-^) .

With this corrected value of ft, find a new value of log. yy, in

Table VIII., which is to be used in finding a corrected value or.r,

by the formula used above,

Hi Hi
corrected value of ,r =

y>i

I.

If necessary, we may repeat the operation until the assumed and

computed values of ^ agree ;
then we have,

X = sin.3 hg = sin.a ^ (E'— E) ;

from which we easily obtain g ov E'— E.

Ulien f I J obtuse.

We must find w, L, .M.AI, H, by the following formulas
;

i

tang. iA'j''-}- w) =p~;

i= -
sin.2A/ tang.2 2 w

COS. fCOS. /

log.MM= 5,5680729 -\-
2 log. (— 3 log. (— COS. /) — f log. (r r') ;

Approx. log. H= log. M.M— log. (i— |) .

With this approximate value of H, find, in Table VIII., the

corresponding approximate value of log. W, also,

Approx. value of x L — -

VY
X, find, in Table IX., the

£, and the corrected value

I— ?)

With this approximate value of

corresponding approximate value of

of H, from the formula,

corrected log. H^log. .M.M— log. (L -

With this corrected value of //, find a new value of log. YY,
in Table VIII., which is to be used in finding a corrected value of

.1', by the formula used above,

corrected value of x = L— .

If necessary, we may repeat the operation until the assumed and

computed values of | agree ;
then v;e have,

X= sin.a 4 g = sin.2 i (£'—£) ;

from which we easily obtain g or E'— E.

EXAMPLE.
Given log. c = 0,3307640 ; log. r'= 0,3232239: e' — « = 2/= 7" 34™ 53', 73 ;

< = 2i'^^>'', 93391 ; to find 25-
= £' — E, or rather

3;= sin.2 hg.

r' log. o,322223g

r log. 0,3307640

— := tang.
'I

(45''-}-!'') log. 9,9914599

45*-!-^ =44'' 51'" 33^ fang. 9,9978650

Qin s
tV = — o 37

2to= — 16'" 54' t'lns- 7,6916163^

same 7,6916163,,

f COS. arifh. co. 0,0009512

0,3222239

0,3307640

sum 0,6529879

half 0,3264940

(j-r')- log. 0,9794819

arith. co. 9,02o5i8i

cos./

-= 0,0000242205 log. 5,384i838

constant log. 5,5680729
t= 2i^^^\g33gi log. i,34iii6o

same i,34iii6o

(arith. co. log. cos. /) X 3 o,oo28536

§ log. r r' arith. CO. 9,o2o5i8i

mm log. 7,3736766

/= 3''47"' 26',865 COS. arith. CO. 0,000951a

4/=i''53"'43',4325 sin. 8,5194986

same 8,5194986

sin.S i/_

COS. /
fang.2 2 u)

0,0010963480 log. 7,0399484

COS. /
= 0,0000242 2rj5

Z= 0,001 1205685

5 =0,8333333

Z
-j- 1 = 0,8344539 log. 9,9214028

Hi»( log. 7,2736766

Approx. ft =o,oo235o47 log. 7,3522743

Corresponds in Tabic VIII., to approx. log. y,i/
= 0,002 1633

mm log. 7,2736766

yy
. = 0,0018685871 log. 7,271 5i33

Z= 0,001 1 205685

Approx. 1 = 0,0007480186

The correction. Table IX., corresponding to this value of x is insensible, therefore, we may assume this value of x for the true value

of sin.a 4 g= 0,0007480186.



PRECEPTS FOR TABLES VIII. AND X., IN A HYPERBOLIC ORBIT.

The process for calculalinf; tlie elements of a liyperbolic oil)i(, by means of r,T\ v'— «= 2/and<, varies but very little from

that in an elliptical orbit, wliiili we have just explained. The tormulas for the computation of w, I, m, L, M, are identically the

sanie. The tormulas for /i, //, are the same, with the exception of using f Table X, instead of | Table IX ; moreover x is changed

into z. For convenience in reference we shall here give the formulas, for the hyperbola, arranged in the same order as lor the

ellipsis.
When f is acute.

i r'

tang. (45''+t«)= \/j ;

^_ sin.3 4/ tang.3 a U)
.

COS. / cos. f
log. mm = 5,0680759+ 2 log. t— 3 log. cos./— flog, (rr');

approximate log. A= log. mm— log. (i-j- |).

With this approximate value of A, find in Table VIIL the cor-

responding approximate value of log. yy, also

anproxnnate value ol z^=^ i .
'

yy
_

With this approximate value of ;, find in Table X. the corres-

ponding value of ^,
and then the corrected value of h, from the

formula,

corrected log. A= log. mm— log. {l-\- ^-\- i)-

With this corrected value of A, tiud a new value of log. yy, in

Table Vlll., which is to be used in finding a corrected value of z,

by the formula used above, namely,

corrected value of ;= i .

'jy

If necessary we may repeat the operation, until the assumed
and computed value of ^ aifree ; and this must be taken for the true

value of ^, to be used in computing the elements of the orbit, by
the formulas given in this appendix.

TfTien / is obtuse.

i r'

tang. (45'' -(-«)) ^v'~

Z,= -
sin.2 4/ tang.S 210

COS. / cos./

log. MM= 5,5680729+ '/ log. «— 3log. (— COS./)
—
I log. (rr')

approximate log. //= log. j\[M— log. (L— | ).

With this approximate value of //, find in Table VIII. the cor-

responding approximate value of log. I'K, also

MM
approximate value of 2 =

¥Y
— L.

With this approximate value of z, find in Table X. the corres-

ponding value of ^, and then the corrected value of H from the

tbrmula,
corrected log. i/=log. MM— log. (i—5 — ^).

With this corrected value of //, find a new value of log. VY,
iu Table VIII., which is to be used in finding a corrected value of

2, by the formula given above, namely,

corrected value ol ; = -mr — Lyv
If necessary we may repeat the operation, until the assumed and

'

computed value of ^ agree ; and this must he taken for the true

value of ^, to be used in computing the elements of the orbit, by
the formulas given in this appendix.

EXAMPLE.
Given log. r= 0,0333585; log. r' =o,2oo854i ; d'— » = 2/=48'' 12"'; « = 5 1 .'^"^^ 49788 ; to find z.

r' log. 0,200854 1

r log. o,o333585

r 0,1674956

.i5''+to= 47''45"'28*,47 tang. 0,0418739

w= 2 45 28 ,47

o,2oo854i

0,0333585

sum 0,2342126

half 0,1171063

2u>= 5''3o'"56',94 tang. 8,9848318

same 8,9848318

/ arith. co. cos. 0,0396081

2,

{rr')2 log. o,35i3i89

arith. co. 9,6486811

tang.2 2W
COS. /

= 0.010215784 log. 8,0092717

constant 5,5680729

* = 5I'"'i'^ 49788 log. 1,7117894

same 1,7117894

(arith. CO. log. cos. /) X 3 0,1188243

~
log. rr* arith. co. 9,6486811

mm log. 8,7591571

a25

/=24 6'" cos. arith. CO. 0,0396081

4/=i2'' 3"' sin. 9,3196581

same 9,3196581

sin.a 4/
~~~'

COS./

tang.2 2 ui

= o,o477446o4 log. 8,6789243

COS./
= 0,010215784

J=o,o5796o388

I = 0,8333333

/+ 1 = 0,891 2937 log. 9,95oo2o«

mm log. 8,7591571

Approx. A = 0,0644371 log. 8,8ogi363

Corresponds in Table VIII. to approx. log. yy = o,o56o848

mm log. 8,7591571

yy
= o,o5o47454 log. 8,7030723

I= 0,05796039

Approx. 2 ^0,00748585 =1 —
yy

Corresponding to this in Table X. is ^=o,ooooo32

Hence, '+1+^= 0,8912969 log. 9,9500224

mm log. 8,7591571

corrected A 1=0,0644369 log. 8,8091347

Corresponds in Table VIII. to corrected log. yi/= o,o56o846

mm log. 8,7591571

yy
= o,o5o47456

I= 0,05796039

log. 8,7030725

Corrected z= o,oo748583 which agrees with the assumed value.



TABLE VIII. — For an Ellipsis or Hyperbola.
This table, with Tables IX., X.,are for coniputino; the elements of the orbit, when there are given the two radii

,
)' ; tlie included heliocentric are v'— v=^it\ and the time t of describing that arc, expressed in days.

h



TABLE VIII.— For an Ellipsis or Hyperbola.
This table, «ith Table IX., X., are for computins; the elements of the orbit, when there are given the two radii

, r' ; the iimluJetl heliocentric arc d' — «= '/f, anil the time t of describing that arc, expressed in days.

y
H

0241
0242

0344

0,0245
0246
0247
024»

0249

0,02 5o

025l
0252
0253

0254

0,025
0256

0257
0258

0259

0,0260
0261

0262
0263

0264

0,0265
0266

0267
0268

0269

0,0270

0271
0272
0273
0274

0,0275
0276
0277
0278
0279

0,0280
0281

0282
02S3

0284

0,0285
0286

0287
0288

0289

0,0290
0291

0292
0293
0294

0,0295

0296
0297
0298
0299

o,o3oo

'.%• yy
Log. YY
O,022233o

223220

224109
224998
2258S7

0,0226776
227664
228552

229440
23o328

0,023l2l5
232I02

232988
233875
234761

0,0235647
236532

237417
238302

239187

0,0240071

240956
241839
242723
243606

0,0244489
245372
246254
247136
248018

0,0348900
349781
350662
25 1 543

252423

o,02533o4
254i83
255o63

255942
256822

0,0257700

258579
259457
260335
261213

0,0262090
362967
263844

264721

265597

0,0266473

267349
268224

269099
269974

0,0270849
271733

372597
273471
274345

0,0275218

Diir.

889
889
889

889

888
888
688

888

887

887
886

887
886

886

885
885
885
885

885
883

884
883

883

883
882

881

881

881

880

881

879
880

879
880

879
878
878
878

877

877
877
877
876

876

876
875
875
875

875

874
874
874
874
873
8-3

y
H

o,o3oo
o3oi

o3o2
o3o3

o3o4

o,o3o5
o3o6

o3o7
o3o8

o3o9

o,o3io
o3ii

o3i3
o3i3

o3i4

o,o3i5
o3i6

o3i7
o3i8

o3i9

o,o32o
0321

o322
o323

o334

o,o325
0326

o327
o338

0329

o,o33o
o33i

o333
o333

o334

o,o335
o336

o337
o338

0339

o,o34o
o34i
0342
o343
o344

o,o345
o346
o347
o348

0349

o,o35o
o35i

o353
o353

o354

o,o355
o356

0357
o358

0359
o,o36o

L„g. yy
Log. YY
0,0375318

276091
276964
277836
278708

0,0279580
280452
281333

282194
283o65

0,0283936
284806

285676
286546

287415

0,02882:

289153
290023
290890
291758

0,0393636
393494
394361
395228
296095

0,029696
297827
298693
299559
300424

O,o3oi2go
3o2i54

3o3oi9
3o3883

3o4747

o,o3o56ii

306475
3o7338
308201

3ogo64

0,0309926
310788
3ii65o
3l25l2

3i3373

o,o3i4234
3 15095
3 15956
3i68i6

317676

o,o3i8536

319396
330255

321114

821973

o,q32383i

323689
324547
3254o5
336362

0,0337130

873
873
873
872

872

873
871

871

871

871

870
870
870

869

869

869
869
868
868

868

868

867
867
867

866

866
866
866
865

866

864
865

864
864

864
863
863
863

862

862
862
863
861

861

861
861

860
860

860

860

859
859
859

858

858
858
858

857
858
856

h

H
o,o36o
o36i
o362
o363

o364

o,o365
o366

o367
o368

0369

0,0370

0871

0372
0873
0874

0,0875
0376
0877
0378

0879

0,0880
o38i
0882
o383

o384

o,o385
o386

0887
0888

0889

0,0890
089!

0892
0398
089

0,0895

0396
0897
0898
0899

o,o4oo

o,o4i
042
043
044

0,045
o46
047
o48

049

o,o5o
o5i

o52
o53

o54

o,o55
o56

o57
o58

oSg
0,060

Log. yy
Log. YY
0,0827120

827976
328833

829689
83o546

O,o38i4oi
882257
333ii2

338967
334822

0,0335677
836531

887885

888389
389093

0,0889946
340799
84i65
842 5o4
843356

0,0844208

845o59
84591 1

846762
847C18

0,0348464

849814
85oi64
35ioi4
35 I 864

o,o3527i3
353562

8544 ri

85525g
356io8

0,0356956
357804
3586i

359499
860846

0,0861192
86g646
878075
386478

394856

o,o4o32og
411537
419841
428131

486876

0,0444607
453814

460998
469157
477294

o,o4854o7

4g34q6
5oi568

509607
517628

0,0525626

856

857
856

857

855

856
85

85

855

855

854
854
854
853

854

858
852
853
853

853

85i

852
85i

85 1

85 1

85o
85o
85o
85o

849

849
848

849

848

848
847
848

847

846

8454

8429
84o3
8878

8858

8828

83o4
8280
8255

8281

8307
8184

8159
8187

8ii3

8089
8o6t

8o44
8031

-998
-y-6

h

H
0,060
061

063
o63

064

o,o65
066

067
068

069

0,070

071

072
078
074

0,075

076
077
078
079

0,080
081
082
o83

o84

o,o85
086

087
088

089

0,090
ogi

09
098
094

0,095
096
og7
og8
099

0,100
lOI

102

io3

io4

o,io5
106

107
108

109

0,110
III

112

Ii3

ii4

o,ii5
116

117
118

"9
0,120

Log. yy
Log, YY
0,0525626

533603

541 556

549488
557897

o,o565285
578 1 5o

58o9g4
588817

596618

0,0604898
612157

619895
627612
6353o8

0,0642984

650689
658274
665888

673483

0,0681057
6886

6g6i46
708661
711157

0,0718688

726090
733537
740945
748345

0,0755725
768087
770480
777754
785060

0,0792848
799617
806868

8i4ioi
821816

0,0828518

835698
842854

849999
857125

0,0864235
871827
878401

885459
892500

0,0899528
go653o
918520
920494
927451

0,0934891

94i3i5
948228
955114
961990

o,og6884g

7976
7954
7982
7909

7888

7865
7844
7823
7801

7780

7759
7738
7717
7696

7676

7655
7635
7614
7595

7574

7555
7584
75i5
7496

7476

7457
7437
74i8
7400

7880

7863
7843
7334
7806

7288

7269
725l

7233
73l5

7197

7180
7I6I
7i45
7136

7110

7092
7074
7o58
704 1

7028

7007

6990
6974
6957

6940

6924
6908
6891
6876
6859
6843



TABLE VIII.— For an Ellipsis or Hyperbola.
This table, with Table IX., X., are for computing t)ie

,
?•' ; the incluileil Iieliocentric arc v' — (':::= 2/, and ttie

elements of the orbit, when there are given the two radii

time / of describing tliat arc, expressed in clays.

h

H
U,120

121

122

123

124

0,125
126

127
128

129

o,i3o
i3i

l32

i33

1 34

0,1 35

1 36

1 37
1 38

i3g

o,i4o
i4i

l42

143
1 44

0,145

146
147
i48

149

o.i5o

i5i

l52

1 53

1 54

o,i55
i56
1 57
1 58

1 59

0,160
161

162

i63

164

o,i65
166

167
168

169

0,170

171

173

173

174

0,175
176

177

178

179
0,180

Log. yy
Log. YY
0,0968849

975692
982520
98933 1

996127

0,1002907

1009672
1016421
I023i54

1029873

0,1036576
1043264

1049936
1056594
1063237

0,1069865
1076478
1083076

io8966<

1096229

0,1102783
1 109323

III5849
1132360
1 1 28857

o,ii3534o

1141809
1 148264
1 1 54704
I i6ii3i

0,1167544
1 1 73943
1 180329
1 1 8670 1

1193059

0,1199404
T 205735
I2I2o53

1218357

1224649

0,1230927
1237192
1243444

1249682
1255908

0,1262121
1268321

1274508
1280683

1286845

1,1292994
1 2991 3 1

i3o5255

i3ii367
i3 17466

0,1823553

1329628
i3356go
1 34 1740

1347778
o.i3538o4

6843
6828
6811

6796

6780

6765
6749
6733

6719

6703

6688

6672
6658

6643

6628

661 3

6598
6584

6569

6554

654o
6526
65ii

6497

6483

6469
6455
6440
5437

641 3

''399
6386

6372
6358

6345

633 1

63 18

63o4

6292

6278

6265
6252
6238
6226

6213

6200

6187
6175
6162

6149

61 37

6124
6112

6099

6087

6075
6062
6o5o
6o38
6026
6.. 14

H
0,180

181

182

i83

184

o,i85
186

187
188

189

0,190

191

192

193

194

o,ig5

196

197

198

199

0,200
201

202

2o3

204

0,205
206

207
208

2og

0,210
211

212

2l3

2l4

0,21 5

216

217
218

219

0,220
221

222

223

224

0,235
226

227
228

239

0,2 3o

23l

232

233

234

0,335
236

337
238

23g
0,34o

Log. yy
Log. YY
o,i3538o4

1359818
1365821

1371811

1377789

o,i383755
1389710
1395653
1 401 585

i4o75o4

0,i4i34i2

1419309
1425194
I 43 1068

i436g3i

0,1442782
1448622
i45445o
1460268

1466074

0,1471869
1477653
1483427

1489189
1494940

o,i5oo68i
1 5o64 1 1

i5i2i3o

!5i7838
1523535

0,1529222
1 534899
i54o564
1546220
i55i865

0,1557499
i563i23

1568737
1574340

1579933

o,i5855i6

1591089
1596652
1602204

1607747

0,1613279
1618802

i6343i5

i62g8i7
i6353io

0,1640793
1646267
i65i73o
1657184
1662628

o,1668063

1673488

1678903
1684309
1 689705

0,i695ug2

Dim

601 4
6()o3

5990
5978

5966

5g55
5943

5932
59 '9

5go8

5897
5885

5874
5863

585 1

584o
5828

58i8

58o6

5795

5784

5774
5762
5751

5741

5780

5719
5708

5697

5687

5677
5665

5656

5645

5634

5634
56i4
56o3

5593

5583

5573
5563
5552

5543

5532

5523
55i3
55o2

5493

5483

5474
5463
5454
5444

5435

5425
54i5
5406

5396
5387

5378

h

H
0,240
34l

243
343

344

0,245
246

347
348

34g

o,25o
25l

252
253
2 54

0,255
256

357
358

359

0,260
261

262

263

264

0,265
266

267
268

26g

0,370
371

272

273
274

0,375
376
377
378

279

0,280
281

282
283

384

o,385
286

287
288

389

0,290

291

393
393
394

0,295

396
297
298

299
0,JOO

Log. yy
Log. YY
o,i6g5og2
1700470
I705838

1711197
1716547

0,17216

1727218
1782540
1787853
1743 1 56

o,i74845i

1758786

1759018
1764280

17G9538

0,1774788
1 780029
1785261
1 790483
1 795698

0,1800908
i8o6io(

1811388

1816467
1821688

0,1826800
1881953
1887098
1842285

1847868

0,1852488

l8575g,

1862696
1867791
1872877

o,i877g55
1888024
1888085

1898138
1898188

0,1908220
1908349
1918269
1918281
1928286

0,1928282
1938271

1988251
1948224
1 948 1 88

0,1958145
1958094
1968085
1(167968

1972894

0,1977811

1982721

1987624
igg25i8
1997406

0,2002285

5378
5368

535g
535o

5340

533 1

5322
53i3
53o3

5295

5285

5377
52(17

5258

525o

5241
5232
5222
52 1 5

52o5

5 1 97
5i88

5179
5171

5162

5i53

5i45
5i37
5128

5 120

5i II

5l02

5og5
5oS6

5078

5o6g
5o6i

5o53

5o45

5087

5029
5020
Sol 2

5oo5

4996

4989
4980
4978
4g64

4g57

4949
4941
4933
4926

4917

4910
4908
4894
4888

4879
487->

h

H
o,3oo
3oi

302

3o3

3o4

o,3o5
806

807
808

3og

o,3io
3ii

3l2
3i3

3i4

o,3i5
3i6

3i7
3i8

819

0,820
821

322
333

824

0,825
826

827
828

829

o,33o
33 1

332

338

384

0,335
336

887
338

339

0,340
341

343
343
344

0,345

846

347
848

349

o,35o
35 1

352
353

354

o,855
356

357
358

35g
0,860

Log. yy
Lug. YY
0,3002285

3007157
2012021

2016878
2021727

0,2026569
2o3 I 4o8
2086280

2o4io5o
2045862

o,2050667
. 3055464
2060254

2065087

2069818

0,2074581

2079842
2084096
2088843

2og3582

0,2098815
2io3o4o

2107759
2112470
2117174

0,2121871
2126562

2181245

2i35g2i
2140591

0,2145253

2149909
2154558

2i5g20o
2163885

0,2168464
2173085
2177700
2182808
2 1 869 1 o

0,2!9l5o5
2196098
220067"
22o525o

2209818

o,22i438o
. 2218985

22 23483
2228026
2282561

0,2287091
2241618
2246180
225o64o
2255i43

0,2259640
2264181
2268615

2278094
2277565

0,2282081

DifT.

4872
4864

4857
4849

4843

4834
4827
4820
4812

48o5

4797
4790
4788
4776

4768

4761

4754
4747

4789

4788

4735
4719
4711
4704

4697

46gi
4683

4676
4670

4603

4656

4649
4642
4635

4629

4621
46i5
4608
4602

4595

4588
4582

4575
4568

4562

4555
4548
4548
4535

458o

4532
4517
45io
45o8

4497

4491
4484

4479
4471
4466

4459



TABLE VIII. — For an Ellipsis or Hyperbola.
This tabic, with Table IX.,

T, r' ; the inchuled heliocciitri

X., are lor computing tlie eleineiils of the orbit, when there are given the two radii

c arc v'— v=^'?J\ and tlie lime t of describing that arc, expressed in days.

h

o,36o
36 1

3G5

363

364

0,365
366

367
368

369

0,370

371

372

373
374

0,375

376
377
37S

379

o,38o
38 1

383
383

384

0,385
386

387
388

38cj

0,390

391

392
393

394

0,395

396
397
398
399

o,4oo
4oi

405
4o3
4o4

o,4o5
406
407
408

409

0,4 10

All

4l2
4i3
4i4

o,4i5
416
4i

4i8

4>9
0,420

Log. yij

Log. YY
o,228303!

2286490
3290943
2295390
2299831

0,3304265

2308694
23i3i 16

2317532

232ig43

0,2326346
2330743
2335 1 35

233g52l
2343900

0,2348274
2352643

2357003
236 1 359
2365709

0,2370053

2374391
2378733
3383o5o

2387370

0,2391685
2395993
2400296
2404594
2408885

o,34i3i7i
34 1 745 1

3421735

3425gg,
2430257

o,24345i4
2438766
2443012

2447253
2451487

0,2455716

2459940
24641 58

2468371

2472578

0,2476779
2480975
2485 166

2489351

2493531

0,2497705
2501874
25o6o38

25ioig6
25i4349

0,2518496
2533638

3536775
253ogo6
2535o32

o,353gi53

445g
4453
4447
4441

4434

4439
4432
4416
4410

44o4

4397
43g3
4386

4379

4374

4368
436 1

4356
435o

4344

4338
4333

4327
4320

43i5

43o8
43o3

4298
4291

4286

4280
4274

4269
4263

4257

4252
4246
4240
4235

4229

4224
4218
42i3

4207

4201

4196
4191
4i85
4i8o

4174

4169
4i64
4i58
4i53

4i47

4i42
4i37
4i3r

4l2fi

4l3I

4 1 16

A

H
Log.

I,„g.

yy
YY

0,420
421

422
423
424

0,425

426

427
428

429

o,43o

43i

432

433

434

0,435

436
437
438

439

0,440
441

442
443
AM

0,445
446
447
448

449

o,45o

45i

453
453
454

0,455
456
457
458

45g

0,460
461
462
463
464

0,465

466
467
468

469

0,470
471

472
473
474

0,475
476
477
4-8

479
0,480

o,253gr53
2543369
2547379
255i485
2555584

0,2559679
2563769
2567853
2571932
2576006

0,2580075

2584i39
2 588 198
2593352
2596300

0,2600344
2604382
260841 5

2612444

2616467

0,2620486

2634499
2628507
263251

2636509

o,264o5o3

2644493
2648475
2652454
2656428

0,2660397
2664362
2668321

2673276
2676226

0,2680171
26S4 1 1 1

2688046

269197
2696903

0,2699834
3703741
3707653

2711559
2715462

0,2719360
2723353
2727141
2731025

2734904

0,3738778
2742(

274651 3

2750374
2754230

0,2758083

2761939
2765771

2769609
2773443

Dill'.

4ii6
4iio
4io6

4099

4og5

4090
4o84

4079
4074

4o6g

4o64

4o59
4o54
4o48

4o44

4o38
4o33

4029
4023

4019

4oi3
4008
4oo4

3998

3994

3989
3983
3979
3974

3969

3965
3959
3955
3960

3945

3g4o
3935
3g3i
3926

3921

3917
3911
3907
3903

3898

3893
3888

3884

3879

3874

3870
3865
386 1

3856

3852

384-'

3842
3838

3834
3820
3824

h

H
Log. yy
Log. YY

0,480
481

483
483

484

o,485
486

487
488

48g

0,490

491

493
4g3
494

0,495

496
497
498
499

o,5oo
5oi

5o2
5o3

5o4

o,5o5
5o6

507
5o8

5og

o,5io
5ii

5l3

5i3

5i4

o,5i5
5i6

5.7
5i8

5i9

0,520
521

523

533

524

0,525
526
53

52.8

529

o,53o
53 1

532
533

534

0,535
536

537
538

539
0,540

Dim
h L„g. yy
H Log. YY

0,2777272

378 1 096
2784916
2788732

2792543

0,2796349
2800153

2803949
2807743
2811532

o,28i53i6

2819096
2822873
2826644
283o4ii

0,2834173

2837932
2841686
2845436

2849181

0,2852923
2856660

2860392
2864121

2867845

0,2871565
2875281

2882700
28864o3

0,2890102
2893797
2897487
2901174
2904856

0,2908535
2912209
2915879
2919545
2923207

0,2926864
293o5i8
2934168
2937813
2941455

0,2945092
2948726
2952355
2955981
2g5g6o2

0,3963220
2966833
2970443
2974049
2977650

0,2981248
2984842
2988432
2992018
2995600

o,299gi78

3824
3820
38i6
38ii

38o6

38o3

3-97
3794
3789

3784

3780
3776
3772

3767

3762

3759
3754
3750
3745

3742

3737
3732

3729
3724-

3720

3716
37..

3708
3703

3699

3695
3690
3687
3682

3679

3674
3670
3666
3662

3657

3654
365o
3645
3642

3637

3634

3629
3626
3621

36i8

36i3
36io
36o6
36o

3598

3594
3590
3586
3582

3578
3574

0,540
541

542
543

544

0,545
546

547
548

549

o,55o
55i

552

553

554

0,555
556

557
558

559

o,56o
56i

562
563

564

o,565
566

567
568

569

0,570
571

572
573
574

0,575

576
577
578

579

o,58o
58 1

582
583

584

o,585
586
58-:

588

58g

0,590

591

592
593
594

o,5g5
596
597
598

599
0.600

0.2999178
3002752
3oo6323

3009888
3oi3452

0,3017011
3o2o566

3o34i 17

3027664
3o3i2o8

o,3o34748
3o38284
3o4i8i6
3045344

3048869

0,3052390
3055907
3o5g42o
3062930
3o66436

o,3o6<)g38

3o73.'i37

307693
3o8o422

3o83gio

0,3087394
3090874
3og435o
3097823
3101292

o,3io4758
3108220

3111678
3ii5i33
3i 18584

0,3l22o3l
3125475
3128915
3i32352
3 1 35785

0,3 1 392 1 5

3i4364i
3 146064
3 149483
3152898

0,3 1 563 10

3159719
3i63i24
3i66525

3169923

0,31733 18

3 1 76709
3180096
3 183481
3186861

0,3190239
3ig36i2
3196983
32oo35o

3203714
0,3207074

3574
3571
3565

3564

3559

3555
355 1

3547
3544

3540

3536
3532
3528
3525

3521

35i7
35i3
35io
35o6

35o2

3499
3494
3491
3488

3484

3480
3476
3473

3469

3466

3462
3458
3455
345 1

3447

3444
3440
3437
3433

3430

3426
3423
341Q
34i5

3412

3409
3405
3401

3398

3395

3391
3387
3385
338o

3378

3375
3371

3367
3364
336o

.426



TABLE IX. — For an Elliptical Orbit.
This table is iiseil in connexion with Tiible VIII., in fiiidini; the elements of the orbit, by means of the li'uc raJii j'. y

the inchided bolim'entiic arc v'— v =^ 2f, and the litne t of desciibinp; that arc, in day^.

X



TABLE X.— For a Hyperbolic Orbit.
This



PRECEPTS FOR THE USES OF TABLES XI. AND XII.

These Tables are inserted lor the purpose of changing the arcs of the centesimal division of tlie (juadrant into sexagesimals.

Table XI., is divided into three distinct parts. The first part gives the degrees and minutes, in sexagesimals, for every degree of

the centesimal division, from 0° to ii99°
;
the tens being in the side column, and the units at the top. Thus we see by inspection, that

SCO" = 234'' 00™
;
261° = 2.34'' 64'"; &.c. The second part gives the minutes and seconds in sexagesimals, corresponding to the

centesimal division from 0' to 99'; the lens of minutes being at the side, and the imits at the top; thus GO'= 32'" 24'; 61
'= ."2"' 56", 4;

&c. The third part gives the seconds and decimals in sexagesimals, corresponding to the centesimal division, from 0" to 99"
;
the tens

of seconds being at the siVe and the M?ii7s at the io;;; thus 40"= 12', 960; 41"= 13% 284; &.c. The two following examples, show

its use in more complicated cases; they require no particular explanation.

EXAMPLE I .

Change 2g3 21' 17" into sexagesimals.

Table XI. 29.3°
= 263'' 42" 00"

21' =: II 20,4

17" = 5,5o8

293-^21' 17" = 263'' 53'" 25',9o8

E .X .4 M P L E II.

Change 263 53"' 25', 908 into centesimals.

Table XI. 263" 42" = 293° 00' 00"

Remainder,

Table XI.

II 23
, 908

m s /
I I 20 , 4 21 CO

Remainder Table XI. 5", 5o8 = 17

263'' 53" 25" 908 =293" 21' 17"

Table XII., gives the seconds and decimals, in sexagesimals, for every second of the ccnicsinial division, from 0" to 999"; tlie tens

being in the side column and the units at the top. It is computed by the rule s= 0,324. c; s being the number of sexagesimal seconds

corresponding to c in centesimal seconds. Hence we have by inspection 570" = 184', 680
;
571" = 18.5', 004 ; &c. If we change the

decimal point, three places to the left, we shall get, from the table, by inspection, the value of every Ihousandlh part of 1" from 0",001

to 0",999. Thus we have, by using the same numbers as before, 0",570 = o',184680; 0",571 = 0'',1S5004 ;
&c. In like manner, by

changing the decimal point lo the left 6 unils we get the values from 0",000001 to 0",000999; &c. We may also change the decimal

point to the right, if larger numbers are wanted.

E X A JI P L E III.

Change 327", 345 into sexagesimals.

827", 000 = io5% 948

,345 1 1 1780

327", 345 = 106', 059780

EXAMPLE V .

Change 327345" into sexagesimals.

327000" = 105948'

345"= III', 780

827345" = 106059-', 780

EXAMPLE VII.

Change o", 6443o2 into sexagesimals.

o", 644 = o', 2o8656

o", ooo3o2 = 98

o", 644302 = o", 208754

E -X A M P L E IV.

Change 106', 059780 into centesimal seconds.

Table XII. io5',948 = 827", 000

1 1 1780 = 345Table XII.

io6', 059780 = 327", 345

EXAMPLE VI.

Change 106059', 7^'-* ''^^'^ centesimal seconds

Table XII. 105948' =827000"

Table XIII. iii%78o= 845"

106059 , 780 = 327345"

E -X A M P L E VIII.

Change o", 076897 into sexagesimals,

o", 076 =
o-*, 024624

o", 000897 ^ 291

o", 076897 = o*, 024915

Table XII., has been found very convenient in making the reductions of the planetary inequalities, in this volume, from centesimal

to sexagesimal seconds, to six places of decimals, as in the two last examples. Since it is easy lo obtain the sum of the two parts of the

fraction, without the trouble of writing them down separately; the last part of the fracllon being generally so small that it is easy to

add it to the large tabular number corresponding lo the first part. Thus in example VII., the number 98 is easily added to 0,208656,

to obtain 0,208754, by mere inspection. The numbers given in this volume were in the first place computed from the table, and then

verified by a numerical calculation
; found by putting .s'= 0,3 c and s= ,<' -|- 0,08 s'. So that instead of writing down the number c

and then multiplying it by 0,324 ; we may write down, in the first instance 0,3 c; and then multiply it by 0,08, which gives 0,024 c;

whose sum is s^ 0,324 c. This method, applied to the preceding examples VII., VIII., produce the following results :

EXAMPLE IX.

Change 0", 644802 into sexagesimals.

0,3 c = o', 1932906

Multiply by 0,08 i5463248

208753848

EXAMPLE X .

Change o", 076897 Into sexagesimals.

0,3 c = o', 0280691

Multiply by 0,08 1845528

o', 024914628



TABLE XI.



TABLE XII.



TABLE XII.
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